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The Earliest English Diocesan Statutes

A LTHOUGH the diocesan laws of the Latin Church in the Middle

.iJLAges form a most valuable source for the history of ecclesiastical

influence and institutions, they cannot easily be used. Preserved

piecemeal, for the greater part in corrupt and unofficial copies,

many of the survivors were published by scholars of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries and have never been re-edited. Their

first editors were in no position to produce critical editions or

(what was chiefly required) to survey the material as a whole.

Giovanni Domenico Mansi, in making his Amplissima Colkctio

(1759 onwards), proceeded—to use Dom Henri Quentin's words

—

' par superposition '. The task on his hands was too big to permit

him to compare and evaluate thoroughly the medieval diocesan

statutes which were at that time known. Little was done to improve

this situation before the close of the nineteenth century: only

Heinrich Finke's early Kon^ilienstudien ^ur Geschichte des 13 Jahr-

hunderts (Minister, 1891), indicated the sort of investigation that

was needed, which Hefele and Knopfler, in the second edition of the

Conciliengeschichte, did not provide. In recent years some advance

has been made in sifting the material in various countries. 1 This

1 In Englishsynodalia ofthe thirteenth century (Oxford, 1941) the present writer illustrated

the general problem with English examples, and provided a short general bibliography

to 1939; see also ' The medieval statutes of the diocese of Carlisle ', ante, lxii (1947),

52-7. Since the war the study of French diocesan statutes has much advanced, largely

through the initiative of the late Andre Artonne : see his papers, ' Le livre synodal de
Lodeve ', Bibliotheque del'Ecole des Chartes, cviii (1949-50), 36-74; ' Les statuts synodaux
diocesains francais du xiiie siecle au concile de Trente ', Rev. de I'Hist. de I'Eglise de

France, xxxvi (1950), 168—81 ; 'Les synodes diocesains d'Arles de 1410 a 1570', ibid.

x '' ( x 95 5)> 76-84; ' L'influence du Decret de Gratien sur les statuts synodaux ', Studia

Gratiana, ed. G. Forchielli and A. M. Stickler (Bologna, 1954), ii. 645-56; ' Les statuts

synodaux diocesains francais ', Comptes-rendus des Stances de V'Acad, des Inscriptions et

Be!/es-Leitres, 1955, pp. 55-63. Professor V. L. Kennedy has thrown light on the

statutes attributed to Odo de Sully, bishop of Paris, in ' The moment of consecration

and the elevation of the Host ' and ' The date of the Parisian decree on the elevation of
the Host ', Mediaeval Studies (Toronto) vi (1944), 121-50 and viii (1946), 87-96; more
thorough and recent work on these statutes, which tends to confirm the attribution

of the core of them to Odo, is by the Abbe Louis Guizard, ' Rccherches sur lc texte des
statuts synodaux d'Eudes de Sully, cveque de Paris (1 196-1208) ', Bulletin d 'information

de rinstitut de Recherche et d'Hist. des Textes, v (1956), 53-69. Sec also Dom Jean
Leclercq, ' Les decrets de Bernard dc Saintcs [1 141-66] ', Revue du Moyen Age Latin, ii

(1946), 167-70. P. C. Boercn writes on ' Les plus anciens statuts du diocese de Cambrai ',

Revue de Droit Canonique, iii (1953), 1-32, 131-72, 377-415, iv (1954), 131-58. See
Louis Guizard, ' L'ctude des ?ncicns statuts synodaux des dioceses dc France',
Bibliotheque de la Revue d'Histoire Ecclesiastique, fasc. 33: Congrcs de droit canonique

f© Longmans Green & Company Limited and Contributors, i960
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2 the earliest English January

has shown how often traditional ascriptions of statutes must be

modified and how seldom we are presented with a series of synodal

statutes which has not undergone some retouching, either by the

bishop whose name they bear or by his successors. 1 But even

harder problems are raised by statutes which are wholly unascribed

in the surviving manuscripts. To determine their origin we can

only examine the internal evidence and compare them with other

statutes of known provenance. Even if certainty in every case is

unattainable, the investigation is worth the effort and may teach us

something about other, better authenticated, series of statutes and

the method of their compilation. This paper is concerned with

three series of statutes : the first was set by Mansi in the Amplissima

(xxii. 723) under the date 1200 and the title ' Concilium incerti loci ';

the second is found in print only in a late and garbled version which

David Wilkins published in Concilia Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae

(1737), i. 593 and Mansi reprinted (xxii. 1173) as ' Statuta legenda in

concilio Oxoniensi edita ', linked to the genuine canons of Oxford,

1222; while the third was given by Wilkins (i. 656, and after him, by

Mansi, xxiii. 463), as statutes of an unknown bishop.

I

' Constitutiones incerti loci ' is the title given by Martene and

Durand to two series of statutes which they printed in Thesaurus

novus anecdotorum (Paris, 171 7), iv. 147, from a manuscript of the abbey

of Corbie (diocese of Amiens). Both were reprinted by Nicol6

Coleti in his Sacrosancta concilia, xiii (1730), 759 and by Mansi (xxii.

723, 731). The second series (inc. ' Baptismus cum reveren-

tia . . . '), save for the last ten chapters (c. 53-62), corresponds

to parts of the Parisian statutes attributed to Bishop Odo de Sully

(d. 1208). 2 We are concerned only with the first series (inc. * Quia

non potest . . . ') printed under this title, * Constitutiones incerti

medieval 1958 (Louvain, 1959) pp. 73-87. which refers also to studies outside France.

In 1939 appeared Emil Brzoska, Die Breslauer Dio^esansynoden bis ^ur 'Reformation

(Bresslau, 1939), on which see the ensuing controversy between Brzoska and Bernhard

Panzram in Ztschr. der Savigny-Stiftungfiir Rechtsgesch. (kan. Abt.), lxi (1941), 384-97, lxiv

(1944), 336-63. Great advance is marked in Poland by the publication of critical

studies and editions by Professor Jakub Sawicki under the title Concilia Poloniae:

Zrodra i Studia Krytyc^ne (nine volumes, 1945-57, in progress). Dr. Sawicki's im-

portant paper on ' Die Entwicklung der Kirchenrechtswissenschaft in Polen 1918-57 ',

Oesterreichisches Archiv fur Kirchenrecbt, ix (1958), 243-69 gives a full bibliography of

work on Polish synods, pp. 255-60. For Sweden we now have the monograph of

Professor Sigurd Kroon, Det svenska Prdstmotet under Medeltiden: dess Uppkomst och

Stallning i Samhalle och Kyrka, Acta historico-ecclesiastica suecana 18 (Stockholm, 1948),

with a short resume in French; for a review by the present writer see Journal of Esc/.

Hist, i (1950), 120-1.
1 E.g., for Paris see L. Guizard, loc. cit. p. 1 n. 1 above, and for the Norwich statutes

see Cheney, Eng. Synodalia, pp. 125-36.
2 The statutes are in Mansi, Ampl. Coll., xxii. 675-86. Chapters 53-62 of the

statutes printed at col. 731-5 differ from the corresponding parts of ' Odo ' (communia

precepta, c. 21-4) but concern the same matters. The series as a whole may be another

recension of the Parisian statutes, as Guizard suggests.
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loci '. It is our object to show that these statutes, which we will

call CIL, were compiled in England, and to fit them into the history

of the legislation of the English Church. The manuscript from

Corbie, which Martene and Durand saw, has not been traced among
the numerous remains of that famous library, 1 but another incom-

plete text in an early thirteenth-century hand has come to light on

two folios which form flyleaves to a glossed book of Daniel in

Cambridge, Pembroke College MS. 62, which was formerly in the

abbey of Bury St. Edmunds. 2

In a short preamble to the statutes, addressed to the clergy, the

legislator declares that his object is to appoint rules of conduct,

of dispensing the sacraments, and of behaviour towards the laity.

The following sixty-four statutes follow out this scheme fairly

systematically. Chapters 1-4 concern cases of irregularity in

ordination, chapters 5-16 the ' vita et honestas ' of the clergy with

special reference to the sins of luxuria, superbia, and avaritia. The
rest of the statutes is mainly written round the rules for the per-

formance of four sacraments : the eucharist, baptism, penance, and

marriage. Scattered among these chapters and following them are

some prescriptions which could not fit logically into the scheme:

on the maintenance of church fabric, Sunday observance, games in

churchyards, and so on. These produce a somewhat disorderly

effect on an underlying pattern, as we find in even the most import-

ant sets of English diocesan statutes of the thirteenth century. 3

Altogether there is little here to suggest a gradual accumulation of

statutes at successive synods, and we may assume for the time being

that CIL was completed all at one time.

The first step towards determining the circumstances in which

CIL was issued is to look for parallel passages in other legislation,

and they are to be found in plenty; for only half a dozen chapters

(7, 38, 40, 41, 57, 61) do not present close verbal parallels with

other statutes of known provenance. Parallels with more than

one set of statutes may be particularly instructive, and it is those

which will be examined here. The present writer pointed out long

ago that the canons of Archbishop Hubert Walter in the provincial

council of London (or more exactly, Westminster), 19 September

1200, were paralleled in the earliest diocesan statutes of Salisbury

(1217 x 1221), Winchester (? 1224), and Chichester (1244 x 1253).
4

1
Cf. L. Delisle, Le cabinet dts mss. de la Bibliotbeque Imperiale [Kationale], (Paris,

1868-81), ii. 104-41, 427-8.
1 The second flyleaf is severely damaged; the text contains the preamble, c. 1-46,

and parts of c. 47-55. Since the binding is relatively modern there is no certainty that

the flyleaves come from Bury.
3
Cf. Eng. Synodalia, pp. 52-3 (Salisbury) and 90-1 (Worcester).

* Ibid. pp. 55, 76, 87. The references to the statutes of Salisbury hereafter are to

the edition by W. D. Macray in Charters and docts • • • of Salisbury (Rolls Series, 1891),

pp. 128-63, but in some instances readings from other sources are preferred. The
Winchester statutes are quoted from the only known manuscript: Bodleian, Hatton
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It is therefore of special interest that all these parallels, without

exception, are matched in CIL.

A few examples will bring out the relationship

:

Westminster c. 3 CIL c. 36,35 Salisbury c. 27 l

De baptismate vel con- Similiter de confirma- Si vero pueros

firmatione si dubitetur

sanctorum canonum
statuta sequentes statu-

imus ut conferatur,

quia non dicitur itera-

tum quod nescitur

fuisse collatum. Ideo-

que baptizentur expo-

siti de quorum baptis-

mo dubitatur, sive in-

veniantur cum sale sive

sine sale.

Westminster c. 9

Cum . . . sanctorum

patrum statuta declar-

ent decimas de omni-

bus que per annum
renovantur prestandas

id inviolabiliter decer-

nimus observandum

ita ut occasione mer-

cedis servientium vel

messorum decima

pars non minuatur.

. . . Detentores vero

decimarum iuxta Roth-

omagensis concilii con-

stitutum . . . usque

ad satisfactionem con-

gruam anathematis

vinculo feriantur.

Westminster c. 10

Hiis etiam adnectimus

ut clerici non intersint

tabernis et publicis po-

tationibus.

tione si dubitetur con-

feratur, quia dici non
debet iteratum quod
nescitur fuisse collatum.

Si vero pueros cum sale

contingat expositos in-

veniri baptizentur, si

vero sine sale inveni-

antur expositi et utrum

baptizati fuerint dubi-

tetur baptizentur, ita

tamen quod ante . . .

[as Salisbury].

CIL c. 48

Decimas autem de om-
nibus que per annum
renovantur dandas de-

crevimus i'a ut occas-

ione mercedis servien-

tium vel messorum ecc-

lesie decima parte non
frustrentur. Detento-

res vero decimarum

. . . usque ad satis-

factionem congruam
anathematis vinculo

feriantur. Cum autem

hii qui decimas de-

tinuerint ... [as Sal-

isbury].

CIL c. 9

Inhibemus etiam ne

sacerdotes vel quilibet

clerici tabernas frequen-

tent vel publicis po-

tationibus aut specta-

culis aut ubi turpia et

inhonesta cantantur in-

tersint.

con-

tingat cum sale ex-

positos inveniri bap-

tizentur, ita tamen

quod ante ... [as

CIL].

Similiter de confirma-

tione quia non debet

dici iteratum quod nes-

citur esse collatum.

Salisbury c. 45-46

Decimas autem de om-
nibus que per annum
renovantur et maxime
consuetas decimas dan-

das decrevimus et dis-

stricte precipimus ita

ut occasione mercedis

servientium vel mes-

sorum ecclesia decima

parte non frustretur.

Detentores autem de-

cimarum consuetarum

. . . usque ad satisfac-

tionem condignam per

censuram ecclesiasticam

compellantur. Cum
autem hii qui decimas

detinuerint ... [as CIL].

Winchester c. 63

Sacerdotes et clerici

publicis non intersint

potationibus.

92, fo. 154 1". The Chichester statutes are quoted as from Wilkins, i. 688-93. The

Westminster canons are in Wilkins, i. 505-8.
1 The second sentence is only found in texts AC (cf. Eng. Sytwdalia, pp. 57-8).
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Westminster c. 12

Diffamati . . . super

crimine de quo vinci

non possunt, com-
moneantur ... Si

vero incorrepti . . .

indicator eis purga-

tio, et non occasione

pecunie captande diff-

eratur de die in diem,

sed statim primo die

si parata fuerit suscipi-

atur et canonicum
numerum non excedat.

DIOCESAN STATUTES

CILc. 58 Salisbury c. 38

Diffamati . . . super

crimine aliquo de quo

convinci non possunt,

moneantur ... Si

vero incorrigibiles

. . . indicator eis pur-

gatio, que occasione

pecunie oblate vel

promisse de die in

diem nullatenus diff-

eratur, sed si parata

fuerit statim primo

die recipiatur et cano-

num numerus obser-

vetur. Archidiaco-

nus sive officialis eius

contra hoc veniens ab

officio suo se noverit

suspendendum.

5

Chichester

(Wilkins, i. 690a)

. . . diffamati . . .

super aliquo crimine

de quo convinci non
possunt, moneantur

... Si vero incorrecti

. . . indicator eis

purgatio, que occas-

ione captande pecunie

de die in diem nulla-

tenus differatur, sed

statim primo die si

parata fuerit recipiatur

et canonicus usus ob-

servetur. Archidia-

conus, officialis, sive

decanus contra statu-

tum veniens se nov-

erit ab officio suspen-

dendum.

Diffamati . . . super

crimine aliquo de quo

vinci non possunt,

moneantur ... Si

vero incorrecti . . .

indicator eis purgatio,

que occasione cap-

tande pecunie de die in

diem nullatenus diff-

eratur, sed statim

primo die si parata

fuerit recipistur et

canonicum numerum
non excedat. Archi-

diaconus seu officialis

vel decanus contra hoc

statutum veniens se

noverit ab officio sus-

pendendum nee sine

speciali auctoritate

domini archiepiscopi

vel episcopi relaxan-

dum.

These examples indicate clearly that CIL stands between

Westminster, 1 200 on the one hand and the Salisbury, Winchester,

and Chichester statutes on the other. This could mean either that

CIL was the common parent of Westminster and the later statutes

or that it was a parent of the later statutes, itself derived from

Westminster. Two facts point to the latter explanation: the

drafting of CIL seems to improve on Westminster in neatness at

several points, and at one point where Archbishop Hubert's legatine

canons of York (1195)
1 provided a basis for his canons of

Westminster, Westminster stands between York and CIL:

York c. 4

Ubi autem puer cuius

baptismus ignoratur

reperitur expositus,

sive cum sale sive sine

sale reperiatur, bapti-

zetur, cum non intelli-

gatur iteratum quod

nescitur fuisse col-

latum.

Westminster c. 3

De baptismate vel con-

firmatione si dubitetur,

sanctorum canonum
statuta sequentes stat-

uimus ut conferatur,

quia non dicitur iterat-

um quod nescitur fu-

isse collatum. Ideo-

que baptizentur expos-

iti de quorum baptis-

mo dubitatur, sive in-

veniantur cum sale

sive sine sale.

CIL c. 36, 3 j

Similiter de confirma-

tione si dubitetur con-

feratur, quia dici non

debet iteratum quod

nescitur fuisse collat-

um. Si vero pueros

cum sale contingat ex-

positos inveniri bap-

tizentur, si vero sine

sale inveniantur expos-

iti et utrum baptizati

fuerint dubitetur, bap-

tizentur . . .

1 Wilkins, i. 501.
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Another group of parallels must now be noted. CIL c. 5 agrees

in substance and for a few words is verbally identical with c. 4 of

canons issued by Cardinal Robert de Courson as papal legate, first

in a council at Paris in June or July 121 3, secondly in a council

at Rouen in February 1214. 1 Further on in CIL comes a small

group of statutes (26-30) which with one exception (27) agree

very closely with Courson's canons, c. 9-12. Two examples will

illustrate the similarities:

Paris 1213, 1. 4

Inhibemus etiam districtius ne

clerici in sacris ordinibus constituti

etiamsi beneficiati non fuerint, in

propriis domibus vel in alienis pub-

lice focarias habeant unde scanda-

lum oriatur. Quod si aliqui con-

tra huius constitutionis tenorem

venire presumpserint et ad admoni-

tionem prelati sui focarias non dim-

iserint et a se prorsus non expuler-

int, elapsis xl diebus a primo die

monitionis noverint se excommuni-

cationis sententie subiacere. Idem

etiam de beneficiatis duximus stat-

uendum, adicientes quod post tem-

pus predicte admonitionis, ab offi-

cio et beneficio se noverint esse sus-

pensos nee absolvantur vel ad

beneficia restituantur nisi gravi ab

episcopis suis iniuncta pena.

Paris 121 3, I. 9

Ad hec inhibemus districtius ne

sacerdotes ignoti de quorum
ordinatione non constat ad divino-

rum celebrationem admittantur,

sine litteris testimonialibus vel test-

imonio bonorum virorum et eos

qui contra hec venerint decernimus

puniendos arbitrio prelatorum.

CIL c.
5

. . . statuimus ut sacerdotes et

clerici beneficiati, vel in sacris

ordinibus constituti sive bene-

ficiati sint sive non, . . . con-

tinenter ac honeste vivant prout

ad sacrum eorum ministerium

noscitur pertinere. Nee in domi-

bus propriis vel alienis publice

concubinas unde scandalum oriatur

tenere presumant set eas a se

prorsus expellant et longius faciant

amoved, nisi velint simul officio

et beneficiis suis contra hoc agendo

privari.

CIL c. 26

Ad hec prohibemus districtius

ne sacerdotes ignoti de quorum
ordinatione non constat ad divino-

rum celebrationem deserviendo

ecclesias admittantur, nisi de licen-

tia nostra cum per litteras testi-

moniales vel testimonium bonorum
virorum nobis de eorum ordina-

tione fuerit sufficienter fides facta.

Again we can point to parallels with most of these passages

in the Salisbury statutes (c. 6, 7, 70, 19, 18); but the likeness of

Salisbury to CIL proves nothing about the relations of CIL to

Courson's canons. A close comparison ofCIL and Courson at these

points gives no clear priority to one or the other. Only one small

matter of substance can be adduced as evidence: CIL c. 29 (Paris

1 Mansi, Amp/. Coll., xxii. 820, 900.
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I. 11, Rouen 12) forbids priests to demand compulsory payment
' pro annalibus vel tricennalibus vel septennalibus missarum

faciendis '; Salisbury c. 18 borrowed this statute from CIL or

from Courson, but omitted ' vel septennalibus '. I do not know
of any other English statutes which mention septennalia of masses.

May it not be that this was a piece of mechanical copying by the

writer of CIL, from a legatine canon not intended for England

and inappropriate to English custom?

The facts that we have so far considered establish that CIL
was composed between 1200 and 1221 (the latest possible date

for the Salisbury statutes); if it borrowed from Courson's canons

it must have been framed after July 121 3. The many loans from
the Council of Westminster (of which ten chapters reappear in

CIL) and other parallels with the Council of York, 1195,
1 suggest

that CIL was English, despite the fact that it is printed from a

manuscript in a French library which also contained synodal

statutes of Paris and despite the connection with Courson. There

is also the evidence of wide diffusion in English dioceses. A
detail of substance confirms English composition: c. 64 reads,

' Prohibemus quoque ne denunciatus scotallorum fiat in ecclesiis

vel per sacerdotem extra.' So far as is known, the word and

custom of ' scotales ' were peculiarly English.

An inference about the date of CIL may be drawn from its

failure to mention the Fourth Lateran Council of 121 5. Dangerous

as is the argument from silence, it is noticeable that CIL has nothing

to say about the degrees of consanguinity (whereas the Salisbury

statute c. 86 will quote the Fourth Lateran c. 50-5 1) and requires the

laity to be admonished to confess thrice a year without penalizing

those who fail to confess annually. The silence of CIL is more
significant still when compared with derivative passages in Salis-

bury; thus:

CIL c. 45 Salisbury c. 37

Moneantur laid statim in principio Confessiones ter in anno audiantur,

Quadragesime vel pluries in anno ter in anno communicare [subditi]

cito post lapsum confiteri, et ut ter moneantur, in Pascha, in Nathali,

in anno, scilicet Pascha, Natali, inPentecostejpriustamenpreparent

Pentecoste communicent; prius ta- se per aliquam abstinentiam de

men preparari per aliquantulam ab- consilio sacerdotis faciendam.

stinentiam de consilio sacerdotis Quicunque autem semel in anno ad

faciendam [et] per confessionem. minus proprio non confessus fuerit

sacerdoti, et ad minus ad Pascha

eucharistie sacramentum non perce-

perit, nisi de consilio sacerdotis dux-

erit abstinendum et vivens ab ingressu

ecclesie arceatur et tnortuus Christiana

careat sepultura.

1

Cf. CIL c. 33 and York c. 5, CIL c. 54 and York c. 10.
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CIL c. 49 Salisbury c. 48, 49

Excommunicato non passim et Sacro approbante concilio pro-

absque delectu fiat sed premissa hibemus ne quis aliquando excom-

canonica ammonitione. Singulis municationis sententiam nisi competenti

autem annis in tribus solempnibus monitione premissa et presentibus per-

festivitatibus. . . . sonis ydoneis per quas sufficienter si

necesse fuerit possit probari monitio,

auctoritate propria promulgare pre-

sumat . . . expedire. Singulis

autem annis in tribus solempnitat-

ibus maioribus. . . .

The italicised words in the Salisbury statutes come from the

Fourth Lateran Council c. 21, 47. In the light of these passages

where Salisbury seems deliberately to bring CIL up to date, we may

suppose that the latter belongs to the years between 1200 and 121 5.

The point has now been reached when it will be profitable to

look at two textual differences between the Corbie text and the

Bury text of CIL. 1 In the following quotations the italicised words

are found only in the Bury text. CIL c. 17 is concerned with

the care and reverence to be shown towards the consecrated ele-

ments in the eucharist, and reads :
' nee ultra septem dies serventur

hostie consecrate, post solutum scilicet interdictum, set septimana

qualibet in die dominica renoventur.' CIL c. 19 describes the

method of carrying the viaticum to the infirm, and reads :
' lucerna

precedente . . . et cruce similiter . . . precedente quoque tin-

tinnabulo post solutionem interdict! ad cuius sonitum excitetur devotio

audientium.' If ( as the evidence already examined suggests) these

are statutes issued in England between 1200 and 121 5, the interdict

in question is probably the general interdict which lay on all

England from 24 March 1 208 to 2 July 1 2 1 4. Moreover, since these

statutes are instructing parish priests in matters relating to the

reserved Host and the viaticum, they would not have been framed

at a time when the celebration of mass was wholly forbidden.

After the earliest days of the interdict2 it was not likely that the

reserved Host would be found in any English churches until the

pope had mitigated the interdict in January 1209 by permitting

conventual churches to celebrate mass once a week behind closed

doors. 3 But this mitigation did not affect the parish priests until,

late in 121 2, the pope allowed them to administer the viaticum

1 It is convenient to designate the texts by these names, but we cannot assume that

they were written in these places.

* In the instructions which probably emanated from one or more of the bishop-

executors of the interdict soon after it began, we read: ' Corpus domini sicubi residuum

fuerit, reservetur honeste in ecclesia, donee dicatur quid inde fieri debeat, ita quod a

nullo sumatur nee a sacerdote nee ab alio ' : Avranches, Bibliotheque municipale

MS. 149, fo. iocjVfi (from Mt. S.-Michel), printed Migne, Patr. Latina, cexvii. 192.

3 Migne, cexv. 1529.
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to the dying and for this purpose to fetch the reserved Host from a

conventual church. 1 This may possibly have tempted certain priests

to reserve the consecrated Host for rather long periods as the Bury

text envisages in c. 17, but no details of the practice of the time seem

to have survived. But when the pope permitted the viaticum, he

did not lift the embargo on bell-ringing : hence the note in c. 19.

The Bury text, then, has limiting dates, July 121 2 and July 12 14.

If one is entitled to read into the statutes a lively hope that the inter-

dict will soon be lifted, then the text must belong to the period after

King John had made his peace with the pope on 13 May 121 3.

One might argue that the Bury text is a copy of statutes which

originated before 121 5 but in which this copy incorporated these

special provisos because of some later local interdict. I know of no

interdict which would meet the case. It would have to be an inter-

dict covering a whole diocese, or at least an archdeaconry, and

would have to be only a partial interdict, since the viaticum was

permitted. It would also have to be of considerable importance

or duration to persuade a copyist that these insertions were worth

making. We are driven back to the view that the general interdict

on England is the one in question.

It still remains to determine which version of the statutes is

the earlier: that containing the references to the interdict or the

Corbie text ? If the references are insertions made in a pre-existent

series of statutes, we must date the original issue between 1200 and

1 208, when the interdict began. But before we jump to a conclusion

on this point, it will be well to consider by what authority the statutes

were framed.

They make no mention of a synod or synodal authority. Nor do

they use any term such as provincia or diocesis nostra which determines

the area to which they applied. But two other differences between

the Bury and Corbie texts may serve as pointers. First, at most

points in the statutes where an ecclesiastical authority is named,

Bury reads archiepiscopus and Corbie reads archiepiscopus vel episcopus;

thus c. 16: ' Quilibet autem sacerdos de consensu domini archi-

episcopi [add vel episcopi C] suum habeat confessorem.' Secondly,

in c. 21, to Corbie's prescription ' quod omnes habeant canonem

misse secundum consuetudinem ecclesie correctum ' Bury adds,

after ' ecclesie ', the word ' Cantur' '.

The possible authorities responsible for CIL are three in number

:

papal legate, archbishop, bishop. Let us examine the possibilities

in turn:

(i) If Corbie is the original, its references to archbishop and

bishop betoken a legatine authority. We meet with just such

provisions in the legatine canons of Hubert at York, 1 195, and Otto

1 Memoriale Jr. Walteri de Coientria (Rolls Scries), ii. 205 and Annates monastic/ (Rolls

Series), ii. 271.
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at London, 1237. Two legates a latere visited England between 1 200

and 1 21 5: John of Ferentino in 1206, Nicholas of Tusculum in

1213-14. 1 But if the Corbie text is the original, it follows that it

must be earlier than 1208, when the interdict began; and the

authorship of Nicholas of Tusculum is excluded, attractive as that

theory may be. John of Ferentino, on the other hand, came to

England within a year after Archbishop Hubert's death and before

King John's breach with Rome. Little is known of his activities

except in regard to certain monasteries; but several chroniclers

report that he held a council at Reading, and from the Brutj Tywyso-

gion comes the surprising statement that in it ' he confirmed the law

of the church throughout the whole kingdom '. 2 Could CIL
be the unidentified canons of a Council of Reading, held in October

1206? This would agree with its dependence on Archbishop

Hubert's canons, the lack of knowledge it displays of the statutes of

Odo de Sully, bishop of Paris, and the wide and apparently inde-

pendent borrowing by later English bishops. These facts are

certainly compatible with such an origin, but do not necessarily

require this explanation. Several other considerations tell against

a legatine authority. First, CIL is altogether too modest a set of

pastoral precepts to be regarded as a ' confirmation of church law

of the whole kingdom ' ; far less comprehensive than Archbishop

Hubert's canons, it hardly touches on any topic which would not

interest the parish priest and his assistants. Secondly, certain canons

of Robert de Courson of 121 3-14 seem to be more probably a

source than a derivative of CIL,', and if this is so, it tells against

John of Ferentino as author, though not against Nicholas of Tus-

culum. Thirdly, both Bury and Corbie versions include, in no

less than six scattered chapters, the phrases sine assensu nostro, auc-

toritate or licentia nostra, sine litteris nostris, where no legate but a

diocesan is plainly intended. This is a strong reason for rejecting

that theory that either of the legates, before or during the interdict,

was concerned in uttering these statutes.

(ii) Can it be supposed that CIL is provincial legislation, issued

either by Hubert Walter or Stephen Langton for Canterbury or by

Geoffrey Plantagenet for York ? This might be, were we to regard

1 For both see H. Tillmann, Die pdpstl. Legaten in England bis %ur Beendigung dtr

"Legation Gitalas (Bonn, 1926), pp. 92-3, 98-107. For the former see also Cheney,
' The papal legate and English monasteries in 1206 ', ante, xlvi (1931), 443-52, and for

the latter see also Angelo Mercati, ' La prima relazione del Cardinale Nicolo de Romanis

sulla sua legazione in Inghilterra ', Essays in History pres. to Reginald Earn Poole (Oxford,

I927), PP- 274-89.
2 Bruty Tywysogion or the Chronicle of the Princes, Red Book of Hergest version, ed. Thomas

Jones (Cardiff, 1955), p. 187; the Peniarth MS. 20 version (ed. Jones, 1952), p. 83 reads:

' held a stately council wherein to confirm the laws of the church.' The council made
sufficient impression to serve as a means of dating an act of the bishop of Coventry

:

' Act' apud Lich' anno quo celebratum est concilium a Iohanne cardinali apud Redyng "

Brit. Mus., MS. Harl. 3868, fo. 3V.
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the archiepiscopus vel episcopus of the Corbie text as a way of catering

for both the archdiocese and the dioceses of suffragans; but that

would involve giving priority to the Corbie text and assigning

CIL to Archbishop Hubert (who had already issued a more com-

prehensive code, though less detailed in some particulars) or to

Archbishop Geoffrey, and neither man seems to be a likely author. 1

It would also involve neglecting the probable connection with

Courson's canons, and interpreting the Bury text as a reissue of

provincial canons for the archdiocese only. That the Bury version

could not be issued to the province is shown by its references to

archiepiscopus where the diocesan authority is intended, and by the

enforcement of the ' custom of the church of Canterbury ' when

other diocesan customs were certainly used within the province.

(iii) The third alternative, that CIL was issued in the first instance

for a diocese, raises fewer difficulties. On this showing, the Bury

version is the original and was designed for the archdiocese of

Canterbury: hence the reference to archiepiscopus (never to epis-

copus), and consuetudinem ecclesie Cantur ', and the phrases sine assensu

nostro, &c. The statutes, we must assume, were issued during the

interdict. This involves treating the Corbie text as a generalized

version of Canterbury diocesan statutes in which vel episcopum has

been added and the consuetudinem ecclesie Cantur ' has been dropped

along with the references to the interdict, in order to make a broader

application possible. Whether these changes were made for an

official reissue or unofficially, when and where they were made, is

beyond reasonable conjecture, since we know nothing about the

Corbie text.

The possibility that CIL. was issued by an archdeacon can be

excluded in view of the use of the personal pronoun at points

where diocesan authority is invoked. The archdeacon is mentioned

only once, 2 and then the use of the singular, archidiaconus, is com-

patible with the theory that CIL was designed for the arch-diocese of

Canterbury, which had only one archdeacon at this time. 3 The

absence of more allusions to him and his duties agrees with the

tone of the preamble in suggesting that the statutes were issued

for direct transmission to all parish priests and concerned them

more than diocesan officers. In this respect CIL agrees with

Robert Grosseteste's famous statutes for the clergy of the diocese

of Lincoln, which do not mention at all the bishop's subordinates

1 Theoretically, Langton could be the author, 1206-8, transmitting the canons to his

province during the twenty months between his consecration and the interdict, although

he was personally excluded from the country. But this seems so improbable as not to

deserve serious consideration.

* c. 59: ' Archidiaconus scu orncialis vel dccanus contra hoc statutum venicns se

noverit ab officio suspendendum, nee sine spcciali auctoritate domini archiepiscopi

vel episcopi relaxandum.'
* Cheney, Yrom Hecket to l^angton (Manchester, 1956), p. 6, n. 3.
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on whom the application of the rules chiefly depended. In each

case the legislator seems to be more concerned with the didactic,

pastoral object than with the enforcement of sanctions. 1

We conclude, tentatively, with the hypothesis that Archbishop

Stephen Langton produced these statutes for circulation in his

diocese, after his arrival in England on 16 July 121 3 and before

the lifting of the interdict on 2 July 12 14. Seen in this context,

CIL marks an important stage in the local law-making which was

designed to bring order and uniformity to the English Church.

The object of the next few pages is to place the statutes in this

setting.

Before the end of the twelfth century, the canons of English

legatine and provincial councils formed a foundation. Those of

Archbishop Richard's Council ofWestminster (1 175) have a peculiar

interest; for as Seckel first observed and Professor C. N. L. Brooke

has more amply demonstrated, ' owing to the chance that its canons,

incorporated incognito into decretal collections, could appear to be

the canons of a general council, the province of Canterbury " legis-

lated " for the Church at large \ 2 Before long, we may suppose,

English diocesans were uttering precepts in their synods which

repeated the canons and bore on similar topics. In the dispute

which arose between Archbishop Richard and the exempt abbey of

St. Augustine's, Canterbury, in 1 182-3, tne obligation was laid upon

priests of the abbey's churches to attend synods and hear ' prohi-

bitiones et precepta sinodalia ' ; and continental parallels make

it improbable that this was an exceptional proceeding. 3 Nor
need we rely on conjecture. Roger of Hoveden, writing before

1 192, summarizes eight decreta which Hugh of Avalon, bishop of

Lincoln (11 86-1200) issued in his synods. 4 They resemble closely

later diocesan legislation. Outside synods, too, a bishop could

make laws by issuing mandates to his archdeacons. Bishop Hugh
published a general rule relating to Pentecostal processions and

payments in a letter to all the archdeacons and officials of the

diocese of Lincoln, and Henry Marshal, bishop of Exeter (1 194-1206)

did the like. 5 Hubert Walter's two councils, 1195 and 1200, pro-

vided the provinces of York and Canterbury respectively with

1 Grosseteste's statutes are printed by Luard, R. Grosseteste Epistolae (Rolls Series),

pp. 154-66; cf. Eng. Synodalia, p. 119.
2 See Professor Brooke's paper, ' Canons of English Church Councils in the early

Decretal Collections ', Traditio, xiii (1957), 471-80, at p. 476.
3 Cheney, From Becket to Langton, p. 143. Cf. the practice of the diocese of Poitiers,

' secundum generalem consuetudinem regionis ', described by Pope Innocent III in

121 2 (Migne, ccxvi. 543).
4 Gesta Regis Henrici II (Rolls Series), i. 357. For the date and the probability that

Roger of Hoveden wrote this chronicle, see Lady Stenton ante lxviii (1953), 574-82.
6 Registrum antiquissimum of . . . Lincoln, i, ed. C. W. Foster (Lincoln Record Soc.

27, 193 1), 257-58. Register ofJohn de Grandisson, ed. F. C. Hingeston-Randolph (Exeter,

1894-99), ii. 785-86.
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materials for instructing priests. During the last years of Arch-

bishop Hubert's life, to 1205, there is no clear evidence of statute-

making by English bishops, 1 but several of them obtained indults

and mandates from Rome to strengthen their hands in tightening

clerical discipline. 2 A generation later, Robert Grosseteste was

issuing statutes on such authority as this, and the practice may
well have started earlier. 3

After Archbishop Hubert's death we should hardly expect to

find much statute-making by English bishops for some years to

come. Several bishoprics lay vacant for long periods, the interdict

descended on the country in 1208, and few bishops remained at

their posts after the king was excommunicated in 1209. It would be

rash to suppose that diocesan government went entirely to pieces

during the interdict or that absent bishops were completely cut off

from their flocks : officials could deputize for them, their mandates

could be read in ruri-decanal chapters. 4 The fact remains that

there is a gap in the evidence of statute-making until King John
made peace with the Church in May 121 3. He chose a critical

moment to do so.

On April 121 3 Pope Innocent III had sent out to the various

provinces of the Latin Church a summons to a general council to

be held in November 121 5.
5 The pope declared the two-fold

object of the council in the preamble: ' Of all the desires of our

heart we long chiefly for two in this life, namely, that we may work
successfully to recover the Holy Land and to reform the Universal

Church, both of which call for attention so immediate as to preclude

further apathy or delay unless at the risk of great and serious danger.'

For the furtherance of reform he ordered archbishops and bishops,

during the intervening two and a half years, to enquire carefully

about all matters which seemed to call for correction or reform,

and to write reports for consideration by the council. This sum-

mons was calculated to stir men of good will all over Europe to

active measures of reform. In northern France an additional im-

pulse was given by the despatch of Cardinal Robert de Courson as

papal legate a latere to preach and organize the projected Crusade. 6

The pope knew his man. The English-born cardinal had long been

1 Some statutes which perhaps come from this time are in Brit. Mus. MS. Royal

7 C. vii, fo. 5 5
r

. Cf. Front Becket to Langton, pp. 142-3.
2 Migne, ccxiv. 1034, ccxv. no, 722-4. * Engl. Synodalia, p. 120.

* The forma interdict! (above, p. 8, n. 2) provided: ' Teneantur a decanis capitula et

extirpentur crimina tarn clericorum quam laicorum in quantum fieri poterit ' (Migne,

ccxvii. 191).
5 Migne, ccxvi. 823-5, and in Selected letters of Pope Innocent III concerning England,

ed. C. R. Cheney and W. H. Semple (1953), pp. 144-7.

•Migne, ccxvi. 882-3, 827-8 and M. and C. Dickson, ' Le Cardinal Robert de

Courson: sa vie ', Archives d'Hist. doctrinale et litteraire du moytn age, ix (1934), 53-142.

For a recent brief summary of Courson's career see A. B. Emden, A biographical

register of the Univ. ofOxford to ijoo, i. (1957), 498-9.
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a teacher of theology in Paris, and was equipped with practical

legal knowledge and experience of affairs. A disciple of Peter

Cantor, a colleague of Stephen Langton, he seems to have shared

their interests to the full in the problems of church government and

clerical conduct. The instruction of the parish priest in sacra-

mental doctrine was a matter which had engaged recent bishops of

Paris as well as the academic theologians; and the synodal statutes

put out in the time of Odo de Sully and his successor were to be a

pattern for many other dioceses. It was therefore highly significant

that in June or July 121 3 the newly-appointed legate published a

long series of reforming canons in a council at Paris. They signify

not so much novel ideas of Robert de Courson as a programme

which had been finding occasional and partial expression during the

last few decades in the writings of theologians, 1 the decretals of

popes, and the local laws of the churches: a programme which

achieved its broadest expression two years later in the Fourth

Lateran Council. 2 The legate repeated the canons of Paris in a

council at Rouen in February 12 14.

The relevance of Courson's legation in France to the problem

of the English statutes which we call CIL is obvious. Courson,

who received his commission on 19 April 121 3, arrived in northern

France at the very time when Stephen Langton and his fellow-

exiles, somewhere in northern France, were awaiting safe-conducts

to return to England and were negotiating with King John. We
cannot prove that they met, but it would be strange if they did not.

They were old colleagues, 3 they had similar ecclesiastical interests,

1 Of Courson, the Dicksons say: ' Tout ce qu'il nous laisse entrevoir dans la Summa
de la discipline ecclesiastique a cette epoque, se retrouve dans les decrets du concile de

Paris ' (loc. cit. p. 125, cf. 126.). Cantor's importance may be better appreciated now that

his Summa de sacramentis is being published by J. A. Dugauquier (Analecta medievalia

namurcensia, Louvain, 1954- ). For this circle and their interest in legal questions see

F. M. Powicke, Stephen Langton (Oxford, 1928), especially ch. iii.

2 In a paper 'Zur Entstehung der europaischen u. der schwedischen Diozesansynode ',

Kyrkohistorisk Arsskri/t, xlviii (1948), 1-3 1 Sten Gagner stresses the importance of the

legate's council as preparation for the Fourth Lateran, but greatly exaggerates the

novelty of its prescriptions. For his theory it is necessary to argue against Odo de

Sully's authorship of any of the statutes attributed to him (' Der Sommer des Jahres

1 21 3 bietet sich dar als terminus a quo fur die Pariser Statuten ', p. 19). For him the

legate's demand for annual diocesan synods (' der Synodenforschung unbekannt ',

p. 11, actually noted in Eng. Synodalia, p. 15, n. 6) ' machen . . . den Ursprung der

hochmittelalterlichen Diozesansynode aus ', p. 12. But all this shows a reckless misuse

of the evidence for the ' Odo ' statutes and a sad ignorance of earlier decretals and local

laws of similar content.
3 Jacques de Vitry names them together as great preachers and teachers (Dickson,

loc. cit. p. 67 n. 6), and they had been appointed together to act in a case of arbitration

at Paris in 1206, though Langton withdrew (ibid. p. 79). In a dubious story about

heretics in Paris, Caesarius of Heisterbach says that the matter was reported to the

bishop ' et tres magistros legentes de theologia, videlicet decanum Salebergiensem, et

magistrum Robertum de Kortui et magistrum Stephanum ' presumably Richard Poore

(see below, p. 14), Robert de Courson, and Stephen Langton: Dialogus miraculorum,

ed. J. Strange (Cologne, 185 1), i. 306.
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they were both deeply concerned in the political state of England. 1

That Langton should carry into England something of the atmo-

sphere of Courson's legation, that he should take a first step towards

reforming the English clergy by issuing statutes for the parish-

priests of his diocese, and that a few of Courson's canons should

find their way into Langton's statutes—all this is not in the least

surprising. It seems strange, rather, that more was not taken over;

but this may be because CIL is a less ambitious document, with less

scope, than Courson's canons, 2 and its author (whoever it was whom
the busy archbishop charged with the task of composition) had

Archbishop Hubert's canons to work upon. While the conclusion

which we reached by considering the internal evidence of CJL's

two versions is not proved to the hilt, it is entirely compatible with

the circumstances of Langton's arrival in England. The only

recorded councils which he assembled during the two years he

spent in England after his return in July 121 3 were apparently

concerned exclusively with matters arising out of the interdict:

the indemnification of the clergy and the election of new prelates. 3

But if we are right in regarding CIL as his production, he contri-

buted something of importance to the movement for raising clerical

standards before the Fourth Lateran Council.

After 121 5 English diocesans began to issue long series of statutes

for the guidance of their clergy and officials. 4 They necessarily

took account of the canons of the Fourth Lateran Council and, after

1222, of those of the Council of Oxford. Sometimes they quoted

the very words of these canons ; but for the didactic pattern, for the

detail, and very often for the wording, they went back to earlier

and less exalted models. The draftsmen showed all the ingenuity

expected of a medieval notary in adapting old formulas
—

' sicut

nasum cereum '—to new laws or varying local customs. Their

1 Rotuli lift, clausarum, ed. T. D. Hardy (Record Comm. 1833-4), i. 165a shows that

by the month of August 12 13 at latest they were in touch on the question of preaching

the Crusade in England; and the terms of the king's letter to Courson suggests that

they had actually spoken together about the matter (' per quoddam transcriptum quod
dominus Cantuariensis archiepiscopus a vobis audierat ').

' In the canons of Oxford, 1222, Langton adopted some of Courson's admonitions

to bishops: cf. Paris (1213), iv. 6-8, with Oxford c. 1-2.

* A council, perhaps not confined to the southern province, at Westminster, 25 Aug.

121 3: Waverley annals, Annates monastici (Rolls Series), ii. 277 and Roger Wendover,

Flores historiarum (ed. H. O. Coxc, Eng. Hist. Soc, 1 841-4), iii. 263 ; a meeting with his

suffragans, perhaps hardly formal enough to be accounted a provincial council, took

place at Dunstable, according to Wendover about 13 Jan. 1214: Flores, iii. 278. Lang-

ton apparently tried to call together a provincial council at Oxford in May 121 5, at

the height of the political crisis, but the attempt was abandoned: Memoriale fratris

Walteri de Coventria (Rolls Series), ii. 220. The Waverley annals (following those of

Southwark) speak of Langton's council of Oxford, 1222, as ' concilium suum primum '.

Ann. mon. ii. 296.

* See Marion Gibbs and Jane Lang, Hisbops and Reform, 121J-1272 (Oxford, 1934),

pp. 94-179 and Fjig. Synodalia.
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products have both individuality and a family likeness. The chief

sources are CIL and the statutes attributed to Odo de Sully.

The earliest English post-Lateran statutes may have been those

of Richard Poore, bishop of Salisbury (1217 x 21),
1 and their com-

piler had before him both these series 2 as well as a copy of Courson's

canons (either of Paris or of Rouen). A single example will show
how Poore used his main sources

:

Odo de Sully 3.5 Salisbury c. 24

Ad elevandum parvum de fonte Ad levandum puerum de fonte tres

tres ad plus recipiantur; quod en- ad plus recipiantur: in baptismo

im amplius est a malo est. maris duo mares et una femina;

femina vero a duabus feminis et

CIL c. 3 3
3 uno mare suscipiatur. Quod am-

In baptismo vero maris duo mares plius est a malo est. Plures

et una femina suscipiant baptiza- tantum tanquam testes non tan-

tum. Ap uabus vero feminis et quam patrini si haberi possunt ad-

uno mare femina suscipiatur in hibeantur propter varias causas.

baptismo.

Poore had been a pupil of Langton at Paris and was associated

with other scholars at home and abroad. One Summa de penitentia

was dedicated to Poore as dean of Salisbury (1198-1215), andPoore's

sub- dean, Thomas of Chobham, was author of another. During

the interdict, moreover, Poore was in Paris from 1209 onwards;

he was teaching there early in 1 2 1 3 and may have been teaching while

Courson was still in his academic chair. 4 In 1 2 1 5 Poore attended the

Lateran Council. When he became a bishop (at Chichester, 121

5

and Salisbury, 121 7) it was natural that his pastoral work should

bear the marks of these influences. His synodal statutes were a

clever mosaic, and as an instrument of diocesan government and

clerical instruction they were far more comprehensive and up-to-date

than either of the series which had provided much of the material.

We need not therefore be surprised that within a few years the

Salisbury statutes seem to have been re-published with comparatively

little change for the archdiocese of Canterbury. 5 That Langton would
recognize the superiority of his friend's statutes to his own series of

1 21 3-14 is understandable; and the speedy displacement of CIL by

the longer series may account for the weak manuscript tradition.

During the next generation, while Poore's statutes circulated

widely in England, other English diocesans not only borrowed them,

1 The short series of William de Blois, bishop of Worcester, 1219 (Wilkins, i.

570-1) may be earlier.

2
Cf. Eng. Synodalia, pp. 51-7. Those passages which I indicated (p. 55) as coming

from Archbishop Hubert come in fact (with much besides) from CIL.
3 CIL's source seems to be the Council of York, 1195, c. 4: ' Statuimus ne in bap-

tismate plures quam tres suscipiant puerum de sacro fonte: masculum duo mares et

una mulier, feminam due femine et unus mas ' (Wilkins, i. 501^).

* Migne, ccxv. 15 19, ccxvi. 396, 801, L. D'Achery, Veterum SS. Spicikgium (1723),

ii. 849. Cf. above p. 14, n. 3.
6 Brig. Synodalia, pp. 62-5.
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but had independent access to the statutes of Odo de Sully which he

had found so useful. 1 The same is also true of Poore's other

main source: CIL. Little as CIL is known in its original form,

directly or indirectly it filtered through to the statutes of Win-
chester, Exeter, Chichester, and another diocese, independently

of those parts absorbed by Poore.

The statutes of Peter des Roches for Winchester (probably of

the year 1224) are singularly compact and business-like, and free

from verbal copying of other legislation. 2 They contain only

two or three passages demonstrably drawn from CIL, but they are

passages which do not occur in the statutes of Salisbury:

CIL c. 14 Winchester c. 20

Provideant autem sacerdotes paro- Prohibemus insuper ne sacerdotes

chias regentes ne vicinis ecclesiis

sint dampnosi, recipiendo iniuste

parochianos eorum.

CIL c. 5 o

Inhibeatur etiam omnibus ne ping-

nus ubi nichil de sorte minuitur

retineant postquam de fructibus

sortem receperint, deductis expen-

sis.

parochias regentes vicinis ecclesiis

sint dampnosi, recipiendo iniuste

parochianos eorum ad penitentiam

vel ad ecclesiastica sacramenta

percipienda.

Winchester c. 61 3

Inhibeatur omnibus mercatoribus

et creditoribus ne pignus aliquod

ultra detineant postquam de fruc-

tibus sortem receperint, deductis

expensis.

Again, the statutes of Exeter (1225 x 37),* which are incomplete in

the only known text, are mainly derived from the Salisbury statutes

;

but they too contain a few passages of CIL which were not taken

over by Poore, e.g. :

CIL c. 37

Quia quilibet christianus adultus

dominicam orationem scilicet pater

noster et simbolum apostolorum

scilicet credo in deum scire debet,

precipimus quod quilibet sacerdos

parochianos suos ut hec addiscant

studeat ammonere.

Exeter c. z

Quia vero quilibet christianus ad-

ultus dominicam orationem scilicet

pater noster et cimbolum aposto-

lorum scilicet credo in deum
patrem scire debet, precipimus

quod quilibet sacerdos suos paro-

chianos ut hec addiscant una cum
salutatione beate virginis moneat

diligenter et inducat. Pueros quo-

que sepe ... [as Salisbury c 5].

1 Eng. Synodalia, pp. 82-4 and below, p. 22. An early text of the Odo statutes is pre-

served in Cambridge, Corpus Christi Coll. MS. 317 fo. i
r

; but whether this was written

in England or was in English ownership in the thirteenth century is unknown.
1 Ibid. p. 76.
8 CIL c. 50 was also the source of Salisbury c. 47, but this must be separately derived

from CIL. For a third parallel passage see above, p. 4.

4 Eng. Synodalia, pp. 76-9. Mention of the dean, whose dignity was only created

in 1225, provides the terminus a quo.

VOL, LXXV—NO, CCXCIV B
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The same is true of Richard de Wich's statutes for the diocese of

Chichester (1244 X 53):
1

CIL c. 2 5 Chichester

(Wilkins, i. 69o£)

Statuimus etiam ut pensiones eccle- Item statuimus ne pensiones eccle-

siarum veteres sine assensu nostro siarum veteres sine nostro assensu

non augeantur nee nove imponan- augeantur nee nove eisdem im-

tur eisdem. ponantur.

The chief beneficiary of CIL, apart from Salisbury, is anonymous
and must be considered separately. But it will be best first to look

at a famous and widely diffused series of statutes which Mansi
printed after Wilkins, without being able to identify it: the so-called

Legenda of Oxford.

II 2

The statutes which here call for identification are contained in

Bodleian MS. Bodley 843 fos. I22 r-i2j v
; they bear no title and no

mark of provenance : the script may be assigned to the first half

of the thirteenth century. They may be christened
l

Statuta

synodalia ' (hereafter SS). S The first half of SS deals in turn with

the administration of the seven sacraments; then come fairly

clearly marked sections on the archdeacon's authority, the care

of churches and church property, tithe, sentences of excommunica-

tion, the conduct of the clergy, secular and regular. The last

chapter condemns the mistresses of clerks. A very similar text

of much ofSS is in a mid-thirteenth century manuscript, Cambridge,

Gonville & Caius Coll. 349 fo. iz-/ rb, where it follows without break

an abridged version of the canons of Oxford, 1222.

It is the association of late and truncated copies, variously

deformed, with the canons of Oxford which has obscured the true

nature of SS; and the matter has been confused by other selections

ascribed to Archbishops Walter Reynolds and Stephen Mepham.*
These must be cleared out of the way before we consider the whole

series of SS as it appears in MS. Bodley 843.

Wilkins (i. 593) printed the statutes which he found in the

fourteenth century Bodleian MS. Hatton 109 (then Hatton 24) fo.

56v, and treated them as an appendix to the canons of Oxford:

he gave them the title ' Statuta legenda in concilio Oxoniensi edita

per dominum Stephanum Langton Cantuariensem archiepiscopum

a.d. mcexxii '. Mansi reprinted this text, which we call Legenda, to

1 Cf. above, p. 5.

2 The following account incorporates parts ofmy former description of the statutes,

ante, 1 (1935), 395-8, but differs in some respects from its conclusions, as also from
the view expressed in Eng. Synodalia, p. 40.

3 They are shown to be synodal statutes by a time-limit in the penultimate chapter:
' infra spatium sex mensium a tempore huius sancte synodi computandum.'

4 Cf. below, p. 31.
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distinguish it from the related SS. Wilkins had tacitly modified

the title he found in Hatton 109, which reads: ' Statuta defjvV]

legenda in synodo edita in consilio Oxon' per dominum Stephan-

um quondam Cantuariensem archiepiscopum a.d. mccxxii.' x

This is immediately followed by the incipit of the Oxford sentences

of excommunication and by the incipit of Oxford c. 5 (Wilkins,

i. 585, 586). Surely this was but a way of saying that first among
statutes to be read in a synod were these parts of the Oxford canons ?

Then were to be read the statutes which follow, under fourteen

rubrics. These, too, were legenda, but they did not all emanate

from the Council of Oxford. 2 A glance at the choice of canons of

Oxford and of SS in Caius Coll. 349 supports this conjecture.

This selection also begins with the Oxford sentences and continues

with c. 5 . The intervening chapters of Oxford were not for recital

in synod, for they are injunctions addressed by the metropolitan to

the bishops. On the same principle, the selection of the canons of

Oxford and of SS which follows generally omits those concerning

the diocesan officials and the regular clergy. In this respect Caius

Coll. 349 agrees with the "Legenda in its omissions from SS. 3 We are

entitled to infer that these selections were designed for recital in an

archdeacon's synod or chapter.

Other groups of manuscripts associate Legenda with the Council

of Oxford. In a late fourteenth-century collection of canons

(Cambridge, Pembroke Coll. MS. 131 fo. 87*) the Legenda occur

with the title ' Concilium apud Oxon ' secundum celebratum ibidem

a.d. mccc vicesimo.' After a preamble which also occurs in Robert

Grosseteste's diocesan statutes,4 this text continues as Caius Coll.

349 with the Oxford sentences and c. 5 and the first chapter of SS
(' De baptismo '). Unfortunately Pembroke Coll. 131 is defective,

1 The Hatton text concludes (fo. 62v) ; Expliciunt statuta legenda in synodo ut

supra continentur in consilio Oxon'.' Two related texts which follow the canons of

Oxford have similar incipits to that of Hatton 109 and resemble it in form. They both

end: ' Expliciunt constitutions bone memorie Stephani Langtone archiepiscopi

Cantuariensis edite in concilio Oxon' a.d. mccxxii' (Oxford, Balliol Coll. MS. 158,

fo. 1 38 r (late fourteenth century) and Cambridge, Univ. Libr. MS. li. 3. 14, fo. 22i v

(early fifteenth century)).
2 Chapter 3 (last sentence), 10 and 14 come from the Council of Oxford c. 1 1, 28, 8

(ii) and 9 (Wilkins, i. 586-90), while the incorrect rubric of c. 14 (' De vita et honestate

clericorum ') suggests that c. 14-16 of the Fourth Lateran were meant to follow,

as they do in the two early texts of SS.
3 Since SS is not in print, it is worth noting its chief additions to the Legenda printed

by Wilkins. After c. 6 ' De matrimonio ' is a chapter on the hearing of matrimonial

cases; before the last clause of c. 7 ' De ordinibus et ordinandis ' is a chapter on the

conduct of monastic ordinands; after c. 8 ' De officio archidiaconorum ' is a chapter

urging archdeacons, &c. to exercise justice. At the end come three chapters abridging

Fourth Lateran Council c. 14-16, and a long series of precepts ' De statu monachorum
et regularium '. The chapter-numbers given here correspond to the series of rubrics

in Wilkins's text of Legenda. When SS comes to be printed a new numeration will be

adopted.

* R. Grosseteste Epp. (Rolls Series), pp. 162-4, beginning: ' Et quia in multis ecclesiis

ut credimus non est scriptum Oxoniense concilium. . . .

'
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but two more manuscripts which have similar titles and the same

introductory matter terminate with Fourth Lateran Council c.

14-16 and other material. 1 In four more manuscripts some of

the L.egenda follow the canons of Oxford without a break under the

same rubric. 2 Two fifteenth-century texts, which come closer than

do most to the text of Bodley 843, follow the canons with a fresh

title : in the one case ' Generale consilium Oxoniense ' (Bodleian

MS. Selden supra 43, fo. 46r
), in the other ' Constitutiones iste

celebrate etiam Oxon' a.d. m— ' (Cambridge, Trinity Coll. MS.

1245, fo. 1 i6v).
3 Another fifteenth-century text (Oxford, Magdalen

Coll. MS. 185 fo. i4r
), which agrees closely with the printed text

of 1504,
4 precedes the canons of Oxford. It bears the evidently

corrupt title: 'Anno regis Henrici viii° concilium Oxon' cele-

bratum sub Stephano Cantuariensi archiepiscopo et suis sufTra-

ganeis anno gratie mccxxx.' 5 A text written about 1400 (Cambridge,

Peterhouse MS. 51 (ii) fo. 23 r#) includes some extracts from Oxford

1222 and bears the title: ' Incipiunt constitutiones domini Stephani

Cant ' archiepiscopi.' 6 These various associations of the Legenda

with the Council of Oxford may all result from the fact noted in

connection with Hatton 109 and its fellows. Parts of the canons

of Oxford 1222 were ordered to be recited regularly in synods.

To these might be added whole series of statutes which would be

suitable to the occasion; they included c. 14-16 of the Fourth

Lateran Council, and much other material which was unconnected

with the Council of Oxford.

1 Cambridge, Gonv. & Caius. Coll. 38, fo. m r (fourteenth century) and Brit.

Mus., Harl. 3705, fo. 7PV (fifteenth century). The title of Harl. 3705 reads: ' Consti-

tutiones Oxon ii°. Quidam dicunt quod sunt Stephani Langthon edite in manerio

suo de Lambeth anno domini m cc— .' Fourth Lateran Council c. 16 also occurs in

the midst of Legenda in the group of manuscripts represented by Lambeth 171 (see next

note).

* Lambeth Palace, 171 fo. i6r
(early fourteenth century from Worcester); Bodleian,

Rawlinson C. 428, fo. io7v (copied from the preceding), Bodley 794, fo. i62 r (early

fifteenth century); Oxford, Exeter Coll. 31, fo. 222 (late fourteenth century). In

these texts the selection of statutes is the following : Legenda c. 2 (i), Fourth Lateran

c. 16, ' Circa decimas autem . . .
' {cj. below, p. 22 n. 1), Legenda c. 13 (i), ' Prohibemus

etiam sub pena . . .
' {cj. below, p. 27 n. 3), Legenda c. 1-7 with the additions of SS to

6 and 7, Legenda 9, 1 1, 12, 13 (ii). Fragments of a similar selection occur in Brit. Mus.

Harl. 335, fo. 43
r

.

3 The following pages of the Trinity Coll. manuscript are headed ' Oxon ii°

'

(cf. ante, 1. 398, n. 4). The selection in the Bodleian manuscripts is : Legenda c. 1-6 (with

SS addition to 6), Legenda c. 7 (ii) (with SS addition), ' Item persone et vicarii . . .
' {cj.

below, p. 22 n. 1), the four last chapters ofSS ' De statu monachorum ', Legenda c. 9, 1 1,

12, 13.

* Constitutiones legitime seu legatine regionis Anglicane . . . necnon et constitutiones

provinciales ab archiepiscopis Cantuariensibus edite (Paris, 1504), fo. 124^.
5 These texts have the following selection: Legenda c. 1-7 (omitting parts of 3, 5,

and 7 and with SS addition to 6), Legenda c. 9, 11, 12, 13 (ii) and C. of Oxford c. 50

(ii). The same text is reproduced in the second supplement to W. Lyndwood,
Provinciale (Oxford, 1679), p. 7.

* This selection resembles closely that in Selden supra 43 (above, n. 3) but places

the monastic chapters before Legenda c. 7.
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At first sight, it does not seem impossible that these Legenda

should have been issued at Oxford in 1222, to provide the bishops

with something more directly adapted to the needs of archdeacons

and parochial clergy than were the canons of the provincial council.

But the theory is unsatisfactory. No early text of the canons is

accompanied by the Legenda, and nothing in the canons suggests

that the circulation of such a document was contemplated. If

such a series of statutes had been officially put out by Langton in

1222, it would surely show some trace ofCIL, which we attribute to

Langton and which filled a similar need. It would also have dimin-

ished the need for the series, based on the statutes of Salisbury,

which we believe to have been issued in the archdiocese between

1222 and 1228. 1 Finally, had the Legenda been issued in this im-

portant provincial council, we should expect to find a more extensive

influence on other synodal statutes of the period.

Having rejected the supposed connection of the Legenda with

the Council of Oxford, 1222, we can dispose fairly easily of other

groups of texts. No less than fifteen fifteenth-century manuscripts

agree in their selection from the Legenda and agree in the title:

' Constitutiones provinciales domini Stephani [sic] Mepham Can-

tuariensis archiepiscopi edite apud Lambeth.' Lyndwood selected

from some such text, but attached the name of Archbishop Walter

Reynolds because, ' iuxta quotationem communem ', they were

dated 1322. On the basis of Lyndwood's text the Oxford editor of

1679 composed a series which Wilkins reprinted (ii. 512) as the

product of a Council of Oxford, 1322. The arguments against all

these attributions have been stated before. 2 They conform to

the usual pattern of spurii included in the legal collections of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The manuscripts of these statutes which we have so far con-

sidered, apart from their various and inadmissible ascriptions,

differ among themselves in the material they include. There are

some ten distinct combinations among the thirty or more texts.

It is barely credible that each of these combinations should repre-

sent the work of a separate legislator, and that in every case the

provenance should be lost together with nearly all early manuscripts.

But although some of the groups of texts were the results of private

enterprise in the later Middle Ages, that does not prove that in the

beginning there was no genuine series of statutes, compiled by a

bishop as legislator and published in a synod. It is hard otherwise

to explain how the many spurii came to be born. And so we are

driven back to consider the claims ofSS—the text in Bodley 843—to

be the genuine origin of the Legenda and the rest. SS contains

almost everything in the later manuscripts which cannot be traced

1 Above, p. 16 and Fng. Synodalia, pp. 62-5. 2 Ante, 1 (1935), 414-15.
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to some other satisfactory source. 1 It remains to determine the

sources of SS, its approximate date, and its nature—official or

unofficial.

(i) The chief source of the first six chapters is the statutes

attributed to Odo de Sully, on the sacraments. The loans are

usually word-perfect, often more faithful than the comparable

passages in which Richard Poore drew upon the same source. This

part of SS also draws on the Council of Westminster, 1 200, and the

Fourth Lateran. The borrowings from Westminster come directly

from the canons, and not through the mediation of CIL, as do

the corresponding parts of Poore's Salisbury statutes. Close

parallels between SS and the statutes of Salisbury and the canons

of Oxford raise the question : which is derived from which ? A
short sentence in Salisbury c. 22 appears in SS in the form of

Salisbury's later recensions (' aqua in qua domi baptizatus fuerit ')

and this may be taken to establish the priority not only of Salisbury,

but also of Oxford (for Oxford preceded the later Salisbury re-

censions). The latter part of SS (i.e. Legenda c. 7-14 and additional

matter) does not rely on Odo de Sully, but continues to draw on

the Fourth Lateran and the other sources named above. The final

chapter is the statute directed against clerks' mistresses, which

Roger Wendover preserves in his Flores bistoriarum, s.a. 1225, as a

decree sent out by the archbishop and his suffragan bishops. 2

(ii) The sources give a clue to the date of the series. Although

SS incorporates much earlier legislation, it seems to be fairly

homogenous. The passages from Salisbury and Oxford do not

read like additions to an earlier recension. It is true, however,

that the section De sententiis (Legenda c. 13 with some additions

and differences) would have made the most suitable ending to a

well-planned series. The chapters which follow may be divided

into three parts: (a) three chapters De vita et honestate clericorum

1 The unidentified passages are three

:

(i) The texts attributed to Mepham and Cambridge, Trinity Coll. 1245 (see above,

pp. 20-1) have a chapter ' Ne inclusi aliquo modo instituantur sine licentia episcopi ',

inc. 'Ad hec districtius . . . ', printed in Constitutiones legitime (Paris, 1504), fo.

146va. In the group of manuscripts represented by Lambeth 171 (above, p. 20, n. 2)

this is inserted among the canons of the Council of Oxford (cf. ante, 1. 393). It occurs

in Lyndwood's Vrovinciale, lib. 3 tit. 20 c. 2 ad fin., as part of a canon of Archbishop

Edmund; it is not found in the ' Edmund ' manuscripts (cf. ante, 1. 400-2, and Eng.

Synoda/ia, pp. 65-7.

(ii) The group represented by Lambeth 171 alone places among the Legenda a chapter

on tithe which begins ' Circa decimas autem . . .
'. This is also found towards the end

of some but not all of the manuscripts of ' Edmund ' and is printed in Wilkins, i.

639/7 (c. 40 (i)). In substance, and partly in wording, it is extremely close to CIL c. 48.

(iii) The texts in Bodleian, Selden supra 43 and Peterhouse 5 1 (ii) insert before the

monastic chapters :
' Item persone et vicarii infra annum edificent domos in terris

ecclesiarum. Capelb.ni non transferantur de loco ad locum nisi de assensu sui archi-

diaconi nee admittantur in archidiaconatu sine assensu archidiaconi ' (the Peterhouse

text, which is extremely corrupt, omits ' nee admittantur . . . archidiaconi').
1 H. O. Coxe ed. (Eng. Hist. Soc, 1841-4), iv. 104 (Wilkins, i. 607).
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are abridged from c. 14-16 of the Fourth Lateran; (b) the next

twelve chapters concern the regular clergy; 1
(/) the last chapter on

clerks' mistresses stands inappropriately by itself, whereas it might

have been added to the chapters in (a) above. It is difficult not to

regard both (a) and (<r) as additions made—officially or unofficially

—

to an original series which included all else. The fact that the

twelve chapters on the regular clergy follow De Sententiis is hardly

an argument for treating them as an addition; for both the Council

of Oxford and the Council of London of 1268 offer examples of

groups of monastic regulations whose position in a series is shifted

by copyists at will. The supposed date of the chapter on clerks'

mistresses (1225) suggests that all else was put together between

1222 and 1225. The evidence, admittedly, is not strong, but the

handwriting shows that the compilation cannot have been much later,

(iii) The last questions to be asked concern the nature of SS:

was it officially promulgated or was it a privately compiled flori-

legium? If official, was it intended for a province, or a diocese?

Can we locate it in any one diocese ? The variety of sources, the

care with which they have been blended and modified in SS, and

those other passages which cannot be traced elsewhere, are features

which we see constantly in the genuine diocesan statutes of the

period. They do not afford proof that SS was genuine legislation,

but they suggest that this is the most likely origin. On the assump-

tion that in SS we have official statutes, the legislative authority

can hardly be in doubt. The diocesan bishop is invoked at all

points, and occasionally is referred to in the first person plural.

The time-limit in the penultimate chapter implies recital in a dio-

cesan synod. 2 As for identifying the place of origin, the diocese

for which the statutes were composed was English {cf. c. 7); more

we cannot say.

Ill

' Constitutiones cuiusdam episcopi ' (hereafter CCE) is the

title at the head of some statutes in the British Museum MS. Cotton

Vespasian E. iii, fo. i48 r (formerly 138), written early in the four-

teenth century. The same hand wrote, among other parts of

the volume, the preceding item: statutes of Alexander de Stavensby

for the diocese of Coventry and Lichfield. The earlier part of

the book consists of historical annals and miscellanea relating to

the abbey of Burton-on-Trent, and the latter part which contains

the statutes may also have been compiled there. Spelman printed

1 The last four chapters occur in Peterhouse 51 (ii), fo. 23^ and in Bodleian, Selden

supra 43, fo. 46r
. Some parts of the monastic section re-appear in CCE (see below,

p. 24 n. 2), and parts in a short, unidentified, and mutilated scries of monastic ordinances

in Cambridge, Corpus Christi Coll. 367 (ii) fo. 52v (early thirteenth century).

* Above, p. 18, n. 3.
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the statutes (ii. 230-40) and Wilkins followed him (i. 656-63);

they were reprinted from Wilkins by Mansi (xxiii. 463-78).

Like other series of diocesan statutes CCE starts with a fairly

clear pattern displaying the sacraments in turn, adding at suitable

points chapters on the care of churches and conduct of the clergy.

But in the last third of the series no very clear order emerges:

among other topics are included the behaviour of the regular clergy,

tithe, and excommunication. There is no internal evidence to

show where CCE originated or to prove, what Spelman and his

followers state, that it was published in a synod. Spelman dated

it
f

circa 1237 ' but admitted to ignorance of the date. Wilkins set

it s.a. 1237 but assigned it simply to the reign of King Henry III.

Comparison with other statutes permits some conclusions

about the date and the sources. About nine-tenths of the material

is paralleled in those statutes of the early thirteenth century with

which we have already been directly or indirectly concerned.

The problem is to determine the relationship of CCE to the others.

CCE begins, under the rubric ' Ex concilio ', with the creed of the

Fourth Lateran Council c. r, and at various points adds to the

sections under the main rubrics a series of incipits of other chapters

of the general council. 1 This makes it possible to fix the relation-

ship with CIL, of which fifty-five out of sixty-four chapters find

parallels in CCE. For since CIL has been shown to date from
1 21 3-14, and since CCE must be later than 121 5, CCE must be

derived from CIL. After CIL, the next most important parallel

with CCE is the second group of unidentified statutes with which

we are concerned : SS. 2 Much of CCE's section on the sacraments

of baptism and confirmation are found also in SS, and since the

common sources of all of this are the canons of Westminster, 1 200,

and the statutes attributed to Odo de Sully, a comparison of dis-

crepant passages is instructive. One small group suffices

:

CCE
(Wilkins, i. 6575)

Sacerdotes sepe dicant

laicis ne expectent ad-

ventum episcopi ad

confirmandum, set ad-

ducant pueros ad eum
ubi eum adesse audi-

erint prope quamcitius

poterunt, et ut fascias

sive ligaturas compet-

entes, sufficienter scili-

cet longas et latas,

Odo de Sully 4. 1-3

Sacerdotes frequenter

moneant populum ad

confirmationem puer-

orum. Post baptis-

mum debet suscipi

sacramentum confir-

mationis. Quod si

confirmandus adultus

fuerit, confiteatur

prius, et postea con-

firmetur. Sepe dica-

SS c. 2 (part i)

Sacerdotes frequenter

moneant populum ad

confirmationem puer-

orum. Post baptis-

mum enim suscipi

debet sacramentum

confirmationis. Quod
si confirmandus fuerit

adultus, monendus est

per sacerdotem loci ut

confiteatur prius et

1
Cf. Wilkins, i. 658-60. The chapters are not numbered in the manuscript.

s CCE contains parallels with Eegenda c. 1,2, parts of 4, most of 5, all of 8, 13 (i), and.

SS additions to c. 6 and most of SS monastic chapters.
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Odo de Sully 4. 1-3

tur laicis ne expectent

diu ad confirmandum

pueros adventum ep-

iscopi, sed ducant eos

ad eum ubi adesse

audierint prope, et

quod possint nomina

mutari pueris si velint

in confirmatione aut si

visum fuerit expedite.

DIOCESAN STATUTES

ss (part i)

postea confirmetur.

Sepe dicatur laicis ne ex-

pectent diu ad confir-

mandum adventum

episcopi, set adducant

pueros ad eum ubi

adesse audierint prope

quam citius poterunt,

et ut fascias sive liga-

turas secum deferant

conpetentes, sufficien-

25

CCE
(Wilkins, i. 657a)

secum deferant. Quod
si adultus fuerit confir-

mandus, monendus est

per sacerdotem loci ut

confiteatur prius et pos-

tea accedat ad confir-

mationem.

ter longas et latas.

This shows that SS could not possibly be derived from Paris through

CCE; for not only are its readings closer to Paris, but it includes a

passage omitted by CCE, and preserves the sequence of Paris where

CCE transposes sentences. That would not preclude independent

borrowing from Paris by the two English statute-makers; but when

we find that both SS and CCE intersperse their borrowings from

Paris with identical passages drawn from Westminster, 1200

(in the same order in both series), it is clear that CCE is derived

from SS. This gives a valuable terminus a quo, since SS includes

borrowings from the canons of Oxford, 1222.

This has an important bearing on another set of parallels. CCE
also seems to be related directly to a series which, as we have seen,

drew heavily on CIL: Poore's statutes for Salisbury. At least twelve

chapters of Salisbury (including chapters not taken from CIL and not

used in SS) are closely paralleled in CCE. In these cases Salisbury

must, from a comparison of dates, be the original and CCE the

derivative. At points where CIL was Salisbury's source and CCE
does not follow CIL exactly, we can see a process of conflation by a

draftsman who had both CIL and Salisbury before him; 1
e.g.

:

CIL c. 60 Salisbury c. 75

Moneat quoque quili-

bet sacerdos inclusum

si habeat in parrochia

sua ne mulierculam ali-

quam recipiat in hos-

pitio de nocte.

Moneat quilibet sacer-

dos viros inclusos si

habeat in parochia sua

ne mulierculam recip-

iat de nocte in domo
sua, similiter nee mul-

ier masculum nee de-

posita sine testimonio

sacerdotis et virorum

fide dignorum.

1 Probably something like the E text of Salisbury (a fairly late recension, for which

see Eng. Synodalia, pp. 59-62). Another set of parallels is CIL c. 28, Salisbury c. 19 and

CCE in Wilkins, i. 658*7.

CCE
(Wilkins, i. 66 1£)

Moneatque sacerdos

quilibet inclusum si

habuerit in parochia

sua ne mulierculam ali-

quam recipiat in hos-

pitio de nocte, similiter

nee mulier masculum.

JBHAHt
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In borrowing from Salisbury c. 39 on the demeanour of confessors

(' In confessione habeat sacerdos . . . ', Wilkins, i. 65 90), CCE
took at second hand one of the Paris statutes (6.3) which CIL. had

not borrowed, in preference to CIL's brief piece in c. 46 :
' In

confessionibus vero non nimis perspicaciter scrutentur plebem

suam sacerdotes.'

CCE was mainly composed out of the Fourth Lateran canons,

CIL, SS, and the Salisbury statutes. A few explanatory clauses here

and there and about eight entirely new injunctions towards the end of

the series constitute all that seems to be original. The composer does

not show himselfto be acquainted with any source which can be dated

after 1225. One of the last chapters, ' De crucesignatis ' (Wilkins, i.

662*2), according to the late W. E. Lunt, agrees better with the con-

ditions of the twelve twenties than with those of a later time. 1

The provenance ofCCE is still unknown. It is possible that its

vague title covers either an anthology of current statutes formed by

some private person, or the draft of an enactment which never saw

the light. On the other hand, the series of statutes is fairly con-

sistent and well-organized; the draftsman did not hesitate to

modify his sources discreetly and, it would seem, add to them. 2

The fact that borrowings from all the main sources are spread

throughout the series suggests that it was composed at one time;

there are no obvious afterthoughts or overlaps. The references to

episcopal authority are consistent throughout. On balance, then,

it is likely to be a genuine piece of legislation by an English—or

conceivably Welsh—bishop, published soon after 1222. Its preser-

vation with statutes of Alexander de Stavensby, bishop of Coventry

and Lichfield (1224-38) encouraged Miss Jane Lang to think that

CCE was produced either by Bishop Alexander or by his predecessor,

William of Cornhill (121 5-23). 3 But the vagueness of title reduces

the likelihood that these are Lichfield statutes if, as seems probable,

the scribe was writing within the diocese ; and it is common enough

to meet with statutes of different dioceses copied alongside of each

other. 4 Stavensby's statutes, as Miss Lang observed, are utterly

different in style from CCE. What is more, they deal less ade-

quately with some of the same matters ; and whereas CCE provides

two confessors for priests in each rural deanery (* in quolibet

capitulo ... a nobis constitutis '), Stavensby only demands

1 Financial relations of the Papacy with England to 1)27 (Med. Academy of America,

1939). P- 43i, n- 2-

2 There is a clumsiness in the order of sentences under De baptismo between ' Femine
etiam commoneantur . . .

' and ' Sepe dicatur . . .
'. This is explained by the

adding of parts of Salisbury c. 28-9 to a passage taken from CIL c. 39.
3 Bishops and Reform, p. 109, cf. pp. 119-20. Miss Lang also regarded the frequent

citation of the Fourth Lateran as a point in favour of her conjecture, since William of

Cornhill attended the Council; but the canons of the Fourth Lateran were too well

known for this to count as evidence.
l
Cf. Eng. Synodalia, p. 145.
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one in each deanery or at least one in two deaneries. 1 If

yet another conjecture be permitted, we would suggest that CCE
may come from a diocese adjacent to Lichfield and would name

Hereford as the most probable of her neighbours. The bishop

of Hereford at the time was Hugh Foliot (1219-34). No other

diocesan statutes of Hereford are known to exist, 2 while Lichfield's

southern neighbour, Worcester, is practically ruled out; for her

bishops issued a short series of statutes in 1219 and more com-

prehensive series in 1229 and 1240, neither of which shows any

likeness to CCE. A march-land diocese seems possible as the home
ofCCE in view of one of its later chapters: ' Prohibemus . . . ne

patroni ecclesiarum laici, sive sint anglici sive alterius nationis,

hospitia a clericis beneficiatis extorqueant.' 3 The non-English

lay patron can have been nowhere very common in England, but

was to be found occasionally in the Welsh march.

IV

Hefele-Knopfler's Conciliengeschichte comments upon CIL and the

document found with it in the following terms :
' Wenn endlich

Mansi (723) und Labbe (759) in den Anfang des 13. Jahrhunderts

noch zwei weitere Synoden verlegen, so diirfen wir uns

doch ihrer nahern Betrachtung entheben, indem weder Ort

noch Zeit derselben naher bekannt, ja wohl ihre Existenz

zweifelhaft ist und ihre Canonen nur Zusammenstellungen ver-

schiedener Verordnungen verschiedener Synoden zu sein scheinen.'4

Mansi had encountered the same embarrassing feature in the

Eegenda attached to the Council of Oxford: that the same words

were to be found in other diocesan statutes far and wide; and his

comment was :
' Undenam tanta affinitas, uter ex alio acceperit,

dicant docti.' He did, none the less, hazard the guess that there was

a body of synodal constitutions which were well-known throughout

France and England and which individuals adopted for their own
use, re-shaping as it pleased them, this way and that. 5

1 Wilkins, i. 659^, 641-2.
1 A liturgical book preserves the record of some diocesan statutes of Bishop John

Trefnant (1 389-1404): ' Sabbato vero solet fieri plenum servitium de S. Maria tantum

secundum novellas constitutiones editas in tempore domini Iohannis Tronore episcopi

Herfordensis ecclesie, a.d. m ccc nonagesimo quarto in perpctuum per totam diocesim

observandas ': The Hereford breviary, ed. W. H. Frere and Langton E. G. Brown
(H. Bradshaw Soc, 1904-15), i. 354 and iii. xlvi.

* Wilkins, i. 661a. This is also found in the group of texts of Legenda represented

by Lambeth 171 (cf. above, p. 20, n. 2), which comes from Worcester; but it is unlikely

that this version is anything more than an unofficial anthology. Lichfield's Welsh
neighbour, St. Asaph, remains another possible place of origin for CCE.

4 Conciliengeschichte, 2nd edn., v (1886), 804. The passage is unchanged in Henri

Leclercq's French translation, Histoire des conciles, V. ii (1913), 1233.
6 Ampl. Coll. xxii. 1181: ' Capi hinc conjectura valet vetercs fuisse synodicas

constitutiones per totam Galliam ct vicinam Angliam celebres, quas varii episcopi in

usus suos adoptaverant, in commodum suum hinc inde reformatas.'
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Both theories were plausible and each, as our investigation has

shown, contains elements of truth. But the tedious pursuit of

origins is worth while if it permits us to see more exactly the process

that was at work. It is not enough to dismiss a series of statutes

as a work of private enterprise, an unofficial compilation, on the

ground that all or most of its parts are to be found elsewhere.

Nor, in order to account for the frequent reappearance of the same

statutes, need we suppose that they originated in legislation for a

wider area than a diocese. It appears from our enquiry that in

one case we have a genuine series (SS) for a particular diocese,

which was subsequently mutilated, as it appears in the Legenda,

taken up by unofficial compilers of law-books who attached various

ascriptions to which it was not entitled; but the later mutilations do
not affect the authenticity of the original series. Our aim is to

determine the precise time and place at which a series was framed;

and even ifwe sometimes fail, we ought not to assume that thirteenth-

century bishops found their statutes floating in the air and gave

official sanction to what had been unofficial. The three series

CZL, SS, and CCE present some particular problems because of

their anonymity; but other anonymous statutes can only be identi-

fied by internal evidence; 1 and many better authenticated series

show just the same characteristics as the three we have been con-

sidering. The earliest statutes of Paris were borrowed by bishops of

France, England, Sweden, and Germany. Statutes of Nimes,

compiled in 1252, were not only taken over immediately in neigh-

bouring dioceses of the Midi (at Beziers, Aries, Lodeve, and Uzes)

but in 1473 were published almost unaltered in distant Breslau by

Bishop Rudolf of Rudesheim. 2 English statutes did not travel so

far, but those of York appear in Chichester and Dublin, those of

Salisbury in Durham and Aberdeen. 3 Another statute of Salisbury,

on tithe, may lie behind a statute of Archbishop Boniface for the pro-

vince of Canterbury, 4 while at the other end of Europe and at a later

date statutes framed for the diocese ofPoznan in the fourteenth century

were incorporated in the provincial statutes of Lwow c. 1415-17.5

1 Notably those of Winchester and Exeter {Eng. Synodalia, pp. 75, 76). It is very

common to find statutes of known origin without adequate title : e.g. the main text of

Poore's and seventeen texts of Grosseteste's statutes.

* Cf. Artonne, ' Le livre synodal de Lodeve ' (above, p. 1 n. 1) and Sawicki, ' Die

Entwicklung . . .
' (above, p. 1 n. 1), pp. 259-60.

3 For the diffusion of the York statutes see my forthcoming paper on ' A group of

related synodal statutes of the thirteenth century ', and on the Salisbury statutes Eng.

Synodalia, pp. 67-73 and Joseph Robertson, Concilia Scotiae (Bannatyne Club, Edinburgh,

1866), ii. 30 ff. (Wilkins, i. 614).

* Wilkins, i. 698, 719; but it is possible that the connection is the reverse of this.

6 W. Abraham, Stadia i materiaty do historii ustanodawsta synodalnego w Polsce, nr. 6

(Cracow, 1920), pp. 35-53 which I have not seen; cf. Sawicki, Concilia Poloniae, vii

(Poznan, 1952), 7-38 and 165-6 (French abstract), and the same, ' Najdawniejsze

statuty synodalne poznanskie z rekopisu BOZ 63 ', Studia Zrddio^nawc^e, i (Warsaw,

1957), 207 (French abstract).
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Returning to the anonymous CIL, SS, and CCE, the enquiry has

led to the following probable conclusions: CIL was a series of

statutes published by Archbishop Stephen Langton for the diocese

of Canterbury between July 121 3 and July 1214; SS was a series of

synodal statutes of an unknown diocese issued between 1222 and

1225 ; CCE was compiled not much later than SS, also for a diocese

which may possibly have been Hereford. To establish the approxi-

mate dates and authentic quality of these texts is to enlarge our

knowledge of church government in England in the first quarter

of the thirteenth century. We see more clearly than ever that the

Fourth Lateran was not xhcfons et origo of all later legislation, and in

particular we learn that the incoming archbishop of Canterbury

applied himself to the questions of clerical instruction and discipline

before the disastrous events of 1 2 1 5 led to his suspension and absence

from England. We see, too, that statute-making by English bishops

was extensive in the ten or fifteen years after the Fourth Lateran.

Thomas de Chobham, subdean of Salisbury, in his Summa
which was written perhaps during these years, observed that in

different regions there were different canons and different rules

governing general sentences of excommunication: ' unde oportet

quod quilibet sacerdos sciat constitutiones synodales factas in

episcopatu suo.' 1 We already knew of six English dioceses with

statutes probably framed before c. 1230 (Lincoln, Salisbury,

Worcester, Canterbury, Winchester, Exeter); to those we can now
add CIL for Canterbury, and the anonymous SS and CCE. The
very tenuous nature of the evidence by which we know of all these

statutes (the named as well as the unnamed) holds out the chance

that there was more activity and the prospect that there may be more
discoveries.

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge C. R. Cheney

1 Quoted by Fr. Leonard Boyle, ' The Oculus sacerdotis and some other works of

William of Pagula ', Transactions RojaJ Hist. Soc, 5th ser. v (195 5), 93, n. 3. Similarly,

a writer at Paris soon after the Fourth Lateran, reckons that parish-priests may be in

possession of synodal precepts: ' Si hec et alia sacerdotibus necessaria non promul-

gantur in synodis vel non continentur in corum scriptis, consulendi sunt ab eis pcriti

in dubiis casibus et maxime sui prelati et consuetudines episcopatuum attende
'

A. Teetaert, ' Le Liber Poenitentialis de Pierre de Poitiers ', Aus der Geisteswelt des

Mittelalters, Studicn u. Teste M. Grabmann • • • gewidmet (Beitr. £«r Gescb. der

Philos. u. Tbeol. des Mittelalters, Supplementband iii, 1935), i. 323.
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The Struggle for Calais: An Aspect of the

Rivalry between Lancaster and York

YORKIST opposition to the court in the fourtecn-fifties had two
aspects. Its apologists deplored the king's incapacity and de-

nounced the misrule of his advisers, while its leaders sought to

dominate the court and secure for themselves the monopoly of in-

fluence which their rivals enjoyed. As Protector from March 1454
to February 1455 and from November 1455 to February 1456,

Richard duke of York set out both to reform the government and

to secure himself in power. On both occasions his success was

limited by the king's recovery and the reinstatement of his enemies

:

his one enduring achievement, of decisive importance for his cause,

was to secure for the earl of Warwick the Captaincy of Calais.

The garrison at Calais comprised the largest single force per-

manently in the Crown's pay, and the duke coveted its command
as offering both a contingent of professional soldiers and a fortress

which might be held against the Crown. Since 145 1 his rival, the

duke of Somerset, had been Captain of the garrison and would
certainly oppose the Protector's entry by every means. Whether the

garrison gave allegiance to York or Somerset might depend to a

considerable extent on the payment of its wages. Though, as

Protector, York controlled the purse strings, he was not well placed

to discharge the garrison's arrears. It is true that in 1454 these

were not large, but the insecurity of the Protector's rule and his

heavy financial commitments to his supporters made it unlikely that

he could quickly raise the sum which the garrison would demand.

But while a prolonged duel between the rivals over Calais might be

exploited by the garrison to its own advantage, it could bring

nothing but disaster to the merchants of the Company of the

Staple. For them, a safe passage and a free sale for their wool was

at all times essential. From them the Protector might accordingly

hope for the financial backing which could alone supplement his

slender resources ; but this was likely to be forthcoming only if the

Company was assured of the stability and suitability of the Protector's

rule. Thus the Protector aspired to a valuable prize, but faced

severe hazards. Calais was of considerable military importance; to

wrest it from Somerset would be to strike a severe blow at his rival's

power; but his ability to do so might well be the test of his own
political pretensions. The struggle which developed for control of
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Calais thus affords an insight into the workings of the political

rivalries which eventually developed into civil war.

For a full appreciation of the problem of Calais, it is necessary to

start from the surrender of the captaincy by the duke of Buckingham
in March 145 o. 1 As an interim measure, four lords and two knights

had then been appointed wardens of the town, the effective respons-

ibility devolving upon two of these, Lord Stourton as Lieutenant of

Calais and Captain of Rysbank, and Lord Sudeley as Captain of

Calais castle. Their tenure lasted throughout the winter of 145 0-1

while York and Somerset struggled for the place in the king's confi-

dence left vacant by Suffolk's death. Only after the final triumph

of Somerset was the patent held by these two lords superseded,

when the duke became Captain of Calais on 21 September 145 1.
2

York was not blind to the significance of his rival's appointment,

and in the campaign of public denigration which preceded his

attempt to overthrow Somerset by force in the following March, he

accused him of planning now to surrender Calais to the French, as

he had surrendered Normandy two years before. 3 The increased

activity of the French at this time, which gave some substance to

York's warnings, provided Somerset with an excuse for building up

the garrison with soldiers recruited by himself and his lieutenants.

Already, after the evacuation of Normandy in 1450, a number of

Somerset's troops had found shelter at Calais, 4 and shortly before he

took command in September 145 1 a total of 1,150 men had been

shipped as reinforcements from England. 5 At the end of that

year Lord Rivers joined the garrison with sixty men at arms, by

which time it contained 530 archers above the normal complement, 6

and throughout the early months of 1452 further troops continued

to arrive. 7 Finally, in June 1452, when the emergency was over,

1 Treaty Roll, 28 Henry VI, m. 8 (Calendar, 48th Report of Deputy Keeper, p. 382);

cf. Rot. Pari .x. 208. The duke of Buckingham held the captaincy until 31 March 1450

(P.R.O., Exchequer K.R., Various Accounts, E101/194/8), not 30 September 1449

(as in History of Parliament, 1439-ijoo Register, p. 121, n. 3), nor did the duke of Suffolk

hold this office before his death (Ibid. p. 115).
2 Treaty Roll, 30 Henry VI, m. 17 (Calendar, p. 389).
3 The Paston Letters, ed. J. Gairdner (1904), i. 97-8, 106-7.
4
J. Stow, Annates (1631), p. 387; William Worcester (Annates, ed. J. Stevenson,

Wars of the English in France, Rolls Series (1864), ii. 769) notes that Somerset returned to

England via Calais.
6 Proc. of Privy Council, ed. Sir H. Nicolas, vi. 1 12-13; Treaty Roll, 29 Henry VI,

m. 6 (Calendar, p. 387).
4 Exchequer K.R., Memoranda Roll, 33 Henry VI (E. 159/231), Brevia Directa

Baronibus, Pasche, m. 2. Hammes castle had 14 archers above its establishment, and

at Guisnes there were an additional 30 men at arms (Exch. L.T.R. Mem. Roll, 35 Henry

VI, E. 368/229, m. 292).
7 On 28 January 1452 customers were instructed to send ships from all ports to

Sandwich, and on 21 February troops were ordered to muster there for embarkation

to Calais (P.R.O., Exch. T.R., Council and Privy Seal, E 28/82). Similar instructions

were issued again in March (Wars of the FLnglish in France, ii. 477; Proc. of Privy Council,

vi. 119-25).
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Somerset's indenture was revised to allow him to retain a substantial

proportion of this increment on the establishment. 1

With the recruitment of new troops went changes in the com-

mand. Shortly after his arrival at Calais in December 145 1, Lord

Rivers succeeded Lord Stourton as Lieutenant of Calais; 2 and Lord

Welles, who was in Somerset's retinue by November 145 1, replaced

Lord Sudeley as Captain of the castle in the following year. 3 Rysbank

seems to have remained in the keeping of Lord Stourton, and Ham-
mes was retained by Sir John Marney, but in December 145 1 William

Pyrton surrendered his post as Lieutenant of Guisnes to Sir Thomas
Findern who took over from him in the following February. 4 Two
of the new captains had already a personal attachment to the house

of Beaufort and all were to give it loyal support in the civil war. 5

By the end of 1452 the duke of Somerset had thus been able to

establish at Calais a considerable body of troops under captains

whom he had chosen and could trust.

This personal loyalty was fortified by the guarantees which

Somerset procured for the payment of the garrison's wages. Calais

was one of the heaviest charges on the government, costing in time

of peace £1 1,000 or £12,000 a year, and at its wartime strength some
£i9,ooo. 6 Of this, the annual revenue from the town itself con-

tributed at this time about £3,500,' and the balance had to be pro-

vided by the English exchequer. During the fourteen-forties ex-

chequer prests had averaged fairly consistently about £5,000 per

annum,8 and the habitual disparity between the receipts and expenses

of the treasurer of Calais had been reflected in the substantial debt

to his creditors at the close of his account. 9

1 E 28/82, 21 June, 30 Henry VI. This increment comprised ioo men at arms and 271

archers from 25 December 145 1, and a further 60 men at arms and 240 archers after 7 Feb-

ruary 1452 ; i.e. more than double the number of troops specified in his original indenture.
2 Probably on 6 February 1452; Exch. K.R., Mem. Roll, 33 Henry VI, Br. Dir.

Bar., Pasche, m. 2; E101/195/1.
3 Treaty Roll, 30 Henry VI, m. 15 (Calendar, p. 389); E 101/195/1.
4 Cal. Pat. Rolls, 14J2-1461, p. 209; Exch. L.T.R., Mem. Roll, 35 Henrv VI, m. 292.

P.S.O. 1/19/951.
5 Lord Rivers had served with John, duke of Somerset in France, and Lord Welles

had married the duke's widow (Complete Peerage, xi. 19, xii. 48). For the support given

to Henry, duke of Somerset by Lord Rivers and Sir Thomas Findern in the seige of

Calais in 1460, see below p. 48. Lord Welles was slain at Towton and Sir Thomas
Findern was executed after the battle of Hexham in 1464.

6
J. L. Kirby, ' The Financing of Calais under Henry V ', Bull. Inst. Hist. Res., xxiii

(1950), 166-8.
7 Account of Richard Vernon, treasurer of Calais 1445-51 Exch. L.T.R., Foreign

Accounts, 32 Henry VI (E364/88) m. H, I, M.
8 December 1442-3, £4,600; December 1443-May 1445, £6,956; May 1445-6,

£4,267; May 1446-8, £10,713; May 1448-9, £6,140. (Foreign Accounts, E364/80,

E364/88.)
9 From John Langton's treasurership of three and half years (December 1441 to May

1445) these debts totalled £16,013 IIS - IQd., despite an advance of £10,000 from the

Company of the Staple in July 1442 (E364/80 m. D, G.); from the six years of
Richard Vernon's treasurership (May 1445 to June 145 1) they totalled £17,007 us. 8d.

(E364/88 m. M),
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In 1449, the imminent renewal of the French war and the rising

political tension at home had induced parliament to heed the gar-

rison's discontent and provide security for its wages in a number of

ways. Reviving an expedient last applied in 1437, the Commons
allocated 20s. of the custom on wool to the wages of the garrison

(including arrears) and to the defences of the town, but asked that

this should be withdrawn from the control of the exchequer and

paid directly by the collectors to the treasurer of Calais. 1 This last

condition, which alone could ensure the effectiveness of the alloca-

tion, was refused by the king. However, in the following parlia-

ment, which sat almost continuously from November 1449 to June

1450, a lords' bill appropriated the whole of the customs revenue of

Sandwich (normally some £2,1 50 per annum) to the discharge of the

wages due to the garrison from the period of the duke of Bucking-

ham's captaincy. 2 These were estimated to total £19,395 up to

30 September 1449; hence the effectiveness of this appropriation

would depend in large measure upon its durability. The political

influence of the duke of Buckingham, and the guarantee it afforded

of the garrison's continued loyalty, together ensured its exemption

from the numerous acts which gave financial preference to important

creditors in the following years. 3 In contrast, the treasurer of

Calais, Gervase Clifton, had to rest content with irregular and
entirely insufficient prests from the exchequer for current wages.

No attempt seems to have been made to apply the act of 1449 which
provided 20s. of the custom for Calais, and between Michaelmas

1449 and Michaelmas 1452, when for the most part the exchequer

was not subject to Somerset's control, the prests for Calais averaged

no more than £3,650 per annum. 4

By Michaelmas 1452 Somerset had secured the means to remedy
this neglect which, if it were to continue, would certainly impair

his own control of the garrison. The council decided that the act

of 1449 should now take effect, but was at once faced by competing
claims ; the duke of Somerset urging that the ' Calais part ' of the

customs should be available for the garrison's current needs, the

Lords Stourton and Sudeley claiming it for the discharge of £2,800
outstanding from their keeping of the town. As was to be expected,

Somerset's influence prevailed, the council accepting his argument
that any lack ofpayment at the present time would ' cause the nombre
of the newe crewe to avoid and depart oute of the saide towne of

1 Rot. Pari., iv. 503, v. 146.
z
Ibid., v. 206-8; Exch. L.T.R., Enrolled Customs Accounts (£356/19, 20).

3
Ibid., v. 209, 219, 230, 233, 236, 245, 264, 298, 308. Buckingham's receipts

under this act were: Mich. 1450-1, £1,865; Mich. 1451-2, £2,096; Mich. 1452-3,

£2,112 (E356/19, 20).
4 These were: Mich. 1449-50, £2,526; Mich. 1450-1, £4,763; Mich. 1451-2,

£3,643 (E364/88 m. M). Somerset secured Lord Beauchamp's dismissal as Treasurer
of England in April 1452.
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Calais '- 1 In consequence, while the council recommended that the

debt to Lords Sudeley and Stourton should be charged on the next

lay subsidy, the exchequer delivered no less than £11,317 to the

treasurer of Calais as prests for current wages between Michaelmas

1452 and August 145 3.
2 Yet even this hardly met the current

charge of the garrison which, with the authorized reinforcements,

was now virtually at wartime strength, 3 and Somerset induced the

complaisant parliament which sat from April to July 1453 to ap-

propriate further revenues for the fortification of Calais and the

wages of the garrison. The commons renewed the custom on

wool at a higher rate and for the term of the king's life, and allocated

the usual 20s. on the sack to Calais; but the responsibility for this

was at last taken away from the exchequer and given to the treasurer

of Calais, who was to obtain his share by indentures with the

collectors. 4 At the same time £9,300 was appropriated from the

current lay subsidy to be spent on the fortifications. 5 More im-

portant for the strengthening of Somerset's control than either of

these measures, was an act which granted him the reversion, after

the duke of Buckingham, of the customs from Sandwich together

with half a mark in every other port, in discharge of the wages due

to the garrison from the period of his captaincy. 6 Since these

already totalled £21,648, this constituted for some years to come a

strong inducement for the garrison to remain loyal to the duke.

Somerset's high favour at court had served the garrison well : more
numerous and better equipped than for a long time past, it enjoyed

an almost unprecedented security for both its current wages and its

substantial arrears. To what degree its personal loyalties and its

financial interests committed it to support the duke's political pre-

dominance was the question which the Protector set out to test in

the spring of 1454.

The duke of York was aware of the magnitude of the problem,

as he was of the importance of the prize; and his conditions for

undertaking the captaincy which he submitted to parliament in

April 1454 revealed his determination to sever the ties which

Somerset had established with the garrison. In the first place, all

castles were to be surrendered into the Protector's hands, and all

existing patents of office were terminated by his appointment. The
Protector further insisted on the residence of all officials, on a

1 P.R.O. Chancery, Council Warrants, C81/1546/72.
2 E364/92 m. E.
3 The treasurer's accounts give a wages bill for the three years June 145 1 to June

1454 of £51,466 13s. 4C1., compared with the average of £9,500 p. a. in the preceding

period. Cf. J. L. Kirby, loc. cit.

4 Rot. Pari. v. 229.
6 Ibid. v. 234-5 . The act specified the sum chargeable on each shire ; it was collected

in full, and was administered jointly by the treasurer and victualler, whose account

survives (E101/195/2). * Ibid. v. 233-4.
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review of the garrison's equipment, and on the speedy provision of

reinforcements if it was threatened by a French attack.1 Alike on

military and political grounds the Protector could afford no com-

promise over the dismissal of Somerset's officers; but the risk of

opposition from them made it the more necessary to win over the

soldiers with some guarantee for the payment of their arrears. His

conditions, indeed, provided for the continued application of the

' Calais part ' of the customs to current wages, and for setting aside

any surplus from this as a reserve fund; but he had little mind to

respect the reservation of the customs of Sandwich in his rival's

name. Moreover, the personal claims of York and his associates,

as well as the expenses of the newly appointed keepers of the sea,

constituted a heavy additional charge on the existing revenues, and

shortly before York became Protector the commons had roundly

refused the chancellor's request for a further £40,000 from taxation

for the defence of Calais. 2 In these circumstances, York turned to

the only other body whose concern with the garrison was com-

mensurate with its ability to finance it : the Company of the Staple.

It was in every way an obvious alliance, and York's negotiations

with the Mayor of the Staple, Robert White, were not prolonged.

In return for the renewal of assignments totalling some 12,000

marks, in repayment of long outstanding loans, and the reversal of

bills introduced earlier in the session which were prejudicial to its

interests and privileges, the Company agreed to advance 10,000

marks for the wages of the garrison, to be repaid over the next two
years from the proceeds of a clerical tenth. 3

The terms of this agreement had been settled before parliament

was dissolved in mid-April, and the Protector lostno time in deputing

commissioners to open negotiations direct with the garrison at

Calais. 4 His expectation of securing admission was not unreason-

able, for no prests had been delivered to the treasurer of Calais since

July 1453, and the substantial sum available from the Company of

the Staple provided a material basis for negotiations about arrears.

But if the duke hoped to report a settlement to the great council,

summoned to meet on 6 May 1454 ' specially for the saufgarde of

' Rot. Pari. v. 254.
2 Ibid. v. 240, 244-5. York had stipulated for payment of the dues for his previous

services to the crown, and took every care to ensure that his wages as captain would be

paid.
3 Ibid. v. 256-7. The bills concerned the fixing of the purchase price of wool,

enforcement of bullion regulations and an increased rate of customs; Ibid. v. 269, 274-

7. The history of the earlier loans by the Staple comprised in this agreement is traced

by W. I. Haward, ' The Financial Transactions between the Lancastrian Government
and the Merchants of the Staple, 1 449-1 461 ' in Studies in Hnglisb Trade in the Vifteentb

Century, ed. E. Power and M. Postan (1933), pp. 293 fF., but this account contains

serious inaccuracies; e.g. this agreement is attributed to July 1454, when parliament had
already been dissolved (p. 302).

4 E28/84, 9 May: ' We have by the report of suche as we sent now late ago to our
towne of Caleis understandc the oppinion of the souldcours there.'
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our towne of Calais V he was disappointed, for the negotiations

hung fire, and on 9 May the council summoned Robert White in

urgent terms to consult about the position. 2 However, before any

further approach could be made, the garrison had taken its financial

security into its own hands.

Early in May—the date is uncertain—the soldiers seized the

wool and victuals stored in the port. The latter they disposed of

quickly, considerably below the market price; 3 the wool they appear

for the moment to have retained in their hands. As an expedient

to obtain payment of their wages, their action had precedents in

1407, 1423, 1433, and 1442, all of which had brought a fair measure

of success. 4 Whether or not fiscal grievances were the main motive

of their action in 1454, its results were indisputably political. While

on the one hand their seizure confirmed the common interest of

the Protector and the Company of the Staple in gaining control of

the port, on the other it associated the garrison with its captains

Lords Rivers and Welles in a common defiance of the Protector's

authority.

The extent of this defiance is apparent from the measures which

the Protector took to counter it. As before, he hoped to purchase

the garrison's submission with a substantial cash payment, but he

now arranged to dangle this carrot before its very eyes. Perhaps,

indeed, the decision to send Viscount Bourchier to Calais with

6,000 marks in cash had been taken before the dire news from Calais

was known, for not till twelve days after this warrant, on 28 May,

did the council enlarge his commission to take account of the

mutiny. 5 In the interval the government had evidently tested the

temper of the garrison, for Bourchier was now instructed to dis-

tribute the money only to those who were still at their posts, and

if he found ' that the said soldeours will in no wise depart from

their self will, nor be entreted without that they have a pardon ',

he was empowered to offer the same both for their seizure of the

wool and for their refusal to admit the king's ministers and the

king's writ. 6 The hopes of the council were now centred on

Bourchier's mission. The Company of the Staple paid into

the exchequer the 10,000 marks they had promised, of which

£5,666 13s. 4d. was at once delivered to the treasurer of Calais to

1 Vroc. of "Privy Council, vi. 174-5.
2 E28/84, 9 May: ' We wol and charge you that in all haste after thees our letters

seen, ye come and be with us and our counsail at our palois of Westminster . . . and we
wol ye leve not this as ye desire the welfare and saufgarde of oure said towne and the

ease of yourself and your felaship.'

3 E28/85, undated petition from John Cheyne, temp. 32 Henry VI.
4
J. H. Wylie, History of England under Henry IV, (1896), iii. 64-5 ; J. L. Kirby,

' Calais sous les Anglais, 1399-1413; Revue du Nord. xxxviii (1955), 26; Sir J. H.

Ramsay, Lancaster and York, (Oxford, 1 892), i: 449 ; Vroc. of Privy Council, iii. 67-8, v. 203.
6 P.R.O. Exchequer of Receipt, Warrants for Issues, 404/70/1/57.
6 E28/84, 28 May; Cal. Pat. Rolls, 14J2-1461, p. 154.
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hold at Bourchier's disposal, 1 and shortly after the middle of June he

opened negotiations with the garrison at Calais. On the eve of his

departure his commission had been further enlarged, and he was now
empowered to take the muster of the garrison, to compile an exact

statement of the wages owed, and to inspect the progress of the

repairs authorized and financed by the parliament of 145 3.
2 Clearly

the council were optimistic about his reception, and, at the cost of

some further delay, were prepared to negotiate a thorough settle-

ment on the basis of York's admission. Nor was this confidence

misplaced, for by the beginning of July reports from the town
suggested that his conciliatory proposals and financial backing had

won over the garrison. 3 By the middle of the month, though his

mission was still not complete,4 Bourchier must have reported to

the council that a settlement was sufficiently assured for the Pro-

tector to indent as Captain of Calais and to receive, as wages, tallies

for £1,500 on the clerical tenth.5

The course of Bourchier's negotiations at Calais must have been

greatly influenced by the increasing authority which York enjoyed

in England. By the beginning of July 1454 the north was suffi-

ciently submissive for York to return to London and prepare his

attack on the court. 6 Having frustrated a move in council to get

Somerset released on bail, York authorized the duke of Norfolk to

prepare formal accusations against Somerset which should be heard

in October, meanwhile framing plans for a reform of the royal

household which were to mature in the November ordinance.7

It may have been these preoccupations which prevented York
from concluding an immediate settlement at Calais. At the end of

August he seems to have been at the earl of Salisbury's castle at

Middleham, but apart from this both his movements and his policy

in these summer months remain totally obscure.8 Early in October

warrants were duly sent out to revenue collectors authorizing the

1 Receipt Roll Easter, 32 Henry VI (E401/837), 27 May, 6 June; Issue Roll Easter,

32 Henry VI (E403/798), 25 May, 6 June. A further £1,893 6s. 8c^- was received as

loans from the Mayor of the Staple, the treasurer and victualler of Calais, and the

Protector.
2 £28/84, 13 June; cf. Treaty Roll 32 Henry VI (C 76/136) m. 7 (Calendar, p. 400);

Cal. Pat. Rolls, 1412-1461, p. 176.
3 Paston Letters, ii. 325 :

' The Lord Bourchier hath a gode renomee of hys wyse

demenyng at Calis, but he ys not yhyt comen. The soudeours be more temperat then

they were.'

* Thomas Pounde, a teller of the exchequer who accompanied Lord Bourchier, was

paid wages for 71 days in which he was occupied in this business (Issue Roll Easter,

32 Henry VI, 17 July).
6 Proc. of Privy Council, vi. 199-206. Bourchier was present to witness the indenture.

Wars of the English in France, ii. 501; Issue Roll Easter, 32 Henry VI, 17 July. On the

same day the treasurer of Calais received a prest of £3,000 for the wages of the soldiers.

* Paston Letters, ii. 324.
7 Proc. of Privy Council, vi. 206, 218, 220-33.
8 Cal. Pat. Rolls, 14J2-1461, pp. 163, 178-9.
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repayment, under the April agreement, of the loans from the Com-
pany of the Staple.1 At the same time the collectors of customs

were instructed to pay the ' Calais part ' direct to the treasurer and

victualler, neither of whom had received any prests from the ex-

chequer since July. 2 But by this date the negotiations for York's

admission to Calais had reached a deadlock. The Protector would

authorize no payment of the garrison's arrears from the money
received by the treasurer until his admission to Calais was assured, 3

while the garrison, whose one tangible security for their wages was

the Staplers' wool, declined to open the gates until they received

either some token payment or licence to realize the value of the wool.

The duke may well have calculated that this situation would eventu-

ally force the Company of the Staple to finance his entry in full, for

only the establishment of the Protector's authority in Calais could

compel the garrison to surrender the wool, and renew the free

passage of trade. Even so, this delay held its dangers, and by the

beginning of November York had decided to put pressure on the

Company by granting a partial concession to the garrison. After

formally ordering Somerset to surrender his command,4 the Pro-

tector gave the garrison licence to sell the wool in its hands for the

discharge of its arrears to the sum of £4,100 6s. 8d. The sale price

was to be that current at the Staple, but the sale of this wool was to

take precedence over any other, and special orders were to be sent to

the Company of the Staple not to impede it in any way. 5

To judge from a subsequent document, this produced—as York
had doubtless intended—a sharp protest and a practical concession

from the Company of the Staple. The preferment of the garrison's

wools ' was thought prejudicial and hurt to our staple of Calais ',

and since ' other meanes were found more easy for redy payment of

the said sum ', it was cancelled before it could take effect. 6 If York
had in fact extracted a promise of payment from the Company, no
record of it has survived; and if his admission to Calais was im-

minent—and Somerset's captaincy was later reckoned to have ter-

minated on the 27th of this month 7—the prize escaped him even

as he grasped it. Within a month the king had recovered his

faculties and the Protector's authority, though not formally abro-

gated, was in fact nullified. The court, whom he had only had

time to threaten, was now secure and awaiting its revenge. On

1 Cal. Close Rolls, 14/4-1461, pp. 1-3, 5-7, 21-22; Cal. Pat. Rolls, 14J2-1461, pp.
209-10, 226, 253.

2 Cal. Close Rolls, 1414-1461, p. 22.
3 This may be inferred from the concessions which the council made to the garrison

in December 1455; infra, p. 43.
4 T. Rymer, Foedera, (1704), xi. 359.
6 C81/1546/106; Treaty Roll, 33 Henry VI, m. 5 {Calendar, p. 407, 9 August).
• Ibid.

7 Exch. K.R., Mem. Roll, 34 Henry VI (£159/232), Recorda, Trim, m. 3.
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7 February 1455 Somerset was released on bail, and two days later

York was relieved of the office of Protector. 1 Early in March he

surrendered the captaincy of Calais, which the king then took into

his own hand. 2

It is not at all clear exactly why York failed to secure command
of Calais. Preoccupation with the establishment of his authority at

home, the miscalculation that time was on his side, and the pro-

tracted dispute between the Company of the Staple and the garrison

are the most apparent causes ; but the paucity of evidence for the

summer months and the obscurity of the position in Calais itself

make it impossible to advance any more specific explanation. The
result was that Somerset now hastened to renew his connections

with the garrison, which remained under the command of his

captains, Lords Welles and Rivers. Towards the end of March

1455, Thomas lord Roos and two household esquires, John Ormond
and Thomas Tresham, were sent to Calais, probably for the purpose

of arranging for Somerset's return. 3 A financial settlement of some
kind was meanwhile imperative, for on the assumption that the

yield of the Calais part of the customs would suffice, the exchequer

had delivered no prests to the treasurer in the current financial year;

whereas in fact the political uncertainty and commercial insecurity

of the winter months had reduced the yield from the ' Calais part

'

almost to nought. In the six months since the warrants were sent

to the collectors, only one small payment, of £83 6s. 8d., had been

made to the victualler. 4 Some small, though almost certainly in-

effective, relief was proposed by diverting to the treasurer of Calais

£1,000 which had originally been advanced by the Company of the

Staple for the royal household; 5 but soon afterwards Somerset

showed his intention of raising a far larger sum with the object of

establishing a permanent reserve for the support of Calais. Since

a loan from the Company of the Staple was out of the question,

Somerset sought to anticipate his influence over a future parliament,

and on 14 May commissioners were appointed in each shire to raise

a loan for the defence of Calais which would be repaid from the

next lay subsidy. 6 The instructions to the commissioners showed
that the council envisaged considerable mistrust and resistance in

the shires; but in the event there was little opportunity to test their

response, for a week after the commission was issued the first battle

1 Cal. Pat. Rolls, 14J2-1461, p. 226; cf. Complete Peerage, xii. 52; Diet. Nat. Biog.

xvi. 1066. 2 Foedera, xi. 363.
3 E404/70/2/48. The warrant merely says ' for certain great and chargeable

matters '. It is possible that they were responsible for compiling the estimate of the

garrison's arrears up till 31 March 1455 which formed the basis of the payments made
a year later, see p. 46. * E101/195/3; E364/90 m. B.

6 E404/70/2/55, 57. The warrant is not endorsed, nor is there any record of the

transaction on the treasurer's account or the exchequer rolls, but since such an exchange
of cash and obligations would presumably not be a matter for account, this negative

evidence is not conclusive. ' Proc. 0/ Priry Comic//, vi. 234-44.
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of St. Albans was fought, the duke of Somerset killed, and the king

brought to London under the protection of York, Salisbury, and

Warwick.

York quickly showed that he had neither lost interest in Calais

nor misread the lesson of his earlier failure. After the battle the

Captaincy of Calais was conferred on the earl of Warwick, though

it was soon plain that he could secure admission only by an immediate

cash offer. 1 The uncertainty of the last twelve months had led to

the accumulation of further arrears of the garrison's wages, but it

had also made the Company of the Staple more anxious for a settle-

ment. Once York's authority was admitted and the free passage

of wools resumed, the security and stability of the port could be

guaranteed by the appropriation to the wages of the garrison of a

fixed proportion of the customs. Such was the substance of the

settlement outlined in the chancellor's charge to parliament in July,

when great stress was also laid on the danger to Calais and Berwick

from a renewal of the Franco-Scottish alliance. 2 Here York was
designedly playing on the fears of the mercantile interests. A
French attack on Calais might, in fact, have rallied the garrison to

him, but Charles VII was himself too preoccupied with revolt and

conspiracies to give heed to the schemes of the king of Scots, and

York's real concern must have been lest the immunity of Calais

would encourage the stubbornness of the garrison. 3 But as guard-

ian of the narrow seas, protector of Calais and guarantor of its

ultimate prosperity, York might enlist the support of parliament in

appealing to the Company of the Staple for the financial backing

which would alone win him admission.

Delay had once already cost him dear, and less than a month
after the battle the duke commissioned Lord Faucomberg and Sir

Edmund Mulso to negotiate ' concernyng appointment, tretee and

agrement to be made with the souldeours of our said towne for and

of such wages as ben due by us to theym and unpayed ', and con-

currently made a fresh approach to the Company of the Staple. 4

Negotiations with both parties continued throughout July and

August 145 5 ;

5 they were sufficiently advanced for the earl of

1 Paston Letters, iii. 31.
2 Rot. Par/, v. 279.

3 The letters exchanged between James II and Charles VII on this theme are printed

in Wars of the English in France, i. 322-3, 326, 330, 332 ff. Cf. G. du Fresne de Beaucourt,

Histoire de Charles VII, vi. 27-63. York was himself in communication with the duke
of Alencon, but seems to have given no more than vague encouragement to his plot.

4 E404/70/2/85 (19 June).
5 On 7 July, payments were made to Sir Edmund Mulso and Sir William Lucy who

had been sent by the council to Dover to have discussions with soldiers from Calais

(Issue Roll Easter, 33 Henry VI) and a royal letter of 6 October referred to negotiations

which had taken place at Calais between the king's commissioners and Lord Rivers, as

the soldiers' representative, over the payment of arrears and the guard of the town
(E28/87). The council was in correspondence with Robert White in July (Issue Roll,

15 July), and was considering the problem of Calais on 8 August (C81/1546/106).
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Warwick to indent on 4 August as Captain of Calais for the period

of seven years,1 and two months later they had reached a stage where

the terms of an agreement could be referred to a great council for

discussion and approval. 2 The council was to meet on 13 October,

and the main points of the subsequent settlement had certainly been

established by the 18th, 3 but it was not until the 27th of that month
• that the final discussions between the council and the Company of

the Staple took place in the star chamber.

Lord Faucomberg's negotiations with the garrison had shown
that the earl of Warwick's admission to Calais was only to be pur-

chased with a sum at least three times as large as that proffered by

Viscount Bourchier in 1454. Much as the Company desired a

settlement, the risk of advancing a sum of this size on the security

of York's political predominance made them hesitate, and when

they finally agreed to provide £1 2,000 in ready cash, its repayment

was charged upon the Calais part of the customs. Security for

£8,000 of this was provided by obligations already in the hands of

the treasurer of Calais which were to be handed over to the Company,

while the remaining £4,000 was to be repaid from the yield of the

Calais part between the date of the agreement and the feast of St.

Nicholas (6 December) following. If by this date the Company
had not been repaid in full, they were to recover the balance by

retaining one mark of the custom due on their own wools shipped

after 6 December from all ports of the realm. 4 The Company of the

Staple had thus limited their advance to what could be recovered

immediately or in the near future from the taxes they themselves

owed. Though they had furnished the means of Warwick's entry,

they had avoided any investment in the Yorkist regime and had

secured their loan on precisely that revenue appropriated to the

current needs of the garrison.

It was against this provision that the strongest objections to the

agreement could be raised, for it meant in effect that the arrears

were to be paid out of the revenue for current and future wages;

and the garrison was thus in danger of being defrauded of the

revenue appropriated for its current needs under the pretext that

its arrears were being discharged. The agreement of 27 October

had applied only to the obligations held by the treasurer, which

were in any case intended for wages ; but four days later the council

approached the Company of the Staple with a new request. Finding

that the sum of £12,000 ' was not such as should by likelihood fully

assieth and appease the soldiers ' at Calais, the council asked the

Company for an additional 2,000 marks, which would raise the total

to 20,000 marks immediately, and for a further 3,000 marks in

1 Treaty Roll, 33 Henry VI, m. 11; Rot. Pari. v. 341.
2 E28/87, 6 October. 8 E28/87, 29 April, 1456.
4 C8i/i546/io7.
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April 1457; and since the obligations held by the treasurer were

already fully pledged, it proposed to offer those held by the victualler

as security for the additional 2,000 marks. If these proved in-

sufficient the Company was to retain one mark of the custom on its

own wool shipped from any port of the realm. 1

The victualler, Sir John Cheyne, protested strongly against this

attempt by the council to pledge his revenue for dues which were

not his concern. He was able to show that his debts to his own
creditors, for victuals already supplied, exceeded the sums he could

expect to receive from the obligations which he held or was likely

to receive in the current year; he therefore declined to hand over to

the Company the obligations for 2,000 marks which the council

had promised. 2 This protest certainly gave the council pause, for

it was reluctant to assume the responsibility for a deficit on the

victualler's account and, according to Cheyne, it was on the council's

suggestion that talks were now begun between himself and the

Mayor of the Staple to find a solution. Before they reached agree-

ment there elapsed seven weeks of obstinate wrangling, which later

provided ground for mutual accusations of duplicity and ill faith.

When Cheyne finally delivered his obligations to the mayor on 19

December, he did so—by his account—upon an assurance that the

Company would purchase from him 106 sacks of wool in his posses-

sion, paying the full market price and waiving the sale tax which it

usually levied, in order that he might pay his creditors. The
Company's failure to fulfil this promise led Cheyne to sell his wool

at a loss, involving him in debt to his creditors and a lawsuit with

the Company. 3

That the Protector's plans should be delayed by the weeks of

protracted negotiations necessary for this private agreement was a

startling indication of the weakness of his position. Since 1454 the

garrison's arrears had greatly increased while, following the battle

of St. Albans, the basis of York's authority had become more par-

tisan; the Protector now found himself suppliant to the Company
of the Staple for a loan with which to purchase recognition from

the garrison. Yet, some time after these negotiations began, the

prospect of a general settlement actually receded when the garrison

sold the Staplers' wool, estimated at 26,050 marks, to alleviate its

desperate financial position. 4 Having fortified itself by this further

defiance, the garrison put up its terms: it was now requiring the

government to pardon and recognize the sale of this wool. The

1 C8
1
/i 546/108. The Staple was to recover the additional 3,000 marks by re-

taining one mark of the custom on its own wool, subsequent to the loan.
2 Early Chancery Proceedings, Ci/32/248.
3 Ci/32/247-51; Rot. Pari. v. 297.
4 The first indication that the wool had been sold comes in December 1455, and

when the arrears of the garrison were computed in July 1456, the proceeds from the

sale of the wool were reckoned as having been received after 31 March 1455, infra, p. 47.
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Company of the Staple, on the other hand, who could alone provide

the government with the sum which the garrison demanded, would

clearly insist on full compensation for the lost wool, as an essential

condition for any loan. If he wished for a settlement, the Protector

had to come to terms with each of these two powerful interests;

for the political prospects of his regime gave no inducement to the

Company of the Staple to invest in his control of the port, while

they afforded every encouragement to the Lancastrian captains to

stiffen the garrison's resistance.

Before the end of 1455 York had made material concessions to

both parties. Sometime in December the government compen-

sated the Company of the Staple for the sale of its wool by formally

surrendering to it the obligations which the Company already held

as security for the 20,000 marks, none of which it had yet advanced.1

While this gave solid encouragement to the Company of the Staple

to back the Protector's rule, it meant that the government had, for

the present, abandoned its hopes of buying over the garrison with

an advance from the Company, since, as the preceding negotiations

with the victualler had shown, the government lacked any current

revenue on which such an advance could be secured.

A similar admission of failure marked the end of the Protector's

negotiations with the garrison. Although the only direct evidence

of these negotiations is provided by the council's letter to the soldiers

of 13 December 1455 an<^ which virtually marked their end, there

is not a more revealing document in the whole of this history. 2 In

language which hovered between reproach and cajolery the council

made a last effort to win acceptance for the earl of Warwick. It

recalled the course of the negotiations : how, in response to the

demands of the garrison's attorney, the council had with great

difficulty raised money for its arrears, yet still awaited its assent to

the conditions negotiated for Warwick's entry. The Council could

give no credence to letters from Lords Welles and Rivers, and asked

the soldiers to signify their acceptance themselves, professing its

confidence in their loyalty and willingness to implement the agree-

ment. The garrison's suspicions of bad faith on the part of the

council and the earl of Warwick were unfounded. True, the

council's earlier promises had been vague; but now it undertook

to pay the 20,000 marks in cash to the garrison within twenty days

of Warwick or his deputy being admitted; it promised that the

' Calais part ' of the customs and the whole custom in the port of

Sandwich would be earmarked for the garrison in future; and it

denied the suggestion that Warwick's admission would be followed

by wholesale dismissals—on the contrary, his intention was to re-

inforce the garrison. Their acceptance of the earl would be re-

garded as a token of their loyalty and goodwill, and earn them a full

1 Rot. Pari. v. 295.
2 Proc. of Privy Council, vi. 276.
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amnesty for all previous offences. It is clear from this letter that

opposition to the earl ofWarwick amongst the garrison had hardened

since the summer. The council's prolonged bargaining with the

Company of the Staple had aroused suspicions—not all of them

groundless—that the garrison might be defrauded of its dues, while

Lancastrian supporters had found it easy to play on the fear of

Warwick's reprisals. The Protector realized only too well the sig-

nificance of this political opposition, for an unsubdued Calais could

easily become the symbol of resistance to his authority and en-

courage doubts about the endurance of his rule. Yet while the

council entreated the garrison, in its letter, not to ' entende to any

governaunce the whiche should hurte us ', nor to ' doo anything

the whiche might be to the rejoyssyng of oure enemies V before

parliament was prorogued on 13 December the Yorkist lords had

recognized that for the present Warwick's admission was out of the

question. In a petition during this session the earl asked to be

absolved from the responsibility for the defence of Calais, since ' no
deliverance of hem as yett can Pie] have, ne gette, but obstinately

out of hem is kept \ 2 The Staplers' reluctance to provide money
on dubious long-term security for Warwick's admittance to the port

was perhaps not surprising; yet its effect had been to encourage

those, who, on personal or political grounds, were determined that

Calais should not pass under Yorkist control.

The king's recovery early in January 1456 appeared to doom
forever Warwick's hope of obtaining Calais. True, York's title

as Protector was on this occasion held by assent of the lords, and

not as before at the king's pleasure; 3 and so long as the parliament

remained in being and the king asked advice of the council, York's

influence was likely to predominate. But the show of strength

which the Yorkist lords made at Westminster in February only

underlined the insecurity of York's position; for, however con-

ciliatory Henry's own attitude, it was only a matter of time until the

queen felt strong enough to withdraw the king and the court from

London.4 But in fact it was precisely the urgency of the situation

which led to a swift and effective agreement between the duke of

York and the Company of the Staple. There was good reason for

this, for only a settlement with the duke of York would ensure for

the Company the retention of the obligations for customs (now

totalling 9,703 marks 3s. 7^d.) which since December had been

reckoned as compensation for the wool seized and sold by the

garrison. Whatever the price and whatever the risks involved in

putting Warwick into Calais, the Company believed that it could

obtain far more consideration for its claims, and be more assured of

1 Proc. of Privy Council, vi. 278. * Rot. Pari. v. 341.
3 Ibid. v. 288. 4 Paston Letters, iii. 75.
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the security of the port, if Calais were delivered to the Yorkist lords

than if it returned to the control of the court.1

The price of a settlement was high : nothing less than the im-

mediate payment of all the garrison's arrears; but this price the

Company of the Staple was now prepared to pay. The terms of its

agreement with the government were formally registered when
parliament reassembled in February, 2 although the Company had

made the first payments in the previous month. The Company
agreed to provide the following sums

:

1. 26,050 marks (£17,366 13s. 4d.) which represented the value of the

wool seized by the garrison and sold in discharge of its arrears.

2. The residue of the arrears due to the garrison.

3. A quarter year's wages of the new captain, to be paid in advance of

his entry, totalling £1,742 2s. 4d.

4. Wages for the additional 300 men whom he would take in his

retinue, also for a quarter-year, totalling £788 13s. 4d.

5. The wages of the commissioners, who were to be sent to Calais

after 1 March 1456 to draw up an account in settlement of the

garrison's claims, amounting to £66 13s. 4d.

In satisfaction of the first item the Company of the Staple was

allowed, as before, to retain the obligations which it had received

from the treasurer and victualler under the October agreement, but

for the repayment of the residue it accepted a long term charge on
the customs. In the first place, it was to receive the reversion of the

whole custom in Sandwich after the duke of Buckingham's claims

had been met, and to this was to be added, after Christmas 1456,

the whole custom in Southampton. The receipts were to be safe-

guarded in each port by the right to nominate one of the collectors.

Secondly, it was to receive, after 1 March 1456, half a mark of the

custom in every other port of the realm. The agreement was well

balanced; it offered the Company of the Staple solid security on the

customs but did not prejudice unduly the chance of financing

Calais from this revenue.

The substantial sum which the Company of the Staple undertook

to advance signified its investment in the Yorkists' control of the

port. For the Company as much as for the Yorkist lords, the ad-

mission of the new captain therefore became a matter of urgency.

Recognizing this, the garrison were now demanding the settlement

of all their arrears before they opened the gates, and from the end of

January until April the Company of the Staple paid over to the

1 Rot. Pari. v. 299. The allegation that the court, and particularly the queen, were

sympathetic towards the French claims was one of the most persistent features in

Yorkist propaganda during this decade, and was certainly widely believed in London;
see e.g. the charges against Suffolk in 1450 (Rot. Pari. v. 178-9), against Somerset in

1452 (Paston Letters, i. 106) and against the rule of the courtiers in 1460 (English Chronicle,

1)77-1461, ed. J. S. Davies, Camden Soc, 1856), pp. 87-8.

* Rot. Pari. v. 297-300.
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attorney of the garrison at Calais the bulk of the sum due. By 16

March, when a proportion of the arrears had been paid as an earnest

of good faith, the final agreements with the garrison were drawn up.

The earl of Warwick was to enter his command on 20 April, a

pardon for the garrison for all past offences was made out, and Lord

Faucomberg was again commissioned to go to Calais for the purpose

of settling the account with the garrison. 1 The mutiny was over,

and Calais passed, without incident, into Yorkist hands. On 1 May
1456 the council signed the formal pardon, by July the commis-

sioners were hard at work in Calais, and soon afterwards the earl of

Warwick, with his strengthened retinue, marched in to take up his

command. 2

Warwick's immediate task was to eradicate the causes of the

mutiny: to discharge the garrison's arrears and to replace its leaders.

At the commencement of Warwick's captaincy the sum of the wages

due to the garrison since Somerset took command on 28 September

145 1 was reckoned at £65,444 16s. 9fd.
3 This figure was produced

by the commissioners under Lord Faucomberg only at the con-

clusion of their inquiry in July 1456, and it was on the basis of an

interim statement of the sums owed to the garrison up till 3 1 March

1455 that payments were made by the Company of the Staple from

January to April 1456. According to this, the wages due to the

garrison by that date totalled £48,131 12s. 6d., of which £23,005

os. 9^d. had already been received by the treasurer of Calais as prests

in cash, obligations or tallies, leaving £25,126 us. 8fd. to be paid. 4

In the first four months of 1456 the Company of the Staple provided

£24,020 6s. 8^d. in cash, which was paid to the soldiers by the

treasurer's clerk William Burtoft (' thereto assigned and constrayned

by the ordynance and rule of the said soudoyers ') in the council

house at Calais, the bulk of it following the formal agreement of

16 March. The remaining £1,106 5s. od. comprised the wages due

to the captain himself, and £3 5 9 15 s. 2d. of this sum was subsequently

paid to the duke of Somerset's widow in November 1456. Thus,

when Warwick took command in April 1456, the wages due to the

garrison up till 31 March 1455 had already been paid in full. The
task of the commissioners was less, therefore, the payment of the

1 The first payments to the commissioners were made on 17 February, C8 1/1546/

109; E404/70/3/44, and a further payment on 18 March (Issue Roll Mich. 34 Henry
VI; E404/70/3/46). The formal commission, dated 16 March, named as Faucomberg's

associates, Lords Welles and Rivers, Sir Edmund Mulso, Osbert Mundeford, Hugh
Fenne, Augustine Middlemore, John Williamson, Richard Whetehill and John Proude
(K. R. Mem. Roll, 34 Henry VI, Recorda, Trin. m. 3).

2 The loan for the earl of Warwick's entry was not paid into the exchequer by the

Staple, nor delivered thence to the earl, until the beginning of July (Issue and Receipt

Rolls Easter, 34 Henry VI); the commissioners began their formal examination on 12

July (Joe. at.).

3 K.R. Mem. Roll, 34 Henry VI, Recorda, Trin. m. 3.
4 E101/195/1.
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soldiers than the compilation of a statement of account which could

serve as a quittance for the garrison's dues up to the date ofWarwick's

entry. 1 In fact, no further payments were made to the garrison

after the end of April, for in the statement compiled by the com-

missioners the balance of the £65,444 16s. 9fd. was largely covered

by crediting to the garrison the price of the wools they had seized. 2

This neatly absolved the Company of the Staple from making

further payments to the garrison and left the earl of Warwick un-

encumbered with debts at the start of his captaincy.

The garrison had received its pardon on 1 May, and Warwick

seems to have embarked on no systematic purge for, if we may

judge from their later sympathies, some soldiers remained who
were loyal to the house of Beaufort. 3 But all commands were at

the new captain's disposal, and Lords Welles, Rivers and Stourton

all surrendered their posts. Sir Thomas Findern remained Captain

of Guisnes, and Sir John Marney Captain of Hammes, but the earl

kept for himself the posts of Captain of Calais castle and Captain of

Rysbank. Warwick realized that to hold Calais he must remain in

personal control, and though Lord Faucomberg soon joined him

as his effective second in command, he was never officially desig-

nated as Lieutenant of Calais. 4

The establishment of the earl of Warwick at Calais was the last

achievement of the Yorkist government. The king's recovery,

which had precipitated it, quickly led to the extinction of the duke

of York's influence, and the fact that the town remained under

1 ' To hear, finish and determine at Calais by way of account the said duetee of the

said late captain and soldiers for their wages and rewards aforesaid ' {loc. cit.).

2 The two statements may be summarized:

Statement of Lord Faucomberg'

s

account to 31 March statement of account

I4JJ to 20 April 14J6

Due to captain and sol- £48,131 12s. 6d. £65,444 1 6s. 9jd.

diers (28 Sept. 145 1— (Cptn. 28 Sept. 145

1

31 March 1455) to 27 Nov. 1454;

soldiers 28 Sept.

1451-20 April 1456)

Receipts:

Exch. prests for wages £23,005 os. 9jd. £24,501 5s. od.

Payments to soldiers for

Warwick's entry £24,020 6s. 8^d. £23,131 12s. 2jd.

(Jan.-April 1456) (March-April 1456)

Payment to Captain £359 15s. 2d.

(Novcm. 1456)

Sale of wool seized — £17,366 13s. 4d.

Remains due to capt. £746 9s. iod. £445 6s. 3£d.

£48,131 12s. 6d. £65,444 16s. 9fd.

3 For the disaffection amongst the garrison in 1459-60, sec below p. 48.

4 E101/195/3, 4, 7. Treaty Rolls, 35 Henry VI, m. 3; 37 Henry VI, m. 19. {Cal-

endar, pp. 422, 434.")
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Yorkist control throughout the ensuing years was due in no small

measure to Warwick's own audacious leadership. Yet the circum-

stances of Warwick's entry afforded him some assurance of support

—notably from the Company of the Staple—just as they set him
problems which persisted throughout the first term of his captaincy.

The events of 1454-6 left their mark in numerous ways on the

history of the following decade, and particularly so in three im-

portant matters, vi^. the loyalty of the garrison, the payment of its

wages, and the repayment of the sums advanced by the Company
of the Staple.

Warwick, like Somerset, used his command at Calais to win a

personal following amongst the largest body of professional soldiers

in the Crown's pay. During the three years following his entrance,

he gradually strengthened his position in Calais, helped at first by

the queen's preoccupation with securing her leadership of the court

party. But after the loveday of March 1458, which Warwick
attended with some 600 of the men under his command, both sides

openly prepared for conflict.1 Warwick then exploited his command
of the straits by flagrant piracy, which embarrassed the court and

rallied his own supporters, while the queen at first demanded his

resignation and subsequently, in October 1458, contrived an abor-

tive attempt on his life. 2 But the resort to arms a year later revealed

the limits ofWarwick's hold over the garrison. The force of 300 men
which he brought from Calais to the Welsh border was to form the

core of the Yorkist army, but the desertion of its leaders, Andrew
Trollope and Sir John Blount, precipitated the rout of Ludford, and

showed that there remained amongst the older and senior part of

the garrison abiding loyalties to the Crown and to the Beauforts. 3

The ensuing seige of Calais, which was to mark the turning

point of Yorkist fortunes, was in large measure a contest between

these rival loyalties. On 9 October 1459 Henry, duke of Somerset

indented as Captain of Calais,4 and his retinue numbered Lords

Rivers and Roos and the treasurer of Calais, Sir Gervase Clifton, as

well as Andrew Trollope and other fugitives from Warwick's

command. 5 This policy quickly brought its rewards; Sir Thomas
Findern handed over Guisnes to Somerset, and the castle ofHammes,
under Sir John Marney, seems also to have repudiated Warwick's

authority. 6 At first a number of desertions from Rysbank and

1 Fabyan's Chronicle, ed. H. Ellis (1811), p. 633.
2 Foedera, xi . 415; Wars of the English in France, i . 368-9; Six Ton n Chronicles, p. 146;

English Chronicle, 1377-1461, pp. 78, 83.
3 The Chronicles of London, ed. C. L. Kingsford (Oxford 1905), p. 169; Fabjan's

Chronicle, p. 634. Trollope had been Lord Scales 's deputy as captain of Gaurey in

Normandy during Somerset's lieutenancy in 1450. Wars of the English in France, ii. 626.
4 Treaty Roll, 38 Henry VI m. 24, 14 (Calendar, pp. 438, 441).
5 Wars of the English in France, ii. 512.
6 Chroniques etc. de Waurin, ed. W. Hardy (Rolls Series, 1891), v. 280-2; C. L.

Scofield, The Life and Reign of Eduard TV (1923), i. 97.
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Calais gave Somerset hope of eventually securing control of these.1

It was only as Warwick demonstrated the strength of his position,

by the seizure of Lord Rivers at Sandwich in January and the repulse

of Somerset at Newnham Bridge in April, that the latter gradually

found his foothold isolated. 2 Yet, even after the final hopes of

relief had disappeared with the destruction of Osbert Mountford's

reinforcements and the Lancastrian defeat at Northampton, and after

Somerset had agreed to hand over Guisnes in exchange for a safe-

conduct to Dieppe, Warwick had still to overcome opposition from

the garrison of Guisnes and Hammes; even as late as August 1462 it

was believed that some 200 of his men at Calais were disaffected. 3

This persistent opposition to Warwick drew some of its strength

from traditional loyalties to Henry VI and the Beauforts; but

Warwick's inability to pay the wages of the garrison had under-

mined his authority. After 1456 he had less opportunity than

either of his predecessors for securing a regular income from taxation.

With the return to power of the court, Warwick found himself

virtually denied support from the exchequer, and in receipt of a

dwindling income from the ' Calais part ' of the customs. At first

the government exploited this revenue for its own needs by farming

out licences of exemption, and then, in 1458, by agreement with the

Company of the Staple, it appropriated a substantial annuity from

the customs to the royal household. 4 As a result, neither the

treasurer nor the victualler of Calais received sufficient for their

needs, particularly since the strength of the garrison remained

almost as great as at the height of Somerset's power in 145 3.
5

Its wages bill in these years averaged £13,550 per annum, of which

£3,000 represented the cost of the additional troops introduced by

Warwick, and in both 1456-7 and 1457-8 the treasurer's account

showed a deficit of over £7,000. 6 In the following years (for which

no accounts survive") this deficit certainly increased, for by the end

of the reign the arrears of the garrison totalled some £3 7,160.'

Though piracy might yield Warwick some profit and popularity,

this situation inevitably provoked discontent amongst the garrison

which the earl's opponents were not slow to exploit. Somerset

was admitted to Guisnes in 1460 on the promise to pay the garrison's

arrears,8 and even after Edward IV's accession and the resumption

1 Waurin, loc. cit.; Treaty Roll, 38 Henry VI m. 9 {Calendar, p. 442).
- C. L. Scofield, op. cit. i. 61-2. 3 Ibid. i. 97; Paston Letters, iv. 57-8.
4 W. I. Haward, op. cit. pp. 307-15.
5 Eioi/i95/4, 7, 9, 11. The treasurer received from the customs £987 in 1456-7,

and £4,029 in 1457-8, together with £2,530 from the exchequer in the first year. The
victualler received from the customs £2,901 in 1455-6, £1,134 in 1456-7, and £2,166

in 1457-8.
6 E364/95 L. The treasurer's expenses totalled £13,687 in 1456-7 and £13,420

in 1457-8. ? See p. 50.

8 C. L. Scofield, op. cit. 1. 161. These already totalled at least 2,000 marks in May
1457; Cal. Close Roli's, 14)4-1461, pp. 210, 221.
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of normal trade, Queen Margaret, with financial backing from Louis

XI, made overtures to the garrison in 1462 and 1463 which so

alarmed Edward that he sought further loans from the Company of

the Staple. 1 In an attempt to rid himself of this dangerous legacy

of debt, Edward had on each occasion appointed commissions to

report on the garrison's dues, and the second and more important

of these eventually compiled a long schedule of the wages owed to

every member of the garrison up to 3 March 1461. 2 These totalled

£37,160 4s. io£d., and the government planned to discharge this

sum by allocating £20,000 from the lay and clerical subsidies over

the following two years to the treasurer of Calais, Walter Blount, who
was to invest it with profit in the purchase and shipment of wool. 3

In July and August 1463 Blount accordingly received assignments

for this sum, but whether he was able to augment this, and how much
of the total debt was ultimately discharged, remains uncertain. 4 Yet
Edward's readiness, at a time of real financial stringency, to ap-

propriate such a notable revenue to the discharge of his predecessor's

debts shows how serious he judged the danger of mutiny.

Finally, how did the Staplers' investment in Warwick's captaincy

affect their subsequent dealings with the Yorkists? Under the

terms of the agreement of February 1456 the Company expected to

recover approximately £39,000 from the customs. 5 The circum-

stances which made an investment of this size necessary gave, at

best, an uncertain prospect of its immediate recovery, though as

long as York's influence prevailed the Company's securities were

safe. Thus, in April 1456 warrants were sent to the collectors in

every port ordering them to pay over to the Company half a mark
of the custom, and by Michaelmas 1456, when the debt to the duke
of Buckingham had been finally discharged, the Company received

in reversion the customs from Sandwich. 6 These proved its best

1 Cal. Close Rolls, i. 257, 297; Cal. Vat. Rolls, 1461-146/, p. 271.
2 Treaty Roll, 2 Edward IV (C76/146) m. 7; ibid. 3 Edward IV (C76/147)

m. 3. The commissioner's report (C47/2/50) gives the debt to Calais and Rysbank as

£27,989 is. 1 id., to Guisnes as £6,861 10s. 4d., and to Hammes as £2,309 12s. yd.
3 Treaty Roll, 3 Edward IV, m. 11, 14; E404/72/3/44.
4 In his enrolled account (Foreign Accounts, 4 Edward IV, E364/98 m. A), Blount

acknowledged receipt of the assignments, but answered for their expenditure in a

separate account, of which there now appears to be no trace.

5 Comprising approximately £10,898, being the value of the wools sold (i.e. 26,050

marks less 9,703 marks already received in obligations), £23,131 paid in cash to secure

Warwick's entry, £2,597 to equip Warwick's expedition, and £445 subsequently paid

in full acquittance. See above, p. 47, n. 2. Moreover, on 29 April 1456 the council

agreed to pay the interest on these loans, which the Company reckoned at 12 per cent.

On a total of £15,930 15s. 8d.—which the Company claimed to have raised in London
and Flanders—this came to £1,911 10s. and a further £120 was expended on brocage,

carriage, &c. In satisfaction of these sums the Company was granted £2,000 from the

customs in Sandwich and Southampton. E28/87; Cal. Pat. Rolls, 1412-1461, p. 279.
* Cal. Close Rolls, 14J4-1461, pp. 97, 152. The debt to Buckingham for his

captaincy was discharged by a final payment of £2,527 4s. 9fd. from the customs of

Sandwich on 14 February 1456 (Mem. Roll. L.T.R., 34 Henry VI, fo. 269) and from

Michaelmas following the collectors started payments to the company.
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security; in the following three years it received £6,553 IIS - ocL
,

while from the customs in other ports its receipts were meagre

and spasmodic. 1 Despite repeated writs to the collectors in

Southampton, one of whom it was later empowered to nominate,

the Company never received the customs from this port, so charged

was it with the claims of the Lancastrian government. 2 When,

ultimately, the Crown imposed an embargo on all trade with Calais

in the winter of 1459-60, the Company's dues totalled just over

£30,000, and its recent dealings with the government gave it little

hope of ever receiving this sum. 3 Though no further evidence

has been found to elucidate the tangled story of the dealings be-

tween Warwick and the Company during the seige of Calais, an

appreciation of the extent of the Company's claims lends weight to

the statement in the papal monition of 1477: that it was less fear or

favour of the Yorkist lords that determined the Company to provide

money for the defence of Calais than the knowledge that Somerset

had repudiated these dues and that a Yorkist victory afforded the

only prospect of recovering them. 4

Edward IV's victory at least ensured recognition for the Com-
pany's claims, though the insecurity and penury of his government

led to further demands on its resources. Following its advance of

half a year's wages to the garrison in 1462, the Company secured

formal acknowledgement that the Crown's debt now stood at

£40,917 19s. 2^d., the repayment of the bulk of this being charged

on the customs. 5 The very valuable concessions which the Company
had secured were substantially confirmed in the parliament of Janu-

ary 1464, by which time this debt had been reduced to £3 2, 861.
6

The Company was now so extensively and inescapably involved in

the maintenance of the garrison that its claims on the revenue

rivalled those of the treasurer of Calais. 7 Indeed, it was perhaps

competition between the two which, in the following years, ham-

pered further repayment of the Company's dues and led eventually

1 E356/20. The Company received £692 3s. 4<i. from the collectors in Boston in

1457-8, but no payments are recorded from Ipswich, Bristol, Hull, London, Lynn,

Poole and Yarmouth.
2 Rot. Pari. v. 300; Cal. Close Rolls, 14J4-1461, pp. 154, 160; E356/20.
3 This figure, which was Richard Heron's estimate, is broadly confirmed by the

calculations made above. Cal. Papal Registers, xiii, pt i, pp. 230-1.

* Loc . cit. cf. W. I. Haward, op. at. pp. 318-20, and K. B. McFarlanc's review,

ante, lxxiii, 679.
6 Cal. Pat. Rolls, 1461-146J, p. 222. By an agreement dated 18 November 1462 the

Company agreed to lend £6,872 7s. 4d. for the garrison's wages. Already they had

advanced £4,322 7s. od. for wages in the current year; but in taking this opportunity

to arrange for repayment of all the sums due to them, they remitted 3,000 marks of

their claim from the previous reign. C81/1492/103.
9 Rot. Pari. v. 550.
7 Thus, in Walter Blount's last account (22 October 1463-24 November 1464) his

receipts comprised £11,195 'n direct loans from the Company of the Staple; £14,064
from the exchequer ' through the hands of the Company of the Staple '; £4,316 from

the customs; and £4,651 from ' Foreign Receipts '. E364/100.
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to the agreement of retainer in 1466. By making the Company
solely responsible for the payment and maintenance of the garrison

out of the customs and subsidies, this finally settled the age-long

revenue disputes between the treasurer and the Company, and be-

tween the claims of current wages and arrears. 1 It was the fruit of

a decade of co-operation between the Company and the Yorkists,

and after it was renewed in 1473 the debt for Warwick's entry was
slowly but finally discharged. 2

An essential continuity can thus be traced in Yorkist policy

towards Calais. The Protector's prolonged and barely successful

effort to gain Calais for the Yorkists gave him a crucial advantage

in his later struggle with the house of Lancaster. The debt for

Calais which Edward IV inherited caused disaffection amongst the

garrison and confirmed his dependence upon the earl of Warwick
at the beginning of the reign. Lastly, the momentous decision of

the Company of the Staple to put Warwick into Calais in 1456 im-

posed upon it a well nigh inescapable commitment to the Yorkist

cause and eventually led to it accepting full responsibility for the

finance of the garrison. If in each of these respects the decisions

of 1454-6 largely determined subsequent Yorkist policy, that was
because York set out to use his brief authority as Protector to gain

control of Calais at any price.

By 1450 Somerset and York had each decided that to wield the

authority of the Crown and thus command its resources was the

only way of destroying his rival's power. Each recognized that

the captaincy of Calais would only be obtained through royal favour,

and could only be maintained with the Crown's financial resources.

Somerset secured and enjoyed royal support until the autumn of

1453 and tnis guarantee proved strong enough for him to frustrate

York's efforts to gain Calais in 1454. Had his authority as Protector

continued, York would undoubtedly have secured Calais through

the great resources at his command ; as it was, the exigency of his

position led him to approach the Company of the Staple. Its

backing, and later the profits of piracy, enabled Warwick to hold

Calais in defiance of the Crown. The conditions of civil war were

thus created, for Calais became in effect the seat of an alternative

government.

How far was the garrison's allegiance entirely mercenary ? Both

Somerset and Warwick expected to build up a personal following

amongst the garrison, and both had considerable success. It would

be rash to deny that loyalty to the Crown or to a captain, and even

political sympathies, played some part in the solidarity of the garrison

1 Rot. Pari. v. 613-16; E. Power, ' The Wool Trade in the Fifteenth Century ',

Studies in English Trade in the Fifteenth Century, pp. 74-5.
1 Ibid.; J. R. Lander, 'Edward IV: The Modern Legend: and a Revision',

History, xli (1956), 46-7.
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behind Lords Welles and Rivers in 1454-5, the desertion of its

leaders at Ludford in 1459, an<^ tne war °f nerves in tne straits

during 1459-60. Unhappily the evidence is hardly so explicit that

we can distinguish these motives from financial inducement. It is

the abundance of financial records that makes an investigation of

the latter theme so fruitful. From them we can not only recon-

struct a more detailed narrative, but also assess more accurately the

conditions under which these political rivalries were pursued.

Money was so potent in determining allegiance, so indispensable

for political and military power, that it affords an unrivalled guide

alike to the interests of the garrison and the Company of the

Staple and to the policies of the dukes of Somerset and York.

University College, Durham G. L. Harriss
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Alltyrynys and the Cecils
l

A CERTAIN obscurity surrounds the origins of the most dis-

tinguished of English political families: it is not generally

known, or appreciated, where they came from. The great Marquis

of Salisbury, whose interests of mind were theological and scientific

rather than historical, was in the habit of informing his family that

they were descended from a pork-butcher at Stamford. Russell

Lowell thought from the earlier form of their name—Sitsilt or

Syssill (still represented by the proper pronunciation of the name)

—

that they must have a Sicilian origin and were probably Jews from

Sicily! Catholics in Elizabeth's days, who even then consoled

themselves with their own agreeable vein of Catholic snobbery, put

it about that the great Lord Burghley was descended from an inn-

keeper at Stamford. Sir Francis Englefield, who had been Master

of the Court of Wards under Mary Tudor—a job in which Cecil

later succeeded him—and who had gone into exile in the Nether-

lands, assured Lord Burghley, without irony and with no doubt an

intent to propitiate the minister, that for his part he did not believe

the lies uttered against his parentage. Burghley's reproof of the

anonymous author of such a tract confirmed ' what I had always

believed and maintained. I knew your father living like a gentle-

man, and your grandfather, I hear, was no less.' 2 It does not seem

much to be able to say, and the great man sought comfort in a

genealogical table showing the common descent of the earls of

Worcester, Pembroke, Northumberland, and Westmorland, the

duke of Norfolk, the Vaughans, Raglans, and Cecils from one

Thomas ap Gwillym Herbert. 3 Drawing up pedigrees was to Lord

Burghley what Anglo-Saxon antiquities were to Archbishop Parker

—a refuge from the crosses of this world. Nothing gave him more
satisfaction than stringing the names together like beads on a rosary

—indeed it was a more satisfying occupation than that—until his

mind came to rest upon the fond thought that the family went back

to an ' Owen Whyte who came with Harold that was Earl Godwin's

son out of Cornwall '.4 To go back to before the Norman Con-

quest—there was a consoling thought to hug against those uppish

old Norman families, Fitzalans, Arundels, Percies, Devereux, who
1 1 am most grateful to the Marquis of Salisbury for permitting me to consult his

manuscripts from Hatfield House, to Miss Clare Talbot for help in regard to them, to

Mr. Lawrence Stone for information from them, and to Miss N. McN. O'Farrell for

help with original manuscripts. I am much indebted to Professor Idris Foster for his

kind aid with the Welsh medieval background, and to Dr. W. G. Hoskins for informa-

tion about Stamford.
2 Cal. Sate Papers Do///., E/iz-, Add. IJ66-IJ79, p. 479.

3 Ibid. p. 47.
4 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury A1SS. xiv. 75.
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were so troublesome and apt to be so disdainful towards Queen
Elizabeth's first minister.

The truth is that the Cecils go back to a Welsh origin. In more

serious mood Lord Burghley liked to think that they stemmed from

a follower of Robert Fitzhamon, conqueror of Glamorgan; and

when David Powel, a fellow of All Souls, wrote his Historie of

Cambria he put together a plausible account of the Cecil ancestry

from the pedigrees and descents remaining, he said, in Lord

Burghley's possession. ' And at this day William Sitsylt or Cecill

Esquire cousin german to the said Lord Burghley, removed by one

degree only, is possessed of the foresaid house of Alltyrynys in

Ewyas land as the heir male of the house of Sitsylts and is descended

of Philip Cecil, elder brother to the said David ', /.*. Lord Burghley's

grandfather. 1 Evidently Lord Burghley had been uncertain of the

name of his grandfather's brother and he set inquiries on foot. 2 He
was in fact a Richard, the son of Philip; and, being written sometimes

Richard Philip in the Welsh manner, for Richard ap Philip, hence

some confusion in the records. There is no reason in nature why
the family should not go back to a follower of Robert Fitzhamon

;

though even David Powel says of his eponymous Robert Sitsylt that

' he had no part in the said lordship of Glamorgan that I can read

of '. 3 And that is the trouble with the genealogy that he and Lord

Burghley in their enthusiasm constructed: it is not corroborated

by any evidence external to itself.

The name itself offers no trouble. Seisill is a personal name
frequently occurring in Welsh medieval texts, and great was Lord

Burghley's delight when, in a medieval manuscript of Giraldus

Cambrensis given him by Richard Davies, bishop of St. David's, he

came upon a ' Seissill filius Eudaf '. Seissill he wrote meditatively

in the margin, before handing the manuscript over to David Powel

for printing. 4 And in one of his numerous fiddlings with his

pedigree occurs the note, ' Syssyllte, a man's name from whom
came the surname of Cecell \ 5 It was Burghley himself, with his

classical education, who fixed the name in the form Cecil, which led

his eldest son to complain, ' my lord my father's altering the writing

of his name maketh many that are not well affected to our house to

doubt whether we are rightly descended of the house of Wales,

because they write their name Sitsilt and our name is written Cecyll;

my grandfather wrote it Syssell; and so in orthography all the three

names differ. Whereof I marvel what moved my lord my father to

alter it.'
6

1 The Historie ofCambria, by H. Lhoyd, augmented by David Powel (ed. 1 8 1 1), p. 1 1 1

.

* Cf. the facsimile of the pedigree, with Lord Burghley's annotations, in Edward
Nares, Memoirs of Lord Burghley , i. 8.

3 Powel, p. 108.
4

I am indebted to Professor Idris Foster for the information above and a list of

instances from the medieval texts. 5 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS. viii. 287.
8 G. R. Dennis, The House of Cecil, pp. 7-8.
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It all goes back to Alltyrynys, which means the slope above the

island of meadow and exactly describes the place : the tongue of land

between the two streams, the Monnow and the Honddu. The

ground rises gradually up all the way to the parish church of Walters-

ton, on the hill with its prehistoric camp: this place called after

Walter de Lacy, the country round all formerly part of the lordship

of Ewyas Lacy that occupied the south-western corner, the Welsh-

speaking part, of Herefordshire. In this sweet country just off the

main road from Hereford to Abergavenny—Abbey Dore over the

hills to the north, Llanthony priory to the west among the Black

Mountains, Skirrid Fawr, the Holy Mountain, with its hawk-like

outline to the south—this family of small Welsh gentry passed its un-

noted existence, lived its life close to the soil, in the later Middle Ages.

When we merge into the light of day with the Tudors—as the

Cecils themselves did—we are on firm ground. Or perhaps even

earlier, with the fifteenth century Thomas Sitsylt who married the

daughter of Gilbert Winston and ofwhom David Powel tells us that

he was a benefactor of the monks of Dore. He heads the last and

most relevant page in Burghley's pedigree, with comments and

additions in that familiar, idiosyncratic hand— ' Here endeth y
e old

Roole in parchment.'1 This Thomas had a son called Philip, who
married Margaret the daughter of John Philips. Their eldest son

was Richard, who carried on the line at Alltyrynys, while a younger

son was David, Lord Burghley's grandfather, who started the junior

line upon its astonishing efflorescence.

We know nothing for certain about the circumstances in which

David Cecil, to give the name its later form, left the Welsh border.

But since he became one of the picked men of Henry VII's guard,

it is likely enough that, an able younger son with no prospects, he

saw his fortune in Henry Tudor and marched with him to Bosworth
field. He was already a man getting on for thirty. And since he

turns up at Stamford in the following of Sir David Philips—one of

his mother's relations, a close supporter of Henry Tudor, a trusted

servant of the king's mother, the Lady Margaret, steward of her

manor of Colley Weston near Stamford, and since David Cecil was
an executor of Sir David Philips's will and succeeded to some of his

offices, it is a clear inference that he came into Northamptonshire and
laid the foundation of his family's fortunes there through that

relationship.

It so happened that Stamford turned out to offer exceptional

opportunities to a newcomer of energy with a position at Court to

turn it to profit. The town, admirably placed between forest and

wold and where good arable meets improvable fen, was a pros-

perous place when the Cecils first got their foot in. South-west

from the town lay Rockingham Forest with numerous Crown
estates, which offered useful leases for a yeoman of the guard to pick

1 Nares, loc. cit.
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up. To the east was the fen-country, improving in value as the land

was drained, yielding rich soil. The town itself was full of medieval

church foundations—small monastic houses, chantry chapels, lights

for obits—all with lands lying round about convenient to hand

when the golden opportunities of the Dissolution came. In Stam-

ford the Cecils struck gold : a great contrast to impoverished Welsh
valleys and hillsides with poor soil, families too thick upon the

ground and life a scuffle and a scrabble for existence.

We hear of no contacts between the two branches of the family

in the heroic age in which the midland Cecils were establishing

themselves : too much else to do. But when Lord Burghley came
to be a leading personage in the country he began to take an interest

in his family origins, to collect what information he could about

them, let his antiquarian imagination frolic around the facts, and to

renew associations with the old house of Alltyrynys. Anyone who
was a Cecil was of interest to him. In the summer of 1550 Master

Thomas Cecil of Oxford recommends himself to William Cecil

—

now in a key position at Edward VI's Court, between Somerset and

Northumberland—though uncertain whether he is a kinsman:

Cecil sends him a side of venison. 1 In Mary's reign we find a

Thomas Cecil in his household at Wimbledon, ' to have a livery and

badge of the best '. 2 In 1569 Mr. Jenkins Gwynne recommends a

Vaughan to him as a kinsman by blood. 3 We shall see that the man
in power extended his protection to his somewhat questionable

cousins back at Alltyrynys, and gave them little favours.

Interested in his grandfather's background and family, Lord
Burghley procured a copy of Richard Cecil's will of 1508, noting at

the end that this Richard was brother to David, his grandfather. 4

This will tells us all we know of the family at that time in the old

home. It was the estate of a very small gentleman with little to

bequeath except the property of Alltyrynys upon which they lived.

He left small sums for forgotten tithes to the church of Walterston

in which he desired to be buried; a dorche {i.e. 2l chaplet or necklet)

to the chapel of Trewyn, neighbouring Alltyrynys; half a crown
each to the Grey Friars and Black Friars of Hereford, and to the

Friars of Ludlow and Llynby; other sums for the friars to say

masses for his soul. His best gown he left to Thomas Cecil, both

his plain gowns to Watkyn Cecil. But most of this will—elaborate,

devious, lacking in clearness of statement and partly illegible—is

concerned with the devolution of the estate.

Richard first makes provision for Maud late wife of Philip Cecil;

but if ' [John] ap Philip Cecil will not peaceably suffer the same

Maude his mother to enjoy the said lands ' set aside for her, then

she should succeed to Alltyrynys. With his mother provided for,

1 Lansdowne MSS., 2/46, 47. - Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS. i. 142.
3 Lansdowne MSS., 12/5. * Hatfield House, C.P. 141/28.
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John ap Philip Cecil is to have Alltyrynys, with the exception of

certain tenements to provide for his sister Margaret. We can only

infer from this—though Richard does not say so—that his eldest son

Philip died before him, leaving a widow with these children John

and Margaret. 1 The young heir John as yet has no children, ' and

if it happen the said John Cecil to die without heir of his body law-

fully begotten, that God forbid ', then the estate is to go to his sister

Margaret. If her heirs fail, it is to go to David ap Richard—that

would be the testator's next son, though he does not say so. Failing

him and his heirs, Alltyrynys should go to Morgan ap Thomas Cecil.

I do not know where he comes in the line. Nothing is said about

the Stamford people : they are by now providing well for themselves.

Richard left Margaret, who must be his grand-daughter, a silver pot

and salt-cellar with half a dozen spoons, and John Hughes a cup

and a salt-cellar with six silvered spoons Richard had mortgaged.

All his household at Alltyrynys he bequeathed to John, except one

chamber remaining to his mother. The will was witnessed by,

among others, Watkin Winston. At the parting of the ways in the

family, it does enable us to fill out the pedigree, sufficient for our

purposes, to illustrate the relation between its two branches.

Thomas Sitsilt= Margaret Winston

I

Philips Margaret Philips

Margaret= Richard (will 1508)

Vaughan

Maud = Philip

Howell
J

r I

John = Elizabeth Margaret

(will 15 51) Winston

David =(1) Alice Dicons

(d. c. 1537) (2) Joan Roos

Richard=Jane Heckington

(d- 1553)

William, =(1) Mary Cheke

Lord Burghley

(d. 1598)

(2) Mildred

Cooke

Olive=(1) William = (2) Maud Thomas Robert, Earl of

Parry
|

(will 1597) Herbert Earl of Exeter Salisbury

and seven

more daughters \ \
Matthew=Katherine Jane = Paul

Proger Delahay

I

1 This descent is confirmed by William Cecil's answers to Lord Burghley 's request

for information, among the papers at Hatfield, C.P. 141/6, where he gives the succession

at Alltyrynys as being Thomas Seycill, Philip Seycill, Richard Seycill, Philip Seycill,

John Seycill. Of the deeds he cites the earliest goes back to 1379.
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This pedigree seems to be corroborated by David PoweFs

remark, which was within the knowledge of Lord Burghley, that

William Cecil of Alltyrynys was his ' cousin german, removed by

one degree only '.

The next we hear of the heir is the trouble he brings upon his

house by killing a man. In April 1523 he was pardoned for the

murder of John Griffith. 1 But many years afterwards we learn

from Paul Delahay, the man who married his granddaughter, that

the chief decay of the house was upon the killing of a man by John
Cecil—as a bearer would inform Lord Burghley. 2 The story was

that, upon the killing, the king's officers of the manor of Ewyas
came to seize John Cecil's goods. His wife carried them into the

lower parlour and stopped them from entering on the ground that

that part of the house was held of the priory of Llanthony. Long
after this Sir Nicholas Arnold—who had purchased the neighbouring

lands of the priory upon the dissolution—pretended a title to the

house and some part of Cecil's lands. Upon enquiry made, the

copy land could not be found. Sir Nicholas was content with 5s.,

probably given by a Cecil ancestor for the maintenance of a light in

the priory church. John Arnold's men later held that the copy

land should be ' by the running of the water of Monnow '. The
result was a prolonged feud between Cecils and Arnolds, which

Delahay inherited.

Nor was this the only trouble, or the only killing. Ten years

later Sir William Morgan, one of the commissioners for the Marches

of Wales, writes that John Cecil, Walter Herbert's servant, mur-

dered one Roger David Tewe in Newport, and George ap Morgan,

one of the officers, duly seized the murderer's goods as escheats to

the king. 3 On this Walter Herbert gathered his men together and

made an attack on George Morgan, when another honest man,

John Thomas, was murdered. Here we see John Cecil, one of the

Herbert faction, caught up in the endemic feud of Herberts with

Morgans. This did not affect his standing in the district—indeed

one's standing would depend on belonging to a faction that could

support one; and John Cecil continued to hold the office of master-

serjeant—evidently a kind of keeper of the peace—of the lordship of

Ewyas Lacy and forester there, with the herbage and pannage of the

forest at the usual rent.

To the year 1 5 5 1 belongs his will. 4 He wished to be buried in

the parish church of Walterston. He left Alltyrynys to ' Elizabeth

Winston my wedded wife ' for life, and afterwards to his son William

and his heirs for ever. For two years after his death the rents of his

lands in Penbidel were to go to his daughters, Amice and Alice

1 Inciters and]P[apers of Henry VIII], iv. gt 2992.
1 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS. xiv. 125. * L..P. vi. no. 1656.
4 P.C.C. Bucke 16.
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Cecil, towards their dowry. For six years after that these same

lands were to go to Thomas Cecil, evidently his son, though the

relationship is not mentioned. All his goods and chattels were to

go to his wife. For his son Philip £20 was to be raised within six

years, during which his mother was to maintain him at school.

Among the witnesses was Robert Winston of Trewyn. And thus

William Cecil reigned at Alltyrynys for many years, right up to

1 597, within a year of his cousin Lord Burghley's death, with whom
relations between the two branches of the family were renewed and

tightened.

II

Meanwhile, what had happened to the cadet branch begun by

David who had left the Marches to follow his fortunes under the

banner of Sir David Philips and Henry Tudor ? David Cecil is

mentioned first in connection with Stamford in 1494, when he was

admitted to the freedom of the town. 1 He fortified his position by

marrying the daughter and heiress of the leading alderman of the

borough, and by her death was fortunately freed to marry another

small heiress in the locality, Joan Roos of Dowsby. With these

early evidences of his competence it is not surprising that he became

the leading man in Stamford, one of the upper ' twelve ', three

times alderman (or mayor) and three times representing the borough

in parliament. The outsider was apparently not popular with old

townsfolk, but as Sir David Philips's protege, with the small offices

he picked up at Court—the early Cecils were remarkably adept at

picking up unconsidered trifles—and with these marriages he

achieved a wider standing in Northamptonshire, Lincolnshire, and

Rutland.

As early as 1496 he was one of the commissioners appointed for

Rutland to purvey corn for the army marching to the Scottish

Border. 2 From 1503 he was a commissioner of sewers, regularly

appointed to survey the dykes and river-banks in these fen-parts of

Lincolnshire. The year 1506 was a good year for him. With his

patron ageing, he was for his good service put in survivorship into

Sir David Philips's grant of the office of keeper of Cliffe Park in

Northamptonshire, one of the nearby tracts of Rockingham Forest,

with the herbage and pannage in lieu of fees and wages—a profitable

grant with its free pasture for his cattle and pigs. A few months

later he got a larger grant for seven years and longer during pleasure

of the keepership of Whittlesea-mere—the large lake that then

1
Cf. Conyers Read, Mr. Secretary Cecil and Queen Elizabeth, p. 18. But it is in-

accurate to describe David Cecil as the younger son of a ' prosperous yeoman ' {ibid.

p. 17). The Cecils were not yeomen, but small gentry, and, as we see, they were very

far from prosperous.

*C[a/.] P[at.] R[o//s], 1494-IJ09, pp. 92, 358, 410, 467, 498, 514, 515.
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existed in the fens near Peterborough—of the swans there, of the

duchy of Lancashire lands in the neighbouring counties, and of the

woods in Glatton and Holme. For this he paid a rent of £8 per

annum. All these offices would, of course, be exercised by under-

keepers: he was a man of business, he would take the profits. In

November he was, on Sir David Philips's death, one of his executors.

At the end of the year he was able, in gratitude, to found a chantry

for a perpetual chaplain in St. Mary's Stamford to pray for the souls

of the king and the late queen, for his father and mother and his

wife, with licence to dedicate lands worth £9 per annum to the

purpose. A reasonable re-insurance : he was now a prosperous man.

On Henry VII's death, whose funeral he attended as yeoman of

the guard, the new king made him bailiff of the lordships of Preston,

Uppingham and Essendine (a name that appears in Robert Cecil's

title a century later) in Rutland, and of Shillingthorpe in Lincoln-

shire.1 Two years later his keepership of Whittlesea-mere is pro-

longed to thirty years and more during pleasure, paying a rent of

£3 per annum. The point of the prolongation of such grants was

that it obviated the necessity of purchasing, or paying a fine, on

their renewal : so it was a mark of favour, a profitable consideration

worth paying a regular rent for. Two years later, in 15 13, he was

made serjeant-at-arms for life, with i2d. a day. In 1 5 17 he worked

his son Richard, now page of the king's chamber, into his lease as

keeper of ClifFe Park in survivorship. That summer he was granted

a lease of a considerable area of land in Essendine at £18 per annum,

with an increase of 3s. 4d., for twenty-one years. We may be sure

he increased the return of it : one of the advantages of being keeper

or bailiff of Crown lands was that it enabled one to spy out the best

opportunities.

His son Richard was now in a position to scramble up the ladder

himself too. In 1 5 20 he attended the Field of the Cloth of Gold at

the head of the pages of the chamber. 2 Next year he got the office

of bailiff of the lordship of Torpel in Northamptonshire, with the

herbage and pannage of the park and woods there for his animals at

a rent of £5 14s. per annum. In the new year he secured the

reversion to the office of constable of Maxey Castle in the same

county, and keeper of Bourne Park and of the swans there. Two
years later he became bailiff of the lordship of Bourne. Meanwhile

his father was not idle : in 1 523 he got the chief stewardship of the

lordship of Colley Weston. In the summer of 1 5 24 the young Duke

of Richmond, Henry VIII's bastard son, made a journey to his

manor there, visiting on the way: he killed a buck himself in Cliffe

Park, ' where David Cecil made him good cheer '. A physician was

requested: the boy was in ill-health and did not reach maturity.

1 Ibid, i, gt 132/49, gt 804/38, gt 2535/13; ii, gt 3013, gt 3551.
2 L.P. iv. 244, gt 145 1, gt 2074, gt 1230/1, gt 3289/18, and no. 1540.
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Already the third generation of Cecils at Court had made its

appearance with Richard's clever boy, William. Richard had

followed in his father's prudent footsteps and picked up a local

heiress: Jane, daughter and heir of William Heckington of Bourne

—so Richard's bailiwick of the lordship was very convenient.

This tough Lincolnshire lass lived—blind in her last years—right

up to the year of the Armada: one sees her on her monument, with

her devoted son's tribute to her virtues, in the Church of St. Mary

at Stamford.

William was born at Bourne, 18 September 1520. His father's

job at Court was to be yeoman of the Robes. On New Year's day

1529 his boy William, aged eight, received a reward of 40s. as one

of the three pages of the Robes. 1 We find traces of Richard, a

prudent, silent man of whom we know little, in the privy purse

expenses: handing out purple velvet for Mistress Anne (Boleyn),

making payments to Morgan Phenwolf, evidently another Welsh-

man, providing hose for young Weston and Mark, who were to die

for Mistress Anne's sake. We see that the clever boy was intimate

with the ways of a Court and all its knowledge, that he early learned

to hold his tongue, to practice that extreme prudence that saw him
sagely through a long life. We see, too, what we had not realized,

that were three generations of Cecils in service at Court at the same

time.

For old David was still spry and active. In 1 5 3 2, on Sir William

Spencer's death, he was appointed sheriff of Northamptonshire for

the remainder of his year. He at once writes to Cromwell, with

whom he is on friendly terms, asking him to see to it that he should

suffer no loss from this. ' Sir William Spencer had a warrant from
the King of £100 to bear his charges. I do not know where I can

get a warrant or money, except by your help.' 2 With these words
from his pen old David steps into life for us. Money may have

been scarce—land was a more ready commodity; but the complaint

was common form : the king's servants did not intend to be losers

by his service.

Meanwhile, Cromwell had been called in to press Christ's

College, Cambridge, for a profitable parsonage that Mistress Cecil

had for some time been after for her husband; i.e. the lease of the

rectorial tithes. 3 I think this must be Burghley's forceful mother.

Two years before the rector had written to Mistress Cecil that he

could not prefer her husband to the farm of the parsonage of

Helpston, as Cromwell had asked, because the Master and Fellows

of Christ's had promised it to another. (Helpston, near Peter-

borough, lay very conveniently for these cuckoos in the Northamp-
tonshire nest.)

1 L.P. v. 307, 747.
2 Ibid. no. 1 130.

*L.P. iv, no. 6678; v, no. 1309.
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Now old David returned to the charge, thanking Cromwell for

his intervention with the gift of a couple of cygnets, and requesting

that he would take the bearer into his service—a son of a servant of

his, whom he had kept at school this twelvemonth. ' He writeth

a good secretary hand and Romans, understandeth well and speaketh

Latin well, to my understanding.' 1 It would seem that David Cecil

himself knewno Latin; but it is nice to know that he was so literate in

English—we did not know that before : evidently an all-round com-
petent man of business. Next month, November 1 5 3 2, he reminded

Cromwell again to move the king according to promise that he

should not be a loser as sheriff of Northamptonshire : he would be

a great loser unless he might have the same office next year. Judge
Montagu, a neighbour, wrote in to back up this plea. Lord Keeper

Audley agreed that David Cecil had endeavoured himself uprightly

for the king in the county and showed him that there was no doubt

in the jury but that the king had been truly served. He had been

sheriff there for not more than three months; but the judges held

that he could not be put into the bill again, so Audley put him into

the bill for Rutland. It appears, however, that Cecil got his way
and went on as sheriff for the ensuing year.

He was no doubt a proficient government servant, the more
valuable in those days when the central government had difficulty

in making its wishes prevail in the localities and in finding competent

agents to execute them. In 1534 he wrote to Cromwell that one

Merringe had a suit against him in Nottingham, ' where the King's

laws are but smally regarded, except where they of the town bear

favour '. 2 The sum at issue was 20 marks and his defence had cost

him £20. ' I desire you somewhat to ponder my truth and poor

honesty, for it was never disdained in the King's father's days, when
I was sometime put in trust, nor yet in this King's time till now.'

He asked Cromwell to remember him before the Lord Chancellor,

who had the matter before him. These are the accents of an old

retainer who feels that a generation has grown up that knows not

David.

His son was already taking the appropriate steps to make ready

for his father's demise. In 1532 he got the reversion to his father's

lease of the broad lands in Essendine, at the same rent and for no

less a term than sixty years—that represented a very large considera-

tion, by which the family would make fine profit. 3 In 1536 he got

the reversion to his father's office as bailiff of Whittlesea-mere, again

with no fine or purchase price. In these years the opening moves
of the Reformation were being made, and David Cecil's last jobs for

the Government were to serve on the commission in Rutland to

inquire into the tenths on spiritualties annexed to the Crown, and

1 L.P. v, no. 1424, nos. 1516-18. * Ibid, vii, no. 451.
8 Ibid, v, gt 1370/7; x, gt 392/38; viii, gt 149/51; *> P- 499-
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on that to survey the lands of the lesser monasteries taken into the

king's hands. Shortly after this he died—Lord Burghley was not

quite sure of the year, nor of his age : he thought that he was over

eighty; he may well have been near it.

His will shows him to have been a man of substantial property. 1

There was house-property in Stamford, including a share in the

best inn—it was this no doubt that gave rise to the imputation that

made Lord Burghley so uncomfortable. Nevertheless he had reason

to be grateful to his grandfather, who had bought the manor of

Burghley upon which the grandson reared his lordly palace. There

were lands at Nassington, where the soil was good, and elsewhere;

' twenty kye and a bull ', three beds and a quantity of plate to his

wife, including ' a piece gilt with the wheat-sheaf in the bottom,

the which I gave her before our marriage '. (The wheat-sheaf is

still the crest of the Exeter Cecils.) He left Richard two feather-

beds and his best gown; his second best gown, best doublet and

velvet jacket to Anthony Villiers; to his younger son David his

black gown of cloth lined with damask, a doublet of satin streaked,

with a jacket and his green coats. All the residue of his goods,

and all his property after his wife's demise, to his son Richard, ' to

the honour of God, and for the health of his soul, after the most

laudable manner that he can do or devise '.

For a moment the son, who is an even more taciturn figure

than the father, comes alive for us, in the church at Stamford. In

August 1535 Richard Quiaenus was preaching Justification by

Faith there, and on coming down from the pulpit some Dominican

friars attacked him so fiercely that ' unless Richard Cecil had defended

the cause of faith, the effect of his sermon would have been de-

stroyed '. 2 It was as well that Richard Cecil's sympathies were with

the Reformation, for it was just about to prove a veritable cornucopia

to him. With the dissolution of the monasteries, and later of the

chantries, an avalanche of desirable property—manors, farms,

leases, messuages, tenements, strips, goods, tithes—showered upon
the market for those fortunately placed to pick up. The rise of the

gentry, about the fact of which there can be no doubt, was in con-

siderable part attributable to it. Here is a famous case in point.

In 1537 Richard Cecil got the lease of the nunnery at Stamford

with St. Martin's rectory, i.e. the greater tithes. 3 In July 1540 he

was able to buy outright for £433 5s. the site of the nunnery and

its demesne lands (299 acres of arable land), the rectory of St. Martin

with the advowson, i.e. the presentation to the vicarage, and the

manor of Worthorp with the advowson there, which had belonged

to Crowland abbey. The reserved rent was a mere 69s. It was a

1 Co/Iins' Peerage, ed. Sir Egerton Brydges (ed. 1812), ii. 587-8. 2 L.P. ix, no. 611.
J L.P. xiii, pt. 1, p. 580; xv, no. 942/46; xvii. 700; xviii, pt. i, p. 552; xvii. 567;

xix. pt. 1, p. 164, no. 1035/27; xx. pt. 2, p. 455.
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good bargain. In 1 542 he got a twenty-one year lease of the White

Friars at Stamford, and next year a lease of the lands in Colley Weston
that had belonged to Stamford priory. Nor did he neglect his

secular opportunities at Court. In this last year 1542 he became

steward of the lordships of Nassington, Yarwell, and Upton. In

1 544 he served with the rest of the privy chamber in the king's army

invading France at Boulogne, with six archers and six billmen under

him: nothing very grand. But that summer he was able to buy

outright, for £373 9s. 4d., the manor of Essendine and the lands at

Shillingthorpe formerly leased to him, plus a marsh—the Cecils had

the art of making marshes pay—which had been taken from the

Archbishop of Canterbury. Shortly after, upon his son William's

second marriage—of which he approved—he entailed this manor
upon the couple and their heirs.

In 1545 he surrendered the office he had obtained as keeper of

Warwick Castle—no doubt he sold it to raise money for his purchases

of property. 1 For in 1546 he bought part of the Almshouse be-

longing to Westminster abbey for a residence. Though we have

no word from him, we have evidence of his activity in the king's

service. In the last year of Henry's life Richard Cecil delivers him
with his own hand ten loops of goldsmith's work with little stones

—as we see them in Henry's portraits—taken from a Turkey gown
of purple velvet new made for him. Then the king is dead, and

Richard Cecil, an intimate servant, is remembered in his will; ' for

the king did ordinarily make himself ready in the robes (or chamber

so called), where Mr. Cecil, being chief and a wise discreet man, was

in great favour with the king, who gave him both countenance and

living, as appeared by the port Mr. Cecil lived in '. 2 The care of the

robes was in his keeping, and Henry meant to leave him 100 marks,

though finally his bequests had to be written down—Cecil's to £20.

However, with a child on the throne who could defend the

interests neither of the Crown nor of the country, courtiers could

all look after themselves, and they did. In the next few years there

was a grand shareout among the intimates of the Court—the tradi-

tional view of the ' rapacious oligarchy ' of Edward VI is to that

extent justified: it was the classic period for making a Reformation

fortune. Five months after Henry died, ' in fulfilment of Henry
VIII's will ' and for £1,160 10s. 3d., Richard Cecil made a fine

purchase: the lordship and manor of Tinwell in Rutland, which
had belonged to Peterborough monastery, the manor of Ducketts

in Middlesex with properties in Holborn and in Essex, which had

belonged to St. Bartholomew's Smithfield, the main part of the

Almshouse in Westminster Abbey, and the rectory and advowson of

Warfield, Berkshire, which he subsequently sold. 3

1 L.P. xx. pt. 1, pp. 655, 722; pt. 2, p. 87, nos. 634/1, 634/10.
2 Francis Peck, Desiderata Curiosa, i. 2-3. 3 C.P.R., Hduard VI, i. 220, 241.
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It was time for young William to take a hand, and he was shortly

in a position to do so on a large scale. It is an aspect of the great

Lord Burghley that has not been studied. We all know what a

virtuous, industrious apprentice he was at Cambridge, hiring the

bell-ringer at St. John's College to wake him at four in the morning to

study. In other respects too he was wide awake. In only one matter

was he ever at fault : his early marriage to a dowerless bride, Mary

Cheke, and even if she was a respectable party, who had the merit

to die young, leaving him with a stupid son Thomas, from whom
descend the senior line of the Exeter Cecils, and free to make a

better match with clever Mildred Cooke, who became the mother

of the brilliant Robert, ancestress of the Salisbury Cecils. There is

a record of young William coming down from Gray's Inn to Court

to see his father in Henry VIII's last years and meeting two of

O'NeiPs priests in the presence-chamber, with whom he had a

disputation in Latin and whom he put to shame. It cannot have

been difficult, but apparently the king was pleased, and ' willed his

father to find out a suit for him \J The father can hardly have

needed much encouragement, and shortly the young man got the

reversion to the office of keeper of the writs of common pleas, with

its large fees. This was merely a foretaste of the first-fruits of

application and intelligence.

Not long after Edward VI's accession the reversion fell in and

young William was master of a large independent income, some

£240 per annum. His father had not been behind hand. Educated

men were at a premium in those uncouth days : Protector Somerset

made him Master of his Requests and later his private secretary.

So that by June 1549 it is the less surprising that he was able to

put down £2,129 2S - 7lH- f° r tne purchase of a considerable number
of chantry properties now on the market : the rectory and advowson

of Corby, the manors of Hungerton and Wyvell belonging to

Courteys's chantry in the church of Grantham, the chapel of St.

Mary of Deeping, that of St. John the Baptist and St. Thomas the

Martyr on the bridge at Stamford, and that of St. Giles at Stamford,

with all their lands in the three counties.'2 This large purchase

included many small pieces of land that had been dedicated to

keeping lights burning in the churches. At New Year 1550 Richard

Cecil bought the manor of Knevetts with its lands near Stamford,

late of Tattershall College. 3 In August, ageing now, he did not

neglect to get his son put in survivorship to himself as keeper of

Cliffe Park.

With Somerset's fall from supreme power at the end of 1549,

William Cecil was in some trouble and even in the Tower—all the

best people saw the inside of the Tower in those days. It was a

1 Peck, i. 5.
* C.P.R., Edward VI, ii. 354.

3
Ibid., pp. 386, 291; iii. 236.
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lesson that was not lost upon this very fly young man, and in the

complex manoeuvres that ensued for power between his patron

Somerset and the rising Northumberland, Cecil moved unerringly

to the winning side. Lining up with Northumberland and the

majority in the Council, he was made one of the two secretaries of

state in September 1550. At new year he was able to buy the

manor of Bromley, Middlesex, late of Christ Church priory, London.

In October 1 5 5 1 there was a final show-down with Somerset and he

was sent to the Tower. A few days before Cecil had received the

honour of knighthood. Now in November, with Somerset safe

by the heels and on his way to the scaffold, there was a grand share-

out among the winners. Sir William got a free gift outright of the

monastic manors of Bereham, Stowe, Deeping and Thetford hall

;

the manors of Thorpe and Achurch, late of the unfortunate

Katherine's dower; the manor of Wotton in Staffordshire, late of

the unfortunate Lord Admiral Seymour; with reversions to two

more manors, and the rectories with advowsons of Lynwood and

St. Mary's, Stamford; and with a free gift of all the issues since

Michaelmas last. 1 The yearly value was £152 3s. 3|d.; multiply

by twenty or twenty-five for the capital value. This gift, from the

possessions of the despoiled Crown, was for service, for prudence,

for coming over to Northumberland at the right time.

Naturally Sir William Cecil, who is so busy at Court, cannot

attend in person to his duties now as recorder of Stamford : in June

1 5 5 2 he gets licence to perform them by deputy. 2 With the large fees

of his offices he is able in December to buy the manor of Barholme

in Lincolnshire and the house of the Austin Friars at Stamford.

In March 1553 he got the advowson of the rectory of Clennog with

its chapels in North Wales. In May he got a grant of £50 per annum
assigned upon the lands of a Lincolnshire ward, Arthur Hall, in the

hands of the Crown, with the custody and marriage of this minor.

Here begins the long chapter of Cecil's immensely profitable traffic

with Crown wards, that led him to become Master of the Court of

Wards and made him foster-father to so many of the nobility and

gentry before the century was out. In June he was able to purchase

from the Crown for £687 6s. 6d. in ready money—the Crown had

no ready money, but its secretary had—a large number of small

pieces of chantry land in Lincolnshire, with the extinction of most

of the Crown rents upon lands granted to Cecil and his father in

previous years. And ' this without fine or fee '. Observe that the

bulk of these and other grants are in the neighbourhood of Stamford

:

we are watching an immense patrimony being built up, an octopus

take shape.

1 C.P.R., Edward VI, iv. 197. He subsequently sold the outlying manor of Wotton,

Staffs; C.P.R., Elizabeth, i. 408.
2 Ibid. iii. 337; iv. 427; v. 49, 136, 182.
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Early that year Richard Cecil died, as noiselessly as he had lived.

He only comes across to us at that moment in a letter that a clerk

wrote to his son. Cecil's father had made a will disposing of his

goods before he went to Boulogne : this ' might have been about

the time he conceived displeasure ' against him for his first marriage.1

About Michaelmas last Richard Cecil had shown Mr. Digby some

lines written on parchment, which he said was his will of goods and

personal property, but he would make no one privy to it, saying

that ' no man should know his mind before death '. He died as he

had lived, prudent, taciturn, close; we may say that discretion,

closeness were the prevailing characteristics of that family.

In June 1553 $1T William got licence to enter upon the inheritance

of Richard Cecil, esquire. 2 We note that David Cecil was never

described as ' esquire ', simply as ' gentleman '. The immense

change that took place in the status of the family with Sir William's

ascent to power may be seen in the licence he received this April to

retain, besides officers, stewards, bailiffs, keepers, underkeepers, &c,
fifty persons to whom he may give his livery. Even then, with

characteristic moderation, he seems to have confined himself to

thirty-six. At the same time, ' the King judging it necessary to

confer the office of Chancellor of the Garter upon a knight of gentle

blood ' conferred it upon Cecil for life, with 100 marko per annum
fee. We have seen that there was no doubt about the ' gentle blood'

;

what was even more to the point was that he now had the foundation

of wealth and property to support the superstructure.

Edward VI's approaching death and Mary's accession produced

a crisis for everyone. It is not my purpose to describe Cecil's skilful

navigation of it : he himself thought it a near thing. He bent his

head and conformed, as did the Princess Elizabeth, to the retrograde

course which, on the queen's insistence, became the law of the

land. For appearances' sake he took a priest into his household at

Wimbledon, but under Mary there could be no question of retain-

ing as secretary one who was known to be a protestant. In October

1553 he prudently took out a pardon and waited for better days. 3

His father had died before he could make declaration of his accounts

at the Wardrobe office : Mary's government was perfectly willing to

permit Cecil's business head to put them in order, and to allow his

expenses in taking charge of the Robes since his father's death.

But he made no more purchases of church lands from the Crown in

Mary's reign.

With Elizabeth's accession things looked up, indeed as her

principal minister he was in clover at last. At once purchases were

resumed. In February 1560 he bought a house in St. Martin-in-

the-Fields with a large meadow and pasture that had belonged to the

1 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS. i. 116.
2 C.P.R., FJnard VI, v. 6, 42, 39.

3 Ibid. Philip and Mary, i. 453, 77.
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monks of Westminster. 1 That year he brought off his great triumph

of the extrusion of the French from Scotland and sealed it with the

Treaty of Edinburgh. He complained that the queen left him to

foot his own bill—as later he was in the habit of complaining that

she was less generous with her rewards than her brother or even

her sister had been. No doubt she considered that he had done
well enough out of the Crown. And indeed his complaints appear

ungrateful, if not forgetful. For in January 1561 he got the ex-

tremely lucrative office of Master of the Court of Wards; the fixed

remuneration was 200 marks a year with £iooa year for diets, but

the real rewards were the fees that passed and the traffic in profitable

wardships and marriages of heirs. Two months later he was able

to buy the manor of Whissendine in Rutland from Maurice Berkeley,

of the old medieval family going downhill as the Cecils came up.

Then in May came a most generous gift from the Crown for his

service: the great manor of Stamford Baron, for a rent of

£3 5 9s. 2d., with its chief steward, understeward and bailiff, with its

water mills, tolls and profits, with the markets and fairs of Stamford,

as well as the castle and manor of Maxey and lands in Deeping. At
Stamford the process was complete : in the second generation from
David Cecil the whole place was theirs, an entire monopoly with its

ramifications extending wide into the three counties round about.

Apparently it was not much appreciated by the townspeople, old

Stamford folk ; but there was nothing they could do but submit:

the position had been fairly won.

We need not trace Lord Burghley's acquisitions any further;

he had nearly forty years more of life before him and he was only

half way through. For now that the family position in the Stamford

area was secure beyond question, provided indeed the foundation

for a palace for his heirs and successors, not content with that he

proceeded to build up a comparable position for his younger son

Robert in the south, with equally immense possessions in the three

counties of Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Essex, and in London. (In

time to come, these were to become more valuable and the Salisbury

Cecils the richer branch of the family.) These southern possessions

provided the foundation for a second palace which Lord Burghley

proceeded to build at Theobalds—and which his son exchanged with

James I for Hatfield.

When we come to the possessions Lord Burghley had accumulated

by the time of his death, the mere enumeration of them occupies

seven folio pages in Peck's Desiderata Curiosa? Lord Burghley was
a humble man, and in the habit of referring to himself as the poorest

peer in England. When accusations were made of his extravagance

in building, he replied, * my house of Burghley is of my mother's

inheritance who liveth and is the owner thereof; and I but a farmer.

1 C.P.R., Elizabeth, i. 336; ii. 44, 132, 165. 2 Ibid. i. 184 ff.
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And for the building there, I have set my walls but upon the old

foundation. Indeed I have made the rough stone walls to be of

square; and yet one side remaineth as my father left it me. I trust

my son shall be able to maintain it, considering there are in that

shire a dozen larger, of men under my degree.' * This was to carry

humility to the point of disingenuousness.

Ill

When we turn back to the house of Alltyrynys we observe some
contrast. There in that valley on the Welsh border time stood still.

Things had not much improved : Lord Burghley's cousin and name-

sake, William Cecil, had an only son Matthew, a poor type and more-

over impotent; for the rest eight daughters to provide for. He
clearly needed help, and Lord Burghley, whose family sense had a

Welsh depth of loyalty, was not averse.

With the first fragments to survive of the renewed intercourse

between the two branches, we find William Cecil in 1582 resorting

to Lord Burghley with his troubles; we get the impression that this

was the pattern of their relations. William was having trouble with

his son-in-law Paul Delahay, who had married his daughter Jane and

was now suing for payment of her marriage portion. 2 There was
no money, certainly not for eight daughters—who nevertheless all

found husbands. William had had to spend money on the repair of

his ancient house, so that he asks that his accounts as sheriff of

Herefordshire may be speedily settled. A writ had gone out upon
his goods and possessions for the payment of moneys on his sheriff's

account into the Exchequer, while there was an extent upon him for

£300 at Paul Delahay 's suit. A few months later William wants

the lord treasurer's advice about a mining lease he has from the

bishop of Hereford; it is only a tin-mine, but if there should be

any ' metal royal ', i.e. gold or silver, might he be a partaker with

others as Lord Burhgley should think good ? 3 The tone is de-

ferential, dependent. In the last years of their lives dependence be-

comes so close and William Cecil finds difficulties so thick around

him that he comes to the conclusion that the best thing is for

Burghley's son Robert to succeed to the old family place at

Alltyrynys, so that the name of Cecil might continue there.

In May 1596 Herbert Croft sends a young Winston up to Sir

Robert Cecil, asking to procure him a place as a clerk, to which his

bringing up has entitled him; he is a kinsman, being a daughter's

son of Mr. Cecil of Alltyrynys, and ' being a Winston should be

1 G. R. Dennis, p. 34. This was not true : Holdenby was the only rival to Burghley.
2 Cal. State Papers Dom., ijSi-ijpo, pp. 51-2. A Paul Delahay from the Low

Countries received letters of denization 13 May 1577, Huguenot Society of London, viii. 69.
3 Hist. MSS. Comni., Salisbury AISS., xiii. 204.
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also a kinsman that way \ x In August William again presses upon

Burghley and Robert Cecil his offer to leave them his inheritance

—

no doubt for a consideration, for help or support. Delahay is sent

up to discuss the matter with them. In October William follows

this up with a present to Robert of a pair of table knives, four cases

of fruit trenchers and two dozen of meat trenchers. In April 1597

Matthew writes to Sir Robert complaining that he has been over-

reached in the matter of a wardship and praying him to call the

offender before him and require him to use the petitioner well in the

matter.

That same month old William Cecil was in London, lodging at

the Swan in the Strand, whence he wrote asking Robert to prefer

the bearer to be one of the queen's guard. ' Her Majesty lately

taking the air in Islington fields noted this bearer then there being

a shooting and of her goodness said he was a feat man to attend her

service. He is strong and active and attended my very good friend

Mistress Blanche Parry his aunt when he was a youth, and if God
had pleased she would have preferred him to a better room.' 2 One
recognizes the Welsh note. Blanche Parry had been the queen's

lady in waiting all her life; she was now dead; Herefordshire

Parrys and Cecils all belonged to the Welsh border cousinage that

surrounded the Tudors Few people have noticed that the queen's

idiosyncratic appearance, that rare, sharp, oval face with the high

cheek-bones and the deep-set eyes, is a recognizable, distinctive

Welsh type. Back at Alltyrynys in May William writes asking for

letters to Sir Richard Shuttleworth in favour of the cause of his son-

in-law William Powell. 3 A month later it is his youngest son-in-

law Rowland Powell in whose behalf he writes. Sir Christopher

Blount has delivered the privy council's letters to Owen Salusbury

to recruit 150 soldiers, evidently for Ireland. Salusbury insists on

taking Rowland, who has a wife and six small children. The

commissioners, though written to by Lord Pembroke, the lord

lieutenant, will not hear of accepting a supply for him. (We

remember what Falstaff's supplies were like.) Old William requests

Sir Robert to deal with Sir Christopher and Owen Salusbury to

discharge Rowland and accept a supply. The interest of this is that

Blount and Salusbury were leading members of Essex's faction

against the Cecils. In August William wrote pressing the busy Sir

Robert for letters to the Lord Mayor on behalf of a cousin, William

Watkyns, to allow him the quiet enjoyment of certain tenements in

Moorfields newly erected by him and now reformed according to

the late order of Star Chamber. 4 (The authorities were actively

discouraging the spread of building on open spaces in London.)

1 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., vi. 188, 316, 454; vii. 170.

2 Ibid. vii. 180. * Ibid. vii. 195, 250.

* Ibid. vii. 366.
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The lord mayor has committed the offending Watkyns to Newgate

and threatens to bring him before Star Chamber again. One would

expect that Robert Cecil was sick of the importunity of his Welsh

relations by this time, but so far from being at the end of it old

William's death early in 1598 let loose a flood of troubles.

His funeral, however, was performed with greater honour than

any Cecil had ever commanded before in the church of Walterston.

Paul Delahay reports to Lord Burghley that ' the church was hanged

with black cloth and the assembly was such that the church could

not contain them . . . and so in worshipful manner was the funerals

celebrated to your lordship's commendations, for that to the credit

of the house of Alltyrynys I gave out the charge to be yours, which

amounteth to £100 and more.' x First went six poor men of the

parish in gowns, followed by the preacher, a prebendary of Here-

ford, a Cecil by descent and a Parry uncle. Then came the coffin,

with twelve scutcheons of Cecil, Parry, and Herbert arms upon it,

carried by six of old William's men into the churchyard, and by six

of his sons-in-law into the church. After followed Matthew's wife,

the eight daughters and William's sister Alice—the wife, William's

second, refused to be present : a small portent of the family quarrel

shortly to explode in all directions. After dinner a dole of bread

and money was given to 440 poor persons present; next day another

dole to 140 poor. It all must have cost a pretty penny; now for

the music.

Lord Burghley had himself written to Matthew not to oppose

his father's will devising Alltyrynys to Robert Cecil and his heirs;

but, though Matthew was dying, it was too much to expect that

there would not be trouble, and of the most complicated. Perhaps

old William's will affords us the best introduction to the state of

affairs he left at Alltyrynys. 2 He wished to be buried in the church

of Walterston ' where my ancestors were buried '. He left 20s. for

the repair of his parish church, and, with an obscure atavistic im-

pulse, 2s. to the Cathedral of St. David's. He left to Matthew all

his copyhold land in the manor of Llanthony ' to the end that my
reputed son John begotten on the body of Jane Morgan, daughter

of John Morgan of Michaelchurch Crickhowell may be in learning

educated or otherwise decently brought up '. Paul Delahay was

to have a house with gardens, &c, in Walterston until the said

John was twenty-one. All implements and household stuff were

to be Matthew's for life, ' if he be conformable to this my will
'

;

and if he die without issue the same to go to Sir Robert Cecil.

He left his daughter Katherine four oxen and four cows, his niece

Blanche Delahay two heifers, his sister Alice 40s. a year for life,

his servant Philip Cecil six sheep, his servant Walter Hughes ten

1 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., viii. 82. * P.C.C., Lewin, 14.
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sheep, his servant John Harrys 40s.; the residue to his sons-in-law

Paul Delahay and Hugh Monington; John Parry ' my loving

brother-in-law ' to be overseer.

There was at once an outcry against the will on the part of

Matthew's wife's friends and her kin. No sooner was the funeral

over than Matthew was persuaded to oppose the will. Paul Delahay,

who was Sir Robert Cecil's servant and wore his livery, came to

terms with Matthew in order to secure the evidences for the lands.

We hear of a cup of silver gilt that Lord Burghley had given to old

William and had been conveyed away along with 100 marks' worth

of plate by one of the Powell daughters and the forfeiture of a bond

in £1,000 for non-payment of £So arrears of rent for her dowry.

Now her son was lying dangerously sick, and if he died Delahay

would lose the debt owed to his father-in-law's estate: wherefore

he besought Burghley to grant him the wardship of the heir David

Powell.

Then Matthew died, and Delahay reports to his master the

trouble he is having with the widow and her kin. In order to get

Matthew to agree to the copyhold lands of Alltyrynys descending

with the demesnes, without dismembering, to Sir Robert, and on

the understanding that Matthew would meet all heriots due by his

father's death and pay his legacies, Delahay had released to him

500 marks' worth of goods. 1 On Matthew's death his wife's

brother-in-law buried him, carried off all the oxen and kine and

sold them without paying any of the heriots or legacies. Then he

repaired to John Arnold's manor court at Llanthony to entitle

Matthew's widow to the copyhold land. In the last year of old

William's life they had openly opposed the queen's right to grant

the wardship of James John Pritchard, of their family, to William

Cecil. Now Delahay asked for the wardship, or an order for the

payment of what William Cecil should have had for it.
2 At the

same time two other sons-in-law, William Winston and John Parry,

protested to Lord Burghley that by his marriage-jointure old William

had conveyed Alltyrynys to the use of himself, his wife and the

heirs of their bodies, whereof there were eight daughters living and

forty persons descended from him and his first wife; but ' wishing

to continue the name of Cecil in that house ' he had conveyed the

property to Sir Robert Cecil and his heirs to the disherison of his

own issue. 3 This intention on the part of the head of the old line

seems a respectable one—in fact the more we know about his own
family the more desirable and appropriate his action becomes. Nor
was it necessarily much of a bargain for Sir Robert. Delahay at

one point refers to his ' making full reckoning ' for it. We know

1 Hatfield House, C.P. 204/72.
2 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., xiv. 122.

:i Ibid. viii. 175.
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that, when old William went up to London in April 1597, he re-

ceived £200 from Sir Robert in purchase for Alltyrynys1
: that is not

likely to have been the only sum he received from Sir Robert and

his father, in addition to the presents exchanged, the favours, the

wardships he got to keep him going. In spite of a mill-stone of a

family round his neck, he was, with his office as steward of the

lordship of Ewyas, in a better position than his father had been;

and this, or his relationship to the lord treasurer, was recognized by

the style ' esquire ' accorded him. From the Saracen's Head in

Fetter Lane Delahay wrote in June asking for the lord treasurer's

picture to be placed in the old home, and improving the occasion by

asking for a wardship for the benefit of his daughter Blanche. 2

In July Delahay reports to Sir Robert that in spite of his letter

to Matthew's widow to deliver up the household implements taken

by her and to pay the heriots and legacies due, she refused to do so

and has taken refuge with the Winstons, Matthew's eldest sister.

' Further to cross your honour, by raising unlawfully seed to Matthew

Cecil, she has long lived incontinently with Thomas Winston',

the son. 3 Delahay desired him to ' have the offenders punished,

without which, if she have a daughter, they will change it to a son \

Before the doubt was ended there was little purpose in taking any

survey of the lands.

To his fellows in Sir Robert's employ Delahay reports that the

situation at Alltyrynys was more discouraging than he had confessed.

There were more heriots to pay on old William and Matthew's

deaths than he had informed Sir Robert: the queen's farmer and

the mesne lord demand ten for Penbidel, Lord Abergavenny eighteen,

Mr. Hopton eight which he had been paid for, John Arnold two.
' And so, being subject to my father-in-law's debts, the widow's

dowries, Winston's copyhold, the present heriots, and the continued

clog of service issuing out of the lands, with harbouring and re-

lieving of many of my father-in-law's children and kindred, I shall

have as good a bargain as an egg for a penny. As my father-in-law

overreached me in many things in his lifetime, so now by death hath

utterly plagued me and mine.' 4 Old William had been a true Cecil

in his closeness, and when he sent Delahay up ' to conclude bargain

with the Lord Treasurer for the reversion of his lands, and until after

his death, I did no more know his state in living than yourself, but

did give credit to his report '. The truth was less good : some

lands Delahay had taken to be freehold, were only leasehold.

Why had Lord Burghley been willing, for the only time in his

life, to make a bargain that was better for the other man than for

1 Hatfield House, General 44/16; Accounts 13/34.
2 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., viii. 232.
3 Cal. State Papers Dom. 1 198-1601, p. 73.
4 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., viii. 272.
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himself ? One can only conclude—family piety, in other words

the necessity to underwrite his antecedents from a family of respec-

table antiquity. He himself was now beyond the reach of the

troubles of Alltyrynys. These fell upon Delahay's shoulders, as

the representative and lessee of Sir Robert. In November 1598

his botherations there detained him from his master's service until

after the holidays, i.e. Christmas : he asked that ' granting of dower

to the supposed widow Cecil ' might be stayed until his coming up. 1

Any complaints that were made against his administration he asked

to have put in writing. These were not slow in forthcoming. In

June 1599 he could not attend upon Sir Robert to answer them, for

John Arnold's servants had been busy in assaulting his brother-in-

law Walter George and his wife Catherine Cecil, great with child.

Delahay begged for the wardship of John Ja, which Lord Burghley

had given William Cecil, and which John William Harry had cozened

from him—the only thing by which Delahay could offset what he

had paid for his father-in-law's debts.

In April 1600 Delahay protested to Sir Robert that on the last

Sunday in March ' I was assaulted and violently pulled out of the

seat in church belonging unto this house, and where men living did

see Richard Cecil your tresayle [actually his great-grandfather's

brother] use '—by the procurement of John Arnold. 2 To salve his

wounds and his injured pride, Delahay begs yet another wardship.

And this, it seems, he was granted. One would suppose that

wardships did duty for currency on the Welsh border; certainly,

with Burghley and his son Robert in succession presiding over the

Court of Wards, here was an obvious (and cheap) means of support

for the ancient house of Alltyrynys. 3 With Essex's outbreak in

London and his execution for treason, Delahay gained an opening

he was quick to take advantage of against his enemy John Arnold

of Llanthony; for the Arnolds and their friends belonged to Essex's

Welsh following, captained by Sir Gelly Meyrick. Delahay had

witnesses from Walterston who deposed that Sir Nicholas Arnold's

widow and John Arnold, ' her son and reputed son unto Sir Nicholas',

had said openly that ' it was great pity that so brave a man as the

Earl was should be put to silence or overthrown by such a base and

corrupt fellow as Sir Robert Cecil was ' and a pity that her majesty

should be so much ruled by him. 4 If the earl should go to Court

and kill secretary Cecil, it would be only a fillip matter—giving a

fillip with thumb and finger. At dinner at Llanthony Lady Arnold

broke out against the Court of Wards being ruled all by Cookes,

Cookes and Cookes—meaning Sir Robert, being a Cooke by his

1 Hist. M.S.S. Comm., Salisbury MSS., viii. 447; ix. 206. * Ibid. x. 97.
3 In June 1601 Philip Cecil, who has been a servant in livery to William Cecil of

Alltyrynys for forty years, prays for a wardship in Herefordshire. Ibid. xi. 245.

* Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., xi. 123 ff.
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mother, Francis Bacon another and attorney-general Cooke. This

sounds probable enough—and a fascinating budget of information

as to John Arnold's doings in London at the time of Essex's out-

break was appended.

The secretary, to his credit, took no action, and Delahay begged

that the matter, for his own security, might be brought before the

Council of the Marches. 1 In the end, Delahay outlived his old

enemy, and at once took the opportunity to make representations

to Robert, now earl of Salisbury, for the wardship of Arnold's son.

That summer Delahay had to excuse himself from attendance on his

master on account of the imbecility of his aged body, and that is the

last we hear of him. The Delahays remained tenants of the Cecils

at Alltyrynys for more than a century, until it was sold to Bennet

Delahay in 171 2 for £1,3 50 2—the value of the holding had not much
changed in all the years—and not long after it was sold to Guy's

Hospital. 3

In the last years of Delahay's life William George, a remote

cousin of Lord Salisbury, wrote to him about his Welsh pedigree

—

he could not find Bleddyn's coat impaled, the ancientest of the five

Princes of Wales—though fifteen years before he had come to

London ' to acquaint your father therewith \4 Lord Salisbury took

up his pen and wrote across the foot of this missive, ' I desire none

of these vain toys, nor to hear of such absurdities '. It was such a

contrast to Lord Burghley, who had loved hearing of them. Sir

Robert was content to remember, as he reminded Essex and the

world at the earl's trial, that he was a gentleman born. However,

the position had been won; henceforth politics was the only thing,

would be all in all.

All Souls College, Oxford A. L. Rowse

1 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., xi. 162; xviii. 8, 135.
2
1 owe this information to Mr. Lawrence Stone.

3
J. Duncumb, History and Antiquities of the County of Hereford, ii. 310.

4 Hist. MSS. Comm., Salisbury MSS., xvii. 595.
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The Establishment of British Supremacy at

Sea and the Exchange of Naval Prisoners

of War, 1689-178)
l

THE ancient custom of exchanging or ransoming prisoners

during hostilities played a part of considerable importance in

the wars of the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries which

established British supremacy at sea. This was primarily because

of the chronic shortage of seamen from which the fleets of

all three major belligerents suffered. Higher pay and better chances

of prize-money offered by merchantmen and privateers repeatedly

threw the British navy back on the embargo and the press, both of

them ineffective expedients, while in both France and Spain the system

of compulsory enrolment of seamen worked far too badly 2 to

counterbalance the decrease in the total number of seamen available

which each suffered in this period. 3 Thus a well-judged policy over

exchange demanded above all calculations of the enemy's manpower
resources and requirements as compared with one's own. Hopes
and fears of getting or giving information, political, economic and

even administrative considerations were of secondary importance,

and in Europe if not in more distant theatres this was well enough

realized. Consistent efforts were made to discover which side had

taken more prisoners and was likely to do so in the future, especially

where particularly useful or dangerous men were concerned. But

in practice this could only be very roughly calculated from shipping

losses and intelligence received from masters of cartel vessels and

similar untrustworthy sources, while one very important point was

often overlooked altogether: that the number of prisoners taken

was not necessarily determined by the number or even the size of

the ships on which they were captured. Warships and many
privateers were much more heavily manned than merchantmen, and

French ships in general and French privateers in particular more

1 Some of the research on which this paper is based was assisted by a grant from the

Central Research Fund of the University of London.
2
Cf. R. Memain, Matelots et Soldats des Vaisseaux du Roi: Levees d'bommes du diparte-

ment de Rocbefort, 1661-1690 (Paris, 1937), esp. pp. 194, 200 and J. Captier, Etude

bistorique et konomique sur Pinscription maritime (Paris, 1907), esp. p. 150, and G. Des-

devizes du Dezert, L'Espagne de I'Ancien Regime, ii (Paris, 1899), 306-12.
3 France, through the flight of protestant seamen after the revocation of the Edict

of Nantes (Memain, op. cit. p. 132), and Spain, through the decline of her trade and

fisheries {cf. C. Fernandez Duro, Armada Espano/a, vi (Madrid, 1900), 365).
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heavily manned than English ones, 1 so that French losses of men

were always very heavy in relation to their shipping losses. 2 The

really important question however was not which power was losing

the greater number of men, but which power needed the return of

its prisoners more ; and this was determined not only by the relative

number of seamen captured on each side but by the nature of the

war at sea at any given time and place. Normally in European waters

in the eighteenth century the struggle was one between fleets and

not primarily a trade war; moreover the scale of the enemy's

privateering effort was determined rather by the money and ships

available than by supplies of men. 3 Under these circumstances ex-

changes could be defended, but much might depend on their terms.

Two kinds of exchange were possible : all-for-all, or man-for-

man. An all-for-all agreement envisaged the continuous return

of all prisoners without regard to their numbers, and was sometimes

modified by an undertaking that whichever side received more

prisoners than it returned should pay a cash ransom for the surplus.

This could be mutually acceptable only if both sides were fairly

evenly matched—unless administrative, political or financial reasons

made it imperative to empty the prisons on one side or the other.

A man-for-man and grade-for-grade exchange, even when a tariff

was added giving equivalents for each rank in terms of common
seamen, was a very different proposition, although it left loopholes

for despatching or detaining certain prisoners at their captor's

convenience and was of course much more troublesome to ad-

minister. This type of exchange alone was in the interest of a

belligerent which was taking more prisoners than its opponent or

which needed the return of its men less urgently; an all-for-all

exchange was never justified in these circumstances. Slowly and

imperfectly these points came to be understood in Britain. Some
reference to the course of events will make this process clear.

1 Until the middle of the eighteenth century French warships were the equivalent

of English ships nominally of the class above : J. H. Owen, The War at Sea underQueen

Anne, 1702-1708 (Cambridge, 1938), p. 30; and even after this they still carried more
men, class for class. French merchant ships carried large crews partly because of

technical points in rig and hull design, but also because French maritime law required

merchantmen to embark a certain number of inexperienced persons in addition to the

necessary number of seamen: W. Bamford, Forests and French Sea Power, 1660-1789

(Toronto, 1956), p. 166. French privateers were heavily manned to allow for prize

crews and for boarding in a fight, and were moreover often simply warships on loan

from the French navy.
2 But not in the West Indies, where the opposite was the case. Indeed in distant

waters quite different considerations governed policy over exchange. I deal with

this subject in the Mariner's Mirror, xlv (1959), 243-249.
3 The importance of the guerre de course has probably been overestimated ever since

British merchants succeeded in impressing their contemporaries with their sufferings.

Cf. L. Vignols, ' La course maritime: ses consequences economiques, sociales et

internationales', Revue d'Histoire Fuonomique et Sociale, xv (1927), 197 ff., and J. Lemoine
and H. Bourde de la Rogerie, lnventaire Sommaire des Archives Departementales anterieures

a 1790: Finistere. Archives Chiles, Serie B. iii (Quimper, 1902), p. lxxxiv.
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Between 1689 and 181 5 Britain established an unparalleled

supremacy at sea, and she did this in the course of six major wars.

In the revolutionary and Napoleonic war, the course of the fighting

and the method of manning the enemy fleets were so different that it

is most conveniently treated separately. It is therefore the five

wars fought between 1689 and 1783 which will be considered

here.

In these five wars Britain twice made a formal all-for-all cartel

with France, in 1691 and 1780, and twice with Spain, in 1742 and

1782. In July 1 78 1 she also made a man-for-man agreement with

Spain, with a tariff of equivalents for officers. No other formal

naval exchange agreement was signed by the central authorities

throughout the whole period, although exchanges were in fact

continually made and exchange cartels were regarded as normal.

With regard to Spain this paucity of agreements is hardly surprising

—in the two wars in which there was no agreement, Anne's war and
the Seven Years war, Spain was not a major combatant—but it is

striking that of thirty-five years ofopen hostilities with France, a cartel

was in operation for only nine, although informal man-for-man
exchanges were made throughout the remaining twenty-six years, and
cartel negotiations invariably went on from soon after the declaration

of war until the peace preliminaries themselves were signed. It

is clear that it was because the duel with France often seemed a very

near thing, especially at the beginning of a war, that these negotia-

tions and informal exchanges were begun, and that it was Britain's

final and fundamental superiority at sea which led to their chequered

and abortive course. Nor was it any accident that the two cartels

which were actually signed with France were made at the only two
moments when that superiority was patently lacking.

The first of these moments came after England's defeat offBeach

y

Head on 30 June 1690. In the following February the English

Government formally agreed to an all-for-all exchange with the

French in European waters, taking no account whatsoever of the

numbers involved on either side. 1 This extreme and never-

repeated measure was probably not a reflection of lessened naval

strength and confidence so much as part of the strenuous English

preparations for an early campaign of revanche? and may well have

been so understood by the French, for it was not until the season's

campaign was virtually over that the cartel was put into operation

and the prisons accordingly cleared on both sides. 3 It remained in

force for the rest of the Nine Years war, but infringements became

1 Public Record Office, State Papers (hereafter referred to as S.P.), 42/1.
2 On which see J. Burchett, A Complete History of the Most Remarkable Transactions

at Sea (London, 1720), p. 433 and J. F.hrman, The Navy in the War of William III, 16A9-

1697 (Cambridge, 1953), p. 370.
3 Archives Nationalcs de France, Marine (hereafter referred to as Marine), B 2

78,

fo. 1078, B 2
79, fos. 284,325.
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increasingly common after the victory of La Hogue had more than

avenged Beachy Head. Thus ad hoc exchanges at the ports of

equal batches of men were often reverted to when circumstances

suggested it, 1 and distinguished prisoners were customarily ex-

changed only against persons considered their equal. 2 Whenever

either side wanted to secure the return of particular prisoners, or to

show displeasure about the treatment of its subjects or the size of a

batch sent across, without risking open protests, it would threaten

to keep back either certain men or all of them. 3 The normal

rhythm of naval exchange persisted, that is to say exchange still

virtually ceased during the summer, large numbers were returned

in the early spring when the great ships were being got to sea and

again at the end of the campaign in the early autumn when prisoners

seemed only an expensive encumbrance, while throughout the

winter exchange continued fairly steadily, although on a much smaller

scale since far fewer prisoners were brought in. 4 By 1695 the

English were so well aware that the cartel was not to their ad-

vantage that they even tried to get the French to agree to cancel it.
5

They did not succeed, for the French remained anxious that it

should be honoured, if only because regular exchange gave some

much-needed encouragement to enlistment. 6 But nothing—not

even Nesmond's brilliant privateering—could induce the English

to observe the cartel faithfully. During the invasion alarm of

March 1696 indeed they did return 200 of their ' most unserviceable
'

French prisoners in the interests of security and economy, 7 but

thereafter exchanges were made only very erratically although the

French exerted every form of pressure open to them. 8

Perfectly strict adherence to a general exchange cartel was no

doubt never to be expected, but the naval cartel of 1691 was quite

flagrantly disregarded by the English long before the end of hostili-

1 For example by the French when their coasts were being raided in June and July

1694 (Marine, B3 81, fo. 274). Before the signing of the cartel such exchanges had been

frequent.
2 William III himself kept an eye on this: e.g. Calendar of State Papers Domestic

(hereafter referred to as Cal. S. P. Dom.), 1693, p. 424; 1694, p. 20.

3 E.g. ibid. 1691-1692, p. 244, Marine, B2 90, fo. 293. In practice these threats

were only carried our consistently with regard to those key men the officers and masters,

who were repeatedly kept back, though often tacitly, as a cheap and easy way of black-

mailing the enemy: e.g. ibid. 1691-1692, p. 453, Marine, B3
73, fos. 55,84, B3

81,

fos. 191, 196, 247, 277, 281, B3 82, fo. 237.
* Particularly urgent need to prevent spying and shortages of transports were

sometimes partly responsible for this rhythm, as well as fluctuating naval activity.

5 Marine, B2
109, fo. 263. The account for the period 11 July 1689 to 24 June

1698 presented by the Commissioners for Sick and Hurt Seamen and the Exchange of

Prisoners ofWar on 2 February 1708 shows a total of 24,516 French prisoners returned

as against only 15,250 English: Historical Manuscripts Commission, Manuscripts of

the House ofLords (hereafter referred to as House of Lords A1SS.), ijo6-ijo8, p. 207.
6 Marine, B2 107, fo. 576, B3

89, fo. 102.
7 Cal. S. P. Dom., 1696, p. 205.
s Cf ibid. pp. 283, 392, Marine, B 2 117, fos. 85, 90.
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ties, and French complaints were continual. Admittedly this was

partly due to the weakness of central control at this time and the

peculiar difficulties raised by the capture of Jacobites and Huguenots,

while the perennial sources of friction abounded—spying, illicit

trade, and charges of ill-treating and of enlisting prisoners. But

the fundamental cause of the remarkable ill-success of this cartel was

the shift in naval power symboli2ed by La Hogue. The

course of naval exchange in William's war—a course of trial and

error like that of the rest of the English naval effort in these formative

years—clearly reflects the fact that it was then that the foundations

of British naval supremacy were being laid. More particularly it

suggests that it was then that the English authorities first came to

believe, rightly enough, that their shortage of seamen was at least

less acute than that of the enemy. For although English naval

recruiting scarcely became any easier, in spite of some ineffectual

attention to conditions of service and voluntary registration, in

France the Colbertian system all but broke down completely. Also

—a simpler but even more important fact—the English were losing

far fewer men at sea than the French, thanks to those permanent

contrasts in manning which have already been mentioned as well as

to the change in their naval fortunes. An all-for-all exchange thus

became intolerable. If then the unprecedentedly wide cartel of

1691 reflected the early nadir of English naval strength, its growing

obsolescence for the rest of William's war reflects equally clearly the

quick upward swing of that strength during the following years.

Not until the time of the American War of Independence was

the French navy again in a position to challenge British naval

superiority. When France declared war in March 1778 she was in

the full flush of the naval revival begun by Choiseul and carried on

by Sartines and Castries. For nearly twenty years money had been

spent, ships built, and officers trained on a scale unknown since the

time of Seignelay. The British navy on the other hand had in the

same years been the victim of severe peace-time economies, while

from 1775 the American rebellion deprived it of an important source

of masts and timber and of perhaps as many as 18,000 seamen.

At the end of the seventeen-seventies Britain simply could not put

enough ships to sea to defend single-handed against France and the

rebel colonies, and soon against Spain and Holland too, the trade and

territories she had earlier acquired all over the globe. Thus for the

first time since La Hogue the French again found themselves able to

attempt to win command of the sea, and with the entry of Spain in

April 1779 they seemed more than likely to succeed. In the event

they did so only briefly in the early autumn of 1781 in North

American and West Indian waters. Their strategy and tactics were

fatally passive, their supply defective, their officiers rouges, officiers

bleus and officiers de plume bitterly hostile to each other, and their
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supply of seamen quite inadequate. 1 But after Keppel had lost at

Ushant the last chance of destroying their main fleet before they

were joined by the Spaniards, and had thus failed to avert their joint

invasion attempt in the late summer of 1779, the threat to British

maritime supremacy was real enough.

It was after this unfortunate indecisive affair of Keppel's that

negotiations were opened for an all-for-all cartel, with the proviso

that a cash ransom should be paid quarterly by whichever power
received more prisoners than it returned. 2 Throughout the anxious

spring and summer of 1779 the English for the first time showed
themselves more eager to sign a cartel than the French. 3 For them,

enormous efforts in putting ships to sea and therefore in recruiting

men for the fleet were urgently necessary. The Admiralty was

therefore anxious at all costs to get British seamen home, and this

overriding motive was merely reinforced by the desire to ease the

financial and administrative position which their subordinates, the

commissioners for Sick and Hurt Seamen and the Exchange of

Prisoners of War, repeatedly stressed. 4 But for the French,

their grand invasion project made it worthwhile for once to sacrifice

their own reinforcements for the sake of preventing the British from

receiving the experienced seamen they so desperately needed. It

was not until the combined French and Spanish operations had been

quite given up in October 1779 that French procrastination and

obstruction ceased abruptly and negotiations forged ahead to

culminate in the signing of the cartel in March 1780. 5

As it turned out, in the next three years Britain in spite of every-

thing once more captured far more prisoners than the French in

European waters, and actually sent back nearly twice as many. 6

No doubt this helps to explain why she insisted on exchanging men
according to the colours under which they had fought—otherwise

there would have been an even greater preponderance of Frenchmen

1 According to J. Tramond, Manuel d'Histoire Maritime de la France des Origines a

iSir (Paris, 1927) in 1782 only 1,946 more men were inscribed than in 1683, while

M. Loir, La Marine royale en 1789 (Paris, 1892) gives 40,000 fewer men inscribed in

1783-9 than at the end of the seventeenth century (p. 40). The basis of these figures

is not given. Castries thought it necessary on 27 February 1782 to order 3,400 volun-

teers from the provincial troops to be detached 'pour le service de la marine':

M. Leclerc, 'Les Reformesde Castries (14 octobre 1780-23 aout 1787) ', Kevue desQuestions

Historiques, viii (1937), 41.
2 Public Record Office, Admiralty (hereafter referred to as Ad.), 98/1 1/387-8.
3
Cf. Ad. 3/86, 15 December 1778, S.P. 42/54, 6 February 1779, S.P. 42/55, 23 June

and 9 September 1779, Ad. 98/11/386, 438, 489, Ad. 98/12/1, 18.
4
Cf. Ad. 98/12/120 and for the Admiralty Ad. 3/88, 9 July 1779 and Ad. 3/90,

8 January 1780
5
Cf. Ad. 98/12/284-5, 304-6, 308-12, 342-44, 364. The cartel is printed in C. F. de

Martens, Recuei/ de Traites . . . des Puissances et Etats de /'Europe (Gottingen, 2nd edn.,

18 18), iii. 300-18. Britain made some substantial concessions, e.g. in arts, vii and xxiii.

6 The Sick and Hurt Commissioners calculated that from the beginning of the war
to 13 March 1783 at least 31,015 French prisoners and probably far more had been sent

back against only 16,343 British (Ad. 98/14/319).
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in the exchanges, since many French sailors served in the Spanish

navy. 1 Two extensions of the cartel were however agreed upon, 2

British officials were given unaccustomed orders to be conciliatory

and obliging, and the turnover was as a rule rapid. This unpre-

cedented state of affairs was an accurate enough reflection of the

unprecedented equilibrium between the two fleets. Britain's re-

sources were strained to the utmost, and she knew it; but the

French lacked the confidence to exploit their unaccustomed advan-

tage and still concentrated on attacking British commerce instead of

British men-of-war. No major engagement took place in European

waters, and the war saw no dramatic change in the rough equality

of both sides at sea, at least until April 1782; hence the smooth

operation of the cartel of 1780, in such striking contrast to the

operation of that made after Beachy Head.

The abnormality of the American war over naval exchange

(as in other things) becomes fully clear when the practice of the

three preceding wars is considered. In each of these, informal

exchanges both of individuals and batches of men began soon after

the outbreak of hostilities and continued with only seasonal fluctua-

tions and the stoppages and incidents inevitable in such transactions.

Negotiations for a cartel were also repeatedly set on foot, the French

usually being eager for an agreement and the British at the outset

willing to consider one. But in these three wars the British navy

was never so long or so seriously unsuccessful that a formal cartel

was actually signed, even for a simple man-for-man exchange. The
vicissitudes of war once or twice brought agreement very near, but

by and large the naval inequality begun at La Hogue persisted, and

in the matter of prisoners, the English in European waters continued

to take very many more than their enemies.

Thus while at the beginning of Anne's war the desire to econo-

mize led the Cabinet to open negotiations for a general cartel on the

lines of that of 1691,
3 already by the beginning of October 1702 the

English found they had far more prisoners than the French. 4 At
the end of that month they dealt the French at Vigo their ' most

sensible blow ' since La Hogue, 5 and it became clear that another

general exchange would simply give the French much larger re-

inforcements than the English. The most they would now offer

therefore was an exchange of equivalents, allowing ransoms in cash

or men to be paid when equivalents were lacking. 6 But this the

1 Ad. 98/12/475.
2 The inclusion of officers taken on land expeditions in Europe (Ad. 98/14/174,

Home Office 28/2/226) and the immediate release for service of all officers as soon as

they arrived in their own country (Ad. 98/14/95, Martens, op. tit. iii. 318).
3 Cal. S.P. Dom., 1/02-170J, pp. 88, 94.
* Ibid. p. 266. 6 Burchett, op. tit. p. 631.
6 Cal. S.P. Dom., 1702-170}, pp. 280, 286, 291, Ad. 1/4088/98. Rather high

ransoms were proposed, since the English expected to receive and not to pay them.
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French obstinately refused, and in March 1703, when negotiations

had clearly reached a deadlock, ad hoc exchanges of batches of men
at the ports were resorted to * as they had been in William's war

before the signing of the cartel of 1691. Throughout Anne's war

these informal exchanges were kept going largely by the greater

eagerness of the French—a situation misunderstood and deplored

by many Englishmen, who suffered from defective commerce pro-

tection made worse by a shortage of seamen which they imagined

to have been aggravated by the Admiralty's lethargy over exchange. 2

But in fact although the French concentration upon privateering

imposed heavy financial losses on the English, especially between

1703 and 1707, English losses in manpower were comparatively

slight. Once more the French were taking merchant ships with

small crews (increasingly small indeed as the drain on seamen in-

creased), while the English were taking heavily manned privateers

(French privateers were more and more often simply men-of-war

on loan from the king). Only lucky captures of small warships

could redress the balance for the French, or perhaps success in the

West Indies, where any debts in the exchanges were to be made
good in Europe. 3 But even when they were lucky, their privateers

were far from scrupulous about bringing in all the men on their

prizes. French prisons were therefore rarely full. Yet the collapse

of the system of classes was complete, and the Frenchmen crowded in

English prisons were desperately needed—especially the privateers-

men, who were naturally usually returned last of all in these batch

exchanges. 4 Thus as a rule it was the English who had the whip

hand, and French officials were repeatedly ordered to be polite,

punctual and generous in their dealings with their English

counterparts. 5

In the winter of 1 707-8 a turning point seemed to come for the

French here, as in many other aspects of the war at sea. The
English could not spare enough ships for cruising and convoy

duties, and Forbin and Du Guay Trouin captured so many British

men-of-war that finally the French had three times as many prisoners

as the English.6 On Christmas Day 1707 the Commissioners for

Exchange were at last ordered to negotiate a general cartel. 7 At

1 Cal. S.P. Dom., 1702-1703, pp. 640, 645, 657, 668, 695, Marine, B2 168, fos. 564,

565, S.P. 42/121, 1 March 1710/11.
2 Cf. House of Lords MSS., 1702-1704, pp. 464-7, 533-5.
3 Marine, B2

177, fo. m, S.P. 42/119/209.
4 Ibid. B2

177, fo. 805, S.P. 42/119/11. The English on the other hand were

naturally enough always more anxious to secure the return of their men-of-war's

crews {e.g. S.P. 42/120/12).
5 E.g. Marine, B2

177, fo. 599, B2 181, fos. 790-3, B2 219, fo. 334. Cf. Navy Records

Society, TheOld Scots Navyfrom 1689 to 1710, ed. James Grant (London, 1914), p. 313.
6 Marine, B2

199, fo. 549, 632, 810, 892. In October 1707 the French scored their

greatest naval success of this war—the capture of the Cumberland (80), Ruby (54),

Chester (50) and a dozen merchantmen. 7 S.P. 44/106/15 1.
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first the French in their turn held back, 1 but their Minister of

Marine, Pontchartrain, was well aware that they were still out-

numbered at sea and that the existing method of exchange must

therefore not be jeopardized. 2 His wisdom soon became clear. By

the spring of 1709 it was plain that the apparent turning point had

been merely an oscillation, and that England would never now
agree to a general exchange. The French were reduced to urging

merely a formal tariff of equivalents for officers, while they cherished

still more carefully their dwindling number of prisoners. 3 Indeed

English successes were such that they felt able to threaten total

suspension unless their complaints were attended to. 4 True, they

did agree to a tariff ofmen to be given for officers, although they then

needed men more than officers, the opposite of the position in

France. They were very tardy in using it, however; Pontchartrain

altogether failed to manoeuvre them into applying it as though it

were virtually an agreement for a general exchange. 5 The English

Commissioners adamantly continued to strike their balances

—

which always now showed a French debt—and to act accordingly. 6

Firmly too they insisted that officers holding a commission merely

from the Admiral of France must now be acknowledged as bona fide

king's officers, and the size of the ships they had been commanding
determine their rank for purposes of exchange; otherwise, as they

put it, ' the French King within these four years having had no fleet

at sea ' but having made ' a sort of piraticall war ', lending his

capital ships as corsairs, ' at this rate, if wTe could take the whole

French fleet, perhaps they would not allow one single commander
to be the King's officer '. 7 After nearly a year's dispute, necessity

compelled the French to concede this important position in practice.8

Early in 1711 they were also driven to urge a general exchange

again, but again unsuccessfully, since the Admiralty calculated that

the French had already received 2006 more men than theyhad sent, and

that this figure would rise to over 4,000 if the prisons on both sides

1 E.g. Marine, B2 208, fo. 460.
2 The attempt to clear the seas of their worst privateering rivals by detaining all

Channel Islanders was for example given up (Marine, B 2 207, fo. 253). (Privateer

recruiting in the Channel Islands was always very rapidly affected by difficulties in

exchange.)
3 Recruiting among English prisoners by Irish officers was for example now strictly

forbidden (Marine, B2 214, fos. 487, 743), as were collusive escapes by men claiming to

be Catholics {ibid. fo. 327). Cf. Marine, B 2 216, fo. 55.
4 S.P. 104/23, Sunderland to Pontchartrain, April 22, 1709, O.S.
5 Marine, B 2 214, fo. 743, B2 216 fos. 988, 1444, S.P. 104/23, Sick and Hurt Commis-

sioners to Sunderland, 6 August 1709, and ibid. Boyle to Pontchartrain, 25 August

1709, O.S., and S.P. 42/121/255.
8 E.g. S.P. 42/121, Sick and Hurt Commissioners to Dartmouth, 3 August 1711,

O.S.
1 Ibid. 7 March 171 1, O.S.
8 Marine, B2 226, fo. 957, B2 227, fos. 714, 1027, B2 228, fo. 15, B 2

230, part ii, fo.

43-
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were indeed cleared as proposed. 1 When hostilities ended in

August 171 2 the accounts were still heavily in England's favour,

and a cartel as remote as ever.

Similarly in 1744 the French could not conceal their eagerness to

exchange. Soon after the declaration of war they again began

informal man-for-man exchanges and mooted an all-for-all cartel

with a ransom proviso for the surplus. 2 But from the beginning

the Admiralty refused to consider anything but a man-for-man

agreement, being confident that French captures would be out-

numbered even more heavily than in Anne's war, ' as their Naval

Power is much less, and their Trade much more, than it was in that

war \ 3 They realized that it would therefore be well worth the

expense of keeping the surplus French prisoners for the sake of

depriving the enemy of their services. Privately the French

minister of Marine admitted as much, and was therefore prepared to

accept the English terms. 4 By June 1745 only financial and admini-

strative details delayed a formal agreement to exchange man for

man and officers against fixed numbers of men. 5 But very soon

the accounts of the informal exchanges being made began to show
a large French debt, 6 at least if the prisoners released in neutral

Mediterranean ports were included. 7 On the eve of Anson's great

victory off Cape Finisterre in May 1747 the Sick and Hurt Commis-
sioners calculated that 14,180 more French than English had been

taken, and in February 1748 that the French owed 1,001 on the

actual exchanges made, and 3,263 if men released in neutral ports

were included, while in addition 13,311 French prisoners were still

in England unexchanged. 8 The French themselves realized very

well why the cartel negotiations failed to make any headway and

even informal exchanges were carried on so intermittently by the

English. 9
' Tant que les succes sur mer ont ete balances entre la

1 S.P. 42/121, de Thosse to the Lord President of the Council, 16 March 171 1,

Dartmouth to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, 31 March 171 1, O.S.,

Sick and Hurt Commissioners to Dartmouth, 7 and 21 April 171 1, O.S., and Ad.

1/4095/17 and S.P. 78/25/108. Even batch exchanges were suspended during that

summer on the pretext of France's heavy arrears in the payment of transport dues.
2 S.P. 78/230, Van Hoey to Newcastle and enclosure, 24 June 1744, S.P. 42/27/235-7,

251, Marine, B2 322, fo. T45, Ad. 98/2/19.
3 Ad. 98/1/327. Cf. S.P. 42/27/300.

4 Marine, B 2
323, fo. 559.

6 S.P. 78/230, Van Hoey to Newcastle, 16 June 1745, with enclosures (on which

cf. Marine, B4
57, fo. 366 and B 4 62, fo. 226) and Ad. 98/2/320-25.

6 In October 1745 the Admiralty suspended exchanges because the French owed
about 2,000 men (S.P. 42/29/303).

7
Cf. the figures in Ad. 98/4/100. The French did not succeed in securing acceptance

of their counter claim that prisoners made in the West Indies should also be included

(Marine, B2
331, fo. 543).

8 Ad. 98/4/146, 386. The Sick and Hurt Commissioners repeatedly received reports

that few, if any, English prisoners remained in France (e.g. Ad. 98/4/215).
• The English pretext for suspension was French indebtedness in men and in the

payment of transport dues, but their real object was to deprive French privateers of

crews (S.P. 42/31/281).
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France et l'Angleterre ', runs a memoire written in January 1748,
' les Echanges par homme et de grade egal se sont faits assez exacte-

ment. Mais depuis que le sort des armes a paru se declarer en

faveur des Anglais, ils ne renvoyent quelquesuns de nos prisonniers

de mer que parce qu'ils sentent bien qu'il ne conviendroit pas que les

paquebots qui viennent chercher leurs gens vinssent ches nous vides.'

Thus since Anson's and Hawke's victories hardly any French sailors

had been returned, but only officers (the French then needed men
more than officers). The time had therefore come, the memoire goes

on, to exploit French military successes and suspend the cartel of

Frankfort, under which land prisoners taken in the Netherlands were

freely exchanged with a ransom clause, unless the English agreed to

extend it to naval prisoners. 1 In the event peace prevented the

effectiveness of this turn of the screw from being tested.

Negotiations were begun yet again in 1756,
2 and the French

also began to release individuals against their bond either to secure

the release of a certain Frenchman, or return to France or pay a fine.

In July 1757 the English vetoed this as an unfair and laborious

method which allowed the French to evade transport charges while

picking their best men for release, 3 but the usual informal exchanges

of batches of equivalents, which had begun a few months earlier,

at first went on smoothly enough. In 1758, however, the British

once more came to hold far more naval prisoners than France, above

all with Osborne's capture of the Foudrqyant (80) and Orphee (64),

and the familiar stiffening in their attitude consequently occurred.

Only a few named individuals and navally useless prisoners were

thereafter sent back. 4 That autumn Belleisle himself acknowledged

privately that the English could scarcely be expected to agree to a

naval cartel, since they had 20,000 naval prisoners and France a

mere 3,000, and were moreover obviously on their guard in the

whole business. 5 French officials were repeatedly ordered to be

obliging and forthcoming, but the English as often suspended all

exchanges. After the disasters of Lagos and Quiberon in 1759 the

French turned exclusively to a guerre de course, until 1761, when they

had the greatest difficulty in finding enough men to get a fleet to

sea. 6
It is perhaps no coincidence that it was in these years that,

in spite of the vast disproportion in the numbers captured, for the

first and indeed only time the numbers actually exchanged were

1 Marine, B4 62, fo. 222. This threat was actually carried out on 9 March 1748

(Marine, B2
334, fo. 513).

2 On these negotiations see especially Marine F2
83, Liasse 1756, ' Memoire sur la

Correspondancc du Ministre de la Marine avec les Commissaries anglois au sujet de

l'echangc des prisonniers respectifs ' (written on 11 Novcmhcr 1758, see Marine B4

97, fo. 174) and Liasse 1757 (a memoire written in January 1759). The original

English proposals for a man for man exchange of prisoners made both before and after

the declaration of hostilities (the status of the former was hotly disputed) are considered

in Ad. 98/6/69. 3 Ad. 98/6/303. * E.g. Ad. 98/7/147, 310.
s Marine, B4

97, fo. 165, F2
83, Liasse 1757. • Captier, op. cit. p. 154.
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apparently fairly even on both sides, at least in home waters 1—
thanks to Pitt's alert caution. 2

Thus between 1692 and 1780 England was never in a position

which drove her to accept a cartel with France, but neither was she

always confident that she would do well to refuse one. 3 The

return of English seamen never ceased to be a prime object, but the

return of far larger numbers of Frenchmen was seen as an unecon-

omic price to pay.

It seems then that the policy over exchange did indeed reflect,

if imperfectly, the course of naval warfare. But how far did the

fleet benefit from this ? In the first place, in spite of all that logic

and policy dictated, large numbers of prisoners were in fact re-

turned on credit again and again. Not only was it inherently

difficult to keep even informal exchanges constantly equal, but

habit, humanitarianism and opinion, especially merchant opinion,

as well as administrative convenience and the Admiralty's own
desire to get men back (if only to prevent them from enlisting with

the enemy or dying in his prisons), all conspired to keep the ex-

changes going, however unequally. 4 Again and again orders were

given to adjust the flow of men in the light of the calculated balance,

and temporary suspensions were accordingly common, but Pitt alone

possessed the acumen and strength to enforce at least a rough equality.

Moreover the fleet never benefited as much as it should have

done from such men as were actually sent back. For even when
the enemy acted in good faith, returning prisoners all too rarely

landed at the scheduled disembarkation port. They were often able

to seize control of the small boats used, land at some out of the way
spot, stay behind in the enemy's port, or otherwise elude the

authorities. Already in December 1692 the captain of a cartel ship

had ' much ado ' to get his prisoners to land at Plymouth by assuring

them that they would be granted ' tickets ' (for their pay?) on their

arrival there; twenty stayed behind and went into French privateers

' only for fear of being imprest ', and out of the whole batch of 228

men no more than ' several ' actually entered the fleet. 5 In Anne's

war inducements were again tried. Returning prisoners under the

rank of master and mate were given thirty days' leave on enlistment,

1 On 17 December 1760 the Sick and Hurt Commissioners calculated that the French

debt was only 632, although it rose to 2,537 if returns from Louisbourg, Quebec and
neutral ports, but not from Gibralter and the West Indies, were included (Ad.

98/8 /298). 2
Cf. e.g. Marine, B4

97, fo. 168.
3 This was never true of any other power in European waters. With the Spaniards,

thanks to their comparative naval insignificance and their deplorable habits both as

gaolers and gaoled, a tradition of a ' constant, general exchange ' grew up. This was
broken only during the American war, when a policy of ' no credit ' was pursued
towards both the Spanish and the Dutch until events (above all the fall of Minorca)

forced its abandonment (cf. my article, 'The treatment of prisoners of war in Britain

during the American War of Independence,' Bull. Inst. Hist. Res. xxviii (1955), 70-71).
4 Both sides too were well aware that a cartel boat offered one of the oldest excuses

for reconnaissance work. B S.P. 42/1/369.
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with id. per mile conduct money, so that they could visit their

families, and their pay was allowed from the date of enlistment.

(The navy was scarcely the loser, since their addresses were taken

and they became of course subject to naval discipline.) Inducements

of this sort rather than compulsion were also tried in the war of

1739-48 and in the Seven Years war. 1 In practice returning

prisoners were often impressed, but the Admiralty continued to

order men so pressed to be released and to offer protections at the

request of the Sick and Hurt Commissioners, who urged that other-

wise there was small chance of prisoners returning to the main

ports at all. 2 But as time went on compulsion was increasingly

resorted to, until in 1779 the Admiralty refused altogether to renew

their former exemption of returning prisoners from the press, and

finally in February 1780 gave instructions specifically intended to

prevent them from giving the Regulating Officer the slip. 3 It is

impossible, however, to hazard even a guess as to what proportion

of returning prisoners did serve with the fleet, although it may be

surmised that the number increased as all pretence of exempting

them from the press came to be abandoned. The rest no doubt

took to the sea again in some way or other, and as the navy threw its

net wider they may well have ended up in the fleet sooner or later.

All that is certain is that the common contemporary belief that

exchange could end all difficulties in manning the fleet was over-

optimistic. Perhaps the belief that it would encourage recruiting

and deter enlistment with the enemy after capture was better founded,

although some officers held that fighting tone might be lowered if

' being captured was a matter of entertainment rather than an

inconvenience '. But the benefits which the enemy in his turn

might derive were rarely calculated with sufficient care. 4

Yet Britain's exchanges of naval prisoners achieved something.

They went some way towards solving her most obstinate naval

problem, that of manning the fleet in time of war; and because her

methods were roughly adapted to her changing fortunes at sea,

her enemies usually failed to secure greater or even truly equivalent

gains. To this extent the course of naval exchange in the eighteenth

century not only reflected but actively assisted Britain's rise to

maritime supremacy.

Westfield College, London Olive Anderson

1 Ad. 1/3529, Sick and Hurt Commissioners to the Secretary to the Admiralty, 12

June 1742 and ends., and Ad. 2/520/276.
2 E.g. Ad. 98/1/82, Ad. 98/2/357, Ad. 98/3/236, Ad. 2/507/288, Ad. 2/503/433.

Sometimes men who had been pressed were simply offered leave to visit their families.
3 Ad. 3/90, 25 January 1780, Ad. 98/12/378. Their attitude became stiffer in the

Seven Years war, as indeed did their policy towards protections in general.
4 For example, the English transport monopoly which gave an advantage in timing

exchanges and detaining certain prisoners was jealously guarded till the later half of
the eighteenth century; it was not always realized that it also gave the French their

reinforcements first.
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Notes and Documents

The Actual English Losses in the Fall of Calcutta in IJ56

The English historian S. C. Hill, and following Hill, the Indian

historian Jadunath Sarkar, uncritically accept William Tooke's

estimate that the English losses in Bengal, as a result of Nawab
Sirajuddaullah's raids on the English settlements in 1756, amounted

to Rs. 22,500,000. Of this amount a loss of Rs. 9,500,000 is attri-

buted to the property of the East India Company and the rest to

private individuals. 1 Tooke's estimate is highly exaggerated. The

official figures, which have remained buried in the records of the

East India Company for a long time, were: Rs. 3,698,273 (£462,284)

for the Company's losses, and Rs. 3,946,138 (£493,267) for private

individuals. 2 The Company's losses may be broken down for the

different establishments in the following fashion

:

Rs.

Fort William Establishment . . . . .2,375,501
Kassimbazar Establishment (including Rs. 200,000 for the

factory) ........ 548,121

Dacca Establishment ...... 223,669

Other subordinate factories ..... 550,982

Total 3,698,273

Contrary to the asserrions that Sirajuddaullah was a plunderer,

the Fort William council, on the recovery of Calcutta reported

:

We had the pleasure to find that a very exact and particular care

had been taken of the money, goods and effects seized at the several

factories which were returned almost without loss, such parts of the

goods as had been sold by the government were regularly accounted

for, and the sums repaid. . . .
3

As a result of this the losses were reduced by Rs. 1,948,787

(£243,598) as follows: 4

1 William Tooke, ' Narrative of the Capture of Calcutta ', Bengal in 17J6-17J7, ed.

S. C. Hill, Indian Record Series, 3 vols. (London, 1905), i. 293; Hill's Introduction,

ibid, i, p. xcv; Jadunath Sarkar, History of Bengal, 2 vols. (Dacca, 1943-48), ii. 477.
2 Home Miscellaneous Series, lxviii, fos. 86-7, India Office Records, Commonwealth

Relations Office, London; Bengal Public Consultations, 13 October 1757, India

Office Records, Commonwealth Relations Office, London.
a Bengal Correspondence, Fort William Council to the Court of Directors,, 10

January 1758, India Office Records, Commonwealth Relations Office, London.
4 Home Miscellaneous Series, loc. cit.
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Recovered at Calcutta

Recovered at Dacca .

Recovered at other factories

Recovered from the government

Kassimbazar factory recovered .

9 1

Rs.

777,593

22,305

72,487

876,403

200,000

Total 1,948,787

Hence, the net loss of the Company in Bengal amounted to Rs.

1,749,486 (£218,683). This is very close to Robert Orme's estimate

of Rs. 1,649, 149.
2 The losses at Calcutta alone were computed to

be Rs. 1, 223,440.
3

Southern Illinois University Brijen K. Gupta 4

1 This figure has been interpolated by me.
2 Orme Papers, O.V., xix, fos. 199-215. It is strange that this estimate should

have escaped Hill's attention. Hill has made extensive use of the Orme Papers, in-

cluding the nineteenth volume, in his collection, Bengal in 1J16-17J7. Or was Hill

merely suppressing this information because of the unfavourable view he held of
Sirajuddaullah? One wonders. Another estimate of the losses given in the British

Museum Additional MS. 12564 puts the figure at Rs. 2,215,675.
3 Bengal General Journal and Ledger, 1756-1757, fo. 127, India Office Records,

Commonwealth Relations Office, London.
4 The writer wishes to express his gratitude to Mr. Stanley C. Sutton of the India

Office Library for his assistance and many kindnesses.
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Sir Charles Trevelyan at the Treasury

During the nineteen years that Sir Charles Trevelyan was assistant

secretary at the Treasury (1840 to 1859), copies of his semi-official

letters were transcribed in chronological order into manuscript

books, and appparently taken away by him when he left. At any

rate they were found a few years ago at his home, Wallington,

Northumberland. There are thirty-eight volumes of these letters

containing over 11,000 pages of correspondence. This material

does not appear to have been used previously by any historian,

and it therefore seems worth while indicating its scope and suggest-

ing some of the things which can be learnt from it.
1 The volumes

are labelled ' Private ', meaning ' not official ', that is letters not

written by direction of the lords of the Treasury. A great deal of

important business was then, as now, dealt with by semi-official

correspondence, a practice which at that time had an added con-

venience, as official letters had, it seems, to be published if called for

by parliament. Trevelyan therefore took much less care about the

content of his semi-official, than of his official correspondence, a

fact which, combined with his notorious tendency to be rash and

outspoken, enhances the value of these volumes. The subjects

covered by the letter-books may be roughly classified into three

broad groups

:

(i) the commissariat;

(ii) the public finances and the civil service;

(iii) Trevelyan's own particular interests.

In ordinary times responsibility for the commissariat (group i)

involved mainly staff matters, the buying of provisions, fixing the

amount of specie to be held by commissariat officers all over the

world, and other miscellaneous subjects such as ordnance maps,

mailships, and overseas mails. In extraordinary times, such as the

Irish and Scottish famines, the scope of the work expanded greatly,

and for long periods virtually all the correspondence is concerned

with famine relief measures and their aftermath, e.g. the repayment

of loans, drainage awards, schemes for land improvement, &c.

1 1 am indebted to Sir Charles Trevelyan's grandson, the late Rt. Hon. Sir Charles

Trevelyan, Bt., for giving me access to the correspondence and allowing me to transfer

it temporarily to the Bodleian Library, where as a result of Lady Trevelyan's kind

agreement, it is now on revocable deposit. Besides the thirty-eight volumes discussed

in this article, the collection in the Bodleian includes another six volumes, which contain

copies of letters written by Trevelyan between 1859 and 1865 when he was governor

of Madras and Finance Minister in India.
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There are also many letters about staff and supplies during the first

year of the Crimean war.

In group ii one can include letters about the expenditure and

accounts of the Treasury and its dependencies (e.g. audit office, post

office, &c.) and indeed of all government departments. These

range from such comparatively minor matters as allowances to

messengers, economies in office equipment, the printing and dis-

tribution of government and parliamentary papers, to major re-

organizations of financial and accounting systems, the internal

organization of many offices, and finally the whole method of

appointment to the civil service itself. There are also many letters

about bullion and minting.

Trevelyan's own particular interests (group iii), were wide and

miscellaneous. He had something of a passion for information on

almost any subject, and many of the letters consist of requests to

commissariat officers and others to write to him at length about the

country in which they were stationed or on any other matter. In

return he would send them letters of encouragement, but usually

coupling this with an exhortation to 'keep it up', and perhaps re-

minding them of some shady incident in their past. There are also

many letters to the editor of The Times asking him to publish some-

thing, and often complaining a day or so later that this had not been

done. Then there are letters about military affairs, e.g. the dis-

position of troops in all parts of the empire in peace and war; others

about India especially during the late eighteen-fifties ; letters to

Indians whom he was trying to help, and a few to relatives usually

about their financial affairs. There are also many on his favourite

hobby horse, the substitution of the roman for the arabic alphabet

in oriental languages, which would, he thought, inter alia solve the

problem of India by spreading the Christian spirit.

This is by no means an exhaustive survey of the scope of the

correspondence, but it indicates the formidable array of topics

involved, which range even more widely since, whatever the subject,

Trevelyan was often as much interested in compiling a history of its

past and securing records for the future as in solving the immediate

problem. Often he did this in response to, or in anticipation of,

parliamentary demands, but at other times he seems to have been

motivated by a rather undiscriminating desire for records for their

own sake. The limitations of the material are that it does not in-

clude the letters received by Trevelyan, nor quite all his semi-

official correspondence: copies of some letters of which the originals

are in the Gladstone papers are absent, for no obvious reason;

others also may be missing. Nor does this collection enable one

to get a comprehensive view of all the work of the Treasury; for

Trevelyan, though often referred to as its ' official head ', was not

concerned with some branches of its work. In particular he had
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virtually no control over the appointment of staff to the Treasury

itself. Moreover many of the letters are, if taken by themselves,

not of much intrinsic interest, though even these, if looked at in

bulk, throw some light on the civil service at this period.

To a great extent the correspondence confirms and amplifies

what was already known about Trevelyan from other sources: he

does not emerge as la2y, corrupt, weak, tactful, cautious or defeatist.

Thus his obsession with the importance of hard work is constantly

apparent. He himself worked extremely haid : his normal office

hours were 10 a.m. to about 6 p.m. for six days a week, with no

interval for lunch; and he would refuse any invitation which inter-

fered with his working hours, even if it was in aid of a cause which

he supported, such as mechanics' institutes. 1 He hardly ever took

more than one day off at Christmas, a few days at Easter, and at the

most one month in the summer. In abnormal times {e.g. during the

Irish famine) he worked literally all hours, late at night and early in

the morning, starting often at 6 a.m. and once at 3 a.m. He even

moved into lodgings to save two hours a day for his public duties,

sending his family away from home. He hardly took any annual

leave during the Irish crisis, and if he did go away his work went

with him. And he expected others to work as hard as he did. When
he took a holiday, he was at pains to impress on other officials that he

was going on strictly public grounds, that he was not idling even

when he was away, and that on his return he would not leave his

place at the Treasury for another year. He frequently advised or

told senior officials in Ireland not to leave their posts, even when

their health was failing, and he would not allow them to come to

England except on public business. He was particularly hard on

the chairman of the Board of Works (Col. H. D. Jones). Thus in

June 1 848 Trevelyan would not let him take a month's leave in the

autumn; Jones had after all, he pointed out, not been at his desk

all the time, but on tour, so his health could not be too bad; if

Trevelyan agreed to Jones taking leave, he would be guilty of ' an

unpardonable weakness ' and would be doing ' a serious injury ' to

Jones. 2 In another case a wretched official suffering from the

climate of Sierra Leone was severly reprimanded by Trevelyan for

saying that he felt jaded every day after his duties were over: his

expressions were ' inconsistent with the propriety of official corres-

pondence '. 3 To Trevelyan pleasure and ease were clearly suspect

if not positively wicked. It is not surprising to find that he pre-

ferred the Germans to the French (and what were the English but

improved Germans ? he once asked),4 or that he feared the ' ener-

vating and in some respects debasing influence of a long peace \ 5

1 Letters of 3 May 1852 and 1 Dec. 1855. Unless otherwise stated, all date references

in footnotes are to Trevelyan's letters. * 23 June 1848.
3 17 May 1852. 4 8 Dec. 1852. 5 28 May 1853.
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That Trevelyan was energetic and ' took the side of improve-

ment ' as Macaulay put it, is also amply confirmed. For instance he

made many changes in the commissariat which he found in a

depressed state when he came to the Treasury. He tackled the

estimates, accounts and auditing systems of many offices (e.g. woods
and forests, Board of Health, and the naval and military departments),

the finances of the London Gazette, the organization of the mint,

the arrangements for publishing and distributing parliamentary

papers: he got Spottiswoode's rates down and then turned to

Hansard's; and he was particularly relentless about the prison and

poor law reports, over half of which were, he discovered, not dis-

posed of. He considered Edwin Chadwick a reckless spendthrift

who ' had never shown any feeling about the public money except

to get as much as he could of it ' which alone ' disqualified him from

office \* Other matters to which he directed his reforming energies

include the payment of fees on appointment to certain posts, the

abolition of hereditary pensions, the improvement of government

buildings, and minor economies in government offices on candles,

wax and stationery. Whenever he could detect anything which he

thought obsolete or rubbishy, he was on to it. Could the practice

not be abolished, or at least performed more economically? Thus
writing to Shaw-Lefevre (the deputy clerk of the parliaments) he

pointed out that sixteen hundred and fifty people (M.P.s and others)

were being supplied at the public expense with comparatively costly

copies of forms of prayer and thanksgiving as perquisites for their

own use which they could and should buy for one penny each. 2

On another occasion he wrote that ' No shadow of excuse existed

for maintaining the Edinburgh Gazette \ 3 His hair stood on end

at the immorality, as he saw it, of certain legal establishments, and

at the evidence of jobbery they supplied, and he did what he could

to get improvements made. He was also scandalized by the state

of the public records and was in constant communication with the

master of the rolls about their profusion and neglect. All these

activities of Trevelyan's provide further evidence for Professor

Edward Hughes's statement that Trevelyan ' laid the basis of

modern Treasury practice ', 4 and they illustrate how Trevelyan set

about accomplishing his aim of making the Treasury ' really a

supervising office '. 5

Moreover in his concern for the reform of financial and adminis-

trative practices, he did not forget the improvement of the mind.

Thus he took great trouble building up a library at the Treasury;

one of his methods was to ask public figures to present to it copies

of their works, and if they did not respond, to remind them he

1 14 Feb. 1853.
2 6 April 1850.

3 10 May 1853.
4 Ante, l.xiv (1949), 54.

5 Letter from Trevelyan to Gladstone, 9 Feb. 1854, ubi supra n. 4, 207.
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was still waiting.1 Every clerk in the Treasury was to be supplied

with a list of the works in the library in the hope that he would

profit by it.
2 Trevelyan would suggest to officials on sick leave how

they could improve their professional knowledge, adding that this

was not incompatible with the restoration of their health. 3 The
method prescribed was usually to read Adam Smith. On one

occasion he sent to Dublin extracts from the Wealth of Nations and

from Burke's Thoughts on Scarcity and asked that all the staff should

be given copies. Moreover the inscribers of what Trevelyan called

' bungled hieroglyphics ' were relentlessly pursued : officials were

reproved for their punctuation and writing, and for not starting a

new paragraph for each subject, and they were advised what authors

to study in the winter months in order to improve their style. 4

Even Sir John Herschel, the master of the mint, did not escape

strictures on his writing, though this did not secure him authority

from Trevelyan for an extra clerk for copying. 5 These are only

some of the spheres which engaged Trevelyan's reforming zeal.

Nor did he in these pursuits display any more tact than we have

been previously led to believe. For instance he sent Sir Randolph

Routh, chairman of the Relief Commission in Ireland, a copy of a

letter from Labouchere, the chief secretary, which said that Routh
' provoked him not a little now and then '. When Routh complained,

Trevelyan would not apologize for his gaucherie\ on the contrary

he asked Routh to reassure him he would not mind this sort of

thing happening, as otherwise Trevelyan would in future have to

expurgate letters. 6 Once he included in papers laid before parlia-

ment some semi-official letters from Sir John Burgoyne, who was
then chairman of the Relief Commission. When Burgoyne com-
plained, Trevelyan merely asked him ' to continue to write with

freedom in full reliance that nothing will be published contrary to

his wishes '. 7 As early as 1842, writing to Kay-Shuttleworth, who
was then secretary to the Committee on Education, Trevelyan said

' our treasury notions of official regularity are set on edge by the

summary and informal nature of your answers to our references ',

and he then detailed curtly the deficiencies in Kay-Shuttleworth's

answers. 8 And when Trevelyan was awarded a gratuity of a year's

salary for his extra work on Irish relief, he sent a copy of the chan-

cellor's minute to Jones in Ireland asking him to show it to his

colleagues ' all of whom I flatter myself will be pleased with it '. 9

1
31 March 1853. 2 22 Dec. 1851. 3 26 March 1856.

4 E.g. 5 Nov. 1849 and 27 Nov. 185 1.
5 10 June 1852.

6 Dec. 1846. 7
15 April 1847. 8 7 March 1842.

9
15 Sept. 1847. Trevelyan's salary at this time was £2,500 a year. It had risen

to this figure in March 1845 apparently as a result of a claim made by Trevelyan.

Previously, from 1840, it had been £2,000, and not £2,500 as is stated on page 30 of

the reprint in Public Administration, vol. xxxii (1954) of Mr, Hughes's article in History,

xxvii (1942).
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Sometimes when he was offering advice on matters outside his

official ambience, he seems to have anticipated resentment, and to

have tried to overcome it by stating his qualifications for advising.

Thus when telling the military and even the secretary of state for

war how to dispose troops, which he was constantly doing, his

excuse, apart from his concern with the commissariat, was some-

times that he had been enormously impressed by a paper written by

Sir Charles Metcalfe many years ago (about 1815) concerning the

distribution of forces in India. And when writing to a friend at

India House about the army in India at the time of the Mutiny, his

justification was that he had given evidence before the army purchase

commission. 1 On another occasion his excuse was that he wanted

to be of use to someone who had been kind to him: thus Sir Charles

Metcalfe was given Trevelyan's views on Canadian finance when he

was appointed head of the Canadian Government in 1843. 2 But at

other times he could think of no better excuse than ' If you are not

above receiving a hint in your new capacity as . .
.'. 3 Or quite

blatantly, he had ' a larger experience of this class of subjects [state

assistance for soldiers' wives] and had bestowed more thought on it

than most people ', so he would fail in his duty to his correspondent

and through him to the public weal if he did not give his opinion

against such aid. 4 One wonders what the officials at India House

felt when they received an apparently unsolicited letter from

Trevelvan saying ' he had observed with great pain ' a growing

relaxation in the practice and feeling in regard to the acceptance

of presents by officials from natives. 5

As to his famous integrity, his ' rigid integrity ' as Macaulay

called it, he emerges on the whole unscathed. Thus he always

refused to relax rules, for instance those regarding promotion, how-

ever great the pressure put upon him. He saw himself as waging a

perpetual war against private interests, 6 and whilst he would quite

often accept gifts, he would always tell the donor there must be no

more. 7 But it would seem that his reputation does not emerge

higher than on the whole unscathed. For there seem certain blemishes

here, mainly in connection with getting appointments for his own
relations. It was already known that he approved of a system

under which officials could be rewarded by the nomination of one

son to a post, in order to goad them on to greater exertions; but

it does not seem to have been realized that Trevelyan freely applied

this principle to himself, and that he considered that his exertions

warranted the appointment of many of his relations or connections,

1 27 June 1857.
2

3 July 1843.
3 E.g. 18 Dec. 1841. *

5 Jan. 1858.
5
7 Feb. 1842.

6 E.g. 10 May 1853 where he writes: 'This preference of private to public in-

terests is becoming more glaring even' day.'

7 E.g. 13 Feb. 1846 and 9 June 184S.

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCIV G
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•though in the case of other claimants he normally drew the line at

more than one. 1 The most flagrant instance of this is his efforts to

get his brother various jobs in India. He was constantly com-

mending him: the recipients of these solicitations include Sir

Charles Napier, Lord John Russell, Lord Fitz Clarence and Lord

Elphinstone, and the excuse is always Trevelyan's own services,

past and future, to India. He had no personal claim on whoever

the patron was, but he ' had worked hard for India in his youth . . .

and had neglected no opportunity of promoting the interests of

India in his after life '. 2 Whether the appointment of his brother

would promote the interests of India, he never mentioned. In

another instance, he recommended a man because he was the son

of someone whose brother-in-law had stood by Trevelyan in

Bengal. 3 Similarly when recommending a cousin (Digby Neave)

as an assistant poor law commissioner, he said he could not judge

of his fitness for the post, but it would be gratifying to him
(Trevelyan) if he were employed. 4 He also helped his brother-in-

law, Charles Macaulay, to get various appointments. Trevelyan

continued to press the claims of his relations even after he had been

badly let down in 1847 by a dissolute cousin for whom he had

obtained employment.

Indeed the extent to which he approved the practice of appoint-

ing officials' sons was not, it would seem, previously known. More-

over his actions in this sphere seem to be slightly inconsistent with

his views. For if he was so keen to improve the quality of entrants

to the civil service, why did he not try to raise the standard of that

part of it over which he had some influence or control ? Instead of

which, he seems never to have considered a candidate's qualifica-

tions, but only whether the father ' had a claim ' on the government

or deserved encouragement, or whether the appointment would

stir others to greater exertions. 5 The answer would seem to be that

Trevelyan, like many others, regarded the right to have one son or

relation appointed, if one had worked hard, as part of one's emolu-

ments; 6 also that he had a rather simple belief in the possibility of

improving people by exhortations and moral sermons of various

kinds. He seems to have thought that anyone could do virtually

anything if he tried : hence his perpetual emphasis on exertions and

on the stick and carrot method. Nevertheless it is queer that

1 Requests for the appointment of his relations other than his brother were made
on 29 June 1843, 26 Nov. 1846, and 6 March 1849.

2 21 Nov. 1853.
3 10 and 20 Nov. 1848. 4 6 March 1848.

5 See, e.g. letter of 31 May 1843 in which a commissariat officer was told his son

could not have a Treasury clerkship because the father had not distinguished himself

by a more than ordinary degree of merit.
6 Thus on 6 Feb. 1856 Trevelyan wrote of the need to compensate civil servants

by improved superannuation for the loss of this right through the introduction of

examinations.
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Trevelyan stuck so firmly to a belief in the value of this practice, as

he was only too well aware of some of the unfortunate appointments

which resulted from it in the Treasury itself—the inefficient son of

his predecessor, Sir Alexander Spearman, who had to be constantly

reproved, and the feckless son of Sir George Clerk who had been

secretary to the Treasury from 1841 to 1845. In the latter case

Trevelyan wrote constantly to the father during a period of five

years (1848-53) pointing out the boy's delinquencies: he had

arrived punctually only a dozen times during a whole year; he had

taken three months annual leave; he had been absent without

excuse for nearly half the time, &c. ... In the end Trevelyan

suggested the army as a cure for his indolence, with what success is

not apparent.

It is not possible here to deal fully with the vast correspondence

about the Irish and Scottish famines contained in the letter-books,

and a few points only will be made. A great deal of material

consists of long sermons from Trevelyan to government officials

and organizers of private charitable funds on the demoralizing effect

of getting something for nothing, whether the recipient was a

landlord or a peasant. ' To give to those who are not in want must

do unmixed harm.' 1 ' The bolstering and cockering system has

been carried to the utmost—people under it have grown worse

rather than better.' 2 Dependence on others was a ' moral disease
'

and must be eradicated. 3 Trevelyan believed the Irish famine was

the judgment of God on an indolent and unselfreliant people, and

as God had sent the calamity to teach the Irish a lesson, that calamity

must not be too much mitigated: the selfish and indolent must

learn their lesson so that a new and improved state of affairs would

arise. 4 However as the distress was aggravated by ignorance,

efforts should be made by individuals (not by the government if

possible) to relieve it; but they must not distribute relief with such

a liberal hand that what was meant for a blessing was turned into a

curse. He regarded deaths by starvation as ' a discipline ', a painful

one admittedly, but nevertheless a discipline, and he considered that

they were a smaller evil than bankruptcy, for through them a

greater good was to be obtained for Ireland and the whole British

nation. 5 Similarly high prices were a check imposed by God and

nature when there was a scarcity. 6 He constantly emphasized that

indirect permanent advantages would accrue to Ireland from the

crisis, not because improvements would be made on the land by,

for example, drainage (in fact he was always trying to prevent

improvements being made on landlords' properties at someone

else's expense), but because there would be a sort of social regenera-

tion: society would inevitably right itself though the process would

1
30 March 1847. 2 28 May 1847.

3
15 Jan. 1848.

4 6 and 9 Oct. 1846. 6 11 Feb. 1848. 6 6 Jan. 1847.
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be painful. This belief buoyed Trevelyan up through what even

he, tough as he was, felt as a painful time, and his only moments of

doubt were when he feared the Irish might not after all be better for

the calamity. His own conscience was clear for he exerted himself

day and night to draw out local effort and mobilize local resources.

That this was Trevelyan's general attitude at this period was already

known, 1 but the fervour with which he held these views and the

insistence with which he propounded them have perhaps not been

fully realized.

The correspondence illustrates the ignorance of Irish affairs

which has often been noticed before. Thus in August 1846

Trevelyan asked Routh for information about the territorial divi-

sions of the country, 2 and he often complained about the difficulty

of getting full and accurate knowledge. Trevelyan himself seems

to have had little contact with the Irish problem before he was

plunged into the relief operations in November 1845. He had been

to the country once for a short tour in 1843, but he did not go again,

except for about a week in October 1847 at Lord John Russell's

suggestion, and then he went only to Dublin. 3 Mr. Hughes writes

of him as ' back in London ' in 1848,4 which suggesting as it does

that he had been administering Irish relief from Ireland, is perhaps

a little misleading. Trevelyan no doubt built up some knowledge

about Ireland in a remarkably short time, but one cannot help

thinking that it would have been better if he had left his desk more
often and gone to test his theories on the spot, particularly his views

on self-help and charity, before they became entrenched dogmas.

On Ireland as on many other matters, Trevelyan's analysis and

cures were too simple and naive. Thus in August 1846 he advo-

cated one united effort of all classes in Ireland to get through the

crisis, 5 and in the spring of 1 847 he hoped that ' a new era of active

industry and exertion on the part of all classes of society in Ireland

had commenced '. 6 He seems to have been unaware of the aggrava-

tion caused by the religious situation : for instance he was constantly

trying to get the roman catholic church to support the government

and to help generally by inculcating the duties of obedience to the

law. 7 He admitted there was an agrarian problem, but he was

against tenant right and all agrarian reform schemes :
8 the remedy

lay in stimulating the landlords to behave better. The officials in

Ireland must make the landlords less selfish; they had risen to the

occasion in 1839; he ' cannot believe they are less kind or liberal

now '. 9 Lord Sligo should remit rents in bad times, 10 and, as Col.

1 See The Great Famine, edited by R. Dudley Edwards and T. Desmond Williams

(1956), passim. 2 31 Aug. 1846.
3 His visit lasted from about 4 to 11 October 1847.

4 Ubi supra, 53.
5
31 Aug. 1846. 6 30 March 1847.

7 E.g. 31 Dec. 1847.
8 8 Dec. 1847. 9 4 Feb. 1846. ,0 30 Oct. 1846.
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Wyndham had for many years enjoyed a large income from his

estates, it was not unreasonable he should make some sacrifices. 1

Trevelyan had no doubts that his views were correct: he had, he

considered, wide experience of the size of tenures and such matters;

Irish affairs had been represented as all mystery and obscurity, but

they were perfectly plain and well understood by those who had

given ordinary attention to them. 2 Like many other Englishmen,

he wanted to produce a better state of society in Ireland without

interfering with property rights, for he was clear that to do so in

Ireland would destroy confidence in landed property in England

too.

Mr. Hughes refers to Trevelyan's book The Irish Crisis, which

appeared in 1 848, as ' a modest memorial to an outstanding adminis-

trative achievement \ 3 The vast apparatus of relief committees,

inspectors and so forth, which operated under Trevelyan's general

supervision, is certainly impressive, and no doubt saved many

thousands of lives; but nevertheless in some ways the organization

was weak. The correspondence abounds with hectic requests for

facts and figures on all kinds of issues, or about this or that district;

but Trevelyan never seems to have instituted a regular system of

proper returns. Moreover he easily got side-tracked into asking

for information of purely historical interest, for instance about the

famine of 1740, or the number of roads built in certain areas in

1822 and 183 1. For someone in his position he paid a fantastic

attention to details : thus when Lord John Russell had a small fund

for distribution, Trevelyan wished to know the individual cases of

greatest want and most distinguished exertion among whom it

might be divided; 4 he wrote a great many letters about small sums

which had been raised privately recommending how they should or

should not be spent; on one accasion he reported that the proceeds

of the Celtic ball were £38 29s. 1 id., not £36 7s. 5d. 5 A remarkable

amount of his time and energy was devoted to technical matters,

such as sending to India House for a specimen of a handmill, getting

stone masons to make a different one according to his instructions, 6

deciding whether boilers should be bricked up or not, finding

recipes for soup, telling people how to boil down the heads and

tails of cattle into jelly, or pursuing some scheme which took his

fancy because it was ' correct ' (i.e. provided incentives), for instance

prizes to the crews who caught most fish or stayed out longest at

night. This may have been inevitable at a time when the civil

service contained very few technical experts, but it was no doubt

intensified by Trevelyan's own natural interest in gadgets and

semi-scientific devices. The correspondence does not of course

reveal what the recipients of his letters thought of him; and one

1 24 Dec. 1846. 2 30 Nov. 1847.
3 Ubi supra, 53.

4 10 March 1847.
5 22 May 1847.

6 28 Oct. 1846.
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would like to know what Routh felt when he and his wife were

asked to see if one pound of Indian corn would satisfy them for a

day; 1 officials cannot have relished the bombardment of com-
munications to which they were subjected—often one every day

at least. Moreover even if The Irish Crisis is modestly written,

Trevelyan was certainly not modest about it. He sent it to every-

one he could think of from the pope, the king of Prussia, and

Guizot, to minor officials in the commissariat; and he was always

quite certain the recipients would read it with interest, especially

as it was * prepared with so much labour and attention to accuracy ',

and since he was, in his view, in a better position than anyone else

to write it.
2

Mr. Hughes does not confine his praise of Trevelyan as an

administrator to his performance on the Irish famine; he says,

speaking more generally, that he had ' superlative administrative

gifts '. 3 Clearly he had many great qualities as a civil servant:

enormous energy and drive; a capacity to make quick decisions

(often, indeed, too quick); a zeal for reform-—he never saw any

reason why the status quo should be accepted if it were not satisfactory

;

a passion for economy, which in so far as it was applied to govern-

mental processes, was probably healthy; and that fearlessness of

which so many people speak—though it is arguable that he was

more thick-skinned than brave.

But he also lacked some of the attributes of a good official.

For instance, being convinced that he was indispensable, he was

clearly bad at delegating work. Even during the Irish famine

crisis, he would normally open all letters himself. And at all times

he wrote letters on many minor matters which in a properly

organized office would have been a subordinate's responsibility.

It was obviously absurd, if true as Trevelyan stated, that his absence

from the office for over an hour in the middle of the day was

attended with considerable inconvenience. 4 He was in fact in

many respects a bad organizer. If something needed doing, his

first instinct was to do it himself. He did not sit back and calmly

survey what others were doing to see where the machine needed

strengthening. Rather he would rush impetuously into the breach,

or write off a dozen letters exhorting everyone to work harder in

imitation of him.

Moreover in judging Trevelyan as an administrator, one must

remember that he was in charge of the commissariat during the

first year of the Crimean war. It would undoubtedly be wrong to

assign a large share of the responsibility for the disasters to him,

but the correspondence does not add to his reputation, though it

illustrates his great confidence in himself. Thus at the beginning

1
3 Dec. 1846. 2 E.g. 20 Dec. 1847, and 4, 12 and 14 Jan. 1848.

3 Ubi supra, 53. * 3 Sept. 1846.
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he sent out to Lord Raglan a man whom he recommended as chief

commanding officer by saying that he was attached to the army in

the Peninsular War and, Trevelyan added, he would have ' as

efficient a department as ever accompanied a British army into the

field \ x Then follows a mass of correspondence about every con-

ceivable detail : the purchase of mules, the drying of oats, biscuit,

beer, the merits of roasted and unroasted coffee, &c. . . . But the

general impression gained is that the organization was very amateur-

ish, and that Trevelyan wholly failed to realize the shortcomings of

the commissariat. Thus he argued and fought fiercely against its

transfer to the secretary of state for war: the practice worked well

on the whole, he said, though it could be improved; and one should

not make a hasty change. 2 This was six weeks after the first reports

of scandals in The Times, which Trevelyan regarded as unreliable.

In fact throughout he referred to the alleged failure of the commis-

sariat as a misrepresentation and an ' immense crop of lies ', which

had wounded him a lot. 3 The task was clearly beyond him, and

his only remedy was to write more and more hectic letters, and to

dissipate his energies on eccentric schemes such as getting pam-

phlets about eastern languages prepared for the troops, and in

sending commissariat officers New Testaments in Bulgarian

and Serbian, asking them to let him know what differences they

observed between the Bulgarian and Russian languages. 4 On the

Florence Nightingale issue he seems to have been sound, giving

orders that she should be helped, 5 but even she, one would imagine,

might have welcomed fewer religious periodicals for the sick and

more efficacious medical supplies.

On civil service reform, the main addition to our knowledge

made by the letter-books is that they supply some information about

those enquiries into government departments which took place

between 1848 and 1853 of which particulars were not made public in

parliamentary papers or elsewhere. The existence of these enquiries

is referred to in general terms by Mr. Hughes in his article in this

Review where he writes :
' In the early fifties all the principal

offices came in for investigation and report.' 6 It is now possible

to supply some detailed information about them and to date them

rather more exactly. There are references in the letter-books to

investigations into the following establishments : the Home Office

in 1848, the Irish Public Record Office and the law courts in 1849,

the Foreign Office in 1850, the War Office in 1852, and the Board

1
13 Feb. 1854.

2 E.g. 8 and 13 June 1854.
3 23 April 1855.
4 22 July 1854. In 1857 he had a scheme to distribute to all private soldiers in

India a New Testament in Hindustani and English.
5
19 Oct. 1854.

8 Ubi supra, 5 3

.
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of Control in 1854. 1 There is also a suggestion that the Admiralty

and dockyards were investigated in 1848-9. The correspondence

reveals that the membership of the committee of investigation in

the case of the Home Office consisted of Trevelyan, Gibson Craig

(a lord of the Treasury) and Sir George Cornewall Lewis (under

secretary at the Home Office) ; that for the War Office of Trevelyan,

Lord Chandos (a lord of the Treasury) and R. M. Bromley (secretary

to the Audit Board) ; and that for the Board of Control of Trevelyan,

Sir Stafford Northcote and Sir Thomas Redington (secretary to the

Board). The reports themselves are however unfortunately not

amongst the correspondence. 2

A little light is also thrown on the procedure of the committees

of investigation into the separate departments, the thoroughness of

their enquiries, and the implementation of their reports. The time

which elapsed between starting work on an enquiry and producing

a draft report seems to have been about two months. Trevelyan's

procedure was usually to draft the report himself if he was on the

committee of enquiry, though Bromley seems to have done the one

on the War Office; next, to ascertain that the political head of the

office concerned agreed with it; then to send it to the department

officially for observations, and finally to get the chancellor of the

exchequer to authorize the necessary action. But these processes

did not always work smoothly. Thus long and bitter battles took

place between Trevelyan and both the War Office and the Foreign

Office. Benjamin Hawes of the War Office suggested in December

1852 that the committee had not taken enough time over its in-

vestigations. Trevelyan replied that they could really not enter

into an official correspondence then; he pointed out that the com-

mittee had urged a new registry system, for it was doubtful whether

the existing one could cope with an increase of business in war time,

even if enlarged, and that Hawes had not even been to look at the

Treasury registry. On 14 January 1853 Hawes produced a counter

report, an action described by Trevelyan as a ' flagrant breach of

trust and dereliction of duty '. Hawes was backed by Sydney

Herbert who condemned Trevelyan's report as inaccurate and too

hasty. Trevelyan then issued a rejoinder to Hawes's report. After

1 The statement made by Professor Wheare on pp. 9-10 of his lecture on The Civil

Service in the Constitution (University of London, 1954) that the Home Office, Foreign

Office and service departments were not investigated therefore needs correction. The
Home Office enquiry was referred to by Mr. Hughes in his article in History, xxvii

(1942), 61.
2 It is not clear why only some of the reports were published in parliamentary

papers ; but the answer may be that this was not done when the department concerned

did not accept the recommendations made in the report. Alongside those which were
published, Trevelyan was able to place an official letter from the department accepting

at any rate most of the report, and a Treasury minute authorizing the necessary action.

The letter books reveal that this would certainly not have been possible in the case of
the Home Office, Foreign Office and War Office.
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that the correspondence seems to have petered out for a time,

except for a rather rude letter from Trevelyan to Hawes which

cannot have improved their relations, telling him not to ask by-

official communication for the return of letters. This was, however,

nothing compared to the later occasion when Trevelyan sent back

to Hawes a badly written letter which had been enclosed by the

War Office when writing to the Treasury. 1 Trevelyan asked when
the writer was appointed and by whom he was examined. But

Hawes had a perfectly good answer : the letter came from the Home
Office. Undaunted, Trevelyan then sent the correspondence to

the Home Office saying that ' if this artist is a public servant, the

public time and money ought not to be thus wasted '. But clearly even

Trevelyan was defeated in his attempts to reform the War Office,

and he himself realized this, for in December 1858 he wrote to

G. A. Hamilton, the financial secretary to the Treasury, as follows

:

Although it grieves me to say so, it is my duty to state my opinion

that the war office establishment has not been reduced to order and

is under no real control. The waste of power and money from the

overgrown unorganised bulk of the body of 400 to 500 clerks, from

the habit they have all acquired of interminable written remarks,

and from the absence of consolidated and revised regulations, is

extremely painful to every person who has the public interest at

heart. Look at this correspondence and at that . . . sent to you
yesterday, and at the weak and superficial attempt in the accompany-

ing printed memorandum to pursue the eccentricities of this monster

establishment. 2

Trevelyan was not, it would seem, much more successful in

getting his way with the Foreign Office. In August 1852 he com-

plained to Gibson Craig that Addington, the permanent under

secretary, had neglected the report, and was now asking for extra

clerks without making any reference to the investigation. 3 And in

January 1853 Trevelyan complained to Addington himself that his

' department had of late years shown a great disinclination to

co-operate with the treasury in matters in which the treasury is

charged with a responsibility and is entitled to an influential voice '.

Addington, the letter continued, had had the report on the Foreign

Office since August 1850, but no notice had been taken of it except

to quote it as an authority for a retrospective rise in salary, which

was connected in the report with reforms to which no allusion was

made. Moreover in October 1850, Addington had been sent a

report on office keepers in secretary of state offices, establishments

' which abound with obselete, expensive and unfair anomalies ',

but absolutely no notice had been taken of it, although it was con-

curred in by the Foreign Office member of the committee. Trevelyan

added that he made this observation in perfect good humour. 4

1
1 May 1856. 2

31 Dec. 1858. 3
5 Aug. 1852. * 25 Jan. 1853.
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Whether this was believed or not, his next letter written four days

later cannot have improved his relations with Addington, for he

returned to him a letter signed by the Foreign Secretary, asking for

£5,000 extra for messengers, in order that the Foreign Office could

re-apply giving a proper explanation of their demand. Later, on

another issue, Trevelyan complained to Gladstone that the Foreign

Office assumed to itself an exclusive and superior position, but he

added that this pretension was by no means admitted by the Treasury

or by the other secretary of state offices. 1

As to the main Trevelyan-Northcote enquiry into the civil

service as a whole, the letter books confirm the view that it was the

culmination of many years of thought and work, mainly on the part

of Trevelyan, and not just a flash in the pan. Thus writing on 14

March 1854 to John Parker who had been a joint secretary at the

Treasury, Trevelyan said he had brought the result of fourteen years

continued labour to a distinct issue. There is in fact no evidence to

suggest that he had begun to think about the civil service as a whole

until the middle of the eighteen-forties, but he was probably right

in claiming in May 1848 to Sir Francis Baring that he had for long

had a deep impression of the importance of improving the character

of the public civil service. 2 At any rate Trevelyan seems at this

time to have been contemplating something fairly radical, for he

wrote to Earl Grey:

I cannot abandon the hope of the very important reform which

I know may be made in the constitution of the principal government

offices without affecting any existing interests, except a temporary

curtailment of the patronage system may be so called; and the

prospective changes proposed would go much beyond the mere

diminution of public expenditure, the principal object being to

improve the spirit and character of this important branch of the

public service, by employing the gentlemen composing it from the

first on duties worthy of them. 3

In September 1848 Trevelyan sent Cornewall Lewis a paper on the

public establishments which he seems to have written some time

before; and in December 1848 he wrote to Lord John Russell:

If all that is in progress is carried through in the spirit with which

all the parties now appear to be animated, the financial reform

associations will have nothing left to do, and the present period

will be distinguished above all others in this country for practical

executive improvements. There never was a subject which promised

so largely to reward the pains bestowed upon it, for there cannot

be a doubt that practical executive administration has, as a general

rule, been very much neglected in this country. Everything is

sacrificed to parliament, and the main object to which all others

yield is to get well through the session and then after some necessary

1 28 April 1854. 2 24 May 1848. 3
5 May 1848.
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relaxation, to consider how to get through the next. Most of the

civil establishments are so much in excess that the mere fact of

reducing them increases their efficiency by forcing people to work
and substituting habits of activity for an idle, listless state of half

employment. 1

In July 1849 Trevelyan sent Macaulay a paper on the mode of

appointing persons to civil departments in this country, asking him
for his opinion on the plan and manner of expression, and added

that they must try to give the general call for more efficient service,

which existed, a better direction than if the crude and superficial

views of certain M.P.s were to prevail. 2 The next month he sent

another paper of his to Lord John Russell, adding that he was not

blaming the dispensers of patronage but the system, which involved

gross though often unintentional abuses. 3 From Trevelyan's next

letter it looks as if Russell had been interested in his ideas and had

suggested appointing a committee on the matter. For Trevelyan

was ' gratified and encouraged ' by his reply and took the oppor-

tunity to give Russell his viewr
s on the value of promotion by merit,

and on the stimulating influence of adequate rewards, and he

promised all assistance in his power in carrying out any course of

proceeding Russell might determine on. 4 Soon after, when sending

his memorandum on fees and stamps on civil appointment to

Sir Charles Wood, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, he said that

the subject had an indirect bearing on what appeared to him more
called for than any other administrative reform, namely an improve-

ment in the character and efficiency of the permanent civil service. 5

The next day he sent the paper on fees to Russell, adding that it

was almost a necessity something should be done about the civil

service. Moreover a month before the appointment of the

Trevelyan-Northcote committee, Trevelyan wrote to a friend in

India House saying he was engaged on a committee of revision of

government offices and asked for a copy of Lord William Bentinck's

' merit-fostering minute ' which might be of use to him. 6

But in spite of these many years of cogitation and consultation,

it seems probable that Trevelyan did not begin actually drafting

the main report until the middle of October 1853; for when writing

to Gladstone on 15 September 1853 before going on a month's

leave, sending him copies of some of the reports on individual

offices, and reporting the position of others, he said

:

But by far the most important work which we have before us

is the preparation of the general report to which our attention was

called by the second paragraph of the treasury minute of 1 2 April

last, the object of which will be to suggest improvements applic-

able to the whole of the civil departments.

1 16 Dec. 1848. 2
17 July 1849.

3
7 Aug. 1849.

4
13 Aug. 1849. 5 27 Aug. 1849.

6
15 March 1853.
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The letter-books throw some light on Trevelyan's relations with

Northcote, and on the part Northcote played in civil service

reform. One might well imagine that Trevelyan would have

despised Northcote, or been impatient with him; for as Professor

Wheare says, he was ' a sober and cautious character; the politics of

passion were not his field \* But in fact Trevelyan seems to have

thought well of Northcote and to have relied on him a good deal.

Thus Trevelyan suggested him for inclusion on the committee of

enquiry into the Poor Law Board in April 1853 after he had had

experience of working with him on the enquiry into the Board of

Trade. And writing to Northcote in May 1853 when Northcote

had announced that he was hoping to be adopted as a candidate for

parliament, Trevelyan urged him not to forget the serious address

he had made to him as to the vital importance of the series of

enquiries into the public establishments ' in which we are engaged

together ', and his assurance that his election to the house of com-

mons would not prevent his going through with it. Northcote

possessed (Trevelyan continued) the qualifications for this great

work, which are so rare, in so remarkable a degree, that if he were

to fail him, Trevelyan would despair of its ever being accomplished

in his time. When Northcote was not adopted as parliamentary

candidate, Trevelyan wrote that his loss was Trevelyan's gain. Then
he typically kept Northcote up to the mark by saying that though he

could not meet him for a few days, Northcote would no doubt be

able to occupy his time usefully by going on with the poor law

report or in other ways. 2 On another occasion Trevelyan referred to

Northcote as his friend whose assistance had enabled him to bring

the result of fourteen years of continued labour to a distinct issue. 3

But there is nevertheless confirmation for the view that Northcote's

part in preparing the main report was a minor one. Thus when
writing to Gladstone on 15 September 1853, Trevelyan said:

The accompanying official letter from Sir Stafford Northcote

. . . defines his personal engagement in connection with these

Enquiries. I regret that he does not consider it proper to receive

the salary which has been assigned to him for any period subsequent

to 13 August, for his services entitle him even to a more liberal

remuneration. The work in hand is of the biggest importance, and

he possesses remarkable qualifications for it. We must however
be thankful to have his assistance on his own terms; and if he com-
pletes the remaining Enquiries and Reports indicated in his letter,

the Public will be under a great obligation to him.

Looked at as a whole these passages suggest that Trevelyan did not

question Northcote's faith in their joint work, and that he found

Northcote positively useful, perhaps particularly on the detailed

enquiries into separate departments rather than on the main report.

1 Ubi supra, 14.
2 20 May 1853.

3 14 Mar. 1854.
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Some of the strictures passed on the civil service at this period

do not seem to be borne out by such evidence as is offered by the

letter-books, which are for the most part legible, neat and accurate;

spelling mistakes or other errors are almost non-existent, and there

is an elaborate and carefully compiled index to each volume. Letters

were answered normally by return of post, not only by

Trevelyan himself. All offices seem to have worked on

Saturday afternoons except the audit office and one or two smaller

ones. On the other hand there are some bad examples of slackness

in attendance, which were often allowed to continue for a long time

before investigation. Thus on one occasion Trevelyan asked a

Treasury clerk (T. P. Courtenay), who had been reprimanded

before, why he had not signed the attendance book for five months

and had been late on the few occasions when he did come to the

office. 1 On another occasion Trevelyan asked a Treasury official

(Harrison) for an explanation of his absence from the office on 178

out of the last 310 working days. 2 Other things which shock us

are the offer of sale in the Civil Service Gazette of a government

position as late as 1 8 5 5,
3 and the actual sale of a post in 1858, though

admittedly in Ireland. 4 But at least the official who asked that his

brother's service should be counted as his own in the reckoning of

his pension was refused. 5

As to Trevelyan's politics, the letter-books confirm that he was

a keen whig with no leanings towards the radicals, though he co-

operated in some economy drives with Joseph Hume. Indeed

adherence to the whigs was even a recommendation for appoint-

ment to a judicial post in Trevelyan's view. 6 But he was very

careful to keep aloof in public from party politics : he was so strict

about this that he never even voted in a parliamentary election

whilst holding an official position, and he thought this was the only

correct conduct for a senior public servant. 7 As to the social

system, he was perfectly clear that it was not unjust. He distin-

guished between misfortunes and injustices, and considered that

the poorer classes suffered misfortunes but not injustices: there

was no inequality between them and members of other classes

since all could labour to advance their condition in life. He pitied

the poor not because they were poor, but because they were de-

pendent, and in so far as he wished to ameliorate their lot, he was

more interested in their mental and moral welfare than in their

material conditions. Thus his concern with working-class housing

mainly took the form of wishing to provide such things as a ' library

of philosophical apparatus ', lectures, and means of religious quiet. 8

He was worried by ' the chartist poison and urged his friends to

1
1 April 1848. 2 8 May 1855.

3 21 Feb. 1855.
4

13 Oct. 1858. 6
24 Jan. 1852.

G
1 May 1848.

7 16 Dec. 1854 & 17 Sept. 1847.
8 2 May 1856.
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write pamphlets to disseminate ' correct opinions among the work-

ing classes ', by appealing to ' old English feeling ' and to people's

obvious interest, in order to assist in supporting the * wonderful

fabric of English society \2 Like Gladstone he saw civil service

reform as a means of strengthening ' our aristocratical institutions \ 2

The only occasions on which he made any adverse comments on

the aristocracy were in connection with Ireland, condemning

some landlords for selfishness and the upper classes in certain

districts for their ' criminal apathy \ 3 But he thought much less in

terms of class than of race. Indeed the only consideration which

seems to have restrained him in his abuse of the Irish was his belief

that he himself was of the same race; but even this did not provide

much of a brake, for in his view he belonged ' to the class of re-

formed Cornish Celts, who by long habits of intercourse with the

Anglo-Saxons have learned at last to be practical men \ 4

This is not the occasion for a full scale account of Trevelyan's

character and views, though the letter-books throw much light on

them. But it would be misleading to end this article without

recording the general impression they give of a man imbued with

a tremendously high sense of public duty. Indeed the word ' duty '

seems to occur more frequently than any other in these volumes.

It is not surprising therefore to find that the correspondence ends

with Trevelyan accepting the governorship of Madras in 1859

although it involved a great domestic sacrifice, as he felt his duty

was plain. 5

St. Anne's College, Oxford Jenifer Hart

1
3 and 25 April 1848 2

7 Feb. 1856.
3
27 Jan. 1847. 4 2 Oct. 1847.

5 Mr. Hughes says, op. cit. p. 234, that Trevelyan became governor of Madras in

1858. He was no doubt unofficially approached about it in 1858, but he did not accept

the post until 10 Jan. 1859, after thinking over the formal offer made a few days before.

He left England for India on 20 Feb. 1859.
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Reviews of Books

Medieval England. Two volumes. Edited by Austin Lane Poole.

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958)

It is improper to criticize a book for not being what it sets out to be.

Medieval England is, as its distinguished editor states, a complete revision

with new authors of H. W. C. Davis's compendium under the same title,

published in 1924, which in its turn revised F. P. Barnard's Companion

to English History {Middle Ages), published in 1902. The original work
has been successively expanded by sub-dividing the subjects ; and in this

latest edition each topic has been allotted a separate chapter and the

chapters have been arranged more logically. Also ' Country Life ' has

been replaced by ' The English Landscape ' (Dr. Hoskins) and ' Recrea-

tions ' (Dr. Poole), and ' Communications ' has been given a chapter to

itself (Lady Stenton). The glossary and the section on the Mendicant

Orders have been omitted. ' Science ' (A. C. Crombie) appears for

the first time. These are modest revisions of a plan which some would

think old-fashioned.

It was, perhaps, unwise of Davis, although he thickened the contents,

to change the title. The book remains a companion to medieval studies,

designed, as its first editor stated, ' primarily for higher educational

purposes ' but also, it was hoped, to be ' of interest to the reading public

at large '. It is useless therefore to look in it for the things and activities

which really mattered to medieval man or those aspects which can give us

a more intimate understanding of the society of the period—food and

drink, agriculture (omitted from this edition), feudal organization and

ideas, government and administration, courts of law, the ecclesiastical

penitential system, religious beliefs, popular iconography, literature,

romances, folk-lore, music (each reader could make a list for himself

according to his interests and sense of value). We are given instead an

Antiquaries' Book of the highest quality, with the emphasis on external

things, on physical remains. Only in a few of the essays, and these not

necessarily the best, are real men to be found. The countryside is a

map; the coins are in cabinets, the armour and weapons in a museum;

and the churches and castles deserted except for the tourists. Dr.

Hoskins, it is true, reminds us that ' behind this abstraction there lies a

daily, blinding sweat, blood at times, and backbreaking toil with axe and

spade and saw '

(p. 10); and Mr. Colvin remarks that ' The architecture

of the past can never be studied satisfactorily except in relationship to the

society for which it was built '

(p. 77). But, all the same, they get along

without the inhabitants.

The symposium contains three long key essays on the ' Art of War '

(Dr. R. C. Smail), « Towns and Trade ' (Professor E. M. Carus-Wilson),

and ' Religious Life and Organization ' (Professor David Knowles)
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and sixteen shorter essays on usually narrower aspects of the medieval

scene. Hence the material objects tend to be removed from their setting.

Warfare has as appendices ' Military Architecture ' (A. J. Taylor),

' Arms and Armour ' (Sir James Mann), ' Heraldry ' (Anthony R. Wagner)

and ' Recreations '. Towns and Trade is supported by ' Shipping
'

(Miss K. M. E. Murray), ' Communications ',
' Domestic Architecture and

Town-Planning ' (H. M. Colvin), and ' Coinage ' (R. H. Dolley). ' Relig-

ious Life and Organization' carries with it ' Ecclesiastical Architecture
'

(G. F. Webb), ' Art ' (Dr. T. S. R. Boase), ' Learning and Education
'

(A. B. Emden), ' Handwriting ' (Professor V. H. Galbraith), and
' Printed Books, the Book-Trade, and Libraries ' (Strickland Gibson).
' Civil Costume '

(J. L. Nevinson) and * Science ' make up the tale. This

fragmentation is partly corrected by the index which, however, is not

exhaustive.

Of the longer essays Miss Carus-Wilson's ' Towns and Trade '

seemed the most satisfactory. It covers the ground in a most informative

and lively way. Dr. Smail's ' Art of War ', which is more a short

history of warfare, wears a rather old-fashioned look, due in part to

the traditional battle plans. There are several references to peasant

armies in Alfred's day and after, which many students of the period

will consider misleading. And it was unfortunate that Lt.-Col. A. H.

Burne's The Crecy War (1955) appeared too late for serious consideration.

Professor Knowles's ' Religious Life and Organization ' replaces three

separate sections
—

' Monasticism ' (Miss Rose Graham), ' The Mendicant

Orders ' (A. G. Little), and the ' Secular Clergy ' (G. Baskerville)—of

the second edition, and is, again, rather misnamed, for fifty pages are

devoted mainly to ' the institutional framework ' and but three to ' the

spiritual achievement '. The essay is pleasantly idiosyncratic. The
Benedictines are always in the front of the picture. The ' monastic

invasion ' which followed the Norman Conquest is likened to the bar-

barian invasions of the Roman Empire (p. 404). And one page suffices

for the friars (p. 410). A patriotic note is discernible in the treatment of

the origins of the tenth-century monastic reform and of papal taxation

and reservations. Professor Knowles gives good measure to the secular

church but is not at his happiest in this field. For example, he imagines

that in the pre-Conquest period the bishop sat in the Hundred Court,

and ignores his place in the Shire (pp. 384, 394, 412), and he neglects

the evidence for the employment of archdeacons contained in the North-

umbrian Priests' Laws (pp. 395, 414).

These longish essays on big subjects are distinct in kind from the

technical studies, and in this company should also be different from
ordinary histories. Interpretation and illumination are the desirable

qualities. But these are not easy to achieve. Happier are those writers

with few dates at their disposal. Dr. Hoskins's 'The English Landscape',

Lady Stenton's ' Communications ', and Dr. Poole's ' Recreations ' are

models of their kind.

The writers of the more specialized antiquarian essays have on the

whole a simpler problem to solve—that of explaining a technical subject

to a lay public and of presenting it in an interesting way, a way usually to

be found in associating the developments with changes in the environ-
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ment. These here are most successful. They strike the reader as

competent and they are in general both lucid and informative. A few

carelessnesses and doubtful assertions have been noticed. Mr. Colvin

takes ' Teapot Hall ' (Lines) rather more seriously than an early nineteenth-

century folly deserves (Fig. 33). The Richmond Herald translates

' goules ' as ' sable '
(p. 361). Mr. Emden calls Oswald a disciple of

Dunstan (p. 518), and attributes the English prose works of Wulfstan I,

Lupus episcopus (d. 1023) to Wulfstan II of Worcester (d. 1095) (p. 518).

This error is corrected by implication in the Index—Wulfstan, bp. of

Worcester and abp. of York—but a second reference under that heading to

page 286, if corrected to 386, unfortunately leads to Wulfstan II. Here is

confusion upon confusion. Mr. Emden also, somewhat surprisingly,

numbers Osbern among the most notable Anglo-Norman historians

(p. 519). On PL 115 ' iElfred ' is transcribed as ' iElfered ', and Professor

Galbraith credits the evolution of the pendant coin seal in wax to the

chancery of Edward the Confessor (p. 555) despite the evidence in favour

of Cnut (for which see F. E. Harmer, Anglo-Saxon Writs, pp. 94-101).

A big work can afford some small faults. Dr. Poole has chosen

a strong team of experts, and in general they have performed up to their

reputations. The book is most useful in assembling for the student

essays on many of the subjects inadequately treated in the text books and

providing him with select bibliographies (usually up to 1955) to guide

his future searches. It is also a very fine book. It is excellently pro-

duced, except for the careless transposition of figures in each volume,

indicated by errata slips, and with the reservation that the type chosen

for these volumes, although handsome, is not altogether restful to the eye.

The volumes are of pleasant weight and are superbly illustrated. They
will become a friendly companion to many voyagers in the world of

medieval studies.

University of Exeter Frank Barlow

A History of the County of Stafford. Ed. by L. M. Midgley. Vol. iv:

Staffordshire Domesday and West Cuttiestone Hundred. Vol. v: East

Cuttlestone Hundred. The Victoria History of the Counties of England.

Ed. by R. B. Pugh. (London: O.U.P., 1958, 1959. £4 4s each).

About one third of volume iv of the Victoria County History of Stafford-

shire is taken up with the translated text of the Domesday survey and

introduction. The remainder contains the histories of the parishes of

West Cuttlestone Hundred, the country which lies west and south-west

of Stafford to the Shropshire border. Volume v is a topographical

volume covering East Cuttlestone Hundred, south-east of Stafford.

Both volumes are well illustrated by both photographs and reproductions

of old drawings. Some of the most attractive photographs were taken

from the air by Dr. J. K. St. Joseph, and of these, that of Littywood in

Bradley—a farm on a moated site—is the most striking. There are maps,

a number of plans and, very welcome, a general index to each volume as

well as a Domesday index.

VOL, LJCXV NO. CCXCIV H
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The most important contribution to volume iv is that of Mr. C. F.

Slade, who writes the Domesday Introduction. It is a straightforward

and systematic treatment, grouped as if under various heads, of the

different topics on which Domesday Book can throw light. The author

does not too often allow his imagination to run away with him and yet

draws some interesting and useful conclusions about settlement, manorial

structure and other matters. The study of the Domesday text from

generation to generation of historians is bound to reflect the changing

historical interests of the time. It is right that it should do so. Mr.

Slade pays more attention than some of the earlier V.C.H. authors to

economic matters, though one supposes that the appearance of Professor

Daiby's Domesday Geography of Midland England'has restrained his study of

the spatial distribution of the county's economic resources. He deals with

fiscal arrangements in one-tenth of the space at his disposal and even that

may be thought by some to be too much. On the other hand a third of his

material is devoted to the tenurial and other relationships of the land-

owning families of the county, and the distribution of their landed

property. Since the V.C.H. traditionally emphasizes feudal and family

history, this is perhaps to be expected, though one regrets that as a

result Mr. Slade has had less space for discussing the remaining majority

of the population.

However, Mr. Slade brings out a number of very important factors in

the early history of Staffordshire. The poverty of the county appears

very clearly from an analysis of the manorial values. He suggests, quite

convincingly, that this is not to be explained, as by earlier historians, as

the consequence of devastation but as the symptom of economic back-

wardness. This is reflected too in the discernible settlement pattern.

This was determined by an initial aristocratic penetration along the river

lines from south-east to north and west. The earliest settlements were

big estates with dependent berewicks, and the social pattern shows a lack

of a landowning middle stratum. This is perhaps the best and most

original part of Mr. Slade's essay, but regrettably not the fullest. The
tabulation of the 1086 data is comparatively straightforward and reinforces

the conclusion of general economic backwardness determined principally

by an under-stocked peasant agriculture. Here again one wishes that

Mr. Slade had had more space to extend the analysis. For instance, he

might have been able to use his tables to follow up the study of regional

differentiation within the county.

If the discussion of the Domesday tenants-in-chief and subtenants

seems to occupy a disproportionate amount of space in Mr. Slade's essay,

it nevertheless contains some interesting observations. Most important,

since the development of the Norman feudal occupation of the area was

slow, the Domesday evidence only records the beginning of the process.

The consolidation of the main estates came later. There were still quite

a few English subtenants whose lands were to be absorbed after 1086 by

the Norman over-lords. However, the shape of the three principal

honours was already discernible in the estates of Ferrers, Stafford and fitz

Ansculf. These were concentrations of local power in the hands of men
not yet of leading status, and they contrasted with the outlying properties

in Staffordshire of men with larger interests on the Welsh March.
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Neighbouring Worcestershire too was a county where (especially in

the following century) there was the same contrast between the outliers

of the great estates of nationally important Marcher lords and locally

concentrated baronies. We also find that Staffordshire tenants-in-chief

and subtenants had important estates in other neighbouring counties,

such as Derbyshire and Warwickshire. The student of Staffordshire's

Domesday could well continue to look outside its borders. The signifi-

cance of the social and economic data from Staffordshire Domesday would

be greatly clarified by a reference to similar or contrasting information

in the Domesday surveys of the neighbouring counties. It is clear, in

fact, that the continued use of the traditional county and hundred frame-

work for Domesday studies must be a considerable brake on the solution

of many outstanding Domesday problems which only wider regional

treatment can remedy.

The defects of the traditional, even archaic, V.C.H. formula are more
apparent in the topographical than in the Domesday section. The study

of local history today is developing with the co-operation of different

disciplines, those of the geographer, the archaeologist, the linguist and the

architect as well as the historian's own. The subject matter is always

widening. In addition to the economic, social and cultural history of all

classes in the village community, the latest aspect of local history to

receive emphasis is that of the origin, shape, evolution and function of

the settlement itself. Some of the more recent Victoria County Histories

have attempted to absorb these new methods of approach to local history,

but it does not appear that this has seriously been attempted in the

volumes under review. For example, one of the air photographs in

vol. iv is of the village of Wheaton Aston in the parish of Lapley. The
note under the photograph points out the nucleated character of the

village and the traces of ridge and furrow in several of the fields. But

these aspects of the village are dismissed in the text in a few lines, while

the architecture of the church and other ecclesiastical matters have four

pages.

In some of the parish histories attempts to introduce material other

than manorial descents, architectural descriptions and lists of charities are

made, but are inadequate. The agrarian arrangements of the various

hamlet settlements of the large parish of Gnosall might be thought to be

a central aspect of the history of this area. But this side of the parish's

history is represented by less than half a page under the heading ' In-

closure and Commons '. Fourteen pages, however, are devoted to the

history of manorial landownership, though there is no attempt to relate

the feudal history of the many small manors and other properties to what

is said at the beginning about the separate settlements of peasant families

who made the existence of these manorial lords possible. In the history

of the parish of Stretton there is a separate section (occupying about a

quarter of a page) on ' Agriculture '. This contains some information

about farms in the parish in 1834, 1841 and 1940, with a short list of

about a dozen ancient field names. But there was agriculture, of course,

before 1834. Even if there were no other sources of information, the

1 381 Poll Tax Return, printed in the Historical Collections for Staffordshire,

vol. xvii, tells us what taxpayers were husbandmen, who were servants,
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who were labourers and who lived by other occupations. But although

the author of the history uses this tax return, it is only to establish the

date of the lord of the manor—who, incidentally, was not described as

such, but as a husbandman (cultor)—an interesting point which is not

mentioned. There is no evidence that tax returns have been used at all

systematically to show the fluctuations of village populations. It is

difficult to see any reason for this neglect. Dr. Hoskins and Mr.

Beresford have shown us how to do it, and population figures do occa-

sionally appear in the V.C.H., so there is clearly no statutory embargo on

the topic.

These examples are drawn from the histories of parishes in the rural

half-hundred of West Cuttlestone. Similar comments could well be

made about rural parishes in East Cuttlestone. This half-hundred

also contains industrialized areas which require special treatment, or at

any rate the addition of another special section. Examples are the sec-

tions on Industries under the parishes of Cannock and Rugeley. These

are not histories of local industrial development, although they contain

historical data. They consist of lists of facts, usually in chronological

order, which illustrate the history of the industry concerned. Another

special section is that on the Woods of Cannock. This, too, is a list of

items about, rather than a history of, Cannock Chase. It is also incom-

plete. For example, the existence of forest officials before the fourteenth

century is not mentioned, although the activities of foresters in the twelfth

century are referred to in the Stoneleigh Abbey Register, a source already

cited for the history of Cannock manor.

These criticisms are not intended to imply that the information which

is in the V.C.H. written according to the traditional pro-forma is useless.

It is certainly useful to have a work of reference containing manorial

descents, details of old buildings, parish areas, dates of canals and railways

and other miscellanea. Yet it cannot be too often repeated that the

narrowness of approach and the presentation of accumulations of material

without any attempt at historical explanation are major defects of the

country's biggest reference work of local history. No one who has any

contact with local history societies or with adult classes where local

history is still a favourite subject of study could doubt that the interests

of the local consumer are not now catered for by the plan of 1 899. This

is equally true for the general historian.

University ojBirmingham R. H. Hilton

Church, Kingship and Lay Investiture in England, lotip-iijj. By Norman
F. Cantor. (Princeton Studies in Flistory, vol. 10. London:

O.U.P. for Princeton University Press, 1958. 48s.)

So much has been written on the influence of the Gregorian reform on
England and on the English investiture disputes that it comes as some-

thing of a shock to be reminded that there is no recent book describing in

detail the events leading up to the settlement of 1107. This is what

Dr. Cantor has now provided, with a promise that books on Lanfranc

and Paschal II are to follow. The present volume opens with Lanfranc's
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death and closes with Henry I's ; the author is thus able to view in their

completeness the careers ofAnselm as archbishop and Henry as king, and so

to obtain a fuller perspective on the central events of Henry's first decade.

There is much interesting detail in his presentation, and much careful

work and close thought have gone into it. Its central interest and its

greatest originality lie in the sections dealing with the origin of the

compromise of 1107, by which Henry (in practice) retained the bishops'

homage while surrendering lay investiture ; and its sub-plot, so to speak,

in the career of Gerard, archbishop of York. For the period 1089-1107

the author's knowledge of the authorities is thorough ; he is weaker on

the theoretical background—the word ' Gregorian ' is often used but

never defined—and on the foreground—his epilogue gravely exaggerates

the ' decline ' of Gregorian principles in the second quarter of the twelfth

century. But the value of the book lies in its treatment of some aspects

of the pontificate of Anselm.

The idea of the compromise of 1107 has often been attributed to

Ivo of Chartres, working either through Hugh of Fleury or Adela of Blois

or through Anselm or through a combination of them; Dr. Cantor

shows that there is no evidence for any of these hypotheses. Making

good use of Father Schmitt's edition of Anselm's letters, he emphasizes

that Anselm combined a strong desire for peace in 1 104-5 witri a reluc-

tance to allow the compromise to be forwarded to the pope. He argues,

therefore, that the suggestion must have come from the royal side;

and while admitting that there is no precise evidence about the way in

which it came, he suggests the influence of Count Robert of Meulan,

with the archbishop of York as a possible eminence grise behind him.

Some such combination, indeed, seems highly probable.

So far Dr. Cantor has a good case, and argues it skilfully. In his

account of Archbishop Gerard, however, he attempts to revive Heinrich

Bohmer's original theory that Gerard was the Anonymous of York.

Cantor's theory, in its simplest terms, is this. Gerard had a hand in

crowning Henry I according to the new ' Anselm ' Ordo, which was more

in accord with reforming doctrines than its predecessor, the ' Edgar '

Ordo. 1 Then, as the investiture dispute developed, Gerard's mind shifted

more and more in a conservative, royalist direction. He wrote the great

treatise on royal authority {De consecratione pontificum et regumf to justify

Henry, and in the process resuscitated the Edgar Ordo as the basis for

his account of royal symbolism. But even in this treatise Dr. Cantor

finds seeds of doubt, which were later to issue in Gerard's conversion to

Anselm's side ; and to the writing of one or more treatises bound up in

the Cambridge manuscript with those of the Anonymous, but representing

a different point of view from those which have made the Anonymous

so celebrated. 3

1 The useful discussion of the Ordines includes an examination of the iconography

of Henry I's coronation, interesting in itself, though only bearing remotely on the thesis

it is meant to sustain—that Henry was crowned by the Anselm Ordo. This seems

likely enough, though neither of the pieces of evidence given for it seems cogent.
2 Mon. Ger. Hist., Libel// de Lite, iii. 662 ff.

3 Cantor, pp. 244 ff. identifies six which he claims arc either anti-monarchical or

Gregorian in tone. It has long been realized that no. 10 is extraneous to the rest, and

one or two of the others may be by a different author. But there is no reason to suppose
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G. H. Williams denied any connection between the Anonymous and

York, partly on the ground that the positive evidence was tenuous,

partly because of his conviction that the Anonymous was a Norman in

close touch with Rouen cathedral. Dr. Cantor solves these difficulties

by allowing the three Rouen treatises (and possibly one or two more)

to Williams's candidate, the archbishop of Rouen, while retaining most

of the remainder for Gerard. 1 His argument is difficult to follow,

because he presupposes a detailed knowledge of the controversy, and

fails to repeat the evidence for a York connection ; he is mainly concerned

to underline the weaknesses in Williams's argument for Rouen. He
shows that the most interesting of Williams's arguments, that the

Anonymous had used the Benedictional of Archbishop Robert, is not so

clear proven as had been thought. The problem is a highly technical one

;

I am not myself entirely convinced by Dr. Cantor's arguments ; but one

must hope that the liturgical experts will shortly pronounce on this

dispute. 2

The case for Archbishop William of Rouen depends on the three

treatises in which William's position is defended against the pope and the

archbishop of Lyons. Bdhmer pointed out that the defence is not one

which the archbishop could possibly have used in public. Even if it be

supposed that he wrote them privately to relieve his feelings, he would
hardly have written the thrilling panegyric on himself in the Apologia,

nor enjoyed the subtle irony of the argument that he and the pope were

that most of the six contain doctrines inconsistent with the Anonymous' normal views.

Nos. 8 and 18, because they hold a theory similar to that held by some extreme reformers

in denying the validity of the sacraments of unworthy priests, are taken to be ' Greg-
orian ' in attitude. Apart from the fact that the precise view stated was held by no
known ' Gregorian ', these tracts are entirely characteristic of the Anonymous' extreme

independence of mind and ingenuity of argument, and consistent with his love of
propounding arguments destructive of authority—and Dr. Cantor's statement depends
on his over-simplified use of the word ' Gregorian '. How sincere these tracts were
is another question: Dr. Cantor is justified in complaining that shifts of emphasis
and perhaps of opinion have not been sufficiently studied. But I fancy it will be found
that these shifts are the product of self-confident dialectic, not of profound intellectual

disturbance in the author.
1

' It appears reasonable that . . . [tracts 2, 4, 27 and possibly 22, 25] were
written by William Bona Anima or a member of his circle '

(p. 181). The evidence
for a connection with York is extremely tenuous : against three tracts dealing with the

dispute between Rouen and Lyons, one deals with Canterbury and York, and comes to

conclusions not entirely satisfactory to York (though wholly unsatisfactory to Canter-

bury) based, apparently, on some knowledge of current controversies and ingenious

handling of the texts in Bede. Dr. Cantor never argues the case for Gerard in full,

but shifts gradually from likelihood to presumption and finally assumes that his author-

ship is proved. The most balanced discussion of authorship is still that in Z. N. Brooke,
The English Church and the Papacy (Cambridge, 1931), pp. 157 ff. (though I doubt if

caution or fear were the sole motives for anonymity ; I read the tracts as private essays

for the author and his friends) ; the best analyses of his doctrines are in G. H. Williams,

The Norman Anonymous of 1 100 A.D. (Cambridge, Mass., 195 1) and W. Ullmann, The
Growth of Papal Government (London, 1955), pp. 394 ff.

2 The author argues by a mere compilation of variants (uncontrolled by other texts)

that the episcopal Ordo at the end of the Robert Benedictional was not that used by the

Anonymous, and therefore that the relevant tract was not written at Rouen. Several

stages in the argument are missing; and in any case, the only entire clause in the

Anonymous lacking from the Benedictional, the Accipe evangelium (evangelii in Cantor), is

attested at Rouen not long after (Williams, pp. 43-4).
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' unus Petrus . . . immo una petra et unus spiritus '
; still less have

written ' Vienne ' for ' Lyons '- 1 To confuse Vienne and Lyons in a

primacy dispute at this date was as if one should ' confuse Kafka and

Kierkegaard in a Third Programme discussion '; it is one of the many

indications that the Anonymous was not a man of the world. The treat-

ises would seem to have been written by someone closely interested in

Rouen, but not closely in touch with affairs. 2

Bohmer rejected the attribution to Gerard because the close interest

of the Anonymous in Rouen in the years after 1096 seemed incompatible

with Gerard's career as royal chancellor,3 bishop of Hereford (1096-1101)

and archbishop of York (1101-8). Dr. Cantor solves the difficulty by

separating the Rouen tracts from the rest as the work of a different author;

he allows the possibility that Gerard, who at one time was precentor of

Rouen, retained his interest in his old cathedral even in the rush of affairs.

Gerard's connection with Rouen can never have been more than nominal,

anyway after he became chancellor c. 1086, and especially after the sever-

ance of kingdom and duchy in 1087. It is true that the controversies about

whether all the tracts were the work of one author have left doubts about

a few; but these few do not include the treatises especially concerned

with Rouen, York and the royal authority. The close links of style

and doctrine, and the very remarkable links in the technique of argument,

might be attributed to a school rather than a single author if the treatises

lived in the void. But they have attracted so much attention precisely

because they are so eccentric for their date: in spite of all the variety

of opinion and method in the Libe/Ii de Lite, there is nothing comparable

to their combination of extreme conservatism with the full panoply

of the new logic and a love of argument for its own sake. The main

treatises all reveal these tendencies. The breath of new ideas is very

fresh in the original meditations on the early church, in the calm assurance

1 Libe/Ii de Life, iii. 661, 657-8. Bohmer regarded Vienne as a mere scribal error,

perhaps rightly ; but it is a curious error for a scribe to make, and it is repeated three

times. One of the Rouen treatises is written as if from the archbishop himself

(cf. Williams, p. 71), and is reminiscent of the imaginary letters written by Becket's

associates to relieve their feelings at critical moments.
2 It is curious that the most acrimonious of the Rouen tracts has phrases which

suggest that it was written in England (Williams, p. 84). Partly for this reason, I say

' interested in Rouen ' not connected with Rouen, although I think he must have been

connected with Rouen at some stage; there is nothing unlikely in his having crossed

the channel, nor even in his having visited York, but Bohmer's brilliant reconstruction

of his career has filled the air with so many doubtful clues and false trails that it is

particularly essential to distinguish between the proved, the probable, and the utterly

conjectural. The most important argument in favour of residence in England lies in

the emphasis on kingship in the De consecratione. The full value of this cannot be

determined until the dispute about its relation to the Robert Benedictional is solved;

in the meantime the evidence noted by Williams (pp. 52 ff.) that the De consecratione

shows an interest in dukes as well as in kings may suggest that it was written after

Henry I acquired the duchy in 1106 by a clerk at home on both sides of the channel.

The Norman connection seems certain; the English probable. One significant clue

dismissed rather cavalierly by Dr. Cantor is Dr. C. R. Dodwell's suggestion that the

manuscript was written by Norman, not by English hands, possibly connected with

Bee (not Rouen, as stated in Cantor, p. 178). Further study of the manuscript may teach

us more.
3 He was chancellor from c. 1086 (V. H. Galbraith, ante, xlvi (1931), 77-9), and

presumably a royal clerk before that.
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with which wonderfully extravagant arguments are deployed; but there

is a deep prejudice for the old order, for king against pope, for arch-

bishop against primate, for all good Christians against clerical pretensions

of every kind. It is difficult enough to believe in one Anonymous ;

surely we may be absolved from believing there were two men of identical

talent and eccentricity. Similarly, the assurance that the author can get

to the end of his argument, that he will not be refuted, above all his

intellectual subtlety and daring, suggest the study not the council chamber.

The Anonymous was an adventurer, but his adventures lay in the mind.

Such men are very rarely to be found at the centre of affairs : and the

fact that Anselm himself combined high office with intellectual adventure

(though of a different kind) is in danger of deceiving us. It is true that

Anselm found time to write after he became archbishop; but the Cur

Deus Homo was partly the fruit of extended sabbatical leave, and Anselm's

career was sui generis. It is possible that the treatises were the spare-time

productions of a great man of the world ; but it is far more natural to see

in them a collection of drafts made by an obscure scholar with a strong

dialectical bent, without thought of publication.

I have dwelt at length on the Anonymous, because the career of Gerard

is an important theme in Dr. Cantor's story, and if accepted, would

probably represent his most sensational finding. Gerard's career is,

however, a sub-plot in the book; and scepticism about this element should

not lead us to underrate the rest. Even here there is much of interest

and value in the argument. The author sometimes undervalues his

predecessors in the field, but his claim to have told the story as it has not

been told before is justified. I opened the book debating with myself

whether there was room for a full-length study of the English investiture

dispute; I closed it convinced that there was.

University of Liverpool C. N. L. Brooke

Calendar of Inquisitions Miscellaneous, vol. iv. i$jj-i$88. (London:

H.M.S.O., 1957.)

This volume marks the resumption of a series halted since 1937. The
Public Record Office has taken advantage of the interval to make con-

siderable improvements in its method of treatment of the material and

has carried further changes introduced in vol. iii. As the introduction

explains, only documents from the artificial classes of Chancery Inquisi-

tions Miscellaneous and Criminal were printed in the first two volumes,

usually the writs and the returns. But the physical condition of many
of the documents in these classes compelled the editors of this volume,

the late Mr. J. B. W. Chapman and Mr. H. C. Johnson, to search else-

where for copies in order to produce a coherent and complete calendar.

This inquiry brought to light many similar inquisitions, now classified

elsewhere: these are now included in the calendar, as are a number of

related documents, such as the petitions which normally initiated pro-

ceedings in Placita in Cancellaria (e.g. no. 189). References are supplied

also to a variety of connected records now to be found in Ancient
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Petitions, several Exchequer classes, and the files of the King's Bench,

and to the relevant entries in the printed Chancery rolls. Thus the

inquisitions are replaced in the context of the administrative processes

for which they were first produced, and from which the misplaced logic

of nineteenth-century arrangers often divorced them : and the value of

the calendar is in consequence greatly enhanced.

The maladministration of Edward Ill's later years and his son's

minority is clearly reflected in this volume. Even when allowance is

made for the exaggeration common is such records, a strong impression

remains of the greed and negligence of many keepers and farmers of

property in the king's hands, some of whom were charged by parliament

with corruption. Damage to the value of some hundreds of pounds was

done in the castle and lordship of Pembroke by the keeper, Sir William

Beauchamp, between 1378 and 1386 (no. 375), and there was similar

waste in several royal castles, such as Devizes (no. 105) and Somerton

(no. 43), which was sadly neglected after the departure of its royal prisoner,

John of France. The estates of the young John Mowbray, earl of

Nottingham, were ruthlessly exploited during his minority by the

keepers, who included John, lord Nevill of Raby (no. 123). The
systematic felling of timber is a feature of these and other returns : for

example, Sir Ralph Bassett sold timber to the value of £142 from the

Mowbray estate at Axholme (no. 50) and 3,000 ' green oaks ' to the value

of 200 marks were felled in Pembroke lordship (no. 375).

The property of the alien priories under royal control was usually in a

sorry state. Frampton in Dorset was fully exploited by its keeper,

Henry Wakefield, bishop of Worcester, as was Stratfieldsaye in Hampshire

(nos. 141, 152). Masters and priors were no more scrupulous than royal

keepers. At Playden, Sussex, waste by the master was said to be ' to

the final destruction of the hospital unless a remedy is speedily applied
'

(no. 109), and the conduct of the prior of Holy Trinity, York, was particu-

larly scandalous. He had sold the lands of the house and burdened it

with twelve corrodies and fifteen pensions, and the house was insufficiently

maintained for divine service (no. 141).

Many inquisitions calendared here are connected with the political

disturbances of Richard II's reign. Several refer to incidents in the

rebellion of 1381 (e.g. nos. 175-6) and a large group is concerned with

forfeited estates and movable property. Detailed extents of the lands

of Alice Perrers, made after her banishment from court in 1377, show
how successfully she had exploited the favours of Edward III (nos. 1-8,

12-17): they include an inventory of her personal finery and the equip-

ment of her London house. Among the returns made after the forfeiture

of John of Northampton is a claim for payment from a London black-

smith who carried on his trade in John's house: his detailed bill shows

that he worked as Northampton's agent on commissions obtained by

him (no. 275). For the forfeitures of 1388 the returns concern mainly

the lands of the victims of the Merciless Parliament, their goods being

separately listed in a Liber Forisfactarum, and in no case are all the

lands of a proscribed royalist surveyed here. The fullest returns are

for the Yorkshire lands of Alexander Nevill, archbishop of York
(nos. 392-6).
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There is much in this volume, as in vol. hi, of maritime and mercantile

interest, with many cases of piracy, privateering, and wreck, and lists of

the cargoes carried by the ships involved. A number of manorial

extents give full details of stock, corn and farm implements, and several

buildings are described. References to chantries are frequent; it is

clear from many returns that chantry funds were often quietly appropriated

for their own use by vicars and patrons, unless adequate supervision

was provided. No. 1 5 8 tells the story of the extinction of a Yorkshire

chantry founded by an over-ambitious rector who was quite unable to

endow it sufficiently. The volume contains its quota of tales of medieval

social life, such as the adventures of the murdering Bedfordshire priest

who successfully recovered his forfeited goods from the rebels of 1381,

who in turn had seized them from the coroner (no. 307), or the record

of the examination of an idiot Norfolk woman suddenly deprived of her

senses ' by the snares of evil spirits ' in May 1378 (no. 227). Apart from

such general themes, the value of this volume lies also in the very mis-

cellany of its contents : it is a quarry for information on a wide range of

often unexpected topics. Full indexes are indispensable to a volume

of this kind, and all who use it will be grateful for the two splendid

indexes (together they occupy 160 out of 394 pages) with which it has

been equipped by Mr. R. F. Hunnisett. The subject index in particular

is extraordinarily full and valuable.

University of Bristol C. D. Ross

The Paul's Cross Sermons 1534-1642. By Millar Maclure. (London:

O.U.P., for Toronto University Press, 1958. 45s.)

There has long lain buried, in the intractable sermon literature of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a great treasure of political, ecclesi-

astical and social thought. Various historians have gone prospecting in

it; but it has fallen to Professor Millar Maclure to explore its richest

seam, the sermons delivered at the cross, in the churchyard of St. Paul's

Cathedral, during the crucial century between the Reformation and the

civil war. The result is a remarkable book, full of skilfully chosen

extracts and written in an attractive, pointed style, sharply contrasting

with the weighty discourses of most of the preachers with whom this

study is concerned. Only the author knows what a haystack of verbiage

had to be scoured before he could find the needle of terse, shrewd observa-

tion upon the troubles of the age. But what he has found is rewarding

and suggestive. Clearly, there is no marked pattern of style or approach.

Occasionally there is evidence that the preacher spoke from an official

text, as at the beginning of Elizabeth's reign. But more often it was an

idiosyncratic performance ; and, in times of public discord, preachers on

successive Sundays would devote their time to exploding the fallacies of

their predecessors.

To the present reviewer, the most important part of the book deals

with social criticism, although it has, in fact, received rather less attention

from the author than doctrinal and other controversies. It is upon the
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various economic and social abuses of the time that we have some of the

frankest comments. The vanity of women is, of course, the stock-in-

trade of the scandalized clergy of any age. But, more significant, is the

castigation of the pride of London; while, on one occasion the Lord

Mayor, Sir Wolston Dixie, was trounced to his face for fraud. But the

preachers did not have it all their own way. A prosperous city financier

could bluntly answer the backward-looking strictures of a Puritan with

:

' Tush, Tush, Scripture is Scripture, but for all the scripture, a man must

live by his owne, and I tell you my money is my Plough.' Even among
the Paul's Cross preachers there were some who were not altogether

hostile to these views. ' True it is, that it is hard for a rich man to enter

the Kingdome of heaven ', observed one suave cleric, ' but it is not

impossible '.

Not all the sermons were jeremiads. John Walsal, preaching in

Elizabeth's reign, ridiculed the idea that the golden age lay in the past

when, some alleged, ' bread was bigger, ale was stronger, beefe more
plentifull, troutes fatter and better; all things cheaper, xxiiii egges for a

penie '. But sometimes also the shadows of coming events loomed
heavily over the pulpit. ' I hope I shall offend none ', remarked Laud
acidly, in his sermon of 163 1,

' by praying for the King '.

These are brief examples from a wealth of social and political com-
mentary to be found throughout the book, accompanied sometimes by a

trenchant sentence of the author's. Historians will, however, raise their

eyebrows at some of Mr. Maclure's obiter dicta. For example, he appears

to believe that the Protector Somerset was the leader of the ' land-hungry

parvenus ' in 1549, and that the Essex Rebellion of 1601 was ' an irre-

sponsible feudal gesture '. Nor can one accept that ' The Paul's Cross

Pulpit was nothing less than the popular voice of the Church of England

during the most turbulent and creative period in her history '. There

is a good deal to be said against this, including some of the material which

the author himself presents elsewhere in the book. Neither Latimer nor

Lever in the early period, nor a whole string of preachers in the forty

years before the civil war, ever spoke for long with such authority,

popular or otherwise. All too often they spoke only for themselves,

or some fervent minority, and suffered therefore the serious occupational

hazards of their calling. A sermon on Sunday might be followed by a

Monday in jail. There seems to have been no continuing or governing

principles which could have bound some of the gifted bores who mounted
the most famous pulpit in England. By the end of the period, sermons

at the Cross had become a dangerous nuisance because no one could tell

upon what delicate issue the next clumsy preacher might think fit to

stamp his heavy foot.

The division of the book into the five main sections—antiquarian,

historical, sociological, homiletic and conclusion—reveals perhaps a fault

in structure, which produces a little repetition and obscurity. It is some-

times difficult, also, to discover the date of a sermon discussed in the

text when the date is not given there or in the notes, printed at the back.

One must therefore look in the index and the ' Register ' and, in the last

resort, do a certain amount of guesswork. A more serious criticism

is that so important a book, issued by one university press and sponsored
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by another, emerges with no more than a faulty index of names. A sub-

ject index is indispensable for this kind of work, and the unfortunate

reader, who may want to consult it later on, has perforce to make his own
index. Yet, despite these defects, this book is one to be read with pleasure

and pondered over with gratitude.

University College, London J. Hurstfield

Elizabeth I and her Parliaments, ij84-1601. By J. E. Neale. (London:

Cape, 1957.)

This book completes the narrative history of Elizabeth I 's parliaments

in action which Sir John Neale promised us when he published his

analysis of the composition and procedure of The Elizabethan House of

Commons in 1 949
x and of which the first instalment, Elizabeth I and her

Parliaments, ijjy-ijSi,2 appeared in 1953. The three volumes together

provide a remarkably detailed and vivid picture of queen and Commons
and reveal how far the Elizabethans went in blazing trails for Stuart

parliaments to tread. This revelation is, of course, the greatest contri-

bution to Tudor studies that has resulted from Sir John Neale's forty

years and more of research and reflection on the subject, years whose
harvest is gathered in these three volumes. But the harvest is richer

than that. The church and its critics ; the structure of society, govern-

ment, and law ; economic problems and ideas ; even, in this latest book,

foreign policy—almost every side of Elizabethan England receives

some new or clearer illumination. The queen's own reputation for

statesmanship, which a succession of historians from Froude downwards
had been busily whittling away, is enthusiastically restored. Burghley,

Knollys, Sadler, Wilson, Mildmay, and in particular Hatton, gain new
stature and a surprising number of lesser men—' parliament men ' like

the Wentworths, Norton, Yelverton, Fleetwood, Morice, Beale—emerge

into historical significance. And all this is done in a style that is lively

and colloquial yet seldom loses its dignity, and that makes the whole

story pleasant and often exciting to read.

With these later parliaments of 1584 to 1601, Sir John Neale again

focuses his narrative upon the relations between Crown and Commons
and one of his principal themes is the queen's final victory in her long

battle with the puritans. In the fifteen-eighties that battle still raged

fiercely. The puritan ' classical movement ', with its secret organization,

its propaganda, and its lobbying—all most vividly described—did its

utmost to exploit the national excitement created by Catholic plots and

missions, the onset of war with Spain, and the execution of Mary Stuart.

Up to a point it succeeded. In 1 5 84-5 the Commons readily petitioned

for a learned and preaching ministry and against the inquisitorial pro-

ceedings of the new archbishop, Whitgift. Moreover, when they

obtained no satisfaction, they not only defied the queen's express ban on
further discussion but tried to, impose by bills what they had failed to

obtain by petition. This, however, was the limit of puritan success.

1 Ante, lxv, 119. 2 Ante, lxix, 632.
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Even in 1586-7, as Sir John Neale makes clear in his remarkable account

of the debates arising out of Cope's bill and book (pp. 145-65), the

House was not to be stampeded into backing revolutionary demands for

the replacement of episcopacy and the book of common prayer by a

presbyterian system and the Genevan service book. In 1 5 89 more moder-
ate puritan bills and petitions failed to get a reading, although a drastic

bill against pluralism did go through. In 1593 repulse turned to rout.

By then the ' classical movement ' had been discovered and broken and

the queen was in no mood for further nonsense. But the real difference

was in the Commons themselves. The puritan Morice's two bills,

though they found many supporters, also met with so much opposition

that the House rose after a long morning's debate without reading, or

even agreeing to read, either. Next day it accepted, apparently in silence,

the queen's ban on further discussion and later it gave no support to

Robert Wroth's mild squeak of protest at the imprisonment of seven of its

members. Yet it turned one bill against Catholic recusants into a

measure against protestant sectaries and substantially moderated the

severity of another. Certainly it was three o'clock before the first bill

finally passed a house of commons with ' neither meat in our bellies

nor wit in our heads '
(p. 292) and Lords and Commons both insisted on

including the limiting term ' popish recusant ' in the second. Yet this

hardly seems to justify the conclusion that ' Puritan sympathies still

commanded a numerical majority' in both Houses in 1593 (p. 296).

And in 1597-8 puritan agitation was so spasmodic and unfruitful that

the author can lump religion and two other topics together in a single

chapter. The treatment in 1601 of bills for better keeping of the

sabbath—altered to Sunday, and against pluralism—which the bill as

amended would increase, reveals puritan influence at its lowest ebb.

Indeed, even back in the fifteen-eighties the puritans had ceased to be

the pacemakers, and one of the most interesting revelations of this book

is the part played in those years by the privy council. Sir Francis Knollys

and others had of course long looked indulgently on the activities of

fellow-puritans in the Commons and in 1 5 84-5 they went so far that the

queen threatened to ' uncouncil some of them '
(p. 69). But in 1584-5

and 1586-7 such 'countenancing' went far beyond the ecclesiastical

field. In the main debates the privy councillors gave the House an

unusual insight into the highest matters of state and encouraged it to

press their own policies upon the queen. Mildmay and Hatton in No-
vember 1584 introduced discussion of the bond of association in speeches

of which old recorder Fleetwood remarked ' I have never heard in

parliament the like matters uttered . . . they were magnalia regni'

(p. 28). Burghley encouraged Thomas Digges to produce a tract

arguing, and himself drafted a bill providing, for an interregnum if the

queen were killed and for a reassembled parliament to choose her

successor and to supervise the government in the interval (pp. 45-7).

Elizabeth was able to prevent this revolutionary proposal, to put the

Crown in commission under a sovereign parliament, from reaching either

House. She also managed to impose her own views in the bill that was

finally passed. But the interest of the affair lies in the glimpse it gives of a

Privy Council using parliament to put pressure upon their sovereign.
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In 1586-7 the pressure was bolder and in part more effective. The

councillors were in the forefront of the agitation—it hardly needed

leading—for Mary Stuart's execution. Councillors had, of course,

also been in the forefront in 1572. But in 1572, although they had

secured the death of the duke of Norfolk, they had failed to persuade

Elizabeth to execute Mary. Now they succeeded. At least to outward

appearance, the Queen had been forced to a great political decision, had

sent a fellow-monarch to the block, under parliamentary pressure. The

success tempted some councillors to further presumption. In the

subsidy debates of 1587 Hatton and Mildmay encouraged, or at least

did more than just allow, the House to consider making an extra grant

conditional upon the queen's accepting the sovereignty of the Nether-

lands. Sir John Neale's account of the background to this episode is a

little too brief and compressed, but his skilful unravelling of its parlia-

mentary history reveals a group of privy councillors doing little to pre-

vent and something to encourage the Commons to press upon the queen a

drastic change of foreign policy. They were admittedly trying to bribe

rather than to bully. But the path that they were exploring led straight

to the 1 62 1 protestation.

Elizabethan councillors and parliaments never again ventured far

along this path, although in 1589 both Houses petitioned for a formal

declaration of war against Spain (p. 234) and in 1593 some members

interested in prize-money revived the proposal (p. 300). Nevertheless,

it became a regular habit of councillors to give detailed surveys of foreign

affairs by way of introduction to the subsidy debates. Hatton's great

oration as chancellor in 1589—one of Sir John Neale's happiest dis-

coveries (pp. 195-201)—and Lord Keeper Puckering's speech in 1593,

were paralleled in the Commons by lengthy speeches from Mildmay in

1589, Robert Cecil, Wolley, and Fortescue in 1593, and Cecil in 1597 and

1 60 1. Even the queen in her farewell speech to her last parliament

' spoke in more detail than intended ' about foreign affairs, ' revealing

incidents in her relations with Spain and the Low Countries known only

to her councillors '
(p. 432). Naturally these speeches were not intended

as invitations to the Commons to advise on foreign policy. Yet they

indicate a tendency to widen the area where government felt it wise to

take the House into its confidence and to narrow that where it depended

upon prohibition. Whitgift's building up of support in the Commons
pointed the same way, even though its original intention may have been

to provide early warning so that he could invoke the royal ban before

things got out of hand.

This tendency was for a time obscured by the passing of a generation

of councillors skilled and experienced in managing the Commons.

Knollys lingered awhile ' rather like a privileged dodderer '
(p. 242), and

Heneage, Wolley, Fortescue, even Robert Cecil at first, were poor sub-

stitutes for Hatton and Mildmay. So in 1593 the government often

had to use methods that Sir John Neale bluntly describes as ' crude
'

(p. 278) and ' tactless, not to say ruthless '
(p. 303), though in describing

the imprisonment or sequestering of seven members as ' unprecedented

in scale '
(p. 278) he seems to overlook the six sent to the Tower in 1 5 86-7

(pp. 157, 164). 1597 and 1601 brought more refined techniques, but
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councillors remained strangely ready on a wide variety of matters to

leave the initiative to the House. Over taxation this was clearly deliberate

(p. 412), inspired probably by the trouble that Burghley and the Lords

had provoked when they tried to dictate the size of the Commons' grant

in 1593. The continual increase in the number of subsidies voted—two
in 1589, three in 1593 and 1597-8, four in 1601—did make members
very touchy on the subject of taxation. Nor did their anxiety stop at a

desire to prevent their unprecedented grants from becoming precedents.

It led them into discussions on the whole character and incidence of the

taxes that they voted and into suggesting new ways of raising the money.

It also gave a sharper edge to their attacks on the abuses of prerogative

finance. The 1601 explosion against monopolies was only the most

violent of a series of outbursts that provoked bills against exchequer

abuses in 1589 and 1601, and to restrain purveyance in 1586-7 and again

in 1589 when the queen's tactics strikingly anticipated the long-familiar

story of her action over monopolies in 1601 (pp. 213-14). Outbursts of

this sort were not novelties, but there was a sinister significance for the

Tudor constitution in the way the Commons in these later parliaments

were extending their view over the whole field of government finance and

in their increasing readiness to proceed by bill, rege non consulto, in financial

matters directly involving the royal prerogative (p. 212). One may also

remark that their ' thoughtless ' decision (p. 356) in 1597 to draft a bill

about marriage licences showed that, even without Puritan prodding,

they were still equally ready to proceed in this way in ecclesiastical

questions.

Other advances, too, resulted from the long war with Spain, aided by a

run of bad seasons. The ' general overhaul of economic and social

legislation' that was the main business of 1597-8, was embodied in

acts—on tillage and depopulation, for relief of the poor, punishment of

sturdy beggars, erecting hospitals and workhouses—which did not begin

as government bills but were ' framed in committees of the House of

Commons '. As Sir John Neale says

Being, in the Queen's phrase, ' commonwealth matters ', the initiative of the

House was in accord with her definition of their privilege of freedom of speech.

But one cannot help wondering at such a recession of government leadership.

Certainly, as we reflect on this parliament, it marks, in a strange new way, a signifi-

cant advance in that ' winning of the initiative ' by the House of Commons,
which was to be the outstanding theme of Jacobean parliaments, and in course

of time was to effect a constitutional revolution (p. 337).

Besides, in these debates, and more still in 1601 when the 1597-8 acts

came up for renewal, there appeared a new spirit of economic liberalism,

voiced in Jackman's ' men are not to be compelled by penalties but

allured by profit' and in Raleigh's 'leave every man free'; a spirit

that boded ill for ' a paternal state and an ordered economy . . . [that]

were natural concomitants of personal monarchy '
(p. 351).

It is true that the 1601 parliament was far from being the most

intransigent of the reign (p. 426), as ' the chance availability of Hayward

Townshend's diary '

(p. 436) once made it appear. In the light of all

the other diaries and richer documentation which Sir John Neale has

discovered, the great monopolies campaign ' pales in comparison with

opposition activities in earlier parliaments '
(p. 437). It was in those
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earlier parliaments that the puritans had taught the House ' to construe

freedom of speech as a right to initiate policy '
(p. 435) and had shown it

' methods of concerted action and propaganda, indeed the art of opposi-

tion, which might be considered the outstanding contribution of the

Elizabethan period to parliamentary history '
(p. 436). The defeat of

the puritans and the changed temper of the House put an end to the more

violent clashes between Crown and Commons and made the last three

parliaments of the reign seem unwontedly amenable to royal management.

Nevertheless, the growing tendency of the House as a whole to bring all

sides of government and policy within its view, to regard nothing as

necessarily sacred to prerogative, was perhaps a more impressive sign of

maturity and latent power than all the dramatic controversies which its

puritan mentors had provoked in earlier years. It is Sir John Neale's

achievement to have shown in proper perspective and lively narrative

the full story of this ' emergence of the House of Commons through

adolescence to maturity '
(p. 369).

Worcester College, Oxford R. B. Wernham

The History ofthe Hudsoti'sBay Company. By E. E. Rich. Vol. i. (London

:

The Hudson's Bay Record Society, 1958.)

For more than twenty years volumes of the records of the Company have

been published by the Hudson's Bay Record Society, and their text, often

difficult and obscure, has been illuminated by the devotion, scholarship

and inspired interpretation of Professor Rich as general editor. He has

been able to give continuity to, to mark the significance of, and even to

exact some sense from, casual entries which were often enigmatic to the

ordinary reader. There have, of course, been histories of the Company
before, but these have been for the most part at the popular, even roman-

tic level; and it has been gratifying to realize during recent years that

Professor Rich has been arming himself to write, and to write with

distinction, the full scale definitive History of the Honourable Company
of Adventurers of England Trading into Hudson's Bay.

The first volume of this work (No. XXI of the Record Series) has now
been published, and both readable and learned as it proves to be, it is no
disappointment. It begins with the tentative beginnings of an English

fur trade with North America in the pre-Charter days. It ends with the

break-through south to Lake Winnipeg and west to the Blackfoot country

in the mid-eighteenth century. It leaves the Company at the Peace of

Paris with its old French rivals driven from the land, but on the eve of

perhaps its greatest testing time: the struggle with the North West
Company invigorated by greater efficiency and inspired by the opportuni-

ties which had been provided by the westward enterprises cf such men as

Alexander Mackenzie. The story of that challenge, of the exhaustion of

its rivals, and of the establishment of virtual monopoly by the united

companies until the Charter was surrendered in 1870 remain for the

second volume.

The narrative of this first century of endeavour might well be some-

what dull; it is certainly complex. The thread runs amid French wars,
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international diplomacy, internal dissension and attacks by anti-mono-

polists; there are many disappointments and few successes; yet in the

long struggle with the French the Company had two advantages—the

superiority of English goods and the ability to load large ocean-going

ships direct from their base. The Bay itself, frozen so long each year,

was nevertheless a great asset. So a dogged persistence enabled the

Company somehow to survive French rivalry, their own inept leadership

at the time of the South Sea Bubble, or the ambitions of Arthur Dobs for

the North West Passage. The history of the Company is of necessity

linked closely, in the intrigues of court and city, with such men as Prince

Rupert, Shaftesbury, James II and Marlborough. What Professor Rich

makes plain is that courtiers and merchant-directors, the great names of

an imposing fagade, were by no means sleeping partners. Not least re-

warding is his account of the acquisition of the Charter. The Charter, he

shows, was as much a charter for a colony as it was for a trading venture.

Express provision was made for the transfer of the government of the

Company overseas as the Massachusetts Bay Company had done a genera-

tion earlier. No direction was given whether the Company should

operate as a joint stock or a regulated enterprise, or indeed by any other

device as that of the ' cape merchant ' or as an investment trust for other

companies as in practice it became for a time. The Charter was a grant

of rights and privileges: territorially munificent, commercially and

governmentally unrestrained. Granted when the preogative was strong,

it had later to run the gauntlet of criticism in parliament and city.

On the organization of the commerce, the techniques of trading, and

the use and marketing of furs Professor Rich is most informative. The

Company sought to develop subsidiary trades in isinglass, feathers and

minerals; it tried to interest invalids in the medicinal properties of

castoreum and the fashionable in beaver stockings ! But its prosperity

when it came was built upon the square, smooth back of the beaver ; it was

not for more than a dozen years that a dividend was paid, and not until

1 71 3 that profits were sufficient to make dividends regular. Not least

among the achievements of the Company in the period after Utrecht was

the quiet accumulation of profits: the sound business tradition and

financial position it had secured proved to be an invaluable insurance

against the time when privileged status and proximity to Whitehall were

at a discount. ' Unspectacular ' and ' unobtrusive ' though Professor

Rich recognizes this part of his tale to be, it is his skill to show that it

can be not only interesting but absorbing.

Nuffield College, Oxford A. F. McC. Madden

VIntendance d''Alsace sous Louis XIV (1648-171J). By Georges Livet.

(Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1956).

M. Livet's monograph, originally presented as a doctoral thesis before

the Faculty of Letters of Paris in 195 3, is a major work built upon monu-
mental documentation. To basic materials from the Archives des

Affaires Etrangeres and the Archives de la Guerre (Alsace was moved

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCIV I
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from the control of the first of these ministries to the second in 1673),

from the correspondence of Controllers-general and from the Depart-

mental Archives of Bas-Rhin and Haut-Rhin, M. Livet has added re-

searches in the municipal collections of Strasbourg, Haguenau, Colmar

and other towns, in parish registers, in German and Swiss libraries, and

in private papers, including those of the Mazarin family. As a result of

this detailed documentation, a great deal of statistical material has been

unearthed and tabulated; questions of depopulation, war devastation,

food shortages and high prices are dealt with, where possible, by statisti-

cal soundings as well as by the accumulation of contemporary impressions.

It is no longer possible, for example, to accept the description, given by a

historian at the end of the nineteenth century, of an Alsace emerging from

the Thirty Years War a ' desert '—though one may still reflect ruefully

that it takes the twentieth century to appreciate possibilities of total

destruction which earlier scholars could hardly have imagined. Inten-

dants of Alsace were never more busy, nor more useful to the monarchy

and the populations depending on them, than in crises of famine, such

as occurred in 1693-4, 1698-9, 1709 and 1713 ; these crucial periods are

here presented with such a wealth of investigation into the availability

and distribution of food supplies that the history of the action of the

intendants is almost submerged in a series of original contributions to the

economic history of Alsace. Indeed, M. Livet's book (as M. Jean

Meuvret suggested 1 in a discussion of the thesis as it was originally

sustained) might well have been entitled UAlsace sous les premiers inten-

dants. A work of exact and comprehensive scholarship, dealing with

an intendancy which, like Brittany, was peripheral, exposed to foreign

raids, and a latecomer in the general pattern of intendancies in France,

this monograph might, at first glance, be placed on the historian's shelves

next to M. Freville's Ulntendance de Brefagne published three years before it.

A closer look at its contents would, however, incline one to place it

elsewhere, with the works on Alsatian history of M. R. Reuss and

M. Chr. Pfister. In 1637, under the pressure of financial necessities, the

institution of the intendancy (as distinct from the occasional descents of

maitres des requeues) became general throughout the kingdom; in Alsace,

until 1648, the history of intendants remains a branch of the study of

military history and its logistics, and even after that, until 1698 at least,

it is the remarkable flexibility and the highly personal nature of this

governmental device which is striking, rather than its coherent develop-

ment as an institution. In so far as he is writing administrative history,

one feels that, for most of his space, M. Livet is writing the history of

something which became an institution, but which might well have

remained an expedient. The central theme of this book really lies

elsewhere, a theme which is at once more parochial, and at the same time

larger in scale and more interesting in its implications than the formal

history of an intendancy; what we have here is the fascinating story of

the beginning of the process by which Alsace was incorporated into France

A territorial mosaic had to be shaped towards a provincial entity, the

government which revoked the Edict of Nantes had to come to terms

with compact Lutheran groups, the directors of a mercantilist economy

1 Revue d'bistoire moderne et contemporaine, i (1954), 310.
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had to evaluate the Rhenan commerce of transit from the Low Countries

to Switzerland, a warlike monarchy had to compromise between the

necessity of exploiting its frontier provinces to support its armies and the

desirability of conciliating newly-gained subjects by financial and economic

concessions.

Any account of these processes must, of necessity, be complex, and

M. Livet does not make any concessions to readers who have little

knowledge of the earlier history, and strategic and economic geography, of

Alsace or of the political and legal confusions which complicated the

sovereignty of the patch-work possessions which the house of Habsburg
surrendered by the Treaty of Munster. M. Livet has, too, been cautious

in his generalizations; not that this is a matter for complaint, for here,

one feels, is a reticence which is likely to make his work even more
valuable to the students of diplomatic, military, economic and religious

history who are certain to make use of his researches and indications as

new factors in their studies in fields more extensive in time or space.

The book begins with a good deal of detailed discussion of the fourteen

years preceding the initial date given on the title page, a time when
intendants de justice, police et de finances, royal officials with the armies,

represented the king in areas which put themselves under French
' protection '. After the Treaties of Westphalia, came a period of

reconstruction under two able administrators, one being Colbert, later

called Colbert de Croissy, brother of the great minister, who ruled Alsace

for eight years as part of his apprenticeship for higher promotion.

From Alsace, the Colbert family learnt a good deal about the prickly

realities of provincial existence and frontier tensions : in return, they

helped to give Alsace a peaceful settlement of potentially disruptive

problems. After 1663, with the old landowners restored (as laid down
by treaty) to their estates, with a French candidate installed on the episco-

pal throne of Strasbourg, with legal and economic reorganization pro-

ceeding and a modus vivendi developing between the Catholic sovereign

and his Lutheran subjects, an uneventful eight years under an inefficient

intendant ensued. The new intendant was another Colbert, a cousin of

Louis's great minister; before he was recalled, we gain a good deal of

new information about Vauban's early career as an expert on fortifica-

tions—patronized by the intendant in 1663, censured by him three years

later, and thus going over to the camp of the Le Tellier family. In 1673,
Alsace was transferred to the Department of Louvois and was ruled by
him through Jacques de La Grange, one of his creatures, taken from the

ranks, not of the robe, but of the army administrators. The policy, dear

to Richelieu and Mazarin, of alliance with Rhenan states, collapsed;

Alsace was no longer considered as a link with the German diplomatic

scene, and the aim came to be to obliterate the anarchical vestiges of its

imperial days and to substitute uniform allegiance to absolute monarchy

—

the policy of the reunions. The period from 1698 to 171 5 was very

different. Louvois, with his laconic hectoring directives (there are some
delightful examples here) was gone, and the losses of the Treaty of
Ryswick made Alsace into a defensive problem, rather than a spring-

board for launching invasions. ' II ne faut point toucher aux usages de
TAlsace ', became the motto. This intendancy was now one of the most
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important—Le Pelletier de La Houssaye, who was appointed in 1699 was
a maitre des requetes who had already served as an intendant at Soissons

and Montauban, and was obviously on his way to higher things. He
still exercised many military duties

—
' Nous Maitre des requetes, in-

tendant d'Alsace et de l'armee du Rhin ' he described himself—and much
of his time was spent in dealing with desperate emergencies, particularly

concerning supplies. Yet under his rule, the main outlines of the Alsace

which is familiar to students of the eighteenth century are evident

—

the Conseil souverain dispensing its justice at Colmar, a Rohan on the

episcopal throne of Strasbourg, Lutheranism grudgingly recognized,

subdelegues active but old officials like the baillis retaining their theoretically

enormous powers, the royal government in alliance with the nobility

and in control of methods of manipulating the government of towns
which were reluctant to abandon their ' republican ' traditions. The
picture which M. Livet traces of the administrators of the reign of Louis

XIV is an attractive one. Faced with enormous problems—differences

of language, economic interest and religion, and the continual pressure

ofwar and war-like preparations—they created, by shifts and manoeuvres,

a new milieu, a liveable and increasingly attractive compromise.

University of Tasmania J. McManners

D'Etigny et Vadministration de Vintendance d'Auch, ijji-ij6j. By
Maurice Bordes. 2 vols, and folder of maps. (Auch: Cocharaux,

I957-)

Antoine Megret d'Etigny came from a family of newly-enriched and

newly-ennobled bourgeoisie; his father had put down 350,000 1. for the

office ofgrand-audiencier de Trance, while an elder brother had purchased an

office of maitre des requetes in 1732 and became an intendant in 1739.

D'Etigny himself was a conseiller of the parlement of Paris at the age of

twenty and a maitre des requetes four years later. He married the daughter

of a financier, and in 1 7 5 1 , at the age of thirty-two, became intendant

at Auch, where his brother had ruled a few years before him. M. Bordes

is very sympathetic towards the hero of his book, but scrupulously

makes available to us evidence which could lead to a harsher assessment.

One must concede that d'Fitigny was a great road builder and a devoted

administrator, that he was accustomed (like most intendants) to exaggerate

disasters to the crops to obtain taxation relief for his people, and that he left

a good reputation behind him among the folk he ruled. On the other

side, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that he did not rise above the

average of his age for either tolerance or enlightenment. He disliked

deliberative and elective elements in town government, had little sym-

pathy with the peasantry, was inclined to an unimaginative concentration

upon efficiency when the enclosure of commons was in question, took a

harsh line on protestant marriages and the education of protestant

children, and objected to village schools on the ground that they dis-

couraged hard work and created a class of parish-pump lawyers among
the rural population. He was a ' man of authority ', though, tragically,
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it was a failure to exercise authority enough which finally put him out of

favour with the government he had served so meticulously. His career

was virtually destroyed when he failed to adopt strong measures towards

the parkment of Pau— ' Le Roi, Monsieur, jugeant que votre presence

n'est pas necessaire pour son service a Pau, Sa Majeste m'a charge de

vous ecrire d'en partir dans les 24 heures pour vous rendre ici '. After a

brief period of exile to his estates, d'Etigny came back to resume control

at Auch, but by the end of August 1767, he was dead.

What light does this career throw upon the machinery of government

by intendants ? Tocqueville spoke of young men with their way in the

world to make, slaves of authority ; but Ardascheff showed that they were

wealthy scions of the robe, drawn from the inner circle of maitres des

requites, and went on to depict them as independent, local dynasts,

regionalists, ' philosophes '. Yet, though Ardascheff placed his inten-

dants correctly in the social hierarchy, it does not follow that because

they were rich and important in their own right, they would adopt a

cavalier attitude towards the Government. They wanted to rise to still

higher offices—to be conseillers d'Etat, ministers, ambassadors, to rule

more fashionable intendancies. So Tocqueville's initial error does not

necessarily mean that he was mistaken about the effect of personal

ambitions on their conduct. On the other hand, ambition is not every-

thing—pride, a desire for local popularity, ' the spirit of the age ', mere

rectitude—for all sorts of motivational reasons, Ardascheff could be

right. ' King's men ' or ' regionalists ' ? M. Lheritier's work on

Tourny of Bordeaux (1920) inclined to the second opinion; M. Freville's

recent volumes on Brittany (1953) support the first. M. Bordes is on

M. Freville's side, but advances two suggestions towards a synthesis.

Following up Senac de Meilhan's comparison of Colbert's intendants

with those of Louis XVI, he suggests that the independent spirit of these

provincial administrators was a gradual development—indeed, to be

fair to Ardascheff one ought to remember that he was specifically con-

cerned with the last generation of intendants. Thus, d'Etigny would

take his place somewhere near the chronological centre of this liberal

izing process. The second suggestion is more subtle. M. Bordes

draws attention to the remarkable differences between intendancies.

Bordeaux with no Estates and a single parkment, Tours with neither

(in that the parkment of Paris fought the Crown directly), were very

different propositions to Brittany, with its unruly Estates, their commission

intermediate, its proud parkment and its solid provincial unity against

interference, or Auch with its three parkments, five pays d'Etats and three

pays abonnes, as suitable a field for guerilla outbreaks as Brittany was for

prolonged campaigns. To carry M. Bordes's point rather recklessly

forward, one might suggest that there were ' front-line ' intendancies,

intermediate ones like Auch where crises were intermittent or less

spectacular, and ' safe ' ones back in second echelon ; and that the royal

government expected different degrees of toughness and varying kinds

of ' obedience ' from its administrators according to locality and circum-

stance. This appeal to local and particular circumstance might be

enlarged by reference to a possibility which M. Bordes has barely been

able to touch on in the case of d'Etigny, no doubt because the sources
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do not provide sufficient evidence. Clearly, however, much must have

depended upon the standing of an individual intendant at court and in

high society. Was d'Etigny so obviously a ' king's man ' and a conserva-

tive because he came from a new family, risen but recently into the high

robe by the profits of war contracts and Law's Scheme, and with very

little pull at Versailles beyond that which high finance could provide?

A long ancestry and high connections might have given him a security,

at least in his own mind, which would have made him at once more
independent towards the Government, and more ruthless towards the

parkment of Pau. Another suggestion which one might offer is that

the Tocqueville-Ardascheff antithesis propounds a somewhat artificial

dilemma. It assumes possibilities of powerful action by intendants upon

local society which were not always open to them. D'Etigny could send

vagabonds to jail or protestant girls to convents, but only after due

reflection as to who would provide subsistence allowances; he could

disarm the peasantry, but how then could a marechaussee of fewer than a

hundred men deal with robbers ? Orders could be given, but it was as

well to ensure that there would be a minimum of influential opposition

—

from the Estates of Beam, Bigorre, Basse-Navarre, Le Nebouzan, Le
Pays de Soule, or the assemblies of Labourd, Marsan or Quatre Vallees,

or the parlements of Toulouse, Pau or Bordeaux, or the great Grammont
family, or the hereditary grand vqyer of Beam, the maitrises des Eaux et

forets, the Bureau des finances, the bishops, some important municipality.

... If intendants sometimes negotiated upwards instead of obeying,

it may have been because they were also negotiating downwards within

their provinces, and the government knew it. Eighteenth-century

France was a despotism at the apex of a pyramid of compromises with

the influential. ' King's man ' and ' independent regionalist ' are not

mutually exclusive and opposed terms: for effectiveness in either role,

it was sometimes necessary to assume both.

Whatever validity these tentative reflections may have, one must

hasten to add that M. Bordes's substantial thesis is often less concerned

with d'Etigny or the development of an administrative system than its

title would suggest. The writer of the history of an intendancy faces

a difficult choice between chronological and analytical treatment, 1 and

M. Bordes's use of the latter method on such an immense scale, with such

ruthless logic and with such full documentation, 2 has submerged his

official subject beneath a mass of fascinating information about provincial

France. Justice, police, public order, the affairs of religious bodies,

taxation, military supplies and conscription, roads, agriculture, forests,

industry, commerce, hospitals and charity, education, the arts, ideas,

the Estates and the parlements, towns and communities—we are given a

cross-section of the life of all classes over a period of sixteen years in a

large and peculiarly interesting area. The municipal reform of 1764-5 is

1 See the remarks of Georges Livet, Ulntendance d'Alsace sous Louis XIV (1956),

p. 14.
2 The documentation is superb. Since the thesis covers such a wide field of human

activities in such detail, experts in various branches of historical studies may point

out minor lacunae. The present reviewer would suggest that Expilly andUAlmanach
royal are unreliable sources for the revenues of bishoprics and chapters.
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an obscure subject: here, however, are some full pages on how it worked
at Auch, Tarbes and other towns. Anyone contemplating venturing

into the long-standing controversy between clericals and anti-clericals

over the numbers of village schools in France of the old regime will find

useful clues here. So it is with many other questions, important or

otherwise—the standing of protestants and Jews, the collection of capita-

tion and of the faille (in an area of faille re'elle), the composition and work-

ing of provincial estates, the growth of watering places in the Pyrenees,

the repair of vicarages, amateur bullfighting in village streets—there is

an infinity of social detail here. For long many will have cause to be

grateful to M. Bordes's erudition and his refusal to be squeamish about

relevance. His volumes will take their place along with Marion's

Dicfionnaire des institutions de la ¥ranee au XVIIe et ~X.VIIle
Steele as in-

dispensable reference books to students of French society in the eighteenth

century.

University of Tasmania J. McManners

The Correspondence of Edmund Burke. Vol. i. April ijqq-June ij68.

Edited by Thomas W. Copeland. (Cambridge: 1958. 60s.)

The justification for this edition of Burke's correspondence is that its

predecessor, published in 1844, contains only 305 out of about 1,700 of his

letters now known to be in existence; as its general editor, Professor

Copeland, points out in his preface, to find those in print alone ' it is

necessary to consult nearly two hundred sources in books, magazines

and newspapers '. The new edition will include all Burke's known
surviving letters, together with such letters to him and other documents

as are judged to be important or necessary to the understanding of his

own. The work is being shared by eight editors, with access to the

indispensable Fitzwilliam manuscripts, comprising Burke's papers and

those of his chief partons, Lord Rockingham and the 4th Earl Fitzwilliam.

The edition will run to ten volumes, coming out at the rate of one a year.

The present volume contains 197 of Burke's letters, compared with

twenty-seven printed for the same period in the 1844 edition. Twenty-

four of the letters are new, but the great bulk of the increase is accounted

for by the Shackleton and O'Hara correspondences, both of which have

been published before. Nearly a third of the letters were written

during Burke's four years as an undergraduate at Trinity College, Dublin.

Another third are scattered over the eighteen ' missing years ' of his life,

from his graduation in 1748 to his entry to the house of commons at

the beginning of 1766. The best documented episode in these years is

Burke's quarrel with William Gerard Hamilton, whom he served as

secretary from 1759 to 1765. Among the documents on this affair

are some striking and hitherto unpublished notes by Hamilton on

Burke's conduct, which is twice stigmatized as that of a ' Jew and a

Jesuit '. It is not however till the last two and a half years of the period

covered by the volume, when Burke becomes the spokesman for the

Rockingham party, that his own letters begin to be of great interest.
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The feature of this volume is not the twenty-four new Burke letters,

which are of minor importance, but the ancillary documents and notes

with which it enriches the old ones. These enable the reader to see, for

example, not only how political affairs appeared to Burke himself and his

friends, but how far appearance differed from reality; e.g. how more
than a year after Bute had ceased to exercise any political influence

Burke still believed him to be the power behind the government. Again,

they bring out how much Edmund Burke, the prima donna, owed
to William Burke, his impresario, and to their wealthy backer, Lord
Verney, over whom William struck Henry Fox as having ' as great a

sway . . . as I ever knew one man to have over another '. Edmund
owed his seat in Parliament to William's almost hypnotic influence over

Verney, who also helped the Burkes to achieve an 'independency' by under-

writing William's speculations in East India stock to the tune of £40,000.

Well might William write, reporting that he had netted £12,000 at least

by these transactions :
' It would be idle to find words to express what

we owe to this man's disinterested unaffected worth and goodness to us.'

The new edition has been given an excellent start by Professor

Copeland and his assistants. Except for one aberration, in the form of a

note suggesting that Samuel Johnson succeeded Burke as Hamilton's

paid secretary, the annotation is of a high level. A special tribute is

due to the outstanding political notes contributed by Mr. Brooke. It is

impossible to congratulate those responsible for the appearance of the

volume, a utility article at a luxury price.

London R. R. Sedgwick

Banks and Politics in America, from the Kevolution to the Civil War. By
Bray Hammond. (Princeton University Press. London: O.U.P.,

1958.)

This is not in the strict sense a history of banking. ' Instead ', says the

author, ' banking is used . . . as an approach to certain phenomena
of early American history—or, better perhaps, as a point of observation

whence one looks over the landscape and spies out things not to be so

clearly seen from any other angle ' (Preface, p. vii). And banking is

shown here to be a most useful political vantage point. In part this is due

to Mr. Hammond's own experience as a life-long banker and latterly as

Assistant Secretary of the Federal Reserve Board ; in part it is product

of his research into the Hamilton, Taney and Biddle papers, and in the

Canadian archives and the British Museum; but it is primarily because

the material is not allowed to swamp the search for a theme, because the

viewpoint is as much political as economic. Pre- as well as post-Civil

War, the banks were a controversial political issue, and Mr. Hammond's
study is thus as indispensable to the straight historian as to the student

of America's economic ' growth '.

For the story told here is abundantly one of growth in the economic

sense. From the beginning of its history, America has grown rich by
borrowing. If the largest borrower today is the Federal Government,
the most important borrowers in the nineteenth century were business
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men and corporations, and in the days of the Founding Fathers they were

merchants and speculators and entrepreneurs. From the beginning of its

history the United States had a faith in the future that was economic as

much as political; it was a land of buoyant confidence, and of easy credit.

And from 1791 when the first Bank of the United States was set up, until

Jackson's attack on the Second Bank in 1832, the United States was well

served not only in its central but in its state and local banks. There were

many of them, and the Treasury and the banks together kept a fairly

tight grip on the economy in the first forty years of independence ; and

the prosperity that accompanied this—though it was not necessarily

its ' result '—was for the most part due to the use of borrowed funds by

business men. Mr. Hammond demonstrates that affluence was an early

nineteenth-century as well as a twentieth-century feature, and that the

entrepreneur was as characteristic of the late eighteenth as of the late

nineteenth century. Whatever the effect of the panics of 1837 and 1857

and of the chequered political story after 1833, the banks played a major

role in the early republic. They were ' the mediums [sic] of abundance ',

in Mr. Hammond's phrase. Robert Morris too was a Founding Father.

The first thesis that is thus overturned by Mr. Hammond—at least

for the first seventy years of American history—is that the debtors were

poor agrarians. The debtors who owed the most, and whose influence

was the greatest, were in fact not farmers but business men. What they

wanted was not relief from debt but easier borrowing powers.

The second thesis that is challenged has been even more strongly

entrenched. Mr. Hammond argues that the Jacksonian attack on Nicholas

Biddle's Bank— ' that hydra of corruption '—was itself the work of

business interests, whatever the agrarian and idealistic vocabulary they

used. The attack was due to Wall Street's jealousy of Chestnut Street,

to the business man's dislike of credit restraint, and to the identification

of the Bank with the aristocracy of business. Jackson's veto message

of July 1832, says Mr. Hammond, was ' legalistic, demagogic and full of

sham '

(p. 405). The Jacksonians were themselves entrepreneurs who
resented the bank's interference with the expansion of the monetary

supply, and who were engaged in a political campaign to weaken

Philadelphia and destroy John Calhoun. They were superb propa-

gandists, who have captivated later generations, and many later historians,

not least A.M. Schlesinger, Jr. Nicholas Biddle—the portrait ofwhom is

brilliantly drawn here—emerges as gifted, scholarly but naive, no match

for Old Hickory or his henchmen. The sections on this struggle are

quite the most outstanding in the book: Mr. Hammond's revisionist

view will become essential reading for the age of Jackson. There was no

period in American history ' when language was more idealistic, endeavour

more materialistic, and the tone of public life more hypocritical than during

the Jacksonian revolution '
(p. 365).

This is a fresh and vigorous book. It is packed with facts, yet is easy

to read, critical and argumentative. If there is a fault, it is—despite its

760 pages—a fault of omission: very little is said about agricultural

credit, the assumption is made that farmers did not wish to borrow, and

politics is in places reduced to a war about the functions of banks between

a ' party ' of agrarians and a ' party ' of business entrepreneurs. As
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Mr. Hammond says, there were many groups inside the Jackson complex;

and the book would have profited from fuller assessment of the farmers'

needs and attitudes. It is touched on, in moving personal terms, with

reference to the farming frontier of the eighteen-twenties (p. 281).

Enough is said here to indicate that the farmers' plight was a real one,

and allowed them to join in the easy escape of blaming everything on the

federal government and the federal bank.

University of Glasgow Esmond Wright

Great Basin Kingdom: An Economic History of the hatter-day Saints, 1S30-

1900. By L. J. Arrington. (Harvard University Press. London:

O.U.P., 1958. 72s.)

Originating as a tiny sect in upstate New York in 1830, and driven from

place to place by persecutions, the Mormon Church established itself in

Utah in 1847. Within a generation its members explored a large part

of the Far West, settled the habitable valleys of Utah and neighbouring

areas, developed irrigation, and promoted the influx of tens of thousands

of converts from north-west Europe. Although, from about 1870, the

Church was subjected to new strains, especially the conflict with the

Federal government and the end of economic isolation with the coming

of the railway, it continued to exert a remarkable degree of influence on

the development of Utah down to the present century, and still gives it a

very special character among American States. Professor Arrington's is

much the most important book yet written on the economic side of

Mormon history. As its more than 1,500 notes show, it is based on a

comprehensive range of Mormon and Government documents, on scores

of contemporary diaries, and on innumerable monographs, some un-

published and many inaccessible in this country. By judicious arrange-

ment and excellent printing this documentation can be used with ease:

each chapter has a bibliographical essay, making it readily possible to

assess the references which follow. The index is workmanlike, there are

excellent illustrations, and the numerous quotations in the text include,

from diaries, some vivid colloquial versions of utterances by Brigham

Young.
In the preface, the scope of the book is clearly stated. It is not

intended to be the total history of Mormonism; nor, since it omits

mining and other late nineteenth-century activities of non-Mormons, is

it a complete economic history of Utah to 1 900. It is a history ofMormon
economic projects in and around Utah, projects which, as Dr. Arrington

demonstrates, were deeply influenced not only by geographical condi-

tions but by fundamental principles of Mormon religion. The Mormons
intended to build the Kingdom of God in the Great Basin, and this

influenced both their economic objectives and their economic methods.

Thus, they tried hard to achieve self-sufficiency, to exclude outside

influences, and to maintain Church control of society. They based their

agriculture on villages rather than on isolated farms. They developed

a system of tithing which could finance religious buildings, but also many
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other public projects. They devoted ceaseless experiment to expanding

immigration, despite extreme shortage of cash resources. With few

exceptions, finally, they avoided mining. The whole picture of this

Mormon economic activity becomes clearer than ever before. By de-

voting about half his book to the period after i860, Dr. Arrington

corrects the common error involved in limiting attention to the earliest

pioneer days. The following topics especially become far more com-
prehensible, or even comprehensible for the first time: the planning

institutions of the Church, including the Council of Fifty and the School

of the Prophets; the significance of the gold rush of 1849 in rescuing

Utah from its acute early difficulties; the B.Y. Express and Carrying

Company ; the economic aspects of the Utah War of 1 8
5 7-8 ; the Mormon

response to the ending of isolation; the development of local railways;

experiments with co-operative trading and communal settlements; and

the large-scale liquidation of Church economic interests late in the nine-

teenth century under Federal government attack. This is a massive

achievement. But it is still true that, to gain a complete understanding

of Mormon enterprise in the Great Basin, certain supplements are needed.

To see how the Mormons' economic principles fit into their whole

scheme of theology, T. F. O'Dea's The Mormons (1957), is indispensable.

To appreciate the scope of immigration activity, W. Mulder's Homeward
to Zion (1957), on the Scandinavian converts, should be read, though

Dr. Arrington's account of immigration finance is better. Inevitably,

Great Basin Kingdom has to concentrate on central planning. This does

not lead to an impression of perfection : mistakes and failures are clearly

enumerated. But the picture is rather different if accounts of local

activity are read—the work of the county courts in G. Thomas's Develop-

ment of Institutions under Irrigation (1922), the priesthood meetings in

Mulder, the bishops' courts in N. Andersen's Desert Saints (1942), for

example. Above all, the diaries of the pioneers, such as those of John
D. Lee edited by R. G. Cleland and J. Brooks in 1955 as A Mormon
Chronicle, show more vividly than any treatise the confusions, the con-

tention, the human weakness, and the appalling toil involved in subduing

the Great Basin. It should be stated firmly, however, that all these

sources are used by Dr. Arrington as far as is possible in one book;

and elsewhere he has himself written a significant proportion of Utah's

best local history.

In any of the piincipal subjects treated, it is unlikely that any reader

will find errors of fact. But many topics have had to be referred to

briefly, and here a number of statements are made which may lead to

misunderstanding. There is a contradiction between two statements on
an early exploring company (pp. 32, 40), the second being correct.

Several incidents in an account of the Mormons' learning about the Far

West are compressed so as to give the wrong impression that all occurred

simultaneously (p. 41), and the reference cited is correct for only one
incident. There is rather too much emphasis on assisted immigration

on page 99 : in fact, even down to 1 870, barely half of the British converts

received direct financial aid at any stage of their journey, though all were
organized in uniform fashion. The correct insistence on the restraining

influence of Mormon ideology on the use of grants of natural resources
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made to individual Church leaders (pp. 54, 92) may perhaps have the

effect of obscuring the fact that, as early ordinances and statutes show,

very many such grants were made. And was not the route planned in

1855 (p. 163) up, and not down, the Yellowstone? For a book of more
than 400 pages, that is a very short list. But while the facts, and the

judgments on Mormon economic policies, can be accepted, one wider

generali2ation seems more questionable. Dr. Arrington insists (pp.

vii-viii, 63, and elsewhere) on the close connection between Mormonism
and ante-bellum America, especially the America of the Age of Jackson.

Many connections can certainly be seen. But when it is suggested that

Mormon economic planning was analogous to the economic promotion

and regulation by the States in the first half of the nineteenth century,

then even against the weight of Dr. Arrington's judgment a doubt must

be expressed. It is, indeed, important to understand that modern
scholarship is establishing that laissez-faire was not the dominant policy

of American governments before the Civil War that it became immediately

afterwards. But to take stock in railways and factories, to sponsor canal-

building, or to regulate banks with a jealous regard for the interests of the

community, is one thing : it is quite another to carry the idea of common-
wealth to the point of massive central planning, a large measure of co-

operative organization in farming, industry and trade, and a minutely

detailed supervision of individual behaviour, the whole backed by

spiritual and not merely worldly sanctions. Similarly, while it is true

that the contrast between the Mormon planned economy and laissez-faire

America in the last third of the nineteenth century helps to explain the

depth of hostility to the Church, yet the Mormons had suffered severe

persecution, at an earlier period, at the hands of the relatively paternalistic

States of Missouri and Illinois.

Great Basin Kingdom takes its place with a series of books, some of

them mentioned in this review, which have brought Mormon history

from the level of anecdote, chronicle or polemic to that of scholarship.

Dr. Arrington's bibliographies list them all. Indeed, he does some of

them considerably more than justice. For out of a mass of merely useful

monographs—and from his years of research in the original sources

—

he has made a book which stands head and shoulders above them all:

not only the most impressive study of any aspect of Mormonism, but a,

book comparable with the best in any field of American economic history.

University ofBirmingham P. A. M. Taylor

Histoire des relations Internationales . Vol. viii : ~L.es crises du XXe Steele, ii.

De 1929 a 194J. By Pierre Renouvin. (Paris: Hachette, 1958.)

This volume completes the series surveying international relations

from the dawn of the Middle Ages, which Professor Renouvin has

edited and, in large part, written. It is the most tentative of the series:

hints for the study of history rather than historical narrative. This is

deliberate. M. Renouvin points out in the preface that we are very shoit

of solid material for this period, despite the common assumption that
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everything is known. The shortage of scholarly books is even more
surprising than the shortage of documentary evidence. The volume is

more of a piece than its predecessor. The outbreak of war in 1939 is its

central theme. Half the book leads up to this; and the rest proceeds

from it. This concentration on a single aspect has its disadvantages.

The Far East occupies a smaller place than in previous volumes; and

other areas of the world, such as South America, are not mentioned at all.

Nor is it possible to find much on the general character of international

relations in this period. There are few references to the League of

Nations; none to the preparations for the United Nations.

The book opens with the great depression of 1929; but M. Renouvin

adds that this does not explain the political upheavals. The economic

crisis did not cause international conflicts of itself. Rather it gave an

opening to men and movements dominated by ' the will to power '.

This is M. Renouvin's old theme that events are determined by individual

men as much as by ' profound forces '. He fixes the great ' turning

point ' from peace to war in 1935—the moment when collective security

gave way to international anarchy. M. Renouvin finds a good many

puzzles here. Why did Mussolini launch his attack on Abyssinia at this

moment—or indeed at all ? M. Renouvin doubts whether he was misled

by the Stresa front: this was never 'a diplomatic system'. Perhaps

Mussolini thought that this was the last moment when Italy was strong

and the other Powers weak; but ' this is only a guess '. Again, why did

the British draw back? Perhaps British opinion realized that sanctions

might lead to war—but this is another guess. Again, there is no clear

explanation why the French failed to react against the German reoccupa-

tion of the Rhineland. ' A divided ministry, a hesitating General Staff,

a " demoralised " public opinion, these are the likely explanations.'

Similar doubts arise on every page. Did Soviet Russia, for example,

ever intend to play an active part in the Czech crisis ? ' It is impossible

to reply.' Were the Czechs themselves anxious to resist? Here again

M. Renouvin is doubtful. And more doubtful still regarding the alleged

German plot of September 1938 against Hitler. He finds fresh puzzles

in the final crisis over Poland. Why did Hitler hesitate at the last

moment ? Why, on the other hand, did the British and French govern-

ments resolve on war ? Was it because they were misled by rumours of

discontent within Germany? On some points M. Renouvin speaks

firmly where doubt seems to me more in order. For instance, he attri-

butes to Hitler ' a fixed, defined plan ', and adds that therefore the details

of his diplomacy are of no interest. Certainly Hitler had ' the will for

action ' ; but if he had fixed, defined plans, he failed signally to observe

them. Like other great opportunists he took a chance when he saw one.

On a more detailed question, it seems to me rash to assert that war would

have been averted ' in all probability ' if the Soviet Union had supported

England and France. Such slight evidence as there is suggests that

Hitler would have attacked Poland in any case, hoping no doubt to

divide his antagonists thereafter.

On the war itself, M. Renouvin takes the French campaign as his

first great section. He attributes, I think, too much importance to the

question of the French fleet. This was an urgent question for the British
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—and indeed for the French. There is no evidence that Hitler regarded

it as ' the centre of interest ' until long after the armistice had been made.

M. Renouvin agrees with other historians in believing that there was no
serious intention of ' collaboration ' on the German side. Hitler was

concerned only that French North Africa should remain in Vichy hands.

Hence, ' the existence of the Free French Movement alone made possible

the " attentisme " of the Marshal '. As to Hitler's attack on Russia,

M. Renouvin regards it as ' a preventive war ' rather than an attempt to

secure Russia's economic resources. But, he adds, ' Did Hitler really

believe that Germany would be exposed to a Russian attack in the future ?

Or was this an excuse to cloak his old plan of expansion " to the East " ?
'

M. Renouvin attributes the Far Eastern war to a deliberate Japanese

decision that this was the last favourable moment. He rejects the idea

that Roosevelt forced the Japanese into war, though he concedes that the

President was ' relieved ' when the Japanese acted.

M. Renouvin does not believe that there was any chance of a com-
promise peace with Germany. ' The Nazi leaders were determined to

go on to the end.' The only serious effort at compromise, he claims,

was from the Russian side. In June 1943 Stalin negotiated with the

Germans through Stockholm, but abandoned the approach when the

death of Sikorski ' opened favourable prospects for Russian diplomacy

in regard to war-aims '. This is an ingenious combination, resting on
slight foundations. It would be safer to say that British and American
policy aimed at conciliating Stalin, though with an increasing confidence

in their ability to hold a balance as the second front drew nearer. Sur-

veying the world at the end of the war, M. Renouvin makes the obvious

point that Russia and the United States now overshadowed the other

Powers. He goes on however to suggest that the pattern of the future

may be profoundly modified by the ' rise ' of the coloured peoples.

The last sentences state his creed and his practice as a historian. ' The
essential aim of historical work is to provide explanations. . . . Historical

research must weigh the various factors. It thus provides the opportu-

nity for necessary reflexions; but it does not claim to give solutions, still

less to preach lessons.' M. Renouvin regrets, I suspect, that Europe is

not still the centre of the world and that France is no longer the centre

of Europe. But he has made his peace with reality.

Magdalen College, Oxford A. J. P. Taylor
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Short Notices

In A. History of Spain (London: Allen and Unwin, 1958. 30s.) Mr.
Harold Livermore has written a book which is aimed at the student.

There is, it is true, a lack of good books in English on Spanish history,

but whether a work which covers the vast period from pre-history to the

present day does anything to remedy the situation is another matter.

Some degree of specialization is called for and few historians would care

to tackle both the medieval and the modern periods single-handed.

Yet Mr. Livermore begins well. There is an admirable description of

the physical structure of Spain and the formation of the Spanish races.

In his account of the Almerian civilization and of Roman and Visigothic

Spain he is still moving strongly. But he runs into trouble when he
reaches the Muslim conquest and occupation, the formation of the five

kingdoms and the reconquest. To bring some order out of the chaos of

Muslim and Christian Spain in the middle ages, to solve the immense
problems of method, material and interpretation, to make intelligible the

variety of persons and policies in the two communities—this would be

a difficult task even for a specialist who dominated at least some aspect of

the subject. Mr. Livermore makes a valiant attempt to tell a clear story

but the odds are against him. From the early modern period onwards
he has more chance of success, but he does not take it. We might expect

to see some of the results of recent research, that of Braudel and the

French group for the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, of Sarrailh and
Dominguez Ortiz for the eighteenth century, and of Sanchez Agesta for

the nineteenth. But there is no sign of this. As a work of synthesis the

book lacks balance: there is now less excuse than there used to be for

dismissing the century of Bourbon rule in a mere thirty pages, for special-

ists have begun to fill in this period. The book's greatest defect, however,

arises from the author's narrow view of what history is about. This is

political narrative of the old fashioned kind, so severely written that it

becomes almost unreadable. For an account of the social, economic
and religious forces behind events, for some idea of what Spaniards

were thinking and how they were living, we look in vain. Mr. Liver-

more's history is a history of Spain's rulers and their policies. Within
these limits it is factual and objective, but it does not tell us what
Spaniards were fighting for in the sixteenth century and complaining about

thereafter.

University 0/ Liverpool John Lynch

Major-General J. F. C. Fuller's The Generalship of Alexander the Great

(London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1958. 35s.) is an excellent book;
though the reviewer may perhaps be counted prejudiced in its favour by
the fact that it agrees at almost every point with his own views, as expressed
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both in an article which is quoted and in a book which the author may

not have used. It is gratifying to a layman to find his views so far

identical with those of a distinguished soldier. The treatment is system-

atic; a first part describes the background, political (fourth-century

Greece), military (the Macedonian army), geographical; and Alexander's

youth and education; after which sixty-six pages of ' Strategical Narra-

tive ' tell the story in outline and make it possible in the longer Part ii

to deal analytically with Alexander's great battles, his sieges, his ' small

wars ' and his statesmanship without pauses for explanation. By no

means the least interesting chapters, and characteristic of the author's

thought, are the last two, on Alexander's statesmanship and generalship,

i.e. the over-all picture, in which he has interesting things to say by way

of comparison on Hitler's adroit handling of the political and moral

factors in his earlier years of power, in contrast with the un-Alexandrian

. blunder by which he squandered the not inconsiderable amount of good-

will with which the German armies were at first received by Soviet

populations, especially in the Ukraine. General Fuller's use of the

ancient sources, for the background as well as for the campaigns, ranging

from Herodotus and Xenophon to Polybios and the New Testament, is

impressive in one who is not a specialist; and he uses Tarn's work with

a rare combination of proper respect and a refusal to consider him verbally

inspired. The proof-correcting is good, though some minor misprints

almost inevitably occur, chiefly in the less-known proper names. ' Suffi-

ciently . . . that ' (p. 196) and ' unlike at ' (p. 205) are examples of a few

blemishes in a soldier's direct and lucid military style. The book may be

unreservedly recommended both to the scholar and to the non-specialist.

University of Glasgow A. R. Burn

To clothe the whole history of medieval ideas in a Pelican's feathers

might seem a difficult and dangerous enterprise ; but it has been attempted

in a bold and imaginative way by Gordon Leff in Medieval Thought from

Saint Augustine to Ockham (Harmondsworth, Middlesex : Penguin Books,

1958. 3s. 6d.). His purpose is to expound and to clarify, not to scatter

superficial generalizations. The reader is made to face up to hylo-

morphism, plurality of forms, the possible intellect and all the basic

technicalities of Arab and scholastic philosophy. He is helped on his way
by the alertness and vigour of the exposition, and by Dr. Leff's remarkable

gift for finding coherence in the most tangled of medieval arguments.

Among Pelicans, this is a difficult book; but among books which attempt

a real explanation of medieval thought, it is remarkably lucid. Indeed, it

is a tour deforce to have laid out the whole development from Augustine to

Ockham in so small a compass and so fully. It is made possible by
concentration on philosophy and natural theology—doctrine is little

discussed, political thought and science have only a few pages each, and

Dante only a few lines. This gives the book a central theme and con-

tinuity; and it is saved from narrowness by admirable sketches of the

background to each period. The philosophical core gives the thirteenth

century a natural prominence, and by contrast the fourteenth century
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(so much of it as we are allowed to see) is briefly treated. But this is the

author's own field; his pages on Ockham and his critics (including

Bradwardine, on whom Dr. Leff has recently published an important

study) are especially interesting; and one regrets that the book ends so

abruptly in the crumbling world of the mid-fourteenth century. This

apart, there are few complaints one would wish to make. The enterprise

is bold, and the proportions and details are not always in perfect harmony

;

occasionally the canvas is unduly crowded ; experts will dispute some of

the interpretations. 1 Many introductions to medieval thought have been

written in recent years, but few of them make the trend of recent studies

so clear as this. Mr. Leff writes as a historian; but he takes his thinkers

seriously. Many of them used and developed strenuous and supple

philosophical techniques ; they taught Europe how to think. The most

uninstructed reader will clear his mind of any simple notions of the unity

of medieval thought, of the ' medieval synthesis ', of Thomist dominance,

or of the narrowness of medieval speculation; and there are few medi-

evalists who would not profit from this lively and interesting book.

University of Liverpool C. N. L. Brooke

Although it is not uncommon for an expensive ' hard-cover ' book to

be republished later in a cheaper form, the reverse process is less usual.

Michael Lewis's The History of the British Navy (London: Allen and

Unwin, 1959. 25s.) first appeared as a 'paperback' in 1957. There

are, however, still no maps, pictures, diagrams, footnotes or appendices.

A note on ' Further Reading ', indicating not only those periods and

aspects well covered but also the gaps, is valuable, and the general outline

clear and satisfying. There are three parts :
' The Old Navy ', ' The

Royal Navy' and 'The New Navy', bringing the story up to 1945;

the first six hundred years, from 800 to 1485, are covered very quickly

and rather scrappily, the period 1 660-1 81 5 carrying most of the weight.

It is a consecutive narrative, often of interest on such aspects as the crucial

importance of the Commonwealth period, ' post '-rank, ' commission '

and ' commissioned ' rank, pay and half-pay. The style is racy and

confident, implying full mastery over all the facts. This authoritative

tone makes surprising such statements as that feudal men-at-arms were

usually ' pretty humble folk '
(p. 15); the slight mention of prize-money

in the sixteen-fifties diminishes its importance in later years; it is dis-

turbing to find the line ' A land-breeze shook the shrouds ' misquoted

(p. 155); and the suggestion that 'it was probably an "experimental"

machine which sent Brueys and Casabianca to their doom ' at the Nile

(p. 199), finds no support in Clowes, Callender, James or Brenton; it is

on such matters that the complete absence of documentation is annoying.

Moreover, the confidence in the author's mastery over detail is further

1 There arc a few trivial slips: e.g. Abelard was condemned in 1140 (or 1141),

not 1 142 (p. 113); John of Salisbury's Policraticus was written before, not after, Bccket's

struggle with Henry II (p. 126); Citeaux was founded in 1097, not 1198 (sic, p. 82,

presumably a misprint for the traditional date, 1098). To say that Manicheism ' ex-

plained the world in purely rational terms ' (p. 33) might give a novice a strange

impression of its doctrines.

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCIV K
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shaken when enquiry shows that Masefield's ' Sea Life in Nelson's Time '

was first published in 1905, not in 1937 as given on page 245 ; the dates

given on this page for publication of both James and Brenton are also

wrong; and if the later, fuller and revised editions of these books are

meant, surely this should be clearly stated. It is perhaps natural that the

general picture throughout this interesting book should be highly lit

on the ' pro-Navy ' side, from a completely predominating British view-

point; it is indeed a thrilling tale. But it is all treated uncritically:

' We ' and ' our ' appear throughout what sounds very like an official

history. ' Native ' readers may enjoy this volume, which is certainly

easy reading (sometimes painfully so). Just what value it has for
' foreigners ', or for dispassionate historians, is much more difficult to

assess. Perhaps ' A British History of the Navy ' would have been a

more correct title.

Birmingham T. H. McGuffie

This volume of Dagenham Place Names, compiled by John G. O'Leary,

librarian of Dagenham Public Library (Dagenham: Borough of,

Valence House, 1958. £1 is.) contains a full list of the place names of

the ancient parish (which is coterminous with the modern borough)

assembled from maps and from records in the local archive repositories

and the Public Record Office. Mr. O'Leary's main concern is to relate

the place names to family names wherever these have any relevance.

Where family names do not help, he confines himself to listing the variant

forms of the names with dates, citing in some cases the verdicts of Ekwall

and other philologists on the meaning of some of the elements. In

Essex, as in some other old-enclosed counties, the family name is very

commonly applied to farms, e.g. Sparks, Sperlings, Starmans. Hence
this approach to place names in Dagenham is unusually rewarding.

On the other hand, the explanation of so many place names in terms of

family names raises certain doubts whether the family name may not

be derived sometimes from the place name and not vice versa. For

example, Wythedenebrook (1297) suggests an association with withies

which may have grown beside it. But Mr. O'Leary associates it with

a family name, giving as his first three examples the Wythe family c. 1260;

John atte Wythe 1301 ; and Agnes ate Withe 1456. In short, this volume
will be a most valuable tool to those who use the book critically and do

not always accept without question the family-name explanation. It

contains some very pleasing photographs from old maps, a most useful

list of all the old maps of Dagenham, and it imparts the information that

Dagenham Public Library has photocopies of all known maps and

documents relating to the borough—an example that might be copied

elsewhere. The book is an interesting experiment in book production.

The text is typewritten and was reproduced on a Multilith machine. The
sheets were bound in the library and the volume sells at a reasonable

price.

University ofLeicester Joan Thirsk
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The chief interest of The Peterborough Chronicle ioyo-iiJ4 edited with

introduction, commentary and an Appendix on the interpolations

by Miss Cecily Clark (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958. 30s.) lies in

the long section of the introduction devoted to a study of its language.

The annals fall into three distinct groups : the copied annals from 1070 to

1 121; the First Peterborough Continuation from 1122 to 1131; and the

Final Continuation dealing with the reign of Stephen. In the first

group the language is basically the West Saxon which had been adopted

during the tenth century for nearly all Old-English writing whatever its

provenance. But the First Continuation, though still influenced by

the West Saxon Schriftsprache, is strongly marked by the dialect of the

east Midland district where it was written employing distinctively Middle

English accidence and syntax :
' English is changing from a synthetic

language to an analytic one before our eyes.' The Final Continuation

represents the fulfilment of the tendencies shown in the First Continuation,

so that this part of the text approximates to contemporary Peterborough

speech. The author's thesis is that this version of the Chronicle is of

great philological importance because, although from the Old-English

point of view it demonstrates the dissolution of the Schriftsprache into

unsystematized colloquial dialect, from the modern point of view it is

also the earliest authentic example of that east Midland language which

was to be the chief ancestor of our modern Standard English. Though

not easy reading, the argument of this section is convincing. The text is

reliable, and the emendations suggested have the double merit of being

both sensible and clearly displayed. The historical sections of the intro-

duction and the notes are scarcely of the quality of the linguistic

analysis; useful sometimes as a supplement to Plummer, his edition

remains indispensable. It would be interesting to know the reasons

which moved the editor to begin at 1070, rather than at 1066 or 1080.

Jesus College, Cambridge D. J. V. Fisher

The full text of The ' Dignitas Decani ' of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin

(Dublin: Irish MSS. Commission, 1957) had been prepared for publica-

tion with great care by Newport B. White shortly before his death. It

now appears in print through the kindly offices of Professor Aubrey

Gwynn, who has added a useful Introduction to explain the provenance

of this register which early attracted to itself the appellation of ' Dignitas

Decani '. It contains a corpus of documents relating in general to St.

Patrick's Cathedral but with special emphasis upon the rights and privi-

leges of the dean and chapter. The originals have disappeared and we
are left with this compilation, begun in or shortly after 1 529 at the insti-

gation, so Father Gwynn reasonably suggests, of Archbishop Alen of

Dublin. The main part comprises copies of 104 documents in haphazard

chronological order, extending from St. Patrick's foundation as a col-

legiate church in the last decade of the twelfth century to its restoration

under Philip and Mary in 1555 to its ancient status. A second group of

twenty-one documents was added in the later eighteenth century but

did not go past the year 1640. The ' Dignitas Decani ' is not an unknown
register. It was used extensively by W. Monck Mason for his history of
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St. Patrick's, published in 18 19, and he printed in full somewhat more
than a tenth of the documents. A summary account of all the documents

was published by J. H. Bernard, the then dean, in 1905, but it was, to

cite Father Gwynn's mild words of censure, ' less accurate and trust-

worthy ' than might have been expected. It is good to have at last one

of the important sources of Irish church history in complete and final form.

University of Aberdeen G. O. Sayles

The thirty-first volume of the Pipe Roll Society publications (New
Series, London: the Society, 1957) is largely made up of the Memoranda
Roll of 10 John (Michaelmas 1207—Michaelmas 1208) edited by Dr. R. A.

Brown. It also contains (by the same editor) a new text of the Curia

Regis Roll for Hilary Term, 1196; the unpublished and fairly recently

discovered membranes of the Curia Regis Roll for Easter Term, 1198

(the ' duplicate ' Roll is already in print in Rot. Cur. Reg. i and Cur. Reg.

Rolls i and vii, which also contain the first two and a half membranes of

the Roll here completed); short but valuable lists of some of king John's

plate, 1207-8; and (edited by Professor C. R. Cheney) fragments of

Close Rolls for 16 and 17 John which include well over a hundred un-

published or only partly published letters which help to illustrate the

king's reactions to the late crisis in his affairs. Each group of documents

is provided with an admirable textual introduction, while Dr. Brown's

discussion of the Memoranda Roll does much to elucidate the difficult

problems of this class of record. The two bundles of membranes—they

are hardly more—which we know as the Memoranda Rolls of 1 and 10

John are documents of quite exceptional interest and importance. That

for 10 John is of particular note since, as the editor shows from some
hitherto unnoticed transcripts by Sir Simonds D'Ewes, it originally had

a companion and is thus the earliest known to have formed part of the

dual series of L.T.R. and K.R. Memoranda Rolls (to the former of which

it probably belonged). Unlike the Roll of 1 John which seems to be

limited to the Michaelmas Term (thus leading its editor to the doubtful

suggestion that separate terminal Rolls were kept at this date), that

for 10 John covers a whole year—though with varying completeness,

suggesting that it is a somewhat haphazard collection rather than a formal

Roll. It deals, therefore, with the business arising at the ' audit ' of

Michaelmas 1207 (the Pipe Roll of 9 John) and the ' view ' of Easter 1208

(preparatory to the Pipe Roll of 10 John) and (principally in the Communia

section) with everyday Exchequer affairs throughout the period Michael-

mas 1207-8. It shows the inner workings of the king's financial admini-

stration in ways often obscured by the ' finished perfection ' of the Pipe

Rolls which it served. Even there, of course, things were far from being

in apple-pie order. But it is really only in the hurried jottings, the

alterations and additions, and in the expedients for remembering, for

postponing decisions, for advance handling of difficult or detailed

accounts and so on in the Memoranda Rolls that one can see the admini-

stration actually at work and sense the strains to which it was put in the

ordinary course of its business. Without the Memoranda Rolls, for

instance, one might suppose that the Pipe Rolls were compiled more or
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less on time and that the Exchequer's working time was fairly limited;

with them we can see it hard at work throughout the year and still audit-

ing the Michaelmas accounts, that is writing the Pipe Roll, after the

preliminary dealings in the following year's accounts had begun at the

Easter ' view '. Sheer volume of business was the chief cause of trouble,

but there were plenty of incidental complications too : due, for instance,

to the overlapping responsibilities of Chamber and Exchequer, shown in

two of the important brevia baronibus (pp. 27 f); or to the king's habit

(infuriating, no doubt, to his busy Exchequer, but part and parcel of the

same administrative overloading) of using accountants for tasks elsewhere

just when the Exchequer wished to hear them. Correspondingly, the

Memoranda Rolls afford the clearest evidence for the tentative devices

adopted to ease the pressure of business, some of which yielded reform in

the shape, for example, of consolidated or grouped debt entries and

foreign and preliminary accounts. Beside all this restless pursuit of

money, the inventories of plate 1207-8, much of it at the king's castle at

Marlborough, are, administratively speaking, relatively small fry. But

any record directly emanating from John's household deserves attention

and much as one would wish to know more of this gilt, gold and silver

—

for instance, of the ' par bacinorum ad leopardos et imagines in fundo

deauratorum ponderis viij m. iiij unciarum ' (p. 122)—the bare lists are

impressive enough. John did not live by halves ; nor would his subjects

have expected him to. But sometimes—as with the sixteen cups and

several bowls ' de dono civium Lond' ' (pp. 124 f.)—they had to con-

tribute in ways less indirect than they can have welcomed.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford T. H. Aston

The Medieval Institute of the University of Notre Dame, Indiana,

has shown considerable enterprise in its collection of medieval texts and

studies; and the fifteenth volume, The Summa contra haeretkos ascribed to

Praepositinus of Cremona, edited by Joseph N. Garvin and James A.

Corbett (Publications in Mediaeval Studies, edited by Philip S. Moore,

no. xv, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1958), is a valuable

addition to a very useful series. The Summa is a treatise of (approxi-

mately) the late twelfth or very early thirteenth century; perhaps the

earliest extant systematic Summa on the tenets of the heresies of the day.

It deals mainly with the Cathari and the Pasagini and was fairly widely

known in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Ten manuscripts

have been identified, the earliest dating from the first half of the thirteenth

century; and the work has been discussed by several modern scholars,

notably by Mgr. Lacombe, who ascribed it to Praepositinus, chancellor

of Paris from 1206 to 12 10 (La vie et les oeuvres de Pre'vostin, 1927). The

editors show that the ascription is far from certain, although the academic

world in which Praepositinus moved is a suitable milieu for the book.

It is an interesting example of an academic textbook on heresy; and

since it was intended to serve the practical purpose of supplying ammuni-

tion to orthodox apologists, its information on heretical beliefs, though

not unbiased, is mainly reliable. Its contents were made known by

Mgr. Lacombe, so that we cannot expect new horizons. As is common
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with academic textbooks, the manuscript tradition is confused and difficult

to handle, and the editors deserve our gratitude for the care with which

they have tried to combine a tolerably readable text with a very compli-

cated apparatus. The apparatus, indeed, as they confess, ' is undoubtedly

too inclusive ' (p. lviii), but it is possible to get a glimpse from it, not

only of what the author meant, but also of the way in which such books

were treated by medieval scribes. One manuscript has an abridged

version, which is printed as an appendix; another contains extracts

only. A further set of extracts printed in von Dollinger's Beitrage ^ur

Sektengeschichte (ii. 374-5) are attributed by the editors (pp. xxvii-xxviii)

to a lost manuscript. But von Dollinger's title, ' Summa contra

Catharos G Bergomensis ', combines the title in MS. B (Bibl. Nationale,

Lat. 14553) w^h a corrupt version of the author's name given in

Muratori's Antiquitates, v. 1 5 1-2 (cf. Scriptores, ix. 445). Von Dollinger's

extracts were probably a conflation from these two sources. The

editors have confined themselves to a very careful analysis of relation-

ships, and not attempted to interpret their findings. In sum, text, intro-

duction and notes provide a careful and precise statement of evidence;

the editors might have given us more historical comment, but the editing

is as workmanlike as one would wish.

University of Liverpool C. N. L. Brooke

The rich sources available for the study of the economic life of

medieval Italian cities have as yet been little exploited, and Mr. David

Herlihy's Pisa in the Early Renaissance. A Study of Urban Growth (Yale

Historical Publications, Miscellany 68, Yale University Press. London:

O.U.P., 1958. 36s.) is a welcome pioneering work. Many will be grate-

ful in particular for three chapters, the kernel of the book, concerned

respectively with agriculture, commerce and crafts and industries : these

are full of information, the last being particularly interesting on tanning

and on the growth of Pisa's cloth industry. Presenting his monograph
as ' a study of growth ', the author accompanies his descriptive chapters

by a number of suggestions about this process, some of which are more
convincing than others. He is most persuasive on the effects of the

city's grain policy and on the depopulation of the contado, but a good deal

less so, for instance, in his contention that Pisa's system of direct taxation

had the effect of deflating town rents and of acting, with debasement of

the currency, to cut the real cost of urban living. Fiscal and monetary

policy, in Mr. Herlihy's view, subsidized urbanization and gave city

industries ' a specialized yet cheap labor '. A necessary starting-point

for this theory is the description of Pisan rents as ' stable from 1264 to

1 301 ', but the statistical backing for this assertion is of extreme fragility:

it relates to a single shop, there is only one figure for the years between

1274 and 1 301, and this is more than three times the annual rent for

either of those years 1 There are, in any case, so many other adequate

explanations for ' urbanization ' that there seems no reason to add low
rents to them. Unconvincing also is the rather perfunctory social

analysis of Pisa's population, dealing too freely in terms such as ' old

families ', ' new class ', and a ' group ' wanting debasement, with no
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satisfactory description or definition of these. No doubt the sources are

deficient here, but the reader must hesitate to accept the statement that

a tax broke ' the aristocrats ' monopoly over urban property ', when
neither that monopoly nor its downfall has been demonstrated. The
same sanguine tendency to make assertions with very little support is

evident in many places, for instance in the confident adoption of the

figures for the commune's receipts for an isolated period of three months

—which may not be at all typical—as a basis for calculating its annual

revenue. Nevertheless, this is a promising and original first book, lively

and fertile in suggestions. We need many more studies of the same type

on other towns.

London School of Economics D. P. Waley

The fourth volume of The Rol/s and Register of Bishop Oliver Sutton,

i2$o-i2?9, edited by Miss Rosalind M. T. Hill for the Lincoln Record

Society (vol. 52. Hereford: for the Society, 1958 for 1957) is to be

warmly welcomed. Bishop Sutton's rolls and register belonged to a

legal age, when English episcopal registers were being kept with in-

creasing care. They are much fuller than the earlier Lincoln episcopal

rolls which have already been published by the Lincoln Record Society,

and they are exceptionally useful to historians. Their value lies chiefly

in the very clear and detailed picture which they present of a bishop's

diocesan work in the late thirteenth century, for Bishop Sutton was a

hard-working resident bishop with a clear legal mind and grasp of

diocesan administration. Moreover, he was served by a remarkable

registrar, John de Scalleby, whom Miss Hill describes as ' one of the

ablest registrars who ever served a bishop '. The historical value of the

rolls and register owes much to John's care and ability. By no means all

his work has survived, yet what remains will fill many printed volumes.

In 1290 the step was taken of copying the records on quires instead of on

rolls, a method which saved much wear and tear when they were needed

for reference, and the surviving quires were later bound together in one

large register of 414 folios. The first three volumes of the printed

edition (not so far noticed in this Review) have contained the institutions

to benefices and confirmations of heads of religious houses in the arch-

deaconries of Lincoln and Northampton from 1280-99, an<^ tne earliest

surviving memoranda for 1290-92. The present volume contains the

memoranda for 1292-4. This is of a very miscellaneous and interesting

character. It ranges from formal entries of appointments of commis-

saries, licences, dispensations, indulgences, and testimonials, to copies of

papal bulls, judicial awards, a few fragments of visitations records, an

important series of documents illustrating the bishop's relations with the

University of Oxford, letters which describe vividly some violent struggle

between the nominees of pope and bishop for the possession of prebends,

and an order to excommunicate all who had stolen from the Dominican

house at Northampton the second part of St. Gregory's Moralia. Many
of these documents will be new to historians; others, particularly those

which concern the confirmation of chancellors of Oxford University, the

jurisdiction of the chancellor's court, or the grant of a private chapel
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to Balliol College, have long been known and studied. It might have

been helpful if references had been given to places where some of these

have been already printed, either from the copies in Bishop Sutton's

register or from original deeds in the possession of Balliol College or the

archives of Oxford University. The editing is careful, scholarly and

experienced. The formal entries are calendared, while those of particular

interest are copied in full and preceded by a short summary in English.

There are three useful indexes in which a few omissions have been noticed,

e.g. Wooburn (Wuburn) (p. 89), Galewytb (p. 94), Templars (p. 98). There

are also a few printer's errors, e.g. quonsque for quousque (p. 93), vivi for

viri (p. 132), mandates for mandatis (p. 142). Much scholarly work has

gone into identifying the modern form of the place names from which

medieval surnames were derived. The reviewer would offer one addi-

tion, vk^. Martinvaast near Cherbourg in Brittany, from which the family

of Martival or Mortival derived its name.

University of Aberdeen Kathleen Edwards

Colligite jragmenta ne pereant is the peculiarly apt and scrupulously

honoured motto of the Scottish History Society : but surely we should

be told the precise whereabouts of the fragments collected? The
society's ninth Miscellany volume (Edinburgh: the Society, 1958, being

the publication for 1955-6) contains five items, but we are given the

precise locality of only two. The honorary secretary of the society

prints the accounts of Sir William Trussell as custodian of David II at

Odiham Castle from 1355 to 1357, and duly states the P.R.O. reference

(though even here Dr. Balfour-Melville does not make it clear whether

the writs he prints as an appendix come from the same source). To this

he adds, from a Cottonian MS., an anonymous account of the important

debate in the Council-General (probably of 1 3 64) on the English proposals

for the succession to the Scottish Crown should David II die childless.

Miss Gladys Dickinson prints, from the archives of the French Foreign

Office, a report on conditions in Scotland, 1 5 5 9-60, prepared for Queen
Mary and Francis II by Jacques de la Brosse and the seigneur d'Oysel.

The remaining three items are the accounts of Sir Duncan Forestar of

Skipinch (Skipness), Comptroller, for the years 1495 to 1499, edited by

Mr. Peter Gouldesbrough; an additional volume of the diary of Sir

James Hope of Hopetoun, covering a journey in England and the Low
Countries in 1646, edited by Mr. P. Marshall; and an eye-witness narra-

tive (anonymous, but probably the work of the young Clanranald) of

events from Prince Charles's landing at Loch nan Uamh to the eve of

Prestonpans, edited by Mr. Donald Nicholas. Of these, the first is said

to be in 'a small volume ' now in ' its proper place in the Register

House ', the third belonged to the late Col. P. W. Murray-Threipland and

is ' among the Murray-Threipland papers ', while all we are told about

Sir James Hope's diary is that it is in a ' small calf-bound volume '

exactly similar to that which contains Sir James's diary for 1646 to 1654,

published by the Scottish History Society (again without any statement

of locality) in 1919. Such indifference to the most elementary require-

ment of historical editing puts one in mind of the eminent German
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scholar working on a priceless codex in the Bodleian Library, who is said

to have announced: ' After my edition, this manuscript will be worthless I'

To give any of these five items special mention involves a somewhat
subjective choice. In the opinion of this reviewer the two documents

he has found most readable—the report by de la Brosse and d'Oysel and

Sir James Hope's Diary—seem also to have most historical value. The
latter in particular gives a fascinating glimpse of Scottish society over-

seas in the mid-seventeenth century, and shows not only how intensely

clannish the Scots were (that would almost have gone without saying),

but more interestingly how entirely at home they were in protestant

Europe. This striking ' Europe-mindedness ' must be counted one of

the more serious losses Scotland suffered by the Union. Sir James
seems only once to have encountered a language difficulty: a German
spoke to him in ' Wallouns which I did not understand perfectlie '.

Elsewhere, at Dordrecht, the Hague, Liege, Namur, and even among the

common workmen in the Wealden village of Barden, this intelligent and

enquiring Scots laird and leadmine owner was quite able to understand

and make himself understood. The particular value of his diary lies in

its numerous detailed descriptions of industrial processes, especially

chemicals and iron working; notable among these is the earliest and for

many years the fullest account of a Wealden blast furnace, and the earliest

description in English of sulphur and copperas manufacture. The sur-

vival of the diary sharpens one's regret that its author's sketches or
' iconographies ', made on the spot and preserved in a separate file, have

now apparently been lost. As his editor says, Sir James emerges as ' a

very companionable man, shrewd and hard-headed, but kindly-disposed '

:

well exemplified by his entry for 10 April (at Amsterdam) :
' Efter dinner

I went to enquyre for a sable muffe for my wyfe, bot could find none

extraordinarie good; yett for one that I did find I offerred 22 lib. great,

bot they held it at 28 lib.' It may well be questioned whether it is good
policy for an historical society to publish volumes of miscellanea, especially

in a series to which there is no consolidated index: this reservation apart,

however, it can fairly be said that this volume maintains the standards of

its predecessors.

University College, 'London G. W. S. Barrow

The matriculation lists of the University of Vienna founded by

Rudolf IV in 1365 are printed as the sixth series of the publications of the

Austrian Institute for Historical Research. Die Matrikel der Universitdt

Wien, i. Band, 1 377-1450 (2. Lieferung, Graz-Koln: Hermann Bohlaus

Nachf., 1956) covers the reorganization by Albert III (1383) and includes

names from the nations styled as Austrian, Rheinish, Hungarian (the

Slavs) and Saxon. In the latter there are three Scots and one Englishman

who bears the curious name of ' Dominus Stephanus Vagagesdombe de

Anglia ' who became licentiate in both laws (1397). The lists show that

the University drew extensively from Bavaria and Upper and Middle

Franconia on the German side, from the Tyrol, from parts of Yugo-
slavia and from Hungary, especially Budapest and Funfkirchen. It was
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also taking quite a fair share of Bohemians, while the famous Henry of

Langenstein {Kektor 1393) figured there. Two kinsmen of his, Master

Andrew {Kektor in the first semester of 1393) and his brother Paul (1385),

are named. The (now) well known Thomas Ebendorfer of Haselpach

{Kektor 1423) is in the list, a valuable one for those in search of the

academic personalities of the Schism and the Conciliar age.

All Souls College, Oxford E. F. Jacob

The problem of maintenance in the medieval university during the

later Middle Ages was always difficult : in Salaires et pribendes des pro-

fesseurs de Vuniversite de Louvain au XVe sihle (Studia Universitatis

Lovanium. Leopoldville : Editions de l'Universite, 1958.) Professor

Jacques Paquet explains from the archives of the city and from university

documents published by E. Reusens and J. Wils the system at Louvain

by which the stipends of professors were paid by the city itself and, as

the number of teachers grew, by a system of prebends (15) at the various

collegiate churches both in Louvain and the neighbourhood. Even
these canonical prebends did not prove sufficient and in 1443 a second

chapter of secular canons was erected by Eugenius IV, based upon nine

parish churches in the dioceses of Cambrai and Liege. These provided

fifteen prebends reserved for Baccalaureatiformati in theology and medicine,

for masters of arts who had been ruling for three years and for licentiates

or doctors in canon or civil law. Stipends which continued to be paid

by the city had to be scaled down from their early level. The author

appends tables of these giving the average (after 1436, 144 fl. down to

138 fl. in 1450). The number of city-subsidized teachers lecturing rose

from four in 1426 to fourteen in 1442: but we do not know what the

prebendaries received. The problem of securing equality between civic

and church payments was not a simple one, as M. Paquet points out.

Payment of university teachers by the city is, of course, a familiar medieval

practice.

All Souls College, Oxford E. F. Jacob

Some Oxfordshire Wills, ed. J. R. H. Weaver and A. Beardwood
(Oxford: Oxfordshire Record Society, 1958. 25s.) contains 122 wills

taken from the Registers of Wills now at Somerset House and originally

proved in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury between 1393 and 15 10.

Of these only thirty-one are pre-1475 and fifty-five date from 1500 or

later. The editors do not say whether all the relevant Registers have been

searched. The ambit of this collection is wider than may appear from

the title. Not all the testators were resident in Oxfordshire. For ex-

ample, the only reference to this county in the testament of Augustine

Hawkyns, citizen and grocer of London, is a bequest of three funeral

torches to the parish church of Hanwell where he was born and baptized.

Wills in Latin are translated and wills in English transcribed, all with

repetitive words and phrases omitted. Test collations suggest that these
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transcripts cannot be entirely relied upon by readers to whom the exact

spelling of the Registers is important. The text is prefaced by a brief

introduction on the nature of the source, the history of prerogative

probate, and the distinction between testamentum and ultima voluntas. A
list of testators, an index ofplace-names, and a subject index are appended.

There is almost no discussion of the content of the wills, reference

being made in lieu to Professor Jacob's most valuable introduction to the

Register of Henry Chichele, vol. ii. Exigencies of space have prevented

the editors from attempting any assessment of the value of the collection

as historical material. Knights and esquires, gentlemen, citizens of

London, burghers of Oxfordshire towns, priests, scholars and yeomen
farmers are represented among the testators. A number of royal ser-

vants are included, but for the most part these are naturally wills of

comparatively obscure people. One would like to know more about

them. Who, for example, was Thomas Pomerey, Esq. who, in 1508,

desired to be buried at Thame and bequeathed ' To my lord the Prince

my grete baye horse ' ? Is he the same Thomas Pomerey whose inquisi-

tion post mortem in 1508 showed him to be holding lands of Prince Henry
in Somerset? If so the horse was probably a mortuary due. Some
brief biographical notes, a complete index of persons and a glossary

would have increased the value of the volume. However, the editors

have provided the barest minimum of critical apparatus in order to print

the maximum number of wills. The value of this collection as source

material will not be confined to students of Oxfordshire history.

University of Exeter B. P. Wolffe

All six of Dr. G. R. Elton's Star Chamber Stories (London: Methuen,

1958. 21s.) share a common source, the so-called Star Chamber Pro-

ceedings in the Public Record Office, and all belong to the middle years of

Henry VIII. By contrast, their subject range is very wide indeed because

any matter, however trivial, which concerned the king's council as

the government of the kingdom may have found its way into these

records. The stories are intended to be good stories in their own right.

Some of them shed interesting side lights on national themes. One
shows how an unsupported delation for treasonable words, alleged to

have been uttered by the abbots of Osney and Eynsham, received prompt
and fair investigation by a local commission even in the critical aftermath

of the Pilgrimage of Grace. In another we see the activities of a pro-

fessional informer repeatedly thwarted by the hostility of local govern-

ment officers and by a wary ability of local jurors to take refuge in the

technicalities of the law. Certainly the government of Tudor England
was not able to make effective a minute regulation of the economic
activities of its subjects but is it therefore necessarily ' absurd ' as Mr.
Elton suggests to speak of a Tudor despotism? ' The Treasurer and the

Goldsmith ', a tale of bad faith, shows incidentally the daily routine of the

financial office of the Chamber in action. ' The Quondam of Rievaulx ',

a straightforward account of the deposition of an abbot in 1533 at the

instigation of the lay patron assisted by Cromwell, turns out to have
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none of the political implications sometimes attributed to it. A tithe

dispute in a Middlesex village is described to test the nature of ' anti-

clericalism ' on the eve of the Reformation, and ' Cambridge Riots
'

is one more chapter in the ancient struggle of Town and Gown. In all

the conciliar cases which Dr. Elton rescues from obscurity, with the

exception of the Oxford treason trial, he has been unable to discover

what happened in the end. One would be tempted to suggest that the

contrast between the efficient Tudor Star Chamber and the proverbially

ineffective older courts like the exchequer has hitherto been too sharply

drawn but Dr. Elton reminds us that the Star Chamber books and decrees

disappeared in the seventeenth century.

University of Exeter B. P. Wolffe

During recent years increasing attention has been paid to Machia-

velli's diplomatic career, and the practical experience he gained during

his fourteen years of government service has been used to illuminate the

themes of his major works. Professor Brucker's Oxford thesis, The

Diplomatic Career of Machiavelli, coincided with the publication of the

first volume of E. Dupre Theseider, Niccolo Machiavelli Diplomatico

(1945); Professor Whitfield included a notable chapter on the Florentine

Secretary's diplomatic experience in his Machiavelli (1947), and in 1953

came Chabod's Niccolo Machiavelli, i: II Segretario Fiorentino. In his

Niccolo Machiavelli, storia del suo pensiero politico (Naples : Istituto Italiano

per gli studi storici, 1958), Signor G. Sasso devotes the first part to

' La lezione delle cose moderne ', picking out from the Legation! passages

which anticipate the ideas to be expressed in The Prince, the Discourses and

the Art of War; a discussion of these works forms the second part of

this massive book of 505 pages. He develops another recent trend by

emphasizing the importance of some of the minor early political writings,

notably the accounts of Germany and France, the Ghiribi^i scritti in

Raugia al Soderino, the Parole da dirle sopra la provisione del danaio and the

Discorso del modo di trattare i popoli della Valdichiana ribellati—the last

two significantly missing in the so-called Tutte le Opere edited by Mazzoni

and Casella in 1929. Against another recent trend, however, Signor

Sasso is in strenuous revolt. He cannot allow the Discourses to be made
the touchstone of Machiavelli's genius rather than The Prince. This

leads to an excessively teleological treatment of Machiavelli's political

experience. Machiavelli is seen as, above all, the author of The Prince

and as groping towards it with increasing purposefulness, from mission

to mission, instead of as a government official who, if he had not been

dismissed, might never have written a major contribution to the problems

of statecraft. The immense significance of The Prince to Signor Sasso is

increased by his rejection of any suggestion that it was other than a work
conceived and written as a unity, in a brief period of dedicated concentra-

tion. His reading of Machiavelli's diplomatic career suffers, too, from

his looking on the official despatches as though they were personal

revelations, a baring of the heart for no eyes other than those of the author;

although Machiavelli was a persistent and outspoken critic of his own
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government, the fact that these letters were designed for a specific

audience must surely be taken into account. With these qualifications,

this first part is interesting and useful, and Signor Sasso traces with great

delicacy and persuasiveness not only the growing confidence with which
Machiavelli expressed certain ideas (neutrality, the need for national

troops) but the hesitations and contradictions which confused his treat-

ment of others, like the role of fortune and the implications of political

expediency. The second, and larger part of the book is less a methodical

discussion of Machiavelli's major political writings than a series ofpersonal

reflections on them by Signor Sasso, shaped by the range of his own
interests as much as by the actual importance of Machiavelli's ideas.

He stands by Chabod's version of the composition of the Discorsi after

a closely argued rebuttal of the suggested later date. As a result, we
have the familiar, tortuous explanations for the different points of

view expressed in works written contemporaneously. By leaving

biography out once the year 1 5 1 3 has been reached, Signor Sasso omits

material which is absolutely essential for a proper understanding of

The Prince and the Discourses. What were Machiavelli's major pre-

occupations during the years 15 13-17? What were his plans? Who
were his friends ? What sort of audience did he have in mind for his

works? Thanks to the private correspondence and to our growing

knowledge of the circle of the Orti Oricellari we know enough to suspect

that Machiavelli had neither the time nor the inclination to begin a work
like the Discourses in 1 5 13, and although Italian scholars (Ridolfi, Chabod)

are unwilling to accept the later date, it seems likely that the game of

reconciling the two works is one that will soon have a markedly old-

fashioned air. The danger of leaving biographical material out of account

is shown again in the author's treatment of Machiavelli's later works.

To him the Mandragola is ' quel doloroso capolavoro ', and is ' il lato

amaro e spietato di quella tragica situazione di awilimento di tutto il

suo mondo interiore che nelle lettere da Carpi il Machiavelli era invece

riuscito a volgere in giuoco '
(p. 488). This sort of sentimental judgment

does nothing to explain why the Mandragola is a highly accomplished

play, and takes no account of the fact that Machiavelli was a natural

dramatist who had written other plays (including, most likely, Cli-^ia,

refurbished for performance after the success of Mandragola} and belonged

to a circle who took a pioneering interest in the drama. It is, besides,

dangerous to make a work symbolize the state of mind of the author at a

definite period when the date of the work itself remains not entirely

certain. There are fine passages in this second part, however, especially

the discussions of Fortune (pp. 26Z-78), Imitation (375-90), Machiavelli's

' deductive ' method (the author opposes Butterfield and Olschki on this

point), and Machiavelli's divergence from ' orthodox ' humanism in

his attitude towards Roman history and the concept of liberty. Signor

Sasso writes particularly well of the conflict latent in the Art of War
between a national soldiery and an unreformed policy of dominion, and,

while not producing a significant re-assessment of the Discorso delle cose

fiorentine dopo la morte di Lorenzo, he points out in the course of a lengthy

analysis of other reform projects that it should not be compared too

unfavourably with the proposals of, for instance, Francesco Guicciardini.
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The book has some irrelevant footnotes (there 'are a number of mis-

prints among the English citations) and is not free from traces of Machia-

velli-worship (' quelle stupende pagine ', &c), but it has a stature that

whets the appetite for Signor Sasso's consideration of the Storie Florentine,

the subject, he suggests, of a later volume.

Jesus College, Oxford J. R. Hale

Signor Sasso has much in common, both in method of approach,

and opinion, with his mentor, Professor Federico Chabod, the doyen

of Italian Machiavelli studies. In Machiavelli and the Renaissance (Bowes

and Bowes, 1958) David Moore has translated three of Professor

Chabod's essays on Machiavelli; the Introduction to his edition of The

Prince (Turin, 1924), the ' Del Principe di Niccolo Machiavelli ' from the

Nuova Kipista Storica (1925) and the talk ' Niccolo Machiavelli ' from //

Cinquecento (Florence, 1955). They are reproduced as they first appeared,

and this gives the volume considerable historiographical interest. The
influence of an increased attention to Machiavelli's early career, for

instance, prevented Signor Chabod in 1952 from saying, as he had in

1924, that ' the mission to Valentino and the Val di Chiana rebellion

suggest to his mind the initial fragments of his political reflections',

just as it spelled a happy death to cloudy judgments like this one of

1924 on the Militia Ordinance: ' Now he recalls to mind the companies

of the French archers, the Swiss and German infantry, the Roman
militia—classical reminiscence and modern life are alike included in the

field of his experience. Then, with an abrupt transition to the circum-

stances of his own country, he conceives a new possibility for this vision,

and transforms what is a purely intellectual motif into a spontaneous

emotional impulse. Reason finds its complement in imagination;

the abstract vision is integrated by the act of faith '
(p. 9). Against the

background of Machiavelli's experience with the behaviour of mercen-

aries against Pisa (especially the Vitelli affair of 1499) and of citizen-

soldiers in its defence, this strained subtlety is out of place. At its best,

however, the delicate critical acumen of Chabod's work even at this

early date, hinting as it did at the complexity of Machiavelli's thought
(' one can discern in his works the successive emotional tensions of a

writer whose "mind" is not always and everywhere the same'), was
immensely beneficial, though the third essay shows how much it gained

as it became more straightforward and clear-cut, as does the masterly

essay on ' The Concept of the Renaissance ' (translated from Prohlemi

Storici e Orientamenti Storiografici, ed. E. Rota, Como 1942) which is also

included in this volume. The footnotes, which include some of the

author's shrewdest comments, are translated without change, save for

an occasional reference in square brackets to subsequent work—to the

re-dating of the Discourses, for instance, which Chabod does not accept.

The references in the notes, added to the forty-six page critical biblio-

graphy at the back make the volume extremely useful as a source of
information about recent work on the Italian Renaissance in general

and on Machiavelli in particular. There are one or two annoying features

which might be altered in a future printing : it would be useful in a book
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designed for English readers, to cite the English edition of important

works like those of Burckhardt, Pastor, Wolrflin, Curtius, Ferguson
(the French edition is cited) and Seznec. Op. cit. is used to a fatiguing

extent, reaching an extreme when on page 239 the reader is expected to

remember a citation on page 31. It is tiresome to refer to Agnadello

as Vailate (p. 82), and a truce, please, to your Messer Francescos and
Messer Niccolos. The translation has coped well with an often allusive

and rarified style. The book is prefaced by a deftly elegant Introduction

by Professor A. P. D'Entreves.

Jesus College, Oxford J. R. Hale

The Diet of Augsburg of 1530 was a milestone in the history of the

German Reformation because there, on 25 June, five German princes and
two Free Imperial Cities submitted to the Emperor Charles V the articles

of the Augsburg Confession which remained the basis of German
Lutheranism. Hence the discovery, in the University library of Giessen,

of an unknown protocol of the Diet, written—half in Latin and half in

German—by a canon of Mainz, Dr. Valentin von Tetleben, is of great

historical interest. Its publication by Herbert Grundmann

—

Protokoll

des Augsburger Reichstages ijjo—in the Schriftenreihe der historischen

Kommission bet der Bayeriscben Akademie der Wissenschaften (Schrift 4.

Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1958. 23 DM) is very much to

be welcomed, especially because the eighth volume of the Deutsche

Rtichstagsakten (jiingere Re/be) has not been published yet. The transac-

tions of the Diet were dominated by the religious issue to such an extent

that, as Tetleben wrote, ' Nichil tamen concludetur in negotio turcico . . .

nisi prius articulus fidei sit per Maiestatem Cesaream absolutus '. And
this applied even more strongly to any business less urgent than the

granting of an aid for the war against the Turks. Yet the Lutherans were
by no means strong: among the five princes who signed the Augsburg
Confession only two were important: the Elector John of Saxony and the

Landgrave Philip of Hesse. They were only weakly supported by about

half a dozen Imperial Cities—such as Frankfurt and Nuremberg—while

four others—Strasburg, Constance, Lindau and Memmingen—put for-

ward their own Zwinglian Confession, and others were undecided

between them. This disunity among the Protestants was to remain their

greatest weakness. Yet the five princes stood their ground against the

assembled Emperor and Estates and rather left the Diet prematurely than

give way. Only four points separated the Lutherans from the Catholics

:

the Eucharist, the Mass—which they wanted to celebrate in their own
fashion, without permitting private Masses for the living or the dead

—

the marriage of priests, and the dissolved monasteries which they declined

to give up ' because of their consciences '. After protracted negotiations

the attempts at bringing about a religious compromise had to be given

up, and on both sides the forces opposed to an agreement gained the

upper hand. Thus the Diet ended in a stalemate. As Tetleben wrote

prophetically, ' each single Elector and Prince of the Empire wants to be

Emperor and King in his principality . . . therefore things in the Empire
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go as they please. God give that all may end well. It is urgent '.

Unfortunately, such personal remarks are rare; in general, Tetleben

merely recorded the proceedings of the Diet in a factual way.

Westfield College, London F. L. Carsten

Miss Skeel's book on the Council in the Marches appeared over half

a century ago. Mr. Penry Williams devotes his Council in the Marches of

Wales under Elizabeth I (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1958. 42s.) in

greater detail to its activities in the reign of Elizabeth, and gives us a

thorough, competent and accurate account, based on all the available

material. It does not change anything in our view, either of the Council

or the situation in the Marches : the traditional view is corroborated and

filled out. A new point that emerges is interesting: from 1601 there was

a marked increase in the financial receipts to the Crown. Was that also

due to the hand of Robert Cecil, like the simultaneous rise in the Court

of "Wards ?—it was certainly necessary. The general outline remains the

same, though no doubt it was the combination of Bishop Rowland Lee's

severity in repressing disorder with Cromwell's constructive programme

for Wales, the Acts of Union, the extension of the J. P. system, repre-

sentation in Parliament, &c, that brought about such a profound change

in the status of Wales and improvement in Welsh society. And here

Mr. Williams applies acutely an observation of Sir Henry Maine: the

rapid change from a backward disorderly society to enforced order

expresses itself in chronic litigiousness. A comparison here with Tudor

Cornwall would have been to the point. It is a little surprising, con-

sidering the adventitious importance that John Penry's name has acquired,

that there was hardly any Welsh Puritanism; Catholic Recusants were

more of a problem, though they were a small minority. One cannot

resist the impression that Wales was fundamentally satisfied with Tudor
rule. Effective stirring against the rule of the Council began, signi-

ficantly, with the gentry of the English shires. Faction-fighting may
have been more impassioned and expressive in Wales, though regular

enough in England too, but in Elizabeth's reign it did not issue so

frequently in murder and bloodshed: Bishop Lee's hangings had done

their work. We should realize too that these factions were not merely

personal, nor wholly the fault of the leaders : there was also the rivalry of

one locality with another, conflicts of interest and prestige. Two small

points : the letters written by the town of Shrewsbury in 1 5 84 concerning

Sir Walter Raleigh's voyage would relate to the preparations for the first

Roanoke colony of 1585 and be of interest as such. Sir Henry Sidney's

position upon the accession of Elizabeth is not got quite right: it is not

just that he survived it, he came into harbour with it, belonging as he did

to the Edwardian circle whose rule she continued and fulfilled. The
most interesting chapters are the later ones on the actions and the per-

sonalities of the Council : too much about procedure can be a grief to

the spirit. And though possibly it could not have been avoided, follow-

ing an analytical method gives rather a static effect, where description of

the state of society as it was, in the concrete, with all the personal detail,

the feuds and conflicts, would show the Council in active response to the
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needs of society. Only once does Mr. Williams deviate from the

pedestrian track of administration to tell us of the beautiful unfinished

Renaissance house in Shropshire left by one of these administrators. We
could have done with more of that—when we think of the fine Eliza-

bethan town-houses in Shrewsbury of these very Owens he is writing

about, the rich panelling in the ' Feathers ' inn at Ludlow that came from

the Lord President's lodgings in the castle, the monument in Chester

cathedral to Sir William Gerard, one of the ablest Vice-Presidents who
bore rule there, the beauty of all that western land they ruled over.

All Souls College, Oxford A. L. Rowse

That George Buchanan's powerful indictments of Mary, Queen of

Scots, have formulated popular opinion on her tragic career may be a

tribute to his learning and exposition: that they have been used by

generations of historians without careful scrutiny is a reflection on
Scottish historical studies. Mr. W. A. Gatherer has therefore met a real

need by producing a critical edition of Buchanan's writings on Mary
under the appropriate title of The Tyrannous Reign ofMary Stewart. George

Buchanan's Account (Edinburgh: University Press, 1958. 25s.). This

useful source-book consists largely of Books XVII-XIX of the Rerum
Scoticarum Historia, Buchanan's apparently objective account of Mary's

personal reign. Also included are two of Buchanan's openly partisan

pamphlets: the calumnious Detectio Mariae Reginae Scotorum, written to

prove her guilt in the murder of Darnley; and ' Ane Admonitioun to

the Trew Lordis ', a vernacular libel of 1570 against the Hamiltons,

Mary's most powerful supporters. It is difficult to fault the editor's

treatment of what may be regarded as Buchanan's case against the queen.

He might also have included the ' Chamaeleon ', the devastating satirical

attack on Maitland of Lethington; his modernized version of the
' Admonitioun ' lacks the vigour of the sixteenth-century Scots ; and a

brief evaluation in his comprehensive bibliography of the complex and
frequently suspect contemporary sources would have been helpful.

Otherwise, his translations admirably represent the force and clarity of the

Latin texts ; and the scholarly introduction includes a survey of Buchanan's

connections with the earl of Moray and the anti-Marian party, and a

detailed examination of his technique as a propagandist. The use of that

term is justified by Mr. Gatherer's remorseless scrutiny of Buchanan's

narratives. Almost every significant point has been held up to known
fact and collated with contemporary authorities. Extensive annotations

present without editorial comment a body of evidence from which the

reader can form his own estimate of Buchanan's trustworthiness. The
result is the exposure of Buchanan as an unscrupulous propagandist con-

cerned to vindicate the rebellion of 1 567, who manipulates characters and
events to suit the main lines of his argument—the political and personal

unfitness of Mary and the greatness of Moray. He vilifies the queen
despite her generosity to himself in his Court-Laureate days. He makes
allegations which are unsupported by other evidence. He omits anything

which might impugn the integrity of his friends. Even where he uses
' facts ' which are mainly true, as in his account of the Darnley marriage
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and the murder of Riccio, he contrives by insinuation, exaggeration and

misplaced emphasis to present a conscious perversion of the truth. Few
will cavil at Mr. Gatherer's considered judgment that, while Buchanan's

account of Mary's reign ' has a substratum of truth, it is constructed on

a mass of falsehood '. This meticulous investigation must necessarily

amend Hume Brown's hitherto-accepted assessment of Buchanan's value

as an authority on his own time. It might also cause an automatic

reaction in Mary's favour ; and in this connection it is timely to recall the

formidable documentation of Hay Fleming's critical biography of the

queen.

H.M. General Register House, Edinburgh John Imrie

The latest volume of the Resolution der Staten-Generaal ('s Rijks

Geschiedkundige Publication. The Hague : NijhofF, 1957), the thirteenth

in the series, covers the years 1604 to 1606. Dr. H. H. P. Rijperman,

the editor, maintains the same exceptionally high standards of order and

accuracy as in the previous volume, which was his first. It contains an

immense mass of detailed information on the day-to-day conduct of

government and administration, with very few pages which rise to the

level of policy or constitutional development. Only one of the resolu-

tions, that of 13 February 1604 on the establishment of the cavalry, is

classed as secret, and it does not appear to merit this unique distinction.

The two journeys of the states general to follow the army in 1604, one of

six weeks in the spring and the other of three in September, did not

disturb their procedure. The chief value of the resolutions is that they

show exactly how the field-army, the fortifications and the other require-

ments of the war were organized and paid for. They show what were

the usages in such matters as the levying of contributions. One or two

incidents show that the standards in some respects were still primitive:

the states were displeased when they heard that some English volunteers

for the Spanish army had been captured instead of being sunk or thrown

overboard 'in de furie '
(pp. 271-2); the Spaniards threatened reprisals

for the execution of soldiers from the garrison of den Bosch who had

been caught looting (p. 285). On the other hand Prince Maurice obtained

protection from both sides for the draining of his gors near Steenbergen.

There are, of course, oddments of many kinds : permission to publish

translations of three English books (235), the reply toWinwood's memorial

on the pursuit of Spanish ships into English ports in 1605 (p. 345), and

some new facts about relations with Turkey, Algiers and Morocco

(pp. 117, 383-4, 643 ff.); but these cannot be enumerated. The volume

will be indispensable for all research on the Dutch history of these years.

King's Sutton, Banbury G. N. Clark

The purpose of Dr. J. P. Kenyon's volume on The Stuarts (London:

Batsford, 1958) is best indicated by its sub-title, 'A Study in English

Kingship '. After an introductory survey of ' The Tudor Sunset ' each

chapter is devoted to one Stuart monarch, whose ideas of monarchy,

personal characteristics and relations with the English people it carefully
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examines. At first sight the volume appears to be intended for the

general reader. Its most striking feature is its wealth of excellent illustra-

tions, thirty-nine in number, nearly all of them admirably reproduced

portraits or miniatures of members of the Stuart family and their im-

mediate associates. Its short though well-chosen bibliography, modestly

entitled ' Suggestions for Further Reading ', is strictly confined to secon-

dary authorities, as are also all references in the body of the work. Yet

much that it contains is obviously based on Dr. Kenyon's very extensive

researches, especially on the later part of the period, and the conclusions

it sets forth, though often unorthodox, are worthy of serious considera-

tion even by specialists.

Helensburgh A. Browning

The first thing to say about Miss C. V. Wedgwood's The Kings War,

1 641-1647 (London: Collins, 1958. 35s.) is that it is a vivid and splendid

narrative, and a worthy successor to The King's Peace. If it is less con-

tinuously exciting than its predecessor, that is in the nature of the war

itself—the scrappy, hand-to-mouth, inconclusive campaigns, the diffusion

of effort, the futile negotiations, the paucity of first-rate men on either

side between the death of Pym and the full emergence of Cromwell.

There are unfortunately no battle plans and too few maps. But the

clarity and grace of style, the keen response to the ardours and miseries of

the long struggle, the shrewd and sensitive portraits are all in Miss

Wedgwood's best vein. She opens with a quite excellent account of the

events which led to war, and ends as finely with the rumblings of social

revolution which presaged the crucial conflicts of 1647. She rather

overloads her narrative of the war itself with minor incidents, but adds

to its freshness by telling it rather more from the standpoint of the king's

side than from the parliament's. Her resolution to concentrate mainly

on how things happened, in the belief that this will often carry the explana-

tion of why they happened, has not unnaturally given rise to controversy.

The positive achievements of such a method, used with such scholarship

and artistry as this, in taking the ordinary reader closer to the feel of

events as contemporaries experienced them and conveying ' the hourly

urgency and confusion ' through which they lived, are too easily under-

rated by academic historians. But it is a valid criticism that her avoidance

of analysis leaves some large questions insufficiently answered and some
important developments insufficiently charted. Half-a-dozen pages in a

volume of seven hundred are rather few to convey the reasons why men
chose the sides they did. Here, whatever Miss Wedgwood thinks of

recent theories as to how the gentry divided, her eschewal of generali-

zation, even contemporary generalization, leaves us unsatisfied. The
political division between Presbyterians and Independents is rather con-

ventionally treated, and is not related to the evidence, provided by
recent studies of county committees, of the ousting of peace-party men
from the local direction of the war effort by others, generally of lesser

social standing, who demanded total victory. Independents (in the

religious sense) and sectaries are too little differentiated. Hostile
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contemporaries admittedly confused them, but there is a distinction worth

preserving, for it often extends beyond doctrine and church order to

political and social attitudes, between such leaders of Independency as

the Dissenting Brethren of the Westminster Assembly and Hugh Peter

and later John Owen, moderate exponents of ' the Congregational way '

who were deeply to influence the ecclesiastical policy of the Common-
wealth and the Protectorate, and the many sects which were frankly

separatist and would have liked to free religion entirely from the

magistrate's authority.

University ofLeeds A. H. Woolrych

1 The revolution was a complex event, understanding of which is

hindered rather than helped by dwelling exclusively on one aspect of it,

whether religious or constitutional or economic or biographical.' So
Mr. Christopher Hill affirms in the preface to Puritanism and Revolution

:

Studies in Interpretation of the English Revolution of the iyth Century (London:

Seeker & Warburg, 1958. 42s.); and it is true that though these fourteen

papers derive their unity from their Marxist inspiration, it is not necessary

to share all their author's convictions in order to enjoy and profit from
them. Only two have not been printed before, a substantial essay on
' The political sermons of John Preston ', which gives precision to the

political implications of puritanism in the sixteen-twenties, and a broad-

cast talk on James Harrington, whose portrayal by Professor Trevor-

Roper as a spokesman of the declining gentry is convincingly challenged.

But most of the other pieces have been expanded or partly rewritten and

several may be new to students of the period, including a bold survey of
' The social and economic consequences of the Henrician Reformation ',

and a long and fascinating study of that potent radical myth, ' The
Norman Yoke ', from the sixteenth century to the nineteenth. (Its moral

might be that revolutionary ideologies breed bad history; will some
future historian deal similarly with ' the bourgeois revolution '

?) One
can now see how Mr. Hill's work has gained in depth and sensitivity

during recent years; not that his approach has basically changed, but he

now applies the Marxist categories more flexibly, and thereby more
fruitfully. The article on Preston is more perceptive than an earlier one

on • William Perkins and the poor ' because Mr. Hill has come to care

more about what the puritan preachers were most concerned to say. Of
two essays in literary criticism, the later one on Clarissa Harlowe convinces

where the earlier one on Marvell strains uncomfortably, though this is

partly because Richardson is an apter subject for this kind of analysis.

And compare the rather crude colours in which the Civil War is depicted

as a class struggle in ' The agrarian legislation of the revolution ' (dating

from 1940) with the subtle and penetrating discussion (now brought still

further up to date) of ' Recent interpretations of the Civil War '. This

is an important critique of the whole current controversy over the role

of the gentry, and offers valuable indications of the lines which further

work should pursue. Rightly, Mr. Hill will not abandon the search for

economic factors behind the gentry's choice of sides, just because the

questions have so far been too crudely formulated and answered from
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insufficient evidence. But he also warns of the ' danger of forgetting

those who fought well because they thought they were fighting God's

battles ', or imagining that the puritans' religion can be ' ignored or re-

jected as a simple reflex of economic needs '.

University of 'Leeds A. H. Woolrych

It is odd that we should have had to wait till 1958 for a serious fife

of the second earl of Sunderland, who was certainly a person of some
importance in his day; but Dr. J. P. Kenyon's Robert Spencer Ear/ of

Sunderland (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1958. 45s.) should

satisfy most needs for a long time. The author has searched the sources

with diligence, has asked most of the pertinent questions, and has given

answers that in general are either convincing or, at least, defensible.

He has neither tried to whitewash Sunderland—that would be a vain

attempt—nor to represent him as an outsize villain. That Sunderland's

main aim during most, if not the whole, of his career was to make money
there is no doubt, and in this connection it may be mentioned that

Sunderland seems to have continued gambling for some time after Dr.

Kenyon implies that he had stopped. That Sunderland until the

Revolution showed himself amazingly lacking in political foresight

cannot be denied. It is surprising that he did not damn himselfcompletely

in the eyes of Charles and James by his conduct during the Exclusion

crisis. Why he did not do so Dr. Kenyon explains more clearly than has

been done before. But one cannot help wondering whether Sunderland

had not more administrative ability than he is credited with by his

biographer. Granted that Sunderland was by nature lazy, he seems to

have proved himself useful and he could hardly have done so had he

neglected administration; it is scarcely a sufficient answer to say that

Bridgeman did the work, for it is a mark of a good administrator to get

the best out of those under him and not to lose himself in detail. After

the Revolution Sunderland had no chance to show his worth, or lack

of it, as an administrator, but nonetheless managed to make another

political comeback as adviser to William III on the choice and manage-

ment of ministers. William undoubtedly found him useful; Sunderland

was in a position to do for the king certain things that the king could

not do for himself. But it is not very easy to determine exactly how
important Sunderland then was. Perhaps Dr. Kenyon is a little too

much inclined to take Sunderland's statements at their face value. Indeed,

one general criticism that may be made of his book is that it lacks a

discussion of the value of the main sources. Dr. Kenyon has obviously

used them critically, but he has not given his readers the benefit of his

reflections. It would, to give an outstanding example, be most interest-

ing to know what he thinks of Barillon's despatches as a source for

English history. When Dr. Kenyon has given us so much, it seems a

little ungenerous to ask for more, but such a request is not inspired by a

wish to denigrate. On the contrary, the present reviewer hopes to

read more by Dr. Kenyon on a period with which he has shown himself

so well acquainted.

University College, London Mark A. Thomson
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The first volume of A History of Prices and Wages in Denmark, 1660-

1800, by A. Friis and K. Glamann (London: Longmans, 1958. 50s.)

is the result of work first begun in 1939, interrupted by the war, and not

yet completed. Several historians and economists have been engaged

besides Professor Friis and Mr. Glamann; notably the late Professor

Axel Nielsen, the late Professor Olsen and Professor Hald. Prices in

Copenhagen are the subject-matter of this volume; other local series are

to appear later, and wage series. The selection of commodities is in

accordance with the pattern decided upon by the International Scientific

Committee on Price History, with some small variations made necessary

by national peculiarities. Most of the series relate to the market prices of

Copenhagen. These are available through the lists of prices printed and

issued from the office of the Copenhagen director of police, who became

responsible, about the start of the eighteenth century, for preventing

engrossing and making sure that there were sufficient supplies in the

various markets. There was even an official who ' seems continually

to have been making trips, by horse, around the various markets and the

approaches to Copenhagen '
(p. 1 96), evidently with a view to preventing

engrossing and checking the correctness of the market prices. The
market series presented in this book are therefore unusually reliable, and

they may moreover be checked to some extent by comparing them with

the quite independent series derived from the assizes of bread, beer and

meat in Copenhagen, also presented here. The market series are, in

themselves, quite marvellously complete. For example, we have the

price of Funen butter, with scarcely a break, from 1736 to 1800; average

number of quotations per year, eleven. This example is chosen at

random. There are very interesting series relating to Danish spring

herring (1714 to 1800), Norwegian iron (1723 to 1800) and firewood

(1723 to 1800). In all, there are series relating to no fewer than 105

commodities. Most are foodstuffs, but there are also such items as

linen, rope, bricks, tin, gunpowder and tobacco. No less valuable is the

extensive information provided on Danish currency, and the Copenhagen

rates of exchange on London for two-month bills, covering the years

from 1 7 14 to 1800, should prove of especial interest to British economic

historians. The rates of exchange on Amsterdam and Hamburg from

1748 to 1800 are also given. The Scandinavian countries have an

enviable record in the sphere of price history. This volume, which must

have taken an enormous amount of work, will bear comparison with the

best that has gone before. It is a model of its kind.

University of Edinburgh A. J. Youngson

Vasili Klyuchevsky, Peter the Great (London: Macmillan, 1958. 36s.)

is a new edition, translated and annotated by Liliana Archibald, of ten

lectures from the monumental course on Russian history which

Klyuchevsky used to repeat in two-year cycles at the University of

Moscow. First printed in 1910, but written during the eighteen-nineties,

these particular lectures have stood the test of time remarkably well,

and the modern reader will be more likely to complain of Klyuchevsky's

omissions than to challenge his opinions. There is, for instance, nearly
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a whole lecture on various interpretations of the Petrine reform by dif-

ferent Russian historians and publicists : but there is no serious discussion

of one of the most bitterly disputed features of the reform itself, namely

the re-organization of the Russian church. On this point Mrs. Archibald

is obliged to refer the reader, in a footnote on page 165, to Sumner
and other sources. In her translation Mrs. Archibald has made heavy

weather of some Russian terms which cannot be rendered exactly

into English. The explanations given in the glossary for
'

pomeshchik ',

' krepostnye lyudi ' and ' kbolop ' are technically impeccable, but little con-

fusion would have arisen if these terms had been rendered throughout

as ' landowner ', ' serfs ' and ' slave ' respectively, instead of being

retained in italics in the text, where they offend the eye and provide

additional labour for the English reader. In general, however, this new
translation successfully reproduces the savour of Klyuchevsky's original,

and is far easier to read than the earlier English version.

Magdalene Col/ege, Cambridge Ian Young

One feature in the transformation within the span of a century of a

village suburb into the richest parish in the kingdom is enshrined for

all time in the letters M.C.C.; others in the names of famous streets and

squares, Harley, Portland, Cavendish. The detailed story of this trans-

formation is told in LocalGovernment in St. Marylebone, 1 688-1 83j (London

:

Athlone Press, 1958. 37s. 66.) by F. H. W. Sheppard, the general

editor of the new survey of London. For this, Dr. Sheppard has been

able to draw upon the particularly full and continuous Minute Books

of the St. Marylebone vestry, ' open ' until 1768 and ' select ' thereafter,

and of numerous ad hoc statutory bodies. Moreover, he brings an in-

timate personal knowledge of the region to bear—he is the kind of person

who knows where to look for the first milestone out of London on the

Edgware Road. Certain things stand out: (i) the part played in town
planning and administration by powerful ground landlords, Harley,

Portland, Portman, and their efficient local agents
;

(ii) the vision of the

men who planned and built the first great by-pass road, the ' New Road '

from Paddington to Islington, 1756, and who paved Oxford Street in the

seventeen-seventies (iii) the impressive record of administrative achieve-

ments by the turn of the century in the field of public health, police and

poor law. Much of all this was dictated and made possible alike by the

growing opulence of the district and the eventual concentration ofauthority

in a single body. The late seventeenth-century spelling, St. Mary-le-

bone, persisted. In Robert Sayer's New Pocket Map ofLondon (c. 1 760) both

forms are used. This places Princess Amelia's house in the north-west

corner of Cavendish Square.

University of Durham Edward Hughes

' Historians have not fully appreciated ', says Professor J. Harry

Bennett, Jr. in his Bondsmen and Bishops. Slavery and Apprenticeship on the

Codrington Plantations of Barbados, ryi 0-1838 (Berkeley: University of
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California Press, 1958. $3.50), ' the complexity and flexibility of planta-

tion management in a slavery regime '. With a few notable exceptions,

this statement is largely true; and, because of this, one hopes that Dr.

Bennett's succinct monograph will be read with the degree of attention

that it deserves. His study of the two Barbadian sugar plantations

which were left by Christopher Codrington to the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts brings out to the full the

complexities of plantation management, particularly the harassing and

harrowing problem of maintaining the labour supply. Dr. Bennett

writes of this in an austere prose; yet the effect which it makes on the

reader is probably much greater than it would have been if he had allowed

echoes of abolitionist tracts to creep into his style. This is apparent, for

example, from his account of plantation slave casualties through the

examination of ' a few representative death lists '
(p. 56). Dr. Bennett's

careful study is more than a contribution to economic history. Those

who have pondered the fact that ' How sweet the name of Jesus sounds '

was written by an Anglican member of a slaving vessel should find that

Dr. Bennett's work ' helps to illustrate and explain the notoriously

conservative policy followed by the Church of England in regard to

almost all questions of West Indian reform '
(p. 140). And, in spite of

the way in which the Codrington owners' allotment policy eased the

Negro's transition from slavery to freedom in the eighteen-thirties, there

were obvious dangers in the attempt to ' transplant to . . . the West
Indies the paternalistic social structure of an ideal English village

'

(p. 133). Elsewhere, Dr. Bennett suggests other perennial colonial

problems: for example, in the complaint of the Codrington manager

that ' those who are Our cheifest favorites & such that we put Most
Confidence in are generally the first & greatest Conspirators '

(p. 29).

It seems likely that the wealth of plantation documents in the London
archives of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel has a value for

the general study of culture contact. If, in his introduction to this book,

Professor Frank J. Klingberg's claim that Dr. Bennett's ' presentation

is probably the most revealing on bondsmen in the Western world ' is an

exaggeration, and Bondsmen and Bishops is no Masters and the Slaves in

miniature, there is no doubt that it has something to teach a wider public

than professed students of Caribbean history.

University of Edinburgh George Shepperson

In editing English Historical Documents, vol. x, 1714-1783, (London:

Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1957) Professor D. B. Horn and Miss Mary
Ransome are to be congratulated on making available a selection of

source material which successfully illustrates the many and varied facets

of English life in the eighteenth century. Their contribution is welcome
on two scores. Firstly, because so much recent and often arid con-

troversy has been concentrated on the motives of that much maligned

monarch George III, that interest in the century has tended to become
peculiarly narrow and distorted. The balance is now restored. Secondly,

there is a deplorable dearth—indeed almost a complete absence—of

reliable textbooks on the period. Teachers may now turn with every
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confidence to the present volume as the most comprehensive and up-to-

date summary of the years 1714-83, a convenient back-cloth against

which to view the subtler hues and richer detail of Namier, Pares and

other eighteenth-century specialists. Unfortunately, its price places it

beyond the reach of all but the most affluent; and one continues to

wonder whether the series, however courageous in conception, will

enjoy a circulation even remotely proportionate to its merit. The editors

have fulfilled their duties with scholarly care. Both the general introduc-

tion and those prefacing particular sections are models of lucidity and

compression, while the comprehensive bibliographies are wholly admir-

able. The only significant blemish is a further perpetuation, on page

10, of the fundamental but all too common misquotation of Dunning's

resolution. ' Power ' is a poor substitute for ' Influence ', and deprives

the resolution of much of its contemporary meaning. As to the choice

of documents, it is easy to criticize, and easier still to be unjust. On
most subjects the selection is judicious, and salient developments are

quite adequately illustrated. But in the social and economic spheres,

and still more in that of general politics, editorial caution seems at times

a little excessive. Young, Defoe and Campbell have long been our

staple diet, and may often be more readily accessible than the present

volume. The cabinet has been done to death, and there are many letters,

in the Newcastle Papers and elsewhere, which illustrate the development

of the premiership far better than the extracts used here. No document
brings out the importance of the leadership of the Commons, which is

brilliantly depicted in several of Lord Hervey's letters (to mention only

the printed sources). Indeed, Hervey and Horace Walpole between

them provide a much better idea of the working of the contemporary

constitution than does the present selection. The politics and significance

of Leicester House are ignored, despite the rich resources of the Egmont
Papers. The theory and practice of opposition receive scant attention,

Junius and the Rockingham Whigs retreating into an ignominy to which
even their contemporary enemies would not have confined them. How
much better would have been the section on parties had the editors

included Sir Roger Newdigate's discourse upon the tories, or even some
of Bolingbroke's more honest comments. And what of the many con-

temporary writings which emphasize the role of the independent country

gentlemen in Parliament, and the political behaviour of the more-or-less

permanent office-holders in the house of commons ? Patronage is a

difficult and complex subject, but it was an integral part of eighteenth-

century politics, and there are many illuminating statements on the general

character and working of the system. The volume of documents edited

by Costin and Watson is much more enterprising and sheds far greater

light on the politics of the period. One cannot help feeling, in respect

of politics and economics, that the selection might have been made fifty

years ago. Yet this is perhaps due rather to the all-embracing scope of

the series than to the failings of the editors. Seeking to illustrate the

whole gamut of the English experience, they have been severely restricted

in each single sphere. The specialist will voice his protests, as specialists

are wont to do; but the student, teacher and general reader can scarcely

fail to be impressed by the careful balance and sober judgment of the
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editors. This is a valuable—almost indispensable—source for all those

who wish to learn something of eighteenth-century England.

Lincoln College, Oxford John B. Owen

A further instalment of public accounts now published in the Calendar

of Treasury Books, vol. xxx: 1716, Part i (London: H.M.S.O. 1958.

£4 17s. 6d.) has no special features which distinguish it from its pre-

decessors. (For a general survey of these accounts see ante, lxxii. 508-10).

The introduction also follows Mr. F. H. Slingsby's usual pattern, con-

taining an odd miscellany of information. The most interesting item

is an account of the work of the Commissioners for Forfeited Estates,

whose activities in liquidating the assets of the rebels of the Fifteen form
a minor topic in Part ii of this volume. Much of the property was
disposed of to the York Buildings Company, an old established concern

which developed rapidly as a bubble company in 1720. The whole

transaction had a sorry fate. The Commissioners made a net profit for

the Exchequer of a mere £1,10-/, while the Company failed to profit from
the valuable real estate they acquired, and after unhappy experiments with

lotteries during the South Sea Bubble, fell into serious financial difficulties.

University of Manchester W. R. Ward

The Faction of Cousins by Lewis M. Wiggin (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1958. $5) appears to contain every recorded fact

relating to the political history of the Grenvilles from 1733 to 1763.

The professed object of the exercise is to analyse the idea that family

groups took the place of the two party system, which the author erron-

eously supposes never to have existed in the eighteenth century. What
it does is to show that the combination of a card index system and a

complete misunderstanding of the works of Sir Lewis Namier can

produce books more misleading than those of the Whig historians and

far less readable.

London R. R. Sedgwick

While State activity only played an insignificant part in the industrial

revolution in Britain, the position was entirely different in Prussia. There,

the well-established mercantilist principles of the eighteenth century

continued to exercise a strong influence into the nineteenth century and

beyond. Lack of private capital, natural backwardness and poverty,

enhanced by the maintenance of a large standing army, unfavourable

geographical conditions (the division of the country into two parts by
the Congress of Vienna and the loss of the only port on the North Sea

coast) made it necessary for the state to foster the development of the

mining and other industries and to take a leading part in the construction

and financing of railways and roads. The rapid economic development of

Prussia and of Germany in the nineteenth century would have been

impossible without this state intervention in many fields. All this

emerges clearly from the detailed study of Mr. W. O. Henderson, The

State and the Industrial Kevolution in Prussia, IJ40-18JO (Liverpool:
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Liverpool University Press, 1958. 37s. 6d.) In discussing the somewhat

dry facts ofeconomic history he has chosen a combination of the functional

and the biographical approach, so that the development of the coal and

iron industries, the economic recovery after the Napoleonic wars and the

construction of railways are described side by side with the careers and

achievements of famous Prussian officials, such as Reden, Freiherr vom
Stein, Vincke, Motz, Beuth, Rother and von der Heydt. This arrange-

ment entails some overlapping between the different chapters, and it does

not seem to enliven the subject matter sufficiently to justify it: a straight-

forward historical treatment might have been simpler. In that way some

space could have been saved for the incorporation of at least the outlines

of the political history of Prussia in the early nineteenth century. Without

a knowledge of the background—which is not readily accessible to

English students—the economic details do not really fall into place.

It is true that the amazing rise of Prussia can partly be explained by

economic factors, but only partly. It seems a pity that the author has

not provided the background to the unification of Germany by Prussia.

But we must be grateful to him for having collected so many details and

for bringing them within the reach of the ordinary student of German

history. In addition, those interested in industrial and economic de-

velopments in general will find in this book much material for further

reflection. The splitting up of the extensive bibliography into thirty-two

different subject headings, however, makes it almost impossible for the

reader to use it.

Westfield College, London F. L. Carsten

Modern Russian Historiography by Anatole G. Mazour (Princeton, New
Jersey. London: D. van Nostrand, 1958. 49s.) is a revised and en-

larged version of An Outline of Modern Russian Historiography which was

first published in 1939 and has long been out of print. The main changes

introduced are a new opening chapter entitled ' Annalistic Literature
'

which contains very brief comments on the Russian chronicles, the

inclusion ofinformation about the relevant wiitings of Bayer, Lomonosov,

and Golikov from the eighteenth century and of Chicherin and the ' legal

Marxists ', particularly Struve and Tugan-Baranovsky, from the nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries, and a new concluding chapter

entitled ' Marxist Historians ' which expands and brings up to date

the section in the Outline headed ' Pokrovsky '. Surprisingly enough,

Professor Mazour includes in this chapter his sections on ' Emigre

Historians ' and ' The Eurasian School ' and sandwiches them between

sections headed ' Postwar Historical Writing ' and ' After Stalin '. As

the new edition runs to twice as many pages as its predecessor, it is also

able to give additional information about the historians common to both.

But the various changes and supplementary material provided do not

make the revised and enlarged version all that much more useful, and

no one who already has the Outline need feel obliged to replace it, especially

as the new edition is expensive.

School of Slavonic and East European Studies, G. H. Bolsover

University of London

":. .iTYUBRAK
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At the beginning of the independent history of the United States, the

French alliance was the cornerstone of American foreign policy; it had

contributed much to American independence, and was popularly held to

have contributed more. As Washington took his farewell of public life,

the alliance was dead, the diplomatic record full of tensions with France,

and the United States virtually on the brink of war with her. The
reasons for this dramatic break are analysed by Alexander DeConde in

Untangling Alliance, "Politics and Diplomacy under George Washington

(Duke University Press. London: Cambridge University Press, 1958).

Professor DeConde is open to criticism in claiming a little more for his

book than in fact he offers. This is not a study that takes up, as he says it

does, where Professor Corwin's Trench Policy and the American Alliance of

ijj8 (Princeton U.P., 1916) left off, nor is it always quite successful in its

attempt at a synthesis of domestic and foreign policy. But it is a carefully

documented study of the eight years between 1789 and 1797 that never-

theless contrives to bring to life the often wooden figures of Washington

and his contemporaries. Policy and politics, says Dr. DeConde, are the

residue of day-to-day problems and of ad hoc decisions ; he has a healthy

scorn for the intrusion both of moralism and of neo-realism. This

was no Golden Age inhabited by men of heroic stature ; the Founding

Fathers, however gifted some of them might be, were ordinary mortals.

Washington in particular he sees as partisan, and as a tool of the Hamilton-

ian system; what was surprising was his capacity for being credited with

statesmanship, and his capacity for being venerated. Despite his

popularity, Washington was, in fact, says Dr. DeConde, a bewildered

figure, overshadowed by subordinates and manipulated to party advantage.

He was ' fortunate ', said Jefferson ' to get off just as the bubble is bursting,

leaving others to hold the bag '. And before getting off he had effectively

ended the alliance with France. Dr. DeConde is to be congratulated on
a vigorous study, written without benefit of hyperbole or of hero-worship,

that offers a clear guide to the involved diplomacy of the seventeen-

nineties.

University of Glasgow Esmond Wright

Baron Ludwig von Closen-Haydenburg was a young officer from
the Palatinate who served in the French Regiment des Deux-Ponts and

went with it in Rochambeau's expedition to North America during the

summer of 1780. Rochambeau appointed him as an aide-de-camp, and

in that privileged capacity Closen carried despatches to Washington and

to De Grasse, met Jefferson and other prominent Americans, took part

in the Yorktown campaign, collected maps, portrait-prints, stuffed

animals and other assorted souvenirs, and in general made the most of

his sojourn. He sailed from Boston with the French army in December
1782, reaching home nine months later after an interlude in the West
Indies. Like many of his companions, he kept a diary. In later life,

probably in 1823, he completed a manuscript (in French) which seems

to have incorporated the original diary, together with sundry arriere-

pensees, some passages apparently borrowed from the contemporary

journals of ChasteUux and of Closen's fellow-^/*/*?, Du Bourg, and a
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long account of the battle at Bunker Hill adapted from that much-
quarried source the Annual Register. It is this reworked document
(or rather, a transcript in the Library of Congress : Closen's own copy

was destroyed some years ago) that has now been translated and edited by

Professor Evelyn M. Acomb as The Revolutionary Journal of Baron Tudwig

Von Closen, 1780-1783 (London: O.U.P. for University of North
Carolina Press, 1958. 60s.), with an admirable introduction and an

abundance of footnotes—not to mention maps, photographs and drawings.

In face of such scholarly endeavour one cannot help wishing that Closen

had lived up to his editor. As it is, we learn something from him about

day-to-day existence in the army, and among the Americans. There is a

glimpse of Negro troops, whose bearing impressed Closen; there are

references to the American soldiers' fondness for loot, and to attempts

by civilians to overcharge their French allies; there are some notes on
American religious practices (Closen was himself a protestant); there

are rather coy allusions to the charms of ' the fair sex '; and so on. But

there is not much that is new. He speaks with unrevealing piety of the

perfections of Rochambeau and Washington; and we have no way of

knowing whether he held such views in 1780-3, or added them later.

Still, Closen is a likeable if not a very profound observer—a cheerful

and energetic staff-officer, one judges, proud ofhis family and his regiment,

delighted by the prospects of promotion, and genuinely interested in the

American scene. His comments help to make the period more vivid

for us even if they do nothing to alter its conventional historiographical

outlines.

University of Manchester Marcus Cunliffe

In his volume The Age of Improvement (London: Longmans, 1959.

35 s.), contributed to the series edited by Professor Medlicott under the

general title of A History of England, Professor Briggs has covered the

years from 1784 to 1867. Though that period, except in parliamentary

politics, has no very clear beginning or end, it has a very substantial

middle; and it is refreshing for once to find the familiar terminus of

Waterloo in the centre of an historical study. Of the general need for

a new textbook on this period and of this standard, there can be little

doubt; and Mr. Briggs will find an appreciative public in universities and

elsewhere. If he had done no more than summarize the results of a

generation of specialist writing and research, his book would have been

valuable; in fact, at many points he has made stimulating use of original

sources and approached old problems from new angles. His partialities

are readily apparent and not unexpected. He is more interested in social

than administrative, diplomatic or military history; in ' the people
'

rather than in persons; in the north rather than the south; in industry

rather than agriculture; in dissent rather than the establishment; in

economics rather than religion. A page on the Oxford Movement,

nearly four on the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union, illustrate

not unfairly his scale of values. Much of what he emphasizes was in-

sufficiently emphasized in the older textbooks; and if the balance has

been over-redressed, he has much of interest to say on his preferred
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topics. Nevertheless, it would be difficult, for example, to realize from

his pages that as late as 1831 the man of the countryside, in Clapham's

phrase, was still the typical Englishman. A more obvious criticism

from the student's point of view is the absence of any firm chronological

framework. In breaking away from conventional textbook treatment,

Mr. Briggs has substituted what is in effect a series of summaries,

analyses, and discussions, often acute but sometimes hanging rather

loosely. The same class of reader might also deplore the absence of

maps and diagrams, and the slightness of the bibliography. A graver

defect is the deliberate omission of any considered account of Ireland.

Yet for all this, Mr. Briggs has written a lucid and intellectual book;

its chief lack is perhaps humanity.

University of St. Andrews Norman Gash

The study of the occupations of participants in the French revolu-

tionary journees of 1787 to 1795 is unlikely to prove of outstanding im-

portance unless the journees themselves were essentially the product of

social discontent. Dr. G. Rude's The Crowd in the French devolution

(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959. 35s.) which is mainly concerned with

the social composition of the various ' crowds ', in spite of its author's

extensive research and impressive command of published sources, adds

less than one might have hoped to our knowledge of the Revolution

since the motives of the militants were often of a predominantly political

character. Dr. Rude is too objective an historian to belittle this aspect

of the crowd; indeed his chapter on its motives is perhaps the best in his

book. Nevertheless, his chosen method of analysis leads to unbalance.

Detailed information on the fluctuation of food prices and on the economic

grievances of the sans-culottes is set beside a brief summary of the political

background to thejournees in a manner likely to satisfy neither the specialist

nor the general reader. Dr. Rude's arrangement of his material is also

rather unfortunate. The social analysis of the demonstrators which

occupies his first main section, ' the revolutionary crowd in action ', is

not sufficiently distinct frcm the subject of his second part, ' the anatomy

of the revolutionary crowd ', to avoid a good deal of repetition. This

latter part of the book contains an interesting discussion of the objectives

of the sans-culottes and of the extent to which they were affected by the

political campaigns of the more educated revolutionary leaders. Although

Dr. Rude does not materially change our views on the nature and role

of the crowd he brings them into sharper focus and establishes them on a

surer basis of evidence. His footnotes provide a valuable guide to recent

articles on many aspects of the social history of the Revolution and there

is some interesting material on the Paris Sections in the appendices, to-

gether with a useful map.

University of Manchester N. Hampson

A good deal of new light is thrown on the growth of party organiza-

tion in the United States, 1789-1801, by Professor Noble E. Cunningham,

Jr. in The Jeffersonian Republicans (University of North Carolina Press,

1957. $6). Dr. Cunningham's main point is that party feeling originated
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in congress, and was not built either on pre-existing state ' cells ' or on

the obsolete distinction between federalist and anti-federalist. It did not

become respectable before 1796 and was not fully organized on a national

scale before the election of 1 800. The first leader of the Republicans was

for many years Madison, not Jefferson, who played a comparatively

minor party-political role as secretary of state and was (politically) quite

inactive during his retirement between the end of 1793 and the middle of

1796. He was, it is true, the real leader of the Republicans throughout

his period of office as vice-president, but even so took no direct part in

the election which made him president. Much emphasis is placed on the

activities of persons hitherto little known, such as John Beckley, who
was a violently partisan clerk to the house of representatives until he was

not unreasonably dismissed by the federalists in 1797. Office was in fact

freely abused by both sides for political ends as soon as party feeling had

begun to crystallize, and a discreet use of the spoils system by Charles

Pinckney (in secret collusion with Jefferson) makes an early appearance

in ' swinging ' the decisive vote of the South Carolina legislature for

republican presidential electors in 1800. This is a well-documented,

scholarly, objective survey, but it is perhaps a pity that Dr. Cunningham
does not devote more space to federalist organization, even if that would

have meant amending the title of his book. Federalist activities are in

fact treated in detail in the concluding chapters, but we hear little of their

organization, if any, before 1800, whereas much is made of the increasingly

efficient Republican onslaught upon the people in power. Incidentally,

although the book appears under the imprint of the university of North

Carolina, Dr. Cunningham is professor of history at the university of

Richmond and his study has been published for the Institute of Early

American History and Culture at Williamsburg. It does credit to him
and to all the institutions concerned.

University College, Cardiff Anthony Steel

M. J. Ruwet's aim in producing La Principaute de Liege en 1789: Carte

de geographie historique (Brussels: Academie royale des sciences, des

lettres et des beaux-arts de Belgique, 1958) was to enable us to envisage

the political geography of the principality at the end of the ancien regime.

This he has achieved in a manner that deserves all praise. It so happens

that his sources enable him to attain a very high degree of precision.

His introduction shows that he has tackled what must have been a difficult

task with admirable sense. When it was necessary to take a decision,

he did so, and gives good reasons for it. As so often happens when
good work has been done, this piece of work can be put to uses that the

author may not have had in mind. If the number of British students

interested in the history of Liege is small, there are many who are in-

terested in western and central Europe during the eighteenth century.

This map, since it covers only a small area, shows, as a map of a larger

area could scarcely do, the amazing nature of political frontiers at the

time. Its use can be heartily commended to teachers in universities,

for it is an admirable example of what a map can tell us.

University College, London Mark A. Thomson
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Geschichtschreibung und historisches Denken in Frankreich 1789-1871,

by Peter Stadler (Zurich: Verlag Berichthaus, 1958), is the fullest and

best survey of the subject yet attempted, and the biographical notes piled

up at the foot of every page are a feast. It is easier for a foreign scholar

to steer a steady course through troubled waters, and broadly speaking he

stands above the battle. Never unmeasured in praise or blame, his only

criterion is merit. Enough biographical material is supplied to indicate

the social and ideological background of every writer ; and we are never

allowed to forget that the successive schools of thought were far more
influenced by the vicissitudes of political history than were British

scholars of the same period. At the close of an introductory chapter on

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the author salutes Voltaire as the

father of the history of civilization and Montesquieu as the father of the

history of political institutions. He gets into his stride with Chateaubriand,

whose Genie du Christianisme inaugurates the romantic school of historio-

graphy in France. The Middle Ages, frowned on by Voltaire and the

Encyclopedistes, returned to favour; feeling temporarily dethroned reason

as the most precious ofhuman faculties, and colour was the chief attraction

of the historian's art. The pendulum began to swing back towards realism

with the foundation of the Ecole des Chartes in 1821, Mignet's cool

survey of the French Revolution, and Guizot's analytical lectures on

French medieval civilization. It is a tribute to the author's breadth of

sympathy that in two of his most arresting chapters he expresses almost

equal admiration for Michelet and Tocqueville. The former, the last and

by far the finest of the Romantic school, surpassed his predecessors in

erudition, insight and narrative power, and profoundly influenced later

left-wing scholars, such as Aulard, Mathiez and Jaures by his sympathy

with the common man. In his Histoire de France and still more in his

glowing paean to the French Revolution the hero is the people. For the

author of the sociological treatises on democracy in America and the

Ancicn Regime Dr. Stadler is nearer to clapping his hands than at any

other stage in his journey. He quotes Dilthey's tribute to Tocqueville

as the greatest political analyst since Aristotle and Machiavelli, and

pronounces him the only nineteenth century French historian whose
work remains intact. He allots higher marks to Mignet, the French

Ranke, than to his lifelong friend Thiers, who always had an axe to grind.

He evidently prefers professional historians to thinkers about history;

and even Comte carries away no prize—his ideology owed much to St.

Simon, and his knowledge of the past (except of the history of science)

was too limited to support his dogmatic pronouncements. Saint-Beuve's

massive treatise Port-Royal receives the praise it deserves, and in the

closing chapter he binds laurels on the brow of Renan and Fustel de

Coulanges. Since the survey ends in 1871 he can merely notice the emer-

gence of Taine as a thoughtful historian of literature.

Ghaljont St. Peter, Bucks. G. P. Gooch

To note the bi-centenary of Nelson's birth the Navy Records Society

has published, in conjunction with Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd.

(London: 1958. 42s.) a volume of the admiral's letters to Lady Nelson,
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along with a good deal of previously unprinted material upon other

topics. This is Nelson's Letters to bis Wife, edited by G. P. B. Naish.

The larger part of the book is naturally devoted, in greater detail than

ever before, to the all-too-well known story of their unhappy marriage.

Mr. Naish must have printed every known document which can con-

ceivably be held to be relevant, but nothing fresh emerges to upset the

verdict that of all the chief actors in this rather messy affair Lady Nelson

herself is the only one who emerges from it with dignity and honour.

When every excuse is made, when every dim psychological by-way is

explored, when frigidity, lack of imagination, and dull prudery are all

brought forward against her, the plain fact still remains that Nelson

behaved with cruelty, and, what is almost worse, with calculated rudeness,

to a decent woman whose only real cause of offence was that she had

listened favourably to his courtship. It is a story which never should

have happened, and which may now be allowed to rest in peace. Perhaps

the most repellent part of the affair is the conduct of Nelson's unpleasant

relations, who, when they recognized the breach, for their own selfish

advantage did all they could to make it irremediable by traducing Lady

Nelson to Nelson himself, to the Hamiltons, and to the world in general.

Compared with that the conduct of Emma, and even of Sir William, is

understandable and almost excusable. All this Mr. Naish has handled

with skill, sympathy, and tact; and his will be the last worth while word

upon the whole sorry business. But to those interested in naval history

much of the real interest of Mr. Naish's work lies elsewhere, in the light

the published letters throw upon the naval war and on the personalities

engaged in it, from the duke of Clarence and St. Vincent down to the

equivocal figure of Josiah Nisbet. Nelson himself is engagingly and

humanly inconsistent: he can at first refer to Lord Keith as a good

officer and a gallant gentleman, epithets on the whole well deserved,

but not those which he employed in 1800. It is difficult at this distance

to account for Keith's undoubted unpopularity; was it partly because

he was both lucky and stingy about prize-money ? He can acidly

criticize Linzee in 1796 for doing exactly what he himself quite un-

justifiably allowed Calder to do just before Trafalgar. He forms early

and sound views about the effectiveness of the Spanish fleet. ' The Dons
attempted to form a line for four hours, and then sent a frigate to Lord

Hood.' It is not always easy to explain just why, up to 1800 at least, we
consistently over-rated the capabilities of their squadrons. He provides

one more instance of the part played by pure chance in history by telling

Baldwin, the consul at Alexandria, that if he had been at that port in

June 1798 the British fleet would certainly have delayed there, and so

caught Bonaparte on a wind. He writes to Clarence in 1795 criticizing

the army and the conduct of its officers when embarked on board the

fleet, a perennial cause of friction right up to 181 3. Mr. Naish prints

some of the correspondence of Nelson's unsatisfactory stepson Josiah

Nisbet. He was not a success, but it cannot have been easy in the service

to be Nelson's close relation, and the letters show that Duckworth and

Berry, at least, thought quite well of the young man. Equally interesting

are the letters from Sir William Hamilton, who had much shrewder views

upon the efficiency of the Neapolitans than had Nelson. All this and
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much more Mr. Naish has woven together skilfully and attractively, in

what must have been a quite exceptionally difficult piece of editing.

There are only a few errata, and those of little significance. The admirals

Hotham, uncle and nephew, are rolled into one personage; and the

Marquis Wellesley's campaign against Tipu cannot be referred to as the

secondMysore War. But these slips, and a few others, are of no importance

in a volume which must rank amongst the best edited the Navy Records

Society has ever produced.

Balliol College, Oxford A. B. Rodger

In less than two hundred pages Mrs. Irene Collins has produced a

clear, succinct and authoritative account of the relations between The

Government and the Newspaper Press in France, 1814-1 881 (London : O.U.P.,

1959. 30s.). An alternative title for her book might, as she says (p. xiv),

have been ' The Search for Freedom of the Press in France ', had not

this ' taken too little account of those governments which did deliberately

try to restrict freedom, as well as of those journalists who demanded not

so much freedom as licence '. The work is not a history of the news-

paper press and, although it sometimes gives useful figures of circulation

in order to indicate the relative significance of individual journals as it

appeared to contemporary authorities, it does not set out to assess the

influence of newspapers upon public opinion. Essentially it is concerned

with the way in which successive governments attempted to solve the

problem of reconciling liberty with order in relation to the freedom of

opinion; with the changes in legislation which controlled the activities

of the press; and with the machinery through which that control was

exercised. Mrs. Collins has made excellent use of archive material,

which in the later part of her period is very abundant, and by good use

of parliamentary debates she has often clarified the intention behind

legislation. In so doing, in setting out the precise content of different

laws, and in giving a lucid explanation of the legal procedure governing

press trials she has rendered a service which will put many of those who
are concerned with the history of nineteenth-century France in her debt.

Her book contains a useful bibliography, but probably went to press

too soon for the inclusion of M. Jacques Kayser's recent collection of

studies of ~L,a Presse de Province sous la Troisieme Kepublique. Other books

that might have been worth mentioning are, for its first chapter, G. E.

Ritters's Die Elsass-Lothringische Presse im let^ten Drittel des 19. Jahrhunderts

the Lettres {1 864-1 8yd) of Allain-Targe, founder of La Revue politique,

and M. Dessal's biography of Charles Delescluze.

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge J. P. T. Bury

The close association between Medicine and Flistory is sometimes

forgotten. The history of medicine is not just one aspect of medicine;

it is also an important facet of history, social and political. The story

of medical discoveries, of medical education, of public health, of the

illnesses of rulers and statesmen and of legislation relating to health

—
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all have their influence upon human happiness and well-being. Perhaps

more widely felt than any of those factors in the shaping of history are

the devastating epidemics which have caused many deaths, have disrupted

trade and have even disorganized governments. One of the earliest

epidemics to be recorded (by Thucydides) was the Plague of Athens,

probably typhus fever. The Black Death of the fourteenth century,

certainly true plague, had a profound effect upon history, and so also had

the curious ' Sweating Sickness ' of Tudor times, and later, the Great

Plague of London. Yellow fever led to the abandonment of the first

effort to construct the Panama Canal, and typhoid fever, during the

South African War, slew more of our soldiers than did the shot and shell

of the enemy. Amid all this startling record of death-dealing epidemic

disease in the pages of history, cholera plays an important part. Although

apparently endemic in India for centuries, it was not until 18 17 that it

assumed epidemic proportions, spreading to China in 1820, and then to

Persia, Arabia and Russia, continuing its deadly progress through Poland

and Prussia until, in October 1831, it entered England by way of the port

of Sunderland, and then spread to London and throughout Britain for

the next six months. In London, which at that time had about one and

a half million inhabitants, one person in every three hundred died of

cholera. In the following year, the epidemic reached France, and there

its effects were even more ghastly and devastating. Such, in bare outline,

is the tale of the cholera epidemic which influenced the course of European

history during the first half of the nineteenth century, which is clearly

depicted in Le Cholera, la premiere epidemie du XIXe siecle (La Roche-sur-

Yon: Imprimerie Centrale de l'Ouest, 1958. 750 frs.) It is a work of

composite authorship. The editor, Professor Louis Chevalier, contributes

the Introduction and also the first section of forty-five pages on ' The
Cholera in Paris ', with street plans and tables showing the incidence and

mortality relative to time and place, and also to the age, sex, and occupa-

tion of the victims. The second section deals likewise with the city of

Lille, and subsequent chapters, with Normandy, Bordeaux and Marseilles.

There is an account of cholera in Russia, by M.-V. Netchkina, and finally

a chapter of thirty pages on cholera in England, by D. Eversley, of the

University of Birmingham. Mr. Eversley shows that while smallpox

affected all classes, cholera was clearly a disease favoured by dirt and

poverty. Indeed, it was this epidemic which drew attention to the need

for sanitary reform, and paved the way for the brilliant work of Edwin
Chadwick and others. At that time no one knew the real cause of

cholera. It was not until 1854 that John Snow stopped a cholera epidemic

in London by suggesting that the handle of the pump in Broad Street be

removed, thus showing clearly that the infection was water-borne, but

the exact nature of the disease was not revealed until 1884, when Robert

Koch discovered the organism, or ' vibrio ', of cholera. The story of

cholera is indeed strange and wonderful, a dark corner of history which

only the torch of the medical man could illuminate. Many other gaps

in the pattern of history still await the explanation which medicine alone

can give. Social history may derive great assistance from medical history

in the solution of many unsolved problems. Medical history ought to

be no longer content to remain a mere interesting appendage of medicine.
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A vast field awaits exploration, a field in which the harvest may be

plenteous, although the labourers are meantime far too few.

Edinburgh Douglas Guthrie

Centralization of government has never succeeded in robbing France

of her rich provincial variations, which have been of great importance in

her history at all times. Students of nineteenth-century France will look

forward to the publication of M. Paul Leuilliot's extensive work on the

history of Alsace during the period of the Restoration Monarchy. Mean-
while M. Leuilliot has provided an introductory volume, L,a premiere

restauration et les centjours en Alsace (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1958. 900 fr.),

a scholarly work in which great attention to detail does not obscure

important issues. The military history of the successive invasions of

1814-1 5, which former historians have concentrated upon to the exclusion

of other topics, here takes its place beside the political, and more especially

the administrative, economic, and social history of Alsace. Prefects,

sub-prefects, and members of councils and tribunals, are carefully identi-

fied, and the author has studied a large collection of private papers to give

an account of the mission of La Salle, the commissaire sent out by the

Comte d'Artois in 18 14. Religious disputes and economic difficulties,

along with special problems such as the influence of the military upon the

locality, are treated with discernment. The volume is exceptionally well

documented, and there is an exhaustive bibliography, usefully classified.

University of Liverpool Irene Collins

In France and the European Alliance, 181 6-1821 (Indiana: University

of Notre Dame Press, 1958) Professor G. de Bertier de Sauvigny prints

for the first time the surviving private letters exchanged between Metter-

nich and the due de Richelieu while Richelieu was in charge of France's

foreign policy. The letters are given, in the original French, from the

Paris and Vienna state archives and from Richelieu's personal papers,

now in the Victor Cousin library at the Sorbonne. They are connected

by a brief, clear commentary in English, always well-informed and in-

telligible, though not always in the form of words an Englishman would
have chosen. Metternich and Richelieu composed their messages to

each other with elegant dexterity; and it is interesting to observe the

strength of Richelieu's political character, as these letters reveal it. Many
of his observations would seem blindly reactionary today—this, for

instance, in March 1 8 1 8 : 'Si Ton ne trouve pas un moyen de restreindre

et de reprimer la liberte de la presse, elle tuera l'ordre social en Europe et

aucun gouvernement ne sera en etat d'y resister.' But what else was to

be expected from one who had been an emigre for twenty-four years and

had served as a provincial governor in Russia ? It is useful to have this

further indication that such beliefs were held by men in high office in the

years after Waterloo; and at least in these examples the tone in which

they were written down bespeaks sincerity in their holder. This short

book also contains, besides routine indications of Metternich's diplomatic

method, a remarkable sketch of his character by Caraman, the French

ambassador in Vienna, who wrote in May 1 8 1 8 :
' Metternich, aujourd'hui,
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a grandi sa sphere par le travail et par la reflexion, il juge bien les hommes
parce qu'il n'a ni passions, ni preventions ; il est assez fin pour decouvrir

leurs faiblesses et assez adroit pour en profiter. Ce qui lui donne surtout

une tres grande force, c'est qu'il ne perd jamais son sang-froid et que

l'amour propre blesse n'a presque pas d'action sur lui.'

London M. R. D. Foot

More has been written about the first dozen years of New Zealand's

history as a British colony than about any other period, but Dr. John
Miller in his new book, Early Victorian New Zealand: A Study of Racial

Tension and Social Attitudes, 1839-1812 (London: O.U.P., 1958. 30s.)

has exploited a new vein of ore with no small success. The history has

as a rule been written from official despatches and reports of the New
Zealand Company and some well-known contemporary accounts. Dr.

Miller adds to these many unpublished private letters, journals and

reminiscences, and being endowed with a critical mind and a good literary

style, he has written the most authoritative and readable account of the

social history of the Cook Strait settlements that has yet appeared. One
impression left by the book is of the amateurishness of the New Zealand

Company and of Gibbon Wakefield as practical colonizers. Wakefield

was not unaware of this :
' I have not time to attend to details ', he wrote

in a letter aptly quoted by Dr. Miller, ' being only a generalizer or theorizer,

and leaving all the filling up of an extensive project to others '. Unfor-

tunately none of the others had the practical genius required to reduce

the theory to a detailed plan applicable to New Zealand conditions.

' In practice ', Dr. Miller writes, ' the balance [between land, labour and

capital] was upset by the slow and partial fulfilment of the Company's
contracts, and by the encouragement given to speculators as distinct from
bona fide colonists. . . . The land purchased by speculators was not only

non-productive but it did not employ labour. Moreover, as Dr. Miller

points out in his introductory chapter, ' if the Company's promises to

emigrants were fanciful, its plan of racial amalgamation was even more so'.

Many historians have pointed out the sharp practice of the Company in

its ' purchases ', but Dr. Miller is more concerned than his predecessors to

rehabilitate the Protectors of Aborigines, especially the much criticized

George Clarke. He was ' one of the ablest advocates the Maoris ever had
and is not to be recognized in the disagreeable youth invented by the

propagandist [E. J. WakefieldJ's selective cunning '. He tries indeed to

rehabilitate Fitzroy, praising his abolition of customs duties as securing

the support of Waka Nene against Heke. But what becomes then of the

reimposition of customs duties a few months later ? One of Fitzroy's

greatest failings was his bewildering inconsistency. Dr. Miller does not,

however, confine himself to a re-examination of old controversies. Much
of the life and colour of the book comes from the concrete details of land

settlement and social life. He sums up with an apt reflection. ' The
Wakefield System was a partial failure, but to have transplanted a little

of the vitality and charm of English society to the antipodes was an

enterprise of positive and enduring significance.'

University ofOtago W. P. Morrell
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The Eastern Apache tribe known as the Mescaleros of New Mexico

can look back over four centuries of contact with white men, a history

which, as interpreted by Professor C. L. Sonnichsen, The Mescalero

Apaches (Norman : University of Oklahoma Press, 1958. $5.75) contains

little of credit or comfort to either side. Spanish and American policies

drove the Indians to an armed resistance that grew steadily less effective

down to the final campaign of 1881, with the result that the condition of

the Mescaleros was, by the early years of the twentieth century, degraded

and hopeless. Mr. Sonnichsen is able to conclude his narrative with a

somewhat more cheerful account of social and economic progress, but his

main theme emphasizes the unjust and inhuman treatment suffered by the

tribe. Mescalero culture never rose above a limited and primitive social

pattern and a bare level of sustenance ; military prowess was no answer to

the overwhelming impact of a rival and alien society though it prolonged

the process of pacification. An historical work of first importance is

unlikely to emerge from such material, and inevitably those episodes

linked with events in the wider world arouse more interest: the appear-

ance upon the Mescalero scene of Captain Ewell, a few years later to

become one of Lee's lieutenants; the brief incursion of the Civil War;

the presence of Kit Carson. The Mescaleros were the unhappy victims

of continual disputes between Indian agents and military officers, whose
conflicts prevented the development of any sustained policy for their

rehabilitation. Even the drastic measures introduced after 1895 by
Lieutenant Stottler, who sought by forcible haircuts, the abolition of

Indian dress and ceremonials, and the imprisonment of grandmothers and

mothers-in-law opposed to education, to force the tribe into civilized

practices, failed. Twenty years later the Mescaleros were still existing

wretchedly in brush shelters and tipis. This is not the most valuable

volume to appear in the Civilization of the American Indian series, but

its author has, within the limits of his subject, adequately recounted a sad,

if familiar, story.

University of Bristol Peter Marshall

Though Dr. J. D. Marshall's Furness and the Industrial Revolution

(Barrow: Barrow-in-Furness Library and Museum Committee, 1958.

23s.) is not very prepossessing in its appearance and opens with a some-

what fussy introduction, first impressions are misleading. It is a notable

addition to the regional studies of the process of industrial revolution.

The author has shown an almost incredible industry in the collection of

material, and it can be safely said that no region has yet received so pain-

staking an examination from an economic historian. Nor has he simply

amassed facts; at many points he makes valuable contributions to such

specialized fields as urban, industrial and population history, and he is

remarkably up-to-date in the various techniques involved. His account

of pre-industrial society in Furness and of the early industrial develop-

ments is admirable. In the latter part of the book, in dealing with the

vast quantity of evidence he has unearthed on the growth of the industries,

port and town of Barrow, Dr. Marshall perhaps does not achieve the

same steadiness of view, and a more severe pruning of the material would
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have helped. Again his attitude to the industrial and business leaders of

Furness in the Victorian period, Ramsden, Schneider and the rest, seems

a little unsympathetic. Because he finds their spirit uncongenial the

author seems not only to write down their benefits to Barrow, material

and philanthropic, but to diminish too much the place of imaginative

business leadership in economic growth. Occasionally too, general

historical judgments are thrust at the reader without their justification

being clear even from the regional evidence cited. Opinions may differ

on such matters, but there will be general agreement that by amassing and

ordering a prodigious quantity of good historical material on a regional

basis Dr. Marshall has earned the thanks of all who investigate the social

and economic aspects of the Industrial Revolution. In publishing the

book the Barrow Library and Museum Committee display commendable

civic enterprise.

University of Liverpool J. R. Harris

The Growth of Industrial Economies by W. G. Hoffman, translated from

the German by W. H. Chaloner and W. O. Henderson (Manchester:

University Press, 1959. 25s.) is a revised and expanded version of

Studien und Typen der Industrialisierung first published in 193 1. The
statistics, in particular, have been brought up to date and expanded.

The main thesis of the book is that the process of industrialization in all

' free ' economies has followed the same pattern : a gradual rise in the

importance of the capital goods industries; or, as Dr. Hoffman puts it,

' the ratio of the net output (value added) of the consumer goods in-

dustries gradually declines as compared with the net output of the

capital goods industries '
(p. 2). Remembering that Dr. Hoffman is

discussing industrialization and not general economic development (his

study excludes agriculture, distribution, transport and all services; it

deals only indirectly with mining and building) and accepting Bohm-
Bawerk's views on capital and the capitalistic process as a starting point,

the proposition which Dr. Hoffman seeks to establish is an obvious and

indeed almost a truistic one. The development of the argument, how-
ever, must give rise to rather grave misgivings. The author begins by

selecting eight groups of industries as representative of all industries.

These are divided into consumer goods industries and capital goods

industries (vehicle building, incidentally, is classed as a capital goods

industry). Dr. Hoffman then seeks to show that the net output ratio of

capital to consumer goods industries is similar for all countries at similar

' stages ' of development. This necessitates (a) a statistical foundation

and (b) the division of history into ' stages '. The methods by which

the statistics used were computed are described in some startling passages

in the Introduction. For example :
' If output statistics for one country

are not available we have selected another country and estimated output

figures for the first country on the basis of the data for the second country
'

(p. 19). Here is no careful toiling in the vineyard of economic statistics;

but of course it is all a question of how much imprecision one is prepared

to tolerate, of what error one is willing to regard as insignificant. (The

argument about these procedures, incidentally, is not made any easier by
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the fact that on p. 18 the words this will be true to a large extent ' should

read ' this will be untrue to a large extent ' and that on the following page

one must read ' much less doubtful ' for ' much more doubtful '.) As
to the division of history into ' stages ', Dr. Hoffman's scheme is subject

to all the usual criticisms and reservations. The merits of the book lie

outside the statistics and the scheme. The footnotes provide a useful

bibliography, especially of the German literature. There are interesting

thumb-nail sketches of industrial development in Switzerland, Brazil and

Chile, potted history no doubt, but history of countries very little written

about in English. Above all, important questions are raised even if

they are left largely or wholly unanswered. Why is it that ' In different

countries . . . different branches of manufacture within these [industry

groups] were of outstanding importance '
(p. 66) ? Why did Britain and

Switzerland remain ' in the first stage of industrial evolution even after

1850 '
(p. 72) ? Is it true that in Sweden ' certain capital goods industries

received their initial impetus to expansion from the demands of the export

trade '
(p. 93)? But not all of the questions raised and left unanswered

in this book are important, not all are new, and several of them have been

answered since the original German edition of the book appeared.

Moreover, new and important questions have been raised since 1931

—

questions about capital ratios, the costs of borrowing, the movement of

capital across national frontiers, the contribution of agricultural to general

economic development. It is not often that in a field of study which has

some of the characteristics and most of the pretensions of a science there

is much justification for the republication of a book thirty years old; it is

to be feared that the theoretical framework and the statistical techniques

used in this book render its republication of doubtful value.

University of Edinburgh A. J. Youngson

The place of the graduate body in the government of a university

varies greatly from university to university, but it is probable that no such

body has played as important a role as that of Convocation of the Univer-

sity of London. That importance springs from the fact that the Univer-

sity started as an examining body. Paradoxically Convocation is older

than the University as a teaching body. With the incorporation of

teaching colleges in the University in 1900 the division between the

Internal and External sides grew in significance, and remains. Indeed

the opposition in Parliament in 1952 to new statutes slightly increasing

college representation in the Senate can be construed as a mark of this

continuance. Convocation in the University of London—The First Hundred

Years, by Dr. Percy Dunsheath and Margaret Miller (London: The
Athlone Press, 1958. 15s.) gives due place to the importance of Con-
vocation. At times the reader feels that a periodic admission that some
things in the University did start independently of Convocation, or that

Convocation itself was not always right, might not have come amiss.

Perhaps that feeling is inevitable, since the book is not a history of the

University but of one part only of its governing machinery. It is

nevertheless curious to see, in relation to the acquisition of the Blooms-
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bury site, that Lord Beveridge is described simply as ' a prominent

member of convocation '. At that time the importance of Lord

Beveridge in the University did not rest on that fact, and indeed the

major opposition to that acquisition came from members of Convocation.

Granted, then, that this is a history of the activities of one body, one feels

that that history might nevertheless have profited from being placed in a

more general background rather than being almost isolated from it.

That this is successfully done in parts makes one wish that it had been

done more often. A contributory cause of that feeling is the fact that,

by and large, the book is simply factual. At times one feels that the

minute books of Convocation were too close at hand, and that their

presence has inhibited a critical approach. In saying that one is express-

ing a general regret rather than criticizing the authors, the fact that one

of them is himself Chairman of Convocation playing an active part in the

government of the University probably dictated this characteristic of the

book, at least so far as it deals with recent events. When all has been

said, however, one does not put down the book with regret. It has to

tell a story which is, at times extremely complex, and the threads always

appear clearly, perhaps more clearly than they would had the approach

been different. The difficulties of the University as a whole are brought

out, and one is very conscious of the number of people who have given

so much time and work to the University. The position and circum-

stances of the University of London make the book of more than

domestic concern. There was a need for the book, and whatever

criticisms there may be this volume does go far to satisfy it.

University of Edinburgh J. D. B. Mitchell

Die historische Kommission bei der bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften

i8j8-i<>j8 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Rupprecht, 1958) is a co-

operative tribute to a body to which every student of German history

is deeply indebted. Its origin and record are described by Professor

Schnabel, the president, in the first and longest of the nine contributions.

In preparing his book on the Reformation era in Germany Ranke re-

cognized the significance of the copious records of the Diets of the Empire,

and desired to see them in print. His dream took shape with the aid of

King Maximilian II, who had attended Heeren's lectures at Gottingen

and Ranke's at Berlin. On ascending the Bavarian throne in 1848 he

opened the Wittelsbach archives, and in 1858 founded and endowed the

Historical Commission as a branch of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences.

Its first President was Ranke, whose benevolent portrait smiles at us in

the frontispiece, and whose guiding hand was felt till his death in 1886.

Though himself unwilling to exchange Berlin for Munich, he prepared

nineteen private lectures for the king at Berchtesgaden in 1884, subse-

quently published as Die Epochen der neueren Geschichte. Had not King
Maximilian been born in the purple he would assuredly have become a

historian. Ranke also encouraged two of his most distinguished pupils,

Sybel and Giesebrecht, in succession to undertake the work of secretary

of the commission. The larger portion of the volume is devoted to
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reports on its chief undertakings, among them the Reichstagsakten, the

Wittelsbach papers, the Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, the Histories of

the Sciences, the Deutsche Geschichtsuellen des 19 und 20 Jahrhunderts. The
Historische Zeitschrift, founded in 1859, though independent of the Com-
mission, was supported by the same group of scholars with Sybel as the

first editor. Happily the Commission has weathered the storms of two

world wars, and some fifty pages of appendices are required to list its

publications. Though the German thrones have been overturned,

students of history should gratefully remember the services to scholarship

of King Frederick William of Prussia, the friend of Ranke, Lepsius and

Alexander von Humboldt, and Max of Bavaria, the pupil of Ranke, who
made Munich for a season the capital of the humanities, as his father

King Ludwig had made it the capital of the arts.

Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. G. P. Gooch

E. L. Godkin, of the Nation and the Evening Post, was one of the great

American journalists of the later nineteenth century—liberal, independent,

courageous, and with a trenchant pen that made him influential and

feared. So at least the legend. In E. E. Godkin and American Foreign

Policy, 186'/-1poo (New York: Bookman Associates, 1957. $5-oo)

Professor William M. Armstrong has set out to debunk it. The attempt

was worth making—the solemn admiration of Rollo Ogden needed

correction—but the author has not brought it off. The chief charge he

has to bring is that of inconsistency. Godkin was inconsistent, but Mr.

Armstrong overburdens us with examples, many of them no more than

the sort of thing one could cull from the pages of any weekly over a

period of months or years. He leaves himself no space to distinguish

between the significant and the trivial, and makes little attempt to do so.

The second charge is that Godkin was unpatriotic, always ready to suppose

his own country wrong. This is plausible, and certainly—another point

Mr. Armstrong makes—Godkin had a preference for the unpopular

side; but just because it is a charge so easy to make, and one so readily

made by contemporaries, the historian should be doubly careful in

making it. The period was one in which American foreign policy was

often parochial and therefore meretricious, showing neither consistent,

realistic pursuit of national interest nor consistent regard for international

legality. Godkin's liking for a fight and a phrase often led him to fire

wild, but the woods were full of fair game. Mr. Armstrong argues that

historians have overrated Godkin's importance, accepting too easily the

opinion of his friends. Yet the fact of his influence, both with his

readers (who were not otherwise uncritical) and with his victims, remains.

If that influence was unjustified, we should be told how it came about.

The answer would be revealing not only of Godkin but of the social

groups whose discontents he voiced. We do not get it. The basic

problem Godkin faced is as old as political society. It is that good
government and popular government are not naturally identical. But

more than that, in a rapidly changing industrial society many men of

Godkin's background found themselves intellectually dispossessed, un-

certain how traditions in which they continued to believe could or should
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be adapted. Popular government often meant government by men
whom they despised, and the pursuit of policies which they despised.

Uncertainty made their criticism carping. Mr. Armstrong feels that

because Godkin's merits have often been exaggerated, the case against

him must be overstated also. The reader who perseveres will find a

more balanced assessment in the short last chapter, much the best in the

book. Here are the qualifications, some of the generalizations, the

attempt to place Godkin in his time, which should have been made
sooner and at greater length. The conclusion is that Godkin lacked the

generosity and flexibility to be a constructive critic. That is fair comment.

Godkin was not alone in that, in his day or any other. But he spoke for

an important group—and how well he could write !

King's College, Cambridge A. E. Campbell

The liberal movement in Russia is usually represented as a complete

failure. Some even argue that it was predestined to fail because Russia

never developed the type of middle class which they believe that liberalism

must be based on before it can realize its aims. For this and other reasons

historians have paid little attention to it and have concentrated instead on

the revolutionary movements and parties in Russia, particularly the

Bolshevik party. The result is that even when they portray the liberals

it is largely through the eyes of their opponents. This past neglect of

the Russian liberals enhances the importance and value of George

Fischer's Russian Liberalism (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press.

London: O.U.P., 1958) which covers the period from the great reforms

of the eighteen-sixties to the revolution of 1905. Though presented as

an essay rather than as a monograph, it is adequately documented and

contains a useful bibliography. But by writing it as an essay and not as

a monograph Mr. Fischer has been able to keep it commendably short

and has felt free to indulge in what he describes as ' less inhibited genera-

lizations '. On occasion he carries these generalizations too far on the

basis of rather facile and dubious sociological analysis. But his central

thesis is sound in its general formulation and is argued and elaborated

clearly and convincingly. It is that during the period under review
' Russian liberalism undergoes its major transformation, the transforma-

tion from gentry to intelligentsia—socially from the middling land-

owning nobility to the new professional middle class, politically from

rural self-government (the zemstvo) to a mass party (the Kadets) '. The
liberals among the gentry had a good record of achievement in practical

local affairs : in ' small deeds ', to use the terminology of the day. But

those of them who hoped to proceed from local self-government to

national self-government were bitterly disappointed and frustrated by the

persistent refusal of the tsar to respond to their ' senseless dreams '. The
liberals among the new professional middle class, who exercised a growing

influence on the liberal movement from the end of the eighteen-nineties,

tended to be well to the left of those from the gentry, and when political

parties were allowed to emerge they mostly joined the Kadet party led by

Milyukov. The gentry on the other hand usually gravitated towards

parties and groups to the right of the Kadets. Unfortunately, Mr.
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Fischer ends his survey on the eve of the 1905 revolution when liberal

dreams seemed much less ' senseless ' than a decade before. It is to be

hoped that he will go on to deal next with the period from 1905 to 191 7.

School ofSlavonic and East European Studies, G. H. Bolsover
University of London

Bernard Okun's Trends in Birth Rates in the United States since 18/0

(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1958. $3.50) is one of the

Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science,

a series now in its seventy-seventh year. The author undertakes a close

analysis of the population statistics of the U.S.A. from 1870 to 1950, with

the object of identifying and explaining the secular trend of birth rates

for whites and negroes, both nationally and by states. Within all groups

the birth rate fell down to 1940 and the author examines various hypo-

theses to account for this phenomenon. His data lead him to different

conclusions for whites and negroes. For the former he finds that, over-

riding the marked regional and state differences, the major cause of the

falling trend was a change in reproductive habits within both urban and

rural areas ; for negroes, however, the shift of population from country

to town was a more decisive factor in the decline of the birth rate. While

some readers may remain unconvinced by the interpretative sections of

his book, the author has provided a very valuable collection of American

demographic data. The challenge he offers to a number of old cliches

must be given serious consideration. In the final section of the book,

the author attempts a schematic review of different theories used to

explain changes in birth and fertility rates, the applicability of which is

not limited to the American data for the period he is examining.

London School of Economics J. Potter

In The Cabinet Diary of William L. Wilson 1896-1897 (North Carolina

University Press. London: O.U.P., 1958 40s.) F. P. Summers has edited

the private diary of the man who served as Postmaster General during

the last two years of Cleveland's second administration. Wilson is

revealed to have been a mild, gentlemanly, academic individual—he was,

in fact, called ' the scholar in politics ', had been a professor and was to be-

come President of Washington and Lee—who was loyal to Cleveland,

whose character he resembles, and whose opinions he shares. Too
gentlemanly to use the Post Office for political purposes, too mild to

reform its administration, too intelligent to embrace free silver, too

academic to participate in the Democratic politicking which led to

Bryan's nomination, he writes a well-mannered diary which, despite the

large claims of the publisher, reveals more about the Washington social

season, the mechanics of train travel and speech-making, and negotia-

tions over a university presidency, than about Venezuela, Cuba or

Populism. Its muted tones are appropriate to the ineffectual last months

of the Cleveland era. There is an introduction by Newton D. Baker,

who was Wilson's private secretary at the time.

St. John's College, Cambridge Frank Thistlethwaite
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The centenary of the birth of Woodrow Wilson in 1956 provoked,

or at any rate provided the occasion for, a good deal of writing and much
of it was of a gratifyingly high quality. The sad state of the present

world seemed to justify Wilson's forebodings over the rejection by the

Senate of the League of Nations. There has been a very ' agonizing

reappraisal ' and Wilson's reputation has benefited by it. This new life

of Wilson, Woodrow Wilson, i American Prophet ; ii World Prophet by

Arthur Walworth (New York: Longmans, 1958. $15) is one of the

most useful of the recent spate of books and if it has not the scope of

Professor Link's majestic ' work in progress ', it is a model of organiza-

tion and clarity. The subject was suggested by Professor Arthur M.
Schlesinger and the result fully justifies the suggestion. It might be

held that Mr. Walworth's clarity is secured at the cost of simplifying

issues and men, that his Wilson is often explained in terms of his

Presbyterian ancestry, but the Wilson who emerges is a coherent and

plausible figure. Mr. Walworth is sympathetic but he is not uncritical.

He makes plain, especially in his account of the last years at Princeton,

that Wilson had two bad habits in controversy, that of relying on a bad

memory and so finding himself in indefensible positions and the worse

habit of being so convinced of the Tightness of his cause that he not only

imputed evil to honest opponents and former allies like Hibben, but laid

himself open to very plausible charges of dishonesty and evasiveness.

For a man who so constantly preached righteousness, Wilson was very

often caught in ethically ambiguous positions. On the other hand,

Wilson's very real charm and power of inspiring devotion are made evident

to us. Mr. Walworth has been most diligent in seeking and finding

evidence from the surviving intimates of the Wilson circle and he is able,

again and again, to illuminate or to modify the accepted picture. He
displays a remarkably equable power of judgment and we are led to trust

it, thus we are led to sympathize with Colonel House but not with Robert

Lansing. We are made to see in what ways Wilson's ostentatious austerity

was admirable; he had a genuine contempt for the facile gains of the

American way of life. Indeed, it could be held that one reason for his

failure in 1919 was his over-estimate of the moral zeal of the American

people. He asked more of them than they were prepared to give and the

people as much as the Seriate let him down. But that indifference to

economic issues that his latest biographer notes in him, hurt his wider

aims. The pains of post-war readjustment were acute in 1919 and 1920

and may have done as much to alienate the voter as all the connivings of

Henry Cabot Lodge, Senior. Whether Wilson could have won his battle

for the American mind if he had not collapsed is doubtful (radio and T.V.

might have made the difference; he lacked the weapon that Franklin D.

Roosevelt used so effectively). But the stroke ended all that. The

saddest and most depressing section of the book is the very candid account

of the wreck that his stroke made of Wilson and Mr. Walworth never

comes nearer being an advocatus diaboli than when he describes both

Wilson's incapacity and the vanity or pride that led him to deny it and

so bring the government of the United States to a standstill. One of

the great weaknesses of the American governmental system is plainly

demonstrated here. No Prime Minister could have got away with it.
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Without being a partisan, Mr. Walworth is an admirer and this, perhaps,

weakens his account of the Paris campaign. Wilson, it may be suggested,

was too conscious of being the one just man and too prone to use the

advice of General Smuts as a moral litmus paper. But, as this book

makes plain, Wilson was a great if flawed man and one of the most

effective presidents of the United States. It may be suggested that the

Scots pray to be delivered from ' warlocks ' not ' warlords ' (i.78) and

that Gilbert Murray, O.M. was not ' Sir Gilbert ' (ii.231). But this is a

good and useful book.

Peterhouse, Cambridge D. W. Brogan

The study of British policy during the first World War is still ham-

pered by the closure of the archives, and the persistent refusal to publish

any part of them; fortunately American sources are more abundant, and

in the case of such collections as the Wiseman Papers at Yale, they throw

much light upon British aspects of the story. As a result of this, an

American scholar like Professor L. W. Martin in his Peace Without

Victory (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958. $4.50) is able to add

considerably to our knowledge of the nature and importance of the

radical critics of British war-aims or the lack of them, and to show in

some detail how their attitude at once chimed in with, and affected,

that of President Wilson himself. It is now clear that those whom Mr.

A. J. P. Taylor in his Ford Lectures called the * Trouble Makers ' were

the object of much attention on the part of the President, and that while

Ambassador Page's presentation of the British official case went largely

unheeded, their views conveyed through semi-official and private channels

helped to convince Wilson of the support that his kind of attitude might

well evoke from peoples if not from governments. In addition, Mr.

Martin presents an admirably balanced account of the nature of the

radicals' analysis of the causes of the war, and of the dilemma with which

Germany continually presented them by refusing to play the moderate

role to which they assigned her. They remained more interested in the

economic aspects of the problems of war and peace than the President and

were less wedded to political self-determination than he became, because

of its possible economic consequences. There is thus a direct line

between their thinking and later left-wing criticism of the Peace itself.

In addition to the light these investigations cast upon the radicals them-

selves Mr. Martin has some suggestive things to say on British war-time

politics, particularly on the re-emergence of protectionism under the

guise of proposed anti-German discrimination. It is altogether a most

admirable if modest piece of research and one of almost equal importance

from the British and the American point of view.

All Souls College, Oxford Max Beloff

Gerald Freund, Unholy Alliance (London: Chatto & Windus, 1957) is

(in spite of its somewhat misleading title) an important addition to the

growing body of works on German-Russian relations in the Weimar
period. The story is essentially that of the double set of relationships,
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political-economic and military, which were established between the

two countries between 191 8 and 1926, and of the success with which the

highly secret military arrangements were concealed from the prying

eyes of the western Powers. These arrangements played a vital part

in forwarding von Seeckt's plans for the secret rearmament of Germany,

and enabled him to recreate the ~Luftwaffe on Russian soil. The main

lines of the story are known from such works as von Rabenau's Seeckt:

A.us seinem Leben, 1918-1956, and Mr. Freund's book is not particularly

illuminating on the Russian side, which has, however, been competently

dealt with in Lionel Kochan's Russia and the Weimar Republic (a surprising

omission from the bibliography). But for German policy the author has

made good use of material from the German Foreign Office and Army
archives, including the Stresemann Nachlass now in London and the

private papers of Generals Groener and von Seeckt in Washington.

What emerges is a graphic and well-balanced study of the complexities

of Weimar foreign policy, and of the use made of the Russian connection

in bargaining with the western Powers. The Rapallo treaty in 1922

served both as a warning that Germany could escape encirclement and a

cover for Soviet military assistance. Although the political-economic

relations between the German and Soviet Governments in 1923 and

1924 were disturbed by a number of serious incidents and by some

temperamental displays on the part of the two ambassadors, Krestinski

and Brockdorff-Rantzau, the secret military collaboration was unimpaired.

Nevertheless, Stresemann was evidently uneasy at this extreme depend-

ence on an incalculable and exacting neighbour, and the Locarno con-

ference restored Germany's independence and freedom of action. The

treaty of Rapallo at once lost its greatest attraction for Russia, and the

treaty of Berlin of 1926, while ostensibly re-affirming the presuppositions

of Rapallo was, for Stresemann, ' no more than a public reaffirmation

of his policy of steering a middle course between East and West in order

to reassert Germany's power in Europe '. This perhaps suggests that

Germany had the better of the bargain. It is possible to question this

view however. The Russians certainly valued Germany as a shield or

buffer against the hostile West, and if, as seems probable, Mr. Freund

exaggerates Moscow's desire at this stage to bring about a Communist
revolution in Germany, the conclusion must be that the Soviet Govern-

ment's ends had also been well enough served by a relationship which

was not particularly unholy and not quite an alliance.

London School of Economics W. N. Medlicott

Mr. Henry Pelling's British Communist Party (London: Black, 1958.

1 8s.) is a concise and careful account, based on the voluminous Communist

sources in print, of the twists and turns of the party from its difficult

birth in 1920 to its disillusioned middle age in 1958. It began by expelling

Sylvia Pankhurst in 1921; its first leaders, ' a society of great friends ',

were removed from power in 1928 by Harry Pollitt and R. P. Dutt in

order to bring it into line with Stalin's policies; Pollitt in turn was kicked

upstairs in 1956 for having followed Stalin too faithfully in the Krushchev

era. In between were many changes of face, as the strings were twitched
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from Moscow; from Moscow came the funds (in five figures in 1928) and

the orders which in the late thirties made some members ' cryptos
'

and others spies, so that Mr. Pelling can call the party ' a military apparatus

of the U.S.S.R.' (p. 107). The Spanish civil war brought in the intellec-

tuals, the world war the trade unionists ; the cold war drove out the latter,

the Hungarian revolt the former. It is a pity that Mr. Pelling has not

included a bibliography, nor found room for a reference to S. R. Graubard's

British Labour and the Russian Revolution, 191J-1924 (Harvard U.P., 1956),

which has a fuller account than his own of the founding of the C.P.G.B.

Nor does his book escape the aridity inherent in this subject; its characters

do not come to life, and perhaps had little life outside the coterie. Thus

Mr. Pelling furnishes no answer to his closing question: why a band of

British citizens could for so long and so completely sacrifice themselves

to the service of a foreign dictatorship. He has, however, produced an

indispensable guide-book for such an inquiry.

University College of N.Wales, Bangor C. L. Mowat

It is impossible in these days to keep pace with constitutional changes

in the Commonwealth, as Sir W. Ivor Jennings admits in the preface to

Constitutional Laws of the Commonwealth, vol. i : The Monarchies (Oxford

:

Clarendon Press, 1957). He claims that his book ' deals with the various

constitutional laws as they were in the earlier months of 1956 '. The

book is really a third edition of Constitutional Laws of the British Empire,

first published in 1938 by Sir Ivor and the late Miss C. M. Young, and

issued in a second edition in 1952 under the title of Constitutional Laws of

the Commonwealth. The enactment of a new constitution for Pakistan

(since suspended) and the difficulty of dealing adequately with the

lengthy Indian Constitution by short extracts were among the considera-

tions which led Sir Ivor to conclude that if he was to keep his book up to

date and comprehensive, it was necessary to go into two volumes at least.

He has therefore dealt in this volume with what he has called the

Monarchies—Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Ceylon,

and, for some reason, the Republic of Ireland. In a later volume he

hopes to deal with the Republics : which they will be by then is a matter of

interesting speculation. The present volume contains extracts from

judical decisions and from constitutional enactments, with comments
and exposition by the editor. Some important new material has been

added. With some regret one must say, however, that the book gives

the impression more of having been hurriedly patched up, rather than

of having been thought out aftesh in the light of the profound changes

which have occurred in the Commonwealth and which have affected the

monarchies no less than the republics. Let us hope Sir Ivor will have

more time next time.

Exeter College, Oxford K. C. Wheare
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The Composition of Demesne Plough- Teams

in Twelfth- Century England

IT has long been recognized that plough-teams both larger and

smaller than the standard team of 8 oxen are recorded in some
English manorial documents of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 1

But there is a considerable body of twelfth-century evidence bear-

ing on the composition of demesne teams which has not received

the attention it deserves. As it is scattered, and in part rather

elusive, an attempt to gather some of it together seems to be called

for.

Three main types of evidence must be distinguished. We have,

first, the actual descriptions of manorial instauramenta in surveys,

in leases and in the Kotuli de Dominabus. Secondly, there are the

details afforded by many charters in regard to the numbers and kinds

of animals for which they grant rights of pasturage. And, thirdly,

there are the figures for the restocking of manors provided by the

Pipe Rolls.

Even a grant of pasture or the record of a purchase may tell us

just what we want to know. In 1178 the monks of Rievaulx were

given pasturage in Felixkirk for
e
four plough-teams each of eight

oxen'. 2 The Pipe Roll of 1195 states that 80 oxen have been

obtained at Isleworth in Middlesex pro x carrucis instauratis? But

only very rarely are either charters or the Pipe Rolls as informing as

this. Whether it is a question of pasture rights or of restocking,

the most we are usually told is the bare number of the oxen involved,

without any statement about the teams they formed, or, indeed,

any indication that they were plough-beasts at all; and not infre-

quently the descriptions of instauramenta are also limited in this way.

In all such cases inferences about the composition of the teams must
lack certainty, and the element of doubt is particularly serious as

regards restocking statistics, since the deficiencies that had to be

made up did not necessarily comprise entire plough-teams. Yet a

high degree of probability is often attainable.

1 For early examples of such recognition sec W. H. Hale, D[omesday of] S[t].

P[aul's] (Camden Soc, 1858), pp. xv-xvi; E. Nasse, Agricultural Community (English

trans., 1871), pp. 43-4.
* 'Early Yorkshire Charters (cd. Clay), ix, no. 92.
3 Pipe Roll of 7 R.I (Pipe Roll Soc, New Scries, vol vi), p. 50.

f (£) Longmans Green & Company Limited and Contributors, i960

[VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCV N
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In the first place, pasture rights were frequently granted for

whole plough-teams. Easby Abbey was given pasture in Carperly

for 500 sheep, 40 mares, ' two plough-teams of oxen ' and horses for

harrowing ; and another gift to the same abbey includes pasturam—
bobus carucarum que ibi sunt?- The nuns of Rosedale received pas-

turage for various animals et uni carucate bourn? Along with land

at Hunmanby, Rievaulx Abbey received communem pasturam in

eodem territorio ad quingentos oves et ad boves et equos quantum pertinet

ad iiii carrucas, and about the same time it was given Folkton and

Rainsdale and therewith obtained pasturam ad milk oves et ad animalia

que terram predictam colunt? A grant to Kirkstall includes pasture

ad boves prejatam terram arantes? William de Percy gives Byland

Abbey some land at Catton and pasture tot bobus et equis quot necessarii

fuerint ad predictam terram exercendam: Hugh Malebisse gives it

land at Marton-in-Cleveland with pasture for 100 sheep et aliis

averiis ejus qui in predicto to/to manebunt ad terram colendam? A gift

of land to the priory of Marrick includes pasture bobus unius carruce?

The abbey of Cockersand is given pasture at Preston in Westmorland

ad unam carucatam bourn? The foundation charter of Lanercost

supplements the gift of various properties with pasturage for the

oxen quipradictas landas arabunt? And, far away from these northern

examples, Halinad de Bidun gives Oseney Abbey some land at

Watlington in Oxfordshire et pasturam eorum bobus, unius scilicet

carucate?

Secondly, it is apparent that restocking did often involve the

purchase of entire plough-teams. The Pipe Roll of 1195 records

eighty-nine cases of restocking with oxen. In ten of these there is a

statement relating the purchase to a definite number of plough-

teams; in one other the beasts are described as ad i carrucam et dim;

and of the remaining seventy-eight cases, thirty were purchases

of 8, 16 or 24 oxen, and twelve were purchases of 6, 12, or 18 oxen. 10

In the light of this evidence there can be little doubt that the

existence of 8-oxen teams may be inferred as a rule when we find

1 Early Yorks. Chart., v, nos. 213 (c. 11 52-8), 239 (confirmation of 11 72-81).
2 Ibid. (ed. Farrer) i, no. 394 (c. 1180-1217).
3 Ibid, ii, nos. 1187 (n6o-<\ 75), 1247 (1162-75); cf.no. 728 (1 170-6).
4 Ibid, iii, no. 1574 (1154-75).
5 Ibid. ii. no. 910 (of uncertain date); iii, no. 1849 (1170-88).
6 Ibid, (ed Clay) v, no. 312 (ante, 1169).
7 Chartulary of Cockersand (Chetham Soc), iii, part ii, p. 1000 (1184-90).
8
J. E. Prescott, Register of the Priory of Wetherbal (1897), p. 420 (1 165-9?).

9 Oseney Cartulary (Oxford Hist. Soc), iv, no. 370 (c. 1154-60).
10 The purchases also included two of 40 oxen and one of 56. Again purchases of

10, 10, 15 and 20 oxen were increased by further purchases in the following year to

totals of 12, 24, 24 and 24 respectively; but one is warned against hasty conclusions by

finding 2 oxen similary added to 6 and 4 to 8. At Rotherfield Greys in Oxfordshire a

single ox was bought in 1195 and 12 were bought in 1196, but perhaps the first was to

replace a casualty. At Horspath in the same county, where 6 were added to 8, one

suspects that teams of different si2es were employed.
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pasture granted for 8, 1 6 or 32 oxen, and not much doubt when these

numbers are specified in statements about re-stocking. Probably

references to 24 or 48 oxen have usually the same significance,

though 6-oxen teams are here a possibility that cannot be ruled out.

The latter are pretty clearly indicated when 6, 12 or 18 oxen are

mentioned. Of course several of these numbers would suit teams

of 4 oxen, but the lack of unexceptionable references to demesne

teams of that size is a strong reason against interpreting the figures

in that sense. It is with the more unusual numbers and with combina-

tions of horses and oxen that the element of uncertainty is most

serious. Ten-oxen teams were not unknown; but 10 is a round

number and, in the absence of other evidence, it would be rash to

regard, for example, a grant of pasturage for that number of oxen,

or a multiple of it, as evidence for this type of team, particularly

if only round numbers are given for the other animals. 1 In the

discovery of mixed teams ambiguity in the texts is a rather frequent

cause of difficulty.

We often find a horse or two mentioned along with the oxen;

and sometimes it may be made clear whether they did or did not

form part of the plough-teams. They may be described as ' harrow-

ers ', as at Caddinton where the stock that had to be left on the

demesne at the end of a lease included 16 oxen and one hercharius?

Even where less specific terms are employed, the grammatical

construction will occasionally leave no room for doubt. Thus the

Inquisitio Hilberti informs us that in the time of Henry I there were

on the Glastonbury manor of Street iit carruce quaeque de viii bobus

H avert et cc oves; and, on the other hand, a mixed team is clearly

indicated at Fairstead in Essex where the instauramentum is described

in the Kotuli de Dominabus as / carruca de vi bobus et ii equis et i

herciorius et it vacce et ii sues et xx oves. 3 But the grammar is often

indecisive. For example, the manor of Bilney in Norfolk was

valued cum instauramento quod ibi est, scilicet, i carruca de vi bobus et

ti equis et viii vaccis et Ixvt ovibus inter oves et agnos et xviii porcis.* It

seems to me probable that, when the text is thus ambiguous, the

horses should be regarded as part of the plough-team if a narrower

or other horses are mentioned in addition, and if the assumption

would make the team one of a kind of which well authenticated

examples are forthcoming. Even at Bilney it seems likely that there

was in fact a mixed team of 6 oxen and 2 horses, for we are also

told what the manor would be worth cum pleno insfaurcmento, scilicet,

Hi carrucis qualibet de vi bobus et ii equis et i hercerio (&c.) 5 There can

1 Sec, for example, Early Yorks. Chart, ii, no. 790 (1169-93) which provides for 300

sheep by the long hundred, 20 oxen, 20 cows and 30 pigs.

2 D.S.P. p. 124.
3 Trinity Coll. Cambridge MS. R. 3. 33, fo. 115; Kotuli de Dominabus, pp. 68-9.

•J2n/.p. 53. *>lbid.
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be no certainty in such matters ; and Round, when he edited the Rotuli

de Dominabus, interpreted most entries of the kind as referring to

teams of oxen only, though he notes the ambiguities in some cases

and allows for the possibility that mixed teams are meant. 1 In

what follows I have tried to distinguish between certainties and

mere probabilities; and this preliminary criticism of the evidence

will have served its purpose if it has shown the character of the

probabilities and prevents them from being given more credit than

they deserve.

A statistical presentation of the material is only feasible for teams

consisting entirely of oxen. Table A, which relates to teams of

8, 6 and 10 oxen respectively, gives the cases I have noted that seem

to be free from doubt. Table B exhibits the data for groups of

oxen which I regard as prima facie evidence for 8-oxen teams, for

6-oxen teams and for teams belonging to one or the other of these

two classes. 2 In both tables the material is arranged in a roughly

geographical order.3 All of it belongs to the twelfth century with

the possible exception of one or two cases derived from charters

with date limits that straddle the end of that century.

Groups of 10 oxen or multiples of 10 have been excluded from

Table B for the reason mentioned above, in spite of the fact that

teams of 10 oxen are well attested and find a place in Table A. In

a few cases it seems possible to discern five 8-oxen teams where a

group of 40 is recorded. It was fairly common for restocking to

include a horse—sometimes specifically described as a ' harrower '

—

for each team of oxen that was purchased. Thus in 1
1
96 15 herciatores

were obtained for the Honor of Lancaster along with fifteen plough-

teams comprising 1 20 oxen, and the Pipe Roll of 1 3 Henry II records

six cases in which horses were bought in the same proportion

—

one horse where 8 oxen were bought, 2 horses where there were

16 oxen, 3 where there were 24.
4 And then in the Pipe Roll of

12 Henry II we find an account for 40 oxen and 5 harrowers (her-

ceurs) both at Warter in the East Riding of Yorkshire and at Tickhill

in the West Riding, while in the following year an estate in War-

wickshire was provided with 40 oxen and 5
' affers '. 5 Again it is

probable that the 40 oxen which the Inquisitio Hilberti records on the

1 Rotuli de Dominabus, pp. xxxi-xxxii and Index, p. 124.

2 In the cases cited from the Pipe Rolls no allowance has been made for purchases

made in other years such as those noted above, p. 194, note 10; but such cases are few in

number.
3 In a few cases, such as those belonging to certain honors, the locality could not

be determined.
4 Chancellor's Roll 8 R.i, p. 98 ; Pipe Roll i) H.2, pp. 37, 38, 73, 102, 104.

The tendency must not, however, be exaggerated, for in many cases no such relation is

found.
5 Pipe Rolls 12 H.2, pp. 43, 50; i) H.2, p. 163. The use of 6-oxen teams is

similarly suggested by a purchase of 66 oxen and 1 1 ' affers ' for the land of Thomas de

Muscamp in Surrey: Pipe Roll 30 H.2, p. 155.
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Glastonbury manor of Idmiston in Wiltshire formed 8-oxen teams,

for it gives an estimate of the manor's value si addantur viii boves et

cc oves. 1 On the other hand, since we have unexceptionable ex-

amples of 10-oxen teams in Cornwall, Devon and Dorset, it seems

significant that purchases of 10 oxen and one ' afFer ' are recorded

at six different places in Cornwall and at Gussage in Dorset, that

20 oxen and 2 ' affers ' were bought for Penheale in Cornwall

and for Ermington in Devon, that the vicar of Handley in Dorset

had the right of grazing x boves ad carrucam on the pastures

of the Abbess of Shaftesbury, and that the stock received by

a certain Baldwin at the same place included 30 oxen. 2 It

is suggestive too that 20 oxen and 2 ' affers ' were bought at

Carhampton in Somerset, 20 oxen and 2 equi at Burna (?West

Bourne) in Sussex, and 10 oxen along with a ' harrower ' both at

Kingston in Surrey and at Aylesford in Kent, while at Navestock

in Essex the instauramenium detailed in a lease of 11 52 included 30

oxen and 3 horses. 3 Further, the Pipe Rolls frequently account for

payments made because of ' defaults ' in regard to stock, and,

though the restocking does not always correspond to the default,

one can hardly fail to see evidence of 10-oxen teams when defaults

of half a plough at Heytesbury in Wiltshire, of one plough at

Woking, two ploughs at High Wycombe and five ploughs at

Chalgrove in Oxfordshire are mentioned along with purchases of

5, 10, 20 and 50 oxen respectively at these places. 4 At Gillingham

in Dorset, too it would appear that the 40 oxen whose purchase is

recorded in 1195 were for 10-oxen teams, since a default of four

plough-teams is specified in the Pipe Roll of the preceding year

and in this case the correspondence between the defaults and the

subsequent purchases is precise in respect of 7 cows and a bull,

7 sows and a boar, 300 sheep, 40 goats and 16 bee-hives. 5 The
same reasoning would point to the rather surprising conclusion that

the 24 oxen bought for Chippenham in Wiltshire (and included in

Table B) were actually intended to form two teams of 12, for a

' defect ' of two ploughs is recorded as well as a ' defect ' of ioo

sheep and a purchase of just that number. 6 And at least it is im-

1 Trin. Coll. Camb. MS. R. 3. 33, fo. n6v .

* Pipe Rolls // H.2, p. 48; joH.2,p. 88; )2 H.2, p.141; 7 R.J, pp. 132, 133;
Chancellor's Roll, 8 R.i, p. 139; Shaftesbury Cartulary (Brit. Mus. MS. Harley 61, fo.

58). Altogether I have noted twenty-nine cases where a purchase was made of 10 or

zo oxen (with or without horses in addition) and of these fourteen were in one or

other of the three counties mentioned above, while three of the others were
followed by additional purchases the next year: sec supra, p. 194, note 10.

3 Pipe Rolls, 13 H2, pp. 37, 203; 32 H2, p. 186; 7 R.i, p. 39. D.S.P p. 133.

The nuns of Basedale were granted pasture at Wcstcrdalc in the North Riding of

Yorkshire for, among other animals, decern boves et unum afferum ad carucam suam:

Early Yorks. Chart, i, no. 565 (c. 1 190-1204).
4 Pipe Roll 7 R.i, pp. 45, 251, 43, 42.
8 Ibid. p. 228 ; cf. ibid. 6 R.i, p. 184.

* Ibid. 7 R.i, p. 45.
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possible to doubt the use of 12-oxen teams at Singleton in Sussex

for there the Pipe Roll of 1 195 records a dejalta of seven ploughs

and an expenditure of £16 16s. pro quater xx et iiu bobus scilicet

vii carrucis. 1

The less simple cases must next be considered. Among the
' 8-oxen ' teams included in Table A those at Penbury in Gloucester-

shire, a manor belonging to the Abbaye aux Dames at Caen,

were not in fact composed entirely of oxen, for 2 cows were com-

bined with 22 oxen to form the three teams. 2 On another manor
of the same abbey—the unidentified Dineslai—the survey, though

making no reference to ploughs, similarly records 22 oxen and 2

cows among the stock, and it was precisely the same with the

instauramentum at Swineshead in Lincolnshire. 3 It seems likely

that there were three teams of 8 at both these places.

Teams of different strengths were sometimes employed on the

same manor. About the middle of the century there were five

composed of 10 oxen apiece and also one of 8 oxen at A.dulvesnasa

(Walton-on-the-Naze) in Essex. 4 At Keyston in Huntingdonshire

there were evidently three 8-oxen ploughs and a fourth which was

drawn by 6 horses. 5 At Semer in Suffolk the instauramentum

recorded in a late twelfth-century lease included ' two good ploughs

each of 6 oxen and 2 horses and a third plough of 8 horses '. 6

Teams consisting of 6 oxen and 2 horses appear to have been

fairly common. Besides those at Semer and the one already referred

to at Fairstead in Essex, there was certainly a team of this kind at

Groton in Suffolk, and another which seems to me pretty certain at

Sculton Burdeleys in Norfolk. 7 The county of Norfolk also affords

probable examples at Bilney (noted above) and on the Ramsey Abbey
manors of Hilgay-with-Snowre and Wimbotsham-with-Downham,
while other probable cases are to be found at Gravely in Cambridge-

shire and Wistow in Huntingdonshire (both Ramsey manors) and at

Wycombe in Buckinghamshire. 8 Instauramenta including either

1 Pipe Roll, 7 R.i, p. 37.
2 Paris, Bibl. Nat. MS lat. 5650, fo. 27.

3 Ibid. fo. 29; Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 4.
4 D.S.P. p. 126.

5 Pipe Roll 12 H2, p. 86 {Cbetelestan): In tribus carrucis bovum boats. Et pro

carruca de equis xviii s. At the then usual price of 3s. for an ox or horse this would in-

dicate three teams of 8 oxen and one team of 6 horses.
6 Kalendar of Abbot Samson (Camden Soc), Charter no. 90.
7 Ibid. Charter No. 90; Rot. de Dominabus, p. 56. Round judged the Sculton entry

to be ambiguous {ibid. pp. xxxi-xxxii), but it is surely clear enough: cum hoc

instauramento, scilicet, i carruca de vi bobus et ii equis et cum vi vaccis et xl ovibus.

8 Ramsey Cart. Hi. 287 285, 278, 273; Rot. de Dominabus, pp. 36-7. At Hilgay and

Graveley horses were certainly used in ploughing, but the figures would be compatible

with the existence of one 8-oxen team and another containing 4 oxen and 4 horses

;

though I think it probable that the teams were identical. Wimbotsham is a similar

case, but the grammar is not quite free from ambiguity. In the Wistowe entry (Tria

aratra quaeque de sex bobus et duobus equis et tribus crocinis) the last word is unintelligible

:

if it is a corruption of runcinis I should take it as referring to horses used for subsidiary

work such as harrowing.
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6 oxen and 2 horses or 12 oxen and 4 horses are recorded for Dunton
Chamberlain in Bedfordshire, for Kenton and Ixworth in Suffolk,

on the dower land of Mabel de Heliun (probably at Haverhill in

the same county), and at Haslingfield in Cambridgeshire; and the

Pipe Rolls account for restocking with 12 oxen and 4 horses at

Easthorpe and at one of the Rodings in Essex, with 18 oxen and

6 horses at Dedham in the same county, and with 6 oxen and 2

horses at Orford in Suffolk. 1 It would no doubt be possible to

interpret these instauramentum and restocking figures as referring to

simple 6-oxen teams, but the hypothesis that they imply mixed teams

is strengthened by their concentration in the same part of the country

as the other evidence for teams consisting of 6 oxen combined with

2 horses and by the fact that at Kenton, Ixworth and Dedham
harrowers are mentioned in addition to the horses that appear to

be associated with the oxen.

On some of its Norfolk property the abbey of Ramsey had

plough-teams consisting of 4 oxen and 3 horses. They are re-

corded at Brancaster, Ringstead and Holm. 2 In the same county

Wiverton and Stowe Bedon are alike credited by the Rotuli de

Dominabus with two teams ' of 8 oxen and 6 horses '; but obviously

that might mean one team of 8 oxen and another of 6 horses. 3 A
grant of pasturage for 3 horses and 4 oxen near Little Midgeley in

the West Riding of Yorkshire may possibly imply a combination

similar to that on the above-mentioned Ramsey manors ; and perhaps

the quatuor aratra de viginti duobus bobus et sex equis recorded on the

Ramsey manor of Upwood in Huntingdonshire were 7-head teams

variously composed, but such figures easily lead one into a region of

unprofitable guess-work. 4

At Clopton in Suffolk and at Broughton in Huntingdonshire

there appear to have been teams composed of 8 oxen and 2 horses,

and at Little Wigborough in Essex there was one in which 4 horses

were combined with 6 oxen. 5 Smaller teams also occur in some
variety—4 oxen with 2 horses at Bintree and Hardley, which are

both in Norfolk; 2 oxen and 4 horses at Pegsdon in Bedfordshire;

and 2 oxen with 3 horses at Elvedon in Suffolk. 6 But an odd

1 Rot. de Dominabus, pp. 32, 62, 63, 59, 85; Pipe Rolls 7 R.r, p. 52; 14 H.2, p. 45;
12 H2. p. 125 ; 17 H2, p. 4.

2 Ramsey Cart. iii. 261, 266. 3 Op. cit. p. 55.
4 YLarly Yorks. Chart, iii, no. 1728 (1150-70); Ramsey Cart. iii. 273. Conjecture might

range widely over the tres carruce de duodecim bobus et totidem equis recorded at Hemingf >rd

in Huntingdonshire (ibid. p. 275), but as a later survey of Hemingford (ibid. p. 241)

mentions two ploughs and an instauramentum that included 12 oxen and 4 horses I

am inclined to think they were like the three ploughs at Scmcr described above, p. 198.
5 Rot. de Dom. pp. 61, 80; Ramsey Cart. iii. 273. At Broughton (quatuor aratra

quaeque de octo bobus et doubus equis') it is conceivable that the horses were hunowcrs
reckoned as complementary to the plough-teams, but at Clopton a harrower is speci-

fically recorded in addition to the plough-horses.
6 Rot. de Dom. p. 56; Register of St. lienet of Holme (Norfolk Rec. Soc), i, no. 235;

Ramsey Cart. iii. 307; Kalendar of Abbot Samson, Charter no. 77.
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number does not necessarily imply a mixed team. At Thurlby

in Lincolnshire, one of the manors of Peterborough Abbey, the

demesne plough was drawn by 7 oxen. 1

The data are too scanty to sustain much generalization. But a

few points may be noted

:

1. Unexceptionable examples of the classical plough-team of

8 oxen have been found on sixty-one manors situated in (at least)

nineteen counties, and probable examples at about a hundred other

places. Altogether the evidence extends into twenty-nine counties

ranging from Northumberland to Dorset and from Devon and

Somerset to Essex and Kent.

2. There is evidence of greater or less cogency for the employ-

ment of 6-oxen ploughs at some thirty places in not less than nine-

teen counties, of which all but Herefordshire, Hampshire, Surrey

and Rutland have also produced evidence for the use of the 8-oxen

plough. Yorkshire (and possibly Northumberland) is among them
and counties bordering the west, south and east coasts, as well

as the midlands, are represented. In five other counties one or

more groups of 24 or 48 oxen have been found and some of these

may possibly have consisted of 6-oxen teams, but the alternative

of 8-oxen teams is more probable, especially as there are other

indications of the latter in all five.

3. That the team of 10 oxen was comparatively rare is clearly

indicated. Apart from a single grant of pasturage for 10 oxen and

one ' affer ' in the North Riding of Yorkshire, nothing has been

found that in any way suggests its employment in the north of

England, and though there were probably teams of this kind at

High Wycombe in Buckinghamshire and at Chalgrove in Oxford-

shire and one clear case comes from Huntingdonshire, the signs of

their presence are most numerous in the south-west, particularly in

Cornwall, and can be discerned (with varying degrees of clarity)

in all the coastal counties from Cornwall to Essex, as well as in the

counties of Somerset, Wiltshire, Surrey, and Hertfordshire which
are adjacent to one or other of them.

4. A comparison of conditions on the estates of the four mon-
asteries for which we have ample information for the reign of Henry I

shows that while 8-oxen ploughs were invariably employed on the

demesnes of Burton Abbey, no such uniformity obtained on those of

Peterborough, Ramsey, and Glastonbury. In the case of Peter-

borough there were apparently 8-oxen teams on sixteen manors,

6-oxen teams on six manors, and a team of 7 oxen at Thurlby. On
the Glastonbury estates, as on those of Burton and Peterborough,

it seems certain that only oxen were employed as plough-beasts;

and everything points to the conclusion that these were formed into

1 CLron. Petr. p. 160.
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teams of 8 on nearly all of them; but there were 10-oxen teams at

Damerham in Hampshire and at Buckland Newton in Dorset.

On the Ramsay estates we find the standard 8-oxen plough on six

manors and three 10-oxen ploughs on one (Stukeley in Hunting-

donshire), but mixed teams, of apparently three different kinds,

are recorded in eight cases.

5 . There is pretty clear evidence that the use of the horse as a

plough-beast was geographically restricted. Horses which appear

to have been thus employed either in mixed teams or alone have been

noted in twenty-three places ; but all these places lie in one or other

of seven contiguous counties in eastern or east midland England.

Nine are in Norfolk, five in Huntingdonshire, four in Suffolk,

two in Essex and one in each of the counties of Cambridge, Bedford,

and Buckingham. The indirect evidence provided by instaura-

mentum figures, grants of pasture and payments for restocking is

particularly treacherous as a means to the discernment of mixed
teams, but, for what it is worth, points the same way. The plausible

cases include several in Suffolk and Essex, one in Cambridgeshire

and one in Bedfordshire. Outside the area of the seven counties

we have in Yorkshire the already mentioned grant of pasturage for

3 horses and 4 oxen at Little Midgley, a similar grant for 4 oxen and

2 horses at Acklam in the North Riding, and the fact that Rievaulx

Abbey was, as we have seen, given pasture ad hopes et equos quantum

pertinet ad iiii carrucas. 1 But without more positive evidence that

horses were used for ploughing in this part of England one must
regard it as very doubtful whether such grants should be interpreted

in this sense. Even the Hunmanby case is quite uncertain, since a

horse used for harrowing might well be regarded as ' appurtenant

'

to a plough-team. Apart from these Yorkshire cases the only

data I have noticed which may possibly imply a use of plough-horses

elsewhere than in the above-mentioned counties are some instaura-

mentum figures in the Uber Henrici de Soliaco which may perhaps

indicate that by 11 89 they had begun to be combined with oxen

on some of the Glastonbury manors, and two payments recorded

in the Pipe Roll of 1 166—one for 10 horses and 6 oxen at Chelesherst

(a lost village in Kent) and the other for 22 oxen and 2 horses that

were provided for Washfield and Tiverton in Devon. 2

The preceding discussion has been based upon the earliest

twelfth-century data for each place; but for some manors later

evidence from that century is also available; and it remains to

examine such signs of change as this displays.3

1 Supra, pp. 194 199; and (for Acklam) 'Early Yorks. Chart, ii, no. 703 {c. 1170-1180).
2 Pipe Roll i) 11.2, pp. 197, 169. The Glastonbury cases arc discussed below.

In the Devonshire example the fact that we are given a combined figure for the two
places makes any inference especially doubtful.

3 It is possible that among the cases cited above from the Pipe Rolls I have inad-

vertently included one or two of different dates for the same place.
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On the Ramsey Abbey estates a number of the surveys supply

information both for the reign of Henry 1 and for the time when the

surveys were compiled, which was almost certainly during the

reign of Henry II. And in three cases we find that horses were

employed as plough-beasts at the later date where only oxen had

been so employed before. At Elton four teams comprising 24

oxen and 8 horses had taken the place of five 8-oxen teams, and,

though the composition of the individual teams is only stated for

the earlier period, the evidence already cited for the frequent use of

teams consisting of 6 oxen and 2 horses and the previous use of

mixed teams on several other Ramsay manors incline one to think

that the four recorded for the reign of Henry II were of this nature. 1

At Houghton-cum-Wytton three teams comprising 24 oxen had

been replaced by three for which 16 oxen and 6 horses were em-

ployed—figures which suggest a combination oftwo 8-oxen ploughs

with one of 6 horses precisely similar to that recorded at Keyston

in the same county in 1 1 6 5

.

2 At Girton, instead of 1 6 oxen forming

two plough-teams we find 1 2 oxen and 4 horses which are described

as forming three. 3

Outside the Ramsey estates, it seems possible that the mixed

team recorded between 1175 and 11 86 at Hardley in Norfolk, a

manor belonging to the abbey of St. Benet of Holme, was a novelty

at that place, for the instauramentum received by the tenant of Hardley

c. 1 1 63 included 32 oxen. 4 It is possible too that by 11 89 the horse

had begun to be used as a plough-beast in a region far removed

from the area of the seven counties, for on a few of the Glastonbury

estates the numbers of the stock recorded in the Liber Henrki de

Soliaco are, as already remarked, suggestive of mixed teams. The

most plausible cases are those of Ashcot and Walton, both in

Somerset, for at each of these places the instauramentum consisted

of 28 oxen and 4 ' avers ', and we are told that in the time of Abbot

Robert (who was appointed in 1171) there had been 32 oxen at

Walton. 5 But there can be no doubt that teams of oxen continued

to be the rule on the Glastonbury estates.

On one of the Ramsey Abbey manors—Houghton-cum-

Wytton—the introduction of horses had involved a reduction in

the total number of animals required for the same number of

ploughs; and elsewhere there are signs of a reduction in the team

of oxen from 8 to 6. The evidence for this is mostly of earlier

date and depends upon a comparison between the twelfth-century

data and the numbers of demesne ploughs recorded in Domesday

1 Ramsey Cart. iii. 257, 259.
2 Ibid. iii. 279; supra, p. 198.
3 Ibid. iii. 3 1 3, 3 14. I am inclined to suspect that the word ires is a scribal error and

that there were really two demesne ploughs at Girton at the time of the survey.
4 Register of St. Benet of Holme, i, nos. 201, 235.
6 Liber Henrici de Soliaco (Roxburghe Club), pp. 57, 60.
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Book. It depends therefore upon the composition of the Domesday
caruca. For some regions in the south-west this is a disputed matter. 1

There is, however, no reason to doubt the correctness of the

traditional view for a great part of the country. Wherever Domes-
day measures land in terms of ploughs plus oxen, a standard unit

of 8 oxen is evidently implied by the term caruca^ and among the

counties that satisfy this test are Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire,

and Huntingdonshire, to one or other of which belong five of the

manors on which the Liber Niger indicates that the demesne plough-

teams consisted of 6 oxen. But, since, on each of the five, the num-
bers of teams remained the same as that recorded in Domesday
Book, it seems clear that they had been reduced in size at some time

between 1086 and c. 11 25; and we can hardly avoid the inference

that the abbey of Peterborough had pursued a definite policy of

economizing ploughing-strength by this means. 2 There are in-

dications of a similar change, assignable to the same period, on the

royal manors of Mardin and Lugwardine in Herefordshire. From
the ' Herefordshire Domesday ' of c. 1160-70 we learn that in the

time of Henry 1 the stauramentum on each of these manors included

1 8 oxen ; and on each of them Domesday Book records three demesne

ploughs. 3 If we could be sure that the Domesday caruca was in-

variably an 8-oxen team in this county, the development in question

might be inferred with considerable probability. But definite

evidence regarding the composition of the Domesday caruca is here

wanting and, though in general one may perhaps assume that it

was of the standard size except in districts where the contrary

appears, Herefordshire is not very far removed from those south-

western counties in which it has been argued that the term was

sometimes used for a team of 6.
4 There is rather better reason for

thinking that on the Glastonbury Abbey manor of Batcombe in

Somerset teams of 6 oxen were substituted for teams of 8 at some
time between 113 5 and 11 89. Domesday Book credits Batcombe

with two demesne ploughs and according to the Inquisitio Hilberti

there had been 16 oxen there in the reign of Henry I, but we are

lold in 1 1 89 that the instauramentum consisted of 12 oxen et cum biis

1 My own contention that in the region covered by the Exon. Domesday the

Domesday caruca did not always imply a team of 8 has been disputed by Dr. Finberg:

ante, lx. 217-33.
2 The manors in question are Alwalton and Flctton in Huntingdonshire, Cottingham

in Northamptonshire, Tinwell in Rutland (included in Northants in Domesday), and

Scotter with its dependency Scalthorpc in Lincolnshire. Probably Easton in

Leicestershire should be added to the list.

3 Op. cit. (cd. Galbraith and Tait), Pipe Roll. Soc, 1950 (for 1947 and 1948),

pp. xxxii, 75.

* The terra carucis clause, which in many counties provides the best test, is lacking in

Herefordshire and also in Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, which arc generally con-

sidered to have formed part of the same Domesday circuit. An 8-oxen caruca seems,

however, to be implied in an entry which states that the peasants atLappeirrte (? Leopard

Grange) in Worcestershire had one caruca and six oxen: Domesday Hook, i, fo. 174.
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potest terra bene arari. 1 On two other Glastonbury manors the data,

though far from being conclusive, seem to suggest that at an earlier

period measures were taken for a more economical use of ploughing

strength—measures which may or may not have been of this par-

ticular form. At Brentemerse the abbey had in 1086 eight plough-

teams on a demesne comprising four out of the twenty hides at

which the manor was assessed, but at the same time it is clearly

stated that thirty teams could plough these twenty hides—a ratio

which would imply that only six teams were really needed for the

demesne. 2 And then we find that in the time of Henry I there were

48 oxen in the instauramentum of this manor, so that it looks very

much as if the ploughing-strength had been cut down to the level

which the Domesday commissioners judged to be sufficient, and that

either the number of ploughs or the number of oxen in the plough-

team had been reduced from 8 to 6. 3 At Ditcheat there are signs

of a move in the same direction. According to Domesday, this

thirty-hide manor could be tilled by thirty teams, but there were

three-and-a-half teams on a demesne of three hides. According

to the Inquisitio Hilberti, the number of demesne oxen was 24 both in

' the time of King Henry ' and in 1171. 4 By 11 89 there was a further

reduction on this manor for the instauramentum in that year included

two plough-teams scilicet xviboveset quatuor boves similiter and these are

described as sufficient ; but in the absence offurther evidence it would

be rash to conclude that this was due to more economical methods of

ploughing rather than to a contraction of the arable area. 5

'Lower Hejford Reginald Lennard

1 Domesday Book, i, fo. 90b ; Inq. Hilberti, A1S. cit. fo. 116; Liber Henrici de Soliaco, p. 3 5

.

2 Domesday Book, i, fo. 90b; cf. Exon., p. 158 [has posstmt arare xxx carruce).

3 Inq. Hilberti, fo. 1 1

5

v
.

4 Domesday Book, i, fo. 90b; Exon. p. 157; Inq. Hilberti, fo. 116.
5 Liber Henrici, p. 39. Of Wrington, where the oxen numbered 16 both in the time

of Henry I and in 1171, the Liber Henrici says: Instauramentum debet esse tale xvi boves

et possent ibi esse xii (p. 94); but it is hard to know how this should be interpreted.

It may mean that that the firmarius was responsible for two teams of 8, but that teams

of 6 could do the work, or that the latter would just suffice, though the former would be

preferable. But perhaps we are meant to understand that there was work for 12

additional oxen. There were six demesne ploughs at Wrington in 1086.

29 Inq. Hilberti, fo. n6v
; Caen Cartulary (Bibl. Nat. MS. Lat. 5650), fos. 27,

27v , 29v (temp. H.i). I have included three teams at Penbury which comprised 2

cows as well as 22 oxen.
30 Pipe Roll, 7 R.i, p. 56. This example (pro tribus carrucis Ixxii s) depends on the

fact that/ow shillings was by this time the usual price of an ox.
31 Inq. Hilberti, fos. 115, 11

5

V (temp. H.i); Liber Henrico de Soliaco (Roxburgh Club),

p. 39.
32 Pipe Roll, 7 R.i, p. 129. M Ibid. p. 132.
34 Inq. Hilberti, fo. 1 16A (temp. H.i). 35 Ibid. fo. 1 16A.
30 Ibid. fo. n6v

. The place is Damerham, formerly in Wiltshire.
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Table A

205

County or

provenance

Yorks (N. Riding)

Yorks (E. Riding)

Honor of Lancaster

Lincolnshire

Rutland

Notts

Honor of W. Peverell

of Nottingham
Derbyshire

Staffordshire

Warwickshire

Leicestershire or

Northants

Northants

Bedfordshire

Huntingdonshire

Cambridgeshire

Norfolk

Suffolk

Essex

Middlesex

Hertfordshire

Buckinghamshire

Berkshire

Oxfordshire

Gloucestershire

Somerset

Devon
Cornwall

Dorset

Hampshire

8-oxen teams

No. of Total no.

cases of teams

1 4
1

3
2

1 15
3

14

2

7

7
16

34

5

25

*5

6-oxen teams

No. of Total no.

cases of teams

10-oxen teams

No. of Total no.

cases of teams

2 3

I xj

I 5

I 6

60 199 26 24i

1 Early Yorks. Chart, ix, no. 92 (1178).
2 Ibid. iii. no. 1308 (1 170-5).

» Chancellor's Roll, 8 R.i (Pipe Roll Soc. N. S. 7), p. 98 (1196).
4 Liber Niger of Peterborough (in Cbronicon Petrob, Camden Soc), p. 164 (1125-8);

Rotuli de Dominabus, pp. 8, 20 (1185).
5 Liber Niger, p. 165.

« Ibid. p. 1 5 8.
7 Ibid. p. 159.

8 Pipe Roll, 7 R.i, p. 23.

' Burton Abbey Surrey B. (in William Salt Soc, Historical Collections, 1918, for 1916),

pp. 229-44 (11 14-18). 10 Ibid. pp. 212-25.
11 Ibid. p. 246. 12 Liber Niger, p. 160.
13 Ibid, passim. At Glinton there were three ploughs of 24 oxen, not 34 as in the

printed text: see Soc. of Antiquaries MS. 60, fo. viiv . This was pointed out by

H. G. Richardson in History, xxvi (1942), 288. 14 Liber Nigeru p. 159.
15 Ramsey Abbey Cartulary (Rolls Scries), iii. 274, 307 (temp. H.i and H.2).
16 Ibid. pp. 257, 279, 306, 311, 313 (mostly temp. H.i); Pipe Roll, 12 H2, p. 86;

Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 46. The example from the Pipe Roll [In tribus carrucis bourn

Ixxii s] depends on the fact that three shillings was at this time the usual price of an ox.
17 Liber Niger, pp. 160, 165. I8 Ramsey Cartulary, iii. 274.

19 Ibid. p. 313.
20 Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 58.

21 Ibid. p. 63.
22 Domesday of St. Paul's (Camden Soc.) p. 126. 23 Ibid. p. 126.

14 Pipe Roll 7 R.i, p. 50.
26 D.S.P. p. 1 34 (n 5 5).

2 * Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 35. " Inquisitio Hilberti, fo. 1 16 A (temp. Hi).
28 Pipe Roll, 7 R./, p. 43.
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Table B

Groups of 8, 1

6

Groups of 24 Groups of 6, 12,

County or or 32 oxen or 48 oxen or 18 oxen

provenance No. of cases Nc>. of cases Nc>. of cases

Northumberland 3
1

1
2

Durham 1
2

Yorkshire (North

Riding) 2 3

Yorkshire (West

Riding) 4(?3)
4

i
8 2 6

Yorkshire (East

Riding) 1
'

Yorkshire or

Northumberland i
8

Lincolnshire 2 9
i

10

Nottinghamshire 4
11 2 12

Staffordshire 4 13
1

14

Leicestershire j 15 i«
Norfolk 2 17

i
18

Suffolk 1
19 , 20

Norfolk or Suffolk I
21

Essex 3
22

1
23

Honor of Henry of

Essex ,24

Essex or Hertfordshire j 25

Hertfordshire T
26

1
27

Bedfordshire , 28
1

29

Buckinghamshire , 30 j 31 j 32

Bedfordshire or

Buckinghamshire , 33

Northamptonshire 3
34

Warwickshire j 35

Worcestershire 2 36

Herefordshire 5
37

Gloucestershire , 38 j 39

Honor of Gloucester I
40

Somerset 17 « 7
42

5
43

Somerset or Dorset I
44

Devon j 45

Devon or Cornwall I
46

Devon or Dorset I
47

Dorset I
48

Wiltshire TJ
49 6 50

Hampshire j 51

Oxfordshire II 62 , 53
4
«

Surrey , 55

Sussex j 66 2 57 , 58

Kent , 59
T

60

96 2X 43

1 Early Yorks. Chart, x. no. 101 ; Pipe Roll 1} Hi, p. 73.
2 Chancellor's Roll 8R.1, p. 92.
3 Early Yorks. Chart, ii. no. 1084; vi, no. 81.
4 Ibid, i, no. 201; iii, nos. 1725, 1762; Pipe Roll 30 H2, p. 100.
6 Early Yorks. Chart, vii, no. 163.
6 Ibid, vi, no. 150; Pipe Roll 14 H.2, p. 80.
7 Early Yorks. Chart, x, no. 90.
8 Pipe Roll j 2 H.2, p. 125.
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9 Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 2; Chancellor's Koll, 8 R.i, p. 212.
10 Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 20.
11 Pipe Rolls 12 H.2, p. 50; 30 H.2, p. 100; 31 H.2, p. 116.
12 Pipe Rolls 12 H.2, p. 53 ; 30 H.2, p. 99.
13 Pipe Roll 1 John, p. 163.
14 Pipe Roll 1 John, p. 163.
15 Pipe Roll 32 H.2, p. 134.
16 Pipe Roll, 16 H.2, p. 87.
17 Register of St. Benet of Holme, nos. 148, 201.
18 Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 5 1.

19 Chancellor's Roll 8 R.I, p. 121.
20 Rotuli de Dominabus, pp. 64, 65 ; Pipe Roll 22 H.2, p. 60.
21 Pipe Roll 7 R.i, p. 51.
22 D.S.P. p. 122; Pipe Rolls 12 H.2, p. 126; 14 H.2, p. 45.
-3 Pipe Roll 17 H.2, p. 124.
*-* Pipe Roll 33 H.2, p. 30.
25 P/>* Ro/7 77 H.2, p. 124.
26 P/>? Roll 12 H.2, p. 126.
27 D.S.P. p. 128 (Kensworth now in Bedfordshire).
28 IW</. p. 124 (Caddington, in part formerly in Herts.); Pipe Rolls, 13 H.2, pp. 102;

/R.i, p. 35.
29 Pipe Roll 13 H.2, p. 104.
30 Rotuli de Dominabus, pp. 36, 37; P/ptf Ro/Zr 77 H2, p. 104; 7 R./, pp. 35, 43.
31 P/>* R0//7R.7, p. 35.
32 Pipe Roll /R.I, p. 35.
33 P//>£ Ro//r /_? H.2, p. 103; 31 H.2, p. 130; ^2 H.2, p. 22.
31 Rotuli de Dominabus, p. 22; P//te Rolls 13 H.2, p. 114; 7 R./, p. 33.
35 Pipe Roll /R.I, p. 58
36 P/>e Re/// y H.2, p. 5 7; /7H.2, p. 98.
37 Herefordshire Domesday c. 1160-70 (ed. Galbraith and Tait), p. 75.
38 Gloucester Cartulary i. 340; ii. 124; Pipe Rolls 12H.2, p. 78; 7 R.J, p. 655.
39 Gloucester Cartulary, i. 290.
40 Pipe Roll 32 H.2, p. 201.
41 Inq. Hilberti, fos. 15-16A; Liber Henrici de Soliaco, p. 45; Pipe Rolls 32 H.2, p. 140;

7R./, p. 39.
u Inq. Hilberti, fos. 15-16; Pipe Roll /R.i, pp. 46, 228.
43 Liber Henrici de Soliaco, pp. 72, 80; Pipe Rolls 32 H.2, p. 140; 7 R.i, p. 228.
44 Pipe Roll / R.i, p. 38.
45 Pipe Roll / R.i.

, 48.

"Pipe Roll /R.i, p. 47.
47 Inq. Hilberti, fo. n6v

.

48 Cartulary of the Abbaye aux Dames at Caen (Bibl. Nat. MS. lat. 5650), 27v .

49 Inq. Hilberti, fo. n6v; Gloucester Cartulary i. 207; Shaftesbury Cartulary

(Brit. Mus. MS. Harley 61), fos. 37, 86; Pipe Rolls 1/ H.2, p. 23 ; 31 H.2, p. 195 ; 7 R.i,

pp. 45, 46; Chancellor's Roll 8 R.i, p. 33.
50 Inq. Hiberti, fo. 1 i6v ; Pipe Rolls 31 H.2, p. 195 ; 7 R.i, p. 45.
51 Pipe Roll 7 R.i, p. 40.
52 Thame Cartulary (Oxfordshire Rec. Soc), ii, no. 182; Chron. Abingdon (Rolls

Series), ii. 54; Pipe Roll 7 R.i, pp. 38,44, 46, 47; Chancellor's Roll 8 R.i, pp. 204, 212.
53 Pipe Roils 13 H.2, p. 12; 6 R.i, p. 88 ; 7 R.i, pp. 44, 46, 47.
51 Pipe Roll 7 R.i, p. 44; Chancellor's Roll, 8 R.i, pp. 203, 204; Oseney Cartulary

(Oxford Hist. Soc.), iv, no. 477 (c. 1200).
88 Pipe Rolls 31 H.2, p. 238; 7 R.i, pp. 37, 49.
86 Pipe Roll 13 H.2, p. 37.
87 Pipe Roll 13 H.2, p. 38.
88 Pipe Rolls 31 H.2, p. 171 ; 7 R.i, p. 37.
89 Pipe Roll 32 H.2, p. 186.
60 Pipe Roll 13 H.2, p. 197.
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Henry VIIFs Act of Proclamations

IT may well be thought that enough has been written about the

famous act of 1539 which dealt with royal proclamations and was

at one time regarded as the highwater mark of Tudor despotism. 1

Over forty years ago Mr. E. R. Adair published an article which

disposed of the more extravagant misstatements concerning it and

suggested a truer interpretation. 2 Since then we have had authori-

tative comment from Pollard, 3 Pickthorn, 4 and Holdsworth, 5 all of

whom at least agree that the angry denunciations listed by Adair

were wrong and that the act did nothing towards creating a royal

despotism in England. The present writer has before this had

occasion to refer briefly to some aspects of the statute, expressing

views with which he is no longer altogether satisfied. 6 However,

two things may excuse yet another attack on what must always be

an important historical problem. Adair's article did not find

general acceptance ; above all, Tanner, whose words on this are

probably read more widely than anyone else's, was rather tart about

his attempt to play down the act's importance and sat on the fence

to such good purpose that an untenable older view has been allowed

to survive behind a cloak of mistaken caution. 7 Holdsworth had

his doubts about Adair's suggestion that the act was not at all

concerned with the validity of proclamations,8 and Mr. Stone has

rightly charged Adair with failing to explain the opposition to the

Bill. 9 Quite recently, a new red herring has been introduced : it

has been maintained that section vi of the statute authorized the

king's council to inflict the punishment for treason on those who by

fleeing abroad tried to escape the consequences of offending under

1 31 Henry VIII c. 8 {Statutes of the Realm, iii. 726 ff.). Maitland {English Law and

the Renaissance, p. 19), perhaps inspired by Froude's evocation of the Roman dictator

{Hist, of England, iii. 200), attached the tag ' the English lex regia ' to this act which

still somehow clings to it here and there.
2 ' The Statute of Proclamations ', ante, xxxii (1917), 34 ff.

3 A. F. Pollard, Evolution of Parliament (2nd edn., 1934), pp. 266 ff.

* K. W. Pickthorn, Early Tudor Government : Henry VIII (1934), pp. 414 ff.

5 W. H. Holdsworth, History of English Law, iv. 102 f.

6 G. R. Elton, The Tudor Revolution in Government (1953), pp. 340 ff.

7
J. R. Tanner, Tudor Constitutional Documents (1922), p. 930, and esp. n. 6.

8 Op. cit. iv. 103, n. 7.

' L. Stone, ' Thomas Cromwell's Political Programme', Bulletin Inst. Hist. Res.

xxiv (195 1), 2, n. 11.
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the act. 1 Before the legend of a tyrannical measure is thus revived, it

must be said that the charge rests on an error. In making it treason

to avoid trial by voluntary exile, the act did not entrust the enforce-

ment of this clause to the council but, by its silence, left it to the

ordinary courts competent to deal with treason, which the council

was not. If these continuing doubts and conflicting views justify

another investigation, the case becomes clearer still if it can be

shown that not all the available evidence has hitherto been used and

that some of that which has could do with a more precise and

rigorous interpretation.

Strictly speaking, we are concerned with two bills—that which

was enacted (having been produced in the Commons to replace one

sent down by the Lords) and the original Bill promoted by the

government which had experienced changes during its passage in

the Lords. 2 But only the former now exists, and it is here that one

must start. The evidence does not permit certainty : one has a

choice of either throwing up the sponge or trying to make a little

sense of the bits of knowledge available. It is proposed first to

establish what the act tried to do ; then to see how it came to be

in its present form ; and lastly to attempt, as far as may be, to recon-

struct the original proposals.

Adair maintained that the statute ' was concerned not at all with

the legality of proclamations, but merely with the manner of trying

offenders against them \ 3 He could have found better supporting

evidence still than a casual, if contemporary, list of acts passed in

1539 which, as he says, calls the proclamations act simply ' breakers

of king's proclamations *.* The Lords' Journals always treat the bill

as ' concernens Punitionem eorundem qui Proclamationes Regio

nomine fiendas in posterum violabunt aut infringent ', 5 and the

official title of this alleged piece of despotism was no more than ' an

Acte that Proclamacions made by the King shall be obeyed '. Lest

memories of the so-called Star Chamber Act of 1487 intrude, it

should be said that the session of 1539 witnessed a remarkable if

temporary change in the Parliament Roll. The new clerk, Thomas
Soulemont (a product of Cromwell's office) began with a descriptive

list of the acts of the session, divided into public and private and

given contemporary titles, which confirms the other evidence as to

the official name of the statute. 6 Unquestionably, therefore, the

problem of enforcement struck those who made the act or witnessed

its making as its chief purpose. Yet Holdsworth was quite right :

1 Sir Charles Ogilvic, The King's Government and the Common Taw 1471-1641 (1958),

p. 62 n.

2 For the vicissitudes of the act, cf. Adair, op. at. p. 35, and below, p. 214.

*0/>. fit. pp. 42 f.

* Ibid. p. 44, n. 38.
8 L[ords'] J[ournals], i. 108a, &c.
6 P.R.O., C65/147. The innovation was abandoned a year later.
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it will not do to regard this as its sole purpose. The preamble

ranges wider, and so, in part, does the enactment.

The preamble makes it plain enough that no one thought of

creating a royal right to issue proclamations, for it begins by

explaining the established practice. It specifies three causes for

which proclamations have been issued : the settlement of religious

doctrine, the preservation of ' unytie and concorde ' in the realm,

and ' the advauncement of his comon wealth and good quiett of his

people '. The reasons which now compel action are also three.

In the first place, ' froward, wilfull and obstinatt persons . . . not

consideringe what a Kinge by his royall power may doe ' have, in

the absence of a directe statute and lawe to cohart offenders to obey

the saide proclamacions ', ignored and broken such ordinances.

The phrase about the royal power has been read as a high assertion

of mystic kingship, 1 but it was no more than a plain statement of

fact ; within their proper sphere, which excluded life and property,

the king's proclamations had always had legal validity. Secondly,

the occurrence of emergencies which cannot await the calling of a

parliament makes it necessary for the Crown to possess limited

powers of legislation. Lastly, it is undesirable that the king—who
by his regal power derived from God ' may doe many thinges in

such cases '—should be ' driven to extend the libertye and suprem-

acye of his regall power and dignytye by wilfulnes of frowarde

sudjectes '. It is therefore thought right that the king, by the

advice of his council, shall make proclamations ' as the cases of

necessitie require ' and that ' an ordynarie lawe ' (enforcing statute)

should be enacted to provide for their effectiveness. Both the

reasons and the deductions are interesting enough. The trouble

about proclamations was in part that they were being evaded, but

in part too that their basic validity seems to have been called in

doubt ; and the striking assertion that continued evasion might

lead to an unwelcome extension of prerogative action may be read

either as a concealed threat from the Crown or a frank revelation of

suspicion on parliament's part.

The preamble thus made a clear distinction between validity and

enforceability, mentioning both, but assigning only the second to

the proposed act. So far Adair would have the right to it. How-
ever, section i of the enactment goes further. It provides ' that

alwayes the Kinge . . . may set forth at all tymes by auctoritie of

this Acte his proclamacions ', and that these shall be obeyed ' as

thoughe they were made by Acte of Parliament ' unless dispensed

with by letters patent. This last phrase was responsible for the

act's bad reputation in the past ; it used to be read as saying that

proclamations could take the place of statute. However, anything

but the most cursory reading must make it plain that what is in

1 Tanner, op. cit. p. 530.
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question here is enforcement only. It is the first part of the section

which deals with validity, and that, being silent on the powers of

proclamations, left them in fact as they were at common law.

Adair suggested that for proclamations to be obeyed like acts of

parliament could only mean that, like statutes, they should be

enforced in the courts of common law, and—admittedly conjectural

though this inference must be since no such provision survived into

the extant form of the act—it is very plausible. However, in view

of the preamble's lamentations, it is also possible that the act only

meant to allude to the respect generally given to statute and to

demand that the same respect be accorded to proclamations. In

any case, much the most significant part of section i is the first

which takes an unquestioned royal prerogative (based, according

to the preamble, on powers given to the king by God) and rests it

on the authority of a parliamentary statute. So far from asserting

an independent royal right to make law to the detriment of parlia-

mentary privilege, this act ignored the divinely derived power of

the Crown and subjected the prerogative to the sovereignty of the

king in parliament. Section i, therefore, does embody a very

definite statement about the nature of proclamations : it contains-

—

one would have thought without much concealment, were it not

for the centuries of misinterpretation—a striking declaration of

constitutional principle.

Section ii consists of an important proviso which exempts

freehold of all kinds (' enheritaunces, laufull possessions, offices,

libertyes, privileges, franchesies, goodes or catalles ') and life from

the operation of proclamations which were also specifically barred

from affecting existing statutes, common law, and even the customs

of the realm. An exception was made for those who offended

against proclamations dealing with heresy. The drafting of this

clause leaves something to be desired. As it stands, it does not

protect subsequent legislation from infringement by proclamations,

which could have been a very serious matter if the act had lasted.

Nor is it at all plain what the exception about heresy meant. Did
it empower proclamations to inflict the death penalty (in any case

applicable under the old act de haeretico comburendo) and also for-

feiture of property ; or did it mean, which is as likely and perhaps

more so, that the clause was not to debar the Crown from later

defining doctrine differently from the scheme of things in existence

when the act was passed ? The second interpretation seems the

more convincing because at this very time the problem of religion

was alive enough and plans for settlement by the supreme head were
being contemplated ; if it is correct, it altogether disposes of any notion

that the act gave proclamations any powers they had not had before.

Section iii, which defines the duty of sheriffs and others to

publish any proclamations they receive with every degree of
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publicity, is of little import. On the other hand, great attention

must be paid to sections iv and v which concern themselves with

the machinery of enforcement. They create a statutory body of

twenty-six judges, consisting in effect of councillors and office-

holders and including not only the chief justices and chief baron

but also such higher civil servants as the general surveyors of crown
lands and the treasurer of the chamber. Thirteen were to be a

quorum, provided two of the greater officers named were present.

As has been pointed out elsewhere, this large body should be

studied in connection with the reconstruction of the council which

was going on in the fifteen-thirties. 1 By 1539 tne organized privy

council was in existence, 2 and it seems very likely that the statutory

body was made so big in order to ensure that the tribunal for trying

offences against proclamations could always be readily constituted.

If only two privy councillors were required and the other eleven

could be judges or administrators, it might be hoped that the

machinery would work. 3 As Adair has shown, it did not in fact

do so. 4 An act of 1543 (34 & 35 Henry VIII c. 23) reduced the

quorum to nine. It has been assumed that the tribunal never

actually met to exercise its powers under the act, and this may have

been so. However, it is the case that these sections of the act did

not escape notice ; several Bills concerning breaches of proclama-

tions were formally addressed to the tribunal. 5 They are found

among the files of Star Chamber papers, and we cannot now tell

whether the council in Star Chamber made any distinction between

Bills brought before it in its ordinary capacity (which were addressed

to the king) and bills addressed to the tribunal for proclamations.

It has recently been shown that, contrary to received opinion, some
plaintiffs addressed the special committee set up by the so-called

Star Chamber act, and there is good reason to suppose that that

earlier tribunal did have some sort of life for a while. 6 So far, the

study of the council under Henry VIII has not progressed sufficiently

to reveal what happened to the 1539 tribunal. However, there may
be a pointer in the complaint of the 1543 act that it had in practice

been found difficult to assemble the court as constituted by the act

;

it looks as though attempts were made.

Section v, which authorizes the issue of process under the great

or privy seal by either the chancellor or the lord privy seal with the

1 Elton, Tudor Revolution, pp. 343 f.
2 Ibid. pp. 342 f.

3 In my Tudor Revolution (p. 344) I regarded as convincing Adair's suggestion that

the tribunal was the Commons' substitution for the government's desire to use the

common-law courts. I no longer think that this is so : the setting up of such a statutory

body is too clearly in line with other early-Tudor practice to come from anyone but

the government. Since Adair could offer no evidence, however slender, and since

I now feel that probability is against his notion, I prefer to abandon it.

4 Op. cit. p. 43.
s E.g. P.R.O. St. Ch. 2/28/14, 24! 2/ 29/96- There may well be others.
6 Select Cases in the Council of Henry VII, ed. C. G. Bayne and W. H. Dunham, Jr.

(Selden Soc. 1958), pp. liv seqq.
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consent of six other members of the tribunal, also recalls the 1487

act, as well as the statute of liveries (1504). Time and again, early-

Tudor legislation for the council embodied in a statute what was

already common practice in the court. Despite the complaints of

the preamble, someone must have been trying to enforce proclama-

tions before 1539, an<^ as ^ar as we know this someone was the

council sitting as a court in Star Chamber. Even while the act

operated, plaintiffs did not all change their habits, and informations

are known which were laid not before the statutory tribunal but

addressed (like Star Chamber bills) to the king, though they refer

to the proclamations act as the basis of the action. 1 These two
sections, iv and v, should be seen in the light of such facts and

parallels. They created machinery for enforcement, but they also

in effect endorsed the traditional and insufficient machinery ; in

consequence suitors did not always quite know to whom to apply.

What they did know was that the act gave a statutory basis to

proclamations and encouraged actions by announcing the govern-

ment's eagerness to punish offenders.

These are the parts of the statute which matter here. The
remainder is less to the point. Section vi, which applies the

penalties of treason to flight abroad in avoidance of the act, has

already been mentioned. In all probability it was designed to deal

with those who revolted against the Henrician Church ; for pro-

clamations not concerned with religion could never impose penalties

to which abjuration of the realm was preferable. 2 Anyone avoiding

trial by concealing himself inside the realm for long enough to

exploit the eighteen months' limitation clause inserted in section iv

was to stand convicted of the offence alleged against him, his

contumacy acting as proof (section vii). Section viii deals with

proclamations issued during the reign of Henry VIU's successor if

he should be a minor. These were to be issued in his name, but

his councillors (the real ' devisors or settors forth ') were to sign

each one of them. Moreover, while the ordinary privy council was

1 This was the practice of that busy informer, George Whelplay (Elton, Star Chamber
Stories, 1958, pp. 94 ff.).

2 Pollard {Involution of Parliament, pp. 267 f.) argued that the real purpose of the act

was to provide for the enforcement of the supreme head's jurisdiction in matters of
heresy. This is not impossible, and it is indeed clear from the act that the point was
in the minds of its promotors. But if Pollard were right in making it the only or chief

point, one would expect to find some use made of proclamations on religious matters

while the act was in force. Of the 118 proclamations listed by R. R. Steele, Tudor
and Stuart Proclamations for the years 1539-47 only four deal with religion. Of these

one orders the placing of a bible in every church (no. 192); another permits the eating

of white meat in Lent because fish is short (no. 226); a third published the act of

1543 concerning the reading of Scripture by the common people (no. 229); only the

last—an injunction for the use of the primer (no. 271)— comes near to the purpose
which Pollard divined behind the act. It seems very unlikely that the government
should have gone to all the trouble of this statute if they had no use for it on the terms
conjectured. In any case, Pollard entirely failed to consider the questions of validity

and enforceability.
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meant in the section (i) which authorized a king who was of age

to make proclamations with the advice of his council, in this special

case a majority of the large council named in the act was required.

Surely it is in this clause viii, and not in any libertarian reaction

against a lex regia or in the failure of the statutory committee, 1 that

one finds Somerset's reasons for repealing the act in 1547. Not
only would it be very difficult to make any proclamations if at least

fourteen of the varied councillors named in the act had to be gathered

together every time ; it is even more to the point to remember that

Somerset had no intention of allowing the other councillors to rival

or diminish his outstanding position as protector. The act of

proclamations had to go because it in effect (and, what is more,

unquestionably by design) operated against the ascendancy of one

man during the reign of a boy.

The last two sections (ix and x) describe the manner in which

justices of the peace were to see to the enforcement of proclamations

and empower the tribunal to reduce the penalties specified in

proclamations at their discretion, provided they first obtain the

king's consent.

That this interesting statute cannot be described as a weapon of

despotism, or even of the prerogative, should now be plain. It was

in the main an attempt to reorganize the machinery for the enforce-

ment of proclamations, but it also provided a general statutory

justification for proclamations and in the process limited the

independent power of the Crown by resting them on parliamentary

authority. However, it is well known that the act had a difficult,

or at least a peculiar, passage in both houses of parliament, and we
must now once again, and in greater detail than has heretofore been

done, rehearse its history there. 2 On 12 May 1539, ^or<^ chancellor

Audley introduced the Bill in the Lords. 3 Though it at once

received a first reading, nothing further happened till 7 June when
it was read a second time. 4 Even allowing for an adjournment

from 23 to 30 May, so timed and so long that ill-informed observers

reckoned parliament would not assemble again until the autumn, 5

this leaves three weeks between the two readings. The Lords were

at the same time busy with the religious problem ; on 10 May
Norfolk raised the six points of doctrine in order to break the

deadlock reached by a committee appointed five days earlier to

study the issue, and the Whitsun adjournment was mainly designed

to allow a solution to be found behind the scenes. 6 But even so a

1 The two reasons advanced respectively by Pollard {History of England, vi. 16)

and Adair {op. cit. p. 46.)
2 Both Adair {op. cit. p. 35) and Pickthorn {op. cit. p. 414) give only the bare outline.
3
L.J. i. 108a. x Ibid. 116b.

6 Marillac to Francis I, on 9 June 1539 {Letters and Papers . . . of Henry VIII. xiv.

1. 1091).
l
Cf. Elton, ' Thomas Cromwell's Decline and Fall ', Camb. Hist. Journal, x (1951),

165 f.
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three weeks' delay argues that difficulties were encountered. On
the ioth, the Bill, engrossed in parchment, was read a third time. 1

But this, though it should have been, was not the end. For no

discoverable reason the House reverted to the Bill on the 12th when
it was ordered to be committed for revision to the two chief justices,

the master of the rolls, and the king's attorney and solicitor, ' quibus

articuli in eadem continendi in plena Curia declarabantur '. That

is to say, only the redrafting was left to the legal experts ; the

substance of the changes was settled by the House. The business

did not take long : on the day after (the 13 th) the reformed Bill was

read anew and handed to the clerk for a fresh engrossing, and on

the 14th it was expedited after receiving altogether five readings. 2

The Bill's passage in the Lords alone is thus mysterious enough.

We know from a later remark of Stephen Gardiner's that it ran into

trouble there : in its passing, he says, it provoked ' many liberall

wordes ', 3 and since he was present in the Lords on all the days in

question he must be referring to protesting voices in the upper

house. One might readily suppose that these debates helped to

hold the Bill up for some three weeks of actual sittings after it was

first introduced ; but what then is the meaning of that curious

by-play after the third reading ? The number of readings was by

no means invariable at this time
;
yet three were usual, and it is very

surprising to find a Bill engrossed before there was certainty of

agreement. The fact that the government draftsmen called in to

recast the Bill were given strict instructions by the House also

suggests strongly that the changes were pushed through at a late

stage against the wish of the Government who could surely have

supervised the work of redrafting without solemnly expounding
' in plena Curia ' what matter was to be included. The only thing

certain in the whole affair is the difficulty experienced in getting the

Bill through the Lords : the Lords, be it noted, and not the Com-
mons, as some accounts might make one think. For what it is worth,

one might conjecture some such sequence as this : prolonged

debate failed to prevent a second reading, and the Crown managers

(that is, Cromwell and Audley) then decided to take the House by

storm and produced an engrossed Bill for the third reading.

Although they got it through, the opposition rallied next day and

forced their amendments into the Bill. In the end they carried the

day ; but we cannot tell how large or fundamental their objections

were.

On 14 June the Bill was carried to the Commons where (in the

absence of Journals) it disappears from sight for ten days. On the

25th, John Hussee reported to his master, Lord Lisle, that parlia-

ment had been sitting on a proclamations act for fifteen days but

1
L.J. i. 1 1 6b. 2 Ibid. pp. 1 i8a-b.

8 The Letters of Stephen Gardiner, ed. J. A. Mullcr (1933), p. 391.
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would soon be done now. 1 His figures were a little inaccurate, and

he was a trifle behindhand with his information, for on the 24th the

Commons presented the Lords with the upshot oftheir deliberations
;

but writing when he did he must have had the Commons in mind

rather than the earlier business in the Lords. Certainly, except for

the Bill for proclamations, nothing of great importance engaged the

Commons in those ten days, for they had returned the act of six

articles to the upper house on the very day that they received the

proclamations act. 2 They, too, had debated to some purpose : on

the 24th they returned to the Lords their Bill which they had rejected,

together with a new one they had framed in its place. 3 There

followed what was in some ways the strangest part of the whole

story. The Lords, who had laboured so long in amending the

government's original proposals, took precisely two days (the 24th

and 25th of June) to give three readings to the Commons' Bill,

sending it down on the second day with a few amendments they

wanted the Commons to insert. This the Commons did, and on

the 26th the long business was at last over.

Counsels are now properly darkened. It seems possible, at first

sight, to offer three conjectural explanations of what had taken

place. Either the Lords had at first been deprived of their full

criticisms and joyfully accepted the Commons' victory over the

government's plans ; or they had been drilled back into order by

the 24th and would, under government direction, accept what the

Crown had had to concede to the Commons ; or the government

had used the Commons as a last-ditch defence against the Lords'

opposition, had in effect revived its original Bill there, and had then

presented the Lords with an accomplished fact which they had

neither the time nor the stomach to fight again. This last possi-

bility—which would in effect reverse the later practice of Elizabeth

with her reliance on a docile house of lords—may sound the least

likely but happens to be the only one for which a few scraps of

evidence can be adduced. After all, this was the notorious parlia-

ment for which Cromwell had organized electoral influence on an

unprecedented scale, so as to produce what he himself called a

tractable Commons. 4 One ought not to be surprised to see a

House so influenced and presumably manageable used in the

government interest. That the Lords raised major difficulties in

the first place is certain : the Bill they sent to the Commons was the

product of their opposition. Further we know that they did not

take the Commons' new Bill without some amendment, and the

changes they demanded survive as interlineations on the original

act in the Parliament Office. 5 And very interesting they are, too.

1 Letters and Papers, xiv. I. 1 158.
2
14 June: L.J. i. 11 8b. 3 Ibid. p. 122b.

4 For the fullest discussion of this point, cf. Elton, Camb. Hist. Journal, x. 160 ff.

8 Some, but not all, the interlineations are noted in Statutes of the Rea/m.
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Apart from a few insignificant alterations they all trend one way :

they limit the independent vigour of royal proclamations. In the

well known passage in section i
—

' that alwayes the Kinge for the

tyme being . . . may set forth at all tymes by auctoritie of this Acte

his proclamacions '—the words ' by auctoritie of this Acte ' were

put in by the Lords ; and in three passages in section ii the Com-
mons' drafting, which had left open later arbitrary action by the

Crown, was so amended as to restrict the king by the act itself. 1

These were not world-shaking changes, nor would one expect any

when merely small alterations in a Bill itself acceptable were in

question. But they all stress one aspect of the act which has already

been described : the recognition that the statute embodied a

definition of, and therefore a limitation upon, a function of the

prerogative.

However, while these pointers suggest that the only serious

opposition was encountered in the Lords, there is a hint elsewhere

which brings us back to the Commons. It is indeed so dark a hint

that Adair could make nothing of it,
2 and his example should warn

us not to drive it too hard. On
5 July 1539, tne Frencn ambassador

in England, Marillac, reported to his king the conclusion of the

session and described one statute which, he said, had received its

assent ' avec grandes difficulte2 qui ont este debatues longtemps en

leurs assemblies et avec peu de contentment '. 3 His account would

certainly justify every degree of opposition, for, as he had it, the

act compelled the king's subjects ' sans aucune excuse ni delay ' to

pay whatever money-tax should be imposed upon them, ' quant le

bon plaisir de leur roy seroit en faire imposition sur eux pour son

affaire et besoing '. Refusal meant treason with its attendant

penalties ' sans aultre proces '. Of course, there is no such act

among those passed, and Marillac's report rests manifestly upon

some extremely garbled rumours. But perhaps it may be possible

to guess at some of the facts which rumour perverted. His mention

of long delays in parliament makes plain that he had either the act

of six articles or the proclamations act in mind ; no other in this

session caused difficulties. Of the two, the former will not fill the

bill at all ; besides, Marillac had earlier shown himself aware of the

settlement of religion. 4 And the act of proclamations does include,

1 The act prohibits the death penalty except where it ' shall be hereafter in this

Acte declared '; ' in this Acte ' is inserted. The Lords added the words ' to be made
by vertue of this Acte ' to ' any proclamacion ', and later the words ' hereafter shalbe

set forth by auctoritie of the same [act] ' to ' everic proclamacion whiche '. One
change in section i was administrative rather than fundamental. The Commons' Bill

had authorized the making of proclamations with the advice of the council, but only

the Lords' amendments added the necessary ' or with thadvisc of the more parte of

them '. 2 Op. cit. p. 43, n. 37.
3 Correspondence Politique de MM. de Caslillon et de Marillac, ed. J. Kaulek (1885),

p. 107 (and cf. Letters and Papers, xiv. 1. 1207).
4 Ibid. xiv. 1. 1091 (9 June 1539).
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in section vi, a reference to the penalties of treason. It is not,

therefore, unreasonable to deduce from this letter that part of the

trouble over the act was connected with matters of property—fears

that proclamations might be used to invade property rights and even

to tax at pleasure. If such fears had been freely expressed in the

debates, Marillac, writing (as he says) before the act was printed

and therefore before he had seen it, might readily confuse what he

had heard from his usual unreliable sources about the business in

parliament and produce his version of the statute. In this con-

nection, section ii is worth another look. It protects the nation

against precisely such uses of proclamations as may be conjectured

to lie behind Marillac's report. And it is a proviso : it begins with

the words ' provided alwayes that ' and, in a revealing phrase in

the section itself, is kept separate from the act
—

' as yf this acte or

proviso had never bene had or made '. In addition (as has already

been said) it is curiously imprecise in its drafting, in which it con-

trasts with the rest of the act and especially with section i. There

are therefore at the least some strong hints that it was not part of the

original draft but was inserted at some later stage. Though it

would be too much to claim that in this period provisos were always

appended at the end of acts this was certainly their usual place, and

the appearance of one immediately after the main enacting clause

would seem to throw something like light on the subject of the

debates which delayed the act for so long. If these important

reservations were added in parliament, one would on the whole

suppose them to be the work of the Commons who throughout the

fifteen-thirties were never more likely to oppose the Crown than on

matters of property and taxation. A whole proviso would be

difficult to add to an existing parchment bill except at the end, and

if the Commons wished to put one in the middle they would almost

have to do what in fact they did—write the thing out afresh. And
if the only material alteration made by them consists of section ii,

one can see why the Lords had no difficulty in accepting the new
Bill.

Thus the safest conclusion, conjectural as it must necessarily be,

would be that there was opposition in both houses but that the more

serious opposition to the principle of the Bill occurred in the Lords.

They concentrated on preventing any extreme claims for the

authority and sweep of proclamations, while the Commons were

more concerned to protect property rights. That brings us back

to the question of the government's original proposals. On the

face of it, neither point of debate should have worried them over-

much ; despite the delays (for which other business was in any case

partly responsible) it does not look as though in the end there was

very much between the parties. By the very fact of introducing a

statute on which to rest proclamations, the Crown accepted the
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principle that the king in parliament was superior as a legislator to

the king in council ; and there is no sign whatever that the sort of

fears suggested in section ii had any basis in fact. In Henry VIII's

reign no proclamation before or after the act evaded the common-
law limitations upon their range, and it is quite possible that debate

over section ii would be prolonged not because the government

resisted a limitation which would deprive it of taxing powers but

because the Commons tried to get away without the saving clause

which enfranchised the Crown in matters of heresy.

What, indeed, did the government wish to obtain from the act ?

Clearly—if only because the Bill's title confirms this from the very

beginning—they were concerned with enforceability. The clauses

which deal with this are more than likely to have been in the act

from the first, though no one can say whether amendment took

place in parliament. But secondly there is reason to suppose that

the government also wished to clear up the constitutional point

concerning the authority of proclamations. We have in effect three

statements, of a sort, about the origin of the statute. Burnet, giving

no evidence in support, says that injunctions issued by the supreme

head had caused resentment because they altered law and taxed the

spiritualty without parliamentary consent ; the act was therefore

introduced to provide general authority. 1 Gardiner, recalling

matters a few years after the event, alleged that proclamations

forbidding the export of corn had proved unenforceable because

the judges declared them illegal while wheat remained below the

price fixed by statute, and that therefore the statute was made. 2 He
may well have been right in remembering that this sort of problem

came up in the council, but the act did nothing to solve it because

it continued the subjection of proclamations to statute Thirdly

we know that as early as 1535 Cromwell had been concerned about

the authority behind proclamations. 3 The council, wishing to

prohibit the export of coin, had taken legal advice and discovered a

statute of Richard II on which it could ground a proclamation.

However, Cromwell had gone on to ask the experts what the posi-

tion would be if no such act had been found. The answer he got

(and was delighted to get) was that

the Kynges highnes by the aduyse of his Cownsayll myght make
proclamacyons and vse all other polecyes at his pleasure as well

in this Case as in Anye other lyke For the avoyding of any suche

daungers and that the sayd proclamacyons . . . sholde be of ;is

good effect as Any lawe made by parlyament or othcrwyse.

This was assuredly good law, especially as coin was in question,

always a prerogative matter
;

4 and it is worth noting that the

1 G. Burnet, History of the Reformation (ed. N. Pocock, 1865), i. 422.
2 Letters of Stephen Gardiner, p. 391.
3 His letter to Norfolk, 15 July 1535 (R. B. Mcrriman, Life and Letters of Thomas

Cromu ell [lyoz], i. 409 f.). * Cf. Pickthorn, op. cit. p. 417, n. 1.
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ominous phrase equating proclamations and statutes was used here

by the judges themselves. However, the later production of an

act to provide general authority suggests that Cromwell continued

to prefer a statutory basis to a common-law one. This, after all,

was a common feature of the legislation passed in the fifteen-thirties

and under his aegis. 1

We may well believe, therefore, that both validity and enforce-

ment—the points of the preamble—were in the government's mind
when it introduced the act. Indeed, the preamble, with its asser-

tions of what the king could do, looks rather like government

drafting. The most curious phrase in it distinguishes between
' disobedyence of the preceptes and lawes of Almightie God ' and
' synn to[o] much to the great dishonor of the Kinges most royall

Majestie ' ; here one almost hears the supreme head himself at his

most pompous. But what is not clear is whether the original

proposal made much larger claims than the enacted statute. Adair,

concentrating on enforcement, did not seem to think it likely, but

he ignored the stray pieces of evidence which suggest a tradition

of great dangers averted by a vigilant parliament. In 1559, Jonn
Aylmer, discussing the nature of constitutional monarchy in

England, stressed how important it was that parliament should

look to its privileges :

Wherefore, in my iudgement, those that in King Henry the viii

dais, would not grant him that his proclamations shuld haue the

force of statute, were good fathers of the countri, and worthy com-
mendacion in defending their liberty. 2

Much later, James I, addressing a Commons' deputation, took

occasion to praise a system where ' usage consonant to reason hath

given the subject free consent of denyal and rejection '
:

and therefore I comend Bacon who when Hen. 8th sought by

parliament to make his proclamation a law, and this with such

violence thrust on your house as none durst stir a finger; then did

Bacon as reason would stand up and speak with boldness against

it, for the king's seeking in that point was tyrannical. 3

Neither of these statements carries full conviction. Aylmer

says that parliament refused to do what 300 years of historiography

alleged it did ; but here Aylmer was right. In the sense that

proclamations were not made interchangeable for all purposes with

statute, the 1539 act refused to admit that proclamations had ' the

force of statute '. But Aylmer's words must even leave it open

whether he thought that no act was passed at all ; as they stand they

1 An outstanding example is the treasons act of 1534 which turned the common
law of treason by words into parliamentary enactment: 1. D. Thornley, ' Treason by

Words . . .', ante, xxxii (1917), 556 ff.

2 An Harborowe for faitbfull and trene Subiectes (Strassburg, 1559), sig. H.3.
3 ' Narrative of Sir Henry Yelverton ', Arcbaeologia, xv (1806), 43.
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do not very well describe an act which did order obedience to

proclamations as though they had been made by act of parliament.

Nor do we know where he got his information or how good it was.

It is to the point that the act was repealed twelve years before he

wrote. King James's account is difficult to assess, for we cannot

even confirm that any Bacon sat in the 1539 parliament for which
at present no list of members exists. 1 The history of the act, as

far as we have been able to reconstruct it, does not suggest that the

Bill was ' thrust ' violently on the Commons : a ten days' debate

sounds like rather more than one brave man standing up amongst
his abashed fellows, and in any case the Bill had suffered already in

the Lords. Nevertheless, together with Marillac's letter, these

allusions make it difficult to think that the original Bill was quite

as innocuous as Adair has, by and large, supposed. The chances

are that it did not expressly bar proclamations from invading life

and property, and it may have said more simply than the final

act that proclamations were to have the same force as statute. If

the first Bill used some such form of words as that which Cromwell
reported was used by the judges (and after all Cromwell and the

judges were foremost among government draftsmen), then the

careful drafting of section i—authorizing the king to issue proclama-

tions but reserving the comparison with statute to the matter of

enforcement only—could be the work of the Lords ; and the earlier

form of words, if it ran as we conjecture, could easily give rise to

the sort of report which reached Aylmer and James I.

But these are not points as vital as might be supposed. How
little difference the statute made in practice is well brought out by

Adair, 2 and much additional evidence could be adduced to support

his point that Elizabeth without the act—relying on her common
law prerogative which was available also to her father—exploited

proclamations much more dangerously. The whole history of

Henry Vlll's reign after 1529 makes it difficult to suppose that

anyone wished to govern by ordinance or tax without consent.

This is not to say that parliament were not right to watch with care

and express fears which may well have been exaggerated : Aylmer's

commendation was, no doubt, deserved. However, what real fears

and real opposition could achieve in the fifteen-thirties is demon-

strated by the long years of negotiations over the statute of uses,

1 Mr. Stone {Bull. Inst. Hist. Research xxiv, 2, n. 11) identifies this Bacon as Nicholas,

the later lord keeper, but there appear to be no grounds for doing so. If Nicholas

Bacon really sat in this parliament and spoke against the Crown, it would throw some
light on problems of management; he was already in the king's service and very much
a government man.

2 Op. cit. p. 41. In the fifteen-fifties, a legal textbook stated outright that the repeal

of the act had not affected the validity of proclamations provided they were ' in supple-

ment or declaracion of a lawc ', i.e. provided they obeyed the definitions of the act:

A. Discourse upon the Exposicion c> Undersiandinge of Statutes, ed. S.E. Thorne (1942),

p. 103 ff.
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not by the proclamations act. The story of this act is incompre-

hensible unless, on the one hand, there were serious differences

between the Crown's views and those of both Lords and Commons,
and unless, on the other, these differences were not so fundamental

as to make a compromise between them impossible. After all, the

Bill was redrafted, not thrown out ; after all, it received the king's

assent.

One thing, however, is clear. Adair was wrong when he said

that ' the act of proclamations was the work of the commons '. 1

Its history was much more complicated than that and in part must

always remain outside the realm of discoverable certainty. Further-

more, while enforcement of proclamations was the most obvious

purpose of the act, their validity and scope entered fully into its

drafting, and there is every reason to suppose that it was this

constitutional and legal question, rather than the machinery for

trying offenders, which caused the trouble in parliament.

G. R. Elton

Clare College, Cambridge

1 Op. cit. p. 43.
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Nandakumar s Forgery

THE celebrated trial ofMaharaja Nandakumar cast doubt upon the

character of Warren Hastings and the competence and integrity

of Sir Elijah Impey. Miss L. S. Sutherland draws, in a recent

article, 1 the almost inescapable conclusion from certain references

in the papers of George Vansittart that Hastings was covertly

involved in the prosecution, and that his denials employ an ' economy
of truth '. Support for this conclusion from a more intimate

acquaintance with the situations and consequent motives of the main
Indian actors in the drama does nothing substantially to worsen

the current opinion of Hastings, and it is easily surmised whence
the ambiguities of his character come. But the trial, which pro-

vides a permanent fascination, cannot be understood unless we see

how Nandakumar came to be in such a predicament, and the con-

tribution of the Company's servants to his downfall cannot be

assessed apart from this. Stephen's review 2
is biased in favour of

Impey and Hastings and uses too much lawyers' logic for the his-

torian. Beveridge, 3 replying to Stephen's rudeness, employs too

little. Neither deals confidently or accurately with the origins of

the trial, or, rather surprisingly, with the real cruces of law that

emerged then. At the trial itself, of which we have a fairly adequate

report, 4 the interests of justice were not well served in view of

the facts that the attorney for the prosecution, Durham, was not an

independent practitioner; 5 that the judges and the barrister who
appeared for the defence were blind to the subtleties of Indian

litigation (for they had only just arrived); and that, consistently

1 L. S. Sutherland, 'New evidence on the Nandakuma trial', Ante, lxxii (1957)

438-65. The spelling Nandakumar is correct (Skt. Nanda-kumard). In this paper the

modern transliteration of the popular forms is given, with Skt. originals in brackets.

Inconsistencies follow speech: though Nava Krishna is always Nobkisan, Nanda-

kumar, which a Bengali might pronounce Nondokumar, somehow retains the short a.

2
J. F. Stephen, The story ofNuncomar and the impeachment of Sir Elijah Impey, 2 vols.

(London, 1885).
3 H. Beveridge, The trial of Maharaja Nanda Kumar: a narrative of ajudicial murder,

Calcutta, 1886. The book is a dreadful specimen of unhistorical and unlegal thinking,

but some ideas arc useful, as also the new documents. P. Mittcr, a barrister, subscribes

to the ' judicial murder ' theory in his otherwise thin introduction to a reprint of the

Trial (Calcutta, 1906). Kcshub Chandra Acharya, Defence of Nandakumar (Calcutta,

1888), suggested the Bulaki himself concocted the bond, which is impossible. The
latest writer, B. N. Pandcy, Sir Elijah Impey in India, 177 4-178}, Ph.D. Thesis (London,

1958), suggests that all the Indian actors were in collusion: this can hardly have been

the case, for some were to lose while others were to gain.

* The trial of Maha Rajah Nundocomar, Bahader, for forgery. Published by authority of

the Supreme Court ofJudicature in Bengal (London, 1 776). Cited below as Trial. The trial

is printed in State Trials, vol. 20, from which Stephen and Beveridge make citations.

The interesting arguments as to the court's jurisdiction are omitted.

* Beveridge, pp. 190 ff.
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with contemporary usage, the European and Eurasian jurymen were

encouraged to utilize their local knowledge. Nevertheless the

report brings out all that is essential for a reconstruction of the

origins of the case, and with the addition of the new documents

published by Beveridge and the details contributed by Miss

Sutherland we can now, with a fair degree of certainty, set the

scene more convincingly than the old writers. 1 The large books

written on the trial show that a full treatment of the subject can

hardly be brief, but this must be left to one brought up in the

atmosphere of a northern Indian hereditary jeweller-banking family.

It is intended here to cut through the jungle of contemporary

material and more recent conjectures, and to reconstruct the story

up to Nandakumar's committal, concentrating on the personalities

involved, their mutual relationships, their legal liabilities, and the

motives which must have flowed from these last. This should

prove a guide to the next student of the crude documents. 2

Bulaki Das's will was the origin of the affair. We should start,

however, with the power of attorney he gave to Padmohan (Padma

Mohan) Das jointly with Mohan Prasad 3 when he was himself

financially embarrassed and had being seeking refuge from process

in the French and Dutch settlements. Padmohan was his lieutenant,

and Mohan Prasad a businessman on good terms with Nandakumar
and reputed something of a ' sharper '. They were both active in

Calcutta, where Bulaki expected to close his business activities.

They were empowered to call in assets and pay debts, and the power

listed in a perfunctory and inaccurate way his principal debts. 4 The
list was made in haste from the books relating only to the Calcutta

business by Bulaki's chief clerk, Kisan (Krishna) Jivan Das, and

contained an unexplained item of Rs. 10,000 owed to Maharaja

Nandakumar. Not long afterwards Bulaki executed the will, 5 and

shortly afterwards he died. 6 Valid at English law as administered

(sub modo) by the Mayor's Court at Calcutta, the will was drafted

with fatal ingenuity. After a few pecuniary legacies he disposed of

two funds, his residuary estate and the large sum he had long been

attempting to induce the Company to restore to him. This fund,

which may for convenience be called the Company's fund, was

the subject of a dispute. Political and economic, rather than legal,

difficulties kept it, apparently for an indefinite period, beyond his

1 Capt. Price's reconstruction is entitled to the credit one may give to ' common
knowledge ' and contemporary ba2ar gossip (see his Letter to Burke reproduced in

part, Beveridge, pp. 352 ff.), though he was present at the trial. I have not relied on it,

and resemblances between the stories are coincidental.
2 The frauds unsuccessfully practised in 1770-2 by the administrators of the estate

of Ramkanni Palit (d. 1768 leaving a widow) provide an instructive parallel. See

W. A. Montriou, Some precedents. . . the Hindu will of Bengal (Calcutta, 1870), pp. 7-8.
3 Trial, pp. 16-17. * Trial, p. 112; Beveridge, p. 26.
6 Trial, p. 34. Exhibited 8.9.1769; probate (?) 24.10.1769.
• In June 1769: Trial, p. 20.
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grasp. 1 He anticipated that one day his estate would benefit by

it, and he disposed of it in a peculiar manner, hoping thereby

indirectly to ensure its earlier recovery; yet of his residuary estate he

made an equally curious disposition. Whereas the Company's

fund was to go after payment of debts to numerous beneficiaries,

many of them idols, in small fractions totalling nine-sixteenths of

the whole, the remaining seven-sixteenths passed to the widow
(as to four-sixteenths) and to Bulaki's young nephews Gangabisun

and Hingu Lai (one-sixteenth between them)—we may neglect

other small legacies. The residuary fund was to pass as follows:

a quarter to charity, a quarter to Padmohan, another quarter to the

widow, and the rest to the nephews. Padmohan, we see, was on
equal terms with the widow and the two nephews as to the residuary

fund ; while out of the Company's fund and certain other possibly

' bad ' debts the will directs him to take a mere 10 per cent., being in

fulfilment of a promise made by Bulaki long before.

This method of distribution utilized to the full the facility of

testamentary disposition offered to Hindus by the ecclesiastical

jurisdiction of the Mayor's Court. 2 By 1769 relatively few Hindus

had availed themselves of it, and the law on the subject was regarded

with as much curiosity as jealousy. Had Bulaki left no valid will

the whole estate would have passed to the widow, subject to the

maintenance of the daughters until their marriages, and after her

forfeiture, surrender, or death it would have passed to them, and
in a similar fashion would have passed to the nephews, if they sur-

vived so long, in their quality of reversioners. 3 Padmohan was not

a son, and because of a difference of caste he could not have been

adopted as a son, 4 though it seems he would have been adopted had
that been possible. 5 Yet but for the will he would have taken noth-

ing, since, despite his being the protector of the deceased's family,

he was really an interloper. Bulaki's confidence in him would have

carried little weight after his death. As for the legacies of nine-

sixteenths, and the rest, we can be sure that few would have been

given by the widow had she been requested to give them by her

husband. The Hindu law has no tenderness for a deceased's

friends, and though it looks favourably on post obit gifts for religious

purposes reasonable limits must be observed. 6 Shrewdly Bulaki

1 Bcveridge, pp. 19 ff.

2 Under the Charter of 1753 a jurisdiction by consent of the parties. The Will of
Omichand (1758) may have been the first. P. V. Kane, History of dharma'sastra, iii

(Poona, 1946), 818. For the scandalous irregularities prevailing in the Mayor's Court
up to this period sec T. K. Mukherji's excellent 'Aldermen and attorneys. . . ',

I.H.Q., xxvi (1950), 51-56.
3 W. H. Macnaghten, Principles and precedents of Hindu law . . ., z vols. (Calcutta,

1829), i. 19-21 ; Kane, cit. sup. pp. 708 fT, 716 ff.

4 Kane, p. 675. 6 Trial, p. 84.
6 Kane, p. 817; ibid. pp. 710-11; J. D. Mayne, Hindu Law and Usage, nth cdn.

(Madras, 1950), pp. 767 ff. It appears that Calcutta merchants misused the facility of
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appointed his nephews executors, to control Padmohan's operations

in the interests of their aunt and cousins, but he gave Padmohan the

duty of managing, and if necessary winding-up, the estate, referring

in terms to the power of attorney. These terms powerfully suggest

that he gave Padmohan the right to release himself and his co-attor-

ney (so far as the law might permit) from liabilities arising thereunder.

Without this special power the executors could have made Padmohan
and Mohan Prasad jointly and severally liable for deficiencies

appearing in their accounts relating to the estate as at the moment
of the death, when of course their powers ceased. It is quite possible

that Padmohan misunderstood the effect of this power and of the

words ' the management of all the business, debts and dues,

books and papers, I leave to the care of [Padmohan] Das '. On
the other hand, under the law applicable in the Mayor's Court, after

Gangabisun obtained probate of the will he was personally liable

for any loss caused to the estate through his fault.

Padmohan's complaints against the will may have started even

before Bulaki's death. The dispositions were unfair to one who
carried so large a responsibility, and after all his efforts the Com-
pany's fund might not be recovered or might be exceedingly dimin-

ished by ' commissions '. Bulaki, like many testators in medieval

England, had doubts as to whether the dispositions would in practice

be allowed to take effect, and in a rare and moving ceremony he

presented his pardanashin wife and at least one daughter together

with his favourite, Padmohan, to Nandakumar, invoking the latter's

protection. 1 Nandakumar was the most influential Indian in

Calcutta, an associate of Bulaki's prosperous days, and a good friend

in his poverty. We are told that Nandakumar assured Bulaki of

his aid, and he probably promised to endeavour to obtain the

Company's fund for him or his heirs. The wealthy Maharaja,

like many modern counterparts, enjoyed the feeling of influence

more than the prospect of gain. The thought that he might profit

from the estate of Bulaki can hardly have crossed his mind. Such a

man was often addressed, and generally fancied himself, as the

' sole refuge of the distressed '. 2

Padmohan's complaints at the provision made for him were

voiced to Maharaja Nobkisan (Nava Krishna), 3 a man of less standing

than Nandakumar, but otherwise of very similar type and history.

Padmohan's suggestion was that he might forge a claim on Bulaki's

Wills to make excessive bequests to charity : see examples printed in F. W. Macnaghten,

Considerations on the Hindu law (Serampore, 1824), pp. 316 m
1 Trial, p. 82; Beveridge, p. 31.
J Note the tone of Bulaki's letter to N., Exh. L, Trial, p. 45 ; Beveridge, pp. 29 f.

(where ' meat ' is a misprint for ' me at '). Would N. defraud his friend's family?

—

Impey's question: Trial, p. 118.
3 Sutherland, ut. sup. p. 452. Vansittart learnt, and might have believed, the true

origin of the affair one month before the trial, yet the defence were not assisted to

repell Mohan Prasad's perjured evidence.
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estate in Nobkisan's favour which would diminish the total dis-

tributable fund, that Nobkisan would pay the amount to Padmohan,
probably for a small consideration, and thus earn the undying

gratitude of a wronged, but loyal, banker. On Nobkisan's refusal

Padmohan approached his benefactor Nandakumar, whose re-

sourcefulness in all emergencies was proverbial. Padmohan must

have pointed out that not only he but also the widow was preju-

diced by the excessive gifts in charity and to strangers, and the utterly

unexpected and unmerited legacies to the nephews. After all it

was Padmohan who ought to have been executor. All these banking

houses were essential to the ^amindar class whom Nandakumar
specialized in introducing to Government, and there was reason in

Nandakumar's otherwise natural wish to help his old friend's

favourite. Padmohan suggested a foolproof method of altering the

distribution of the estate, and Nandakumar knew how to supply

documentary proof for any occasion. The game of policy often

demanded such instruments, as even Clive discovered. And it was

all very easily done.

Prior, it seems, to 1761 Bulaki had received from Nandakumar
some jewels, perhaps to be sold up-country. Instead of making the

appropriate payment, Bulaki had procrastinated and prevaricated

until his affairs seemed to be approaching insolvency, when Nanda-

kumar forced him to acknowledge his liability. 1 The amount is not

known, though it may have been the Rs. 10,000 mentioned in the

power of attorney. The note was probably destroyed when
Padmohan's plan was put into effect. The liability was generally

known, certainly to Padmohan and very probably to the widow,
but as it arose before Mohan Prasad knew Bulaki or Kisan Jivan

entered his service these two probably had only a vague notion of

the origin of the amount settled between Bulaki and his creditor, and

the original record was not in the Calcutta books, possibly because

neither party was working at Calcutta at the time. In a letter to

Nandakumar Bulaki refers to the debt and makes provision for its

payment in different contingencies. 2 Padmohan's plan was to build

upon this foundation, greatly inflate the amount involved, prepare

on a blank paper already signed by Bulaki a statement of liability,

which would support a new acknowledgement of debt and a promise

to pay out of the Company's fund: and when that was agreed

Padmohan supplied the former document (afterwards called the

kararnamah) 3 and Bulaki's seal, which was of course in his possession.

1 The root of the document referred to in the next note. Much of the evidence of
defence witnesses is consistent with this.

2 The very important Exh. R, rejected (Trial, p. ioo), but discovered and printed at

Beveridge, pp. 71-2. As Beveridge says, p. 73, it certainly reads as if it was genuine.
3 The word is applied to three documents: (i) Exh. R, rejected; (ii) Padmohan's

forgery, on which Kisan Jivan twice gave evidence ; and (iii) the ' account stated ' which
both Mohan and Padmohan signed. The second is meant here. Trial, p. 77. ' The
space of six months ' recurs in Exh. R: the settlement was valid for that period only.
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It was arranged that Padmohan, who was bound to be believed,

would certify the amount to the widow and to Gangabisun (he

probably told Nandakumar that he would find ways of quieting

Gangabisun if the need arose), and would draw up an ' account

stated ' between Bulaki's estate and Nandakumar and get Mohan
Prasad to sign it with him. 1 Then Nandakumar would pay

Padmohan the amount of the forged bond, and part of this could

be applied to assist the widow to settle at Benares if necessary.

For his trouble in securing payment of the Company's fund, which

might not be possible without his help, Nandakumar was promised
' darbar expenses '. We know that the plan worked well, that

Gangabisun was deceived, although he wanted to seem to avoid

responsibility, 2 and that Mohan Prasad's suspicions were aroused

when it was too late to prevent the transaction. 3 To him we shall

have to return presently. Kisan Jivan's awareness of the falsity

of the document arose at a much later stage 4 and his silence can

be attributed to his being Padmohan's employee. Meanwhile we
must examine the ' bond ' itself, which is a masterpiece and deserves

reprinting (without the attestations). 5

I who am Bolaki Das

As a pearl necklace, a twisted kulghar, a twisted serpache, and

four rings, two of which were rubies and two of diamonds, were

deposited by Raghunath Roy Jiu, on account of Maharaja Nanda-

kumar, Bahadur, in the month of Ashadh in the Bengal year 1 165

[1758], with me, in my house at Murshidabad, that the same might be

sold ; at the time of the defeat of the army of the Navab Mir Muham-
mad Kasim Khan, the money and effects of the house, together with

the aforesaid jewels, were plundered and carried away. In the year

1 172 Bengal style [1765] when I arrived at Calcutta, the aforesaid

Maharaja demanded the before-mentioned deposits of jewels; I

could not produce the deposit when demanded, and on account of

the bad state of my affairs, was unable to pay the value thereof; I

therefore promise and give it in writing, that when I shall receive

back the sum of two lakhs of rupees, and a little above, which is in

the Company's cash at Dacca, according to the method of reckoning

1 N. asked Mohan whether Padmohan had ' spoken any words to him ', Trial, p. 21,

and told him that P. and he had ' drawn out ' three papers, one of which was for

Rs. 48,021. Ibid. pp. 21, 26. The account is given in one form in Trial, pp. 46-7

(Exh.M), and better in Beveridge, p. 75. Trial, pp. 49, 95-6, 98 (Mohan's prevarication),

p. 112. Speech of Sir Elijah Impey . . . delivered by him at the Bar of the House of Commons

(London, 1788), Appendix p. 165.
2 Trial, p. 21. N. pointedly asked G. if he was satisfied! Trial, p. 49.
3 Trial, p. 97: he pretended to have suspected earlier, ibid. p. 25.
4 Trial, 11, 79.
6 The transliteration of names has been modernized and C. E. dates inserted. The

original was seen by Beveridge in the High Court at Calcutta. D. C. Ganguly, Select

Documents of the British Period of Indian History (Calcutta, 1958), 16 claims, ' The bond is

now in the collection of the Victoria Memorial '. A copy is in G. Vansittart's papers

in the British Museum. Trial p. 8 (the missing line at the foot is in the errata) ; Stephen,

i. 1 12-13; Beveridge, pp. 225 f.
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of the Company, I have agreed and settled, that the sum of 48,021 x

sicca rupees is the principal of the amount of the said deposit

of jewels, which is justly due by me, and over and above that, a

premium of four annas upon every rupee. Upon the payment of

the aforesaid sum from the Company's cash, I will pay that sum,

without excuse and evasion, to the aforesaid Maharaja. I have, for

the above reasons, given these reasons in the form of a bond under

my signature, that when it is necessary it may be carried into execution.

The conspirators had in mind two considerations : the Registrar

of the Mayor's Court would need to be satisfied when the executor

filed his accounts ; and detection was to be avoided, or at the worst,

conviction for forgery eluded. The form of the ' bond ' was

unique. 2 It consisted of (i) an acknowledgement of debt supported

by a detailed argument of the circumstances upon which, and upon
which alone, liability was admitted, and (ii) a promise to pay the

debt out offuture assets, in other words not an unconditional promise

ofpayment in the future, but a promise to pay out of funds that might

not become available, and only if certain contingencies developed.

The bond referred to the existence of a signed 3 acknowledgment

(which Padmohan had provided as the starting point of the plan)

and carefully fits into the arrangement referred to in a genuine

letter by Bulaki. 4 To anyone but a banker the document made
good sense. To a Muslim or English lawyer it was prima facie

verbally valid, that is to say if its words were construed according

to Islamic law (so far at least as concerns the acknowledgement of

indebtedness) 5 or English law respectively. 6 The bond was

written in Persian, although Bulaki never used Persian in his

business, 7 because that language unlike Hindi (called Nagari in the

trial) 8 was read in the Mayor's Court and there would be no need to

swear an up-country businessman, who would at once detect the

fraud, to explain it. All bankers knew the Hindu law of contract,

1 In words.
* Method of writing, and sealing both unusual: Trial, p. 22. Not the normal form

of a bond: Trial, p. 97.
3 Bulaki always signed bonds (though he may have sealed official Persian corres-

pondence): Trial, p. 22. The last sentence of the bond is usually supposed to refer

to the ' bond ' itself, which can hardly be the case, for it was unsigned.

* Exh.R; see p. 227 note 2 above.
6 Islamic law, hampered by severe restrictions upon legacies and gifts in death-sick-

ness, admits spurious but solemn acknowledgements of debt against executors; and

the Jewish law did the same.
6 'Writing obligatory' means bond: Carthage v. Alatihy, (1679) 2 Show. 90; and

this is a simple bond (if we ignore the reference to the consideration) and is comparable

with a post obit bond. But this ignores for the present the problem of signature and seal,

on which sec below. The English rule was, and to a large extent remains (subject to

equitable relief), that a man cannot derogate from his own grant.
7 He did not read Persian at all: Trial, pp. 22, 82; deposition in Speech, Appendix

p. 99.
8 Trial, p. 16. Nagari was not read even in the Divani Adalat: Speech, Appendix p.

166.
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and especially that of deposit, by heart. 1 It was quite certain that

where a depositary placed deposits in the same security as his own
goods of a like character he was not liable to the depositor if the

deposits were stolen or damaged along with his own goods without

his connivance. 2 This was a subject upon which the Hindu law

was unusually strict. Thus in our bond every particular that would
have exonerated Bulaki Das was carefully recited as the reason for

the acknowledgment! It is not possible that Padmohan was una-

ware of this, and he had an excellent motive for agreeing to this

form. Nandakumar had personal access to the Sanskrit texts

dealing with this subject, but we know that he had pandits on call 3

and never lacked the best legal advice money could buy. While

Padmohan's notion was that if Gangabisun did not prove helpful

during the administration he would point out the invalidity of the

bond and force Gangabisun to find the whole sum out of his pocket,

Nandakumar's notion was the Padmohan was much less likely to

betray him if he was subsequently to rely on a document the

invalidity of which was apparent on its face, so that the forgery

could not bring any legal right to Nandakumar himself, and the

payment must have been through the executor's and his own negli-

gence. As long as Gangabisun did not dispute the bond at the

settling of accounts between the estate and Nandakumar any

objections raised by the legatees would redound directly to Ganga-

bisun's and Padmohan's disadvantage, and not his own.

We must consider whether Nandakumar considered the English

law relating to forgery to which, as he knew from Radhacharan's

case of five years before, 4 he was amenable. I think he did, and that

he was at some time carefully instructed by an English attorney-at-

law at Calcutta. Hale's Pleas of the Crown, Hawkin's Pleas of the

Crown, Blackstone's Commentaries, and Burn's Justice of the Peace

will certainly have been available there and from them certain facts

will have been clear to any reader however unskilled. 5 The crime

existed at common law, but was largely covered by statutes. There

were two ingredients : (i) an intention to defraud, and (ii) the altering

1 Stephen's ' Bollakey Doss may probably have been ignorant of law of all kinds
'

is absurd (i. 125).
2 Stephen surmised as much (foe. cit.). The law is given in T. Strange, Hindu Law,

2 vols. (London, 1830), i. 279-80. His authority, Jagannatha, was alive in 1769, but

his work was not translated until long after the trial, at which time no satisfactory

work on the Hindu law of bailment was available to English lawyers. On the rule

see Mati Lai Das, The Hindu law of bailment (Khalishpur, 1946), pp. 86-91.
3 The question of his loss of caste in gaol. Stephen, i. 97 ff. Speech, Appendix

51 ff., 179 ff.

* Speed, pp. 41-2, Appendix 8 ff; Beveridge, p. 206 ff. It seems certain that Calcutta

believed the Act 2 Geo. II, c. 25 to be applicable there, albeit wrongly.
6 The editions before and after 1769 do not differ very substantially. Hawkins,

3rd. edn. (1739), i. 182-7; 5th edn. (1771), same pagination. Burn's edn. of 1764
deals with the point at p. 495 of the first volume. Blackstone, iv. 247 ff. Hale,

History (1736), i. 682-6.
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or making or knowingly uttering of a false document. Some
uncertainty related to the requirements of the ' document '. The
statute of Elizabeth which dealt mainly with wills, interests in land,

and annuities, was superseded by the comprehensive Act of 2

Geo. II, c. 25, which included amongst forged documents for which

the penalty was death ' any deed . . . bond, writing obligatory,

bill of exchange, promissory note, indorsement or assignment of

any bill of exchange . . ., acquittance or receipt for money or

goods, with intent to defraud any person \* Nandakumar knew
that the words were very strictly construed, and that many fraudu-

lently drawn documents did not come within them. 2 Because of

what he will have been told about a particular point of law he

was not satisfied with his ingenious first paragraph, and added the

second, with its peculiar conditional promise, for otherwise the

legally valueless acknowledgement would have served his purpose.

That point began to arise in a somewhat narrow form in 173 1 and

was not fully settled till the seventeen-eighties, yet the books of

about 1769 tell us that it was in general likely that an instrument

might be a capital forgery even if it was forged in such a manner that

if it were in truth such as it was counterfeited to be it would be of

no validity. The will of a living person, the ' protection ' of a

non-member of parliament, and the power of attorney given by a

non-existent person, were all forgeries within the Act. 3 This was

because the documents were prima fade effective, were intended to

defraud, and were so used. A deed to be within the Act then

required a wax seal; 4 the items including ' bond ' were all technical,

having precise meanings. ' Writing obligatory ' meant a document

which, at the least, purported to create a positive right in the person

in whose favour it was drawn. 5 Now at Hindu law a promise to

pay money, like a gift, was valid only if it related to what was in

the promisor's possession at the time. 6 One might grant a pension,

or nibandha, out of a source which one already had, and thus there

1 Blackstone, iv. 249-50; the text is given in Hawkins and Burn.
2 Instances cited in Hale on the statute of Elizabeth ; the case in 3 Leon. 170 cited

by Hawkins; and the case of Mitchell, Fost. 119, cited by Burn.
3 R. v. Murphy (1753), 10 St. Tr. 183; R. v.Leevis, Fost. 116; R. v. Sterling, (1772),

Leach 103; R. v. Taylor (1779), Leach 214; R. v. Cogan (1780), Leach 389, 392-3; and

the early case of R. v. Crooke (173 1), Str. 901, of which Burn gives a careful summary.

Current case-law might be somewhat more favourable to Nandakumar, since the forgery

' must carry on the face of it the semblance of a valid instrument and must not be

obviously an illegal document '. 10 Halsbury's Laws of F.ngland, 3rd. edn., 838 para.

1613, cf. 848 para. 1632. In our case the persons alleged to have been defrauded had

the ordinary skill to detect the fraud immediately. The old common law rule seems to

be enacted in the Forgeries Act, 191 3 (3 & 4 Geo. V, c. 27), s. 2 (1) (c).

4 [Coke] 3 Inst. 169; Burn, i. 495. See below, p. 236 n. 2. It is still the law, sub-

ject to possible substitution of a wafer: 1 Stroud's judicial Dictionary, 3rd. edn., 753.
5 A passing of a pecuniary interest is essential: a mere possibility that the forger

will profit is not enough. R. v. Morton, L. R. 2 C.C.R. 22, 28.

8 Colebrookc's trans, of Jagannatha's Digest of Hindu law on contracts and successions,

3 vol. edn. (London, 1801), ii. 163-4; Madras 2 vol. edn., i. 443.
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was a support for the future profits disposed of; one might make a

gift upon a condition, or make a gift defeasible upon a condition,

but the transfer was null and void if the transferor's title and posses-

sion were not joined in contemplation of law at the time of making

the sankalpa, or intention to transfer. 1 Thus Bulaki might have

been sued on the debt, but the promise of payment would serve

only as a consideration to induce the promisee to postpone attaching

his person or property. And when he is made to say that when the

money reaches him from the Company he will pay Nandakumar he

is doing something very different from creating a present absolute

right, or a right which will be effective from a certain date, which is

what is contemplated by the English phrases ' writing obligatory ',

&c. Moreover it was normal in India for an obligee to dispute

his statements in a bond, and to prove lack of consideration not-

withstanding his signature or seal. 2 This was later admitted by the

Privy Council, and is an essential feature of Indian practice, 3 but

was unfortunately not known to the English Supreme Court

judges in 1775. Nandakumar knew that construed by Hindu law,

and in the light of Indian practice, the forgery did not come within

the words of the Act of 2 Geo. II. His consent to Padmohan's

scheme was not merely consistent with his moral duties and in-

terests, but also far from imprudent. The apparent inconsistency

in expecting that the same instrument would be construed by English

law in administration proceedings but by Hindu law in possible

criminal proceedings disappears when we know, as he did, that the

different jurisdictions even of the same court adopted independent

approaches for the different classes of business, and that the ad-

missions of the executor were expected to render the administration

case uncontentious, so as to obviate the reference to an expert

which would otherwise be normal.

All took place as Padmohan had expected, and for details of the

obtaining of the bonds which the Company gave in lieu of cash
;

4 of

the widow's gratitude to the Maharaja for his intervention; 5 of

1 W. Macnaghten, i. 217, a translation of a part of the Mitakshara. On the relation

of title and possession to the right to transfer see the same passage and further references

in a discussion on adverse possession in Vachaspati Mishra's Vyavahara-cintamagi,

ed. L. Rocher (Ghent, 1956), 291 ff. See also AI. Oodey Koowar's Case (1870), 13

Moore's Indian Appeals 598 and Ram Nirunjin Singh's case (1881) 8 Calcutta 138, 145

and compare a discordant opinion of 18 10 recorded at (1839) 2 Moore's Indian Appeals

181, 202-3.
2 Chowdry Deby Persad v. Chowdry Dowlut Sing (1844) 3 Moore's Indian Appeals

347, 354. ' We know nothing of specialties ': (1863) 1 Madras High Court Reports

312, 318 ; see ibid. 393, 394. Even in English law a mere statement of an account

does not create a debt: Thomas v. Hankes, 8 M. & W. 140.
3 It is normal for a moneylender when advancing Rs. 100 to take an acknowledge-

ment for Rs. 500 or more, even though the courts have taken no notice of such an

acknowledgement for the last 150 years. 4 Trial, pp. 21, 81.
5 Trial, p. 81. A show was made of making her mistress of the account with N.

(she was illiterate) : ibid. It is not known upon what authority D. C. Ganguly says,
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Mohan Prasad, Padmohan and Gangabisun's visit to Nandakumar
and accepting his generous offer to take rather less than was his

due; 1 of Gangabisun's deliberate indorsement of Nandakumar's

share of the bonds; 2 of Mohan Prasad's hint that the document

itself was not good; 3 of Padmohan's promise to explain everything;4

and of the unfortunate hitch that developed thereafter one must

read Beveridge's reconstruction and then go to the report of the trial.

Gangabisun's unreadiness to pursue the matter after Mohan
Prasad's hint was surely due in part to the consciousness that if

he had paid on a bad bond he would himself be the loser, for

Nandakumar as a litigant was suspiciously often successful. 5

His slowness to press Padmohan is explicable on the basis that if he

suspected his complicity he was waiting until Nandakumar paid

the balance of what was due to Padmohan, so that he could recover

it from Padmohan himself. Mohan Prasad's conduct is equally

explicable. His suspicions could not be confirmed, however bad

the ' bond', for there was a possibility that the debt was genuine,

and the kararnamah supported it. Mohan had no interest in the

estate, and had an interest in keeping quiet (he certainly was not so

active in voicing his doubts as his evidence at the trial suggests) 6

because if his signature on the statement ofaccount 7 had negligently

supported a payment which ought not to have been made he was

liable to Gangabisun, as executor, on his power of attorney. While

Padmohan was alive and in hopes of being paid by Nandakumar
there was no point in making unnecessary trouble. 8 But then the

hitch occurred.

Nandakumar no doubt intended to pay the money obtained on

the forged bond to Padmohan; he appears to have given him an

advance even before the business was transacted. 9 But it would

have been imprudent to pay it before Gangabisun's accounts were

accepted and the administration proceedings closed. Gangabisun's

accounts depended upon Padmohan's closing the account of his

administration up to Bulaki's death in concert with Mohan Prasad

and also upon his liquidating Bulaki's estate. This proved a lengthy

op. cit. pp. 1 6, 17, ' Nanda Kuma had realized the sum on the strength of the bond in

question from the widow of Bulaki Doss . . .
' She was not executor, and she paid

N. nothing, if all our printed evidence is to be believed; even the indictment, part of

which Ganguly prints (at p. 94), says nothing of the widow.
1 A point that has been missed by commentators : the effect of Exh. M. Trial, pp. 21,

47. Beveridgc, p. 79.
2 Kisan Jivan wrote the form of endorsement, and G. signed it: Trial, pp. 21, 49.

N. gave a receipt (Exh.F) for G. to file in his administration: it was carefully worded.

Beveridge, p. 45.
3 Mohan could not read Persian. Trial, p. 21.

4 Trial, p. 97.
6 Beveridgc, p. 25.

8 His prevarication at Trial, p. 97, is quite remarkable.
7 Exh.M, obviously signed in ignorance, and bitterly regretted afterwards.
8 To Kisan Jivan's qualms he replied, ' Padmohan Das is the head man, go to him ':

Trial, p. 79; cf. his own evidence, ibid. p. 96.
9 Beveridge, p. 40.
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process, and Padmohan deliberately procrastinated. A reason for

this may have been his belief that Nandakumar was holding up

payment unreasonably and that he could not settle final accounts

until the money arrived or that if he settled without it Nandakumar
might decline to pay him. Proceedings were started to oblige

Padmohan to file accounts and bring assets into Court. 1 Ganga-

bisun was not immune from the attacks of legatees, and at this

stage he must have known that Padmohan had expected to benefit

personally out of the admission of the forged ' bond ', and that this

was the reason for Padmohan's dilatoriness. It is quite possible

that doubts as to the validity of the transaction were raised by Pad-

mohan himself on the basis that Nandakumar had not paid him,

as he subsequently complained to Nobkisan, 2 and that the estate

could not be wound up unless Gangabisun paid for his care-

lessness. We reach the point where Padmohan is put under

restraint, 3 the Mayor's Court starts its long search for Bulaki Das's

papers, 4 Padmohan dies, 5 Mohan Prasad's chance of clearing himself

through Padmohan disappears—while he can freely accuse Padmo-

han of anything—and Gangabisun is left with an inescapable

burden. No doubt he told Mohan Prasad that his concurrence in

the settlement with Nandakumar put them in this predicament, and

that every anna would be recovered from him personally. Mohan,

as Gangabisun's attorney, 6 moves heaven and earth to put pressure

on Nandakumar, who cannot argue otherwise than that the bond

was genuine, that he can prove it, and that if it was not genuine

there was a debt for jewels that had to be paid, and that if they paid

more than was due from them the entire responsibility lay with them.

There has been some misunderstanding of Mohan Prasad's

part in what followed, and of Nanadakumar's conduct in the civil

proceedings filed in the Judicial Cutcherry and subsequently in the

Divani Adalat before Mr. Boughton Rouse (who may or may not

have been bribed by both sides). 7 It has been argued that the papers

in this case would have aided Nandakumar. 8 This is very doubtful.

His refusal to submit to ' arbitration ' must have rested upon a

desire to protract proceedings, and a fear that the panchayat would be

packed with his enemies ; while a refusal to submit to an ordeal by

way of oath to exculpate himselfmay have been prompted as much by

superstition as by a disinclination to accept such an offer from people

whose carelessness and dishonesty had brought the difficulty upon

1 Trial, p. 79; Beveridge, p. 47.
2 Sutherland, ubi cit. ; Nobkisan represents himself as saying that the robber was

robbed. 3 Trial, p. 97.
4 Trial, pp. 85-6; Beveridge, pp. 46 ff.

6 Jan. 1772. Trial, pp. 85, 107.
6 Trial, p. 9; Beveridge, pp. 90, 99 ff. ' Beveridge, p. 89.
8 Ibid. p. 85 ; they would have enabled the defence witnesses' evidence to be checked

more carefully; on the other hand they might have thrown light on the operations of

the executor and Mohan Prasad.
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themselves. When he finally agreed to ' arbitration ' he was natur-

ally anxious that t\\t panchas should include bankers who would see

Gangabisun's folly for what it was, 1 and would in any case doubt

that Nandakumar could forge a bond from which he could gain

nothing at law.

Nandakumar was in no danger until the Supreme Court arrived.

The civil proceedings had reached a stalemate; the ' bond' itself

(essential for criminal proceedings) was safely lodged in the Mayor's

Court; in the Foujdari Adalat, though perhaps not in the Mayor's

Court or Quarter Sessions, criminal proceedings were possible, but

impracticable, since the decision must be a political one, lying with

the Council. Nandakumar must be squeezed, but there was no

point in merely subjecting him to a penalty. Even when prosecu-

tion in the Supreme Court was suggested no advantage could have

accrued to anyone in Nandakumar's being hanged, unless (and this

has escaped critics of Mohan Prasad's actions) it were supposed

that if it were conclusively shown that Nandakumar forged the

' bond ' the liability of the ex-attorney and the executor was

automatically extinguished, being in respect of a loss not due to

their default. 2 Mohan Prasad took Vansittart's hint and approached

Durham, who encouraged him to lay information, and helped

him to prepare the case for the Crown. 3 When Nandakumar
offered restitution and a bonus for himself, Mohan refused, not

because he would profit from the recovery of the money (for

Nandakumar offered him more), but because it was out of his

hands and the ' European gentlemen ' knew all about the forgery,4

were obtaining the original ' bond ', and were going ahead with the

prosecution. It was no longer Gangabisun v. Nandakumar, it was

R. v. Nandakumar. Farrer had thought there was a good case 5

before he was retained for the defence, and he had not realized that

Gangabisun's intentions had been merely to squeeze Nandakumar
into paying what he owed. Too ready a payment by Nandakumar
to someone other than his deceased conspirator would have been an

unnecessary admission of his guilt, and it is no wonder that he refused

a compromise until it was almost too late.

For even at that stage the alleged felony might actually have

been compounded, had the advocate for the defence been an old

hand, and had Durham not had special motives for pursuing the

1 Boughton Rouse in his evidence before the impeachment committee makes it

clear that the panchas would have relied on custom, and might have fastened upon the

parties liabilities which the English administration practice did not recognize.
2 Stephen, i. 92, tries to make out that if N. forfeited his property for felony Ganga-

bisun could have recovered the amount from the Crown. Neither event happened.

The prosecution of N. served Mohan Prasad even if no money was recovered, but if

Gangabisun had been able to make a choice he might not have authorized this course.
3 Sutherland, ubi cit., pp. 45 1-2 ; Beveridge, pp. 89 ff.

4 Trial, pp. 92, 93.
5 Speech, Appendix p. 106; Trial, pp. 86-7. Stephen, i. 92 ff.
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case: even after the committal of the accused the Crown could

have failed to produce the necessary evidence, and an acquittal

would have been inevitable. But in the circumstances the prosecu-

tion, started with some deliberation, was precipitately hurried to

its conclusion. Mohan Prasad, as we have seen, probably believed

that in Nandakumar's conviction lay his own discharge. Apart

from this it has been imagined that it was wicked of him to initiate

the prosecution when he must have known the facts long before

and may have been privy to the concealment of the crime. 1 But

it is a mistake to suppose either that there was a defect in the trial

if Mohan had been aware of the facts longer than he deposed,

or that Mohan's knowledge of a jewel-debt as explained by Padmo-
han, his subsequent suspicion that the ' bond ' was forged, and his

belief that Padmohan was the principal culprit up to the latter's

death, or any of these, were or was inconsistent with the action he

took in instructing the European attorneys.

Farrer, without enthusiasm, attempted to press on the court

the very defences which Nandakumar had in mind when he forged

the ' bond '. These failed largely because the Supreme Court

construed the document by English law (a course that a country

court would not have adopted) and, though the matter was far

from clear even at English law, held it a document within the Act

of 2 Geo. II; 2 because it was not prepared to allow that notice

to Padmohan was automatically notice to Gangabisun, for only

Gangabisun was executor (which was correct); 3 because although

the invalidity of the consideration might afford Bulaki or his heirs

1 Trial, pp. 116, 117; Stephen, i. 159 ff.

2 During the trial Brix argued that the conditional nature of the ' bond ' showed its

genuineness (Trial, p. 1 1 1) ; after the verdict on a motion in arrest of judgment Farrer

attempted to show that the document was not within the Act: Speech, Appendix 135

ff., also in Beveridge, pp. 427-9. This makes painful reading. Such document must

be either a bond, a writing obligatory or a promissory note. Le Maistre J. at one time

thought it a writing obligatory (Beveridge, p. 192), but that is nothing but a bond

(J. M. Holden, History of Negotiable Instruments (London, 1955), 4 ff). But a bond
requires signature and seal, but here was neither (Stephen, i. 218 treats this objection

casually). Hyde J. thought the impression of Bulaki's seal was a seal and compared the

seal of the Court: they were both like rubber stamps. Yet the seal of the Court did

not make the document a deed or bond (see 2 C.C.R. 22). It was not a promissory note

not merely for lack of signature, but also because it was not unconditional, and was not

payable on demand or at a fixed or determinable future time. See Bills of Exchange

Act, 1882 (45 & 46 Vict. c. 61) s. 83 which declares the common law. Even at English

law it is possible to dispute the consideration. But Impey C.J. denied that it was a

bond or a promissory note ; Le Maistre said it was not necessary to say which it was

since it must be one of the three, citing Blackstone's Commentaries (i. 250) in a passage

which applies to various Acts besides 2 Geo. II, c. 25! Chambers J. agreed with the

view that it did not matter whether it was one or another of the three, it being clear

that it was amongst them! Farrer's very pertinent arguments ' seemed to make little

or no impression on the Judges '. That such Indian documents as these were not

bonds as known to the law of England was incidentally shown by Sir William H.

Maule, a former judge of the Common Pleas, in a judgment of the Privy Council of

1855 : Raj'ab Bommarau^e's case, 6 Moore's Indian Appeals 232, 246.
3 Trial, p. no.
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relief in equity the Supreme Court when sitting in a Crown Case

was not a court of equity; 1 and because evidence which might

have thrown substantial doubt on the prosecution's evidence was

excluded on technical grounds. 2 Our conclusion is not simple,

for technical as well as wider considerations meet here. It is now
the accepted view that the Act of Geo. II was not applicable in

India at all, for a variety of reasons of differing qualities. 3 That

the death penalty was inflicted was thus, from the point of view

of the lawyer, to whom the law always was as it is now held to be, a

miscarriage of justice. Stephen's argument that Nandakumar was
better hanged than punished with the penalty prescribed in the

Act of Elizabeth will convince those whom it may. 4 And every

lawyer will regret the ease with which the court, having decided

bona fide that the Act of Geo. II did apply, went on to hold the docu-

ment ' one or other ' of the instruments specified in that statute.

The strong element of doubt surrounding the nature of the docu-

ment and its history would, apart from other considerations which

received more than sufficient attention at Impey's impeachment,

now secure, if not an acquittal, at least a reprieve. But we should

remember that in 1769 the Act in question was generally feared to be

applicable, and Nandakumar's action, if not technically within that

Act or within the Act of Elizabeth, was certainly a crime at common
law, about the introduction of which into Calcutta there was never

any doubt. Nandakumar thus took a calculated risk, which failed.

The complicity of the Company's servants, the precipitation of the

Bench, the exclusion of evidence, and the mistaken assessment of

the effect of Mohan Prasad's and Kisan Jivan Das's evidence, 5 and

the rest of the shortcomings of the trial do not disguise the fact

that Nandakumar trifled with the law to which he was subject,

weighing it, like all the other difficulties with which he had to con-

tend every day, against the benefits which assisting Padmohan
might bring him. The scales were suddenly weighted against him,

and the act was judged by methods and according to standards

which he had not anticipated. His death—which was not a judicial

murder—may be attributed to the easy unconcern with which
English law was admitted into India. Nandakumar's case was
the first of a series illustrating this point. Such a price, it seems,

had to be paid for the gradual blending of indigenous doctrines

and English techniques which eventually produced the enduring

Anglo-Indian law.

1 Trial, p. in. ' It is ingenious to turn this to the advantage of the prisoner.'
2 Exh.R. See p. 227 n. 2 above.
3 Bcveridge, 210 ff. Stephen, ii. 30 ff. The best reason is that English law could

not be introduced by Charter more than once, therefore the charter of 1726 fixed the

date after which no English statute would apply to India without special words to that

effect. 4
ii. 74.

5 Impey was wrong in supposing that the effect of his having been tampered with
was to nullify his evidence given previously. Trial, pp. 106, 1 15-16.
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To conclude: there was much more sense in the impeachment

than we have believed for a long time, spoiled though it was by

incompetent pleading. It is not the normal practice to refer

recommendations to mercy to the judges who sentence the prisoner,

and Impey and his brethren were properly freed from the ultimate

responsibility; but, however little there is to be said for Nandaku-

mar, the conduct of the judges at the trial bore hardly upon him by

contemporary as well as by modern standards. Stephen, despite

his experience of criminal law outside India, turns out to be less able,

and less objective an advocate for them than we had expected.

It is always dangerous to impute non-technical motives to judges,

but this case seems to be symptomatic of the attitude which we
know from other sources was brought by Impey to Calcutta.

An example was to be made even of the most powerful native,

irrespective of his association with the Company. ' Equality

before the law '—a most un-Indian maxim—was to be achieved in

an unforgettable manner. And like others who are inspired by

this motive Impey and his colleagues became insensitive to the

requirements of strict justice. Nandakumar was sacrificed not to

Hastings but to a maxim which, for a moment, was allowed to get

out of hand.

School of Oriental and African Studies,

University of London J. Duncan M. Derrett
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The Influence of the Catholic Clergy on

Elections in Nineteenth- Century Ireland

1

AT the beginning of the nineteenth century the results of elections

Jn Ireland were almost entirely dictated by the landowning class.

Most of the boroughs had very small constituencies, and control of

them could easily be captured by some important figure in the

neighbourhood : it is calculated that, in the eighteen-twenties,

twenty-seven out of thirty-three Irish boroughs were in the hands of

patrons. 1 In the counties, constituencies were much larger, and it

is estimated that over a hundred thousand people were qualified to

vote. 2 But even here the position of the gentry seemed assured, for

the great majority of the electors were content to vote as their

landlords required, and where contests occurred they were struggles

between coalitions of rival proprietors. 3

There was, however, one weak point in the landlords' position.

Most of them were Protestant, and the bulk of the electors whom
they controlled, at least in the southern three provinces, were

Catholic. This meant that they were obliged to share authority

over their tenantry with the Catholic priesthood. It is true that at

the outset of the nineteenth century there seemed no danger of this

divided allegiance having any political consequences, for the domin-

ant political tradition in the Irish Catholic Church was one of non-

resistance, inherited from the France of the ancien regime where most

of the clergy had been trained.4 But as the nineteenth century

advanced, the situation began to change. Most of the Irish priests

were now being educated at home, clear of the absolutist principles

1 Or so it appears from the account of the Irish boroughs in R. B. McDowell,
Public Opinion and Government Policy in Ireland, 1801-1846 (London, 1952), pp. 44-5.

I am excluding Dublin University from the calculation.
2
J. A. Reynolds, The Catholic Emancipation Crisis in Ireland, 1823-1829 (Yale, 1954),

p. 168 and n. Father Reynolds gives reasons to show that the figure usually quoted,

of over 200,000, is much too high.
3 There were about forty contested county elections in the years 1800-25. Of

these, there are only six where I have found evidence that even a section of the

tenants resisted the wishes of their landlords: Wexford (1806), Lcitrim (1812),

Wexford and Leitrim (1818), Sligo (1822), Dublin (1823).
4 The proportion is put at three-quarters in Patrick, Cardinal Moran, The Catholics

of Ireland under the Penal Laas in the Eighteenth Century (London, 1899), p. 143.
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of the continent, and they were becoming more conscious of their

rights as British citizens. 1 They no longer felt that political action

was necessarily and in all circumstances wrong ; and as the main

issue in Irish affairs at this period was one which clearly concerned

them—Catholic emancipation—it was likely to be only a matter of

time before they began to intervene in politics, and even to challenge

the power of the landlords at the hustings.

Isolated examples of such intervention by the clergy can be

found as early as the general election of 181 8. In Queen's County

a successful candidate thanked the clergy for their support—though

he added that they had made no effort to detach the tenantry from

their landlords. 2 In county Wexford, it was reported that priests

had ' interfered ' in the contest, though the form of the inter-

ference was not stated. 3 At Cork, a priest spoke on behalf of one

of the candidates for the city, 4 and there was a complaint that priests

had used moral pressure and even physical force in an attempt to

influence electors. 5 But on the whole this election seems to have

been one of the traditional type, in which contests, where they oc-

curred, were between rival landlord interests ; and any difference

made by the efforts of the clergy must have been purely marginal. 6

The first serious irruption of the clergy into the electoral field

occurred at the general election of 1 826. The man most responsible

for this development was not himself a priest but a layman, Thomas

Wyse, a Catholic country gentleman in county Waterford. Wyse's

object was to unseat one of the members for the county, Lord

George Beresford, who was an opponent of Catholic emancipation,

and to replace him by a candidate favourable to the Catholic claims. 7

The task would have been an impossible one if the election had been

fought on traditional lines, with the voters following their landlords,

for Beresford and his friends among the landlords controlled a

majority of the electors. 8 Wyse, however, intended that the

election should not be fought along traditional lines ; and, as he

secured the backing of the Catholic bishop, 9 he was able to fulfil this

1 The change is documented in Reynolds, op. cit. pp. 45-7.
2 Dublin Evening Post, 9 July 1818: speech of Sir Henry Parnell.

3 P.P. 1825 (129), viii, Report from the select committee on the state of Ireland, p. 443.
4 Dublin Evening Post, 14 July 1818, supplement. The priest in question was Father

England, afterwards prominent in American Catholic history as bishop of Charleston.
5 A Synoptical Expose of the Proceedings of the Late City Election . . . by an Independent

Elector of the Arcanum (Cork, 1818), p. 16.

6 Reynolds, op. cit. p. 93, makes rather larger claims for the priests at this election.

He states: 'In Leitrim, Sligo, Armagh, Drogheda, and Cork City, the freeholders

had been mobilized, usually by the priests, to support pro-emancipation candidates

and in Leitrim and Sligo they defeated the landlords.' But it is difficult to know
where he obtained his information, for at this point, in an otherwise well-documented

book, he cites no references. In a fairly extensive search of the sources I found no

examples of clerical intervention apart from those mentioned above.
7 T. Wyse, Historical Sketch of the Eate Catholic Association of Ireland (London,

2 vols., 1829), i. 263. a Ibid. p. 274. * Ibid. p. 282.
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aim by recruiting the clergy to act as agents in organi2ing a mass

defiance of the landlords by their tenantry. Each parish priest was

provided with a list of the electors in his parish, and was expected

to arrange for them to be canvassed. 1 The fact that the people of

every parish could always be found at their chapels on Sundays was

turned to advantage, and on the eight Sundays before the election

a team of speakers, lay and clerical, toured the chapels and harangued

the congregations after mass. 2 When the days of polling arrived

the clergy accompanied their electors to the poll and superintended

them as they voted. 3 The experiment was a triumphant success,

for Beresford was beaten by 1,357 to 528 in a county where his

family had hitherto been unchallenged.

The example of county Waterford was soon followed elsewhere.

Thanks to the leisurely practice of the nineteenth century, whereby

the contests in a general election were extended over a period of

weeks, there was still time before the elections came to an end for

other constituencies to adopt the new methods, and in the following

weeks they were successfully employed in Westmeath, Monaghan,

and Louth. 4 But the most spectacular triumph of the tactics first

developed in Waterford came two years later, in the famous Clare

by-election of 1828, where the new methods produced the defeat

of a sitting member with strong local connections, and his re-

placement by none other than the Catholics' own leader, Daniel

O'Connell. It was this election which induced the British govern-

ment at long last to concede full Catholic emancipation.

Such were the circumstances in which the clergy first entered

the electoral field. But important though their successes were, it

should not be thought that the intervention of the clergy was yet

established as a permanent feature of Irish politics. Indeed the

passing of Catholic emancipation in 1829 was followed by a marked

recession in the amount of clerical electioneering. One cause of

this may have been a provision of the emancipation act itself, which

disfranchised thousands of the poorer electors, and thereby reduced

the proportion of the electorate over whom the clergy had influence.

The main reason, however, appears to have been a deliberate

decision on the part of the hierarchy that, in the interests of religion,

the clergy should return to the attitude of non-interference in politics

which they had only lately abandoned. In a pastoral letter to the

clergy and people of Ireland, dated 9 February 1830, the bishops

declared :

1 T. Wyse, Historical Sketch of the Late Catholic Association of Ireland (London,

z vols., 1829), i. p. 285.

2 Wvsc, op. cit. i. 286; Dublin Evening Post, 4 May 1826; Waterford Mail,

13 May 1826.
3 Dublin Evening Mail, 5 July 1826; Waterford Mail, 28 June 1826.
4 Wyse, op. cit. pp. 290-1; Dublin Evening Post, 17 June, 1 July 1826; Westmeath

Journal, 29 June 1826; Drogbeda Journal, 8 July 1826.
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We united our efforts with those of the laity, in seeking to obtain

their just rights. . . . Success attended our efforts. We rejoice at

the results regardless of those provisions . . . which injuriously

affect ourselves. . . . But we rejoiced at that result . . . because

we found ourselves discharged from a duty which necessity alone

had allied to our Ministry—a duty imposed on us by a state of things

which has passed, but a duty which we have gladly relinquished, in

the fervent hope that by us or by our successors it may not be

resumed. These are the sentiments which the spirit of our calling

inspires . . . and which our clergy, always obedient to our voice,

will cherish all with us. 1

Four years later they followed up this pastoral by resolutions for-

bidding the use of chapels for political purposes, warning the clergy

not to mention political matters from the altar, and urging them not

to connect themselves with political clubs. 2

A study of the general election of 1832, as a typical election of

this decade, shows that the wishes of the hierarchy were to a great

extent met. It is true that one comes across individual clergymen

who were active politicians. The parish priest of Baltinglass, for

instance, finding that some of his parishioners were likely to remain

unregistered, provided 350 of them with transport at his own
expense to take them to the registration sessions. 3 On the marquess

of Bath's estate in county Monaghan the clergy arranged for the

registration of tenants whom the marquess had hoped to deprive of

their franchise. 4 In county Limerick priests were found organizing

the canvass of radical candidates, 5 and in several constituencies

priests spoke at public meetings. 6 But the evidence suggests that

such cases must have been rather exceptional. The bishop of

Kildare and Leighlin was able to boast that only two of his priests

had taken any part in politics. 7 In Mayo, where exceptionally full

reports in the local press make it possible to study the election,

campaign with some hope of comprehensiveness, fewer than a fifth

of the clergy of the county were mentioned as taking any part in

the proceedings. 8 Even in county Wexford, where the bishop

ignored the resolutions of the hierarchy and encouraged his clergy

to take part in electioneering, 9 the local press does not give the

1 John F. Broderick, S.J., The Holy See and the Irish Movement for the Repeal of the

Union with England, 1 829-1847 (Rome, 195 1), p. 46.
2 Ibid. p. 59.

3 Pilot, 23 Nov., 1832.
4 Dublin Evening Mail, 10 Dec. 1832. 6 Limerick Evening Post, 11 Dec. 1832.
6 E.g. Pilot, 21 Sept. 1832 (King's County); Pilot, 14 Sept. 1832 (Wexford

county); Limerick Evening Post, 6 and 13 Nov. 1832 (Limerick city); Telegraph

(Castlebar), 3 Oct. and 7 Nov. 1832 (Mayo).
7 W. J. Fitzpatrick, The Life, Times, and Correspondence of the Right Rev. Dr. Doyle

(2nd edn., 2 vols., Dublin, 1880), ii. 449.
8 Only about sixteen of the clergy are named in the election reports of the Castlebar

Telegraph. A few years later there were about a hundred priests in the county, and the

figure is unlikely to have been very different in 1832: [W. J. Battersby], A Complete

Catholic Directory, Almanack, and Registry, for the Year of Our Lord 1837 (Dublin, 1837).
9 Wexford Conservative, 18 Dec. 1832; Fitzpatrick, op. cit. p. 451 n.
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impression that they did so with much energy. This picture of the

general election of 1832 would probably apply equally to the general

elections of 1835, 1837, and 1841.

It was the agitation for repeal of the Union during the eighteen-

forties which brought the clergy back in strength to the electoral

field. There are some grounds for surprise that this should have

been so, for the bishops had never revoked their instructions of

1830 and 1834, and the justification for helping in the Catholic

emancipation struggle—that the issue was a religious one—would
hardly seem to apply to the repeal movement. But priests and

bishops at the time offered several explanations of their action. One
was that the repeal question was in fact a moral one—that the

existing regime in Ireland was so oppressive that they were bound in

the name of justice to co-operate in every attempt to overthrow it.
1

Another was that if they did not make every effort possible to ensure

the success of this legal and constitutional movement, the people

would be goaded into attempting rebellion. 2 Yet another, which
one suspects may have been present more often than was admitted,

was that if they did not support the repeal movement they would
lose popularity with the people. As the archbishop of Armagh put

it in reply to an enquiry from Rome, ' the greatest prudence is

necessary, lest we offend a faithful people by an unexpected separa-

tion from them '. 3 But whatever the motives, the fact remains

that the clergy showed an interest in the repeal movement of the

forties far beyond what they had shown in any political question

since Catholic emancipation. By 1844 two out of four archbishops,

and fourteen out of twenty-three bishops, had joined the Repeal

Association
;

4 and subscriptions came in from the lower clergy

sometimes by scores at a time. 5 The revived clerical interest in

politics was shown at the general election of 1847, when the priests

were probably more active than in any general election since

emancipation had been granted. 6

The clergy were, however, to play a still greater part in the next

general election, that of 1852. One reason for this may have been

that the Irish reform act of 1850 had trebled the size of the Irish

electorate, and had thereby increased the proportion of voters over

whom the clergy had influence. But the main reason was that, for

the first time since 1829, religious feeling had been strongly aroused.

The passage of the Ecclesiastical Titles Act in the previous year had

1 Sec, for instance, the speeches by Bishops Cantwcll and Higgins and Father Tighe
cited in Brodcrick, op. cit. pp. 118, 145.

2 See, for instance, the speech by Bishop Cantwell and the letter from Bishop
Kennedy cited ibid. pp. 126, 127.

* Ibid. p. 107.
x Ibid, p. 135.

6 Ibid. p. 158.
6 This judgment is only an impression, and another article would be needed to

prove it. But it is based on fairly extensive reading in seven or eight different papers,

published in different parts of Ireland, and of varying political opinions.
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enraged Irish Catholics, and one of the main issues at the election

was the demand that the act be repealed. Then, just a few days

before polling, an anti-Catholic riot occurred at Stockport in

Cheshire, which, it could be claimed, was instigated by an ill-

considered manifesto of the government's. This unfortunate event,

coming as it did when Irish Catholics were already in a resentful

mood, had the effect of stirring up bitterness further, and the

indignation spread even to people who normally took no interest

in politics. When polling time came the clergy were ubiquitous,

speaking at public meetings, proposing candidates at the hustings,

and bringing up electors to vote. It was after this election that the

first cases occurred of M.P.s being unseated on petition on the

ground that priests had intimidated the voters. The action of the

clergy provoked much protest from outraged protestants, and

contemporary comment makes clear that the clergy had never been

so active before. It was in 1852 that their political influence

reached its peak. 1

II

This seems the right point at which to pause and examine the

basis on which this clerical influence rested. A word should first

be said about the material for such an enquiry. Evidence can be

found in sources of many different kinds—newspapers, printed

memoirs, and manuscript collections—but the most useful are the

reports of the trial of election petitions. The proceedings at these

trials were normally published verbatim as parliamentary blue

books. 2 About twenty-two of them contain material relevant to

the subject of this paper, and in their huge folio pages can be found

information which is obtainable nowhere else. It is only here, for

example, that the ordinary elector, the man on whom clerical in-

fluence was actually exerted, can be heard speaking for himself.

Moreover, evidence of this kind is much freer from one particular

defect than most historical material : there is less likelihood of

partisan statements having passed uncorrected, for it was always

possible for the opposing side to bring out errors in cross-examina-

tion. It might be objected that petitions were presented only when
the contest had been in some way abnormal, and that they cannot

therefore be relied on to present a fair picture of Irish electioneering :

but in practice the same pattern recurs with such regularity in one

report after another that one can feel confident that it applies to

Irish elections in general, and not just to these ones in particular.

1 For references, and a fuller discussion of this election, see J. H. Whyte, The

Independent Irish Party, iSjo-iSjy (Oxford, 1958), especially pp. 63-82.
2 The reports of the North and South Meath trials of 1892 were published by the

Irish Daily Independent. Some reports were not published at all; but these seem
generally to have been ones where the point at issue was a technicality.
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It is, moreover, consistent with the impression presented by other

kinds of material.

The first question to be considered is how far the clergy actually

altered the voting : in other words, how far they induced electors

to vote for candidates whom they would otherwise have opposed.

There were complaints after every general election that this had

happened, but as most of the complaints came from defeated

candidates they need not be taken too seriously. It becomes

harder, however, to ignore such allegations when they were proved

in the trial of elect petitions. In the course of the nineteenth

century nine Irish M.P.s were unseated on petition on the ground,

wholly or partly, that the clergy had exercised undue influence over

the voters. 1 The forms which this undue influence might take

were various. There were proved cases of priests inciting mobs to

attack the supporters of hostile candidates, 2 and even of their

personally striking individual voters. 3 More often the activities

complained of were an abuse of their spiritual authority. Recal-

citrant voters were insulted by name from the altar on Sundays, or

driven from the chapels. 4 One curious way of bringing moral

pressure to bear on a voter was for a priest to refuse to accept the

customary Christmas or Easter offering from him. 5 Sometimes

there would be violent harangues from the pulpit, in which those

who opposed the clerical candidate were threatened with exclusion

from the sacraments or even with eternal punishment. 6 The
Galway county election of 1872 produced a particularly rich crop of

such denunciations. The parish priest of Dunmore, for instance,

1 The relevant cases are these:

Date

of Constituency M.P.s unseated Groundsfor unseating

trial

1853 Clare j C. O'Brien Intimidation of voters ; one priest among
L Sir J. Fitzgerald those responsible.

1853 Sligo borough C. Towneley bribery, treating, and undue clerical influence.

1857 Mayo G. H. Moore undue influence and spiritual intimidation.

1869 Drogheda B. Whitworth physical and spiritual intimidation; bribery.

1872 Galway co. Capt. Nolan spiritual intimidation.

1874 Galway boro' F. H. O'Donnell physical intimidation organized by priests.

1892 North Mcath M. Davitt spiritual intimidation.

1892 South Mcath P. Fulham spiritual intimidation.
2 P.P. 1852-3 (595), ix, Clare election petition, p. 15; P.P. 1857 session 2 (182), vii.

Mayo election petition, pp. 53-7, 86-91, 96-9, 104-6, 112, 116. These citations all refer

to evidence given by prosecution witnesses; but as the defence did not attempt to

rebut them they may be taken as substantially true.
3 North Meatb election petition (Dublin, 1892), pp. 83, 104, 113.
4 P.P. 1870, C. 48, xxxii, Sligo borough election commission, p. 293 ; Mayo election petition

(1857), p. 151. The full citation of parliamentary papers will be given only on the

first occasion that each paper is referred to.
5 P.P. 1872 (241-I) xlviii, Galway county election petition, p. 649 ; Mayo election petition

(1857), pp. 155, 170; Sligo borough election commission (1870), p. 321.
6 P.P. 1852-3 (600), xviii, Sligo borough election petition, p. 12; P.P. 1852-3 (528), xi,

Cork City election petition, p. 105; P.P. 1870 (178), lvi, Longford election petition, p. xix;

Mayo election petition (1857), p. 41.
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preached that those who voted for the opposing candidate, Le Poer

Trench, ' would go down to their graves with the brand of Cain,

and their children after them '.* Two other priests were heard to

say that Catholics who voted for Trench were no better than

apostates, and yet another said that anyone who did not vote against

Trench was an emissary of the devil. 2 Such language would have

seemed excessive if Trench had been an anti-Catholic fanatic ; it

seems even more extravagant when it is realized that he was a

moderate liberal whose views would in some parts of Ireland at that

date have been regarded by the clergy with positive favour.

But although it was proved beyond question that some priests

used extremely high-handed methods with the electors, it does not

follow that such methods were common. Nine M.P.s unseated

because of clerical misbehaviour is no doubt nine too many, but the

figure is seen in proper proportion when it is realized that in the

course of the nineteenth century there were nearly a thousand

contested elections in Ireland. And even where a petition was

successful, it did not mean that the clergy as a whole in that con-

stituency were guilty of intimidation : a single instance might be

sufficient to void an election. Furthermore, it should not be thought

that violent measures received any countenance from the prelates

of the Church. In 1853—immediately after the first instances of

M.P.s being unseated on the ground of clerical intimidation—the

hierarchy met in a National Council, and promulgated stricter rules

to govern the participation of the clergy in politics. 3 Thereafter,

priests who went too far in electioneering matters were liable to get

into trouble with ecclesiastical as well as civil authorities. The
archbishop of Cashel suspended a priest for publishing an offensive

letter in the press. 4 At the trial of the Galway election petition of

1872, the bishop of Galway was clearly horrified by the evidence he

heard, and stated in the witness box that if those who complained

of violent language had made their complaints to him, he would
have taken ' the most summary steps ' to prevent a repetition. 5

Even Archbishop MacHale of Tuam, who was much more favour-

able than some of his fellow-prelates to the clergy taking an active

part in politics, fully agreed that there was a line beyond which

priests should not go. During the trial of the Mayo election

petition of 1857 ^ e stated that he was most particular about what

priests should allow themselves to say from the altar, and added

that ' if half of what is alleged here was brought home to any

clergyman, I would not fail ... to use all the authority with which

1 Galway county election petition (1872), pp. 2, 84, 591.
2 Ibid. pp. 298, 416, 3.

3 The decrees are printed in Acta et Decreta Conciliarum Provinciae Tuamensis (Dublin,

1859).
4 P.P. 1870, C. 9, xxxii, Cashel election commission, p. 374.
5 Galway county election petition (1872), p. 552.
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I am invested in bringing him to a sense of his duty '- 1 The only

serious exception to the rule that bishops opposed extreme measures

throughout the nineteenth century appears to have been Bishop

Nulty of Meath, whose intemperate pastoral letter was one of the

grounds for unseating the members for North and South Meath in

1892. 2

Even where priests did attempt to put pressure on electors, it

does not follow that their efforts were successful. An elector at

Cork in 1852 heard a priest threaten that if anyone voted for the

conservative candidate, ' he would not prepare him for the day of

his death ' ; but this elector voted conservative all the same. 3 The
worst cases of overbearing behaviour on the part of the clergy come
from the Galway election trial of 1872 ; but it seems clear that the

candidate whom the priests supported so vehemently at this election

was the candidate whom the bulk of the electors in any case pre-

ferred, for the fact was admitted by his political opponents. 4 There

is no proof, in all the mass of evidence recorded about this election,

that the activity of the clergy actually changed the vote of a single

elector. Indeed, the reports of election trials suggest that where

priests did try to press a reluctant elector they were liable to arouse

only irritation. During the Mayo election of 1852, a priest called

out to an elector after mass one Sunday to ask whether he was going

to vote for the liberal candidate : to which the man replied that he

had intended to do so, but would now vote conservative. 5 At the

election of 1857 in the same county, a priest threatened a refractory

voter with denunciation from the altar, but the voter retaliated by

threatening an action for slander. 6

Indeed it might almost be claimed that priests were under more
constraint from electors than electors were from priests. During

the Galway borough election of 1874, the clergy were pressed by

townspeople to take a more active part in the contest. 7 And priests

who actually opposed the popular wishes sometimes found the

consequences most unpleasant. Thomas Wyse had a story of a priest

in the Waterford election of 1826 who refused to take part in the

struggle against the Beresfords, and who found his collections

falling off in consequence. 8 At Limerick in 1847, a priest who
proposed an unpopular candidate at the hustings was attacked by a

furious mob, and was with difficulty rescued by his fellow- clergy. 9

1 Mayo election petition (1857), p. 246.
2 South Meath election petition (Dublin, 1892), p. 283; North Meath election petition,

p. 194.
3 Cork city election petition (1852), pp. 105, 109.
4 Gain ay county election petition (1872), pp. 257, 404.
5 P.P. 1852-3 (415), xvi, Mayo election petition, p. 48.
8 Mayo election petition (1857), p. 167.
7 P.P. 1874 (201), liii, Galway borough election petition, p. 125.
8 Wysc, op. cit. p. 282 n.

' Limerick Reporter, 6 Aug. 1847.
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At the general election of 1852, when clerical influence was at its

height, there were reports from three different constituencies of

priests who supported unpopular candidates being assaulted. 1 And
even in the Galway trial of 1872, which disclosed so many instances

of domineering conduct on the part of the clergy, evidence was

given to show that priests who failed to follow the line of the

majority were penalized by their flocks : that they received offensive

nicknames, and that their congregations drifted away to other

chapels. 2

This point should not be pressed too far : there is no doubt that

there was a great fund of loyalty to the clergy in Ireland, which

might lead to a candidate whom they favoured getting more support

than he would otherwise have done. The trial of the Longford

election petition of 1870 provided some good illustrations. Three

different witnesses said that they had not intended to support the

clerical candidate, but that they did so when they heard that priests

were being abused and even assaulted by the other side. 3 And
doubtless the very fact that advice was uttered by a priest would give

it in the minds of thousands of electors an authority that it would

not otherwise have obtained.

But, when this qualification is made, it seems to have been on

the whole true that the Irish clergy could lead their people only in

the direction that they wanted to go. The priests appeared all-

powerful sc long as their views coincided with those of the electors
;

but their influence dropped almost to nothing if they took a line

of their own. This view is not a novel one : similar conclusions

were drawn at the time. A liberal candidate in 1852 attributed the

influence of the clergy to the fact that they were ' the exponents of

the opinions and feelings of their flocks '
;

4 and a few years later a

writer in the Dublin Review claimed that the clergy did not ' impose

on their flocks any purely political conviction whatever ', but gave

effect to ' a conviction which exists quite independently of them-

selves \ 5 And indeed common sense would suggest that priests

and electors quite spontaneously tended to have a similar outlook

in politics. The Irish clergy came mainly from the tenant-farmer

class : they had the same background as the bulk of the electors,

and would naturally share their prejudices and sympathies.

But in that case, it may be asked, why did contemporaries think

that clerical influence was so important ? If the priests on the whole

thought as the people thought, why did it matter whether they took

a part in elections or not? The answer, it seems, lies in the one

1 Whyte, op. cit. p. 74.
2 Gain ay county election petition (1872), p. 483; cf. p. 709.
3 Longford election petition (1870), pp. 50, 87, 202.
4 Cork city election petition (1853), p. 412.
5 ' The Priesthood in Irish Politics ', p. 276, in Dublin Review, new series, xix (July-

Oct. 1872).
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word ' organization '. Before the opinions of the people could be

made effective, they needed leadership ; and that leadership was
provided by the clergy.

The best way of testing this hypothesis is to go through the

stages of an election campaign in turn, showing what part was
played by the clergy in each. The first step was to select a candidate.

It was not enough for the ordinary electors to have a general idea

of the qualities that they required in their representative ; when
faced with several different candidates, all giving more or less

specious assurances, they needed guidance to choose the best.

From the twenties onwards, therefore, most constituencies developed

the practice of holding public meetings to adopt the popular

candidate, under whatever party label might be current—normally
' liberal ' till the seventies and ' home ruler ' thereafter. These

meetings were usually attended by both priests and prominent

laymen, with the latter in the majority ; but in practice it seems to

have been the priests whose opinion was considered decisive. This

was only natural, for the clergy, deployed as they were in a network
covering the entire constituency, had unique opportunities for

gauging public feeling. There are indications of many different

kinds to show how much they dominated the adoption meetings.

When quarrels broke out at these meetings about the merits of

different candidates—a thing which quite often happened—it was
usually priests who emerged as champions of the different points of

view. 1 When a candidate was trying* to build up a following in a

constituency, one frequent gambit was to offer money for schools,

churches, or charities to influential clergymen. 2 But the most
convincing evidence that priests played the decisive part in the

selection of candidates is that at one period, in certain constituencies,

they did away with the participation of the laity altogether. This

curious practice was first seen at the Meath by-election of 185 5,
3

and it continued intermittently in that and other constituencies for

over twenty-five years, until it came to an end in circumstances that

we shall shortly discuss. The reason for this apparently high-

handed action can probably be found in the legislation of the

National Council of the hierarchy in 1853, which laid down, among
other things, that the clergy should not show dissension in the

1 For two vivid examples, sec the reports of the Westmeath adoption meeting in

Ireeman's Journal (Dublin), 25 June 1852, and of the Clare adoption meeting, ibid.

28 Mar. 1857.

-While studying the general election of 1852, I came across three examples of this

kind of thing. In Kerry, Valentine Browne sent, immediately after his election, £25
for charity to the Vicar-General of the diocese, who had nominated him at the hust

In Louth, Chichester Fortescue gave £22 for a Catholic chapel. Jn county \\ exford,

the priest who proposed Grogan Morgan at the hustings held the site of his chapel

from him rent-free. {Kerry Uxaminer, 27 July 1852; Ireeman's Journal, 27 Jan. 1852;

ibid. 23 July 1852, quoting Wexford Independent.)
3 For this and other instances, see Whytc, op. cit. pp. 121-2.
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presence of the laity. As dissension in an adoption meeting was
almost inevitable, some change in the procedure for selecting

candidates seemed necessary if the terms of the legislation were to

be observed. Two courses were possible : one was to exclude the

clergy from the adoption meeting ; the other was to exclude the

laity. The fact that it was the second solution which was always

adopted, if any change at all was made, shows more clearly than

anything else could that in the selection of candidates it was the

clergy's opinion which mattered.

Once a candidate had been selected, his next task was to make
himself known to the electors ; and here again the clergy could be

of immense help. From the forties onwards one can generally

count on finding that at any liberal election meeting reported in the

press a priest would be either chairman or among the principal

speakers. Quite frequently priests would speak on behalf of their

favoured candidates at or after Sunday mass. 1 Sometimes, at any

rate before the National Council of 1853, ^ey would allow the

candidate himself to speak to the congregation
;

2 and even if they

refused the use of the chapel itself they might allow meetings in the

chapel yard. 3 The canvassing of individual voters is a matter on

which detail is harder to find, but here too it appears, from stray

references, that priests commonly canvassed electors on behalf of

liberal candidates. 4

The most useful of all the services which the clergy could

provide, however, were those on the actual days of polling. Down
to 1850 there was only one polling town in each parliamentary

county, and between 1850 and 1872 there were still on an average

only four. 5 This meant that many electors lived ten, twenty, or

even thirty miles from the places where they had to vote, and unless

arrangements were made to transport and feed them, they would

not come in to the poll. Now these arrangements seem normally

to have been undertaken, for candidates whom they found accept-

able, by the clergy. The trial of the Mayo election petition of 1853,

for instance, provided a clear picture of the system in operation. 6

In that county the priests of each parish made themselves responsible

for hiring transport to bring the voters to the poll. The priests of

1 To quote examples only from reports of election trials which have not yet been

cited in this paper: there are instances in P.P. 1857-8 [2291], xxvi, Galway borough

election commission, p. 165; and P.P. 1867 (211), \iu, Tipperary election petition, pp. 50,

54, 87, 92.
2 Cork city election petition (1853), pp. 311-15, 319.
3 Ibid. p. 389; Galway borough election petition (1874), p. 13.
4 Sligo election petition (1853), p. 17; Clare election petition (1853), p. 196; Cork city

election petition (1853), pp. 351, 357; Longford election petition (1870), pp. 29, 125; Sligo

borough election commission (1870), p. 397; Galnay city election petition (1874), pp. 71, 123.
5 The location of polling-places for this period may be found in the schedule to

the Elections (Ireland) Act of 1850.
6 Mayo (lection petition (1853), pp. 57-84.
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the towns where polling booths were located took it on themselves

to hire inns where country voters could be fed, and, if necessary,

boarded for the night, before returning home. As all this cost

money, the secretary of the county liberal club (who, it comes almost

as a surprise to find, was a layman) sent a proportion of the election

funds to one priest in each barony, whose task it was to settle the

accounts. This was perhaps a particularly smooth-running example

of the system, but that it was not unique was proved by the trials

cf the Longford election petition of 1870, and of the Galway
election petition of 1872, which revealed organizations every bit as

elaborate. 1

Two qualifications must be made before we close this considera-

tion of the nature of clerical influence. The first is that this influence

was naturally not of equal strength in all parts of Ireland. In the

mainly protestant constituencies of the north-east it was much less

important, though even here it could not be ignored, for Catholics

remained a sizeable proportion of the electors, and might well sway

the balance as between protestant candidates. In the southern

three provinces, the main contrast was between town and country.

It was an axiom of Irish politics that clerical influence was much
greater in rural areas, and indeed this was a natural consequence of

the situation we have described. The help of the clergy would be

much more valuable in organizing a scattered rural electorate than

a compact urban one.

The other qualification to be made is that the clergy should not

be imagined as always acting in unison. It was by no means
uncommon for the priests of a given constituency to be divided in

support of rival candidates. Sometimes the division would be one

of age-groups : parish priests tended to support moderate candi-

dates, while curates, with the enthusiasm of youth, tended to

support ones of more extreme views. Such a contest was the Louth
by-election of 1854, in which thirty priests, half of them curates,

were reported to be backing the more radical of the two candidates ;

and fifteen priests, of whom only one was a curate, were said to

support his whig opponent. 2

Sometimes, however, the division was a territorial one. In each

diocese of Ireland the priests had a definite esprit de corps, and where
several dioceses shared a constituency, rivalry between them was
not unknown. A fine example of this was provided by the Cork
county by-election of March 1852. The county was divided

between four dioceses—Cloyne, Cork, Kerry, and Ross. Before

the meeting took place at which the liberal electors were to select

their candidate, the clergy of Cloyne held a private conference, and

1 Longford election petition (1870), especially pp. 31, 170; Galway county election

petition (1872), especially pp. 222 ff.

2 Sir C. Gavan Duffy, The League of North and South (London, 1886), p. 287.
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decided to recommend as candidate a local landowner, Vincent

Scully. As they controlled more territory than the priests of the

other three dioceses put together, 1 they were able to impose their

candidate on the adoption meeting, but this action aroused resent-

ment in the other dioceses, who considered that Cloyne was dictating

to them, and when polling came they showed their feeling by refusing

to do anything to help Scully against his conservative opponent. 2

The effect was seen in the polling figures, for the boundary between
the areas of liberal and conservative majorities corresponded closely

with the boundaries of the diocese of Cloyne. Of ten baronies

wholly or chiefly in the diocese of Cloyne, Scully had a majority in

nine ; while of twelve baronies in the other dioceses, he had a

majority in only three. 3 This by-election provides an almost

clinical demonstration of the power of the clergy in their hey-day :

for the liberal candidate it made quite literally the difference between

success and failure.

Ill

The peak period of clerical activity, which began in 1852, lasted

throughout the fifties and sixties. The machinery perfected in

1852 was not allowed to rust, and at practically every election during

this period we find the clergy active in canvassing, speaking for

liberal candidates, and bringing up electors to the poll. It is true

that the conservatives gained many seats during these years, and

that at the general election of 1859 they even won a majority of the

Irish representation, for the first and only time since the general

election of 1830. But this was not because the clergy were inactive

—it was because they were divided. They had quarrelled among
themselves at the time of the formation of the Aberdeen government

in 1852, for one group argued that this administration was the most

sympathetic that Ireland was likely to get, and should therefore be

supported ; while another considered that all English governments

should be treated with suspicion, and that no exception should be

made for Lord Aberdeen's. The division continued long after the

government which caused it had disappeared, and throughout the

fifties, sixties, and even seventies, the Irish clergy remained

polarized in two camps. One, headed by Cardinal Cullen of Dublin,

tended to support whigs or moderate liberals ; while the other,

headed by Archbishop MacHale of Tuam, supported more extreme

candidates. In many constituencies, therefore, the priests, instead

of pulling together, were using all their great influence to neutralize

each other by supporting liberals of different shades.

1 This was true of the parliamentary county: the exclusion of the city of Cork

naturally made the diocese of Cork much less influential than it would otherwise

have been.
2 For the controversy see Cork Examiner, 8, 10, 12, and 17 March 1852.
3 The polling figures by baronies are to be found in Cork Southern Reporter, 23

March 1852.
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Before the end of the sixties, however, there were signs that

the hitherto unquestioned leadership of the electors by the clergy

was beginning to break down. The first important instance of

revolt from clerical authority was of course the Fenian movement,

which was condemned by the Church but which none the less had

thousands of adherents in the eighteen-sixties. The Fenians,

however, as a revolutionary body refused on principle to concern

themselves with parliamentary elections, and so they need not be

considered here. The first setbacks to clerical authority actually in

the electoral field occurred in two elections at the end of 1869.

In November 1869 a by-election took place in Tipperary. An
adoption meeting composed of both clergy and laity selected a

well-known barrister, Denis Caulfield Heron, as liberal candidate. 1

At the time Ireland was being swept by a wave of sympathy for

Fenian political prisoners, and at the last moment one of the most

picturesque of them, O'Donovan Rossa, was put up for election by

his friends. The clergy used their influence for Heron, and on

polling day the usual priest-led cavalcades of voters were to be seen

going into the five polling towns, 2 but in spite of their efforts Rossa

was victorious by 1,131 votes to 1,028. It is true that good excuses

can be found for the clerical defeat on this occasion. Rossa's

candidature came as such a complete surprise that no previous

arrangements had been made on Heron's behalf; and as Heron
assured his followers that he would certainly be given the seat on
petition, since Rossa was disqualified as a convicted felon, the clergy

saw no reason why they should make much effort to bring in voters. 3

But when these excuses are made, the fact remains that over one

thousand electors had been found who were capable of making their

own arrangements for the election, without any of the aid from the

clergy which had hitherto been considered so indispensable.

The next month, December 1869, a by-election occurred in

county Longford. This time the adoption meeting was exclusively

clerical, and it selected a youthful whig, Reginald Greville-Nugent,

as its candidate. 4 But the assumption by the clergy of the right to

dictate the representation of the county aroused resentment on this

occasion among the laity, and a group led by a Catholic provision

merchant in Longford put up as a rival candidate a veteran national-

ist, John Martin. 5 In the event Martin was defeated by 1,478 votes

to 411, but the point was taken by the clergy. Three months later

Greville-Nugent was unseated on petition, and at the ensuing

by-election the priests had orders from their bishop not to interfere. 6

The discomfiture of the clergy in Tipperary and Longford did

not of course mean that their influence disappeared overnight. On
1 Irish Times (Dublin), 8 Oct. 1869. 2 Ibid. 27 Nov. 1869.
3 Nation (Dublin), 27 Nov. 1869. 4 Longford election petition (1870), p. 140. 6 Ibid. p. 11.
6 Irish Times, 14 May 1870. Greville-Nugent was unseated for treating. The

judge held a charge of spiritual intimidation not proved.
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the contrary, it remained important, and their aid was eagerly

welcomed by the leaders of every political movement for the rest of

the century and beyond. They were ex officio members of the county

conventions which from the eighties onwards were the normal

instrument for the selection of nationalist candidates for parliament. 1

They provided officers for most branches of the Land League of

1879-81, and of the various organizations—National League,

National Federation, United Irish League—which followed it in

succession. The misfortunes of the celebrated Captain Boycott, for

instance, were organized by his parish priest, who was president of

the local Land League branch. 2

It does, however, seem true to say that the aid of the clergy was

no longer essential for the success of an Irish political movement.
Clerical assistance was always welcome to home rule candidates, but

they were generally elected whether it was forthcoming or not. An
instance which aroused much attention at the time was the county

Limerick election of 1874, where the successful candidate had to

face the opposition of the clergy in two-thirds of the county but

none the less beat his opponent at the polls by 3,521 votes to 99 5.
3

Other examples of home rule candidates being elected against the

opposition of at any rate the majority of the clergy in their con-

stituencies are to be found in the Meath by-election of 1871,4 and

the Ennis by-election of 1879.
5

The declining prestige of the clergy has been well brought out

by Dr. Conor Cruise O'Brien in his recent book, Parnell and his Party,

1880-1890. Dr. O'Brien states that even as late as the early

eighties ' the home rule nomination was often in practice decided

by meetings of " the bishop and clergy " of the diocese in which the

constituency was situated \ 6 But by the general election of 1885

the centre of authority had shifted. A new system had been

developed whereby all the candidates for a given county were

selected at county conventions, which the clergy indeed attended,

but which a member of the parliamentary party presided over, and

whose decisions he effectively controlled by, where necessary,

manipulating the procedure. The decisive voice in the choice of

candidates no longer rested with the local clergy, but with a small

caucus of M.P.s sitting in Dublin. 7 Indeed at the general election

of 1886, and for a few years thereafter, even the semblance of local

participation was abandoned, for the conventions were dropped

and candidates were now nominated directly by the party leadership. 8

1 C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, 1880-1890 (Oxford, 1957), p. 129; F. S. L.

Lyons, The Irish Parliamentary Party, 1890-ipio (London, 1951), pp. 147, 151.
2 N. D. Palmer, The Irish Land League Crisis (Yale, 1940), p. 200 and n.

3 Lawrence J. McCaffrey, ' Home Rule and the General Election of 1874 in Ireland ',

Irish Historical Studies, ix, 202-3. * Irish Times, 3 Jan. 1871.
5 Ibid. 28 July 1879.

6 Op. cit. p. 42. ' Ibid. pp. 129-32; though cf. p. 157.
8 Ibid. pp. 258-61. But the convention system was revived after 1890: Lyons, op.

at. pp. 144-5.
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Thus in the space of a few years the clergy had been completely

elbowed out of one of the fields in which they had hitherto been

supreme.

The fact that clerical influence declined between 1870 and 1890

is, then, undeniable. The reasons for this decline, however, are

not so easy to detect. One factor, which has not been noticed by

historians but which is none the less a possible cause of the change,

may be found in a clause of the ballot act of 1872, which raised the

average number of polling stations in an Irish parliamentary county

from four to twenty. 1 This change meant that many electors who
had hitherto been far from a polling booth were now within easy

reach of one ; and it presumably meant therefore that the organiza-

tion which the clergy were accustomed to provide on polling day

was no longer so important as it once had been.

The main reason for the decline of the influence of the clergy

was, however, something more fundamental than a mere alteration

in election law. This is a matter which no historian has yet worked
out, but it is clear that the thirty years after the famine saw a marked
change in the mental climate of Ireland. The change was partly

the effect of education : by 1880 Ireland had enjoyed nearly fifty

years of the National Education system, and the number of Irishmen

who could read, write, and cope with the necessary paper-work of

an election was now very much larger than it had been when the

clergy first entered politics. It was partly, also, an effect of growing

prosperity : though the population of the country steadily declined,

the prosperity of those who remained behind seems to have shown
a remarkable increase, at least until the depression of the late

seventies brought a temporary interruption. The result was that

the number was growing of Catholics who had some means and

position, and who were quite capable of carrying on the business of

an election without assistance from the clergy. James Murtagh,

the provision merchant who organized the revolt against the clergy

in the Longford by-election of 1869, was a portent : thirty years

earlier, it would have been almost inconceivable that such a person

could exist. The clergy had first entered politics in order to rescue

the people from the control of a territorial aristocracy : now a new
phase of Irish politics was opening, and the ordinary people were

beginning to be capable of running their politics for themselves.

They no longer needed the leadership of any aristocracy, clerical or

lay. It is this great though scarcely-charted movement, the growing-

up of the Catholic laity, which provides the main cause of the

decline of clerical influence.

This decline, it is true, did not continue without interruption.

Just as the rising curve of clerical influence was checked by a

1 The number of polling stations in each parliamentary county under the new
arrangements can be found in Thorn's Irish Almanac and OJficial Directory . . . for the

year 1874.
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recession in the thirties, so its downward curve was checked by a

revival in the nineties. The occasion for this recrudescence is too

well known to need re-telling in detail. The appearance of Parnell

as co-respondent in a divorce case in 1890 led to a split in the Irish

parliamentary party between those who repudiated Parnell as a

leader and those who stood by him. The clergy, claiming that a

moral issue was involved, declared against him, and in the elections

of the next two years they displayed an energy which probably

equalled anything that the nineteenth century had yet seen. Every-

where anti-Parnellite candidates could rely on the clergy to provide

canvassers, speakers, and election agents. There were constant

complaints that Parnellites were being denounced from the altars,

and two M.P.s were unseated on petition on the grounds of clerical

intimidation. 1 In some constituencies it was reported that the

clergy were using a new means of intimidation—that they were

inducing electors to declare themselves illiterate so that they could

not shelter behind the secrecy of the ballot and would have to

declare their vote in the hearing of the public, which would of course

include their priest. 2 A description of the scene in one polling

town during the North Kilkenny by-election of December 1890 will

give the flavour of the period :

The priests marshalled their forces on Sunday and they marched

them in from the outlying districts in bodies. ... At each door

of the courthouse one of the priests took his place, and around the

door the people surged fighting with each other to get inside. At

various spots in the courtyard around there were men with lists of

the voters, and standing beside the tables on which the lists were

displayed was a clergyman who assisted in giving as much informa-

tion as he could to the people who came up seeking information in

reference to their vote. . . .

The report ends on a note that is almost nostalgic :
' It was a typical

Irish election scene to see the priests coaching the agents as in the

old times, and answering the queries of their parishioners when they

addressed them.'3

There is, however, a difference between the position of the

clergy in the nineties and that which they had held during their

great days, in the fifties and sixties. In the nineties, it is doubtful

if their aid was essential to the candidates whom they supported. 4

1 North and South Meath election cases, 1892.
2 See, for instance, the report from East Waterford in Irish Independent (Dublin),

19 July 1892.
3 Freeman's Journal, 23 Dec. 1890.
4 This generalization probably does not apply to the first two or three by-elections

after the split. The anti-Parnellites started with no newspaper, no organization, and

no funds ; and they would have been almost helpless without the aid of the priests.

But it took them only a matter of weeks to build up the apparatus of a political party;

and thereafter the clergy mattered less.
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One anti-Parnellite candidate, for instance, stated that of the per-

sonation agents in his service eighty-eight were lay and only twelve

were clerical :* thirty years earlier, the proportions would probably

have been nearer the other way round. Indeed it may be questioned

whether the clergy, in supporting the anti-Parnellite party, were in

all cases concerned simply to help a deserving cause. Cardinal

Manning of Westminster urged a rather different motive for inter-

vention on the Irish bishops. ' If ten years ago ', he wrote to

Archbishop Walsh of Dublin, ' the bishops and priests had spoken

and acted together, the movement would not have fallen into the

hands of laymen. There is now both in Ireland and in Rome the

opportunity ofyour regaining the lead and direction.' 2 Archbishop

Croke of Cashel, to whom Walsh passed on the letter, largely

concurred :

As for ' the party ' generally, I go with you entirely in thinking that

they make small, or no, account of the bishops and priests now, as

independent agents, and only value them as money gatherers and

useful auxiliaries in the agitation. This I have noticed for a con-

siderable time past; and I believe we shall have to let them see and

feel unmistakably that without us, they would be simply nowhere

and nobodies. 3

The violence with which so many clergy threw themselves into the

struggle against the Parnellites can at least partly be ascribed to a

feeling that this was their last chance to restore their now rapidly

waning authority in political matters.

If this was the hope, however, the very next development in

Irish politics was to prove it vain. Hardly had the Irish party split

on the issue of Parnell's leadership than the anti-Parnellite majority

itself began to show signs of further division. The two factions

were headed respectively by John Dillon and T. M. Healy ; the

causes of their quarrel were largely personal and its details unbe-

lievably petty, and they need not concern us here. But the part

taken by the clergy in this dispute can tell us a good deal about how
much influence they still really possessed.

Many of the clergy were so disgusted with the affair that they

withdrew from politics altogether. Some even of the most active

and influential took this line—notably Archbishop Walsh and

Archbishop Croke.4 But of those who did take sides, the great

majority backed Healy. Almost the only area where Dillon had

much clerical support was in the diocese of Raphoe, in the north-

west, where the bishop was his personal friend ; Healy, on the

other hand, had widespread support, particularly in the country

1 M. Davitt, ' The Priest in Politics ', The Nineteenth Century, xxxiii, 141.
2 Letter of 19 Nov. 1890, in Patrick J. Walsh, William J. Walsh, Archbishop of Dublin

(London, 1920), p. 409.
3 Letter of 22 Nov. 1890, ibid. p. 409. * Ibid. pp. 519-21, 524.
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districts, for he had manoeuvred himself into posing as champion of

the rights of the constituencies against party headquarters in Dublin,

and this attitude naturally won him favour among the priesthood,

who could still hope to have some influence in the constituencies

while they had almost none at all at headquarters.

The struggle between the two factions was frequently fought

out in the conventions which met in each constituency before an

election to select a candidate. Both priests and laymen attended

these conventions, and from press reports it appears that the clergy

present normally formed an almost solid Healyite block. Yet it

seems that in almost every case where the two factions clashed, the

Healyites lost. True, they were victorious in North Monaghan in

both 1895 and 1900. 1 but these seem to have been their only

successes. As against this, over a dozen conventions can be found

where clerical opposition was unable to prevent the selection of a

Dillonite candidate. 2 Admittedly, the clergy frequently complained

that the conventions were packed, and that their decision was not

an accurate reflection of the wishes of the constituency. 3 But if

these allegations are true—and there is strong evidence that they

were—they scarcely affect our point. The fact that the Dillonites

could dare to manipulate the conventions in such a way as to flout

the wishes of the local clergy is sufficient evidence to show that the

opinions of the clergy were no longer the important factor that they

once had been in Irish politics.

If they were defeated in the conventions, the clergy could still

appeal to the electors and put up a candidate of their own. But

they were no more successful at the polls than in the conventions.

On the first occasion when a contest occurred, in the South Kerry

by-election of 1895, the Healyite candidate had the backing of the

bulk of the clergy, but he was beaten by 1,209 votes to 474.* During

the general election of 1900, contests took place in a number or

constituencies, but the results were much the same. Healy himself

was returned for North Louth, with the support of Cardinal Logue

of Armagh, 5 and the clergy helped to repel a Dillonite assault on

North Westmeath. 6 But Healy's brother Maurice was heavily

defeated in Cork city, despite the aid of the bishop and most of his

1 Freeman's Journal, n July, 1895; Irish Independent, 4 Oct. 1900. In Cork city in

1900, the Healyites were successful in the convention {Irish Times, 26 Sept. 1900);

but their success proved only temporary for the Dillonite candidates defeated them
at the polls.

2 West Mayo, 1893; South Monaghan, South Louth, Queen's County, in the

general election of 1895; West Waterford, 1895; South Louth, 1896; North Kerry,

1896; Mid-Tipperary, North Tipperary, North Donegal, North Kildare, East Donegal,

North Mayo, West Kerry, in the general election of 1900. This list is compiled from

newspapers and from T. M. Healy's pamphlet, Why Ireland is not Free (Dublin, 1898).
3 For such complaints after the South Louth and North Kerry conventions of

1896, see Irish Catholic (Dublin), 7 Mar. and 11 April 1896.
4 Lyons, op. cit. pp. 5 3-4.

s Irish Independent, 3 Oct. 1900. 8 Ibid. 2 and 3 Oct. 1900.
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clergy, 1 and Arthur O'Connor, another prominent Healyite, was
repulsed in North Donegal although he was armed with a strong

letter of support from the bishop. 2 All told, the Healyites can be

said to have won three contests in the general election, and to have

lost twelve. 3 It is true that the clergy were not active in every

constituency where a Healyite was defeated, but none the less the

results make it clear that the wishes of the clergy now counted for

very little in deciding whether a given candidate should be elected.

Healy himself was left almost without a following in the parlia-

mentary party, and a few months later he was expelled from it.
4

Clerical participation in politics did not indeed come to an end

with the defeat of the Healyite faction. As long as the Irish

parliamentary party lasted, priests remained in demand as members
of conventions for the selection of candidates, as speakers at public

meetings, and as officers of local branches of the United Irish League.

Some priests helped Sinn Fein to victory in the general election of

1 91 8. To this day, the clergy in Northern Ireland sometimes sign

the nomination papers of nationalist candidates. But such functions

are scarcely to be considered as more than ceremonial, and one can

hardly suppose that the election results would have been in the

slightest bit different if the clergy had been totally aloof. For

practical purposes one need not pursue a study of the electoral

influence of the clergy beyond the year 1900, when the Healyites,

the last group in Irish politics to put their trust in the clergy, were so

heavily defeated. Some words of Cardinal Logue will show that the

implications of this defeat were realized clearly enough at the time :

It had been tried over and over again to effect a division between

the spiritual and temporal welfare of the country, and some people

seemed to think that there should be a separation between them

and they had heard the cry of ' no priest in politics '. Well the

priests were very much out of politics at the present day. They left it

to those who had any experience in the public affairs of the country

to judge whether it was worse for the priests or worse for the politics

that it was so. 5

These wry remarks date as well as anything the point at which the

clergy ceased to have an effective influence in the electoral field.

Makerere College, J. H. Whyte
The University College of East Africa

1 W. O'Brien, An Olive Branch in Ireland and its History (London, 1910), pp. 129-30.
2 Irish Independent, 5 Oct. 1900.
3 1 count as Healyite victories the contests in North Louth, South Armagh, and

North U'estmeath. I count as Healyite defeats the contests in Dublin (College Green),

Cork City (2 seats), North Wexford, North Donegal, West Kerry, South-Hast Cork,

King's County (Birr division), North Kildare, North Mayo, North Mcath, Mid-

Tipperary. In some cases, however, the link between the rival candidates on the

one hand, and Dillon and Healy on the other, is rather tenuous.
4 Lyons, op. cit. p. 98.
6 Irish Catholic, 28 April 1900. I owe this reference to Dr. Emmet J. Larkin.
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Notes and Documents

The Seals and Original Charters of Henry I

Henry I is commonly credited with the use of four different seals,

all of which have been assumed rather than proved to be genuine. 1

Nor has any one satisfactorily explained why so many seals should

have been required in a reign not abnormally long. Their chron-

ology, already uncertain, has been further complicated by the recent

suggestion that Henry used these seals in pairs, the ' first ' and

'second' concurrently from 1100 to 1106, and the 'third' and
' fourth ' from about 1106 onwards. 2

It is evident that the solution of the question of authenticity

of seals will largely depend on our ability to establish the genuineness

of the documents to which they are attached. So much prominence

has been given to thirteenth-century cases of fraud, in which genuine

seals were removed from authentic documents to be appended to

forgeries, 3 that such practices tend to be regarded as typical of the

whole medieval period. No conclusive evidence, however, has

yet been produced to prove beyond doubt that forging devices of this

sort were adopted to any large extent in the earlier part of the Middle

Ages.

Forgers of the twelfth century seem to have been inclined to

make their own matrices rather than mutilate valuable originals.

Usually wise enough to confine their activities to forging the seal of a

king who had long been dead, they ran little risk of being found out.

Without such means of reference as genuine matrices or casts,

the chancery officials of Henry II were in no position to detect

even the most clumsy imitations of the seal of Edward the Confessor

or William the Conqueror. 4 They were, of course, less easily

1 Walter de Gray Birch, ' The Great Seals of King Henry I ' (Journal of the British

Archaeological Association, xxix (1873), 233-62); Wyon, The Great Seals of England . . .

(London, 1887), pp. 9-12, nos. 17-24, and plates III-IV; C. H. Hunter Blair, ' Durham
Seals ' (Archaeologia JEliana, 3rd ser., xiii), nos. 3014-17.

2 Regesta Regum Anglo-Normannorum, ii (Oxford, 1956), ed. C. Johnson and H. A.
Cronne, p. xxix.

3 Gervase of Canterbury, Opera, ed. Stubbs, ii (R.S. 1880), p. 131 (a.d. 1238);

H. Jenkinson, A Guide to Seals in the Public Record Office (London, H.M.S.O., 1954),

pp. 29-32.
4 Some of the Westminster forged seals were fabricated towards the middle of the

twelfth century; see Bishop and Chaplais, Facsimiles of English Royal Writs to A.D.
1100 presented to V. H. Galbraith (Oxford, 1957), pp. xix-xxiv.
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deceived when confronted with a forgery of the seal used in their

own time, witness the story told by Walter Map of the man who,

but for the king's mercy, would have died on the gallows for forging

Henry II's seal : the fake, made from a pitch mould of a genuine

wax impression of the royal seal, was such a good likeness that

nobody could tell the difference. 1 The forger was none the less

brought to justice, a piece of detection of which the chancery

officials of Henry II could be rightly proud. But one should not

exaggerate their critical powers : had the same forger been content

to imitate the great seal of an earlier reign, it is quite likely that the

fraud would never have been discovered, however poor the likeness.

All the same, Walter Map's story is a disturbing one, as it shows that

a skilled forger could, on occasions, make in his own workshop a

seal practically identical with the matrix used by the royal chancery.

The lesson to be drawn from this episode is one of great caution:

the seals appended to forgeries should on no account be taken into

consideration; only the seals of authentic originals can be safely

regarded as authentic themselves.

What criteria can we use to help us decide whether an original

charter of Henry I is authentic or not ? The traditional school of

criticism invites us to apply two main tests, one based on internal

evidence and the other on the diplomatic form of the documents.

Internal evidence is valuable, but by itself hardly conclusive : the

presence of internal contradictions may, in many cases, brand a

document as a forgery, but their absence is no proof of authenticity.

Nor is the diplomatic form of the document, either by itself or

combined with internal evidence, an infallible criterion: it has been

shown that a charter ofWilliam Rufus for the abbey of Peterborough

is certainly genuine in spite of its unorthodox form; 2 on the other

hand, it has also been proved that a writ of Edward the Confessor

for Westminster Abbey, although almost identical with a genuine

writ of the same king for the same abbey, was in fact forged. 3 The
authenticity of the Peterborough charter and the spuriousness of the

Westminster writ have both been established by paleographic

methods.

In a limited number of cases, hand-writing tests can be absolutely

conclusive and should be applied prior to any others. The first

point to establish is that the hand-writing is consistent with the

alleged date of the document. Then two possibilities offer them-

selves: either the charter was written by a scribe of the royal

chancery, or it was written in the scriptorium of the grantee. If

several royal charters, issued at various times and places for different

1 L. Dclisle, Recueil des actes de Henri II . . ., Introduction (Paris, 1909), p. 236.

* Facsimiles of English Royal Writs, plates XIX-XX.
* F. E. Harmer, Anglo-Saxon Writs (Manchester, 1952), no. 96 (R); Facsimiles of

English Royal Writs, p. xxiii.
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beneficiaries, are found to be in the same hand, their chancery origin

is demonstrated. The fact that a hand occurs only in one or several

royal charters granted to one particular beneficiary points to a local

origin; the identification will be complete, if the hand re-appears

in other contemporary documents and books associated with the

grantee. Once it has been proved that a charter was written by a

chancery scribe, every part of the document, including its seal,

cannot fail to be regarded as authentic. This seal can then be

used to test the authenticity of those which are attached to charters

written outside the chancery.

Once the authenticity of the seals has been established to our

satisfaction, there remains to be solved the difficult problem of

chronology. Here again, no valid conclusions can be reached

regarding the period of use of a seal until we have narrowed down
the date-limits of the documents authenticated with it. This

is no easy task, as the best that can be said ofmany writs and diplomas

is that their dates fall within a period of ten or more years. We
often have to be content with the same approximate dating for a

whole group of charters, although several years may have actually

elapsed between the dates of issue of some of them. The fact that

some members of the group are authenticated with one seal, and

others with another, does not entitle us to assume that the two seals

were used concurrently, a most unlikely practice at so early a date.

For lack of evidence to the contrary, it seems more reasonable to

suppose that, inside the date-limits of the charters, a significant

event took place which made it necessary or convenient for the

use of the current matrix to be discontinued and for a new one to be

engraved. If such an event can be traced and assigned to a precise

date, the change of seal is automatically dated and the date-limits of

our documents narrowed down in the process.

The ' first seal ' of Henry I is known from three wax impressions

only, all of them extant in the Library of the dean and chapter of

Durham. 1 They are still attached to three royal writs in favour

of the cathedral priory, all apparently issued on the same day

(Westminster, Christmas 1100) and written by the same Durham
scribe. No decisive argument based on internal evidence can at

present be formulated for or against the authenticity of two of the

documents, 2 but the third has long been regarded as spurious on

account of its address : there we find a reference to ' R. the sheriff

of Yorkshire ', an otherwise unknown holder of that office. 3

1
2.i. Reg. 11, 2.1. Reg. 14 and 3.1. Reg. 6: Regesta, ii, nos. 502-4.

2 Regesta, ii, nos. 502 and 504.
3 Ibid., no. 503.
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This in itself would be sufficient ground for condemning the three

writs and their seals outright. Still further evidence to that effect

is provided by another writ also preserved in the original in the same

library. 1 This fourth document appears to have been written by

the same scribe as the other three and to have been issued on the

same day. Unlike the other three writs, it is authenticated with

Henry Fs ' second seal ', a seal unquestionably genuine; 2 the

name of the sheriff of Yorkshire is there correctly given as Ofsbert]

and there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the writ as a

whole. The only difficulty concerns the hand-writing of the four

documents, but it is by no means insuperable. It is suggested that

the writ sealed with the ' second seal ' was written at its apparent

date of issue (Christmas noo) by a Durham scribe, who some years

later used it as the basis for the three forgeries. The so-called

' first seal ' would therefore be a Durham forgery made during

Henry I's own lifetime, probably after 1106. 3

Seven impressions of the ' second seal ' have been noticed,

four of which are appended to charters written by Chancery scribes. 4

The authenticity of the ' third ' and ' fourth ' seals is even better

attested : five examples of the ' third
' 5 and more than twenty of

the ' fourth
' 6 are still attached to documents also written in the

royal scriptorium. One charter dated ' in the fifth year of the king's

coronation ' at Romsey has the ' second seal '; 7 a second document

issued between 1108 and 11 14 is authenticated with the 'third

seal'; 8 a third charter, with the 'fourth seal', can be accurately

dated 30 January 1121. 9 The chronological order traditionally

given to the three authentic seals of Henry I is therefore correct,

but their respective date-limits still remain to be ascertained. This

task would be well-nigh impossible to achieve, if it were not for

the chance survival of three of the so-called quadruplicate charters

granted by Henry I to Archbishop Anselm and the cathedral priory

of Christ Church, Canterbury. 10

The three extant originals contain an identical and well-known

text : it is the confirmation by Henry I to Anselm and Christ Church

of the grants of lands made to the priory by Edward the Confessor

and William the Conqueror. All three are written in the same

contemporary Canterbury hand, but of the two which still bear

a seal, one has the ' second seal ', the other the ' third seal ', a vital

1 2.1. Reg. 17: Regesta, ii, no. 505; Facsimiles of Etiglish Royal Writs, plate VII (b).

2 Sec below and Appendix A.
3 The forgery was probably made after the ' second seal ' went out of use, but not

long after, since the Durham scribe in question was already at work in the ten-nineties;

see Facsimiles of Fjiglisb Royal Writs, plate VII (a).

* Appendix A. 5 Appendix B.
8 Appendix C. 7 Appendix A, no. 6.

8 Appendix B, no. 6.
9 Appendix C, no. 2.

10 Brit. Mus. Cotton Ch. vii. 1; Campbell Ch. xxix. 5; Lambeth Palace Library,

Cart. Misc. xi. 1: Regesta, ii, no. 840.
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difference which has so far passed unnoticed. 1 The only possible

conclusion one can draw from it is that the two documents, although

identical in substance, were in fact issued on two separate occasions;

in other words, one is a confirmation of the other. If we now turn

to Anselm's life, we find that there occurred two important events

which would have warranted the granting of two such charters:

one was his return from exile in 1 100, the other was his second return

from exile in 1106. Indeed we are told by Eadmer that on both

occasions Henry I promised to restore to the archbishop all that had

been taken from him during his absence. 2 There is little doubt

that these promises were written down in charter form, and that the

extant charter sealed with the ' second seal ' was issued soon after

23 September 1100, while the charter sealed with the ' third seal

'

was probably granted on Henry's return from Normandy in the

spring of 1 107. Fourteenth-century endorsements found on two

of the documents show that the charters once existed in quadrupli-

cate, 3 a statement which has deceived everybody from medieval

times to the present day. It would have been more accurate to

say that there were four charters containing the same text, two of

which were authenticated with the ' second seal ' and two with the

' third seal ' : one ofeach set was obviously meant for the archbishop,

the other for the monks of Christ Church.4

Thus it would seem that the ' second seal ' was used by Henry I

from the beginning of the reign until about 1106, to be replaced

by the ' third seal ' at the beginning of 1107. If we compare the

two seals, we cannot fail to notice that they are very similar: on

each seal, the legend of both sides reads ' Henricus Dei gratia rex

Anglorum '; the differences in design are trivial, just sufficient to

make the two seals distinguishable. It seems unlikely, therefore,

that the change of seal was due to political reasons ; it presumably

was the result of an accident, such as possibly the loss of the ' second

seal ' during the battle of Tinchebray, in which Waldric the chancellor

played an important part.

The change from the ' third ' to the ' fourth seal ' was certainly

due to far more important reasons. The ' fourth seal ' contrasts

greatly with its two predecessors, particularly in its equestrian side,

where the king holds a sword in his right hand instead of the

1 Cotton Ch. vii. 1 has the ' third seal ' and Campbell Ch. xxix. 5 has the ' second

seal '.

2 Eadmer, Historia Novorum in Anglia, ed. M. Rule, (R.S. 1884), pp. 119-20 and

183. On his first return, Anselm landed at Dover on 23 Sept. 11 00; he returned from

his second exile in the second half of Aug. 1 106.

3 Cotton Ch. vii. 1 and Cart. Misc. xi. 1.

4 Campbell Ch. xxix. 5 has the following endorsement: ' reddatur monachis quia

duplicatum est'; Cart. Misc. xi. 1 is similarly endorsed: ' detur archiepiscopo quia

repertum est duplicatum'; these endorsements probably date from the thirteenth

century. One of the three 'originals' mentioned in Kegesta, ii, no. 1388 (similar

charters to Archbishop William of Corbeil), was never sealed.
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customary lance, and the legend reads ' Henricus Dei gratia dux

Normannorum ' instead of ' Henricus Dei gratia rex Anglorum ',

which is now found only on the majesty side. It was the formal as-

sumption by Henry I of the title of duke of Normandy, a title

which had been dropped from the legend of the Great Seal after the

death of William the Conqueror. 1 It is during the period n 14-21

that the new seal was introduced. A charter for the abbey of Tiron

issued between 1 1 14 and 1 1 1 8 is authenticated with the ' third seal ', 2

whereas a grant of 30 January 1121 for Westminster Abbey has the

' fourth seal '. 3 This is also corroborated by the evidence of two

charters granted to Archbishop Ralph d'Escures and the monks of

Christ Church. As in the case of Anselm, the two documents

contain an identical text, but one, which has the ' third seal ',

was probably issued in 11 14, soon after Ralph obtained the arch-

bishopric; 4 the other, with the ' fourth seal ', must have been granted

in January 1 1 2 1 , when the king and the archbishop met in England

for the first time since Ralph went to Rome in 1 1 16. 5 Between 1 1 14

and 1 1 21 took place an important event which might account for

the change of seal : in November 1 1 20, William the atheling, who one

year earlier had done homage to the king of France for Normandy,6

perished in the disaster of the White Ship. Henry I had every

reason to fear that the king of France, taking advantage of the

situation, might once more support William Clito's claim to the

duchy of Normandy. Hence the new seal and Henry's assumption

of the title of duke of Normandy, a title which, however, is found in

only one charter written by a chancery scribe. 7 Should this in-

terpretation be correct, the ' third seal ' would have been used from

1 107 to 1 1 20 and the ' fourth ' from the beginning of 1 1 2 1 to 1
1 3 5

.

Any extant wax impression which cannot be related to the second,

third or fourth seal, must be rejected as spurious.

II
V

With the assistance of paleography and sigillography, a large

number of original charters attributed to Henry I can be proved to be

authentic. What conclusions can we draw from them regarding

the diplomatic forms used in Henry I's reign? Broadly speaking,

1 The legend of William the Conqueror's seal reads: ' Hoc Normannorum Willclmum
noscc patronum si [on the equestrian side] hoc Anglis regem signo fatcaris eundetn

'

\on the majesty side]. The legend of William Rufus's seal reads on both sides:

' W illclmus Dei gratia rex Anglorum '.

2 Appendix B, no. n. 3 Appendix C, no. 2.

* Canterbury, D. and C. Library, Ch. Ant. C.7: Regesta, ii, no. 1055.

* Ibid., Ch. Ant. C.9: Regesta, ii, no. 1055. Sec William of Malmesbuty, Gesta

Pontificum, cd. N.E.S.A. Hamilton (R.S. 1870), pp. 129-32.

* A. L.Poole, From Domesday hook to Magna Carta (Oxford, 195 1), p. 125; William of

Malmcsbury, Gesta Regum, cd. Stubbs (R.S. 1889), p. 482.
7 Arch. Dep. Calvados, H.4033: Regesta, ii, no. 1764 (Winchester, n 33).
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all the originals of Henry I, like those of the two preceding reigns,

can be divided into two categories : the writs and the diplomas,

the latter being far less numerous and generally confined to continental

beneficiaries.

A writ drafted in the chancery could be expected to follow the

customary pattern adopted by the chancery of William the

Conqueror and William Rufus. Its initial protocol would consist

of the royal style ' Henricus rex Anglorum ', followed by an address

(either to the sheriff and leading barons—ecclesiastic and lay—of

the shire or shires concerned, in the case of a writ-charter, or to

one or two individuals, in the case of a writ-mandate), and by the

greeting ' salutem '. The text proper would be followed by a list

of witnesses, introduced by the word ' T[este] ' or ' Tfestibus] \

The mention of the place of issue in the form ' Apud N ' would

conclude the writ. The seal would be normally appended on a

tongue cut at the foot of the parchment, from right to left.

Let us now examine eight documents, all in writ form, out of a

group of charters written in the hand of a single chancery scribe.

As they cover a period of only five years, from 1129 to 11 33, they

could be expected to be fairly consistent in form with one another.

Yet, they display a number of important variations

:

i. Arch. Dep. Maine-et Loire, 242. H.i, no. 5: Kegesta, ii, no. 1580

(Rouen, [1129]): Hjenricus] rex Anglor[um] abbatisse et toti

conventui sanctimonialium de Fonte Ebraldi, salutem. Sciatis

quoniam ego Henricus . . . dono . . . Deo et ecclesie vestre

. . . [Grant to the abbey of Fontevrault] . . . T[estibus] . . .

Apud Rothom '.

The document is sealed with the fourth seal, in white wax
covered with a light-brown varnish, on a tongue of the usual type.

ii. Durham, Dean and Chapter Library, 2.1.Reg. 12: Regesfa, ii,

no. 1586 (Lyons-la-Foret, [1129]): H[enricus] rex Angl[orum]

archiepiscopo Eborac ' et episcopo Dunelm' et vicecomiti et

omnibus baronibus et hominibus et fidelibus suis de episcopatu

Dunelmie, salutem. Sciatis me concessisse Deo et ecclesie sancti

Cudberti . . . [Grant to the cathedral priory of Durham] . . .

T[estibus] . . . Apud Sanctum Dionisium in Leonibus.

The document was formerly sealed on a tongue of the usual type.

iii. Arch. Dep. Seine-Maritime, G.4481: Kegesta, ii, no. 1687

(Chartres, 13 January 11 30-31): H[enricus] rex Anglor[um] arch-

iepiscopo Cantuariensi et archiepiscopo Eboracensi et episcopo

Lund ' et episcopo Winton ' et omnibus episcopis, abbatibus,

comitibus, baronibus et omnibus fidelibus sancte ecclesie per regnum
Anglie constitute, salutem. Sciatis quoniam ego Henricus . . .

dedi Deo et ecclesie sancte Marie de Fonte Ebraldi . . . [Grant to

the abbey of Fontevrault] . . . Teste presentia et audientia

Hugonis . . . Apud Carnotum, in octabis Epiphanie Domini.

Peracta feliciter.
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There are no traces of sealing, but the document may have been

trimmed.

iv. Arch. Dep. Seine-Maritime, 7.H.12 : Regesfa, ii, no. 1690 (Rouen,

[11 31]): H[enricus] rex Anglor[um] archiepiscopis, episcopis,

abbatibus, comitibus, baronibus et omnibus fidelibus suis totius

Anglie et Normannie, salutem. Sciatis quoniam ego . . . [Noti-

fication of an agreement between Henry I, the abbot of Fecamp and

Henry count of Eu] . . . Hanc itaque concordiam et finem ego

et abbas . . . inconcusseque tenendum in presentia et audientia

subscriptorum statuimus, scilicet H. . . . Apud Roth '.

The document was formerly sealed on a tongue of the usual type.

v. Public Record Office, D.L. 10, no. 7: Regesfa, ii, no. 1723

(Cambridge, [11 31]): H[enricus] rex Angl[orum] episcopo Heref

'

et justiciis et vicecomitibus et omnibus baronibus et fidelibus suis

Francis et Anglis de Gloecestrescira et Herefortscira, salutem.

Sciatis me dedisse . . . [Grant to Miles of Gloucester] . . .

T[estibus] . . . Apud Cantebr'.

The document is sealed with the fourth seal, in white wax
(unvarnished), on a tongue projecting at right angles from the foot

of the parchment.

vi. Arch. Dep. Calvados, H.4033: Regesfa, ii, no. 1742 (Clarendon,

1
1 32): H[enricus] rex Angl[orum] archiepiscopo Roth' et episcopis

et omnibus comitibus et baronibus et fidelibus suis totius Anglie et

Normannie, salutem. Sciatis quoniam ego Henricus . . . [Grant

to the hospital of Saint-Jean-de-Falaise] . . . T[estibus] . . .

Apud Clarendonam, anno ab incarnatione dominica millesimo

centesimo tricesimo secundo.

The document was formerly sealed on a tongue of the usual type.

vii. Lincoln, Dean and Chapter Arch., A.1.1.2: Regesfa, ii, no. 1746

(Gillingham, 11 32): H[enricus] rex Anglor[um] archiepiscopis,

episcopis, abbatibus, comitibus, justiciariis, baronibus, vicecomitibus

et omnibus fidelibus suis Francis et Anglis totius Anglie, salutem.

Sciatis m« reddidisse . . . [Grant to Lincoln Cathedral] . . .

T[estibus] . . . Apud Gillingeham, anno ab incarnatione Domini
millesimo centesimo tricesimo secundo.

The document was formerly sealed on a tongue projecting at

right angles from the left-hand margin of the parchment.

viii. Arch. Dep. Calvados, H.4033 : Regesfa, ii, no. 1764 (Winchester,

1
1 33): [Henricus rex Anglorum] et dux Normannorum archiepis-

copo Roth' et episcopis, abbatibus, comitibus, baronibus et omnibus
filiis sancte ecclesie per Angliam et Normanniam constitute, salutem.

[Sciatis quoniam e]go Henr[icus] divina miseratione rex Angl[orum]

et dux Normfannorum] . . . [Grant to the hospital of Saint-Jean

de-Falaise] . . . T[estibus] . . . Apud Wintoniam, anno ab

incarnatione dominica mcxxx tercio. In Christo consummata
feliciter.

There are no traces of sealing, but the document may have been

trimmed.
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Some of the variations are no doubt due to the vagaries of the

scribe himself: the occasional use of the year of the incarnation and

of a final apprecatio (nos. iii and viii) could be explained in that way.

Other peculiarities, such as the use of the royal and ducal style in

no. viii and the address of no. i,
1 suggest the influence of the bene-

ficiary, on whose draft the chancery instrument was certainly

based.

The differences in seal attachments cannot be ascribed to any

particular cause. The tongue {simplex cauda) cut from right to

left at the foot of the document, the only one used in Edward the

Confessor's time, is still the most common method of attachment in

Henry I's writs : it is found on originals written by chancery scribes

and also on others written by scribes of the grantees. 2 Sometimes,

the tongue was reinforced by folding it lengthwise before the seal was

appended on it.
3 The projecting tongue, however, is not as unusual

as is sometimes said: it occurs on charters of several archbishops of

Canterbury, including William of Corbeil 4 and Theobald, 5 on

charters of bishops of Ely 6 and London,7 and on royal writs for

various beneficiaries, some of which are written in a Chancery

hand 8 and others in the hand of one of the grantees' scribes. 9

Sealing on a tag (duplex cauda) was less frequent; it is none the less

found in a writ of Henry I for the abbey of Tiron ; in this document,

which is written in a chancery hand, the tag is made of leather. 10

Another writ, in the hand of a Fontevrault scribe, is sealed on a

1 No. i is discussed in the course of a paper entitled ' Une charte originale de

Guillaume le Conquerant pour l'abbaye de Fecamp: la donation de Steyning et de

Bury (1085) ', to be published in a volume of Melanges devoted to the history of the

abbey of Fecamp. Another document, written in the hand of a Chancery scribe, also

mentions the beneficiaries in its address: ' Hfenricus] rex Angl[orum] archiepiscopo

Cantuar' et toti conventui monachorum de Sancta Trinitate de Cantuaria et conventui

monachorum abbatie Sancti Augustini et vicecomiti et omnibus baronibus et fidelibus

suis Francis et Anglis de Chent, salutem. Sciatis me concessisse Willelmo archiepi-

scopo Cantuar' ut capiat terram quam Sanctus Augustinus habet in Cantuaria juxta

curiam monachorum Sancte Trinitatis ad incrementum curie monachorum illorum.

Et det Sancto Augustino et monachis suis escambium terre illius de proprio mona-
chorum Sancte Trinitatis in eadem villa advalens terre illius. Et volo et precipio ut bene

et in pace et honorifice teneant hanc terram monachi de Sancta Trinitate in perpetuo jure,

sicut melius tenent alias terras suas et sicut terram illam quam monachi de Sancto

Augustino habent in escambio melius tenuerunt. Tfestibus] Gaufrido cancellario et G.

de Glint.' Apud Roth' (Canterbury, D. and C. Library, Ch. Ant. A.64: Regesta, ii,

no. 1703; below, Appendix C, no. 21).

2 Out of forty-two documents mentioned in Appendices A-C, thirty are so sealed.

3 Appendix B, no. 3 ; Appendix C, nos. 12 and 14: it is interesting to note that the

tongue of another document, written by the same scribe as the two writs mentioned last,

was originally folded in the same way (Brit. Mus., Add. Ch. 33629: Regesta, ii, no.

1632; probably also issued in August 1127, at Winchester).
4 C. R. Cheney, English Bishops' Chanceries (Manchester, 1950), plate I.

5 Cheney, op. cit., p. 48, n. 6; Canterbury, D. and C. Library, Ch. Ant. S.315.
6 Cheney, op. cit., p. 49, n. 1.

7 Ibid., p. 48, n. 7.

8 Appendix A, no. 6; Appendix C, nos. 13 and 19.
9 Regesta, ii, nos. 840, 1055, 1388, 1867.
10 Appendix C, no. 22.
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parchment tag. 1 In the former example, a turn-up reinforces the

lower part of the document and the tag is inserted through the

two layers of parchment; in the latter, there is no such turn-up.

No example of an authentic writ sealed on silk cords has been found

for the reign of Henry I,
2 although this method of attachment

was used at least once for a diploma. 3

In all cases but one, the seals are in white wax, covered or not

with a brown varnish. The only exception is the seal of orange-red

wax which is attached to the Fontevrault writ already mentioned. 4

In this case, the wax may have been provided by the beneficiaries.

If one knew to what extent the grantees contributed to the make-up
of writs by providing some of the materials needed, many of our

problems would be solved. A guess can be hazarded in the case

of leather tags : the parchment used for the document itself may
have been provided by the beneficiary, and the leather tag by the

king as a traditio symbol; it would be a case of traditio per corrigiam,

similar to the well-known examples of traditio per cultellum or per

lignum. 5 This interpretation is offered on the strength of a mid-

twelfth century charter granted by Gilbert de Pinkeny to Weedon
Pinkeny Priory; on the leather tag of this charter are written the

following words :
' Hanc corrigiam dedit ipse Gislefbertus . . .

]

ad opus istius carte corroborande '. 6

Anglo-Norman charters drawn up in diploma form are often

regarded with extreme suspicion. We tend to forget that this

type of document, the only one known in Normandy before 1066,

was bound to be retained there for some considerable time. In

spite of its many advantages, the writ could not be expected to

oust in one day the traditional diploma. Before 1 106, the use of the

writ in Normandy is hardly noticeable: only a few examples are

known; all of them belong to the exceptional period of William

IPs rule in the dachy. 7 After 1106, the scope of the writ gradually

increased in Normandy, but the diploma was not to be completely

superseded by the writ until the end of Henry I's reign. Monks
and bishops of Norman origin even imported the diploma into

England, but its adoption here remained sporadic and it was soon

to share the fate of the already dead diploma of the Anglo-Saxon

type.

1 Appendix C, no. 16.

2 Three forgeries of charters in writ form attributed to Henry I are so scaled:

Arch. Dep. Seine-Maritime, 20. H, box 5: Regesta, ii, no. 1290; Hampshire Record
Office: Regesta, ii, no. 1787; Oxford, New College, Takelcy Deeds, no. 23: Regesta,

ii, no. 1480. 3 Appendix B, no. 4.
4 Appendix C, no. 16.

5 A. dc Boiiard, Manuel de diplomatique franfaise et pontificate, ii (L'acte privi), (Paris,

1948), pp. 66 and 124; C. H. Haskins, Norman Institutions (Cambridge, Mass., 1918),

P- 75-
6 Phillips MS. 32926. I am most grateful to Mr. Philip Robinson for allowing

me to inspect this document.
7 Facsimiles 0/ English Royal Writs, plate XII; Haskins, op. cit., pp. 80-3.
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The authenticity of the royal Anglo-Norman diplomas is difficult,

but not impossible, to establish. One important point to remember
is that most of them were drafted and written by the beneficiaries.

Consequently, each diploma should be criticized—paleographically

and diplomatically—with reference to other contemporary docu-

ments drafted and written by the same grantees. A diploma of

Henry I for the abbey of Bee displays all the characteristics of charters

drafted at Bee, whatever the grantor, and has little or no affinity at

all with other diplomas of the same king for other monasteries; 1

the same applies to the diplomas of Henry I for Savigny, Cluny, &c. 2

The result is an infinite variety of forms. It would be erroneous

to condemn a charter of Henry I for the abbey of Bee on the sole

ground that it gives the royal style in the form ' Henricus Dei

gratia rex Anglorum ', because it was in fact the normal form adopted

at Bee, as indeed it was also at Canterbury. 3

Diplomas display as much variety in their marks of authentica-

tion as in their diplomatic forms : some of them still have or once

had a seal, appended on a tongue, on a tag or on silk cords
;

4 others

have autograph or non-autograph ' signa '

;

5 others have a seal

and ' signa \ 6 The presence of such marks of authentication

will help us to decide whether a diploma is genuine or not. In

some cases, the annotations which accompany the ' signa ' are written

in a chancery hand, whereas the main text of the diploma is written

1 Arch. Dep. Eure, H.28: Regesta, ii, no. 1303: 'Anno ab incarnatione Domini
millesimo centesimo vicesimo primo. Willelmus Malct dedit Deo et sanctc Marie Becci

Contevillam ita quietam et integram sicuti earn tenuerat ipse et antecessores ejus et hoc

pro salute anime sue et omnium parentum suorum. Et ego Henricus Dei gratia rex

Anglorum hoc donum concedo pro salute anime mee et uxoris mee et omnium ante-

cessorum meorum et signo sigilloque meo confirmo. -f Henricus rex. +Adeliza regina.

+ Willelmus episcopus Wintonie. + Rogerus episcopus Salesberie. + Rannulfus

cancellarius. + Drogo de Munceio. + Walterus rilius Ricardi. + Hugo de Gor-
naco. -f Gualeramus comes Mellenti. + Rodbertus comes Leecestrensis.' The
document is written in a hand of a Bee scribe; it was formerly sealed on a tongue

and the ' signa ' are autograph. The form of this document should be compared with

that of the following charters : Facsimiles of English Royal Writs, note to plate XXX

;

Select Documents of the English hands of the Abbey of Bee (Camden 3rd ser., lxxiii), ed.

Marjorie Chibnall, nos. xiv and xvi; C. H. Haskins, Norman Institutions, p. 295.
2 For Savigny, see Bibl. Municipale de Rouen, Coll. Leber, MS. 5636, no. 2:

Regesta, ii, no. 11 83 ; for Cluny, see below, Appendix B, no. 5, and particularly the two
following documents: Paris, Arch. Nat., K. 21, no. 1 (4) (Regesta, ii, no. 646) and

Bibl. Nat., Coll. de Bourgogne, lxxx, no. 217 (Regesta, ii, no. 1691) ; both begin with the

initial protocol of a writ and end with ' signa ' instead of a list of witnesses ; one < if

them (Regesta, 646) is written in the hand of a scribe of the beneficiaries and its ' signa
'

are not autograph; the other is written in the hand of a Chancery scribe and its two
' signa ' are autograph. It is clear that both documents were drafted at Cluny.

3 See the documents listed in Regesta, ii, nos. 840, 1055, 1388.
4 For the sealing on a tongue, see Appendix B, no. 3, below; Regesta, ii, no. 1303;

for the sealing on a tag, see Appendix B, no. 5 ; Arch. Dep. Calvados, H, Plcssis-

Grimoult: Regesta, ii, no. 1591; ibid., no. 735a; for the sealing on silk cords, see

Appendix B, no. 4.
5 Compare the documents listed in Appendix B, nos. 4-5, Regesta, ii, nos. 646

(Paris, Arch. Nat., K. 21, no. 1 (4)), 735
s

, 1303, 1588 (Ibid., K. 22, no. 7 (4)).
6 Appendix B, nos. 4-5.
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in the hand of a scribe of the beneficiary. 1 Examples of this sort

should be sufficient to dispel any misgivings regarding the authen-

ticity of the royal Anglo-Norman diplomas as a whole.

Even after due allowance has been made for innumerable

variations in the form of writs and diplomas, we are left with a

few documents which cannot be included in either category.

Two of them share with a solitary Pipe Roll the rare honour of

being the only public records extant for the reign of Henry I. The
two documents, both of them treaties of alliance between England
and Flanders, form the English halves of sealed bi-partite chiro-

graphs. 2 Like many writs, they are written in the hand of English

chancery scribes; unlike them and unlike the Anglo-Norman
diplomas, their descent is neither English nor Norman; they are in

the nature of private contracts, the origin of which should probably

be sought in the societas and other contracts of Ancient Rome. 3

Wadham College, Oxford Pierre Chaplais

APPENDICES

A. Authentic documents sealed with the ' second seal ' 4

1. British Museum, Campbell Ch. xxix. 5 : Regesta, ii, no. 840 [1100,

after 23 Sept.]. The seal is appended on a tongue projecting

at right angles from the left-hand margin of the parchment.

The document is written in a contemporary Canterbury hand.

2. Durham, D. and C. Library, 2.i.Reg.i7: Regesta, ii, no. 505

(Westminster, Christmas [1100]). The document is written in a

contemporary Durham hand.

3. St. Paul's, D. and C. Library, A.
5 9, no. 7: Regesta, ii, no. 605

(Westminster, after Michaelmas [1101 or 1102]). The document
was probably written by a scribe of the beneficiaries. A. 59, no. 8

is a duplicate written by a chancery scribe (Facsimiles of English

Royal Writs to A.D. 1100, p. xix).

4. St. Paul's, D. and C. Library, A.
5 9, no. 9: Regesta, ii, no. 666

(London, after Candlemas [1103 or 1104]). The document is

written in the hand of a chancery scribe.

1 E.g. Paris, Arch. Nat., K. 22, no. 7 (4), where some of the annotations arc written

in the hand of the scribe who wrote nos. 12, 14, 20-1, and 23 of Appendix C, below.
2 Regesta, ii, nos. 515 and 914; the documents were formerly sealed on tags.
8 To the owners and custodians of the various documents which are mentioned in

these notes I should like to express my deep gratitude for their kind assistance and for

permission to have many charters and seals photographed.
4 Except when otherwise indicated, all the documents listed below arc in writ

form, the seals arc in white wax (covered or not with a brown varnish) and arc appended
on tongues cut at the foot of the parchments, from right to left. More details of the

hand-writing of the charters of Henry I will be found in Mr. T. A. M. Bishop's forth-

coming book on Scriptores Regis. I am very grateful to Mr. Bishop for discussing some
of the documents which are mentioned in these appendices.
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5. Westminster Abbey Muniments, xxix: Kegesta, ii, no. 667

(London, after Candlemas [1103 or 1104]). The document is

written in the hand of a chancery scribe {Facsimiles of English

Royal Writs, p. xix).

6. Ely, D. and C. Library, Ch. no. 2 : Kegesta, ii, no. 684 (Romsey
[Feb.] 1 105). The seal is appended on a tongue projecting at

right angles from the foot of the parchment. The document is

written in the same chancery hand as no. 4 above.

7. Durham, D. and C. Library, 2.1.Reg. 7: Kegesta, ii, no. 660

(Woodstock [1100-29; probably Oct. 1105; see Kegesta, ii,

nos. 692-708]). The document is written in the hand of a

chancery scribe.

B. Authentic documents sealed with the ' third seal
'

1. British Museum, Cotton Ch. vii. 1: Kegesta, ii, no. 840 [April

1 107]. The seal is appended on a tongue projecting at right

angles from the left-hand margin of the parchment. The docu-

ment is written in a contemporary Canterbury hand.

2. Public Record Office, E.40, no. 6687: Kegesta, ii, no. 915 (West-

minster [13 June 1 109]). The document was certainly written

by a scribe of the beneficiaries and the hand may not be contemp-

orary, in which case the grant would not be genuine.

3. Durham, D. and C. Library, 2.1.Reg. 5: Kegesta, ii, no. 918

(Nottingham [17 Oct.] 1109). The tongue was folded length-

wise before the seal was appended on it. The document is in

diploma form (' Ego Henricus Dei gratia rex Anglorum . .
.

'),

but it has a list of witnesses, given as in a writ. The whole is

written in the hand of a single contemporary Durham scribe,

but the list of witnesses seems to have been added slightly later.

4. British Museum, Harl. Ch. 43, C. 11 : Kegesta, ii, no. 919 (Notting-

ham, 17 Oct. 1 109). Some dating inconsistencies are explained

by the fact that this diploma was drafted and written by a scribe

of the beneficiary. Some annotations to the ' signa ' are written

in the hand of a chancery scribe. The seal, which has been badly

restored, is not easily identifiable; it was originally appended by

green silk cords.

5. Paris, Bibl. Nat., Coll. de Bourgogne, vol. lxxix, no. 180: Kegesta,

ii, no. 920 [Nottingham, 17 Oct. 1109]. The seal is appended

on a leather tag. The main text of this diploma and the anno-

tations to the ' signa ' were written by a scribe of the abbey of

Cluny; some of the ' signa ' are autograph. In the same volume,

no. 181 is a duplicate written in the same hand; it was never

sealed and the ' signa ' are not autograph.

6. Durham, D. and C. Library, 3.1.Reg. 8: Kegesta, ii, no. 925

(York [1 108-14; probably 1109]). The document is written

in the hand of a chancery scribe.

7. Burghley House, Ch. no. 23: Kegesta, ii, no. 975 (Woodstock
[before 2 April 1 1 1 1]). The document is written in the hand of a

chancery scribe.
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8. Burghley House, Ch. no. 27: Regesta ii, no. 997 (Brampton

[1107-11]). The document is written in the same chancery

hand as no. 7, above.

9. Public Record Office, D.L.10, no. 2: Regesta, ii, no. 998 (Brill

[1108-Aug. 1 in]). The document is written in the same
chancery hand as no. 6, above.

10. Canterbury, D. and C. Library, Ch. Ant. C.7: Regesta, ii, no.

1055 [1114, after 29 June]. The seal is appended on a tongue

projecting at right angles from the left-hand margin of the

parchment. The document is written in a contemporary

Canterbury hand.

11. Winchester College, Bradford Peverel Ch. no. 1: Regesta, ji,

no. 1 1 87 (Mortain [11 14-18]). The document is written in the

hand of a chancery scribe.

C. Authentic documents sealed with the 'fourth seal
'

1. British Museum, Harl. Ch. 111.B.46: Regesta, ii, no. 1243 (West-

minster [7 Jan. 1 121]. The document was probably written

by a scribe of the beneficiary.

2. Westminster Abbey Muniments, xxxi: Regesta, ii, no. 1247
(Windsor [30 Jan. 1121]). The document is written in the hand

of a chancery scribe.

3. Canterbury, D. and C. Library, Ch. Ant. C.9: Regesta, ii, no.

1055 [Jan. 1 121]. The seal is appended on a tongue projecting

at right angles from the left-hand margin of the parchment.

The document is written in a contemporary Canterbury hand.

4. Burghley House, Ch. no. 24: Regesta, ii, no. 1033 (Westminster

[1121]). The document is written in the same chancery hand

as no. 2, above.

5. Public Record Office, E.40, no. 14399: Regesta, ii, no. 1262

(Woodstock [112*]). The document is written in the hand of a

chancery scribe.

6. St. Paul's, D. and C. Library, A. 5 9, no. 6: Regesta, ii, no. 15 31

(Woodstock [1121]). The document is written in the same

chancery hand as no. 5, above.

7. British Museum, Cotton Ch. xi. 60: Regesta, ii, no. 1268 (Cheddar

\\iz\,c. 10 April]). The document is written in the same chancery

hand as nos. 5-6, above.

8. Durham, D. and C. Library, i.2.Reg.n: Regesta, ii, no. 1355

(Westminster [1121-2]). The document is written in the same

chancery hand as nos. 2 and 4, above.

9. British Museum, Campbell Ch. xxi. 6: Regesta, ii, no. 1388

[Feb. 1 123]. The seal is appended on a tongue projecting at

right angles from the left-hand margin of the parchment. The
document is written in a contemporary Canterbury hand.

10. Burghley House, Ch. no. 25: Regesta, ii, no. 1462 (Rockingham

[1126]). The document was probably written by a chancery

scribe.
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ii. Public Record Office, E.40, no. 231: Regesta, ii, no. 15 14 (Win-

chester [Aug. 1 1 27]). The document is written in the same

chancery hand as nos. 5-7, above.

12. British Museum, Harl. Ch. 111.B.47: Regesta, ii, no. 1868

(Winchester [Aug. 1127]). The tongue was folded lengthwise

before the seal was appended on it. The document is written

in the hand of a chancery scribe.

13. British Museum, Cotton Ch. vii. 2: Regesta, ii, no. 1493 (Ports-

mouth [Aug. 1 127]. The seal is appended on a tongue pro-

jecting at right angles from the foot of the parchment. The
document is written in the same chancery hand as nos. 2, 4 and

8, above.

14. Newcastle-on-Tyne, Soc. of Antiq., Ravensworth Deeds, no. 2:

Regesta, ii, 1603 (Portsmouth [Aug. 1127]). The tongue was

folded lengthwise before the seal was appended on it. The
document is written in the same chancery hand as no. 12, above.

15. Durham, D. and C. Library, 2.1.Reg. 9: Regesta, ii, no. 1705

(Rouen [1 123-8]). The document is written in the same chan-

cery hand as nos. 2, 4, 8 and 13, above.

16. Arch. Dep. Seine-Maritime, G.4480: Regesta, ii, no. 1580 (Rouen,

1 129). The seal, in orange-red wax, is appended on a parchment

tag inserted in the bottom right-hand corner of the parchment.

The document is written in the hand of a Fontevrault scribe.

17. Arch. Dep. Maine-et-Loire, 242.H.i, no. 5: Regesta, ii, no. 1580

(Rouen [11 29]); a Chancery version of the preceding document.

The document is written in the hand of a chancery scribe.

18. Public Record Office, D.L.10, no. 8: Regesta, ii, no. 1653 (West-

minster [1 121-30]). The document is written in the hand of a

chancery scribe (cf. Cotton Ch. ii. 4: Regesta, ii, no. 1854).

19. Public Record Office, D.L.10, no. 7: Regesta, ii, no. 1723 (Cam-

bridge [11 31]. The seal is appended on a tongue projecting at

right angles from the foot of the parchment. The document is

written in the hand of a chancery scribe.

20. Canterbury, D. and C. Library, Ch. Ant. A. 63 : Regesta, ii, no.

1704 (Rouen [1 123-31; probably towards the end of this period]).

The document is written in the same chancery hand as nos. 12

and 14, above.

21. Ibid., Ch. Ant. A. 64: Regesta, ii, no. 1703 (Rouen [1123-31;

same date as the preceding document]). The document is written

in the same chancery hand as nos. 12, 14 and 20, above.

22. Winchester College, Andwell Ch. no. 6: Regesta, ii, no. 1875

(Woodstock [1 121-33]. The document is written in the hand of

a chancery scribe (cf. P.R.O., D.L.10, no. 5: Regesta, ii, no.

1395). The seal is appended on a leather tag.

23. British Museum, Add. Ch. 19572: Regesta, ii, no. 1655 (Winches-

ter [1129-33]). The document is written in the same chancery

hand as nos. 12, 14, and 20—1, above.
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24. Public Record Office, E.40, no. 6682: Regesta, ii, no. 1786

(Westbourne [1129-33; possibly July 1133]). The document

is written in the same chancery hand as no. 19, above.

D. Seals appended to doubtful or spurious documents

1. British Museum, Add. Ch. 33643 : Regesta, ii, no. 1585. The seal

comes from a forged matrix, imitated from the ' third seal '.

2. Ibid., Cotton Ch. ii. 2: Regesta, ii, no. 1158. In spite of the

extraordinary appearance of this diploma, its seal is certainly an

impression of the genuine ' third seal '.

3. Ibid., Harl. Ch. 43.C.12: Regesta, ii, no. 1060. The seal comes

from a forged matrix, imitated from the ' fourth seal '.

4. Durham, D. and C. Library, 2.1.Reg. 11, 2.1.Reg. 14 and 3.i.Reg.6:

Regesta, ii, nos. 502-4. These three seals come from the same

forged matrix, the so-called 'first seal'; its majesty side seems

to have been imitated from the seal of William Rufus.

5

.

Ibid., 2. 1 .Reg. 1 : Regesta, ii, no. 778. The seal comes from a forged

matrix, imitated from the ' third seal '.

6. Ibid., 2. 1.Reg. 8 : Regesta, ii, no. 768. The seal of this late twelfth-

century forgery seems to be an impression of the genuine ' fourth

seal '.

7. Hampshire Record Office: Regesta, ii, no. 1787. The detached

seal which is alleged to have been appended to this forgery is

an impression of the genuine ' fourth seal '.

8. Oxford, New College, Takeley Deeds, no. 17: Regesta, ii, no.

797. The seal comes from a forged matrix.

9. Ibid., Takeley Deeds, no. 23: Regesta, ii, no. 1480. The seal

comes from a forged matrix, imitated from the ' fourth seal '.

10. Public Record Office, E.40, no. 14888: Regesta, ii, no. 1785.

The last two lines of this writ appear to have been tampered

with, but the rest />f the document may be authentic. The seal

seems to be an impression of the genuine ' fourth seal '.

11. Ibid., E.42, no. 316: Regesta, ii, no. 1739. This seal also appears

to be an impression of the genuine ' fourth seal '.

12. Ibid., E.42, no. 317: Regesta, ii, no. 13 16. The seal is probably

an impression of the genuine ' third seal '.

13. Westminster Abbey Muniments, xxviii: Regesta, ii, no. 1838.

The seal comes from a forged matrix, imitated from the ' fourth

seal '.

14. Ibid., xxxii: Regesta, ii, no. 1882. The document was probably

written by a scribe of the beneficiary. If it is genuine, it was

used as the basis for no. xxviii, above. The seal seems to be an

impression of the genuine ' fourth seal '; apparent inconsistencies

are due to restorative work.

15. Ibid., 3587: Regesta, ii, no. 11 74. The seal, which is in red wax,

comes from a forged matrix, imitated from the ' fourth seal '.
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Clarendon, the Foreign Office and the Hohenzollern

Candidature, 1868-18JO

On the afternoon of 5 July 1870, Lord Granville, the newly

appointed Foreign Secretary, visited the Foreign Office, and among
other things he discussed the international scene with Edmund
Hammond, the permanent under secretary. Hammond remarked

that, '
. . .he had never during his long experience known so

great a lull in foreign affairs, and that he was not aware of any

important question ' that demanded his new chief's attention. 1

Within a matter of hours Europe was to be in the grip of the crisis

over the candidature of Leopold of Hohenzollern to the Spanish

throne, a crisis which was shortly to culminate in the Franco-

Prussian war. Hammond's remark has often been cited to support

the contention that the British diplomatic service abroad and the

personnel of the Foreign Office were lamentably ignorant and

lacking in judgment concerning the affairs of Europe at this time.

Some historians have been openly critical, others have appeared to

record it in such a manner as to leave the reader in little doubt

as to their opinion. A few historians have rallied to the defence

of Hammond and the diplomatic service, but the most notable

verdict is probably that of Professor W. L. Langer, who contended

that the incident ' throws more light upon the neglect of foreign

affairs by the Gladstone Ministry than could a whole volume of

diplomatic documents '. Another historian has chastized in

vigorous terms the British minister at Madrid, Mr. A. H. Layard,

renowned for his archaeological discoveries nearly a generation

before. Layard is accused of dreaming of Nineveh and Babylon
' while Prim [the Spanish prime minister] and the agents of Bismark

conspired to place a Hohenzollern on the throne of Spain . . . \ 2

Britain had no desire to be drawn into the rivalries of the great

powers upon the Continent at this time, but she had not dissociated

1 Hammond's remark was repeated by Granville in a speech to the house of lords

on 11 July 1870, Hansard, 3rd series, cciii. 3. Hammond himself contended in later

years that he had mentioned the Hohenzollern candidature, but Granville was rather

deaf, and did not hear his reservation. Sir J. Tilley and S. Gaselee, The Foreign Office

(London, 1933), p. III.
2 Hammond has been defended by Sir H. Nicolson, Lord Carnock (London, 1930),

p. 11, and by C. R. Cruttwell, The Cambridge History of British Foreign Policy, 1783-191?,

iii. 28-9. A mounting degree of criticism is to be detected in J. Morley, The Life of

W. E. Gladstone (London, 1903), ii. 324-5; Lord Newton, The Life of Lord Lyons

(London, 191 3), i. 293-4; W. L. Langer, European Alliances and Alignments, 1871-1890

(New York, 1931), p. 12; D. N. Raymond British Policy and Opinions during the Franco-

Prussian War (New York, 1921), p. 14. The surprise of the Foreign Office in July

1870, and the general British withdrawal from continental affairs after 1864 is also

underlined by Sir E. L. Woodward, The Age of Reform, 1 81j-1870 (Oxford, 1946),

p. 313. Both remarks are strictly accurate; it is the implications which are open to

doubt.
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herself entirely, while the late Foreign Secretary, Lord Clarendon,

had made several attempts to ease relations between France and

Prussia. Indeed, on no less an authority than Bismark himself,

or so it has been reported, Clarendon's death on 27 June 1870 was an

event of European importance. Bismark is said to have assured

Clarendon's daughter in 1871 that her father would have prevented

the Franco-Prussian war. Bismark has not been alone in this

estimation of Clarendon's importance. 1 Whether Clarendon could

have done what his less well informed, less talented successor

failed to do is beside the point. What is interesting is the contrast

between the influence attributed to Clarendon, and the criticisms

directed against the British diplomatic service and the Foreign

Office. A foreign secretary, however talented, requires at least

well informed and judicious representatives and subordinates to

assist him. It is true that among the leading politicians of

Gladstone's party there was none who could adequately fill his

place, and this fact accounts for the lack of energy displayed by

Great Britain in the critical days before the outbreak of the Franco-

Prussian war, but this is not quite the same thing as the criticisms

noted in the previous paragraph.

The recently published work of Dr. W. E. Mosse, The European

Powers and the German Question, 1848-1871, Cambridge, 1958, has

thrown additional light upon this problem, but it has also deepened

the mystery. From his review of the evidence, Mosse agrees that

' Clarendon's death, therefore, was an event of some importance

in the affairs of Europe '. More interesting has been his discovery

of an approach by the Hohenzollern family, by way of Queen
Victoria, for Clarendon's *advice concerning the repeated requests

from Spain that Leopold of Hohenzollern should become a candi-

date for the throne vacated by Isabella. The approach was made
in the middle of March 1870. Clarendon advised the queen to

reply that this was a matter for the Hohenzollern family itself to

decide, although he added ' that the proposed arrangement would
produce an unfavourable impression in France '. Whatever
Clarendon may have hoped to achieve by this advice, it certainly

failed to dissuade the Hohenzollerns from allowing the candidature

to proceed, and Mosse concludes, ' Clarendon's almost incom-

prehensible negligence had thus not a little to do with the outbreak

of the Franco-Prussian war '. 2 In the light of Clarendon's other

efforts to achieve a detente between France and Prussia, there is good
reason to feel puzzled. 3 The question naturally arises as to whether
Clarendon had failed to appreciate the full international significance

1 The incident is recorded in Sir H. Maxwell, The Life and Letters of the fourth Earl

of Clarendon (London, 191 3), p. 366; and in Lord Algernon Frccman-Mitford Redesdale,
Memories (London, 1915), ii. 525 ff. The episode is reviewed by W. E. Mosse, op. cit.

p. 303, n. 7; he subscribes to the opinion that the death of Clarendon was of European
importance. 2 Mosse, pp. 302-3. 3 Mosse, pp. 296-302.
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of a Hohenzollern candidate to the Spanish throne: whether, in

fact, the charges levelled against the British Foreign Office and

diplomatic service of ignorance and lack of judgment concerning

the impending crisis are not substantiated by the conduct of

Clarendon himself.

The study of the private and official correspondence between

the British representatives in Madrid and the Foreign Secretary

reveals that, on the contrary, there was a real awareness of the

international complications to which the Spanish search for a king

might lead. When the Spanish revolution of September 1868

had driven Queen Isabella II into exile, the British press had

generally taken the view that no power would dispute the right of

the Spaniards to select whom they would as their new monarch. 1

From the outset, however, some British diplomats had been less

complacent. Clarendon, soon after entering office in December

1868, was in receipt of letters from the British ambassador in

Paris which left him in no doubt that some solutions to the Spanish

interinidad would not be pleasing to Louis Napoleon, emperor of

France. Clarendon, for his own part, informed Lord Lyons in

Paris on 27 March 1869,

The chaotic state of that Country [Spain] renders it contemptible

at present, but if France was engaged in war the Emperor would

find a wonderful unanimity among Spaniards to take part with

his enemies, and there has been evidence already that Bismark has

his eye on Spain as an auxiliary. 2

Clarendon, it will be recalled, had served as British minister

in Spain during the Carlist wars of the 'thirties, and his self-

confident belief of those years that he could do much to save

Spain had not entirely departed. He had grown sceptical of the

possibility that the many political troubles afflicting Spain might

find an early solution, but he believed that British advice, given

with tact, might yet be of value. His private correspondence

with the British minister in Madrid was often filled with a shrewd

mixture of praise and discreet advice intended for the ears of the

leading Spanish politicians. Thus he wrote to Layard on 1 5 March

1870, ' I will beg of you to say everything friendly from me to Prim

as I should be glad to do anything in my power to oblige him '. 3

Clarendon was to give no little proof of the sincerity of his desire to

1 Daily Neil's, 15 Oct. 1868; The Standard, 26 Sept. 1868; The Morning Post, 28 Sept.

1868.
2 Lyons (Paris) to Stanley (Clarendon's predecessor at the Foreign Office), no. 880,

20 Oct. 1868, Public Record Office, F.O. 27/1710; Loftus (Berlin) to Stanley, no. 403,

17 Oct. 1868, F.O. 64/644; Bonar (Vienna) to Stanley, no. 162, 27 Oct. 1868, F.O.

7/738. Lyons to Clarendon, private, 11 and 15 Dec. 1868, Clarendon Papers, Bodleian

Library, Oxford, c. 146; Clarendon to Lyons, private, 27 March 1869, c. 149.
3 Clarendon to Hammond, private, 8 Oct. 1868, F.O. 391/4; Clarendon to Layard,

private, 15 March 1870, F.O. 365/1. Note also in the same volume a letter of 20 May
1870.
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assist the organizers of the Spanish revolution of September 1868

towards the establishment of a more liberal and progressive state.

The same was equally true of Spain's foreign relations. One of

the most serious candidates to the Spanish throne was the Due de

Montpensier, whose marriage to the sister of Isabella in 1846 had

already precipitated one international crisis. His election would

have been a triumph for the French Orleanists, and Napoleon

III lost no time in showing his teeth. In April 1869, Clarendon

warned the Spaniards of the unwisdom of such a choice. 1 Nor was

the projected candidature of Dom Fernando of Saxe-Coburg, ex-

king-regent of Portugal, more pleasing to Napoleon, as one of his

daughters was married to Leopold of Hohenzollern. In this

instance, direct French opposition was unnecessary, as many
Portuguese took alarm, fearing that the election of Fernando might

compromise the independence of their country. The Spaniards

had something of this nature in mind, and their disappointment

was acute when the Portuguese proved hostile and unco-operative.

Relations deteriorated, and Clarendon did not a little towards the

moderating of the Portuguese tone, and towards persuading the

Spaniards to abandon the candidature. 2

With the failure of the Spanish government to attract any

other candidate, both the Montpensier and Fernando projects were

revived, with the inevitable repercussions in France and Portugal.

On 20 December 1869, Clarendon wrote privately to Layard,
' Murray [the British minister in Portugal] has seen the ex-King

and heard from him the most positive assurances that no power on

earth will induce Him to accept. If the Spanish Government . . .

continue to press him it will look more as if they wanted to fix a

quarrel on Portugal than to find a King of Spain . . . advise the

Spanish Government to let D. Fernando alone.' 3 Again, in May
1870, to persuade the Spaniards to cease further toying with the

Montpensier candidature, Clarendon warned the Spaniards that,

while he did not wish to imply that undue deference should be

paid to the wishes of France, those wishing to live on good terms

with their neighbours should do nothing to make them un-

comfortable. 4 At times, indeed, it would appear that Clarendon

1 W. A. Smith, ' Napoleon III and the Spanish Revolution of 1868 ', Journal of

Modern History, xxv (1953), 211 ff., 222-3. ^es Origines Diplomatiques de la Guerre de

1870-1871, recueil des documents publie par le ministere des affaires etrangeres (Paris,

1928-32), xxiii. 206-7.
2 Smith, ubi supra, pp. 225-30. Clarendon to Murray (Lisbon), no. 26, 13 April

1869, F.O. 179/186; to Doria (Lisbon), nos. 48-9, 5 and 16 Nov. 1869, F.O. 179/186;
to Layard, nos. 2-3, 8 and 9 Nov. 1869, F.O. 72/1206. There are a large number of

works in French, Spanish, and Portuguese upon the Dom Fernando candidature, which
it is impossible to detail here, but Smith's article provides a useful background.

3 Clarendon to Layard, private, 20 Dec. 1869, Layard Papers, Brit. Mus., Add. MS.
38997.

4 Layard to Clarendon, no. 58, 21 March 1870, F.O. 72/1232; no. 99, confidential,

1 1 May 1870, F.O. 72/1233; Clarendon to Layard, private, 20 May 1870, F.O. 365/1.
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felt that he was in danger of interfering too much in what was,

after all, a matter for the Spaniards to decide, and that his duty

was done when he had warned them of the international dangers

attending a certain course. Thus, in September 1869, he wrote to

Hammond concerning the intended dispatch of advice upon the

candidature question, ' However, we had better leave them all alone

and [to] their own devices and your letter must not go to Ffrench V
There had thus been no want of activity on the part of Clarendon

in warning the Spaniards of possible international repercussions to

their search for a king. Although he may not have been fully

aware of the extent to which Napoleon III manoeuvred ' aggressively

to influence the turn of events in Spain ' to his own interests,2

Clarendon was clearly quite well informed of the difficulties that

might attend certain Spanish choices. At the same time, one

cannot entirely ignore a certain complacent note which recurs in

his correspondence. In October 1868 Clarendon expressed the

belief that the time of European wars over a revolution in Spain

had passed, while his instructions to Layard, dated 8 November

1869, confidently asserted,

Happily there is no longer question, as in former times, of

attempts on the part of Foreign Powers to turn to their own ad-

vantage the variations of Spanish politics. There is no desire on

the part of any of them to disturb the Balance of Power in Europe

by seeking to acquire dynastic influence in Spain or to aggrandize

their dominions at her expense.

There would be no need for Layard to follow the activities

of his colleagues ' in an anxious spirit '. As late as 20 May 1870,

after he had received further evidence of Napoleon's hostility to

certain candidates, Clarendon nevertheless concluded, ' One thing

especially pleases me for Spain

—

vi\. the complete and unmistakable

absence of all foreign interference in her internal affairs '. 3 And
Clarendon was perhaps right to regard the Spaniards' difficulties

with Napoleon as of their own making. None the less, his apparent

confidence is striking, and perhaps provides a clue to his failure

to strengthen the reluctance of the Hohenzollern family to approve

of Leopold's candidature. A further explanation of his supposed

'negligence ' in March 1870, to which Mosse refers, may possibly

be found in a private communication, which he received from

the British charge d'affaires in Madrid, dated 1 November 1869. 4

1 Clarendon to Hammond, private, 4 and 11 Sept. 1869, F.O. 391/4.
2 Smith, ubi supra, pp. 211 ff.

3 Clarendon to Hammond, private, 8 Oct. 1868, F.O. 391/4; to Layard, no. 2,

8 Nov. 1869, F.O. 72/1206; the unpublished memoirs of Layard, Add. MS. 38932,

pp. 47 ff.

4 Mosse, pp. 302-3. The crown princess of Prussia wrote to Queen Victoria on

12 March 1870 concerning the candidature. Ffrench to Clarendon, 1 Nov. 1869, the

Granville Papers, Public Record Office, P.R.O. 30/29/58. A Ramm, The Political

Correspondence of Mr. Gladstone and Lord Granville, 1 868- 1 876 (London, 1952), i. 107, n. 4.
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This letter reported the abandonment of a Spanish project to offer

the crown to Prince Charles of Prussia. Manuel Silvela, the

Foreign Minister, had been a staunch advocate of the scheme, but

Prim had opposed it as too dangerous, since France could hardly

approve, and Spain might find herself involved in a Franco-

Prussian war. This letter was read only by Clarendon and Queen
Victoria, and its contents were unknown to his colleagues in the

Cabinet until after his death and the outbreak of the Hohenzollern

crisis.

But if Clarendon failed to deliver a decisive warning to the

Hohenzollerns in March, one of the last actions of his life was
nevertheless directed towards the solution of the Spanish interinidad.

He had learned that the Spanish minister of state was personally

favourable to the temporary shelving of the whole problem of the

monarchy, and to the conversion of the existing regime into one

with a more permanent character. Clarendon pounced upon this

idea, especially as he knew it would find a fair degree of favour

with Napoleon. In a private letter of 20 May 1870, he instructed

Layard to encourage this line of thought among the Spanish

leaders, and to remind them constantly of the desirability of post-

poning the present quest for a prince, so ' derogatory to the dignity

of Spain . . . ', until the stability and prosperity of the new
regime should be such that candidates would be attracted of their

own accord. 1 Clarendon's thought concerning the problem of the

Spanish monarchy does not appear to have developed beyond this

point. The evidence is insufficient to provide a final explanation of

Clarendon's conduct at this time, but it would appear that he ex-

pected any international complications to arise mainly from the

actions of the Spaniards themselves, and on this point the infor-

mation at his disposal suggested that the Spaniards were anxious to

choose no candidate who might give rise to international reper-

cussions, especially with France. He appears to have underestimated

the conviction of Spaniards such as Prim that only a monarch could

save Spain from approaching political disaster, and that to avert

that disaster, even Prim, for all his political sagacity and awareness

of Napoleon ni's feelings, might be prepared to brave French
displeasure. Clarendon was perhaps too confident of his own
influence with the Spaniards, and hence failed to see the necessitv

in March 1870 of a more decisive reply to the Hohenzollern enquiry.

If he erred in March, his conduct in general suggests that he did so,

not because he failed to see the significance of such a candidature,

but because he did not expect it to take place. Ill health, exhaustion

from the labour of his office could have played their part, or some
other trifle have caused the letter to have been less complete than

it otherwise would.

1 The relevant correspondence is to be found above, n. 4, p. 279.
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The information at Clarendon's disposal has shown that, on

the whole, British representatives abroad had not been failing in

their duty. Nowhere was this more true than at Madrid. It is

true that Clarendon had strongly opposed the appointment of

Layard to Madrid in the first instance. Personal tension within

the Gladstone ministry had made Layard's removal from the position

of first commissioner of the board of works desirable, and honour-

able exile to Madrid had seemed an ideal solution. Clarendon had

been anxious to send an experienced diplomat to Spain, and further-

more he had no wish to offend the diplomatic service by the sacrifice

of this relatively important post to a politician. 1 But Gladstone

had insisted, and Layard had gone to Madrid. Nor was it with ill

effect, as Layard's tremendous energy and resource, his unceasing

curiosity and sharp intellect speedily established him in the heart of

affairs in Madrid. The British legation became neutral ground for

Spaniards of many political shades, so that his lavish hospitality was

often repaid by the respect and confidence which he won from many
leading Spaniards. No better proof on this point can be put for-

ward than the hostility with which he was regarded by many of the

supporters of the deposed royal family and of the old regime. Layard's

position was very difficult in 1875 after the son of Isabella II had

been restored to the Spanish throne, yet his departure two years later

was accompanied by a considerable eulogium from the influential

and discriminating Spanish newspaper, ~La Epoca (5 April 1877).
2

But if Layard was not dreaming away his exile in Castile with

pleasant recollections of the exploits of his youth, how did it come

about that he did not telegraph the news of the Hohenzollern candi-

dature until 12.10 p.m. on
5 July? The main explanation is, of

course, that the secret was so well kept, and only slipped out by

accident as it was. This can best be illustrated from the published

French documents, for France had every reason to try to discover

the truth, far more so than Britain. As early as 27 March 1869

the French had begun to entertain suspicions of the existence of

the Hohenzollern candidature, yet barely a week before he finally

learned the truth, the French ambassador in Madrid was reporting

that he could discover nothing new concerning such a candidature,

and that if it was being undertaken, it was very much in secret.

He even concluded that he had more reason to doubt than to suspect

its existence. 3 Layard's accounts were much the same. He listened

1 Ramm, i. 42-6, 69. Clarendon to Hammond, private, 8 Oct. 1868, F.O. 391/4.
2 Hammond praised Layard's work at Madrid in a letter of 7 July 1870 to Sir E.

Thornton (Washington), F.O. 391/17. In 1875, Layard temporarily lost the confidence

of the queen and the prime minister, but he was loyally defended by the Foreign

Secretary, Derby, and his promotion to Constantinople in 1877 demonstrated the trust

that his career at Madrid had built up.
3 Origines Diplomatiques, xxiv. 104, 118, 285; xxvii. 389, 404, 423; xxviii. 18.

O. E. Ollivier, L'Emp/re Libera/ (Paris, 191 2), xiii. 571-9, suggests that the French
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with interest to Prim's account before the Cortes on 1 1 June of his

endeavours to secure a Portuguese or Italian prince, of the impossi-

bility of electing Montpensier, and finally of the refusal of a

mysterious fourth candidate. Layard noted, ' The secret has been

well kept as no one appears to know to whom he alluded '. His

curiosity aroused, Layard was able to report tentatively on 25 June
that this fourth candidate might have been Leopold of Hohenzollern,

and that Prim's thoughts were believed to be turning once more in

that direction. But, and this was the important and decisive fact,

it was at this point that the well known mistake in the decipherment

of the telegram, announcing the return of the Spanish agent from

Germany with Leopold's acceptance, caused the dissolution of the

Cortes. This dissolution convinced most observers in Madrid

that no new developments in the candidature question were im-

pending, and whatever suspicions there may have been lurking in

their minds were temporarily dispelled. 1

A general exodus from Madrid to escape the summer heat began.

The regent, Marshal Serrano, invited Layard to accompany him to

the cool of his estates at La Granja. Layard agreed, until the reply

to his request for leave of absence should arrive. The German
minister had also applied for leave. Prim had retired to his own
estates, and was believed to be intending to visit Napoleon III later

in the summer. The Hohenzollern acceptance thus hit Spain

with the unexpectedness of a rainstorm from a cloudless sky. The
news reached La Granja on 3 July, but Layard did not telegraph

the news until it had been officially confirmed at 11 a.m. on the

5th. Seventy minutes later the telegram announcing that the

Spanish government were to submit the candidature of Leopold of

Hohenzollern to the Cortes was on its way. It is perhaps a little

difficult to understand why Layard sent no intimation until Leopold

had been officially accepted as a candidate. The news was beginning

to spread in Paris on the 3rd, and The Times briefly reported the

facts on the 5 th. The Foreign Office received no official information

from either Madrid or Paris until the late afternoon, but presumably

both Layard and Lyons felt that they should await the official decision

of the Spanish government. 2 That the Foreign Office itself was
not paralysed and inert at this time is revealed by the prompt
forwarding of a telegram received from Brussels, earlier on 5 July,

suggesting that the Portuguese candidature to the Spanish throne

ambassador in Madrid was not reassured despite the lack of proof. Note also the

suspicions entertained at the Austrian legation on 24 June, Origines . . ., xxvii. 416.
1 Layard to Clarendon, private, 13 and 25 June 1870, F.O. 365 1; no. 188, 2j

June 1870, F.O. 72,1234. A brief account of the mistaken decipherment of the tele-

gram may be found in A. J. P. Taylor, The Struggle for Mastery in Europe, 1848-1918
(Oxford, 1954), pp. 203-4.

2 Layard, memoirs, Add. MS. 38932, p. 71. The two telegrams of 5 July arc to

be found in F.O. 27/1805 and 72/1234.
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was about to be revived. Layard was asked to make the necessary

enquiries. 1

Mr. A. J. P. Taylor may or may not be correct in his contention

that Bismark did not expect war to result from the Hohenzollern

candidature, but the violence of the French government's reaction

was certainly not anticipated by all observers. La Epoca discussed

the candidature on
5 July without reference to the international

scene, while The Times remarked on the 6th that it could spare

little time for the ' vagaries ' of the Spaniards, and although it

anticipated a ' lively controversy ' between France and Spain,

it was highly sceptical of Prussian participation. 2 As to Hammond's
remark, it is by no means certain that he did not mention the candi-

dature, while Granville himself used the comment in a speech, for

dramatic effect, to illustrate the suddenness with which the crisis

occurred. There is even reason to suppose that the remark was

inspired by a French source; no less than that of Ollivier, the

French prime minister. Ollivier had informed the Corps Legislatif

on 30 June that, on whatever side he turned his gaze, he could see

no irritating question in need of solution, nor any other threatening.3

Some echo of this speech might have reverberated in Hammond's
mind as he cast around for suitable words with which to encourage

his new chief, so soon after the death of a mutual friend.

The picture to emerge from the above evidence shows that, in

the months between the fall of Isabella and the Hohenzollern

candidature's dramatic announcement, British diplomats and the

Foreign Office had not been unaware of the possibility that the

vacant Spanish throne might lead to international repercussions.

There is nothing to suggest a remarkable lack of interest or energy

in the unravelling of the tangled skeins of Spanish politics, and if

there was a tendency to underestimate the danger of a major con-

flagration resulting from the Spanish moves, this was a tendency in

which Clarendon himself fully shared. Although Britain was

anxious not to become intimately involved in European rivalries,

this did not prevent Clarendon and his representatives abroad

from taking a lively interest in the main issues upon the Continent,

or from endeavouring to remove causes of conflict as they arose.

Critics of the conduct of British foreign policy, who have been

inspired by Hammond's remark, have read too much into it.

University College of the West Indies C. J. Bartlett

1 Foreign Office to Layard, no. 162, 5 July 1870, F.O. 185/509.
2 Raymond, pp. 67-8, notes that the Daily News, Manchester Guardian and London

Gazette were displaying little fear of war between 6 and 9 July.
3 Lyons to Foreign Office, no. 168, 1 July 1870, F.O. 27/1805.
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A Comprehensive History of India. Published under the auspices of the

Indian History Congress and the Bharatiya Itihas Parishad. Vol. ii:

The Mauryas and Satavahanas. Edited by K. A. Nilakanta.

(Calcutta. London: Longmans, 1958. 90s.)

This is the first volume to appear of the project initiated in 1940 by the

Indian History Congress and joined in 1946 by the Bharatiya Itihas

Parishad (Indian History Conference: which previously had had a

separate project).

The year 1947 in India marks the critical point in a historiographical

revolution as profound as the historical revolution it accompanied. One
of the main props of the British Empire in India was the official myth
that Indians could not govern and defend their own country and were

therefore in need of protection by a strong imperial power. This myth
in turn rested on a thesis, laid down by British historians, which appeared

to demonstrate that Indian history consisted of little but a succession of

conquests by foreigners : these had brought all the blessings of strong

rule, but unfortunately had been followed always by rampant disunity

and anarchy as the conquerors were assimilated to Indian ways (and would
be so again if India became self-governing). In the standard British

histories of India this thesis determines the general approach, or lack of

approach, of most of the writers. Many Indian historians, sharing the

desire for freedom of most of their compatriots, saw that this thesis

could easily be demolished, with consequent advantage to the National

movement as well as to truth. They had only to write their country's

history from its own point of view instead of from that of foreigners

defending a political thesis, to arrive at very different and much more
interesting conclusions. India's ancient civilization had always assimi-

lated the foreign settlers and renewed itself. Social history, art and liter-

ature, political theories and their application, were of greater interest to

the historian than the campaigns and stratagems of adventurers. It will

be a great gain to historians, not least in Europe, to have the history of

India presented without the prejudices which, absurd as they now seem

to an objective enquirer, colour the majority of imposing-looking

histories, as well as works on Indian religion or literature, on the shelves

of our libraries.

Besides publishing various monographs, Indian historians before

1947 started several joint projects for general histories of India. Little

of these was published before independence was gained, and after much
reshuffling we seem to be left with two projects which we may expect

to see completed: the present one and the one published by the

Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan (' Indian Academy of Sciences '
: H[istory and]

C\ulture of the Indian People], 195 1 in progress, 5 volumes published so
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far: this is the project of the Bharatiya Itihas Samiti, 'Indian History

Association '). In the earlier work—a pioneering work in scope and

objectives and in the spirit in which it is written—the new approach to

Indian history is strongly advocated. The Comprehensive History appears

to take it for granted (perhaps it will be discussed in vol. i) : though sent

to press as long ago as 195 1 (and delayed there by various misfortunes)

this volume was mostly written after 1947, whereas the early volumes

ofHC were written in the main before Independence. Other comparisons

must be made between two major projects so apparently alike and so

nearly contemporaneous. Comp. Hist, is very much fuller in treatment

and more complete in scope : thus the history of South India, of Ceylon

and of the ' Post-Mauryan Dynasties ' of the North, barely sketched in

HC, are here adequately covered. Comp. Hist, ii is for the most part

much more solidly written and may be estimated to contain three times

as much hard fact about its period as HC. It will be difficult to maintain

this scope if, as projected, Comp. Hist, is to have only four volumes up

to a.d.i 200. HC has five volumes up to 1300, of which the second

covers a disproportionately long period. (It is disappointing that

Comp. Hist, projects only four out of twelve volumes for the entire period

up to a.d. 1200, though we may look forward to new light on the obscure

social history and political struggles of the large parts of India under

foreign domination after the Turkish invasions : this later period though

favoured with the most space was certainly given the most biased and

incomplete treatment in previous general histories.) Comp. Hist, gives

in great part different minor details from those found in HC. It is useful

that where there are divergent hypotheses on fundamental matters (such

as chronology) the two works follow alternative views. Finally, the

adventurous spirit (productive of valuable insights but too often lost

in rhetoric) of HC is balanced by the severer discipline of Comp. Hist.

The editor of this volume, Professor Nilakanta (note to bibliographers

:

' Sastri ' is properly a qualification, like ' M.A.', not a name, though

admittedly cases have been known of its being irregularly acquired from a

parent), is already well known for his excellent histories of the Colas and

of South India. Among the leading Indian historians he is unsurpassed

in scholarship and unequalled in caution and objectivity, and in this

volume he has endeavoured to restrain the more adventurous contributors.

He has given us a work of reference with most meticulous documentation.

It is therefore most unfortunate that the opening chapter (on the first

two Mauryas) defies his authority by indulging in speculative rhetoric

and is generally weak, whilst chapter ii (on Asoka and the later Mauryas)

is still more speculative on matters of fact, and its writer unhappily

evaded the editor's discipline: ' This highly speculative reasoning is left

as the late Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar wrote it, though it has not been possible

to find any tangible authority in favour of it. Dr. Bhandarkar himself

passed away before he could answer the letter requesting him to state

his authority ' (editor's footnote). Nilakanta Sastri himself consolidates

the section on Mauryan history in chapter iii (' Government, Society

and Art of the Mauryan Empire '). The remainder of the volume is

sound and the authorities tangible except for Dr. Gopalachari's dubious

chronology of the Satavahanas in chapter x. In the main body of the
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political history (chapters iv-ix on North India) the editor is ably

supported by Professor Jagannath and Dr. J. N. Banerjea, the latter

contributing also a chapter on coinage. The editor contributes the

two chapters on South India and Dr. G. C. Mendis those on Ceylon.

Dr. U. N. Ghoshal has written useful chapters on post-Mauryan political

and social organization but that on ' Economic Conditions ' is rambling

and occasionally careless. Chapter xiii on ' Religious Movements '

is excellent except for the last part, on Hindu ' Religious and Philosophical

Thought ', where the historical perspective vanishes altogether {e.g.

the Sankhya doctrine described on pp. 424 ff., is the new system of the

fifth century a.d., opposed on fundamentals to the systems current in

the period of this volume). The chapters on literature (Dr. Raghavan on
Sanskrit literature) and art (S. K. Sarasvati and K. R. Srinivasan) give a

fairly complete survey of developments in this period (that on Art and

Architecture in Northern India may moreover be used to control and

correct the chronological hypothesis of the political chapters), though

there are important omissions from the accounts of Pali and Prakrit

literature. The eighty-eight plates illustrating art and coinage are

greatly superior to those in previous histories.

The period covered in this volume is that in which the framework of

what is usually regarded as the ' classical ' civilization of India was

formed. Between 325 B.C. and 250 B.C. the whole of India was brought

under the political domination of the Magadhan Empire under the

Maurya Dynasty. The result was not a permanent political unification,

but it was the permanent cultural unification of India. At the time of

this political unification the intellectual life of India was at the height

of its most vigorous phase, for example in the fields of science (especially

physics, linguistics and mathematics—unfortunately the progress of

science has been omitted from this book, save for passing mention in the

chapter on literature), art (e.g. Mauryan sculpture and architecture),

and literature (rise of the new kavya literature, including the drama,

beginning in the fourth century B.C. or perhaps earlier, with the creation

of numerous literary forms, a new style, and a general aesthetic theory).

In philosophy and religion the development which followed was perhaps

less vigorous than that of the preceding six centuries, but it was more
disciplined and critical : this was a period of definition and systematiza-

tion, at the end of which the classical schools had established their posi-

tions with great precision. It is regrettable that this development has

not been made clear in chapter xiii. In the second-fourth century a.d.

' classical ' Sanskrit (regulated by grammatical conventions settled during

the fourth-second century B.C.) was adopted in all the countries of India

(though they were not politically unified) as the language of administration

and of most serious literature. The adoption of this universal medium
throughout ' Hindudom ', and of the traditions canonized in Sanskrit

literature—whether Vedic, Buddhist, Saiva, Vaisnava or materialist

(for most schools felt obliged to standardize their doctrines in the classical

language)—made the cultural unification permanent. In the third century

a.d. the structure of a sophisticated civilization, already equipped with

canons of duty, philosophical enlightenment and political economy
(partly covered in chapters iii and xiv), was given an ideal poise by the
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orthodox priest Vatsyayana, who canonized the hitherto slightly disrepu-

table theory of pleasure (for the public and private entertainments of

wealthy citizens) in the severe Sanskrit prose of his Kamasiitra.

A few minor criticisms and corrections may be briefly indicated. The
distribution of matter between the chapters on political history and those

on administration, culture, &c, is not consistent throughout the volume.

The ' Fourth Council ' of the Buddhists (pp. 240 and 373) was not

Mahayana, but Sarvastivada (Vasumitra belonged to the latter school):

it is a pity that this popular misconception—that Kainska patronized the

Mahayana—should be retailed again. The jojana of the Buddhist

texts was about 4^ miles (and the later standard about 9),
' z\ miles ' as

suggested on page 172 seems most unlikely. Kuntala (p. 336) is surely

used in literature as a synonym for the Deccan as a whole : no evidence

for a separate branch of the Satavahanas there has been found. The
' law of Buddhism '

(p. 45 1) does not discourage economic improvements,

on the contrary it urges rulers to bring about the material welfare of their

subjects. The distribution of coins does not necessarily show politi-

cal control (pp. 148 and 170). Sannidhata surely means quite simply
' treasurer '

(p. 58).

A. Comprehensive History of India is the first general history of India to

have been written in the main in the comparative calm of the new era

since India's Independence. It will give greater satisfaction than any

other history of India to the objective enquirer, though not, perhaps,

to the more extreme nationalists. If the quality of this volume is main-

tained, the work may supplant HC as our best work of reference for

Indian history, and it is likely to enjoy for a considerable time the status

of standard authority. Comp. Hist, is therefore strongly recommended
to historians and librarians.

University of Edinburgh A. K. Warder

Order and History. By Eric Voegelin. 3 vols, i: Israel and Revelation.

ii: The World of the Po/is. iii: Plato and Aristotle. (Louisiana

State University Press. London: O.U. P., 1956-7.)

These three volumes represent the first half of an enormous literary

programme of unusual interest and significance for students of history,

philosophy and theology. They are not easy reading but the reviewer

has found them worthy of prolonged study. It is quite impossible to do
justice in a limited space to writing of this complexity and subtlety. All

that is possible is to indicate the main line of the argument.

The author is concerned to trace the history of the order of human
society from the time of the emergence of the cosmological civilizations,

whose meaning can be expressed only in compact, undifferentiated

symbols, down through the two adventures in order represented by

Israel and Greece (thus far the volumes under review) to the multi-

civilizational empire ofAlexander, the rise and development of Christianity

under the Roman Empire and in the medieval world, the Protestant

Reformation and modern Western civilization with its critical problems of
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order. It is not too much to say that we have to reckon with an achieve-

ment comparable to that of Toynbee. Indeed Voegelin's conception

of the nature and meaning of history is to be preferred to Toynbee's,

though he makes no attempt to rival Toynbee's astonishing grasp of

detail and breadth of survey over the whole range of recorded history.

The thesis of the work is that the compact symbolism of cosmological

civilization shows a tendency to differentiation, but that in only two places

in the ancient world was it broken through by what the author calls

' the leap in being ', namely in Israel and in Greece. To Moses was made
a revelation of the transcendent God which brought about the emergence

of history in Israel as the chosen people, history being the inner form of

human existence in society. In Greece, on the other hand, there was no
break-through of the transcendent. Rather was there a movement from
man's side involving the release and differentiation of the psyche, the

movement being from myth to philosophy and eventually, in Platonic

thought, to the vision of the Agathon. In both Israel and Greece, how-
ever, there is a certain limitation which was not overcome till the

transcendent broke through all barriers in Christ. Speaking generally,

Hebrew thought could not make the necessary break with the concrete

reality of the chosen people, while in Greece down to Aristotle the polls

proved a limiting factor. In Rabbinic Judaism and in Aristotle we see

different forms of a retreat to an immanent ethics.

In volume i, after an opening section on the early cosmological

empires of Mesopotamia and Egypt in which the order of society was

symbolized as an analogue of the order of the cosmos, the author turns

his attention to Israel and suggests that the exodus from Egypt was
interpreted by Moses as an exodus from cosmological civilization into a

new historical existence under God. In fact Israel constituted itself by

recording its genesis and subsequent fortunes as a people with a special

meaning in history. We may speak of the creation of an historical

present from which the past can be interpreted and the future prepared

for. The historical present, of course, is difficult to achieve and difficult

to maintain.

Of particular interest is Voegelin's exposition of the current debate

about the so-called royal theology which appears in certain of the Psalms

and reveals the tension between the Covenant order and the necessity

of survival in pragmatic history. There is a fascinating study of the

movement of thought from Isaiah through Jeremiah to Deutero-Isaiah.

Isaiah believes in a historical transfiguration of the unregenerate present.

Jeremiah finds the meaning of that present through his own participation

in divine suffering. Deutero-Isaiah unites salvation and suffering in one

and appeals to men to accept God's salvation. Deuteronomy is ex-

pounded as a return to the Mosaic insights, which went wrong, because

for the living relation to the transcendent God, was substituted a written

code of law.

Volume ii shows first of all how the Minoan version of cosmological

civilization was succeeded by the Achaean society and the whole was
eventually claimed by Greek civilization as its own prehistory. In

Homer is portrayed the break-down of Achaean society and the responsi-

bility for it is placed squarely on the shoulders of the human actors.

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCV T
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In Hesiod we have the beginnings of speculation in his handling of the

Greek myths and we also find a criticism of the society he knew which
reminds us of the prophetic denunciations. Inside that society he saw
wide-spread revolt against the order of Zeus. Then follows the break

with the mythical view in the creation of Greek philosophy. Xenophanes
criticized the mythology. Parmenides inaugurated the philosophy of

being as something which could be apprehended only by going beyond
the realm of sense perception. Heracleitus began the exploration of the

soul and reached a conception of it as purely human.
Voegelin then passes to Greek drama, paying particular attention

to Aeschylus in whose plays we are presented with ' the theomorphic

symbolisation of the soul in the myth '. It was Aeschylus who, though

he ' was no Moses for his people ', ' nevertheless discovered the psyche

as the source of meaningful order for the polls in history '. From the

insights of Aeschylus stems a philosophy of history. A brilliant section

on the Sophistic movement is followed by a study of the decline of histori-

cal order as seen in Herodotus and especially in Thucydides.

Volume iii is devoted to an exposition of the relevant parts of the

works of Plato and Aristotle. There is an extremely suggestive study of

Plato's effort ' to renew the order of Hellenic civilization out of the re-

sources of his own love of wisdom, fortified by the paradigmatic life

and death of the most just man, Socrates '. Plato's contribution to the

study of order in the Republic is expounded with particular emphasis on
the symbolism of descent and ascent. No doubt there will be Platonic

scholars who think that Voegelin uses his imagination too much here.

There follows discussion of the meaning of certain of the other dialogues.

For example it is argued that in the Timaeus and the Critias we are shown
the polls not as static but in historical action. The truth of the myth
employed is guaranteed for Plato by the fact that the symbols it uses arise

out of the psyche or, as we would say, the unconscious. In the Critias

Plato demonstrated by the myth of Atlantis the wrong way to create

the perfect society. Finally in the Laws he communicates ' his mature

wisdom on the problems of man in political society '.

In general Voegelin demonstrates how Plato was preoccupied with

the order of the soul, the spiritual order which he hoped would transform

the pragmatic order of the polls. He inaugurated the new age of the

philosophers. But pragmatic reality refuses to conform to the Platonic

vision of order. Aristotle, while not repudiating the experiences of

transcendent being, turned his attention to immanentist speculation and

moved in the direction of creating a systematic science of politics. Yet

something of the Platonic insight is retained. The soul is capable of a

measure of transcendence. As Voegelin puts it: 'In the bios theoreticos

we have the intellectualized counterpart to the Platonic vision of the

Agathon.' The interest has now shifted, however, to a society which

does not wish to be interfered with. Philosophy and life fall apart.

The Characters of Theophrastus is typical of the prevailing humanism.

Readers of these first three volumes will eagerly await the completion

of the work.

University of Edinburgh Norman W. Porteous
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Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Part i.

Ancient British and Anglo-Saxon Coins. By Philip Grierson.

(London. O.U.P. for the British Academy, 1958. 35s.)

A volume which is planned and executed as the first of an important

series demands judgment on its potential value as a pathfinder as well

as on its realized value in itself. On both counts this first fascicule

of the Sylloge achieves a considerable success. Mr. Grierson has set a

very high standard, and for all practical historical purposes the authori-

tative account of the Ancient British and Anglo-Saxon coins in the

Fitzwilliam Museum is here at our disposal. When the same careful

method of recording, photographing and arranging coins has been

applied to other major collections then the Sylloge will present in attractive

and convenient form a highly important corpus of historical evidence.

Due emphasis needs to be placed on the historical nature of the evidence.

The strength of the modern school of Anglo-Saxon numismatists in

particular lies in the close liaison effected with the historian and historical

techniques. This first taste of the Sylloge promises that the partnership

will be worthily maintained, as one might expect from a piece of work
prepared by Mr. Grierson, prefaced by Sir Frank Stenton and read in

typescript by Mr. Blunt and Mr. Dolley. In some respects the historian

will benefit to an even greater extent than the coin-expert to whom the

Sylloge will be an excellent catalogue but little more. To the historian,

confident in the skill of the editors, it will be a major source-book.

Mr. Grierson has catalogued all the coins in the Fitzwilliam Museum
of the Ancient British and Anglo-Saxon periods, 216 of the former and

778 of the latter. No doubt compelling financial and administrative

reasons demanded the coupling together of the two series in this way,

but the unity of the volume suffers. Ancient British and Anglo-Saxon

make uneasy bed-fellows. Roman coins are not included, nor are the

minimi of which there are very few in the collection. The coins are well

photographed on thirty-two plates with facing text which transcribes,

gives the weight, where relevant the state of the die-axis, and where
possible the provenance. Despite assiduous search the provenance

often remains unknown. An earlier generation was unaware of the

importance that would one day be attached to the site of the finds. A
special feature of Mr. Grierson's work is the attempt to trace back the

recent history of the coins as accurately as possible. A useful list of

bequests to the museum is given in the introduction.

A vital test of value to the historian lies in the arrangement of the

coins. Mr. Grierson has had a formidable task to face in this respect,

steering his way carefully between rigid conservatism and dangerous

over-emphasis on one or other of the fertile by-ways opened up by the

energy of recent researchers. He has succeeded admirably. His

over-all scheme of division is simple and straightforward, but in devel-

oping it he pays consistent and subtle compliment to the work of

the modern numismatist. A conspicuous example comes from his

treatment of the late Old English series where he departs from the

customary classification under mints, concentrating instead on arrange-

ment according to types. He does not attempt to give exact dates to
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the issues, though one may infer that he is ready to accept the possibility

of reasonable exactness. But the fact of sequence is stressed, and from

it stems implications of some moment to the historian. From the

currency reform late in Edgar's reign to the Norman Conquest our

coinage is controlled closely from the centre. The types are changed

and new dies issued with regularity. With the emphasis on die as

opposed to coin implied in the stress on type over against mint we
have recognition of the maturity of the late Anglo-Saxon currency,

and with it an insight into the maturity of the late Anglo-Saxon monarchy.

Elsewhere we note the same unobtrusive guidance to the student.

The present reviewer, with no pretension to exact knowledge of the

Ancient British series, noticed there that the reputed Addedomarus of

the Iceni had been dethroned with no fuss but the full blessing of

authority in favour of ASSedomaros of the Trinovantes (coins 131 and

132). On the Anglo-Saxon series the guidance is exceptionally sure and

well-informed. We are reminded that the gold coins inscribed Pada

(coins 219 and 220) cannot be attributed to Peada, son of Penda, that

though called prymsas they correspond to the shillings of the early laws,

and that the sceattas of the collection are in fact pennies. Very sensibly

none of the latter is excluded on the ground that it is Frisian, not English.

In the Northumbrian series the recent work of Mr. Lyon enables the

issues of the first reign of Ethelred II to be separated from those of his

second reign. Two sections of special importance deal with the Saint

Edmund Memorial Coinage (coins 457-71) and the coinage of the Vikings

of Northumbria (472-519). The heavy Christian symbolism of these

coins is a startling feature, issued as so many of them were a bare genera-

tion after the pagan conquest.

Just over half the plates are taken up in presenting the coinage of

Wessex (520-606) and, starting with Edgar, the coinage of the kings

of England (607-982). King Alfred's halfpennies have become quite

properly thirds ofpennies, a solution we owe to Mr. Grierson's own work.

As always the quality of Ethelred's extensive currency cannot fail to

impress. The evidence for the Harold and Harthacnut puzzles is set

out clearly, Harold with his left-facing portrait, Harthacnut with the

right. The coinage of the Confessor is well represented, and there are

good impressions of the ironic Pax issue of Harold II. Mint attributions

are for the most part straightforward. In the light of modern research

coin 603 (Ham) is attributed in full confidence to Northampton, while

672 (Sudby) and 706 (Sud) must be left among the doubtfuls as Southwark

or Sudbury. The gnawing problem of Roiseng (coin 550) remains with us.

Oxford's traditional claim to Orsnaforda is rejected, but a thoroughly

satisfactory alternative is still to be sought (coins 561-2). Professor

Whitelock has helped to ensure that the useful index of mints and of

Anglo-Saxon kings and moneyers reaches a high standard of scholarly

accuracy.

Enough has been said, it is hoped, to suggest the great value of the

Sylloge, and of this its first sprig, to the historian. There will be room,

as the work progresses, for a selective and critical bibliography of

important articles relating to the mass of evidence assembled for us.

Some systematic guidance in interpretation is needed before the student
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of Anglo-Saxon history and literature can gain full benefit from this

immensely valuable project. Mr. Dolley's recent article, for example,

on ' The Post-Brunanburh Viking Coinage of York ', Nordisk Numis-

matisk Arsskrift (1957-8), pp. 13-88, brings to life the problems faced by

the editors of the Sylloge in treating the vexed Viking period. But

Mr. Grierson has already shown within the compass of this volume
what help intelligent editing can give. Only an editor who had patiently

absorbed so much of the best of modern research could have safely

attempted the path-blazing task. Only an editor who had himself

contributed no mean portion to our understanding of the Anglo-Saxon
coinage could have made such a success of it. The Sylloge, if it follows

the pattern set in this first volume, will remain an indispensable work of

reference for all interested in the history of these islands.

University College, Cardiff H. R. Loyn

Utitersuchungen iiber Inhalt und Datierung der Briefe Gerberts von Aurillac,

Papst Sylvesters II. By Mathilde Uhlirz. (Schriftenreihe der

historischen Kommission bei der bayerischen Akademie der Wissen-

schaften, 2. Gottingen: Vanderhoeck & Ruprecht, 1957.)

The collection of Gerbert's letters is one of the most baffling of all

medieval texts. The problems which it raises have exercised scholars

ever since the appearance of Havet's masterly edition in 1889, but it

cannot be said that any of them has yet received a completely satisfying

answer. Why does the collection cover only the years 983-91 and 996-7 ?

What is the significance of the use of shorthand in some of the letters ?

How are we to account for the surprising divergencies, and almost equally

surprising similarities, between the two traditions L and P, which go
back to the lifetime of Gerbert himself? On what principle are the

letters arranged in the two traditions ? To all these questions, and many
others, Pfavet gave the most elegant and ingenious answers, but almost

at once scholars detected that some of his answers were too clever to be

good. His introduction remains a model of clear and incisive scholarship

and the necessary starting point of all later work, but many of his best

ideas have been proved wrong. No part of his work, however, has

withstood criticism better than his system of dating, in which he found

himself in agreement with the Russian scholar N. Bubnov, who had

reached the same general conclusion in the previous year. Whereas pre-

vious scholars had accepted the view that the letters were preserved in

almost total confusion, Bubnov and Havet (with the latter providing the

detailed proof) declared that both manuscript traditions of the letters were

derived from Gerbert's own Register and were consequently, with a few ex-

ceptions, arranged in chronological order. It is against this side of the

Havet-Bubnov system that the tide has been slowly rising. The first oppo-
nent, J. Lair, perhaps retarded the process by going too far in his criticism,

but gradually (and much more cautiously) the names of P. E. Schramm,
K. Pivec, and M. Uhlirz have been added to the opposing side. Dr.

I hlirz, the author of the most recent addition to the invaluable series of
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German Jahrbucber, covering the reign of Otto III, has had a unique

opportunity for reviewing Gerbert's correspondence in its historical

aspects. In 1930 she produced a study of Gerbert's letters for the year

983, in which she sought to overthrow Havet's dating of the earliest

letters in the collection. She has now followed up this study with an

investigation into the historical background of the rest of the correspond-

ence which reinforces her earlier conclusion that ' fur die Sammlung
Gerberts eine strenge chronologische Ordnung nicht anzunehmen sei '.

It may be said at once that her arguments appear in many details to be

rather weak. In attempting to establish an exact date for many of these

letters it is necessary to rely on so nice a balance of probabilities that no

assured conclusion can ever be reached. But, however weak in detail

some of the arguments may appear, the combination is formidable ; and

all the more so from the moderation of the conclusions which have been

reached. Nothing shows the strength of the attack more clearly than

the expedients to which the defenders have been reduced. Since the

appearance of Dr. Uhlirz's first study in 193 1, the chief defence of Havet's

views has come from Ferdinand Lot, who disclosed the weakness

of Havet's position by introducing a new hypothetical, secret Register

into the discussion in order to account for irregularities of arrangement.

This is a counsel of despair. The forces of criticism have become

too strong.

Yet what have they proved ? Simply that there are more exceptions

to the strict chronological arrangement of the letters in the two traditions

than Havet, and still more Bubnov, would have allowed. Here is a

typical example:

No. of Date

late Aug.—early Sept. 988

late May—early June 988

late Aug.—early Sept. 988

late Aug.—Sept. 988

c. 20 Aug. 988

These are very fine adjustments, and we may doubt whether they will

bear much weight; but we may well agree that, when in doubt, Havet

was prepared to lean too heavily on the presumption of a strict chrono-

logical order in the letters. The possibility that a large number of letters

are, at least slightly, and sometimes seriously, out of their true chrono-

logical order is now too well established to be overlooked. For the

interpretation of historical events these displacements are generally of

only minor importance: the critics of Havet admit the general chrono-

logical arrangement which he introduced into the collection and show no
inclination to go back to the wild disorder imagined by earlier scholars.

They only dispute the rigidity of the system. But this in its turn,

however unimportant in detail, has an important bearing on the origin

of the letters as a whole. If they come from a Register we cannot admit

too numerous displacements. A busy chancery may frequently get

behindhand and confused in its registration, but this scarcely applies to

an individual whose peak activity extends to one or two letters a week,

'tter Havet

125 Aug. 988

126 Aug. 988

127 Aug. 988

128 Aug. 988

129 Aug. 988
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most of them remarkably short. It looks as if the Register (not to speak

of the separate secret Register) must be given up. It is almost the last

of Havet's brilliant hypotheses to go. What is to take its place ? Several

suggestions have been made, notably by Schramm and Pivec, none of

them wholly satisfactory; but since Dr. Uhlirz is concerned only with

questions of dating and historical interpretation this is not the place to

speak of the possibilities which are opened up. We may simply note

that behind the detailed problems of dating, depending often on very

minute considerations, there are very large questions, involving the whole

interpretation of Gerbert's collection of letters. Dr. Uhlirz has put

together a valuable body of historical information to help in this inter-

pretation. Opinions will differ about the application of all this informa-

tion to the determination of a precise date for individual letters, but her

book will certainly have an important place in the developing study of

the greatest of tenth-century scholars.

Balliol College, Oxford R. W. Southern

The King's Two Bodies : A. Study in Medieval Political Theology. By Ernst
H. Kantorowicz. (Princeton University Press. London: O.U.P.,

x 957-)

Even while illuminating the subject, Maitland had little patience with the

Crown as corporation sole. He had no more with the arguments of the

Tudor judges, reported in Plowden, concerning the two bodies, politic

and natural, of the English king: ' I do not know where to look in the

whole series of our law books for so marvellous a display of metaphysical

—or we might say metaphysiological—nonsense.' Professor Kantoro-

wicz's purpose has been to seek in medieval thought the origins of this

seeming mumbo-jumbo. What does he mean by his sub-title? Well,

as Maitland hinted more than once, some of the things said by Tudor
judges about their ruler take us into the atmosphere of the Athanasian

creed. Kantorowicz pursues this line a good way further. For him ' pol-

itical theology ' expresses the fact that medieval political thinking, even for

ends apparently ' secular ', was an ever ready borrower of language and

concepts from Christian theology. Though prejudice may be felt against

this neologism, in view of the wealth of illustration produced here it

would be difficult to deny its aptness or to suggest an alternative.

Kantorowicz is more interested in the ultimate than the immediate

sources of sixteenth-century theory about the king's two bodies. I do
not remember him remarking that ever)7 time the English judges attended

a colleague's funeral they would have heard from 1 Corinthians xv a

doctrine—though not, of course, a political doctrine—about two bodies

in one individual. Though the purpose of the quest is never forgotten,

the organization of this book is somewhat loose. After introducing the

problem, Kantorowicz devotes a chapter to King Richard II, in which he

sees Shakespeare ' eternalizing the metaphor ' of the king's two bodies

by making it the essence of his play. Then we are taken back to examine

ideas of the ' twinned ' person of the king in earlier times. Both the

Norman Anonymous (c. 11 00) and the frontispiece to the tenth-century
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Aachen Gospels (which Kantorowicz interprets with characteristic

learning and resource) offer us a view of the ruler as gemina persona, human
by nature and divine by grace : a duplication of the royal person mirroring

the duplication of natures in Christ. But even as the Norman Anonym-
ous was writing, this ' Christ-centred Kingship ' of the Saxon and Salian

eras was becoming out of date, as a result of the eleventh-century ecclesi-

astical revolution. Nevertheless, the concept of a double nature in

kingship still had work to do. Kantorowicz sees ' Christ-centred
'

succeeded by 'Law-centred' kingship: whether, as with Frederick II

and his claim to be the animate law, there was need to reflect the double

aspect of justice, human and divine; or, as with Bracton, provision had

to be made for a king who was both above and below the law. At these

stages the dichotomy is in the natures of kings. Their bodies come more
into account in the next phase, which Kantorowicz terms ' Polity-centred

'

kingship. In this, with the growth of organic and corporational ideas

about society, the lay state takes over from the churchmen the concept of

Corpus mysticum and applies it to the kingdom. For a moment it may
seem that here is the end of the quest for the origin of the King's Two
Bodies. By the thirteenth century the idea of a duplex corpus Christi was

current :
' one body of Christ which is he himself, and another body of

which he is the head ', i.e. the Church. May we not expect to find the

equivalent of this in the secular sphere? In fact we do not find it: the

king in his mortal body continues to be regarded as the mortal head of

the limbs in the body politic. Before the king could be thought of as

having two bodies he needed ' to acquire somehow a value of immor-
tality ', which would allow him to have ' a super-body distinct from his

natural mortal body '. From the twelfth century onwards in the states

of the west we can see practical needs of government bringing about

institutional changes which presupposed, as it were, the ' fiction of an

endless continuity of the bodies politic '. Corporational thought had

no difficulty in accepting the idea of an undying universitas. But if the

body politic

—

i.e. head and members together—were to be thought of as

perpetual, a problem arose. The perpetuity of the members was easy

enough: new subjects were being born to replace old subjects who died.

But how could perpetuity be found for the head of the body politic

—

that mortal man, the king ? Kantorowicz's examination of this problem
of continuity and of the fictions it provoked forms a substantial and highly

interesting part of his book, in which he resumes and in some cases

expands earlier studies of his own. He shows us how men in the later

Middle Ages, in order to make plausible the contention that the king

never dies, sought aid from the principle of dynastic continuity,

from the abstraction of the Crown with its inalienable rights, and above

all from the idea of the dignity, which, as the canonists taught, was
immortal. If the not uncommon Phoenix metaphor of the Italian jurists

was in some ways the prototype of the corporation sole, the arguments

of Baldus concerning the royal dignitas which does not die foreshadowed

Tudor talk about the king's two bodies. ' There is hardly a phrase or

metaphor in the picturesque speeches transmitted by Plowden which
could not be traced back to some antecedents in the legal writings of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.' And if it be asked why it was only
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Tudor England which developed this strange doctrine, Kantorowicz

points to the early emergence of Parliament and its lasting influence on

English constitutional thought and practice. These factors kept the old

organological metaphor of head and members alive in England. But

somehow there had to be reconciled with this the concept of the dignity

of the Crown— ' a Phoenix-like one-man corporation encompassing in the

present bearer of the Crown the whole genus, the past and future incum-

bents of the royal Dignity '. As Kantorowicz sees it, the Tudor judges
' fused two different concepts of the current corporational doctrines : the

organic and the successional '. Hence the ideas of the king's body

politic and the king as a corporation sole.

This book is a monument of intellectual energy, sustained by a grasp

of sources and of secondary literature which may fairly be called pro-

digious. If Kantorowicz leans here more heavily on the canonists and

legists than in his earlier books, a mass of other evidence, patristic,

numismatic, liturgical, iconographical, and so forth, is also mustered with

astonishing facility. It is fascinating to watch the speed and certainty of

Kantorowicz's pounce on the antecedents of a formula or an idea. Let

John Paston drop the phrase quia quod non capit Christus, capit fiscus, and

Kantorowicz is ready to follow it back through Philip of Leyden, Alberi-

cus de Rosate and Gratian to a pseudo-Augustinian sermon, and then

forward to a fifteen-page discussion of the Christus-fiscus combination.

This sort of virtuosity, displayed at every step, makes the book a repertory

of information with which no student of medieval political thought can

dispense. It also has its drawbacks. In detail Kantorowicz is always

interesting; it is the main stream of his argument which at times becomes

hard to follow. Heaven forfend that those who draw inspiration from

Maitland should seek to imitate his style. But the principles of economy
and firmness of line which he exemplified could profitably be studied.

Though Kantorowicz has given us a very valuable book, there is more
than a touch of nimiety about it. At times it fails to leave well alone.

In the case of Hill v. Grange Brook C. J. had occasion to cite Magna
Carta. Kantorowicz is on him like a shot in a footnote (p. 407) :

' Chief

Justice Brook . . . quotes " c. 11 " of Magna Carta; in fact, however,

the reference is to M.C. c. 17 (King John), or c. 12 (re-issue of 1216).'

In fact, Brook C. J. knew his business: he cited Magna Carta quite

correctly according to the 'statute' version 9 Henry III: the version

which would normally be used by the Tudor lawyers whom Kantorowicz

discusses. A small instance, indeed, but perhaps not insignificant.

And at times Kantorowicz's arguments, attractive at first sight, become
less convincing on consideration. In his treatment of the idea of the

dignity which does not die he makes a good deal of the funeral effigies

of the French kings: while the rotting corpse in the coffin below is all

that remains of the individual king, it is the effigy which signifies the

immortal kingship. Now it seems common ground that the French

borrowed the practice of royal funeral effigies front this country. Ami
in England at least, as a review of the ' Ragged Regiment ' at Westminster

shows, it was not only kings for whom effigies were made. Queens

consort went to their graves similarly accompanied—and it can hardly

be argued that with them the effigies were the symbol of an immortal
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dignity. The St. Albans chronicler has this to say of the effigy at Henry
V's funeral in 1422: Et taliter elevatur in curru, ut a singulis videri potuisset,

ut per hoc moeror et dolor accrescent, et eius amici et subditi pro eius anima

Dominum exorarent. With this intelligent writer there seems no trace of
the ideas which, on Kantorowicz's reasoning, he ought to have experi-

enced. For him the effigy serves to stimulate sorrow for the dead king,

not to bear witness to the kingship which does not die. Possibly in the

past our approach to the political thinking of the Middle Ages was too

casual; at present the danger seems to be that it may become excessively

ingenious. When a scholar of Kantorowicz's intelligence and gift for

combination is dealing with mediocre and muddled authorities an element

of subjective construction may creep into the result. The risk is far less

when the authority is of real calibre. Though it may not seem to cohere

very closely with his main theme, Kantorowicz's final section, on Dante
and ' Man-centred ' kingship, demands the attention of all who seek to

understand De Monarchia. It is an outstanding contribution to the

humanist interpretation of Dante.

This long book, with its elaborate apparatus and twenty-four plates,

has been seen through the press with commendable care. Here and there

a fact is misstated: Edward I did not die in Norfolk (p. 420); Lyndwood
did not become bishop of Hereford (p. 224). It is dangerous to treat

that egregious compilation the Somnium Viridarii as an original source;

the passage cited by Kantorowicz in note 43 on page 466 comes from
Ockham's Octo Quaestiones, iv. 3. It seems likely that when Oldradus da

Ponte mentioned dominus rex noster he was referring to the Angevin king

of Naples, rather than to the king of France (p. 288). Page 223, note 89,

read ' against trying ', rather than ' to try '; page 241 ' [Death] itself is

victory and a means of saving the soul ', rather than ' Victory itself is a

means of saving the soul '; page 400, note 295, tamen, rather than tantum;

page 478, ' in civil affairs ', rather than ' in view of the citizens '.

University of Durham H. S. Offler

The Muqaddimah : An Introduction to History. By Ibn Khaldun. Trans-

lated from the Arabic by Franz Rosenthal. 3 vols. (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1958. £6 6s.)

There is something unique about the growth to fame of Ibn Khaldun.
During his lifetime (13 3 2-1406) he was known more as an administrator

than as a scholar and writer. After his death there was no figure of any

real importance in Arabic literature who might have shown his influence,

though the numerous manuscripts of the Muqaddimah indicate that his

thought was appreciated by practical statesmen, especially those at the

centre of the Ottoman empire. In the early nineteenth century he was
beginning to be known to orientalists, but even the publication of the

text of the Muqaddimah by E. Quatremere in 1858 and of a complete
French translation by Baron de Slane in 1862-8 did not lead to any great

interest in him beyond specialist circles until about 1890. One of the

first non-orientalists to deal with him at length was Robert Flint, professor

of theology at Edinburgh (1876-1903), who devoted thirteen pages to
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him in his History of the Philosophy of History in France, Belgium and Switzer-

land (1893).
1 From this time onward, however, he is frequently men-

tioned by writers on sociology and the philosophy of history as a pioneer

in these fields. The climax is the judgment of Arnold Toynbee, who
frequently refers to him and acknowledges great indebtedness. Though
aware of Ibn Khaldun's weaknesses Toynbee writes that in the Muqad-

dimah ' he has conceived and formulated a philosophy of history which
is undoubtedly the greatest work of its kind that has ever yet been created

by any mind in any time or place '. 2 To come into this blaze of light

after five centuries of comparative obscurity is indeed unique.

Apart from everything else this characterization of the Muqaddimah

by Toynbee would be a strong reason for welcoming a complete English

translation of the work. 3 The translation is also to be welcomed, how-
ever, for quite a different reason. One of the great tasks to which
scholarship must devote itself during the next half-century is the dis-

semination among all the more educated sections of the population in

Western countries of a deeper knowledge and more sympathetic appre-

ciation of the great civilizations of Asia. This is not an easy matter, for

the tradition of these civilizations is often so remote from our own that

many of their books, however well translated, are not immediately

intelligible to the educated Westerner except in a superficial way. It is

even arguable that the art of the Orient is a better gateway to an under-

standing of it than its literature. Much effort is certainly required in

Europe and America before the East is appreciated to the degree that is

appropriate in the present world situation. At this point Ibn Khaldun
is of importance. He may be regarded as a key to the understanding of

the Islamic world, both medieval and modern. In some ways the con-

temporary Western reader feels very close to Ibn Khaldun because of his

sociological approach, his interest in similar questions and his balanced

judgment. However foreign to us the world about which he writes, he

himself is not far away; and when we look at that world through his eyes,

it appears a little less foreign. From him we get something of the ' feel
'

of Islamic civilization from within, and this is of great value in trving

to appreciate the external course of events. A recent writer with some
justification has emphasized the Aristotelian basis of Ibn Khaldun's

thought, but this is hardly noticed as he expounds his theories in detail.4

For the earlier part of his life Ibn Khaldun was a top-rank adminis-

trator in a number of small states in North Africa and Spain, and for the

latter part a judge (with political involvements) in Mamluk Egypt. The
Muqaddimah thus consists of reflections on the course of history from the

viewpoint of a responsible statesman. His attempts to answer questions

about the reasons for the rise, prosperity and decline of dynasties are

linked with the further question : Are there any policies which a statesman

1 The ' Selected Bibliography ' at the end of the work under review mentions only

one earlier non-orientalist notice of him—by Cosseron de Villenoisy in La Nourelle

Revue of Paris in 1886.
2 A Study of History, iii (1934), 322.
3 A useful volume of selections, entitled An Arab Philosophy of History, was published

by Charles Issawi in 1950.
4 Muhsin Mahdi, Ibn Khaldun's Philosophy of History, London, 1957.
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can adopt to promote and sustain prosperity and to avert decline?

Though he thought it useful for statesmen to understand the forces which
moulded the course of events, he was not sanguine about the extent to

which they could exercise control, and would have been content to say

with Bismarck that they could only steer with the current. In keeping

with this low view of the importance of a work like his Muqaddimah, he

considers that scholars are too academic to be successful or influential in

politics. There is irony in the way in which this ' practical man ', with

his supercilious attitude to the abstract generalizations and neat logical

principles of scholarship, should now be hailed as a great scholar and

speculative thinker.

One of the distinctive values of Islamic civilization that stands out in

a perusal of the Muqaddimah is the belief in intellectual effort. Though
Ibn Khaldun thought that scholars were ineffectual or even dangerous in

politics, he devotes almost half of this work to reviewing the achieve-

ments of the various intellectual disciplines cultivated in the Islamic

world. Many of these are parallel to the intellectual pursuits of our own
civilization, but it is disturbing to find sorcery, alchemy, and astrology

among them. This reminder of the foreignness of Ibn Khaldun's world,

however, does not detract from our appreciation of the man himself.

He admits some truth in the two former, in much the same way as a

modern scientist might admit the possibility of extra-sensory perception,

and then rejects them all on sociological grounds. Just as strange to us

in many ways is the domination by the religious ideas of Islam not only

of his thinking but of the whole intellectual effort of the Islamic world.

There is an impressive degree of unity in this intellectual effort, and the

unity owes much to the centrality of religious ideas. The modern
student may consider that this unity has been achieved by the assiduous

labour of Muslim scholars and thinkers over a period of centuries, but

Ibn Khaldun holds that the knowledge gained by revelation is higher

than all the results of man's scientific thinking (in the widest sense). As
a native of the Islamic ' Far West ' Ibn Khaldun is perhaps more con-

servative and more orthodox than the average Muslim of the heartlands,

in much the same way as the American outlook is often more conservative

than that of Europe; yet there can be no doubt that the whole Islamic

world had an intellectual conception of itself and its environment in

which religious ideas were dominant, and that this conception was the fruit

of its belief in intellectual effort. By Ibn Khaldun's time it had become
so much part of the air one breathed that it did not in any way restrict

his empirical investigations of the points in which he was interested.

Another distinctive value of Islamic civilization that is clearly seen in

Ibn Khaldun's writing is its belief in itself. An unbalanced belief in

oneself is a weakness when it leads one to belittle others, but some belief

in oneself is needed if anything is to be achieved. The Islamic world's

lack of interest in what lay beyond itself is exemplified in the great gaps

in Ibn Khaldun's knowledge. He is familiar with the thought of some
of the great philosophers of classical Greece, but, though he wrote a

universal history, he had little idea of the nature of the civilization out of

which Greek philosophy emerged. Though he lived in Spain for a time

he had no idea of the civilizing achievement of the Roman empire.
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Admittedly he had no great familiarity with the details of the history of

the eastern part of the Islamic world, and practically never draws illus-

trations from this sphere, but he at least knew the general outline. Yet,

if the negative side of Islamic belief in self is ignorance of Europe, the

positive side is the ability to carry on without despondency when, on any

worldly calculation, prospects were as gloomy as could be. Ibn Khaldun
was conscious of living in a world in decline. The internal decline in the

little principalities of North Africa was perhaps more serious in his eyes

than the loss of territory in Spain to the Christians. Yet, seeing history

as a series of ups and downs, of the fallings of dynasties and the risings of

others, he thought of this decline as temporary, and it never occurred

to him to doubt that there would continue to be an Islamic world. Such
intensity of belief in one's community is of great importance in world
affairs.

Enough has been said to indicate some of the attractions of Ibn

Khaldun for the contemporary historian. The translation of Franz

Rosenthal of Yale is worthy of the original. It is a piece of careful and

painstaking scholarship, and to the reader with no Arabic can be recom-
mended as thoroughly reliable. It is more literal and closer to the Arabic

than the French translation of De Slane. This is in general a good thing,

but in translations from the Arabic it has the disadvantage of making
them more difficult to understand. The English reader, however,

should have no great difficulty with this translation except in some of the

philosophical and theological passages. The sections dealing with the

general sociological theory read very easily, and there are excellent

footnotes to elucidate the historical references. When all this has been

said, of course, it remains true that the thought of a great thinker cannot

be understood without some effort. In his basic concepts there is

always something of himself, and they can only be fully appreciated in

the context of his thought. This is particularly so with Ibn Khaldun,
for he had to use words already heavily laden with the connotations of

five or six centuries. Rosenthal's ' group feeling ' is probably as good a

rendering as any of the celebrated 'asabiyah, and enables the reader to

consider how far what Ibn Khaldun says about it can be applied to

national feeling or class feeling; Issawi uses ' social solidarity ' and
Toynbee 'esprit de corps ', while various other renderings have been

suggested. For another key concept, mulk, Rosenthal has chosen ' royal

authority ' where Issawi varies between ' sovereignty ' and ' kingship '.

In the case of such concepts the non-specialist receives some help from
the Introduction, but clearly he has for the most part to learn a word's

meaning for himself by studying various passages in which it is used; and
by uniformity of rendering this translation makes such comparison easy.

Besides the translation there is an Introduction of nearly a hundred

pages dealing with the author's life and some general points regarding

the work translated. The notes on the text are of interest and value to

specialists. There is also a useful selected bibliography of Ibn Khaldun
by Walter J. Fischel of California. Altogether the scholarly world is

deeply indebted to Franz Rosenthal, to those who helped him, and to the

Bollingen Foundation which made the publication of this work possible.

University of Edinburgh W. Montgomery Watt
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Le manuscrit autographe de Thomas a Kempis et ' LTmitation de Jesus-Christ ',

Examen archeologique et edition diplomatique du Bruxellensis

5855-61. By L. M. J. Delaisse. 2 vols. (Editions ' Erasme

'

S.A., Paris, Brussels; Amsterdam: Standaard Boekhandel S.A.,

Antwerp, 1956.)

Brussels Bibliotheque royale MS. 585 5-61 ends with the words ' finished

and completed in the year of our Lord 1441 by the hand of Brother

Thomas Kempis in Mount St. Agnes near Zwolle '. It is a volume

consisting of a number of libelli, four of which have come to constitute

the de Imitatione Christi. It is a comparatively small book. ' Why was

it such a little one ?' asked an enquirer of M. Delaisse :
' Because it is a

book for personal use ' was his reply. It is a collection, then, of little

books of personal devotion, but the problem which he has to raise and

answer in his edition of the manuscript is one that has vexed scholars

over many generations. Was Thomas the author or the editor or merely

the scribe of this manuscript ? The difficulty is that some of the libelli

got into circulation considerably earlier than 1441; there were partial

translations into the Netherlands vernacular between 1428 and 1434, and

the existence of these and the fact that there is an early dated manuscript

containing all the four libelli which was written in 1427 has thrown

doubt upon this particular Autograph and caused it to be regarded as a

compilation put together by an editor who was in fact not much more

than a transcriber. 1

The fine edition of M. Delaisse lays many such doubts to rest. The

Autograph manuscript, he shows, is a collection of thirteen independent

libelli, four of which were singled out as having a unique devotional

content, one of them {qui sequitur me) bearing marginally the heading

De Imitatione Christi; but the author had no idea that the four ' popular
'

treatises in the libelli were a ' book ' in themselves. What his introduction

and his text does is to show that the little MS., while in the author's

hands, went through a progressive series of modifications. This M.

Delaisse does through his examen archaeologique which is an examination

of the physical features and palaeography of the manuscript at very

close range, noting the erasions, the passages where insertions had been

made and subtle changes wrought in a text which Thomas must have

had by him for a number of years. It is this examen which reveals that the

treatises did not receive a finalized form until the date in the Autograph,

for Thomas can be seen quietly changing his work. The examination

seems convincing, and if here and there rather ceremonious language is

employed to describe the examen, it must be remembered that many

people have written about the De Imitatione Christi without considering

the nature or properties of its most important manuscript. Thus the

treatises, as M. Delaisse shows, have been through various etats or

' states ', and the variety of readings and presentation discoverable

elsewhere may well be due to this fact.

There are two points which one might desiderate for a full and

entire treatment of the treatise. The first, which the editor happily

promises to supply, is an edition of the second autograph manuscript

J The 1427 MS. is Brussels MS. 22084. Seethe discussion of this in i. 128.
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4585-7 dated 1456, in a hand rather larger than that of the first autograph.

This book was intended to be conventual property: an examination of

it would take the story of the text further. "What we have got here is,

in a sense, the beginning of the story: the second volume in which M.
Delaisse by a series of ingenious and carefully elaborated conventional

signs presents the text of the first autograph will whet the readers' appetite

for more. This second volume has, we think, been somewhat unjustly

assailed for not doing what a facsimile edition could. Yet if the signs

and conventions under which the text is constructed are patiently fol-

lowed, it is surprising how much can be found to be achieved by printed

page rather than by photograph. All abbreviations are scrupulously

extended, the original punctuation is conveyed by a system of signs as

well as by the conventional points and it has been possible to show where
lines have been transferred. Thus the double oblique lines, double

brackets and asterisks are intelligible. Yet after reading it one still

requires a text devoid of such explanations ! I do not believe that any

amount of footnotes would make this present text more intelligible than

it is, but there are those who might prefer that the erudition expended on
it went this way rather than on the technicalities and mechanisms of the

present edition.

In the second place, does M. Delaisse really deal effectively with the

genesis of this rapiarium, however integrated its heart and core may be ?

Perhaps only a first-rate synoptic scholar could answer this. To me it

seems that he undervalues the historical merits of Van Ginneken's work,

however right he is in pointing out that scholar's dogmatic assumptions.

The vicarage of Florence Radewijns in Deventer is not mentioned, nor

the copyists there. I see few references to the work of contemporary

historians on the problem of how the sayings of the early masters became
cast in the form they received. No one can seriously read Groote without

becoming aware of the forward-reaching power of this master of the

New Devotion. The interesting thing is the stages between the master's

words and the finished form of the libelli. Can M. Delaisse, a devoted

scholar and librarian, reveal his true historical power and give us that ?

All Souls College, Oxford E. F. Jacob

The Art of Navigation in England in 'Elizabethan and Early Stuart 1 imes.

By David W. Waters. (London: Hollis and Carter, 1958. 84s.)

In 1956 Professor E. G. R. Taylor provided in The Haven-finding Art an

admirable outline history of navigation ' from Odysseus to Captain Cook \

Now Commander Waters fills out one small segment of her story with a

formidable work covering English developments for the period approxi-

mately from 1400 to 163 1. With the aid of 500 pages of text, 33 appen-

dices, 87 plates, 43 diagrams, bibliography and an analytical index he has

worked through all the literature in English on navigation and its associ-

ated techniques and has set out their contributions to the art. If his work
lacks Professor Taylor's audacity and brilliance it has very substantial

merits of its own. It is the first major monograph on its field and its

coverage is so thorough that much of it will not have to be done again.
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Moreover, since Commander Waters is an experienced navigator who
knows what his authors did at sea, as contrasted with what they said they

did or thought they did, he makes the story of their achievement actual

and realistic. This helps him greatly to maintain clarity in a field where
the contemporary writers were often far from clear. The reader who
has no mathematics to speak of will be able to follow him without much
discomfort down to about 1600, but thereafter the application of

mathematical concepts and tables to navigation will create problems of

interpretation for him, though for this Commander Waters cannot be

blamed.

The first part of the book (pp. 3-123), going down to 1558, is mainly

chronological in treatment and gives an excellent account of the

emergence of navigation in England down to the time when it can,

justifiably, be termed a science—however undeveloped and primitive.

Nowhere can the transition from pilotage to navigation be better traced.

Thereafter, for the period 15 58-1631, the treatment is mainly topical.

It is here it appears at times that the author has tried to get too much in

and that his judgment is not always impeccable. To attempt to combine,

often in the same chapter, what was done to educate navigators, what
knowledge they had at their disposal—and what advances were being

made in that knowledge—and what they achieved with their equipment

at sea, is a large programme. It is a tribute to Commander Waters that

it remains clear, but it must also be admitted that, at times, it beomes rather

tedious. Faults in discrimination are illustrated, for example, in his

treatment of the overseas voyages of the period. He decided, quite

rightly, to illustrate navigation theory and technique by what was actually

done at sea, but he is tempted into narrative accounts of expeditions at the

expense of the illustrations necessary to bring out the working of many
of his technical problems at sea. While the criticism need not be pressed,

it must be admitted that Commander Waters's observations on general

historical topics, though sound, are somewhat pedestrian, while the

novelty of the work is rather in its range and completeness than in opening

up new perspectives. It would seem that the major developments in

navigation in this period had previously been charted.

The detailed consideration of all the literature on navigation published

in England during the period is the most prominent, and in many respects

most valuable, part of the book. This is done with care and Commander
Waters has brought together a great deal of scattered material which
he has taken considerable trouble to elucidate. Though a reasonable

amount of bibliographical detail is given (not always of the right sort)

the methods of displaying it are rather those of the amateur than the

professional. Full titles are given in footnotes with variations in type

sizes and sorts which, presumably, are intended to represent the title

pages of the books, but there are no collations. They are not included

again in the bibliography but have a special short-title index of their own.
This was a clumsy method : the short titles should have gone in the notes,

and fuller titles, with some more bibliographical detail, in the biblio-

graphy. It would have been most helpful, especially, if he could have

given more locations for the rarer books, especially those in the Henry
C. Taylor collection in which he worked, and, indeed, he could, without
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extra labour, have included a catalogue of Mr. Taylor's holdings. What
he does give is, in general, sound and reliable. The illustrations of instru-

ments and title-pages are very good indeed, but they have not been suffi-

ciently closely keyed to the text. The appendices, too, though some
justify themselves fully, are of uneven value and could have been reduced

in number with advantage.

The standard of accuracy appears, in general, to be high. A few
mistakes and doubtful points are noted but it is not claimed that the list

is exhaustive. The Sebastian Cabot frontispiece (a rather wooden copy
after the destroyed portrait) is, absurdly, attributed to Holbein who was
dead five years before Cabot returned from Spain (p. xiii). English

trading vessels did enter the Mediterranean before the reign of Henry VII

(p. 14), but Commander Waters evidently does not know Dr. A. Ruddock's
Italian Merchants and Shipping in Southampton (195 1)—omitted from the

bibliography on page 609—where the story is conveniently set out.

Something has gone wrong with note 1 on page 33 (' Harl. 593719').
Conyers Read is misspelled and E. M. Tenison's Elizabethan England

injudiciously commended as a source book (p. ioi, n.). The Harvard
manuscript of John Montgomery's naval treatise is omitted from the

list on pages 102-3. 8 Eliz. cap. 12 was passed not in 1565 but in 1566

(p. 107, n.). The publication of The Arte of Navigation (15 61) is hailed

extravagantly as that of ' one of the most decisive books ever printed in

the English language '
(p. 104). There is no evidence that Jean Rotz

was pilot of the Mary of Gilford (not Mary Guildford) in 1527 (p. 118).

Gosnold's landing in 1602 cannot have been on Cape Cod itself but was
probably near Barnstaple, Mass., while it is rash to say that Cape Cod
was ' the first spot in New England trodden by English feet ' (p. 257, n.)

Plate xliii at page 184 is on just too small a scale to enable the description

of Cole's pocket dials of 1 5 69 on page 5 1 7 to be followed clearly. Gabriel

Harvey's marginalia in a copy of Hood's The Marriners Guide (1592) are

mentioned without a reference (p. 198, n.). No location is given for

Simon Forman's astrological formula for ' finding ' ships at sea—it is

Ashmole MS. 802—while Forman's The Groundes of Longitude (1 591)—the

unique copy of which is in the same manuscript—is mentioned without

indication of its contents (p. 274). The tract is not, in itself, of anv
value but provides evidence (which Commander Waters might have
cared to use) that in 15 90-1 Forman, Molineux, Hariot and Hood were
all involved in discussions on logitude determination. V. Stefansson,

not ' Penzer, M.A.', edited the Argonaut Press edition of The Three

Voyages of Martin Frobisher (p. 607). Thomas Hood, A Coppie of the

Speache (p. 627) should be dated ' [1588] ' not '

(1590) '.

University of Liverpool David B. Qi inn

Gustavus Adolphus : A History of Sweden, 161 1-1 632 : ii. 1626-1632. By
Michael Roberts. (London : Longmans, Green, 1958. 84s.)

The virtues of Professor Roberts's second volume are those of its

predecessor; it is a brilliant and exhaustive survey, based on the work

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCV U
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done by Swedish and German scholars in the last half century and on a

careful re-examination of the printed sources. For the first time we are

presented with a balanced summary of the researches of Ahnlund on
the origins of the German War, of Carlsson on the Stralsund expedition,

of Wendt on the Prussian tolls, and of the authors of the monumental
Sveriges Krig on the military history.

We have a clear picture of war finances. If a war was to be fought in

Europe there must be a ready supply of foreign exchange ; a royal

exchequer which was that of the manor enlarged could not meet this

demand for cash payments. As Branmann has shown, this led to a

policy of fralsecop (sale of lands), while donation was an attempt to rid

the budget of wage payments in return for the permanent state service of

the nobility. This policy had social consequences to which Gustav

Adolf was blind or indifferent; it imperilled the title (bordsrdtt) of the

free tax peasant to his land by converting a public tax into a private rent.

It is true that extreme aristocratic interpretation was neither accepted by

the Radnot the local courts ; itwas nevertheless felt as a threat of ' Livonian

slavery ' driving the peasantry into alliance with the Crown to destroy

the higher nobility in the Great Reduction. No rearrangement of Crown
incomes could have financed the war. It was the windfall of the Prussian

tolls
—

' one of the great bases on which the war rested '—and the sale of

Swedish copper at Amsterdam that made the war possible. Hence the

importance of the copper slump of 1625, the curious attempt to create a

new scarcity price by domestic coining and the ' deposit ' system elaborated

by de Geer. This policy was a failure and it was the miners who paid

for the king's speculative and unsound policy (p. 103). One cannot

avoid the conclusion that on the financial side the German war was a vast

gamble : if Sweden could once mount the enterprise, war, as the king's

favourite maxim ran, would nourish war at German, not Swedish,

expense.

Mr. Roberts presents us with the German War as part of Sweden's

quest for security. The king's view of security was expandible. 'Asse-

curatio ' from meaning influence in the north came to mean a dominating

position in Germany as a whole :
' satisjactio ', from an indemnity, grew

to a demand for annexations in the north (p. 641). It was this vagueness,

the brutal diplomacy of Gustav Adolf, his insistence on treating those

who were not enthusiastically for him as if they were against him, his

soldier's view of politics and his extreme interpretation of his jus belli—
one of Mr. Roberts's most interesting illuminations of the period—that

made German princes, not without reason, unsympathetic to his mascula

consilia. His harsh treatment of Danzig and Brandenburg was self-

defeating; like Napoleon, he was often a bad tempered bully who saw

ingratitude everywhere.

The author's survey of European diplomacy and military science is

wonderful in its sweep. His judgment of the king as a military innovator

is balanced and final (pp. 268-71). There is only one criticism. Mr.

Roberts does not always bring out the implications of territorial strategy'

:

to find pasture for the beasts to feed on was a decisive factor in most

military operations—a view that has been pushed to extremes by

Sorenson.
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The two great battles of the war perhaps give the false impression

that Gustav Adolf was a prophet of Vernichtungstrategie . He was never

afraid of battle, but neither he nor any contemporary conceived of it as

the destruction of the enemy's army by vigorous pursuit, the Napoleonic

recipe. Gustav Adolf often hesitated and was often nearly lost. As
Mr. Roberts says, his failure to strike at Tilly in New Brandenburg was a

conspicuous blunder: the Frankfurt diversion failed (p. 483) and there

is much to be said for Knyphausen's view that Magdeburg was worth a

black eye. The failure to destroy Tilly after Breitenfeld is only explicable

in terms of a total unawareness of the modern notion of battle; by

October Gustav Adolf was in dire straits and the troubles of the Lower
Saxon Circle, which were to cripple the great strategic conception of

1632 and to be a pre-condition of Wallenstein's relative success, were

the distant result of the result of the failure to destroy Tilly's forces. Mr.

Roberts's treatment of successes like the Lech, of failures like the Alte

Feste or the obsession with the ' Swabian triangle ' allow us to make our

own estimate of the king as a general. This estimate, as in our judgment

of his German policy, may well not be that of Mr. Roberts himself: it

is the greatest tribute to his book that he gives to his readers such

magnificent materials from which to form their own judgments.

New College, Oxford Raymond Carr

The Later Churchills. By A. L. Rowse. (London: Macmillan, 1958.)

Good family histories, particularly histories covering several centuries,

are rare. Rarer still are family histories which examine substantial shifts

of power and influence. In a previous volume, The Early Churchills, Dr.

Rowse vividly described the rise of the Churchills from obscurity to

eminence. In the present volume he passes from eminence back to

obscurity—sometimes comfortable, sometimes eccentric, obscurity

—

and finally in 180 stirring pages he returns to the heights again, to the

supreme eminence of Sir Winston Churchill. The treatment is always

skilful. The stage is set and the characters are allowed to move naturally

and easily. There is a good balance between emphasis on the public

and revelations about the private. Economic themes are dealt with very

adequately and social themes with sensitivity and grace. Continuity

and diversity within the family are given equal weight. Clearly Dr.

Rowse enjoys the writing of family history. He claims from the start that

' no branch of history is more delightful . . . nor, when all is said, is

there any more real and truthful. Other kinds of history may give ground
to abstractions, questionable assumptions, tendentious generalisations ',

yet ' individuals, not arguments, are the real units of history; the families

into which they are born, and which they carry on, their primary and

concrete environment. The facts of life are more subtle, and more
amusing, than people's theories about them.'

There is certainly little place for theories or arguments in the first few
chapters of this book which describe with exemplary patience the forgotten

family affairs and finances of the eighteenth-century Churchills. The
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story is one of withdrawal from public life with intermittent pressures

and sorties. As one observer put it later in the nineteenth century,

' those who have been at Blenheim since can have no idea how princely

the whole establishment was at that time and yet how little the family

mixed with the world at large '. There were, of course, squabbles and

tensions between one section of the family and another or between one

generation and the next, usually concerning extravagance, occasionally

concerning politics, but for the most part the family registered social

changes rather than directed them. Dr. Rowse's portrait gallery of

successive dukes brings out to the full their contrasting personal traits,

however eccentric. Not that he can solve all the mysteries. The
marquis of Blandford's strange excursion {via Catholic Emancipation)

into radical politics in 1829 and 1830, for instance, retains its mystery.

It is easier to see why he never believed in free trade than why he gave his

blessing to the Birmingham Political Union. The seventh duke, John
Winston, gives Dr. Rowse the unusual opportunity to explore Victorian

regions for, as he rightly remarks, the seventh duke, the grandfather of

Sir Winston Churchill, was ' a complete, full-blown, Victorian prig '.

Blenheim at this time could hardly have been a really agreeable place:

' the furs and hot-water bottles kept us warm and prevented any evil

results ', remarked one Oxford visitor. Furthermore, it was this duke

who began the systematic spoliation of Blenheim : he was not the first of

his family to be short of money, but he had a somewhat different concep-

tion of where priorities lay. ' Dead keen as he was on religion ', remarks

Dr. Rowse with feeling, ' there was no evidence that he had any taste'.

The history of the family reveals not only the continuity of blood but the

influence of changing public attitudes and standards.

With ' the Edwardian reaction ' and the dawn of a ' squalid age ' the

family recedes into the background, perhaps too much so, and Dr.

Rowse concentrates on two individuals, first Lord Randolph and second,

Sir Winston. The account of Lord Randolph is fair and well-balanced.

It adds little to existing knowledge, but it places his approach to politics

in the right perspectives and asks leading questions. On the life of

Sir Winston, ' the most fabulous, outsize career in our modern history ',

Dr. Rowse is eloquent and extremely readable, again without adding new
information and ideas. It is not only that he lacks new sources but

that his method of treatment is deliberately and wisely consistent in all

the centuries with which he is concerned (down to the very recent past,

which in Dr. Rowse's view began in 193 1).
' As with the great figure

among the early Churchills ', he says, ' so with his descendent, the

emphasis must be on the person and the personal, events forming the

patterns in the tapestry.' So long as emphasis is placed on the person

and argument is left on one side, it is perhaps permissible to treat un-

critically large public issues like India (pp. 449-50) or the post-1945
' welfare state ' (pp. 508-10). Unfortunately Dr. Rowse is inclined

himself to raise * questionable assumptions ' and ' tendentious generalisa-

tions ' at this late stage in his history. They are minor blemishes, how-
ever, in a book which is illuminating, graceful and pre-eminently readable.

His conclusion sums up his views after studying both the early and the

later Churchills. ' We have observed again and again in the story of the
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family how singularly it reflects the history of the country. . . . Un-
doctrinaire and undogmatic, however strong their personalities, they

have been Trimmers in the true sense of the word—in a sense in which

so many of the most intelligent men in politics have been: standing

somewhat loosely to party, they have been to be found usually where

the interest of the country was to be found.'

University of Leeds Asa Briggs

The Eighteenth-Century Revolution in Spain. By Richard Herr. (Princeton

University Press ; London: O.U.P., 1958. 60s.)

This is a study of the Enlightenment in Spain in the second half of the

eighteenth century. It is original in two respects : it is the first attempt

to give a total view of the subject, in its political, religious and economic

as well as in its cultural and social aspects, and it makes a valuable distinc-

tion between the years before and after 1789, between the Spain of

Charles III and the Spain beset by the French Revolution. Professor

Herr is also to be congratulated on other accounts. He makes Spanish

history of the period intelligible and he places it firmly in its European
context. His sources are mainly printed ones—public records, con-

temporary periodicals and pamphlets, and a wide range of secondary

studies—but he has also drawn on two sources of unpublished manu-
scripts, the records of the Spanish Inquisition and of the French Foreign

Office. Even when he is working on familiar material, however, his

analysis and his conclusions are new and independent.

The first half of the book is devoted to an account of the political,

economic and cultural revival of Spain under Charles III. Dr. Herr's

treatment of the ecclesiastical policy of the Crown must be the clearest

that exists, though not everyone will agree with his assumption that

greater Crown control over the Church is to be labelled as ' reform '.

The subordination of the Church to the State, the expulsion of the Jesuits,

the promotion of churchmen of regalist and anti-papal views, these

measures, as the author himself points out, destroyed the independence

and authority of the Spanish Church and made the Crown even more
absolute than it already was. Charles III held such an elevated view of

royal authority that he often looked literally more like an absolute despot

than an absolute monarch and was certainly much less benevolent than he

appears in Dr. Herr's pages. On the other hand the author is admirably

sceptical about the cultural aspects of the reign. His account of the

entry of the Enlightenment into Spain and of official support for the

agencies through which it could spread—the periodical press, universities

and Economic Societies—is factually detailed and convincingly presented.

Unlike many historians, including Sarrailh, he does not claim too much
for it. He shows that the literature of the French philosophes did not

exactly pour into Spain (there was very little Voltaire, for example), and
that what did reach the educated minority was not accepted indiscrimin-

ately. French criticism of contemporary social, political and religious

institutions did not find much response in Spain, and this was due not to
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the Inquisition, which could be evaded, nor to the conservative opposition,

which was intellectually feeble, but simply to the fact that Spaniards

remained Catholic in conviction and devoted to absolute monarchy. Dr.

Herr's evidence supports the impression that one of the most interesting

characteristics of the Enlightenment in Spain was the attempt which some

Spaniards made to integrate their traditional ideals and desire for reform

into a practical synthesis without deforming either. They were looking

above all for practical answers to administrative, economic and educational

problems, and not for a new philosophy.

The most urgent problem was the economic condition of the country.

Yet the greatest obstacle to agricultural progress and welfare—unfilled

latifundia and strict entail—remained untouched by the policy of Charles

III. Drawing on a wide range of published material, Dr. Herr gives an

excellent account of the agrarian problem in Spain and shows that the

rise of population combined with inflation led to a rush for land after

1750 in which the already powerful landowners increased their holdings

while the condition of tenants and landless labourers in Castile became

even more desperate. In view of this it is unconvincing to speak of ' the

royal legislation to meet the agricultural crisis ' or to describe the govern-

ment's feeble policy as one of active intervention in agriculture. Some of

Charles Ill's ministers had notions of agrarian reform but the support of

the king was not forthcoming, and apart from a reduction in the power

of the Mesta and the creation of colonies in the Sierra Morena nothing

effective was done. Here the Enlightenment meant very little in practice

and brought no real danger to conservative interests. The main concern

of the planners, as the author himself demonstrates, was not agriculture

but colonial commerce and domestic manufacture. It was the policy of

the government to open all major ports to colonial trade and to protect

Spanish manufactures from competition. The reforms of Charles III cer-

tainly injected new life into the Spanish economy, but it is necessary to

define more closely the function of enlightened absolutism in this field

:

it could not create new economic conditions, but it could recognize and

release existing forces. Already before the reforms of Charles III the

Catalan textile industry had grown independently of government action

and its exports had broken into the Caribbean on a large scale. The new
legislation was simply a recognition of these facts. The government of

Charles III provided the conditions in which landowner, merchants, and

manufacturers could promote their interests, which were also regarded

as the interests of the State. It was a policy of strength not welfare.

The author convinces us that within these limits Charles III led his

country in a cultural and economic revival and left it in 1788 a much
better place for some classes to live in than it had been thirty years

previously.

This situation was shattered not by the advent of a new king nor by

the promotion of a new policy but by the French Revolution. Such is

the thesis of the second half of Dr. Herr's book where he argues that it

was the impact of events in France and the domestic and foreign policy

which these events forced the Spanish government to adopt that trans-

formed the revival into a revolution. Spanish minds could not but be

affected by the new political philosophy preached from France nor by the
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Revolutionary examples before their eyes. Satisfaction with enlightened

despotism vanished when the government consisted of an incompetent

king and a minister who was at once the queen's lover and the king's

favourite. While conservatives became more conservative, progressives

looked for an alternative to absolute monarchy and a submissive Church.

Unprepared to go as far as France, they looked for popular control of the

king through representative Cortes and a Church led by sovereign bishops

free alike of pope and king. The example of France shattered their

belief that all reform must come from above. In 1788 the government

had been enlightened and had had the support of the progressives.

From 1792 to 1 801 it was hardly less enlightened—Dr. Herr strives hard

to rehabilitate Godoy—but it had lost much of its appeal. The French

Revolution had done this. Progressive Spaniards had lost faith in en-

lightened despotism and the old order. This, argues, Dr. Herr, was
the real revolution of the late eighteenth century in Spain and was the

origin of the political division within Spain from then onwards. Not
all of the thesis carries conviction. In particular the use of the familiar

classification of the ' two Spains ', one conservative, the other pro-

gressive, is not accurate enough for the historian, who can break these

categories down still further. But Dr. Herr's argument, supported with

a wealth of evidence and analysis, is a valuable contribution to the

subject, and his book is one of the most informative and intelligent works
on Spanish history to appear within recent years.

University of Liverpool John Lynch

We the People: The Economic Origins of the Constitution. By Forrest
McDonald. (Cambridge University Press for University of

Chicago Press, 1958. 52s. 6d.)

The publication of Charles Beard's Economic Interpretation of the Constitution

in 191 3 was a landmark in American historiography; but the future

historian of ideas may well be interested less in Beard's thesis—for sooner

or later it was inevitable that the principles of economic interpretation

would be applied to the Constitution—than in the extraordinary authority

which the work soon acquired. Offered as a hypothesis, admittedly

based on insufficient evidence, to a nation which would shortly recognize

all forms of Marxism as major intellectual heresies, its main features were
accepted almost without question by two generations of American
academic historians. Even in 1956, when Mr. Robert E. Brown pub-
lished a frontal attack upon the Beard thesis, his dashing reversal of

Beard's conclusions were received in academic circles with a caution which
amounted to hostility. Mr. Brown caught Beard out in the use of some
important pieces of evidence, demonstrated his reliance upon unreliable

secondary authorities, and apparently produced enough argument to

support his hypothesis that ' the Constitution was adopted in a society

which was fundamentally democratic not undemocratic; and it was
adopted by a people who were primarily middle class property owners,

especially farmers who owned realty, not just by owners of personalty ';
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nevertheless influential historians maintained that he had done nothing to

upset the essentials of Beard's thesis.

It will be harder to overlook this new critique of Beard by Mr.

Forrest McDonald, for though it attacks upon a narrower front—the

question of suffrage qualifications is not tackled—the array ofnew evidence

is most impressive. Indeed Mr. McDonald is carrying out exactly that

process of detailed research which Beard himself suggested but which
neither he nor his disciples ever attempted. The present volume is the

first of three which promise to explore every ramification of American

politics during the formation and acceptance of the Constitution. Mr.

McDonald examines the political antecedents and the voting behaviour

(so far as it can be deduced) of members of the Federal Convention, and

finds no support for Beard's thesis that the Constitution was essentially

' an economic document ' drawn up by a ' consolidated economic group

whose property interests were immediately at stake.' There is no align-

ment of personalty against realty interests ; voting on the ' economic '

issues provides no indication of any coherent group bent upon writing a

policy into the document; at least a quarter of the delegates had voted in

their States for issues of paper money; and the seven delegates who
refused to sign the completed Constitution were perhaps the seven

richest creditors and security holders in the convention. A word of

warning is perhaps necessary here. Beard spoke of economic forces as

the determining, or at least as almost irresistible, factors in history; they

were basic, imponderable, and uncontrollable by any short run political

decisions. His attempt to prove that individuals expected an immediate

economic gain from the policy which they advocated weakened rather

than strengthened this case for economic determinism. Mr. McDonald's
discovery that Beard misunderstood the behaviour of particular delegates,

demolishes only an unnecessary outwork of the economic interpretation

of the Constitution.

What does emerge from this new treatment of the convention is that

historians have gone too far in treating an ' interest ' as something simple

and purposeful, whereas it was often complex and erratic in its calcula-

tions. Elsewhere in the book Mr. McDonald suggests that a rich man,

with many irons in the fire, might have very real difficulty in making up
his mind how the new government would affect his general economic

situation. This is very sensible, and it becomes very clear when he

turns to the State ratifying conventions, for which he has discovered a

mass of new information about the economic interests of the great

majority of delegates in every State. In some States (Massachusetts for

example) the supporters of the Constitution look as Beard said they must

look, with holders of public securities forming ' a very considerable

dynamic element, if not the preponderant element ', but the picture is

spoilt when the leaders of the opposition are also found to be men of

wealth, and that, in the appeal which both sides made to farmers, artisans

and mechanics, the Federalists were, on the whole, more successful.

Beard's picture is completely upset in a State such as South Carolina

where personalty was insignificant on both sides, the debtors and advo-

cates ofpaper money (who were large planters) supported the Constitution,

and public creditors opposed; or in Maryland where large land and slave
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holders dominated the convention and carried ratification against lawyers,

merchants and speculators in confiscated loyalist lands. In some States

sectional divisions cut across economic interests, and in the chief of these,

New York, farmers and artisans supported their section rather than their

occupational group. By the time this exhaustive examination is complete

something much more important than a mere refutation of Beard has

emerged. Mr. McDonald discovers at least twenty basic occupational

groups (several of which could be subdivided) and six basic forms of

capital in addition to that derived from occupation; each of these groups

had to calculate its own standing under the constitution, and for many
the calculation was ' indefinite, indecisive or unpredictable '. This

complex economic picture is further complicated by personal and sectional

rivalries. Again, it may be asked whether Mr. McDonald has proved all

that he wished to prove. The very fact that calculation was difficult

and interests divided might give greater influence to those who knew
what they wanted, and it still is undeniable that some men expected

material benefit from the adoption of the Constitution.

Mr. McDonald may claim that he has already disposed of Beard's

picture of a national interest, composed mainly of public creditors,

acting uniformly across the country, and to have shown that wealth

was not allied against poverty; but at the present stage of his enquiry it

is difficult to see why anyone did anything and it is still permissible to

believe that economic calculation (or even miscalculation) had a good deal

to do with men's motives. The real question is whether a sufficient

number saw their interest clearly and coherently. Mr. McDonald does

offer two valuable clues : everyone, he points out, expected government

to influence economic affairs, and the choice was not between con-

trol and no control, but between State mercantilism and an untried

national mercantilism; secondly, attitudes towards the Constitution were

greatly influenced by the experience of the State under the Confederation.

All the States which accepted the Constitution quickly and with little

opposition were those to which independence had proved an embarrass-

ment rather than a blessing; all the States in which the struggle was
severe were those which had been doing well.

It would appear that the need at the moment is to reconstruct the

mental attitudes of these eighteenth century men; if their picture of

America contained the dark shades of economic interest it had also

highlights of political idealism and neutral tints more numerous than

either. One need not expect to put the Founding Fathers back on their

nineteenth-century pedestals, but one may expect to find them more subtle

and more attractive than the grasping men-on-the-make of Beard's

analysis. We are not going back to the purely political interpretation of

the Constitution which Beard displaced, but forward to a more complex

picture in which economic and political interests are intertwined, in

which rational calculation and irrational prejudice both have a place, and

in which thirteen local situations and local conflicts are somehow com-
bined in the desire for and acceptance of a more perfect union. The
work under review leads one to believe that this great task is in good
hands, and that Mr. Forrest McDonald's future volumes will leave us

wiser not only about eighteenth-century America but also about the
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mechanics of historical change. It is not, however, inappropriate to

remind him that Beard's great influence was achieved partly because

his book was short and readable: Mr. McDonald can write lucidly and

persuasively, but his books will not have the influence they deserve

unless he can keep the footnotes and the appendices out of the text.

Selwjn College, Cambridge W. R. Brock

Spanish Colonial Administration, 1782-1810. The Intendant System in the

Viceroyalty of the Rio de la Plata. By John Lynch. (London: The
Athlone Press, 1958. 42s.)

The study of the institutional history of the Spanish Empire in America

has been hampered by the tendency of scholars to become involved in the

controversy over the so-called lejenda negra. It has also often been handi-

capped by the failure to take into account differences between theory and

practice. Dr. Lynch's inquiry into the operation of the intendant

system in the Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata has made a solid contribution

to the progress made in recent decades toward overcoming these diffi-

culties. He has based his research on the essential records of adminis-

tration and he exhibits moderation and good sense in the interpretation

of the data he has studied.

After introductory chapters on the reforming efforts of the Spanish

Bourbons, the origin and establishment of the intendant system, and the

provinces of Rio de la Plata in the eighteenth century, the author proceeds

to analyze the new administrative order in the new Viceroyalty of Rfo

de la Plata from the promulgation of the Ordenan^a de intendentes in 1782

to the outbreak of revolution in 18 10. He deals successively with the

relations of the new intendants with the viceroys, the exchequer, the

Indians, the audiencias, and the cahildos and attempts to evaluate the

contributions made by these new officials to the main royal aims of

military security, expansion of revenue, economic development, and

efficient administration.

Dr. Lynch concludes that the intendant system in the area he has

studied failed to achieve the aims for which it was designed, though some

intendants were more successful than others and some functions better

fulfilled than others. He assigns responsibility for this in part to the

failure of the Spanish court to cope with problems which called for new
policies rather than better administration; in part the difficulties were

created by the jealousies and mutual suspicions of colonial bureaucrats.

The author believes, however, that the administrative reform had im-

portant consequences unanticipated by Madrid. Intendants infused new
life into the decadent municipal cabildos in order to use them more

effectively as tools of royal administration. These bodies, consequently,

rose in prestige, became more active, and were able to assume revolu-

tionary leadership in the crisis which began in 18 10. Further, the

bickering between the intendants and viceroys and audiencias set Spaniards

against Spaniards and thus weakened the royalist cause when the imperial

crisis developed.
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There is a great deal of evidence to support these conclusions in this

volume. The author has made very good use of the documents in the

Archive of the Indies at Seville and other unpublished sources and his

bibliography shows his thorough acquaintance with the relevant printed

material. The author recognizes the difficulty of distinguishing between

the effects of other factors (such as shifts in the quality of personnel, the

elimination of the Jesuits, or the freer trade between Buenos Aires and

the mother country) and the influence of the intendant system. There

can be no doubt that the hopes of Galvez and of Charles III were not

fully realized; particularly unfortunate was the failure to achieve order

or efficiency in treasury matters. However, if a comparison were to be

made between the period studied and the immediately preceding era the

overall judgment might be somewhat more favourable to the intendants.

They did best, as Dr. Lynch points out, in surveying resources, and in

building public works. There is room for some differences of opinion

in the drawing of general conclusions, but Latin American historians are

all indebted to the author of this work for his careful study of the records.

We are one step nearer a general understanding of the Bourbon reforms

in the Spanish colonies. In the end, it is likely that the intendant system

will appear to have worked rather differently in the various parts of the

Spanish empire.

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie Charles C. Griffin

1-es sans-culottes parisiens en Pan II : mouvement popitlaire et gouvernement

revolutionnaire, 2 juin 1793-9 Thermidor an II. By Albert Soboul.

(Paris: Librairie Clavreuil, 1958.)

It may perhaps surprise readers trained in the less rigorous discipline of

our own doctoral theses that a French scholar should have devoted so

monumental a work to the examination of the activities and ideas of one

social group in one city during the span of a single year. Yet the effort

has proved well worth while and we have here, for the first time, a fully

documented study of the history of the Parisian sans-culottes and Sectional

militants in their various manifestations during the key year of the French

Revolution. The theme is, of course, not new; but, even in Mathiez's

later work, the sans-culottes and sectionnaires remain a somewhat shadowy

force lurking uncertainly on the fringe of events. M. Soboul, however,

has placed them at the very centre of his canvas and, in order to construct

his picture ' from below ', has drawn on a vastly richer store of source-

materials—outstanding among which are the 347 boxes of police reports

in the ' serie alphabetique ' of the papers of the Committee of General

Security in the Archives Nationales. The result is a highly original and

definitive work, which may claim to have done for the sans-culottes what

Georges Lefebvre's great study of Les paysans du Nord did for the revolu-

tionary peasantry thirty-five years ago.

The essence of M. SobouPs thesis is that the Parisian sans-culottes—
composed, in the main, of small tradesmen, workshop masters, indepen-

dent craftsmen and wage-earners—had acquired certain distinctive social

! .- iiui- . . _.
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aspiration?, political ideas, and modes of expression and behaviour, which

both gave them a distinctive identity and brought them into inevitable

conflict with the very different social elements comprising the majority in

the National Convention and the leadership of the Jacobin Club and

Paris Commune. This conflict sharpened in the late autumn of 1793,

when the Revolutionary Government was in the process of formation

;

was intensified by the Committee's destruction of the ' Hebertist ' faction

and disbanding of the Sectional societies in the spring of 1794; and came

to a head in the summer, when the sans-culottes and Sectional militants

passively witnessed, or even openly applauded, the passage of Robespierre

and his colleagues to the guillotine. M. Soboul's method is to present

this conflict in terms of a closely detailed narration of events, which

carries the story of the Revolution in Paris from 2 June 1793, when the

Girondin deputies were forcibly excluded from the Convention, to the

overthrow of Robespierre in Thermidor. The book is in four main

sections, of which three are narrative; but inserted (perhaps rather

incongruously) between Parts I and II is an analytical survey of the

Sectional Institutions and of the Parisian sans-culottes of the period

—

their social composition, social and political ideas, organizations and

forms of behaviour.

This emphasis on narrative does not preclude the adequate discussion

of the many questions that have, for the past 100 years and more, divided

historians of the period; in all cases, M. Soboul gives firm, and often

highly original, answers. It has frequently been assumed, for example,

that the sans-culottes began to dominate the Sections, almost automatically,

after the events of May-June 1793. M. Soboul clearly demonstrates that

this supremacy was, in fact, achieved only after fierce internal struggles in

a dozen Sections : the ' moderates ' were, indeed, still fraternizing with

the ' federalist ' rebels of the Eure Department in July, while a group led

by the former marquis de Sade (entrenched in Robespierre's own Section)

was able for long to obstruct the realization of such popular demands as

for the creation of an armee revolutionnaire, composed of reliable sans-

culottes, to ensure supplies for the capital. This body was, in fact, only

set on foot after the insurrection of September 1793, when the sans-

culottes compelled the reluctant leaders of the Commune to present their

demands to the Convention. However, it was a Pyrrhic victory for the

Sectional militants, as the outcome was not only the enactment of

measures demanded by the menupeuple and hitherto resisted by the Jacobin

leaders—such as the control of food prices—but the strengthening of the

apparatus of government at the eventual expense of popular organization

and initiative. There followed the strange episode of ' de-christianiza-

tion ' which, for a while, engulfed both Paris and the provinces ; it was

evidently not promoted by the topmost leaders of the Jacobins, and M.

Soboul casts some doubts on the suggestion that it emanated spon-

taneously from the sans-culottes. But, while showing the connection

between Robespierre's denunciation of the movement and the Com-
mittee's growing determination to curb the free expression of popular

opinion, he refutes M. Daniel Guerin's contention that this marked the

real turning point of the Revolution and was the immediate prelude to

the establishment of a ' dictatorship of the bourgeoisie ' directed against the
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sans-culottes. This repression of the popular movement was, rather, part

of a protracted process that only became systematic in the spring of 1794
and, even then, lacked the ferocity and class-hatred that it was to assume
after Thermidor.

The author displays a similar flexibility in his treatment of those ultra-

Jacobin contenders for popular favour, the Enrages, the group around

Hebert and the leaders of the Cordeliers Club. With his richer docu-

mentation he is able to correct Mathiez's easy generalizations, and to show
how far, at each stage, these groups reflected, fashioned, or fell short of,

prevailing popular demands. Once the relations of these factions with

Government and sans-culottes are submitted to such searching analysis, it

requires no ' plot ' to explain why the authorities found it necessary to

proceed so ruthlessly against Hebert and the Cordeliers Club militants in

the spring of 1794. The consequence was, of course, disastrous for the

popular movement ; but it rebounded, too, on the heads of the Jacobin

leaders themselves: when faced, a few months later, with the combined
opposition of the majority in the Convention and the Committees, they

could no longer count on the sans-culottes, whom political repression and

economic discrimination—including a drastic wages ' freeze '—had left

sullenly hostile, or indifferent to their fate.

One weakness, perhaps, in M. Soboul's work is his use of the term

sans-culotte. Basically, he applies the term to the small property-owners,

tradesmen and wage-earners ; but, following traditional usage, he extends

its application to the Sectional militants as a whole, regardless of social

origins. In a work which is so solidly based on contemporary sources it

might seem an anachronism to do otherwise; but the practice sometimes

leads the author to a certain obscurity and weakness of definition. Thus,

there are passages where he appears to be assuming too close a concord-

ance of identity and interest between the mass of the sans-culottes (as a

social group), the militant minority in the Sections, and even the bulk of

the Sectional assemblies, as a whole. Again, there are occasions when
his vision appears to be too closely confined within the immediate frame-

work of his thesis, and the Year II seems, in consequence, to be without

roots in the past or links with the future. An example is his discussion

of revolutionary violence, from which the sans-culottes would have ap-

peared as less peculiarly bloodthirsty, if more attention had been paid to

the lessons in savagery given by the Parlements and nobility of the Old
Regime, to the oratorical violence of the pamphleteers (e.g. Marat, or

Fournier l'Americain), not to mention the nervous excitability promoted

by a whole series of real, or imaginary, ' aristocratic plots '. A similar

distortion of perspective is created by an occasional over-emphasis on

the economic hardships and food shortages suffered by the sans-culottes in

the Year II. Conditions certainly worsened after January or February

1794, but the supply of cheap bread was generally assured and the hard-

ships were as nothing compared with what they became under the

Thermidorians and Directoire in 1795 and 1796. Here again, a general

introduction providing both historical background and perspective might

have served as a useful corrective.

But these shortcomings are of secondary importance and in no way
invalidate the soundness of M. Soboul's general thesis or detract in
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substance from the excellence and originality of a study which will remain

the standard work on this subject for many years to come.

London George Rude

Das Munchener Abkommen von ipjS. By Boris Celovsky. (Stuttgart:

Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1958.)

Dr. Celovsky has retold the story of the Munich crisis with great

thoroughness, but it cannot be said that any new interpretation emerges

from his vast book (which must run to a quarter of a million words).

The point of view is more or less that which took shape outside Germany
very soon after the events, when Hitler's bullying and subsequent brutal

destruction of Czechoslovakia had made resistance to his will the sole

criterion of contemporary courage and statesmanship. In this view,

Neville Chamberlain has the main responsibility. Effective action by

other powers was prevented by the policy of ' appeasement ',
' Cham-

berlains Friedenswille um jeden Preis '

(p. 56).

Is a revisionist approach to the crisis yet possible ? What lines would
it follow ? It would presumably involve, on the German side, proof that

the Sudeten grievance was as real to the Germans as their propaganda

claimed. On the side of the western powers and Russia it would be

necessary to show that their long-term interests justified the avoidance

of war in 1938, and that, short of war, they displayed all the skill, dignity,

and resource that were possible in the circumstances. Because of the

strangely prominent part that Chamberlain insisted on playing in a crisis

which, as he claimed, only indirectly affected his country it would
be necessary to show how far he controlled events, and how far

he was merely a scapegoat for the inactivity of others, more directly

interested. It would be necessary to decide how far the Czechs deserved

their fate.

The author, however, eschews these unorthodox enquiries for the

most part, and as a result his material at times seems a little intractable.

As a schoolboy in Czechoslovakia he saw the occupation of Oderberg by

the Poles in 1938 and the entry of the German SS on 14 March 1939. He
speaks critically and with first-hand knowledge of the treatment of the

Sudeten Germans by the Prague Government. In 1919 the republic

included within its frontiers over three million German-speaking citizens,

some 23 per cent, of the population; but although they may have

lamented the passing of Habsburg rule they were in many cases willing

to accept the new state. The more prosperous at any rate disliked the

German revolution and feared German industrial competition. But the

premise of a ' Swiss regime ' was never fulfilled; the Czechs had secured

independence after 300 years and meant to maintain their ascendency

over the Germans. Masaryk defined democracy as discussion and this

meant a parliamentary state with the Czechs in a permanent majority.

By 1933 the opportunity had been lost. ' A complete autonomy for the

minoiities—perhaps in the form of the Swiss regime—would perhaps

have safeguarded the integrity of the republic in spite of the upheavals

in foreign policy.' So far so good: the author has not shirked this issue
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and he examines in some detail the stages whereby all the minorities came

to look abroad for support—the Hungarians to Budapest, the Poles to

Warsaw, and the Germans to Vienna or the Reich.

As to the effect of this failure on foreign policy and opinion, however,

he is largely silent. Yet it is not enough to say that Hitler exploited a

grievance for his own political ends. Its mere existence is evidence of a

feeling or conviction abroad to which he could appeal. How strong or

genuine was this conviction? In the case of Germany it would be

difficult today to disentangle the basic, spontaneous concern for the

Sudeten Germans (if it really existed) from the artificial excitement

engendered by the atrocity stories which multiplied so conveniently in

1938. It might well be asked, however, how far the German people

were really convinced that the Sudeten Germans were worth a European

war, and how far Hitler had begun to frighten them by revealing that he

probably wanted a war far more than he wanted the Sudetenland. In the

case of the British Government the documents frequently reveal doubts,

to which Dr. Celovsky makes very little reference, as to whether the Czech

case was an adequate rallying cause in a general war (this was usually in

the form of the half-apologetic comment that even after a successful war
Czechoslovakia could not be maintained in its existing form).

It must also be said, although it is not the reviewer's business to state

a case for British policy, that the ' peace at any price ' thesis ignores mam-
relevant issues. Dr. Celovsky seems unable to find in Chamberlain's

appeasement policy anything but escapism, and dissociates himself from
Rudolf Stadelmann's tribute in 1950 to Chamberlain's honourable

intentions in seeking a peaceful solution; it may be added that in a

Foreword to the volume Dr. Paul Kluke disagrees with Celovsky on this

point and also pays tribute to the ' ethischen Unantastbarkeit ' of Cham-
berlain's aims. On the other hand the author is equally unwilling to

recognize that expediency in the shape of the rearmament timetable may
have influenced Chamberlain's policy. He says explicitly that the docu-

mentary material does not justify (' absolut nicht ') the thesis that

Chamberlain in his negotiations with Germany wished to gain time for

rearmament. It is true that there are only incidental references to arma-

ment questions in the British Foreign Office documents, but there is

among other evidence Chamberlain's very positive statement to the

French in the London discussions of 28-29 April 1938 that British

diplomacy was geared to a rearmament programme which excluded war
before 1939. The moves of all the powers, including the French and

Germans, were indeed closely linked to their military prospects: these

are not matters which usually get into the diplomatic papers.

The author recognizes that Great Britain had no formal obligation

whatever to help Czechoslovakia. Nevertheless, he thinks that she had

a moral responsibility for the Sudeten crisis equal to that of France

because she took no effective steps in the years following the peace

conference to ensure the carrying out of the Czechoslovak government's

minority obligations. Moreover, she held the key to the Czech situation

in the sense that other powers—France, Russia, and the United States

—

could not act without her. It is true that France had no intention of

acting alone; but this does not prove that she would have acted even
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with British support, and she showed no willingness to draw closer to

Russia, her pre-arranged partner in the defence of Czechoslovakia. If,

as the author thinks (p. 71), the Soviet Union had no intention at any

time to fight for Czechoslovakia one can hardly argue that British action

held her back. And it seems quite absurd to argue that as a result of

Chamberlain's lack of interest in January 1938 in Roosevelt's innocuous

little plan for a conference of small powers (to which anyway he agreed a

week later) the President's struggle against American isolationism

suffered such a severe setback that it was another three years before he

could bring the campaign to a successful end. However, it must be said

that Celovsky follows other writers (although not Langer and Gleason)

in exaggerating the importance of this episode.

In spite of his great accuracy and obvious desire to present all the

relevant detail fairly, Dr. Celovsky fails at times to reconcile a growing

body of awkward facts with the earlier and over-simplified interpretations

of the crisis. It must also be said that a definitive history of the crisis

will not be possible until the diplomatic archives of Czechoslovakia's two

chief supporters, France and Russia, have been studied by historians.

London School of Economics W. N. Medlicott
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In his Adler und Drache: Der Weltherrschaftsgedanke (Vienna : Herold,

1958. 92s.) Karl Fiirst Schwarzenberg has set himself the task of pur-

suing the origin, idea, development and application of the Weltherrschafts-

gedanke. He traverses a span of some 5,000 years, from the Egyptian,

Mesopotamian and Persian empires down to the collapse of the Central

European monarchies in 191 8 and its aftermath, including Soviet Russia,

the League of Nations and the United Nations. To the professional

historian the treatment of such a formidable and virtually unmanageable

subject within the compass of some 360 pages may appear well-nigh

impossible. Naturally, the West and particularly the late Roman empire

and its medieval successor, form the bulk of the book: although there is

no evidence that the author has consulted primary sources—to judge by

the notes appended, he has relied entirely on secondary literature—there

are some quite original flashes of insight—dealt with almost as asides

—

and perspectives which might have escaped a Ouellenwurm. Altogether,

however, the book lacks precision, conciseness and discipline in argumen-

tation. I am very doubtful whether the theme of the author that there

exists an intimate relationship between Hochkultur and the Reichsidee in all

periods of history can seriously be upheld. I think it is only by forcing

a pre-conceived conception of either of them into a pre-arranged mould
of construction that one can see their working over 5,000 years. Equally

open to doubt is the contention that the Reichsidee and the Weltherrschafts-

gedanke are intimately related to each other; this, surely, can be said only

about certain empires, but by no means about all. It may be true, but

is as yet unproven that despite fundamental changes and despite the

inconstancy of institutions there is nevertheless one constant element

throughout the ages and in all forms of Hochkultur, whether Egyptian

or medieval or modern European, and that is the Reichsidee, the common
manifestations of which are said to be the symbols of the eagle and the

dragon. Thus seen the Keichsidee becomes for the author the main factor

in the whole historical development of civilized mankind—an interesting

and stimulating thesis which would appear to be in need of detailed

proof derived from the sources themselves. Nevertheless, the book is

beautifully produced and special mention should be made of the forty-six

illustrations, each of which is to depict a theme, identical (or supposedly

so) in substance and contrasted in point of time. These illustrations are

furnished with very apt captions, such as Allocutio militum (address of

Trajan and Napoleon) or Roma perpetua (Augustus and Frederick I) or

Roma resurgens (Marcus Aurelius and Joseph II) or Salus mundi (the orb

portrayed against the cross and against the Soviet star), and so forth.

There is no index.

Trinity College, Cambridge Walter Ullmann

VOX. LXXV NO. CCXCV X
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It is a pleasure to see a second edition, so soon after the first, of

Professor K. A. Nilakanta's A History of South India (Madras. London:

O.U.P., 1958. 21s.). This is the first general history of India south of

the Vindhyas (from ancient times to the seventeenth century a.d.)—

a

region neglected in most histories of India yet perhaps the most truly

Indian part of India. The author limits himself to the ' main trends
'

(but with special attention to literature and art) in order to give an in-

troductory perspective to the history of that part of India where some of

the most ancient culture has been preserved and through which we may
hope to understand some of the mysteries of the cultural unification of

Aryan and Dravidian India. At the time of its first publication (1955)

this work was a little out of date (1947) owing to delay in printing, it has

now been thoroughly revised and takes account of publications up to 1957.

University of "Edinburgh A. K. Warder

The third edition of Vincent Smith's Oxford History of India (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1958. 42s.) which carries the story down to 1947, is the

work of Dr. Percival Spear assisted by three specialists on the pre-British

period. That the delegates of the Clarendon Press have had to employ

four editors to revise this standard textbook is a tribute to the scholarship

of the late Vincent Smith. It is, however, a departure from the views

he expressed in his preface to the first edition in 191 9: ' Notwithstanding

the obvious truism that no man can be master in equal degrees of all the

parts of India's long story, it is desirable in my opinion that a general

history should be the work of a single author. Composite histories,

built up of chapters by specialists, suffer from the lack of literary unity

and from the absence of one controlling mind so severely that their gain

in erudition is apt to be outweighed by their dullness.' With the excep-

tion of Sir Mortimer Wheeler's summary of the results of the Indus valley

excavations and an extra section on Indian influence in S.E. Asia by

Professor Basham, little revision of the text relating to ancient and Hindu
India has been necessary. In the same way Mr. Harrison has not been

compelled to make any extensive alterations to the original text of India

in the Muslim period. It was, however, essential for Dr. Spear to rewrite

the whole account of India under British rule. We have had a surfeit of

general histories, good, bad, and indifferent. After reading all of these

the reviewer confidently recommends Dr. Spear's contribution, ' India

in the British Period ', as the best short account of the subject.

Balliol College, Oxford C. C. Davies

This collection of A. H. M. Jones's essays on Athens, Athenian

Democracy (Oxford: Blackwell, 1957) is not only welcome to historians

but a valuable guide to anyone whose curiosity about Athens is not con-

fined to her art and poetry. The main themes are social and economic

history, and defence of the democracy against ancient and modern critics.

It is only for part of the fourth century that orators and inscriptions

provide a bare minimum of economic material, but no harm in that:
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with this less spectacular period clarified, we are better armed against

rash generalizations about imperial Athens in the fifth century. It is im-

portant to be reminded how conscientious and industrious the Athenians

on the whole were; that property was relatively safe, the economy
stable, politics moderate and even conservative. This last may surprise,

but it is convincingly argued that the fourth-century assembly was filled

and the juries manned on normal occasions from the middle class rather

than the poor. The sarcasm of Plato and the rhetoric of Demosthenes

need the discount here made. Argument from significant detail will

reach a long way, even to analysis of the form and incidence of war
taxation, but statistics give more trouble. Fighting continues over the

total population, the proportion that could afford armour, the proportion

of slaves ; and over arguments based on the single land price available.

It may be added that Thucydides is rawly treated. He certainly exag-

gerates the unpopularity of Athens with her subjects, but his fierce pride

in the power of Athens is unmistakable, as is the obsessive conflict

between this feeling and his sense that empire was by ordinary moral

standards indefensible. Mr. Jones assumes that Thucydides was making
a case against Athenian imperialism : but even if he were, it is not answered

by pointing out that Sparta was worse. But on many fronts the critics

are routed. It is firmly shown that no Athenian could live luxuriously

on state pay, and the survival of the democracy in the fourth century is

properly used to prove that fifth-century Athens did not depend for

subsistence on the revenues of empire—only, the fourth century produced

no Parthenon. Some doubts remain. Mr. Jones is perhaps too easily

satisfied with his search in all corners of the constitution for concealed

equivalents of a ' government \ Generals in the Archidamian war
planned strategy behind the assembly's back, performing one of the

functions of a modern government in a looser, less organized way.

Another was performed by the men in office whom Aristophanes already

in the four-twenties portrays as an alien class, pseudo-patriots on the

make rapaciously exploiting the empire: new men had been brought
forward by the needs of that empire, with new skills which the older

families could not provide: the contrast between Pericles and Cleon

typifies this, but the process began before Pericles' death. And it

is unwise to undervalue ex-secretaries like Nicomachus because of
Lysias' abuse. But it remains true that the assembly made its own
decisions whenever its interest was aroused, and this and much else is

well brought out in this admirable book.

New College, Oxford A. Andrewes

The Fondation Hardt serves classical studies by providing permanent
facilities for research in agreeable surroundings near Geneva, by assemb-
ling there annually a small group of scholars who read and discuss—each

in his own language—papers on related themes, and by publishing each

set of papers and discussions as a book. The emphasis of Histoire et

Historiens dans VAntiquite (Vandoeuvres : Geneva; Cambridge: W.
Heffer, 1958. £z 10s.)—the first set with a historical theme—is on
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ancient historiography rather than history. Professor K. Latte (' Die

Anfange der griechischen Geschichtsschreibung ') discusses aspects of

the achievement of Herodotus as the creator of true history out ofprevious

forms. Like Hecataeus in his ethnico-geographical survey, he delights

in the sheer collection of facts, but goes some way towards rationalizing

them. Mme. J. de Romilly's paper (' L'Utilite de l'histoire chez Thucy-

dide ') is an extended note on Thucydides' claim (I. 22. 4) to have made

possible the understanding (not, she insists, the foretelling) of future

events, which, given human nature, are bound to resemble past ones.

This he did not by stating general laws but by including only what served

to illustrate them. Professor K. von Fritz (' Die Bedeutung des Aristoteles

fur Geschichtsschreibung ') is unable to show that Aristotle's influence

on ancient historiography was more than slight and indirect. He
discusses at length the origin of the ' tragic ' school of Hellenistic his-

torians and refers it (without convincing all his hearers) to a misunder-

standing of Aristotle's comparison of poetry and history in Poetics 145 1.

Professor K. Hanell (' Zur Problematik der alteren romischen Geschichts-

schreibung ') lucidly traces the emergence of native Roman historiography

in the late third century B.C., under the stimulus of the not always

sympathetic accounts of Greek writers. Professor R. Syme (' The Senator

as Historian ') illustrates the influence on Tacitus's work of his position

as a member of the Roman governing class. Professor M. Durry (' Les

Empereurs comme historiens d'Auguste a Hadrien '), after listing the

known compositions of the said emperors, advances the view (not

accepted by all his hearers) that some of them actively commissioned

works by other writers favourable to themselves. Professor A. Momi-
gliano's paper, ' Gli Anicii e la storiografia latina del vi sec. d. C,
equipped with copious footnotes, displays a wealth of learning on the

literary interests and influence of this remarkable family, prominent both

in Rome and Constantinople. Besides its well-known representatives

Symmachus and Boethius and others of lesser note, the family probably

included also the historian Cassiodorus. The book is pleasantly produced,

but German and English words are sometimes misspelled and the table

on page 226 is inaccurate.

University of Edinburgh T. J. Cadoux

The latest addition to the series of national dictionaries of Medieval

Latin now being produced concurrently with the work of the international

committee on the ' New Du Cange ' is the Glossarium Latinitatis Medii

Aevi Yinlandicae (Helsinki: Academia Scientiarum Fennica, 1958. 900

mk.) edited by Reino Hakamies. The restricted range of sources to be

covered (a score or so of works and collections extending mainly from

the early thirteenth century to 1550) and the exclusion of all usages

attested as classical by Georges's Ausjiihrliches latiinisch-deutsches Worterbuch

has resulted in a conveniently compendious volume, even though all the

meanings given are defined in French as well as Finnish and Swedish and

illustrated by dated quotations. The book is clearly arranged and care-

fully produced. With a handful of exceptions {e.g. carpa, a Finnish dry
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measure; scotatio, a Scandinavian form of land conveyance), the vocabu-

lary consists entirely of words of Latin derivation and general European
currency, though naturally some light is thrown on local institutions by

the specific meanings attached to certain terms (' jarl ' for comes, &c).
To judge by the scarcity of spurious and dubious forms, the sources must
have been more carefully edited than most British Latin texts ; but a few

of the forms cited seem rather questionable (alleniatio in a sense equivalent

to alleviatio; cathe^iso, treated as quite distinct from catechi^atio).

Public Record Office R. E. Latham

P. H. Reaney's A. Dictionary of British Surnames (London: Routledge

and Kegan Paul, 1958) is the product of many years of work by a dis-

tinguished place-name scholar; he has approached his present task with

the same understanding of principles as is in evidence in his earlier work.

It is regrettable that the present state of onomastic studies in Britain

should offer students seeking information in this field so much less

voluminous and established a volume of material than is already available

about place-names ; the more so because it is becoming increasingly clear

that such material would have a worth for historians and others comparable

to that about place-names, yet with its own distinct and independent value.

One may note that the systematic disciplined collection of personal-names

is only just beginning, and it is earnestly to be hoped that the publication

of Dr. Reaney's book will not lead scholars to suppose that the job has

now been completed. For one thing, the volume under review contains

a mere selection of his own material, the harsh realities of commercial

publishing having compelled him to jettison a good deal which would
clearly have been of great interest to scholars. But quite apart from this,

assiduous though the author has been, he would probably be the first to

agree that scholars working in the medieval and early modern periods of

our history are entitled to look forward ultimately to a much more com-
prehensive and at the same time detailed study, on the same sort of scale

as provided by the publications of the English Place-name Society. There

is, for example, much still to be learnt about (and subsequently from) the

geographical distribution of names, and one might hope in the end to see,

at least for some of them, an atlas similar to those presenting material

relating to word-geography in the wider sense. Problems of etymology

and origin are clearly of great importance and interest, but there is no
obvious reason, considering the diversity of reasons which may lead

different scholars to seek information about a name, why these should

have any special prominence in the fuller kind of study here suggested as

desirable. Meanwhile Dr. Reaney's work offers a large and well-docu-

mented collection of valuable new material; this and the excellent intro-

duction which precedes it make his Dictionary of British Surnames an

indispensable work of reference greatly superior to anything else of its

kind.

University of Edinburgh Angus McIntosh

Hartmut Hoffmann's Untersuchungen %ur Karolingiscben Annalistik {Bonner

Historische Forschungen, 10; Bonn: L. Rohrscheid Verlag, 1958. 12.80
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DM) is both a useful survey of the development of modern criticism of

the Carolingian annals and a contribution to their study. Hoffmann's

approach differs in some important respects from that of Heinz Lowe in

the second volume of Wattenbach-Levison, and he devotes much space

to an attack on Kurze, the scholar who first attempted to fit the Annates

Mettenses Prions, found by Hampe at Durham, into the sequence of the

annals. Most subsequent work has rested on Kurze's, though many
have recognized how uncomfortably elaborate his reconstructions were

and appreciated that the positing of imaginary lost works was always a

kind of shadow-boxing. I accept Herr Hoffmann's demonstration that

the Ann. Mett. Pr. were the work of one compilator who, up to the year

802, put together his annals from several sources and then provided an

independent continuation from 803 to 805, his work being later inter-

polated. What I feel much less sure about is his attempt to localize the

annals at Chelles, attractive though the idea is. On his own evidence

I consider that the case for St. Denis remains the stronger. He has

discovered how miserable the vocabulary of the annalists was, and how
dangerous it is to seek their identity among the handful of stock phrases

that they had at their disposal. Anyone who has tried to unravel the

authors of a barbarian chronicle can bear witness to this. There is more
that is worth pondering over in this thesis.

University of Manchester J. M. Wallace-Hadrill

In E/s Primers Comtes Catalans (Barcelona: Editorial Teide, 1958.

150 ptes) Ramon d'Abadal i de Vinyals deals with the obscure and difficult

subject of the history of Catalonia in the ninth and tenth centuries. The
book is divided into two parts. The first treats of the early counts of

the Spanish March up to the death in 898 of Guifred I, count of Urgell-

Cerdanya, Besalu, Barcelona and Girona. The available sources are

extremely scanty and it is not surprising that this part of the book consists

of a number of essays on separate subjects, rather than of a connected

narrative. Among the topics dealt with are the genealogies and relation-

ships of the ruling families; the foundations of the monasteries of Cuixa,

Ripoll and Sant Joan de les Abadesses and the abortive attempt of Bishop

Esclua of Urgell to claim metropolitan rights over the Catalan sees. The
most valuable and interesting of these chapters is that which describes

the colonization, under Guifred I, of the devastated and largely depopu-

lated district of Osona in the upper valleys of the Llobregat, the Cardener

and the Ter. Here the author has been able to make a distinct con-

tribution to our knowledge of the subject. The second half of the book
is different in character and consists of a connected narrative account of

one theme—the weakening of the suzerainty of the Carolingian kings

over the Catalan counties up to the accession of Hugh Capet. Without
adding materially to our knowledge, or modifying significantly accepted

views, the account given is a useful and balanced summary. The book
is throughout solidly based on documentary evidence and is illustrated

by a number of useful sketch maps and tables. A protest should,

however, be made against the irritating practice of placing the notes
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and references at the end of the chapters, instead of at the foot of the

page to which they belong.

St. Hugh's College, Oxford E. S. Procter

As the title shows, F. Lotter's Die ' Vita Brunonis ' des Ruotger: ihre

historiographische u. ideengeschichtliche Stellung (Bonner Historische Fors-

chungen, Bd. 9, 1958. Bonn: Ludwig Rohrscheid Verlag, 1958.

14.50 DM) is an addition to the rapidly-growing number of works in

which German medievalists have turned from the establishment of

critical texts and the amassing of the factual statements that they contain

to the more intoxicating study of the ' thought-world ' of their authors

or compilers. The value of these texts as historical sources is determined

by the answers they can be made to give to such questions as : what was

the literary heritage on which the writer drew ? what was his attitude to

the people and events he describes? and what were the external cir-

cumstances which explain this attitude? Not every text justifies or

lends itself to a full-scale inquiry of this kind: but as a major source for

the history of Otto I's reign, with a markedly ' apologetic ' tone, the

Vita Brunonis is one that unquestionably does. As is perhaps only to be

expected from a pupil of Professor Beumann, Dr Lotter's closely-argued

120 pages are both an elaborate analysis of a literary text and a valuable

contribution to the political and ecclesiastical history of Ottonian Ger-

many. In a sense, the monastery of Gorze and the reform-movement

that it initiated are as much the central subject of the book as is the

Vita. The discussion of its literary form, of its topoi (in Curtius's sense)

and of the way in which they are handled by Ruotger shows how its

modification of one part of the Carolingian tradition is in line with other

works written in Lotharingian reform circles. Pages 65-90 are an

admirable summary of the external history of this movement and of the

way in which it became a major source of royal power not only in

Lotharingia but, indirectly and especially through its influence on the

episcopate, in Germany as a whole : and the absence of any reference to

Gorze in the best account in English of Ottonian Germany becomes even

more conspicuous than before. As the concluding chapter makes clear,

the creation of close personal links between the Church and the monarchy
and the entrusting of secular office to clerics by Otto I (of which Bruno

—

himself strongly impregnated with the ideas of Gorze—was only the

most conspicuous example) reflected a deeply-felt principle: it was the

living expression of the Pauline regale sacerdotium and the means by which
Christian peace in all its fullness (spiritual and wordly) could alone be

attained. When Ruotger wrote, this point of view was already coming in

for criticism: hence his apologia. Only in his discussion of Ruotger's

attitude to Otto's revival of the imperial title does Dr. Lotter seem to

raise more questions than (understandably) he attempts to answer: the
' Imperial idea ' he suggests was a living tradition in Lotharingia in the

earlier tenth century. This seems to turn inside-out Professor Barra-

clough's ' common-sense ' explanation of why Otto took the imperial

title, although the two theories are by no means irreconcilable. But
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perhaps Otto and his advisers never had the coherent and consistent

notions which modern scholars attempt to extract from the tenth-century

sources.

University of Edinburgh D. A. Bullough

Miss A. Ashley has already written about the Church courts and the

relations of Church and State in Man. In her The Church in the Isle ofMan
(London and York: St. Anthony's Hall Publications No. 13, 1958.

Borthwick Institute of Historical Research), she gives a short sketch of

the Church history of the Island, explaining incidentally, how the term

Sodor came to be used by papal scribes first to describe the South Islands

and then Man alone, so that later papal letters could be addressed simply

to the ' Sodor City and diocese '. The early Church organization is a

mixture of Celtic and Norse Christianity. The inter-action between

ecclesiastical and lay administration was extremely close: no better

illustration could be given than the diagram (Fig. 1) of St. Patrick's Isle.

Originally included in the province of Nidaros, the diocese had its bishop

elected by the abbey of Furness, but Miss Ashley rightly points to the

Bull of 1232 as envisaging a possible alternative when it alludes to the

bishop and his successors acting ' with the common consent of the

chapter or of the senior part of the council of the diocese '. There was

never a secular chapter in Man consisting of canons presided over by a

dean. Miss Ashley makes the interesting statement (p. 21) that ' it was

the body of the parish clergy that fulfilled the office of a chapter ' when
a bishop had to be elected. Reaction between Manx customary law and

the jurisprudence of the Church courts is considered here and the story

taken down to the Isle of Man Judicature Acts in 1883. There are two

excellent maps of the physical and administrative features in the Island,

one locating the staff-lands (terrae baculi) or bishops' estates, the other

noting the boundaries of the sheadings and the distribution of the keills.

Miss Ashley has used her sources with good effect: but one has the

impression that she has tried to pack too much knowledge into a booklet.

It should be three times the size without any augmentation of the topics

discussed. Is it impertinent to enquire whether booklets are the only

form which St. Anthony's Hall can give to its publications ?

All Souls College, Oxford E. F. Jacob

The valley of which Lord Rennell of Rodd writes in Valley on the

March : a History of a Group of Manors on the Herefordshire March of Wales

(London: O.U.P., 1958. 42s.) is the valley of the Hindwell, a stream

which rises in the Radnor basin and flows into the Lugg near Byton. At

the Rodd in this valley the author owns a manor which his ancestors

occupied from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries, and he writes

of it with the intimate knowledge of one who has farmed the land for

many years. Lord Rennell is also a gold medallist and past-president of

the Royal Geographical Society. He is thus particularly well equipped

to describe the physical factors which have influenced settlement and
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cultivation in this remote borderland. The first chapter gives an ad-

mirable account of the land and landscape. Then comes a summary of

what previous historians have written on the ages before the Norman
Conquest, and a useful discussion of the Domesday manors. In the

fourth chapter, entitled ' Of Tracks and Fields ', we come to what most
students of agrarian history will regard as the core of the book. Here
the author sets himself, in Maitland's phrase, to ' construe the testimony

of our fields and walls and hedges '. By dint of skilful map-reading,

informed by practical knowledge, he reconstructs the original nuclei of

arable cultivation in the oldest settlements, and uncovers a remarkable

uniformity of dimension among them. The method and conclusions

may well stimulate historical enquirers in other districts. The rest of

the book is manorial history of the more familiar kind, a wealth of

genealogical and biographical detail, solidly based on records, but of no
great interest to the general reader. The maps and air-photographs are

numerous and excellent.

University of Leicester H. P. R. Finberg

Mr. G. W. S. Barrow's well-written textbook, Feudal Britain (London:

Arnold, 1956) contains a novelty. Instead of confining itself to the

history of England between the Norman Conquest and the death of

Edward I with only an occasional and perfunctory glance at what was
happening outside the English frontiers, it gives four out of its twenty-one

chapters to Scotland between 1058 and 13 14 and two to Wales between

1 194 and 1294. At all levels students of history usually know more about

the course of events in France, Italy or Western Germany than in Scotland

or Wales, and they should be grateful to Mr. Barrow for providing them
with these convenient Pisgah views. Indeed, if the ' Celtic fringe ' is to

be brought into the argument, it might well be contended that on historical,

if not geographical, grounds the history of Ireland after 1171 should not

have been dismissed in less than two pages, for it was to the Ireland of the

thirteenth century that English institutions and English common law

were first extended beyond their native habitat. But whilst Mr. Barrow's

brave efforts are to be commended, it is more than likely that a drastic

revolution in educational curricula will be required before the door in

England is opened to a wider survey of domestic history. Mr. Barrow
has read widely and his treatment has the freshness that comes only from
direct knowledge of the source material. The sections in which he

surveys social and economic conditions are particularly useful. On the

whole he has presented orthodox opinion. Explanations of fundamental

issues in this great formative age could be advanced that are radically

different from those presented here, and, though it is admittedly difficult

to find new titles for textbooks, ' Feudal Britain ' itself begs a whole host

of questions. But whether a textbook may be a vehicle for unorthodoxy

is a debatable point that Mr. Barrow can decide as his book runs through

the new editions that lie deservedly ahead.

University of Aberdeen G. O. Sayles
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It is entirely fitting that the first volume in the Victoria County History

series to be devoted exclusively to a provincial town should tell the story

of Leicester: A. History of the County of Leicester vol. iv, ed. R. A.

McKinley (London : O.U.P., 1958. £6 6s.); for Leicester is one of the

most vigorous centres of research in English local history. The experi-

ment has been largely successful, although certain difficulties inevitably

presented themselves. For example, Dr. Hoskins found that it was
impossible to divorce the history of engineering in Leicester from its

history in the county, and so the topic had to be dealt with in volume iii.

Similarly, the Leicester Mechanics' Institute, for less obvious reasons, is

chronicled elsewhere and does not even secure a mention in the section

on education. The volume is divided into three main parts. The first

deals neatly with the political, social, economic and administrative history

of the borough in the periods from the Conquest to the death of Henry
Tudor, from 1 5 90 to the Restoration, from the Restoration to the

Municipal Reform Act and from 1835 to the present day. Then follow

chapters on the growth since 1835 of the city's three main industries

—

hosiery, the making of boots and shoes, and elastic web manufacture

—

and on education. A third section, more orthodox, contains the histories

of the parishes embraced by the old borough and the new city, together

with accounts of local non-Anglican religious bodies, charities, and water

mills. It is a commonplace that the standard of individual articles in

collective works of this kind varies considerably and the present work is

no exception to this general rule. There is a great difference, for example,

between Dr. Greaves's masterly handling of Leicester's parliamentary

history between 1660 and 1835 and the somewhat disappointing section

by Mr. Kerridge on its social and economic history between 1509 and

1660, based largely—perhaps too largely—on probate inventories.

Special praise should go to the maps illustrating building development

through the centuries and to the account of Leicester politics in the years

from 1867 to 1939, which is of much more than local interest because

J. Ramsay MacDonald, then at the height of his powers, was one of the

Leicester M.P.s. from 1906 to 191 8. It was, however, the Labour
Government of 1924 and not a Conservative Government which
authorized the publication of the Zinoviev letter (p. 246). Certain criticisms

must be made. The early history of the newspaper press in Leicester

is dealt with somewhat disjointedly (see pp. 189-91 and 273-4) and the

importance of the future Sir Richard Phillips, Radical bookseller of the

seventeen-nineties, ' at the corner of Gallowtree Gate and Humberstone
Gate '

(p. 190) appears not to have been appreciated. He is not mentioned

in the index. It is also stated on page 296 that the population of Leicester
' rose from 234,000 in 1921 to 229,000 in 193 1 '

!

University of Manchester W. H. Chaloner

In volume xlv (for 1956) of the publications of the Thoresby Society,

Professor John Le Patourel lays the foundation for the future historian

of medieval Leeds by collecting and editing the main suviving documents
and working out the implications of what is in them. It seems sur-

prising that the work has never been attempted before. Yet the 750th
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anniversary of the granting of the borough charter by Maurice de Gant

is a very appropriate occasion for the publication of this pioneer work
under the title Documents relating to the Manor and Borough of Leeds, 1066-

1400 (Leeds: The Society, 1957). The charter of 1207 has survived

neither in the original nor in a trustworthy copy, and Dr. Le Patourel has

had to reconstruct it from three copies which he describes as ' late and

bad '. The remaining documents are the Domesday entry and a series

of accounts and extents ranging from 1258 to 1400. The texts are given

in translation, with the originals in an Appendix of smaller type; cross

reference from one to the other is therefore not always as easy as one

might wish. Most of the documents come from the Duchy of Lancaster

archives in the Public Record Office. The introduction is an important

contribution to local history. It puts Leeds for the first time on the

map as a medieval town; and doubtless it will lead (as the editor hopes)

to further discoveries of material. The many technicalities of the docu-

ments are well explained, for the sake of the general reader, in the foot-

notes. The dams and mills of Leeds seem to have been chronically in

need of repair : the details have a technological interest which well repays

the considerable trouble which the editor must have had in translating

them.

University of Glasgow E. L. G. Stones

With the publication by the ' Historische Kommission fur Hessen

und Waldeck ' of the third part (indexes, glossary, &c.) of the Urkunden-

buch des Klosters Fu/da (Marburg: Elwert Verlag, 1958; 10.20 DM) the

first volume, edited by Edmund E. Stengel, is now complete. R.

Professor Santifaller, who directs the Austrian diplomata section of

the Monumenta Germaniae Historica, surveys Net/ere Editionen mittel-

alterlicher Koenigs- und Papsturkunden (Vienna: H. Boehlaus Nachf, 1958.

8.8 DM), including the results of the nineteenth century. He adds

information about the institutes responsible for the publications, and

bibliographical notes on relevant literature. The first chapter on the

royal charters is divided according to countries; almost half the space

is given to a section on Britain compiled by Miss G. Stiassni. The second

chapter is mainly organized according to the different subject-matter of

the documents issued by the papal chancelry.

Liverpool H. Liebeschotz

Professor Philippe Wolff's Histoire de Toulouse (Toulouse: E. Privat,

1958) is a synthesis for a wide public of more detailed specialist work on
the history of the capital of Languedoc from ancient to modern times.

It is handsomely produced and illustrated with excellent photographs and
reproductions. All aspects of the city's development are embraced in

an easy narrative—economic, social, constitutional, political, intellectual
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and artistic—and concluded by a discussion of its future role as the

capital of the south of France. Nearly two-thirds of the book is occupied

by the period up to 1600. This is not simply because the author is a

medievalist who has made a notable contribution to the economic and

social history of Toulouse in the later middle ages. It is because the

Middle Ages was the period of the city's most positive influence and most

active growth. This growth, however, was not unchecked by political,

economic, and demographic crises. The rapid political gains of the

twelfth century were in considerable measure reversed after the Albigens-

ian crusade and the establishment of Capetian power in Languedoc. Other-

wise, the 13th century was one of economic growth and physical ex-

pansion. With a population at the beginning of the 14th century of

35,000 Toulouse was the focus of trading relations linking Languedoc

with the Atlantic and with Spain. It was a regional market centre,

moderately industrialized, the seat of administrative institutions already

foreshadowing the Parlementde Toulouse, the home of a university becoming

famous for its legal studies—and of the Inquisition. Badly hit by plague,

war and economic crisis in the century 13 50-1460, its population fell to

22,000. Its bourgeoisie was financially embarrassed, its industry choked

by gild restrictionism and already its social and intellectual life was

becoming atrophied in an atmosphere of ultra-orthodox clericalism,

sponsored principally by the Mendicants. An interesting economic

revival between 1460 and 1560 was based on the trade in woad, run by

Toulouse merchants (often financed by Lyons bankers), who bought the

product from peasants of the region for export to the textile centres of

northern Europe. This revival ended with the competition of American

indigo and with the wars of religion. In the odour of unimpeachable

orthodoxy, stagnant like a ville espagnole, Toulouse entered the modern era.

It is this account of the oscillations of an urban society which is among the

most rewarding aspects of M. Wolff's book, shown in successive descrip-

tions of the external appearance as well as of the inner life of the city. If

one sometimes regrets that M. Wolffavoids giving reasons for outstanding

features of Toulouse life, such as the successes and failures of twelfth-

century Catharism or sixteenth-century Calvinism, this is partly com-

pensated by his skill in handling very diverse aspects of the town's

history at all periods. And one of the best features is the emphasis on

the links of all sorts between the city and the region around it, one of the

most important themes to be developed in urban history.

University of Birmingham R. H. Hilton

Scholars as well as students will welcome L. C. Hector's The Hand-

writing of English Documents (London: Edward Arnold, 1958. 30s.),

which is designed ' to moderate as far as possible the difficulties of reading

presented by the hands written in England for administrative, legal or

business purposes during the past eight or nine centuries '. There are

thirty-two well chosen and well produced facsimiles with transcripts,

preceded by a chronological survey of business hands to the middle of

the nineteenth century. The book is a handy size and the price very

moderate. A long tradition associates books on Court Hand with the
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Public Record Office, and this one is a distinct advance upon its fore-

runners, if only because it embodies the ever growing experience and

knowledge of a unique and learned Department. This is not to detract

from the personal contribution of the author, whose exhaustive ac-

quaintance with medieval peculiarities is backed, as it should be, by a

sound knowledge of classical Latin. The book, too, is written with the

skill and vigour of a trained teacher who can entertain the reader as well

as instruct him; and we cheerfully tackle the mysteries of the semipunctus,

the gemipunctus, ' dittography ',
' haplography ' and ' homoeoteleuton ' for

the sake of its pungent comments and humanistic approach. Altogether

it is a mine of curious information on the history of handwriting, and one

can only regret that considerations of space and price (no doubt) forbade

the inclusion of more examples of the later medieval book hands.

Oxford V. H. Galbraith

York Minster Fasti, edited by Sir Charles Travis Clay, consists of ' notes

on the dignitaries, archdeaconries, and prebendaries of the church of

York prior to the year 1307 '. It will be completed in two volumes, the

first of which has now appeared (Yorkshire Archaeological Society,

Record Series, cxxiii, 1958, for 1957). It contains, together with the

texts of fifty relevant charters, biographical details ofthe deans, precentors,

chancellors, treasurers, subdeans, and archdeacons, those prior to the

reign of Henry III being given in summary form so as not to reduplicate

the editor's earlier papers in the Yorkshire Archaeological Journal. Lists

and biographies of the prebendaries will form a second volume. The
work will have an immediate appeal for ecclesiastical historians who will

be able to deduce from it the qualifications required for promotion in

the thirteenth-century Church. But its real importance lies in the tech-

nical assistance which it will give to every historian of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. For the York chapter was not composed of non-

entities; many of its members owed their position to distinguished work
in the royal service and went on to end their careers as bishops ; they turn

up in such unexpected places as Liege and Lausanne. Consequently the

precise and reliable information here given about their careers comes as a

boon to the medievalist who is faced with the humdrum, but perpetual,

difficulties of chronology. There is no doubt that this book will be very

widely, and gratefully, used.

Merton College, Oxford R. H. C. Davis

Amongst the favoured arguments of the medieval papacy for the

deployment of its governmental authority was the translatio imperii

particularly after Innocent III had given the idea its classic expression.

It has long been recognized, by historians and theologians alike, that

the idea itself has a very old pedigree, but monographs about the genesis,

different evaluations, uses made of it, the analysis of the biblical (Dan.

ii. 21) and the independent historical roots, were very few indeed. In

stark contrast to a recent dissertation on this topic {ante, lxxii. 522)
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Werner Goez's Translatio Imperii: Eiti Beitrag ^ur Geschichte des Geschichts-

denkens' und der politischen Theorien im Mittelalter und in der friihen Neurit

(Tubingen; J. C. B. Mohr, 1958. 43 DM) is a highly meritorious and

competent book. Coming from the school of Paul Kirn this Erstlings-

schrift is a most promising, respectable and enlightening piece of work
combining as it does exegesis of sources and analysis of events with

semantics; he carries out the critical examination of the sources with

commendable thoroughness and intelligent penetration. For convincing

reasons he rejects the biblical roots of the idea and maintains that the

formula stems from late Roman pagan historiography, whence it went

into the Vulgate of St. Jerome. And the latter's Eusebian recension in

which the formulation of the idea played a prominent role, was the

source for the numerous medieval universal histories. The author

examines with great perspicacity and acumen the emergence of the idea

in the official, semi-official and private works, narrative sources, publicistic

tracts, and so forth, from St. Augustine down to the eighteenth century.

He clearly keeps apart the formula and the theory based upon it, with its

attendant implications. Naturally, it was with the coronation of Charle-

magne that the idea of translating an empire entered into the field of

practical operations and in many ways the story of the translatio is an

interpretative commentary upon this event. Next to the papal theory

there was also the imperial theory of a translation which was based on the

lex regia and with which there seemed at least some hope of combating

hierocratic claims. The ramifications and adaptions by the French of

fact and theory of the translatio is of great interest both to the historian

of ' political ' thought and the student of historiography. And in

view of some recent works, the arguments of Bellarmine and Baronius

make delightful reading; and so do those of Flacius and, on the other

hand, of Natalis. Considering the space of time traversed by the author

and the many offshoots of the idea it is not surprising that there are some

defects. The presentation might have profited by a pruning of the many
literary analyses. As regards substance some points reveal lack of re-

quisite clarity of thought. His conception of Roman emperorship suffers

from not always clearly seeing its (alleged) universalist substance, hence

the Zweikaiserproblem and the view underlying the Constitutum Constantini

appear blurred. Equally, the idea of the Gottesgnadentum is not clearly

perceived; nor is he very firm about the function of royal elections or

of unction. It jars to read of Charlemagne's coronation and unction

(according to the Byzantine model) and of Pippin's coronation. Papal

views would have gained if the mediatory role of the pope had been

assessed in its bearing upon this very subject. In secondary literature

there is a lack of attention given to literature outside Germany. But

there should be no doubt that this is a most valuable piece of work which,

quite apart from the welcome insight it offers into such a variegated

assortment of historical literature, breaks new grounds in a number of

places: the Hillin letters are a conspicuous example, and the exegesis

of the 14th century controversial literature is a very important contri-

bution to the appraisal of the mechanics of combining history, theology

and law for the purpose of polemics in the Middle Ages.

Trinity College, Cambridge Walter Ullmann
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The Rev. Kenelm Foster, O.P. has translated selected contemporary

records to illustrate The Life ofSaint Thomas Aquinas (Baltimore : Helicon

Press; London: Longmans, 1959. 30s.). The biography of Bernard

Gui and depositions from the canonization enquiry of 13 19 form the bulk

of the material offered. The book is designed to present the figure of

St. Thomas, as seen by the next generations of Dominicans and by the

Cistercians of Fossanova, the place of his death and his first burial. The
author's theme is St. Thomas's piety as the basis of his power of con-

centration and literary productivity; he intends to counter-balance the

prevailing interest in the intellectual character of the mastermind behind

the Summa Theologiae. Only two of his records put any emphasis on this

aspect : Tolomeo of Lucca in his Historia TLcclesiastica and the faculty of

arts in Paris in their letter to the general chapter of the Dominicans after

the death of St. Thomas, lamenting the loss for the Church and Aristotelian

studies. No similar document of corporative condolence from Aquinas's

nearest colleagues in the faculty of divinity seems ever to have existed.

The introduction traces the link between the men who met St. Thomas
during his last years in Italy and the writings connected with the process

of canonization, which produced the biographical records. Every text is

explained by notes giving the historical and literary background in short

outline and offering, together with a well balanced bibliography, a good
introduction into modern research on the relevant problems. The
translation attempts successfully to create in the reader impressions and

associations as similar as possible to those intended by the writers of the

Latin originals.

Liverpool Hans Liebeschutz

A series of lectures by experts can be a messy way of dealing with a

difficult subject. In The English Library before ijoo (London : the Athlone

Press, 1958. 35s.) Professor Francis Wormald and Dr. C. E. Wright
have assembled a most valuable series of studies. A general Introduction

by Professor R. Irwin is followed by a lucid account of the monastic

library by Dr. Wormald. This is followed by Dr. G. S. Ivy's study of

the materials and make up of medieval books and by Dr. C. H. Talbot on
the universities as purveyors and consumers of books. Professor R. M.
Wilson's contribution, ' The contents of the medieval library ' is a very

valuable one: in it he gives a digested account of the actual authors

represented in surviving library catalogues; and Professor M. D.

Knowles on ' the preservation of the classics ' will also be found of

value, drawing as it does on Professor R. A. B. Mynor's notes on classical

manuscripts in British libraries. Professor R. Weiss's subject is the

private collector and the revival of Greek learning. Dr. Wright's two
very important chapters are devoted to the dispersal of monastic libraries

in the sixteenth century and to the attempts to undo the damage—largely

under the leadership of the members of the Elizabethan antiquaries and

above all of Sir Robert Cotton. The last two chapters, by Mr. J. C. T.

Oates and Dr. J. N. L. Myrcs, arc devoted respectively to Cambridge
libraries up to 1700 and Oxford libraries in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. Some of the contributors, by the very nature of their subjects
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and the way they rise to the occasion, give the work an exciting, pioneering

quality which is particularly noticeable in the chapters by Mr. Wilson and

Dr. Wright. It is regrettable that such a useful and stimulating book

should have an index which is either selective on some mysterious

principle, or else plain perfunctory.

University of Edinburgh Denys Hay

Dr. Glynne Wickham, head of the department of drama in Bristol

University, has published the first volume (1300-15 76) of his Early

English Stages, 1300 to 1660 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1959.

45s.). In a short notice I can do little more than call attention to a work
that future historians of the drama will ignore at their peril. This first

volume is an attack on many of the assumptions about the development

of medieval drama that have been current since Chambers produced his

study half a century ago. Dr. Wickham has not only re-examined the

existing material but has also brought to light a great deal that is new.

Scholars will doubtless dispute many of his arguments and deductions,

and some will be put off by his somewhat polemical style. (In fact, he

has a chip on his shoulder occasioned by what he regards as the post-

Reformation distortion of medieval history.) But at least we must, as a

result of his work, have a new look at the ' liturgical-play : banishment

:

adoption by the Guilds : secularization : Corpus Christi procession '

genealogy now current in all the histories and on the lips of those of us

who have to deal with the subject. Dr. Wickham's advantage is that he

is a practical man of the theatre who sees medieval drama as a matter

of living performance rather than of literary appreciation. It is in this

respect, perhaps, that his book is most valuable. He links, more closely

than has been done before, the drama proper with other public spectacles

of the middle ages, the tournament, the royal entry, and so forth, and

shows how all these things move forward to the triumphs of the

Elizabethan public and private stages. Here again, he forces us to

reconsider assumptions that have remained unquestioned for generations,

in particular the assumption that the history of the modern stage begins

with the building of The Theatre in 1 5 76. (Dr. Wickham divides his two

volumes at this point for convenience only.) As he sees it, neither The

Theatre nor the elaborate scenic devices of Inigo Jones (who is ' a climax

rather than a beginning ') are the true starting-point. That comes only

with the erection of the proscenium arch, the retirement of the actor from

intimate contact with the audience, and the growth of greater and greater

scenic illusion as opposed to the previous presentation of scenic pagentry

and symbolism. Thus, Dr. Wickham's work does for the Elizabethan

stage what has already been done for the dramatic texts : it emphasizes the

medieval inheritance, the continuity of development, which made the

stage possible. Of course it needed a genius like Shakespeare and a

speculator like Burbage to make it the resounding success it was. But

Dr. Wickham's point is that the Elizabethan stage was not sui generis, nor

even a simple matter of ' inn-yard into Globe ' and ' college-hall into

Blackfriars '. This, and much else, will doubtless be presented at length

in his second volume.

University of Liverpool D. S. Bland
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Les Kegistres d'Urbain IV, par J. Guiraud, vol. iv, fasc. xi. Tables par

S. Clemencet (Paris: de Boccard, 1958) completes a series begun in 1892.

The four registers of Urban IV were finished in 1929. Since then they

have lacked indexes which Mile. Clemencet has now provided. This

fascicule contains a list of the pope's bulls, catalogued by incipits, and a

concordance of his letters as printed in Potthast and in this edition.

There are full indexes of subjects, and of persons and places. In the

former under Curie Officio, it is possible to find the names of all those who
held a particular papal office during Urban's reign; in the latter valuable

indentifications are given in French of the Latin place-names. It is

gratifying to find that work has begun again on another series. Clement

VI (1324-13j 2), Lettres Closes, Patentes et Curiales se rapportant a la France,

par E. Deprez, J. Glenisson and Mgr. G. Mollat, vol. ii, fasc. iii & iv

(Paris : de Boccard, 1958) takes up the work of Deprez achieved between

1 90 1 and 1925. Glenisson and Mollat have chosen to switch over from

the Vatican series of registers to the Avignonese as being fuller and more
reliable. They have also used minutes scattered in Vatican Registers

244 A-N and Instrumenta miscellanea. These two new fascicules contain

1,561 entries between 19 May 1345 and 18 May 1347. In many instances

the present texts are more complete than those given in Calendar of Papal

Tetters, ed. W. H. Bliss and J. A. Twemlow, iii (cf. 1844, 1927, 1969,

2018-19) and in any case it is an advantage to have the material arranged

chronologically. But just occasionally the advantage lies with the

calendar (cf. 1788 and Cal. Pap. Lett., iii. 19). The French series is to be

preferred for following the diplomatic negotiations, as for instance those

conducted by Cardinals Aubert and Ceccano in the autumn of 1345, since

the letters to the French and English envoys can be studied side by side.

Useful cross references are given to Theiner, Mon. Hist. Hung., Rymer's

Foedera, Eubel, Bullarium Franciscanum and similar sources. Urbain V
(1362-13/0), Leftres Communes, par les membres de l'ecole franchise de

Rome et M.-H. Laurent, O.P., vol. i, fasc. v (Paris: de Boccard, 1958)

completes the text of a series begun in 1954: see ante, lxx (1955), pp.

479-80; lxxiii (1958), p. 145. There are twenty-eight entries headed,
1 De Conservatoriis ', 114 in the section, ' De Dignitatibus sub expecta-

tione ' and 232 under ' De Dignitatibus Vacaturis '. All the entries fall

between 8 November 1362 and 24 October 1363. There are at least

twenty-nine entries which refer directly to the British Isles. As has been

noted before the Avignonese registers supply a good deal of information

which supplements what is known from the Calendar of Papal Petitions, i,

ed. W. H. Bliss, and from Calendar of Papal Letters, iv, ed. W. H. Bliss and

J. A. Twemlow. For instance 4596 gives the names of the conservators

of the abbot and convent of Croxton which are not given by the Calendar.

4631 adds the names of the executors of Mr. John Renham's provision

of a canonry and prebend with dignity at Lincoln and gives the name of

the church he should resign if successful, i.e. Hollitlgbourne, Kent. (He

had petitioned for the dignity although he held Hollingbournc, Cal. Pap.

Pet., i. 386.) 4632 reveals a hitherto unknown provision of a canonry

with reservation of a prebend of Ripon to John Turk. Sometimes it is

possible to see that a petitioner's proposal about the church he should

resign if successful was rejected by the pope. Thus in Cal. Pap. Pet.,

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCV Y
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i. 386 Hugh Wymundwold offered to resign his precentorship at York
if granted his petition. The pope granted the petition but instructed him
to resign the parish churches of Leek, Norton, and St. Chad's, Shrewsbury

as well as the precentorship. In many instances the provisions were

never effected and the resignations never took place. Thus we know
that William Heytesbury was granted a canonry with reservation of a

dignity at Salisbury on 15 February 1363 (4674) on condition that he

resigned the church of Ickham, Kent. In fact he held that church until

his death (Emden, Biographical Register, ii. 927). This fascicule also

contains new references to such distinguished continental figures as

Conrad of Gelnhausen (4707, 4919) and Nicholas Oresme (4843).

Merton College, Oxford J. R. L. Highfield

As a handsomely produced and illustrated account of current Scottish

heraldic practice in the field of flags Heraldic Standards and other Ensigns,

their development and history, by Lt.-Col. Robert Gayre of Gayre and Nigg
(Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1959. 35s.) is interesting, but as a

history of the subject it is less satisfactory. The material for a history of

heraldic flags is indeed scattered and obscure, but some mention might

have been made of the book whose publication in 1942 placed the whole

study of medieval flags on a new basis, A. and B. Bruckner's Schwei^er

Fahnenbuch. Furthermore the chapter on the heraldic household badge

might have made some mention of the work and views of Mr. H. Stanford

London, the leading student of this subject. Heraldry at the present day

derives much of its charm and interest from the close links between its

history and its modern practice. The nature of these links, however, has

not always favoured a dispassionate approach to history. The current

Scottish attitude to heraldry is peculiarly legalistic and attaches great

importance to feudal analogies and questions of nobiliary capacity. Thus
Colonel Gayre, in proposing to stretch a point and allow the use of

heraldic standards to modern knights other than knights grand cross,

suggests that in such cases ' there might well be some limitation de-

pendent upon whether the knight actually was in a position, theoretically,

to command a feudal following '. This approach to his subject leads him
to regret the absence of such attitudes from English practice. A point

he seems to miss, however, is that this regrettable English laxity is not

merely modern but goes back to the sixteenth century if not indeed much
earlier. Though he does not mention the fact, ' the Tudor MS. in the

College of Arms, of Banners, Standards and Badges ', which he quotes,

shows that under Henry VIII (and not merely in the twentieth century)

standards were allowed to gentlemen as well as to lords and knights.

College of Arms, London Anthony R. Wagner

Several American scholars have recently traced the evolution of

central moral concepts through the Renaissance period, which often saw

the adoption of new definitions and new ideals. To such a category of

investigation belongs Mr. Eugene F. Rice's The Renaissance Idea of Wisdom
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(Harvard University Press. London: O.U.P., 1958. 38s.) and it is a

model of its kind. Mr. Rice writes lucidly and at times displays a delight-

ful gift for epigrammatic summary; and he presents what seems to be a

valid and serious discussion of an important topic. Broadly speaking

wisdom was viewed in the middle ages as a knowledge of the divine,

attainable by grace alone. By the time of Pierre Charron, whose De la

sagesse (1601) is regarded by Mr. Rice as the completest development of

the trends he is analysing, wisdom is generally regarded as an autonomous

moral virtue, ' an intrinsic perfection of the natural man '. This is

grossly to oversimplify the author's subtle analysis of the conflicting

positions which often make even a single author ambiguous. Space will

not permit a review of the varieties of wisdom displayed in this book

:

the chapters discussing the Neo-platonists at Florence, Colet, Celtis, and

Sadoleto are particularly rewarding. What remains mysterious in the

later stages of Mr. Rice's argument is what prompted the changes in

emphasis. The adoption of an active terrestrial wisdom (however

acquired) by the earlier Florentines fits in well with what Dr. Baron has

told us of the importance of civil liberty. But what of the secularization

of the north? Perhaps here too a consideration of political trends would

have suggested why wisdom gradually changed its content. And behind

the speculation of learned moralists and philosophers we should remember
a common-sense attitude among ordinary folk, which occasionally must

have influenced the professedly ' wise '. ' What is better than wisdom? '

dame Prudence quotes to Melibeus in the Canterbury Tales, and she goes

on: ' Womman '. For the man in the street of ancient Rome or

Renaissance Florence, the wisdom that matters is worldly wisdom: the

proverbial lore of Europe, earthy and self-evident, must have been

constantly at odds with the views, so admirably displayed by Mr. Rice, of

the philosophers and theologians of the Middle Ages and Renaissance.

University of Edinburgh Denys FIay

The Erastian attitude of the Spanish crown towards the papacy from

the end of the fifteenth century—an attitude already found, off and on,

in the dealings of the later medieval kings of Castile with Rome and

Avignon—tends to make us forget that, at this time, the church in Spain

produced some of the most active and effective defenders of papal

supremacy and opponents of the conciliar movement. One thinks,

among others, of Albornoz in the fourteenth century and, in the fifteenth

century, of the Catalan cardinal Margarit i Pau and the subject of Father

R. H. Trame's recent monograph Kodrigo Sdnche^ de Arevalo, 1404-14/0,

Spanish Diplomat and Champion of the Papacy (Washington, D.C. : The
Catholic University of America Press, 1959. $2.7$). This is the first

really complete and satisfactory account of the biography and viewpoint

of an influential prelate who made his first appearance in international

church politics as envoy of John II to the Council of Basel in 1433, and

was to spend most of his subsequent life in Rome representing John II

and Henry IV of Castile. It fell to his lot, as castellan of Sant' Aflgelo,

to become the gaoler of the humanists of the Roman Academy, including

Pomponius Laetus, whom Paul II imprisoned there in 1468. On Father
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Trame's showing he performed this task with a humanity and broad-

mindedness which does credit to one who, in his written works, tended

towards a legalism and rigidity of outlook characteristic of many Spanish

churchmen at this time. Many of Sanchez de Arevalo's treatises, often

concerned with defending a fairly extremist view of the extent of papal

authority, have remained unpublished. Father Trame gives an adequate

account of their contents and of the positions taken by Sanchez in debate.

Nor does he fall into the error characteristic of many Spanish historians

and literary critics writing about this period, which is to think that a

capacity for writing Latin, and some knowledge of Latin history and

literature, makes a humanist in the fifteenth-century sense. The subject

of his monograph, he notes, preserved to a considerable degree, like most

other Castilian scholars, medieval characteristics of thought, method and

expression (p. 62). It is, perhaps, a pity that more attention is not given

to Sanchez de Arevalo's Historia Hispanica (1469-70), which seems to be

one of the earliest attempts to teach Spaniards to believe in an aggressively

nationalistic, not to say mythical, version of their past—an approach to

Spanish history which continues to distort the work of some of the best

Spanish historians in our own time. One can catch him doing the same

sort of thing in the absurdly exaggerated account he gave Pius II at

Mantua of Henry IV's feeble campaign against the Moors of Granada.

Father Trame's monograph reveals an unjustly neglected though hardly

very sympathetic fifteenth-century churchman. It would have been

useful to have been told a little less cautiously what its author himself

thinks of Sanchez de Arevalo's doctrinal position.

Exeter College, Oxford P. E. Russell

The composition of this vast History of the Balkans since 1453 (New
York: Rinehart and Co., 1959. $12) must have cost its author, Professor

L. S. Stavrianos, immense labour: to this not only its length of 790 pages

bears witness, but its bibliography, which lists hundreds of works in the

main Western languages, Greek, and even, occasionally, other Balkan

languages. It is a truly comprehensive and even monumental bit of work,

covering not only political history, but the history of economic and social

developments, these being, indeed, particularly well treated. Apart from

a few inevitable minor slips, it is accurate and remarkably impartial as

between the Balkan States, even when dealing with episodes (such as the

Second Balkan War) on which one might have expected a Greek's sense

of balance to desert him (it is true that this balance breaks down entirely

when the author deals with the Hungaro-Roumanian relationship).

Nevertheless, with all appreciation of Professor Stavrianos's diligence and

his scholarship, and in full knowledge of the maxim that an author must

not be criticized for not having written a different book from that which

he has written, one feels inclined, in this particular case, to do just that.

If anyone really wants a handbook on the European Balkans, including

Romania, since 1453, here it is. But huge as the book is, the field, as

the author has (to its great advantage) chosen to define it is so enormous
that on no single point is he ever able to go much deeper than hand-book
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level. It remains an admirable reference book, from which readers will

be glad to turn to more specialist works on individual countries, or on
individual phases of their general development.

All Souls College, Oxford C. A. Macartney

JLa metairie et Vevolution agraire de la Gatine poitevine de la fin du mojen age

a la Revolution by Louis Merle (Paris, S.E.V.P.N., 1958) in an admirably

informative and suggestive regional study based upon a thorough

examination of the archives of notaries, seigneurs and judges, and

particularly of leases, some examples of which are printed in full in the

Appendix. The Gatine, which is that part of Poitou lying on the south

of the great granite ridge which crosses the Vendee, was a region in which

share-cropping farms took up, on an average, over 75 per cent, of the land

in each parish in 1789. The constitution of these farms was a complex

and often long-drawn-out process which seems to have begun towards

the end of the Hundred Years' War and certainly to have gone on until

the mid-nineteenth century. Merle concludes that it was the work of the

nobility, at least in the early stages, although some of them sold later,

and this not only in the Gatine where it is very marked but in the whole

of Poitou. This conclusion challenges that of Raveau's study of Haut-

Poitou which depicted increasing acquisition of rural land by prosperous

members of the town bourgeoisie, and explained it by the devaluation of

money and the rise in prices consequent upon the influx of metal from
the New World whereas the nobility, hit by the devaluation, sank into a

condition little better than that of their more prosperous tenants. It is

more in line with the general hypothesis put forward early this century

by P. de la Vaissiere in his well-known Gentilshommes campagnards de

Vancienne France. This purchase ofpeasant holdings and their combination

into large farms worked on a share-cropping basis while it wrought great

changes in the landscape by stimulating enclosures and making it the

bocage country which it is today, resulted in no great changes in cultivation.

But the social consequences were most important: the middle and petty

nobility remained on their lands here longer than elsewhere (a feature

which may help to explain the risings in the Vendee in 1793); thanks to

the harsh terms of their leases, the share-croppers became increasingly

impoverished and soon were little more than agricultural labourers.

The table of changes on page 91, based upon 535 leases, clearly illustrates

their precarious existence and is a significant corrective to the somewhat
idyllic picture of the deep attachment of the peasantry to their seigneurs

painted by some historians of the Vendee. The ones who benefited most

were the farmers-general—men of law or merchants but sometimes farmers

as well—who were the middle-men between the seigneur and the share-

cropper and who enriched themselves at the expense of both. It would
be fascinating to know to what extent their already profitable economic

activities and their rise in the social scale were facilitated by the agrarian

reforms of the French Revolution such as the abolition of seigneurial

dues and the sale by auction of the lands of the church and of the emigres.

London School of Economics Alun Davies
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One or the virtually unchallenged myths of English history is that

the liberties of the common man are founded on the Common Law. It

is not more than half true and, in so far as it is true, it came to be so

through a chapter of strange if happy accidents. For centuries the

Common Law did much to bind and nothing whatsoever to loose.

There was a very genuine ' tyranny of the yellow parchment '. Nor did

the Common Lawyers consciously do anything to convert the privileges

of the magnate into the rights of the subject. At such times as the

Common Lawyers did make common cause with friends of the people

or with friends of liberty it was for reasons not unconnected with their

fees. Sir Charles Ogilvie in The King's Government and the Common Taw,

1471- 1 641 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1958. 21s.) has thrown down a serious

challenge to the legend and he very nearly carries off the bays. He has

had earlier if less learned predecessors—Shakespeare, who gave to Jack

Cade some cogent arguments for killing all the lawyers and who made
Hamlet associate ' the law's delay ' very closely with ' the insolence of

office ' ; the Levellers, who protested that Magna Carta was ' but a beg-

garly thing, containing many marks of intolerable bondage '
; Bentham,

who saw that the greatest happiness of the greatest number required the

overthrow of Blackstone; Dickens, who almost turned a great novel

into a tract against Chancery procedure. But Sir Charles covers more

ground than all of these, and covers it (without shirking technicalities)

in a remarkably, perhaps excessively, short book. He writes pungently

and hits hard—usually though not quite invariably above the belt. Close

attention will reveal that he makes concessions to the other side, admitting

that the Stuarts could be cruel or could use ' chicane ' and that the

Common Law did frown on torture and on arbitrary arrest. And,

although he fails to say that the lawyers (for all their shortcomings) did

save us inadvertently from despotism, Sir Charles does not claim, as some
have done, that the despots—Wolsey, Whitgift, Laud—were wholly or

consciously benign. Sir Charles has at least shown clearly what a

cocoon of red tape the late medieval courts had spun around themselves

and how they had rendered themselves almost incapable of just dealing

or of moving with the times. But occasionally he blurs the difference

between criminal and civil procedure, and he underestimates the capacity

of King's Bench under the Tudors for being both equitable and expedi-

tious. He has also thrown light on some dark places among the intricate

political and legal issues of the early Stuart period. If, however, the

Common Law was all that he says it was, he does not fully explain why
the Crown could appeal so successfully to it or why the judges, themselves

Common Lawyers, were so often Royalists. Although Sir Charles can

marshal much evidence and some telling quotations on his side, he is not

altogether abreast of recent scholarship. This emerges most in his

dealings with the Tudors. He still talks of ' the New Monarchy ', and

his knowledge of Star Chamber has stopped roughly where Pollard left

matters in 1922. There are also some venial errors on minor details of

the Tudor constitution. Little of this impairs Sir Charles's main argu-

ment but it is, all the same, regrettable since it may cause scholars to take

him less seriously than he deserves. The subject needs fuller treatment

and the indictment needs an answer.

King's College, Cambridge Christopher Morris
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In Tudor Gnynedd (London: Tiranti for Caernarvonshire Historical

Society, 1958. 4s. 6d.) Mr. W. Ogwen Williams has republished the

historical introduction to his Calendar of the Caernarvonshire Quarter

Sessions Records, vol. i, which has already been reviewed in this journal

(ante, lxxiii, 109-110). Mr. Williams is mainly concerned with the

genesis of the Act of Union between England and Wales, and with its

effects upon Gwynedd, especially upon Caernarvonshire. He provides a

most useful analysis of the political and administrative structure of the

Principality, together with a very clear account of the social developments

in north Wales during the later Middle Ages. The policy of union was

made possible by these developments, which had created a class of gentry

capable of ruling Wales and had already enabled that class to assume

considerable power. In Gwynedd the Union did not greatly disturb the

social and political structure but rather gave legal confirmation to existing

developments. Sometimes Mr. Williams allows himself generalizations

which do not seem to accord with the available evidence. To write of

the Union as expressing an alliance between Crown and gentry exaggerates

the political unity of the latter and ignores the resentment felt by some of

them at the new policy. Again, Mr. Williams assumes that Thomas
Cromwell wished to make Welsh administration identical with English.

Yet the act of 1536, passed during Cromwell's regime, foreshadows some

of those peculiarly Welsh institutions which were enshrined in the act

of 1542, passed after Cromwell's fall; while Cromwell's close interest

in the council in the marches and the other provincial councils suggests

that he was fully prepared to allow regional anomalies in the adminis-

trative structure. But, these things apart, Mr. Williams has performed a

most valuable task, which will ensure a welcome for the second volume of

The Caernarvonshire Quarter Sessions Records.

University of Manchester Penry Williams

Students of the Renaissance will be particularly grateful for A.

Renaudet, Humanisme et Renaissance (Geneva: Droz, 1958), for they will

find collected here eighteen papers and reviews by the distinguished

scholar whose recent death, after an exceedingly industrious career,

means the end of an activity which brought so much light to Renaissance

studies. The writings collected here range from Dante to Giordano

Bruno and include the fundamental paper on Jean Standonck, first pub-

lished in 1908 in the Bulletin de la Societe de I'Histoire du Protestantism

franfais, and the equally important one on the religious thought of

Lefevre d'Etaples, which appeared in 1955 in the Miscellanea Bruno Nardi.

Other essays re-printed here deal with Dante, Erasmus, Margaret of

Navarre, Rabelais, Guicciardini, and Bruno, a wide range which reflects

vividly the variety of interests of the author. It is usual in collections of

essays of this type to include at least one piece hitherto unpublished.

Such a role is played here by a stimulating paper on Bthiaue humaniste

et spiritualite de Petrarque, where Renaudet analyses and examines with

fine insight the various contrasts in Petrarch's complex personality.

His conclusions are that while Petrarch sees in St. Augustine his own
Christian ideal, he also sees at the same time his ideal personified by Scipio.
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It is because of this contrast that in the Secretum Petrarch made St.

Augustine talk like Seneca. This is an essay which should be read with

great attention by any student of the Renaissance. The same might,

however, be said of the other essays in this attractively printed book.

University College, London R. Weiss

' You will never be a gentleman ', said Cyril Jackson to the rough,

surly, slovenly Gaisford, ' but you may succeed with certainty as a

scholar.' Scholarship, as Professor M. L. Clarke shows in Classical

Education in Britain ij 00-1900 (Cambridge: University Press, 1959.

32s. 6d.), flourished as classical teaching decayed. It was the schools

which kept the roots alive: especially the steady stream of boys taught

by Arnold at Rugby and Kennedy at Shrewsbury who came up to the

universities with formidable backgrounds of reading (A. H. Clough was
a case in point). Both these headmasters ultimately took chairs. And
as classical teaching revived, scholarship, in Gaisford's sense, declined.

Finding errors in Jowett became an academic pastime. Latin and Greek
seem to have been to undergraduates, from Mr. Clarke's account, ancil-

laries rather than ends in themselves. Philosophy, history, and logic, to

say nothing of mathematics in the early days, were the main interests of

university students as opposed to the classical scholars. In this meticul-

ous and readable study, Mr. Clarke raises many interesting points. We
learn, for instance, that James Lonsdale at Durham used to weep over

his students' Latin prose to induce them to take pains. In the latter half

of the century Mark Pattison, Richard Congreve, and Henry Sidgwick

lamented the occlusive effect of intensive classical training and played a

part from within, undermining its hold. The erosive sciences, physical

and biological, played their part without. One hopes that, by ending

this volume in 1900, Mr. Clarke intends to give us another illustrating the

effect of twentieth-century techniques on classical education. If it is as

readable as this, it will be welcome.

University of Sheffield W. H. G. Armytage

For forty-seven years after publishing his comprehensive History of

St. Paul's School, 1909, the late Sir Michael McDonnell was actively

engaged in exhuming details of the masters and boys from the records of

the Mercers' Company. The results of his gleanings have been printed

for the Governors in The Annals of St. Paul's School (London : privately

printed, 1959). In this there is a spirited discussion as to whether Chaucer

attended one of the proto-Pauls which antedated Colet's foundation.

In a detailed and documented survey of the High Masters from William

Lily to George Charles, he has provided an entertaining side-light on the

educational history of London from 1509 to 1748. Inevitably attention

concentrates on the headmastership of Richard Mulcaster, who succeeded

the unfortunate John Harrison. Choleric, erudite and extravagant,

Mulcaster built up the boarding house and left his mark not only on the

school but on the Merchant Taylors School as well, whose first headmaster
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he had become some thirty-five years before. Seventeen other head-

masters who appear with him in this book include an interesting pair:

Alexander Gill, Senior, and Junior. The father taught John Milton

and the son was said to have described Charles II as ' fitter to stand in a

Cheapside shop with an apron before him and say "What lack ye?"
than to govern a kingdom '. To Old Paulines this work will afford

great diversion, especially the painstaking accounts of the elections to

the surmasterships. Not the least attractive of this collection of virtual

biographical notices is that of Benjamin Morland, F.R.S., High Master

from 1 72 1 to 1723, whose helf-length portrait in oils still hangs in the

school. He taught James Postlethwayte who, like himself, became an

F.R.S., and Robert Tomlinson who became a notable doctor. To biog-

raphers this will prove a very pleasant work of reference when the school-

days of Tudor, Stuart and early Hanoverian Paulines are being studied.

University of Sheffield W. H. G. Armytage

This impressive edition of Paolo Giovio's correspondence, Pau/i

lovii Opera cura et studio Societatis Historicae Novocomensis denuo edita-Tomus

I-Hpistularum pars prior, Tomus II-~ELpistularum pars altera curante G. G.

Ferrero (Rome: Libreria dello Stato., 1956-8), is a very welcome addition

to the series of Renaissance epistolaries now available in a text conforming
with the exacting requirements of modern scholarship. Giovio's letters

were already sought as models of style in his own time and groups of

them often figured in epistolary collections published during the sixteenth

century. It was, however, highly desirable to have all the letters collected

and edited according to modern standards, and this has now been done
by Dr. Ferrero, to whom we are also indebted for several letters hitherto

unknown and now printed for the first time. To say that these letters

will prove valuable to sixteenth-century historians is perhaps an under-

statement. For despite his being an ecclesiastic by profession and a man
of letters by vocation, Giovio was in close touch with contemporary

European politics. The names of those with whom he corresponded are

certainly impressive. We find among them the Emperor Charles V,
Francis I and Henry II of France, Edward VI, to whom Giovio wrote ac-

companying his homage of the first volume of his own Historiae, the rulers

of Milan, Ferrara, and Mantua, two popes, Clement VII and Julius III,

and many cardinals. Literary men with whom he exchanged letters in-

clude Aretino, Bembo, and Vasari and many others. On the whole they

strike one as the letters of a man extremely well informed and well

endowed with commonsense, whose words are listened to with attention.

An interesting feature of Giovio's epistolary is the language. For al-

though he was a distinguished humanist and one of the leading Latin

writers of his time, the great majority of his letters are not in Latin but

in Italian. A fact which, needless to say, brings vividly home to the

reader the swift decline of humanism, which was then taking place.

Had Giovio lived one generation earlier these letters would have been

in Latin and not in the everyday tongue. Had he lived one generation

later his historical works would have been probably written in Italian!
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Readers of Allen's monumental edition of the letters of Erasmus will

miss here the absence of footnotes which are not strictly dealing with

textual matters. Even as it stands Dr. Ferrero's edition is nevertheless

very valuable. The indexing is particularly well done. I would like to

stress this as it is unfortunately not always the case in Italian scholarly

publications.

University College, London R. Weiss

The rentes have a long, devious history in the social evolution of

Europe. This is particularly apparent in the case of France where the

terms rentes and rentiers have acquired an ugly meaning at the hands of

the nineteenth-century theorists. The historian can profitably cut

through these polemics and return to their early development within the

general structure of credit. He now has an admirable guide in Bernard

Schnapper's L,es rentes au XVIe sihcle : histoire d'ttn instrument de credit

(Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1957), which explains the far-reaching changes in

the function of rentes in the economy and society of France. The trans-

actions in the fifteenth century, he reveals, were restricted in scope:

rentes formed an integral part of the real-estate market and were commonly
used to develop property. They were far from being purely financial

transactions, although significant moves in this direction had already been

made in the papal bulls Regimini of 1425 and 145 5, which authorized rentes

in money within the framework of property and the usury laws. They

were also perpetual annuities—a feature on which the Parlement of Paris

insisted, in keeping with its general effort to prevent them from becoming

another form of money-making. But profound changes in the material

life of the early sixteenth century carried away many of the obstacles.

The monarchy was hungering after fresh sources of revenue for the wars

against the Emperor Charles V. The growing wealth of the urban

middle-class pressed for outlets other than in derogatory trade. And
the trend of rising prices and the incidence of bad harvests raised the

question of rents in kind—a problem dramatized in Germany by the

Peasants' War. These requirements were sensed by the great jurist

Dumoulin: his writings, especially the Tractaius contractuum, prepared

the way for new attitudes. The Parlement of Paris, by its arret of 10 May

1557, gave a grudging assent. Rentes in money thus emerged by stages:

the institution by Francis I of the rentes sur VHotel de Ville in 1522; the

appreciable rise in the capital of rentes after 1530; the hey-day in the

years 1560-80, when the market in rentes and their circulation was most

active. After 1 5 80 came decline and recession brought on by the frequent

inability of the monarchy to meet the settlement-days. Thus, in the

sixteenth century, the rente passed from being a charge on property to

become a personal debt. The transformation was confirmed by the

liberal issues on the Hotel de Ville, where the urban middle-class was

prepared to place its money. They became an instrument of credit, still

clumsy and hampered by not being negotiable, but nevertheless able to

take a significant place in the general expansion of credit in France in the

sixteenth century. M. Schnapper has accomplished a difficult task and

produced an excellent book. He deals carefully with the many intricate
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legal problems relevant to the subject. The economic and statistical

aspects are illustrated with graphs. The study is lucid and has the mark
of quality.

Paris Frank Spooner

Despite its somewhat ambiguous title, Dr. H. C. Porter's Reformation

and Reaction in Tudor Cambridge (Cambridge: University Press, 1958.

52s. 6d.) is in effect an account of the vicissitudes and divisions of Eliza-

bethan puritanism in this nationally vital arena. It is a capacious and

scholarly work based upon prolonged examination of the voluminous

contemporary sources, and upon a grasp of theological issues by no means
universal among Tudor historical specialists. Despite a tendency to

overload the narrative with biographical detail, the author sets forth

with clarity and liveliness the disputes between puritanism and authority

in early Elizabethan Cambridge, the orthodox Calvinism of Whitaker and

Perkins, the proto-Arminian moderation of Peter Baro, William Barrett,

John Overall and Lancelot Andrewes. He reconstructs the cautious and

essentially liberal role of Whitgift, who did nore than any man to prevent

stark extremism from monopolizing this laboratory of the Anglican

experiment. Few readers, Anglican or otherwise, will deplore the

relatively mellow synthesis which terminated this Elizabethan dialectic

and prepared the ground for Whichcote and the Cambridge Platonists.

Dr. Porter preserves, it would seem, a scrupulous fairness toward all his

protagonists; he has provided some moving accounts of the virtues and

abilities forever epitomized in the brilliant prose of William Perkins.

Even so, it remains difficult to repress a shudder at what King James
acutely called the 'desperate presumption' of such theologians; in

particular at their arrogant dismissal of texts inconvenient to that sinister

theory of Grace which inter alia assigned arbitrary damnation or salvation

to the babe in the womb. The first part of Dr. Porter's book bears a

remote relationship with this main theme; it reviews the successive

Cambridges of John Fisher, Erasmus, Robert Barnes, Martin Bucer
and the Marian Exiles. It forms a pleasant, useful essay, collecting the

surface-materials along the beaten tracks. Amongst intending re-

searchers it should certainly not encourage the notion that Henrician

Cambridge has been ' done '. These earlier phases are no mere prelim-

inaries; in their own right they demand treatment in the light of concepts

very different from those which serve to illuminate Elizabethan religious

history. In view of the capacity he has already displayed, it would prove
a happy outcome if Dr. Porter himself would now return to the earlier

decades and, having perfected himself in new skills and amassed fresh

materials, would produce a second and equally authoritative work.

University of Hull A. G. Dickens

The story of English cathedrals since the Reformation is a strangely

neglected side of ecclesiastical history and Archdeacon R. V. Jl. Burne's

Chester Cathedral from its Founding by Henry VIII to the Accession of Queen
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Victoria (London: S.P.C.K., 1958. 21s.) may claim to be the first study

of its kind. It is largely based on the Treasurer's Accounts and, after

1664, on the Chapter Act Books, supplemented at intervals by brief

biographies of the Deans and Canons. This method makes the book as a

whole somewhat disjointed and the treatment of general themes, par-

ticularly that of finance, is often far from clear. The Chapter was poor,

like all Henrician foundations. Its meagre revenues were further reduced

in Tudor times by lay rapacity—an episode which reveals Leicester in a

very discreditable light—and they had hardly increased by the beginning

of the eighteenth century. The greater part of the income, as with all

ecclesiastical bodies before the Act of 185 1, came from fines for the

renewal of leases, which the members of the Chapter divided between

them. The working of this system at Chester might have been illumin-

ated by a study of the leases themselves. It is surely too indulgent to

the clergy, however, to suggest (p. 238) that they had no option but to

pocket the money. At the Restoration, for example, all or a great part

of the income from fines was devoted in other cathedrals, such as Win-
chester, Salisbury, and Worcester, to repairs and the augmentation of

small livings. At Chester there is no evidence of the use of fines for

general purposes before 18 14. But we should like to know more than

Archdeacon Burne tells us about the management of the property. The
cathedral clergy during these three centuries present for the most part

a dreary record of mediocrity and unworthiness : though many of them,

as Archdeacon Burne remarks, did their duty according to their lights,

in the spirit of Dean Cholmondeley (1806-15), who wrote before his

ordination, ' I am not particularly anxious to go into the Church, but as

it must be my profession the sooner I take it up the better '. The section

of the book of most general interest concerns Bishop Bridgeman's

partially successful attempt to impose Laudian worship in the cathedral,

against the opposition of the Puritan sub-dean, and Laud's high-handed

interference in a dispute between the bishop and the City Corporation.

The lengthy extracts from the accounts contain also much interesting

miscellaneous information, for instance on the price rise of the sixteenth

century, and the celebration of military victories by bell-ringing from the

Revolution onwards. There are a disconcerting number of small errors

and misprints. Thus, Edmund Law, bishop of Carlisle, correctly

described on page 240, appears as ' a Carlisle clergyman ' on page 247

;

and James Thomas Law, canon of Chester, was not his son but his

grandson. The impression of carelessness is increased by an examination

of the index, which is quite inadequate.

University of Birmingham Philip Styles

De Je^uieten en het Samenhorigheidsbesej der Nederlanden IJ8J-1648

(Antwerp: De Nederlandsche Boekhandel, 1957), by Dr. J. Andriessen,

S.J., investigates the variety of historical judgments passed upon the

activities of the Jesuits during the struggle of the Northern provinces to

win independence of the Spanish Netherlands, and, in seeking to deter-

mine their validity, explains the reasons why such a variety of judgments
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is possible. Dr. Andriessen suggests that historians have had to general-

ize from insufficient facts, and it has been his aim to meet the need for a

detailed examination of contemporary information about the activities

of the Jesuits in relation to the principle of solidarity or of community,

of the Seventeen Provinces. He is concerned with a complicated

situation which changed considerably during these sixty-three years. He
rightly insists that modern national concepts, or modern theories of a

separation of religion and politics, only add to the difficulties of passing

judgment. He admits that the further question of the extent and nature

of the Jesuits' contribution, as distinct from that of other Catholic orders,

causes difficulties. Dr. Andriessen's problem is not to be answered by

a general history of the Jesuits in the Netherlands, although he has to

refer extensively and continuously to their work in general. The
' rebellious ' provinces saw the Jesuits as the willing promoters of Spanish

power and papal authority at the expense of native independence, cultural

and social, as well as political, economic, and religious. To the ' patriots
'

of the North, the Jesuits were the spearhead of a Counter-Reformation

which held the southern provinces in its grip and thereby subjected them

to Rome and to Madrid. The Jesuits were feared, pursued and pilloried

as the arch-enemies of the Dutch republic; because they inspired, nerved

and directed the campaigns of the Catholic provinces. To the southern

provinces, the northern were not only heretics but also rebels. The
ties between the Seventeen Provinces were loosened by the exigencies of

civil war, and in the years after 181 5 it became clear that the ancient

solidarity had been broken for ever by the pressures of Calvinist repub-

licanism. Dr. Andriessen's concern is with the part played by the Jesuits

in the dissolution of the concept of the solidarity of the Netherlands, and

the development of sharply opposed concepts (in the main for propa-

ganda) of a heretical, rebellious north and a Spanish-dominated, papally-

subservient south. Were the Jesuits indifferent to indigenous institutions

and culture ? Were they instruments of Spanish rule and agents of the

Counter-Reformation at the expense of the Netherlands' own sense of

community ? How far were the Jesuits responsible for that identification

of rebels and heretics which characterized the attitude of the south to

the north ? Dr. Andriessen insists that the answers to these and similar

questions vary with the times, with the situation and with the particular

needs, and that in consequence the various judgments of historians

contain part, but not all, of the truth. In the earlier years of the rebellion,

the Jesuits sought the preservation of the unity of the Netherlands on the

basis of fidelity to the natural ruler and to the ancient religion, which

constituted one bond of faith, in which religion and politics were com-

bined. Spanish and papal rule in their view were not alien to, nor

imposed upon, the Netherlands, but were the outcome, as well as the

expression, of the Netherlands' solidarity. The Jesuits' hope was to win

the allegiance of all the provinces to these principles of fidelity, and so

to restore solidarity. They played their part in council and in camp, in

public and in private, in missionary enterprise in the north and in the

education of the faithful in the south. They were not opposed to the

native outlook of the Netherlands but they did insist that it was to develop

in accordance with its own principles of fidelity to the natural ruler and
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the true religion. The success of the rebellion and the challenge of the

republic and Calvinist church forced the Jesuits increasingly to stress the

differences between southern and northern provinces, and to insist upon
the loyalty of the south to principles rejected by the north. If the

Netherlands could not be united on those principles, it was the more
necessary to preserve them in their purity on the narrower territory of

the Spanish Netherlands. However, the Jesuits were still at work in

the north, still educating children from the north in southern schools,

still meeting Arminians and humanists of the north. The increasing

separation of north and south weakened but could not eliminate entirely

the sense that they shared some things. If the Jesuits helped toward
separation, they also kept open certain channels of communication and

continued to offer some prospect of re-unification. Dr. Andriessen's

study has gone far to clarify the motives and policies of the Jesuits in the

Netherlands in respect of their unity and ultimate division.

University of Edinburgh Douglas Nobbs

For our understanding of the intellectual history of seventeenth-

century England we have of late looked principally to the American
historians of literature. Here from the same source comes another

volume: The Scholastic Curriculum at early seventeenth-century Cambridge,

by William T. Costello, S. J. (Harvard University Press. London:
O.U.P., 1958. 36s.) This time it is a comparatively small book on a

limited aspect of the subject, but an important contribution none the

less and one which was badly needed. It corrects and replaces the only

previous account, written almost a hundred years ago: J. B. Mullinger's

Cambridge Characteristics in the Seventeenth Century (1867). Using the

students' and teachers' notebooks he has found in Cambridge and other

libraries, together with similar material

—

e.g. thesis broadsides and com-
mencement verses—Fr. Costello has contrived to reconstruct in satis-

fying detail the intellectual content of a Cambridge education in this

period. His training as a Jesuit scholar and his profound respect for

the best in scholasticism have given the author an intimacy of under-

standing which would not come with mere study. Over the fields of

late scholastic logic, Aristotelian philosophy, and seventeenth-century

theology alike, he moves with masterful ease. Moreover he has re-

markable powers of exposition, and a quite uninhibited sense of fun, and

in writing his book he has clearly set out to enjoy himself. He is not

afraid of introducing a ' frigidaire ' into his translation of academic

verse, and he digresses momentarily (p. 92) to suggest a new derivation of
1

cocktail ' (from coctile : any mixture of elements quod concoctionem

recipit). The result is a delicious, not to say saucy, book. Education

in Cambridge in the early seventeenth century was still scholastic—the

Renaissance and Reformation had not by any means dethroned Aristotle

and the schoolmen. In the study of ethics, in fact, the Philosopher

was perhaps more important than ever now that Rome's infallible

guidance had been rejected, and theology still leaned heavily on the

medieval authorities. Education, like the church itself, had not broken

completely with the past which in some respects it had abandoned.
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Fr. Costello first describes the exercises which late scholastic training

involved—lectures, disputations, and declamations. He has found one

extended account of a complete disputation (a manuscript of c. 1 594-1600),

and from this and from fragments found elsewhere he puts together a

most informative explanation of the rules and procedure and technical

terms. It is clear that the method did not generally produce mere logic-

chopping, though at its worst it could do so. In learning and following

an elaborate but coherent ritual of argument the student was very thor-

oughly trained in exactitude and speed of thought. Fr. Costello compares

it to the veronicas and half-veronicas of a bull-fight. The section on
rhetoric, whilst not so original, is interesting: Fr. Costello prints two
Latin declamations from the notebook of one student, showing the

progress he had made between his first and his fourth year at college.

The central and largest section of the book is occupied by an analysis

of the four-year curriculum of arts and sciences through which all

students passed—in arts, logic, rhetoric and ethics; in science, meta-

physics, physics, mathematics, and cosmography (the order in which the

subjects were read being determined by the tutor). On the whole the

course was in the author's view a good one: it developed a capacity

for careful analytical and synthetical thought; it trained the student in

expressing himself accurately in Latin; and it embraced a wide variety of

subjects. But not all the subjects were of equal value or were taught at

the same standard. Mathematics and cosmography were gravely ne-

glected, and pbysica was a terrible hodge-podge— ' an unhappy medley of

philosophy and science ', ' including within its borders legitimate

philosophical speculation, excellent scientific observation, some quaint

guess-work, not a little superstition, a bit of quackery, and much good
intention, in a sort of academic Czechoslovakia '. It was of course

precisely at that ill-defended point that the enemy—Descartes and the new
science—was to enter later in the century. In the last section of the book
Fr. Costello deals with graduate studies—theology, medicine, civil

law and music (in descending order of importance). Medicine was
moderately prosperous, though by no means comparable to that of

Padua; civil law was in decline, and of the serious study of music it

seems difficult to find a trace. There is a full and interesting treatment of

theological studies—dogma (the main interest being centred in doctrines

of grace and justification), ritual, and casuistry (the latter increasingly

important). In all these academic matters Fr. Costello gives us sound

information and sound criticism. He makes points too which have a

wider relevance. For instance, that the theologians did not greatly

concern themselves with problems of church government, and that the

discussion of contemporary politics in the declamatory themes was
conservative—devoted to a defence of the social and political status quo.

The theologians still distrusted usury, and regarded women as inferior

beings to men. Sermons played an important part in the undergraduate's

life (D'Ewes although aiming for the law made studious notes on them),

but college services were conducted without much ceremony or orderliness

even in colleges which had no reputation for puritanism. Cambridge
was an unliturgical place. I have noticed only a few slips. There are

obvious misprints on pages 101, 108, 142 and 153; and the passing
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references made on pages 137 and 142 to Locke and to Pepys are both

inaccurate. Fr. Costello has deliberately said only a very little about the

printed textbooks—a subject on which clearly a lot more could be said.

But what is now most needed is for someone—possibly Fr. Costello

himself?—to write a sequel. Certainly the way is now made much easier

for a book on the revolution of the later part of the century when Aristotle

and the schoolmen were at last displaced by mathematics and the new
science.

Kqyal Holloway College, London R. C. Latham

Exeter was in the seventeenth century one of the most important

English towns, the commercial and industrial centre of the Devon and

West Somerset clothing region, surpassed in volume of trade among the

outports only by Hull and later Bristol. In the middle decades of the

century, as Dr. W. B. Stephens shows in his Seventeenth-Century Exeter

:

a study in industrial and commercial development, 162j-1688 (Exeter: The

University, 1958. 30s.), the city's economy underwent a far-reaching

reorganization, followed, in and after the sixteen-seventies, by a big

expansion of its trade, industry, wealth and population. At the beginning

of the period most of Exeter's trade was with France and the city was

dominated by the Company of Merchants of Exeter Trading to France,

which excluded ' craftsmen ' from overseas commerce and invoked royal

support, often in alliance with London and in opposition both to other

western ports and to the country clothiers, for policies of regulation both

of foreign trade and of the cloth industry. By Charles II's reign Exeter's

trade was going farther afield to more varied markets, the chief of which

was no longer France but the Netherlands. This change was connected

with the rise of the serge manufacture in the West Country and the

increasing concentration of its finishing processes in Exeter. It caused

the collapse of the Exeter French Company, and by bringing the city's

merchants into conflict with the exclusive claims of the Merchant

Adventurers' Company converted them to laissez-faire policies in overseas

trade. W'ithin the city, however, though the separation of commercial

and industrial capital broke down, the Fullers' Gild continued to control

the expanding cloth finishing industry in the interests of the larger

capitalists. These developments were accompanied by a growth in

wealth ; but, as the author shows by a careful analysis of such evidence

as can be found for social structure, wages, and cost of living—and we
are thereby reminded how fragmentary and elusive the evidence is which

even the most skilled research can piece together on these subjects—it is

doubtful if the majority of the inhabitants benefited at all except by

greater regularity of employment. In telling this story Dr. Stephens

throws much light on general history: on the decline of Chartered Com-

panies and the forces for laissez-faire in commerce and industry; on the

adaptation of industrial gild regulation to the purposes of capitalist

employers; on the economic background to the political discontent of

the sixteen-twenties and sixteen-thirties ; on England's earliest canal.

He has written a worthy companion volume to Dr. Hoskins's earlier

study of Exeter after 1688, presenting the fruits of a thorough study of the
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sources in an admirably lucid, economical and readable style. Necessary

statistics are shown in simple tables and much detail is mercifully relegated

to appendices. There is a full bibliography, an adequate index, and two
useful sketch-maps of foreign trade. A map of Exeter's hinterland

might have helped some readers; and there seem to be slips in some
figures in Table II and in a date on page 137. In all other respects this

is a model of how to convert a thesis into a book that will be read with

pleasure by both specialists and general readers and with as much profit

by national as by local historians.

University of Southampton A. L. Merson

Some of Jean-Antoine Vincart's contemporary accounts of different

campaigns in the Spanish Netherlands in the sixteen-thirties and sixteen-

forties have long been in print. To these we must now add Les relations

militaires des anne'es 1634 et 16jj, redigeespar Jean-Antoine Vincart, Secretaire

des avis secrets de guerre aux Pajs-Bas, ed. M. Huisman, J. Dhondt, and

Lucienne van Meerbeeck (Academie Royale de Belgique, Commission

Royale d'Histoire. Brussels: Palais des Academies, 1958). They reflect

the raising of Spanish hopes by the arrival in Brussels of Ferdinand, the

Cardinal-Infante, fresh from his part in the Hapsburg victory at Nord-

lingen. Though these events at last brought France under Richelieu

openly into the war, the combined Franco-Dutch invasion of 1635 was

beaten back; and in fact each Relation ends with a naive peroration

expressing the hope that the nobles and people of Holland will at last

open their eyes, and that the Prince of Orange and other nobles will

throw off the authority of ' personnes villes et de nulle qualite . . .

marchands de beurre et fromaiges ' and return to their rightful master

the king of Spain. There is an air of unreality about such passages as

this; and indeed Vincart inflates Spain's military successes, covers up
the weaknesses of the Brussels Government and nowhere criticizes any

Spanish officer. The editors in their Introduction relate this well to

Vincart's semi-official position on the Spanish staff and print some new
documents elucidating this. While the names of officers and places are

identified in the footnotes, unfortunately no map is provided.

University of Sheffield K. H. D. Haley

In The Eastland Trade and the Common Weal in the Seventeenth Century

(Cambridge: University Press, 1959. 32s. 6d.) Mr. R. W. K. Hinton

gives what is in essence a series of shrewd and meticulous commentaries

on the movements of trade to and from England as revealed by the Sound

toll registers. He has not contented himself with merely using the

formidable printed tables and summaries but has sampled the originals

at Copenhagen. He has consulted port books and other English customs

documents to check and amplify his story. Much valuable information

emerges from his book, for example with regard to the gradual replace-

ment of cloth and corn as articles of commerce by iron and southern or

tropical re-exports, and also concerning the origins of the Act of Naviga-

tion of 165 1. It is difficult to dissent from his contention that this famous
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enactment was not the fruit of pressure by this or that group of merchants

:

its passage, he argues persuasively, was part of an ambitious scheme not

merely to drive the Dutch out of their carrying trade with England but

also to capture their whole entrepot traffic by the establishment of a

number of free ports. Mr. Hinton further has some useful things to say

about the extension of direct royal authority in international relations

after 1660 and its connection with the decay of the Eastland and other

trading companies. He keeps a wary eye throughout on the political

situation. But he is regrettably brief in his discussion of the industrial

and commercial basis of the Eastland trade at the English end, and there

is even less about the organization and functions of the market in East-

land. His attention is focused primarily on the transit of goods through

the Sound—on ships, freights, harbours, customs, currencies, and Anglo-

Dutch rivalries—and wider issues receive less attention. How did the

Hamburg entrepot for Baltic products affect the Englishmen trading to

Eastland ? What were the relations of the Eastland Company with the

Merchants Adventurers ? or with the Russia Company ? Why were the

patricians of Danzig such awkward hosts to English merchants? We
would like to know more about such problems. Although Mr. Hinton

refers frequently to Anglo-Danzig relations, he offers no connected

treatment of them. He is least happy in the two opening chapters : in

the first, he excuses himself from any serious revaluation of the Eastland

trade in the later sixteenth century by referring to a couple of short studies

over forty years old, thus ignoring subsequent work in German—indeed,

acquaintance with foreign writings on Baltic trade not bearing directly

on the Sound tolls is not his strongest point. In the second, he discusses

the crisis of 1621 mainly in the now fashionable terms of currency dis-

crepancies and depreciations, which he lucidly explains; admittedly,

arguments of this type fit the Baltic trade more aptly than the traffic of

the Merchants Adventurers. But the crisis smote both, and its nature

is ripe for further scrutiny. However, when all possible criticisms have

been aired, the fact remains that Mr. Hinton has made a welcome and

extensive addition to our knowledge, both in his text and in his sixty-odd

pages of illustrative graphs, figures, lists and documents.

St. Edmund Hall, Oxford G. D. Ramsay

Mr. C. R. Hudleston deserves the gratitude of early modern historians

for his edition of the Naworth Estate and Household Accounts 1 648-1 660

(Durham: Andrews & Co., for the Surtees Society, 1958). The text

contains a few misreadings or misprints, the index of places is unduly

select and not without error and some common abbreviations would

have been better extended. Nevertheless, the editor has done well for

the most part and has provided a brief but informative introduction.

These accounts, rentals and household books were compiled by the ser-

vants of Charles Howard, later first earl of Carlisle, and may readily and

profitably be compared with extracts from similar documents from the

same house for the years 1612-1641, which were published in 1877 as

volume lxviii of this same series. Volume clxviii, the one under notice,

contains valuable information on the life and fortunes of a great land-
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owner, on his estates, especially the main Cumberland ones about

Naworth and to the east of Carlisle, on North Country farming and rural

economy, on housekeeping, diet and clothing, and on coal-mining and
prospecting, together with interesting sidelights on mosstroopers,

taxation, domestic trade, Carlisle castle, borough and manor, the second

civil war, and many other matters. A worthy addition has been made
to the society's excellent record publications.

Tilsworth, Beds. Eric Kerridge

Child's Brief Observations of 1668, which turned into the Discourse of
Trade of 1690 and the New Discourse of 1693, and were published at

intervals into the nineteenth century, established his claim to be the most
widely read of seventeenth-century English writers. This Mr. William
Letwin says in the scholarly preface to his Sir Josiah Child, Merchant

Economist (Boston, Mass.: Baker Library, Harvard Graduate School of

Business Administration, 1959. $2). Quite why this should have been

so has never been made wholly clear. He was not an original thinker:

indeed, Mr. Letwin makes clear beyond any doubt how much unacknow-
ledged assistance he owed to earlier writers like Henry Robinson, Ben-
jamin Worsley, and William Petty. His reputation with Victorian

economists rested on an entirely false assumption that he represented the

dawning of that wisdom which was not to be fully revealed until 1776.

As recent a writer as Schumpeter could believe that Child represented
' a primitive type of economic theory ' that pointed the way to a scientific

theory of economics—a belief that Mr. Letwin firmly rejects. Child, he
thinks, is of interest precisely because he was of the old mercantilist

school, writing at a time when the transition to scientific economics was
being effected by writers like Locke and Petty. Mr. Letwin is willing

to dignify the ideas for which he stood by the title of the Higher Mer-
cantilism: further he will not go. And to this debunking of Child as a

theorist he adds for good measure some additional doubts as to the

eminent Whig merchant's business probity and general veracity. This
is fair enough comment : it seems odd that Child should ever have been
credited with half of the prophetic doctrines attributed to him, and the

time was ripe for a purge of some hoary old ideas. Mr. Letwin places

Child firmly and clearly in his setting as a merchant influential in politics

and fortunate in his family alliances, breeding a race of Dukes and
Duchesses and endowing them with his prodigious fortune, collected

from a variety of sources that included provisioning the Navy in the first

Dutch war, brewing, and the East India trade. Perhaps, in the end, in

his anxiety to strip him of his titles with the economists, Mr. Letwin
underrates Child's importance. The mercantilists did not, it is true,

shine as logicians because they were not interested in logic. But just as

generations of English readers evidently found his analysis of Dutch
prosperity of absorbing interest, so later generations of Italian, German,
and French readers found him a fascinating example of the practical

enthusiasm which they equated with England's growth of wealth and
power. And in his bitty, disjointed way he still makes better reading

than some superior logicians : but, like all the mercantilists he is best read
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as an observer rather than an interpreter or analyst. The facsimile text

is excellently done and the editor's careful notes will be valuable to

students of the period.

Jesus College, Cambridge Charles Wilson

In 1934 the Irish Manuscripts Commission published a reflex facsimile

reproduction of the Negotiations de M. le Comte d'Avaux en Irlande, 1689-

1690 which was originally printed in a very limited private edition in

1844-5. We are now presented with a Supplementary Volume, ed. James

Hogan, with indexes by Lilian Tate (Dublin: Stationery Office for the

Irish Manuscripts Commission, 1958. 30s.), the main purpose of which

is to supply full and thorough indexes to the persons, places and subject-

matter of the original volume. The opportunity is also taken to print

thirty additional letters from D'Avaux and six addressed to him, but

these are of no very great consequence. Letter X, written from the

roads off Brest at the outset of James II's Irish expedition, contains some
significantly disparaging remarks about the king's lack of discretion, and

Letter VII has an equally uncomplimentary picture of Melfort dashing

off a manifesto on the spur of the moment— ' ce n'est pas le moyen de

faire de bonnes choses '. Other letters portray the French depression

about the siege of Derry. There is a useful introduction which discusses

the problem of the way in which D'Avaux's letter-books and papers

reached the Public Record Office, and draws attention to the presence in

the originals in the French archives, but not in the letter-book, of various

passages uncomplimentary to the Hamiltons. Having previously

provoked Louis XIV's anger by paying his attentions to the Princesse

de Conti, Richard Hamilton was a very useful scapegoat in time of defeat.

University of Sheffield K. H. D. Haley

A History of the S.P.C.K. (London: S.P.C.K., 1959. 21s.) by

W. K. Lowther Clarke is modestly described by its author as ' a popular

book of moderate length '. It is based on the archives of the Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge, whose editorial secretary the author

was from 191 5 to 1944. Although, as he says, its history has been treated

from its foundation in 1699 in some detail up to 1743 in H. P. Thompson's

Thomas Bray (Bray was its founder) and L. W. Cowie's Henry Newman,

An American in London (Newman was the third to hold office as secretary,

and succeeded Humphry Wanley), the account given here of the begin-

nings and early years is useful. The first members were rather a stage

army, appearing in various Anglican good works. Amongst other

things they provided the Associates of Dr. Bray's Libraries (to make books

available to poor clergymen), and the first directors of Georgia. Dr.

Lowther Clarke clearly sets forth the changing ways in which at different

times the society has aimed to promote Christian knowledge. As one

might expect, changes were especially striking in the first half of the

nineteenth century. At different times, the society has promoted charity

schools; schemes to aid imprisoned debtors; help to foreign proselytes
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from popery, and to refugees from persecution in Europe (such as the

Salzburgers on the way to America); the training of teachers and clerics;

the equipping of missionaries (including in the eighteenth century

Lutheran pastors for India) ; subscription to the endowment of colonial

bishoprics; and at all times the publishing of tracts and books; all

these things being always done, in a stiff high church way, with the

fullest regard to espiscopal authority. It is interesting to read that

W. H. Smith was treasurer 1867-74, well before the society itself began

to do business as a bookseller and to have shops in England and in

Anglican dioceses overseas. The books published by S.P.C.K. have

necessarily much changed in character since 1699, most of all in the last

century, in response, sometimes too slowly, to changes in its public.

Its publishing policy was too long informed by rigid and obsolete ideas

of social stratification. "Little Dora Playfair, apparently a Victorian tale,

was ' intended to induce little girls to go to school willingly '. The
Church Historical Society, revived by S.P.C.K. in 1929, would hardly

have sponsored A History of England compiled from the Cottager's Monthly

Visitor. Intending authors, and publishers' readers, will read with

interest about S.P.C.K.'s treatment of those who wrote for it. Among
them was Bishop Walsham How, commissioned in 1863 to do a piece of

new testament commentary, who wrote that ' if I have any qualification,

it is only the power of putting things simply—a very inferior talent '.

That most valuable gift Dr. Lowther Clarke has in good measure.

Bedford College, London R. W. Greaves

The publishers describe R. S. Fitton and A. P. Wadsworth's The

Strutts and the Arkwrights, iyj8-i8jo (Manchester: University Press,

1958. 35s.) as the first history of a major concern among the early cotton

firms since George Unwin and others brought out Samuel Oldknow and the

Arkwrights more than thirty years ago. It is also, in its early chapters,

the final product of the enthusiasm and scholarship of the late A. P.

Wadsworth, editor of the Manchester Guardian. One cannot help thinking

tbat the cotton industry has been well served by its historians. The
tradition established by Unwin and Wadsworth was both learned and

humane. This book continues it. The scene is South Derbyshire on
the Derwent between Derby and Cromford. The chief figure is Jedcdiah

Strutt, a Derbyshire man and the inventor of a ribbing machine which

transformed one branch of the hosiery trade. Strutt also became a

partner with the famous Richard Arkwright in machine cotton-spinning

in that part of Derbyshire. The description of what was done by these

two men and how it was done is largely built up upon old business

records made available by the English Sewing Cotton Company and upon
the Strutt family letters at Derby. The result is an interesting account

of early factory building, admirably illustrated with portraits and photo-

graphs of the architecture of the mills. There is much useful material on
the running of the mills and on the relations of employer and worker

within them, patriarchal both at best and worst. In one respect, the book
is sharply disappointing, although not by the fault of the authors. The
records are too imperfect to provide an explanation of the finance of the
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Strutt and Arkwright enterprises. We cannot trace the process by which

new capital came into existence at the hands of these very representative

eighteenth-century business men. This is, in general, however, a valu-

able addition to the literature of English economic history. Above all,

the family letters have permitted the authors to draw a more intimate

picture than is usual in business history of the personalities of two of the

outstanding figures of the Industrial Revolution. Richard Arkwright

remains, when all is said and done, a good deal of a shade. Jedediah

Strutt, on the other hand, comes as much alive as such a man is ever likely

to do, in a quiet prosaic Unitarian kind of way. The book illustrates not

only the great inventors of that time, but also the society, English and

provincial to the core, which made their lives possible. In correcting

some of the rasher generalizations of the Hammonds fifty years ago,

however, one should not overstate one's case. If Jedediah Strutt and

Matthew Boulton are to be described as ' sensitive, intelligent, civilized ',

as they are here, how are we to describe, say, Laurence Sterne and Dr.

Johnson?

University ofBirmingham W. H. B. Court

David S. Lovejoy's short and scholarly work, Rhode Island Politics

and the American Revolution, iy6o-ijj6. (Brown University Studies, vol.

xxiii. Providence, Rhode Island: Brown University Press, 1958. $4.50),

is a useful contribution to the historiography of the American Revolution,

and illustrates the present trend away from large generalization towards a

detailed study of eighteenth-century conflicts as experienced by the

actors in their local environment. In Mr. Lovejoy's book there is a

steady avoidance of the labels so extensively used by an older generation

of historians : there are no ' conservatives ', no ' radicals ', no ' aristocrats'

and no ' democrats ' in this study of a colony in which politics revolved

around the rivalry of two factions, one based on Newport and the other

on Providence. Both factions were led by men of wealth and between

the two sections represented there were no sharp divergencies in economic

or social character. ' The political purpose of each party was the same

:

to control the government for the rewards this control offered.' The

development of a political system which was mature, mildly corrupt and

profitable for those who participated in it, was made possible by the

remarkable charter of 1663, which was to remain the constitution of

Rhode Island until 1 842, and provided for legislative supremacy, frequent

elections, the appointment of judges by the Assembly, the popular election

of a governor who had no veto, and an extraordinary degree of autonomy

within the Empire. While the economic aspects of the conflict with

Great Britain had special relevance in a colony so dependent upon

commerce, it was primarily to defend their charter that the Rhode

Islanders engaged in Revolution. This was not because of any devotion

to the abstract principles of freedom, but because this system had produced

a natural union between constitutional principle and self-interest; in

suggesting a re-marriage of these two factors (between which so many
historians have sought a divorce) Mr. Lovejoy has made a minor but not

insignificant contribution to the interpretation of the revolution. Some
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will, however, feel that his careful analysis leaves out of account the

emotions which impelled Rhode Islanders not only to oppose but also

to resist. The book is well produced and includes a bibliographical

essay which should be very helpful for anyone who wishes to consult the

eighteenth-century records of the colony.

Selnyn College, Cambridge \\". R. Brock

After the inexpressible rubbish which M. Revai, Mme. Andics and

others have inflicted on readers of earlier volumes of the Studia Historica it

comes as an agreeable surprise to find in Oscar Sashegyi's Zensur und

Geistesfreibeit unter Joseph II in the same series (Budapest; Hungarian

Academy of Sciences, 1959) a sober and scholarly piece of work, quite

undistorted by ideological bias. The study, which deals with not

Hungary alone, but all the Habsburg Monarchy, goes into more detail

than the average reader, even the average specialist on the period, will

usually require, or possibly always find easy to digest, but it covers its

field accurately, exhaustively and fairly and thus pronounces what can

safely be left for a long time as the last word on its interesting subject. It

is especially valuable in giving not Joseph's own views alone, but also

those of his advisers and underlings, among whom a surprising variety of

opinion seems often to have prevailed. Another merit of the work is to

bring out very clearly how little real tolerance or liberty lay behind Joseph's

enactments: he was concerned to break the chains which the Church
had previously laid on thought and literature, but not in the cause of

freedom as such, but only in order to substitute another discipline of

service to the State and its monarch. The chapters deal with the

Josephinian conception of liberty, then the machinery of the censorship,

and then, its application in various fields: the book trade, the Press,

education, the theatre, &c. The final chapter, on ' the re-birth of

the reaction ' shows how this began under Joseph himself: Leopold
and Francis only carried on a retreat which had begun before Joseph

died.

All Souls College, Oxford C. A. Macartney

The Manuscript Division of the Public Archives of Canada, con-

tinuing its series, has published a Preliminary Inventory : Record Groups

No. 14 (Records of Parliament, ijjj-ipij), No. ij (Department of the

Interior), No. 1 6 (Department ofNational Revenue (Ottawa: Queen's Printer,

1957. 50 c.) with brief introductions on the history of the Parliament of

Canada and the departments concerned. The records of the Department

of Interior of which the Archives have custody are mainly concerned

with Dominion lands. The most important records of the Department

of National Revenue held are the correspondence and returns from

collectors of customs of Upper Canada before union and the province of

Canada afterwards. The port records seem curiously incomplete. All

these records will no doubt be quarries for further Canadian and local

historians.

University ofOtago \\". P. Morrell
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Mary Lee Mann is the editor of A. Yankee Jeffersonian : Selections from

the Diary and Letters of William Lee of Massachusetts Written from ij$ 6 to

1840. (Harvard University Press, London, O.U.P. 1959. 45s.) WilliamLee

was a New Englander who began his career as an overseas merchant in

the seventeen-nineties. For reasons not wholly explained, possibly a

desire to move in polite society, he preferred to combine commission

merchant with United States consul in Bordeaux where he was stationed

from 1 801 to 181 5 with intervals back home and in Paris as secretary of

legation to his friend Joel Barlow. After the war he obtained a civil

service position in Washington from which he was ousted in 1828 by a

Jacksonian spoilsman (the sort of man he was wont to describe con-

temptuously as a cud-chewing Cossack from Kentucky). The title of

this book is however correct in describing him as a Jeffersonian. He
hated the British, loved the French, especially the Empire with which

his personal fortunes in France were connected. In a somewhat obsequi-

ous letter to the Sage of Montecello himself he wrote :
' A hardy, manly

race of yeomanry are preferable to a puny population of manufacturers.

Our great and leading branch of industry should be confined to the

raising of the raw material and transporting it to the workshops of

Europe, to be returned to us in a manufactured state.' But he is not a

serious figure in either politics, diplomacy or commerce. The justification

for this selection by a descendent from his diary and letters is the lively,

gossipy picture it presents mainly of France on the fringes of official life

during the Empire. Had Lee not been quite such a reticent Yankee they

might have been even more lively : but even so they can be recommended

to memoir addicts.

St. John's College, Cambridge Frank Thistlethwaite

A larger amount of territory is covered by Robert Preyer than the

title suggests in Bentham, Coleridge and the Science of History (Bochum-

Langendreer: Verlag Heinrich Poppinghaus, 1958. 15 DM). The
curtain rises after the great triumvirate Hume, Robertson and Gibbon,

had passed away. The next generation, with which this scholarly

monograph deals, was less interested in what men had done than in why
they did it, in other words, what they thought and felt. Neither

Coleridge nor Bentham was a historian or knew much about history,

for they were more interested in other subjects; but, in the author's view

they were not so utterly unhistorical as is generally believed. Though
poles asunder in temperament and ideology, both rejected the unimagina-

tive approach of the Aufkldrung, the former stressing the influence of

ideas on events, the latter the influence of feelings and desires. Since

ideologies change as much as institutions, Coleridge pleaded for the use

of imagination in understanding and interpreting the past, diversity being

much greater than uniformity. His debt to German thinkers from

Herder onwards is explained, and the author even heads one of his

chapters ' The Germano-Coleridgian theory of History '. A far greater

debt was the inauguration of Ouellenkritik by Wolf's Homeric studies and

the application of philological methods to early Roman history by

Niebuhr and to medieval and modern history by Ranke. What Niebuhr
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had done for Rome Grote and Thirlwall achieved for Greece. Bentham

stood very much closer to the empirical British tradition, his interest in

history arising mainly from its utility for the science of government and

the framing of legislation with a view to procuring the greatest happiness

of the greatest number. The author provides an exceptionally complete

bibliography.

Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks G. P. Gooch

The Diocese of Exeter in 1821, Bishop Careys Replies to Queries before

Visitation, Vol. i, Cornwall, ed. Michael Cook (Devon and Cornwall

Record Society, New Series, vol. 3. Torquay: the Society, 1958. 30s.)

gives the text of the answers made to the bishop's questions (which were

in much the usual form) by the incumbents of Cornwall, or occasionally

the curates, before his primary visitation. Here is a most interesting

body of material, which with the addition of the second volume dealing

with Devon, will be the only text of its kind so far published covering a

whole diocese in the nineteenth century. For the few parishes from

which no returns were sent Mr. Cook has, most sensibly, inserted the

information contained in the summary books compiled by the diocesan

registrar. This text has clearly been carefully prepared. Probably

rightly in terms of convenience for reference, Mr. Cook has decided on an

alphabetical arrangement of his benefices, instead ofwhat would have been

a more natural arrangement, ecclesiastically and regionally, in deaneries.

He has provided a lucid and helpful introduction. One or two of the

incumbents did not sign their returns, so that the reader's curiosity is

sadly teased as to who they might be, particularly when they expressed

decided opinions. S.P.C.K., correctly referred to by the vicar of Padstow

in 1 82 1, is incorrectly described in the otherwise excellent index.

Bedford College, London R. W. Greaves

In The Board of Trade and the Free-Trade Movement, 18)0-1842 (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1958. 30s.) Miss Lucy Brown ranges widely over the

most important problems in the making of economic policy on the eve of

and during the early years of Victorian England. She begins with a

brief account of Parliament's limited share in the initiation of policy and

goes on to relate the development of the Board of Trade to its ' political

environment '. This chapter contains useful biographies of leading

personalities many of whom, like John Bowring, would be admirable

subjects for whole volumes. Two further chapters are concerned with

changes in the role of Parliament from 1830 to 1840. More research

needs to be done, the author rightly suggests, on the development of the

old protectionist industries, which had been in a strong position to block

policy during earlier periods. The structure of interests was changing

in the 1830's as well as the dynamics of opinion. There is an excellent

chapter on the statistical activities of the Board of Trade, which places

statistics as well as the Board of Trade in proper perspective, and a

detailed account, based largely on primary sources, of commercial
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negotiations with the Zollverein. Miss Brown shows convincingly that

the response which Germany might make to changes in British tariff

policy was far more difficult to forecast than most of the free traders were

prepared to believe. At this point her study is a necessary counter-weight

to much of the later propaganda of the Anti-Corn Law League. She

goes on to examine the reciprocity system, the attack on the tariff, the

tariff as a revenue instrument, English protectionism, exports and the

tariff, and the Board of Trade and the Budgets of 1 841 and 1842. Two of

the interesting discussions in this part of her book centre on the Chambers

of Commerce—a neglected subject of research—and the political impact

of the publication of the Report of the Select Committee on Import

Duties. On the first of these points she emphasizes the silence of many

of the Chambers of Commerce on issues which Manchester believed to be

crucial, and on the second she clears away many misconceptions. She

sees the fact that Peel's reorganization of the tariff approached closely

to the scheme set out by McGregor and Deacon Hume in 1 840 as a paradox

needing explanation rather than as a logical consummation. In general

her admirable study raises new questions as well as answers old ones.

It is careful and scholarly and needs to be set alongside other recent work

on the Anti-Corn Law League. Her insistence that the ' free trade

movement ' cannot be simply equated with the Anti-Corn Law League

may lead to a further re-evaluation of the League not only as a machine

(as Dr. McCord has studied it) but as the expression of economic and

social interests.

University of Leeds Asa Briggs

In the year 1937 the Toronto Public Library acquired the Canadian

and some other papers of Sir George Arthur, the last lieutenant-governor

of Upper Canada before the union of 1 840-1. The late Dr. C. R.

Sanderson, Chief Librarian, edited some of the papers for publication

between 1943 and 1949 and was mainly responsible for the volume now
under notice, The Arthur Papers : being the Canadian papers mainly con-

fidential, private, and demi-official of Sir George Arthur, K.C.H., pt. iv

(Toronto Public Libraries and University of Toronto Press, 1957. $5.00.)

The volume begins abruptly in mid-September 1839 and ends on 31

March 1840. Though so much has already been published on the union

bill and Poulett Thomson's government, many of the letters here printed

are both new and important. The most interesting are Arthur's corre-

spondence with Sir John Colborne and Poulett Thomson in Canada and

with Chief Justice Beverley Robinson and Lord Fitzroy Somerset in

England. Arthur's position was delicate: he did not believe union would

achieve its objects and he utterly disbelieved in responsible government
—

' by which is meant the High Commissioner's wild fancy of rendering

the Executive responsible to the House of Assembly '. ' This ', he adds,

' was exactly what Papineau and Mackenzie and other Republicans

desired.' Though sore at his supersession for three months when Poulett

Thomson came to Upper Canada to pass the Union Bill, Arthur admired

the governor-general's skill in managing the Assembly; and he found

that they differed much less than he expected on the subject of responsible
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government. ' I believe ', wrote Thomson in one of the last letters in

the volume, ' that the extremes of both parties only pretend to misunder-

stand the matter. The Radicals know very well that they cannot have a

British Cabinet in the Colony—and the Tories only charge them with

wishing for it, because they fear the establishment of the practical system

of Govt, which Ld. John and I desire to give them, which will cut up

their power root and branch.' The editing is scholarly and unobtrusive;

and the decision to publish the papers in their entirety appears to be

justified.

University ofOtago W. P. Morrell

As might have been expected, Professor Raymond Aron's choice of

a subject for his Auguste Comte Memorial Trust Lecture of 1957 was

felicitous and his treatment of it penetrating. The title is, quite generally,

War and Industrial Society (London: O.U.P., 1958. 7s. 6d.); but the

lecture begins with a discussion of Comte's unfulfilled prediction of 1842

that the time had come when war must disappear completely among the

human elite. From this it broadens into an examination of the great

wars of the twentieth century. The first of these Dr. Aron characterizes

as a war of hegemony, the second as ideological and imperialist. He
suggests that European politics developed in accordance with precedent

and tradition, as though industrial civilization had brought nothing new.

Passing on to the contemporary situation of the world he illustrates his

analysis with historical comparisons and comments on sociological

writers, often epigrammatic, which have their own value besides that of

contributing to the argument. The present situation, he shows, is

almost the exact opposite of that envisaged by Comte, who saw the proof

of the fundamental pacifism of modern societies in the inferiority of their

means of destruction to what science could invent and manufacture.

The whole lecture, running to 63 pages of print, is full of suggestion,

without a sentence that is obscure or evasive.

Kings Sutton, Banbury G. N. Clark

W. E. Mosse, The European Powers and the German Question 1848-1871

(Cambridge: University Press, 1958. 50s.) is a straightforward

diplomatic history. Dr. Mosse depends upon the British Foreign

Office papers, the Windsor archives, the private papers of Russell and

Clarendon and, for the later years, the Vienna archives in addition to

the documents published in a wide range of foreign and English books.

The continent is mostly seen from London. In the first chapters

there are quotations from Palmerston's despatches—vivid reminders

of his power to seize the essential meaning of what was happening.

But as one follows the shifting pattern which the five Great Powers made
round Poland, the tripartite Danish kingdom and the German states,

the sense grows that this cannot have been the whole of what was
happening. Much is made of the attitude of Britain and Russia to the

events in Germany between the Vorparlament and the Punctation

(a word which is consistently misspelt) of Olmiitz. Yet one is prompted
to ask how much would the attitude of Britain, for instance, have in-
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fluenced events, even had she been in a better position to affect them or

had it been in her interest to have had a more positive policy. It probably

took more than the diplomatic withdrawal of Britain and Russia to

release the causes of the changes between the Crimean and the Franco-

Prussian wars. The Alvensleben Convention, we are shown, was

never valued or even liked by Russia and was allowed to drop when
Britain and France remonstrated ; so that Bismarck received a diplomatic

check and did not score a victory. Yet the fact remains that he was

stronger after than before it, that Prussia stood by Russia over Poland

(and not only for diplomatic reasons) for the rest of the year and Bismarck

steered forward from that point. Again, Dr. Mosse begins the story of

the Franco-Prussian War with the Crown Princess's enquiry in March

1870 from Queen Victoria about Britain's attitude to the Hohenzollern

candidature and then leaps to 3 July when Paris learnt of the Spanish

Government's intention to secure the assent of the Cortes to the pro-

clamation of Leopold of Hohenzollern as king. This is to give an air of

unreality to the outbreak of war : the attitude of France to the German
question is treated all along as less important than those of Britain and

Russia. But the diplomatic story has its own fascination. The dis-

cussion, moreover, is throughout given point and value by the author's

awareness of the strategic geography behind diplomacy. The importance

of the Schleswig-Holstein question and its part in creating the legend of

European hostility to German unity is accordingly clearly defined. The

Polish and Belgian considerations which encouraged Russia and Britain

to favour German consolidation emerge with a new sharpness, while

the re-settlement of the balance within the Habsburg monarchy, conse-

quent upon the alterations in Germany, Hungary, Rumania and Italy,

appears effectively as the most important development of 1866-7.

Finally, the book explains with new emphasis how a possible re-opening

of the Eastern Question helped to create the circumstances in which

France and Prussia fought the war of 1 870-1 in isolation.

Somerville College, Oxford Agatha Ramm

Ireland and the American Emigration, 18)0-1900, by Arnold Schrier

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press; London: Oxford

University Press, 1958. 36s.) is a study of the causes of Irish emigration

to the United States in the half century under review and of the effects

on Ireland's culture, economy and politics of the displacement of popula-

tion, of the remittances sent home from across the Atlantic and of the

emigrants who returned. It is the product of researches organized on an

imposing scale. Dr. Schrier spent eighteen months in Ireland; by means

of a series of appeals in the press and on the wireless he collected more

than 200 original letters written by emigrants ; he drew up a questionnaire

which was serviced by twenty-one professional interviewers, placed at

his disposal by the Irish Folklore Commission, who filled twenty-six

100-page notebooks with replies collected in sixteen counties; he himself

conducted interviews in six counties. From these and other enquiries

Dr. Schrier draws conclusions that are sound rather than startling.

Emigration was the result mainly of crop failures, lack of employment
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and low wages; its effect on the Irish economy was, on the whole'

favourable; the emigrants who returned were few in numbers and their

impact on Ireland was slight; ' American money ' had more effect on
Ireland than the ' returned Yank '. Dr. Schrier has a most interesting

chapter on folk customs, such as the ' American wake ', that arose in

response to emigration and on ' emigration ballads '. He has also

compiled an instructive statistical appendix. To judge, however, from
the six pages that he devotes to the part played by the Irish Americans

in the nationalist movements of the period, he is not greatly interested in

political history.

King's College, London Christopher Howard

There was ample room for such a book as Mr. H. H. Whyte's The

Independent Irish Party, i£jo-iSjp (London: O.U.P., 1958) to correct,

extend and supplement the two chief publications on the subject, A. M.
Sullivan's New Ireland (1877) and Sir Charles Gavan Duffy's League of

North and South (1886). It inevitably invites comparison with Mr. C. C.

O'Brien's Parmll and his Party (1957) and it should be said at once that

it has nothing to fear from comparison with any such careful, shrewd,

thoroughly-documented study. In the general election of 1852 there

were returned forty-eight Irish M.P.s pledged to remain independent of

all English governments until Irish grievances (agrarian grievances

especially) were redressed. This group scored an early and telling

success by bringing about the fall of the Conservative government in

December 1852. Why, thereafter, was its influence so slight in com-
parison with that of the Parnellites ? Let it be granted that although it

included men of talent, G. H. Moore, Serjeant (not ' Sergeant ') Shee,

Duffy, Frederick Lucas, J. F. Maguire, none of them had Parnell's

capacity for leadership. Let it be granted, too, that it met with ill-fortune

—the acceptance of office by Keogh, Sadleir and Monsell in 1852; Duffy's

emigration to Australia and Lucas's death in 1855; Shee's retirement in

1856 and Sadleir's suicide in the same year; Moore's absence from the

House between 1857 an<^ 1868. Again, the alliance between the Tenant

League and the Catholic Defence Association on which the party was
based was an uneasy one. But, wisely, Mr. Whyte does not accept any

of these explanations or all of them put together as adequate. Shee was
no great loss to the party and Duffy was never so important in it as he

thought himself to be. The ' Brigadiers ' included some men of infamous

character but it was their activities rather than those of the Leaguers

which produced the successes of 1852. The failure of the party was not

due merely to the failure or faithlessness of its leaders. Mr. Whyte
points out that the religious passions aroused by the Ecclesiastical Titles

Act and the Stockport riots soon abated, while the modest prosperity of

the 'fifties made agrarian difficulties less acute and restored to the land-

lords a good deal of their influence. The Ireland which Parnell domin-

ated had experienced a rising standard of living for quarter of a century

and was prepared to fight for it against eviction and agricultural depres-

sion. It had the help of the American-Irish and of the Clan-na-Gael as well

as of a shift in English opinion; it had better means of communication,
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better means of organization, less illiteracy, less post-Famine defeatism

than Ireland of the 'fifties. The Independants of that decade had

to contend with a solid block of English opinion, almost impermeable

on Irish issues however deceptively fragmented it might be on others.

The Ireland they represented was not very far from that of HandyAndy.

The defection of Keogh and Sadleir went beyond individual treachery

:

it was symptomatic of a poverty-stricken country where ambitious men

were tempted to forget their scruples. And even the more scrupulous

had been bred in a tradition which did not easily accept discipline or

majority rule or pledges. Mr. Whyte's conclusion is well-based and

accurate. ' The structure of Irish politics was all along unfavourable to

the existence of an independent Irish party, and in spite of initial successes

it was doomed to a short life.'

King's College, 'Newcastle-upon-Tyne W. L. Burn

When the great duke of Wellington died, his son's suggestion that a

bronze memorial should be set up in every ' considerable town ' was

passed over. Instead, from Balmoral came the suggestion that a school

or college bearing his name should be founded. 400,000 letters were

circulated. Lord Derby moved with effect and on 13 December 1853

the college, founded on public subscriptions, supplemented by the gift

of a day's pay from every officer and soldier, was incorporated. With

buildings designed by John Shaw (the architect of the Royal Naval School,

New Cross), the new college caught the imagination of Charles Kingsley

(who sent his son there) not only because he heard that the Prince Consort

had much to do with the school, but also because the first headmaster,

Edward White Benson, had been a master at Rugby. In spite of the fact

that Wellington was really intended for soldiers' sons, Benson, in his

fourteen years of office, turned it into a classical school, A. W. Verrall

being his most distinguished pupil. Benson's staff used to smoke in a

pit at the bottom of one of the gardens, whilst his classical sixth wore

top hats and carried sticks. In A History of Wellington College 18J9-19J9

(London: John Murray, 1959. 30s.) Mr. David Newsome, the senior

history master, has combed the archives of Windsor Castle, the papers of

Lord Derby at Knowsley, together with the private papers of Benson

and his successors, to provide an entertaining and authoritative story.

One in ten old Wellingtonians lost their lives in the two world wars.

Its old boys include, not only Sir Claude Auchinleck and Sir Gerald

Templer, but Sir Harold Nicolson and Tyrone Guthrie. The book

contains judicious assessments of the personalities of Benson's suc-

cessors, Wickham, Pollock, Vaughan, Malim and House which are

authenticated and vivid. Not the least of its virtues is the author's

critical detachment from his subject, most refreshing in centenary his-

tories of schools.

University of Sheffield W. H. G. Armytage

In 1868, Carl Schurz the refugee of 1848 who had become an eminent

American statesman visited Berlin and in the course of a couple of long
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conversations with Bismarck explored the differences between the

American democracy with its reliance upon the initiative of the individual

and the more stringently governed states of continental Europe. It is

with the evocation of this occasion that Hans Gustav Keller opens his

learned opuscule Die Wur^eln der Amerikanischen Demokratie (Berne:

Francke Verlag, 1958. 6.50 Sw.fr.). Realizing that American democracy

is no longer what it was a century ago, and that like other western

countries the United States has had to accept an increasing measure of

state intervention, Mr. Keller is still concerned to see what are the origins

of its devotion to the essentials of the democratic creed, and finds them

partly in the natural environment, partly in the inheritance of English

traditions of self-government, partly in the influence of the Enlightenment,

but most profoundly of all in the sense of mission—originally conceived

in religious terms—which made the founders of the nation conscious that

they were attempting something new and better. In fifty two pages of

text and twenty two pages of notes, Mr. Keller has provided German-

speaking readers with an admirable introduction to the main themes of

pre-1787 American history.

All Souls College, Oxford Max Beloff

Dr. Eric M. Sigsworth has divided his book, Black Dyke Mills: a

history (Liverpool : University Press, 1958. 35 s.), into two parts. Three

most valuable introductory chapters, accounting for a third of the volume,

trace the growth of the West Riding worsted industry from the seventeen-

seventies to the end of the nineteenth century. The remaining portion

narrates in considerable detail the rise of Messrs. John Foster and Son,

Ltd., of Black Dyke Mills, Queensbury, on the moors between Bradford

and Halifax, and equidistant from both. Messrs. Fosters is one of the

oldest and largest firms in the British worsted industry; a mass of business

records has fortunately survived and, in spite of the fact that there are

considerable gaps, Dr. Sigsworth has managed to write a continuous

history of the firm as far as 1891 with a large measure of success. As

with other self-made, large-scale industrialists of this period, the source

of the original capital which enabled John Foster (1798 ?-i879) to start

in 18 19 is still obscure. Until 1834 he remained a merchant capitalist,

buying yarn and distributing it from his warehouse to dozens of client

hand-loom weavers, who came in from their cottages in the surrounding

districts. The process of mechanization proved to be an extremely

rapid one. In 1834 Foster began to rent a spinning mill. By 1836 he

had built the steam-driven Black Dyke mill, complete with power looms,

and launched the concern into its career of Victorian expansion. An
outstanding feature of the mid-nineteenth century was the building

up of a thriving export trade in yarn to the Continent, particularly to

Prussia and Poland; in addition a warehouse at Amiens was bought in

1853. The fifm also began to do a considerable business in mohair

and alpaca cloths from the eighteen-thirties onwards. Dr. Sigsworth's

book is therefore important not only for economic historians, but also

for students of Victorian fashions and furniture, for when alpaca and

mohair began to fall out of favour in the eighteen-seventies, William
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Foster (1821-84), the dominating eldest son, turned to the production of

furniture fabrics such as plushes, tapestries, and uncut moquettes. Profits

proved so large from the eighteen-fifties onwards that, besides ploughing

huge sums back into the business, the Fosters were able to acquire large

landed estates and to invest in a variety of other concerns, particularly

local railways. Dr. Sigsworth's scholarly study is complementary to the

earlier books by Sir John Clapham, W. B. Crump and Professor Heaton,

and this makes the considerable number of minor but irritating misprints

all the more deplorable.

University of Manchester W. H. Chaloner

Although it follows closely her original doctoral thesis and has much
of the austerity of such works, Dr. Ruth Slade's English-Speaking Missions

in the Congo Independent State (1878-1908) (Brussels: Academie royale des

Sciences coloniales, 1959. 400 fr. B.) acquires a certain colour from the

stories with which she illustrates some of her themes. Such stories often

tell more about those conflicts of cultures for which the Congo, as the

' darkest ' part of the ' Dark Continent ', is famous than much analytical

prose. For example, there is the episode of the red coat, cut from an old

travelling blanket, that was worn by the African cook of some British

Baptist missionaries and which drew from the Belgian Governor-General

of the Congo Independent State when he visited them in 1891 the acid

comment that they ' were trying to inculcate a taste for things English,

and in particular for the red-coated soldier '
(p. 1 5 5). Or there is the tale

of the American Negro Presbyterian missionary, William Henry Sheppard,

whose command of the vernacular was such that it ' persuaded the Bakuba

that his body contained the spirit of some member of the tribe who was

trying to return to them after death. Thus he received a royal welcome '

(pp. 105-6). Students of the British and American role in the partition of

Africa should be grateful to Dr. Slade for her detailed investigations,

which are supported by meticulous references that will often be found

useful guides to further work on European enterprise in other parts of

Africa than the Belgian Congo. Historians whose primary interests are

not African or missionary ought also to discover much of incidental

interest in her work: new insights into Leopold II and his diplomatic

manoeuvres; into Rhodes's ambitions for the Katanga as a British

province and the inability of the Plymouth Brethren missionaries to

support these (p. 117); into E. D. Morel, Roger Casement and the Congo
Reform Association campaigns; even into such neglected fields of

British social history as the popular nineteenth century support for

African missions (p. 232) that was manifested not only by thousands of

anonymous working-class pennies but also in such figures as Robert

Arthington (p. 31), the Leeds miser and recluse, who plotted Congo
mission strategy from his one room in Headingley, and that exponent of

muscular Christianity, C. T. Studd, who sacrificed cricket for the Congo

(pp. 382-4). There seem to be few pertinent sources, British, Belgian or

American, that Dr. Slade has not examined. However, the New York

Missionary Review of the World might have afforded her further details

;

there are some writings by William Henry Sheppard which deserve
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notice, such as his articles in the Hampton Southern Workman; and a

reference to Joseph Conrad's two bitter Congo stories would have
corrected the impression (p. 180), which may be given to some
readers, that he was unreservedly impressed by European activities in

the Congo area.

University ofEdinburgh George Shepperson

In the Indigenous Political Systems of Western Malaya (London : Athlone

Press, 1958. 25s.) Mr. J. M. Gullick aims at describing and analysing

the political institutions of certain states in the Malay Peninsula as they

actually functioned in 1870 just before coming under British rule. He
treats chiefly of Perak, Selangor and Negri Sembilan, with occasional

references to Pahang and Kedah. After a brief historical introduction

he gives a sketch of the Malay political system as a whole, supplemented

by a description of the Malay village community. In successive chapters

he examines the sultanate, the ruling class and the district chief, with a

general view of the political system in relation to law, defence and econ-

omic activities, and some concluding remarks on religion and magic as

elements making for political cohesion. His study is based on personal

experience in Malay administration and on anthropological studies in the

University of London. The material is mainly derived from the records

of enquiries and reports of early British administrators, whose attitude

was inevitably partial, their knowledge incomplete and their understand-

ing of what they saw and heard imperfect. Moreover, even so far as

such documents provide material for a study of affairs in 1870, it must be

recognized that by then the indigenous systems were already breaking

down; the political and social organization had already suffered from
erosion by the importation of Chinese labour from 1840 onwards and, as

Mr. Gullick notes, the major mining areas had passed into the occupation

and use of Chinese miners by i860. In the picture drawn here, the

Sultan was little more than a symbol of state unity; within the state there

was no effective central organization, effective rule was embodied in the

hereditary local chieftain, and the village was a unit of common residence,

of kinship and of economic co-operation, and only secondarily a unit of

political control. But this was basically the common form of political

and social organization throughout South-east Asia from Burma to the

Philippines, except that in the Philippines in pre-Spanish days a central

organization linking up the local chieftains had barely emerged and, in

the states described by Mr. Gullick, the central organization, if it had

ever been more than a tradition commemorating perhaps Sri Vijaya, had

decayed, leaving only titles without corresponding functions. Mr.

Gullick supplements this outline with abundant detail, but details have

little significance unless seen against the background of a pattern. For
an understanding of the area here surveyed it should be seen against

the penetrating studies of Indonesian custom, adat law, Hindu and
Muslim influences by Krom, Van Vollenhoven, Snouck Hurkronje
and other Dutch scholars. Mr. Gullick has confined his research to

English sources.

Rangoon
J. S. Furnivall
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The writer who keeps up a running comment on events in a weekly

journal or column makes a lively contribution to political life, but he

provides elusive material for the historian. Who would attempt to

detect the thread of consistency in the writings of Walter Lippmann or

Malcolm Muggeridge? The same difficulty appears with Maximilian

Harden, whose life has been carefully written by Harry F. Young (The

Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1959. 26.50 guilders). Harden was certainly

the most brilliant political writer in Germany during the reign of William

II. His paper, Die Zukunft, had a unique influence despite its small

circulation. But Harden's spirit was essentially critical and destructive.

He always took up men when they were down—Bismark after his fall,

and Holstein after his resignation. Equally he denounced those who
were up—William II when in power, and even Ebert. His outstanding

achievement was to hound Eulenberg from public life—not really much
to be proud of. In international affairs he swung from one extreme to

the other : at one time a Big Navy man, later an advocate of naval agree-

ment. At the beginning of the first World war he was a violent annexa-

tionist, towards its end a Wilsonian democrat and internationalist.

He remained constant only in a high opinion of himself and contempt for

everybody else. Dr. Young has catalogued the development of his

thought, which would more correctly be called changes. These changes

appear more erratic when followed in a single book than when read over a

period of thirty years. All the same, Harden does not come well out of

the survey. He responded too quickly to the intellectual impulse of

the moment. His florid style is also unattractive to the modern reader.

Harden would not get much employment nowadays in Fleet Street or

even at Great Turnstile.

Magdalen College, Oxford A. J. P. Taylor

Dr. Martin Gohring has written in Bismarcks Erben 1890-194j:

Deutschlands Weg von Wilhelm II bis Adolf Hitler (Wiesbaden: Franz

Steiner Verlag, 1958) a straightforward narrative of recent German
history for the general reader. It is clear, short (under 400 pages),

and easy to read. The author has gone to great pains to present a bal-

anced account and his list of recommended books reflects a wide range of

opinion. The reader familiar with these events will not find much new

or striking in Dr. Gohring's account. Nor is the scope of the study

altogether satisfactory. The unification of Germany and the Bismarckian

Reich is the key to modern German history : the mistakes of Bismarck's

heirs only provides a part of the story. It was Bismarck who defined

the situation which they inherited. But the book is not written for the

specialist. It is, in fact, one of the most heartening facts about German
academic life today that there are historians like Martin Gohring, Ludwig
Dehio and Walter Hofer prepared to write about the history of their own
times for the general reader and not evade the intellectual and moral

struggle which this involves for any German. In a country where his-

torical myths have had such power, nothing is more important than for

the recent history of Germany to be brought into the open and discussed
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in a critical spirit. The more German historians who are prepared to do

this, the better.

St. Catherine's Society, Oxford Alan Bullock

Not much of importance can be extracted from I Documenti diplomatic!

italiani (3rd ser., vol. ii), edited by G. Perticone (Rome: Libreria dello

stato, 1958), which runs from 1 May 1897 to the fall of the Rudini ministry

on 23 June 1898. The revolt in Crete, together with the Greco-Turkish

war, takes up most bulk. Most of these documents appeared in the

Italian Green Book at the time; and there seems little new to add. A
quaint proposal was the lease of all or part of Eritrea by King Leopold,

as an eastern outlet for the Congo Free State. There is a good deal also

concerning the drawing of the frontier with Abyssinia; the difficulties of

abandoning imperial ambitions were almost as great as promoting them.

The topic of most interest for later developments is the attempt to improve

relations with France. This started early in May 1897, with hints at a

commercial treaty. The Italians also wanted an agreement over Tripoli;

and at first Hanotaux seemed willing. Then he backed away, perhaps—as

the Italian ambassador suggested—because his position in the Chamber

was not strong. But the Italians offered a curious bargain. France

was to promise Hands Off in Tripoli so far as she was concerned; Italy

was merely to do so in present circumstances. As well, Hanotaux

wanted a general African settlement—in other words, a separation of

Italy from Great Britain. Italy was badly placed to bargain in the situation

of 1897-8. With Germany and Great Britain on cool terms, and with

France and Russia increasingly confident, there was little inducement

for France to make concessions. Hanotaux was indeed so confident

that he did not bother to protest when the king of Italy attended the

German manoeuvres in September 1897. Nor was any effort made

to spare Italian susceptibilities during the Dreyfus affair; and Tornielli

despairingly asked to be transferred from Paris to London. By the spring

of 1898 Anglo-German relations were improving; and the Italians, more

clear-sighted than Hanotaux, foresaw trouble for France on the Nile.

But just at this moment the great republican riots in Milan shook Italy's

prestige and removed her, for the time being, from the ranks of the

Great Powers.

Magdalen College, Oxford A. J. P. Taylor

Dr. Oswald Hauser's book, Deutschland und der englisch-russische

Gegensat^ 1900-1914 (Gottingen; Musterschmidt-Verlag, 1958), is an

interpretation of British policy in the years before the first World War
as the interplay of two preoccupations : fear of German sea-power and

fear of Russian aggrandisement outside Europe. He contends that

German policy-makers saw neither the dangers of the first nor the

possibilities of the second. As a general interpretation this leaves too

much unexplained but Dr. Hauser's book manages to cover a fair amount

of ground and to make use of the main printed collections of documents,

although his argument is not closely supported by citation. He begins by
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surveying the damage done to Anglo-German relations by the early

German naval programmes. This is followed by a discussion of the

Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907 (somewhat surprisingly, Dr. Hauser

does not seem to know Mr. Churchill's monograph) and an account of

differences between the two contracting parties from its signature down
to 1 91 2. With Agadir he returns to the theme of Anglo-German re-

lations and presents an account of the Haldane mission before concluding

with a chapter on the persistence of friction between Russia and Great

Britain in Persia, China, and the Balkans. Dr. Hauser 's interpretation

may be oversimplified because he is writing to underline German mistakes

to a German audience. But British policy towards Germany was more
than one of excessive fear promoting excessive concession to Russia as

its reflex. Grey could have made cheap concessions over the Straits

in 1907 if that had been true. It ought to be said that some Russian

observers quoted by Dr. Hauser first made the mistake he repeats here.

He may have been misled, too, by over-attention to the English parlia-

mentary and newspaper material. The official reactions to events were

less simple. It is difficult, finally, to see that Dr. Hauser has established

his view that Anglo-German naval rivalry and Anglo-Russian relations

are always inseparable themes in this period. If they are, then other

interpretations of their connection have been plausibly advanced: Mr.

Taylor, for example, ascribes the growing moderation of British policy

towards Germany to rivalry with Russia in Persia and China.

Merton College, Oxford John M. Roberts

In J-.es lorgnettes du roman anglais (Paris: Plon, 1959. 1350 fr.) M.
Maurice Lanoire has attempted to give his countrymen an impression of

the changing social scene in England from the beginning of the century

to the end of the second World War by means of lengthy selections, in

translation, from English novels. The running commentary of M.
Lanoire is perceptive, the range extensive (working classes as well as

upper and middle classes), the choice of authors discriminating. Perhaps

the Edwardian era gets too much space, and some authors, such as

Priestley, Galsworthy, Hugh Walpole, Richard Llewellyn and Neville

Shute are pressed into service beyond their merits; one misses, among
others, E. M. Forster, Elizabeth Bowen, Anthony Powell, C. P. Snow, and

Walter Greenwood's Love on the Dole.

University College of N. Wales, Bangor C. L. Mowat

Traditional Cultures in South-Hast Asia (Madras: Orient Longmans,

1958. 7.50 Rs.) contains a selection from the reports submitted by various

university seminars and specialists of the effects of industrialization and

urbanization on traditional cultures. It has been edited for U.N.E.S.C.O.

by Professor K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Director of the Madras Institute of

Traditional Cultures, who is well known to students of Indian history for

his erudite researches into the history of the Cholas of southern India.

The title of the volume is somewhat misleading as, with the single ex-
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ception of Dr. Goris's survey of the present position of the fine arts in

Bali, the other articles are confined to India, Pakistan, and Ceylon.

Apart from the editor's introduction the most valuable articles are

Mr. Ralph Pieris's ' The Influence of Community Development Work on

the Cultural Traditions of the People of Ceylon '; Dr. S. A. Husain's

historical survey of urban culture in India; Mr. C. Sharma's account of

the effects of urbanization on the traditional institutions of Rajasthan;

and Professor T. R. V. Murti's analysis of the mutual influence of

Hinduism and Buddhism.

Balliol College, Oxford C. C. Davies

The publication of the letters and public papers of Franklin D.

Roosevelt presents unprecedented problems to the Archivist of the United

States and the Director of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library at Hyde
Park, N.Y. who have joint responsibility for them on behalf of the

Federal Government which owns them. In the first place, unlike the

papers of earlier presidents, there is an obligation under the joint resolu-

tion of Congress to make them available to scholars at the earliest possible

moment; in the second, they are of a vastness entirely without precedent

in public life. There could be no question of publishing in toto and in

book form the entire papers; and so it was decided to make a start by

publishing a selection of papers on particular subjects and to choose, in

the first instance, a subject of comparatively non-controversial nature.

Hence these two volumes on Franklin D. Roosevelt and Conservation, 1911-

194J: compiled and edited by Adgar B. Nixon; (Hyde Park, New York

:

Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, 1957. $9.50). They contain a selection

of over a thousand letters, speeches and memoranda dealing with FDR's
concern for conservation questions between 191 1 when he was a New
York State Senator, to his death in 1945 . By no means all the documents

are by Roosevelt or addressed to him and a great deal will be of interest

only to specialists in the problems of conservation. But their reading is

nevertheless rewarding to the general historian of the New Deal period.

In this comparatively sheltered sector one hears the distinct rumble of

bigger guns. There are, for example, long, spirited, indignant memor-
anda from Henry Wallace, secretary of agriculture, to Harold Ickes,

secretary of the interior; or there is FDR's pre-presidential speech, in

Alabama in January 1933, about Muscle Shoals which makes clear that

TVA was already taking shape in his mind. Press conferences are

reported verbatim and these, despite their syntactical obscurities, bring

back the full flavour of Washington in crisis. In these transcripts, and

in his own correspondence, FDR's personality comes through the tangle

of obscure and technical memoranda.

St. John's College, Cambridge Frank Thistlethwaite

The bibliography in Brigadier S. H. Longrigg's Syria and Lebanon

under French mandate (London: O.U.P. for the Royal Institute of Inter-

national Affairs, 1958. 42s.) shows that this valuable and detailed survey

is based upon a wide range of material, including some works by Arabs.
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Seeing the episode of the Mandate ' as a completed whole ', he seeks to

treat it as an impartial historian, while conscious of the limitations im-

posed upon the student of a very recent period. He has largely succeeded,

although, like many English writers, he is perhaps unconsciously affected

by the glamour of the Hashimites and of Faysal I in particular. The
early chapters give the antecedents of the Mandatory period. The author

describes geographical Syria under Ottoman government. Ottoman

rule is viewed temperately as a ' regime forming the normal and not

unacceptable background to the life of the Muslim masses . . . congenial

enough to the upper and upper-middle classes at least of the Sunni-

Muslim community '
(p. 14) possessing advantages lacked by the more

efficient Mandatory government—the prestige of the ancient Ottoman
sultanate, a profound knowledge of local psychology and conditions, a

considerable, if somewhat unscrupulous skill in routine administration.

The first World War ended the Ottoman-Arab modus vivendi, and the brief

convergence of British war-aims, Hashimite dynastic ambitions and Arab

nationalist aspirations ended with the fighting. The supersession of

British military occupation by French political control in what are now
Lebanon and Syria began a new phase, politically characterized by two
irreconcilable attitudes : that of the French, tenaciously interpreting the

Mandate as the charter of their ' rights ' in the region; and that of the

nationalists, always underestimated by the Mandatory power, who were

prepared at most to accept French control as a transitional stage to in-

dependence. The ominous inception of French rule, involving hostilities

with the Arab government in Damascus and the eviction of Faysal, is

described in detail. The central portion of the book, describing the

administration of the Mandate from 1920 to 1941, records the various

expedients adopted by the French to consolidate their position. Among
the Maronite Lebanese especially they found supporters, but elsewhere

they met with opposition. Although the British had withdrawn politi-

cally from the area, their more liberal attitude to Arab nationalism

rendered their motives suspect to many Frenchmen. In 1941 military

necessity brought about British intervention. This and its consequences

are the theme of the final chapters. Henceforward the Mandate was

doomed, not so much because of the insufficiency of the rulers or the

political effectiveness of the nationalist opposition, as because this war

destroyed the conditions of French, as its predecessor that of Ottoman,

imperial power. Under the Mandate, Syria and Lebanon had advanced

administratively, economically and culturally, but the incompatibility of

French and nationalist aims had left the elites of the two countries ill-fitted

to govern. The author's comment (p. 21) on the situation at the end of

the Ottoman period is also very largely true of that in 1946: the Syrian

people ' while more than competent in the arts of destructive criticism,

had lacked all initiation into those of constructive government '.

School of Oriental and African Studies, P. M. Holt
'London

John W. Wheeler Bennett's King George VI, His Life and Reign. (Mac-

millan, 1958) is a careful and judicious account, amounting with appen-
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dices to 823 pages, and written with such urbanity and ease of style as

to deserve its great popularity. The author has surmounted most of

the difficulties that confront the biographer of a royal personage and

it is perhaps a tribute to the intellectual good sense of our present royal

family, the late king and his widow Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother,

that the note of forced adulation and clamant suppressio veri which is

often a feature of the lives of the great, royal or other, is absent.

The account of the childhood and youth is satisfying and the author

takes trouble to describe the difficulties of the king's stammer and the

efforts to cure it in a manner which will please those readers who, like

the present reviewer, have suffered from that affliction. It is clear that

King George V with his rather rough naval education was the least

psychiatric ofparents by nature, but he faced up to the problem and secured

good advice. The difficult relations that existed, concurrently with

dutiful affection on both sides, between George V and his second son

are fully avowed although we are left without revealing illustrations of

some quality of unbearableness that the king seemed to display towards

his sons. The author is a little bit imprecise in his naval history of the

1 9 14 war; for example the Grand Fleet did not encounter the enemy
in the battle of Heligoland Bight; it was only the Battle Cruiser squadron;

but the period of King George VI's active service is described with

interest and useful extracts from letters. The period of what may be de-

scribed as the future king's civil adult education is treated well and will

come as something of a surprise to younger readers who had never heard

of the Duke of York's camps and his earnest attempts to understand in-

dustrial relations. His world tour and other activities lead on to the most
difficult part, the abdication of Edward VIII and the accession of George
VI. Sir John Wheeler-Bennett has dealt with this admirably and his pic-

ture of the young prince fearing but facing his destiny carries conviction.

The short period before the war shows the king to be what one might

term a natural orthodox. He felt a strong loyalty to Neville Chamberlain

and had a simple belief in his policy. But when to his undisguised regret

Chamberlain had to be replaced by Mr. Churchill he learned to work with

him and to understand his great qualities. Next he had to deal with the

socialist, Mr. Attlee, and once again the mutual confidence so desirable

between sovereign and minister seems to have been established. Two
interesting instances of the king using his right to advise are his advice

against making Mr. Eden Viceroy of India to Mr. Churchill and his advice

against Mr. Dalton and in favour of Mr. Bevin as foreign minister. It

would appear, however, that during the war the king's estimate of the

Indian situation was imperfect and rather that of an older generation.

But when later the style of emperor had to be abandoned and India

partitioned the king accepted the situation with dignity, influenced no
doubt by his brilliant cousin, the last viceroy. The picture which

the author slowly builds up of King George as a man is convincing

nor can it have been easy, for so much of simplicity and modesty does

not make a light task for the biographer. That King George's religion

was genuine and deep is made clear. It may surprise some to learn

that he was a zealous Freemason and it is to be hoped that editions

and translations for France or other European countries will carefully
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explain that English masonry carried no taint of anti-clericalism or

hostility to Christianity. A final reflection on this book is how much

our sovereigns for three reigns past have been in the naval tradition.

George V a naval officer well into adult life, George VI more briefly

but with all the basic discipline of the service and with war experience,

the husband of the present sovereign again a fully trained naval officer

of great potentialities and of a great naval family. The characteristic

education of so many royal persons in Europe has been military and

traditionally associated with expensive messes and crack cavalry regiments.

The officer cadre of the British Navy is in general somewhat patrician in

its outlook and is far removed from democratic intellectualism. But it

has its own iron discipline, all round the clock and through the year,

that army service in peace time lacks. The hard necessities that constrain

constitutional monarchs in this century may have been acceptable only

in the light of that single-minded, almost isolated training in instant

attention to duty which, while it may be limiting, is probably the finest

that our community provides.

Pembroke College, Oxford R. B. McCallum

The main outlines of the process by which the Soviet Union succeeded

in annexing a large part of pre-war Poland and in imposing an unwanted

communist regime on the remainder are familiar. The principal interest

of the study by Edward J. Ro2ek, Allied Wartime Diplomacy: a pattern in

Poland (New York: John Wiley; London: Chapman & Hall, 1958.

£z 1 6s.) lies rather in its detail. Based mainly upon the archives of the

Polish Government in Exile and upon the private files of its prime

minister, Mikolajczyk, his book gives an extraordinarily direct and vivid

picture of the actual negotiations in war-time including long transcripts

of the Polish leaders' conversations with both Stalin and Churchill. The

extent of the pressure brought to bear by the British government upon

the Poles to meet the Soviet terms and the relative aloofness of the United

States from the problem are well brought out, as is the way in which

the American presidential election of 1944 affected the course of the

negotiations. It is obvious that the Russians made something of the

failure of the two Western Powers to synchronize their policies; Churchill

made most of the running in bringing pressure to bear on the Poles up

till Yalta, but reacted far more rapidly than Roosevelt to the increasing

revelations of the real Soviet purpose. It is no good pretending that the

story is a pretty one; but Mr. Rozek's book is not the whole of it. To
understand British and American motives one would have to take into

account the whole changing pattern of the war; and there are things

here—particularly the possibilities of a separate German-Soviet peace at

various junctures—that we still know far too little about. It is in both

senses of the word a partial history, but useful nonetheless as a demonstra-

tion of what can happen to issues of principle under wartime conditions,

and as an illustration of how impossible it is to separate the conduct of

the Soviet Union as a state from the actions of communists abroad.

All Souls College, Oxford Max Beloff
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Professor Robert L. Koehl in his R.K.F. V.~D. German Resettlement and

Population Policy 1939-194?, A History of the Reich Commission for the

Strengthening of Germandom (Harvard Historical Monographs xxxi.

(London: O.U.P., 1958. 52s.) has made a valuable study of two highly

important sides of the Nazi regime. The first is the German attempt

during the war to resettle a huge area of Eastern Europe on strict racist

lines. It was here that the S.S. strove to translate Himmler's biological

fantasies into literal fact and to provide the logical complement to the

policy of exterminating the Jews and uprooting ' inferior ' peoples like

the Poles. The second is the incessant struggle for power between the

Nazi leaders. In this struggle the control of the conquered territories

in the East represented one of the major prizes, for which there were

half a dozen contenders. Mr. Koehl produces a wealth of new material

to illustrate the technique of intrigue and force with which Himmler

defeated his rivals and added a further province to the S.S. empire.

The basis of the book is the testimony and evidence in two of the trials

held before the Military Tribunal at Nuremburg, Numbers Eight and

Eleven. This series of trials which continued long after the International

Military Tribunal had passed sentence on the major war criminals pro-

vided a mass of first class historical material on the Nazi period which has

so far been inadequately explored by historians. Mr. Koehl's study

shows the use which can be made of it. His presentation of the material

suffers from an unwillingness to subordinate detail to the main outlines

of the design which he is trying to trace. This impression of unnecessary

complication is increased by a display of scholarship which insists on

identifying every secondary authority in a clutter of distracting footnotes.

The author hardly needs to give page references to the obvious works

on the period in order to convince us of his authority. But the reader

who masters his irritation and finishes the book will find it a rewarding

introduction to a little-known but characteristic expression of Hitler's

inhuman purposes.

St. Catherine's Society, Oxford Alan Bullock

It is probable that few episodes in recent history can be followed in

such detail as the transactions between the United States and Japan

that led to Pearl Harbour. But Mr. Paul W. Schroeder's prize-winning

essay, The Axis Alliance and Japanese-American Relations, 1941 (Cornell

University Press. London: O.U.P., 1958. 36s.), has used the massive

printed sources and the unpublished material of the Tokyo War Crimes

Trials (on whose historical conclusions he passes some severe strictures)

to produce an important re-interpretation of the period. He shows that

so far from Japan being a fellow-conspirator with the European Axis

Powers, the tri-partite pact was entered into for her own purposes and

largely nullified in action. It was not the key element in the U.S.-

Japanese conflict and indeed passed almost out of sight during the key

period of the negotiations in 1941, only to be taken up again by the

American statesmen to help to justify the war they had decided upon

for other reasons. American policy in that year was not constant,

demanding far more after the beginning of Japan's more conciliatory
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phase in the wake of the embargo than previously. It now became a

question of refusing ' appeasement ' at China's expense—an attitude

taken up for moral reasons by Cordell Hull and American public opinion

against the advice of the American military. Mr. Schroeder gives no
comfort to the Beard-Tansill school who believe that Roosevelt conspired

to bring the U.S. into an unwanted war; Roosevelt's own inclinations

were conciliatory but he was overborne. Mr. Schroeder thinks that a

compromise over China was possible and that this would have left the

United States after Hitler's defeat in a better state to see what American

interests really dictated in the matter of Far Eastern policy. It is a

plausible approach already—as Mr. Schroeder admits—put forward by

Ambassador Grew; the weakness is that Mr. Schroeder fails to consider

whether if some agreement had been made with Japan in 1941, the

United States would still have entered the European war when it did.

This is a serious omission, but the essay is well worth reading as a further

corrective to the view that western historians are bound to follow the

official line on major issues of foreign policy particularly where the period

1931-41 is concerned.

All Souls College Oxford Max Beloff

Dr. Felix Hull has prepared a detailed Guide to the Kent County Archives

Office (Maidstone: Kent County Council, 1958), of which he is in charge.

It covers not only the county archives proper (from 1595 onwards), and

the archives deposited with the County Council by other public bodies,

but also a large collection of ecclesiastical and related records, and several

important collections of family muniments. In addition he thoughtfully

publishes the rules and facilities for searchers in his record office, and a

brief note on other Kentish repositories with some broad indication of

their contents. The volume is completed by an unusually full index.

Few counties have produced such a comprehensive and well-printed

guide to the archives in their care, and at such a remarkably low price.

Dr. Hull (and his county council) are to be congratulated on a thoroughly

satisfactory piece of work, of inestimable value to local historians (and

others) all over south-eastern England.

All Souls College, Oxford W. G. Hoskins

The continued interest in Droysen's lectures on historical method is

shown by the third edition: Johann Gustav Droysen, Historik

:

Vorksungen fiber En-^jklopadie und Methodologie der Geschichte, edited by

R. Hiibner (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1958. 20 DM.) The first edition

(1937) was noticed in these pages at the time (ante, liv, 381). S.

The Philosophy of Law in Historical Perspective, by Carl Joachim Fried-

rich (University of Chicago Press ; London : Cambridge University Press,

1958. 36s.) is an English version, with alterations and additions, of the

distinguished author's Die Philosophie des Rechts in historischer Perspektive.

It will go on our shelves beside the works of Jones, Friedmann, Hunting-
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don Cairns, and Del Vecchio, and be it remarked that of all these only

one is by a native British author. All cover more or less the same field

but there is variety in method and emphasis. Huntingdon Cairns con-

centrates on thirteen of the great philosophers; Del Vecchio discusses

or cites some 1,300 authors. Friedrich cites about 450. Del Vecchio's
' slant ' is ethical, Friedmann's is sociological and legal, Friedrich's is

political. In the historical part of the present volume we meet neither

Gentilis nor Gentile, neither the Scandinavian Realists nor Petrazhitsky,

but we hear much of Bodin and Althusius, of Hooker and Sir Thomas
Smith. In the systematic part Friedrich states his own belief that the

objectivity of justice requires a process of democratic law-making in

which the participation of the people is assured within the framework of a

constitution resolved on by the people themselves and, on more or less

Kantian lines, he places the true foundation of international law in the

constitutional organization of the communities which it governs. This

is an authoritative work of great learning and deep reflection, deserving

close study. Its ordered Bibliography and two Indexes (of names and of

subjects) will prove helpful. Something has been done to adapt the

Bibliography for English readers, but more could have been done.

There are works by Stammler, Weber, Radbruch, Renner, Del Vecchio,

Kelsen and Ebenstein now available in English and these might have

been indicated. References to Holdsworth are presumably to vol. i of

the History of English Law. Sacco and Vanzetti are not authors. And
most of the references in the Author Index are one page out of step with

the pagination of the Bibliography.

University of Edinburgh A. H. Campbell

Edited by R.-H. Bautier, as a co-operative international venture

sponsored by U.N.E.S.C.O., the International Directory of Archives

published as Archivum v for 1955 (Paris : Presses Universitaires de France,

1956). sets out to provide a comprehensive guide to archives accessible for

historical study throughout the world. Arranged on a national basis,

and compiled from the replies received to a circulated questionnaire

(which are printed, most informatively, with the minimum of editorial

revision), it offers brief but useful particulars of over 1,700 archive

repositories in fifty-one countries, including notes of their contents,

facilities available for students, and closed periods. About 1,500 of the

repositories are in Europe. The picture presented is admittedly uneven
and still far from complete, especially as regards ecclesiastical and other

semi-private archives, and archive material now housed in libraries;

possibly, if the questionnaire were to be redrafted with less professional

severity, it might evoke a better response from such quarters. In the

section for the United Kingdom (153 entries), record offices (except

that at Lincoln) and libraries (except Cambridge University, Lambeth
Palace, and Birmingham Reference Libraries) are well represented, but

most diocesan, chapter, college, and hospital archives are conspicuously

absent; the arrangement and presentation is also somewhat untidy.

The sections for France (412 entries) and some other western European
countries display more clearly the directory's great potential value, which
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it is to be hoped will be fully realized in an intended supplement.

M. Bautier is meanwhile to be congratulated upon what he has already

achieved in the face of obviously formidable difficulties.

British Museum G. R. C. Davis

All users of the annual lists of accessions to archive and other re-

positories in Great Britain, which used to appear in the Bulletin of the

Institute of Historical Research, and more recently as special numbers of the

Bulletin of the National Register of Archives, will applaud the success of the

efforts which have now transformed it into a serial publication in its own
right. Edited for the National Register of Archives by A. E. B. Owen,

hist of Accessions to Repositories in 19jy (London: H.M.S.O., 1958. 3s.)

is the first number to appear in this new guise, and more than maintains

the high standards of its predecessors ; the future progress of an enterprise

which has always thrived on its own utility may be awaited with optimism.

The contents, on the other hand, of Archivum vi and vii (Paris : Presses

Universitaires de France, 1958 for 1956 and 1957. 1,500 frs. each),

comprising a report of the discussions of the Third International Congress

of Archives, held at Florence in 1956, a series of articles on the design and

construction of modern archive repositories, and an international biblio-

graphy by R-H. Bautier of work relating to archives published in the

years 1954-6, are likely to provoke renewed thought about the future of

archive administration in this country. Among the questions that they

raise, at least by implication, is whether British local archive administration

is likely, in the long run, to prove viable within its present rigidly dis-

junctive framework of local government machinery, or whether it will

not ultimately require the support and discipline of some stronger form

of central control than at present exists. Certainly, by comparison with

the mature professionalism of the best continental standards, as exhibited

in these two volumes, the situation cannot yet be regarded with com-

placency, despite the great advances that have been made in recent years.

British Museum G. R. C. Davis

The first alphabetical series of the Biographie Nationale of Belgium of

which the first volume appeared in 1866 was completed in 1944 in twenty-

eight volumes. In launching a new series of supplements the Academie

Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique has aimed

at ensuring more regular and speedier publication than obtained in the

main biography, though at the expense of some inconvenience to those

using the work, by adopting the practice of the Nieuw Nederlansch Bio-

graphisch Woordenboek in which each supplement contains notices from

A to Z. A brisk pace has already been achieved by the appearance

within a year of each other of two supplementary volumes containing

together over 500 biographies: Biographie Nationale publiee par 1'Academie

Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, t. 29,

Supplement, t. i and t. ii, pt. 1, Abattucci-Hanssens (Brussels: Etablisse-

ments Emile Bruylant, 1957, 1958). The overwhelming majority concern

individuals who have died since the appearance of the first series. How-
ever, some fifty or so represent omissions from the first series and include
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a substantial group of seventeenth and eighteenth century administrators,

magistrates, and diplomats whose lives have been described appropriately

by M. Joseph Lefevre. In addition the opportunity has been taken to

correct or expand about half a dozen existing biographies. In this

connection it may be suggested that the usefulness of the supplements

would be enhanced if each volume could be provided with a separate list

of such notices as represent omissions, corrections, or additions. Of the

biographies themselves all that can be said is that in most cases individuals

appear to receive an amount of space commensurate with their place in

Belgian life and that good bibliographies enable the student to pursue

his interest.

Birkbeck College, London G. C. Gibbs

It speaks well for the scholarship and good sense of the editor,

Mademoiselle Colette Albert, that the 1957 volume of the Bibliograpbie

annuelle de Vhistoire de France (Paris : Editions du Centre National de la

Recherche Scientifique, 1958. 2,500 fr.) varies little in detailed form or

general arrangement from her first compilation (ante, lxxiii. 697) in spite

of her evident eagerness to profit from criticism. Original texts are now
awarded an asterisk; biographies and local monographs {i.e. those which

have chiefly a topographical interest) are listed in alphabetical order of

subject instead of author (both in capitals); the articulation of sub-sections

has been slightly elaborated in places—allowing ' Corporations' a place

to themselves under ' La vie ouvriere ', for instance—and in the case of

ecclesiastical biographies and hagiography wisely simplified. More
notable is the increase in the number of entries: 6,393 items against 5,526

for 1956 and 4,890 for 1955. This is in part accounted for by the belated

appearance of publications strictly belonging to 1956 or even 1955, and

by the coverage of a much wider range of Russian periodicals. Belgrade,

Bucharest, Budapest, Poznan and Sofia now take their place beside

Prague and Warsaw. Contributions to congress proceedings are listed

individually, though the conference origin of at least two symposia

(items 2109 and 3921) has escaped the editor's eye, the overall title thus

concealing work which can be more important than the bulk of the

periodical material (often trifling) to which such ample justice is done.

It is also a pity that Monsieur Jacquot's collection of papers on Renais-

sance festivals should appear under literary history alone, as the conference

which gave them birth was concerned to explore the collaboration of

music and the arts with literature and drama. Indeed the section on
civilization, which is longer than any other and shows the strongest

tendency to expand, will require fuller cross-referencing, or more flexible

categories, if it is to keep pace with the most interesting developments

in the vivisection of culture.

University of Southampton J. S. Bromley

The massive three volumes of F. K. Ginzel's Handbuch der mathemati-

schen und teebnischen Chronologie (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1906-14, unaltered

reprint, Zentral-Antiquariat der deutschen demokratischen Republik,

1958. £15. 8s. 5d.) have long been a mine for historians to exploit when
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faced with some exotic chronology or some nicety of dating where

smaller manuals fail. Every field which Ginzel surveyed has been

continuously cultivated since his time, and the bibliography of each

chapter, over which he took such care, must necessarily be quite out of

date by now. But the book remains the most broadly based, compre-

hensive, and detailed study of 'das Zeitrechnungswesen der Volker',

and as such this reprint is welcome. There is something for everybody

:

facsimiles of the Coligny calendar and of the zodiacal signs of Sumatra,

and a chart of the Mondstationen c. 4000 B.C.; the book goes fully into

the terminology of the various systems of time-reckoning, and since

each volume has its index one may quickly discover the names of the

months in Abyssinian or Finnish or the festa mobilia of the Latin Church.

The author was not an historian or expert in diplomatic, but an experienced

professor and observator of the Prussian Astronomische Recheninstitut.

Though he catered for the needs of historians, he held that chronology

was not merely a handmaid of history. So one finds much attention

paid to the theories of calendar-construction, and tables of dates calcu-

lated with an exactness to satisfy the demands of an astronomer and

mathematician. Besides lists of Chinese emperors and Athenian archons

which have been superseded, and the usual tables of epacts, concurrents,

and so on, to be found in Mas-Latrie, Giry, and elsewhere, this book
provides perpetual Julian and Gregorian calendars, a concordance of the

Julian Period with no less than ten eras a.d. 300-1700, a special con-

cordance of the Armenian era with the Julian calendar a.d. 552-1550,

the position of the principal stars 4000 b.c.-a.d. 800. The classical

historian is provided with tables of complete eclipses of sun and moon
calculated for Rome and Athens 800 b.c.-a.d. 312, and tables of new
moons and full moons for somewhat shorter periods.

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge C. R. Cheney

The List of American Newspapers up to 1940, held by Libraries in Great

Britain and Ireland, published as a supplement to number 7 of the Bulletin

of the British Association for American Studies (reproduced from typescript,

Edinburgh, 1958: obtainable from the Association, 13 Endsleigh Street,

W.C.i. ios.), by B. R. Crick and Anne Daltrop, provides something

that has long been much needed, and the compilers have spared no pains

to make it both accurate and comprehensive. Over 600 libraries were

circularized. Only 20 of them appear to have got anything. The list

records holdings by them of 11 13 distinct items. To it are appended

notes of 107 further holdings of the American Periodicals Series of

microfilms produced by University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Of the 1 1 1 3 items recorded 692 are held in single issues only and a further

180 only in two to five not always consecutive numbers. A substantial

proportion of the single issues belongs to the year 1858, and this affords a

cross-section of the American press at that date. Otherwise, save for

some rare good fortune, these single issues and the papers of which there

are only scraps of five numbers or less are practically without value to the

historical student, and while it is easy to understand the reluctance of

the authors to jettison the fruits of much labour, the list would have been a
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more serviceable tool had it been limited to the remaining 241. As it is,

the user must strike out more than three quarters of the entries as being

of no use to him before he can assess the range and volume of American

newspapers effectively available in this country. Of these 241, 54 be-

long to the eighteenth century. These holdings are almost all in the British

Museum, at the Public Record Office or in Sheffield. In recording what is

to be found at the Record Office the compilers have had the advantage

of a loan of Mr. C. S. Brigham's notes. With this help they have been

able to add the class references to their entries. Of the remaining 187,

46 contain little or nothing beyond 1825 and 26 start after 1900. This

leaves a mere 115 titles to represent the vast journalistic activity of three

quarters of a century. If single issues and scraps amounting to two to

five numbers are ignored, there is nothing at all, for any period, for

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Idaho,

Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,

New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota,

Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, or Wyoming;
and only an occasional oddment for Georgia, Kansas, Michigan, New
Jersey, and Ohio. And there are only a very few files of the great

dailies, namely the San Francisco Chronicle (1888- ), Chicago Tribune

(1889- ), Daily Picayune and Times Picayune (1885- ), Christian Science

Monitor (1908- ), St. Louis Globe Democrat (1888-98), New York Herald

(1859- )> Tribune (1842- ) and Herald Tribune (1924- ), and Phila-

delphia Public Ledger (1885-98). There are only fragmentary holdings

of the New York Evening Post and even in microfilm only similar holdings

of the New York Times. The compilers have missed a file of the New
York World from 14 June i860 to 31 March 1882 at the Institute of His-

torical Research, together with some volumes of the National Intelligencer

that fill gaps in the run held by the British Museum. To have exposed

what we lack is perhaps as valuable a service as the indication of the loca-

tion of the titles that we have. To make good our deficiencies will

clearly be a formidable task, and it will be necessary that such measures

as are taken should be carefully co-ordinated.

London H. Hale Bellot

Professor William Rees has re-issued, without any apparent alteration,

An Historical Atlas of Wales (London: Faber, 1959. 22s. 6d.), which was

originally published privately by the author in 195 1 but was not then

reviewed in this Journal. This republication will be greatly welcomed

by a very wide range of readers. Amateur local historians, teachers and

their pupils in both schools and universities, research-workers in Wales

and in England will all find here a stimulating presentation of Welsh

history and an essential work of reference. The atlas is divided into two
equal parts : first a commentary, very closely related to the maps, and then

the maps themselves. The commentary provides, within the short space

of seventy pages, a useful summary of the main trends in Welsh history.

The plates do far more, since many of them provide information which

cannot be obtained elsewhere and which the author is peculiarly well

qualified to give. By a skilful use of shading and symbols Dr. Rees is

able to present complicated situations with great clarity. He enables the
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reader to follow the political history of thirteenth-century Wales more
easily than ever before; and his plates on the economic, social, and re-

ligious history of medieval Wales convey a great deal of original and

lucid information. There are few points of detail with which one would

wish to quarrel. In Plate 57 some indication should be given that

Cheshire came within the jurisdiction of the council in the marches

until 1569. The statement that the Act of Union was necessary in order

to make ' the new Reformation legislation applicable to Wales as well as

to England ' is somewhat surprising, and one would like to know why
Dr. Rees believes that the acts of the English parliament did not apply

in Wales before that date. A more serious criticism must be directed

at the general balance of the volume. Twenty-nine of the seventy plates

are devoted to the four-and-a-half centuries between the arrival of the

Normans and the Act of Union; only thirteen are devoted to the sub-

sequent four centuries. As a result the treatment of modern Welsh

history is at times rather slight. There is no map which adequately

shows the transition from iron to steel and its geographical consequences;

nor is there one devoted to the north-eastern coalfield, although the

Cardiganshire lead-mines get a full page to themselves. The encroach-

ment of the English language upon the Welsh could have been illustrated,

and so could the rise of Welsh dissent. As it is there are five maps to

illustrate the progress of Gruffydd Jones's schools up to 1776, none on

Welsh religion or culture after that date. These remarks are made, not

in a spirit of ingratitude for this excellent atlas, but in the hope that a

future edition may include a modern section of the same high standard

as the medieval.

University of Manchester Penry Williams

The latest addition to the useful series of Historical Monographs
relating to St. George's Chapel, Windsor, is The Monuments of St. George's

Chapel (Windsor: Oxley & Son, 1958. 21s.), edited by Shelagh M. Bond,

who is honorary assistant archivist to the dean and canons. The texts of

373 existing or recorded inscriptions are given with commendable
accuracy, even to the use of different type-faces in order to represent the

varying styles of lettering employed by the monumental sculptors.

Every available manuscript source has been consulted to recover the

texts of worn or destroyed inscriptions, and the vicissitudes of the monu-
ments themselves are carefully chronicled. The regulations governing

the erection of monuments in the Chapel, their biographical and historical

interest, and their significance as works of art, are all clearly and concisely

set out in the introduction, while a valuable appendix analyses the monu-
ments according to the class of persons commemorated. Deans and

canons of Windsor and Military Knights naturally predominate, but

royalty is represented by twenty-five monuments ranging from King
Henry VI to Alamayu, prince of Abyssinia (d. 1 879), and many members of

the royal household and others persons of eminence in public life figure

in Mrs. Bond's list. Thus this exemplary inventory serves the needs of

the historian as well as of the antiquary, and preserves a mass of bio-

graphical information which is not to be esteemed the less because it is

engraved in stone or brass rather than written on paper or parchment.

St. John's College, Oxford H. M. Colvin
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The Inquisitio Eliensis Re-considered

I. The Contents and the Text

IN his pronouncements upon the Inquisitio Eliensis J. H. Round

was often at his most pontifical, but, in the words of M. Bemont

which Round himself applied to Professor Freeman, ' it is prudent

to re-read after him the texts which he invokes '- 1 It is at once

apparent, on studying the relevant sections of the magnificent

opening paper in Feudal England, that his main preoccupation, so

far as Ely documents were concerned, was with Cambridgeshire

material; his use of passages drawn from the other counties was

extremely slender. A score of years ago, to criticize Round's work

might have been considered to be impertinent and profitless, yet as

early as 1906 Mr. Charles Johnson had shown that Round's con-

tention that the Inquisitio Eliensis was taken, as regards its Essex,

Norfolk, and Suffolk material, from the second volume of Domesday

Book, was indefensible. 2 A new collation of the texts shows that

there is in them much which Round ignored or misinterpreted.

Three manuscripts of the I.E. survive, each probably a late

twelfth-century copy. Two are in the Library of Trinity College,

Cambridge; O.2.41 (known as B), which to Dr. M. R. James, the

cataloguer of the Trinity manuscripts, appeared to be of date slightly

earlier than that known as C (O.2.1). The third (Cotton Tiberius

A. vi), styled A, is in the British Museum.
Part of A was used by Sir Henry Ellis for the I.E. text printed

in the Additamenta section of Domesday Book. 3 It was used also

as a basis for Hamilton's edition of the I.E. and Inquisitio Cowitatus

Cantabrigiensis (I.C.C.), in footnotes to which he printed the variant

readings in the B and C manuscripts. 4 For this both were criticized

by Round, who stigmatized A as ' the worst of the three transcripts ';

he proclaimed that he believed C to be the best, and that A was

derived from B, whereas Hamilton had suggested that B was the

1
J. H. Round, Feudal England (London, 1895), p. 437.

2 V. C. H., Norfolk, ii. 4.
3 D[omesday] B[ook], London 1816, iv. 495-528.
4 Inquisitio Comitatus Cantabrigiensis (subjicitur Inquisitio Eliensis) cura N.E.S.A.

Hamilton (London, 1876). The copy of the I.C.C. survives only in a form bound up

with A.

f© Longmans Green & Company Limited and Contributors, i960
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origin of C (op. cit. p. 124). Though Hamilton's text is far from

being a perfect one, it is inconvenient to give references to the

folios of all three manuscripts, and accordingly the pages of the

printed text alone are indicated here.1

Ellis did not print A beyond fo. 66b, ignoring the remainder,

which seems on the whole to be as much a product, or by-product,

of the Inquest of 1086, as the portion he did print. This material,

available only in the manuscripts or Hamilton's edition, includes

(i) a list of manors, giving the demesne and tenants' teams and the

categorized population on each, which Round styled the breviate\ (ii)

a somewhat similar list, entitled Nomina Villarum, giving the number
of tenants' teams only; and (iii) what here is styled a ' Schedule ',

arranged by fiefs, of many of the estates to which Ely laid claim,

and which resembles an abbreviated form of the section entitled

Terrae Occupatae which follows the Exeter Domesday. In A and B
this Schedule ends with the tenancies of Haimo de Saint-Clair,

but C adds those of a number of notables, only one ofwhom appears

in the earlier part also. C, too, alone includes a somewhat similar

schedule of claims which internal evidence proves to refer to prc-

Inquest conditions. Excluding the lists of jurors for Cambridgeshire

and Hertfordshire Hundreds which preface the I.E., A (in double

column) occupies folios 3932 to 7ob2, with 31 lines to the column,

of the collection of documents styled the Liber E/iensis; B folios

166 to 274, with 23 lines to the page, each page having been folioed

individually; C folios 179a to 212b, with 29 lines to the page.

Hamilton gave the folio references for A only.

Hamilton's edition, which was designedly an uncritical plain

text, is unfortunately untrustworthy in several respects. The errors

are largely statistical ones; e.g. in the Veltuuelle entry on pages

1 3 1-2 he gives A as reading xxiiii homines, whereas it agrees with B
and C, and with D.B. II. 213b, in reading xxxiiii, while the end of

the values total which follows the Beuersham entry on page 1 79 is in

A xiiii, not xvii sol. He quite frequently misread / as /, as collation

with D.B. and the other manuscripts demonstrates, and was deceived

by the similarity of the A copyist's c and / and of his I and L; thus

on page 1 60 Pecehaga should be Petehaga, and on page 135 Lackesham

should be lachesham. What is perhaps more serious is that his

attribution of variants in his footnotes is often erroneous. For
example (p. 133, note 6), B, like C, mentions a team which A omits,

and, like C, correctly has acres where A has carucates (p. 152,

note 11), but here and in numerous other instances Hamilton printed

B as coinciding with A, not with C. Again, in the Brammesuuelle

entry on page 161, B rightly reads und(e) and not, as A and C, un{us\

of which variant Hamilton gives no indication. These and his

1 The Nomina Villarum section of the I.E. is hereinafter referred to as N.V., and
the ultimate source of the I.E. as ' Q '.
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other errors and omissions are of some moment, for the three texts

differ considerably.

It is of course not infrequently impossible to determine whether

D.B. or one or more I.E. manuscripts might be in error, for it some-

times happens that two of the texts give one reading and the other

two a different one. We are, however, reasonably justified in

assuming that if three of the versions coincide, the fourth contains

a mistake. 1 Collation, ignoring mistakes common to all three

texts of the I.E., shows that B is the best, and not C as Round stated.

It contains only about forty-five major flaws, made up of nineteen

omissions and a do2en statistical blunders, together with a few

grammatical, orthographic, and copying errors, while the quantity

of minor slips and omissions is very much smaller than in A or C.

A has about four times the number of serious defects to be found

in B; there are fifty major omissions, and still more statistical errors.

Among its other principal eccentricities is to use the wrong tense

of a verb; e.g. tenet, potest, in referring to pre-Conquest tenancies;

and to confuse hides with Hundreds (Meldeburne, Wittleseia, pp. 109,

115). But C proves to be the worst of the three. The number of

major mistakes is well over 200, of which more than half

are statistical ones; its author displays a singular tendency to

reverse digits (writing, e.g. Ix for xl and ix for xi) while its Breviate

figures are often incorrect. Round described it as ' marred by a

singular tendency to omission ', and this is true in two senses. Each

of the texts seems to have been checked, and some of the errors and

omissions repaired, but the number of marginal additions is by far

the greatest in C. C, too, has a distinct tendency to omit the

inessential where the sense can be gathered without its inclusion

(e.g. est} et, de, or c for earned), and also, and far more frequently

than do the other manuscripts, omits indication as to which figure

relates to villeins or bordars or slaves, presuming that others will

remember this is their order throughout.

But Round seems to have been right in thinking that A was

derived from B. Out of sixty-four apparent omissions and errors in

B, A has 75 per cent of these also. Some of these are of obvious

significance: e.g. et est ibi quater xx oves (where C has sunt), pot.

licentiam (twice; C has praeter, sine), soe(a) et so(ed) where C has

saca et soea.
2 Similar statistical errors also occur; e.g. 3^ acres

where D.B. and C on both fos. 198a and 2o8bi have 4^ (Belinegs,

pp. 186, 150). Occasionally, it is true, B has an error which is C's

also, but which A does not make; e.g. 18 cottars and 5 bordars,

which four other versions show should have been 17 and 6 re-

spectively, or writing tenet when the sense demands tenuit?

1 For Cambridgeshire entries the I.C.C. provides additional evidence as to which
reading is the right one, and this can sometimes be obtained also from other documents
bound up with the I.E.. 2 Bae/essam,Ramfnne, I .olesuuorda, Katesdena, pp. 105, 112-3, '41 -

* Winltworda, Kattenduna, I Jeuremera, pp. 120, 170, 126, 142.
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The general resemblance between the name-forms, both place-

and proper, of A and B, and the differences from those of C, are

also well marked. We have, for example

:

A B

fo. fo. fo.

43H Chaba 181 Chaba 183a Cloppa

45ai Mucellus 187 Mucellus 184b Michellus

53ai Kanincghala 213 Kenincghala 192a Cheningehala

5332 Gildecrose 214 Gildecrose 192a Childecrosse

54ai Hersham 217 Hersham 192b Arsam

5402 Bainnard 220 Bainnard 193b Bernart

56b2 Corsforda 227 Corsforda 195b Carleforda

63a! Duneuuicc 249 Duneuuicc 20 1 a Donewich
6 5 bi Ledrincgeham 257 Ledrincgeham 203 b Letheringeham

On the other hand, there are a number of instances, but far fewer

than those of resemblance, where the forms of A and B are dissimilar,

and in many of these the C form resembles that of either A or B.

fo.

43a2 Kingestuna

44ai Standardus

44b2 Thorneia

j 7bi Blakeman

59bi Kingestona

6332 Berkam

B

fo.

180 Chingestuna }

183 Stanhardus

187 Tornei

230 Blacheman

236 Cincgestune x

250 Bercham

fo.

183a Chinchestune

183b Stanhardus

185a Thorneie

196a Blacaman

197b Kingestune

20 1 a Bercham

A, incidentally, has (incorrectly) Stunteneie where B and C have

Suttune (p. 170). Both A and B omit a couple of entries to be found

in C (Histon and Kingston, p. 125).

While all the manuscripts amply demonstrate their common
ultimate origin, e.g. all three omit the mention oiFlamendic Hundred

which should have preceded the entry for Balsham (p. 105; I.C.C.

p. 24 et supra), include an irrelevant habet (Grundisburgh, p. 1 29),

and each uses nemus'm certain entries, silva in others (e.g. pp. no, 103),

they display also individual idiosyncracies. The author of C was

inclined to aspirate certain words which A and B do not : he wrote

bora, hortus, where A and B have ora, ortus. Some differences may
have been caused not by the employment of synonyms, but by one

clerk selecting a word or phrase in the original where another did not.

A and B have in dominicam firmam where C has ad ekmosinam (p. 101);

C is inclined to write animalia ociosa where A and B content themselves

with ammalia. Many of the orthographic differences may have been

caused by a clerk not copying his source letter for letter, but writing

down the combination and order of these which their sound

suggested to his mind.

1 But B, on fos. 251 and 266, has Kiticgestima, Kincgestun.
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II. The Source of the Inquisitio Etiensis

Round, rightly proving that the I.E. could not have been made

from the I.C.C. or from D.B., vol. I, as we possess it, postulated as

its source a document which he claimed was a return made by the

abbey to a writ of William I's instructing Lanfranc to enquire

further into the Ely lands with the aid of the bishops of Coutances

and Winchester and others ; a writ which, he decided, was that for

the holding of the Domesday Inquest of 1086. * The improbability

of these origins has been amply demonstrated by Mr. E. Miller,

who dates this writ to a time appreciably earlier than that of the

Domesday Inquest, but points out that it is unlikely that the I.E.

is a return to a writ unconnected with this Inquest. 2 The source

of the I.E. was probably that suggested by Professor Galbraith

—
' a prototype made very close to the Domesday Inquest ', made

from ' a copy of the first geographical proceedings of the circuit

which included Cambridgeshire and apparently Hertfordshire as

well ' and ' the more finished pre-Domesday but still feudal sum-

maries sent in by the East Anglian circuit and the circuit which

included Huntingdonshire'. 3 As regards Round's contention that

the compilers of the I.E. included material unavailable to the Domes-

day clerks (pp. 132-3), which Mr. Miller seems prepared to accept

(p. 452), the texts suggest that all the information they contain may

have been a product of the Inquest, some of which the Domesday

scribes rejected or ignored. Though arguments against such origins

can be adduced, they are not necessarily valid ones.

The similarity of language, and of the order of the entries, in

I.E. and D.B., is most marked. 4 Variations of formula and vocabu-

lary need cause us no concern, for Round copiously demonstrated

the scribes' ' use of synonym and paraphrase '
(pp. cit., p. 26). Nor

need the quite frequent differences in the order of entries; e.g. those

for Hertfordshire and Huntingdonshire, nor the unexpected intro-

duction ofLinna into the demesne section of Norfolk, nor the varying

order of Hundreds (in I.E. Depwade, Diss, Henstead, whereas in

D.B. Depwade comes last of the three). 5 In Suffolk the I.E. entries

for each of five adjacent Hundreds—Bosmere, Claydon, Carlford,

Wilford, Loes—are frequently not together, Hundred by Hundred.

But this also may be said : collation of the Exeter with the Exchequer

Domesday displays how Domesday clerks rearranged their material

(as Ely copyists may have done), and the Ely sources, or a private

guide to the order of inscription, may have been grouped by

1 Op. cit. pp. 8, 129, 133 ft".

2 E. Miller, ' The Ely Land Pleas in the Reign of William I ', ante lxii, 438-56.

3 V. H. Galbraith: Studies in the Public Records (London, 1948), pp. 98-9.

4 See, e.g. Stratbala fp. 126; II. 19), Rixeuurde (p. 133; 11. 214), Manbam (p. 137;

II. 212b), Acolt (second part: p. 153; II. 410b).
& P. 131; II. 276 (among the invasiones): p. 136; II. 215).
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Hundreds, with each hundredal account separate from its

fellows. 1

There are strong textual suggestions that the source of the I.E.

was something akin to the Liber Exoniensis, and the reason why the

account for the initial shire follows an I.C.C. rather than a D.B.

model may be that possibly the clerks of this circuit did not at first

produce a redrafting by fees, from which it would be easy to select

the demesne and other groups of manors : alternatively, the abbot

may have got hold of a copy of the first proceedings of the Inquest

for the shires in which Ely land lay. For the I.E. includes, which
D.B. does not, much which would appear in a document of the

character of the Lib. Exon., an (improved) copy of which was

surely the source of the south-western Exchequer Domesday. 2

The inclusion of the Summaries of demesne land and of the Ely

milites (pp. 12 1-4) is one indication of this. For similar Summaries

appear at the end of the Lib. Exon. and in the body thereof (fos.

5270-80, 5300-1; 173): one for Earl Alan's Yorkshire estates

was even reproduced, though perhaps inadvertently, in the Ex-

chequer Domesday (fo. I. 38^2). These Ely Summaries can

hardly have been compiled by the clerk who wrote the original

of the I.E., for they include a Summary of Hardwin's Hertfordshire

estates, not one of which has anything to do with the abbey ; and

for the whole of Picot's and of Hardwin's Cambridgeshire lands,

many of which have no Ely connections. If the authors of the I.E.

had produced them, probably they would have included, on the

evidence of the Cambridgeshire Summaries for individual land-

owners in the I.E., which distinguish between the thegnland and the

sokeland, similar Summaries for, e.g. William of Warenne's extensive

acquisitions of Ely property in Norfolk, or for Earl Alan's Suffolk

lands which he is said to have ' taken away ' from the abbey (p. 1 84).

These may indeed well have existed, but were omitted from the I.E.

There are, too, passages in the I.E. which read as though they

came from documents closer to the ' original returns ' than was

D.B., and which yet were evolved from Inquest material, though

they are absent from D.B. Their inclusion of the dimensions of the

Huntingdonshire manors suggests that in this circuit such informa-

tion was usually provided for the Domesday authorities, just as it

was in Norfolk and Suffolk, for which counties and others it appeared

in Domesday Book. The Huntingdonshire entries, too, mention

ploughlands which the abbot possesses which are not reckoned as

part of the hides at which the manors are assessed : in similar fashion

1 It is interesting that in D. B. Ely's Thetford and Norwich property appears in the

accounts of these towns, attached to the Terra Regis section (II. 119, 117); Norwich
comes in I.E. between Brothercross and Hersham Hundred entries which are conse-

cutive in D.B. (p. 135).
2 For the arguments, see R. Welldon Finn, ' The Immediate Sources of the Exchequer

Domesday ', Bull, of the J. Rylands Lib., xl (1957), 47-78.
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the Lib. Exon., in the main text, in its Summaries, and in its geld

accounts, mentions with varying phraseology the carucatae nunquam

geldantes which are distinct from the assessed land and were never
' divided into hides '. Since the geld accounts for the south-west

were preserved with the Exeter Domesday, it is of obvious signifi-

cance that the I.E. Spalduuic entry includes the phrase ultimo geldo,

a phrase which recurs in the geld accounts of Lib. Exon. 1

It is surely also of significance that, quite frequently, when the

abbey holds a portion of a vill only, the account of this in the I.E.

mentions the total assessment of the vill, and any reduction thereof.

To do so is not the custom for the majority of the entries, and there-

fore the presumption must be that the phrase was taken from some

document in character resembling the I.C.C., in which it regularly

appears, though also absent from D.B. The Melbourn entry, for

example, begins Meldeburne p(ro) x h(idis) se dejendiebai) in tempore

riegis) JEd{uuard'i) et modo (j>(ro) viii b(idis), of which Ely has z\ only. 2

It was Round's contention that the phrase mensurata in breui

Sanctae Adel(dridae), in its appearance in the I.E., was there mean-

ingless, on the grounds that it could not have occurred in the

original returns, and referred only to the text of Domesday Book
(op. cit. pp. 136-7). Its inclusion is, I consider, of appreciable

importance. It appears in D.B. (II. 212b; Mareham) and in the

parallel I.E. entry (p. 137). Its employment was surely to indicate

that the dimensions of Marham, not given in this entry, were to be

found in the account of the Ely demesne fief

—

in breui S. JEdel. So

they are, at the end of the account of Marham (p. 130), and in each

of the I.E. entries the twenty-seven sokemen concerned are

recorded. This must have been taken from the Ely copy of the

redrafting of the original returns, which we might call Q. A
further point is probably of importance also. Round decided that

it could not have appeared in the ' original returns ', ' where all the

entries relating to Marham would have come together '. But the

structure of D.B. and I.E. suggests most forcibly that for the eastern

shires their ultimate source was not of the character of Round's

principal preoccupation, the I.C.C. The Inquest's unit for most

of D.B. was the manor, and not the vill. If all the entries for a

' vill ' came together in Q, what was the point of D.B. and I.E.

separating these entries? Often enough references to a single

place are not consecutive in the individual fief or portion of a fief

in either. In the I.E., two Islington entries are separated by that

for Acre (p. 131), and so they are in D.B. (II. 213); the Sharpstone,

Rushmere, Grundisburgh, and Dallinghoo entries are inconsecutive

in both. Bromeswell appears four times in fifteen entries all in

1 P. 166.
2 P. 109; ICC, p. 66. Sec also Stctchworth, Meldrcth, Willingham, and vills not

in the I.C.C, e.g. Impington.
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the same fief, but in first, eleventh, thirteenth, and fifteenth places in

D.B. (pp. 161-2; II. 387, 387b), and in the I.E. as nos. 376, 378,

383, and 389.

But the use of a variant of this phrase in the Summaries produces

a puzzle. The Ely thegnland and sokeland which Hardwin, Picot,

and Guy hold in Cambridgeshire is therein said to be scripta et

appretiata in breue abbatis de Ely. 1 So far as the I.E. is concerned,

this is true enough, but it is not so for D.B. The Ely fief in the

latter, for example, notes, inter alia, the 80 acres Hardwin holds at

Balsham, but not Guy's Ely holdings at Melbourne or Picot's

portion of Willingham. 2 The Summaries' reference, then, must

be to Q, not to the I.E. itself or D.B., and shows that they were

compiled from something which was close to the ' original returns
'

and which was probably incorporated in the first redrafting and

copies thereof.

The use of the manor as the Inquest's unit is displayed in the

treatment by D.B. and I.E. of such complexes as Kett/eberga. In the

I.E., three sub-entries follow that for Keteberie, of which the first

begins in hoc manerio, a. phrase which probably covers the other two

also. In D.B. we are told the places in which these components were

;

the sub-entries begin in Mungedena, in Estune, in Dallingahou. Possibly

the entries which follow, in both texts said to be in Butte/ai, in

Wdebregge, refer also to parts of the same manor. For at the close,

I.E. writes hum (not hos) tenet R. pictauensis. 3

There remains the question of whether the compiler of the

original I.E. supplemented his material from local knowledge.

Admittedly there are phrases and information which appear in the

I.E. but are absent from D.B., but I can find nothing which suggests

that these could not have been in the draft from which D.B was

made. The church-lands which in the I.E. follow the account of

Berch (pp. 136-7) might well be one of the Domesday clerks' num-

erous omissions, not additions to Q from private knowledge of

their existence. The allotment of Pullaham in D.B. (II. 214b) to

Henstead Hundred, whereas the I.E. correctly rubricates it for

Earsham (p. 135), might be an example of common Domesday

misascriptions. The I.E. does indeed often give the names

of holders T.R.E. where D.B. does not. 4 But sometimes D.B.

furnishes personal names absent from I.E. ; e.g. at Aldeburga (Alfriz),

Kenetuna (Wgulafra), Hamingestona (Iricus), Winestuna (Alsius), and it

can add, which the I.E. does not, that men it calls Aluric and

Suarin were priests, and an Aluric a deacon. 5 A further suggestion

1 Pp. 123-4. 2 Pp. 105, 109, 112: D.B. I. i9ob2, i9ibi {bis).

3 P. 152; II. 347)3-8. The Ely holding in Munegedene which immediately precedes

these entries appears to be no part of the manor.
4 Equally it usually omits the names of those who were subtenants in 1086, which

were of no moment to Ely.
6 D.B. II. 246, 326, 383, 383b; 376b, 373,423b; I.E. pp. 140, 151, 158, 159, 145, 146.
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of derivation of the I.E. from a draft of the Exeter Domesday type

is that in its account of Petehaga (p. 160) it speaks oijdem Thurkillus,

who is not mentioned in the account of the preceding entry, though

in D.B. (II. 383b) he is. Both presumably took it from a redrafting

or a copy thereof which included this phrase.

The I.E., as Round pointed out {op. cit. pp. 130-2), often gives the

extent and the value of individual holdings where D.B. does not.

Its compiler must have had some means of knowing that at Willefessa

Godman had 6 of the 9 acres he and Leuric held, and that at Burch the

man commended to Ely had 16 acres worth 3 2d. out of the thirty-six,

worth 6s., that the two free men had held. 1 But, on the evidence

of the Lib. Exon., the sources of either, not an Ely official's special

knowledge, may have furnished the information. D.B. often

throws the details of more than one holding into a single entry and

set of figures; e.g. D.B. does not, as does I.E., mention the Ely

holding in Caisneid or give its details separately, but includes them

with that in Clopetuna (p. 150; II. 417b). Round himself gave

examples of this {pp. cit. p. 27). Terrae Occupatae frequently gives the

assessments and values of West Country pre-Conquest holdings

which by 1086 had been added to a previous manor or combined

into a single manor. 2
It is highly probable that the ' original

returns ' gave full details, not for each manor and vill only, but for

every component thereof. So the details to be found in the Feudal

Book of Abbot Baldwin of Bury St. Edmunds would suggest.3

Duplicate entries are often of great service when considering

Domesday texts, and in these the I.E. abounds. The initial entry

in the Essex section mentions that from the manor have been taken

away 9 acres, and also 2 carucates of the demesne, which are both

held by Eudes the Steward.4 These ablations are recorded in the

Ely section of D.B. also (II. 1 8b). The first is mentioned in Eudes's

fief in D.B. as well (II. 50), but at first sight there seems to be no

trace of the second. But what has happened is that the Domesday

clerk omitted a reference to the demesne carucates. This might be

deduced from the statistical figures, which are far too large for a

9-acre holding, but that they refer to the demesne carucates is shown

by the fact that they end with a value of £4, which is their value

in the Ely demesne section also. But the principal interest is the

omission of a reference to them in the duplicate I.E. entry in the

Ely claims section also. 5 This shows that Q also probably omitted it,

and that the source of the I.E. was the D.B. draft or a copy thereof.

1 Pp. 145, 150; D.B. II. 351b, 431.
2 E.g. Gatepada (Lib. Exon. 341b, 502b). The land of four thcgns added to this

manor is said to be worth 24s. A further thegn held the manor T.R.E., and the total

value of 30s., shows that his holding was worth the difference of 6s.

3 D. C. Douglas, Feudal Documents from the Abbey of Bury St. Edmunds (193 1), pp.

lviii-ix.

* Brochesseue, p. 125.
B Brocbesseuot, p. 128.
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The various entries for Feltwell in Norfolk are illuminating.

Here William of Warenne has forty-one sokemen, over all of whom
St. Etheldreda had soke and commendation and all customary

rights, but seven of these were free cum tern's suis—presumably they

could sell—but their soke and commendation remained the Saint's

if they did so. D.B. is a little more detailed : one of the sokemen is

Simon's, and he has i carucate of the 3 \ which make up the soke-

men's holdings. But the manor is Ely's, and appears also and as

such in the demesne section of I.E. and the Ely fief in D.B. There

were T.R.E. thirty-four men (homines), only the customary rights

over them being mentioned, and seven more who are styled liberi

homines who could sell their land, but without Ely losing soke and

commendation over them. In D.B. the thirty-four are styled

sokemen, but only six others are mentioned, over whom Ely had

only soke and commendation: Simon's sokeman is not mentioned,

but that William of Warenne has them all is. It is not said that

alii ibi tenent, for the only other part of Feltwell mentioned is 60

acres of land which had been Stigand's, and which is in manu

regis and administered by William of Noiers. This is part of the

neighbouring manor of Methwold, and appears in the I.E. without

any mention of the king or William of Noiers. But in the claims

schedule it is noted as being held by William of Warenne of the

Church's possessions, as are the forty-one sokemen, but he who has

the carucate (Simon's) is mentioned separately. 1 In D.B. the church

is incidentally mentioned, and in the entry under William of

Warenne's fief, with a long note about its being claimed by Godric

adfeudum Rad(ulfi) quod iacuit in Stohu. In the I.E. we hear nothing

of the claim, but that it has 30 acres of libera terra and is worth 4s.

(p. 137): we hear nothing of this in the section of D.B. (126) which

deals with Godric's stewardship regarding Stow. Finally, D.B.

(162) tells us that all this was delivered to William of Warenne by

way of exchange. We can see how much information we have lost

where we have nothing but D.B. to guide us, and how compre-

hensive the Inquest returns must have been.

III. The Summaries

These all come between the Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire

manorial accounts (pp. 12 1-4), and for some shires there is also given

a note reading de toto quod habemus in tota scira (name and a value).

This, for Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire, closes the manorial

accounts; it is absent for Essex, Suffolk and Huntingdonshire;

in Norfolk it comes between the demesne holdings and the churches.

Since this information appears in all three manuscripts, it was pre-

sumably in Q, and because of its appearance Professor Galbraith

styled this ' a private monastic summary ' (op. cit. p. 98).

1 Pp. 138-9; D.B. II. 162, 213, 213b, 136; and I.E. 207b.
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Only for Cambridgeshire are the lands of individuals summarized,

or a distinction between thegnland and sokeland drawn. The
normal form, for the two sections, land in dominio and of the milites,

is to give the number of manors and their total assessment, of

demesne and men's teams, of categories of population, the number

of plough-teams for which there is land, the total value, and how
much this has appreciated—sometimes in manu Symeonis abbatis

is added. If—as is quite possible—such Summaries were system-

atically constructed for all the major fiefs, county by county, they

would furnish royal officials with a useful conspectus of individual

potentialities and resources.

Three of these Summaries present few difficulties. In that for

Hertfordshire, cottars are counted as bordars (this is characteristic

also of the Summaries in Lib. Exon. and of the breviate), and the

four homines at Hatfield as villani. The only discrepancies are that

the Summary has one villein more than D.B. and the I.E., and six

bordars less : the half-dozen of ' half a hide ' in the sub-tenancy at

Hatfield may have been overlooked.

It is from the Summary for Huntingdonshire that we alone learn

of the existence of servi in the county. The sole discrepancies are

the Summary's omission of the priest at Bluntisham, and giving

the total value as £60 when the figures of D.B. and I.E. total £40
only. 1

The Essex figures are less neat. The five manors considered

as being in demesne seem to be those of the demesne section of I.E.

and D.B., including the berewick of Heydon, but omitting the

holdings taken away from the first three of these. The two manors

of the milites must be represented by the berewick of Strethall,

which, though in 1086 an adjunct of the manor of Littlebury, was

held before the Conquest by two men, and thus presumably counted

for two manors. If so, and if 60 acres is the equivalent, as elsewhere,

of half a hide, we find discrepancies only of (demesne) one villein,

one bordar, and £1 of value, but the Summary seems to have seven-

teen servi too many (probably a figure was misread or miscopied),

while the improvement in value cannot be checked because we have

no T.R.E. figure for Littlebury. The milites section has, in the

Summary, a tenant's team and a slave too many. As in Hunting-

donshire, the priest (at Rodings) is ignored.

Collation of the Summaries of the Lib. Exon. with the Exeter

Domesday shows that while correspondence of the statistics is

often considerable, it looks as if their compilers must have treated,

probably because of information not reproduced in D.B., some

1 Like the I.E., the Summary ignores the disputed holding in Es/one (D.B. I. 2o8a2).

Perhaps, since this is in an Appendix in D.B., it was not in Q, or was ignored. Nor is

it in the Ely schedule of claims.
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manors in a fashion which we cannot imitate. 1 For the Cambridge-

shire Ely demesne manors, we find 162 servi in D.B. against the

Summary's 161. But no other figures approach this similarity:

we seem to have (Summary figures first) 34 manors against 37,

298 ploughlands against 28o|, 522 villani and 298 bordarii against

454 and 287. But values, and increases in values, are reasonably

close.

The thegnland and sokeland summaries, reckoning as the con-

stituents of the former the estates which their holders were not

free to sell, give rise to certain suspicions. Their correspondence

with the I.E. details, except as regards assessments, which tally so

nearly that we can be reasonably confident of a correct basis of

selection, is not very good either separately or conjoined. For

example, the total for Picot's lands for villani plus bordarii is 103

in the Summaries, only 56 in the I.E., and ploughlands and teams

show wide differences also. The figures are even worse for Hard-

win's holdings : the I.E. mentions no teams or population whatever

on the sokeland, whereas the Summary gives \d\ teams and forty-

nine recorded inhabitants. One hesitates to include holdings of

Hardwin's which had been part of the demesne, not sokeland,

which have j| teams and twenty-five inhabitants, especially as their

inclusion would altogether upset totals of values and assessments

which without them are reasonably consistent. The inescapable

conclusion must be that the I.E. (and D.B.) sometimes do not

give us statistics which were available in the returns and in Q. That

in making these calculations the right estates have been selected is

suggested by the fact that twenty-two sokemen held Picot's soke-

lands T.R.E., while this is the number of manors the Summary
gives him, and that Guy is said to have eighteen manors de soca,

while T.R.E. ten plus eight sokemen held them. Nor does it

seem probable that the differences could be accounted for by the

Summaries' compiler wrongly including figures for vills where

Picot and Hardwin hold land which had no Ely connections. 2

Why should he do this for ploughlands and teams and inhabitants

but not for assessments and values ?

Investigation of the Norfolk and Suffolk figures is unrewarding.

It is instantly apparent that the Summary's in dominio figures are not

those of the I.E. and of D.B. for the Ely demesne sections, though

the only large Norfolk discrepancy is in the bordarii (Summary 330,

I.E. 209). Again, totalling demesne and the land of the milites

against the whole of the I.E. Norfolk entries gives odd differences

:

1 E.g. Glastonbury is said to have two demesne manors in Dorset (L. E. 5 27b), which

can only be Newetone and Bochelande (77bi). The Summary' credits these with 22^ hides;

the two entire manors are assessed at 37, and no combination of the numerous tenancies

in D.B. will give us the difference, 14^ hides.

* E.g. Hauxton, Shelford, Whaddon, Meldreth, Over, Drayton.
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62! I.E. demesne teams against the Summary's 4ii, but 6i| I.E.

men's teams against 8 1 in the Summary—a slight total disagreement.

The Suffolk figures display no large disparities, but are in detail

irreconcilable, though each produces 59 servi, while there is a dis-

crepancy of only four out of 286 liberi homines and one of less than

3 per cent regarding carucates.

IV. The Other Statistical Abstracts

To the statistical abstract for demesne manors Round gave the

title of the breviate. This (pp. 168-73) and the Nomina Villarum

(pp. 174-5) which immediately follows it in all the texts were prob-

ably compiled specially for Q; it is improbable that such lists

were part of the normal products of the Inquest. Though on the

whole the shires and manors appear in I.E. order, there are inter-

ruptions; e.g. in the first list Hadstock (Cadenhou) in Essex appears

in eleventh place, among Cambridgeshire entries, and the Hunting-

donshire manors in nineteenth to twenty-second, but those in

Cambridgeshire then go on to forty-fifth place, and a Suffolk manor

interrupts these. 1 After every few entries, totals, prefaced hoc

est, are given. The arithmetic is not always perfect, and there are

other flaws also; e.g. the totals following the Thriplow entry are

correct only if the initial entry, for Soham, is ignored: there are

similar omissions. 2 The mysterious interruptions of one shire by

another, and the differences from I.E. or D.B. order, must make us

wonder if the grouping is one by manors possessing some common
factor, perhaps a reeve. It is quite possible that Ely and Laken-

heath nearby, though in Suffolk, should be administered, and so

totalled, together, though in the Nomina Villarum Lakenheath is in

fifth place, among the Cambridgeshire, not Suffolk manors, while

Ely comes thirty-fourth. Brandon, infra, is not far away from these.

There are two eccentricities of which there are no obvious

explanations. Rodings, though a demesne manor, appears in

neither section. Fulbourne appears in the breviate, but not in the

Nomina Villarum; Haddenham (which was not a demesne manor)

and Snailwell (for which no figure is given) in the Nomina Villarum

but not in the breviate. Snailwell was not Ely's at the time of the

Inquest, and in any case not all the holdings are demesne ones. The

Summary mentions thirty-four demesne manors; these lists include

thirty-eight and thirty-nine places respectively.

The order of entries in the three manuscripts is almost consistent,

except that C misplaces Wratting in the breviate (it also omits the

population). But, as further proof that its author was copying an

1 Lakenheath, no. 39. Brandon in Suffolk precedes the Norfolk entries.

* E.g. of the figures for Impington, and of Doddington. Soham was probably

not a manor.
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original, it gives the totals for Balsham and Wratting jointly just

where A and B do, though C's Wratting entry is inscribed six

places before that for Balsham.

On the whole, the figures given agree with those of the I.E.

and for D.B. What errors there are help to demonstrate that the

three I.E. manuscripts had a common original, apparently copied as

it stood, but resulting in certain obvious errors. A gives Shelford

4 demesne teams, B and C, correctly, 3. But in all three manuscripts

the total for Stapleford, Shelford, and Hauxton is given as 11,

which shows that A, whose arithmetical total would be 12, did not

check its own copying, but reproduced Q's total. 1 There are items,

too, for which it appears that a clerk put down the figure for some
category as it appears in I.E. and D.B. for tunc, not modo; e.g.

Littlebury is given 5 demesne teams, and Hadstock 4 slaves, but

these are the number there had been formerly, not those there were

when the Inquest was taken. Sometimes we are given a figure

which is absent from I.E.: e.g. both lists accord Northwold 5

men's teams; these are not mentioned in I.E., but D.B. (II. 213b)

gives 5 tunc, 3 modo. Throughout, the cotarii of I.E. and D.B. are

counted as bordarii.

Though not, perhaps, strictly speaking, an Inquest product, it

is not impossible that the breviate, though conceivably made from

Q, really owes its origins to reports from Ely reeves giving totals of

teams and inhabitants, and the original would probably include

stock and manorial appurtenances also, which might be considered

inappropriate to such lists, or of ephemeral value only. Assessments

and values would more likely be furnished by the authority for the

fief as a whole. Round {op. cit. p. 129) thought that both breviate

and Nomina Villarum were specially compiled for the I.E. The
mention of Holewelle and Taterugge, not in the I.E., in the latter

(B, fo. 268) also suggests that they were.

V. The Schedule oj Claims

Beginning on the same folios as those on which the Nomina

Villarum end (68b3, 268i, 205b!; p. 175) come schedules of estates

claimed to be Ely's but which in some sense or another are in alien

hands; one section is found in C only (207b2~9b2; pp. 184-9).
2

Hamilton printed the latter as though it were a separate schedule,

but in C it runs straight on from the final item included in A and B,

and is on the same folio, while no tenant, except Roger Bigot, who as

1 C did the same, giving 18, not 17, bordars at Wentworth, but giving the total for

this manor and Little Thetford as 21, as (correctly) do A and B, whereas the total of

its own figures is consequently 22. There are several other instances of this.

2 They can be described as claims, for in the body of the I.E., prefacing entries to

which this schedule relates, is has terras calumpniatur abbas de Ely secundum breves Regis

(p. 126). Breves Regis probably refers to the provincial drafts for D.B.
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sheriff presumably had the custody of lands in manu regis, appears

in it who is listed in A and B, though the same estates sometimes

appear in each section. 1 The entries, grouped according to holders,

and with Norfolk and Suffolk fiefs intermingled, appear for each

fief largely in the same order as they do in I.E. The headings in

A and B, and often in the first section of C, give, like D.B., no hint

of illegal occupation, but with the group which is found in C only

(hereinafter C2), we are told that these are lands which a magnate

invasit super ecclesiam, de tern's ecclesiae, de feudo; tulit de ecclesia. The
first heading in C2 makes the basis perfectly plain :

' all these the earl

of Warenne holds of the property (de rebus) of the Church, which

are here briefly subscribed ' and at its end it is noted, inter alia,

that he ' invaded ' these and that they are ' in the marshland ',

and ' after the lands of the Abbey were sworn (juratae), laid them
waste and presently {hucusque) detains them '. To what is

juratae a reference?—to one of the numerous pre-Domesday

inquests ?

' Briefly ' is apposite. For the more westerly shires, we are

told merely how much Ely land a magnate holds, and where: some-

times only that an entire vill is held by him pro manerio, with no
details whatever; occasionally whether the holding is thegnland

or sokeland or de don/inio; often the total value of all the holdings

concerned is given; here and there a mill appropriated is recorded.

For Norfolk and Suffolk, we are told also how many sokemen or

liberi homines had held the land, and quite frequently how many acres

of meadow there are. The whole resembles a grouped abstract

of material such as we find in the Lib. Exon., arranged by shires and

headed Terrae Occupatae, and perhaps Inquest documents of this

nature were its sources.

Assuming that the C text is all one schedule, certain references

are duplicated. A holding in Histon appears in the initial fief,

that of Picot (p. 175—it and Kingston were omitted by A and B),

and in the C2 section also, and here Remigius, bishop of Lincoln,

is said to have taken it away from the abbey of Ely, and Picot to

hold it of him, but to do the abbey no service for it (pp. 115, 189;

I. i9oa2). But really appreciable portions of the Suffolk lands are

twice listed. What on page 182 appear as tenura or tenitura Haimonis

de Sancto Claro are in C2, page 188, listed as ' invasions ' by Roger
Bigot.

Now sometimes these duplications may occur because entries

were duplicated in D.B., and therefore were presumably duplicated

in Q also. At least a dozen properties which F,ly claimed that

Robert Malet should not continue to hold appear in D.B. in the

accounts of both their fiefs.
2 But these, as it happens, are not

1 Roger seems to have been sheriff of both Norfolk and Suffolk in 1086.

* Mostly in Wilford Hundred; e.g. from Sutton to Allerton (II. 318, 387).
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duplicated in the Schedule. There may indeed be more duplica-

tions than are obvious; e.g. in the Ely fief D.B. (II. 384) and I.E.

(p. 1 60) note that Ely had a half-share of the land of a free man at

Debenham, 4 acres worth 8d, which Robert Malet, who held the

other half-share, held of the abbot. We find this moiety in D.B.

under Robert Malet's fief also—2 acres worth 4d.—and quite

possibly entered yet again therein five entries later. It is in the

Schedule, which characteristically claims the whole of the free man
also (p. 178). Another duplication is that of iz\ acres at Horswold,
which appears in D.B. in Roger of Auberville's fief (II. 404b) and

also among the Ely estates (II. 383; p. 157). It is not in the

Schedule, perhaps because while Roger had held it of the king, he

how holds it, at the bishop of Coutances's orders, from the abbot,

so that its inclusion was considered unnecessary.

What, then, is it doing in the account of Roger's fief, and why
are apparently unnecessary duplications so frequent? If Q had

been derived from a single source only, based on each Hundred's

list of properties, they should not occur, especially when, as here,

rightful ownership had been previously established. It must, I

think, be because Q was the product not only of such lists but also

of the list of lands to which the individual tenant-in-chief laid

claim or was in fact holding. Such an hypothesis is supported by
the variations which duplicate entries disclose. The statistical

differences between them have received frequent comment, but the

origins of these might be, not clerical carelessness, but reports from
distinct sources—a village headman and a feudal bailiff. This, too,

might be the origin of other striking variations. In D.B. (II. 388b)

Gilbert, bishop of Evreux, has a holding at Loudham, 20 acres of

which had been held by a freeman commended to St. Etheldreda.

This is naturally in the I.E. (p. 146), and appears twice in the Schedule,

among Roger Bigot's invasions and also among those of the bishop

(pp. 188, 189). But in I.E. and Schedule these acres are said to be

at Wickham, a few miles from Loudham. Ralph Peverel has 1

carucate 42 acres said by D.B. to be at Clopton (II. 417b). But

both I.E. and Schedule note that 12 of these acres were at Caisned,

and had been a manor (pp. 150, 189). Again, the Glemham of

D.B. II. 403 is North Glemham in I.E. and Schedule (pp. 153, 186);

the 30 + 260! acres, the latter of which has been added to the

manor of Nordberia (II. 3 5 3), are in the I.E. said to belong to Sud-

bourne in Plomesgate Hundred (p. 148); in the Schedule, where
this is an invasion by Roger of Poitou, to Barham in Claydon

Hundred (p. 187).

What, too, forms the first string of entries said to be held by

Hervey de Bourges (pp. 179-80) we find in D.B. as in the fief of

Robert Malet (II. 383-80), though the second is recorded in Hervey's

own fief (II. 441-30). The lands of Haimo de St. Clair, mentioned
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above as credited to Roger Bigot, are in D.B. inscribed in the fief

of the bishop of Bayeux (II. 373-7), of which Roger presumably

had the custody during his disgrace. 1

The Schedule, too, furnishes information which neither D.B.

nor the I.E. gives us: Haimo is indeed not mentioned at all in

the Suffolk Domesday. It includes a section dealing with the lands

of ' Sichtriz, Sithtric '
(p. 181), but he is ignored in the relevant

sections of both D.B. and I.E. (II. 385b, Blything Hundred, II.

383b, Barking; pp. 156, 158).

It looks very much, too, as if a number of entries preserved in

the Schedule were inadvertently omitted from D.B. The holdings

mentioned of three free men at Charsfield and of another three at

Debach, of 1 5 and 20 acres, and of a further three at Sharpstone of

50 acres (p. 185), though the second only of these is in the I.E.

also (p. 148), are not noted in Earl Alan's fief in D.B., nor are thirteen

other properties, mostly in the hands of Roger Bigot.

But a number of references which we should expect to be noted

we do not find. The list of aggressors is possibly incomplete

—

we may think this the more because we are partly dependent on C2
only. For example, there is no mention of Snailwell, which manor
opens the I.E., and which had been lent to Archbishop Stigand

by Abbot Leofsige but is said to be held by Hugh de Port as of the

fief of the bishop of Bayeux. 2 Nor do Earl Roger's holding in

Erningetone, nor Hugh de Berner's land in Neuuretona, nor the Wisbech
fishermen of whom Ely had the soke, appear (pp. no, 1 18-19).

Both I.E. and D.B. (p. 128; II. 97b) say that Fambridge was held

by Reginald the crossbowman of the king, and that Ely claims it,

while the Hundred supports her claim. But it is not in the Schedule.

Nor is a sokeman's holding in Fordbam, though in the invasiones

section of D.B. it is credited to Reginald fitzlvo (p. 137); nor,

among others, is Hugh of Beurda's manor of L,iuremere (p. 142;

II. 408), while the I.E. does not mention Hugh. 3 A carucate at

Wetheringsett which Ralph de Savigny is said to hold of Ralph

Peverel (p. 166, II. 384b) is not in the Schedule, nor is the land Earl

Alan holds at Chillesford (p. 148 ; II. 296b). In Norfolk and Suffolk

alone, more than a score of potential entries seem to be omitted.

We might indeed expect to find the holdings listed in the

Schedule only those in some sense Ely's but not placed in the demesne

section of the I.E., or those to which Ely makes claim, but we do not.

For one thing, certain ablations are not unnaturally mentioned in

the demesne sections, and so should be and are in the Schedule. 4

1 The Suffolk ' invasions ' of Roger Bigot, p. 188, arc also in the bishop of Baycux's

fief.

2 Did Ely not claim it?—it is not included in the breviate, and is blank in N.V.
3 Though Ely had only the commendation of the I'ordham sokeman, and Guthmund

could not sell the manor of Li vcrmcrc, the Ely rights in a holding do not seem to be the

factor governing omission.
4 E.g. the hide William of Warcnnc tulit de dominio at Rodings (p. 126; II. 19).

VOL. LXXV—NO. CCXCVI CC
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It may be that the three free men's holding at Benham, though

apparently Ely demesne, is included because while their soke was
in the royal manor of Kenninghall, the abbot ' seized ' them because

of their commendation to him. But so are the other holdings in

Benham, all of which William d'Ecouis holds of the abbot (p. 133;

II. 213D-4). Cavelly is in the Ely demesne section both in I.E.

and D.B. (p. 134; II. 214b). But it is noted in the Schedule:

Berner the crossbowman holds it of the abbot, and Godric (a royal

steward) claims it as being of the fief Earl Ralf held before he for-

feited it—a claim which, apparently, the Hundred supports. Ely

is said to have held it T.R.E., but had she lost it, perhaps after the

troubles of 1 070-1 ?

One crux in the problem of the inter-relationship of I.E. and

D.B. is the fluctuation in the position of the manor oi Berch. In the

I.E. (p. 136) it is an Ely demesne manor, to which sokemen in

Lodden and Henstead Hundreds belong, but Godric, the royal

steward, is said to hold it ' under St. Audrey ' as from his antecessor.

Significantly, Berch is not in breviate or Nomina Villarum, or in D.B.

credited to Ely, though some sokemen who belong to Berch are

(II. 215). In the Schedule, Godric is said to hold the manor; in the

I.E. and D.B. (p. 141 ; II. 202) it is noted that Ely ought to have land

at Apeltuna—the whole manor or the land of eight sokemen which

belongs to it ?

—

pro escangio de Berch. The manor had been held by

the antecessor of Godric, Edwin. But in the notes on the Ely plea

of 1071-5 (p. 195), Godric is holding Burgh and Apton, which

Archbishop Stigand is said to have held, and which are said to be
' vills which belong to the monastery of Ely island '. Obviously

our documents do not throughout relate to a single period of time.

The figures and statements of the Schedule agree amazingly well

with I.E. and D.B. Occasional statistical differences we should

expect; e.g. in the Schedule Eustace of Huntingdon's virgate and a

half is said to be worth 4s., in I.E. and D.B., 5s.
1 Earl Alan is said

to have taken away something at Stetchworth from the Church,

but no further information is given, and there is no mention of Alan

in the I.E. entry, though Seric d'Auberville is said to have appro-

priated 1 1 virgates of the demesne farm. 2 Geoffrey of Mandeville's

holding at Shellow Bowells is of 34 acres in the Schedule, 30 in

I.E., 35 in D.B.3

There are, however, Schedule entries which are impossible to

trace in D.B., or which can be only doubtfully equated with passages

therein. Roger Bigot is said to have a sokeman of half a carucate

of thegnland in Guiltcross Hundred; the only possible parallel

in D.B. seems to be one at Bruga in Scerpham Hundred. 4 Half a

1 Pp. 177, in; I. I99b2.
2 Pp. 184, 104; I. icjobi. Seric does not appear in the Schedule.
3 Pp. 186, 129; II. 62.
4 P. 178; II. 213b.
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carucate of demesne land in Caldecote, Roger de Tosny's, does not

seem to be recorded as such in D.B. 1

The Schedule, too, occasionally combines what in I.E. and D.B.

are separate entries. Both the latter tell us that at Rendlesham there

had been a free woman, semi-commended to St. Audrey, with

60 acres, and two free men with 10. The Schedule turns this into

three free men with 70 acres. 2 The next entry (Potesfort) is for one

semi-commended free man with 80 acres, and also for eight and a

half others, of whom three had forfeited their land, and the fourth,

with 30 acres, was the abbot's man. The Schedule makes these

nine and a half free men with no acres.

The Ely authorities seem to have made the most of their poten-

tialities. At Burch, I.E. and D.B. record that Stanhard was only

semi-commended to Ely, but the Schedule calls him /, not dimidius,

liber homo.3

It displays the same sense of misreading which we noticed in the

breviate; e.g. it says, unusually, that at Caisned there are three demesne

and two men's teams, but in I.E. and D.B. these are the teams tunc,

and at the Inquest there was one less of both.4 Again, its t{er)re

should have been t.r.e. (Me/tune, p. 187) : it is a team, not a carucate

of land.

It is at this point that we are forced to ask ourselves whether the

Schedule was indeed derived from Q or its sources, and whether it

refers to conditions as they were at the time of the Domesday

Inquest. We might expect that if a holding is in the Ely fief in

D.B., or in the demesne section of the I.E., then if these and the

Schedule had common origins, it should not be in the latter. But

in Suffolk alone, sixty-eight Schedule entries relate to passages listed

in the Ely fief in D.B., all of which are in the I.E. demesne section.

Also, in a number of instances, it seems to have been determined

before the Domesday Inquest that these were Ely lands, which

would make their appearance in a Schedule, if of land claimed or to

be claimed at the Inquest, inappropriate. We are several times told

that the abbot had ' proved his right before the bishop of Cout-

ances '; the majority, but not all of these, are in the Ely fief in

D.B. and the demesne section of I.E.5 We cannot tell over how
many pre-Domesday enquiries Bishop Geoffrey may have presided,

so that the establishment of Ely's rights cannot be dated (sometimes

only that Ely proved her legal ownership is mentioned), but they

must have been determined prior to 1086, and often, where the

layman previously held of the king, he is said to hold in 1086 of

1 P. 189. It should in D.B. be on II. 235.
2 P. 148; II. 443b; p. 180. D.B. must be wrong in giving / lib. homimm dim. x ac.

3 P. 150; II. 406b; p. 186.
4 P. 150; II. 217b; p. 189.
5 About a score of instances in all; e.g. Darmsden (II. 383; pp. 157, 178). But the

usurpers may not have surrendered all their holdings.
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the abbot, sometimes, by the king's command {iussu regis); e.g. at

Westerfield (II. 383b; pp. 159, 179). Lisois de Moustieres had
acknowledged Ely's right to a holding in Lakenheath and Brandon,

though it had been delivered to him, but Eudes the Steward, his

successor, was holding it in 1086; it is listed in D.B. in his fief,

and in the Schedule Eudes is said to have taken it from the Church
(II. 403; pp. 142, 187).

All this rather suggests that the Schedule was drawn up in

connection with an Inquest, or statement of claims, earlier than

that of 1086. It might, since so much of it was not included in

A and B, and so many entries appear to be duplicated, even really

be part of two Schedules, prepared for two separate pre-Domesday
Inquests, one copied for A, B and C, one for C only.

Yet on the whole the evidence seems to argue against this theory.

First, the order of entries in the Schedule for each Hundred is very

largely that in which they appear in D.B. and I.E., as though they

had a common source. 1 Still, to this there are notable exceptions;

for example, ofWilliam of Warenne's seven ' invasions ' in Norfolk,

all in Grimshoe Hundred, what is last in I.E. and D.B. here comes

second. Secondly, the statistics the Summary gives show close

correspondence with those of D.B and I.E.; the divergencies

usually look more like clerical error than derivation from separate

sources. The intermittent inclusion in the Summary, too, of in-

formation about teams and meadow, suggests that the statistics

provided for the Domesday Inquest were its source: they have no
real relevance here. In the part common to all three manuscripts,

the total value of the lands concerned is usually given. 2 The figures

usually tally very nearly with what D.B. and I.E. tell us. We have

no value for one of Robert Malet's relevant Suffolk holdings, and

D.B. and I.E. give 12s. less than the Schedule's £5 16s. 8d. Thirty

of Hervey de Bourges's appropriate estates total (with one value

missing) £12 3s. 4d. in D.B. and I.E.; only 10s. 8d. more in the

Schedule (p. 180).

Hervey's lands, as listed in the Schedule, add to the difficulty

of determining their provenance. The first twenty-eight are all to

be found in D.B. under the Ely, not Hervey's, fief, but intermittently

we are told that Hervey holds them of Ely. Then come two which

in D.B. are in Hervey's fief; after which the total value is given.

The last seven, in Hundreds in which the holdings of the initial

twenty-eight were also situated, are also to be found under Hervey's

lands in D.B., and are not in the demesne section of I.E., and in

I.E. Hervey is said to hold them. It looks as if Ely's right to the

1 The Hundreds do not always come in D.B. or I.E. order, but probably the record

for the individual Hundred was separate from its fellows, and in a feudal return

Hundreds may have come in arbitrary order.
2 That it is not recorded in that which appears in C only may suggest that the portions

of the Schedule really are separate, and might belong ultimately to different dates.
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last nine had not been established before 1086, and was not de-

termined then, yet Ely is in most instances said to have the com-
mendation. No value is given for these.

It is true, too, that the Schedule ascribes to filius Boselini what in

I.E. and D.B. belongs at Hochintone to uxor Boselini de Diva, and makes

Thorold of Rochester the tenant of Hanningfield when I.E. and D.B.

give Ralph his son as the bishop's tenant. 1 Thorold, from the

Kent Domesday, seems to have been alive in 1086: we cannot say

that Boselin's wife or widow died before the original of the Schedule

was compiled, for the Domesday clerks not infrequently credit a

man dead at the time of the Inquest with lands. 2 The document
looks like an intelligent attempt, imperfectly executed, to compile a

convenient list of claims which an investigation of the text of Q or

D.B. or I.E. would take a long time to produce. Still, even if its

original was drawn up during or after the Domesday Inquest from

Inquest material, it might none the less have been based upon
schedules drawn up in connection with earlier enquiries.

What is surprising is that study of D.B. discloses the existence

of passages which we should expect to find reflected in I.E. and the

Schedule, but are not. There are, for example, a large number of

passages indicating that the abbot of Ely had the soke over certain

pre-Conquest holders, though they were commended elsewhere.3

Of one of the numerous Blaxhall holdings, Ely had half the commen-
dation, but the estate is not in I.E. ; a Debenham holding had been

held by Saxo, often connected with Ely, T.R.E. 4 Perhaps in such

cases there had been no interference with Ely soke-right, and so it

was unnecessary to record them. Indeed, on one occasion we are

told, where Ely had the soke, ex hac medietate est conciliatus abbati

(in Blachessala, II. 307). Yet there seems small difference between

some of these entries and those which appear in I.E. and C2, where

Ely had had nothing, so far as we know, except half the commenda-
tion (e.g. inBurusgert, pp. 149, 186; II. 297).

VI. The Placitum of io/i-j

In C only (fos. 2iob~3b; pp. 192-5) we have a record of the

placitum of 1071-5, briefly discussed by Round. 5 It is a list ofsome

—

1 Pp. 177, 113; I. 202bi; pp. 189, 128; II. 25.
2 E.g. Hervey of Hclleans (I. ii7ai), or Manasses the cook—see V. H. Galbraith:

' The Date of the Geld Rolls in Exon Domesday ', ante, lxv. 14). Many a man said

to have held ' on the day on which King Edward was alive and dead ' died long before

January, 1066; e.g. Earls Godwinc and iElfgar.
3 E.g. in Blachessala (II. 296b), Depbenham (II. 305), in Henleia (II. 305b), in Gleimham

(II. 298). Of the last we are told that Ely never had the commendation. But to possess

merely the soke over a man seems to be regarded as scant title to the land.

* In Blachessala (II. 296b); in Depbenham (II. 305). But here Saxo is said to be the

antecessor of Ralph Pevrd.
5
J. II. Round, ' Ely and her dcspoilcrs ', Eeuclal England, pp. 459-61.
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perhaps all—of the lands claimed by Ely but in alien hands, and
naturally does not altogether coincide with what we are told in I.E.

or D.B. When its original was constructed, we do not know, but

presumably the date is not greatly posterior, if at all, to the placitum

itself. As Round pointed out, it gives as landholders persons who
were dead before the Domesday Inquest began; e.g. Lisois de

Monasteries, the predecessor of Eudes the Steward.

Often enough the correspondence with I.E., D.B. and Schedule

is perfect: Lisois is said to have in Gamlingay a virgate of the

demesne, and in both texts he is said to have ' occupied ' it super

abbatem (though the Schedule says that it was Eudes who took

it from the Church.) 1 But we find also major changes, and perhaps

some errors. Guy de Raimbeaucourt is said to have the soke which

the abbot ought to have in Stanton. Collation only with the Sum-
mary of Guy's lands would make us suspect Guy had no rights here:

I.E. and Schedule unite in according Picot the land here of the three

sokemen. But D.B. and the I.C.C. note that Guy holds it of Picot. 2

' Robert William ' (son of William ?) has 2\ hides ad servitium in

Stapleford : there is no suggestion elsewhere that any part of the

vill was anyone's but Ely's.3 Earl Ralf has half a hide of meadow
of the demesne of Stetchworth; he forfeited his estates in 1075,

and the abbot has recovered it.
4 At Middleton Picot has three

hides of the demesne and three de soca; the Schedule gives him the

whole twelve hides, and so do I.E. and D.B. 5 It is noteworthy,

however, that the manor, though it defended itself for 12 hides

T.R.E., in 1086 did so for 6 only, and no sokeland is mentioned.

A fairly high proportion of the entries suggest that by 1086

a number of men had improved upon the footing they possessed

in Ely manors at the time of the placitum. Then Bishop Remigius

had one hide of Ely demesne in Histon; at the Inquest he has if
virgates more, 6 though before 1086 he had had the king's order to

restore it, and the Hundred called it an ' invasion '. At Cottenham
Picot had 1 § hides adservitum and f hide de soca. In 1086 he has, not

z\ hides, but 5 hides less 14 acres; we are told that the pre-Conquest

holders were two sokemen, one of whom had 1 \ hides and could

give his land without the soke, while the other had i\ hides less

14 acres of the demesne which, since he could not sell it, was

thegnland. 7 William of Warenne has five sokemen at Mudford;
they seem to have become seven by the time of the I.E. and D.B. 8

1 Pp. 192, in, 186: I. I97b2.
2 Pp. 192, 112, 94, 175; I. 2oiai.
3 Pp. 192, 107, 49; I. 19132. Did Ely subsequently recover it ?

4 Pp. 192, 104, 18; I. i9obi.
6 Pp. 192, 175, 113; I. 2oibi.
6 Pp. 192, 189, 175, 115; I. igobi.
7 Pp. 192, 175, 114; I. 20ibi.
8 Pp. 194, 139, 184; II. 162b.
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Some of the document is concerned with the actual services Ely

ought to receive from the inhabitants of the relevant manors, and

of these we are of course given no hint in D.B or I.E.

Many of the changes we cannot follow through the documents.

At Drinkstone Abbot Baldwin is said to have fifteen sokemen, and

Earl Robert six homines de soca. In 1086 there was at this place

a demesne manor with no one above the status of a bordar, and

Robert of Mortain has one free man of St. Audrey's of whom St.

Edmund had the soke. But we hear nothing of sokeman-holdings

T.R.E. 1 Yet all the details regarding Rattlesden in the same

Hundred can be clearly traced.

The quite numerous documents giving references to other

enquiries regarding the Ely lands rarely mention particular holdings.

There is, however, one ordaining that the abbey should be re-seized

of certain estates. 2 Hugh de Montfort is to surrender Bercheam.

It is not mentioned in the notes about the placitum, and in I.E. and

D.B. it is an Ely demesne manor.3 Brochesseue too is a demesne

manor in I.E. and D.B.; though Eudes the Steward has taken parts

of it away, there is no mention of Richard fitzGilbert, who earlier

was told to restore it.
4 Picot is to give up Empintona, where the

notes on the placitum say he holds 3 hides de dominio and two de

soca. He still has *,\ in the Schedule, of which, according to D.B.,

z\ had been thegnland and 1^ sokeland, and he has them in I.E.

and D.B., while Ely has the other 6|.
5 The 3 hides of Hugh de

Berners look as if they must be at Stratleie and Haidene, berewicks

of the manor of Littlebury, assessed at 5 hides and \ a hide -f 1

5

acres, which in 1086 he was holding ' under the abbot '. 6 They
might be the holding of one of the two pre-Conquest thegns. The
only hidated land mentioned in connection with the bishop of

Bayeux, who was due to give back 2 hides, is Hanningfield, which

in 1086 the abbey was claiming, and of which the Hundred testifies

that T.R.E. it was held freely, and that the holders were only com-

mended to Ely. The holding was referred to earlier, and in 1086

was of 2 1 hides. 7 The land of the two carpenters was not given

back. It does not appear in the notes on the placitum, but in the

Schedule, as in I.E. and D.B., it has increased from if to 3! hides. 8

Yet I.E. and D.B. alike bear witness to the recovery of Ely

lands by the Abbey; all in Norfolk or Suffolk (where the inhabitants

1 Pp. 194, 142, 189, 154; II. 291, 381b.
2 H. W. C. Davis, Reges/a Regum Anglo-Normannorum, I. 43, no. 156, dated as 1082.
3 P. 159; II. 383b.
4 P. 125; II. 18b.
5 Pp. 192, 175, 113; I. i9ibi.

*Pp. 126, 182; II. 19, 19b.
7 The bishop is not mentioned, but at Hatfield Adam fitzRobert fitzWilliam, with

2 hides, might have been his man (pp. 181, 125).
8 Pp. 177, 114; I. 202ai. T.R.E. one man had held this thegnland, where from the

doubling of quantity wc might expect two.
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had presumably been less concerned in the anti-Norman revolt).

There are less than a dozen instances, concerned with liberi homines

or sokemen, mostly Roger Bigot's, sometimes claimed by him as

being of the king's gift or held by him of the king. 1 It is an

unimpressive tale, especially when we see that though the abbey

is said to have proved its right to them (diratiocinavit), every one

none the less is in the Schedule of claims. 2 But at least it seems that

Roger and Robert Malet have been compelled to admit that they

only hold the lands from or under the abbot, not directly of the

king : at Wineberga Robert holds per respectum de Abbate, though he

claimed to hold de dono regis. There are too a number of entries

which suggest that, though the fact is not mentioned, the abbey had

established its right. A sokeman in Guiltcross Hundred juit de

liberis hominibus Rogerii Bigoti: the inference is that the abbot has him

again, or that for this thegnland Roger has to do service. 3 In

respect of a holding at Rattesdene, Fulk, the man of the abbot of

Edmundsbury, who had it ' while the abbey of St. Audrey was in

the king's hand ', denies that he has not discharged the service

he owes the Saint.4 In the demesne section of the Ely estates, if

someone is said to hold in them, he holds ' of the abbot
' ; in the

claims section the wording is tenet, not tenet de. Round commented

(op. cit. p. 131) on the phrasing of the different documents {sub

abbate in I.E., injeudo regis in I.C.C., apparently in chief in D.B.) : this

suggests that estates in Cambridgeshire, as Mr. Miller showed,

were after initial aggression held as Abbey thegnland. 5 Twice

—

lachesham and Deremodesduna—the establishment of Ely's rights is

said to have been made coram episcopo Constantiensis, but since we
do not know over how many enquiries Bishop Geoffrey may have

presided, we cannot date the recovery.

A masure in Ipswich has also been adjudged to be for Ely's

use, and the abbot had been seized of it, but Robert de Raimes says

he holds it of the King. 6 There is nothing to indicate that the

masure in Norwich had been out of Ely's hands, but there exists a

writ of King William's ordering that the abbot is to have his forfeited

house in Norwich. 7

The I.E. is a document unparalleled, except for the Domesday

Monachorum, by other monastic records owing their origins to the

Inquest of 1086. It displays the prudence of the great religious

1 Nortuna, lachesham, Wineberga, Saham, Deremodesduna, Tremelai, Kenebroc, etc., pp.

133, 135, 156, 157, 158, 159; II. 214, 214b, 385, 383, 385b.
2 P. 178.
3 Pp. 133, 178; II. 213b.
4 Pp. 153-4; II. 381b. It is not in the Schedule of claims.
5 In article quoted above, p. 389, n. 2.

6 Pp. 143, 189; II. 421b. It is in the Schedule of Ely claims, 209b!.

7 P. 135; II. 117; Davis, op. cit. p. 42, no. 153 (dated 1082).
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houses in somehow obtaining a copy of the Inquest proceedings so

far as these might affect them, and in multiplying copies of the

relevant material a century later; it amply demonstrates how easily

lay tenants could use the circumstances of the Conquest and settle-

ment to cause them loss of service and profit. Collation of all

the appropriate material shows how much which was available

to the compilers of D.B. has been lost to us, even for counties as

fully described as were those of volume II. It has long been known
as alone including the fact that there were slaves in Huntingdonshire

(and so, perhaps, in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire also); it provides

one other unexpected item of information also. For on fo. 208b

records ' a hide (b.) and twenty-four acres ' of demesne land, and this

in Suffolk, where neither D.B. nor the main body of the I.E. ever

lets us suppose that here or in Norfolk the hide existed as an unit,

but give this holding as of 122 (or 123) acres (Heccebam, pp. 156,

87; II. 385). Was a Suffolk ' hide ', then, of 100 acres?

Wisbech, Cambridgeshire R. Welldon Finn
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English Constitutional Doctrines from the

Fifteenth Century to the Seventeenth
1

I. English Constitutional Theories from

Sir John Fortescue to Sir John Eliot

THE task of constitutional theory is to define the relation between

a constituted government and the people who are governed

in such a way as to provide for effective government without

undue loss of liberty. This can be done in two ways. One
constitutional theory relies on the principle of consent and states

that acts of government require the prior agreement of the people

whom they will affect. In this theory there is no need to set any

limit to the power of government, since the people share in it.

The other constitutional theory relies on the principle of the rule of

law. In this theory the acts of government do not require consent,

but it is held that they must accord with some permanent standard

against which they can be tested and which is applied by some

regular body outside the government, a body which is commonly a

court of law applying a standard which may be termed custom or

fundamental law or natural law. In the kingly states of early

modern times the first principle was called mixed monarchy and the

second principle absolute monarchy. I wish to suggest that in the

history of our constitutional theory from Sir John Fortescue to

Sir John Eliot, that is to say from the fifteenth century up to the

eve of the civil war, we may observe a switch from the theory of

mixed government to the theory of absolute government under the

rule of law.

When Plummer wrote in 1885 his famous introduction to Sir

John Fortescue's Governance oj"England'the words he used to describe

1 The following two studies were separately conceived and submitted to this

Review. At the suggestion of the Editor, and after consultation between the authors,

they are published together as two independent approaches to the same problem.
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1

the constitution which he found there were 'limited', 'constitutional

'

and 'parliamentary', words which to Plummer meant the same thing.

Plummer assumed that Fortescue's constitution was much like,

or foreshadowed, the nineteenth-century constitution, the accepted

hallmark of which was parliamentary sovereignty. Parliamentary

sovereignty means that king, lords, and commons may lawfully

command whatever seems appropriate to them, and that the power
of lawmaking, being the highest power in the State, denotes the

sovereign; in other words that parliament has legislative sovereignty

and that the State is governed by no law save what parliament

enacts or permits. Plummer and his contemporaries believed that

Fortescue clearly enunciated a doctrine of parliamentary supremacy,

and that if he stopped short of parliamentary sovereignty this was
only because political science had not developed sufficiently for the

concept of sovereignty to be clearly understood. This was to

attribute to Fortescue the constitutional theory of mixed govern-

ment.

Against this it has been asserted that the fifteenth-century

constitution which Fortescue was describing differed not only in

degree but in kind from the nineteenth-century constitution, and

that the constitutional assumptions of Fortescue and his contem-

poraries were totally different from those of the nineteenth century.

For Fortescue, says Professor Mcllwain, as for all medieval people,

there existed independently of king, parliament or any lawmaker a

body of immutable fundamental law; old law (quoting Kern with

approval) was better than new law ; neither parliament nor anybody
could make law, they could merely discover and declare it; the

work of parliament (quoting Jenks with approval) was not legisla-

tion but record; parliament was a court not a legislature. Dr.

Mcllwain wished to show that the nineteenth-century form of

parliamentary constitutionalism with legislative sovereignty had
developed in England very late, certainly not before the seventeenth

century, and as it were by accident. As far as Fortescue is con-

cerned, this suggestion has received support from the study of

Professor Chrimes. Dr. Mcllwain and Dr. Chrimes appear to

concur in ascribing to Fortescue ideas which amount to the theory

of an absolute king governing under the rule of law. 1

1 Fortescue's chief works are the Governance of England, ed. C. Plummer (Oxford,

1885); De Natura Legis Naturae, in The Works of Sir John Fortescue, cd. Lord Clermont
(London, 1869) with English translation; and De Laudibus Legum Anglie, ed. S. B.

Chrimes (Cambridge, 1942) with English translation. De Laudibus is also available

in a good text, translated by Robert Mulcastcr, in sixteenth-century editions. Dr.
C. H. Mcllwain's new interpretation was implied in The High Court of Parliament (New
Haven, 1910), was fully stated in The Growth of Political Thought in the West (New York,

1932), and is restated in Constitutionalism Ancient and Modern (New York, 1940, revised

1947). The most thorough discussion of Fortescue is by S. B. Chrimes, English

Constitutional Ideas in the Fifteenth Century (Cambridge, 1936), to which Mcllwain refers

in Constitutionalism Ancient and Modern (1947), p. 90.
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But Plummer's interpretation of Fortescue is defensible. It is

easy to switch from one constitutional theory to another, and there

is nothing intrinsically improbable in suggesting that fifteenth-

century theory had more in common with nineteenth-century theory

than with seventeeth-century theory.

Fortescue's ideas are not complicated. His central proposition

was simply that the king of England, unlike the king of France,

might not make laws or impose taxes without the assent of the

people. In spite of this, he added, the king of England was no less

powerful than the king of France; the necessity for the people's

assent did not diminish his theoretical power because true power
was only power to do right, and it did not diminish his actual

power—indeed it rather enhanced it—because a king who ruled over

free men was stronger than one who ruled over slaves. Fortescue

said that the system under which the king of France ruled could

easily degenerate and in fact had degenerated into tyranny; only

cowardice and lack of heart, said Fortescue, kept the French from

rising: Englishmen would rise. This argument was meant to

persuade the king of England to accept the necessity for consent

willingly, but in any case he was bound to accept it by the nature of

the English constitution. Fortescue evolved a distinction in

technical terms between the two types of kingdom. The king of

France had dominium tantum regale, the king of England had dominium

politicum et regale. ' The first king may rule his people by such laws

as he maketh himself, and therefore he may set upon them taxes

[tayles] and other impositions such as he will himself without

their assent. The second king may not rule his people by other laws

than such as they assent unto and therefore he may set upon them no
impositions without their own assent.' In order to bolster up this

distinction Fortescue explained how the two kinds of dominion

originated. ' The first institution of these two realms upon the

incorporation of them is cause of this diversity.' ' The fellowship

that came into this land with Brute, willing to be united and made a

body politic called a realm . . . chose the same Brute to be their

head and king. And they and he upon this incorporation, institution

and owning of themselves into a realm, ordained the same realm to

be ruled and justified by such laws as they all would assent unto.'1

To translate dominium politicum et regale with Plummer as a

constitutional or parliamentary monarchy is to understand Fortescue

as holding that the king of England was controlled in his govern-

ment by the houses of lords and commons whose power was co-

ordinate with his own. Against this it is argued that Fortescue's

king though limited was limited rather by the law than by being

controlled in parliament—that the houses of parliament did not

1 Fortescue made the points in this paragraph in all three books. The passages

quoted are from Governance, chaps, i and ii.
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have a co-ordinate authority with him and therefore that he was

not controlled by the people but limited by having to govern accord-

ing to the laws by which the people had consented to be governed. 1

But there is nothing in Fortescue's text to support this view.

Certainly, in the first place, Fortescue's account of the origin of

the British kingdom does not support it. The text states clearly

that the dominium politicum et regale was established at the moment of

establishing a political society, presumably at the moment when Brute

and his fellowship first set foot in England. The fellowship at

that moment was exercising its will in making the constitution by

which it wished subsequently to be governed, and there is nothing in

Fortescue's words to suggest that it did not intend to exercise that

will in its government continually thereafter. Fortescue spoke of

societies which were not kingdoms, societies which he termed

politica. These were not headless societies—for he thought all

civil societies had a head—but they had no hereditary head. In

Fortescue's scheme ' political ' societies elected their head and made
their own laws; he conceived of them as governing themselves.

The people of France had never enjoyed the right to govern them-

selves, for the king of France had come in by conquest; but the

king of England had not come in by conquest, and Fortescue is

best understood to have supposed that when Brute and the fellow-

ship decided to constitute themselves into a realm the fellowship

had abdicated only so much of the right of governing themselves

as was consistent with having a hereditary head. This by no means

implies a total abdication, and there is no difficulty in understanding

that Fortescue thought that the English people were continuing

to govern themselves with only the reservation that they could not

do things to which the king refused to agree, just as the king could

not do things to which they refused to agree. It is true that in

some matters Fortescue permitted to the king of England as full an

authority as he permitted in all matters to the king of France. In

case of danger, for example, and for the defence of the realm, the

king of England might lawfully do whatever was necessary. But

such cases were abnormal, and Fortescue's constitutional theory was

concerned with the normal. 2

1 Mcllwain says that Fortescue did not envisage ' the existence of some organ or

organs of government with an authority not derived from the king ' (Political Thought,

p. 359). Similarly Chrimes, having defined a constitutional ruler as one controlled

by some coexistent power whose authority he cannot lawfully override, says :
' For-

tescue's theory of regal and political dominion is in no sense a theory of constitutional

monarchy. It is essentially a theory in line with the typical medieval theory of the

kingship which was not tyranny, of the king ruling according to law.' ' No theory of

constitutional monarchy is propounded or implied in Fortescue's account of the origin

of the regnum politicum, or anywhere else in his writings.' {Constitutional Ideas, pp.

319, 321, 339.)
2 Mcllwain's view of Fortescue's constitution relies largely on his interpretation

of Fortescue's account of its origin. Mcllwain says that ' the government of

England . . . had been merely regale in the mythical period of Brute ' and that it
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Yet, over and above what Fortescue said directly about the

English constitution, he also said a good deal about the law of

nature, and it is impossible to admit even the existence of the law of

nature without meaning that it is superior to man-made laws. ' Oh
how great and to be extolled with all praise ', said Fortescue, ' is

that law of nature to which all human laws are obedient.' ' This

law is the mother of all human laws, and if they degenerate from
her they deserve not to be called laws.' These remarks do appear

on the surface to mean that for Fortescue the competence of parlia-

ment was limited by a superior law which was beyond the power of

man to change; on this ground Dr. Chrimes says that for Fortescue
' statutes are thus purely declaratory oflaw which exists already either

as customary or as natural law; they therefore do not create new law,

even though they may convert natural into positive law '; and if

this was really Fortescue's belief it does bring us back to the propo-

sition that the English constitution as Fortescue saw it was limited

rather than parliamentary. This unchangeable customary or natural

law would doubtless be the very law by which the people had origi-

nally consented to be governed. The function of parliament would
then be something different from that of joining in the government

of the kingdom in a legislative capacity, and the Lords and Commons
could not be said to control the king, though they might give

advice and money. 1

Once again, however, there is nothing in the text to indicate

that Fortescue believed that the law of nature limited parliamentary

lawmaking in any degree. We may notice first that Fortescue

was well aware of the difficulty of identifying the law of nature.

Unchangeable though it was, it took human form in many different

and even contradictory shapes. ' The breath which kindles the

lighted torch into flame is the same which cools the hot porridge.' 2

Fortescue defined the law of nature, following Aquinas, as ' the

truth of justice which is capable of being revealed by right reason.'3

The proposition that laws must be just is far from limiting the

scope of lawmaking except on the assumption that the truth of

justice is best recognized by people other than the lawmakers, but

Fortescue said nothing to indicate that he thought this to be the

had turned into a dominium politicum et regale in the course of time. He translates the

word prorupit, by which Fortescue describes the origin of the dominium politicum et

regale in De Laudibus, as ' changed into ', or ' broke out ',
' in time ', that is to say

' since the days of Brute ' (Political Thought, pp. 358 ft".). Chrimes says :
' the people

had established the monarch but this act exhausted their initiative '
(p. 322).

1 Chrimes, pp. 201-2. Chrimes's view is chiefly founded on his interpretation of

Fortescue's remarks about the law of nature. Mcllwain speaks in terms of custom,

but says that custom was often identified with the law of nature (High Court, p. 99).

Fortescue's sentences on the pre-eminence of the law of nature are from De Natura,

chaps, v and x.
2 De Natura, chap. xx.
3 Ibid., chap. xxxi.
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case. Even though he went out of his way to praise the English

legal system he never suggested that judges might go against statutes

which they considered unjust. Nor did he say that statutes were

inferior to custom. Apart from natural law, statutes and customs

were the only laws he knew. He said that English customs were

old and good—in fact the best in the world. But he never said,

and one cannot infer that he believed, that a statute was necessarily

a written custom, or that a statute which was contrary to a custom

would be void, or even that it should be void. 1

If any law restrained lawmaking in England in Fortescue's eyes,

it was therefore the law of nature. In that case, however, lawmaking

was no less restrained in France. The king of France governed by

the civil law, according to which quod principi placuit legis habet

vigorem. In fact he made bad statutes by which the people were

much oppressed. He billeted soldiers without payment, compelled

people to buy salt even though they did not wish to use it, and

condemned men of quality unheard and had them thrown into rivers

in sacks. All these inconveniences were possible, said Fortescue

briefly, because ' the prince's pleasure, as say the civil laws, hath

the force of a law \ 2 Yet the king of France in making these laws

had unquestionably infringed the law of nature, which was as much
the mother of the civil law as af the English law. 3

Fortescue quoted from Aquinas and other authorities strong

statements to the effect that man-made laws contrary to the law of

nature were to be held null and void, but his own words were more

moderate. ' They ought to be corrected ',
' they ought to be made

null and void '. He said nothing to suggest that in England the

proper place for doing this was not the place where the laws were

made, the parliament. On the contrary he remarked that if statutes

turned out to be ineffectual they could be quickly reformed in parlia-

ment, and the same would apply, for all we can tell from the text, if

they turned out to be unjust.4

According to Fortescue, then, law made in parliament must not

infringe the law of nature, yet he nowhere suggests that only certain

1 Man-made laws are either customs or statutes, De Natura, chap. v. English customs

arc old and good, De Laudibus, chap. xvii. But customs as well as statutes may possibly

depart from the law of nature, in which case they ought equally to be annulled, De

Natura, chaps, x, xxix.
2 De I^audibus, chap, xxxv (Mulcaster's translation).

3 Chrimes says :
' the right of the king ruling tantum regaliter was merely might, he

had no authority save that conferred by force '
(p. 313). But Fortescue held that the

dominium regale was subject to the law of nature, e.g. with great emphasis in De Natura,

chaps, xvii ff. The authority which force conferred (if force did confer it) on the regal

king was that of the civil law, which was a good law: the evil things that are done under

the dominium regale are not the fault of the law but of the ruler, De Natura, chap, xxxvii.

To Chrimcs's contention that ' a statute could not enact any rule other than natural

law or custom '
(p. 201), one replies that the king of France in becoming a tyrant was

continually enacting rules other than natural law or custom, and that they were none

the less valid. * De Natura, chap, xxix ; De Laudibus
y
chap, xyjii.
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laws are to be made in parliament or that there is any limit to what

parliamentary laws can do. This is no omission or contradiction.

The explanation is that, in Fortescue's logical mind, the possibility

of parliament making laws which infringed the law of nature was so

remote as to be ignored.

It will have been noticed that the only improper constitution

in Fortescue's scheme is a debased from of the dominium tantum

regale. He gives no corresponding debased form of the dominium

politicum et regale. ' When a king ruleth his realm only to his own
profit, and not to the good of his subjects, he is a tyrant.'1 The
statutes of England, on the other hand, ' proceed not only from

the prince's pleasure as do the laws of those kingdoms that are ruled

only by regal government, where sometimes the statutes do so

procure the singular commodity of the maker that they redound

to the hindrance and damage of his subjects. . . . But statutes

cannot thus pass in England, forsomuch as they are made not only

by the prince's pleasure, but also by the assent of the whole realm

:

so that oj necessity they must procure the wealth of the people, and in

no wise tend to their hindrance.' 2 All men, thought Fortescue,

naturally seek good. ' There is a desire of good naturally implanted

in the minds of men, so that none can desire anything other than

what is good, unless misleading error draw him away to that which

is false.' 3 A single ruler was liable to be misled into error by ignor-

ance and carelessness as well as by ambition, riot and wanton lust,

but not so the parliament. Fortescue thought that many heads

were wiser than one. ' Solomon, wisest of men, exalted to be a

king, prayed not only for wisdom with which to rule the people,

but also for a teachable heart by which to learn more than he knew

by nature. . . . He who is taught by the wisdom of many is

strong in their prudence, but he who depends upon his own wit

has evidently only the wisdom of one.' The kingdom of the

Romans, regulated as it was by the council of 320 senators, ' grew

from the smallest into the greatest empire of the world '. 4 The
English parliament consisting of able men from all quarters of the

realm could not suffer from ignorance, could not lack prudence,

and could not fail to achieve the good which its members naturally

desired. When Fortescue explained ' with what gravity statutes

are made in England ', he said :
' it cannot otherwise be thought

but that they are replenished with much wit and wisdom, seeing

they are ordained not by the devise of one man alone, or of a

1 Governance, chap. iv.

2 De Laudibus, chap, xviii (Mulcaster's translation).

3 De Natura, chap. xliv.

4 Ibid., chap, xxiii. The English translation has thirty two senators, but the

Latin has 3 20. This mistranslation is especially misleading in that thirty two was the

number Fortescue recommended for the council in his administrative proposals in the

Governance.
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hundred wise councillors only, but of more than three hundred

chosen men, much agreeing with the number of the ancient senators

of Rome.' 1

II

If parliament could do whatever it thought just, there seems

little reason to dispute Plummer's translation of Fortescue's

dominium politicum et regale as a constitutional or parliamentary

government. Fortescue was thinking of England as governed

by a king in co-operation with the estates by means of laws made
in parliament by the king and the estates together.

Fortescue of course did not believe in progress, and therefore

did not conceive that the function of parliament was to be continually

inventing better laws. He thought that laws were made to remedy

abuses rather than to initiate improvements. Also, he lived under a

far less centralized system of government than Plummer, and there-

fore did not conceive of parliament as a sole lawmaker. He was

accustomed to short statutes which left much discretion to lower

courts ; to laws being made at every level from parliament down to

the manor; and to ecclesiastical laws which were not even made in

England. These circumstances prevented him from speaking of

law in the manner ofJohn Austin : he could not say that law properly

so-called was the enforceable command of the sovereign. But he

may still be said to have believed that parliament was supreme, that

its function was to provide for the government of the realm, and

that its laws bound all subjects as fully as it wished in all matters

with which it chose to concern itself. We may say, if we wish,

that Fortescue's parliament was a court, but we must not add that it

was not a court which made laws, for all courts made laws.

We have an example of law being made in a law court in 1468.

The case was one for which no law provided, and the judge

Yelverton said that since they lacked a law they must make one

—

a positive law—and that they must accordingly resort to the law

of nature which was the ground of all laws. The law of nature

directed Yelverton simply to make whatever law was ' most
necessary for the commonwealth '. That was the law he made, and

he made it without hesitation by using his reason like any legislator,

ancient, medieval or modern. 2

Saint-German writing some fifty years after Fortescue's death

tells us that English lawyers in his time preferred to speak of the

law of reason rather than of the law of nature. ' When anything is

grounded upon the law of nature ', he said, ' they say that reason

will that such a thing be done; and if it be prohibited by the law

of nature, they say it is against reason, or that reason will not suffer

1 De Laudibus, chap, xviii (Mulcastcr's translation). 2 Chrimcs, p. 216.

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCVI DD
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that to be done.' 1 If this indicates a change from the days of For-

tescue, it was a verbal, not a material change. Aquinas had said:

* The validity of law depends upon its justice. But in human
affairs a thing is said to be just when it accords aright with the rule

of reason. And . . . the first rule of reason is the natural law.'

Aquinas, Yelverton and Saint-German were in agreement that if a

law accorded with reason it could not be prohibited by the law of

nature. Because the English parliament could not be thought to

make laws without reason, its laws were held to accord with the

law of nature automatically. This is a tacit assumption in all forms

of representative government. 2

Ill

We come now to Sir Thomas Smith's De Repub/ica Anglorum.

Between Fortescue and Smith lay the Reformation, the so-called ad-

ministrative revolution of Thomas Cromwell, and all that we under-

stand by the new monarchy—in short a considerable centrali2ation

of government and a generation of important and intensive parlia-

mentary activity. This enabled Smith to take for granted even more
readily than Fortescue the legislative omnipotence of parliament.

Mr. L. Alston in his famous introduction to the De Republica

Anglorum insisted that ' to Smith parliament is primarily a court '.

He said this in order to counter the then prevailing belief that

Smith's remarks about parliament ' in fact imply the existence of

parliamentary sovereignty '. Mr. Alston singled out for criticism

Sir Frederick Pollock, whose History of the Science of Politics was

entirely concerned with the development of the concept of legislative

sovereignty in which in his view the progress of political science

wholly consisted. Pollock had said :
' clear and precise are Smith's

chapters on sovereignty ', ' he states the omnipotence of parliament

in the most formal manner '. Mr. Alston by contrast asserted that

Smith did not distinguish between the legislative and judicial

functions of parliament, that Smith was writing about courts of law,

and that he could therefore have held no doctrine of parliamentary

sovereignty in the sense of legislative sovereignty. 3

1 Chrimes, p. 208.
2 Saint-German said :

' it cannot be thought that a statute that is made by authority

of the whole realm, as well of the king and of the lords spiritual and temporal as of all

the commons, will recite a thing against the truth.' F. Le V. Baumer, The Early Tudor

Theory ofKingship (New Haven, 1940), p. 76. Mr. Baumer calls this a doctrine of parlia-

mentary infallibility, and I think the same doctrine may be attributed to Fortescue.
3 Sir Thomas Smith, De Republica Anglorum, ed. L. Alston (Cambridge, 1906).

Maitland shared in the work of this edition but his own remarks in the introduction

appear to me not to endorse entirely those of Mr. Alston. Sir Frederick Pollock

responded in later editions of his History of the Science of Politics that ' Mr. Alston en-

deavours, I think with mistaken ingenuity, to minimise the importance of the classical

passage on parliament. ... It was Tudor policy to exalt the power of Parliament, and

Smith had been a Secretary of State ' (ed. of 1925, p. 57).
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This is the same argument as we have discussed in the case of

Fortescue, and in Smith's case likewise the text does not bear it out.

Mr. Alston asks: why does Smith devote three long chapters to

the prince and the parliament ? and replies : because no account of

the judicial system would be complete without them. This

explanation is absurd. Smith said that he was writing about ' the

form and manner of the government of England and the policy

thereof, and his first fifteen chapters, which approach the subject

from the viewpoint of a strict political theorist, would have been

out of place in a mere account of the judicial system. Moreover

he did distinguish between the legislative and judicial functions of

parliament. The chapter entitled ' Trial or Judgement by Parlia-

ment ', which is the main prop of Alston's argument, does indeed

open an account of the judicial system, but it comes after the long

chapters on parliament and the prince and contains only two sen-

tences. After saying that procedure in judgment by parliament was

by bill, Smith added :
' such bills be seldom received because that

great council ' is ' enough occupied with the public affairs of the

realm '. The next chapter deals with judgment by battle, and

Smith said that that was completely obsolete; and only after these

two trivial chapters inserted perhaps for form's sake does Smith

give us the normal judicial procedure. 1

That Smith conceived of parliament as a supreme, omnipotent,

lawmaking assembly is borne out by some positive statements.

Firstly, Smith did not shrink from defining law as command;
' that which the part which doth rule doth define and command
according to the form of the government, is taken in every common-
wealth to be just and law '. 2 Secondly, the well-known passage on

parliament certainly implies, if it does not state categorically, that

parliament might make any law which it saw fit to make. 3 Thirdly,

Smith said that king John resigned his crown to the pope, ' but that

act being neither approved by his people nor established by act of

parliament was forthwith and ever since taken for nothing '.

1 Mcllwain adopts and indeed quotes Mr. Alston's view in its entirety, relying

heavily on the chapter on judgment by parliament {High Court, pp. 123 ff.). He also

cites a passage from Lambard, but that is equally inconclusive. Lambard, unlike

Smith, was explicitly writing about courts of law. In the passage given by Mcllwain

he said of parliament: ' it delivercth laws . . . it hath also jurisdiction '. This seems

to distinguish exactly between legislation and jurisdiction. Lambard seems to be saying

that parliament had the highest jurisdiction because it delivered laws. In any case,

however, even if these people did fail to distinguish between legislative and judicial

functions, it would be an equally important observation that they failed to distinguish

between executive and judicial functions. This was because governments in those

days lacked the modern executive machinery of police forces and civil services. The
acts of governments were in fact executed in courts of law: the judicial system was
virtually the executive system. When Smith wrote about the judicial system he was
still writing, therefore, about the form of government.

iDe Republica Anglorum, p. 9. The reading in the text docs not make sense and is

here amended from a variant given in Appendix C. 3 Ibid. pp. 48-9.
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This is probably the most extreme statement in the book, for it

means that an act of parliament could alter the constitution in a

most fundamental point. 1

Smith stated in so many words that all constitutions were mixed.

We classify them as monarchies, aristocracies and democracies,

he said, according to the element that predominates. 2 England,

where the prince gave life and force to everything that was done,

was a monarchy, but a mixed monarchy, and it was mixed (we must

suppose) in that laws were made in parliament. Smith was aware that

an unmixed monarchy could exist, but held that it was an improper

form of government. For Smith said that a monarch who ' break-

eth laws already made at his pleasure, maketh other without the

advice and consent of the people, and regardeth not the wealth of

his commons but the advancement of himself, his faction and kin-

dred ' was a tyrant. 3 It seems to follow that Smith assumed that law-

making by consent was the essence of legitimate monarchy. This

places parliament fair and square in its legislative capacity at the

head of the State.

We may pass over Smith's contemporaries such as Bishop

Aylmer who held and stated the same position, but it is worth

pointing out briefly that Hooker held it too. ' The natural subject

of civil power all men confess to be the body of the commonwealth

:

the good or evil estate whereof dependeth so much upon the power

of making laws, that in all well settled states, yea though they be

monarchies, yet diligent care is ever more had that the common-
wealth do not clean resign up herself and make over this power

wholly into the hands of any one.' ' The most natural and religious

course in making of laws is that the matter of them be taken from the

judgement of the wisest in those things which they are to concern.'

It is upon parliament that ' the very essence of all government

within this kingdom doth depend ; it is even the body of the whole

realm '. ' Touching the supremacy of power which our kings have

in this case of making laws, it resteth principally in the strength

of a negative voice.' 4 Hooker accepted of necessity, as any church-

man must, the existence of an eternal immutable universal law which

no human law could justly contravene, but he wished to establish a

presumption that laws made in parliament would in fact not con-

travene that law. This he did by following Aquinas in the style of

Fortescue. ' Everything naturally and necessarily doth desire the

utmost good and greatest perfection.' The knowledge of good
and evil being inherent in human reason, ' the most certain token of

1 De Kepublica Anglorum, p. 19.
2 Ibid. p. 14.

3 Ibid. p. 15. Smith says that the king of France may be called a tyrant because

he makes laws and imposes taxes without the consent of the people. Fortescue's

dominium regale has become a tyranny.
4 Ecclesiastical Polity, bk. viii, chap. 6.
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evident goodness is, if the general persuasion of all men do so

account it '.*

Neither Fortescue, nor Smith, nor Hooker stated their constitu-

tional theories in nineteenth-century words, yet it seems not un-

reasonable to attribute to them something quite close to nineteenth-

century ideas.

IV

Not until the reigns of James I and Charles I do we encounter

a widely accepted constitutional theory of the sort Dr. Mcllwain

ascribed to Fortescue and Smith. When Sir Edward Coke asserted

that the common law in many cases controlled acts of parliament

and sometimes judged them to be utterly void, this was a plain

contradiction of parliamentary legislative sovereignty. It may be

that Coke was overstating his position; still his words were typical

of a common attitude. Finch, a judge in the ship money case,

declared: ' no act of parliament can bar a king of his regality . . .

acts of parliament to take away his royal power in defence of the

kingdom are void . . . no acts of parliament make any difference.'

Maitland says that Coke (' the great typical lawyer Coke ') ' does

seem distinctly to claim that the common law is above statute '.

He adds that Coke and others ' claimed to declare that law—law,

common law, natural law . . . —had an existence of its own,

independent of the will of man, even perhaps of the will of God \ 2

Extravagant statements by lawyers in praise of English law

were nothing new: what was new was to praise the law that was

handed down in the courts as distinct from the law that was made in

parliament. Sir John Davies, a lawyer in the service of the Crown,

gave perhaps the clearest rational justification of this attitude. For

him common law was customary law and customary law was natural

law, or the nearest possible thing to it; and therefore common law

was above statute law. ' This customary law ', said Davies,

is the most perfect and most excellent and without comparison the best

to make and preserve a commonwealth; for the written laws which

are made either by the edicts of princes or by councils of estate, are

imposed upon the subject before any trial or probation made, whether

the same be fit and agreeable to the nature and disposition of the

people, or whether they will breed any inconvenience or no. But

a custom doth never become a law to bind the people, until it hath

been tried and approved time out of mind; during all which time

there did thereby arise no inconvenience; for if it had been found

1 Ecclesiastical Polity,, bk. i, chap. 8.

2 F. W. Maitland, Constitutional History ofEngland, pp. 297 ff. Speaking of the Tudor

period Maitland said (p. 255): ' the absolute supremacy of the statute-making body, of

king and parliament, had been both admitted in fact and acknowledged in theory'.

He said that Smith had acknowledged that theory.
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inconvenient at any time, it had been used no longer, but had been

interrupted, and consequently it had lost the virtue and force of a

law. Therefore as the law of nature which the schoolmen call

jus commune and which is also jus non scriptum, being written only in

the heart of man, is better than all the written laws in the world to

make men honest and happy in this life, if they would observe the

rules thereof; so the customary law of England, which we do

likewise call jus commune, as coming nearest to the law of nature,

which is the root and touchstone of all good laws, and which is

alsoy>/j- non scriptum, and written only in the memory of man . . .

doth far excel our written laws, namely our statutes or acts of parlia-

ment. 1

This is far removed from the attitude of Fortescue. Fortescue

had said that the law of England consisted of customs and statutes

and that the customs were very old and therefore right good, but

he had also allowed that it was possible for bad customs to grow up.

He never suggested that customs excelled statutes and his confidence

in the gravity and prudence of the English parliament would have

forbidden him to share Davies's opinion that statutes might easily

breed inconvenience.

Coke, Finch, and Davies alike elevated common or customary

law to a new height, making it the fundamental law which governed

all things. The effect of this was to elevate the status of the king

in relation to the status of parliament. It allowed him to be regarded

as absolute. Whoever made the laws, it had never been doubted

that the king executed them, that in Smith's words the prince gave

life and force to everything that was done in the realm, and now the

belief in a common law which governed all things enabled the king

to be regarded as one who ruled without controlment by any man.

For he was controlled by the law, which no man might alter. He
might command anything which the law permitted and nothing

which it forbade. In order to distinguish the king's commands
from the unchangeable law which ruled, the king's commands were

termed positive laws; and the king's authority to make positive

laws was held to be sole and undivided.

Perhaps the most significant illustration of this position is to

be found in Sir John Eliot's De Jure Maiestatis. Eliot opposed the

government of Charles I so violently that he ended in the Tower.

While in the Tower he wrote a treatise of political theory, and al-

though one need not regard him as a profound thinker he was the

only one of the parliamentarians to submit his ideas to the test of

formal political writing. His behaviour in parliament denotes

him as a man who would have been happy to embrace the idea of a

mixed monarchy of Smith's type, and one would have expected him

1 Sir John Davies, The Works in Verse and Prose, ed. A. B. Grosart (1876), ii. 252-3.

From Le Primer Report ties Cases, first published 161 5.
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to declare that supreme power lay with the king in parliament.

It is therefore a fact of interest and importance that he declared

that the supreme power lay with the king alone, and that a great

deal of De Jure Maiestatis looks like a royal manifesto. The king

alone was to make positive laws, he was to do so by applying divine

and natural law with ' due weighing of the circumstances ... to

the diversity of facts with equity ', and he was to make any law

which was for the good of the commonwealth :
' if the law tend to

the good of the state he must be so far from altering it that if it were

not made he is bound to make it.' Eliot constantly insisted on the

good of the commonwealth and that seems to be his criterion for

recognizing the law of nature. The good of the commonwealth
was the only sanction which Eliot placed on the king's power. 1

This idea tended to squeeze parliament out of existence between

the king and the law. Eliot did not say by whom the good of the

commonwealth was to be interpreted. Doubtless he believed in

his heart that it was best interpreted by the house of commons. But

since parliament sat irregularly and at long intervals and at the king's

pleasure, he could not reasonably suggest that only the house of

commons could interpret it. Nobody denied that parliament was

the highest court, but it was not an essential court; it could be

argued that the courts of common law were equally capable of

judging the legality or illegality of the king's acts; they sat inde-

pendently of the king's will and the king was sworn to observe their

judgments. They rather than the high court of parliament were the

place where the commands of an absolute king were most reasonably

thought to be tested by the rule of law ; and where indeed they were

tested.

It has been said that before 1641 the idea of mixed monarchy
' appears to have been merely a thin literary tradition '. This is an

exaggeration. It was no thin literary tradition when Smith's

De Republica was reprinted ten times in English and three times in

Latin before 1641. Eliot's Monarchy of Man spoke very highly of

parliament as a council without which good government was

impossible. The house of commons asserted on several occasions

that laws could be made only in parliament, and the theory of mixed

monarchy was put forward with no sense of novelty immediately

on the outbreak of civil war. Nevertheless it is true that in the

seventeenth century before 1641 the theory of mixed monarchy was

to a significant degree in abeyance, being replaced in public speech

1 Sir John Eliot, De Jure Maiestatis, cd. A. B. Grosart (London, 1882). Parliament

makes no appearance in this book. Eliot's initial assumption that sovereignty is

indivisible, which he took from Bodin, excluded it. In the same tradition may be

mentioned Charles Mcrbury, A Brief Discourse of Royal Monarchy, as of the best Common
Weal (London, 1581) and Edward Forset, A Comparative Discourse of the Bodies Natural

and Politic (London, 1606). Both these writers betray embarrassment when they

attempt to fit parliament into their constitutional system.
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and writing—whatever people may have thought in their hearts—
by the theory of the absolute king under the rule of law. 1

V
If one looks for reasons for this switch from one theory to the

other, it is necessary to recognize in the first place that the theory of

mixed monarchy had a serious defect: it required king, lords and

commons to be unanimous. Without unanimity of the three

component parts of the supreme parliament, government was im-

possible. This was Bodin's point when he declared that mixed

government was a logical absurdity. Bodin's argument, if not his

influence, naturally carried great weight in England at a time when

the king and the houses of parliament were seen to be at loggerheads.

The parliaments of 1614 and 1621 passed no laws: they were a

persuasive demonstration that Bodin's argument was true. At the

same time the king of England was visibly approximating more and

more closely to Bodin's single sovereign lawmaker, whose laws must

not infringe the law of nature or the fundamental laws of the realm.

That was how Bodin defined a monarch. It had never been denied

that England was a monarchy, and now the monarch was coming to

look more and more like a sole lawmaker in Bodin's sense. The

Tudors had built up, round the privy council, the secretaries of

state, and the three seals, an efficient machinery of government

which existed side by side with parliament. Letters patent, acts

of the privy council, and so on could be thought of as positive laws

:

they were technically adequate for the task of governing the country

and they were implemented, and their lawfulness was tested, in

courts of law. Throughout the reigns of Elizabeth I, James I and

Charles I this system was doing more and more work, and Charles I

governed efficiently by it for eleven years without parliament. 2

This alone might not have been enough to induce people who
favoured the practice of mixed government to give up the theory of

it. But the qualities which give life to ideas are usefulness as well

as plausibility, and with the decline in the plausibility of the idea of

mixed monarchy went a corresponding decline in its usefulness.

It had provided a good justification for the religious and other

changes of the sixteenth century, but it could make no effective

contribution to the problem of the early seventeenth century. It

goes without saying that the government found the theory of

1 The ' thin literary tradition ' is insisted on by F. D. Wormuth, The Origins ofModern

Constitutionalism (New York, 1949), p. 51. Compare also (p. 31) ' a literary tradition

which only occasionally . . . touched the political life of the time '. M. A. Judson,

The Crisis of the Constitution (New Brunswick, 1949) says in the same sense (pp. 432-3):
' When James became king, men still clung to the medieval belief that binding law and

sacred oaths provided adequate security against arbitrary government.' But Fortescue

had not believed this. The view Miss Judson describes was a new one.
2 1 have discussed all this more fully in ' The Decline of Parliamentary Government ',

Cambridge Historical Journal, vol. xiii (1957).
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absolute monarchy useful, and even those who opposed the govern-

ment preferred it. They could not usefully oppose the Stuart

kings' pretensions by arguing that the constitution provided for a

mixed monarchy, because they could not demonstrate that the powers

of the houses of parliament were co-ordinate with the king's power
and not derived from it. To a man who argued (as Whitelock did

in the house of commons in 1610) that parliament was sovereign,

and that it was sovereign because it had the power of lawmaking,

and therefore that only parliament might levy taxes, the answer

was that everyone agreed that the king summoned and dissolved

parliament at will. Whitelock's argument was dangerous; it

turned in the hand; if lawmaking denoted the sovereign, and parlia-

ment was not demonstrably sovereign, then surely the king was

sovereign and might levy taxes without parliament ? That is why
sovereignty was no parliamentary word. It seemed more useful to

deny sovereignty and to emphasize the rule of the common law.

The courts oflaw with all their institutional power and independence

appeared to be at least as capable of preserving the people's just

liberty and the king's just prerogative as did the transient parlia-

ments, and when Coke was on the bench perhaps they were.

Yet the theory of absolute monarchy under the rule of law

has its defect also. Courts of law are not competent to decide

tricky questions where the legality of an act of government depends

on its necessity. In such cases judges can only take the necessity

for granted. If they do not, government comes to a standstill as

surely as it does for lack of unanimity in a mixed government; and

the logical outcome is the //'/ de justice or the dismissal of judges.

The rule of law, therefore, is no effective safeguard of liberty, and a

government which starts by looking respectably absolute is only

too likely to end by looking tyrannical.

By 1 641 the defects of both theories were equally obvious to

acute minds. Hobbes and Filmer asserted accordingly that all

government was necessarily arbitrary. Filmer added that all

government was monarchy, Hobbes strongly implied that England

was a monarchy. 1 Arbitrary monarchy, however, being totally

unacceptable as constitutional theory, their views did not prevail.

Less acute but more reasonable minds reverted to the theory of

mixed monarchy. People do commonly arrange their affairs by

agreement and consent, while absolute governments are probably

not very efficient and governments which look like tyrannies are

certainly not efficient. From the practical point of view, therefore,

it was probably fortunate that the theory of absolute monarchy
did not survive the outbreak of the civil war.

Peterhouse, Cambridge R. W. K. Hinton

1 Professor Oakcshott says in his introduction to the Leviathan (p. xxxix, n. 6) that

Hobbes considered the sovereign in England was rex in parlamento, but this seems to be

wrong. It would have made England an aristocracy or democracy.
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//. The Theory of Mixed Monarchy Under

Charles I a?td After

THE history of the theory of mixed government (or mixed

monarchy) remains one of the more important facets of political

thought in modern England requiring further exploration and

elucidation. Medieval in its antecedents, the theory assumed its

modern form only in the late sixteenth century and, then, under the

influence of classical learning. During the conflicts of the seven-

teenth century, it became the leading theory of the English consti-

tution; and the supremacy achieved at that time was retained until

the effects of the passing of the Reform Bill of 1832 were clearly

perceived.

Almost as early as there was theorizing about the nature of the

English government, it was suggested that it was a mixed govern-

ment. The most notable early expression of this view appeared in

the writings of Sir John Fortescue which are discussed by R. W. K.

Hinton in the preceding pages. Dr. Hinton has concluded that

Fortescue's dominium politicum et regale was a parliamentary or

constitutional government, and it would seem equally appropriate

to term it, as later Englishmen did, a mixed government. 1

While Fortescue did much to familiarize Englishmen with the

idea of mixture in their government, the form in which the theory

of mixed government flourished in modern England owed less to

him than to the writings of Aristotle, Polybius, and other political

writers of antiquity. The theory, accordingly, may be properly

denominated the classical theory of the English constitution.

According to its tenets, government by king, lords, and commons

1 See the tract entitled ' Discourse Concerning the Prerogative of the Crown ',

which has been attributed to William Camden, the historian. It is in the Stowe

Manuscripts (no. 277) in the Library of the British Museum and has been reprinted by

Frank Smith Fussner in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, ci, no. z

(April 1957), 204 ft". Fussner thought that it had been written between 1614 and 1623.

The author of the tract concluded that the kingdom was governed by what he called

' a mixt authority of regal and politique ', and he cited as an authority the writings of

Fortescue even though he (the author) wrote ' better do I find it by reason '. Ibid.

p. 211. See also The Maximes of Mixt Monarchy (1643), passim.
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represented a combination and blending of the simple forms of

government—monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy; and to this

triple mixture political thinkers attributed what they regarded as the

peculiar virtues of the English system. The mixture could be seen

most plainly in the joint participation in law-making of king, lords,

and commons. One of the earliest exponents of the classical

theory, John Aylmer, declared in 1 5 5 9 :
' The things in dede, is to

be sene in the parliamet [sic] hous, wherin you shal find these 3

estats. The King or Quene, which representeth the Monarche.

The noble men, which be the Aristocratic And the Burgesses and

Knights the Democratic'1 Similar passages appeared in the writings

of such diverse Tudor Englishmen as the Marian exile, John Ponet;

the Elizabethan statesman, Sir Thomas Smith; the Presbyterian-

Puritan leader, Thomas Cartwright; and the Jesuit controversialist,

Robert Parsons. 2

Since the classical theory of the constitution was used repeatedly

during the reign of Elizabeth I, one would reasonably expect to

discover that it was frequently invoked, in explicit language, during

the quarrels between James I and his parliaments and during the

personal rule of Charles 1. In fact, it appears to have been rarely

used. According to Dr. Hinton, writing in the Cambridge Historical

Journal, ' the claims made on behalf of the House of Commons in

this period were not based on mixed monarchy, and the idea was not

employed either in counter to the provocative speeches of James I

or in protest at the intermission of parliament by Charles I \ 3 But

he also noticed that after the outbreak of the civil war, both sides

asserted that law-making belonged jointly to king, lords, and com-

mons, a point of view that he considered closely associated with the

idea of mixed monarchy. The metamorphosis in public opinion,

to which Dr. Hinton called attention, was due in large measure to

the fact that just before the civil war began, Charles I publicly

applied the theory of mixed monarchy to the English constitution

and in this way gave the theory a vogue that could have been acquired

so rapidly in no other way.

It is the thesis of this article that the theory of mixed monarchy

was the prevailing constitutional theory during the English Civil

War and that its great popularity was due essentially to its adoption

by Charles I, on the eve of the civil war, in his Answer to the

Nineteen Propositions. It is not too much to say that this docu-

ment contained one of the most influential declarations by an English

1 An Harboroae for Faithfull and Trewe Subjects (Strasbourg, 1559), p. 27.

2 Corinnc Comstock Weston, ' Beginnings of the Classical Theory of the English

Constitution ', Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, c (1956), 136 ff.

a ' The Decline of Parliamentary Government under Elizabeth I and the Early

Stuarts \ Cambridge Historical Journal, xiii (1957), 122. But sec note i, p. 426 above for

the comment attributed to Camden that England had a ' mixt authority '.
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monarch in modern English history. 1 The Nineteen Propositions

to which he addressed himself had been framed by the Long Parlia-

ment, and their acceptance would have made the two houses masters

of the State. Briefly stated, they included parliamentary demands
for naming the king's councillors, ministers, and judges, for con-

trolling the militia, and for reforming the church with parliamentary

participation. Charles I characterized their tone as emanating from
conquerors as he stated his resolution not to abandon his royal

rights nor, as he said, ' to subvert (though in a parliamentary way)

the antient, equall, happy, well-poysed, and never enough com-
mended Constitution of the Government of this Kingdom '.

The king based his rejection of the Nineteen Propositions on the

grounds that the two Houses because of the constitutional reforms

that had been completed by August 1641 possessed sufficient power
to prevent the growth of royal tyranny and that further concessions

would upset the balance among king, lords, and commons and

eventually encompass the destruction of the mixed and balanced

government that he was describing. In words that had a magical

effect upon contemporaries he praised the existing government as a

mixture of the simple forms of government. There were, he noted,

three main forms of government—monarchy, aristocracy, and

democracy—representing respectively the rule of the one, the few,

and the many. Each had its own virtues and vices, or, as he said,

conveniences and inconveniences. The virtue of monarchy was in

its uniting a nation under one head to resist invasion from abroad

and insurrection at home; of aristocracy, in the conjunction of

council in the ablest persons of a state for the public benefit; and of

democracy, in the courage and industry which liberty begets. On
the other hand, the vice endemic to monarchy was tyranny; to

aristocracy, faction and division; and to democracy, tumults,

violence and licentiousness. Fortunately for England, Charles I

informed his subjects :
' The experience and wisdom of your An-

cestors hath so moulded this [government] out of a mixture of these

[monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy], as to give to this King-

dom . . . the conveniences of all three, without the inconven-

iences of any one, as long as the Balance hangs even between the

three Estates [the King, the House of Lords, and the House of

Commons], and they run joyntly on in their proper Chanell. . . .

'

1 It has been placed in perspective in Robert Livingston Schuyler and Corinne

Comstock Weston, British Constitutional History since 1832 (Princeton, New Jersey,

1957), chap. 1. The document is accessible in the fourth volume (1692) of John
Rushworth's Historical Collections and in Edward Husband's An Exact Collection of

the Remonstrances . . . (1643), which was widely used by contemporaries. The
Nineteen Propositions may be found in any standard collection of documents of

English constitutional history such as S. R. Gardiner's Constitutional Documents of the

Puritan Revolution or Carl Stephenson's and Frederick George Marcham's Sources of

English Constitutional History, but the Answer, although historically of much greater

importance, has been neglected.
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Delineating what was later called the King's Constitution, 1

Charles I implied that the mixture could be seen in the joint partici-

pation in law-making of the king, the house of lords, and the house

of commons. Furthermore, each of these ' three Estates ', as he

termed them, had independent powers with which to check the

others. The king was charged with the government (presumably

administration) ; he made treaties of war and peace, chose councillors

of state, judges, and others, created peers, gave pardons, &c.

Armed with these powers, he could command the respect of the

nobility and the reverence of the people. While the house of

commons was admittedly ' an excellent Conserver of Liberty ',

Charles I was persuaded that it was never intended for a share in

the government 2 nor for the choice of those who governed. The

special powers of that House were raising money and impeaching

violators of the law. The equipoise of the balanced constitution

was the house of lords, which served as ' an excellent Screen and

Bank between the Prince and People ', 3 assisting each against the

encroachments of the other and by means of its judicial power

preserving the law which ought to be the rule of all three. Since

the adoption of the Nineteen Propositions would mean a disastrous

subversion of this well-poised constitution, Charles refused to

accept them, repeating the dictum ascribed to the barons at Merton

in 1236, Nolumus Leges Angliae mutari.

The system of regulated monarchy 4 which was set forth in

the Answer was obviously incompatible with the theory of Divine

Right of Kings with which Charles I is commonly associated; but

circumstances alter cases, even with sovereigns; and in 1642 the

king posed as the champion of the reformed constitution. Follow-

ing the attempted arrest of the five members ofthe house of commons

early in January, he had adopted a policy of moderation; and

throughout this critical year his official attitude was carefully

correct. Admitting that the long period of personal rule had been

1 Ancbitell Grey, Debates of the House of Commons from . . . i66j to . . . 1694

(London, 1769), vii. 336. Journals of the House of Commons, ix. 633.
2 Commenting on this phrase, Richard Baxter wrote: ' He meaneth the executive

part '; Holy Commonwealth (London, 1659), p. 465. It is apparent from this work and

from Reliquiae Baxterianae, ed. M. Sylvester (London, 1696) that Baxter had been very

much impressed by Charles I's comments on the English constitution.

3 In 1659 there appeared an anonymous tract entitled The Antient J^and-Mark Skreen

or hank Betwixt the Prince or Supreame Magistrate, and the People of Ungland. Its author,

who urged the restoration of the nobility to parliament, had obviously borrowed his

title from the words of Charles I about the house of lords. Sec also the letter written

by Lord Sayc and Scle in 1657 to dissuade Lord Wharton from sitting in Oliver

Cromwell's House of Lords. The letter was printed ante, x (1895), 106-7.

* This was Charles I's phrase. On this point it is instructive to compare two

editions of Rushworth's Historical Collections, the first in 1692, the second (abridged)

in 1708. In the first royal phraseology was unchanged. But the comparable passage

in the abridged edition began: ' In the mixt Monarchy of this Kingdom the Laws arc

jointly made by the King. . . .

'
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a mistake and reciting proudly the great reforms that he had accepted,

Charles I promised to build upon the sure foundation of the law of

the land. Royal declarations argued convincingly that it was the

Long Parliament who was seeking to introduce arbitrary govern-

ment, and the king's statements took on greater cogency after the

two Houses early in March passed without his assent the Militia

Ordinance by which they took from him the control of the only

organized military force in England. In the revolutionary declara-

tion of 27 May, they asserted that their actions had the stamp of

royal authority even though the king misled by royal councillors

opposed them, and about this time they prepared and sent the

Nineteen Propositions to Charles I.

During this crucial period the royal councillors were, in the

words of Thomas Hobbes, ' either lawyers by profession, or such

gentlemen as had the ambition to be thought so '. They ' were

averse to absolute monarchy, as also to absolute democracy or

aristocracy; all which governments they esteemed tyranny, and were

in love with monarchy which they used to praise by the name of

mixed monarchy \ x Hobbes added that they were members of the

Long Parliament, who, after an earlier opposition to shipmoney

and other extraparliamentary taxation, had sided with the king

when parliamentary demands grew more extravagent. This des-

cription fitted the constitutional royalists Sir Edward Hyde (later

Earl of Clarendon) who drafted many of the royal declarations in the

spring of 1642; Viscount Falkland (Lucius Cary) who was secretary

of state ; and Sir John Colepeper, the chancellor of the exchequer.

The task of formulating the Answer to the Nineteen Propositions

had fallen to Falkland and Colepeper, according to Hyde's account,

after he had joined Charles I at York early in June. Hyde remem-

bered that he had withheld the document from publication tempor-

arily because of a disagreement with Falkland and Colepeper about

the membership of the
c
three Estates ', a term which played a key

role in Charles I's constitutional analysis and in the later history of

the theory of mixed monarchy. Whereas Colepeper had designated

the king, the house of lords, and the house ofcommons, Hyde held to

the more traditional view of the membership of the three estates

as consisting of the lords spiritual, the lords temporal, and the

commons, ' the king being the head and sovereign of the whole '.

He had provided for printing the Answer only after he was sharply

reproached for his delay by Falkland, who subsequently attributed

the choice of language to his own inadvertence and to some lawyers

who had misled Colepeper. 2

1 Behemoth, The History of the Causes of the Civil Wars of England, The English Works

of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury, ed. Sir William Molesworth (London, 1840), vi. 309.
2 The Life of Edward Earl of Clarendon . . . written by himself (Oxford, 1827), i.

154-6. The lawyers who misinformed Colepeper may have been reading William

Lambarde's Archeion, or, a Discourse upon the High Courts ofJustice in England, two editions
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1

On the whole Hyde had accepted the description of the English

government that appeared in the Answer though it contained

phrases that he disliked as prejudicial to royal authority. The

royal definition of the three estates as king, lords, and commons
he viewed as ' in truth a mistake in point of right '. x One suspects

that Hyde writing after the event had the advantage of hindsight

on this point since the royal phraseology to which he took exception

encouraged parliamentarian writers to advance in behalf of the two

Houses claims to a greater share in the government than had

previously been theirs. During the civil war they argued that the

king was only one of three co-ordinate estates and could be outvoted

by the other two. As one of them said, one ' need not buy an

Almanack ... to reekon \sic\ . . . that one is lesse then

three \ 2 But in all innocence, royalist writers, at least at first, also

used the royal definition of the three estates; and it was soon

widespread.

Indeed, the widespread use of the royal definition of the three

estates after June 1642 may be viewed as a hallmark of the influence

of the Answer to the Nineteen Propositions. Before its appearance,

the term three estates had been used officially and popularly to

designate the lords spiritual, the lords temporal, and the commons,

as Hyde had indicated, although there were instances of the interpre-

tation that Colepeper had accepted. Following the publication of

the Answer, the king's usage was adopted to an extraordinary degree.

In his History of the Great Civil War, S. R. Gardiner noted without

explanation that this ' error . . . was being widely accepted since

the breach with the King '. 3 The new version gained ground during

the civil war and Interregnum and was well-known in the reign of

Charles II. Publicists in this period were aware that the royal

definition of the three estates and the theory of mixed monarchy

went hand in hand, and they traced both concepts squarely to the

period of the civil war, although not necessarily to the statements of

Charles I. For example, the playwright John Wilson, who is

said to have been a protege of James Duke of York, declared in

1684: ' Those that would have the King one of the three Estates,

say, That our Government is a kind of mixt Monarchy.' 4 This

description, Wilson continued

was never heard of in our Land, till the men of our late times,

instead of suppressing Idolatry . . . had fram'd a new Idol of

of which appeared in 1635. See Archeion, cd. Charles H. Mcllwain and Paul L. Ward
(Cambridge, Mass., 1957), pp. 123, 126, 128-9, 139-40 for repeated uses of the term

three estates to mean king, lords, and commons. I am indebted to Mr. Ward for

pointing this out to me. l The Life of . . . Clarendon, i. 155.
2 Charles Herle, A Fuller Answer to a Treatise written by Dr. Feme (London, 1642),

p. 3. William Prynne, The Soveraigne Power oj Parliaments (London, 1643), part i, p. 41.

3 Vol. i (1910), p. 292 note. J. W. Gough, Fundamental Law in English Constitutional

History (Oxford, 1955), p. 87 n. * A Discourse of Monarchy, p. 139.
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their own, and having made it as gay as they could, set it up, to be

ador'd by the Multitude . . . and what must the consequence of it

be? but that the Government must be partly Monarchical, partly

Aristocratical, and partly Democratical. . . ,
x

His efforts to demonstrate that the king could not properly be

termed one of the three estates were futile. In the eighteenth

century—when the theory of mixed government enjoyed an un-

rivalled supremacy—the royal definition of the three estates was a

commonplace in parliamentary oratory; and it was driven from the

schoolbooks only by the scorn of nineteenth-century historians. 2

n
At the time of its appearance the Answer to the Nineteen Proposi-

tions was given extensive publicity, and its contents must have

been widely known. Charles I sent it to the Long Parliament on
21 June 1642, and about the same time he ordered that it should be

read and made public in the churches and chapels of England and

Wales. 3 It was published in at least six editions : three at London
and one each at Oxford, Cambridge, and York; and Hyde who only

summarized its contents in his History reported that it could be read

at large. The Answer was under advisement for almost a week

in the house of commons where a distinguished committee was

appointed to prepare a reply to its preamble. 4 After completing its

1 A Discourse of Monarchy pp. 141-2. See a similar statement in Sir John Pettus,

The Constitution of Parliaments in England (1680), p. 12. At the time Wilson was writing,

the University of Oxford, carried away by the revelation of the Rye House Plot, con-

demned in convocation (21 July 1683) a series of doctrines as destructive to kingly

government. Among the condemned doctrines appeared the following: ' The
Sovereignty of England is in the Three Estates, vi-^. King, Lords, and Commons. The
King has but a co-ordinate power, and may be overruled by the other two.' Three of

the four books cited as containing this doctrine had been published in 1643-4, while

the fourth was published in 1659. They were Philip Hunton's Treatise of Monarchie

(1643); A Political Catechism (1643) which has been atributed to Henry Parker; Samuel

Rutherford's Tex, Rex (1644); and Baxter's Holy Commonwealth (1659). All of them
reflected the influence of the Answer to the Nineteen Propositions, and the appropriate

paragraphs on the mixed nature of the English government were given in A Political

Catechism and in Holy Commonwealth. While Rutherford elevated the authority of the

two Houses above that of the king, he nevertheless considered the English government

a mixed monarchy ; and he praised it in the terms made familiar by Charles I : Tex, Rex,

p. 387.
2 A. F. Pollard, The Evolution of Parliament (London, 1920), pp. 61, 70-1. S. B.

Chrimes, English Constitutional Ideas in the Fifteenth Century (Cambridge, 1936), pp. 1
1 5 ff.,

126.
3 The Parliamentary or Constitutional History of England, xi. 234 note. The footnote is

ambiguously worded, stating that ' with this Answer the King published the Propositions,

also an order for the reading and publishing thereof throughout all churches and chapels

of England and Wales, by the several parsons, vicars or curates '. The York edition of

the Answer (published with the Nineteen Propositins) has, however, on its title page:
' By the King. Our expresse pleasure is, That this Our Answer be read and published

throughout all Churches and Chappels of the Kingdom of England and Dominion of

Wales, By the severall Parsons, Vicars, or Curates of the same.'
4 Apparently the preamble did not contain the portions of the Answer describing

the mixed nature of the English government, but the committee was doubtless familiar
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deliberations on the Answer, the house of commons resolved on

4 July that ' His Majesty's Command for the Reading and Publishing

of Declarations in Churches or Chapels, is against the Law of the

Land'; and on the following day a restraining ordinance was

passed in the two Houses. 1 There is reason to believe that the

Answer was publicized, nevertheless, as Charles I had ordered. 2

The unprecedented exchange of declarations and counter-

declarations, in which the king and the Long Parliament vied for

public support, excited keen interest
;

3 and for another year after hos-

tilities had begun late in August 1642, a literary warfare raged

about the statements of the contending sides. In it the Answer to

the Nineteen Propositions played a central role, supplying the basis

of argument for pamphleteers of both sides; and the theory of

mixed monarchy with its corollary of the three estates took firm

hold of the national imagination, assuming for many the sanctity

of fundamental law. 4 The main contentions of the Answer were

invoked in pamphlets emanating from parliamentarian writers like

Charles Herle, Philip Hunton, and Henry Parker, and from royalist

writers like Henry Feme, Dudley Digges, Sir John Spelman, and

John Bramhall. 5 It should not be assumed, however, that the

royal statements remained unchanged in their hands. Each pam-

phleteer was ready with a gloss influenced by the positions already

taken up by the king and the two Houses, and controversy was soon

rife over the nature of the mixture in the English government and

the division of power among the three estates under the fundamental

constitution.

with the whole document, and there is evidence that the pertinent portions were dis-

cussed in the house of commons. Sir Ralph Verncy, Notes of Proceedings in the Long

Parliament ed. John Bruce (Camden Society, 1845), pp. 181 f. For the membership

of the committee, see Journals of the House of Commons, ii. 637
1 Journals of the House of Commons, pp. 650-3.
2 Ibid. pp. 650, 653, 669.
3 Memoirs of the Life of Colonel Hutchinson, written by his Widow Lucy (London, 1848),

p. 98. Henry Parker, Observations upon some of His Majesties Late Answers and Expresses

(2nd edn., 1642), p. 10, reprinted in Tracts on Liberty in the Puritan Revolution, ed.

William Haller, vol. ii (New York, 1933). Parker, whose sympathies were parlia-

mentarian, recorded with dismay the applause greeting the royal papers.
4 Gough, op. cit. pp. 88, 92.
5 For a more complete exposition of the political thought of these pamphleteers

than this article supplies, see J. W. Allen, English Political Thought, 1603-1660 (London,

1938), Margaret Judson, Crisis of the Constitution (New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1949),

and Gough, op. cit. All of them remarked upon the prevalence of the theory of mixed

monarchy during the early years of the civil war; but only Allen recognized the

importance of the Answer and he seems to have just missed linking it with the wide-

spread use of the term mixed monarchy. See ibid. p. 408. On the other hand, state-

ments on the significance of the Answer without any comprehensive attempt to link

it with the pamphlet literature of 1642-3 are in Stanley Pargellis, ' The Theory of

Balanced Government ', The Constitution Reconsidered (New York, 1938), pp. 40-1 and

in two books by Francis D. Wormuth, The Royal Prerogative, 1603-1649 (Ithaca, New
York, 1939), pp. 114 ff. and The Origins of Modern Constitutionalism (New York, 1949),

pp. 52-3.
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The main threads of the controversy can be traced in the

writing of Feme, Herle (whose ideas resembled Parker's), and

Hunton; and apparently their interpretations of the Answer created

the broad strands of opinion on the theory of mixed monarchy that

existed during the civil war. Naturally the most conservative

exposition came from the pen of Henry Feme, one of the royal

chaplains and the leading royalist spokesman. He would grant

that the English constitution provided for a mixed government,

but he rejected the term mixed monarchy as imparting too great

powers to the two Houses. Their participation in law-making

provided the mixture; but even though their right of participation

was ' irrevocably by law settled upon them ', still they did not share

in the supreme power itself which belonged wholly to the monarch.

The consent and concurrence of the two Houses were required,

Feme stated, ' to certain Acts of the Monarchicall Power; and this

makes a Mixture, though they have no share in the very power but

concurre to the exercise of it only '. In other aspects of government

the king was supreme, and from him was derived the power of

administration. Feme insisted that this interpretation of the mixed

government left the two Houses in a position sufficiently strong to

keep the royal power within legal bounds. 1 Although in an earlier

pamphlet he had employed the royal definition of the three estates,

by 1643 he had grown more cautious.
c His Majesty did never use

that phrase with any intent of diminution to his Supremacy or

Headship ', the royalist explained. ' Properly the Prelates, Lords

and Commons ', he added, ' are the three Estates of this Kingdome,

under His Majesty as their Head.' 2

Feme had been aroused to the danger of using the royal

phraseology by the writings of parliamentarians like Charles Herle

who drew upon the royal definition of the three estates for a very

different analysis of the mixture in the English government. In

Herle's opinion, England was ' a co-ordinative and mixt Monarchy ',

the co-ordination or mixture being in ' the very supremacy of power

it selfe '. He wrote: 'Here the Monarchy or highest power is

itselfe compounded of 3. Coordinate Estates, a King, and two

Houses of Parliament.' This mixture, he stressed, the king himself

was often pleased in his declarations to applaud. The royalists

were thoroughly alienated by the doctrine of supply that followed.

If the king violated the law or failed to provide for the safety of the

kingdom, the other estates would have to supply the necessary

co-ordination to carry on the government and form ' virtually the

whole '. 3 When Feme objected vigorously to this doctrine of

1 Conscience Satisfied (Oxford, 1643), p. 14. A Reply unto Severall Treatises (Oxford,

1643), pp. 17-18, 29.
2 Ibid. pp. 18, 31-2. The Resolving of Conscience (Cambridge, 1642), p. 16.

3 A Fuller Answer, pp. 3-4, 7-1 1.
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supply, Herle responded with an appeal to the authority of Charles I.

His argument had come, he stated, from ' His Sacred Majesty . . .

in His Answer to the Nineteen Propositions of the two Houses ',

and he promptly supplied Feme with the appropriate paragraphs. 1

Meanwhile, an abler and more moderate adversary to Feme had

entered the lists. In May 1643, there appeared an anonymous tract

entitled A Treatise ofMonarchie, which was written by Philip Hunton,

a Puritan divine who won considerable contemporary renown by his

well-reasoned exposition of the theory ofmixed monarchy. After an

explanation of the superiority of mixed government generally, for

which he was plainly indebted to Charles I,
2 Hunton declared that

the English monarchy was ' in the most proper sense and in the

very modell of it . . .a mixed constitution '. It was explicitly

acknowledged in the Answer to the Nineteen Propositions, he said,

' to be a Monarchy mixed with Aristocracy in the house of Peeres, and

Democracy in the house of Commons \ 3 Like Herle he considered

the mixture to be in the very root and supremacy of power because

the legislative power (the supreme power) rested in ' three distinct

concurrent Estates, the consent and concourse of all most free, and

none depending on the will of the other '. But in a vein more
reminiscent of Feme, Hunton recogni2ed a marked inequality among
the three estates in other phases of government, stating that in a

mixed monarchy the king would need sufficient powers to preserve

the monarchical element without their being so extensive as to de-

stroy the mixture. In his view a nice adjustment existed in England

where the king summoned and dissolved parliament, executed

established law, and consummated an act by giving his assent

while the legislative power was placed, not in the king alone, but

in the three estates. 4

The influence of the Answer is also readily discernible in the

writings of the parliamentarian Henry Parker and the royalists

Dudley Digges, Sir John Spelman (son of the famous antiquary,

Sir Henry Spelman), and John Bramhall (onetime chaplain of Sir

Thomas Wentworth, later Earl of Strafford). It has been suggested

that Parker's provocative Observations upon some of His Majesty's ~Late

Answers and Expresses (1642)—which Richard Baxter considered the

most influential work on the side of parliament

—

5 was designed

expressly as a reply to the Answer. 6 If this were true, Parker

paid little attention to what Charles I had actually stated about

the division of power among the three estates, even asserting that

the two Houses, for which he made extreme claims, could legislate

1 An Answer to Dr. Feme's Reply (London, 1643), pp. 33-4. As late as 1644 Ilcrlc

was referring to the Answer to refute Feme's arguments. A/jab's Fall (London, 1644).

pp. 36, 40. 2 A Treatise of Monarchic, pp. 24-5.
3 Ibid. p. 40. * Ibid. pp. 25-6, 39-46.
6 Reliquiae Baxierianae, p. 41. * Allen, op. cit. p. 426.
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in times of emergency without the king. 1 In their replies to

Parker, the royalists warned of the danger to the existing mixed
government if the royal veto were taken away, and Digges wondered
why Parker should want to destroy this ' most happy restraint of

Aristocracy or Democaracy \ 2 Another pamphlet, which has been

attributed to Parker, had this self-explanatory title: A Political

Catechism, or, Certain Questions concerning the Government of this Land,

Answered in his Majesties own words, taken out of his Answer to the 19

Propositions (1643). Despite its prejudice in favour of the two
Houses, it provided additional publicity for the royal view of the

constitution. Questions concerning the nature of the English govern-

ment were raised and answered with reference to the statements of

Charles I, the appropriate page numbers of a London edition of the

Answer were supplied for the curious, and the concluding pages of

the pamphlet offered verbatim the paragraphs from the Answer on
which the questions and answers had been based.

One unmistakable conclusion emerges from surveying the

literature of the early years of the civil war. Royalist and parlia-

mentarian writers alike had accepted from Charles I the theory of

mixed monarchy and, with less unanimity, the doctrine of the three

estates. These constitutional ideas were fast becoming the in-

tellectual property of both sides. From a study of the pamphlets

issued in the years from 1642 to 1645, J. W. Allen concluded that

both sides frequently asserted that the English constitution provided

for a ' mixed ' monarchy. While he suggested that the concept had
arisen from the royal declarations of 1642, he failed to single out

the pertinent paragraphs in the Answer that explain so much about

the theory of mixed monarchy. 3 On this point, contemporaries of

Charles I were specific. The reasoning in the Answer was familiar

to royalists like Feme and Robert Sheringham (writing in 1660),

both of whom explained how parliamentarian writers had mis-

interpreted the royal statements. Feme stated: 'For such a

mixed condition of this Monarchy as these men would have, they

usually urge what his Majesty has graciously said in His answer to

the 19 Propositions.' 4 Their views were derived in particular,

he pointed out, from the statements of Charles I that the two Houses

under the existing constitution had sufficient power legally to

restrain tyranny and from what Feme now declared to be a mistaken

definition of the three estates, even though he himself had earlier

1 Observations, pp. 16, 21-2, 45.
2 Digges, An Answer to a Printed Book (Oxford, 1642), pp. 36-7; A Review of the

Observations upon some of His Majesties Late Answers (Oxford, 1643), pp. 10 ff. Spelman,

Certain Considerations upon the Duties both of Prince and People (Oxford, 1 642) and A View

of a Printed Book (Oxford, 1642). The pagination in Spelman's tracts is irregular.

In the second of them, he borrowed liberally from Charles I's remarks on the English

constitution. See also John Bramhall, Serpent Salve (n.p., 1643), passim.
3 Allen, op. cit. pp. 33, 460, 496-7. * A Reply unto Severall Treatises, p. 30.
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disseminated it. 1 Sheringham was equally explicit when he attri-

buted the arguments of Herle and Hunton to their misreading of
' the testimony of His Majesty, of Bracton, and Fortescue ', 2 a

comment that placed Charles I as a legal and constitutional authority

in distinguished company.

By the end of 1643 the theory of mixed monarchy had entered

the bloodstream of national politics, and the infection spread rapidly.

There even circulated a tract with the euphonious title : The Maximes

of Mixt Monarchy (1643). So great was the popularity of the theory

that its general acceptance was sometimes antedated as, for example,

when Thomas Hobbes attributed the coming of the civil war to

the widespread belief that the powers of government were divided

among king, lords, and commons in a mixed monarchy. 3 Richard

Baxter reasoned similarly about the causes of the war when he con-

cluded that many thought it justifiable to resist the king after he

had declared the government was mixed. Baxter wrote :
' The

King's Answer to the Nineteen Propositions, greatly confirmed

many, when they saw the King himself declaring to them, That the

Legislative Power was in King, Lords, and Commons, and that the

Government was mixt, and was not arbitrary.' 4 In his Behemoth:

The History of the Causes of the Civil Wars ofEngland (completed about

1668), Hobbes repeatedly stated that the whole nation was in-

fatuated with the theory of mixed monarchy in the early years of the

civil war; and he severely censured the royal councillors for es-

pousing a doctrine that made them half-hearted in the conduct of

the war because of their fear that a complete victory for Charles I

would destroy the much-admired mixed monarchy. 5

Equally caustic about the wisdom of the royal councillors was

Sir Philip Warwick, a politician and historian who had been a

royalist in the Long Parliament at the beginning of the civil war

and was very close to the king at its end. His memoirs, which

were written sometime between 1675 and 1677 ' from a frail memory
and some ill-digested notes ', are considered one of the main

royalist narratives of the civil war. In Warwick's estimation, the

Answer (which he called the Declaration at York) had done great

damage, and his hostility towards the doctrine of the three estates

was pronounced. He thought that Falkland, Hyde, and Colepeper

(whom he named) had initially framed declarations advantageous

1 A Reply unto Severall Treatises, pp. 30-2.
2 The Kings Supremacy Asserted (London, 1660), pp. 107 ff. Sheringham was willing

he said, to accept the royal definition of the three estates even though he knew that this

definition ran contrary to the statutes where the three estates ' arc declared to he the

Clergy, the Nobility, and the Commons ': ibid. p. 105.
3 Hobbes's Leviathan, Reprinted from the Edition of 165 1 (Oxford, 1952), pp. 139-40,

254. See also Lucy Hutchinson, Memoirs of the Life of Colonel Hutchinson, p. 5.

4 Reliquiae Baxterianae, p. 37. Holy Commonwealth, p. 470.
5 The English Works of Thomas Hobbes, vi. 306-7.
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to the royal cause since they knew the temper of the house of com-

mons and were supposed to know that of the nation. The effect

of the Answer, however, was that, in Warwick's words, ' it rather

wounded the regality, than convinc'd the refractory '.
' Such

doctrines . . . must be planted ', he wrote bitingly, ' as make

a subversion of the old frame of Government ', for the king must

be made one of the three estates and government march under the

banners of king, lords, and commons. Warwick had no objection,

he declared, to the king's being considered ' as Head of his Three

Estates ' but he ought not to ' be made one of them '. x This

outburst suggests that a deep vein of bitterness lingered among
ex-royalists since Warwick doubtless spoke for others as well as

for himself. It is surely significant, moreover, that writing long

after the appearance of the Answer he should have singled it

out from the other royal declarations of 1642 and attacked as its

central feature the doctrine of the three estates.

Ill

In the late stages of the civil war the character of Charles I

became all-important to the survival of the constitution that he

had described in such luminous language. By 1645, the year of

Naseby, he had lost the first civil war; and the Leveller theory of

pure democracy, with its emphasis on the supremacy of the house

of commons alone, had arisen to challenge the sway of the theory

of mixed monarchy. That the latter was still very influential was

evident, however, when proponents of government by king, lords

and commons stoutly contended that ' those three Estates of which

the fundamentall constitution of this Kingdom is made up, . . .

have in them joyntly, and together all the supreme power of this

Kingdom \ 2 While Leveller democracy was soon pervasive in the

lower ranks of the New Model Army, army commanders like Oliver

Cromwell and his son-in-law Henry Ireton were prepared to main-

tain in some form of government by king, lords, and commons as

long as they trusted Charles I. The outbreak of the second civil

war in May 1648, as a result of his alliance with the Presbyterians,

convinced them of his bad faith, and Ireton turned to the Levellers. 3

The army seized the king, occupied London, and early in December

1648, carried through Pride's Purge which removed the moderate

1 Memoires of the Reigne of King Charles (London, 1702), pp. 183-4, 197-8.
2 John Bellamie, A Vindication of the Humble Remonstrance (London, 1646), pp. 14-15.

Theodore Pease, The Leveller Movement (Washington, 1916), pp. 123-4. Certain Queries

Lovingly Propunded to Air. William Prynne (N.P., 1648), pp. 6-7.
3 In the ' Remonstrace of the Army ' (16-20 November 1648) Ireton accepted the

Leveller view of the supremacy of the house of commons. In his lengthy indictment

of Charles I for attempting to impose a political and ecclesiastical tyranny, Ireton

referred to England as a ' mixed state ', and it is possible that he was saying that Charles

I had sought to destroy the mixed monarchy. Parliamentary or Constitutional History,

xviii. 176.
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royalist Presbyterians from the house of commons of the Long
Parliament, leaving a remnant of between fifty and sixty Inde-

pendents known as the Rump. 1

After the Independents with the support of the army had

acquired control of the purged house of commons, the fate of the

monarchy and the house of lords was sealed. The abolition of the

latter was hastened by the refusal of the twelve peers still sitting

as a house of lords to approve either an ordinance for the trial of

the king or an accompanying resolution that it was treason according

to the fundamental law of the kingdom for the king to levy war
against parliament. Not one of the twelve peers spoke in favour of

the ordinance, the earl of Manchester—an old enemy to Charles I

—

insisting that ' by the fundmental laws of England, the Parliament

consists of three estates, of which the King is the first '. There

could be no parliament without him, and it was absurd, therefore, to

assert that the king could be a traitor to parliament. 2 The rejection

of the ordinance led directly to the passage of the three famous

resolutions of 4 January 1649, in which the house of commons
finally voted itself the supreme power in the State, as so many
Leveller manifestos had declared it to be. The ordinance for the

trial of Charles I was then carried through the house of commons.
The king was beheaded on 30 January 1649; an<^ m ^e following

months his office was abolished, the house of lords was ended, and

a commonwealth was proclaimed.

In the long run the theory of mixed monarchy must have

benefitted from its association with the ' martyred king ', but

for the time being, one estate had devoured the other two, and

government by king, lords, and commons had gone. What, then,

was the fate at this time of Charles's view of the constitution ? There

are signs that on the eve of the second civil war the tide was still

running strongly for the theory of mixed monarchy. Striking

1 One of the secluded members was Clement Walker, who is best remembered today

for his Compleat History of Independency . . . begun in 1640 (London, 1661). Writing

when the fate of Charles I had been determined and that of the house of lords was under
review, Walker insisted vigorously that the government of England was in three estates,

of which the king was the first. Legislative power rested ' in all three, and not in any-

one or two of the three Estates, without the third, and therefore no one or two of them
can exclude the other from having a Negative voice in passing, repealing, or changing

of laws ': ibid. pp. 1 13-14, 128, and 150-1. At this stage of the struggle, the ' error
'

in the Answer was plainly of service to the royal cause.
2 Quoted in Charles Harding Firth, The House ofl^ords during the Civil War (London,

1910), p. 207. Before the civil war, Manchester (Lord Mandcvillc) had been a leader

of the Puritan and popular party in the house of lords. At the time of the attempted

arrest of the five members of the house of commons, his name had been added to the

list for impeachment; and when the war came he was one of the few peers who stayed

with parliament. He served as major-general in the parliamentary army but was
charged with inactivity because of his evident desire to end the war with a treaty

rather than by an absolute victory in the field. Hobbcs wrote of another parliamentary

general, the earl of Essex, that he thought ' that England was not an absolute, but a

mixed monarchy '. English Works, vi. 303.
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testimony of its predominance was supplied by Sir Robert Filmer

in his Anarchy ofa Limited or Mixed Monarchy', which was published in

April 1648, as a belated riposte to Philip Hunton's Treatise. ' There

is scarce the meanest man of the multitude ', Filmer declared, ' but

can now in these days tell us, that the government of the kingdom

of England is a limited and mixed monarchy.' He thought it ' no

marvel, since all the disputes and arguments of these distracted

times both from the pulpit and the press do tend and end in this

conclusion '. The royalist knew of no writer besides Hunton who
described mixed monarchy, others only mentioning it as taking it

for granted. 1 Although the most recent writings to which Filmer

referred were those of Hunton, Feme, and Parker in 1643, he ob-

viously thought it appropriate as late as 1648 to issue a counterblast

to the theory of mixed monarchy.

If the popularity of the theory of mixed monarchy was as great

in the last years of the civil war as Filmer's comments imply, its

influence should be perceptible in the early years of the Interregnum.

There were numerous signs of its durability after the death of Charles

I, and one of the most convincing was furnished unwittingly by

Filmer's lifelong associate in Kent, Sir Roger Twysden, a judicious

and laborious antiquary whose political convictions were of a very

different order. The latter's Certaine Considerations upon the Govern-

ment ofEngland remained in manuscript until John Mitchell Kemble
edited it for publication in 1849. He considered that it had been

composed in the decade after 1650, the very period with which we are

concerned, and it is clear from the text that it was written later than

Filmer's Anarchy of a Limited or Mixed Monarchy, to which Twysden
referred.

The antiquary discussed at some length the changing definition

of the three estates at this time, and his remarks should be viewed in

conjunction with Filmer's public insistence in 1648 that the theory

ofmixed monarchy was accepted on all sides. He himself had never

questioned Twysden stated, ' but the king as he was . . . the

beginner and ender of parliaments, the governor and director of

them, so the three estates were those who were governed by him,

vidz. 1. The lords spirituall. 2. The lords temporall. 3. The
commons '. Of late, however, he had met ' with some that hold

the king himselfe to bee one of three, and both the lords spirituall

and temporall but one, not two estats '. Twysden thought it ' a

forced construction to take a single man, as the king is, for . . .

an estate of men '. ' Yet I have found [those?] that have stiffely

mainteyned it ', the antiquary reported. These remarks give us, as

by the lifting of a curtain, an insight into the debates of the country

gentlemen on government. Concluding that the opinion of his

1 Patriarcba and Other Political Works of Sir Robert Filmer , ed. Peter Laslett (Oxford,

1949). P- 279-
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own day was immaterial to those seeking the foundation of the

government, Twysden turned to an examination of precedents

supporting his conviction that ' the prince as a person ' was distinct

' from the three estates \*

Others besides the antiquary noticed the changing definition

of the three estates in these years. 2 Chief among them from the

standpoint of legal eminence and broad political experience was the

distinguished lawyer, Bulstrode Whitelocke, whose views were

expressed in a lengthy treatise written soon after the Restoration

and dedicated to Charles II. An ex-parliamentarian who had had

first-hand experience of the many changes of government during the

civil war and Interregnum, Whitelocke now summed up his

reflections on the English government. He was writing twenty

years after the appearance of theAnswer to the Nineteen Propositions,

and he not only utilized the royal definition of the three estates

while demonstrating an awareness that controversy raged on the

subject but also quoted from the Answer itself as the authoritative

exposition of the powers of the several estates. ' The " power

of each state ", Whitelocke wrote, ' is exactly described by the

late king in his declaration, and answear to the 19 propositions,

which is worthy the recitall.' And he promptly plunged into the

memorable passages from the Answer that had been so frequently

invoked in the early years of the civil war. 3

Whitelocke's reliance upon the authority of Charles I for an

analysis of the distribution of power among king, lords, and com-

mons is the more important because of a career that made him one

of the fascinating figures of his age. The only son of Sir James

Whitelocke, he had sat as a young man in the parliament that pre-

pared the Petition of Right; he was chairman of the committee

that prepared the articles of impeachment against the earl of

Strafford ; and he was appointed a member of the committee that

was charged with replying to the preamble of the Answer to the

Nineteen Propositions. At this time he doubtless familiarized

himself thoroughly with its contents. Despite an earlier intimacy

with Hyde and Falkland, Whitelocke joined the parliamentary

side when the civil war began. By 1648 he had been appointed,

along with Sir Thomas Widdrington, one of the Lords Commis-

sioners of the Great Seal presiding over Chancery. Although they

refused to participate in the trial of Charles I, retiring together

to the country side to avoid the distasteful proceedings, it was

Whitelocke, albeit with reluctance, who subsequently prepared

1 Certaine Considerations . . ., pp. 127-8.
2 The livelier Tracts, 1 647-16j}, cd. William Mailer and Godfrey Davics (New York,

1944), pp. 140- 1. Jeremiah Stephens, An Apology for the Ancient Right . . . of

the Bishops to Sit and Vote in Parliament (London, 1660), p. 14.

3 W'hitelockes Notes Upon the Kings U'ritt, ed. Charles Morton (London, 1766), ii.

43-4, jo, 3°8- 10 -
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the acts that ended the office of the king and abolished the

house of lords.

Subsequently Whitelocke and Widdrington attended a meeting

that took place at speaker LenthalPs house on 10 December 1651,

in the course of which frequent reference was made to the theory of

mixed monarchy. The date is significant. Three months earlier

Stuart hopes of a restoration had been dashed at Worcester, and two
weeks earlier the death of Ireton had removed Leveller influence

from Cromwell's councils. After the Rump had refused to dissolve

itself, the latter had decided to have a meeting with some leading

members of parliament and the chief officers of the army in order to

discuss a settlement of the kingdom.

The members of parliament who assembled to discuss this

important subject had been active in the Long Parliament when the

Answer to the Nineteen Propositions was under consideration, and

the tenor of their remarks made it manifest that the theory of

mixed monarchy had, indeed, survived the seeming ruin of the

royalist cause. Whitelocke summarized the discussion, writing

that ' generally the soldiers were against anything ofMonarchy . . .

the lawyers were generally for a mixt Monarchial government and

many were for the Duke of Gloucester [the youngest son of Charles

I] to be made King '. There were repeated allusions to the theory

of mixed monarchy. Whitelocke asked whether they should not

agree on the type of settlement desired
—

' whether of an absolute

Republic, or with any mixture of Monarchy '. Cromwell seized

on the latter phrase. ' It is my meaning ', he said, ' that we should

consider, whether a Republic, or a mixed Monarchial Government
will be best to be settled.' Sir Thomas Widdrington favoured
' a mixed Monarchical Government ' as ' most suitable to the Laws
and People of this Nation.' On the other hand, Colonel Fleetwood

was puzzled. He did not know ' whether an absolute Republic,

or a mixed Monarchy, be best to be settled in this Nation.' When
Widdrington proposed making the the duke of Gloucester king,

Cromwell expressed opposition to the return of the Stuarts but not

to ' a Settlement with somewhat of Monarchical power in it 'J

1 Wilbur Cortez Abbott, The Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell (Cambridge,

Mass., 1939), ii. 506-7. Abbott has reprinted the record of the meeting that appeared

in Whitelocke's Memorials of the English Affairs (1682). Cromwell later spoke of the

Rump as having assumed ' to itself the authority of the three estates that were before ',

Firth, Oliver Cromwell (World's Classics, 1953), p. 229. Another way of estimating

the continuing influence of the theory of mixed monarchy after the death of Charles I

is noticing whether it was attacked by its enemies. Their silence would suggest its

eclipse. That it persisted during the Interregnum is suggested by the attack made upon
it by the regicide John Cook, who had been appointed prosecutor for the king's trial.

In a long tract, devoted to proving from Scriptures that God disapproved of monarchy
as a form of government, Cook came finally to the question of mixed monarchy.

Even a mixed monarchy, it was clear, held no charm for him. ' But may not people

live happily in a mixt Monarchy ', he asked rhetorically, in which ' the King may have

a prerogative in many things, and yet the people enjoy their Liberties '. ' I say not ',
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It is no surprise to find these speakers, with the exception of

Fleetwood, seeking in 1657 to restore under the House of

Cromwell government by king, lords, and commons nor to dis-

cover Whitelocke early in the reign of Charles II quoting at

length from the Answer to the Nineteen Propositions.

IV

Thus the theory of mixed monarchy had important advocates

in the critical years immediately following the death of Charles I;

and it was very much alive, as was the memory of the Answer to the

Nineteen Propositions, 1 when Charles II on 29 May 1660 re-entered

London in triumph, the way strewn with flowers, the bells ringing,

and the fountains running with wine. ' I stood in the Strand and

beheld it, and blessed God. And all this was done without one drop

of blood shed, and by that very army which rebelled against him ',

marvelled John Evelyn. Without minimi2ing the role of General

Monck, whose services in effecting the Restoration were inestimable,

one may perhaps reflect that there were members of Charles IPs

entourage whose services to royalism had been equally great. High
among the councillors of the restored monarch were Edward Hyde,

already lord chancellor and soon to be earl of Clarendon, and baron

Colepeper, Master of the Rolls, with less than two months to live. 2

Of the triumvirate of moderate royalists who had so successfully

identified Charles I and the House of Stuart with constitutional

monarchy in the unforgettable Answer to the Nineteen Propositions,

Lord Falkland alone was absent from the triumph of the cause for

which he had died in the civil war and which contemporaries in

their several ways denominated mixed monarchy.

University of Houston, Texas Corinne Comstock Weston

he answered, ' for Monarchy and Liberty are inconsistent and incompatible.' Monarchy

no Creature of God's Making (Waterford, Ireland, 1652), p. 129.
1 The text was given in the royalist Sir William Sanderson's Life . . . of King

Charles (London, 1658), pp. 529-36 and in the authorized Workes of King Charles the

Martyr, ed. R. Royston (London, 1662), ii, 85-105. The paragraphs on the mixed nature

of the English government were published separately in Baxter's Holy Commonwealth

(1659), pp. 462 ff. and in Wbitelockes Notes Uppon the Kings Writt, ii. 308-10, which he

had apparently begun to write as early as 1661. Sheringham's The Kings Supremacy,

which was published just before the restoration of Charles II, was devoted to an analysis

of how parliamentarian writers had misinterpreted the Answer to the Nineteen Propo-
sitions. See in particular his description of how they had ' notoriously perverted the

meaning of his Majesty ', ibid. pp. 108 ff. As for the prevalence of the theory of mixed
monarchy in the reign of Charles II, it was noted by Warwick, writing in 1678, who
asserted roundly: ' We all know, that our Government is a mixt Monarchy ', A. Dis-

course of Government (London, 1694), p. 41. A similar view was taken by the modern
scholar B. Behrcns who concluded that despite bitter political differences, ' the reign of

Charles II was far from devoid of common assumptions and the " mixed monarchy "

was one of them ', ' The Whig 7'hcory of the Constitution in the Reign of Charles II ',

Cambridge Historical journal, vii (1941-3), 51, 54, 70-1.
2 For the position of Hyde and Colepeper in the royal councils in 1660, see Edward

Raymond Turner, The Cabinet Council of England in the Seventeenth and IUghteenth Centuries

(Baltimore, 1930), i. 54-5.
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The Growth of Ministerial Control in the

Nineteenth- Century House of Commons

WHILE the reform of the parliamentary electoral system in

the nineteenth century offers the historian a well-trodden

highway of political controversy, the reform of the internal func-

tioning and procedure of the house of commons remains, in spite of

the important work of Professor Redlich published over fifty years

ago, 1 largely trackless and unexplored. Although electoral reform

and procedural reform were in many ways intimately connected, the

latter was by no means merely a postscript or corollary to the Reform

Acts. It was the direct result of the transformation of the whole

field of politics by the forces and pressures of the post-industrial

era, and it reflects each stage of this gradual and unintentional

process of alteration. Indeed what has been called procedural

reform was in fact a series of timid expedients, commencing with

the institution of order days 'in 1811, which attempted to preserve

the traditional ways while saving the public business from being

submerged in the proliferation of parliamentary work. Only sheer

necessity could have induced the Commons, which was always

governed by the most conservative instincts in matters of procedure,

to accept even these backward-looking adjustments, and yet their

cumulative effect was a thorough revolution in the nature and purpose

of the forms of the House. At the beginning of the nineteenth

century, the house of commons still retained its traditional character

as the ' grand inquest of the nation ', concerned pre-eminently with

voicing grievances and scrutinizing the financial and administrative

measures of the Crown: private members enjoying the same privi-

leges as ministers, and the same power of initiative save in the special

case of taxation. By the end of the century the Commons had

become primarily an instrument of legislation, controlled by minis-

ters in the interests of a dominant majority: and the rights and

powers of private members had been reduced to insignificance.

The establishment of ministerial control over the allocation of

time and the course of business in the house of commons was

regarded by Redlich as the unavoidable consequence of several

'Josef Redlich, The Procedure of the House of Commons : A Study of its History and

Present Form 3 vols. (London, 1908).
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developments. The concentration of business ' in the hands of a

Government responsible exclusively and directly to the House of

Commons '; the ' universal recognition of the fact that the demo-

cratization of the House of Commons called for a rearrangement

of its work '; the increase in the amount of parliamentary business,

of itself sufficient to account for the breakdown of the old rules and

arrangements; and finally the emergence of obstruction; all these

combined to bring about ' a complete transformation and reform

in the parliamentary order of business *.1 In Redlich's opinion, the

first impulse was given to procedural reform by the Reform Act of

1 832,2 but it was not, he thought, until the last quarter of the century

that it gained its full momentum. He viewed the period between

1832 and 1872 as one of ' conservatism ' in which ' the rights of

minorities were not materially attacked \ 3 Then follows a period

of rapid change, in which:

Three tendencies stand out in bold relief; the strengthening of the

disciplinary and administrative powers of the Speaker, the continuous

extension of the rights of the Government over the direction of all

parliamentary action in the House, and, lastly, the complete sup-

pression of the private member, both as to his legislative initiative

and as to the scope of action allowed to him by the rules. 4

Though he makes every concession to the force of the reform-

ing spirit, Redlich is obliged to regard these tendencies as inevit-

able; 'Not one of the three is the consequence of any intentional

effort; they have all arisen out of the hard necessity of political

requirements '.

While Redlich's account of the compelling reasons for the growth

of ministerial control is not likely to be seriously challenged, his

emphasis on the special importance of the last quarter of the nine-

teenth century is more questionable. It is true that the standing

orders introduced by Gladstone and Balfour between 1872 and 1902

greatly extended and elaborated the means of majority control,

backed by disciplinary powers. But these powers were designed

chiefly for the purpose of combating abuses that sprang up within

the period in question. Obstruction and an ever-rising tide of talk

made it necessary to transfer all the important procedure of the House
from its traditional basis of usage and custom to a basis of formal

and written rules. Nor was this transfer of much immediate

advantage to the government of the day, for its position in 1902 was

worse than it had been in 1872. The new codes of standing orders

were essentially defensive. On the positive side, they did little

more than sweep away the dead wood of the old system of customary

procedure that had long been defunct. For in spite of the pre-

vailing conservatism and the brevity of the formal alterations in

1 Redlich, op. cil. i, p. xxxii-iii. 2 Ibid. i. 73, 170.

' Ibid. i. 132. 4 Ibid. i. 206.
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procedure in the Palmerstonian era and before, it was in that earlier

part of the century that the private member lost his liberties, and the

official member allowed himself to be borne along by blind forces

into a commanding position in the House. The following pages

seek to elucidate something of this process.

The origin of the distinction, in its modern form, between the

official and the private member of parliament, and the beginnings

of the decline in status of the latter, must be sought in the pre-

reform era. It was then that the rights that all members enjoyed

from long custom began to prove incompatible with the efficient

discharge of the public business. In the early years of the nine-

teenth century, owing to a multiplication of the items of parlia-

mentary business J and to the addition of a hundred Irish members
consuming more than their due proportion of time, the pressure of

work became critically severe. Moreover, this increase of business

was matched by a corresponding increase in the time spent on

debating motions tabled by minorities with little prospect of success.

The publication of the debates in the daily newspapers must have

given an enormous encouragement to discussions designed to gain

the ear of the public out-of-doors, which began, contrary to usage,

to be adjourned from one day to the next. To make matters worse,

the length of the parliamentary session, which might have been

extended, was in fact decreased after 1800, since it was felt to be
' inconvenient for the Irish members to come over till after Christ-

mas, and it was inconvenient for the English members to sit after

Midsummer '. 2 The House had come to adopt as its usual time

for embarking upon the public business the late hour of five o'clock, 3

and even then it could not proceed to the ' orders of the day ' until

the ' notices of motion ' set down in the order book had been dealt

with. Thus the orders, consisting of the affairs approved by the

House for consideration and including the stages of bills and the

committee of supply, were pushed forward into the night by the

discussion of the notices that any member was free to table. Quite

commonly the orders were not reached until after midnight.

It was to meet this crisis that ' order days ' were instituted in 1 8 1 1

.

In that year Creevey, then in opposition, complained that ministers

1 B. [ritish] P. [arliamentary] P. [apers] 1810, ii. 551-2, where it is estimated that the

volume of business had increased fourfold between 1760 and 1808, as calculated from
the number of items in the Journals with allowance for their ' nature and amount '.

The actual numbers of items are given as follows

:

1760 = 2,348 1790 = 3,453

1770 = 2,972 1800 = 6,381

1780 = 3,312 1806 = 8,270

2 Hansard 1st ser., xix. 245.
3 Hansard 1st ser., iii. 707, 5 March 1805. Huskisson appealed to experienced

members ' whether 5 o'clock was not the usual time of proceeding with the public

business '.
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were taking advantage of the late hour at which the orders were

considered to smuggle through their more controversial measures

at times ' when the House was exhausted with debates, and no

discussion could take place '. He instanced a bill granting £,\\

millions to the East India Company, which ' passed through no

one of its stages previous to the last, before one o'clock in the morn-

ing \* Replying for the government, Perceval blamed for the

difficulty ' those gentlemen who, having given notices of motions,

had by the usage of Parliament the precedence of the orders of the

day '; and took the opportunity to propose as a remedy that on

the nights when supply was usually taken (Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays) the orders of the day should come on before notices.

This proposal was vigorously contested, as a violation of the right

of any member to move a question ' upon the sudden '—a right which

it was claimed applied particularly to supply nights. 2 In deference

to this opposition, Perceval restricted his proposal to two nights,

Mondays and Fridays, declaring that ' he did not wish that it should

in any way affect the principle that had been considered by some

gentlemen to be of great importance, namely, that of the privi-

lege of every member to make a motion without any previous

notice . . .
'. 3 Still dissatisfied with the remedy which his com-

plaint had called forth, Creevey took the first possible opportunity

to vindicate the right of ' grievances before supply ', in the novel

form of an amendment to the routine question that the speaker

leave the chair. Whenever supply was proposed, he said, ' any

member had a right, by immemorial parliamentary law and usage,

immediately to originate any motion, complaining of, or inquiring

into a grievance '.4 The method of moving grievances by way of

amendments on going into supply, which Creevey thus originated,

was little used in the pre-reform period. But it was destined later

to become the last bastion of the private member. 5

The new order days, though pregnant with possibilities for the

extension of government control over the House, did not immedi-

ately have any great effect upon the relative status of private and

official members. Not until the eighteen-thirties were the Mondays

and Fridays appropriated to government orders exclusively, or

used to give government business a special immunity from the

incursions of private members. The latter still retained in the

pre-reform period some very sharp weapons with which to retaliate

1 Hansard 1st ser., xviii. 1216, 15 Feb. 1811.

2 Hansard 1st ser., xviii. 1223. Whitbread, 15 Feb. 1811: 'The precedence of

notices arose out of the right of members to make any motion upon the sudden ;
which

right, when members consented to waive, they were compensated for by the precedence

of notices.'

3 Hansard 1st ser., xix. 107, 27 Feb. 181 1. Order days were continued after 181

1

by sessional resolutions. See C. [ommons] J. [ournals], lxvi. 148, &c.
4 Hansard 1st ser., xix. 247, 6 March 18 11.

6 For the frequency of its use see B.P.P. 1871, ix. 12-13.
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upon any ministerial attempt to override the feelings of minorities.

And if these weapons were seldom used, it was because minorities

were respected and accommodated by ministers in conformity

with a notion of equality of which these weapons were the symbols.

Both the equality and its symbols vanished in the eighteen-thirties.

The most characteristic of the private members' powers was the

right of anyone to obstruct the proceedings by moving repeatedly

* that the House do now adjourn '. By this means the freedom of

newspapers to report the debates was won in 1771. 1 Sheridan on

another occasion forced nineteen consecutive divisions in this way,

until the House, wearied by the rigmarole, came round reluctantly

to vote with him. 2 Again, in March 181 3, when a member cleared

the gallery to prevent the public, which was avid to read the debate

on the princess of Wales's letter to the speaker, from being gratified

by the newspaper reporters, another member, Mr. Bennet, started

to obstruct by moving the adjournment. In the discussion that

followed, Canning gave his approval of the right that Bennet had

assumed, saying that it was one that he himself ' had often exercised

to the manifest impediment of the public business, considering it

to be the only arms ofa minority against an overwhelming majority.' 3

The threat was on this, as on most other occasions, effective.4

Another instance of its being employed was in the notable struggle

over the renewal of the income tax in 1 8 1 6, when the chancellor

of the exchequer attempted to forestall the opposition's agitation in

the country by an early vote. Brougham countered this move by

threatening to use the adjournment ' for the purpose of interrupting

and staying the business before them ' in order to stem at the outset

' this attempt to smother the voice of the people. . .
'

.
5 The

chancellor gave way and postponed the vote. Yet another in-

stance of this form of duress occurs in the debate on the Regent's

speech in November 1819, when Joseph Hume demanded an ad-

journed debate against the inclination of ministers and began to

repeat the motion for an immediate adjournment. After an in-

conclusive discussion ' whether it was consistent with the rules of

the House for a gentleman to persist in moving the adjournment,

minute after minute, in order to prevent the consideration of a

question, as was done by the party in opposition when Mr. Fox
was last in power ', Hume's demand was conceded. 6

A more substantial privilege of individual members was their

right to claim a hearing at any time by motion made without

1 See e.g. Parliamentary History, xvii. 83 ff., 12 and 14 March 1771.
2 James Grant, Random Recollections of the House of Commons, pp. 5 3-4.
3 Hansard 1st ser., xxiv. 1125, 4 March 1813.
4 The debate was put off till the following day, when six of the opposition took down

the speechs from a side gallery ' more accurately than usual ' : Sir Robert Heron,

Notes by Sir Robert Heron, 2nd edn. (Grantham, 185 1), p. 12.

6 Hansard 1st ser., xxxii. 879, 27 Feb. 1816.
6 Hansard 1st ser., xli. 136, 23 Nov. 1819.
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previous notice. The House had always dealt with matters of

immediate moment before passing to the orders of the day, and was

always ready to listen to questions of breach of privilege. By the

late eighteenth century some restriction began to be placed upon

the former freedom of initiative by a new convention that notice

should be given not only of important proposals but of all motions

of a controversial character. This convention was upheld by a

ruling of the speaker in 1806, but it was then criticized by Fox

from the Treasury bench, who ' considered the practice of giving

notice on ordinary occasions, as an abuse which was so long suffered

to prevail, that it was not at present easy to get rid of it immediately '.

On supply nights particularly the old custom was better, ' which

was to attend to all subjects of grievance
,

.
1 Fox's sentiments were

widely shared, and neither the ruling of 1 806 nor the creation of order

days in 18 11 was held to have extinguished the old right. There

had, however, to be some excuse for its exercise. Thus, for in-

stance, we find members moving without notice for papers on the

ground that delay would deprive the House of proper information. 2

Certainly order days did not enjoy in the pre-reform era the sanctity

that was accorded to them later. As Mr. Calcraft observed in 18 19,

they had been made for ' the accommodation of both sides of the

House, and he did not see why the right of bringing on an important

motion should be given up in every instance '. Mr. Robinson,

for the government, agreed upon this point. 3 This issue was

raised again in 1823, when Lord Archibald Hamilton brought

forward a motion on an order day before the orders had been

disposed of, trusting that ' no gentleman would interrupt him in

the performance of an undoubted right. . . . He had put off his

motion for the convenience of gentlemen opposite. It was under-

stood on those occasions, that he was to have precedence on a future

evening. . .
.

' As it happened, the order that had been anticipated

concerned the game laws, upon which the county members were

anxious to have a debate, and so an appeal was made to the Chair.

The speaker, seemingly unwilling to establish the rule one way
or the other, escaped by a technical evasion: ' That regulation

[establishing order days] was, he well recollected, made under a

strong protest by several members, as being an infringement upon
the privilege of a member to originate a motion without notice . . .

this session, in consequence of the inquiry into the conduct of the

Sheriff of Dublin, several deviations had unavoidably taken place

... he presumed [Lord Archibald Hamilton] intended to conclude

'Hansard ist scr., vi. 230-1. 27 Feb. 1806. An old member, Mr. Francis, re-

membered the time when notice was required only ' on very particular occasions '.

* Hansard ist ser., xxxii. 347. Brougham for papers on the peace treaties, 9 Feb.

1816. Hansard 2nd ser., iv. 26 ff. Mr Wetherell for papers concerning the exclusion

of the queen's name from the Liturgy, 23 Jan. 1821.
3 Hansard ist ser., xxxix. 69-70, 22 Jan. 18 19.
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his speech with a motion; and no amendment to that could be

made until it was before the House.' 1 And so the rules remained

ambiguous.

The most important and effective means that private members

possessed of claiming priority, whether on order days or otherwise,

was by raising debates upon the presentation of petitions. This

way of originating discussion arose late in the eighteenth century,

and after the establishment of order days it came increasingly into

vogue. Petitions enjoyed priority over all other ordinary business.

Moreover, whereas an ordinary motion, once voted upon, could not

be reintroduced in the same session, petitions could be used to

renew a debate again and again on the same topic. With these

advantages, they became the standard means of political agitation,

offering an excuse for holding public meetings in the country, and

repeated discussion in the House: and so, while they came to be

numbered in hundreds after 1812, they were numbered in thousands

during the agitation of the Catholic question and the Reform Bill.

Nor were they only effective in the hands of the main political

parties. Wilberforce, for example,was able almost single-handed

to raise in 181 3 the then unprecedented number of 900 petitions,

on the subject of missionaries to India. 2 Similarly E. J. Littleton

was able to rouse his county against a threatened tax on the inland

coal trade in 18 19. 'I can easily perceive ', he notes, ' that minis-

ters are by no means well pleased with me for having excited the

public attention to the measure and caused so many meetings to

be held at different places through the county. There is scarcely

a parish in Staffordshire that has not met for the purpose of

petitioning.' 3

The powers possessed by individual members, used in the ways

that have been described, sufficiently illustrate the general character

of parliamentary procedure before the Reform Act. It was still what

it had been in the seventeenth century, the ' procedure of an opposi-

tion '.4 The bias of the rules favoured minorities : they made for

decision by consensus rather than by majority, that is to say, they

armed minorities with powers that freed them from coercion and

promoted compromise. A procedure of this kind could only work

if all parties great and small were prepared to abide by the gentle-

manly conventions which, much more than any written rules,

determined what was permissible. 5 The conventions governing the

1 Hansard 2nd ser., ix. 61 1-2. 2 June 1823.
2 R. I. and S. Wilberforce, Life of Wilberforce, iv. 103-12, 120.

3 Stafford, Hatherton MSS., ' Littleton Diary ', ii. 210, 4 March 18 19.

4 Redlich, i. 57.
5 So important a practice as that of raising debates on the presentation of petitions

was dropped by an understanding between the front benches, without so much as a

resolution. Four sessions later in 1839 the speaker upheld the new usage, declaring

that ' The rules and regulations of the House arose from the course of practice'. See

Hansard 3rd ser., xlv. 157-8, 6 Feb. 1839. Also Mirror of Parliament of the same day
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1

course of business permitted the utmost flexibility, and although

ministers in consultation with the opposition had assumed a con-

siderable authority in its arrangement, they did so as honest brokers

for the House. The public business in their hands was not allowed

to displace that in the hands of private members. This happy state

of affairs was made possible by the fact that there was still room

—

but only just sufficient room—in the parliamentary session for

everyone who wished to obtain a hearing. 1 When the situation

altered, as it did dramatically in the first reformed parliament, the

old leisurely ways and tolerant methods were bound to go.

However debatable may be the consequences of the great

Reform Act in other directions, it undoubtedly marks a cataclysm

in the internal methods of the house of commons. It was in the

eighteen-thirties that the old conception of the House as an entity

separate from and independent of ministers was first compromised

by arrangements which placed ministers in a position of advantage

over private members. Ministerial measures were given a frank

priority. This no doubt to some extent reflected a sense of the

increased responsibilities of ministers in carrying through a heavy

programme of remedial legislation, but the immediate cause was a

breakdown of the restraints that had formerly kept speaking and

independent action within bounds. ' The first reformed Parlia-

ment ', an experienced member comments in 1833, 'is, I think, a

very honest, but a very ignorant and a most disagreeable one. The

members are almost all seized with the rage for speaking, and

persevere in making all sorts of motions—many very absurd—to

the interruption of the most important measures, which are at last

proceeded with, often almost imperceptibly, at late hours.' 2 Peel

made the same kind of comment a year later, when he said:

'.
. . there is this difference between the present House ofCommons

and its predecessor, that on notice days there is such a mass of

notices on the Books, that, in point of fact, we never are able to

know beforehand to which one our attention is to be drawn—there

is no one of paramount importance which we know will come

p. 75, where Joseph Hume, in attempting to do a thing before the sessional order

forbidding it was reintroduced, is corrected by the speaker:

Speaker: There may be no rule; but the question is, whether the honourable-

member will do as other members have done.

Hume: I do not choose to do as other members have done.

Speaker: ... if any individual member chooses to depart from a general under-

standing, it will be impossible to preserve order.
1 From 18

1 7, when the Votes and Proceedings were printed on a new plan, the

state of the order book each morning was recorded in them. This makes it possible

to see what happened to all the notices. The House, contrary to later practice, took

the notices in any order it pleased, and some it passed over. But one can go through

the record of a whole session without finding a single instance of a notice, that was

renewed two or three times, failing to gain the attention of the House.
* Heron, op. cit. p. 203, September 1833.
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forward.' 1 At the close of the session, Hume complained in 1836,
' there were generally 50 or 60 notices on the book, which it was

perfectly impossible could be moved \ 2 Inevitably this pressure

forced the choice of either allowing the public business to come to

a standstill, or taking steps to give it priority by curbing the oppor-

tunities of private members. The problem of getting through the

public business had in any case become acute of recent years, and a

few enthusiasts for political experiment had suggested the devolution

of less important business to local bodies, or the division of the

House into legislative committees on the French pattern, to cope

with it.
3 Such projects gained very little notice or support. The

House preferred to overcome difficulties by ad hoc expedients and

gradual adjustments. It could not be forseen that once the principle

of limiting the individual member's opportunities of competing

at any time with ministers for the attention of the House was ad-

mitted, there was no practicable stopping point before all his

opportunities for doing so were taken away. But such was the

case.

The first of these opportunities to be abolished was that arising

on the presentation of petitions, when, as has been seen, it had

become the practice to raise discussion. In the reformed Parliament

desultory debates upon petitions bade fair to consume literally the

entire time of the House, and so in 1833 the hearing of petitions was

relegated to special ' morning sittings '. These were not a success

—

for it was vain to pretend that the matter of the petitions themselves

was of the slightest interest—and were therefore discontinued.

But when the hearing of petitions was once more returned to the

normal sittings, debate upon them was precluded by a general

understanding between the Government and the Opposition.4 In

1839 a member challenged the validity of a prohibition that had

come into being without any determination of the House itself,

but the speaker upheld it and members in general approved of it.
5

Russell observed that the first considerable precedent for discursive

debates upon the presentation of petitions was as recent as 1793,

when petitions were sent up by the ' Friends of the People '. Sir

Francis Burdett affirmed that he could ' recollect the time when no
man ventured to do more than open the petition, state its object,

and, perhaps, refer to the respectability of the signatures '. Also a

1 Mirror of Parliament, 8 July 1834, p. 2688.
2 Times, 6 Feb. 1836.
3 See e.g. William Wickens, Division of Labour (1829), pp. 143-4 ; Sir John Sinclair,

Thoughts on the means of preventing the public mischiefs . . . (1830); Arthur Symonds,

Practical suggestionsfor the internal reform of the House of Commons (1832).
4 See e.g. Hansard 3rd ser., xxxix. 687, Sir Edward Knatchbull, 6 Dec. 1837:

' ... he understood, on the authority of the chair, a rule had been adopted by mutual

consent of both sides of the House, that no discussion whatever should take place on

the presentation of petitions'.
5 Hansard 3rd ser., xlv. 157-66, 6 Feb. 1839.
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technical objection to debates on petitions was advanced, that they

encouraged ex parte statements upon which the House could not

come to any resolution. Against these arguments Joseph Hume
maintained that ' any one in that House who caught the Speaker's

eye had a right to speak, whether with a petition in his hand or

otherwise '. This might have been true of the eighteenth century,

but it was no longer possible to claim such a right, even in theory,

with any plausibility.

It proved necessary to take more positive steps to protect govern-

ment business from the inroads of members bent on furthering their

own affairs. From 1835 Wednesday was made an order day, for

the benefit of private members, while Monday and Friday became
' government ' order days ' by the courtesy of the House ,

.
1 Thus

for the first time a distinction was created between the business of

the Government, and that of private members. At the same time,

the Tuesday and Thursday ' notice ' days, the proper occasion for

private members to raise questions that required a full debate, were

losing their former importance and falling into disrepute. Notices

were put down in scores, choking the order book for weeks in

advance, and a ballot for precedence had to be instituted. Formerly

the House had exercised a choice in the order it took notices, but

the ballot prescribed a fortuitous order. This proved disastrous,

in view of the quality of the topics put down. '
. . . most of the

notices ' Lord Stanley told the House, ' were a mass of trash and

rubbish to which no-one thought it worthwhile to attend, except

the member who gave the notice \ 2 Thus the House frequently

preferred a count out to the infliction of a dull or unpopular subject

from which there was no other escape. Nor did the Government

regard it as their duty to make a House on notice days. 3 In these

circumstances members who felt they had matters of consequence or

immediate concern to raise found that their only certain means was

to move them in the form of amendments to particular orders of

the day. Soon the government found that a third of their order

days were being perverted to notices, and after the report of a

select committee in 1837 amendments to particular orders were

forbidden. 4 Only three opportunities of breaking into the business

fixed for government order days remained. Amendments could

be moved on the question that the orders of the day be read: and

discussions could be raised or amendments moved on the question

that the House resolve itself into committee, on bills, on matters

1 C. J., 25 Feb. 1835; B.P.P. 1837, xiii. 295.
2 Hansard 3rd scr., xxxix. 199, 24 Nov. 1837.
3 Mirror of Parliament, 24 Nov. 1837, pp. 130-1: Lord John Russell.

4 B.P.P. 1837, xiii. 296. C. J. xciii. 58. The committee acknowledged that it was
' the undoubted privilege of any member . . . to interpose any amendment . . . even

without notice, upon any occasion whatever ', but this is the last that was heard of this

old notion.
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of trade, religion and finance, or to consider supply. All but the

last of these opportunities were removed by resolutions passed in

1848 and 1849.
1

The right of moving amendments on going into supply thus

became after 1849 practically the only means of forcing on the

discussion of a subject in the teeth of the government. This right,

although as has been seen it took the form originated by Creevey

in 1 8 1 1 , rested on the ancient doctrine of ' grievances before supply ',

and could not easily be restricted without violating the deepest

instincts of the House. But it was only a pale shadow of the

doctrine it represented. For it became the practice to table several

amendments each time supply was put down, and each amendment

had to be withdrawn by leave of the House after it had been dis-

cussed, to allow the next to come on. If one were pressed to the

vote, then except in the unlikely case of its acceptance, the House

had perforce to proceed at once to supply. The amendments

therefore could not effect anything, and hence they tended to

be used to ' ventilate ' topics of minor interest. To avoid wasting

its time on these, the Government adopted the habit, that persisted

until the end of the nineteenth century, of postponing supply,

after the essential votes had been taken, until the end of the

session.

The general result, therefore, of the procedural changes of the

reform era was to give ministers distinct advantages over other mem-
bers. As has been suggested, the immediate cause of these changes

was the uncontrolled demands upon the time of the House, much in

excess of what could be met. But in giving special facilities to

ministers the Commons also acknowledged the recently assumed

responsibility of the government departments for preparing im-

portant legislation. In Lord Liverpool's ministry the cabinet had

begun to consider its legislative policy for the session before

parliament met, 2 and by the eighteen-thirties the Treasury, Home
Office, Colonial Office and Irish Office each had its own standing

counsel to draft bills. The legislative efforts of private members
appeared crude beside the work of professional draftsmen with their

legal training, their knowledge of administrative problems, and their

1
C.J. 5 April 1848 and 5 Feb. 1849.

2 Brit. Mus., Add. MS. 38,195, fo. 120, Peel—Lord Liverpool, 12 Oct. 1822: 'I

candidly concur with you in the policy of fully considering while we have time properly

to consider them, all those subjects which during the session will in all probability be

pressed upon the notice of Parliament, many of which it would be proper for the

government to take into their own hands, and on almost all of which it would be most
desirable to be enabled to pronounce a decided and well considered opinion.' Ac-

cordingly a Treasury minute was sent round the departments requesting them to have

the drafts of bills ready by 10 Feb. 1823 (Add. MS. 40,340, fos. 10-12), and the cabinet

assembled on 22 Jan. 1823 'for the purpose of considering the several measures

and subjects to which the attention of Parliament is likely to be directed soon after its

meeting ' (Add. MS. 40,329, fo. 14, Peel-Goulburn, nth Jan. 1823).
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access to official advice and information. 1 Even before the Reform

Act, the greater number of public bills were introduced by ministers. 2

In the decades after 1832, it became the accepted principle that all

measures of importance and general concern should be prepared in

the government departments. 3 The exceptions to this were few,

and their chances of success diminished rapidly as the century

progressed. 4 With the growth of departmental responsibility for

legislation, the arena of party warfare shifted from the adminis-

trative policies of ministers outside parliament to their legislative

policies within. This tended to justify the advantages that order

days conferred on ministers, and to reconcile the House to the

second-rate importance of notice days. Much of the significance

of the procedural arrangements of the reform period was disguised,

moreover, by the weakness and dissensions of parties in the times

of Peel and Palmerston. Private members possessed three days

out of five for most of the session, and the basic inferiority of their

position did not appear until Gladstone found it expedient to curtail

their rights still further. Nevertheless the transition to the modern

system, and the destruction of all the essential features of the

traditional procedure, date from the years after 1832.

In spite of the growth and elaboration of its legislative functions,

the house of commons was still not conceived of as primarily a

legislative assembly. It was still thought of as ' the grand inquest

of the nation ', where independently of parties or of ministers all

aspects of the nation's life were represented and all its needs that

admitted of a political remedy were resolved. This conception

of the House found its expression in the practice of hearing

grievances before supply, but the practice was, as has been said,

a poor reflection of the theory. And so the doctrine of ' grievances

before supply ' as it found expression in the mid-century came under

the ban of no less a person than Thomas Erskine May. '
. . . that

which was formerly a great constitutional right ' declares a pamphlet

of 1849 'is now reduced to a technical and obstructive form'. 5

1 B.P.P. 1833, xii. 341-2; 1836, xxi. 151, 180-2. A witness comments: '.
. . mem-

bers are in the habit of drawing bills themselves without a proper acquaintance with

the law they propose to alter, or with the language of that law which they employ.

In my humble judgement, the House would do well to restrain this species of legislation.'

2 In the session of 1823, to take a random example, seventy two of the public acts

passed were brought in by ministers, twenty-two by private members, and six originated

in the house of lords. Eight government bills failed for one reason or another, while

thirty promoted by private members failed.

3 Sece.g. Hansard 3rd scr., cviii. 974, Peel, 18 Feb. 1850: "... he was disposed to

think the principle an excellent one, so far as independent members were concerned,

that the duty of preparing measures of legislation should in all cases of general interest

be undertaken by ministers '.

4 Alpheus Todd, Parliamentary Government (ed. Spencer Walpolc), ii. 61-5.
5 T. E. May, Remarks and Suggestions with a view to facilitate the dispatch of public

business (1849), p. 17.
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A little later May renewed his attack in the Edinburgh Review: 1

. . . whenever the committee of supply is appointed to sit, it

challenges the proposal of a medley of chance motions. . . .

. . . Like the elephant's trunk, which having uprooted a forest

tree, can pick up a pin, this potent and flexible instrument of popular

government, having provided for the government of India, demands
fair play between Mr Sergeant Adams and the termagant who called

the policeman at Clerkenwell ' a pig '.

May asserted that the amendments on going into supply were

brought forward against the will of nine-tenths of the members.

Yet there was a deep-seated resistance to any suggestion of curtailing

them. Not until 1861 did a committee on the public business come
near to recommending such a step, after hearing the testimony of

May and Speaker Denison in favour of it. The committee had

accepted the idea, when Palmerston at the last moment changed his

mind, to the astonishment of everyone. 2 He explained his reasons

later in a speech introducing the mild alterations in the rules that he

was prepared to countenance. If legislation and the granting of

supplies, he argued, were the only duties of parliament, ' many
arrangements might be proposed and adopted, which would tend to

accelerate their performance '. But the House had another function

to discharge, ' and one highly conducive to the public interests

—

namely, that of being the mouthpiece of the nation; the organ by

which all opinions, all complaints, all notions of grievances, all

hopes and expectations, all wishes and suggestions which may
arise among the people at large, may be brought to an expression

here, may be discussed, examined, answered, rejected, or redressed '.3

This statement of the older view of the House was nearer to

the spirit of the time than were the views of May, which had to

wait until the eighteen-eighties before they gained widespread

acceptance. 4

If Palmerston could afford to give a low priority to legislation,

Gladstone could not. In his ministry of 1868-74 Gladstone could

find time for his important measures only by frequent recourse to

special ' morning sittings ' lasting from 2 p.m. until 7 p.m. on Tues-

days and Fridays, then normally private members' days, 5 ' thus

occupying the cream of the day, and leaving only an exhausted

1 Edinburgh Review, xcix (Jan. 1854), 254.
2
J. E. Denison, Notes from a Speaker's journal (1899), p. 79; also C. S. Parker,

Sir James Graham, ii. 408. Denison-Graham, 12 March 1861: ' If Lord Palmerston

thinks everything is as good as it can be in the conduct of public business, has it occurred

to you why he moved for the committee, and why he asked you to be chairman of it ?'

3 Hansard 3rd ser., clxii. 1492, 3 May 1861.
4 For the prevailing sentiments on the matter see e.g. Parliamentary Remembrancer, iv

(1861), IO-II.
6 In 1861 private members gave up Thursday to the government, Friday remaining

also a government order day on which, however, supply was to be always the first

order.
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House, or no House at all, to reassemble at nine o'clock '- 1 Even

this was not sufficient, for there remained the problem of supply.

By the eighteen-sixties the introduction of government bills was

commonly delayed until after Easter because the government's order

days had to be spent in obtaining the votes of supply necessary

before the expiry of the financial year on 31 March, 2 and conse-

quently many government bills failed in the house of lords for

lack of time. 3 The great bulk of the votes of supply could be

postponed to the end of the session by virtue of the flexibility of

army and navy finance and of the practice of taking ' votes on

account ' for the civil services. However, the votes of men for the

army and navy, and two or three votes in addition to the vote on

account for civil services, were indispensable before the end of

March. 4 And the right of members to move amendments each

time supply was put down made even these few votes difficult to

obtain.

This difficulty persuaded the government at last to restrict the

right of ' grievances before supply '. A select committee was

appointed in 1871 under the chairmanship of the opinionated

chancellor of the exchequer, Robert Lowe, who intended to apply

the ' rule of progress ' to supply on both Monday and Thursday,

which would preclude amendments except on the first occasion

that each of the three main classes of the estimates was moved.

In the committee Disraeli on behalf of the opposition acceded to

one of the two days proposed, whereupon Lowe ' jumped down
his throat ' and clinched a deal. ' There happened, however ', re-

counts a member, ' to be on the committee some independent

members of the House, who objected to matters being thus com-

placently arranged by the official members'. The decision was

therefore postponed, but carried later by a snap vote. 5 Early in

the next session Lowe introduced his measure. He could not, he

said, ' accept the prevalent theory of the business of the House

being divisible into two sections—that which belonged to inde-

pendent members, and that which belonged to the Government '.

Supply was a general concern. The practice of moving amendments

had become general only after 1837. ' They threw on the Govern-

ment the whole of their legislation and the whole of their finance,

and allotted to them only two-fifths of the available time.'6 Against

1 Hansard 3rd ser., ccix. 1068.
2 Hansard 3rd scr., clxii. 15 12 ff., Sir George Lewis, 3 May 1 861 :

' The only legis-

lative business the Government could bring forward before Easter, in spite of having

introduced several bills, was the Bankruptcy Bill . . . with regard to legislation, the

initiative is wholly taken from the government in the first half of the session; practi-

cally they initiate nothing.'
3 B.P.P. 1861, xi. 437.
4 B.P.P. 1888, xii. 43; A. J. V. Durell, Parliamentary Grants (1917), p. 30.
6 Hansard 3rd scr., ccix. 1065, Mr. Cavendish Bcntinck, 26 Feb. 1872,
6 Ibid. 1058-9, 1094.
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these reasonings it was argued that the Government appropriated

a sufficient proportion of time through its ' morning sittings ',

that its difficulties over supply were largely due to its reluctance to

put down the committee often enough, and that Lowe's historical

reflections ignored the rights that had been taken from members

before 1837. ' Anybody ', declared Spencer Walpole, ' who looked

into the history of the house of commons would see that its control

over the executive depended on its ability to question their conduct

in any matter before going into committee of supply '. 1 Neverthe-

less the new rule was passed, and in Gladstone's second ministry

it was extended to include Thursday as well as Monday. 2 In

introducing the latter measure in 1882, Gladstone confessed that

' It was not to be denied that they were making a serious demand

upon independent members ', consoling them with the observation

that they could still enjoy ' question time on five days of the week,

Tuesdays for motions, Wednesdays for bills, and Fridays for notices

on going into supply '. From the viewpoint of private members,

this rule appeared to sound ' the death knell ' of their rights. For

since ministers would be assured of the safe progress of supply

on Mondays and Thursdays, the Friday supply night on which

members could still table amendments would become entirely a

matter of form. In the first part of the session private members

made use of Tuesdays to introduce their bills, and in the latter

part the Government was wont to take the Tuesdays for morn-

ing sittings, so that, as one of them put it, ' the gag would be

complete \ 3

In the eighteen-eighties the idea that the prime purpose of the

house of commons was to pass legislation gained general currency.

The most obvious cause of this was the exasperation felt over the

defiant obstruction of the Irish Home Rulers and the scarcely less

blatant tactics of the Fourth Party. '
. . . never, until the present

year ', wrote May in 1881, ' has public opinion been aroused to an

earnest consideration of the political evils arising from imperfections

in the parliamentary system '.
4 But apart from the reaction to

obstruction there was a growing impatience, noticeable particularly

among the Birmingham Radicals, with the curbs that the old

parliamentary procedure placed upon the will of the majority.

1 Hansard 3rd ser., ccix. 1084.
2 As renewed in 1882—for Disraeli had allowed it to lapse in the meantime—the

rule reads :
' That, whenever the committee of supply stands as the first Order of the

Day on Monday or Thursday, Mr. Speaker shall leave the chair without putting any

question, unless on first going into supply on the Army, Navy, or Civil Service Estimates

respectively, or on any Vote of Credit, an amendment be moved or question raised,

relating to the Estimates proposed to be taken in supply.'—C. J. 1882, p. 516, 24-5 Nov.
3 Hansard 3rd ser., cclxxv. 63, 78-9, 92, 24 Nov. 1882.
4 Brit. Mus., Add MS. 44, 154 fo. 79, Memorandum, 2nd Nov. 1881.
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Emphasis was placed on the function of M.P.s as delegates, who
should not indulge their own whims and fancies

:

Jealousy of the rights of private members—their ' immemorial

rights ', as they are sometimes described in pompous tones—seems

to be one of the sentiments which can be most easily raised in the

House, but in the country it excites ridicule rather than any more

serious feeling. To speak frankly, it is regarded as a mere piece of

parliamentary cant. The first duty of every member is to get the

business of the country done ... as expeditiously as is compatible

with thoroughness, and he certainly has no rights which can be urged

in contravention of that.1

Yet by a perverse circumstance the decade in which a new demo-

cratic era was born was also one that witnessed a new style of

laxity and self-indulgence among the mass of members. Obstruc-

tion was merely a temporary excrescence from a background of

paralysing chaos breaking down occasionally into scenes of un-

precedented violence and vulgarity. Nor did the procedural

reforms of 1 88 1-2, designed to check obstruction, have any bene-

ficial effect in facilitating the general dispatch of business. Gladstone

had put his finger upon the weak point of the ' closure of debate
'

when he wrote to May '
. . . obstruction with us thrives very

much more through the multiplication of questions, than through the

undue prolongation of particular debates '. 2 The progress of

business was dependent upon a high level of restraint among the

party rank and file, and upon the co-operation of the leaders of the

Opposition. Neither was forthcoming. And so Gladstone was

forced to admit the virtual failure of his reforms. In July, 1884, he

told the Eighty Club

:

We have effected something; but we have effected it at enormous

cost and enormous difficulty, for we have discovered that beyond

all question it is the great practical principle of modern Conservatism

to keep down the efficiency of the procedure of the House of Com-
mons. [Conservatives are afraid] . . . that legislation should march

too fast . . . what I say is that the rate at which legislation is to march

ought to be determined by the deliberate choice of the representatives

of the people, and ought not to be determined by a system built

upon the abuse of ancient and generous rules, under which the House

of Commons becomes more and more from year to year . . . the

slave of some of the poorest and most insignificant among its mem-
bers. ... At present I liken the House of Commons to a figure of

Hercules—strong, having a vast load to carry, and well able to

carry it, were it not that the limbs are so fettered by regulations

1
J. Guinness Rogers, ' Chatter versus work in Parliament ', Nineteenth Century,

xvi (1884), 404.
2 Brit. Mus., Add MS. 44154 fo. 92 (22 Nov. 1881) quoted by Edward Hughes,

1 Changes in Parliamentary Procedure 1880-2 ', Essays presented to Sir Lewis Namier,

p. 308.
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intended for a set of men of more generous minds. . . . That

figure, strong as it is, has come to stagger along the streets, and is a

subject of ridicule, and even almost of offence, to every little urchin

—

(laughter and cheers)—that passes by. 1

The difficulties remained when the Conservatives came to office,

and the situation got worse in spite of the reforms which in the

event they showed themselves willing to pass. 2

The basic problem was not wilful obstruction, but the ceaseless

pressure of countless speeches and amendments. This pressure

had been steadily increasing through the century, and no adaptation

of the rules appeared capable of checking it. The failure of the

reforms of 188 1-2 was demonstrated by the ineffectiveness of the

' rule of progress ' to facilitate supply. The discussions that had

taken place on going into supply were simply transferred to the

committee of supply itself. Ever since 1857, when the practice of

amending votes by items was introduced, the discussions in com-

mittee of supply had lengthened and the press had begun to report

them. 3 Moreover, since the mid-century the estimates were printed

in great detail, and new opportunities for the discussion of adminis-

trative questions were presented by the rapidly expanding items of

the civil service votes. This elaboration of detail had been intro-

duced in the interests of economy, yet by a curious process the

possibilities of cutting down the estimates receded as the means of

scrutinizing them were enlarged. In the time of Joseph Hume, the

discussions of the estimates had been ' among the chief fighting

occasions of the session ',4 and spectacular economies were forced

on the Government. But by the time the estimates were printed

with sufficient detail to make it possible to pin-point such vulnerable

items as billiard tables for the military, snuff boxes for foreign

ministers, or the clothing of the royal archers of Scotland, it had

become very unusual for even small items of expense to be over-

turned. 5 By the eighteen-seventies it was clear that the discussions

in supply could no longer be seriously regarded as a means of econ-

omy or of shaping the details of administrative policy. Yet the

discussions grew longer, and after the 1882 rule of progress had

curtailed the preliminary debates they expanded ' rapidly '. The
procedure in committee of supply afforded ' unlimited power of

amendment ',6 and after 1882 the estimates, especially those for the

1 n July 1884, as reported in the Daily News, 12 July, p. 6.

1 Thus in 1890 a select committee found that ' The causes, legitimate and illegitimate,

which stimulate discussion have more than counterbalanced the effect of the rules

designed to restrict it '. Quarterly Review, cxciv (1901), 619.
3 B.P.P. 1888, xii. 67, 75.
4 Quarterly Review, cxli (1876), 224.
5 Ibid. 225-6 for the economies of the years 1865-75. For those of 1869-88 see

B.P.P. 1888, xii. 66.
6 B.P.P. 1888, xii. 42.
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civil sendees, came to provide ' the most available opportunity ' x

for raising matters of complaint against the Government. The
discussion in supply, said the clerk of the House in 1888, ' generally

does not touch the financial aspect of the vote at all, but rather the

conduct of the minister who is connected with that vote \ 2 It was

political discussion, but not, as it was to become later, discussion

in which the leading party speakers engaged. In it the opposition

leaders took ' a very slight part indeed ', it being ' practically

confined to the non-official members '. 3 In brief, the committee of

supply had become ' the paradise of the private member \4

Thus the problem of supply, from the ministerial point of view,

remained as acute as ever after 1882. ' More than thirty sittings ',

comments a critic in 1884, 'have, during the last session, been

devoted to purposes of supply. Will any sane man pretend that the

country has derived any real benefit from the wearisome discussions

in which every crotcheteer has had the opportunity of riding out his

hobby ?
' 5 In 1892 it proved necessary to secure the essential votes

before Easter by the drastic expedient of considering supply in

' morning sittings \ 6 This practice was open to grave objection,7

and it was clear that the whole method of taking supply needed to

be remodelled. The task was successfully performed by Balfour

in 1896. By allotting a fixed number of days, after which the re-

mainder of the votes should be passed by closure, Balfour relieved

the Government from anxiety as to the general progress of supply.

Also, by enabling the votes to be taken in any order, according to the

wishes of the opposition leaders from week to week, he ensured

that the debates should be upon subjects of immediate interest.8

Supply became once more the scene of important party debates, and

ceased to be a special reserve of private members. Moreover, the

right of moving amendments to supply, which existed still on

Fridays, was extinguished. Thus ended the usage of ' grievances

before supply ' in its nineteenth-century form, which was, in Lucy's

phrase, ' the dearest privilege of an Englishman '. But, Lucy adds,

' Those who have practical knowledge of the working of the parlia-

mentary machine know that it is sound and fury, signifying

nothing'. 9 The usage had long lost its vitality: it had been

l B.P.P. 1888, xii. 49.
* Ibid. 55, Mr. Palgrave.
3 Ibid. 93, Mr. Courtney, chairman of Ways and Means.
* Nineteenth Century, xvi (Sept. 1884), 408.

' Ibid. 407.
* Hansard 4th scr., i. 1801 ff., Mr. Balfour, 3 Mar. 1892.
7 Sec e.g. Hansard 3rd scr., cccli. 1080, Mr. Chamberlain, 16 Mar. 1891, who argues

that supply could not be conducted on party lines at morning sittings, because of

difficulties of attendance.
8 Hansard 4th scr., xxxvii. 723 ff., Mr. Balfour, 20 Feb. 1896. The scheme was

foreshadowed in an article in the Quarterly Review, clxxviii (1 894), 500. It was introduced

by sessional resolutions, and not embodied in standing orders until 1902.
9 H. W. Lucy, Diary of a Unionist Parliament, i8pj-ipoo, p. 25.
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circumvented by governments and had ceased to interest any but a

few independents and Radicals of the older school. 1 After 1896

private members were reduced to narrow confines, having Tuesdays

up to the middle of the session, and Wednesday afternoons up to

the fortnight after Whitsuntide. Yet Courtney was forced to

admit in 1901 that ' It cannot be said that this reduced allotment is

economically used '. 2

Meanwhile the ' paralysis of Parliament ', complained of in

every political journal and review, continued amid a plethora of

talk. ' There must be something radically and permanently wrong ',

comments the Quarterly Review, ' with a machine which moves more
slowly the more it is greased, which breaks down in the hands alike

of Liberal and Conservative ministers, and which will not respond

satisfactorily to the most gentle or to the most energetic driving '.

The procedure of the Commons was still ' stereotyped as a machine

of protest ', and ' its organization as a machine of governing

democracy has yet to be accomplished '. 3 The most formidable

exponent of this belief was Joseph Chamberlain, who was working

his way towards a theory that would give the government of the

day a virtual monopoly of the initiation of measures.4 Speaking

in favour of the most thorough and comprehensive of Balfour's

procedural reforms, which in 1902 introduced what was styled the

' parliamentary railway time-table ', Chamberlain argued :
' Of

course, when we speak of the House, we always mean the majority

of the House . . . our elections and our representative system are a

perfect and absolute farce if with one hand you pretend that the

majority elects a Government, and then with the other you prevent

that Government from doing its proper work.' 5 Against this

conception of the House as the majority of its members, which

found very little sympathy, Mr. Bryce propounded the more

orthodox view, that ' the tendency of the majority always is to

accelerate business ', and that ' Therefore it is necessary that the

House should be recognised for the sake of the country, which is

more likely to find a voice through the minority . .
.' 6

. In the

1 The Times describes the opponents of the measure as consisting of the Irish, who
were wont to put the government ' on the rack ' in August, and a section of the Radicals,

Mr. James Lowther being the only opponent ' of recognized Parliamentary distinction '

:

21 Feb. 1896, p. 9: 22 Feb., p. 9: 25 Feb., p. 9. See also J. W. Lowther, A Speaker's

Commentaries, p. 263.
2 Leonard Courtney, Working Constitution of the U.K. (1901), p. 167.
3 Quarterly Review, vol. cxciv (1901), 620-2.
4 In an article ' Shall we Americanise our institutions?' in the Nineteenth Century

of Dec. 1890 Chamberlain writes (p. 862): ' ... an ordinary session of Parliament

affords ample time for the fair presentation of arguments for and against the leading

proposals of the Government. It offers sufficient opportunities for the consideration

and decision of every reasonable amendment.' His proposals include a time limit to

supply and to committee stages of bills (p. 874).
6 Hansard 4th ser., cii. 568, 6 Feb. 1902.
6 Ibid. 771.
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same vein, Campbell-Bannerman, though speaking for the Liberal

party, had been old-fashioned enough to consider that the 'old phrase'

describing the Commons as the grand inquest of the nation was still

the ' foundation truth ' of its duty. ' This is not a mere factory of

statutes; not a mere counting-house . . . efficiency in the conduct

of business is merely secondary to the maintenance of those rights

of which I speak . . . \ * The rights he had in mind were not those

belonging to private members, but a ' diffused right ' of the House
' to interrogate Ministers and discuss questions, and inform the

opinion of the country by so doing '. 2 It was no longer possible

to pretend that private members as such could control the Executive.

That task now clearly devolved upon the opposition party. 3 And
with the passing of the reforms of 1902, which brought the pro-

cedure of the Commons to within measurable distance of its present

state, the limits to which the extension of government control could

go without destroying the critical power of the Opposition were

being approached. After 1902 the improvement of the facilities

for furthering government business in the Commons derives as

much from the refinement of the two-party system and the greater

self-discipline and decorum of the major parties, as from the effects

of the further reforms in parliamentary procedure.

University of Manchester Peter Fraser

1 Hansard 4th ser., cii. 550.
2 Ibid. 550, 571.
3 Sidney Low, Governance of England (1904), p. 122: ' The true check upon a pre-

sumptuous Government, and a hasty legislature, is the existence of an alternative party,

numbering its adherents by hundreds of thousands in the constituencies, and having its

articulate chiefs in the House of Commons itself.'
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Notes and Documents

The Reply of a Fourteenth-century A bbot of

Bury St. Edmunds to a Man's Petition to be a Recluse

It is well known that some monasteries in the Middle Ages had

cells for recluses in their precincts. For example there were an-

chorages at Westminster, Durham, Sherborne and Worcester. 1

Little is known about the recluses of Bury St. Edmunds. M. R.

Clay, The Hermits and Anchorites of England, pages 92, 107, mentions

two : one a woman, dame Lucy, in the reign of king John, who had a

cell in the cemetery, the other, a man, in the fifteenth century. 2 The

document printed below is of some interest as it is the reply of an

abbot of Bury to the petition of ' dominus L.' to live as an anchorite.

Our document is on folio 170 in Harley MS. 230 in the British

Museum, a thirteenth-fifteenth century Bury register, containing

the letter-book of William de Hoo, sacrist 1280-94 (fos. 8-5 3
V
), the

register, etc., of Thomas de Totington, abbot 1300-12 (fos. 54-78^',

1 34-1 5 7
V
), the register of Richard de Draughton, abbot 1312-25

1 M. D. Knowles, Religious Orders in England (1955), ii. 219-22, 367-8. I would like

to thank Professor Knowles for reading the following document and making valu-

able suggestions.
8 Recluses are the subject of an early fourteenth-century entry in a register of the

abbey of Bury St. Edmunds, Brit. Mus. MS. Harley 3977, f. 78. It reads, 'Item, ad fes-

tum sancti Michaelis debent custodes feretri dare cuilibet anachorite ijd et iiij or candelas

vel v de quadrant [alibus ?] {i.e. quartern loaves ? J. H. Baxter and C. Johnson, Medieval

Latin Word List, under quadra). There follows what purports, from the title ' Nomina
Anachoritarum ' at its head, to be a list ofanchorages in Suffolk and nearby. A.nachorita

can mean a recluse's cell, though usually it means a recluse (Du Cange, Glossarium,

Henschel's ed., under anacboretae). The list is as follows :—Fornham [Fornham

All Saints, or Fornham St. Genevieve, or Fornham St. Martin, Suff.], Erekenham

[? Erpingham, Norf.], Thudenham [Tuddenham, Suff.], Cavenham [Suff.], Barewe [Bar-

row, Suff.], Gaisle [Gazeley, Suff.], Silverle [Ashley cum Silverley, Cambs], Kenteford

[Kentford, Suff.], Elvedene [Elveden, Suff.], Rikinghale [Rickinghall, Suff.], Eustone

[Euston, Suff.], Ratlesdene [Rattlesden, Suff.], Drenkeston [Drinkstone, Suff.], Bradefeld

[Bradfield, Suff.], Wepstede [Whepstead, Suff.], Hornigesh' [Horringer, Suff.], Ikwrthc

[Ixworth, Suff.], Westle [Westley, Suff.], Flemtone [Flempton, Suff.], Uuesdene

[PElveden, Suff.], Brokeleye [Brockley, Suff.], Rede [Suff.], Clare [Suff.], Newtone

[Newton, Suff.], Onhus [Onehouse, Suff.], Stowe [Stow, Suff.], Fornham [twice, see also

above], Stantone [Stanton, Suff.], Lausele [Lawshall, Suff.], Depedene [Depden, Suff.],

Falesham [Felsham, Suff.], Chevele [Cheveley, Cambs], Stanefeld [PStanfield, nr.

Elmham, or Stanfleld Hall, nr. Wymondham, Norf.], Wetingge [ PWhittington, Norf.],

Rysebi [Risby, Suff.], Dagworth [Suff.], Wanteford [? Wangford, Suff.], Foxh'the [Fox

Heath, in Fox Hall, Suff.], Ikelingham [Icklingham, Suff.], Tostoke [Tostock, Suff.],

Wlpet [W'oolpit, Suff.], Cretingge [Cretingham, Suff.], Clay, op. cit., notices anchorages

at none of these places.
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(fos. 79-1 3 3
v
), a treatise on the liberties of Bury by Walter de

Pinchbeck, floruit temp. Edward II—Edward III (fos. 158-169),

and extents, charters, etc., of Bury, thirteenth-fifteenth centuries

(fos. 171-187^'). The ' reply ' is on a separate leaf sewn to the back of

the last page of Pinchbeck's work. It is undated and the name of

the abbot is not given. It is a fair copy in a small fourteenth-

century charter-hand which does not occur elsewhere in the volume.

The regulations in the document for the recluse's mode of

life * include citations from common sources, notably Ailred of

Rievaulx's De bistitutisbiclusarum. 2 The direction that he was to begin

his private recitation of the office ' signo in choro pulsato ', and

again ' facta pulsacione in choro ', suggests that the cell was near

the abbey church. It seems likely that ' dominus L.' was an age-

ing monk, perhaps ' just one more of the honourably pensioned

brethren, who had deserved well of the republic and who wished

to spend his last years in quarters somewhat more secluded than

the other stagiarii but not necessarily in any remarkable austerity '.3

British Museum Antonia Gransden

Harley 230, fo. 170. Responsio dotnini abbatis ad peticionem domini L.

In primis tibi concedimus ut intra cellam tibi assignatam ad modum
anachoritarum perpetuo inhabites, numquam inde exiturus nee cum
aliquo regulari vel seculari colloquium habiturus, excepto confessore et

famulo tibi assignatis, nisi de licencia et expressa voluntate abbatis vel

prioris vel in eius absencia supprioris vel tercii prioris. Item in eadem
cella debitum regularium horarum videlicet matutinas, primam, sextam,

nonam, vesperas et completorium, 4 signo in choro pulsato commonitus,

Deo studeas devote persolvere, et inter horas in loco operis manualis

leccioni meditacioni et oracioni ferventi animo inservias. 5 Post com-

pletorium vero usque auroram sequentis diei silencium teneas. In die

namque si aliquid de diurna necessitate volueris suggerere servienti

tuo paucis et brevibus verbis hoc facias. 6 Ab Exaltacione sancte crucis

1 The responsio may be compared with the episcopal charge as to the form of living

which concludes the office for the benediction of hermits, according to the rule of

St. Paul the first hermit, printed from a sixteenth century pontifical by R. M. Clay,

op. cit. pp. 201-2. A letter ' ad creandum eremitam ', without regulations for the mode
of life, of c. 1365, is printed from a register of the prior and convent of Durham in

Liber Pontificalis Chr. Bainbridge Archiepiscopi Eboracensis,ed. W. G. Henderson (Surtees

Society, vol. lxi, 1875), Appendix v, p. 288.
2 C. H. Talbot, The ' De Institutis lnclusarum ' of Ailred of Kievaulx in Analecta Sacri

Ordinis Cisterciensis, vii (1951), 167-217 (the edition quoted below).
3 Knowles, op. cit. ii. 221, with reference to the recluse at Westminster.
4 The Ancrene Rinle enjoins that every hour shall be said separately, at its proper

time; The English Text of the 'Acrene Ritvle\ ed. M. Day (Early English Text Society,

original scries no. 225, 1952), p. 8.

Ailred, p. 184, line j:
' Hiis inspectis, operi manuum, lectioni, et oracioni certa

tempora deputemus.'
• Ibid. p. 183, line 13: " Igitur ab exaltacione sancte crucis usque ad quadragesimam

post completorium usque ad auroram silencium teneat. Et tunc dicta prima, si aliquid

de diurna necessitate voluerit suggerere servienti, paucis hoc faciat verbis ".

VOL. LXXV—NO. CCXCVI GG
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usque ad Pascha[m] semel in die reficias secundum regulam, 1 exceptis tamen

solempnibus festis et dominicis diebus prout in privilegio domini pape

Alexandri continetur,2 videlicet die Reliquiarum, die Omnium Sanctorum,

die sancti Edmundi, die Nativitatis Domini cum duobus diebus sequen-

tibus, die Epiphanie, die Purificacionis beate Marie, in quibus diebus si

volueris liceat tibi cenare. A Pascha vero usque ad predictum fest-

um Exaltacionis sancte crucis bis in die reficias, exceptis solempnibus

ieiuniis et excepta feria quarta et sexta in quibus secundum regulam a

Pentecoste tota estate ieiunandum est. 3 In Quadragesima namque feria

quarta et sexta et sabbato pulmento pane et cervisia vel aqua si volueris

sis contentus. Aliis diebus in Quadragesima excepto die dominico

pulmentum et unum ferculum tibi sufficiat ad refeccionem. 4 A carnibus

semper abstineas nisi infirmitas vel debilitas hoc impediat. 5 In comedendo

silencium teneas 6 nisi aliquid volueris breviter dicere famulo tuo de

necessariis asportandis vel ministrandis. Cibo sumpto et graciis Deo
persolutis spiritalibus exerciciis teipsum occupes usque ad horam ves-

perarum 7 ne diabolus te inveniat ociosum. 8 Dictis vesperis et secunda

refectione completa si dies fuerit cene aliquam leccionem de vitis sanc-

torum patrum vel de institutis eorum seu de miraculis vel de passionibus

sanctorum vel aliquod aliud edificatorium tibi secretius legas ut orta ex

hiis aliqua compuncione, in quodam fervore spiritus facta pulsacione in

choro ut premittitur completorium tuum dicas et cum pectore pleno

devocionis lectulo membra componas. 9 Caveas tamen omni tempore

1 Rule of St. Benedict, ed. C. Butler (1927), chap. 41 :
' Ab Idibus autem Septembris

usque caput Quadragesimae, ad nonam semper reficiant. In Quadragesima vero

usque in Pascha, ad vesperam reficiant.'

2 The confirmation of the customs of Bury St. Edmunds by Pope Alexander IV,

4 August 1256, printed in Les Registres d'Alexandre IV, ed. C. Bourel de la Ronciere,

J. de Loye and A. Coulon (Bibliotheque des Ecoles Franchises d'Athenes etde Rome, 2nd

series, vol. xv, 1902), vol. i, no. 1467: ' Ab Idibus insuper Septembris usque in caput

Quadragesime, omnes ieiunent, exceptis diebus dominicis et sollempnibus festis, in

quibus, ex consuetudine ecclesie antiquissima, et, ut predictum est, hactenus approbata,

fratres bis reficiuntur.'

3 Rule of St. Benedict, chap. 41 : 'A Pentecoste autem tota aestate, si labores agrorum

non habent monachi, aut nimietas aestatis non perturbat, quarta et sexta feria ieiunent

usque ad nonam.'
4 Ailred, p. 188, line 4: ' In Quadragesima vero unum ei cotidie sufficiat pulmentum,

et nisi infirmitas impedierit, sexta feria in pane et aqua ieiunet.'

5 Alexander IV's confirmation of the Bury customs, quoted above, contains a

regulation concerning meat-eating :
' Infra septa quoque monasterii esus carnium

monachis non concedatur, debilibus et egrotis et qui minutione indigent in infirmatorio

carnium comestione premissa.' Cf. Rule of St. Benedict, chap. 36.

6 ' ad prandium silentium teneat ' occurs in the version of Ailred printed in Migne,

Patrologiae Cursus Completes, vol. xxxii, col. 1458, (for which see Talbot, op. cit. p. 169),

but not in that printed by Talbot. Cf. Ancrene Kiwle, p. 30: ' Silence euere et te mete .'

7 Ailred, p. 185, line 2: ' Cibo autem sumpto, et graciis deo solutis ad prescrip-

tam vicissitudinem redeat, spiritalibus exerciciis opus corporale interserens usque ad

uesperam.'
8 ' ne diabolus te inveniat ociosum ' occurs in the office for the benediction of hermits

according to the rule of St. Paul the first Hermit, Clay, op. cit. p. 202. Cf. Ailred, p.

184, line 8: ' Nunquam proinde te nequam spiritus inveniat ociosam ', and St. Jerome,

ep. 125 (Migne, vol. xxii, 1078), ' ut te semper diabolus inveniat occupatum '.

9 Ailred, p. 185, line 4: ' Facto autem paruo interuallo aliquam lectionem de Vitis

patrum, uel Institutis, uel miraculis eorum sibi secrecius legat, ut orta ex hiis aliqua

compunccione, in quodam feruore spiritus completorium dicat, et cum pectore £teno>

deuocionis, lectulo membra componat.'
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anni ne totam diei lucem antequam dormitum eas nox suis obducat

tenebris et dormire cogaris cum vigilare debes, 1 quia secundum beatum
Benedictum: sic temperetur hora cene ut cum luce fiant omnia. 2 Dare

aliquid vel accipere vel litteras mittere non presumas, nisi ex licencia

nostra 3 et sciencia prioris vel saltern confessoris tui in absencia nostra,

nee aliquid proprium nee pecuniam penes te habeas sub pena lateranensis

concilii proprietariis infligenda, in quo concilio statutum est ut viventes a

communione altaris ammoveantur, et qui in extremo cum peculio inventi

fuerint nee pro eis oblacio fiat nee cum fratribus sepeliantur.4 Volumus
tamen quod visitaciones et alia huius que solebas recipere pro necessariis

tuis decetero sint in custodia alicuius cui volumus assignare qui tibi

ministret necessaria et residuum expendet ex permissione et sciencia

nostra dumtaxat. Preter ista ad edomandam carnem tuam, et precipue

cum senseris legem menbrorum tuorum repugnantem legi mentis tue,

affligendi carnem cilicio5 tibi concedimus facultatem. Ista frater karissime

de exterioris hominis conversacione non pro antiquitatis fervore sed pro

huius moderni temporis tepore ad instanciam et rogatum tuum tibi trad-

imus observanda. 6

1 Ailred, p. 1 85, line 19 :

" Cavendum est enim omni tempore ne totam diei lucem nox
antequam dormitum eat suis obducat tenebris, et dormire cogatur cum vigilare debet.'

2 Rule of St. Benedict, chap. 41 (textus receptus).
3 Ibid. chap. 33 :

' ne quis praesumat aliquid dare aut accipere sine iussione abbatis ',

and chap. 54: ' Nullatenus liceat monacho . . . litteras, eulogias, vel quaelibet

munuscula accipere aut dare, sine praecepto abbatis.' Cf. Ailred, p. 182, line 23.
4 Third Lateran Council (1179), canon 10: ' Monachi . . . non peculium permit-

tantur habere ... Si vero peculium habuerit, nisi ei ab abbate pro iniuncta fuerit

administratione permissum, a communione removeatur altaris : et qui in extremis cum
peculio inventus fuerit, nee oblatio pro eo fiat, nee inter fratres recipiat sepulturam' (see

H. Leclercq, Histoire des Conciks, v. 1096). Cf. The Rule of St. Benedict, passim.
5 cilicium : a hair shirt. Cf. the fourteenth-century rule for hermits in the

Bodleian Library, Rawlinson C. 72, ff. 166^169. Folio 167V reads :
' Et si ex devocione

iuxta carnem cilicio uti voluerit, bene licebit nisi fuerit in oracione contemplativus, ita

quod pro nimiet2te verminum ex cilicio provenkneium posset impediri de contemplac-

ione sua et sic potius intenderet dolori carnis quam contemplacioni spiritus. Cilicium

igitur consciencie relinquemus.'
8 Ailred, p. 188, line 19: ' Hec soror karissima de exterioris hominis conversacione

non pro antiquitatis feruore, sed pro huius nostri temporis tepore te compellente

scripsi.'
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Household Accounts 1490-1491 of John de Vere, earl

of Oxford

It is now over one hundred years since J. Payne Collier edited

the Household Books of John, Duke of Norfolk, And Thomas, Earl of

Surrey; Temp. 1481-1490 (London, 1844) for the Roxburghe Club.

In presenting this work, Collier made public one of the few sources

we have relating to the social life of English nobility in the late

fifteenth century, a source which is also distinguished for the political

insights it gives into the relationship between the Howards and

Richard III. For this, we are indebted to Collier. Unfortunately,

his work was not always above suspicion and much of what he has

done must be used with care. This is particularly true of the edition

produced for the Roxburghe Club and upon careful examination

it appears that the accounts ascribed by Collier to Thomas Howard's

household for the period January 1490 to January 1491 in reality

relate to the household of John de Vere, thirteenth earl of Oxford,

M35-I5I3- 1

The entries in question 2 are attributed by the editor to Thomas

Howard on the basis that the man responsible for keeping the

accounts, Philip Fitzlewes, was one of Howard's servitors and

that certain entries in the manuscript are in Surrey's hand. 3 These

are very dubious proofs at best and had Collier ventured beyond a

superficial inspection of the manuscript, he would not have failed

to see its true relation to John de Vere, the earl of Oxford. In

itself, his ' blunder ' reveals a classic example of how not to interpret

a manuscript and demonstrates a flagrant disregard for the internal

and circumstantial evidence to be derived from the inspection of a

manuscript and its correlation to historical fact.

Among the more important pieces of internal evidence which

support this contention are references to John Veer, presumably

the fifteenth earl of Oxford, to the children of the earl of Oxford's

chapel, to Lord Beaumont, to several of Oxford's servants, and to

1 There are at least two works in which Collier's mistake is incorporated. Gerald

H. Ryan and Lilian J. Redstone, Timperley of Hintlesham; A Study OfA Suffolk Family

(London, 193 1), pp. 16, 23 ; Charles Martin Torlesse, Some Account Of Stoke By Nayland,

Suffolk (London, 1877), pp. 46-8.
2 Society of Antiquaries MS. 77, fos. I26v-i38r

. I am grateful to the Society of

Antiquaries of London for permission to use citations and quotations from the manu-

script. I am also indebted to Professor S. T. Bindoff for aid given in examining it.

These same entries are transcribed in the last part of the Roxburghe Club edition.

J. Payne Collier, ed., Household Books ofJohn, Duke of Norfolk And Thomas, Earl of Surrey;

Temp. 1481-1490. Roxburghe Club (London, 1844), pp. 504-20. Hereafter cited

as Collier.
3 Ibid. pp. 504 n. 1, 509-10. Despite the paucity of supporting evidence Collier is

not afraid to state baldly that ' . . . the latest portion of the work consists of particulars

of the domestic expenditure of the Earl of Surrey, son to the Duke ofNorfolk, the faithful

adherent of Richard III'. Ibid., Introduction, p. ii.
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Hedingham Castle. The references to John Veer are payments

for his board and that of Nicholas Wyntworth and of John Pylk-

yngton to the Vicar of Kocsall, i.e. Coggeshall, for periods in the

months of September, October, and December 1490. 1 Another

item of 22 December 1490 covers *
. . . the costes of M. Veer from

Coksall . . .
'

.

2 Although it would have been possible for a Veer to

have certain costs paid for by a Howard, it is not likely and the

relationship is more plausibly suggested in that of Oxford's solici-

tude for a close relative.

Rather more curious is the entry with the heading ' Nomina
Puerorum Capelle Comit. Oxon.' listing the names of Oxford's

children of the chapel opposite a memorandum for delivery on

7 December 1490 of certain cloth goods to Henre Founteyn which

were to be used for hose lining for the children of the chapel and

gowns. 3 With the exception of the spelling out of ' Nomina ',

Collier transcribes this entry exactly as it appears in the manuscript. 4

One instantly is confronted with the question: why should the

names of Oxford's children of the chapel appear in accounts sup-

posedly relating to Howard ? Although it is not customary to make
reference by name or title in household accounts to the lord of the

household in question, it seems extremely likely that such is the

case in this instance. Other references to the children of the

chapel and its individual members support the idea that the only

children of the chapel concerned are Oxford's and from this it

follows that the accounts pertain to him. A memorandum for

5 January 1491 records payment to Founteyn for the making of

eleven gowns, the same number as in the 7 December 1490 memor-
andum, specifying that the gowns are '

. . . for the chylderyn of

the chapell . . . \ 5 Notice that the children of the chapel are

not identified as the children of either Oxford or Howard's house-

hold, but merely as the children of the chapel, a permanent household

group. Relationship between the two entries strongly supports

the inference that the accounts pertain to de Vere. Further evi-

dence may be added: there is a payment of 6s
i
d on 13 December

1490 '
. . . for the dyenge of lxj. yardes of lyneng for the chyldren

of the chapell, and the henchemen, and Jak of the chamber, for ther

gownys . . . \ 6 The 5^ yards of lining for children of the chapel

and the henchmen, the 43 \ yards lining for gowns mentioned

1490 December 7
7 and 9 yards of fryse for lining for gowns to the

henchmen, and 2 yards of similar material to Jack of the chamber,

delivered to them 16 December 1490,
8 roughly totals the 61 yards

of lining.

A loan or prest of 6
s
8
d given

5 January 149 1 to Lord Beamond, 9

no doubt referring to William, baron Beaumont (d. 1507),

1 Soc. of Antiqu. MS. 77, pp. 508-11. 2 Ibid, p. 516. s Ibid. p. 5 1 1 .
4 Ibid., fo. 1 3

1

v
.

6 Collier, p. 518. * Ibid. p. 5 13.
7 Ibid. p. 5 1 1. * Ibid. p. 512. 9

7^/V/. p. 5 17—18.
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reinforces one's conviction that Collier erred, for Oxford in March

1488 was given '
. . . the rule, disposition and keeping of the lands

of William viscount Beaumont . . .

,

.
1 due to the poor viscount's

loss of reason in 1487. 2 What could be more natural than a loan by

Oxford to his friend and charge ?

Scattered references to such men as Jegon, Laurence Hoghton,

and Clemetson Heigham, whose fortunes were intimately bound
up with Oxford and not Howard, advance the argument. On
29 May 1490 Jegon was paid

3
s

4
d
as part payment for his carriage,3

on 9 September 1490, 8
d
for his costs '

. . . when he went to Stan-

styd Mounfychett for ij. bullys for my Lord . . .
' 4 and an indeter-

minate sum on 15 September 1490 for fetching a buck from the

same place. 5 There can be little doubt that this Jegon is the same
'

. . . olde Jegon the Parker . . .
' who was listed among those

to receive bequests in de Vere's will dated 10 April 1509.
6 The

latter two references to Jegon singularly suggest the duties of a

faithful keeper of the park growing old in his master's service.

His lord was certainly this de Vere and the ' my lord ' for whom he

fetched bucks can be none other than the thirteenth earl.

Laurence Houghton or Hoghton is another person to appear

both in de Vere's will and the household book. Though the will

does not identify him with his occupation of falconer,7
it is extremely

likely that this is the same person mentioned in the household book
as receiving wages in January, September, November, and Decem-
ber of 1490.

8 On the other hand, an item relative to purveyance

for Hedingham Castle brings forward the name of Clemetson

Heigham, 9 probably Clement Heigham, receiver general for the

earl of Oxford in 1488-9 10 and not only provides another link in the

chain of persons connected with Oxford, but introduces the idea

that the places dealt with in the household book have an unmis-

takable tie with de Vere. The aforementioned item is to, ' Wyllyam

Wade, x. day of Januare, for caryage of ij. tonne of sope aschys

from Colchester to Hedyngham, the v.
th yere of the reigne of Kyng

Henry the vij.
th

ixs. sol. per Clemetson Heigham.' u

1 Cal. Pat. Rolls 148J-14P4, p. 222. 2 Diet. Nat. Biog., lviii, 242. 3 Collier, p. 506.
4 Ibid. p. 508. 6 Ibid. p. 509.

6 Arcbaeologia, lxvi. 319.
7 Ibid.

8 Collier, pp. 504, 508, 511, 515. * Ibid. p. 504.
10 Essex Record Office D/DPr 139. I am indebted to Mr. F. C. Emmison, Essex

County Archivist for calling my attention to this point.
11 Collier, p. 5 94. Additional evidence connecting this item with De Vere is the follow-

ing entry found in Essex R.O. D/Dpr 139: ' Et in denariis similiter solutis predicto

Philippo [Philip Fitzlewes] ad solvendum Thome Furwey et Willelmo Wade pro careagio

duoram doleorum de Sopeasshes pro le tennesplay mandato domini hoc facto etc.

9s.' Although the items are for different years, the expense of providing ashes for

tennis play was probably a recurring one, and William Wade, a worker usually associated

with the job of transport. I am here under a deep obligation to Miss Susan Flower,

who is working on the De Yere properties in the later Middle Ages, for calling my
attention to this point and for providing me with a transcript of Essex R.O. D/Dpr 139.
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Hedingham Castle was the ancestral home of the de Veres and

Oxford's seat during the reign of Henry VII. 1 Other items dealing

with Hedingham include one in which certain monies are '
. . . re-

ceyvyd of my Lord, the xij. day of Januare, for sertayn provysions

to be hade from London to Hedyngham . . .
'; 2 another where

money is received ' of my Lord ' at Hedingham; 3 and the payment
of costs for a man named Grene '

. . . from Colchester to Hen-
yngham Castell . . . \ 4 Further, references to places like Stanstyd

Monfychet 5 and Colchester 6 have more relevance to Oxford than

Howard. The latter, released from the Tower a scant year before,

was on the king's business in the north as '
. . . Lyvetenaunt

Generall from the Trent Northweard, and Warden of the Est

and myddle Marches of England, ageynst Scotland . . .
'.7 and in

this capacity was in residence at Sheriff Hutton, Yorkshire.

The circumstantial case against Collier's view largely rests on
the evidence that Howard was in the north during the year 1490.

James Gairdner believed that Howard was in continual residence

in the north for ten years 8 and this period, the ten years following

his release from the Tower in 1489, covers the critical year. George
Todd, the author of a modest history of the castle of Sheriff Hutton

is also of this opinion. 9 Evidence that Howard was active in

northern affairs is quite easily demonstrated. A commission dated

19 February 1490 shows him appointed in association with the

archbishop of York, the abbot of St. Mary's in York, Guy Fayrefax,

and Richard Tunstall to look into a matter of variance between the

citizens of York and the prebendaries of the cathedral church of

York. 10 A notation by the York city council notes that the earl of

Surrey was to be met 11 March 1490 on his coming to the assize

by the mayor and common council. 11 In the early part of April

he was instructed with the bishop of St. Asaph and others to hold

1 Oxford was resident at Hedingham certainly in part of 1489 and in 149 1 or later

as the Paston Letters attest. James Gairdner, ed., The Paston Letters 1422-IJ09 A.D.,

3 vols. (Westminster, 1900), iii. 360, 367. Hereafter cited as Paston Letters. I have not

been able to supply as yet any external evidence of Oxford's presence at Hedingham
in 1490. It may well be that this article will help to establish Oxford's itinerary for

1490.
2 Collier, p. 504.

3 Ibid. * Ibid. p. 516. 5 Ibid. p. 508. B Ibid. p. 516.
7 John Weever, Antient Funeral Monuments . . . (London, 1767), p. 556.
8 Paston letters, iii. 365.
9 George Todd, Castellum Huttonicum (York, 1824), p. 23. Collier was puzzled

that '.
. . during the whole year to which the items refer we do not find by them that

the Earl of Surrey visited London, or was with the King at any time when making a

progress in the country. Considering that he had been restored to his earldom in the

preceding year, this circumstance may be deemed extraordinary, but it is very possible

that such items of charge were registered in some unrecovcrcd book.' Collier, Intro-

duction, pp. xviii-ix. There is a good reason why Collier did not find Surrey visiting

London; and that reason is Surrey's presence in the North, a fact discoverable by

Collier as the date of Todd's work attests.

i0 Cal. Pat. Rolls 148J-1494, p. 320.
11 Angelo Raine, ed., York Civic Records, 8 vols. (Wakefield, 1939-53), Yorks. Arch.

Soc, ciii. 55.
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conference with the Scots about the right of fishing in the Fish-

garths. 1 In the month of May Howard was commanded to post a

proclamation in the north relating to the problem of idlers and

foreigners, 2 and an October pardon to John Heryson of Middleton,

York narrates a previous inquest held in York with Surrey in attend-

ance. 3 With Howard in Yorkshire, certain entries in the household

book appear absurd. For example :
' Item, in reward to a man of

Colchester bryngyn a morcok and ij. fesauntes to my Lord, the

xxv. th day off Apryll xij. d.' 4 Would a man travel all the way from

Colchester in Essex to Sheriff Hutton in Yorkshire to deliver

several birds to his lordship ?

In view of the evidence presented one begins to wonder seriously

why Collier did not perceive his error. His ' evidence ' for believing

that the accounts pertained to Howard consisted of two ' facts '

;

(i) that the keeping of the household book was entrusted to Philip

Fitzlewes (Fitz Lowes or Lewes), whom Collier believed to have

been one of Howard's servitors, and (2) that certain entries appeared

to Collier to be in the hand of Howard.

Collier never proves that Fitzlewes is one of Howard's men;

he makes an assertion that such is the case, but does not substantiate

his statement. It appears that Collier is correct in assuming that

Fitzlewes was responsible for the first portion of the keeping of

the household book; an entry cites ' Mr. Philipp Fitzlowes. Item,

delyvereyd to me, Philip Fitzlowes, x. die, Aprill anno. v.
t0 H.

vij. xxvj. s.
' 5 The Lewes connection to de Vere can be seen in a

letter dated May 1489 at Hedingham from William Paston, a protege

of de Vere's to Sir John Paston, in which William Paston gives

word about the news Philip Lewes brings from court. 6 Paston

continues, " And Phylyp Lewes is redyn ageyn to the Kyng, and

schall brynge with hym money for all ther wages that schall be in

my lordys retynew . . .
'. 7 The lord referred to is obviously

Oxford, in whose service William was,8 and the nature of Lewes's

mission that of bringing some of Oxford's money from Hedingham

for his lord's expenses. It is more than likely that the Philip

Lewes 9 who did Oxford's bidding was none other than Philip

Fitzlewes, ' keeper ' of the household book.

Collier definitely asserts that certain entries are in Howard's

hand. I do not see how he can make this statement in view of the

difficulty in determining what a great lord wrote and what was

written by his secretary since most important nobles had secretaries.

1 Cal. Docs. Re/. Scot., iv. 317-18.
2 Cal. Pat. Rolls 148J-1494, p. 322.

3 Ibid. p. 332.
4 Collier, p. 506.

6 Ibid.

6 Paston Letters, iii. 360-2. 7 Ibid. p. 361. 8 Ibid. p. 378.
9 This assumption about Fitzlewes and his relationship with De Vere is undoubtedly

correct. The dorse of Essex R.O. D/Dpr 139 is a list of payments made by Fitzlewes

to the lord's receiver, Clement Heigham.
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Nor would it be likely for the lord concerned to write in a household

book. Surrey's father, John Howard, of course was a notable

exception, but he liked keeping track of his expenses—a fact

indicative of his commercial interests and non-noble background.

Collier is correct in his identification of John Howard's hand in

the household book, but there is doubt that the entries he attributes

to Surrey are the earl's. My own examination of the entries in

comparison with signatures of Surrey and Oxford leads me to

doubt whether the entries are in the hand of either. There is

no concrete proof that Surrey made them, 1 and in all probability

another of Oxford's servants is responsible for them.

Obviously Collier did not examine carefully the two manuscript

volumes that form the basis for the Roxburghe Club edition, nor

did he take notice of certain warning signs. When he described

the hiatus in the second manuscript, he noticed that the last accounts

dealing with John Howard end on 26 February 1484 and that the

next entry is a copy of a commission of array for the earl of Oxford

dated at Lincoln 21 June, 2 Henry VII (1487).
2 Why did he not

pause to ask why matter dealing with Oxford should be mixed in

with a Howard household book ? If he had investigated he would

have learned that de Vere received John Howard's forfeited castle,

lordship, and manor of Framlyngham in i486. 3 He might then have

surmised that either Oxford or, more likely, one of his servants

picked up this household account book and decided to use its unused

pages. (What could be more natural than to use this unused por-

tion?) This, I suggest, is what happened: and hence the latter

part of the second manuscript dealing with Oxford's affairs, his

commission of array, items for his purveyance prior to Stoke,

and his household accounts for 1490.

How blind Collier was can be seen in his disregard of Martin

of Palgrave's 4 inscription on the cover of the second manuscript.

1
I am indebted here to Professor Francis Wormald, Professor in Paleography at

the University of London, who examined these entries with me and agrees that there is

no evidence for thinking that they were made by Thomas Howard. Collier probably

made an assumption that the accounts belonged to Surrey and acting on this made a

further assumption that he must have written-in the entries.

2 Collier, Introduction, pp. xvii-xviii.
3 Cal. Vat. Rolls 148'/- 1494, p. 121.
4 At first I was under the impression that 'honest Tom Martin of Palgrave acquired'

the manuscript when he married Le Neve's widow since some of Martin's manuscripts

and books were received in this manner. Diet. Nat. Biog., xxxvi. 297. However, on
further investigation I learned that a Howard household book for the years 1462-9

was given by Martin to Le Neve and the latter wrote on the flyleaf ' . . . brought from

Framlingham Castle in Suff., given to me by Mr. Thomas Martin, attorney at law,

of Palgrave in Suff., 1727'. Thomas Hudson Turner, cd., Manners And Household

Expenses Of England In The Thirteenth And Tifieenth Centuries Illustrated By Original

Records, Roxburghe Club (London, 1841), Introduction, p. xciv. This makes it likely

that Martin may have procured several Howard household books through sources

unknown, and then disposed of them as he chose. His gift to Le Neve of the one

suggests the plausibility of another gift of the manuscript in question to the Society of
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Martin, an eighteenth-century owner of the manuscript, had written

thereon, ' An Account of the Disbursements of Iohn Lord Howard,
afterwards Duke of Norfolk, about His Private Affairs in the Reigns

of King E. 4 E. 5 R. 3. H. 7. Raising of Men for King Richard

the Third. And of the Earl of Oxford, for King Henry VII.' x

Martin did not even mention Thomas Howard, earl of Surrey,

and it is clear that for him the last accounts did not pertain

to Howard. Paradoxically, Collier prints this inscription in his

' Introduction ' but fails to account for it.

If Collier's curiosity had been aroused by the name of such a

person as Sir Thomas Tyrrell, who appears as a member of Oxford's

1487 expedition, 2 a recipient of a bequest in the earl's will, 3 and is

mentioned in the household book as a lord occupying a chamber

for which repairs are made,4 the editor might have suspected that

the accounts were more relevant to de Vere than Howard. Once
his suspicions were aroused, it is possible that he would have

discovered names of servants like Laurence Hoghton and Jegon
which occur in both household book and will. If he had, he would

never have brashly included the name of Thomas, earl of Surrey,

in his title.

Colby College, Waterville, Maine Melvin J. Tucker

Antiquaries of which Martin was a prominent member. How the manuscript came
into Martin's possession is a question I am unable to answer. If these household

books went out of Howard hands when their Suffolk property was held by de Vere,

it would explain why they are not with the other Howard muniments now at Arundel

Castle.

1 Soc. of Antiqu. MS. 77.
2 Collier, p. 493.
3 Archaeologia, lxvi. 318.
4 Collier, pp. 519-20.
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The Duke of Richmond' s Memorandum, i-y July ij66

The third duke of Richmond's Journal for June-July 1766, in the

manuscripts at Goodwood, is printed in The Memoirs of the Marquis

ofRockingham and his Contemporaries (edited by the earl of Albemarle,

1852), i. 340-64, but inserted between the pages of the Journal is a

hitherto unpublished thirteen-page memorandum concerning several

private meetings of Rockingham, Richmond, Newcastle, and

Conway in June. The discussions were held to consider

Richmond's proposal to offer non-ministerial appointments to a

number of the earl of Bute's former friends. Though the narrative

breaks off just before an audience of the four ministers with the

king on 27 June, it seems to have been written about a week later.

Richmond appears to have drawn his arguments entirely from

his brother-in-law Lord Holland, who had written to him on

4 and 26 May warning that the king's support for the tottering

ministry could be revived only by the offer of honorific places to

several of Bute's friends and that in the absence of offers from

Rockingham they would turn to George Grenville. 1 For two

reasons the proposals were never tested: first, because without

telling Richmond, Rockingham had decided by the end of May to

seek the support of Bedford rather than of the ' King's Men ',

and second, because the king had already determined by 5 June to

replace the Rockingham ministry. 2

Richmond had been in the Cabinet since 23 May, when he was

appointed secretary of state to replace the duke of Grafton. His

memorandum is of interest because of his cogent analyses of

Rockingham's personality and of the marquis' genuine though

mistaken belief that he had the king's favour. 3 It also explains

why Richmond was the one member of the Cabinet who later blamed

Rockingham personally for the ignominious manner of the ministers'

dismissal. 4

Smith College, Northampton, Mass. Alison Gilbert Olson

1 The Earl of Ilchester, Henry Fox, First Lord Holland (1920), ii. 308-9.
2 Northington to George III,

5 June (1766), The Correspondence of King George HI,

1760-1783, ed. Sir John Fortescue (1927), i. 356.
3 By contrast, Newcastle believed that Rockingham wanted to retire from govern-

ment and that his reluctance to court the king's favour arose from his desire for a

glorious martyrdom after accomplishing his legislative objectives: Duke of Newcastle,

Narrative of Changes in the Government, 1765-1767, ed. Mary Batcson, 1898, p. 75. But

had Rockingham desired a dramatic exit he could certainly have picked a suitable

issue—such as Grafton's resignation in April—on which to resign. When the chan-

cellor resigned on 7 July Rockingham would never have expected complacently to

replace him with Charles Yorke and continue administration undisturbed, had he not

believed he had the king's confidence.

* The following document is printed by kind permission of the present duke

of Richmond.
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MEMORANDUM
From the beginning of the present Ministry's coming in I had been

of opinion it would have been right for them to have given Mr.
Mackenzie l a place in order to prevent the King's breaking his word.

For it was generally understood that when the King gave Mr. Mackenzie

the employment of Privy Seal, he gave up a place for life, that H.M.
promised him never to take this place from him. Last summer the

D. of Bedford and Mr. Grenville obliged H.M. to break his word and
turn him out. I would have had the Present Ministers on their coming
in, have said that they would on no acct. permit that the King's word
should be broken and they should have restored him directly. This they

were afraid of doing. The D. of Bedford and Mr. Grenville's friends

who had been dismissed by Ld. Bute's advice made their run at him, said

he had made the new Ministry & no doubt had his bargain. They
fear'd that Restoring Mackenzie would have that appearance and they

told the King that at first they did not feel themselves strong enough to

do this, but that hereafter it might perhaps be in their power. 2

A little before I came in Ld. Rockingham had said to the King that

as the last Sessions of Parliament had showed that in fact the former

administration was clear of Ld. Bute they could now venture to offer

Mr. Mackenzie something as it could not now be said that the doing

it was in consequence of a bargain. That as this affair regarded His

Majesty's own Honor, He wishes he would himself do what was intended

& give Mr. Mackenzie the Vice treasureship of Ireland worth more than

his former place. The King's answer was that he would consider of it,

& soon after told Ld. Rockingham that Mr. Mackenzie did not want a

place at present. I found out that Mr. Mackenzie had himself never been

consulted upon this point. 3 The King had taken it all upon himself.

And it was given out that altho' Mr. Mackenzie did not wish for and

would have nothing to do with the power of Scotland which he had with

his place of privy seal, yett he wished to be restored to that very employ-

ment he had been turned out, that giving him another place was as if all

he wanted was a place, whereas his point was restoration to his own
place which was become a point of Honor. At the same time I heard

that Lord Northumberland wanted to go Ambassador to Paris 4 and Ld.

Bute's friends gave out that the only way to make all that party firm was

1 James Stuart Mackenzie (17 18-1800), younger brother of the earl of Bute, M.P.
for Ross, was dismissed in May 1765 from the Privy Seal of Scotland which he had been

given for life in 1763 and from his control of Scottish patronage which he had received

in 1761.
2 At a meeting on 30 June 1765, when the Rockingham party first agreed to form a

ministry, it had been unanimously decided not to restore Mackenzie. Richmond
was scarcely on the perimeter of the party at the time: Memoirs of the Marquis of Rock-

ingham and bis Contemporaries, ed. the earl of Albemarle, 1852, i. 218-20.
3 On 1 May 1766, Conway had proposed to the Cabinet that Mackenzie be given the

first vacant employment. Rockingham, who had considered the matter during April,

agreed to a place for Mackenzie but refused to consider the King's Men as a group:

Newcastle, Narrative ofChanges in the Government, pp. 60-2. The king actually did sound
Mackenzie through Egmont, Egmont to George III, 4 May 1766, Corr. Geo. Ill, p. 305.

4 Richmond's information was not entirely reliable: Hugh Percy (1715-86), earl of

Northumberland, was currently being considered by the king as First Lord of the

Treasury. The following year he was bought offfrom political activity with a dukedom.
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to provide also for Norton, Dr. Hay, Wedderburn, Ellis, Nugent and

Stanley. 1 These were not all consider'd as Ld. Bute's friends, but they

were supposed to be had and that by gaining them we should effectually

make ourselves strong by the addition of so many able men & by getting

the hearty concurrence of Ld. Bute's friends obtain effectually the King's

support. It struck me that doing so much at once was perhaps too much,

at least it would have had too much the appearance of an absolute coali-

tion with the Butes. It is very true that as long as we kept them out of

Ministerial and Cabinet places they never could do any real publick harm,

& that they only became our supporters, not part of us, but on the other

hand if they got to be so numerous and should still keep together instead

of melting in with us, they would be only the more formidable, would

rise in their demands and at last insist on being joined in ministerial

places, perhaps end by making us only their supporters.

I therefore thought that it was most prudent to try this only in part

and indeed I found our friends so averse to any part that it would have

been in vain to have attempted any more, had I myself approved of it.

For when on the of 2 at a private meeting of Ld. Rockingham,

Genl. Conway, Ld. Winchelsea the D. of Newcastle and myself I pro-

posed the giving Mackenzie his old place (without the power of

Scotland) which I thought might have been done by making Ld.

Breadalbane 3 the present occupier of it take the vice treasureship of

Ireland. I say when I proposed this Ld. Rockingham bounced off his

seat and the D. of Newcastle put on his Hat to go away, both exclaiming

Good God, would you have us joyn My Lord Bute! no, lett us keep

our fingers clean. It was with difficulty I could persuade them to hear

me out, which General Conway said was but fair. I then went on and

also proposed the sending Ld. Northumberland to Paris, if Ld. Rochford

could be made easy, and to tell H.M. that we were willing to do this to

shew we meant to proscribe no sett of men and that we hoped he would
then shew us that countenance which was so necessary to carry on bus-

iness and enable us to turn out those who had so lately behaved so ill.

I added that by these steps so confined it would not appear a total Junction

with Lord Bute and we could safely say it was not one, for while we keep

him and his friends out of Cabinet and ministerial places they can not be

1 With the exception of Wedderburn (substituted for Lord Despencer), all the names

were recommended to Richmond by Holland on 26 May. Of the six all but Wedder-
burn, who held no office but was an intimate friend of Bute, had held office under Bute,

continued in the same offices under George Grenville, and had resigned or been dis-

missed when the Rockingham ministry came in: Welbore Ellis (171 3-1802), had been

Secretary at War, Sir Fletcher Norton (1716-89), Attorney General, Dr. George Haye

(1715-78), and Hans Stanley (1720-80), members of the Admiralty Board, and Robert

Nugent (1702-88), Vice Treasurer of Ireland. Hay continued in his legal capacities

(Judge of the Prerogative Court and Chancellor of the diocese of London) under

Rockingham, and Ellis was appointed Vice Treasurer of Ireland in the Rockingham
Ministry; Stanley and Nugent resumed office under Pitt.

2 The meeting must have been 6 or 7 June, after the placemen Dyson and Eglintoun

had opposed Rockingham over both the window tax and the dowry for Princess

Caroline (Albemarle, Kockingbam, i. 346-7), and before Newcastle left town on 7 June:

Newcastle to Richmond, 8 June 1766. Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 32975, fo. 368.
3 John Campbell (1695-1782), earl of Breadalbane, a Scottish representative peer,

had been Chief Justice in Eyre South of Trent and was appointed keeper of the Privy

Seal (Scotland) in October 1765, and P.C. in May 1766.
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said with any degree of truth to be joyn'd with us in administration.

They can do no harm in such places of mere profit and can only be said to

be rewarded for the support we were to expect. But that even if it

was said that we had actually joyn'd Lord Bute and were in connection

with him, such a Report would do us good instead of harm. It would
then be believed we had realy the King's heart and that would give us the

assistance of those who look for the best of the lay and wish to be always

with the Court. That the assistance of ;,uch people could not indeed be

depended upon, but that while we had it, it was of use and that when the

world thought us strong many people would engage so firmly as not be

able afterwards to go back. This advantage I thought might fairly be

taken and that we might avail ourselves of the advantages arising from a

(poiyr) which we might look upon as a Calumny, and from which in our

consciences we knew we were free. But all my Rhetoric was in vain.

Our strength was supposed to be very great in many respects. This it

was said by Lord Rockingham and the D. of Newcastle would lose us

our Party, and we risked nothing by being quiet for that it was impossible

for any thing else to be formed that could hurt us, or where Ld. Bute's

friends would be so well as they are at present. 1 Pitt and the Bedfords

were incompatible and neither alone could stand the other & us.

Finding this was the plan I desired we might at least fill the Vacant

employments and make as many friends as we could. This Mr. Conway
joyn'd with me in, but Ld. Rockingham was against it saying it was better

to keep them open and if two or three others became also vacant it was

so much the better, we should then have enough to go to market with

and might buy the Bedfords, that he always reckon'd about £8,000 a year

would be sufficient to buy most parties. I represented much against this

delay and doing nothing which is the only thing that can ruin us. For by

waiting & giving time the King will have time to settle something else.

If he is now unprepared, it is just time to push and acquire the power
we want & which is so necessary for every administration. But if we do
nothing we shall at last be turned out and what is worst of all, with the

reputation of Simpletons, who could not keep the game when they had

it.

Lord How had resign'd some little time before the Treasurership of

the navy 2 saying he could not continue without Mr. Pitt. This was

indeed a very odd reason, as he had now been in place for three years

without Mr. Pitt & part of the time when Mr. Pitt was in strong opposi-

tion. I thought Lord Howe play'd a bad game, for he gave up a good
thing for at least as long as the present administration will last, and if

even his card turned up trumps & Mr. Pitt came in, he could not hope

to be better than he was, for I am mistaken if Mr. Pitt will ever be in-

clined, or dare to putt him above Sr. Charles Saunders or Admiral

Keppel.—Besides this Lord North had been ofFer'd the Vice Treasureship

1
Cf. Newcastle to John White, 28 June 1766, Newcastle, Narrative of Changes in the

Government, pp. 75-6, for Newcastle's interpretation of the attitudes of the four ministers.
2 Richard Howe (1726-99), viscount, later earl Howe, had been appointed Vice

Treasurer of the Navy in August 1765. Walpole (Horace Walpole, Memoirs of the

Reign of King George III, ed. G. F. Russell Barker, 1894, ii. 321-2) confirms Richmond's

report that Howe resigned over Pitt.
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of Ireland. He had once actually accepted of it but afterward refused. 1

From all this it was evident we could gett no strength while it was seen

that we had not the King's good will, & were unwilling to take the neces-

sary steps to obtain it, and had not spirit enough to resign when we could

not gett it. I represented all this very strongly, and finding could not

succeed to bring any thing about of any kind, I told them that when the

turning out came I was persuaded I should repine as little as they, that by

the methods they pursued I thought they were drawing it on a pace, and

that I should only now think of picking up as much knowledge as

possible in the office during the short time I had to stay there. The true

state of the case is that Lord Rockingham's disposition is always to

deferr, & by too fine spun schemes to bring about what he wishes.

He loses many opportunities by being always too late & while he is

talking and scheming perhaps to prevent a thing, it is done. He depends

also too much in my opinion upon the difficulties there is to settle another

administration for difficult as it may be it certainly may be done. And
another great fault he has, is thinking that because he acts honestly and

fairly as he certainly does, it will produce a like return. I believe he also

flatters himself he is in favour with the King and altho' there has been

lately some things happen'd which have to a degree opened his eyes, 2

yett I believe he still think(s) the King likes him and the present Adminis-

tration. Facts have certainly not been for this supposition. General

Conway's disposition is also somewhat slow, and particularly inactive

in the forming of a Party & keeping them altogether. We have often

talked this matter over together, but altho' he owns that it is a very

necessary part of Government, yett he says he is so unfit for caballing

and managing people that he cannot persuade himself to meddle much.

He said at this conversation that he left all matters of this kind to Ld.

Rockingham to settle with the King and repeated that it was against his

nature and he knew himself unfitt for this kind of business.

Some time after when the D. of Argyll wanted the Government

of Hull vacant by General Pulteney's Resignation (which he made in

perfect good humour) and that Ld. Rockingham had promised it to

General Honeywood, 3 Mr. Conway was displeased and said he realy

thought it very odd that such things were engaged without a previous

consultation & acquiescence of the Rest of us, that is (sic) was quite

1 On 24 May, when Rockingham offered the position, North accepted verbally;

a day later he declined in writing.
2 The king's refusal either to dismiss Dyson for voting in opposition or to create

the new peerages which Rockingham requested.
3 Rockingham had previously promised the government of Hull to lieutenant-

general Philip Honeywood (for him see Gentleman's Magazine, 1785, p. 159) to succeed

lieutenant-general Harry Pulteney. Argyll, a full general and Scottish representative

peer, requested the position and threatened to resign his commission as well as the

government of Limerick if the request was not granted. Argyll was too old (seventy)

for efficient military service, but Richmond and Conway thought the ministry needed

his political support. The king was sympathetic to Rockingham's promise to Honey-
wood (Newcastle, Narrative of Changes in the Government, p. 74), and Honeywood was
appointed governor of Hull on 19 July (Gentleman's Magazine, 1766, p. 343). Argyll

remained governor of Limerick until his death in 1770. Sir Robert Rich (b. 1685),

governor of Chelsea, died in February 1768, and was succeeded as governor by

lieutenant-general George Howard.
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necessary to do things of this kind together, and Insisted much for the

D. of Argyll. I could not help then telling General Conway that I

thought this was his own fault and that he had no reason to blame Ld.

Rockingham or anybody but himself for it, for since he had said that he

was unfitt for the settling dispositions and arrangements and that he left

all matters of this kind to Lord Rockingham, he could not think he did

wrong to use those powers that were left in his hands, & which Mr.

Conway declared he did not know how to employ. This struck him a

little, he said it was true it was his own fault, and since that he did seem

to take a little more care.

The affair of the Government of Hull was in suspence near a week,

Mr. Conway insisting that the Duke of Argyll from his rank in life

& in the army had certainly the best right, and Ld. Rockingham maintain-

ing that Honeywood's steadiness to the party and his having almost

engaged it to him gave him a better right. Besides it was in Yorkshire,

the Government gave interest with it, and he therefore wished much to

have Honeywood as a man he could depend upon. The D. of Argyll

was however so very intent upon it that he told Mr. Conway and me
that he thought himself so ill used if he did not gett it, that he would

resign his own Government of Limerick. The difference was only

£100 a year and it was very foolish of the D. of Argyll to insist so much
on a trifle, and still more foolish in Ld. Rockingham to insist on not giv-

ing it up. As Honeywood would have had Limerick and could not have

complain'd. The King very kindly left it to Lord Rockingham and Genl.

Conway to agree about it. After much talk about it, I was desired to

endeavour to soften the D. of Argyll who was to dine with me on the

of 1 and to gett him if possible to give this up for an assurance

of being recommended by us for the next Government that should fall

vacant. I accordingly tried and succeeded. He gave it up on Genl.

Conway's & my acct as he said & would be satisfied if H.M. would

promise him Chelsea in case he outlived Sir Robert Rich. This His

Grace desired me to ask of the King and at the same time to assure H.M.
of his duty and zeal and resolution to support whatsoever Ministers

H.M. shall have, unless he finds reason to differ and then he would explain

to H.M. why he differ'd. I accordingly acquainted the King with this

message and found H.M. received his giving up the Government very

graciously as he did his assurance of support. As to Chelsea the King
bid me tell the D. of Argyll he should consider him whenever that or

any other proper government should fall. In short added H.M. I mean
to give him General assurances but not to bind myself by a promise.

And accordingly Honeywood got the Government and the D. of Argyll

was tollerably satisfied. When Lord Hertford 2 came over I thought he

would joyn with me in opinion that some offers should be made to obtain

the King's confidence and that he would joyn with me in pressing Mr.

Conway so to do so and with effect as no body has more weight with

1 Probably 26 June.
2 Francis Seymour Conway (1718-93), earl, later marquis, of Hertford, brother

of Conway and brother-in-law of Grafton, was a Lord of the Bedchamber, 1751-66,

ambassador to Paris, 1763-5, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 1765-6, and Chamberlain

of the Household, 1766-82.
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General Conway than Lord Hertford. And accordingly on the of
1 at Lady Ailesbury's assembly I called Lord Hertford into another

room where upon explaining our sentiments very fully, he thought

even stronger than I did that the only way was to join the Butes. I was
always for a certain degree but Lord Hertford seem'd to think a larger

junction would be better. We then alternatively pressed Mr. Conway
very much and brought him to agree to speak to and push Ld. Rocking-

ham to offer to the King to send Ld. Northumberland to Paris and to say

that Mackenzie should have his old place (without the power) whenever
it should be vacant on an arrangement formed, then to press the King
to give his consent to the turning out Dyson and some others. The
next day 2 at St. James's the D. of Newcastle went in before us

and Lord Rockingham did not come till just before the D. of Newcastle

went away. Mr. Conway then spoke to Lord Rockingham as he had

promised, and as I saw it would never be done unless I began it, I proposed

as it concerned my department to begin as Mr. Conway had suggested

by proposing Ld. Northumberland from Paris and any body H.M. should

think proper for Spain, saying that we did this in order to show H.M.
how ready we were to do what there was the most distant hint could be

agreeable to him. Mr. Conway was then to go on and say his say

about Mackenzie and end with saying that having shewed our intentions

to do whatever we conceived could be agreable to H.M. we hoped he

would give us that power without which it was impossible for any

Ministry whatever to go on, that the present administration had been

call'd upon to assist H.M. when in distress, that they were by no means
desirous of serving H.M. unless he chose it, that if he wished for any

other people, they besought H.M. to take them, but if he thought it

for his service to keep them, he must give them such marks of his Coun-
tenance as was absolutely necessary to enable them to do H.M. business

with credit to the King & to themselves. This Lord Rockingham was so

much pressed upon, that he consented to it, & we were just a going in

to say this when Lord Rockingham recollected that it was not right by
the D. of Newcastle to take such a step without his previous knowledge.

This struck General Conway, and so it was putt off. This was Friday

the of .

3 I went out of town that evening and returned early

in the morning the following Wednesday the of .

4 I then found

that Lord Rockingham who was to have wrote to, or spoke with the

Duke of Newcastle had not done it. We therefore agreed to have a small

meeting of the Duke of Newcastle, Lord Rockingham, Genl. Conway
and myself at Mr. Conway's on the following friday. 5 This was accord-

ingly had. The D. of Newcastle had been all along pressing and hurrying

to fix My Lord Rochford 6 for France I believe in order to put it out of
1 Judging from internal evidence in the memorandum, Lady Aylesbury's assembly

must have been 19 June. 2 20 June.
3 Immediately before Richmond left town, 20 June: Richmond to Newcastle, 19

June 1766, Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 32975, fo. 450.
4
25 June.

5 On the afternoon of 27 June. The ministry met at the Chancellor's the same
evening: Albemarle, Rockingham, i. 351-5.

6 William Henry Nassau de Zulestein (1717-81), earl of Rochford, ambassador to

Spain from 1763 to 15 May 1766, and to France from July 1766 to September 1768;

secretary of state for the North, October 1768 to 1770, for the south, 1770-75; and
K.G., 1778.
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our power to think of Lord Northumberland. And therefore when this

was mention'd he was very earnest for Ld. Rochford. General Conway
had also alter'd his opinion & was now clear for Lord Rochford. This

arose from what had passed between Lord Rochford and me at dinner

at Lord Rockingham's on the preceeding Wednesday the .

1 I had
then fairly told Ld. Rochford how matters stood, that I had mention'd

him to the King & that H.M. approved very much of him, and that all

that stopped its being concluded was an idea we had about Lord North-
umberland, that if by doing this we could add greatly to our strength I

was in hopes he Lord Rochford would be satisfied by having something

else at home, perhaps more agreeable, but that if it was othcrways,

I for one would not disappoint him a second time of France and would
think no more of Lord Northumberland. To this Lord Rochford's

answer was that to be sure if it was necessary for the arrangement of

H.M. affairs, he sould give it up, but that he owned he had sett his heart

upon it, that it was in his walk of life and he should preferr it even to being

groom of the Stole or Chamberlain, for he had now taken to business

and meant to pursue it, and wished much not to leave it for any employ-

ment without business tho' ever so great. He confessed his view was
some time or other to be secretary of State.

All this I communicated to Mr. Conway and finding Lord Rochford

had as much sett his heart upon Paris he was now entirely for thinking

no more of Ld. Northumberland. I was so too, and so was Ld. Rock-
ingham. It was therefore agreed I should begin with supposing to the

King that H.M. had fixed on Lord Rochford for Paris and then propose

Ellis for Spain as a person well qualified for it and for whom H.M. had

expressed much wish to see provided for. This was to introduce the

subject of the persons we wanted to turn out and it was proposed that I

should take occasion from having mention'd Ellis for Spain, to say that

we could not help taking this opportunity of saying how weak we found

ourselves. 2

1
25 June.

2 Conway and Richmond together, Rockingham, and finally Newcastle, saw the king

on 27 June. The king was indifferent to the appointment of Ellis, so Richmond later

suggested substituting a party member: Richmond to Newcastle, 30 June 1766,

Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 32975, fo. 536.
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Reviews of Books

Adel und Grundherrschaft im Merowingerreich. By Alexander Bergen-

gruen. Vierteljahrschrift fur Sozial—und Wirtschaftsgeschichte,

Beiheft 41. (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1958. 21 DM.)

This is a study of the Frankish nobility and an attempt to trace the steps

of their advance to landed proprietorship on a grand scale. It rests

upon a distinction between the antrustions of the period of invasion and

earliest settlement, who are held not to have been landed proprietors in

any strict sense, and the nobility of the late sixth and early seventh cen-

turies, whose numerous estates were given to them by the Merovingian

kings in return for services as office-holders. These offices, furthermore,

rooted in Roman tradition, underwent modification only from the middle

of the sixth century, which is precisely when the Merovingians allowed

them to fall into Frankish, in place of Gallo-Roman, hands. In short,

Dr. Bergengruen touches on some of the most debated issues in Frankish

history, and he is not afraid to cross swords with all comers, from Brunner

to Mitteis.

What gives this book a special interest is the author's success in bring-

ing together evidence from very different fields of research. He is at

home with the bewildering riches of recent archaeological work in

Belgium, Northern France and the Rhineland and in particular with work

on the Reihengraber (cemeteries, that is, where bodies were buried in

parallel ranks more or less regularly orientated). He makes equally

effective use of place-names and of evidence of family-settlements in

charters and in saints' Lives. Altogether, he builds up much the same con-

centrated picture as Roblin achieved in his thesis, ' Le Terroir de Paris ',

and does it over a wider area. Like Roblin, however, Dr. Bergengruen

makes some fairly hazardous leaps from evidence to conclusions. For

instance, he is perfectly safe in claiming that the Merovingian Lives must

not be taken as exact historical sources but as literary material following

ascertainable conventions (including a whole string of topoi that would

have enchanted E. R. Curtius) erected upon a foundation of historical

truth. But he is much less safe when he chooses to accept as the his-

torical foundation just those pieces of information that suit his purpose.

It may be that the name, nationality, birthplace, relatives and family

possessions of a saint remain unaltered in successive versions of his or her

Life; but docs this prove that they were all accurately recorded in the

first place? Nor, equally, would I be prepared to build as much as

Dr. Bergengruen does upon the assumption, however likely, that

falsification of charters was not a Merovingian speciality. I would even

enter a caveat against his use of place-name evidence, mainly because his

chief tool, the ' Dictionnaire topographique de la France,' remains what

Roblin found it, ' un instrument defectueux '. Apart from this, however,
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he does make a strong case for the view that place-names of the

—

court

and Weiler\Villare type do belong to a later stage of Frankish settlement

than do those with suffixes in

—

ingen, and, less certainly, in

—

sele,—tun,—
baki and

—

heim. But can one reasonably go on to draw a social distinction

and assert that the names of the later stage are aristocratic in a way in

which the names of the earliest settlements never are? Does not the

long period of crystallization of Frankish place-names tell against this ?

(The suffix

—

iacus is still making fresh appearances as late as the seventh

century.) It will be seen at once that if we are to remove all

—

weiler

names, for example, from our maps of the earliest Frankish settlements,

the picture is drastically changed. A glance at the distribution-maps at

the end of Dr. Bergengruen's book will confirm this. (They are good
maps, even if their scale does make the concentration of villas round
Paris nearly unintelligible. They should be used in conjunction with
the Belgian maps of R. de Maeyer and H. Roosens.)

Dr. Bergengruen could have made his book easier by starting at the

beginning. As it is, one wades through a lot to reach the Frankish

invaders and settlers of the fifth century; and they are the crux of the

book. He will not have it that the reges and the duces of the famous
passage in Tacitus {Germ, vii) are reflected in the composition of the

Frankish host except in the broadest sense. Indeed, he would probably

regard Clovis as a dux ex virtute. I would not press the meaning of such

terms at all closely and doubt if Clovis knew or cared much about his

own pedigree; but I think he was recognized as having one and as being

in that sense a rex ex nobilitate, and I consider that this is what Gregory of

Tours understood {Hist. Lib. ii, 9). His duces, and here I disagree with

Dr. Bergengruen, should represent a rather larger class than the an-

trustions normally dependent on an early Merovingian; they are more
than his immediate comitatus. Because of this, I expect that they did

obtain some of the old Gallo-Roman estates in Belgium and Northern

France as their share in the conquest, even if we allow with Verlinden for

the speed of advance of the Salians from Toxandria to the Cambrai-

Tournai region. In brief, neither in this region nor in the Seine basin

do I feel happy about a first settlement that involves only the Mero-
vingians themselves and the peasant-fighters who were the true tribesmen.

I think there were duces, chieftains of small but perhaps quite numerous
and independent bands, who were not reges of the standing of the Mero-
vingians and who would always have demanded land. It is a way with

some modern scholars to invest such chieftains with clear-cut functions,

and, having failed to find the functions, to deny the existence of the men
themselves.

There will be less quarrel with the author's view of the Merovingian

fiscus and its origins. The old imperial fiscal lands had disintegrated as

long ago as the third century, at any rate in an administrative sense, and

the whole villa-structure of Gaul had changed to such an extent that

Marc Bloch was unable to define a Frankish villa more closely than as

' un territoire organize de telle sorte qu'une grande partie des profits du
sol revint directement ou indirectement a un seul maitre '. It is therefore

a question what we mean when we say that the Merovingians inherited

the imperial fiscus, and still more when we go on to say that the

Carolingians inherited the Merovingian fiscus. (On this latter point Dr.
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Bergengruen makes some pungent criticisms of J. W. Thompson's
little book.) Continuity of settlement there certainly was, but it needs to

be sought in less obvious directions, as for example in the vici. St.

Denis is an instance of a Roman castrum with vicus and church attached

that became a Merovingian palatium and mint before Dagobert gave it

to the monks. But even here there is no evidence of a Roman fundus or

villa in association with the castrum. Many of the fiscal properties of the

Merovingians were built up round palatia or hunting-lodges and were

associated with vici, not villae in the Gallo-Roman sense. The conclusion

is that we must no more give an identical meaning to the Roman and the

Merovingian fiscus than we do to their villae, and we must bear in mind
that the Franks made no distinction—at least, none that is clear now

—

between properties acquired from the Roman state and alods. It is not

here that continuity lies, though the immense predominance of Gallo-

Roman place-names in areas of early Frankish settlement shows that the

same lands must often have been continuously occupied even if they

constituted different units of ownership and of administration.

It is when he reaches the later sixth century, however, that Dr.

Bergengruen has most to say. A new situation is revealed, if it is not

created, by the famous edict of Chilperic II :
' similiter convenit ut rebus

concederemus omnibus leodibus nostris ut per modicam rem scandalos

non generetur in regione nostra ' (M.G.H. Capit., 1, p. 8, c. 2), where

regio nostra is defined as the territory lying between the Garonne and the

Terouannais. This process is carried a stage further in the edict of 614,

of Chlotar II, which I agree with the author does not betray the collapse

of the king before his nobility. Chilperic and Chlotar are establishing a

new nobility upon lands of the Merovingian fisc. They are providing a

new class of office-holders, from dukes and counts downwards, with

something rather more than a means of subsistence. This can be ex-

cellently illustrated (though we should not, I think, take them as typical)

by the bestowal of lands upon the families of Chagneric and Authar,

which in turn led to the foundation of Rebais, Jouarre and Reuil. Here

the author makes telling use of local Vitae as well as of place-names, and

brings out the altogether exceptional (and possibly unique) continuity

from Gallo-Roman times in the administration of the city of Meaux.

But he is still better when he turns to Austrasia and analyses the rise of

the Carolingian family in terms of its colonizing activities in the Ardennes,

north-east Belgium and the Moselland. Here, and elsewhere in the

Rhineland, German speakers were imposed upon a Latin-speaking society,

and this is reflected in a large group of double place-names, such as are

not found in Neustria or the south. These new colonists, often clearing

virgin land, were laid to rest in Keihengraber: they are the followers of

the new colonizing lords, the eastern counterparts of Chagneric and

Authar. I must repeat my disinclination to accept all these Keihengraber

as belonging to the seventh century; but there is a strong case for associ-

ating many of them with the new colonizing movement. In passing,

Dr. Bergengruen follows Steinbach in questioning whether the Arnulfings

ever were mayors of the palace in Austrasia. He sees them as duces

always, and supposes that Neustrian writers by analogy bestowed on
them the title they best understood in a western context. Surely not.

University of Manchester J. M. Wallace-Hadrill
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De Sint-Baafsabdij te Gent en haar Grondbe^it, VIIe-XIVe Eeurv. By

A. E. Verhulst. (Verhandelingen van de Koninklijke Vlaamse

Academie voor Wetenschappen, Lettern en Scheme Kunsten van

Belgie, Klasse der Lettern, vol. xxx. Brussels: Palais der

Academien, 1958).

In this substantial and important volume Dr. Verhulst first describes in

general outline the development of the landed estates of St. Bavo's

abbey: the early endowments of the seventh and eighth centuries, the

dispersal of property when the Vikings sacked the abbey in 851 and 879,

and the long effort at recovery which followed. By the mid-eleventh

century St. Bavo's possessions were grouped in three main areas—near

Ghent, in western Brabant and in Flemish Zeeland. Additions to the

estate continued, however, well down into the thirteenth century, though

after the mid-twelfth century generally by purchase rather than by pious

benefaction. Indeed, it may well be that this late policy of expansion

and investment in the long run proved too much for the abbey's resources,

and helped to force it to adopt a completely new organization for its

estates at the beginning of the fourteenth century.

From this overall picture, Dr. Verhulst turns to the internal structure

of St. Bavo's property. He shows first how diverse in type the abbey's

domains were from the very beginning. Some conformed to the

' classical ' pattern, labour for the demesne being provided by the peasant

tenements associated with it. This form of organization (though it

might be created at a relatively late date as at Vlierzele in Brabant) is

most characteristic of domains which had been part of the royal fisc or

which lay in areas of very early settlement. By contrast, other properties

both in the neighbourhood of Ghent and in Brabant seem to have de-

pended mainly upon mancipia for demesne cultivation ; and in some cases

at least the peasant holdings were relatively late creations out of assarts,

were relatively few in number and played little part in the exploitation of

the demesne. This initial variety may perhaps recall to us Mr. T. H.

Aston's recent arguments for pushing back the complexity of manorial

structure in England to a remote time.

By the beginning of the thirteenth century, however, direct demesne

cultivation had disappeared completely in the neighbourhood of Ghent

and even elsewhere had been considerably reduced. On the other hand,

where there was some nucleus to start from there was something of a

reaction to direct exploitation in the thirteenth century, though this

reaction had to take account of new circumstances. By this time labour

services were reduced to small proportions, even though the abbey

struggled throughout the century to maintain the theoretical unity of the

servile ' manse ' as a basis for assessing obligations. Further, the

mancipia had been provided with small plots of land, and formed part of a

body of wage-labourers upon whom, in this century, the abbey placed

its main reliance in maintaining demesne cultivation. This, however,

is one side only of the thirteenth-century picture; the other is the devel-

opment of new methods of exploiting its property. Portions of demesne

in the old villae were let out at fixed rents in cash or on metayage. Waste

lands within their boundaries were reclaimed and let out at rents, the
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levels of which steadily rose; and away from Ghent rents in kind are

particularly prominent. New areas for direct exploitation by wage
labour were reclaimed from the heaths of northern Flanders, and there

was some development of leasehold rents in Zeeland. But it was not

until the end of the thirteenth and beginning of the fourteenth centuries

that the abbey generally abandoned direct cultivation, and sought a new
financial basis in leasehold rents.

The close argument and scholarship of Dr. Verhulst's work is im-

pressive, and some of the problems he discusses are of much more than

local importance. He will compel us to look again at the villa, and at the

factors which created the ' classical ' type as one only of several types

;

perhaps, too, he will encourage us in England to reach back into the past

in search of the factors which made the various types of manors. Again,

his discussion of the thirteenth-century ' manorial reaction ' on St.

Bavo's estates, and of the relationship between the break-up of servile

tenements and the retreat from demesne cultivation, is of particular

interest to English readers. That some such ' reaction ' was not un-

common in thirteenth-century England has been persuasively argued

by Professor Postan; and it could be that we are often inclined to under-

rate the degree to which servile tenements had broken up even at a

relatively early date. Certainly, no one can read the earliest manor
court rolls, with their record of peasant land transactions (many of them
with little reference to the lord), without some feeling that the neat

virgates and half-virgates of the extents are remote from reality. How-
ever that may be, wage-labour is prominent enough on English manors
in the thirteenth century just as it was on the domains of St. Bavo's.

Perhaps we may leave Dr. Verhulst's stimulating book by posing certain

questions which perhaps need to be more squarely faced. Among the

other factors which led to the final triumph of rentier lordship, in England
as elsewhere, what was the condition of the market in wage-labour?

Was there a point at which such labour became scarcer, or a series of
points depending upon local circumstances ? Was there a point or series

of points at which wage-labour became relatively so dear that it destroyed

the basis of the thirteenth-century equilibrium? This factor clearly

becomes important in England after the Black Death, but was this its

first operation ? It may even be that elsewhere than on the domains of

St. Bavo's abbey the decline of labour services had done its work in

creating a crisis in the domanial regime by the beginning of the thirteenth

century; and that later phases of this crisis were due, not so much to the

decline of labour services, as to the supply and cost of free wage-labour.

St. John's College, Cambridge Edward Miller

Gun^o, Epistola ad Augienses und Anselm von Besate, Rhetorimacbia. Ed.

by K. Manitius. (Mon. Germ. Hist. Weimar: Hermann
Bohlaus Nachfolger, 1958. 19.50 DM.)

The two works that make up the second volume of the newest series of

the Monumenta Germaniae Historica are not usually regarded as very
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notable specimens of medieval literature: but they are acknowledged as

primary sources for the intellectual history of North Italy in the crucial

(and in many ways still very obscure) century from c. 950 to c. 1050.

According to a widely-expressed view, the first of them, the Epistola of

Gunzo, indicates familiarity with an unusually wide range of Classical

and post-Classical texts in the middle of the tenth century, even though
the use made of them does not give evidence of any great literary accom-
plishment. It has not hitherto been easy to test this view: the only

edition was that of 1724 (based on a single manuscript) of which Migne's

reprint is more than normally inaccurate. The second work, Anselm of

Besate's Rbetorimachia, written some eighty years later than the Epistola,

has aroused much less enthusiasm: indeed, two scholars exceptionally

well-qualified to pass judgment have referred variously to Anselm's
' absurd tirades ' (Mr. R. W. Southern) and his ' puerility ' as a dialec-

tician (Professor E. Gilson). It was admirably edited by Diimmler from
the only two known manuscripts (one apparently dependent on the

other) but his volume is not widely available: and this alone would
justify a new edition. For the Epistola, on the other hand, a second and

older manuscript has come to light since 1724. Unless libraries have

some major surprises for us, Dr. Manitius's rendering of both texts is not

likely to be improved upon; and the value of the new editions is enhanced

by the separate Introductions and Indices (of texts cited and of Wort u.

Sach) and the elaborate notes indicating sources and parallels. In a few
places these seem to invite comment and amplification.

Dr. Manitius is sceptical (p. 4) of the much-favoured identification of

the author of the Epistola with a Gunzo, deacon of Novara, of whom a

letter to Atto of Vercelli is extant. There are, in fact, chronological

objections: the letter is probably earlier than 945 and there is evidence

of a Gun^p subdiaconus at Novara in 924 {Carte dello A.rchiv'10 Capitolare,

i, 191 3, p. 57) whom it is reasonable to regard as the same man. Dr.

Manitius suggests, against previous writers, that the author was a monk,
which is in many ways an attractive suggestion, although the passage he

quotes in support (p. 31, 1. 24 f.) is far from decisive. If Gunzo is still

to be sought among the cathedral clergy of (northern) Italy a very

plausible case can be made out for identifying him with a presbyter of

Milan of that name who in 963 recorded a successful appeal to the

archbishop from the abbot of Tolla (Historia patriae monumenta, xiii,

n. 673) in language that is literary rather than documentary (and has

noticeable similarities with that of the Epistola) and who does not appear

in later documents.

The only other evidence for Gunzo's place of origin must come from

the texts he cites ; but so far these have not yielded any decisive informa-

tion. The most valuable indication would probably be the discovery of

a gradual or missal with the peculiar sermones meos (p. 26, 1. 22 f.) in the

introit for 23 November but this is probably too much to hope for.

(Dr. Manitius unhelpfully cites the Missale Komanum, which has the

grammatically correct mei.) The editor's index of ' Zitate ' (which

admittedly he declares to include stylistic parallels) seems to suggest that

Gunzo was familiar with Ad Herennium i, 2-4, which would be extremely

interesting and important if true; reference to the relevant passages in
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the text and the accompanying notes shows that in every case there is an

equally good parallel either in the De inventione or in the later books of

the Ad Herenn. There are one or two other instances in which the notes

on ' sources and parallels ' are a little confusing. Thus, for Nox erat et

somnus curas marcore premebat the editor refers to no less than four

passages in three different works of Ovid, two passages in Aeneid

bk. 4 and Horace Epod. 15, 1. Inspired originally by Amores iii. 5,

1 and ex Ponfo iii. 3, 5 and 7 rather than the other possible sources,

this medieval poetic commonplace could have come to Gunzo through

a large number of intermediaries. None of the suggested sources has

the uncommon word manor, found however in Statius, Thebais, and in

Martianus Capella; but could it not here be of glossarial origin (cf. both

the Abolita and the Ansileubi glossaries) ? Similarly, the note on the

opening line of Gunzo's poetic Epilogue reads ' Vgl. Aldhelm, de virg. 1

;

Angilb., 5, 1, 1 ... (Verg. Aen. 10, 668; Boeth. cons. 3, metr. 9, 1) '.

None of these has Gunzo's Conditor . . . rerum: compare, however,

Ambrose Hymn. i. 1 (with which he must certainly have been familiar

by reason of its use in the Office), Aeterne rerum conditor; this and

Boethius seem to be the main inspiration of the line.

In his Introduction to the Kbetorimachia and in earlier articles, Dr.

Manitius has done much to vindicate it as a work worthy of attention.

His edition should do more. Anselm's work is absurd, in the sense in

which a work like Tristram Shandy is absurd and for some of the same

reasons—which make it equally readable (or unreadable). It exploits

the current conventions and makes fun of them at the same time, com-
bining irrelevance with irreverence: so, for example, in the dream of

Muses fighting over Anselm's body (where the humour is surely conscious

and not—as so often in the solemn treatment of similar themes elsewhere

—unconscious), in the attitude to clerical homosexuality and in the use

of magical texts. As a dialectician Anselm is a negligible figure; and a

few decades later there was no place in the Church for a man of his

outlook. But because he was on the wrong side in an intellectual

revolution, this is no reason for denying his work all merit. The least

fair of the criticisms directed against it is that it was unrelated to the

practical needs of the time. Anselm believed in the importance of

rhetorical persuasion—which tries to show ' verisimilitudo non Veritas
'

—in affairs of state (exactly as Gerbert before him) ; and in writing his

' rhetorical exercise ' he seems to have envisaged its re-introduction into

the law-courts where it properly belongs: which is very much what

happened in Italy. I infer this not so much from his legal allusions as

from the proamium of his dedicatory letter to the emperor and from a

probable identification of the persons named in the poetic introduction.

Dr. Manitius suggests (p. 65, n. 5)—against previous writers—that Azo
and Geizo are two iudices palatii recorded in 1055. Perhaps even more
to the point is the evidence that a notarius Ge(i)zo (who may well be the

later index) was advocatus of the cathedral chapter of Parma in October/

November 1046 (Affo, Storia del'la citta di Parma, i (1793), docs. 18, 19),

i.e. at the very time at which Anselm is supposed to have been there

composing his treatise.

Anselm's interest in the practice of the law may have come entirely

from his education and associations as a young cleric (his teacher Sichelm
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of Reggio remains a shadowy and problematical figure). It may also

owe something to his family background. Dr. Manitius has not

attempted to add to what was said on this subject by Dummler and

Bresslau (except that he rightly corrects Anselm's relationship to his

' opponent ' Rotiland). Additional evidence exists, however. Hist,

pat. Mon. xiii. n. 833 of 987 records an exchange of property in the

southern Bergamo-Cremona region between the bishop of Cremona and

Daibertus index de loco Arciaco. Unless we suppose the existence of two

men of the same name from different places of the same name, it seems safe

to conclude that Anselm's maternal great-grandfather (father also of two

bishops) came from Arzago d'Adda (dioc. of Cremona) and not Arsago

nr. Gallarate (Milan) (cf Manitius p. 62 and n. 3) and was also a index:

but since there were two indices Dagibert in the late tenth century (one of

whom lived well beyond 1006) it is impossible to say with certainty in

how many other documents he occurs. It is possible (but no more) that

one or other of the notaries and indices R020 who occur in Milan and

Cremona documents of the same period belong to the family of Anselm's

father. An uncle, Rudolf, hitherto a mere name (Kh. 141), is the beneficee

of a charter of 1053 (Carte del Mnseo Civico di Novara, n. 20). This docu-

ment seems to have come from the same archive (now dispersed) as that

which once contained the documents recording Anselm's maternal

grandparents and paternal uncle Otto. There is no reason to think that

the evidence is yet exhausted.

For Anselm's later career, i.e. after he left the Imperial Chapel

Dr. Manitius is content to describe Dummler's suggestion that he is

to be identified with bishop Anselm (II) of Lucca (1073-86) as 'eine

unsichere Erwagung '
(p. 74). Surely we have enough evidence to

decide. Anselm of Lucca came from the Milan region, received his early

education there and was nephew of another Anselm—all of which seems

to fit : but Anselm of Lucca's uncle Anselm (who became Pope Alexander

II) was a paternal not a maternal uncle, was son of Anselinus not Gotefred

and came from Baggio not Besate. There are other arguments but these

seem sufficient; the identification must be rejected. The alternative

identification with bishop Anselm of Novara could probably be con-

vincingly established or disproved. There are at least two documents in

the Chapter archive of Novara which contain bishop Anselm's autograph

signature (L n. 39; C n. 53); and to judge from similar instances else-

where service in the Imperial Chancery is invariably reflected in later

signatures.

I conclude with two observations on the text of the Khetorimachia.

The editor has not noticed that Anselm's reply to his critics (pp. 103 f),

in which he speaks of invidomm detractiones and their ' yelping' (latratns),

goes back to Jerome's Prefaces and in particular to the Praef. in Penta-

tenchnm. It is not quite accurate (p. 135, n. 3) to link the partly un-

Ciceronian terminology of the qnattuor constitutiones with ' Marginal-

glossen ' in the PLSi manuscripts of De inventione: what was evidently

originally an explanatory gloss has become part of the text in these

manuscripts. (The source has been identified as Fortunatianus, but he

has translatio where the ' gloss ' has praescriptio; and Anslem for his part

has exceptiva.) Thanks to Dr. Manitius, it is now certain that Anselm

used an integer text of the De inventione. Was it already, as would
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normally have been the case later, in the same volume as his integer or

expletus text of the Ad Herennium (of which he provides testimony earlier

than the earliest extant manuscript) ? The Rhetorimachia is in any case of

the very greatest importance for the knowledge and use of Cicero in the

Middle Ages.

University of Edinburgh D. A. Bullough

A Biographical Register of the University of Oxford to A.D. itoo. Vol. ii,

F to O; vol. iii, P to Z. By A. B. Emden. (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1958-9. £8 8s., £10 10s.)

Now that publication of the Biographical'Register is complete, the massive-

ness of the achievement is the first thing to compel admiration. Apart

from the skilled labour of proof-reading by Mr. N. R. Ker, Dr. J. R. L.

Highfield and Dr. D. A. Callus, O.P., it is the planned and executed work

of one man. Mr. Emden commands an immense range of material, and

has given a scrupulous and often multiple control for almost every

statement in his 15,282 biographies. He is unduly modest about

omissions and errors. Perfection would be inconceivable, but he has

taken prudent steps to approach it, by printing Additions and Corrections

in the second and third volumes, and by arranging for future additions

to be published in the Bodleian Library Record. It is to be hoped that

these will at suitable intervals be gathered into fascicules which the

public can buy.

The work will be a foundation-stone of widely various scholarly

enterprises, and its value is the greater for strict adherence to its method.

Because it aims at providing all biographical facts (or the source for

them) and excluding such interpretation as even plain narration must

imply, the comparison with the Dictionary of National Biography is unreal

though tempting. Simply as an example, one may take the lives of the

John Kempe who finally became archbishop of Canterbury in 1452.

Tout's article in the D.N.B. gives a chronological summary, dwelling

upon his subject's political career, and on half a dozen occasions sug-

gesting the motives of his actions. The Biographical Register, on the

other hand, is no attempt to write even reference-shelf history, and it

makes the investigator work for his living. To find out about Kcmpe's

parentage and youth the student must look up Mr. Emden's sources.

All the ecclesiastical preferments which can be found are listed (which

they are not in the D.N.B.), but the whole curriculum vitae must be

assembled from the subject paragraphs into which the entries are rigidly

arranged. The manuscript references often outnumber the citations of

printed books, and this marks an important difference in character

between the Register and the D.N.B. , which is slightly ironical since Tout

was the great pioneer of the record source. But it is clear that the two
works have entirely different uses, and that the Biographical Register

provides the serious student with a much better gateway to those of his

subjects who were connected with Oxford.

The second general impression which the Register conveys is, to put

it as concisely as possible, one of the institutional rather than educational
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nature of the medieval University. How do we know that particular

men were Oxford men? In the great majority of cases it is because they

got into some sort of legal record: perhaps a man was licensed by a

bishop to study there, or he was ordained and instituted to a benefice,

being noted as a graduate, or appointed notary by the pope, or he rented

a hall, or like scholar Kelly was made to swear never to poach again in the

neighbourhood of Oxford. Though the specialist will find it a truism,

others may feel surprised at how little strictly academic administration

there was, directed to maintaining standards, regulating numbers,

classifying graduates, reporting progress or supporting alumni with

testimonials. The successful man kept out of trouble and worked
through the exercises to the mastership. Thereafter the aim was a

professional reputation, and the getting of good lordship, for on that

hung all the law and the prophets. This is not to doubt that within the

schools and halls the tutorial relationship existed, but it is to suggest, as

much from the nature of the records as from our knowledge of teaching

methods, that the essence of university life was the performance of
' scholastic acts ' and not the liberal formation of the young. The
product was men learned in a socially understood and acceptable corpus

of knowledge, and this training was guaranteed more then than now by

the achievement of the degree itself and incorporation into the gild of

masters.

To the main part of the Register Mr. Emden has added a valuable

appendix of ' successful magistri ' which has been stretched backwards

to include those from the last quarter of the twelfth century. There is

also an index of Christian names of magistri to 1400, which will help those

who wish to identify the authors of scholarly works who are sometimes

designated by no more than a Christian name.

Bedford College, 'London F. R. H. Du Boulay

The Map of Great Britain, circa 1360, known as the Gough Map. Facsimile

with an Introduction by E. J. S. Parsons. (Oxford: for the

Bodleian Library and the Royal Geographical Society by the

University Press, 1958. 50s.)

By arranging for the publication of this splendid facsimile of the Gough
Map, the authorities of the Bodleian Library and of the Royal Geo-

graphical Society have earned the gratitude of all students of fourteenth-

century England. Skilled craftsmen of the Oxford University Press

have reproduced the map in two sheets and, as a guide to its interpretation

there have been added transparent overlays, one showing the transcribed

and conjectured place-names on the map, the other their position on a

modern map at a scale of 1/1,000,000. With the aid of ultra-violet light

and his own learning and resource, Mr. E. J. S. Parsons, superintendent

of the Map Section in the Bodleian Library, has succeeded in deciphering

a large number of names hitherto regarded as lost or unintelligible.

Mr. Parsons also contributes an admirable Introduction in which he has

been assisted by Mr. G. R. Crone, librarian and map curator of the Royal
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Geographical Society and to this has been added a reprint of Sir Frank

Stenton's discussion of the map, first published in vol. vii of the Economic

History Review (1936), as part of his essay on ' The Road Sytem of Medieval

England '.

Palaeographical and other evidence has confirmed the suggestion

made so long ago as 1768 by Thomas Martin, F.S.A., that the map was

produced in the reign of Edward III, certainly after the capture, in 1347,

of Calais (clearly designated as an English possession) and almost cer-

tainly not later than 1366, when the town of Sheppey (so named on the

map) changed its name to Queenborough, in honour of Queen Philippa.

Sir Frank Stenton favours a date not much later than 1350. Little is

known of the history of the map, which came to the Bodleian in 1809 as a

bequest from the well-known antiquary and topographer, Richard Gough,
who had brought it in 1744 at a sale of the collections of Thomas Martin.

The earliest definite allusion to the map is to be found in the minute-book

of the Society of Antiquaries where it is recorded that on 5 May 1768,

Thomas Martin exhibited to the Society ' a very antient MSS Map, on

Vellum of Great Britain, in wch London & York are distinguish'd

with Letters of Gold '. Farther back than this, all is surmise; but Mr.

Parsons thinks that Martin, who was one of the executors of Peter Le
Neve, may have obtained the map from him and that Le Neve, who had

been a deputy-chamberlain of the exchequer, may have obtained it from

an official source. Holes on its borders, surrounded with marks of rust,

indicate that the map may have been affixed to a board, or wall, for a

considerable period of time; and it is tempting to suppose that it was

designed under official direction and displayed in one of the chambers

of the exchequer, or of some other government department. Mr.

Parsons suggests that difficulties consequent on the Black Death and the

need to secure enforcement of the Statute of Labourers throughout the

country may have created the need for such a map; but this explanation

of its possible origin is not, perhaps, altogether satisfactory. Judges and

other royal officers had been touring the country for centuries past;

and the commissions set up to enforce the labour legislation were merely

adaptations of the already familiar commissions of the peace. If the map
was devised solely, or even primarily, for the use of royal officials, it is

hard to understand the inclusion of so much detailed (if inaccurate)

information about Scotland, extending even to the Orkneys and the

Hebrides (Les Outisles), and about the seas (including an elaborately-

depicted shipwreck off the coast of Orkney and a battle of fishes in

the North Sea). It is hard, too, to see why it was thought necessary

to delineate the continental and Irish coasts (with some place-names)

and the Channel Islands and why emphasis is laid on rivers rather

than roads—though the map is remarkable as the earliest surviving

example since Roman times of an attempt to indicate roads, and distances

between towns. The scale and scope of the map seem to point to its

having been designed as something more than a mere itinerary for officials,

though officials doubtless found it useful. The needs of traders, par-

ticularly of traders from overseas, may well have been under considera-

tion: for it was in 1353 that the Ordinance of the Staple swept away the

foreign staple in order to set up fifteen staple towns at home, and by

prohibiting English merchants from engaging in the wool trade, left the
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alien middleman in possession of the field. The map could also have

served military ends by assisting those responsible for the movements of

troops to the ports and for expeditions north of the Border, such as that

undertaken by Edward III in 1356.

Whatever its purpose (and it is likely to have been intended to serve

more purposes than one), the map, with its soft tones of green and buff,

so pleasing to the eye, and its enthralling details, remains as a fascinating

memorial of the age. Here, laid out before us, is Britain as many of

Chaucer's contemporaries (and, perhaps, Chaucer himself) must have

envisaged it. The highlands and lowlands of Scotland (linked only by

the bridge at Stirling), with the mountain-passes

—

hie unum passagium—
clearly indicated, with its deer-forests

—

hie maxima venaeio,—its wolves
—hie abundant lupi—and the three marvels of Loch Tay

—

insula natans,

pisees sine intestinis, /return sine vento. Here is Wales, with the Edwardian

castles and the great strongholds of the marcher lords outstanding and

Bardsey Island, ubi sunt britonum vatieinatores: and here is England, with

its towns, ranging from the great cities of London and York, picked out in

letters of gold, to the country boroughs designated by a church and a

building or two, sometimes by a church alone, its castles of which

—

doubtless as a compliment to Edward III—Windsor is the finest example,

its forests, sometimes shown by the symbol of two intertwining trees,

and its river-system of which, as the editor points out, much knowledge

is shown. Though the outlines of the Welsh coast and the proportions

of the south-west peninsula are distorted, the map as a whole is remark-

ably accurate, particularly in the siting of some of the Hampshire and

Sussex towns and in the representation of the north Norfolk coast and

the Thames estuary. The most surprising omission of a place-name is

Westminster; presumably, the cartographer found that his elaborate

symbol of London had left him short of space. But he did not forget his

British history; for off the Devon coast at Dartmouth he found room
to insert the words, hie Brutus applieuit eum Troianis.

Copies of the map may be obtained from the Bodleian Library or from

the Royal Geographical Society.

Westfield College, London May McKisack

De Raadkamer van de hertog van Bourgondie te Maastricht (1473-14//).

{Avec un resume en jranfois). By P. Gorissen. (Louvain: Editions

Nauwelaerts, 1959. 325 fr. b.)

Beneath this unassuming title lies concealed an important study of the

central and local administration of the last Valois duke of Burgundy. For

less than four years (September 1473 to February 1477) the duke's council

at Maastricht kept a vigilant eye on the region around and along the

valley of the middle Meuse from the parts of Guelders in the north to

the approachs of Sedan in the south. Following the conquest of Liege

(1468) and of Guelders (1473) the region was a disturbed one; and the

council, which following the normal Burgundian pattern combined

judicial with other administrative duties, was, as the records printed by
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Mr. Gorissen show, largely concerned with the repression of anti-

Burgundian activities throughout the area.

Surprisingly the council at Maastricht was not instituted by the duke

himself; but by one of Charles's closest collaborators Guy de Brimeu,

lord of Humbercourt. If the author cannot establish this fact (already

vouched for by a contemporary chronicler) by the production of the

instrument setting up the council, he leaves very little doubt about the

matter. Mr. Gorissen believes very reasonably that Humbercourt

founded the council under the authority conferred on him by Charleses

letters patent of 2 August 1473, which appointed Humbercourt as the

duke's lieutenant-general over an enormous area from Limburg to

Lorraine. It is true that a lieutenant was usually a military officer rather

than a civil governor; but, under the abnormal conditions prevailing

at the time around the middle Meuse, it is probably right to look for the

origin of the council in the following powers granted to Humbercourt:
' de mander noz conseillers et officiers esdiz pays pour leur ordonner ce

qu'il verra estre besoing pour la garde, bien et seurete de nosdiz pays ',

page 295. The finance officers of the central Burgundian administration

immediately challenged the new institution and demanded to be shown

authority under which the council had been instituted; but satisfactory

evidence was slow to be produced, for the note in the accounts ' monsieur

de Humbercourt a le povoir de commettre telz conseillers que bon lui

semblera par lettres de monsieur ' apparently dates from August 1476

(pp. 19, 160). Unlike other Burgundian institutions, which were usually

set up with solemn formality, the Maastricht council was decidedly un-

conventional at birth.

After the death of Duke Charles in 1477 the jurisdiction of the council

was extinguished, and its receiver executed, by the surrounding older

local judiciaries whose powers the council, during its brief spell, had

replaced or curtailed. It is not to be wondered at then that the records of

the Maastricht council have gone, for after Duke Charles's death, nearly

everyone in the neighbourhood had something to gain by their dis-

appearance. The detailed expenses incurred by the proceedings of the

Maastricht council, printed pages 131-278, were discovered by Mr.

Gorissen in the accounts of the ducal domain of Maastricht the receiver

ofwhich was also the receiver of the council. It was therefore no common
feat to bring to light an entirely new court whose existence was previously

known, if at all, through the passing references of two or three

chroniclers.

The figure of Humbercourt emerges from this study as a major

administrative personality. The article in the Belgian Biographie National

is inadequate; and he was the object of notoriously hostile remarks by

liberal historians of the nineteenth century.

Mr. Gorissen provides a valuable section on the relations between the

Maastricht council and the other organs of Burgundian government, both

the old established and the new courts set up by Duke Charles. The

author regards the council as an attempt to provide a regional authority

for the whole eastern Netherlands, and points out very relevantly how
its creation coincided with the direction of Duke Charles's external

ambition toward the Rhine at Cologne and Neuss. Superficially the

council at Maastricht resembles the many other councils in the territories
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occupied by the dukes of Burgundy; but each of these councils corres-

ponded with an historically determined territory, e.g. Holland, whereas

the council at Maastricht cut across the historical boundaries and asso-

ciations {e.g. the link between Brabant and Limburg) in order to collect

under a single and strict administration lands which previously enjoyed

diverse jurisdictions. For this reason Mr. Gorissen seems to be correct

in approaching his council as an emanation of the central government

rather than as an experiment in local administration.

Characteristically he regards the Parlement de Malines and the

Maastricht council as manifestations of the same centralizing spirit in

the government. The court at Malines was founded in December 1473,

a few months later than that at Maastricht; but the connection between

the two was already clear to the chronicler Adrian van Oudenbosch, who
having referred to the duke's foundation at Malines went straight on to

say that Humbercourt set up a court at Maastricht ' ubi etiam graves et

maximae causae tractabantur '. The position of Maastricht in the

hierarchy of institutions is illustrated by a case in 1475 (pp. no, 290). A
suit before the local court at Hasselt, in the former territory of the

bishopric of Liege, was carried on appeal first to the council at Maastricht

and finally to the Parlement at Malines.

Little wonder if the subjects of Duke Charles came to dislike him and

still more the type of government which he gave them, for the present

study illustrates the levelling effect of his administrative innovations,

which for administrative convenience lumped together Limburg, which

the duke inherited as ' prince naturel ', with Liege, subjugated in 1468,

under the far from lenient authority of the Maastricht council. The
internal organization of the territories conquered by Duke Charles and

briefly ruled by him have been the subject of recent valuable studies

(Guelders by W. Jappe Alberts and A. J. Maris: Alsace by H. Brauer-

Gramm) and the work of Mr. Gorissen has been admirably fitted into this

pattern of research. The court at Maastricht has left no trace, as the

author reminds us, even the whereabouts of its premises are unknown;

but it was a typical Burgundian court using French as its official medium
and looked down upon by a painting of the Last Judgment, a work of a

Brussels artist

The present work is furnished with an excellent index of persons and

places, so all the more pity that it was not provided with a map for so

much of the interest of the subject turns on the complexity of local

topography and jurisdiction.

Hertford College, Oxford C. A. J. Armstrong

La Pense'e economique et sociale de Calvin. By Andre Bieler. (Geneva

:

Publications de la Faculte des Sciences Economiques et Sociales de

l'Universite de Geneve, XIII. Georg & Cie, 1959. 25 Sw. fr.)

The old problem of the relation between religion and capitalism is still

very much alive. The inquiry has, however, shifted its ground since

the dogmatic expositions of Max Weber and his early critics, and even
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since the much subtler treatment of the question by Professor Tawney.
The tendency has been to analyse in much greater detail than before some
of Weber's basic assumptions. Thus Mr. Kurt Samuelsson has recently

thrown grave doubts on the validity of one of Weber's starting points,

w£. that in his contemporary Germany the protestants tended to give

their children a more practical education than the catholics. 1 Professor

Kingdon has investigated the practice, as distinct from the teaching, of

the Geneva pastors with regard to usury. 2 Now, Dr. Andre Bieler has

given us a much more detailed study of Calvin's own ideas on economic
and social problems than we have ever had before. This is a monumental
work of over 500 pages. In the first 180, the author gives a summary of

the history of the Reformation, both in Germany and Switzerland. This

is the weakest part of the book. It is based mainly on secondary

authorities which are not always summarized very happily. It is im-

portant, however, to be reminded how much more than Luther, Zwingli

and Calvin were concerned with social problems and to be given a

detailed history of Calvin's influence on the social and economic life of

Geneva. Dr. Bieler is, perhaps, a little too optimistic about the nature

of Calvin's reforms. Was the abolition of saints' days as public holidays

really as popular with employees as it was with employers ? Then again,

the introduction of piece rates for wage earners may have increased

efficiency; but how did earnings under this system compare with earnings

at the old time rates ? The only example Dr. Bieler gives for his claim

that Calvin tried to have wage rates raised is in the case of teachers and pas-

tors. In the absence of further evidence, this is a rather slender basis for

regarding Calvin as the champion of a higher standard of living for the

workers.

When he comes to analyse Calvin's thought, Dr Bieler's touch is much
surer. His double training, as a theologian and an economist, gives the

author's exposition a magisterial quality. Step by step, we are guided

through the majestic structure of Calvin's theories. On page after page,

Dr. Bieler shows us Calvin's essentially theological approach to all

problems of social life and the subtle and inexorable logic with which

he binds all man's actions to his relation with God. With extensive

quotations from Calvin's Institutes and with his judicious commentary,

Dr. Bieler makes Calvin's thoughts clear, even to the non-theologian.

But this thought remains difficult, just as it was difficult for Calvin's

contemporaries. It is this difficulty which explains why Calvinism was

often so different from the master's teaching, and not least in its seven-

teenth-century form of Puritanism. On the one hand, it had to be

simplified to make it comprehensible to the uneducated (or even to many
of the educated); on the other hand, it had to be provided with an

extensive body of casuistry to make it fit specific problems—as has

recently been shown by Professor Kingdon and Professor Mosse. 3

1 K. Samuelsson, Ekonomi och Religion (Stockholm, 1957). Reviewed by E. F.

Soderlund in The Scandinavian Economic History Review, vi (1958).
2 R. M. Kingdon, ' The Economic Behavior of Ministers in Geneva in the Middle

of the Sixteenth Century ', Arcbiv fur Reformationsgescbichte, 50-1.
3 R. M. Kingdon, ' The Political Resistance of the Calvinists in France and the

Low Countries ', Church History, xxvii (1958); G. L. Mosse, The Holy Pretence (Oxford,

1957)-

vol.'lxxv—NO. CCXCVI II
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The problem of the influence of Calvinism on the economic develop-

ment of Europe cannot therefore be fully resolved by an analysis of

Calvin's own thought. This becomes clear in Dr. Bieler's last chapter

where he discusses the problem of Calvinism and capitalism. He has

no difficulty in showing that Weber gave a wholly unwarranted emphasis

to Calvin's doctrine of predestination and that he misconceived the whole
nature of Calvin's thought on economic matters. But such a criticism

does not dispose of the problem of the importance of Calvinism, in its

various simplified or modified forms, in helping to produce a certain

attitude of mind favourable to economic enterprise. Weber himself

confused the issue by starting his essay with only this fairly modest
hypothesis but then going on to say that not only was Calvinism primarily

responsible for creating a capitalist spirit, but that this spirit then created

the institutions of capitalism. Very few historians have been able to

accept the theory in this form. But was there no connection at all?

Dr. Bieler clearly thinks there was

:

II est clair que dans les luttes sociales de l'epoque, la morale a ete determinante

dans les reponses que les contemporains ont donne au problemes de la propriete.

Humanistes, catholiques, reformes et anabaptistes ont opte pour un certain type

de relations sociales en vertu de la morale qu'ils avaient choisi. Et il n'est pas

douteux que cette morale dependait elle-meme de la reponse qu'ils donnaient aux

questions dernieres de leur existence, elle etait strictement dependante de leur

theologie (ou de leur refus de la theologie).

This poses, rather than resolves, the problem and, except for Geneva,

Dr. Bieler has made no attempt to do so. But his account of Calvin's

own social and economic doctrines is definitive and likely, for a long

time, to remain the standard work on this subject.

University of Manchester H. G. Koenigsberger

Studies en Strijdschrijten. By P. Geyl. (Historische studies uitgegeven

vanwege het Instituut voor Geschiedenis der Rijksuniversiteit te

Utrecht xi. Groningen: J. B. Wolters, 1958.)

The name of Geyl on the title-page of a book is a guarantee of good
writing and clear thinking. Certainly, this collection of essays, none of

which has been previously reprinted, evinces both these qualities. It

will be no surprise to those who know anything about the author that

it is largely devoted to controversy. He is a man of strong opinions who
has never hesitated to voice them clearly ; even when a young man he was

ever ready to attack received opinions; now that he is a distinguished

veteran of the historical world he still retains all his pristine zest for

battle. Some of his readers in this country may wonder why he has

devoted so much of his energy to polemic; if so, they may well find that

this book helps them to understand why; for it makes plain how strongly

entrenched were many of the views that Dr. Geyl has attacked. It is

now pretty safe to say that any scholarly book on the history of the Dutch
Republic must take serious account of Dr. Geyl's interpretation of that

history. But he has had to fight hard to gain a fair hearing in his own
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country; the essay on Bilderdijk, quite apart from its intrinsic interest,

shows very well the nature of some of the obstacles that Dr. Geyl has

had to contend with. Indeed, after reading it, the present reviewer felt

that he had gained a deeper understanding of Dr. Geyl's work as a whole.

That the revolt of the Netherlands against Philip was in its origin and

essence much more than a revolt of Calvinists against a Catholic ruler;

that the northern provinces were not naturally Calvinist and the southern

provinces naturally Catholic; that the princes of Orange were not all,

nor any of them always, right and wise; that the regents were often some-

thing more and better than self-seeking oligarchs ; that the ' Patriots
'

were not necessarily despicable; these are views for which Dr. Geyl has

long contended and which are now widely accepted.

Some may think he has more than once tried to prove a bit too much;

that he has been on occasion a little too kind when adverting to the

shortcomings of the regents, while being something less than fair to the

house of Orange. But, let it be said, his eye for quality has never been

dimmed by such prepossessions as he may have. His essay, for instance,

on William III—though one may disagree with him on particular points

—

while indicating William's defects, makes plain the nature of his real

greatness in an analysis that is a model of terse and vivid writing.

Another line of criticism might be that the author both in this book and

elsewhere pays too little attention to economic and social factors. If he

has written much about, and usually in defence of, the regents, he has not

attempted an analysis of the regent class, if class is the right word, nor

has he gone deeply into their economic interests. Certainly he has not

attempted to do for the regents what is now being done for the house of

commons. One suspects that such investigations would not appeal to

him greatly. But, if he has not been equally interested in every aspect of

history, nobody could say that his interests have been narrow or trivial.

He has asked and answered many questions ; all the questions have been

important and all the answers stimulating, all the more so, indeed,

because they often suggest yet further questions. Just because Dr. Geyl

thinks history matters, he often writes with a passion that many pro-

fessional historians either try to suppress or cannot feel. In spite of his

admiration for Ranke and his rather low opinion of Macaulay, he reminds

at least one reader more of Macaulay than of Ranke. That reader would
hasten to add that that in his eyes is a merit, not a defect. But he must

also add, and this with regret, that the limited space at his command, and

still more his limited knowledge, prevent him from giving the individual

essays in Dr. Geyl's book the comment they deserve. What he can, and

must, do is to draw attention to the two concluding items. The last is

not an essay, but a bibliography of the author's writings, which is in-

valuable. It will be no surprise that the list is extensive; it should be

no surprise that it attests a wide range of interests and includes poetry.

Is there not a bit of a poet in many great historians ? Again, the presence

of a detective story should be noted and also the fact that it was not

published under a pseudonym. Dr. Geyl laughed at those of his col-

leagues who urged him to use one. Both the detective story and some of

the poems were written while the author was a prisoner in Buchenwald.

These details are revealed, not in the bibliography itself, but in the last of

the essays, which is a reprint of Dr. Gey's valedictory address to the
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students on retiring from his chair at Utrecht. That address is a pro-

foundly moving confession of faith, of a faith assuredly attested by works.

But it is also something more; the speaker's summary account of his

life, while making it very plain that he has always been a fighter and one

who has had to suffer more than once or twice for his convictions, shows

equally plainly that he can look back with detachment and without

bitterness on past battles. His has been a fine career, and it is good to

know that retirement from teaching has not meant retirement from

writing. There is assuredly more—may there be much more—to come.

University College, London Mark A. Thomson

Portraits ofRussian Personalities between Reform and Revolution. By Richard
Hare. (London: O.U.P., 1959. 42s.)

This is Mr. Hare's second gallery of portraits of Russian personalities, in

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As in his earlier volume,

Pioneers of Russian Social Thought, Mr. Hare shows himself to be well read

in important secondary sources, especially of the Soviet period, which are

largely unfamiliar to English students of Russia. Mr. Hare, a scholarly

and occasionally dogmatic critic, writes, as always, clearly, succinctly

and elegantly, with firm moral opinions about the character and activities

of his subjects, which does not seek to conceal. His sympathies, much
more clearly than in his earlier volume, are with the conservatives, or

with those temperate liberals who came under attack from the left wing
intellectuals and radical journalists of their day, and still more from official

Soviet critics and literary historians of our own. In defence of this

attitude it may be said that so much Russian literary, and indeed social,

history, has been written by left wing doctrinaires, who are responsible

for the now traditional division of all public figures into the virtuous

socially progressive, utilitarian, materialistic sheep, and the wicked

(or wrong-headed) reactionary, religious, aesthetic, unpolitical or other-

wise uncommitted goats, that the temptation to give the pendulum
a strong swing in the opposite direction can be very considerable. Mr.

Hare does not resist it. In his essay on Bakunin he writes on his

anti-populism, his denunciations of ' official democracy and Red bureau-

cracy ', his extraordinarily accurate prophecies about state socialism and

on other seldom remarked and important elements in the ideas of that

very unusual and very gifted man. But these points are made in strange

isolation, with no account either of Bakunin's political and intellectual

personality, or of the origins or content of his highly influential teaching.

One gets the impression that Mr. Hare looks on Bakunin and his

opinions as an aberration from sanity, not worthy of serious analysis. So,

too, his treatment of Dostoevsky, the Populists and Kropotkin suggests

the point of view of sturdy English common sense to which these persons

must seem a mere collection of outlandish exotics or muddle-headed

amateurs. Even though one can well understand Mr. Hare's acute dis-

taste for the verbose, tedious, and often violently propagandist criticism

of the radicals in which he has had to immerse himself, the resultant
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tendency to look upon nearly all the subjects of his vignettes as being at

all times slightly ludicrous, and often grotesque, scarcely makes for

sympathetic insight into their personalities or ideas. One of the few

figures ofwhom Mr. Hare seems genuinely to approve is Pobyedonostsev,

of whom he says much that is interesting, but nothing to explain why, if

his intentions were as excellent as Mr. Hare argues, he should, neverthe-

less, have been so widely regarded (in Mr. Hare's own words) ' as the

high priest of black reaction, spreading his owl's wings over the Russian

Empire '. Similarly his portrait of Witte leaves largely unexplained the

causes of the ultimate failure of his political programme, which Mr. Hare

seems to attribute almost entirely to the sheer perversity or blindness

unaccountably displayed by the parties of the centre and the left. He
speaks favourably of Stolypin, to whose extraordinary capacities full

justice has not been rendered yet. But here, too, the bitterness which he

inspired in liberals by his ruthless repression of anti-autocratic forces,

at a time when to most western observers the Russian regime seemed

to be losing all moral and historical justification, is neither accounted nor

allowed for. Yet the movement of opinion and the social evolution

which culminated in the Revolution cannot be explained without some

analysis of these facts.

Against this may be set Mr. Hare's original and valuable discussion

of Dostoevsky's anti-European—Asian—propensities, and the roots of his

at times almost Fascist opinions, compounded of his admiration for

German thoroughness, his contempt for France, his wild chauvinism

and his messianic belief in Russia's mission to lead the world to salvation

by uniting mankind in brotherly love—a prospect which may well have

seemed to her would-be beneficiaries the crushing embrace of a boa

constrictor. Here Mr. Hare is at his best. His account of Turgenev

is no less interesting, although he is a good deal harsher about Turgenev's

left wing critics than Turgenev himself who, even while he protested

against their barbarous ignorance and hatred of sensibility, nevertheless

never ceased from anxious attempts to justify himself before the revolu-

tionaries and even the terrorists, and preserved relations with them to the

end of his life. The most interesting piece in the book is Mr. Hare's

essay on Tolstoy. It has many virtues, the principal amongst which is

that it provides the English reader with something not easily found in

his biographies—namely an accurate account of Tolstoy's social and

political views before and after he wrote War and Peace. Mr. Hare

makes no attempt to synthesize them—he goes almost too far in his

avoidance of generalizations—but in this case his method is highly

rewarding, for the contradictions of which Tolstoy was made speak most

effectively for themselves. Yet here, too, much is left to the reader's

own resources: no hypotheses are advanced to account for Tolstoy's

clear preference for such out and out reactionaries as Katkov or Strakhov

as compared with Turgenev and his friends; nor for the fact that his

morality (for instance in Anna Karenina) is so sternly conventional in

contrast to that of Turgenev or Dostoevsky; nor, again, for the relation

between Tolstoy's aesthetic views and his actual tastes in music, literature

and painting. Mr. Hare's essays touch upon these fascinating questions,

but leave them undiscussed; yet his learning, sensibility and interest
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make him uniquely qualified to answer them to the lasting benefit of

English readers.

The sketches of Nikitenko, a censor and minor man of letters, whose

journal has hitherto been translated only into German, of Mikhailovsky,

Solovyov, Rozanov, Lavrov, Tikhomirov and the mysterious Fyodorov

are very much slighter, but serve to preserve for the eye of the common
reader the images of half a dozen original personalities, at least three of

them writers of unique gifts with moments of genius. The Soviet Union

buried those men perhaps for fear that their voices might have a disturbing

effect even after half a century. Mr. Hare has performed a service in

exhuming them and reconstructing their features, which are all but un-

known to the general public of the West.

There are a good many misprints and slips, e.g. on pages 75, 127

(where the same name is spelt in two different fashions on the same page)

138, 146, 222, and some peculiar lapses {e.g. on p. 74 the name of one of

the most celebrated characters in Russian fiction is strangely altered)

and on pages 104, 204, 251; I list these for the benefit of the next edition

of this uneven, opinionated, but stimulating, learned, and much needed

book.

All Souls College, Oxford Isaiah Berlin

The Cambridge History of the British Empire. Vol. iii, The Umpire-Common-

wealth 1870-1919. Ed. by the late E. A. Benians, Sir James Butler
and C. E. Carrington. (Cambridge: University Press, 1959. £5.)

This useful volume brings to a conclusion a great enterprise which began

with the publication in 1929 of a volume devoted to the development of

the old Empire from the beginnings until 1783 when the Americans had

fought their way out of it. Volume ii, published in 1940, carried the

history of the Empire as a whole to 1870, and now the present work
continues it to the end of the first World War and the peace treaties.

These three constitute the central narrative. In the meantime other

volumes have dealt separately with the history of Canada and Newfound-
land, Australia and New Zealand, and South Africa; and two volumes of

the Cambridge History of India (covering the periods 1497-185 8 and 1858-

1918) have been included in order to round off the series. Dependent

territories in Africa, the West Indies, south-east Asia and elsewhere have

not been accorded separate treatment but are brought into the central

narratives as and when regional events have illustrated major trends in

imperial policy. This must have seemed a reasonable and adequate

device when volume iii was originally planned, and indeed necessary if

the History was to be kept within manageable limits, but it has had the

unfortunate result that the history of British administration and economic

development in territories which have since become independent and

influential Commonwealth countries, such as Ghana and Malaya, has been

treated in some cases sketchily and in all intermittently. The history of

the Empire during the years between the Franco-Prussian war and the

Treaty of Versailles, with which the present volume is concerned, is much
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more difficult to portray comprehensively and in balance than in the

preceding period, for Britain was now forced back into her normal
condition of living dangerously. Competitive conditions compelled re-

appraisals and new involvements. In the preceding half-century un-

challenged industrial and naval supremacy had afforded a unique degree

of security and affluence which enabled the British to shape their policy

in overseas affairs virtually unhindered. Their long initial lead in in-

dustrialization caused them to establish an ' informal ' empire of trade

(with a minimum of territorial commitment) extending from China to

Peru. With the growth of self-confidence the defences of mercantilism

were gradually discarded in favour of an aggressive free-for-all. And even
though the masses, less content with the results of the industrial revolution,

opted for migration in large numbers, flooding into the United States and
also creating a fresh crop of British colonies in the Canadian prairies and
the antipodes, it was still assumed that the design of overseas policy would
remain unchallenged and uncomplicated. The attitude of laisse^ aller was
the expression {inter alia) of a confidence that small colonial communities
could safely go their own way in a world which could be expected to

afford an increasing measure of commercial freedom and in which they

could rely on the comprehensive guarantee of British sea-power. Yet
colonial ' freedom ' when underpinned by security-dependence upon a

metropolitan power whose primacy was such that it could take the

protection of the entire Empire in its stride, could only be a passing phase.

With the shortening of their industrial lead as competing countries

quickened their pace, the British in the later decades of the nineteenth

century re-entered the normal atmosphere of international danger; and
now the potential perils were enhanced by the speed with which the

newly industrialized states could translate industiral power into arma-

ments, by the stimulus which that power gave to the desire for territorial

acquisition among the have-nots, and by the dependence of the British

for survival (to an extent which would have horrified their merchantilist

forbears) upon imported foodstuffs as well as raw materials. They were
drawn by the new situation into the international scramble for territory

in Africa and for control in the Pacific which deepened and sharpened

the existing complexities of Anglo-Boer-Bantu relations in southern

Africa and forced hesitant governments at Westminster (whether Liberal

or Unionist) to make political and administrative decisions in respect of

the basins of the Nile and the Niger and the hinterlands of Zanzibar which
were to be of cardinal significance for the Commonwealth of the future.

Alongside these testing experiences the British found themselves obliged

to undertake a re-appraisal of their constitutional, defence and fiscal

relations with the self-governing colonies which were moving towards

nationhood and at the same time to face (often with sorry results) the

problem of what to do when the tradition of self-government for

European colonial communities and the other tradition of paternalistic

guardianship for indigenous peoples meet and collide in the same territory.

Britain brought into this arena a very heterogeneous stock of ideas and
practices which found expression in a wide range of pressure groups,

extending from the idealistic, though sometimes ill-informed, representa-

tions of Exeter Hall to what one contributor has described as ' the squalid

intrigues of the British South Africa Company '. The political reactions
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cut across all party alignments, and the various blends in differing pro-

portions of imperialism and radicalism demonstrate the fact that the

Empire-Commonwealth was being re-shaped while Britain herself was
passing through a profound and accelerating social revolution.

The volume under review deals with this complicated and formative

period in the first place by constructing what may be termed a ' spine ' of

four central chapters. These are—chapter i (' The Empire in the New
Age, 1 870-191 9 '—a brilliant introduction by the late E. A. Benians),

chapters ii and v which treat the theme of ' Imperial problems in British

Politics ' for the years 1868-80 and 1880-95, and chapter x (' Changing
Attitudes and Widening Responsibilities, 1895-1914 '). These are skilful

and comprehensive summaries which, taken together, constitute a short

history of British imperial policy during the period. The influence upon
expansion in Africa of the interplay of party politics, the normal apathy

and yet unpredictability of the new democracy, and of those contrasting

personalities Salisbury and Chamberlain, is well brought out. In

particular the first fifteen pages of chapter x which constitute an anatomy

of British imperial thinking during these years are so valuable that one

wishes that room might have been found for a treatment of this theme at

greater length. Arising from the central theme, separate treatment is

given to the opening of tropical Africa up to 1885 and to international

rivalry as it affected Britain's position in Egypt, the north-west frontier

of India, and elsewhere. There are also competent surveys of imperial

finance and trade, but these would have been more useful if there had

been more comparative analysis in connection with the export of British

goods and capital at successive stages. Thus far the volume coheres, but

beyond this point it appears to get increasingly out of hand. More than

150 pages are devoted to British foreign policy. The reason for this

heavy emphasis is given in the preface : ' if the later chapters on inter-

national relations and colonial policy seem to be in fact rather a history

of British foreign policy, it may be urged that in this period colonial issues

were so subordinate to other questions of foreign policy that they could

not be kept, even in such a work as this, in the centre of the stage.' This

justification appears to afford its own rebuttal. Since colonial issues were

not central (which is indeed true), foreign policy should have been treated

as a background for which a condensed summary—at a fraction of the

length—would have been appropriate. Significantly a similar approach

is used with regard to imperial defence. The two substantial chapters

devoted to this subject deal—authoritatively—with technical problems

of naval armaments, the divergence between the Admiralty and the War
Office on the question of tying a British expeditionary force to the main
French armies, and so forth. Reference is, of course, made to colonial

contributions to the Navy, but these chapters are essentially a study of the

military history of Britain as a Great Power. There were other aspects

of imperial defence in this period of considerable political and con-

stitutional significance in the history of the Empire-Commonwealth—as,

for example, the long dispute between the British Government and

responsible New Zealand Ministers over the payment and control of

United Kingdom troops needed for the Maori wars and the adroit

manoeuvres of Sir Wilfred Laurier to avoid the formal commitment of

his Government by giving official sanction to the dispatch of volunteer
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contingents from Canada to the South African War. Again the chapter

entitled ' International Law and Colonial Questions ' deals almost

entirely with the part played by Britain in promoting the settlement of

disputes by means of international arbitration: its relevance to the

evolution of the Commonwealth is remote.

On these grounds the volume is disappointing and in some respects

seems oddly out of focus in relation to post-1921 developments. There

is much matter here which ought to have been excluded, thus making

room for the treatment of developments which should not have been

omitted. The most serious lack is on the constitutional side: a com-

parative study of the practical working out of colonial responsible govern-

ment and of the evolution of the colonies in question towards the

acquisition of international personality. The consequent gap leaves the

chapters on the Imperial Conference system and on the Dominions at the

Peace Conference without their historical background and in isolation.

An analysis of the British device of protectorates and protected states

with their numerous and often obscure variations, and an account of

the African Affairs department of the Foreign Office (which managed an

empire of its own and was in the habit of negotiating with the Colonial

Office ' as with a foreign Power '), would have been of great service to

the student. Such themes are integral parts of the history of an emergent

Commonwealth.
Much of this volume, none the less, will be of lasting usefulness. One

of the best contributions is the last, that on the Colonial Office. It

affords a masterly survey, based throughout on original sources, of

the development of ' the Office ' and its changing attitudes from 1801 to

1925 ; and the character and influence of its senior officials—such as the

great James Stephen, Taylor, R. W. Hay, Herbert and Meade—are

portrayed in each case with a sure and judicious touch.

Balliol College, Oxford Vincent Harlow

Independent African. By George Shepperson and Thomas Price.

(Edinburgh: University Press, 1958. 50s.)

This book describes a native rising in Nyasaland in 191 5. The African

leader of an independent church planned a massacre of Europeans and

his followers, attacked the manager of an estate, cut off his head and

speared two other Europeans. His movement was easily suppressed,

and his followers were executed. By comparison with other native

rebellions this one was insignificant, though its occurrence during the

campaign in East Africa, just to the north of Lake Nyasa, added a little

to its importance. Why, then, does it merit a scholarly book of more

than 500 pages, including sixty-five for the footnotes and twenty-five

for the sources ?

The authors' answer is that the rebel, John Chilembwe, is a highly

significant figure, revealing in his ideas and actions the intense effect upon

pagan Africa of the new influences from Europe. Those which moved

Chilembwe were mainly religious. The Scottish missionaries had been
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at work from the 'seventies, but in the 'nineties less substantial and sober

evangelists began to reach Nyasaland. Joseph Booth, an Englishman,

arrived in 1892. A man with a restless, challenging mind, he moved on

from one militant Protestant sect to another, his religious teaching barbed

with the then startling political thesis ' Africa for the Africans '. He
took his Yao servant to the United States and left him there to spend

two years in a negro college. This man, Chilembwe, returned to

Nyasaland in 1900 deeply influenced by his experience of social tension

in America and by Booth's radical ideas. Moreover, Ethiopianism, that

almost indefinable spirit of African self-assertion, was beginning to

develop in Southern Africa, finding its expression mainly through

dissident churches and drawing some inspiration from negro America.

Striking out on his own, Chilembwe built up his ' Providence Industrial

Mission ' at Chiradzulu, between Zomba and Blantyre. He founded a

chain of schools and churches, building an imposing brick church, and

drawing upon an American negro Baptist group for money and staff.

He passionately desired for his own people the Christianity and education

the white men had brought but he wanted to develop them without

European help or control. The mismanagement of the local estate-

manager and his antagonism towards the P.I.M. movement alienated

Chilembwe and the last straw seems to have been the offence to his

pacifism of native recruitment for the 1914-18 war.

Chilembwe, with his pioneer frustrations, is certainly a very significant

figure. It is therefore unfortunate that though the writers give us his

background in full, the chief actor remains, for lack of evidence, a

shadowy figure, and that many pages have to be given to speculation

about what he might, or must have experienced or thought or done.

The arrangement of the material sometimes appears unnecessarily

complicated, and the device of anticipating the future is used rather too

often. But these are small faults in a very solid piece of research, and

much that has happened since in Nyasaland, and, indeed, in Africa, gives

a poignant importance to this story of an early African attempt to take

rather than to receive. Most moving are the photographs, taken from

Chilembwe's own album and showing in the dress and pose of the groups,

and especially those of the women, his earnest attempt to appropriate

European standards of civilization and respectability, an attempt which

was to lead in the end to insurrection, murder, and retribution.

Nuffield College, Oxford Margery Perham

I Document! diplomatici italiani: 7th series 1922-35, vol. iii (23 Feb.

1924-14 May 1925). (Rome: Libreria dello Stato, 1959.)

There is surprisingly little confidential material about the decade after the

first World War; and this new volume of Italian documents is therefore

welcome. Its opening date marks the acquisition of Fiume by Italy; it

closes when Grandi became Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs. In

other words, it opens with Mussolini's first success in foreign policy;

and closes with the avowal that Mussolini found the day-to-day conduct
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of foreign affairs too much for him. It would be difficult to claim, on the

evidence of this volume, that he provided much inspiration or originality.

Occasionally a passage has been underlined by Mussolini in pencil

(usually a derogatory reference to himself). Occasionally he appends the

single word : Importante, as though to show to the staff that he understood

what the document was about. His great concern was to uphold the

prestige of the Fascist government; and he wrote himself drafts which

dealt with points of procedure and precedence. This volume covers, of

course, the period when Fascism was most endangered, particularly

after the assassination of Matteoti. There is a full record of the protests

in various foreign countries ; and also of the attempts by Mussolini both

to disavow responsibility for the murder and to smear Matteoti with

charges of conspiracy. The protest of the British Labour Party raised a

particular grievance. Ramsay MacDonald, though prime minister,

attended the meeting of protest; and Mussolini was not much impressed

by the excuse that he had attended in his private, not in his official capa-

city. The first sympathy between Mussolini and MacDonald, as both

new men, was dispelled by the Matteoti affair; and Mussolini much
welcomed the arrival of Austen Chamberlain at the foreign office. The
two exchanged photographs. Winston Churchill added a message of

congratulation at Mussolini's handling of the Bolshevik question. Other

miscellaneous oddities include the running of a revolutionary committee

in Corsica, and another in Macedonia; and an Italian protest against

offensive references to Victor Emanuel III in the volumes of Die grosse

Politik, which were just coming out.

On a more serious level, Italian policy was predominantly pacific, if

only because of internal weakness. The most valuable documents here,

from the angle of general history, concern the background of the treaty of

Locarno. This was a stroke of luck for Italy. Mussolini did not suggest

the idea, nor did he contribute to it. But the British needed Italy, in

order to strengthen their own supposedly impartial position as between

Germany and France. The Italians found themselves elevated to a

high rank among the Great Powers. On the other hand, Mussolini

refused to consider a ' Locarno ' in regard to Austria. The independence

of Austria was an essential part of Italian policy; but Mussolini did

not want it guaranteed by other Powers. Italy could thus appear as

more secure and more self-confident than France. The real reason seems

to have been Mussolini's belief that he could adequately subsidize the

anti-German forces in Austria. Italy's policy in central Europe was not

yet defined. Relations with Rumania were not good, especially when
Italy expressed some underhand sympathy over Russia's grievance in

Bessarabia. The links with Hungary were slender, though growing.

The most striking contrast with what came later is the friendship with

Yugoslavia. The predominantly Serb government had little interest

in the Adriatic, and was on bad terms with its own Croat subjects. Hence

it suppressed irredentism over Fiume; and received in return an Italian

repudiation of Bulgarian irredentism in Macedonia. This friendship

survived even a crisis and a revolution in Albania—perhaps because

Ahmed Zogu (later King Zog) won, to the surprise of both. In fact

Albania brought Italy and Yugoslavia together; it caused dispute between

Italy and Great Britain, who worried about the oil-concessions. (Were
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there any ? Had they any value ? This is the sort of tantalizing question

raised by these episodes ; and one never gets around to answering them.)

Other Mediterranean problems raised difficulties. Great Britain and

Italy reached agreement over the Dodecanese; but agreement with

Turkey took longer, and at one moment war against Turkey was seriously

envisaged. Even after this, Mussolini hesitated to proclaim the formal

annexation of Rhodes. There were difficulties, too, over Turkish

backing for the Senussi rebels in Tripoli; and disputes with Egypt on
the same subject. Tangier, that ever-fertile source of diplomatic tangle,

provoked further disputes. Great Britain, France, and Spain set up
a tripartite control. Italy wished to be included, though she had no
standing under the act of Algeciras (nor had the British) ; and to strengthen

her own hand, actually encouraged Soviet Russia to put in a claim as well.

If there is a general pattern to the story in this volume, it is that Italy's

European policy and her Mediterranean policy did not correspond.

The basic assumption of Italian policy from 1919 onwards was that, with

the break-up of the Habsburg monarchy, Italy had become virtually an

island so far as Europe was concerned. Great Britain and Italy could

both behave as non-European powers, anxious for peace on the con-

tinent but not themselves involved; Italy, like Great Britain, could

pursue an Imperial policy which had no connection with European

affairs. It is fascinating to watch the growth of these assumptions, when
they were still immune from their ultimate contradictions.

Magdalen College, Oxford A. J. P. Taylor
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Short Notices

The object of Scotland Before History, an essay by Stuart Piggott with

illustrations by Keith Henderson (Edinburgh: Nelson, 1958. 15s.), is

to recount for the general reader the history of man in Scotland from the

first colonization, probably in the fifth or sixth millenium B.C., up to the

period of the Roman Occupation. In all fields of knowledge where

advances have been both rapid and of a more or less highly technical

nature, the problem arises of communicating results to the non-specialist

reader. This applies particularly to prehistory, which, though con-

cerned with a topic of the broadest human interest, is based on minute

and sometimes esoteric research in archaeology and in a wide range of

associated scientific disciplines. The mere discoveries of archaeology

can be conveyed more or less adequately by photographs supported by

descriptive texts contributed by professional popularizers. Qualities

of a much higher order, involving real imaginative insight, are required to

interpret in historical terms the material traces of societies that have left

no written records behind them. Professor Stuart Piggott has long been

recognized as one of the few professional archaeologists in this country

capable of carrying out such work with success. In seeking to convey

something of the texture of prehistoric life in Scotland, Dr. Piggott has

entered into partnership with Mr. Keith Henderson, whose black and

white illustrations embellish a pleasantly written text. How far they

heighten the impression conveyed in the writing can only be decided by

the individual reader. In the reviewer's opinion it is only rarely that

they succeed in this, for example in the impression of barbaric warfare

conveyed by the carnyx or war-trumpet brandished amidst a forest of

spears (p. 85) or in the archaic grandeur of the wooden idol adorned

with a massive golden tore (p. 89). As a general rule a more vivid

impact might have been made by reproducing freshly posed photographs

of objects and structures, so conveying the actual texture of prehistoric

workmanship. One may conclude by commending this book as a

reliable guide to the prehistory of Scotland that is at the same time easy to

read and a delight to the eye.

Peterhouse, Cambridge Grahame Clark

If there is one thing more than another that these excellent lectures

by P. W. A. Immink and H. J. Scheltcma bring home, it is the value to

the historian ofan elementary knowledge of the vocabulary ofRoman Law.

The lectures, on the Western and the Eastern Empire respectively, are

published under the title At the Roots of Medieval Society, as vol. xxiv

in series A of the Instituttet for Sammelignende Kulturforskning (Oslo:
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H. Aschehong, 1958. 16 N.kr.). Both lecturers are distinguished

Dutch legal historians. Professor Immink writes in English, Professor

Scheltema in German. Professor Immink sets himself to enquire why
the Merovingian kings exercised a potestas over their subjects so far

beyond anything that their Germanic ancestors had enjoyed under the

shadow of imperial auctoritas; and he finds his answer in the decisive role

of the emperors in enabling the Germans to grasp the potentialities of

kingship within the empire. In a word, obligatory fidelitas, like that

owed by Roman citizens to their emperor, radically altered the relation-

ship of all free Germans to their king, since it required of them surrender

to a new potestas. Something of this has been said before; but the legal

implications of what Professor Immink calls ' fidelisation ' have never, to

my knowledge, been so clearly set out for the historian. It should be

noted that they run directly counter to the views on Germanic freedom

recently expressed by Theodor Mayer. Professor Immink passes from

fidelitas to immunitas, where he is more disposed to recognize Germanic
than Roman roots; but he leaves himself too little room to do justice to

the classical exposition of Maurice Kroell. His final lecture, on the

beneficium, is the best. He distinguishes the beneficium from the outright

donatio and convinces me that the Merovingians remained clear about the

distinction and did not consider their beneficia as actual transfers of prop-

erty. They were rather concessions of privilege in the technical Roman
legal sense and represented an administrative move in the organization

of the Merovingian monarchy; a move, moreover, that involved what
we should call ' public ' not ' private ' law. It is time to abandon the

over-simple view that the Merovingians had no conception of ' public
'

law in relation to their regnum. Professor Scheltema limits his survey to

' feudal ' aspects of the development of imperial rule and taxation from
the fourth century. He notes, as Niermeyer does not, a special meaning
of dominus: proprietor. So interpreted, and bearing in mind the heredi-

tary succession that ' private ' law allowed to proprietorship, the struggles

over the succession in which many emperors became involved can be

seen in a clearer light. The practice of imperial consortium is equally

illuminated. Professor Scheltema interests me most in what he says of

the problem of language within the empire. He scouts the idea that

Justinian's Illyrian birth had much to do with his emphasis on Latin, and

sees it more in terms of his western ambitions and of the practical diffi-

culties of breaking away from the traditional language of jurisprudence.

He is very enlightening on the hazards of the subsequent inflow of Greek
upon Roman Law. His final lecture considers the possible debt of wes-

tern feudalism to the Byzantium of the dark days between Justinian 1

and Basil 1 : it does not get far.

University of Manchester J. M. Wallace-Hadrill

The numbers of those who are prepared to take a serious interest

in Anglo-Saxon architecture and sculpture will, no doubt, always be

limited, but E. A. Fisher's Introduction to Anglo-Saxon Architecture and

Sculpture (London: Faber and Faber, 1959. 42s.) is well calculated to
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increase their number. Elegantly produced and liberally illustrated,

it sets out in a brief compass all the salient features of Anglo-Saxon

architecture and sculpture in stone, and contrives to mention incidentally

nearly all the most important surviving examples. In an introductory

work the author has rightly made no attempt to conceal the differences

in dating and attribution which still divide students of the subject, but

has made their existence clear without obtruding his own views. The
reader is thus encouraged to consult Baldwin Brown, Clapham, Kendrick

and Talbot Rice for himself, and this an excellent bibliography enables

him to do with the minimum of trouble. Under the heading of ' His-

torical Background: the Commerce in Artistic Thought' Mr. Fisher

gives a useful account of foreign influences on Anglo-Saxon architecture

and sculpture, but he might well have devoted a few pages to a comple-

mentary chapter on the ecclesiastical background. As it is, the treatment

is exclusively aesthetic, and the reader is given no clue as to the ecclesiasti-

cal function which Anglo-Saxon churches were designed to serve. This

is unfortunate in a volume which sets out to introduce its readers to a

period in which the constitution of the church was very different from

what it was in the later Middle Ages. Another (more curious) omission

lies in the absence of any account of Saxon building in wood, a subject

on which recent archaeological research has thrown much new light.

Even the well-known timber church at Greenstead in Essex is not referred

to : nor does Mr. Fisher mention (even to reject) the possibility that some
characteristic features of Anglo-Saxon stone architecture derive from

wooden construction. The illustrations are numerous and well-chosen,

but the failure to reproduce the plans to a uniform scale somewhat

reduces their value for comparative purposes. The inclusion of the

inscribed fonts at Potterne and Little Billing makes one wonder when
someone with suitable qualifications will fill a serious gap in Anglo-Saxon

studies by compiling a corpus of pre-Conquest inscriptions.

St. John's College, Oxford H. M. Colvin

I contributed a Short Notice of the first volume of the Kulturhlstorlsk

Lekslkon for Nordisk Middelalder to this Review in 1957 {ante, lxxii,

350-1). While praising the production and many of the entries I

criticized the distribution of space, as well as certain omissions and

limitations. In vols, ii-iii (Copenhagen: Rosenkilde and Bagger,

1957-8) the same high standard of production is maintained, and even

raised, and these volumes contain beautiful illustrations of metalwork,

illuminations and woodcarving. The entries seem also to reach a pro-

gressively higher standard. It is easy to find shortcomings in a work by

so many scholars treating of such various subjects, but I have noticed

some interesting and most instructive articles, especially in vol. iii.

Among them I would mention Dyreornamentikk (Animal Ornamentation)

by O. H. Moe, which is a clear exposition of intricate problems of style,

followed by useful bibliographical references for those who wish to read

further. The Leksikon contains valuable articles on the Prose Edda
and on Edda poetry by Anne Holtsmark, and excellent ones on the sagas
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of Theodoric, St. Dunstan and others of foreign origin. In some of

the articles the reader may think that the information given is insufficient

and the bibliography inadequate. Under Draumar (Dreams), no refer-

ence is made to the fundamental work of S. Larsen (Aarbifger for nordisk

Oldkyndighed of Historie, 191 7, iii Raekke, 7 Bind pp. 37-85), who showed

the dominating influence of the Byzantine work, attributed to the prophet

Daniel, on the dream symbolism of Scandinavians, as of other European

peoples. Under Drikkeseder (Drinking-customs) and Drukkenskap

(Drunkenness) reference might well have been made to certain works on

these subjects published in France as well as in Scandinavia. Under

Eleemosyne (alms-giving) a passage is supposed to be of Norwegian origin,

although the matter in it is plainly continental. This is only a partial

appraisal of a large work which will be useful for laymen as well as scholars,

especially when the subjects treated are other than their own. The
Leksikon should be regarded as a ' popular ', rather than as a ' learned '

work.

Christ Church, Oxford G. Turville-Petre

This short book on Early English Legal Literature (Cambridge;

University Press, 1958. 18s. 6d.) by Professor T. F. T. Plucknett

contains the six lectures delivered by him at Cambridge to commemorate
the hundredth anniversary of F. W. Maitland's birth in 1850. In dis-

cussing the origin, nature and influence of textbooks on the substance

and practice of the law, he chose a theme very dear to the scholar all

historians revere, and he could have paid him no more felicitous com-

pliment than to speak (and write) with such effortless ease and literary

grace upon so highly specialized a subject. After reviewing Maitland's

gradually changing conception of the inter-relations of law and history,

Dr. Plucknett in his second lecture states his theme, the extent to which

textbooks introduced legal principles into a system of law which was
nothing more than a heterogeneous mass of ad hoc remedies and judicial

decisions, and he moves steadily in his discussion from the ' Quadri-

partitus ' to ' Glanville ', the author of which did so much to ensure that

English law should be rigidly based on writs and that English legal

thinking should be dominated and stifled by questions of procedure.

The two lectures devoted to Bracton are likely to be the most immediately

useful, for they provide a lucid survey of very divergent opinions about

that legist and judge. The queries connected with his personal life are

baffling enough. The first official information we have is the payment

to him of 40 marks a year in 1240. This Dr. Plucknett regards as suffi-

cient for ' almost any able young man '
(p. 46), though it is, in fact,

exactly what elderly judges of the king's bench and common bench

received as their salaries more than a hundred years later. We do not

know why the king paid Bracton so much ' ad se sustendandum in

servicio suo ', though it may be worth noting that this is a phrase cus-

tomarily used at this time to describe the services of judges. 1 It is not

impossible that legal and administrative records will yet lighten our

1
Cf. Close Rolls, 1227-12}}, pp. 193, 344, 456; nji-121}, p. 399.
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darkness, and it is curious, for instance, that we still await results of any-

careful scrutiny of the plea rolls Bracton read and used in writing his

treatise, though nearly all of them survive, often with his markings upon
them. When Dr. Plucknett turns to consider the Bractonian text, he is

at once engaged in the learned controversy aroused by Kantorowicz
when his lecture, Bractonian Problems, was published in 1941. 1 He
accepts Kantorowicz's general thesis, namely, that Bracton was erudite in

Roman law and that a redactor was responsible for the blunders and

botches that mar the early sections of his book. Indeed, he goes much
further than Kantorowicz when he suggests that this redactor was at work,
not after Bracton's death but during his life-time, that he was Bracton's

own secretary, and that Bracton knew but disregarded the hash his clerk

was making of the treatise on which he was expending so much thought.

This imaginative reconstruction does not seem to square with what is

said elsewhere. For, if books abounded on Roman and canon law and
' even at the lowest level a knowledge of both was desirable '

(p. 48),

and if Bracton suspected that his clerk had no ' proficiency in following a

discussion in Romanist language '
(p. 73), the greatest puzzle of all would

be why he did not get rid of him. If the contention of Kantorowicz is

accepted, a closure is put upon all disciplined criticism and nothing

profitable is left to be said. The text of Bracton, as we have it, is plainly

garbled and there seems no likelihood now that a better manuscript

than any of those known will come to light. It is, however, incontestable

that the text exhibits Bracton's own mistakes, his own corrections, his

own afterthoughts, and that he erred with the books he used and some-

times despite them. On them have been superimposed the errors and
additions of copyists, the common fate of all manuscripts; yet, however
unsatisfactory the text, the ultimate task still remains to collate it with

the sources on which it was based, not all of which have been identified.

After such collation the changes made by Bracton can with greater

confidence be separated from those of the copyist and a juster assessment

be made. And we should remember that, when the great romanist,

Kantorowicz, emended Bracton's text, his corrections were sometimes

wrong, as Dr. Schulz and others have shown, but we do not attribute

his mistakes to a typist. The hypothesis of a redactor is better discarded

if it means that a ghost is to take the place of Bracton and drive him out of

the argument.

University of Aberdeen G. O. Sayles

The purpose of Mr. L. C. Hector's Palaeography and Forgery (York:

St. Anthony's Press, 1959. 3s. 6d.) is to convey to the inexperienced

student ' a partial but intelligible glimpse of what palaeography and
diplomatic are about '. The author is too modest, for within twenty

lucid and closely packed pages, he provides a fascinating survey of his

subject from the beginnings of the Public Records at the close of the

twelfth century to the time of Judge Jeffreys. It is, in fact, a storehouse

1 Sec ante, lvii, 502-4.
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of little known and curious learning, and it includes four good photo-

graphs. If, as is likely, a new edition is called for, may one suggest that

Mr. Hector extend his survey to include the late eleventh and early

twelfth centuries, which were the real heyday of forgery. He begins too

late.

Oxford V. H. Galbraith

In 1950 Miss Barbara Dodwell edited for the Pipe Roll Society the

Norfolk fines from 1 198 to 1202, and she has now completed the publica-

tion of all East Anglian fines to the end of the reign of King John:

Feet of Fines for the County of Norfolk 1201-1214, for the County of Suffolk

1199-1214 (London: The Pipe Roll Society, 1958 for 1956). There is a

striking decrease in the number of fines levied after 1202—compare the

150 Norfolk concords made in a few weeks at Norwich during the eyre

of 1202 with the total of under 180 for the county between October 1202

and May 1 2 1 5 . The Introduction discusses, with examples, the continued

use of the fine by aristocracy and county gentry, religious houses (notably

Bury St. Edmunds, where the abbot also used his own court for this

purpose) and smaller farmers, peasants and tradesmen. There are notes

on the English and Scandinavian names of the parties, and on the physical

character of the documents. There is even a table of filing holes and slits.

The fines are clearly and exactly printed (exceptionally, in no. 74 for

vocatur read vocavit, in no. 78 for sex marcas read sex marcas et dimidiam).

They are, however, printed without cross-reference to other sources,

except where these are necessary to establish the correct text. This

seems a great pity. Pipe, Oblate, Curia Regis and Assize Rolls can all

help to put the fines in their context. In the Lincolnshire volume

(n.s. 29) these references were given. For the present volume Miss

Dodwell has plainly done the work; this is evident from its occasional

use in the text (no. 72 is a striking case), and the Introduction could not

have been written without it. The Curia Regis Rolls can, moreover,

help with the tracing of unidentified place-names : for example, Nicholas

of Bulehee (no. 445) is elsewhere Nicholas of Shouldham (C.R.R. iii. 256)

and Geoffrey of Enepoll (no. 450) becomes Geoffrey of Westhall

(ib. iii. 3 1 1). Of wider interest is the use which can be made of these rolls

in an attempt to decide whether the fines are collusive or not. In her earlier

volume the editor took the view that ' the bulk of the fines resulted from

some initial disagreement ', and relied for this view on the frequency

with which the plaintiff took the land. Mr. Aston (ante, lxviii, 305) has

criticized this argument, and indeed Mr. Jessup has recently used similar

reasoning to reach the opposite conclusion in his Calendar of Kent Feet

of Fines. Miss Dodwell now presents a more cautious version of her

former opinion :
' there is still little tangible evidence that the final

concord was being used to any extent for mere conveyancing '
(p. xxi).

Strictly construed this is unexceptional; the mere absence of a reference

to litigation, or a bare appearance of parties seeking licence to compromise,

does not constitute such evidence, which can only and very rarely be
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supplied by contemporary charters. Miss Dodwell, however, goes

further: 'the general impression is a background of dispute '
(p. xxi).

The argument is not easy to uncover, but it seems to be this : most of the

fines which allege a specific action such as mort d'ancestor (190 out of 565),

dower (45), grand assize (39) or darrein presentment (22) can be regarded

as settling a dispute, whereas those alleging merely zplacitum are to be look-

ed at with suspicion but can seldom, if ever, be shown not to be settling a

dispute. In two ways this is an odd approach. Firstly, because the

developed fictitious fine in later times always alleged a specific action

(warranty of charter, and, later, covenant), and on this basis it is mort

d'ancestor which should arouse suspicion. Secondly, because the allega-

tion unde placitum fuit would be the natural way to describe proceedings

on a writ of right which had not reached the stage of Grand Assize, and

an examination of all such cases from May 1205 to July 1 206 (a good period

for Curia Regis Rolls, and including no eyre) suggests that only rarely

does this allegation describe anything else. Yet the editor's conclusions

may none the less be correct. Take the mort d'ancestor cases, and exclude

those in eyres, for which the rolls are not always printed. There remain

just under fifty cases, twenty four of which are referred to in the Curia

Regis Rolls. The editor does not discuss criteria for deciding if a case

arises from a dispute, but perhaps it can be accepted that a long drawn out

series of appearances, vouching to warranty, attaching of defaulting

recognitors and seizing of the land for default of parties are all suggestive

of dispute. If this is so, then only seven of the twenty four look fictitious,

and the rest have some or many signs of real dispute. In relation to these

cases which appear on the Rolls this is an argument for Miss Dodwell's

view; set against the total of 190 mort d' ancestor cases it is less helpful.

New printing of assize and essoin rolls would bring us nearer a verdict,

but it is likely to remain ' not proven '.

Exeter College, Oxford G. D. G. Hall

The publication by the Danske Sprog- og Litteraturselskab of the

first series of Diplomatarium Danicum has begun with two volumes
edited by Niels Skyum-Nielsen. Vol. 4, for the period 1200-10, was
published in 1958 and vol. 5, for 1211-23, in 1957 (Copenhagen: Ejnar

Munksgaards Forlag). When complete this series will make available

newly edited versions of all the charters, writs, papal letters and similar

documents, for the period before 1250, that can be used to illuminate

Danish history. The net is cast wide and the collection includes English

royal letters patent and close as well as some ten items that are not

printed because their relevance to Danish history is very slight, like

Queen Ingeborg's will (5 no. 144) or a grant of hers to the chapter of St.

Aignan (5 no. 213). A further ten items are included because they give

incidentally, for example in the dating clause or among the witnesses,

some relevant information, and two items are seal legends of Helen,

widow of William of Liineburg, and her son Otto, included because she

was a daughter of the Danish King Valdemar I (5 nos. 40, 62). Over 80
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items are lost documents now known only in an abbreviated form, many

of these coming from the list of contents of Innocent Ill's missing registers

and others from fifteenth- or sixteenth-century books of endowments, like

those of Soro and Nsestved. Most of the texts are in Latin but some,

including several of the references to lost documents, are in Danish or

German. Of the 410 items in the two volumes almost half are papal

letters, many in vol. 4 being concerned with the Ingeborg affair, and most

of the remainder are royal or episcopal documents, generally concerned

with the grant or confirmation of privileges and endowments to the

churches and monasteries of Denmark. There are also a number of

miscellaneous documents, including a law code for Skane regulating the

procedures and penalties in cases of homicide (4 no. 24), synodal statutes

(4 no. 65), articles regulating relations between the bishop and chapter of

Arhus (4 no. 116) and several concerning bounds, in some cases deter-

mined by a jury of twelve men (4 no. 72, 5 no. 68). All the texts have

been printed elsewhere, but in many cases the previous editions are not

easily accessible, particularly in Britain, and the value of this collection

will be recognized by all interested in the history of Northern Europe

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The texts are sensibly edited and

as far as they can be checked against facsimiles, are carefully done.

Textual borrowings are indicated by the use of small type. References

to manuscripts, printed versions and secondary authorities are given for

each item and there are also thorough and valuable editorial discussions

of many texts, in which problems of dating, among other matters, are

discussed. It is fortunate that the common error in the dating of John

of England's regnal years, which is repeated here, does not result in the

incorrect dating of any of the texts. In each volume the items are separ-

ately numbered, which means that a full reference to any item must give

series, volume and number, a cumbersome procedure. Place and per-

sonal names are separately indexed but there is no Index Rerum. Such

an index would immeasurably lighten the burdens of scholars in many

fields; among the items which may easily pass unnoticed for lack of a

subject index is, for instance, a description of the bounds of an estate in

Halland with mention of an iron works and an iron mill (5 no. 99

lernmfilne more fully described in 4 no. 67 as a mill ubi fabricaturferruni).
It is to be hoped that a place will be found for an Index Rerum to the

whole series in its last volume. Both volumes are beautifully printed

and are a joy to use.

University ofBirmingham P. H. Sawyer

The abbey of Villers, not far from Quatre Bras, was a Cistertian house

founded in the twelfth century, and it has been chosen by the administra-

tion of the Belgian archives for the first volume of a new series of de-

scriptive inventories of the ecclesiastical archives of Brabant. It is

intended to supplement in greater detail the six volumes of Alfred

d'Hoop's Inventaire general des archives ecclesiastiques de Brabant, published

in 1905-32, before the Dutch archivists had proclaimed the principle

respect for the original classification of documents. M. Georges Despy,
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in his Inventaire des archives de Vabbaye de Villers (Brussels: Ministere de

l'lnstruction Publique, 1959), gives us a revised inventory duly keyed

with d'Hoop's numeration, and a brief calendar of the documents,

whether original or in cartularies, in order of date, with an index. Un-

happily, not all of the muniments of the abbey have reached the national

archives : many, including most of the original charters, are among the

archives of the archbishopric of Malines and are omitted from this volume.

The new series, to ensure more rapid publication, has abandoned print

for typolithography, which has the disadvantage of making a more

bulky volume.

London Charles Johnson

The Dutch national archives have co-operated with the communal

archives of Gouda to produce De Archieven van de Goudse Kloosters (The

Hague: Ministerie van Onderwijs, &c, 1957), edited by Dr. J. Taal, the

communal archivist. Gouda possessed, before the revolution of 1572, a

number of religious houses, including a convent of Observant Franciscans

(afterwards the grammar school) ; a house of the Brethren of the Common
Life; three Franciscan nunneries, of which only one is called ' Clares ';

three of Augustinian canonesses; one of Brigittines. There was also a

chapel of St. Barbara, of which very little is known, and an Augustinian

hospital and burial guild. Separate inventories are given of the archives

of each of these houses, followed by a chronological calendar of the

documents of the united series. They are, of course, mainly of local

interest, and the central archives have added to this by transferring to

local custody such Gouda documents as had fallen into the general series

of ecclesiastical records. It may be worth noting that in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries contracts were made in French crowns and English

nobles as well as in Dutch currency. There is a good index, but a little

difficult to use on account of the arrangement of entries under the

Christian names of their subjects.

London Charles Johnson

M. Jan Craeybeckx's Les Vins de France aux Anciens Pays Bas (XIIIe-

XVIe siecle) (Paris : S.E.V.P.E.N., 1958.) is a very detailed and erudite

work based on a great quantity of unpublished Belgian and French

archives as well as on printed sources from Belgium, France, the

Netherlands and the German Hanse. The scope of the work is consider-

able. It includes the study of the movement of other commodities in

the Atlantic-Channel-Baltic trade nexus, such as woad, salt, cloth,

herrings; the financing of sea-borne trade; freight and overland trans-

port costs; maritime law and custom, to mention only a few. In fact,

the sequence of M. Craeybeckx's argument rather too often becomes

broken by the pursuit of interesting side-lines. The principal theme is

the overall significance of the wine trade in late medieval-early modern
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trade relations, and the particulars of the import of various French

wines into Flanders, Brabant, Hainault and Artois. The trade is des-

cribed mainly according to the provenance of the wines. Burgundian

and ' French ' (that is, He de France) wines mainly went overland to the

southern parts of the old Low Countries, although there was some trade

by river and sea through Paris and Rouen. The northern parts in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries mainly took their wines from Poitou,

although with the breaking of the Anglo-Gascon connection, the import

of Bordeaux wines increased. Breton and Norman shipping played an

important part in this trade. The evolution of the trade is traced, de-

clining in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as wine consumption

was replaced by that of beer. The changes in the organization of the

trade are also studied, the small scale enterprise of the late medieval

importers being superseded in the sixteenth century by that of fewer,

bigger merchant capitalists who alone could bear the heavy import

licence charges of the period of the Valois-Habsburg wars. The whole

book is of considerable general interest for late medieval economic

history, and the author makes some useful general points. He emphasizes,

for instance, that an international commerce where a purely luxury

commodity accounted for 30 to 40 per cent, of the total value could not

have been as significant in the economy as a whole as some historians

have suggested. It is one of the strong points of the book that inter-

national trade is not abstracted from the general economic, social and

political context. The first section deals with that vital, though often

neglected person, the consumer. M. Craeybeckx rightly attempts to

measure late medieval drinking habits (though his figures are not al-

together satisfying), and concludes that the annual average intake in the

main Flemish towns was only some 30 to 50 litres per head (though higher

for Bruges), rather under a glass a day. But that is a general average, and

wine was a costly, luxury drink. If upper class consumers took 2 or

more litres a day, even the best paid artisans could afford none. It is of

some interest that M. Craeybeckx estimates English consumption at an

average of not more than 30 litres a year. This estimate is based on

Bordeaux port figures, not on the English Customs accounts. In

making it, the author reinforces other criticisms that continental scholars

have made of our reliance on these customs figures.

University of Birmingham R. H. Hilton

Canon J. S. Purvis's The Condition of Yorkshire Church Fabrics 1500-1800

(Borthwick Institute of Historical Research. London and York: St.

Anthony's Press, 1958. 3s. 6.) is useful in two ways. It is an indication

of the sources which exist for the history of parish churches among the

archives of the province and archdiocese of York at the Borthwick

Institute: and at the same time it is a brief account of the fabric and

furniture of the Yorkshire parish churches over a period of about 500

years. Material for this kind of study in the archiepiscopal records is

very scanty before 1550, consisting only of brief entries in the registers or

in the cause papers files from the ecclesiastical courts. The visitation
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records of the archbishops and archdeacons begin in the mid-sixteenth

century and there are also the records of the court of High Commission,

covering the period 1 562-1641 and particularly useful for 1569-70. The
visitation records are much the richest source, and Canon Purvis's essay

is based mainly upon them. They are particularly valuable for the

Reformation period, showing ' the impact on a parish of the successive

changes under Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary and Elizabeth I '
: and for

the years following the Restoration. There seems also to have been

great activity on the part of the archdeacons in the 1720's. A number of

churches were enlarged and new churches built for the growing population

of the new industrial areas during the last years of the eighteenth century,

pointing forward to ' that enormous outburst of church building or

rebuilding after the year 1800, reaching its peak period between 1840 and

1875 '. Canon Purvis prints many extracts from the documents and his

pamphlet should stimulate further researches into the records themselves.

University of Birmingham Mary Ransome

The Studies presented to the International Commission for the History of

Representative and Parliamentary Institutions at the tenth International

Congress of Historical Sciences at Rome in 1955 (Louvain: Editions

Nauwelaerts, 1958. 290 fr. b.) are a mixed bag of articles, most of them
informative and important. As Dr. Helen Cam stresses in her skilful

introduction, they throw converging light on the working of medieval

and early-modern estates. None of the writers are explicitly concerned

with comparative investigation, a fact which ensures precision and com-
pleteness of treatment. At the same time, the reader is frequently

reminded of similarities and differences, of the underlying unity of ideas

and conditions which alone makes parallels reasonable, as well as of the

essential differences which limit their usefulness at every turn. The
crossing of national frontiers, so often the mechanism by which the his-

torical event loses uniqueness, can prove as valuable for the discovery of

surprising chasms. This is particularly noticeable in J. Holub's dis-

cussion of the estates of medieval Hungary, the longest essay in the book:
the importance of the shire (comitat), of the gentry (lesser nobility), and of a

plena potestas vested in the representatives calls to mind obvious features of

the English Parliament, yet a variety of internal and external factors make
nonsense of overready comparisons. E. Lonnroth's short article on

Sweden, which lacked a developed feudalism, opens up another window:
in particular, the role of the peasant comes here as a great surprise.

Other local studies by A. Boscolo (on the ' royal branch ' or Crown bor-

oughs in Sardinia), H. G. Kocnigsbergcr (showing the Netherlands

States General before the revolt against Spain to have been a creation of

that very central authority against which they later rebelled), L. Bul-

ferctti (on the disappearance of the popular assembly of Saluzzo after

Savoyard annexation in the seventeenth century), and Maria A. Benedetto

(on the survival under French occupation of a parliamentary committee

in the duchy d'Aosta), add breadth to the European picture. A fas-

cinating case study of a French provincial assembly in the ancien regime
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is provided in E. Appolis's analysis of the relations of the Languedoc

estates with the royal road-building programme in the eighteenth

century: they alternately obstructed and controlled it. Four essays deal

with ideas : M. Grignaschi demonstrates that practical experiences played

their part in Ockham's and Marsiglio's views on the limitations of rulers'

powers ; P. S. Leicht (alas posthumously) collects some significant passages

from civilian sources on the nature of local parliaments; G. de Lagarde,

reconsidering the place of ecclesiastical doctrine and practice in theories

of representation, shows cause why the current English conviction that

the Church played no part in the origins of parliament should be treated

with caution; in the most interesting article of all, G. I. Langmuir says

wise things on the place of ' counsel '—the reciprocal duty to give it and

take which went so much deeper than mere political ambition or con-

venience—for the sake of which one overlooks his failure to produce

anything concrete on the alleged subject of his paper, the Capetain assem-

blies. Caroline Robbins stands a little apart in that she has attempted an

historiographical study of seventeenth-century notions on the origins

and peculiarities of the English parliament; unfortunately she also stands

apart by a certain superficiality and a tendency (shared on her behalf by

Dr. Cam) to see some very ordinary geese as swans. E. Lousse has added

a useful account of the Commission's work in the years 1952-8.

Clare College, Cambridge G. R. Elton

In his three Maurice Lectures, 'Nationality and the Western Church

before the Reformation (London: S.P.C.K., 1959. 7s. 6d.), I. P. Shaw
surveys what might be called the political geography of the medieval

church. His aim is to show that from an early date bishoprics and

provinces tended to correspond with, and reflect the interests of, secular

territorial powers; to point out that in the late Middle Ages this trend

became more pronounced; and to illustrate his remarks mainly from

France, Germany and Britain. There are no references, there is no index

and there are a fair number of tiresome misprints. But Mr. Shaw's

argument is neatly presented and cannot fail to persuade the reader of its

essential correctness.

University of Edinburgh Denys Hay

Dr. Esme Wingfield-Stratford's Lords of Cobham Hall (London:

Cassell, 1959. 50s.) derived their inheritance twice through marriage,

once by grant after an attainder. In 143 5 the manor with its house passed

to Sir Thomas Brooke, whose wife was Joan, sole heiress of the lords de

Cobham. Dr. Wingfield Stratford rightly refers to the early history of the

Brooke family as ' shadowy '. But having acquired a barony, they erected

towards the end of the sixteenth century what must have been a fine

example of a late Elizabethan mansion and laid out a garden, which

Holinshed declared ' not inferior to the garden of Semiramis '. Yet

hardly was the mansion, for the building of which many details are given,
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completed when disaster came. In 1603 the then Lord Cobham, Henry,

was tried, convicted and attainted for his plot, his extremely inept plot, to

place Lady Arabella Stuart on the throne. The grant of Cobham to

Ludovic duke of Lennox was dated 161 2. But it was sometime before

the property could be wrested from Lady Cobham, not only while her

husband was in the Tower but after his death in 161 8. Nearly a century

later, in 171 3, the line of the owners and lords of Cobham changed again,

when the heiress Lady Theodosia Hyde married John Bligh, ' a wealthy

Anglo-Irish grazier ', who held lands in Meath but was of Cornish stock.

Bligh did more than acquire the Cobham inheritance. He acquired

also a title, a Stuart title, being created earl of Darnley. So the Blighs,

earls of Darnley, with whom Dr. Wingfield Stratfield is chiefly concerned,

made their home at Cobham Hall and like Brooke before them glorified

the building. The chronicler of their story insists that here lies their

chief significance. They threw up, he points out, no one outstanding

figure down the years—he has to say regretfully that if the commander

of the Bounty was of that ilk at all, he was at the best a very distant

connection. Nevertheless the picture presented of successive generations

is a pleasant one and the chapter which tells the story of the life of a

boy at Eton between 1775 and 1784 was well worth writing. The boy

became the fourth earl of Darnley. It was he who, in Dr. Wingfield-

Stratford's words ' left the impress of his personality upon Cobham ',

in the reconstruction of the house; and the treasures with which he

filled it, not forgetting the library, and the laying out of a landscape

garden on which Repton was employed for something like twenty-five

years. But the magnificence cost money, as others found in that age of

magnificence and extravagance. The fifth earl, an Evangelical who disap-

proved of extravagance, had also a business sense. He was able by

strict economy to avert a crash. His father's achievements remained

the culminating point in the history of Cobham Hall, a monument to the

glories of the eighteenth century. Dr. Wingfield-Stratford has some

interesting remarks to make about family history and records. He shows

how hazardous it is to try to build up the early story of such families as

the Brookes and the Blighs, each of whom rose to prosperity and entered

the peerage. He shows too how on the one hand family papers can suffer

destruction, in this case at the hands of a gentleman who went through

them ' like a mad bull ' tearing up at his pleasure. On the other side he

pays a well deserved tribute to those members of the family who saved

and patiently put together papers, letters and memoranda, an inestimable

service to historians.

Gladys Scott Thomson

The author of the Dagboek van Breeder Wouter Jacobs^, edited by Dr.

I. H. Van Eeghen for the Historisch Genootschap (2 vols. Groningen:

J. B. Wolters, 1959, i960), was prior of a small Augustinian community

at Stein which in 1 5 5 1 moved to nearby Gouda. When the Sea Beggars

captured Gouda in June 1572 Wouter Jacobsz fled to Amsterdam,

where he remained until in May 1578 the change of regime in that
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city forced him to go on his travels again. His diary begins on 30

August 1572, and breaks off in mid-sentence on 19 July 1579. This

volume covers the period up to 1 6 October 1 5 74, ending with the news of

the relief of Leyden. At Amsterdam the ex-prior was well-placed to hear

all the latest news of the war, and he was an unusually meticulous

chronicler. He distinguishes between rumour and well-authenticated

information, and his diary has moreover the fortuitous merit of never

having been revised in the light of later events. For English readers

brought up on the protestant version of the revolt of the Netherlands

this full and vivid account, written from the viewpoint of a Catholic

loyalist Netherlander, is an especially valuable corrective. Here the

news of the massacre of St. Bartholomew is hailed with joy; the slaughter

of the defenders of Haarlem is described as a just execution. The writer's

disappointment at the raising of the siege of Alkmaar in October 1573

is balanced by his satisfaction at the protestant disaster at Mokerheide in

the following spring. The volume closes on a gloomy note: the relief

of Leyden presages for the good Catholics of Amsterdam only the further

devastation of their land by the victorious Sea Beggars. Protestant

rather than Catholic atrocities are emphasized; the black and white of

the familiar legend are strikingly reversed. Not all Catholics were as

hostile to the rebel cause as Wouter Jacobsz, but it is well to remember

that they remained in the majority in every province of the Netherlands

until well after the truce of 1609. Perhaps the main interest of the second

volume (which contains a helpful glossary) lies in the author's description

of the siege of Amsterdam, seen from the inside. Under the mounting

pressure of the Sea Beggars without, and of dwindling supplies and

popular disaffection within, the city patriciate finally yielded on 20

January 1578. With the arrival of militant Calvinism, the arrest of the

city magistrates, and the expulsion of the Friars Minor in May, the writer

felt his position to be untenable, and departed for Montfoort, where the

journal unaccountably stops fourteen months later. This edition is

handsomely printed, and adequately if briefly annotated. It is an in-

structive and valuable addition to the printed source material for the

crisis years of the great revolt. It would have been even more valuable

if the editor had not confined his entries to bare page-references: for

Antwerp there are 108 of these.

University oj"Bristol P. H. Ramsey

Italian historians have only fairly recently turned to a detailed study

of the history of the Italian states after the collapse of the last Florentine

republic. The former comparative neglect of this period of Italian

history is not surprising. The story was not very edifying for those who
wrote history with an eye on the risorgimento and the political independence

of a unified Italy. But this does not make it less interesting. The
problem of the insufficiency and collapse of their republican institutions

was one which inspired the Florentine historians of the time to one of

the great peaks of historical writing in the history of modern Europe. It

was an excellent idea that Dr. Arnaldo d'Addario should have attempted
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something similar for the republic of Siena. Unfortunately, his II

Problema Senese nella Storia Italiana dellaprima Meta del Cinquecento (Florence

:

Le Monnier, 1958. 3000 1.) does not fulfil these expectations. Where
one had hoped for an analysis of the economic, social and political con-

ditions of Siena, the author provides only a chronicle of faction fights.

He says practically nothing about political ideas. Did the Sienese not

discuss them, the way the Florentines did ? Perhaps not; but one would

like to know definitely. It would, in itself, be a significant phenomenon,

pointing to an aridity of the political life in the republic which, as it is,

one can only surmise. By far the greater part of Dr. d'Addario's 426 pages

are taken up with the story of the diplomatic manoeuvres and the cam-

paigns of the revolution of 1 5 5 2 when the Sienese threw out their Spanish

garrison and the war of 1 5 54-6 in which Cosimo I overthrew the republic.

Dr. d'Addario, himself an archivist, knows his Italian archives and all

the voluminous printed sources, ' even the English State Papers ', as

Professor Barbadoro admiringly says in his preface. On the basis of

this material the author has told his story conscientiously and accurately,

in all its tedious ramifications. Sixteenth century diplomatic documents

can often be unutterably dull; but they are not always so. Venetian,

Spanish and French diplomats were adepts at the pointed phrase, the

incisive pen-portrait. None of this has penetrated into Dr. d'Addario's

grey style. His hundreds of dramatis personae remain shadowy figures.

Only two come to life, by sheer force of personality, rather than through

any art of the author's: Piero Strozzi, the dashing Florentine exile, a

clear political thinker and brilliant captain whose career ended tragically

because he lacked the one quality which Macchiavelli had regarded as

indispensable for success : he could not command fortuna. This was

precisely the quality which his great opponent, Cosimo I, possessed to an

enviable degree. It is difficult to feel sympathetic to this unromantic

and unattractive character. But his political and diplomatic virtuosity

and his singleness of purpose would have aroused even Macchiavelli's

admiration. All this is beyond the scope of Dr. d'Addario's book. But

I do not wish to end on an entirely negative note. He has provided a

workmanlike account of the diplomacy of the period and he has set it

in its European context. This part of the story, at least, will not need to

be done again.

University of Manchester H. G. Koenigsberger

For some sixty years the life, language and literary sources of Rabelais

have been subjected to academic investigation; every allusion in his work
personal, topical or topographical, has been scrutinized. The amount

left to glean in these fields is inevitably diminished. For this and other

reasons there is now a tendency to concentrate upon the message or

meaning claimed for the book, the nature of the ' doctrine plus absconce '

promised to the reader by the Prologue to Gargantua. The arguments

put forward by the veteran Abel Lefranc, that La pense'e secrlte de Rabelais

was nothing less than militant atheism, dominated the period between the

two wars; since Lucien Febvre's he problhue de Vincroyance au XVIe
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siecle : La religion de Rabelais, the fact of Rabelais's religion has been accepted.

It has still however to be defined, and this has engaged the attention of

much post-war work on Rabelais, including that of Mr. M. A. Screech.

In L'evange'lisme de Rabelais: Aspects de la satire religieuse au ~XVle siecle

{Etudes rabelaisiennes, tome ii. Geneva: Librairie E. Droz, 1959) Mr.

Screech considers in their theological and historical context the Biblical

references in certain notable episodes of the romance, comparing the use

made of them by Rabelais with the construction placed upon them by

Erasmus, Luther, Melanchthon, Lefevre d'Etaples, Farel, and Calvin,

and by their predecessors and their opponents. Under the headings

' La nature de la foi ',
' Hoc fac, et vinces ', ' 9eov avveproi ', ' Le

conseil prive de Dieui ',
' Le Dieu en terre ', and ' Le Prince et l'Eglise ',

he elucidates and characterizes convincingly the trend of evangelical

opinion expressed in the book. His conclusions throw light not only

on the exegesis of Rabelais's text, but on the various shades of evangelical

conviction current then in France, some almost as hostile to Calvin as to

the Sorbonne. Whether propaganda for his religious views was in

fact Rabelais's main purpose in creating the romance—that most strange

and exuberant of masterpieces—is quite another matter. Barely more

than a century ago, when Dr. Grantly was represented spending a morning

ostensibly dedicated to sacred studies, he ' locked the door . . . took from

a secret drawer a volume of Rabelais, and began to amuse himself with

the witty mischief of Panurge '. The archdeacon was evidently unaware

that he was reading a learned theologian and a fervent evangelist. Are

we at the present day in danger of going to the opposite extreme ?

Somerville College, Oxford Elizabeth Armstrong

It was an admirable idea for Professor Sir Ronald Syme to deliver the

Whidden Lectures (now published) at McMaster University on Colonial

Elites: Rome Spain and the Americas (London: O.U.P., 1958. 7s. 6d.).

While suggesting that the colonial establishments of Rome, Spain and

England are worth comparing he disclaims any desire to force them into a

common pattern. What interests him is, in Rome, the part played by

the Spanish Romans in imperial history and he looks at Spanish America

and English pre-revolutionary North America to see what comparable

contributions colonial groups made to their homelands. The Spanish

empire's Creole aristocracy was not employed in the administration at a

high level and seldom returned to play a part in Spain. Its bid for power

disrupted the Empire. The English settlers further north did not behave

so tidily. They had a good deal of training in government in their own

settlements: they went to England for their education. But they did

not play much part in government there—Professor Syme makes some

play with might-have-beens—and their feeling of distinctness grew into a

desire for complete freedom of action and a rebellion against restrictions

on their political authority. The whole is told elegantly and with cross-

references to Roman analogues : it will stimulate both ancient and modern

historians.

University of Liverpool David B. Quinn
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In The Wisbech Stirs (1J9J-IJ98), edited by P. Renold (Catholic

Record Society Publications vol. li. London: the Society, 1958) we
are given a selection of thirty-eight documents relating to the quarrels

among the imprisoned Catholic priests at Wisbech before the advent

of the Archpriest controversy, which latter subject T. G. Law made his

special study. Miss Renold has put a vast amount of labour into her

editorial work, and often her many and elaborate annotations may seem

more valuable than the documents they illuminate. Her introduction,

in which she discusses the provenance of her documents, is interesting and

significant. Many of them were once in Bancroft's possession. Whether

this opening phase to the more important disputes between Jesuits and

Seculars deserved such elaborate documentation may perhaps be doubted.

The squabbles at Wisbech between 1595 and 1598, though very human
and of considerable interest for the light they throw on the Catholic

mission at that time, were petty, wearisome, and unedifying, not to say

disgraceful. One notes that, whereas for T. G. Law the secular priest

Bagshaw emerged with more credit than the Jesuits, for Miss Renold

the opposite is true. Perhaps she overstates her case. However, she

has produced a volume, the usefulness of which, thanks to indefatigable

enthusiasm, far exceeds the interest of her documents.

Beaconsfield J. E. Neale

Mr. William O' Sullivan has edited The Strafford Inquisition of County

Mayo (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1958. 30s.) for the Irish Manuscripts

Commission from a copy of the destroyed original belonging to the Royal

Irish Academy. He also used an abstract in the British Museum
(Harleian MS. 2048), though unfortunatelyhe does not reproduce the totals

of each proprietor's holdings given there. The inquisition was taken

in 163 5 in preparation for the plantation of Connacht and gives details of

the holdings of owners and reputed owners for the previous ten years in

the traditional measures arranged under the baronies. It includes details

of purchases, considerations and most interestingly of mortgages, many

of them held by the merchants of Galway. The general impression is of

a large number of small native Irish proprietors, though there were some

large old English estates, notably those of the Dillons and the earl of

Ormonde. The penetration of the new English was slight with the

notable exceptions of the Binghams and the ubiquitous earl of Cork.

None the less there seems to have been an active market in land. Mr.

O'Sullivan has provided full indexes of persons and places.

Trinity College, Oxford J. P. Cooper

' Le XVII e siecle rural ' wrote Marc Bloch in 1942 ' est terra incognita '.

Recent work by Jean Meuvret and Pierre Goubert of the Ecole des Hautes

Etudes has done much to remedy the situation but even so, a whole series

of detailed regional studies will be needed before anything approaching a

synthesis of the economic and social history of the French countryside
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during the grand siecle can be written. Marc Venard, Bourgeois et paysans

dii XVIIe siecle (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N., 1957) is an avowedly modest
contribution to this end. It is a dissertation for the diplome d'e'tudes

superieures prepared under the stimulus of Meuvret's teaching, and is

limited to soundings made regarding the part played by bourgeois

landowners from Paris in four parishes of the plateau region to the south of

Paris which opens on to the broad wheatlands of Beauce. Officials of

the sovereign courts and financiers and merchants from the capital

continued to acquire land during the seventeenth century as they had done
during the two previous centuries. They did so at a rapid rate between

1635 and 1648 ; thereafter, the ravages of the wars of the Fronde and the

reconstruction demands of its aftermath imposed a halt until demand
began to pick up again around 1672. Rarely do they seem to have made
big purchases; they bought small strips as they became available, and

then by means of exchange set up compact and balanced farms which
they let on six or nine-year leases, reserving gardens, parks and woods
for themselves. They actively participated in the running of their estates

to the extent of choosing their tenants themselves, supervising leases,

and joining in village life but beyond this, their vision and enterprise in

agrarian matters was severely limited. Not only did they contribute

nothing in the way of new agricultural ideas but were unimaginative

and unco-operative in their relations with their tenant-farmers. The
latter, who collected seigneurial dues and tithes in addition to farming,

formed a sort of peasant dynasty, linked by a network of family relation-

ships as strong as those of the bourgeoisie. Their landlords, however,

merely squeezed the last sou out of them by seizing their livestock and

crops and selling them by auction when they fell into arrears with their

rents which frequently happened during the last third of the century.

Any explanation of their attitude must await parallel investigation of

their economic and financial condition and particularly of the history

of credit operations at this period. But, in so far as agricultural develop-

ments in the region are concerned, the significance of the farms lies in

the opportunity they provided during the eighteenth century for those

of their children who espoused the new agricultural theories to put them
into practice.

London School of Economics Alun Davies

Professor Franklin L. Ford has provided in Strasbourg in Transition:

1648-1789 (Harvard University Press; London: O.U.P., 1958. 55s.)

an exceptionally fascinating book. By his work on the French aristo-

cracy after Louis XIV Mr. Ford was particularly well qualified to

undertake an eighteenth-century study and he had the ingenious idea of

concentrating on the development of one town where French influence

became increasingly strong. The resulting book is a model of what
general history can be. It includes a survey of Strasburg as an Imperial

City, a dramatic political and military narrative of the annexation of the

city by Louis XIV, an essay in the religious history of the town showing
how Roman Catholicism increased its influence with the support of
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France. There is a chapter on the economic life of the town and another

on the social conditions. There is also a most interesting account of the

impact of the French Revolution. One of the most successful chapters

is on the literary history of the town which gives a vivid picture of

conditions in the time of Goethe. The book has an admirable select

bibliography and notes. It is a work of high scholarly standards which
can be read with real enjoyment. It provides a vivid picture of conditions

in a place which was on the frontier between France and Germany. It

would be of real value to students of modern history if more studies of

particular cities could be undertaken.

Girton College, Cambridge Jean Lindsay

The late Dr. S. C. Carpenter's Eighteenth-century Church and People

(London : Murray, 1959. 35s.) which appeared only a few months before

the author's death, fits neatly into the gap between his Church in England,

ijpy-1688, and Church and People, 1789-1889. It is an admirable general

account of an important period of English ecclesiastical history, written in

an easy, almost conversational style which conceals much learning. The
first five chapters provide a clear, sympathetic and well-balanced study of

the period 1688-1714, and achieve the difficult task of doing full justice

alike to the enlightened if rather worldly wisdom of the Whig and
moderate Tory churchmen who supported the Revolution and to the

misguided loyalty of the Non-jurors; to the supporters and to the

opponents of Comprehension, and, most difficult of all, to both sides in the

Convocation controversy. Two long chapters are devoted to the theo-

logical controversies of the early eighteenth century—Deism, the Bangor-
ian controversy and the Trinitarian controversy. These succinct and
lucid accounts of difficult theological technicalities will be a boon to

students. There are chapters on Methodism and Evangelicalism which
bring out clearly the essential differences between Wesley and Whitefield,

and between the Methodists and the ' Church ' evangelicals ; and there is

a description of parish life, based mainly on the diaries of Woodforde and
Cole and on bishops' charges to the clergy in their dioceses. The book
is illustrated throughout with copious and apt quotations from con-

temporary sources. It is clear that Dr. Carpenter found much to dislike

in the eighteenth-century church: the tone of the book is sometimes a

little too parsonical, and he does less than justice to George Ill's real

efforts, in the early years of his reign, to prevent the making of ecclesiastical

appointments, particularly to the episcopal bench, on purely political

grounds. But in general he is scrupulously fair. Much work has been
done of late years on this period of church history, and a number of

monographs on particular bishops have been published. Of these Dr.

Carpenter has made extensive use. His book is a most useful summing up
of their main conclusions and should be widely read both by students and
by general readers interested in church history but with no time to spare

for the reading of specialist studies.

University oj"Birmingham Mary Ransome
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Professor W. J. Eccles of the University of Alberta has produced in

Frontenac, The Courtier Governor (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1959.

$6.50) an account of a critical phase in the history of France in North

America which will supersede as an authority Parkman's Count Frontenac

and New France underLouisXIVpublished over eighty years ago. Parkman

wrote at a time when men still lived who had known savage America.

The memory was still green of the awful power of the continent and its

people, which European men had penetrated, seized and subdued.

Parkman was a careful historian, but he wrote about something wonderful

and heroic, and the magnitude of the stage his people walked gave to their

characters a dimension larger than the life we know. Dr. Eccles's book is

a product of another age and newer methods focused upon the day to day

details of life, organized and presented in terms of economic and admini-

strative understanding. He has studied a wider range of sources than

Parkman, and he has had the advantage of years ofwork by many students

on the economic and social factors in European colonization and com-

mercial activity in America. In Dr. Eccles's hands Frontenac emerges

from the documents in the colonial series of the Archives Nationales and

the Melanges Colbert in the Bibliotheque Nationale as a skilful but nearly

worthless courtier: greedy, quarrelsome, dishonest, and frequently

wrong. He was a better man with a pen than a sword, and more endowed

with luck than brains. Dr. Eccles skilfully presents a detailed account of

Frontenac's persistent betrayal of the intelligent realism of Colbert and

his successors, who sought to build a French bastion in North America

strong because it was economically viable and capable of matching in its

vitality and the variety of its activities the English colonies on the Atlantic

seaboard. Colbert was insistent upon the necessity of husbanding the

scanty labour power of Canada for agricultural and industrial purposes.

Not from larger wisdom but from greed and vanity, Frontenac lent his

influence to dissipating the energy of the colony in the fur trade and in

continental expansion. The result was, like its author, magnificent and

stupid. Dr. Eccles has not altered the main outlines of this phase of

Canadian history, but he has revealed with convincing detail the improvi-

dent origins of the policy of active expansion which in the end destroyed

France in America.

University of Birmingham H. S. Ferns

The third edition of Sir Charles Petrie's The Jacobite Movement (London

:

Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1959. 35s.) adds something to its predecessors,

but not much. The author has made use of the diary of Berwick's

eldest son and what he quotes from this contains a number of interesting

statements, though none is of the first importance and some are question-

able. Apart from this feature, the latest edition of Sir Charles's book

contains firstly, renewed expressions of opinions that he has already

uttered and that will not surprise those who have any acquaintance

with his writings; secondly, it contains a narrative of events that is

seldom as clear or as full as could be wished and one, moreover, that

shows signs of inadequate revision. A good part of what Sir Charles
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has attempted has been very much better done by Professor G. H. Jones

in his Alain Stream of Jacobitism (noticed ante, lxx, 672). That work,

indeed, ignored several important questions. It cannot be said that

Sir Charles Petrie has given them the consideration they need.

University College, London Mark A. Thomson

The theme of Dr. Emanuel Rostworowski's Polska Korone Polityka

Francji w latach ij2s-ij$} (Wrocraw-Cracow: Polska Akademia Nauk,

1958) is the efforts of French envoys to promote the cause of Stanisraw

Leszczyhski in the declining years of Augustus II. Dr. Rostworowski

does not seem to understand that French diplomacy had to advertise

Louis XV's connection with Poland by his marriage to Leszczyhski's

daughter in order to enhance its value and that much of French activity

was devoted merely to preventing Leszczyhski's claims from lapsing by

default. The reader will suspect when he learns that Ostermann thought

the matter premature in March 1729 (p. 148) and that Chauvelin had the

same opinion in January 1730 (p. 1 5 1) that he has read a recitation of the

incidental reports and appreciations by which French diplomats earned

their bread and butter. No doubt in the quiet years French envoys

learned a great deal about Polish politics, which contained unexpected

pitfalls, especially when a leading French supporter, Gosiewski, bishop of

Smolensk, drew blood by hurling first a glass and then a bottle at

Zienkowicz, the royal nominee for the vacant bishopric of Vilna, and thus

bought down on his own head a papal threat of excommunication. The
author's detailed treatment of French activity is valuable in as far as it

illustrates the deterioration of Polish public life into a scramble for the

spoils, the supporters of Leszczyhski being no more than a reversionary

interest. The claim that ' at home [i.e. in Poland] the ground was well

prepared by French diplomacy for the election of Leszczyhski ' (p. 322)

would seem to be directly contradicted by the evidence the author pro-

duces. The great international difficulty, moreover, as the author admits,

was the refusal of Russia, even the Russia of the Empress Anna, to tolerate

a French puppet on the throne of Poland, especially one who had once been

a Swedish puppet, for this would have raised possibilities of an alliance of

Poland, Sweden and Turkey against both Russia and Austria. French

statesmen could hardly have imagined, whatever their diplomatic agents

professed to think, that Leszczyhski could ever have been upheld as king

of Poland. The author regretfully concludes (p. 328) that Cardinal

Fleury, only a very shadowy figure in this book, was no Napoleon and

that France's eastern policy was a failure, but Fleury won Lorraine for

France and Napoleon I dug a grave for his army in Russia in 181 2.

Dr. Rostworowski's measurement of success, like many of his judgments,

seems open to question.

Queen Mary College, London R. F. Leslie

In his Possibilities of Economic Progress (Cambridge : University Press,

1959. 32s. 6d.), Professor A. J. Youngson has written an interesting

book which risks falling between stools, for it has been written fot
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economists, historians and practical administrators. It is to be hoped
that historians will not leave it entirely to the economists and administra-

tors. The industrialization of under-developed countries has been one
of the most powerful influences at work upon economic thought since

the war, if only because it has forced the economists to develop their views

upon the theory of economic change. But it has also begun to transform

the interpretation of economic history. The analysis of economic change

throws a strong light backward upon past as well as present societies;

and by the same token, past experience presumably has something to

contribute to the handling of current problems. The hope that it may
contribute was the origin of the book. Dr. Youngson is very fair with

his readers. He sets out at the beginning the serious objections which
can be raised to the idea that we can possibly know what economic
progress is, that we can measure it when known, or that we can explain it

when measured. These early chapters on the theory of economic change

and the theory of economic welfare enshrine, one cannot help thinking, a

Cambridge tradition of scepticism which makes it almost impossible for

anyone who has been subjected to it ever to be dogmatic about economic
progress, whether as to its meaning or its statistical verification or its

causes. But Dr. Youngson is not content with scepticism, however
justified. He comes down in favour of the view that there is some sense

in a discussion of the nature and conditions of economic progress. He
makes the transition accordingly to what is the main object of the book,

to compare different historical experiences of economic progress so as to

try to discover whether or not they possess any important causative

factors in common. His four cases of economic progress are Great

Britain in the classic age of Industrial Revolution between 1750 and 1800,

Sweden from 1850 to 1880, Denmark between 1865 and 1900 and the

Southern United States from 1929 to 1954. Through the development

of these four countries at key-periods in their modern economic history

certain main strands are pursued and disentangled. They are, in par-

ticular, the sources of innovation in invention and new knowledge, the

supply of enterprise, and the economics of large-scale production.

Historians ought to find a great deal of interest in these historical chapters,

even if one wonders a little whether a different choice of countries

might not have been even more illuminating—would not the economic
history of Germany, for example, point even more sharply some of the

questions asked by Dr. Youngson in his early chapters, to say nothing of

some of the doubts he raises? Perhaps there is not in England the

comparative systematic treatment of European economic development in

the nineteenth century which would make it possible to do what Dr.

Youngson wishes to do. But it is less the details of the discussion than

its methods, the deliberate attempt to bring theory to bear upon history

and history upon theory, which ought to be stimulating and instructive

to students. The final chapters present some general conclusions and
some suggestions about economic policy. Dr. Youngson's final con-

clusion is : ' We are constantly reminded that sustained economic de-

velopment takes capital, that it takes entrepreneurs, that it takes

" know-how ", that it takes mobility. But we should not allow ourselves

to forget that whatever else it takes, it certainly takes time.' He thinks
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that some modern countries are attempting greater economic feats than

the European lands of the nineteenth century on more slender resources,

moral, intellectual and material; and he wonders what their history is

likely to be.

University of Birmingham W. H. B. Court

A new volume in the Indian Records Series has appeared: Fort

William: India House Correspondence and other contemporary papers relating

thereto (Public Series); vol. ii: ijjy-iyjp, ed. H. N. Sinha (Delhi:

Government of India, 1957. 29s. 6d). It follows the lines laid down in

earlier publications, and is a welcome addition to them. Its first 171

pages are taken up with the letters received in Bengal from the Court of

Directors and written by them between the beginning of 1757 and the end

of 1759; the remaining 291 pages contain the letters sent by the Council

of Fort William, and its Select Committee (together with some written

by Robert Clive, William Watts, and Major Kilpatrick) to the Court of

Directors and its Secret Committee during the same period. The fact that,

owing to the slowness of communications, the two sides of the Correspon-

dence do not match very closely is inconvenient for the scholar wishing to

follow the sequence of events, but it is an inconvenience that is unavoid-

able, and it has the advantage of making clear how much of the difficulties

of the Company in controlling events from afar was due to just this

problem. The editor could, however, do something to mitigate this

inconvenience if he would indicate the date of receipt of each letter. For

instance we know from the Directors' General Letter of 11 November

1757 that their previous letter of 3 August 1757 (printed on pp. 38-43)

was lost when the ship carrying it was captured by a privateer. The

copy here printed is presumably that sent with the letter of 1 1 November,

a letter which made some modifications in its political clauses. Though
the letter of 3 August was lost, however, an abstract of it had been given

to the Captain of the ship, who, after the crew were released at Vigo,

took it to India by the overland route. It is here printed on pages 43-4

so it certainly arrived; but it would seem from the Council's letter of

28 August 1758 (p. 319) that it had not been received by the time the

Directors' General Letter of 11 November was received. The years

covered by this volume were ones of great importance in the history of

Bengal and for the rise of the British power in India. They have been

studied in detail and, for the first eight months of 1757, can be supple-

mented by the second volume of S. C. FlilPs Bengal in 775 6-IJJ7 (1905).

It was not therefore to be expected that they would bring to light much
new information on major issues—though Dr. Sinha uses them in his

introduction to refute Hill's contention that the underlying cause of the

overthrow of Sira jud-Davlah was ' the discontent of the Hindus towards

the Muhammadan Government '. They are useful, however, in filling

in the details of well-known stories and in emphasizing less well-known

aspects of the economic and political scene. The introduction is balanced

and careful, there are lists of persons, a few notes, chiefly identifying

'

..
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individuals, a select bibliography and a number of interesting and well-

chosen illustrations.

Ladj Margaret Hall, Oxford Lucy Sutherland

Professor Eric Stokes's The English Utilitarians and India (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1959. 45s.) contains three discontinuous parts. The first

(pp. 1-80) describes the language used by East India company officials in

discussing problems of government between 1757 and about 1820. The
second (pp. 81-233) is a closely argued and highly impressive analysis

of the application of utilitarian doctrine to land revenue legislation, to

legal reform and to the development of the central government between

1820 and about 1840. Finally there is a stimulating but general account

of the subsequent influence of utilitarian doctrine upon the Government of

India and of Indian experience upon utilitarian doctrine which would have

been better if utilitarianism had been set in its place beside other doctrines

which influenced English political thinking in the second half of the

century. The most striking features of the whole work are Dr. Stokes's

masterly grasp of the practical implications of utilitarian principles and his

energy in displaying the theological zeal with which legislation was sub-

jected to them. One could wish that Dr. Stokes had shown persons

conflicting as well as principles, but no one who has used the India Office

archives will fail in admiration for the skill with which he has got out of

them what he wanted. Two criticisms must be made. Utilitarianism

was for two or three generations one of the doctrines through which

many who would have had no opportunity to exercise political power in

Britain found their bearings at all levels in governing a country about

which they knew little. They got their bearings partly from their own
experience and from what their superiors told them, partly also from what

they learnt in England. Yet Dr. Stokes only once mentions Haileybury

and there is no account of the teaching given in universities and schools

or of the popular literature read by company and government officials

in India. Secondly there is no discussion of the consequences of

utilitarian doctrine and really no consideration of India itself. Dr.

Stokes, writing as an apologist for British rule, insists on the high inten-

tions of those who governed : but, while no one can doubt that James

Mill, Sir Charles Trevelyan and Macaulay, for example, were moved by

high (though radical) intentions, to make any serious assessment of

utilitarianism in India it is necessary to discuss its consequences. This

would be true of any political doctrine but with utilitarianism (which

is a doctrine about consequences) it is essential. Did the utilitarians know
anything worth knowing about India ? Did utilitarian legislation merely

scratch the surface of Indian society? or did its economic and educational

policies contribute to the disorders which may be seen in India at the

turn of the present century ? These are questions which require greater

knowledge of India than any English historian has and which Indian

historians seem unwilling to consider. Obviously Dr. Stokes could not

answer them, but he could have thrown a good deal more light upon

utilitarianism itself if he had recognized that they need to be asked.

Cambridge Maurice Cowling
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Students of American history are already heavily in debt to Professor

Arthur M. Schlesinger, Senior, of Harvard. This is particularly true

of eighteenth-century specialists, for his study of The Colonial Merchants

and the American Revolution (191 8). The indebtedness is now all the

greater with the publication of his Prelude to Independence, the newspaper

war on Britain 1764-1776 (New York: Knopf, 1958. $6). Dr.

Schlesinger makes plain that the revolution was, among other things, the

work of skilful editors and journalists, practically all of whom were

Whigs. The thesis is not, of course, a novel one. As one of the first

historians of the revolution put it in 1789, 'In establishing American

independence, the pen and the press had a merit equal to that of the sword \

(David Ramsay, The History of the American Revolution, Philadelphia

1789, ii. 319). The careers of Franklin, John and Sam Adams and

Hamilton were from the first bound up with the use of journals and tracts.

The merit of the book is that the role of the press is now as carefully

assessed as are the other ' levers of propaganda ', to use Dr. Schlesinger's

own phrase, and that evidence is furnished here that confirms existing

views. It is clear, for instance, that the Stamp Act was seen by editors as

a blow at themselves and therefore, for them, a blow at ' freedom '.

Printers and editors had been from the first—as again Franklin's career

shows—advocates and creators of federalism: it was continentalism

and revolution that got through along with the mails in the decade before

1776. It is equally clear that, sympathetic to radicalism though the

press might be, the Tea Party was outside Boston a chilling ceremony.

It lost the radicals support both in the other colonies and in Britain. But

with the British Intolerable Acts, editors and radicals could relax and

rejoice, conspire and write and plot again. And the freedom they won
included, says Dr. Schlesinger, that rich freedom of utterance that has

characterized American democracy ever since. He has given us an

admirably organized and admirably written study. Our gratitude is in

no way lessened by the nagging doubt that perhaps he has not been

quite fair—any more than were contemporaries—to James Rivington,

the Tory editor of the New York Gazetteer, or to other Tory pamphleteers.

There were not many of them, of course. But the freedom that the

Whigs fought for did not include freedom of opinion for Tories. Free-

dom is always apt to be less free than freedom thinks.

University of Glasgow Esmond Wright

When a leading novelist takes to writing history, one may expect

the almost inevitable amateurishness partly to be compensated by a life-

giving touch, and as much may be said of Miss E. Arnot Robertson's

encounter with the ravaged fragments of Jamaica's Vice-Admiralty

records, with which she has composed a sort of dialogue in The Spanish

Town Papers: Some Sidelights on the American War of Independence (London:

The Cresset Press, 1959. 21s). She is sensitive, in a Carlyean way, to

the tantalizing glimpses into forgotten human lives and unfinished

business which a bundle of prize papers anywhere is likely to afford.

The trouble with them, as material for any history but that of the process
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of capture and trial itself, is the difficulty of generalizing from haphazard

samples. No such reservation has impeded Miss Arnot Robertson's

freedom of commentary on whatever document happens to catch her

imagination. Her method is to quote from such documents, often

extensively and always in italics, and allow them to suggest how she shall

expatiate on such matters as the conduct of the prize court, the vicissi-

tudes of its records, the ruthlessness of captors, and the pathos of an

interrupted voyage. There are useful details on a few points—seamen's

wages, captured negroes, house-rents in Curacoa—and a few documents

worth having—a prize agent's expenses voucher, the 1697 table of court

fees, and a specimen agreement between the master and crew of a Rhode
Island sloop in 1777. There are suggestive hints of the high prices paid

by Americans at war for ships in bad condition, and of the embarrassment

caused by the wartime stop on the supply of printed sailing directions

from England. But there is no systematic exploration of these matters,

no sign that the author is remotely aware of what has already been written

about the prize courts or the American war, and consequently no attempt

to deal seriously with the law and economics of her subject, or to situate

it in the context of this and earlier wars. Simple mistakes and half-truths

are naturally not infrequent. Thus the naval scales for division of prize

money are loosely said to have been laid down ' by tradition '
(p. 62), and

there is a tendency to equate prize sales with condemnations (pp. 59, 97).

Liverpool is alleged to have been trading with the enemy on the strength

of a voyage for South Carolina or New York at a time when both were

occupied by British arms (p. 115); Bordeaux and La Rochelle to have

been the chief French slaving ports (p. 132). Whether Bermuda was in

straits for food in 1779 ls Aatiy stated to be ' not known '
(p. 119). In all,

this volume is too slender for its subject, yet too long for the interest which

its compiler has been able to extract from it, in spite of her quick and

compassionate eye for ' the life which leaps out of the pages from people

so long dead '
(p. 46).

University of Southampton J. S. Bromley

The Champlain Society have now published the second of the four

volumes required to contain the diary of Simeon Perkins, one of His

Majesty's Yankees who flourished in Liverpool, Nova Scotia, from his

arrival there in 1762 until his death in 1812. The Diary of Simeon

Perkins (Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1958) edited with an intro-

duction by Dr. D. C. Harvey and with notes by Dr. C. Bruce Fergusson,

covers the years 1780-9. When the volume commences Perkins was a

leading man in the town: the Proprietors' Clerk, Town Clerk and County

Treasurer, Lieutenant-Colonel of the Queen's County militia, representa-

tive in the Legislative Assembly and a leading merchant, ship-builder,

lumberman, fisherman, farmer and organizer of privateering ventures.

In June 1780, he was appointed deputy Register of the Court of Vice

Admiralty. While busy with these numerous public and private con-

cerns Perkins experienced deep religious turmoil which led him by way

of the New Lights from the Congregationalism of his forefathers to
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Methodism. It should also be added that during the period of this

volume he fathered five of the eight children of his second marriage.

Quite clearly the American revolutionaries did not monopolize the

vitality of North America at this time. Although Perkins lived in a

revolutionary age, occupied many public offices and had family connections

across the political lines drawn by revolution, his diary suggests that

political abstractions and personalities were of little concern to him. In

his diary he recorded the weather, the comings and goings of ships (in

many of which he had a part interest), the cutting of hay, the digging

of ground, the taking of fish, the illnesses of his neighbours and very

occasionally momentous news such as the peace with France and the

new-born United States of America. Even his religious ideas were

seldom explicitly discussed and the reader is obliged to deduce his

religious development from his comments on the various preachers whom
he heard and upon books which he read such as A. Serious Call to the Holy

Life and Huntington's treatise on Universal Salvation. In spite of the dry,

matter-of-fact record Perkins left of his life, there emerges from its

pages the picture of a man and a community which worked, prayed

and grew, intimately involved in the processes of nature, unselfconscious

and healthy.

University ofBirmingham H. S. Ferns

Volume xv of The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, edited by Julian P. Boyd
and William H. Gaines, Jr. (Princeton University Press, London:

O.U.P., 1958. 80s.) at last sees the end of Jefferson's five years as minister

of the United States in France and brings him back to his own country.

This seems an appropriate moment to review, however briefly, Jefferson's

own conception of his mission and the extent to which he may be said

to have succeeded. There is no doubt that from the start he commanded
the respect, and even the affection, of most French men and women with

whom he came in contact, more particularly those of the liberal-aristocratic

school symbolized by Lafayette, though even Mirabeau—with whose

aims he was completely out of sympathy—did not actually attack him,

in spite of his flat refusal to let his name be used for a party-political

purpose during this summer. Yet unlike many diplomats who become

too attached to the country in which they serve Jefferson never felt

that passion for the French which he reserved for his own countrymen.

He greatly preferred them to the English, but that was not saying very

much, and so far from accepting them as teachers he evidently regarded

them as pupils. Indeed the dominant note throughout his mission was

that of the consul-general rather than the minister—namely one of

protecting American interests and individuals and of ' selling ' America

and American products to the French. There was surprisingly little in

him of the expert diplomatic observer and reporter—though news of this

sort was eagerly awaited at home—and indeed most of his comments on

the European scene throughout these five years were hasty, superficial and

evidently founded on little more than hearsay. Even the tremendous

drama of the French revolution failed to impress him in its early stages
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to the point of thinking that perhaps he ought not to be in quite such a

hurry to get home. As late as 10 May he told Washington 'there has

never been a moment at which the presence of a minister here could be so

well dispensed with ', and it was not until the second half of July that

he wrote to Richard Price about ' this astonishing train of events ' and
to Madison that ' this scene is too interesting to be left at present '—an
opinion which he confirmed shortly afterwards in a more official letter

to John Jay. By this time he was in fact sending home detailed ' apprecia-

tions ' and eyewitness accounts of the situation of a quality which Jay
had not received before, and his growing emotional involvement becomes
clear in that curious paper, ' The Earth belongs in Usufruct to the Living '

—nominally advising Madison about what American policy should be

but actually defending the practice of expropriation in revolutionary

France. None the less, though he was often pressed to intervene, his

attitude towards the contending French parties remained correctly and

diplomatically aloof: thus whatever share he had in drawing up Lafayette's

Declaration of Rights was purely verbal and cannot be precisely brought

home to him. One other event of this historic summer must have given

Jefferson great pleasure—namely the volte face of the United States'

bankers and financial agents in Amsterdam, Messrs. Willink, Van Stap-

horst and Hubbard, which released a plentiful supply of funds and enabled

Jefferson to meet various debts of honour before leaving, of which the

most important was the arrears of salary due to French officers who had
fought in the American forces during the war of independence. It is

commonly thought—and may have been believed by Jefferson himself

—

that this change of heart was caused by the new federal congress' ' prompt
attention to a revenue bill ', which is always said to have restored American
credit, but the editors point out in an illuminating footnote that ' the

bankers ' shrewd appraisal of the revolutionary situation in Europe,

which promised to close that continent to profitable investment for some
time to come and to make advisable a new estimate of the opportunities

lying in America, was perhaps the decisive factor '. Messrs. Willink,

Van Staphorst and Hubbard were in fact much more accurate and realistic

than Jefferson in their view of what was going on in France and of its

probable repercussions far outside that country, for as Otto, the French

minister at New York, observed in a highly professional despatch which
is the subject of another interesting footnote, Jefferson on his arrival

at Norfolk, Va., on 23 November 1789, had no idea of the excitement

which his coming would arouse. He had no intention of immediately

proceeding to New York or of officially giving an up-to-date account of

the revolution after his remarkably quick transatlantic passage until he

was peremptorily ordered by the President to do so, nor did he make
up his mind for several weeks (and in this he could not be hurried)

whether to accept or to refuse the offer of the new secretaryship of state

which he found awaiting him. Yet it cannot be said that he had been an

unsuccessful minister; on the contrary, according to his own lights and

within his own self-imposed limitations he had done extremely well,

and that was certainly the opinion of his contemporaries. This volume
also contains nearly a hundred pages of supplementary documents

relating to the years 1772-89. Few of these appear to be of any great

importance, though there is an interesting group of family letters filling
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several lacunae for the years 1784-7, and also the long and tortuous

story, now given in full detail from 1770 to 1790, of the debt to the

Bristol firm of Farell and Jones. Jefferson inherited this debt from his

father-in-law and was still trying to pay it off as late as 1795 ; indeed his

scrupulousness in this respect differed greatly from the attitude of many
of his countrymen and does him the greatest credit as a man of honour.

We now await with great interest his transmogrification into the first

American secretary of state in the succeeding volume.

University College, Cardiff Anthony Steel

Miss Elizabeth J. Sherwood is solely responsible for the second ' throw-

away ' index to some early volumes of The Papers of Thomas Jefferson

(Princeton University Press. London: O.U.P., 1958. 16s.). This

index covers vols, vii-xii (1784-8) only. In response to criticism there

have been two changes of method since the index to vols, i-vi appeared.

In the first place subheads have been arranged alphabetically instead of by
paging; while secondly the headings themselves are now arranged in the

library style (that is, by treating the word as a unit and following it

immediately with all its compounds and derivatives) instead of by the

strict dictionary method, which uses only the initial letter as the master-

unit. As the compiler observes, ' no system is perfect ', but these two
changes do seem to make for greater ease of reference. Further comments
are still invited, so that the permanent index, when it finally appears,

may be as fool-proof as possible. This being so, one might perhaps be

forgiven for hoping that the final arrangement of the subheads will be

chronological, although this will obviously be impossible until the whole
series is complete, if only because additional material for the early years

is still being discovered and some of it has already been published out of

place at the end of volume xv.

University College, Cardiff Anthony Steel

Professor R. A. Preston of the Royal Military College of Canada has

edited the third volume in the documentary series on the history of

Ontario sponsored by the Government of Ontario under the direction of

The Champlain Society. Kingston Before the War of 1 Si2 (Toronto: The
Champlain Society, 1959) brings together the principal known docu-

mentary material on the establishment of Kingston, beginning with the

plans of General Haldimand in 1778 to establish a defensive base at the

entrance to the St. Lawrence river. Following the defeat of the French,

Fort Frontenac had fallen into ruins both as a military and trading base.

The need to protect the line of communications westwards against the

American revolutionary forces brought about a rebirth. The revived

military establishment was located not at Kingston, but on Carleton

Island near the southern shore of Lake Ontario where it flows into the St.

Lawrence. The terms of the preliminaries of peace in 1782 suggested

that Carleton Island might not remain British territory. This, together
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with the urgent need to find places of settlement for the United Empire

Loyalists, led to the re-establishment of a base in the same spot as the

French fortress. The influx of farmers who commenced clearing the

forests, planting grain and raising hogs and cattle soon transformed

Kingston from a military base into a commercial centre. At first, furs

were the most important commodity in the trade through Kingston to

Montreal and to Europe, but within a matter of five years, they were

beginning to yield in importance to potash, salted pork, flour, and wheat.

By 1802 the Kingston merchants were considering the implications of a

poor British harvest for their own operations. Dr. Preston's volume is

not, however, exclusively concerned with military and commercial

matters. The records concerning religion and education are both

abundant and interesting. The Church of England through the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel played a leading part in developing the

religious and intellectual life of the new community even though it is

evident that the majority of the settlers were not in fact Anglicans. The

Rev. John Stuart, the founder of the Church at Kingston combined a

number of talents : an undogmatic faith; a mild temper; a firm belief in

his own authority; practical capacities as a farmer and gardener; and

political and social tact. He and the leading merchant, Richard Cart-

wright, laid the foundations of sound secondary education in the new
settlement.

University of Birmingham H. S. Ferns

The Neue Zurcher Zeitung might well be taken as the representative

of the European bourgeois spirit at its best, individualistic and liberal

in its politics, capitalist in its economics, socially conservative, patrician

rather than democratic in its sympathies, stiff, sober, sometimes dull,

never light-minded or vulgar, highly responsible and very well informed.

No newspaper in the world has a higher reputation and, if it is not at all

obvious why the Oxford University Press should publish Professor

Elizabeth Wiskemann's slim commemorative volume, A Great Swiss

Newspaper, The Story of the Neue Ziircher Zeitung (London: O.U.P., 1959.

1 8s.) at the present time, no one who reads it can fail to be impressed by

the consistency and courage with which its editors have defended the

N.Z.Z.'s integrity. For all its interest in international affairs, the N.Z.Z.

bears as characteristic a stamp of Zurich as the Guardian does of Man-

chester. Since its foundation in 1780 it has taken a forceful and often

controversial part in cantonal and federal politics. Although only

briefly treated by Miss Wiskemann, its attitude on confessional questions,

in the conflicts between French- or German-speaking Switzerland or on

constitutional and fiscal issues provide some of the most interesting

pages in the book. Switzerland's geographical position at the heart of

Europe, the fact that her people speak three of Europe's leading languages

and their determination to preserve their neutrality have given the Swiss

a highly practical interest in foreign affairs, and the N.Z.Z.'s foreign

correspondence has long been justly famed. The rise of Nazism put the

paper's liberalism to a severe test, Apart from the strong ties which
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German-speaking Switzerland had with Germany, every kind of pressure

was put on the Swiss by the Nazis to curb the critical reports and com-
ments of the N.Z.Z. Undeterred, its editors were among the first to

describe the true character of Hitler's regime and maintained their

independent attitude even when Switzerland was entirely surrounded by
German-controlled territory. If there is one reflection induced by Miss

Wiskemann's study, it is the value and the responsibility of the handful

of papers which maintain the standards of the N.Z.Z. Upon them rests

the task of keeping the free world informed and in no small part of arousing

its conscience. Sickened as he may well be by the spectacle of the popular

newspapers, it is salutary for the reader to be reminded of the indis-

pensable value of a responsible free press and it is no criticism of Miss

W'iskemann to add that one reviewer at least would have been delighted

to have been offered a far fuller history of the Neue Ziircher Zeitung than

the present brief account affords.

St. Catherine's Society, Oxford Alan Bullock

New Zealand's history is so short that Dr. Keith Sinclair in his new
volume in the Pelican History of the World, A History of New Zealand

(Harmondsworth : Penguin Books, 1959. 3s. 6d.) can treat his subject

in considerable detail. The book is stimulating and well-written and in

the chapters on the Maori wars and their origins and on the state ex-

periments of the 'nineties Dr. Sinclair's own researches enable him to

make new contributions to our knowledge. His interpretations on
particular points, however, will not always command assent. He takes

his views on the early Polynesian voyages from Mr. Andrew Sharp's

book, which has not emerged unscathed from expert criticism. In

reaction against the ascription of the colonization of New Zealand mainly

to Gibbon Wakefield, Dr. Sinclair emphasizes the importance of commerce
and settlement before 1840 and the continuity of settlement in the north.

There is no harm in this: but it is misleading to mention (p. 39) that
' the cargoes of the American ships which called at the Bay of Islands in

1839 were estimated to be worth $1,636,335 ' without explaining that

these cargoes were mainly whale-oil : and in noting that in 1854 ' there

were nearly 12,000 in Auckland, the first unsystematic colony, and only

20,000 in the five planned settlements '
(p. 97), he omits to mention the

military pensioner settlements near Auckland, which were planned

and contributed about 2,000 colonists. If it did nothing else, the New
Zealand Company corrected the Australian tendency to overgrown
capitals and neglected out-districts. Five of the six provinces established

by the Constitution Act of 1852 owed their origin, directly or indirectly,

to Wakefield, and this achievement, which it would be hard to parallel

in the history of British colonization, has left a deep mark on the history

of New Zealand. So much so that it is perverse of Dr. Sinclair to say of
Sir George Grey (p. 79) that ' the shape of New Zealand life in the

nineteenth century owed more to him than to any other individual '.

Sir George Grey influenced, more than any other man, the attitude of
the Maoris to the colonists and tailored the constitution to fit colonial
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measurements; but however much they departed from Wakefield's

principles they remained in a real sense Wakefield colonists. The chief

criticism of Dr. Sinclair's treatment of the Maori war period is that he
dismisses the gold rushes, so important in the development of the South
Island, in half a paragraph; and his tendency to look at the South Island

through a telescope from Auckland is also apparent in his statement

(p. 162) that ' the Liberal movement was largely the creation of Sir

George Grey '. As a national movement perhaps it was; but the liberal

land policies largely originated in the Otago Provincial Council and the

first political leader who ' appealed directly to the masses ' was James
Macandrew in his return to the superintendency of Otago in 1867. Dr.

Sinclair's summing up of Seddon and his era is shrewd, though Hall-Jones

might well be given credit for the pensions scheme and Hogben for free

places in secondary schools. When he comes to more recent times, as a

politically minded New Zealander with a gift for dramatization and
telling phrases, he tends to exaggerate contrasts when as a serious his-

torian he should be looking for continuities. Of the situation in 1932-3,

for instance, he writes (p. 254): 'Imperial co-operation had proved a

broken reed . . . Within a few years New Zealand economic policy

was to swing from an exaggerated devotion to imperialism and inter-

nationalism to a forlorn aspiration for autarky '. But the policies of

the Labour Government with its guaranteed price, its Marketing De-
partment and its import controls were a natural development from the

meat export control and dairy export control introduced by the Massey

Government. It is also misleading to represent Downie Stewart, what-

ever may be said of Massey, as deprecating discussion of the raison

d'etre of the British Commonwealth: he was closely associated with the

Round Table movement which existed for that very purpose. In short, in

the reviewer's opinion, Dr. Sinclair's book has faults of proportion and

emphasis; but it is nevertheless a scholarly introduction to New Zealand

history, generally accurate and never dull.

University of Otago W. P. Morrell

M. Joseph Valynseele has followed up his genealogical study of

the marshals of the First French Empire (1957, crowned by the French

Academy) with a similar admirably arranged and handsomely produced

work on Les Princes et Dues du Premier Umpire non Marechaux, leurfamille et

leur descendance (Paris: chez l'auteur, 10 rue des Deux Gares, Paris X, 1959.

3,000 fr.). There were sixteen of these personages : Arrighi de Casanova,

Cambaceres, Caulaincourt, Emmerich de Dalberg, Decres, Duroc,

Fouche, Gaudin, Girard (whose dukedom of Ligny M. Valynseele has

good reason to question), Junot, Lebrun, Maret, Nompere de Champagny,

Regnier, Savary, and Talleyrand. The notice of each begins with a

chronological table of the main dates in his career and with a comment
on his published writings, if any. Then follow the particulars of his

ancestors, his brothers and sisters, if any, and his direct descendants or

collateral heirs down to the present day. Much of this genealogical

information is of course to be found in the Almanack de Gotha and else-

where. The particular utility of M. Valynseele's work lies in the way in
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which he has grouped these men together so that their family fortunes

may be compared and in the valuable footnotes which terminate each

notice and enrich it with a wealth of explanatory and precisely documented

detail. On the whole, as M. Marcel Dunan points out in his intro-

duction, compared with the descendants of the marshals, the families

traced here exhibit a relative homogeneity. Sooner or later the des-

cendants of the ' new men ' among the sixteen contract alliances with

members of the older nobility and when they leave France it is largely to

move among the Radziwills and Potockis, the Rospigliosis, the Actons

and the Bielkes and their like. Within its limits M. Valynseele's book is

a most useful contribution to social history.

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge J. P. T. Bury

In recent years the official archives of the Middle East have been thrown

open to historians. Collections of state papers, of varying extent and

value, exist in Istanbul, Cairo, Beirut, Tunis, Khartoum and elsewhere.

Of these, the Egyptian archives were the first to be arranged in a satis-

factory way and opened for general use, thanks to the interest of King

Fuad, a cultivated monarch with pious feelings towards his ancestors.

Mr. Richard Hill's study of Egypt in the Sudan 1820-1 881 (London:

O.U.P., 1959. 25s.) is one of the small but growing number of books

based on careful use of the Egyptian papers, although he has also read

everything written on the Sudan in Arabic and Turkish as well as the

principal languages of Europe. He has used the knowledge thus

accumulated to give, for the first time, a careful and balanced account of

what Egyptian rule really meant for the Sudan. ' British writers, . . .

preoccupied in defending the memory of General Gordon, have been so

contemptuous of the Egyptian point of view that they have not troubled

to understand it and have dismissed their rule in the Sudan as one of

oppression, slavery, and graft. Egyptian writers . . . have accused

Britain of deliberately weakening an enlightened Egyptian administration

in order to seize the Sudan and Uganda for herself and deny to Egypt her

natural patrimony.' Mr. Hill steers between these two extremes. He
gives in moderate terms the case for Ismail and the case against Gordon.

He does not shut his eyes to the frequent cruelty of the Turco-Egyptian

officials, and the corruption and inefficiency which were inevitable

results of their attempt to impose on a primitive region an administrative

system which was new to them as well as to it. But he makes clear that

this ruling group, v/ith all its faults, gave the Sudan its unity, the bases

of its administrative structure, a modern system of communications, its

orthodox Islamic doctrines and law, that it protected foreign trade

and was tolerant and helpful to Christian missions. ' The continuing

strength of the Egyptian legacy in the Sudan ' is illustrated by a careful

narrative of the sixty years of Egyptian rule. The history of an obscure

province, almost devoid of the clash of ideas or the struggle for power,

could easily be dull, but Mr. Hill uses the resources of a firm and elegant

style to make it interesting.

St. Antonfj College, Oxford A. H. Hourani
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Few industries have played a more dominating role in the industrial

life of modern Britain than the coal industry. Yet local influences have

been so strong in it that its history can for the most part be only locally

written. Fortunately, the task has been taken up seriously in recent

years. J. H. Morris and L. J. Williams in The South Wales Coal Industry

1841-187} (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1958. 25s.), handle the

development of one of the most important coal-fields, the South Welsh,

in the most important century of modern coal-mining history. This

volume is to be followed by a second dealing with the coal industry in

South Wales after 1875. The authors begin with the eighteen-forties. The
reason for choosing that decade is that it was not until the early Victorian

age that in South Wales the iron industry ceased to be the governing factor

in the development of the coalfield there and the steam-coal of the valleys

began to be mined with an eye to markets outside of South Wales.

The development of the industry is the theme of the book. As a

theme, it is more complex than might at first appear. The authors

pursue in detail such topics as the growth of markets, the technique of

coal-getting, the system of mineral leases and the finance of the colliery

companies, mining law and safety regulations, social conditions on the

coal-field and the uneasy course of industrial relations. The story is

carried down to the eighteen-seventies, when the Rhondda began to

replace the Aberdare valley as the main steam-coal producing area, when
the individual capitalist or partnership was giving ground to the joint

stock company, and when important changes were also taking place in

trade union organi2ation and the relations of the employer and employed.

This is the history of an industry, rather than of an industrial community.

It is the transformation of industrial relations in South Wales which is

described in the later chapters, rather than the transformation of Welsh

society under the influence of industrialism. But this is as much as to say

that the book is economic, not social history. As such, it is an important

study, written out of a wide knowledge of manuscript resources among
the papers of the South Wales landed families and former colliery com-

panies, well organized and clearly written. No one interested in the

development of the coal industry or in the modern economic history of

Great Britain can afford to neglect it.

University of Birmingham W. H. B. Court

A History of Hong Kong by G. B. Endacott (London: O.U.P., 1958.

30s.) leaves on one side the more general questions connected with the

subject, such as Hong Kong's influence on the inert mass of nineteenth-

century China or its place along with the treaty ports in British enterprise

on the China coast as a whole. On the commercial side in any case, as the

author points out, Hong Kong's history is obscured by the fact of its

having been a free port and therefore poorly furnished with statistics

of trade. He is concerned with the settlement in itself, as an exotic

outpost of the British empire. His chief materials are drawn from the

Colonial Office records ; he gives the story, as he says (p. vii), ' mainly as

seen through the eyes of the governors and the Colonial Office '. For
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some reason he gives scarcely any notes or references to the papers he
quotes, and he makes rather frugal use of earlier books, for instance when
writing of Chinese coolie emigration. Some of his material is, inevitably,

of a parochial character, and suffers from a touch of the dullness that

Dr. Johnson encountered in the History of Birmingham. Drains, water-

pipes and jail regulations bulk large, and this pedestrian detail is some-
times mixed up with and allowed to overshadow matters of wider in-

terest. Apart from this the book, which contains maps and illustrations,

is a useful and often entertaining study in colonial administration.

The successive governors whom it graphically portrays were men of
diverse temperament and method, and in the early years especially men
like Pottinger, Davis and Bowring had to wrestle as best they could with

difficulties of the most varied kind. Money was chronically short,

pirate ships swarmed round like sharks, and Colonial Secretaries, if

happily more remote, could be nearly as disagreeable. Hong Kong may
be thought of as a Far Eastern Gibraltar; it lived by smuggling opium
into China as Gibraltar lived by smuggling cottons into Spain. As an

object-lesson to China in Western ways of doing things it was not always

edifying. Officials wrangled and practised jobbery (pp. 46, 61 ff.),

Indian policemen had to be brought in because the Europeans available

were too fond of bribes and the bottle, flogging and even branding were
much in vogue, and down to the end of the nineteenth-century epidemics

were rampant. Mr. Endacott neither whitewashes nor blackens as he
describes how something like civilization was gradually evolved out of

chaos. He sums up each period with a chapter on ' Social and Economic
Conditions ', and here, though little is said of employment and wages, a

picture emerges of a Chinese community increasing rapidly in numbers
and, by 1880 or so, outstripping the Europeans in business activity.

Socially the two communities remained rigidly separate; in other respects

Hong Kong may claim to have prospered partly at least by virtue of the

principle laid down for it by Labouchere in 1858, that empire ' is not to be

preserved by forcibly creating and maintaining a dominant race or class '.

From the taking over—not without some use of fire-arms—of the New
Territories in 1899 Mr. Endacott traces developments more summarily.

He reminds us (pp. 301, 304) that Roosevelt in 1945 was in favour of

Hong Kong being restored to China, and that Kuomintang nationalism

represented at least as great a threat to the colony as its successor, Chinese

communism.

University of Edinburgh V. G. Kiernan

In The Origin of Modern Capitalism and Eastern Asia (Hong Kong
University Press; London: O.U.P. 1958. 21s.) Mr. Norman Jacobs ex-

pounds the thesis that modern industrial capitalism developed in Japan, but

not in China, because the social and economic organization which by 1868

had grown up in Japan favoured such development, in contrast to the state

of affairs in China. Here an anti-capitalist elite held sway and the whole
ethos of society was adverse to the emergence of private capitalistic

organizations on a large scale. The pre-Meiji feudal structure of Japan
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permitted and in some ways encouraged the growth of capitalism, which

still retains certain feudal traditions. Thus, despite her cultural debt to

China, the economic development of Japan has closer resemblances to

that of Western Europe than to that of the states of the Asian mainland.

This is an interesting and stimulating thesis which deserves study by

historians as well as economists. But the author is prone to over-

statement; in particular he consistently over-estimates the actual extent

of governmental control in China, but under-estimates it in the case of

Japan. The way in which he lumps together supporting evidence from

remote and recent eras indicates some lack of the sense of historical

evolution and a tendency to cull out facts to sustain a preconceived theory.

University of Bristol F. C. Jones

The first eleven chapters of Deutschland und China im 19 Jahrhundert

Berlin: Riitten and Loening, 1958. 17.50 DM.) were originally a

thesis submitted by Dr. Helmuth Stoecker to the Faculty of Philosophy

of the Humboldt-University in Berlin, and now appears under its auspices.

The author is a Marxist and his book, printed in East Germany, is a study

of what the foreword terms early German imperialism in China, from the

first beginnings of trade in the mid-eighteenth century until the eve of the

Sino-Japanese War in 1894. It is based upon archival materials in

Potsdam, Merseburg and Dresden, as well as on published documents

and secondary works in German, English and French. Allowing for its

approach, it is a straightforward and valuable account of German diplo-

matic and commercial activities in China over the period. German
merchants and industrialists, like British, were fascinated by the vision

of the vast market that would open for them, if only the Chinese could be

persuaded to open up the country and whole-heartedly copy the West.

They were equally irritated at the reluctance of the Manchu Government

to do anything of the kind. However, Bismarck, although ready to

enhance German commercial interests and to secure a naval station on the

China coast, did not want trouble with Britain, Russia or France and

in 1883 recalled the too ambitious Brandt for sanctioning the landing of

German marines at Swatow. By 1894 the German financial and com-

mercial stake had considerably increased, while Krupps and other firms

had contributed much to Chinese naval and military re-armament. The
stage was thus set for the German intervention in Shantung once Japan

had shown the weakness of the Manchu regime.

University of Bristol F. C. Jones

There is a very large literature on the Darwinian controversy, but

Alvar Ellegard's Darwin and the General deader: the deception of Darwin's

theory ofEvolution in the British Periodical Press, iSjp-iS/2 (Goteborg, 1958.

28 Sw.kr.) is the first exhaustive and detailed study of its impact on the

' average man '. Dr. Ellegard has confined himself to the periodical

press, for reasons which he sets out at the beginning of his study. Only
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in this way, he insists, can one get as accurate and objective a picture as

possible, before the age of scientific sampling techniques, of the opinions

of the various political and religious persuasions, etc. The results are set

out in a series of statistical tables. The theme of the book is thus wider

than its subtitle suggests; it is a study in the history of social opinion,

based on more than a hundred newspapers and periodicals for methodo-

logical reasons. It is worthy of notice that in this way it is possible to

explore every aspect of the controversy, from the crudest bibliolatry to

the most refined philosophies of science of the day. The book is long

(over 300 pp.), because the story is extremely complex. For one thing,

a revolution in opinion took place in these years : evolution and descent

(though not the descent of man) came to be generally accepted, among the

educated, at least. And in this warfare of science and religion, many
scientists were quasi-theological in their approach to science, and the

religion of the educated was quasi-scientific; scientifically valid objections

to Darwin's theory were raised on fundamentally non-scientific grounds;

Darwin laid himself open to misunderstanding by his caution, and so on.

The central paradox of the whole story is that while the reception of

evolution was undoubtedly due to Darwin, because he gave a satisfactory

scientific explanation of the phenomena, it was precisely this explanation

that the general public could not accept. For if descent was compatible

with the argument from Design, Natural Selection was not; it struck at

the roots of the traditional alliance in England between science and

theology. A kind of defence mechanism blinded most of Darwin's

opponents to the meaning and significance of his theory. This, and

certain other of the general conclusions of this study, are what might

have been expected, but its interest lies in the detailed exploration of the

counter-arguments and adjustments and the attitudes behind them.

This is not such an exciting book to read as Gillespie's Genesis and Geology,

of which it is in many ways a continuation (Gillespie's account ends on

the eve of the publication of the Origin), but it is thorough, lucid and well

organized. In fact it is only the title that is depressing.

Clare College, Cambridge Duncan Forbes

Carlo Giglio's Etiopia—Mar Rosso, i8jj-i88j (Rome: Institute

poligrafico dello stato, 1958. 2000 1.) is the first volume in a series,

L'ltalia in Africa, to be published by the comitate per la documentation

deW opera dell' Italia in Africa, which was set up by the Italian government

in 1952. It is faithful, full and accurate, based on the relevant Italian

departmental archives, the British Foreign Office papers and some private

collections, and not likely soon to be superseded. British and French

exploration of the African hinterland of the Red Sea coast and early

Italian contacts with Abyssinia preface the foundation in 1869 of Eritrea

and its completion in 1885 by the occupation of Massowah and other

points on the coast. In 1861-79 much was done by missionaries, by the

two geographical societies of Rome and Milan and the Rubattino steam-

ship company, but before the end of this period ministers had shared in

discussion of several colonial projects and played their part, as appears

VOL. I.XXV—NO. CCXC\ I MM
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in the sequel, in acquiring Assab, from which Eritrea began. In 1879-82

the possibilities of trade between Assab and the interior were explored.

In 1882-4 a 'territorial-military' colonial policy developed. In 1885

it was executed. Britain dominated the Red Sea and Italian success

depended upon her acquiescence. At first she sought to exclude Italy

and therefore, by an abortive convention of 1877, recognized Egypt's

rights under Turkey. In the second period she accepted Italy by a

modus vivendi of 1 88 1 and exchange of notes of February 1882. In the third

period she looked to Italy as the successor to Egypt, who was evacuating

the ports. In 1885 Britain and Italy acted in concert. The Italian

documents have enabled Professor Giglio to correct mis-statements

in the present writer's similar account, ante, lix (1944), 211, of these events.

It was there stated that Italy's name and public funds were not used either

when the Rubattino company acquired Assab or, ten years later, began to

develop it. Professor Giglio establishes what sums were in fact paid and

from the budgets of which ministries (p. no) and how closely in 1879

Raffaele Rubattino worked with Depretis, President of the Council and

Foreign Minister, and with Tornielli, Foreign Under Secretary (p. 151).

This is important because Italy, venturing among the colonizers with

great discretion, disclaimed sovereignty and her disclaimers were accepted

by Mr. Gladstone, Lord Granville and the British Cabinet and helped to

justify the change in policy. These disclaimers would not have been made
in other circumstances. They were a telling sign of the weakness which

the Italian Government felt in itself and in the country in the seventies.

They mark the contrast with the period after 1881 when Pasquale Mancini

shaped Italian policy with greater boldness. Professor Giglio also dis-

cusses the miscarriage of projects for co-operation with Britain in the

Sudan and for Italian instead of British occupation of Zeila and Harar,

correcting old mistakes and meeting partisan critics of Italian timidity

and British egoism. He repeats, what he has elsewhere proved, that

Italy occupied Massowah for her own purposes and not at Britain's

instigation. He demonstrates that the roots of the ' territorial-military
'

policy of the last period were wholly political and not economic. A
companion volume of documents is promised and it is much hoped that

it may contain maps.

Somervilk College, Oxford Agatha Ramm

Dr. Richard Hostetter's book, The Italian Socialist Movement i. Origins

{1860-1882) (London and Princeton, N.J.: D. Van Nostrand Company
Inc., 1958. 49s.), is the first of three volumes and describes the pre-

history of Italian socialism. It stops at a moment when parliamentary

socialism became possible, thanks to the electoral law of 1882 and the

developments of the previous twenty years. Some of the obstacles to

the movement were caused by the immaturity of the Italian capitalist

economy but some were not. The need for national solidarity emphasized

by the radicals of the Risorgimento vanished when Italy was at last united

but even then Mazzini's prestige and influence made difficulties for the

socialists. Dr. Hostetter patiently expounds Mazzini's views and their
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eclipse after the Paris Commune. He then discusses the contest of

Bakunin with Engels and the London General Council of the I.W.A.

;

here Dr. Hostetter is more sceptical than earlier students about the limits

of Bakunin's influence. When the anarchist phase ended in the insur-

rectionary fiascoes and trials a parliamentary current was already dis-

cernible in the movement. In telling this complicated story Dr. Hostetter

has based his account on the great mass of printed materials made available

by the partisan zeal of Italian historians since the war. There is, indeed,

little that remains to be discovered about the subject. This book is

concerned mainly with organization and with the debates between the

leaders of the movement; this leaves some questions about the social

and economic forces shaping it unanswered or answered only briefly,

but the author could properly reply that he had set himself a different

task. As an account of the polemics and intrigues of the socialist leaders

and their theoretical and doctrinal differences this is comprehensive,

although sometimes wearying in its copious quotation. But Dr.

Hostetter has provided a useful manual for English and American students

who will be wise to consult it before turning to Romano's Storia del

movimento socialista in Italia.

Merton College, Oxford John M. Roberts

There is a dearth of good modern studies of Victorian churches

and churchmen, and H. Kirk-Smith's William Thomson, Archbishop of

York, His Life and Times (London : S.P.C.K., 1958. 35 s.) has a threefold

interest. First, it is concerned with the special problems of the see of

York, where Thomson was archbishop from 1863 to 1890: only two

archbishops since the Reformation have occupied the see for a longer

period. Second, it raises basic questions about the appeal of the Church

of England in industrial areas, particularly in Sheffield, where Thomson
always felt at home, and about which Canon Wickham has recently

written. ' I am always gravitating towards Sheffield ', Thomson once

said. Third, its main subject is Thomson himself, and he was a remarkable

character if not a particularly likeable one. Before moving to York he

held a series of ecclesiastical and academic appointments, which were

stepping stones to further ' promotion '. The reaction of Bishop Stubbs

to his translation to York was brief but eloquent— ' Fancy Archbishop

Thomson '. Yet the length of Thomson's connection with York gave

to his earlier career a kind of inevitability. Stubbs's comment may be

compared with the comment of a London newspaper in 1 88 5 that Thomson

had come to think of hinself as ' a sort of Fourth Person in the Trinity '.

Dr. Kirk Smith touches on all these themes in his book which is based on a

doctoral thesis and contains much useful information. It cannot be said,

however, that he handles them all equally successfully. The first chapter

on Thomson's early years, which poses the question of his ' rapid pro-

motion ', is somewhat scrappy. The account of the diocese of York is

far fuller and more interesting in relation to Sheffield than to anywhere

else. There is too much general talk of isms, for instance ' ritualism
'

and ' materialism ', and somewhat sketchy acquaintance with the back-

ground and mood of Victorian England. The account of the relations
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between Church and Dissent needs to be supplemented and qualified.

Dr. Kirk Smith does not distinguish between different branches of ' Pro-

testant Dissent '—and he makes doubtful general statements like ' Nor
did Dissent make such high moral demands upon its members as did the

Church '. Finally, the chapter on Thomson's ' theological position
'

does not go very deep, although the fact that Thomson's own theology

did not go very deep is doubtless part of the reason for this.

University of "Leeds Asa Briggs

A valuable introduction by Vicens Vives to Origenes del Anarquistno en

Barcelona, by Casimiro Marti (Barcelona: Centro de Estudios Historicos

Internacionales, 1959, 80 ptas.), points to the need for objectivity and a

scientific approach in any study of this subject. The work fulfils this

condition remarkably well, especially by contrast with most earlier

Spanish writing on the history of anarchism, and the reader would

scarcely guess its author to be a priest if he did not learn the fact from

the introduction. It is primarily an examination of original sources,

both Spanish and foreign, which are surveyed on pages 14-15 and listed

in a full bibliography. They include various unpublished materials,

though it seems that the police records of Barcelona were destroyed in

1936-9 and some other official archives are not yet accessible. Use of

these sources is very carefully and minutely indicated in copious footnotes,

and a number of documents are printed in full in an appendix. The

actual text of the work is therefore quite brief, and might perhaps have

been amplified in one or two directions. It is concentrated on the period

1864-70, while a strong working-class movement in Barcelona, subject

to socialistic influences, can be found at least a decade earlier. More
background information on labour conditions and the structure of Catalan

industry in the period chosen would have helped to throw light on the

development of working-class ideas. Within its limits the work is to

be warmly welcomed as helping to fill one of the numerous lacunae in

present knowledge of nineteenth-century Spanish history, a field which as

the author points out is barely beginning to be seriously investigated.

His first chapter reviews the ideas thrown up by the labour movement to

1868; the next two turn away from Spain to trace the career of Bakunin

and the evolution of his social philosophy and political tactics, so as to

show how a Bakuninist ' Alliance ' came to be functioning inside an

amorphous International. Chapters iv and v then bring the two themes

together by describing in detail the reactions of the Spanish labour move-

ment to socialist influences between 1868, the year in which the fall of

Isabel II opened up a fluid political situation, and 1870. Bakunin's

emissary Giuseppi Fanelli was in Spain in 1868-9, founding small

branches in Madrid and Barcelona. Marti thinks him not a very effective

propagandist; but one or two Spanish delegates came back full of

Bakuninist arguments from the Basle congress of the International in

September 1869, and the newly-founded ' Centro Federal de las Sociedades

Obreras ', with its organ 'La Federation', was soon moving away from the

older, narrower ideal of workers' self-help through co-operatives towards
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that of a forcible transformation of society on socialist lines. This was
endorsed by the Congreso Obrero held at Barcelona in the summer of

1870, which also accepted Bakunin's ' revolutionary ' principle, so bitterly

denounced by Engels as pseudo-revolutionary, of abstention by the

working-class from the politics of the bourgeois State. With Lafargue's

visit to Spain late in 1871 to counteract Bakuninist activities the scene was
set for the contest there between the anarchist and the communist trends

within the International. These last two chapters are particularly in-

formative; if there is a criticism to be made of them, it may be that they

treat both anarchism and socialism somewhat too much as things alien

to the native labour movement, artificially and insecurely hitched on to it

by a few intellectuals inspired by foreign thought. Barcelona's labour

history had been anything but peaceful and legalistic; and if the influence

of the International remained superficial this may have been rather

because its doctrine was divided than because the soil was not receptive.

University of Edinburgh V. G. Kiernan

In The Imperial Idea and its Enemies (London: Macmillan, 1959. 30s.)

Professor A. P. Thornton most happily combines sagacity, knowledge

and liveliness. The liveliness occasionally diverges into exaggeration,

as in the statement on p. 133 that about 1910-14 'both Liberals and

Unionists knew very well that the English people did not care a straw

for the Irish question '. Too often, moreover, it is very difficult to

discern how far Dr. Thornton is quoting, how far he is paraphrasing

and how far he is associating himself with the sentiments quoted or

paraphrased. But his own explicit conclusions are, with very few

exceptions, ingenious and compelling. He points out that the philo-

sophical Radicals found in the colonies opportunities for ' planning '

denied them in England; that the pioneer commercialist, risking his

fortune and perhaps his life, was not so wedded to laissez-faire as to reject,

when faced with competition, a monopoly backed by his own government;

and how, by the end of the eighteen-sixties, colonies of settlement were

being regarded as the only remedy for the ' cesspit civilization ' of an

overcrowded mother country. Disraeli, admittedly, was less interested

in colonies of settlement than in rule over more picturesque and dependent

races but he understood (as Gladstone did not) that imperialism was not

merely a British policy but a European frame of mind; he ' fashioned a

new dress for the argument that England, if she was to remain a Great

Power, must function as such '. Imperialism at its jingoistic zenith was a

short-lived phenomenon which did not survive the Boer War, the

mortality in the concentration camps and the introduction of Chinese

labour into the Rand. But a soberer imperialism continued to be ac-

cepted until 1919 by almost all and until 1939 by most people of im-

portance. If the Conservatives wanted no more Jameson Raids the

Liberals (Ireland apart) did not wish to relinquish imperial interests

and responsibilities. Indeed, so devoted were they to the ideal of im-

perial unity that in the matter of the South Africa Act they sacrificed

native interests for the sake of conciliating the Boers. But as imperialism
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became more decorous it lost much of its romantic, emotional appeal

to an increasingly democratic country: concurrently the governing class

was losing confidence in itself. To some extent it recovered that con-

fidence between 1940 and 1945 but not sufficiently to uphold its position

in the face of the new and passionate nationalisms. The support received

for the invasion of Egypt in 1956 was evidence of the existence of large

reserves of sympathy for an old-fashioned imperialism. The event also

showed (if further demonstration was necessary) that the imperial idea

had ceased to be integrated with national policy at large. Dr. Thornton's

modest hope is that it may be revived by its association with moral leader-

ship in the liberal tradition on the part of Britain. It is not clear how this

moral leadership is to be constituted and maintained but Dr. Thornton

obviously envisages it as consisting of more than mere benevolence and

idealism: as he notes, the liberal tradition itself was a product of power

successfully asserted.

King's College, Newcastle upon Tyne W. L. Burn

The eleven essays in Gerhard Ritter's Lebend/ge Vergangenheit (Munich

:

Oldenbourg, 1958. 21 DM.) are described in the sub-title as contribu-

tions to historical and political reflection and self-analysis (Selbstbes/nnung).

They deal for the most part with questions of German nineteenth-century

history, and the majority originate in public lectures. The author's

evident purpose is to give Germans guidance on subjects, such as mili-

tarism, Bismark's policy, and the alleged failure of German liberalism,

which have come under fire since the war. Understandably, perhaps,

the tone of most of the essays is defensive. Thus the charge of German
political incapacity is rejected; militarism was not specifically German;
the opposition of the generals to Hitler in 1938 is evidence that they were

not ' militarists '. In all this there may be some element of truth. Post hoc,

as the author urges, is not always propter hoc; there was no necessary link

between Bismark's national state and Hitler's ' greater German ' megalo-

mania. But too often a national (if not a nationalist) note obtrudes. In

1914, for example, it was Russia and France (p. 151) which ' began ' a

two-fronted war against ' isolated ' Germany, while England ' dare not

remain neutral ', for fear of incurring French and Russian enmity.

After 191 8 it was the ' ruthless exploitation of the Treaty of Versailles

by the victorious powers '
(p. 81) which caused inflation. If at the close

of the nineteenth century, tentative moves towards an Anglo-German
alliance came to nothing, it was England's fault; there is no word (p. 149)

of the ambiguities of Billow's policy. The most noteworthy essay is that

in which the author, defending Bismark's work against the criticisms of

Srbik and Schnabel, shows convincingly how illusory the currently

fashionable thesis of the possibility of a ' federal ' solution of the German
question was. As a whole the volume would claim to add to under-

standing, rather than to knowledge; but the interpretation of German
history it offers is distinctly conservative, as is its emphasis on political

history. Immediately after the war it may have seemed important to

defend traditional positions against attack from within and without;
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but to-day it is to be hoped that German historians will find new avenues

to explore.

"London School oj 'Economics G. Barraclough

' To view the Mahdia against its Sudanese and Islamic background,

as well as in the setting of Egyptian and British history, and to examine

it as a development of intrinsic historical interest '—that is the aim which

Dr. P. M. Holt set before himself in his recent study, The Mahdist State

in the Sudan, 1881-1898 (Oxford, The Clarendon Press, 1958. 35s.).

Episodes like the defeat of Hicks Pasha, the siege of Khartoum and the

death of Gordon, the battle of Omdurman, are familiar; they are passed

over lightly. On the other hand, the account of the Mahdi's youth so

far as it is known is fairly full, his early passion to reform the Moham-
medan world about him, the belief he shared with other Arabs in the

magic of primitive Islamic names and ways. The greater part of the

book is devoted to the rule of the Khalifa which lasted about three times

as long as the Mahdi's, and here Dr. Holt has had the good fortune of

being able to use the large collection of archives which is preserved at

Khartoum, some in manuscript, some as reproduced in the lithographic

office of the Khalifa. There are letters to and from the Khalifa, reports,

visions, circulars, statements of income and expenditure. In the accounts

of Ohrwalder and Slatin the Khalifa's rule appears to have been, in Dr.

Holt's phrase, ' a static tyranny varied only by picturesque atrocities '.

In the archives it would appear to have been nothing of the sort. The
Khalifa was ruling an enormous territory, larger than the whole of France,

the best means of communication east and west were by camel post, the

Mahdi had complicated all the problems further by his dreams of a

Jehad, and there were troubles on every frontier. The Khalifa did not

attempt to go to the disturbed areas, but contented himself with sending

for frequent reports, hence the importance of the archives, and in serious

cases sent commissioners to investigate. There were violent divisions

between his principal supporters, between the Baggara whom he repre-

sented himself and the riverain Arabs from whom the Mahdi was descen-

ded. Yet he contrived to hold the country together, without doing

anything very atrocious, and he left some fine walls behind him in

Omdurman. The last chapter of the book, ' The Administration of the

Khalifa ', contains some interesting information about the personnel

which he employed. His artillery was recruited from the Egyptian

army, his postal service were Ababde formerly employed by Egypt, and

of 152 clerical employees at headquarters nearly half were Egyptians,

Copts or Muwallads, a distribution very like that we found (to the best

of my memory) in the primary schools at Omdurman and Haifa in the

early years after the reconquest. This book is welcome; Dr. Holt has

succeeded in rehabilitating the character of a great ruler which has long

been defamed.

Geldeston, Suffolk (The late)
J.

W. Crowfoot
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No scholar can proceed far without the aid of bibliographies. For

this reason there is no doubt that this Bibliography of Rural Land Economy

and Landoivnership, ipoo-ipj/, compiled by D. R. Denman, J. F. Q.
Switzer, and O. H. M. Sawyer (Cambridge University: Department of

Estate Management, 1958. 35s.) will be of considerable use to the his-

torian. It claims to list all articles, memoranda, and books dealing with

rural economy and landownership which have appeared in print between

1900 and 1956, together with unpublished theses, some unprinted reports

found on the shelves of university libraries, and a few of the outstanding

works which appeared in the early part of 1957. The exact definition

which the compilers have given to their subject has doubtless been as

much a problem to them as it will be a puzzle to the users of the biblio-

graphy. The subject, we are told, omits agriculture except incidentally,

which means that an article on ' Planned Buildings for Milk ' is included,

presumably because it is customary in England for landlords to take

responsibility for farm buildings, but an article on the milking of cows in

this planned building is not. There are other complications. The
majority of the titles relate to the British Isles, but some selected works

dealing with America and Western Europe have been included—for

example, David Lilienthal's Tennessee Valley Authority, and an article on
' Agrarian Law in Italy \ Books and articles published in the United

States are included if they deal with ' general themes ', but this definition

does not exclude ' works whose illustrations take on local colours '.

Works in foreign languages are confined to books published since 1945.

It would have made a more complete, and, therefore, more satisfactory

bibliography if the compilers had limited themselves to British and

American books and periodicals relating to Britain alone than to cast

their net wider for a highly selective list that bears no comparison with

the scope of the rest of the bibliography. A more serious shortcoming

of this volume, however, and one which arouses the suspicion that the

compilers have not had expert advice from professional bibliographers,

is that they nowhere list the periodicals which they have searched. And
this unprofessional approach shows itself also in the extravagant way in

which the bibliography is laid out : for instance, such obvious abbrevia-

tions as C.U.P. and O.U.P have been passed over in favour of Camb.

Univ. Press and Oxford Univ. Press. There are conspicuous omissions

too. Nothing in the Victoria County Histories is mentioned. The
following relevant books and articles find no place: Mary Finch, The

Wealth of Five Northamptonshire Families; W. G. Hoskins, Essays in

Leicestershire History ; W. G. Hoskins and H. P. R. Finberg, Devonshire

Studies; R. H. Tawney, ' The Rise of the Gentry ', and all the litera-

ture that followed it; H. J. Habakkuk, ' Marriage Settlements in

the Eighteenth Century'; Joan Thirsk, ' The Restoration Land Settle-

ment '. Some theses on enclosure are included but not that by

H. G. Hunt on Leicestershire, nor that by T. H. Swales on Lincoln-

shire. The first volume of Lipson's Economic History is listed but not

the two other volumes. In spite of all these shortcomings, however, it

is the only major bibliography on this subject, and will save the student

many hours of searching. The price is modest for over 400 double-

columned pages, recording more than 6,000 items.

University of Leicester Joan Thirsk
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Notices ofPeriodicals and OccasionalPublicationsy

mainly ofipjp

The following list is based on actual inspection of the periodicals

concerned, which in many cases are sent to the Review by the courtesy

of their editors and publishers, and which are read by contributors to

whom the Editor wishes to express his thanks. It should be noted that

contributors are not asked to include all articles, but only those to which

in their judgment attention should be drawn; and that articles of a purely

bibliographical or archaeological character or which deal exclusively

with American history are not normally included. Most of the items

listed appeared in 1959, but a few are earlier publications.

General History and International Affairs

S. Lauffer discusses the role of class distinctions in Athens in classical times. Hist.

Zeitschr., clxxxv.

Sterling Dow considers the law codes of Nikomakhos as revealed on marble frag-

ment found during excavation of Athenian Agora, a quarter of a century ago. Presents

summary of conclusions about these inscriptions as a code. Believes principal problems

of interpretation of surviving texts are solved. 'Altogether the Code was evidently

a masterpiece of scholarship applied to law.' Mass. Hist. Soc. lxxi.

J. Gage examines the relationship between the Roman emperor of the first century

and the kings with whom they were in contact; he finds Byzantine hierarchical practices

anticipated. Rev. Hist, ccxxi.

E. Gabba examines the attitude of Greek historians to the Roman Empire down to

the age of the Severi. Riv. stor. ital. lxxi.

J. Gribomont discusses the influence of Eustathius the philosopher, here identified

with Eustathius bishop of Sebaste (r. 356-380), upon the young St. Basil, and uses the

identification to throw light on Basil's early career. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

P. Grierson discusses the evidence for the existence of large-scale trade in the early

Middle Ages (argues that the importance of non-commercial factors—tribute, ransoms,

gifts, plunder etc.—in the distribution of money and goods at this period has been

underestimated, and that as a result there has been a tendency to exaggerate the real

importance of trade and merchants). Trans. R. Hist. Soc. ix.

K. Rcindcl, discussing the origins of the Quadrivium, criticizes recent attempts to

treat it as marking a break in outlook between antiquity and the Middle Ages. Dcutsches

Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters. xv.

P. Meyvaert criticizes (and with some reason) M. Deancsly and P. Grosjean on the

' Responsiones ' of Gregory I in Journal of Eccl. Hist, x, pleading for a more thorough

and accurate study of the texts. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

C. Cahen discusses the social evolution of the Islamic world down to the twelfth

century, and compares it with that of Christian Europe. He suggests some lines of

continuity with the late Roman Empire; and stresses the contrast at this stage between

the fief and the iqta. Cahiers dc Civ. Med. i.

C. Cahcn completes his study of social development in the Moslem world down to

the twelfth century with a consideration of urban society, the social effects of military

change and ' feudal ' elements in Islamic society. Argues particularly that contrasts

of social structure between the Islamic and Christian worlds are not mainly due to
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differences of religious belief, and that there are many parallels between the evolution

of the two societies. Ibid. ii.

E. A. Lowe argues plausibly that the Leningrad Bede has Bede's own writing in

the colophon, and so dates the whole manuscript before 735. Scriptorium, xii.

M. Schapiro discusses the Northumbrian characteristics of the decoration of the

Leningrad Bede, with their implications for the Book of Kells, Sec. Ibid. xii.

H. Aubin makes a resume of the factors in the rise of Western European society

after the Germaine invasions. (Emphasizes ' new, indigenous forces '; it is not merely

a question of an amalgam of Classical, Christian and Germanic elements.) Hist.

Zeitschr. clxxxvii.

H. Fuhrmann examines critically recent theories on the date of the Donation of

Constantine. Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

F. C. Scheibe, on the basis of comparison of style, identifies Alcuin as the writer of

three politically important letters issued in Charlemagne's name. Ibid.

H. Bcumarin recapitulates the evidence and arguments regarding the imperial

coronation of 800 (concluding once again, but without resolving the dispute, that

Charles, drawing upon Frankish tradition, intended to take the imperial title, but not in

the way the pope conferred it). Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxv.

J. Irigoin discusses codicological features of various centres of Byzantine book-
production, 800-1,100. Scriptorium, xii.

H. F. Haefele discusses the manuscripts and historical character of Notker's Gesta

Karoli. Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

G. Fasoli discusses the sources for, and the extent, character and results of the

Magyar invasions of Western Europe and Italy, summarizing some of the conclusions

of his book, Le incursioni ungare in Europa ml secolo X. Cahiers de Civ. Med. ii.

E. Seckel (in a posthumous essay published by H. Fuhrmann) identifies a number of

canons in the Decretiwi of Burchard ofWorms which earlier writers had left unidentified.

Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

P. Bogdanowicz, ' the origins of the document known as " Dagome iudex " '.

[Accepts and develops the recent suggestion of A. Steffen that the surrender of the

Polish state to the papacy recorded in it was inspired by Empress Theophano; it is

possibly the outcome of her visit to Rome in 989-90.] Roczniki Historyczne, xxv.

P. Rousset discusses the environmental influences which throw light on the

emotional attitudes of ' romanesque ' Europe. Cahiers de Civ. Med. ii.

J. Aubin discusses the changes in the trade routes of the Persian Gulf area in the

eleventh and twelfth centuries, and the ruin of Siraf as a centre of trade with China,

India and East Africa. Ibid.

R. Paret discusses the reasons why, in spite of growing internal divisions from
Abbasid times onwards, Islam retained its sense of unity. Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxvii.

K. Reindel examines the manuscript-sources and editions of the works (in particular

of the letters) of Peter Damian. Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

P. Lemerle postulates the desuetude of the old military holdings in Byzantium and

discusses the measures of Manuel Comnenus to provide for the upkeep of soldiers by

grants of revenues from imperial estates receivable at source. Denies that there is

here any question of creating military fiefs or military feudalism, for the beneficiaries

were mainly urban proletarians. Cahiers de Civ. Med. ii.

H. Hoffmann discusses the contribution of Ivo of Chartres to the solution of the

Investiture question. (His importance was due not to originality of thought—which
Hoffmann denies—but to his political influence and his position between the contending

parties). Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

A. Borst recapitulates the story of Abelard and Bernard (clearing away many errors

of interpretation: no convincing evidence of conflict before 11 39; the two men did

not stand for different principles; Abelard in no way ' broken ' by his condemnation).

Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxvi.

A. Bredero, discussing the difficulties in the way of the Second Crusade, suggests

that by going to Germany and settling the dispute between the count of Namur and the

archbishop of Trier, St. Bernard enabled Conrad III to agree to go on crusade. Mitteil-

ungen des Instituts f. osterr. Geschichtsforschung, lxvi.

A. H. Bredero edits with elaborate apparatus the text (Paris, B. N. lat. 7561 pp. 65-

87) of Geoffrey of Auxerre's letter to Eskil, archbishop of Lund, which was used by the

writer as rough draft for composing book V of the Vitaprima of St. Bernard. Scriptor-

ium, xiii.
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J. Koch discusses the character of Hildegerd of Bingen's writings. (Not a ' mystic
'

as commonly asserted). Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxvi.

Theodor Mayer, in a general discussion of the relations of empire and papacy, with

particular emphasis on Innocent III, queries recent tendencies to lay stress on symbol-

ism, on the one hand, and canonistic theory on the other. (An interesting but con-

tentious interpretation.) Ibid, clxxxvi i.

H. M. Schaller describes the Petrus de Vinea manuscript, formerly Phillipps 8390,

and assigns it to the years 1294-7. Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters,

xv.

F. Baethgen re-edits the treatise of Francisco de Mayronis on the relations of the

spiritual and temporal powers, but casts doubt on the view that it represents a reply to

Dante's ' De Monarchia '. Ibid. xv.

Hyman Pais describes the relations of English parliament and council with the

Hanseatic League whose privileges in England were withdrawn in 1377 and restored in

1380: the first attempt formally to break into the Baltic trade. Ann. Hist. Rev. lxiv.

Constantin Marinesco discusses, illustrating with documents from the Archivio de la

Corona de Aragon, the commercial activities of Alfonso the Magnanimous in South

Italy, Spain and Flanders 1416-58. Rev. Hist, ccxxi.

Hermann Wiesfiecker examines the policy of Maximilian I with particular reference

to the Habsburg-Spanish marriage-alliance of 1495-6, against the background of current

international politics. (A thorough and valuable piece of work, based on new material

from Spanish and Austrian archives, leading to the conclusion that Maximilian, torn

between the exigencies of his eastern and western policies, was half-hearted, had no
far-reaching plans, and, despite his own subsequent claims, did not foresee the conse-

quences of the alliance.) Mitteilungen des Instituts f. osterr. Geschichtsforschung, lxvii.

E. Louse gives a definition of absolutism as a form of government under which the

estates are no longer consulted, but still a powerful factor in the stratification of society;

the change from ' divine right ' to ' enlightened despotism ' was an adaptation to a

change in intellectual currents and concerned only with the regime's justification.

Schweiz. Beitr. z. Allgem. Gesch. xvi.

Dr. E. Coornaert gives a short account of the various means, private and semi-

public by which merchants exchanged commercial intelligence in the sixteenth century,

and notes some of the difficulties with which they had to contend. (In French.)

Vers, van de Alg. Verg. van het Hist. Gen. te Utrecht, 73.

J. P. Dolan compares the ideas of Georg Witzel and Erasmus, especially in relation

to sacramental teaching, and emphasizes Witzel's insistence upon liturgy as an instru-

ment of reform. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

F. Chabod publishes with documents an Italian version of his paper on Habsburg
policy in 1544 printed in the centenary volume, Carlos V (ijoo-ij}8). Homenaje de la

Universidadde Granada, Granada 1958. Riv. stor. ital. lxx.

H. Jedin makes a clear and convincing analysis of the course of the second session

of the Council of Trent. Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxviii.

Dr. J. H. Kernkamp, A. J. Klaasen-Meijer, and F. Nauta print, and, in a valuable

introduction analyse some documents from the Daniel van der Mculen collection at

Leiden relating to a Dutch trading voyage from Amsterdam to Genoa in 1588-9 and
giving details of cargoes, costs, prices, and profits. Vers, van de Alg. Verg. van het

Hist. Gen. te Utrecht, 73.

Jan Patocka surveys the present state of research on Jan Amos KLomcnsky (Comenius).

A timely reminder to our seventeenth-century historians that this international figure

is worth rescuing from the monopoly of the pedagogues. (In French.) Historica, i,

J. G. van Dillen discusses generally the concept of mercantilism from Adam Smith
to the present time. The concluding section on the Dutch republic is of special interest.

Tijdschr. voor gcschiedenis, lxxii.

C. R. Boxer reconstructs the naval action off the Abrolhos (163 1) between Pater and
Oquendo—whose original despatches have come to light—and shows how most
captains on each side failed to support their commander. Mariner's Mirror, 45.

Louis J. Lekai comments on Pope Alexander VH's role in the reform of the

Cistercian Order. Cath. Hist. Rev. xlv.

Jose Hon6rio Rodn'gues discusses English, French and Spanish visitors to Brazil

in the seventeenth century. Revistade Historia (Sao Paulo), 37.

W. Hahlwcg traces the history of the Barrier as an clement in the European balance

of power from John de Witt to the Grand Alliance. Although it was a ' bond of unity ',
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the purposes it served in Dutch, English and Austrian policy were different. Hist.

Zeitschr. clxxxvii.

Olive Anderson touches on some of the complexities attending the exchange of

naval prisoners-of-war in distant waters. Mariner's Mirror, 45

.

L. G. Beskrovny marks the 250th anniversary of Poltava by recapitulating the events

that led to the great Russian victory. Voprosy istorii, No. 12.

G. Stcfani examines, with appendix of diplomatic documents, the rivalry of Austria

and Venice in the Adriatic in the early eighteenth century. Arch. ven. lxxxix.

In a long article, dense with original detail, M. Berengo examines the contending

political and economic interests of Venice, Austria and France in the Grisons during the

middle of the eighteenth century, and describes the society, institutions and religious

and economic conflicts of the Valtellina where the wealthy family of the Salis had built

up great estates by money-lending and now sought political domination. Arch. stor.

lomb. viii.

R. B. Sheridan examines the organization of the British slave trade (1750-1807).

Liverpool merchants traded but London financiers were as deeply involved in capacity

of broker and banker. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

K. von Raumer emphasizes the ' political ', as against the ' historical ' attitude of the

Encyclopaedists, and queries recent tendencies to exaggerate their historical sense;

for d'Alembert history was simply mechanical memorizing. Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxviii.

J. Forsyth explains the background and failure of Latouche-Treville's proposal to

explore southern Australia and establish a French colony there, after Cook's first

Pacific voyage. Mariner's Mirror, 45

.

I. de Madariaga describes the conclusion of the secret Austro-Russian agreement

of May-June 178 1. Its revelation in 1783 helped to paralyse French opposition to

the Russian annexation of the Crimea. Slav, and E. European Rev. xxxviii.

M. J. Rouet de Journel publishes from the Archivio Borbone at Naples the dossier

of the Czar Paul I's project for a re-union of the Greek and Latin Churches, 1 800-1.

Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

Hans A. Schmitt concludes that Czar Alexander I's decision to carry his war against

Napoleon beyond the borders of Russia is wrongly attributed to Stein, who merely

played a limited role for a short time and, once Russia had been cleared of the enemy,

was only one of several persons consulted on German affairs by the Czar. Journ. Mod.
Hist. xxxi.

E. van Hall-Nijhoff gives with facsimiles graphological analyses of the characters

of four Dutch statesmen (King William I, van der Brugghen, Groen van Prinsterer and

Thorbecke). Together with an earlier article in vol. x of the same journal (dealing

with J. F. Willems, and more briefly with the last three of those here studied) this gives

an interesting specimen of this technique as now practised. Bijdr. voor gesch. der

Ned. xiii.

Richard W. Hale, Jr., reports the finding, in the Massachusetts Historical Society,

of the papers of the North-eastern Boundary Commission set up under the Treaty of

Ghent. Papers voluminous. Selective copies exist in other archives. Mass. Hist.

Soc. lxxi.

R. Reinsma traces, with statistics, the history of the system by which the emoluments

of officials in Java were augmented by percentages of the revenue from the culture-

system. Originally intended to stimulate them to work the system effectively, it

created obstinate vested interests and became an obstacle to the abolition of the system

itself. Tijdschr. voor geschiedenis, Ixxii.

Anthony P. Campanella, with quotations from the press and official proclamations,

shows the very sympathetic attitude taken by Geneva to Mazzini's Savoy expedition

of 1834. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlv.

S. K. Pavlowitch examines Palmerston's policy towards Serbia in 1837-9. His

desire to uphold Turkey against Russia took priority over support for Prince Milos,

constitutional aspirations. Slav, and E. Europ. Rev. 90.

Maria Cessi Drudi shows the attitudes of the Powers regarding the future of the

Pope at the time of the conference at Gaeta, 1848-9, and illustrates the triumph of

Antonelli's policy. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlv.

J. W. Schulte Nordholt summarizes the despatches of T. M. Roest van Limburg,

the Netherlands minister to the United States, 1856-67. Tijdschr. voor gesch. Ixxii.

Emile Bottigelli prints forty-three previously unpublished letters from Marx to

members of his family. No new facts emerge, but the intimate nature of the letters
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makes an important addition to knowledge of Marx, and two long letters on the 1870

war, and one of invective against Bakunin, are interesting. Annali, i.

Francis Brown recalls a minor diplomatic episode arising from the seizure by

Brazilian officials, in 1856, of the ' Canada ', a U.S. whaling vessel. The resulting claims

were arbitrated in 1870 by the British minister in Washington. Mass. Hist. Soc. lxxi.

Fernando Manzotti shows how Luigi Carlo Farini expressed Cavour's ideas to the

French and English publics in articles in the Presse, the Morning Post and the Continental

Retien; 1857-9. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlvi.

John Rickards Betts, in his review of the reception of Darwinian evolutionary ideas

by American Catholics in the nineteenth century, adds interesting details to the history

of evolution. Cath. Hist. Rev. xlv.

Angelo Tamborra discusses the recognition of Italy by Russia and Prussia in 1862,

and the closing of the Polish exiles' military school at Cuneo by Rattazzi to satisfy the

terms demanded by Russia. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlvi.

R. Morsey sums up the current state of knowledge about the Hohenzollern candida-

ture for the Spanish throne. Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxvi.

S. William Halperin examines the attitude of the Italian government in the crisis

brought about by the Hohenzollern candidature. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxi.

G. Ranis examines the financing of Japanese economic development, 1 870-1940.

Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

H. Tinker discusses the relationship between people and government in India in

the ninteenth and early twentieth centuries. Trans. R. Hist. Soc. ix.

Giuseppe Talamo considers the unsuccessful attempts of Pasquale Mancini to

associate Italy with Anglo-French intervention in Egypt, 188 1-2. Rass. Stor. del

Risorgimento, xlv.

Luigi Cortese prints the complete correspondence between Engels and Turati for

the period 1891-5—forty-three letters, twenty-nine of them previously unpublished,

mainly concerned with the Italian socialist movement. Annali, i.

Zara S. Steiner recapitulates the negotiations leading to the Anglo-Japanese alliance,

concluding that by October 1901 the British government had decided that it was
impossible to come to terms with Russia. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.

R. M. Brodsky provides a well-documented but hopelessly prejudiced account of

U.S. Far Eastern policy during the Russo-Japanese war. Voprosy istorii, No. 2.

Raymond A. Esthus concludes that the Taft-Katsura conversation, as recorded in

an ' agreed memorandum ', did not constitute a secret pact between Japan and President

Roosevelt, but was merely a helpful exchange of views. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.

\\ illiam Phillips discusses changes in the State Department, since 1907, ranging from
Far East to Europe. Regrets McCarthyite hysteria and damage done to the Depart-

ment. Mass. Hist. Soc. lxxi.

Bernadotte E. Schmitt contrasts the crisis which produced the first World War with

that which led to the second and asserts that when a third world war threatens ' a

diplomatist familiar with the events of 1914 and 1939 will be better equipped to grapple

with a crisis than if he tries to deal with it on the basis of daily and hourly telegrams '.

Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.

Fritz Fischer analyses German war aims between 1914 and 1918. (An important

study, based on the archives of the German foreign office. Expansionist aims were not

the work of right-wing groups or the military, but were formulated by the civilian

leaders, as early as September 1914. Territorial acquisitions were only one aspect;

the ultimate object was to secure German world-hegemony by all means, including

fomenting revolution in Russia and in Islam. At no stage was Germany prepared to

accept the ' status quo ante bcllum '.) Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxviii.

Claude E. like argues that intervention by unofficial agencies such as the American
Red Cross and the Creel Committee in Russian affairs at the end of the first World War
prejudiced the Communist view of the United States from the very beginning. Journ.

Mod. I list. xxxi.

Gaddis Smith sees in the Canadian involvement in Siberian Intervention in 1918-19

an early instance of Canada acting as a buffer between the U.S.A. and Britain and being

forced to develop her own foreign relations; based on Canadian Archives. Ann.
Hist. Rev. Ixiv.

David D. Burks shows that United States' suspicion of League of Nations activity

in Latin America lay behind the final British attitude to the Geneva Protocol of 1924.

Ann. Hist. Rev. Ixiv.
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Francis L. Broderick prints correspondence between socialist Norman Thomas and
Father John A. Ryan on the position of the Catholic Church in Mexico in 1927 which
has some interest for the study of Church-State relations in other countries. Cath.

Hist. Rev. xlv.

A. N. Krasilnikov tendentiously alleges that British policy in the disarmament
negotiations between 1928 and 1933 was responsible for their breakdown. Voprosy
istorii, No. 5.

C. Ottenga prints the first instalment of an article on the concordat concluded in

July 1933 between Hitler and the pope. Nuova. riv. stor. lxiii.

P. Kluke, in a general survey of the changes in the structure of the British empire
and commonwealth, emphasizes the problematical character of intra-commonwealth
developments since 1931. Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxvii.

Vaclav Krai tries to prove the virtue of the Communists and the treachery of

everyone else in Czechoslovakia during the Munich period. Many unverified and
unverifiable statements, but some more reliable Czechoslovak documentary references

concerning Anglo-French pressure during June and July, 1938. Ceskoslovensky
caspois historicky, vii.

B. S. Telpukhovsky gives the first account in Soviet historical literature of the

strategy of the battle of Stalingrad. Khruschev's role as leader is emphasized; Stalin is

mentioned only incidentally. The Soviet victory is said to have determined the out-

come of El Alamein. Voprosy istorii, No. 4.

W. Franke gives an objective account of U.S.-Chinese relations (largely since 1937),
concluding that, in spite of the errors of American policy, it is difficult to see how the

breach in 1948-9 could have been avoided. Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxviii.

General Historiographical and Archive Studies

Leslie Macfarlane provides a very useful account (in two parts) of the Vatican

archives with special reference to sources for British and Irish medieval history.

Archives, iv.

E. Vinaver criticizes the principles of literary evaluation applied by Joseph Bedier

to the epics and romances of medieval France. Cahiers de Civ. Med. ii.

E. Pasztor runs to earth the sources in the Vatican archives of some chronological

data given by Baluze in his history of the popes, and notes errors. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

Josef Polisensky gives some indication of the abundance of documentary material

for the study of general, European and British history made freely available in Czecho-

slovakia since 1945 through the acquisition and reorganization of former aristocratic

and ecclesiastical archives. Well worth attention of historians, particularly those

specializing in the period before 1848. (In English.) Historica, i.

M. D. Knowles surveys the life and work of Jean Mabillon, in connection with the

recent Life by Henri Leclercq. Journ. Eccles. Hist. x.

M. D. Knowles provides an interesting account of the historiographical activities

of the Maurists. Trans. R. Hist. Soc. ix.

Andrew Browning writes a sympathetic account of Lord Macaulay. Hist. Journ.

ii.

Mark A. Thomson reviews Lord Macaulay's life and writings, particularly the

History. Hist. Assoc, pamphlet G 42.

R. A. Humphreys discusses W. H. Prescott and his work. (Hispanic and Luso
Brazilian Council), Diamante, ix.

Pierre Poumier discusses Burloud's theory of collective tendencies and its application

to historical studies. Ann. de Bretagne, lxvi.

R. R. Palmer surveys the career and contributions to a knowledge of the French

Revolution of the late Georges Lefebvre, and especially analyses his ' principal ' thesis,

Paysans du Nord. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.

Perez Zagorin, in a review of recent works by Karl Popper and others, discusses

some problems of historical knowledge and the philosophy of history. Journ. Mod.
Hist. xxxi.

S. Hoszowski ably reviews the work of F. Bujak (d. 1953), one of the most distin-

guished and influential Polish economic historians. Roczniki Dziejow Spolecznych

i Gospodarczych, xx.
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Africa

J. Caille deals circumstantially with French rade and trading conditions in the

Atlantic ports of Morocco, 1689-1701: importance of Marseilles, but also of the

Legendre family of Rouen. Rev. francaise d'hist. d'outre-mer (formerly Rev. d'hist.

des colonies), xlvi.

X. Yacomo describes the beginnings of Freemasonry in Algiers 1830-52. Rev.

Africaine, ciii.

G. Sers-Gal discusses the development of the French press in Algeria from 1870 to

1900: from radical inspired journalism on the morrow of Sedan to the distillation of

anodyne news supplied from Paris at the end of the century-. Rev. Africaine, ciii.

C. W. Newbury examines the development of French policy on the Niger from

1880 to 1898. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.

C.-R. Ageron studies the political context of Algerian constitutional reforms

culminating in the modest but bitterly opposed innovations of 1919, the significance

of which is clearly assessed. Rev. d'hist. mod. et contemp., vi.

France

J. van der Straeten prints and discusses fifteenth-century texts of the lives of two
Merovingian saints, Itisberga and Venantius. Anal. Boll, lxxvii.

Henry G. J. Beck studies the selection of bishops by Hincmar, archbishop of

Rheims, 845-82. Cath. Hist. Rev. xlv.

B. de Gaiffier prints and discusses the calendar which is found in the Melk MS. 412

of Bede, and supports the view that it came from the hand of Heric of Auxerre in the

ninth century. Anal. Boll, lxxvii.

J. Wollasch re-examines the material for the life of Heiricus of St. Germain d'Auxerre.

Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

J. Frappier compares and contrasts the literatures of courtly love of the north and

south of France in the twelfth century, and seeks explanations, both literary and social,

for some of the differences which emerge. Cahiers de Civ. Med. ii.

H. Dubled examines the twelfth-century endowments of three Cistercian abbeys

of Alsace to show the overwhelming importance of direct exploitation of assarts in their

economy. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

B.-A. Pocquet de Haut-Jusse defends the twelfth-century origin of the Breton brefs de

sawete giving immunity against claims by riparian lords in respect of flotsam and

shipwreck. Ann. de Bretagne. lxvi.

J. Leclerq discusses the literary sources of St. Bernard's Sermons on the Canticle.

Rev. Benedictine, lxix.

Y. Renouard surveys the Gascon wine trade in a wide ranging and important review

of recent research. Rev. Hist, ccxxi.

P. Tucoo-Chala prints and discusses a charter of 1220 (from a copy of 1487) relating

to Ossau in Beam. He questions the earlier date but regards the document as useful

on fifteenth-century Beam. Ann. du Midi, 71.

D. Nony discusses the tuonnaie arnaudine issued by the Bishops of Agen and suggests

that since only one surviving coin is known it may have had only a limited and local

circulation, but have been used more extensively for keeping accounts. Ann. du Midi,

7i-

A. d'Hacncns analyses the weaknesses of the administration of the temporalities of

St. Martin of Tournai by custodians appointed by the French king, 1309-48, but con-

cludes that they improved the abbey's finances by better accounting and regulation of

expenditure. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

Claude Pecassou prints and comments on z. proces-verbal of the Cathedral Chapter of

Toulouse in 1324, at which 22 new canons were nominated. Ann. du Midi, 70.

Picrrc-J. Capra discusses in detail the value of money in the Bordclais during the

years 1354-7. Bull. phil. et hist, du Com. des Trav. hist, et scient., 1957.

Fr. Dumont traces the slow rise of the parish priest's importance in the representation

of the clergy from 1579 to the climax of 1789. Schwciz. Bcitr. z. Allgem. Gcsch. xvi.

CI. Alzon discusses the methods by which in 1614-15 the Crown defeated the

attempts of the Etats Generaux to increase their political power by exploiting the

antagonism between the aims of nobility and prelates on the one hand and the ideas of

the bourgeoisie, represented by office-holders, on the other. Ibid.
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B. Druene describes the struggles for Castcl-Leon, 1642-9. Ann. du Midi, 71.

J. D. Lassaignc describes unsuccessful attempts by the French nobility to exercise

political pressure by conventions; these took place early in Louis XV's reign and were

only once repeated—in 1717. Schweiz. Bcitr. z, Allgem. Gesch. xvi.

Paul W. Bamford investigates, from the archives of the Marine, the recruitment of

oarsmen for the royal galleys 1660-1748; Turkish slaves formed the elite, but the bulk

wcreforfats. Ann. Hist. Rev. Ixv.

J. Delumeau analyses the trade and defines the commercial importance of St. Malo
at the end of the seventeenth century. Ann. de Bretagne, Lxvi.

H. Blaquiere draws attention to an official enquiry of 1748 by the procureur-general

of the parlement of Toulouse on the execution of the decree of 1736 concerning the

keeping of the registers of the etat civil. Ann. du Midi, 71.

R. Descadeillas sketches the contraband exploitation of the saline springs of La Sals,

1750-1850. Ann. du Midi, 71.

P. Chevallier, using the intimate letters of the court abbe de Villevieille to the young
abbe de Brienne, sheds vivid light on the motives of clients and patrons in the disposition

of ecclesiastical benefices after Fleury's death. Rev. d'hist. mod et contemp. vi.

G. Mariniere analyses the social and economic position of the cloth merchants of

Toulouse before 1789 and suggests that the Revolution affected this very little. Ann.
duMidi, 70.

N. Hampson describes the activity—in the long run pretty ineffective—of the

Comite de Marine of the Constituent Assembly. Hist. Journ. ii.

V. M. Dalin shows that Babeuf was a fervent admirer of Danton, and was in contact

with him as early as 1790. Voprosy istorii, No. 4.

P. Gerard analyses the social composition of the list of citoyens actifs ' of Grenade-

sur-Garonne in 1790. Ann. du Midi, 70.

A. de Curzon treats of the army control set up by the king in Brittany under the

Comte de Hervilly in 1790-91. Ann. de Bretagne, lxvi.

M. E. Mcintosh and B. C. Weber print many lively and informative letters from the

Marquis de Rouvray and his interesting wife in St. Domingue and (from 1793) New
York, mainly to their daughter, the Comtesse de Lostanges, in Europe. Rev. d'hist.

des colonies, xlv.

R. Cobb discourses at length, with authority and sympathy, on aspects of popular

revolutionary mentality during the Terror. (Important for a wide and original use of

the provincial sources.) Rev. d'hist. mod. et contemp. vi.

J.-J. Hemardiniquer examines the causes of the bankruptcy of the Toulouse in-

dustrialist, Boyer-Fonfrede, in 1800. Ann. du Midi, 71.

R. Amanieu writes a biography of Philippe Picot, seigneur de La Peyrouse (1744-

1818), Pyrennean botanist, maire of Toulouse under Napoleon, educationalist. Ibid.

G. Cholvy gives statistics for the recruitment of secular clergy and monks in the

diocese of Montpcllier, 1801-1956. Ibid.

P. Bouyoux shows that the ' six cents plus imposes ' of the departement of the

Haute-Garonne in 1802, who formed the new ruling class, were an aristocracy of

landed proprietors. Ibid. 70.

F. Crouzet considers the reasons for the economic under-development of the south-

west of France. He suggests as possible reasons the effect of the wars of the Revolution

and Empire on its foreign trade, lack ofdevelopment ofcommunications, and the psycho-

logical attitude of its bourgeoisie to industrial developments. Ibid. 7 1

.

J. Vidalenc produces evidence of the difficulties of recruitment for the armies of the

First Empire, the scale of desertion, and the harsh measures of the civil authority, in

the Calvados. Rev. d'hist. mod. et contemp. vi.

H. Corbes studies the character of the assizes in the C6tes-du-Nord, and the types of

case tried and of sentence given, 1811-32. Ann. de Bretagne, lxvi.

Theodore Zeldin argues that English ideals of government were less influential than

is commonly thought in the France of the nineteenth century. Hist. Journ. ii.

C. Marcilhacy, in a detailed survey of social conditions and political attitudes in the

highly contrasted districts of the Loirct, shows how socialist ideas spread farthest

among the rural proletariat during the crisis of 1848-52. Rev. d'hist. mod et contemp.

vi.

John J. Baughman examines the participation of various Opposition groups in the

Banquet campaigns of 1847-8 and concludes that the significance of the campaign

is seen in indirect rather than in direct results. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.
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G. Frambourg sketches the history of the tenure of office of Dr. Guepin as Com-
missaire of the Provisional Government in Nantes in 1848. Ann. dc Bretagne, Lxvi.

R. Trempe explains the ' ralliement ' of the royalist Marquis de Solages to the

Republic in the constituency of Albi, 1889-1902. Ann. du Midi, 71.

H. Brunschwig analyses the composition of the colonial ' party ' of the 'nineties,

arguing that it preached to a public already converted to expansionism by the geo-

graphical societies, whose methods it adopted. Rev. frangaise d'hist. d'outre-mer, xlvi.

R. von Albertini discusses the constitutional weaknesses of the Third Republic,

going back to the changes in the character of the 1875 constitution under Grevy.

(A brilliant analysis). Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxviii.

John C. Cairns examines in a lively manner the various explanations offered at the

time and later for the defeat of France in 1940; useful references. Ann. Hist. Rev. lxiv.

Philip C. F. Bankwitz discusses the role of Maxime Weygand in the fall of France in

1940. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.

Germany, Austria and Switzerland

R. Heuberger summarizes the results of his numerous studies concerning the history

of Tirol in Roman times. Tiroler Heimat, xx.

F. Juraschek discusses a number of problems in the cartulary of Passau (including the

significance of the title ' vocatus episcopus '). Mitteil. d. Inst. f. osterr. Geschichtsfor-

schung, Lxvi.

M. Coens argues that the early ninth-century book of prayers, Orleans MS. 184,

hitherto usually associated with Fleury, originated in a Bavarian or Austrian monastery,

possibly at Salzburg. Anal. Boll, lxxvii.

\\". Metz discusses the significance of the list of Carolingian imperial demesnes in

Rhaetia. Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

H. J. Rieckenberg suggests that the compensation offered by Otto I to Bishop

Hildewald of Halberstadt for the parts of his bishopric taken over for the creation of

the sees of Magdeburg and Merseburg was an extensive area of forest near Werla. Ibid.

F. Klos-Buzek assembles evidence to show that the ' vita canonica ' was never

enforced in the chapter at Brixen (furthermore, clerical marriage was common for

the whole of the twelfth century). Mitteil. d. Inst. f. osterr. Geschichtsforschung, Ixvii.

Heinrich Appelt discusses the authenticity of Frederick Barbarossa's charter for

the Augustine prior}- of Seckau. Ibid.

K. A. Eckhardt, after examining the succession of town-reeves of Miihlhausen,

dates the Miihlhauser law-book from 1224 to 1231. Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung

d. Mittelalters, xv.

H. Bindewald seeks, on the basis of a learned analysis, to establish the stages in the

composition of the gloss to the Sachsenspiegel. Ibid.

H. Rennefahrt discusses what kind of legal thought determined the procedure by
which in Switzerland during the late Middle Ages rival claims in secular matters were
settled by arbitration. He reaches the conclusion that the influence of canon law was
superficial, and asserts a continuity of local custom law since the Carolingian period.

Schweiz. Beitr. z. Allgem. Gcsch. xvi.

H. Kollcr demonstrates that the summa confessorum of Berthold of Freiburg (' one of

the most frequently used legal compendia in the German tongue ') was composed not

at the end of the thirteenth century, but c. 1408. (Also lists 50 mss.). Mitteil. d. Inst,

f. osterr. Geschichtsforschung, lxvii.

F. Stcincggcr investigates the composition and establishes the date (c. 1420) of the

earliest cartulary of the Premonstratensian monastery of Wilten (Innsbruck). Tiroler

Heimat, xxii.

Karl Mommscn argues that the seven Curfirsten peaks near Walensce received their

name for the attempted mediation associated with the seven Electors in the dispute over

the Toggenburg inheritance in 1437 between Zurich and Glarus-Schwyz. Schweiz.

Zeitsch. f. Gcsch. ix.

H. Kollcr reviews the arguments about date, place of origin and author of the
' Reformatio Sigismundi '. (Original text written in Basic in 1439; author unidentified).

Deutsches Archiv. f. Erforschung d. Mittelalters, xv.

A. Lhotsky prints and comments upon the text of the statement, in which Duke
Frederick of Austria, through a spokesman, accepted election as King of the Romans.
Ibid.
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Fritz Eheim describes the career of Ladislaus Sunthaym, a genealogist and historian

employed by Maximilian I. Mitteil. d. Inst. f. osterr. Geschichtsforschung, lxvii.

H. Zins shows that the peasant rising in East Prussia in 1 525 was a typical medieval

serf revolt, with social aims paramount over political or religious demands. Slav. & E.

Europ. Rev. xxxviii.

Josef Macek uses in particular the now available Thun archives in Deem to analyse

the origin of the Sixty-two Merano Articles of 1525 and their importance for the

subsequent history of the Tirol. Sensibly emphasizes social-economic aspects, but goes

on to claim that what he calls the attempt made by the Articles to bridge the ' class

gulf was totally unsuccessful. (In German.) Historica, i.

J. Courvoisier analyses various fruitless attempts to secure the cession of Neuchatel

to France, 1707-89. Schweiz. Zeitschrift fivi Gesch. ix.

W. O. Henderson analyses the rise of the silk and porcelain industries in Berlin

during the mid-eighteenth century, framing his account round the remarkable career

of the versatile J. E. Gotskowsky. Business History, i.

F. Dorrer uses evidence from the Landesregierungsarchiv in Innsbruck to describe

the changes brought about in the administrative and judicial organization of Tirol by
Bavarian rule 1 806-14. Tiroler Heimat, xxii.

P. Wegelin traces the attitude of enlightened despotism in Mongelas's Bavarian

constitution of 1808. Schewiz. Beitr. z. Allgem. Gesch. xvi.

W. Bussmann examines the weaknesses of German liberalism between 1848 and

1871 (irreconcilability of nstionalist aims in Poland and Schleswig-Holstein with

liberal principles; fear of popular movements; reliance on monarchical state for

defence ofeconomic interests). Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxvi.

H. Seier illustrates, from the political attitudes and lectures of Heinrich von Sybel,

the innate conservatism of German liberals, long before the National Liberals made
their peace with Bismarck after 1866. (Even the Progressives cannot count as parlia-

mentarian in the modern sense.) Ibid.

Sir Isaiah Berlin provides an attractive account of the ' life and opinions of Moses
Hess' (1812-75), publicist in the interests, not always compatible, of Zionism and

Marxism. Jewish Hist. Soc, Lucien Wolf Memorial Lecture.

Jiff Kofalka uses hitherto untouched newspaper and other sources to throw further

light on the founding of the so-called Eisenach Social Democratic Party in 1869.

Rightly claims that the ' Great German ' orientation of a group that included Austrian

as well as German representatives was already out of touch with reality, not least in

Austria; yet despite this, proceeds to emphasize its importance in socialist development

in Austria—and Bohemia. Ceskoslovenskf casopis bistoricky, vii.

T. Nipperdey analyses the stages in the formation of organized political parties in

Germany before 191 8, and the different ways in which the problem of reaching the

new mass electorate was approached. (The study omits the Social Democrats, because

they do not conform to pattern; so far as the middle-class parties were concerned,

development was slow and incomplete by comparison with the west.) Hist. Zeitschr.

clxxxv.

Werner Frauendienst makes a somewhat unsatisfactory attempt to explain German
world-policy in the reign of William II. (He argues that the Germans, unlike the

British, did not understand its importance and so missed their opportunity.) Die Welt

als Geschichte, xix.

Dorothea Groener-Geyer, daughter of General Groener, describes the difficulties

she has encountered in securing free access to her father's papers. She also prints some
new Groener material on the first World War. Ibid.

Werner T. Angress and Bradley F. Smith print extracts from diaries kept by

Heinrich Himmler between 1914 and 1924. Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.

W. Conze assesses Franz Mehring's place among the founders of the German
communist party. Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxviii.

M. Braubach communicates passages from the correspondence of the historians,

Oswald Redlick and Aloys Schulte, which is of some interest for the light it casts on

attitudes of Germans to Austria in the inter-war years. Mitteil. d. Inst. f. osterr.

Geschichtsforschung, lxvi.

Amos E. Simpson studies the duel between Schacht and Goring for control of the

German economy, emphasizing that Hitler supported Goring because the policies

advocated by Schacht would not prepare Germany for a general European war.

Journ. Mod. Hist. xxxi.
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E. A. Brodsky gives an exaggerated view of Communist activity in Germany

during the second World War. Voprosy istorii, No. 7.

Peter Paret illustrates, partly from an unpublished source, the treatment of prisoners

at the Lehrterstrasse prison in Berlin, where many of those implicated in the attempt

on Hitler's life were imprisoned from July 1944 to April 1945. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

Great Britain and Ireland

LA. Richmond surveys the Roman frontier as a region and stresses the changing

function of the Wall at different times. History, xliv.

S. S. Frere describes the results of the excavations carried out at Verulamium in

1958. Antiquaries' Journ. xxxix.

G. D. B. Jones discusses, with maps and photographs, the course of the Roman
road in Merionethshire, westwards from Caer Gai near Bala towards Dolgellau. Bull,

of Board of Celtic Stud, xviii.

R. A. G. Carson examines the numismatic evidence for the usurpations of Carausius

and Allectus at the end of the third century. Journ. of the Brit. Arch. Ass. xxii.

George C. Homans reconsiders Anglo-Saxon invasions relating evidence of dis-

tribution of institutional complexes to evidence of other kinds. Settlement in both the

main waves seems to have been by envelopment, avoided surviving eastern centre of

British power. Mass. Hist. Soc. lxxi.

P. Grosjean prints from Brussels MS. 7773, and analyses texts relating to the life

of the Irish saint Ibar, which were set aside by the seventeenth-century Bollandists.

Anal. Boll. Lxxvii.

E. D. C. Jackson and E. G. M. Fletcher re-examine the remains of the Saxon church

at Lydd, Kent and conclude that it dates probably from the period of the Conversion.

Journ. of the Brit. Arch. Ass. xxii.

M. Deanesley and P. Grosjean discuss the Responsiones of Gregory I to Augustine

as found in Bede, and conclude that they are in a loose sense Gregorian but with some

later additions made at Canterbury. Journ. Eccles. Hist. x.

Peter Hunter Blair discusses Bede's Ecclesiastical History. Jarrow Lecture 1959

(from the Rectory, Jarrow).

D. Missonne confirms and P. Mayvaert discusses the autograph of the Venerable

Bede in MS. Leningrad Q v i 18 signalized by E. A. Lowe in 1958. Rev. Benedictine,

lxix.

L. Bieler edits two unpublished eighth-century fragments of Muirchu's Life of St.

Patrick, and shows they provide a text older and sometimes nearer to the lost original

than that of the Book of Armagh. Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. lix. C.

K. Hughes discusses the provenance of an eighth- or ninth-century Irish Litany of

Pilgrim saints published by Charles Plummer, and writes a commentary on it. Anal.

Boll, lxxvii.

Asgaut Steinnes argues that medieval Orkney was divided into six of the military,

administrative and fiscal land-units known as ' husebys ', and that the system probably

dates from the early years of the tenth century. Scot. Hist. Rev. xxxviii.

Eric John assesses English monastic revival and tenth-century reforms and shows

some constitutional implications for the reign of Edgar. Bull. J. Rylands Lib. 42.

C. H. Talbot prints the life of St. Wulsin, bishop of Sherborne Qr. 980-1000), by the

monk Goscclin, written c. 1070. Rev. Benedictine, lxix.

J. B. Harley discusses population and cultivation changes in twelfth- and thirteenth-

century Warwickshire. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

A. A. M. Duncan and A. L. Brown survey the history of Argyll and the Isles from

1098 to 1263; they print five thirteenth-century charters from the Scottish Record

Office and Edinburgh University Library MS. 207. Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot. xc.

J. Boussard summarizes the current knowledge of the financial system of twelfth-

century England. There arc a few debatable statements. Cahiers dc Civ. Med. i.

A. A. M. Duncan prints documents from Brit. Mus. Egcrton MS. 3031, a cartulary

of Reading, which illustrate the connections between Reading abbey and the priory in

the Isle of May, a cell of Reading until the reign of Edward I. Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scot,

xc.

Gcorgina R. Galbraith publishes a charter (from the Ellcsmcrc collection in the

Huntington Library) that may be the only existing record, in which a lord of a manor
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rewards his champion, who had fought a duellum for him, by subinfeudation.

Huntington Lib. Quart, xxii.

Sir Charles Clay lists and calendars final concords for Yorkshire of the reign of

Henry II, including two recently discovered. Yorks. Arch. Journ. xl.

Sir Maurice Powickc sets the scene for St. Hugh of Lincoln and for J. A. Froude in

an introduction to the lattcr's study of the former. Lincoln Minister Pamphlets, ser. 2,

no. 1.

R. F. Hunnisett analyses the exact functions of the coroner. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

G. O. Sayles writes a lucid essay on ' the court of King's Bench in law and history '.

Selden Society Lecture, 1959.

R. A. Donkin lists the urban property of Cistercian houses. Analecta S. Ordinis

Cisterciensis, xv.

C. A. F. Mcekings shows that behind the roll of judicial writs P.R.O., E. 163/1/27
' there lie two earlier registers. The first of them must have been compiled at the very

beginning of Henry Ill's reign '. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

M. M. Postan and J. Titow on evidence of heriots on Winchester manors show
that bad-harvest years produce a large increase in peasant deaths, especially among
poorer peasants. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

J. Otway-Ruthven discusses the emergence of the county of Kildare, from the

partition of the Marshal inheritance in 1 247 to the end of the century. Map of towns,

motes, church lands, &c. Irish Hist. Stud. xi.

V. H. Galbraith notes the acquisition by the Huntington Library of a late-thirteenth-

century collection of royal charters, ordinances and statutes of the reigns of King John,

Herny III and Edward I (HM 25782). Huntington Lib. Quart, xxii.

Ranald Nicholson sets the first Franco-Scottish treaty of alliance (23 October 1295)

in its proper diplomatic context, relating it particularly to the Franco-Norwegian treaty

concluded one day earlier and to negotiations for the settlement of Scottish debts to

Norway. Scot. Hist. Rev. xxxviii.

M. Dominica Legge prints and comments upon La Piere D'Escoce, a French song

attributed to 1307, or very soon after that date, celebrating the Stone of Destiny, its

origin and its removal to London by Edward I. Scot. Hist. Rev. xxxviii.

Thor Thorgrimsson assembles and discusses the phrase ' in pleno parliamento ',

and its vernacular equivalents; he concludes in favour of it meaning ' in full parliament '.

Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

Miss K. Edwards analyses the social origins of the English bishops in the reign of

Edward II and demonstrates that a larger proportion than is usually thought were of

relatively humble origin. She also shows that most of them were local men, or at least

had some connection with their dioceses before they were elected. Trans. R. Hist.

Soc. ix.

E. B. Fryde traces in detail the activities and difficulties of the English farmers of the

customs, 1343-51. Trans. R. Hist. Soc. ix.

W. L. Warren examines the career of Archbishop Sudbury, and suggests that he was

a stronger character than has usually been thought. Journ. Eccles. Hist. x.

C. Morris studies the origin and function of the Commissary of the Bishop in the

medieval diocese of Lincoln. Journ Eccles. Hist. x.

J. M. W. Bean analyses the relations of the Percy family with the Crown, 1 399-1403

and concludes that the revolt in the latter year ' is best explained as a further effort at

king making '. History, xliv.

H. P. King prints from Lincoln chapter records a protest 21 February 1405 by the

precentor in the name of the chapter that they accepted the king's nominee to a prebend

against the better entitled papal provisor. Archives, iv.

A. R. Myers prints and comments on part of an account roll of Edward Ellesmere

describing gifts of jewels made by Margaret of Anjou, 1452-3. Bull. J. Rylands Lib.

42.

Roger Virgol prints from Harley MS. 158 a fragment (in a sixteenth-century copy)

of the Lords' Journal for 1461. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

J. R. Lauder illustrates the scope of the activities of the council with regard to

military and financial matters affecting Calais, pointing out the evidence for conciliar

concern with finance generally; and then examines the composition of the council,

printing as an appendix a list of 126 names. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

G. H. Tupling re-assesses the number of Pre-Reformation churches and chapelries

in Lancashire and notes the establishment of some forty new chapels, mostly in the
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textile districts of the south-eastern part of the county, in the half-century or so after

1470. Trans. Lanes, and Ches. Antiq. Soc. lxvii.

J. S. Roskell studies the later career, offices, property and overthrow of William

Catesby. Bull. J. Rylands Lib. 42.

J. P. Cooper disputes G. R. Elton's thesis that Henry Vll's reputation for rapacity

was undeserved. Hist. Journ. ii.

Mrs. Joan Thirsk shows convincingly how complex were the motives behind

Tudor Enclosures, the wide regional variations and the wide differences in popular

reaction. Hist. Assoc, pamphlet G. 41.

W. Woodward shows that the parliamentary contribution to Henry VIII's ecclesiasti-

cal revolution was not based on any radically new constitutional theory; but it was

nevertheless strong enough to create irreversible precedents. Schweiz. Beitr. z.

Allgem. Gesch. xvi.

J. E. Mousley studies some Elizabethan gentry-families of Sussex and contributes

facts to a controversy. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

Thomas G. Barnes and A. Hassell Smith provide a list of sources for Justices of

the Peace 1 5
58—1688, in revision of Miss Putnam's. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

The Folger Shakespeare Library has issued a Report of a conference in November

1958 at which a number of experts considered ' the needs and opportunities for further

investigation in the history of the Tudor and Stuart periods '.

V. F. Semyonov calls on other Soviet historians to be more militant in exposing the

iniquities of the ' bourgeois ' interpretation of the Elizabethan age, as manifested in

the work of A. L. Rowse, G. R. Elton and J. E. Neale. He condemns the Tudors,

following the Marxist stereotype, for conducting an aggressive colonial policy and
' oppressing the popular masses in the interests of the gentry and upper bourgeoisie '.

Voprosy istorii, no. 4.

V. Lucchesi reconsiders the influence of Italian humanism in sixteenth-century

England. Nuova riv. stor. lxiii.

H. G. Owen discusses the influence of local families in parliamentary elections during

the reign of Elizabeth I in Merionethshire, which had only one county seat and no
borough representation, and in which rivals could not so easily settle their differences by

striking bargains between the shire and borough seats. Bull, of Board of Celtic Stud.

xviii.

H. G. Owen studies the Parochial Curates of Elizabethan London and notes a rise

in their numbers and quality during the reign. Journ. Eccles. Hist. x.

W. Douglas Simpson describes the ruins of Muness, ' the northmost castle of

Britain ', which was built in and after 1598 and which he finds ' fascinating ',
' masterly ',

with details that are ' extremely finished and dainty ', belonging to a ' group of scholarly

and cultured buildings '. [Photographs and diagrams, which bring out the essential

' Z-plan ' of the structure.] Scot. Hist. Rev. xxxviii.

L. W. Henry argues that Essex's failure in Ireland was due principally to the ' failure

of the privy council to honour their obligations to him in the north ', for the establish-

ment of a base at Lough Foyle; a subsidiary embarrassment was the non-arrival of

carriage-horses. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

E. McCracken surveys the woodlands of Ireland c. 1600, estimated to cover an eighth

of the soil; and discusses their destruction for reasons military, naval and economic,

chiefly in the seventeenth century. Maps. Irish Hist. Stud. xi.

David B. Quinn prints notes by Sir Stephen Powle on his Virginia and Guiana

adventures, 1608-10, from Tanner MS. 168. William and Mary Q. xvi.

A. Simpson discusses the career of Thomas Cullum, London draper (1587-1664)

on the basis of his accounts. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

G. E. Aylmer in an important article summarizes his conclusions on the economic,

social and political aspects of office holding, 1625-42; he regards it as only one of the

many factors in the social situation, says that it docs not support the classification of
' royalists and parliamentarians respectively as rising and declining gentry (or vice versa),

or still less as feudal and bourgeois landowners ', and argues that it docs not fit with any

generalized explanation of the Revolution and Civil War. I listory, xliv.

J. P. Cooper deals somewhat inconclusively with the personal fortune of Thomas
Wcntworth, earl of Stafford. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

P. Grosjean describes the relations of Archbishop Ussher with some of the Irish

Roman Catholics who supplied him with material for the britannicarum Hccksiarum
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Antiquitates, and studies the sources used for certain parts of that work. Anal. Boll,

lxxvii.

T. G. Barnes describes the controversy in Somerset in 1633 over the question of

whether churchales should be suppressed and shows its connection with local rivalries

and the reforming policies of Archbishop Laud. Trans. R. Hist. Soc. ix.

W. M. Lamont examines the controversies which led up to the questioning by the

House of Commons in 1646 of thejure diviiio claims put forward by the ministers in the

Westminster Assembly. Journ. Eccles. Hist. x.

J. Lowe shows how the religious complexion of a particular chapel (Hindley), in

what may be called a ' frontier ' area, changed in character as a result of changes in the

religious sympathies of its feoffees or trustees. Trans. Lanes, and Ches. Antiq. Soc.

lxvii.

E. D. Jones prints a more complete text of a tract, composed about 1660 and hitherto

known only from an abridged version printed in 1795, setting out the ' deportment

'

during the Civil War of the gentry of the counties of Carmarthen, Pembroke and

Cardigan. Nat. Library of Wales Journ. xi.

R. N. Dore discusses the military dispositions of Sir William Brereton, the Parlia-

mentary commander in Cheshire in 1645 in relation to the movements which led up to

Naseby. In the Brereton Letter Books on which this account is largely based, he has

found two hitherto unknown letters from Cromwell. Trans. Lanes, and Ches. Antiq.

Soc. lxvii.

Lois Spencer examines the politics of George Thomason, the bookseller and col-

lector. Library, xiv.

Christopher Hill provides a general interpretation of the English revolution of the

seventeenth century, and concludes that in the last resort economic factors were
decisive; good references. Rev. Hist, cexxi.

C. Wilson argues that English mercantilist thought in the later seventeenth and early

eighteenth centuries was more concerned with problems of poverty, unemployment
and welfare generally than has usually been thought. Trans. R. Hist. Soc. ix.

M. W. Flinn revises the history of the English iron industry and argues for expansion

between 1660 and 1760. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

D. T. Witcombe argues from an examination of the parliament of 1663 that the
' old method of " managing " the commons was ' already ' breaking down '. Bull.

I.R.H. xxxii.

O. W. Furley examines the organizing of pope-burning processions in London by
Shaftesbury and the Green Ribbon Club, 1679-81. History, xliv.

Clayton Roberts examines the Privy Council scheme of 1679 and the clause in the

Act of Settlement of 1701 and finds them stages in the attempt to secure the right of

parliament to know upon whom to fix responsibility for advice acted upon by the

Crown. Am. Hist. Rev. lxiv.

D. B. Horn provides a detailed account of the system of ranks in the British diplo-

matic service during the century 1689-1789 and also of the payments (salaries, expense

allowances etc.) made to diplomats of different ranks. Trans. R. Hist. Soc. ix.

H. F. Kearney revises accepted views of the reasons for the passing of the Irish

Woollen Act of 1699 (secured by commercial interests against government wishes).

Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

The Historians Group of the Communist Party [of Great Britain] survey party

politics in the eighteenth century, ' a critical study of Namierism '; some of the historians

they discuss would resent this label being attached to them. Our History, pamphlet
no. 15.

Douglas Coombs shows that William Stephens, whig author of the Letter to the

Author of the Memorial of the State of England (1705), was reviled for his attack on
Marlborough by whigs as well as tories because it was badly timed; 'the essential

humanity of the Marlboroughs ' is revealed by the episode. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

Victor Gaffney, drawing especially upon the MS. Castle Gordon papers for data

relating to upper Banffshire, discusses the place of the summer ' shealings ' or hill-

pasture stations, in the eighteenth-century cattle economy of the Scottish Highlands and
their decay with the transition to highly ' marginal ' crofts, sheep-ranges, or deer-

forests. Scot. Hist. Rev. xxxviii.

P. D. G. Thomas discusses the influence of the Wynnstay and Chirk families in

Denbighshire parliamentary elections 1716-41. Nat. Library of Wales Journ. xi.
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W. Ferguson examines, from manuscript sources, the parliamentary contests between

1716 and 1 76 1 in the northern burghs of Scotland, and shows the part played by tactful

bribery and judicious largesse in the handling of the improverished but touchy burgesses

of Dingwall; he concludes that, while corruption was general, the system of grouping

burghs in districts made them difficult to control and—to this extent, but no further

—

to be distinguished from the rotten boroughs of England. Scot. Hist. Rev. xxxviii.

Keach Johnson presents evidence, mainly from the Carroll-Maccubbin Papers in the

Maryland Historical Society of the attempts of the Baltimore Company to sell its iron

in England, 1731-55. William and Mary Q. xvi.

Jean Orcibal stresses the influence of continental and especially French (including

catholic) mystical writing on the theology of John Wesley. Rev. Hist, ccxxii.

G. Rude analyses the London mob in the eighteenth century and the causes of rioting

—due as much to xenophobia as bad social and economic conditions. Hist. Journ. ii.

H. G. Hunt discusses the steady transfer of land from small to large owners in

Leicestershire 1750-1830 and its relationship to enclosing. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

Julian Boyd traces in detail Dr. Edward Bancroft's association with Silas Deane and

discusses his responsibility for the accepted story of his death in 1789. William and

Alary Q. xvi.

Allen S. Johnson examines in its British financial context the emergence and passage

of Grenville's Sugar Act of 1764. Ibid.

David S. Lovejoy examines the case against admiralty jurisdiction in America,

1764-76—the enforcement of ' unconstitutional taxes by unconstitutional means '.

Ibid.

Frederick Wyatt and William B. Willcox examine the personality of Sir Henry
Clinton, using psychological techniques and the Clinton papers in the William L.

Clements Library (recently reinforced by a new collection of private papers). Ibid.

A. E. Musson and E. Robinson show that steam-powered mechanization was pro-

ceeding more rapidly in Lancashire in late eighteenth century than was hitherto thought

since Boulton and Watt did not have an effective monopoly. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

J. T. Krause with reservations supports the view that a rising birth rate was main
cause of English population growth between 1780 and 1850. Ibid.

Richard W. Hale, Jr., reconstructing the naval side of Yorktown, shows that,

contrary to traditional opinion, Admiral Graves was an advanced believer in engaging

the enemy by ' lasking ' tactics ; and might well have destroyed de Grasse but for a

confusion between North American and West Indian interpretations of the values of
Graves's signals. Rodney comes out poorly. Mass. Hist. Soc. lxxi.

Catherine Snell Crary surveys the evidence for James Rivington, the King's Printer

in New York, being both a tory and American spy. She produces evidence from the

McLane Papers in the New York Historical Society that he was passing information in

1781 and concludes that he changed sides after 1779. William and Mary Q. xvi.

J. D. Walsh studies the form and evangelical purpose of Joseph Milner's History of

the Church of Christ and suggests reasons why it fell into oblivion. Journ. Eccles.

Hist. x.

John H. Reinoehl edits Jacob Crowninshield's ' Some remarks on the American
trade ', addressed in 1806 to James Madison (from the U.S. National Archives,

Washington), on the prospects of American trade with the British overseas possessions.

William and Mary Q. xvi.

Maureen M. Robson shows the stages by which liberal opinion from 181 5 to 1872

gradually accepted an ever larger view of what international disputes might properly

be the subject of arbitration: special attention is paid to the attitudes of Cobden,
Clarendon and Gladstone. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

G. Kitson Clark shows that the ideal of political neutrality in the Civil Service dates

from 1830 onwards and examines the reasons for the convention being flouted at times

in the period of reform. Hist. Journ. ii.

Philip B. Chatwin discusses ' Incidents in the life of Matthew Holbeche Bloxam '

(1805-88), the antiquarian author of Principles of Gothic Architecture. Dugdale Soc.

Occasional Papers, 13.

G. A. Williams draws additional facts about the Merthyr riots of 1831 from the

accounts of expenditure incurred in quelling them. Nat. Library of Wales Journ. xi.

K. H. Connell discusses in broad social terms Irish land legislation. Econ. Hist.

Rev. xi.
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J. H. Whyte lists and discusses the quality of O'Connell's ' tail ' in the eighteen-

thirties, exonerating him of responsibility for their poor calibre. Irish Hist. Stud. xi.

F. M. L. Thompson examines a trust working (1832-56) to relieve an aristocrat

of debts incurred through lavish building. Argues that agriculture of estates suffered

worst effects. Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

John L. Morrison surveys a wide range of British periodicals and concludes that

their treatment of the Oxford Movement demonstrates the stimulating effect which it

exercised on British political thought. Cath. Hist. Rev. xlv.

Ralph E. Pumphrey analyses the social structure of the peerage 1837-1911; he

finds that the point where the number of industrialists became significantly greater was
1885-6. Ann. Hist. Rev. lxv.

R. Taylor contributes two very serviceable articles on the reform of naval recruit-

ment, 1852-62, but does not cite his sources. Mariner's Mirror, 44-5.

A. G. Rose gives a detailed account of the alarming disturbances known as the

Plug Riots or the ' Great Turn-out ' in Lancashire and Cheshire in August, 1842; a

case-study in ' Hunger and Politics ', Chartist inspired and mostly non-violent save at

Preston and in the Potteries. The results are important. A nervous local magistracy

(with memories of Peterloo) enrolled 2,500 ' Special ' constables in Manchester within

a week and organized ' ward stations ' of a hundred men each with a mounted despatch

rider, at key points on the town's perimeter. Most of the operatives returned to work
at the old rate of wages while some, e.g. the colliers at Poynton, suffered a reduction.

Trans. Lanes, and Ches. Antiq. Soc. lxvii.

Trygve R. Tholfsen traces back the origins of the Birmingham caucus to the associa-

tion of ' the artisans and the advanced liberals ' of the 1850s and beyond that to the

Complete Suffrage Union of 1842. Hist. Journ. ii.

John M. Ward discusses the retirement of James Stephen from the Colonial Office,

Earl Grey's attempts to find a method of retaining him as an adviser on colonial problems

and Stephen's translation to the regus chair of modern history at Cambridge. Journ.

Mod. Hist. xxxi.

J. Addy traces the fortunes of Penistone Grammar School in the nineteenth century.

It is a familiar picture of attempts by successive headmasters to supplement their income

by taking in boarders on a fee-paying subject basis, of declining numbers and a

restricted curriculum; and of attempts (only partially successful) by parishioners and

feoffees to debar headmasters from holding benefices and to run the school as a free

Grammar School. Yorks. Arch. Journ. xl.

P. J. Welch traces the steps leading to the revival of an Active Convocation of

Canterbury (1852-5). Journ. Eccles. Hist. x.

David Waddell describes the unfortunate British colony of the Bay Islands,

1852-9. Hist. Journ. ii.

W. J. Reader describes the erratic fortunes of the U.K. Soapmakers Association

faced with the rise of large firms, such as Lever Brothers, and changing business condi-

tions. The general prosperity of the soap industry during the ' Great Depression
'

was in marked contrast to the fortunes of the basic industries. Business History, i.

E. J. Feuchtwanger stresses J. E. Gorst's contribution to the central organization of

the conservative party, 1870-82. Bull. I.H.R. xxxii.

D. Thornley examines the short-lived flirtation of some Irish protestant conserva-

tives with home rule and their share in the launching of the Home Government
Association in 1870. Irish Hist. Stud. xi.

V. L. Allen examines the history and failure of the police trade union, 1913-19.

Econ. Hist. Rev. xi.

Italy

L. Gulli casts serious doubt on the authenticity of the ' act of foundation ' of the

abbey of the Novalesa and the ' testament ' of the abbot Abbo, and suggests the monas-

tery was founded in the ninth, not the eight century. Arch. stor. ital. cxvii.

L. R. Menager completes his study of the Byzantine influence in south Italy, ninth

to twelfth century, with warnings against overestimating its effects on the pattern of

Calabrian society. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

In a first article on the monarchical institutions of the Norman States in Italy,

L. R. Menager discusses notions of kingship and the role of election, ' recognition
'
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and consecration in establishing the legitimacy of the princely authority. Cahiers de
Civ. Med. ii.

In the second part of his invaluable study of the rise and decline of Florentine

economy during the Middle Ages (see ante, lxxiv, 569) E. Fiumi considers afresh the

problems of urban immigration and the end of serfdom and gives particular attention to

the demographic and topographic history of town and country, emphasizing the marked
decline of population between the mid-fourteenth and late fifteenth century. Many
more questions are incidentally treated, and all are discussed with references to other

leading towns of Tuscany. Arch. stor. ital. cxvi.

E. Nasalli Rocca supplements A. Solmi's well-known study on the site of
'Roncaglia '. Arch. stor. lomb. viii.

F. Guerello revises (with appendix of documents) R. Lopez's interpretation of the

Genoese banking crisis of 1259, suggesting it was largely due to the inadequate reserves

and precarious structure of thirteenth-century banks and the political influences to which
this exposed them. Riv. stor. ital. lxxi.

S. Borsari analyses the growth and scope of Florentine commerce and banking in

the Levant during the thirteenth and early fourteenth century. Riv. stor. ital. lxx.

Teresa Hankey examines the historical work of Riccobaldo of Ferrara in connection

with Boccaccio's ' Zibaldone '. Journ. Warb. & Court. Inst. xxi.

Nicolai Rubinstein examines the frescoes by Ambrogio Lorenzetti (1337-40) and
Taddeo di Bartolo (141 3-4) in the Palazzo Publico, Siena, and shows their political and
cultural significance : increasing secularism and, in the later series, a concentration on
the virtues of republican government in humanist terms. Ibid.

In an article greatly enriched by incidental comment on Florentine politics, M.
Becker shows that while the major guilds in fourteenth-century Florence regularly

evaded enforcement of the frequent laws against high prices and monopoly, the lesser

guilds (of food dealers, &c.) only managed to escape when their influence in govern-

ment was unusually strong. Arch. stor. ital. cxvii.

M. Becker uses an unknown episode in the life of the chronicler, Marchionne di

Coppo Stefan i, to illustrate and define with welcome clarity the class and political

divisions of later fourteenth-century Florence. Ibid.

R. Abbondanza prints a number of acts relating to the university of Florence between

May and September 1388. Ibid.

E. Garin examines the transition from commune to signoria in Florence as reflected

in the official correspondence and other writings of its humanist chancellors from
Coluccio Salutati to Bartolomeo Scala. Riv. stor. ital. lxxi.

C. Santoro prints the act of sale by Lodi in 1391 of the customs duty on grain and

wine. Arch. stor. lomb. viii.

L. Martines traces the rise of the Florentine family of the Martelli and prints part of

a diary by Ugolino Martelli touching the return to Florence of Cosimo dei Medici in

1434. Arch. stor. ital. cxvii.

N. Lerz publishes a journal compiled during the Florentine embassy to Venice in

the autumn of 1448. Ibid.

Continuing his researches into the history of Urbino, G. Franceschini describes,

with a short appendix of documents, the main episodes in the career of Federigo da

Montefeltro between 1466 and 1470, which focus several general issues in the politics

of the time. There is a brief section also on the building of the palace at Urbino.

Arch. stor. lomb. viii.

A. Chastel re-examines the rise of the ' legend ' of Lorrenzo de Medici and finds the

chief justification for it in the artistic sympathies and prestige policy of the Magnificent,

rather than in direct patronage of the fine arts; but has little to say about the place of

learning and politics in Lorrenzo's reputation. Rev. d'hist. mod. ct contemp. vi.

F. Bennato exposes the disunity of the Italian states at the peace of Bagnolo (1483)

from which Venice alone drew any profit. Arch. Ven. xc.

A. De Maddalcna describes the variations of agricultural practice on a medium
sized noble property of Pavian territory between the mid-sixteenth and mid-eighteenth

century. Arch. stor. lomb. viii.

F. Venturi uses unpublished correspondence of Bartolomeo Intieri to illustrate the

beginnings of the Enlightenment in eighteenth-century Naples. He prints fifteen

letters of Intieri and five of F. Galiani. Riv. stor. ital. lxxi.

E. Passerin D'Entreves publishes the first instalment of a study of the Jansenist

reform movement in the Italian church during the later eighteenth century. Ibid.
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M. Romani discusses the small influence exerted between 1750 and 1850 by the
' New Husbandry ' in the countryside of Lodi, where farming had long been based upon
systems of continuous crop rotation (not always beneficial, at least in the non-irrigated

zone). He prints a description of agriculture in the Lodigiano composed in 1844,

which may be compared with another published by him in Economia e Storia, 1957.

Arch. stor. lomb. viii.

Eric W. Cochrane examines the reactions of the French envoys to Leopold's reforms

in Tuscany, 1766-91; prints demographic, industrial and commercial statistics from
their despatches. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlv.

A. Bozzola publishes the first part of a detailed study of the life and political ideas

of the Venetian, V. Barzoni. The present instalment covers years 1792-7. Arch. ven. xc.

C. Pagnini analyses the unpublished works in political economy of Antonio dc

Giuliani. Ibid, lxxxix.

Anna Simonetta comments upon, and prints an account of Garibaldi's campaign in

Lombardy, August 1959, discovered among the papers of the Garibaldian, Achille

Sacchi, and almost certainly written by him. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlv.

A. Depoli investigates the unpublished despatches of the Piedmontese's envoy in

Venice to illustrate events there from 1848 to 1849. Arch. ven. lxxxix.

Aldo Vallone prints some twenty pages, previously unpublished, of the memoirs

—

jottings and anecdotes—of the Neapolitan revolutionary, Sigismondo Castromediano,

written during his prison sentence, 1848-59. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlv.

A. d'Alessandro prints the decrees published for the reform of agriculture by the

Roman republic in April 1 849 . Nuova Riv. Stor. lxiii.

Eugenio Koltay-Kastner prints eight short letters from Mazzini to the Hungarian

exile, Nicholas Kiss, and an important circular giving Mazzini's view of the European

situation in May 1856. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlv.

F. Cataluccio discusses the place of Alfred v. Reumont as diplomat and writer and

publishes extracts from his despatches to Prussia, 1852-60. Arch. stor. ital. cxvii.

Aldobrandino Malvezzi gives new details of developments in central Italy, April

to October 1859; prints twenty-three letters and a few extracts from private archives

and the Archivio di Stato, Florence. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlv.

Howard R. Marraro introduces and prints thirty despatches from the American

Ministers in Paris and Turin, reporting on events in North Italy in 1859 and the opening

weeks of 1 860. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlvi.

Ruggero Moscati makes a sympathetic study of the psychological and political

motives of Liborio Romano, the last minister of Francis II, in retaining office in Naples

under Garibaldi in September, 1870. Ibid.

R. Colapietra gives a discursive review of Garibaldi's political ideas and affinities

between i860 and his death. Nuova riv. stor. lxiii.

R. Giusti publishes letters of Ippolito Nievi and other documents concerning the

administration of Garibaldi's army in the south and Sicily, 1860-1. Arch. ven. xc.

Alberto Caracciolo discusses the policies of Italian governments after unification

to the centralization of universities and institutes or the retention of their regional

autonomies; prints five letters of the Minister of Education, Carlo Matteucci, on the

subject. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, lxxxix.

In two separate articles A. Berselli examines in great detail the ministerial crisis of

June 1873 and the financial problems facing the Minghetti ministry, 1873-4. Arch,

stor. ital. cxvii.

Franco della Peruta shows how Italian socialism moved away from the influence of

Bakunin towards participation in legal parliamentary life during the years 1875-82.

Prints a series of letters between the Italian socialist leaders of the time. Annali, i.

G. Arfe surveys some recent works on Italian socialists. Riv. stor. ital. Ixxi.

A. William Salomone considers the great interest which Italian historians since 1945

have shown in the Giolitti era, 1900-14, and analyses in particular Salvemini's inter-

pretation of it. Rass. Stor. del Risorgimento, xlvi.

E. R. Rosen discusses in detail the parliamentary, extra-parliamentary and social,

background to Italy's entry into the war in 191 5. (At the same time, a wide-ranging

study of the policies of Giolitti and Salandra.) Hist. Zeitschr. clxxxvii.

Netherlands and Belgium

A. Verhulst discusses the historical geography of the coast of Flanders down to

about 1 200 : important for settlement, waterways, and diking. Bijdr. voor geschiedenis

der Ned. xiv.
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Ch. Dereine traces the foundation (1083) and early history of the abbey of Arflighem

(dioc. Cambrai) and its place among contemporary movements to the vita apostolica.

Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

R. van Uytven suggests that the monastic foundations in Brabant and the rise of

municipal institutions in Brussels, Louvain and Antwerp in the time of Godfrey I,

count of Louvain (1095-1139) give evidence of grandiose plans on his part for land-

reclamation and the improvement of transport and commerce. Bijdr. voor geschiedenis

der Ned. xiii.

B. de Gaiffier studies the sources, diffusion and influence of the Life of St. Barbara

by the fourteenth-century Augustinian hermit John of Weckerzeele, also called John of

Louvain. Anal. Boll, lxxvii.

A. M. van der Woude traces the history of the Netherlands revolt from the fall of

Antwerp to the arrival of Leicester, a period insufficiently dealt with by historians,

making some use of English and Dutch manuscript records. The financial difficulties

made it impossible for the four contributing provinces to make provision for Leicester

even on the inadequate scale of these years. The writer emphasizes the strength of the

elements in the Netherlands which were favourable to an accommodation with Spain,

and thus modifies the current over-simplification of the contrast between the policy of

Queen Elizabeth and that of the northern provinces. (Two articles.) Bijdr. voor

geschiedenis der Ned. xiv.

M. Coens assembles some information about the seventeenth century Dutch jurist

Cornelius Duyn and his manuscript collection, much of which now survives in Brussels.

Anal. Boll. Lxxvii.

L. Ceyssens discusses the circumstances of the bull Ad sacram (16 Oct. 1656)

directed against Jansen, and of its publication in the Netherlands. Rev. d'hist. eccl. liv.

Dr. R. Reinsma prints with a short introduction, a lengthly, but on the whole not

very revealing, autobiography of Jan Jacob Rochussen, Governor-General of the Dutch

East Indies, 1845-51. Vers, van de AJg. Verg. van het Hist. Gen. te Utrecht, 73.

Dr. L. de Jong makes an over-all assessment of the historical value of the reports

of the parliamentary commission of inquiry into the policy of the Netherlands govern-

ment during the years 1 940-45 . Ibid.

Russia and Eastern Europe

F. Halkin prints from Patmos MS. 179, of the twelfth to thirteenth centuries, a

hitherto unknown life of Constantine, which he discusses. Anal. Boll, lxxvii.

M. Ya. Syuzyumov discusses the dating of the establishment of feudalism in

Byzantium, the role of the Slav invasions, and other ' unsolved questions ' of Byzantine

historyr
. Voprosy istorii, no. 3.

M. N. Tikhomirov discusses the origins of Christianity in Russia. History, xliv.

F. Graus investigates the circumstances attending the origin of the Bohemian mon-
archy. Voprosy istorii, no. 4.

Academician M. N. Tikhomirov draws attention to the importance of tenth-century

inscriptions in dating the development of writing in Russia, concluding with a plea for

adequate preservation work on these monuments. Ibid.

A. D. Stokes, seeking to explain the riddle why the Chronicle contains almost no
information on the history of the Russian church between 988 and 1036, advances the

stimulating theory that the evidence was deliberately suppressed because in these years

the centre of Russian Christianity was at Pereyaslavl, a rival city to Kiev. Slav. & E.

Europ. Rev., xxxvii.

S. Trawkowski discusses the importance of Olbin, one of the suburbs of medieval

Breslau. [Probably the chief commercial district of the city in the first half of the

twelfth century]. Roczniki Dziejow Spolccznych i Gospodarczych, xx.

K. Tymicniccki discusses some general problems concerning the nature and origins

of feudalism in Poland and in related Slavonic societies. Roczniki I listorycznc, xxv.

L. Spading assembles the data for the life of cardinal Guido de Castro Ficeclo and
his legation in Bohemia and Moravia. Mitteil. d. Inst. f. ostcrr. Geschichtsforschung,

lxvi.

A. A. Zimin traces the origin of conditional tenure (pomesinoje vladeniye) of land to

the twelfth century, and argues that its subsequent extension was due to its alleged

economic advantages over full ownership—a highly debatable proposition on several

counts. Voprosy istorii, no. 11.
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K. Tymieniecki discusses the reviews of his valuable monograph on a category of

medieval Polish peasants called ' Narocznicy '
[cf. ante, lxxii, 360], explaining and

further justifying his conclusions. Roczniki Historyczne, xxv.

A. A. Kampman, in the translation of a lecture delivered before the Turkish

Historical Society, gives a brief resume of the distribution of Crusaders' castles in the

Near East, stressing their importance for the history of European architecture in the

twelfth to thirteenth centuries, and proposing a geographical classification into eight

groups. (In Turkish.) T.T.K. Belleten, xxiii.

J. Walachowicz discusses salt rights in Western Pomerania up to 1295. At the

beginning of the fifteenth century the church had lost control of the industry. Czaso-

pismo Prawno-Historyczne, xi.

H. Chlopocka discusses in great detail the statements made by witnesses at the

successive trials (1320, 1339, 1422) of the dispute between Poland and the Teutonic

Order. [Valuable information about the attitude of different types of witnesses and

about the historical traditions then current in Poland.] Roczniki Historyczne, xxv.

I. Hakki Uzuncarsili, the doyen of Turkish historians, gives a resume of the informa-

tion to be derived from the early Ottoman histories and the scant epigraphical and

archival materials on Candarli Kara Halil Hayreddin Pasa, the famous Grand Vezir of

Murad I, resolving some of the contradictions in these sources and correcting various

datings hitherto accepted. (In Turkish.) T.T.K. Belleten, xxii.

M. Biskup reviews the beginning of the war between the Teutonic Order and Poland

(1409-10). Publishes documents from the records of the Order. Kwartalnik

Historyczny, lxvi.

S. Roman discusses the legal validity of the Czerwinsk privilege of 1422, argues in

favour of its validity. Czasopismo Prawno-Historyczne, xi.

H. Samsonowicz considers the economic activity of the Danzig merchant class in

the fifteenth century. Profits invested in land. Kwartalnik Historyczny, lxvi.

Halil Inalcik, in an article of fundamental importance for early Ottoman economic

history, examines the various kinds of non-canonical taxes which are mentioned in the

qanunnames as pertaining to the subject peoples of the Empire, Muslim and Christian,

and, with constant reference to archival data, explains the meaning and application of

many of the hitherto obscure terms to be met with in this context. (In Turkish.)

T.T.K. Belleten, xxii.

M. Andreyev shows convincingly that Fliofey's epistles were addressed to Ivan III,

not Ivan IV, and that his theory of ' Moscow the Third Rome ' was not an aggressive

messianic doctrine but a cautious plea to the secular power to desist from arbitrary

interference in the rights of the church. Slav. & E. Europ. Rev. xxxviii.

I. A. Voronkov shows the importance of the inventories made in Great Poland

between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries as a source on agrarian history.

Voprosy istorii, no. 4.

Peter Ratkos reviews the malversation charges levelled against the Fugger-Thurzo

company in Hungary in 1 5 14 and, in the light of new Magyar and other sources, judges

them well-founded. Ceskoslovensky casopis historicky, vii.

M. Guboglu publishes the inscription commemorating the Ottoman conquest of

Bender (Tighina on the Moldavian Dniester) in 1538 but, although making improve-

ments on previous readings—notably as regards the date—still commits astonish-

ing errors in transcription and translation. (In French.) Studia et Acta Orientalia

(Bucarest), i.

Josef Janacek discusses Ferdinand l's aims in abolishing the guilds in the royal

towns of Bohemia after the abortive revolt of 1547. Concludes that, apart from the

punishment and weakening of the towns, a subsidiary aim may have been a reorganiza-

tion of trade. Reorganization did not materialize and guilds persisted in attenuated

form. A hesitant argument. Ceskoslovensky casopis historicky, vii.

P. Skwarczynski discusses the origin of the term ' pacta conventa ' which was bor-

rowed from civil law but later acquired constitutional significance. Slav. & E. Europ.

Rev., xxxvii.

V. I. Sergeyev establishes precise dates for Yermak's expedition to Siberia (1 579-82),

and convincingly rebuts recent efforts to challenge the traditional view that the enter-

prise owed more to private than to government initiative. Voprosy istorii, no. 1.

Maurycy Horn deals with the struggle between the craftsmen and the masters in

Lwow (1600-48). Emphasizes difficulties of co-operation among this cosmopolitan

group. Kwartalnik Historyczny, lxvi.
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V. I. Koretsky provides interesting new data on the antecedents of the Bolotnikov

rising; and R. V. Ovchinnikov emphasizes the continuity between successive stages

in the revolt. Voprosy istorii, nos. 3, 7.

A. Choulguine examines the consequences of the treaty of Pereyaslav (1654) and the

ultimate absorption by Russia of the Ukraine. Rev. Hist, ccxxii.

V. I. Buganov adduces new details on the ' copper revolt ' of 1662, claiming that the

rebels were five times more numerous than had hitherto been assumed. Voprosy

istorii, no. 5.

V. A. Alexandrov and E. V. Chistyakov contribute a useful account of Russian

commercial policy in Siberia in the latter half of the seventeenth century and throw new

light on the Russo-Chinese treaty of Nerchinsk. Ibid.

L. Loewenson draws attention to a curious incident during Peter the Great's visit

to London (1698), when the tsar met the ' chymist and physician ' M. Stringer. Slav.

& E. Europ. Rev. xxxvii.

M. Burgess contributes a lively and instructive account of fairs, a characteristic

feature of folk culture in 18th-century Russia. Ibid, xxxviiii.

\Y. Majewski discusses the struggle of the Kurpiowie, the free peasants between the

Narva and E. Prussia, against the Swedes during the Great Northern War. Kwartalnik

Historyczny, bcvi.

M. M. Alexandrescu-Dersca examines the protectionist and monopolist policies

whereby the Ottoman Sultans sought to assure the grain supply of Constantinople,

showing that the methods employed resulted in a decline of provincial agriculture and

an influx of peasants from the country regions into the cities, a process which by the

1 8th century produced a condition of self-perpetuating crisis throughout the Empire.

(In French.) Studia et Acta Orientalia, i.

N. M. Shepukova contributes a most useful summary of population shifts amongst

the Russian peasantry between the 1st and iotb revi^iya. The proportion of private

serfs reached its peak in 1794 (59.3 per cent), and then steadily declined to 46.9 per

cent in 1858. Voprosy itsorii, no. 12.

B. Kemp prints the diary of Sir. F. Dashwood, an English visitor to St Petersburg

in 1733, containing information about the new capital and general conditions in Russia.

Slav. & E. Europ. Rev., xxxviii.

Grazyna Battruszajtys discusses Polish commercial companies in the eighteenth

century. Government initiative, but no precise commercial law. C^asopismo Prawio-

Historyc^ne, xi.

G. G. Florescu considers the legal and juridical aspects of the Ottoman capitulations

(khatt-'L sberif) granted to Moldavia and Wallachia, and concludes that, since they are

often at variance with Ottoman conceptions of sovereignty and foreign relations, their

texts must have suffered falsification at the hands of those anxious to provide an his-

torical basis for the provinces' claims to autonomy. (In French.) Studia et Acta

Orientalia, i.

M. S. Anderson discusses some forgotten privateering enterprises organized by

Russian agents in the Mediterranean, 1788-91, notably those of Lambros Katzones.

Mariner's Mirror, 45.

Yu. A. Sokolov breaks new ground by describing the inauguration of diplomatic

relations between Russia and the Tashkent khanate (1796). Voprosy istorii, no. 3.

C. Luczak. 'Mining in Great Poland (Wielkopolska), 1815-1914.' [An activity

of secondary importance. Salt mines at Tnowroclaw the most developed.] Roczniki

Dziejow Spolecznych I Gospodarczych, xx.

S. Nawrocki. ' The growth of industrial activity in Great Poland (Wielkopolska),

1830-1850.' [Useful survey, based chiefly on unpublished Prussian government

records.] Ibid.

O. Crisp examines the situation of the State peasants before and after Kiselyov's

reforms: though relatively enlightened, these led to disappointingly little economic

progress, chiefly owing to the deadweight of serfdom. Slav. & E. Europ. Rev.

xxxvii.

J. Vier published unedited letters of Dr. Carlos Davila to the Comtesse d'Agoult,

1851-9, chiefly from Bucharest 1853-4 during the Russian invasion and occupation.

Ann. de Bretagne, lxvi.

Bekir Sitki Baykal examines, from the Ottoman viewpoint, the problem of the

Holy Places which was to lead to the Crimean War, using documentary materials

from still unpublished works by Ali Fuat Tiirkgeldi and Mustafa Kesbi Efendi, of
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which four from the latter are given in transcription. (In Turkish.) T.T.K. Belleten,

xxii.

Ya. I. Linkov summarizes in conventional terms the differences between Herzen
and the revolutionaries of the eighteen-sixtics (Chemyshevsky, &c.) on the eve of the

Emancipation. Voprosy istorii, no. 6.

L. Krusius-Ahrenberg sets out the course of Russo-Finnish relations against a

broad background of international (particularly of Baltic and Scandinavian) politics,

and traces the phases in the growth of Finnish nationalism, between 1809 (with the

necessary background back to 1721) and 1865. (A masterly, singularly dispassionate

study). Hist. Zeitschr., clxxxvii.

Gregoire Alexinsky analyses the ideas of Socialist movements in Russia in and after

the mid-nineteenth century. Rev. Hist, cexxii.

1. F. Gindin examines the industrial credit policy of Reutern and Bunge against

the general background of relations between the government and private enterprise

in Russia. Voprosy istorii, no. 5.

2. Stankiewicz discusses the Russian agrarian reform of 1864 in Congress Poland.

Claims that the Russian administration did not obtain the full confidence of the peasants.

Kwartalnik Historyczny, lxvi.

A. V. Pyaskovsky, following up the Tashkent historical congress of May 1959, at

which a modification was made in the Party line on this long-contested issue, attempts

a more realistic assessment of the positive and negative consequences of the annexation

by Russia of the Central Asian khanates. A welcome corrective to Stalinist rigidity.

Voprosy istorii, No. 8.

V. V. Shirokova goes a stage further in the cautious rehabilitation of Narodnaya
Volya after its denigration ' during the ninteen-thirties and nineteen-forties ' (i.e.

under Stalin). Ibid.

S. I. Samoylov claims that the Rumanian army and people warmly welcomed their

Russian ' liberators ' in the Balkan campaign of 1877-8. Ibid. No. 2.

I. Avakumovic recalls an official publication of 1890 containing statistical data on
the background of members of the revolutionary movement during the years 1878-87.

American Slavic & E. Europ. Rev. 18.

Fevziye A. Tansel publishes various articles and letters by Namik Kemal, connected
with this great ninteenth -century writer and reformer's efforts to prevent Crete,

Rhodes, Chios and other islands being lost by the Ottomans to Greece. (In Turkish.)

T.T.K. Belleten, xxii.

A. Jezierski compares the distribution of land between small and large landholders

and the size of the internal market in different parts of Poland before the first world war.

[Based on elaborate statistical methods. The relationship between the size of internal

(peasant) market and industrial development unexpectedly complex.] Roczniki

Dziejow Spolecznych I Gospodarczych, xx.

Jaroslav Cesar and Bohumil Cerny trace the political ascent of the Agrarian Party

from small beginnings in the Bohemia of the 'nineties to near dominance in the

Czechoslovakia of the 'thirties. Story fairly sound, footnotes very full, ideological

analysis disappointingly superficial. Ceskoslovensky casopis historicky, vii.

L. I. Strakhovsky puts the case for P. A. Stolypin as a progressive liberal statesman,

laying the blame for his failures upon Nicholas II. Slav. & E. Europ. Rev., xxxvii.

Hikmet Bayur reviews the decade of the Second Constitution in Turkey (1908-18),

weighing the successes and failures of the Committee of Union and Progress, and con-

cluding that, although they brought about the final destruction of the Ottoman Empire
with their disastrous military adventures, at the same time they prepared the way for the

Turkish Republic of today. (In Turkish.) T.T.K. Belleten, xxii.

Academician I. I. Mints outlines afresh, on the basis of recently published docu-
mentary materials, the course of the labour movement during the first World War.
Voprosy istorii, Nos. 11, 12.

A. Sh. Strazhas investigates conditions in Lithuania during the first World War
and describes the growth of resistance to German occupation. Ibid. No. 10.

V. I. Salov angrily seeks to rebut recent criticism by West German writers of Bol-

shevik policy in the first months of the revolution, before Lenin's return to Russia.

Voprosy istorii, No. 8. Other studies of the revolutionary period deal with the develop-

ment of the labour movement between March and June 19 17 (No. 2); the state of
business enterprise under the Provisional Government (No. 9); events in Moldavia
after October (No. 7) ; the civil war in Latvia (No. 1) ; the development of the Party
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in White Russia (No. 1); the struggle against Ukrainian nationalism in 1919 (No. 1);

and the 8th Party congress (No. 4).

V. K. Popov deals harshly with another Soviet historian's attempt to revise the

Stalinist stereotype of the United States as primarily responsible for the Allied interven-

tion in the Russian civil war. Ibid. No. 1.

I. A. Khrenov describes from an orthodox Communist viewpoint the history of the

Party in Poland between 1918 and 1923. Ibid. No. 6.

D. W'arriner demonstrates the element of continuity in peasant problems and policies

in pre-war and post-war Yugoslavia, points to the great regional diversity in types of
agrarian structure, and condemns the abstract thinking by urban intellectuals which
led to the unsuccessful experiment of collectivization. Slav. & E. Europ. Rev. xxxviii.

F. Altay publishes the evidence and the reports submitted by the military court set

up in October 1920 to investigate the inactivity of the local Turkish commanders at the

time of the Greek occupation of Izmir on 15 May 1919, when the Turkish population

was allowed to suffer humiliation and persecution. T.T.T. Belleten, xxii.

Dr. Afetinan publishes some further personal recollections of Atatiirk's table-talk

and gives extracts from a speech delivered by him in Izmir in February 1923 to the

Turkish Economic Congress, in which are presented some of the leader's views on
democracy and economic policy. T.T.K. Belleten, xxii.

J. Szpunar, ' Polish finances during the economic crisis of 1929-33'. [Government
policies dominated by budgetary preoccupations and tending to aggravate the economic
difficulties.] Roczniki Dziejow Spolecznych i Gospodarczych, xx.

A. A. Shevyakov describes the Rumanian Communist Party's policy and achieve-

ments during the years 1939-41. Voprosy istorii, No. 8.

A. M. Sinitsin provides data on voluntary contributions by Soviet citizens to help

the war effort in 1 941-2. Ibid. No. 1.

V. E. Ulevitsky reviews the work of the ' juridical school ' in nineteenth-century

Russian historiography (in which he includes S. M. Solovyov), and argues that they

were more reactionary than Soviet writers had previously assumed. Ibid. No. 5.

V. T. Pashuto lists and comments on the works of the Polish historian H.
Lowmiariski. Ibid. No. 10.

R. Wittram, in a general survey of Russian imperialism, warns against the danger of

exaggerating the continuity of ' imperialistic ' aims (e.g. in Asia or the Dardanelles),

also against exaggerating the authoritarian element in Russian history. Hist. Zeitsebr.

clxxxvii.

Scandinavia

A. Ya. Gurevich strains all the evidence in an endeavour to prove the existence of

'feudalism ' (in the Marxist sense) in medieval Norway. Voprosy istorii, No. 2.

Chr. B. Gravcrscn subjects to critical examination the estimations made by Svend
Aakjaer and Sture Bolin in their works on King Valdemar's rent rolls concerning the

value of butter and honey in Halland. Historisk Tidsskrift, v.

C. A. Christenscn discusses in a closely argued article the part played by Valdemar
Atterdag's councillor Stig Andersen in the sale of Estonia by Denmark to the Teutonic

Order. Historisk Tidsskrift, v.

Erik Miller examines in the light of hitherto unexplored British and Danish sources

the attitude of Prince Christian of Denmark towards the candidature of his son Vilhelm

for the Greek throne. Historisk Tidsskrift, v.

J. Boisen Schmidt explains Carl Schcel-Plcssen's conduct during the Holstein crisis

of 1864 and seeks to defend him against accusations of treachery. Historisk Tidsskrift,

v.

Spain and Portugal

G. Gaillard discusses the artistic features of the Portico de la Gloria of the Cathedral

of St. James of Compostclla. Cahiers de Civ. Med. i.

M. Cocheril proves that cp. 308 of St. Bernard to Afonso Henriques is a forgery

and exposes the legendary basis of the saint's connection with Portugal and the non-
existence of the Blessed Pedro Afonso. Rev. hist. cccl. liv.

M. de Riquer describes the flourishing of Provencal troubadour literature at the

court of Alphonso II of Aragon and its political significance in Alphonso's attempt to
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establish a dominion bridging the Pyrenees. It also provoked a literary counter-attack,

and the political background of verses against Alphonso by Bertrand de Born and others

is discussed. Cah. de Civ. Med., ii.

F. Mauro brings together much valuable technical detail about naval shipbuilding

in Portugal and Brazil, while admitting the unsatisfactory state of our knowledge

Rev. d'hist. mod. et contemp. vi.

V. Frankl analyses the ideas of Jimenez de Quesada in his book ' Antijovio
'

(written from the Spanish point of view against the Italian humanist and critic of Charles

V, Paolo Giovio). Mitteil. d. Inst. f. osterr. Geschichtsforschung, lxvi.

Gabriel Jackson gives a balanced survey of Spanish history 193 1-3. Am. Hist. Rev.

lxiv.
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The Significance of Scutage Rates in Eleventh-

and Twelfth- Century England

AMONG the many insights which John Horace Round presented

to the world in his epoch-making book, Feudal England, was

the idea of an interrelationship between the daily wages of a knight,

the customary annual period of knight service, and the rate of

scutage assessments. ' It may fairly be assumed ', Round declared,

' that this normal " scutage " would be based on the estimated cost

of substitutes paid direct.' 1 He then proved from pipe- roll

evidence that the wages of knights were 8d. a day in the reign of

Henry II,
2 and concluded, ' a scutage of two marks, such as that

which was raised for the expedition of Toulouse (11 59), would

represent, with singular accuracy, 8d. a day for the forty days of

feudal service, or exactly a knight's pay '. 3 Round made no attempt

to extend his analysis beyond the scutage of 11 59, nor did he insist

that all twelfth-century scutages were based on the daily wages of

knights multiplied by the forty days of annual service. Yet his

language was sufficiently ambiguous that many of his successors

sought to convert this relationship into a general rule for twelfth-

century scutage without bothering to collect new data. On the

basis of Round's rather limited statements and in the face of con-

siderable evidence to the contrary, James F. Baldwin assumed that

scutage assessments in the twelfth century were normally governed

by the 8d. wage and the forty-day service period. 4 Professor Oman
transformed the notion into an all-inclusive system: ' The usual

sum raised was 26s. 8d.—two marks—which seems to represent

forty days' service at 8d. a day, the normal pay of a knight in the

twelfth century.' B

1 Feudal England, p. 271.
2 Ibid. pp. 271-2. The evidence is taken from the pipe rolls of 8, 10, n, 13, and

14 Henry II.

3 Ibid. p. 271. The notion that the king applied his scutage money to the hiring of

soldiers is supported by the Dialogus de Scaccario, I. be.

4 The Scutage and Knight Service in England, p. 12. Baldwin went so far as to extend

the 8d. wage to pre-conquest England, stating that according to the customs of Berk-

shire in Domesday Book, soldiers were paid 20s. for two months, 'which is also 8d. a

day '. This remarkable calculation could only have been made by a fellow American.
6 The Art of War in the Middle Ages (2nd cdn.), i. 369. Subsequent historians have

approached the problem with more caution. Frank Barlow limits the relationship to

the first eleven years of Henry IFs reign in which five BCtttagea were taken, 'usually at

f (£) Longmans Green & Company Limited and Contributors, i960

[VOL. LXXV—NO. CCXCVII 00
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Recent historians have tended to view Round's relationship

more critically; Sidney Painter regards it as ' suggestive but hardly

conclusive *.1 Yet the idea remains attractive and has by no means

been rejected completely. Austin Lane Poole, for example, ob-

serves that when military service was commuted for money, the

sum was assessed in terms of a knight's wages for forty days' service. 2

Nevertheless, the concept that all twelfth-century scutages were

assessed on the basis of 8d. daily wages multiplied by the forty

days of military service does not accord with the facts. To begin

with, knights were not paid 8d. a day throughout the twelfth

century. Round's data was taken from pipe rolls covering only

the seven-year period, 11 62-8. 3 Evidence from the late twelfth

and early thirteenth centuries shows that knights' wages were not

stable, but increased with the rise in the cost of living. Late in the

reign of Henry II and during the reigns of Richard and John,

knights were being paid is., 2s., and even 3s. a day.4 On the other

hand, knights' wages in the Anglo-Norman period were surely less

than the 8d. of the eleven- sixties since living costs were generally

lower under William I, William II, and Henry I than in the reign

of Henry Plantagenet. 5 Moreover, historians are becoming in-

creasingly sceptical of the forty-day service period, at least until the

reign of King Stephen. Our only source concerning the service

period in the first half of the twelfth century is a charter of John

Fitz Gilbert to Hugh of Ralegh, granting an estate to be held for the

service of one knight who is to serve for two months a year in time

of war. 6 A. L. Poole, who first called attention to this charter,

accepts its evidence with some hesitation,7 but other historians seem

to regard the two-month wartime service obligation in Norman
England as beyond dispute.8 All of our evidence for the forty-day

the rate of two marks a knight's fee, that is to say, forty days at 8d. a day ': The Feudal

Kingdom of England, p. 312. Charles Petit-Dutaillis affirms that under Henry II scutage

was usually imposed at two marks per fee: The Feudal Monarchy in France and England,

p. 143. Cf. ibid. p. 69. Both these statements are incorrect as will appear later in the

article.

1 The English Feudal Barony, p. 33 n. But elsewhere Painter remarks, ' Expeditions

to Wales, Ireland, Scotland, and France were costly and dangerous, and a knight might

well be willing to secure his release by a scutage payment of two marks that would hire

a substitute for forty days ': ' Castle-Guard ', American Historical Review, xl (1935), 457.
2 Obligations of Society, p. 38. See also Jolliffe, Constitutional History, p. 221.

3 Supra, p. 577 n. 2.

4 Roger of Hoveden, Chronica, ed. Stubbs, iv. 40; Chron. Jocel. de Brakel. (Camden

Society), p. 63 ; Stubbs, Select Charters (9th edn., 191 3), p. 276; Baldwin, p. 81; Poole,

From Domesday Book to Magna Carta, pp. 370-2.
5 Raftis, The Estates of Ramsey Abbey, pp. 61-5.
6 Collectanea Topographica et Genealogica, ii. 163, followed by confirmations. The

same charter stipulates forty days annual service in peacetime. A source from about

the mid-twelfth century shows that knights owed two months' annual ward duty at

Richmond Castle: Calendar of Inquisitions Miscellaneous, i. 167-8.
7 Domesday Book to Magna Carta, pp. 15-16; Obligations of Society, pp. 38-9.
8 D. M. Stenton, English Society in the Early Middle Ages, p. 71; Barrow, Feudal

Britain, pp. 84-5; Barlow, p. 117.
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term applies to the later twelfth century and thereafter. Finally,

despite many statements to the contrary, scutage assessments of two

marks per fee were not particularly common in the twelfth century.

Indeed, up to the death of Henry II in 1189, only two instances of a

general two-mark scutage levy are known: the scutage of 11 59 to

which Round alludes and the scutage of 1161. Moreover, in the

lew of 1 161 many of the lay fiefs were assessed at only one mark
per fee. 1 Beyond these general levies, only isolated instances of

two-mark payments occur. 2 Nevertheless, historians continue to

imply that the majority of scutages under Henry II were assessed

at two marks a fee. Perhaps this error can be ascribed to the

immense influence of John Horace Round, although it is an error

which Round himself would never have made.

Thus, knights' wages, scutage rates, and the length of wartime

service all fluctuated during the twelfth century. If any relationship

existed between these three factors, it must have been considerably

more sophisticated than scholars have previously thought. But the

mere variation of these three factors does not rule out a connection

between them. The possibility arises that they varied in relation

to one another. In the present article it will be proposed that this

was precisely so—that in the century following the Norman Con-

quest scutage rates were normally calculated on the basis of the

prevailing daily wages of knights multiplied by the customary term

of wartime military service. This relationship becomes increasingly

clear as one works back from Henry IFs reign into the Anglo-Norman
period, and a surprising precedent for it can be found in the com-

mutation rates of pre-conquest England. In short, although

Round's connection between the 8d. wage, the forty-day duty

period, and the two-mark scutage has only limited application, he

was perfectly correct in regarding as the basis of scutage rates,

' the estimated cost of substitutes paid direct '.

During the eleven-sixties, the decade for which Round verified

the 8d. wage, the monarchy levied three general assessments at one

mark on the fee in addition to the two-mark scutage of 1161.3

Although a one-mark assessment is not the equivalent of 8d. a day

for forty days, the sum of one mark can at least be understood, as

Poole puts it, ' in terms of a knight's wages for such a period \4

1 Pipe Roll 7 Henry II; Round, Feudal England, p. 281. Of the other levies of Henry
II, three are assessed at one mark (1162, 1165, and 1168), and three at 20s. (n 56, 1172,

and 1 187). The levy of 1168 was an aid for the marriage of the king's daughter.
2 E.g. in Pipe Roll ) Henry II ( 1

1 5 7) the abbot of Abbotsbury paid two marks for one

knight (p. 99), and the abbot of Westminster is listed as owing £io scutage for his

fifteen fees (2 m. per fee: p. 92).
3 Recorded in the pipe roils of 8, 11, and 14 Henry II. It should be remembered

that the royal income from a scutage levy might be augmented by a donum (as in 11 59
and thereafter), by an assessment of sergeants (as in 1165), or by an increase in the

number of assessed knight fees (as in the aid of 1 168 following the baronial inquest of

1 166).
4 Obligations oj Society, p. 38.
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In other words, the one-mark assessment may have been a variant

of the two-mark scutage, levied on occasions when the crown
intended to collect only half the sum requisite to support an army
of knights for forty days. Perhaps the unusual frequency of royal

levies between 11 59 and 1168 obliged the crown to reduce the last

three levies in this period to one-half the normal amount. 1 Indeed

the one-mark scutage reported in the pipe roll of 1165 may have

been only one of two scutages levied in the same year. 2 But what-

ever the reason for the one-mark levies may have been, their close

relationship with the two-mark assessment is confirmed by the fact

that in 1 161 both rates were widely used in the same scutage.

Although the one-mark levy can be understood in the context

of the customary wages and term of service of the eleven-sixties,

the 20s. scutages of 1 1 5 6, 11 72, and 1 1 87 obviously cannot. Leaving

the assessments of 11 72 and thereafter to later consideration, what

can be made of the scutage of 1
1 5 6 ? The general rule that scutage

rates are based on the cost of replacement may apply even here. A
20s. scutage is the equivalent of forty days' service at 6d. a day.

Our evidence for the existence of a 6d. wage is indirect but none-

theless convincing. 3 Round's earliest proof for the 8d. wage is

taken from the pipe roll of 1162 and therefore does not rule out

the possibility that the scutage of 1 1 5 6 was based on a previous

wage scale. In all likelihood knights' wages in the earlier twelfth

century were less than the 8d. rate of the eleven-sixties but more
than the 46.. rate at which Anglo-Saxon foot soldiers were being

paid on the eve of the Conquest.4 Prices had been rising steadily

during the hundred years after Hastings. J. A. Raftis has shown
that the most common price of oxen and work horses on the estates

of Ramsey Abbey rose from 3s. in c. 1135 to 4s. in c. 1160. 5 An
increase in knights' wages from 6d. to 8d. a day in this period

would be in exactly the same ratio. The prevalence of a 6d. wage

is suggested strongly by passages from later sources relating to the

commutation of ward duty.6 A. L. Poole summarizes a considerable

body of literature on the subject with the statement that castle

1 There were at least five levies in this ten-year period (i 1 59, 1161, 1162, 1165,

and 1 168). The frequency of levies in previous years is uncertain, but in the ten years

subsequent to 1168 there is evidence of only one major assessment (1172: 20s. a fee).

2 Baldwin, pp. 29-30. In Pipe Roll 1 1 Henry II it is stated, ' Idem vicecomes reddit

compotum de VIII m. de secundo exercitu (p. 25) ', and ' Ricardus de Wiuill ' reddit

compotum de I m. de ii summonicionibus exercitus (p. 52) '. See also ibid. p. 62.

3 Round mentions the relationship between 20s. and the 6d. wage {op. cit. pp. 270-1),

but does not use the 6d. figure in any of his calculations.

4 Domesday Book, i. fo. 56b; infra, p. 584.
5 Op. cit. pp. 62-4. Considerable variation appears in the table on p. 62, but 3s. is

the most common price in c. 1135 and 4s. occurs most frequently in c. 1160. Plough

animals are still commonly valued at 3s. on the royal estates in the eleven sixties and

eleven seventies, but no figures are available for these estates in the earlier period:

Poole, ' Live Stock Prices in the Twelfth Century ', ante, lv, 284-95.
8 On the significance of these passages see F. M. Stenton, The First Century of English

Feudalism, p. 208.
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guard ' was generally commuted at an early date for money rents

usually assessed at 6d. or 8d. for a day's service, that is, the normal

daily wage of a hired knight in the reign of Henry II ,

n It is, of

course, unrealistic to assume that knights' wages suddenly jumped

between 1156 and 11 59 from 6d. to 8d. A transitional period

doubtless existed during which knights' wages varied between

the two figures, resulting in irregularities in the scutage rate.

These irregularities are suggested by a charter of Gilbert, earl of

Pembroke, from the reign of Stephen confirming a land grant to

Southwark Priory free from all service except scutage. When
scutage was levied at 20s. on the fee, the land was to render 2s., and

for a scutage of one mark the land gave i6d. 2 And at least one

abbey seems to have been assessed at two marks per fee prior to the

20s. levy of 1156. 3 Very likely, these fluctuations in the scutage

rate during the turbulent age of King Stephen were related to a

concurrent variation in knights' wages, or rather to an official

uncertainty in calculating them. For the wages on which scutage

rates were based can never have been anything more than official

approximations which merely expressed wage averages in round

numbers. With the two-mark scutage of 11 59, the period of un-

certainty seems to have ended for a time; the 8d. wage was officially

recognized.

The 6d. wage which evidently prevailed earlier in the century

not only accounts for the rate of the 11 56 assessment; it also

provides us with a simple solution to one of the most mysterious

puzzles of Henry I's reign—the scutage of 30s. Both Baldwin and

F. M. Stenton have concluded that scutage was customarily assessed

under Henry I at the rate of 30s. on the knight's fee.4 Their

inference is based upon two separate pieces of evidence—a royal

writ to the bishop of Ely 5 and a letter of Bishop Herbert of

Norwich to Roger of Salisbury. 6 The Ely writ, dated n 27,

1 Domesday Book to Magna Carta, p. 18. Ward duty at the castles of Windsor and

Devizes, for example, seems to have been commuted at the rate of 6d. a day (20s. a fee

for forty days' service): See Painter, ' Castle-Guard ', pp. 454-5, 45 8 - Round main-

tained that commutation of ward duty, like scutage, was assessed according to the cost

of replacement : 'Castle Guard', Archaeological Jourtial, lix (1902), 147-52. His view

is challenged by Painter {ubi supra, pp. 454-9), but supported by Poole {ubi supra) and

F. M. Stenton, who asserts {English Feudalism, p. 191 n.): 'The low rate at which
" castle-guard rents " are generally fixed suggests that they were stabilized at an early

period, when knights could be hired very cheaply.' Sec ibid. pp. 208-12, and Helena

M. Chew, English Ecclesiastical Tenants-in-Chief, pp. 64, 101-3.

2 Facsimilies of Royal and Other Charters in the British Museum, i. 17 (a.d. 1138-48).

This is at best indirect evidence of scutage rates under King Stephen, but it is the only

evidence that we possess. Statements of this sort become quite common later on:

e.g. Sir Christopher Hatton's Bk. of Seals, nos. 257, 296, 309, 337, 343, 374; Reg. Antic/,

of the Cath. Ch. of Lincoln, ii. 319, iv. 115.
3 Baldwin, p. 55.
4 Ibid. p. 3; Stenton, English feudalism, pp. 179-81. Stenton arrived at his con-

clusions independently, apparently unaware of Baldwin's work.
5 Printed in Round, Feudal England, p. 268.

6 Ibid. p. 270.
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reduces the bishop's scutage rate from £100 to £60, ' quando

scutagium currebat per terram meam Anglie '. This last phrase

indicates not only that scutage was levied regularly under Henry I

but also that individual fiefs were normally assessed at the same rate

in each scutage. The significance of the writ is clarified by an

entry in the pipe roll of 11 30 stating that the bishop of Ely owes

£240 for a quitclaim de superplus militum.1 Evidently these surplus

knights had been enfeoffed by the bishop of Ely in excess of his

servicium debitum—his quota of knights owed to the Crown. The

bishop's new scutage rate of £60 would then apply to the knights

in his servicium debitum only. Since the servicium debitum of Ely was

forty knights, 2 a £60 scutage would come to 30s. a knight. This

figure is supported by a letter in which Bishop Herbert of Norwich

complained of being required to pay £60 pro militibus.3 Since the

servicium debitum of Bishop Herbert was also forty knights,4 his letter

represents an independent confirmation of the 30s. scutage rate

under Henry I. Nevertheless, Stenton accepts this evidence with

certain misgivings. ' A scutage of thirty shillings on the knight's

fee ', he writes, ' is extremely heavy in view of the fact that the

heaviest scutage taken under Henry II amounted to only two marks

on the fee.' 5 It is particularly difficult to reconcile the 30s. scutage

with the fact that prices were generally lower under Henry I than

during the reign of his grandson. But the 30s. assessment becomes

perfectly reasonable if one assumes that Henry I and Henry II levied

scutage according to the same principle. As noted above, his-

torians now believe that knights under Henry I owed military

service at the rate of two months per year in wartime. Multiplying

6d., the probable daily wage of knights under Henry I, by sixty, the

number of days in the annual service period, we arrive at the figure

of 30s.—the rate of the scutage assessment. Henry I based his

scutage rate ' on the estimated cost of substitutes paid direct ' just

as his grandson was later to do. The figures are different, but the

formula is the same.

Now the 30s. scutage rate can be comprehended. Of the

figures on which it is based—the 6d. wages and the sixty-day war-

time service period—the former is a logical concomitant of the

cost of living, but the latter remains something of a puzzle. Why
was wartime military service levied at the rate of two months a year

under Henry I rather than the more normal forty days common in

England later on and typical of European feudalism in general?

1 Pipe Roll ji Henry I, p. 44.
2 Round, op. cit. p. 249.
3 Bishop Herbert Losinga of Norwich died in 1 1 19 : ibid. p. 270. The fact that this

letter was written prior to 1 1 19, while the writ to Ely was issued in 1 127 and amplified

by the pipe roll of 11 30 strengthens the theory that the thirty-shilling rate was applied

throughout the reign of Henry I.

4 Ibid. p. 249.
5 English Feudalism, p. 180.
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One would normally begin by seeking a precedent for the two-month
service period in pre-conquest Normandy. Unfortunately, no
Norman precedent has yet been found. 1 In lieu of further Norman
evidence, one must turn to pre-conquest England where Anglo-

Saxon fyrd soldiers owed two months' annual military service. 2

At first sight this would seem to be no precedent at all, since the

Anglo-Saxon fyrd and the Anglo-Norman feudal army were two
distinct and unrelated institutions. Nevertheless, the fyrd was

retained by the Norman kings and played a role of great significance

in the warfare of post-conquest England. 3 Unquestionably the

Norman kings maintained the fyrd not merely out of reverence

for the Anglo-Saxon past or because it reminded them of the

Norman peasant levy as some historians have suggested,4 but be-

cause it was a powerful and effective military force. The Conqueror

began using the fyrd as early as 1068, 5 and in 1073 it was summoned
to a major overseas campaign against Maine where it fought jointly

with the feudal levy of England. Ordericus Vita, asserts that on

this occasion both Normans and English were summoned by royal

order, and that the two forces were merged into one army. 6 In the

actual campaign the fyrd so overshadowed the feudal host in im-

portance that several chroniclers neglect altogether to mention the

knights and confine themselves to describing the victories of the

Anglo-Saxon infantrymen. 7 In the practice of joining these two
forces—the fyrd and the feudal host—into one great body may be

found an explanation for the two-month term of service in the

Anglo-Norman feudal army: William the Conqueror changed the

yearly duty period of his knights from forty days to two months

so that it would correspond with the customary term of fyrd service.

In this way, the two forces could be amalgamated more readily into

1 All evidence from Normandy points to an annual service period of forty days.

The Baycux Inquest of 1133 states that Norman knights served forty days a year:

Haskins, Norman Institutions, p. 15. Cf. ibid. pp. 15-22, and Stcnton, English Feudalism,

pp. 12-13. -A- Norman charter of a.d. 1070-81 mentions knights owing forty days'

annual castlc-guard duty: Cal. of Docs. Preserved in France, cd. Round, no. 714.
8 Domesday Book, i. fo. 56b.
3 For a brief sketch of the fyrd's activities in Anglo-Norman England, sec Poole,

Domesday hook to Magna Carta, pp. 101-2, 116. 1 discuss this subject at some length

in a forthcoming article.

* Haskins writes, ' it is highly probable that the familiarity of the Norman kings

with the arriere-ban in the duchy made natural that preservation of the fyrd which is

usually set down to deliberate desire to maintain Anglo-Saxon popular institutions ':

op. cit. p. 23. Neither of these views quite grasps the main point: that a warrior such

as William the Conqueror would never disband a potent military force such as the fyrd

when it could be employed to increase his own power. As R. C. Smail has observed,
' It is doubtful whether the military needs of the Hn^lish kings could ever have been

met from feudal sources alone ': Medieval England, ed. Poole, i. 137.
5 Ordericus Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica, cd. lc I'revost, ii. 180.
6 Ibid. ii. 254.
7 Florence of Worcester, Chronicon ex Cbronicis, ed. Thorpe, ii. 10; William of

Alalmesbury, De Gestis Regum Anglorum, ed. Stubbs, ii. 316; Simeon of Durham,
Historia Regum, ed. Arnold, ii. 200; Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ed. Plummcr, i. 209.
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a single army. It was simpler to alter the customary service period

of the newly-established knights holding their lands by the grace of

the king than to change the traditional term of the Old-English

army, not to mention the advantage to the monarchy of two months'

military service over an obligation of forty days. In the absence

of direct evidence, it is impossible to discover exactly how long the

two-month requirement continued; perhaps during Stephen's

tumultuous reign, the barons were able to force a reduction in the

service term to the more customary forty days.1

If the service period of the Anglo-Norman knights was patterned

after an institution of pre-conquest England, it is, perhaps, not out

of place to search the customs of Edward the Confessor's reign for

a precedent to scutage itself. Curiously enough, the relationship

which we have been tracing backward from the reign of Henry

Plantagenet—between commutation rates, knights' wages, and the

annual service term—is nowhere more evident than in pre-conquest

England. It is reported in precise terms in Domesday Book. The

Berkshire entry discloses that one miles went from five hides, and

that 4s. were given him from each hide as food and pay for two

months. 2 This passage makes clear not only that the customary

period of fyrd service under Edward the Confessor was two months,

but also that the wage of a miles for that period was 20s.—that is,

4s. from each of five hides—or 4d. a day for sixty days. The

custom of paying the king a sum of money in lieu of military service

is reported in several passages from Domesday Book. Wherever

the practice of commutation appears, the payment is found to be

1 Evidence for the forty-day wartime service period begins to accumulate in the

second half of the twelfth century and thereafter. A mid-twelfth-century charter, for

example, requires a sergeant to render forty-days annual castle-guard duty in time of

war: Stenton, English Feudalism, app., no. 42. For other examples of the forty-day

wartime castle-guard obligation for both knights and sergeants, see ibid. pp. 204-5 >

Booko/Fees, i. 593; ii. 699; Rot. Hund. i. 413; British Borough Charters, ed. Ballard, p. 90;

Reg. Antiq. Lincoln, ii. 84-5 ; Pipe Roll j Ric. I, pp. 57, 83. A thirteenth-century charter

suggests that forty days is the normal period for ward duty: Borough Customs, ed.

Bateson (Selden Society), p. 112. See also Painter, 'Castle-Guard', ubi. supra, pp.

451, 455-6. Moreover, it was customary for sergeants to serve forty days in the host:

Feudal Aids, iv. 9, 11, 223; v. 9; Rot. Hund., ii. 748-9; Book of Fees, i. 73, 76, 392;

ii. 830, 1173, 1178, 1206, 1209, 1215, 1220, 1254-5, 1375, 1376, 1380, 1396. This

evidence is of much significance since the service of knights was considered interchange-

able with that of military sergeants at the rate of two sergeants for one knight: Cat.

Inq. Post. Mortem, i. no. 546; Rot. Litt. Claus., ii. 15; Kimball, Serjeanty Tenure, pp.

69-70, 76. Knights in Scotland owed forty days annual service in the early thirteenth

century, a custom which was clearly derived from English practice: George Neilson,

' Tenure by Knight-Service in Scotland ', Juridical Review, xi (1899), 78-80, 174. For

evidence of a traditional forty-day wartime obligation for knights in the English feudal

army in the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries, see Pollock and Maitland, Hist, of

Eng. Law, i, 254-6; S. K. Mitchell, Studies in Taxation, pp. 309-11; and J. E. Morris,

Welsh Wars of Edward I, pp. 69-71, 75, 132-3, 137. Although thirteenth-century

evidence shows that the forty-day custom was sometimes ignored, it leaves no doubt

as to the existence of such a custom.
2 Domesday Book, i. fo. 56b: ' de quinque hidis tantum unus miles ibat, et ad eius

victum vel stipendium de unaquaque hida dabantur et iiii solidi ad duos menses.'
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assessed at the rate of 20s. per fighting man, the exact cost of re-

placement as reported in the Berkshire entry.1 The town of Oxford

might either send twenty burgers to the royal army or give the

king £20 that all might be free. 2 When the king undertook a

maritime expedition, the burgers of Warwick sent him either four

boatswains or £4? Malmesbury sent one man or 20s. for all royal

expeditions, whether by land or sea, pro honore v hidarum.*-

This last phrase suggests a common practice of commutation at the

rate of 20s. a warrior. The Domesday evidence leads us to the

surprising conclusion that scutage has its roots in Anglo-Saxon

England. The commutation of military service for a money pay-

ment might, of course, be expected to arise out of many social

situations. Nevertheless, the precise interrelationship between the

commutation rate and the cost of replacement for an exact term of

service, common to the Anglo-Saxon, the Anglo-Norman, and the

Angevin eras, suggests the evolution of a specialized and unique

institution. The practice of scutage, which spread out of England
to become a normal and widespread feudal obligation throughout

Western Europe by the late thirteenth century, appears to have had

its genesis in a non-feudal society. 5

It is also surprising to observe that as our analysis is pushed

backward from the eleven-sixties the interrelationships between the

three elements become increasingly exact. Under Henry II, the

two-mark scutage which one would expect was more often than not

replaced by an assessment of one mark, and during the reign of

Stephen, scutages were apparently levied at various rates. But in

the era of Henry I, the assessment rate seems to have been set at a

standard 30s., based on wages of 6d. per day for a term of sixty

days, and Domesday suggests an arrangement of equal precision

relating to the fyrd. The relationship which Round observed in

the late eleven-fifties and eleven-sixties now appears as a somewhat
corrupt form of an older, more rigid system. By the later twelfth

century the monarchy was finding it increasingly difficult to collect

1 These references to military commutation should not be confused with passages

in Domesday or in the Anglo-Saxon law codes relating to fyrdnite, the fine assessed for

non-performance of the military obligation. These fines were sums of money to be

paid as reparation for an act of disobedience and as such were entirely distinct from
commutation payments in lieu of military service. Baldwin (op. cit., p. 4) and Miss

Chew (op. cit., p. 37) arc perfectly correct in rejectingfyrdwite as a precedent for scutage,

but the Domesday references to commutation rates are quite another matter.
2 Domesday Book, i. fo. 154a.
3 Ibid. i. fo.' 2383.

* Ibid. i. fo. 64b.
6 Both Round (Feudal Ling/and, p. 270) and Miss llollings (' The Survival of the Five

Hide Unit in the Western Midlands ', ante, lxiii, 469) recognized that payment in lieu of
military service existed in pre-conquest England, but neither of them used the Domesday
borough evidence discussed above, and consequently neither saw the continuity in the

theory of assessment which is stressed in the present article. The first known reference

to scutage by name occurs in an Anglo-Norman charter of 1100: W. A. Morris, ante,

xxxvi, 45-6.
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the full monetary equivalent of the forty days of military service,

and the one-mark scutages of the eleven-sixties amounted to only

one-half the cost of replacement. By the early eleven-seventies the

difficulty was aggravated by a further increase in knights' wages

from 8d. to is. a day. 1 For a time, the monarchy seems to have

continued its policy of setting the assessment rate at half the re-

placement cost, for the rise in wages was accompanied by an increase

in the scutage rate from one mark to 20s. beginning in 1172. 2 An
assessment of the full £z now necessary to hire a knight for forty

days would have been unprecedented and virtually impossible to

collect in the days of Henry II. Indeed, King John's attempts to

collect a 40s. scutage constituted one of the chief baronial grievances

at the time of Magna Carta, and in the Charter itself there appears

the familiar injunction that scutage and aid should be levied only

by the common council of the kingdom. 3

Concurrently with the breakdown of the older system of scutage

assessments, a new institution emerged which was designed to com-

pensate the Crown for the rising wages of mercenary knights : the

fine pro servicio. The amount of the fine was chosen arbitrarily but

was almost always considerably in excess of the scutage rate. Im-

posed in place of scutage or sometimes in addition to it, the fine

constituted a second means of compounding for military service. 4

It may have appeared as early as 11 72, but it was not used widely

until 1194.
5 Its inception corresponds closely to the failure of the

scutage system. From the late twelfth century onward, the rela-

tionship between scutage rates and the cost of replacement became

increasingly vague and soon disappeared altogether. By the late

thirteenth century, as Miss Chew puts it, ' scutage had lost its original

significance as the commutation of feudal service and had become

a mere expedient for raising revenue '.6 By the later Middle Ages,

the institution which had once served as a system of commutation

for war service in the Anglo-Saxon fyrd and was later adapted to

the needs of Anglo-Norman and Angevin feudalism had become an

anachronism.

The existence of this widespread and uniform system of military

commutation extending across the alleged barrier of 1066 lends

1 E.g. Pipe Roll 20 Henry II, pp. 34, 63, 67, 96, 125, 138.

2 Of the four levies between 1172 and 1194, three are assessed at 20s. and one at

10s. The levy of 1194 was an aid for King Richard's ransom.
3 Clause 12.

4 The exact relationship between scutage and fine is still a matter of controversy.

See Chew, pp. 46-52; Mitchell, Studies in Taxation, p. 5, and Taxation in Medieval

England, pp. 180-2; Powicke, ante, xxx, 530-5; Poole, Obligations of Society, pp. 41-3.
5 A heading which occurs repeatedly in the pipe roll of 1172 reads, ' De scutagio

baronum [or militum] qui ncc abierunt in Hyberniam nee milites nee denarios . . . miser-

unt ' (pp. 9, 15, 20, 22, 30, and passim). See Chew, p. 46.
6 Op. cit. p. 1 10. See also two articles by the same writer: ' Scutage under Edward

I ', ante, xxxvii, 321-36, and ' Scutage in the Fourteenth Century ', ante, xxxviii, 19-41.
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support to recent historical studies which have tended to minimize

the radical novelty of the post-conquest military organization. It

provides another illustration of the significant modifications which

Norman feudalism was forced to undergo when introduced into the

society of eleventh-century England where customs were strong and

well-developed x and where money circulated to a degree uncommon
in most of northern Europe. Historians often assert that English

feudalism was destroyed by the rise of a money economy without

seeing that from its very introduction it was profoundly influenced

by the circulation of money. J. O. Prestwich has demonstrated

that money was a vital factor in An«;lo-Norman warfare and that

military success in this period often depended not so much upon
the loyalty of feudal vassals as upon the availability of money for

hiring mercenaries. 2 The existence at this time ofa highly-organized

commutation system harmonizes perfectly with Prestwich's views.

Still another instance of the influence of money on early Anglo-

Norman feudalism is the fief-rente or money fief. B. D. Lyon,

perhaps the most distinguished authority on this institution, regards

it as a bridge between traditional feudalism and the indenture

system and a means by which feudal military service might be main-

tained at least in form, in the face of an advancing money economy. 3

Yet again, thefief-rente in England dates from the Norman Conquest ;
4

except for one or two brief interludes, English feudalism was never

without it.

Above all, this system of military commutation strengthens the

theory of continuity between the pre-conquest and post-conquest

military organizations, a concept which has been gaining ground in

recent years. 5 Miss Hollings has shown that the knight fees of the

1
Jolliffe describes the strong influence of Old-English custom on Anglo-Norman

feudalism, particularly with regard to the practice of private war and feudal justice:

Constitutional History, pp. 156-7. The vitality and creativity of pre-conquest customs

is stressed by Darlington, 'The Last Phase of Anglo-Saxon History ', History, new ser.,

xxii (1937), 1-13.
2
J. O. Prestwich, ' War and Finance in the Anglo-Norman State ', Transactions of

the Royal Historical Society, 5th ser., iv (1954), 19-43.
3 From Fief to Indenture, p. 244 and passim. See by the same author, ' The Money

Fief Under the English Kings ', ante, lxvi, 161-93.
4 Wm. of Malmcsbury, De Gestis Return, ii. 478; Foedera, 1. i. 6, 7; Lyon, From Fief

to Indenture, pp. 33-5. Although the fief-rente did not become widespread in England

until later, it was by no means insignificant in the Norman period since it provided for

the service of as many as 1,000 Flemish knights (treaty of 10 Mar. 1 101), about one-fifth

of the entire servicium debitum of England. See Lyon, op. cit. pp. 233-4, where the

treaty is dated 1103, wrongly, I believe. On the dates o( the fiefs-rentes under Henry I,

see Regesta Regum Anglo-Kormanmrum, ii, nos. 515, 941, 948.
5 Prior to the publication of Round's essay on the subject in the cightcen-nincties

{ante, vi. 417-43, 625-45 ; Feudal F.ngland, pp. 225-314), the theory of continuity between

the two systems was widely accepted (e.g. Freeman, Norman Conc/uest, i. 1-6, v. 334-6),

and it was supported around the turn of the twentieth century by Maitland (Domesday

Book and Beyond, p. 152 and passim) and Vinogradoff (English Society in the FJeventb

Century, pp. 39-89). But since that time, with a few recent and important exceptions,

Round's hypothesis that from the military standpoint the Conquest represented a

radical break in continuity has won unanimous acceptance.
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see of Worcester were based consistently and deliberately upon the

pre-conquest five-hide unit, and that in general Anglo-Norman
knight service had much in common with Old English fyrd duty. 1

Furthermore, as has been noted above, the Anglo-Saxon fyrd itself

continued to play a vital role in the warfare of post-conquest

England. The custom of scutage now takes its place as another

important link between the two eras. All in all, the effect of the

Norman Conquest upon English military institutions appears to

have been considerably less drastic than many twentieth-century

historians have supposed.

University of California, Santa Barbara C. Warren Hollister

1 Ante, lxiii, 453-87.
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The Political and Social Background of the

Early Reformation in Ermeland

IN the early period of Polish history Ermeland (Warmia) and Prussia

were a field for the expansion and colonization of the Knights

of the Teutonic Order, which, introduced into these territories

by one of the Polish princes in the first half of the thirteenth century

to fight against the pagan tribes, conquered them, but never wished

to acknowledge the overlordship of the Polish kings. Only as a

result of the defeat at the hands of the Polish forces in the thirteen

years war of 1454-66 did the Teutonic Order submit to Poland

and surrender the western part of their territory, Royal Prussia,

and Ermeland. Thus it was not till 1466 that Poland was able to

take full advantage of her victory over the Order in the battle of

Grunwald of 1410, while not till 1525, by the act of submission to

Poland in the treaty of Cracow, did the Order finally surrender the

aim of winning back part, at least, of the territories it had lost.

In 1525 the Order was secularized and, as the duchy of Prussia,

became a state in feudal dependency upon its overlord, the king of

Poland. Before this step was taken the Grand Master of the

Teutonic Order tried by an intensive diplomatic campaign to retain

Ermeland, which during the course of the war with Poland in

1 5 19-21 was in part occupied by the troops of the Order. 1

It was during these years that the Reformation took a hold upon

Ermeland. Even earlier Lutheranism had found a wide response

in both parts of Prussia, accentuating civil conflicts which already

existed in the towns between the lower classes and the closed cor-

porations of the merchant patriciate. Revolts broke out in Danzig,

Toruri and Elbing. Lutheran conceptions of evangelical freedom

and even the radical ideas of Thomas Miinzer were likewise a cause

of social conflict in the Prussian countryside and found an echo

in the peasant rising in Ducal Prussia in September 1 525.2 The
bitter social conflicts in Prussia combined with the uneasy political

1 For details see W. Pociecha, Geneva bnbdu pruskjego (Gdynia, 1937).
2 It is noteworthy that at Konigsberg the famous couplet

—
' When Adam delved

and Eve span, who was then the gentleman? '—had reached the ranks of the peasant

insurgents. This couplet of the English peasants' revolt of 1381 was a slogan of many
peasant revolts in Western and Central Europe, in opposition to S. Resnikow 'The
Cultural History of a Democratic Proverb ', The Journal of English and Germanic Philology,

xxxvi (1937), 391, who considers that this verse was known only in a Germanic form,
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situation of the war years, had an important influence upon the

development of Lutheranism in Ermeland, which lay between the

Polish parts of Prussia and the area held by the Order. Against

the background of the complicated situation of 15 21-5 the Reforma-

tion took on certain peculiar characteristics of an economic and

political kind. 1

It would be interesting and useful to investigate the problem

of the antecedents of the Reformation in Prussia and Ermeland

among the earlier movements, which long before 1 5 20 give evidence

of the nonconformist tendencies of this area. As far as Ermeland is

concerned, in the first half of the fifteenth century the slogans of

Hus were quite pronounced there 2 which led to an intensification

of the social struggle. It is possible, as E. Engelbrecht thought, 3

that the revolt of the Ermeland peasants in the years 1440-2 had a

certain connection with the programme of the Hussites. Already

earlier in 142 1 the Grand Master in a letter to the emperor declared

the need for an attack upon heresy, 4 while the bishop of Ermeland,

Fran2 Kuhschmaltz, informed the Archbishop of Gniezno in 1425

that the Hussite movement in his diocese had gained such strength

that the Catholic clergy was being overwhelmed. 5 During the

administration of Bishop Kuhschmaltz (1424-77) the Hussite move-

ment became so strong that it was necessary in 1449 to ca^ a ^°"

cesan synod in Heilsberg (in Polish Lidzbark) to consider the struggle

with heresy. 6 The decisions of the synod were to increase the

penalties for doctrinal errors and breaking of church rules and an

attempt was made to raise the material conditions of the clergy. 7

I hold that it was known and quoted in Czech and Polish literature of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, cf. H. Zins, Powstanie cbfopskie w Prusacb Ksia^ecych %v xjij r.

(Warsaw, 1953), pp. 18-20.
1 Only one German historian has dealt with this problem, A. Borrmann, Ermland

und die Reformation, i;23-1772 (Konigsberg, 19 12), though in somewhat cursory form,

and only on the basis of printed sources. Some detailed treatment of the election of

the Bishops of Ermeland is given by A. Eichhorn, ' Geschichte der ermlandischen

Bischofswahlen ', Zeitschriftfur die Geschichte und Altertumskunde Ermlands, vol. i (1858).

The basic work of Eichhorn, published over a hundred years ago, is superior to the

outline history of Ermeland of J. Buchholz, Abriss einer Geschichte Ermlands (Braunsbcrg,

1903). For a more extensive treatment of this problem see my article ' Poczatki

Reformacji na Warmii ', Odrod^enie i Reformacja w Polsce, ii (1957), 53-99-
2 T. Treter, De Episcopatu et Episcopis Ecclesiae Varmiensis (Cracow, 1685), p. 35,

stated the Wycliffite doctrines were also present :
' Sub haec tempora Vicleffitarum

nefanda Haeresis in has oras irrupit, multumque mali et licentiae inter vulgum dissemi-

navit.'

3 E. Engelbrecht, Die Agrarverjassung des Ermlandes und ihre historische Entnicklung

(Munich-Leipzig, 191 3). Engelbrecht was attacked by A. Bludau, ' Gab es im Ermland

eine hussitische Bewegung? ', Zeitschrift fiir d.G. Ermlands, xxii (1926), 57.
4 Aden der Standetage Preussens unter der Herrschaft des Deutschen Ordens (Leipzig, 1878),

i, 378. Cf. J. Macck, Husyci na Pomor^tt i w Wielhopolsce (Warsaw, 1955), pp. 54 f.

6 P. Boetticher, Die Anfdnge der Reformation in den preussischen Ldndern ehemals

polnischen Anteils bis %um Krakauer Frieden, 8 April ij2j (Ober-Glogau 1894), p. v.

6 A. Borrmann, Ermland, p. 42.
7 Constitutions sjnoda/es Warmiensis, ed. F. Hipler (Braunsberg 1899), pp. 14-22.
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These attempts did not have much effect, for in the period of

general anarchy during the thirteen years war between Poland

and the Order, Hussite doctrines reached Ermeland, mainly from

Poland, through the soldiers taking part in the struggle. In

Braunsberg (Braniewo in Polish), for example, in 1455 Hussite

feeling was so strong that a Catholic priest could not appear on the

streets. 1 Similarly in Wormditt (Orneta in Polish) the town council

and some of the burghers were hostile to the church. At the sum-

mons of the townspeople there came to Wormditt at the head of a

column one of the leaders of the royal army who was well known for

his heretical beliefs, Jan Colda, and ordered his Czech clergy to

hold services in the Hussite rite. 2

These incidental references to Hussite activity would deserve

closer examination, but they clearly show the quite ancient ancestry of

the Reformation in Ermeland, though perhaps not permitting a confi-

dent judgment on the connection of the two episodes divided from

one another by over half a century. No doubt the common factor

was the anticlericalism excited on the one hand by the political and

economic activity of the church, and on the other by the low

standard of morals of the clergy. Already in the synodal statutes of

Bishop Franz Kuhschmaltz of 1449 there are observations which

testify to the deterioration and worldliness of the clergy. From
them it can be deduced that they led a disorderly life, sitting in

taverns, where they indulged in dancing, drunkenness and games of

chance, refusing to wear clerical habit, and having relations with

women. 3 Especially in the period preceding the Reformation, the

low moral standards of the clergy in Ermeland, as indeed every-

where, left much to be desired. There is evidence not only from

the tendentious Simon Grunau, but also from the learned humanist,

canon and later bishop of Ermeland, Tiedemann Giese, in his

polemical tract Antilogikon.'v Giese was in favour of reforms,

declaring that there were too many abuses in the church and too

many superstitions, and too few of the sort of priests which St.

Peter and St. Paul demanded. 5 Even in his attack on the Lutheran

tract of the preacher from Konigsberg, Johan Briessmann,

Flosadi de homine interiore et exteriore, fide et operibus,6 he only weakly

defended the church against the accusations of its adversaries,

admitting that there were few priests sincerely devoted to the cause

1
J. Plastwich, ' Chronicon dc vitis Episcoporum Warmiensium ', Monumenta

Historiae Warmiensis, iii (Braunsberg 1866), p. 105.
2 Ibid. p. 105 :

' Ipsi intromiscrunt quendam Johannem Colda, hacrcticum pessimum,

regis stipendiarium, cum viris 600, qui quendam presbytcrum Bohcmum haereticum

fecit juxta morcm suum publice sacramenta ministrare, ex quo et cives ipsi indubic

non sunt effecti mcliorcs.'
3 Constitutiones synodales Warmiensis, p. 19.
1 ' Spicilegium Copcrnicanum ', Mon. Hist. Warm., vol. iv.

5 Ibid. pp. 26, 66.
6 For the text see A. Borrmann, pp. 117-25, Appendix.
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of the faith, that nepotism existed and that the clergy led immoral

lives. Another uncompromising opponent of Lutheranism, Moritz

Ferber, bishop of Ermeland (1523-37), recognized in his pastoral

letter of 11 May 1525 the collapse of discipline and morals among
the clergy as one of the difficulties of the church in this period. 1

In common with most areas in the period of the Renaissance

the clergy of Ermeland revealed pronounced secular tendencies.

Cathedral stalls and parish benefices, which were treated as sine-

cures, were usually in the hands of the merchant oligarchies of the

towns, especially in Danzig, who were little interested in the affairs

of the church. 2 The incumbents, often pluralists, frequently

were occupied with study or diplomatic missions and very often

were not even ordained. 3 Jan Ferber, for example, was in 15 16

a canon of Ermeland and priest of the parish of St. John in Danzig,

and in 1522 dean of Ermeland and parish priest of St. Nicholas

in Elbing. In fact, he spent the whole time in study at Leipzig

and Rome, or as a royal secretary at the Polish court, and took

absolutely no interest in his parish and canonry. Only at the end of

his life in 1527 did he receive ordination from his uncle, the bishop

of Ermeland. 4 A typical example of the decline of the clergy is

the bishop of Ermeland, Fabian Tettinger Merkelingerode von

Lossainen (1512-23), a descendant in the female line of the Polish

family of Koscielecki, a doctor of law and a contemporary of

Copernicus at Bologna University. 5 This miserable fellow, severely

stricken with the ' French disease ', an avaricious wastrel, was

absolutely indifferent to religion and only once in his eleven-year

tenure of office as a bishop said a mass and then only on the day of

his consecration. 6 Similarly the situation in the orders in Ermeland

left much to be desired. The moral tone of the regulars was low

and it is not remarkable that a large part of them fled from the houses

in Braunsberg and Elbing in the fifteen-twenties.

In consideration of the genesis and basis of the Reformation in

Ermeland it must be at the outset stated that this is a difficult and

involved question, more complicated than in other Polish terri-

tories. A whole set of factors are involved, both assisting and

1 ' Spicilegium Copernicanum ', p. 326.
2
Cf. A. Eichhorn, ' Die Pralaten des ermliindischen Domcapitels ', Zeitscbrift

f.d.G. Erw/ands, iii (1866), 320.
3 In the fifteen-twenties only one canon in Frauenburg, the astronomer Copernicus,

was properly ordained, apart from Bishop Ferber; cf. E. Brachvogel, ' Des Coppernicus

Dienst im Dom zu Frauenburg ', Zeitscbrift f.d.G. Erw/ands, xxvii (1942), 577.
4
Cf. H. Zins, RodFerberow ifego rola w d^iefacb Gdahska w xv i xvi w. (Lublin, 195 1),

p. 93.
5 For details, see A. Eichhorn, Gescbicbte der ermidndiscben Biscbofswab/en, pp. 181-90,

269-96.
6
Cf. T. Treter, p. 73 :

' Episcopus consecratus primum et ultimum Sacrificium

Messae celebravit, nee unquam in altaris officio ministrasse visus est.' Cf. also S.

Grunau, Preussiscbe Cbronik (Leipzig, 1876), i. 360, who says: ' Fabian sangk auch da

sein erstc messe und nye keyne mehe sub infula . . .

'
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hindering the development of the Reformation, factors internal to

Ermeland and others resulting from external political conditions.

In Ermeland the Lutherans were of the moderate kind and not

radicals like Miinzer. Indeed a certain basic weakness is evident

in the reforming movement. An explanation of this must be sought

in the social and political structure of the diocese and its special

internal conditions. The Reformation in Ermeland met with more
difficult conditions for its development than elsewhere on account

of the exceedingly strong power of the Catholic church. The
clergy in the diocese of Ermeland enjoyed a privileged position both

economic and political. Most of the land was held by the bishop

and the chapter, who were the lords of feudal liberties, which

brought about a concentration of important legal and political

powers in their hands. 1 The bishop, who presided over the

Ermeland assemblies, had the deciding voice in all the affairs of the

life of the diocese and exercised considerable administrative power.

The economic and political power of the church in Ermeland was

increased by the relative weakness of the gentry and the urban

middle class, which meant that the church in effect had no rival.

The estates of the gentry amounted to only 10 to 20 per cent of the

area. The bishop and the chapter, moreover, adopted a policy

from the fifteenth century of buying up gentry lands, which further

weakened them. 2 The decline of the gentry is shown by the fact

that from the time of the war with Poland they took no part in the

general Prussian Estates and just appeared in the Ermeland Landtag,

in which they played only a minor role. 3 Apart from the subordin-

ate posts of burgrave and ~Landvogt, the administration of the diocese

was carried out by the clergy. 4 The Ermeland gentry were not

even permitted to be appointed to the chapter of Frauenburg,

whose canons, in distinction from the conditions prevailing in the

kingdom of Poland, were recruited almost entirely from the mer-

chant oligarchies of Danzig, Toruri and Elbing. 5 A similar decline

in influence is met among the so-called freemen, usually the descen-

dants of the old Prussian equites
y
who sometimes became feudal lords,

but for the most part were reduced to the level of the peasantry.

The Ermeland towns likewise could not offer resistance to the

omnipotence of the church. 6 They were usually rather small and,

1
Cf. H. Zins, ' Porozenie ludnosci cMopskiej na W'armii w picrwszej pofowie

xvi w.', Knartalnik Historyc^ny, lxii (1955), 57-9. Cf. also, E. Sieniawski, Biskupstwo

W'armihskie (Poznan, 1878), pp. 16-17.
2
Cf. the protest of the Ermeland gentry of 1537 and 1555, G. Lengnich, Geschicbte

4erpreu.tsi.rc/jen I .ancle konigficbpolniscben Antbeils (Danzig 1772), i. 74 and ii. 122.
3
Cf. B. Lesnodorski, Dominium W'armihsHe (/ 243-1 J69) (Poznan, 1949), pp. 91-3.

4 'Ordinacia seu consuetudo castri I leylszber^k', Scrip/ores rerum Warmiensium, i. 320.
5 A. Eichhorn, Die Pralaten des ermldndischen Domcapitels, p. 320. In Poland from

the end of the fifteenth century the gentry had a monopoly of appointments to canonrics

Cf. also F. L. Carstcn, ' East Prussia ', History, xxxiii (1948), 241-5.
6 The social structure of the Ermeland towns has not yet been properly investigated,
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with the exception of Braunsberg, played no important commercial

role. The largest of them had a complex social structure and were

in the fifteenth and at the beginning of the sixteenth century a

field of struggle between the populace and the corporation. Tension

was very great, especially in Braunsberg, and led to the overthrow of

the town government in 1525. The Reformation here gave a spur

to the struggle of the people with the oligarchy. The larger

towns, Braunsberg, Wormditt, Guttstadt (Dobre Miasto in Polish),

and Rossel (Reszel in Polish), were in fact the main centres of the

Reformation in Ermeland, which aimed on the one hand at victory

in the internal municipal conflict and on the other at achieving

independence of the bishop. In this struggle other factors played

a part, including the policy of Albert of Hohenzollern and the

military occupation of 1519-25.

The Ermeland countryside, however, appears to have had no

part in the initial phase of the Reformation. During the extension

of Hussite activity in the fifteenth century Ermeland was the scene

of peasant upheavals, of which the most important was the rising of

Chapter peasants in 1 440-2. 1 Peasant disturbances likewise occurred

later in the period of the Polish war with the Order. 2 How can one

explain the indifference to the Reformation, not only of the Erme-

land peasants, but also of the rebellious peasants in the neighbouring

areas of Samland and Natangen in 1 5 2 5 , an outbreak which gave

Bishop Ferber cause for concern ? A possible answer may perhaps

be found in the political power of the bishop of Ermeland and the

efficiency of the diocesan administration; 3 emphasis may likewise

be given to the weakness of Ducal Prussia in the period of seculari-

zation of the Order and to the economic situation of Ermeland

after the war of 1 5
1
9-2 1 . It should be remembered that this war

caused great havoc in the Ermeland countryside, with the result

that half the peasant holdings were destroyed, many villages burnt

and the population decimated. 4 In this pitiful situation the bishop

and the chapter were compelled in their own interests to make a

series of concessions to the peasants in order to encourage them to

rebuild their ruined homesteads. The peasants were granted wide

exemptions. Corvees were converted into a rent and colonists were

given cattle and seed. 5 This policy yielded considerable results

and by about 1533a large number of the peasant holdings destroyed

in the war were again under cultivation and the annual income of

1 H. Zins, Powstanie chhpskie n> Prusach Ksia^ecych w IJ2J r. (Warsaw 1953), pp.

48-55.
2
Cf. K. Gorski, ' Wojna trzynastoletnia (1454-1466)', Pr-^eglad Zachodm, 1954

(7-8), p. 340.
3 I am endebted for this suggestion to K. Lepszy; cf. his review of my Vowstanie

Cbiopskie in Kwartalnik History'c^ny, Lxi (1954), 265.
4 H. Zins, Pofo^enh ludno'sci Mopskiej, p. 73.
h lbid. pp. 74-5.
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the bishop had risen from 1,000 to 7,000 Polish marks. 1 The

temporary reduction of peasant obligations by the bishop and a

certain improvement in their lot, combined with firm control by the

diocesan administration, help to explain the passive attitude of

the Ermeland peasants during the peasant rising in Ducal Prussia

in 1525, as well as their attitude towards the Reformation. Bishop

Ferber, who took energetic measures to organize the Polish land-

lords against the risings in Samland, clearly feared lest the rising

should extend itself into Ermeland and did everything in his power

to extend his influence in the countryside and not to permit any

Lutheran missionaries or representatives of the insurgents into his

lands. 2 The struggle therefore tended to be one mainly between

the bishop of Ermeland, the feudal lord, supported by the Catholic

king of Poland, on the one hand, and Reformation influences, on

the other, drawing their strength from the towns which were mainly

German in ethnic composition, supported by Albert of Hohenzoll-

ern.

The situation was complicated by factors in the external struggle

between Poland and the Order, in which the bishop supported the

Polish cause against Albert of Hohenzollern who was anxious to

annex Royal Prussia or at least Ermeland. The Order was fast

approaching the end of its days. The war of 15 19-21 revealed its

complete insolvency and political isolation, which was not remedied

by the efforts of Albert of Hohenzollern to enlist the aid of German

states or Denmark. The best illustration of the condition of the

Order comes from a letter of Albert himself on 30 November 1 524,

in which he expressed his fears of what might happen if war broke

out again after the termination of the four year truce :
' If we do not

undertake negotiations now, our allies will desert us and will not

hasten to our assistance. . . . Poland has allied herself with

Denmark, Scotland and the Hansa towns. If we do not come to an

agreement with her, she will attack us with all her allies.' 3 Albert

moreover drew attention to the alliance of Poland with France

of July 1524. The Order could not resist this powerful combina-

tion, especially when the emperor offered no aid. The Grand

Master declared: 'We shall be driven out before aid arrives.'

With regard to the Order's insolvency he added :
' We are absolutely

without money and have fallen into debt, which paralyses all our

activity.' The collapse of the Order, intensified by the growth of

secular habits, by humanism and the infiltration of secular forces

1 ' Die Hcilsberger Chronik ', Mon. Hist. Warm. viii. 424.
2
Cf. M. Biskup, ' Matcriaty do powstania chiopskiego w Prusach Ksiaz^cych w

1525 r.', Zapiski Historyc-^tie, xxi (1955), z. 1-2.

3
Cf. E. Joachim, 'Die Politik des letzten Hochmeistcrs in Preusscn Albrccht von

Brandenburg ', B. Ill, Publicationen aits den k. Preussiscben Staatsarchiven, ]xi (Leipzig,

1895), 347-
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into the administration, was undermining its ossified feudal struc-

ture. 1 In these conditions the Lutheran Reformation and the

secularization became for Albert and the propertied classes who
supported him the best way out of their difficulties.

The journey of Albert to Germany, his contacts with Luther,

Melanchthon and Osiander, which induced Luther to publish on

28 March 1523 his letter An die Herren des Deutschen Ordens? in which

he called upon the Order to renounce their rule of life and the

institution of celibacy, are well enough known. 3 The activity of

the Lutheran preachers, J. Briessmann and J. Amandus, is likewise

famous, as well as the part played by Bishop J. Polenz, who in the

summer of 1523 ordered the cataloguing of ecclesiastical property

and at Christmas of the same year preached a sermon in the cathedral

in Konigsberg, which was in fact an official declaration of adherance

to Lutheranism. From Konigsberg was issued on 28 January 1524

the instruction for the teaching of the gospel in the vernacular

(that is, in German, Polish and Lithuanian), to the population

living in the territories of the Order. At the same time Lutheran

preachers were despatched to Ermeland, with instructions to spread

their gospel there. 4 This offered Albert the opportunity of pro-

moting his object of annexing this area to his own state.

The political aims of this Lutheran missionary activity are

confirmed by the diplomatic intrigues of Albert after the death of

Bishop Fabian von Lossainen. Already during his lifetime Albert

had, through the procurator of the Order, Georg Busch, and his

brothers, made efforts in Rome to obtain approval for the annexation

of Ermeland. When the news of Fabian's death was known,

Albert in a letter of 24 April 1523 urged his representatives to take

more effective action, arguing that the union of Ermeland and the

territories of the Order would assure a lasting peace and put an end

to the continual struggles. 5 Albert's intrigues met with disappoint-

1 For the latest literature see K. Forstreuter, Vom Ordensstaat %.um Furstentum,

Kitzingen-am-Main (n.d.) and W. Hubatsch, ' Die inneren Voraussetzungen der

Sakularisation des deutschen Ordensstaates in Preussen ', Archiv fur Reformations-

gescbichte, xliii (1952), pt. 2.

2 M. Luther, Werke (Weimar, 1899), xxix. 16-33.

3 W. Pociecha, Geneva bofdu pruskiego (Gdynia, 1937) ; J. Vota, Der Untergang des

Ordensstaates Preussen und die Entstehung der preussischen Konigswurde (Mainz, 191 1) ; and

J. Rindfleisch, ' Herzog Albrecht von Hohenzollern und die Reformation in Preussen ',

Altpreussiscbe Monatsschrift, xv (1879).
4 A circumstance which favoured the extension of Lutheranism in Ermeland was

the fact that after the war of 1 5
1
9-2 1 and during the four year truce after it the troops of

the Order occupied a large part of the bishopric, together with the towns of Brauns-

berg, Wormditt, Guttstadt and Mehlsack. The Lutheran preachers could therefore

spread their doctrines with impunity and even seize church ornaments and sacramental

vessels.
6
Cf. J. Kolberg, ' Ermland im Kriege des Jahres 1520 ', Zeitscbriftf.d.G. Ermlands,

xv (1904), 527-8, quotes :
' So ist unser freuntlich bethe, e.l. wollen sich sowil ymer

moglich bey Bebstr heyt uffs hochst bemuhen, und befleyssenn unns unndt unserm

orden solch Stift {i.e. the bishopric of Ermeland) unnd das ubrig so wir noch nicht
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ment, because Adrian VI declared that ' he would not do anything

in this matter in favour either of the Grand Master or of the king

of Poland '. The researches of J. Voigt reveal that the position

adopted by the pope, who was at one time willing to support Albert,

was also determined by the continued financial difficulties of the

Grand Master who could not find the sum of over 1,000 ducats

required for the completion of this transaction. 1 Again at the

beginning of 1525, on the eve of his swearing fealty to Poland,

Albert renewed his efforts to retain at least a part of Ermeland.

From his letter to the Margrave Georg and Prince Frederick of

22 March 1525 it appears that Albert gave his mediators in the

negotiation of a peace with Poland detailed instructions to obtain

the cession of Braunsberg, Wormditt, and Guttstadt, 2 but he again

met with no success and was compelled by the Treaty of Cracow
to surrender the towns and territories which he had occupied for

four years.

These events in Ermeland were naturally watched with great

interest by the Polish court. For Zygmunt I and the Polish gentry

the attempt of Albert of Hohenzollern to introduce Lutheranism

into Ermeland was part of a much wider problem, which included

the strengthening of Polish power in Pomerania. This struggle

took on an especially bitter character during the period of uncer-

tainty, after the war of 15 19-21, when the conflict might have

begun again, and when the peasants rose in revolt in the East

Prussian territories and threatened to spill over into the neighbouring

areas. The principal supporter of Polish interests in Ermeland,

Bishop Ferber, saw a close connection between these events and the

political danger of the Reformation, which threatened his inde-

pendence. As the great feudal lord of Ermeland he saw in it a

revolutionary force, which might overturn the old order. The
determined opposition which he offered to Lutheranism to the very

end of his life did not result only from a loyalty to the Polish Crown
and devotion to the interests of the church. A descendant of one

of the richest patrician families in Danzig, Ferber knew from per-

sonal experience the force of a social revolution, which indeed had

driven out of the town his entire family, which had occupied a

dominant position there, occupying the highest offices in the

council. 3 Up to the time of the submission of Albert of Hohen-
zollern, which clarifying the situation made possible an energetic

attack upon the revolt in the towns and the peasant rising in the

countryside, Ferber carried on a struggle with Lutheranism in

Ermeland with his own resources, though armed with the authority

Innhabenn vaterlich undt gncdiglich zu ucrlcyncn. . . .
' Cf. also F. Hiplcr,

1 Bibliotheca Warmiensis odcr Litcraturgcschichte des Bisthums Ermland ', Mom.
Hist. War., iv. 89. '

J. Voigt, Geschicbte Preussens, ix. 668-9.
2 E. Joachim, ' Die Politik des lctztcn Hochmcistcrs in Prcusscn ', iii, no. 222.
8 H. Zins, Rod Ferberdw, pp. 17-28.
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of royal decrees, in opposition to the Teutonic Order, which gave

its support to the Reformation.

The Royal Prussian Estates adopted an attitude of hostility

towards the Order during their meeting of December 1 5 24, which

assembled to decide upon a policy to meet the end of the four years'

truce in the following April. A warning was given to the Polish

authorities that the Grand Master was preparing for war and was

seeking the aid of foreign princes. 1 The Estates considered that

Albert must be compelled to conclude a permanent and just peace

with Poland and went so far as to suggest terms of a treaty which

would be advantageous to Poland. The Grand Master was to be

forced to yield to Poland the bishopric of Pomezania, to the west of

Ermeland, in order to permit the rounding off of Polish territories.

In this way Ermeland would be connected with Royal Prussia along

a broad front and would cease to be an enclave surrounded by the

hostile territory of the Order. In the event of his not being able to

conclude a peace with the Order on these conditions, the Prussian

and Ermeland gentry advised the king to begin war and continue

it until the Grand Master and the Order had been driven out of

Prussia. 2 In view of the Order's isolation and its internal crisis, the

estates considered that a more favourable moment had not hither-

to presented itself for the achievements of the end. 3 The estates

were equally hostile to the extension of the Reformation. Con-

sidering that Lutheranism represented a danger to Prussia and

Ermeland and might even lead to the secession of the towns from

Poland, they passed resolutions calling for extermination of the

' Lutheran Sect '. The gentry and the small towns, as well as the

clergy, supported this decision. 4 An appeal for help was addressed

to the king of Poland and to Rome.
The connection between the Reformation and the political

problems of Prussia appeared also in the discussions in Cracow.

Bishop Ferber was a Polish senator and spent some time in Cracow

where he expressed his opposition to the treaty with the Order. 5

1 Archiwum Diecezjalne w Olsztynie, MS. A. 86, fo. 71.
2 Wejewodzkie Archiwum Panstwowe w Gdansku, 300/29, no. 8, fo. 412. The

estates advised the king ' den herren Hoemeister mit sampt seynen orden entzwar zu

vertreiben '.

3 Archiwum Diecezjalne w Olsztynie, MS. A. 86, fo. 14: ' Dan ewer ko Mat Rethe

obgemalt, haltens starcks dafur das weder ewer ko Mat noch derselbigen hochlob-

licher gedechtnis vorfarne den krieg wol aufzcufiiren, und den herren Hoemeister

mit sampt seynen orden entzwar zcu vertreiben ader zcu gehortsam zcu bryngen

solch bequemigkeit, wie itzt vorhanden niie gehat habe. . . .

'

4 Archiwum Diecezjalne w Olsztynie, MS. A. 86, fo. 16: '
. . . was die Luther-

anisch Sect belangt, wollcn sich gemelte Rethe so vil inen muglich, und gelegenheit

der sach unnd zceit dukkn wil, sie auszcurotten bevleyssen welchs auch der gemeyn
Adel, und cleine stete furzcustellen und ewer ko Mat gehorsamlich zcu wilfarn sich

zcimlicher weise erbothen haben.'
5 Ibid. fo. 21. Cf. also J. Fijarek, ' Stanowisko episkopatu polskiego wobee ho4du

pruskiego w r. 1525 ', Pam/ftn/k shtchac^y Universytetu Jagiellonskiego (Cracow, 1887),
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There he stated his opinion that the conditions to which Zygmunt I

agreed were an infringement of the royal prerogative and augured

ill for the future, because they sanctioned the Reformation in

Ducal Prussia. This unfavourable attitude to the treaty of Cracow

was nothing new, for it was an opinion commonly held at the time, 1

but it does serve to illustrate the local situation in Ermeland in

relation to the struggle with Lutheranism. According to Ferber,

the king saw ' that the larger Prussian towns and especially Danzig

were inclined to revolt as a result of Lutheran separatism and in the

event ofrenewed hostilities to go over to the side of the Grand Master

who is the chief supporter of this sect \ 2 Ferber's view was that

uncertainty concerning the attitude of the Prussian towns was the

motive of Poland in agreeing to the secularization of the Order. 3

Another Ermeland source, Die Heilsberger Chronik, written in the

years 1526-37, gives an even more exact opinion of the genesis of

the Prussian submission.4 Its author thought that ' the king had to

act in this way, because Danzig, Elbing, Malborg, Toruri and the

other towns of Royal Prussia were poisoned by Lutheran preachers

and ready for armed struggle with their overlord as well as to submit

to the Grand Master as the patron of Lutheranism. It would have

led to war, because the king of Poland could not have stayed neutral

in such a matter.' This is an obviously one-sided and prejudiced

opinion, because the Teutonic Order was in a state of complete

bankruptcy and, deserted by its previous allies, could not think of

war with Poland. Secularization was the best way out of a difficult

situation for Albert and upper classes in territories of the Order.

Nevertheless, it is an eloquent example of the local opinion concern-

ing the strength of the social movements in this early period of the

Reformation.

Besides these internal reasons for preventing the growth of

Lutheranism in Ermeland, there were other factors which dis-

couraged the extension of the Reformation. The policy of the

order in Prussia met with strong opposition from Poland. After

the secularization of the Order Zygmunt I undertook energetic

action on a wide scale to suppress the revolt in the Prussian and

Ermeland towns. The royal ordinances of 1526 strengthened the

power of the crown in the Prussian boroughs, by extending the

p. 95. This problem was first dealt with by A. Wojtkowski, ' Nowc przyczynki do

genezy hofdu pruskiego ', Sprawo^danie z czynno'sci wydeatme^yeb i posied^en naukowych.

Towar^jstno Kaukoae KUL (Lublin, 1947), pp. 77-9.
1 A full discussion of the wider implications of this question may be found in W.

Pociecha, Geneva ho-tdu pruskjego, and ' Czasy Zygmunta Starego ', Koc^nik Historycv&y,

xvi (1947) ; Z. W'ojciechowski, Hard Pruski (Warsaw, 1946); Zygmunt Stary (Poznan,

1946); and A. Yctulani, Lenno pruskie od traktatu krakowsk/ego do 'smierci Albrechta,

IJ2J-68 (Cracow, 1930).
2 Archiwum Diccezjalne w Olsztynie, MS. A. 86, fo. 20-1.

3 For a detailed analysis see C. Hartknoch, Preussische Kircben-Historie (Frankfurt-am-

Main and Leipzig, 1686), p. 977. * Mon. Hist. Warm., viii. 426.
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privileges of the royal burgrave. The secularization of the Order

was of course the result of many complicated factors in the internal

and external policy of Poland in the first quarter of the sixteenth

century. It broke the connection of Albert of Hohenzollern with

the Empire and even made it possible to foresee the eventual in-

corporation of Ducal Prussia into Poland; the events of the

seventeenth century which led to the separation of Ducal Prussia

from Poland and in 1700 the erection of the kingdom of Prussia

resulted from totally different conditions than those which prevailed

in 1525. The purpose of this essay has been to present only one

aspect of the question and to show that the connection between social

discontent and the Reformation was one of the many factors which

entered into the calculations of Polish statesmen during the negotia-

tions which led to the treaty of Cracow of 1525.

Marie Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin H. Zins
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The Middlesex Electors of Ij68-Ij6<)

THE three Middlesex elections of 1768-9 may hardly be said to

have escaped the attention of historians. As three of the most

dramatic episodes in John Wilkes's stormy career, they were

prominently featured in the London and provincial press of the day

and have been treated with reasonable adequacy by his various

biographers since. The bare facts are therefore familiar enough.

In the general election of 1768, after being defeated in the City

of London, Wilkes presented himself as one of three candidates

for election in Middlesex and was returned at the top of the poll

with 1,292 votes; the second place was held by George Cooke, a

junior minister and one of the two sitting members for the county,

who received 827 votes; while the other sitting member and de-

feated candidate, Sir William Beauchamp Proctor, polled 807 votes.

The proceedings at Brentford were remarkably orderly, though

Wilkes's supporters of ' the inferior set ' had violently demonstrated

their allegiance at Hyde Park Corner before the poll opened and

were to celebrate his victory in noisy disturbances for two nights to

come. 1 George Cooke died in June, and another election followed

in December. Sir William Proctor once more contested the seat

and was opposed by Serjeant John Glynn, Wilkes's counsel and one

of his most devoted lieutenants. This time, the Brentford Butts

were the scene of the most violent disorders : the two candidates,

both eminent lawyers, later conducted in the press a campaign of

mutual incrimination—Proctor accusing Glynn of acting ' in a

manner unworthy of a gentleman and a lawyer ', 2 but it seems reason-

ably certain that it was the Court, and not the Wilkite, candidate,

that provoked them by hiring a gang of Irish chairmen and pugilists

to beat up the voters at the hustings, leading to the death of George

Clarke, a young lawyer. The eventual outcome, however, was

another Wilkite victory with Glynn polling 1,542 votes to his op-

ponent's i,278. 3 Finally, after Wilkes's expulsion from parliament

'For the best contemporary accounts sec Annual Register, 1768, p. 186; Felix

Farley's Bristol Journal, 2 Apr. 1768 ; Glocester Journal, 4 Apr. 1768. Sec also my ' Wilkes

and Liberty, 1768-1769 ', The Guildhall Miscellany, no. 8, July 1957, pp. 5-6.

2 Oxford Magazine, Dec. 1768, p. 227.
3 Ibid. pp. 238-40; Old Bailey Proceedings, 1769, pp. 66-84, 87-100; J. Grego,

A History of Parliamentary Ulections and 1 electioneering from the Stuarts to Queen Victoria

(1892), pp. 178-88.
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and his various unopposed re-elections and disqualifications, came

the contest of 13 April 1769, when Henry Lawes Luttrell, who
had been persuaded to resign his seat at Bossiny for the purpose,

was put up to challenge Wilkes in Middlesex. On this occasion,

according to an eyewitness, the Court candidate was once more
' pelted by the Mob ' at Hyde Park Corner, 1 but the poll itself was

conducted peacefully enough at Brentford. No attempt had been

made to build up Luttrell as anything but a makeshift candidate

and the result was hardly in doubt: his defeat by 1,143 to 29^ votes

and subsequent recognition by the Commons as the member who
' ought to have been returned ' 2 are familiar history.

So much for the bare facts of the electoral proceedings; but

while they tell us something of the devotion of Wilkes's unenfran-

chised supporters of ' the inferior set ' and of the skill of his election

agents, they leave us with only the most general impression of the

sentiments of the Middlesex electors themselves. We know that in

three consecutive contested elections, they returned Wilkite candi-

dates with substantial majorities; but did these majorities reflect a

consistent pattern of radical opinion, or were they arrived at by

a more or less fortuitous addition of votes? Were they evenly

spread over the county as a whole, or did certain parishes, or groups

of parishes, prove to be more Wilkite in tendency than others ?

Were the urban parts of the county more Wilkite than the rural ?

Did the larger freeholders or more prosperous voters, or the clergy

and office-holders, tend to vote for Proctor or Luttrell rather than

for Wilkes or Glynn? Among what sort of freeholders—the

larger, the ' middling ', or the lesser—did Wilkes find his most con-

sistent support? Such questions have their importance both for

the study of Wilkes himself and for that of the eighteenth-century

radical movement as a whole; yet they have never been seriously

considered by historians. Here an attempt has been made to do so

—mainly with the aid of the Middlesex Poll-Books for 1768-9, 3 the

Freeholders' Book 4 and the Land Tax assessments or Poor Rate

Books for the period. 5

1 County of Buckingham Record Office, Sir William Lee correspondence (J.

Claxton to Sir William Lee Bart, 13 Apr. 1769).
2 Oxford Magazine, Apr. 1769, pp. 155-6.
3 Middlesex R[ecord] Offfice], Middlesex Poll Books, 1768-9 (undated transcript

in one volume) [hereafter cited as Poll Books] ; Middlesex Poll, December 1768 printed

text, 1769). The transcript lists voters with votes cast at all three elections, {a) in

alphabetical order by parishes (pp. 1-256), (b) in alphabetical order for the county as a

whole (pp. 257-424). The printed text has been consulted purely as a ' check ' to the

transcript in the case of the election of December 1768: there are remarkably few
discrepancies.

4 Middlesex R.O., Freeholders' Book, no. 12 (1767-71).
5 The following Land Tax assessments and Poor Rate Books for 1767-9 have been

consulted: Guildhall Lib[rary Muniment Room], L[and] T[ax] duplicates (1768) for

Wellclose Liberty, Old Artillery Ground, St. Anne Limehouse, Holy Trinity Minories,

Christchurch Spitalfields (1769), St. Paul Shadwell, St. Botolph-without-Aldgate, St.
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To answer the first question—how far these majorities reflected

a consistent pattern of political opinion—we must consider the

elections both individually and collectively. 1 In those of December
1768 and April 1769 there is no special problem, as, in each case,

there were, for practical purposes, only two candidates contesting

for a single seat—Glynn and Proctor in the first and Wilkes and
Luttrell in the second. 2 In the general election of March 1768, the

picture is not so simple, as there were three candidates—Proctor,

Cooke, and Wilkes—contesting for two seats. Nevertheless, the

pattern of voting is fairly consistent throughout: those voting for

Proctor had a strong tendency to vote for Cooke and those voting

for Wilkes, while they might in some cases vote for Cooke, very

rarely voted for Proctor. Though to Wilkes's supporters Cooke
might appear as a less obnoxious candidate than Proctor, who is

constantly labelled a ' courtier ', he was a known supporter of the

Administration, 3 and the pattern of voting suggests that he was more
frequently seen as a ' running partner ' for Proctor than as a more or

less ' neutral ' third party—still less, of course, as a suitable team-

mate for Wilkes. Yet, even so, by taking the elections in isolation

one from another, we can not be certain whether electors in voting

for a candidate were drawn to support him by virtue of his personal

qualities or known record of public service, or by virtue of the

political principles that he was believed to represent. It is only by

comparing the votes of the same electors in three consecutive elec-

tions, when confronted with a different set of candidates, that we
can begin to see whether there is, in fact, a clear-cut division between

those voting Proctor-Cooke-Luttrell on the one hand and those

voting Wilkes-Glynn on the other.

Dunstan Stepney (hamlet of Mile End), St. John Wapping, St. Dunstan Stepney

(hamlet of RatclifF), St. Mary Whitcchapcl, St. George Middlesex (MSS. 6004/38,

6005/15, 6006/51, 6007/11, 6008/28, 6009/35, 6011/34, 6012/49-50, 6013/34, 6014/54,

6015/34, 16016/57-8). Holborn Lib[rary], Poor Rate (1768) for St. Andrew Holborn,
Saffron Hill, St. Giles in the Fields; Burying Ground Rate for St. Andrew Holborn.
Westminster Lib[rary], Poor Rate (1768) for St. George Hanover Square, St. Margaret
and St. John the Evangelist, St. Martin in the Fields, St. Paul Covent Garden (C 311

and 343, E 444-7, F 6016-19, H 82). Middlesex R.O., L[andJ T[ax] Assessments]

(1767) for St. Martin in the Fields, St. Paul Covent Garden, St. Margaret, St. John the

Evangelist (Westminster), nos. 752-60, 761, 762-3, 764; Brentford, Finchley, St.

James Clerkcnwcll, St. John Hackney, St. Mary Islington, St. Sepulchre (Ossulston

Hundred}, nos. 236, 1815-16, 1635, 5421, 2015 2366; Edmonton, Enfield, S. Mimms,
Tottenham (Edmonton), nos. 18, 68, 114, 118; Harcfield, Darlington, Hayes, Hilling-

don, Norwood (inc. Southall), Ruislip, Uxbridge (Elthorne), nos. 505, 554, 649, 701,

903, 980-1, 65; Hcston, Isleworth, Twickenham (Islcworth), nos. 1520, 1559, 1597;
Shepperton, Staines, Stanwell, Sunbury, Teddington (Spclthorne), nos. 6581, 6631,

6681, 6728, 6779. ! For what follows see Poll hooks, passim.
2 In Apr. 1769, there were, in fact, two other candidates in the field, but the number

of votes cast for them was negligible: 5 for Serjeant Whittakcr and none for Captain

Roach (the latter actually withdrew in the course of the poll): Oxford Magazine, Apr.

1769, p. 156.
3 He was at this time a Chathamitc and Joint Paymaster-General: John Brooke,

The Chatham Administration 1/66-1/68 (1956), pp. 107, 252. It is not clear why Mr.
Brooke should call him a ' radical ' (ubi supra).
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At first sight, this is not so evident. On the one hand, we find

Glynn polling considerably more votes than Wilkes: whereas

Wilkes polled 1,292 votes in March 1768 and 1,143 votes in April

1769, Glynn polled no less than 1,542 votes in December 1768,

when the number of voters was said to exceed by 42 ' the greatest

number ever known to poll at any previous election '-1 This can

no doubt be largely accounted for by the particular circumstances

of the election which also increased Proctor's poll far above that

of the three-cornered contest of March 1768; but it also becomes

evident on examination of the Poll Books that Glynn had a following

of his own, and one that was considerably greater than that of

Wilkes himself, not only in the Inns of Court—where it might be

expected—but in Kensington, St. Luke Old Street and the parishes

of Westminster. 2 This discrepancy, however, is quite insignificant

when contrasted with the failure of Proctor's supporters of March

and December to muster in support of Luttrell in the following

April : whereas Proctor polled 807 votes in March (when he shared

the anti-Wilkite poll with Cooke) and 1,248 votes in December,

Luttrell received a mere 296 votes in April 1769. In fact, as a

candidate of somewhat doubtful repute and one who had so clearly

been imported—and at such short notice—to promote a purely

Ministerial advantage, he had not been able to build up a sizable

following in any single one of the 1 60 parishes and hamlets of the

county : in only three places (and these were all parishes of seventy-

five voters or more) did he attract ten or more votes 3 and his vote

only exceeded Proctor's of December 1768 in two tiny hamlets. 4

This reluctance of respectable freeholders, though evidently anti-

Wilkite in interest or sympathy, to vote for Luttrell, even in a

straight contest with Wilkes is perhaps best illustrated by the luke-

warm reception given to him even by clergymen, members of

parliament and other persons most likely to rally in support of a

ministerial candidate. Of thirty M.P.s holding freeholds in Middle-

sex who had voted for Proctor in March or December 1768, only

seven voted for Luttrell on 13 April 1769—and (perhaps even more

significant) only eight of them voted with the majority in parliament,

two days later, for LuttrelPs adoption as the lawful member for the

1 Grego, op. cit. p. 184. The combined votes of the two candidates amounted,

on this occasion, to 2,820, compared with a combined vote of 1,439 m -Apr. 1769 and

2,926 (for 3 candidates) in Mar. 1768. The number of voters listed in the Poll Books

for all three elections (including a few whose votes are not recorded for any single

election) is a little short of 3,500.
2 In these places, the comparative figures are as follows : Inns of Court—Glynn, 5 3

;

Wilkes, 18 and 15. Kensington—Glynn, 29; Wilkes, 20 and 14; Westminster (all

parishes)—Glynn, 233; Wilkes, 152 and 150. St. Luke Old Street—Glynn, 90;

Wilkes, 60 and 67.
3 These were Brentford (16 votes), St. Luke Old Street (15) and St. Margaret

Westminster (ic).

4 These were Ascot (Proctor o, Luttrell 1) and Stanmore (Proctor 2, Luttrell 3).
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county in the place of Wilkes, while seven voted in opposition and

the rest were absent or abstained. 1 Similarly, of thirty-eight

clergymen and ministers voting for Proctor in one or both of the

two preceding elections, only nine voted for Luttrell in his contest

with Wilkes; while not one of nine Common Council men of the

City of London, with freeholds in Middlesex and whose voting

record in 1768 suggests that they were supporters of Proctor rather

than of Wilkes, thought fit to vote for the new Court candidate in

April 1769.
2

Yet, while such evidence points to the very different degree of

support enjoyed among the more ' respectable ' freeholders by the

two Court candidates in consecutive elections, it does not show any

appreciable movement of votes away from the Court candidate to

his radical opponent. In the cases just cited, no single clergyman,

one solitary M.P., and only two Common Council men transferred

their vote to Wilkes in the latter election; the rest simply abstained.

Taking the voting as a whole and allowing for the divergencies in

the pattern that we have noted, there is, in fact, a close concordance

among those voting Proctor-Cooke and Luttrell on the one hand

and among those voting Wilkes and Glynn on the other. In

examining the lists of voters parish by parish we find a remarkable

consistency in the voting pattern: those voting Proctor-Cooke in

1 Poll Books; Oxford Magazine, May 1769, pp. 184-7. The 30 Al.P.s voting for

Proctor in one or both of the two previous elections were : ( ?) Edward Bacon (Norwich),

Thos. Brand (Oakhampton), Chas. Brett (Lostwithiel), Sir Chas. Bunbury Bart.

(Suffolk), Henry C. Boulton (Worcester), George Byng (Wigan), Sir George Colebrooke

(Arundel), Sir John Cotton (Cambridgeshire), Sir William Dolben (Northants), John
St. L. Douglas (Hindon), John Eames (Newport, Hants), (?) William Fitzherbert

(Derby), Sir Thos. Frankland (Thirsk), Lord Gage (Seaford), Philip Jennings (Totnes),

Sir Robert Ladbrooke (London), Benjamin Lcthiullier (Andovcr), Sir Roger Newdigate

(Oxford Univ.), (?) William Plumcr (Herts), Isaac M. Rcbow (Colchester), Hans Sloane

(Newport, Hants), John Stephenson (St. Michael), William Strode (Yarmouth, Hants),

Sir Simeon Stuart (Hants), Richard Vernon (Bedford), (?) Nathaniel Webb (Taunton),

Samuel Whitebread (Bedford), Robert Wood (Brackley), Hon. Chas. Yorke (Cambridge

Univ.), Hon. John Yorke (Reigate).

The 8 voting with the majority in the parliamentary division of 15 Apr. 1769 were:

( ?) H. Bacon, Sir J. Cotton, Sir W. Dolben, John Douglas, J. Stephenson, Sir S. Stuart,

EL Vernon and (?) N. Webb. There were, in addition, 4 placemen voting with the

majority who, as freeholders of Middlesex, had voted only for Luttrell: Hon. Charles

Fitzroy, vice-chamberlain to the Queen and brother of the Duke of Grafton; Stephen

Fox, son of Lord Holland; Sir James Lowther, son-in-law of Lord Bute; and Viscount

Palmerston, a Lord of the Admiralty {Oxford Magazine, ubi supra).

The 7 voting with the minority were : G. Byng, Sir G. Colebrooke, Sir T. Frankland,

P. Jennings, B. Lcthiullier, (?) W. Plumer and John Yorke.

It is perhaps significant that only 5 of the 30 M.P.s voted foi Proctor (and 6 for

Cooke) in Mar. 1768 and that, of these, not one voted for Luttrell either in the election

of Apr. 1769 or in the parliamentary division of 15 Apr.

1 am greatly indebted to Mr. John Brooke for helping me to identify these freeholdcr-

M.P.s (there remains some doubt, however, about the identity of those marked (?)).

2 Royal Calendar, 1768; I'nil Hooks. John Wilson of Castle Baynard, who voted

for Wilkes in Mar. and for Proctor in Dec, is not included. Note also that of 55

justices previously voting for Proctor only 19 voted for Luttrell in April (Middlesex

R.O., Commission of the Peace no. 133 (Jan. 1769)).
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March tend to vote Proctor in December and to vote Luttrell or to

abstain in April ; similarly, those supporting Wilkes in March tend

to support Glynn in December and Wilkes again in April. It seems,

therefore, reasonable to conclude that a considerable proportion

of the electors were perfectly aware of the issues at stake : the sup-

porters of Administration voted for Proctor-Cooke, for Luttrell or

abstained; those favouring the radical challenge to Administration

associated with Wilkes voted for Wilkes himself or for Serjeant

Glynn. There were undoubtedly ' pockets ' of private and par-

ticular loyalties; but, by and large, these played an altogether

secondary part.

While this conclusion appears to be valid for the Middlesex

voters as a whole, 1 the radical majority that emerged in all three

elections was by no means evenly spread over the numerous par-

ishes, Liberties and hamlets of the county. Nor is this surprising

:

unlike the cities of London and Westminster and certain predom-

inantly rural counties, eighteenth-century Middlesex was as little

uniform in its political as in its economic or administrative existence.

No doubt, the county as a whole felt the ' pull ' of the metropolis

and the freeholders as a body were remarkably free of any settled

county interest. 2 There were, moreover, important electoral links

between different parts of the county : thus, several London mer-

chants held freeholds in the ' out '-parishes adjoining the City,3

and some 500 Westminster freeholders, in these elections at least,

exerted their right to vote in Middlesex. 4 Yet the Poll Books for

these elections do not bear out the contention of the county's most

recent historian that the Middlesex freeholders were, at this time,

' mostly Londoners living outside the City itself and Westminster '. 5

The view, however, seems to have been shared by some contempo-

raries: Wilkes himself, perhaps with greater optimism than con-

viction, exhorted the London liverymen, after his defeat in the City

1 The records consulted do not make it possible to estimate with accuracy the propor-

tion of 40s. freeholders actually exercising their right to vote in these elections. It

would appear {a) to have varied considerably between one parish and another and (b)

to have been determined to no great extent by the distance from the hustings at

Brentford. So much, at least, is suggested by the following few examples, based on
the Poll Books and on some of the few Land Tax registers in which owners and occu-

piers are clearly distinguishable (the approximate number of 40s. freeholders per parish

in brackets): Edmonton: 45 voters (180); Tottenham: 42 (104); Hillingdon: 37

(140); Twickenham: 26 (136); Wapping: 115 (174). (Middlesex R.O., L.T.A.

(1767) nos. 18, 188,701, 1597; Guildhall Lib., L.T. (1768) for St. John Wapping, MS.
6013/34.) The proportions in this sample vary between 2 in 3 (Wapping) and 1 in 5

(Twickenham).
2 M. Robbins, Middlesex (A New Survey of England, 1953), p. 25.
3 But fewer appear to have owned freeholds in the rural parishes or in Westminster

:

Poll Books; Baldwin's Guide to the City of London, 1 770.
4 This seems a small number compared with the 9,000 or more householders who,

at this time, regularly voted for Westminster's own parliamentary candidates: West-
minster Poll Books, 1749, 1774, 1780; but Westminster was an area of large and rela-

tively few freeholds.
6 Robbins, op. cit. p. 99.
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in the general election, to vote for him at his pending contest in

the county as ' Freeholders of the County of Middlesex ' j
1 and a

witness of the Middlesex election that followed actually reported

(that) ' it was remarked that several of the Livery of London who
lately voted against Mr. Wilkes at Guildhall were the first to poll in

his favour at Brentford \ 2 This may have been strictly true,3

but it probably did not amount to very much, as only a dozen of the

236 Common Council men and four of the twenty-six Aldermen of

1768 are listed among the county voters of 1 768-9.
4 Leaving aside

the exceptions that we have noted, the great bulk of the 40s. free-

holds in respect of which votes were cast at these elections were

distributed, more or less evenly, over two sharply distinct and dis-

similar areas—the so-called ' out '-parishes of Middlesex, 5 with their

urban concentration, dwelling houses, messuages, warehouses,

wharves and tenements straggling along the river to the east of the

City or adjoining it to the north; and the more decidely rural

parishes with their scattered hamlets, market-towns, grasslands and

arable, and unenclosed commons and waste, lying to the north and

west of the cities of London and Westminster.6 As might be ex-

pected, there were important variations in the pattern of voting

between these two main groups of parishes and between the pre-

dominantly urban area (Westminster and the ' out '-parishes

combined) and the predominantly rural part of the county in the

elections of 1768-9.

Taking the three elections together, the geographical distribution

ofvoters was approximately as follows : 14 per cent, for Westminster,

47 per cent, for the Middlesex ' out '-parishes and 39 per cent, for

1 Glocester Journal, 28 Mar. 1768.
2 Ibid. 4 Apr. 1768.
3 It would be an arduous, and possibly unrewarding, task to attempt to find out

how many of London's 5,700 liverymen voting in the City election of Mar. 1768

(The Poll of the Livery oj 'London, 1768) voted, as freeholders, in Middlesex in 1768-9.

From the few cases with which I am familiar it appears that of 12 Common Council

men and 11 other liverymen holding freeholds (the latter listed, quite fortuitously,

among those eligible for jury service in Brentford, Enfield, Islington and Wapping),

5 (including 1 Common Council man and 1 Alderman) voted for Wilkes in the City

election; of these, 2 did not vote in Middlesex in March, while 3 voted for Wilkes.

Another 5 (including 2 Common Council men), who had opposed Wilkes in the City

election, voted for him at Brentford a few days later: PollBooks; Royal Calendar, 1768

;

The Poll of the Livery of London, 1768; Freeholders' Book no. 12 (1767-71). This
' switch ' to Wilkes by 2 common council men may be significant, but the sample of 1

1

non-official liverymen is far too small to allow one to generalize from it.

* Poll Books; Royal Calendar, 1768.
5 These are the twenty-two Middlesex parishes listed in the Bills of Mortality and

the Liberties and hamlets lying within the Finsbury, Holborn and Tower Divisions of

the Hundred of Ossulston: M. D. George, London Life in the XVIIIth Century (1925),

pp. 405, 412-14.
* See Robbins, op. cit. pp. 25, 35 ff; J. Middleton, Agriculture of Middlesex (1798),

passim. There had been, in 1767, a march of villagers of Stanwcll to Westminster to

protest against an Enclosure Bill: Robbins, op. cit. p. 126; but this does not appear to

have been an issue in any of the Middlesex elections.
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the rural parishes; 1 thus the combined urban area accounted for

some 6 1 per cent, of the total vote. We may see how far the votes

cast for each candidate within each of the main areas corresponds

to or departs from these ' norms ' by tabulating votes, candidates

and areas as follows

:

Table I

Distribution of votes castfor each candidate in main areas

Candidate Westminster * Out
:

'-parishes Rural parishes

(a) {b)% (a) (b) (a) (b)

Votes candidate's Votes % poll Votes % poll

poll

In March ij6S

Proctor 92 1 1
-4 308 38-2 407 50*4

Cooke 92 ii-i 301 36-4 434 52-5

Wilkes 152 8-5 681 52-8 459 38-7

In Dec. 1768

Proctor 170 13-3 534 41-8 574 44-9

Glynn 233 15-5 801 52-0 508 32-5

In April 1769

Luttrell 56 18-9 95 32-1 145 49-0

Wilkes 150 13-1 566 49-5 427 37-4

In the first place, we see that, in each of these contests, the pre-

dominantly rural parishes of the county were less inclined to vote

for the radical candidate than the predominantly urban. In the

election of March 1768, it is perhaps surprising that the proportion

of votes cast for Wilkes in Westminster should have been so small,

but the distribution of his votes, and of those of his opponents, as

between urban and rural districts shows a clear enough trend:

whereas Proctor and Cooke polled a majority of their votes (50.4 and

52.5 per cent, respectively) in the rural parishes, Wilkes polled a

little over one-third of his votes in these parishes and nearly two-

thirds in the urban area. In December, a similar pattern is repeated

:

while Proctor, in this case, polled a distinctly higher proportion of

his votes in the urban area (55.1 per cent, compared with the previous

49.6 per cent.), he actually out-voted Glynn in the rural parishes,

1 For practical purposes, I have included with the ' out '-parishes proper the five

parishes of Chelsea, Kensington, Paddington, St. Marylebone and St. Pancras, which

are not listed in the Bills of Mortality (see George, op. tit., p. 405).
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where the latter scored less than one-third of his total poll. In

April 1769, the same general trend is maintained—though Wilkes,

faced, on this occasion, with far less redoubtable opposition than in

March 1768, won considerably larger majorities in both urban and

rural areas. 1 That the Court candidates should obtain a higher

proportion of the votes cast in the rural area than in the urban is

perhaps not unexpected; what is more remarkable is the decisive

majority gained by both radical candidates in the Middlesex ' out '-

parishes. In Westminster, as we saw, Wilkes's vote was relatively

low, particularly in March 1768; and Luttrell's vote, in these

parishes, was, proportionately, even higher than in the rural area.

But, in the ' out '-parishes, the Court candidates were, on each

occasion, overwhelmingly defeated. In the first election, Wilkes's

vote here more than exceeded the combined votes of his two op-

ponents; in the second, Glynn's vote exceeded Proctor's by 50

per cent.; while, in the third, Wilkes's vote, though considerably

lower than in the far more closely contested election of March 1768,

was nearly six times that of Luttrell. It is evident, therefore, that

the mainstay of Wilkite support lay not so much in the urban area

as a whole—still less, of course, in the rural districts—as in the

populous commercial parishes lying to the east and north of the

City.

So much for the geographical pattern; can we now find a pattern

based on the social status or occupations of the voters ? From what

we know of Wilkes's history we should hardly expect him, at this

stage of his career at least, to have been received with enthusiasm

by placemen, county gentry, parsons, members of parliament,

justices of the peace, or even by City dignitaries—by any, in fact,

who, in the language of today, might be termed part of the existing

' Establishment '. Even so, the almost unrelieved consistency of

the opposition to the radical candidates from these quarters is

perhaps surprising. Of thirty-nine M.P.s who, as Middlesex free-

holders, voted in one or more of these contests, only two voted for

Wilkes and Glynn in two consecutive elections; and these were two
of the leading City radicals and founder-members of the Society of

Supporters of the Bill of Rights: John Sawbridge, member for

Hythe, and James Townshend, member for West Looe; 2 another,

George Byng, member for Wigan, having voted for Proctor against

Glynn, voted for Wilkes against Luttrell. Of thirty-two peers,

sons of peers, baronets and knights voting in these elections, only

three voted for the radical candidate on any occasion: Hon. John
Scott, who owned land in Ealing, voted for Wilkes in March 1768;

1 In Mar. 1768, a number of largish rural parishes— (Jzbridge, Hillingdon, Twicken-
ham and Harrow—voted overwhelmingly against Wilkes; in Apr. 1769, his combined
vote in these strongly anti-VC ilk ite parishes was slightly higher than Luttrell's: Proctor's

previous supporters for the most part abstained.
2 For Sawbridge and Townshend, see infra, p. 615 and nn. 1 and 2.
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Sir John Danvers of Hanover Square voted for Glynn in December

;

and Sir Ben Trueman, Quaker and brewer of Brick Lane, Spital-

fields, voted for Glynn in December and for Wilkes against Luttrell

in April. 1 Justices of the peace were overwhelmingly opposed

to the radical candidates: of sixty-six justices selected at random from
those owning freeholds in Middlesex, only eleven (including Byng
and Townshend) supported Wilkes or Glynn in any election. 2

Equally solid was the opposition of the churches: of forty-two

clergymen and ministers whose votes are recorded, only four voted,

in any contest, for Wilkes and Glynn. One of these was the Rev.

John Home, minister at New Brentford, who was at this time Wilkes's

closest supporter and most energetic election agent; the others were

the Rev. Joseph Williamson, of the vicarage in the Liberty of the

Rolls; William Prior, curate of St. John, Wapping; and the Rev.

Martin Justice of St. George, Hanover Square. 3 The leaders of

the City administration and of its financial community were also,

in the earlier elections at least, predominantly hostile to the Wilkite

candidates. Of twelve Common Council men voting in Middlesex

in March and December 1768, nine voted consistently for Cooke or

Proctor and only two for Wilkes and Glynn;4 yet, in April 1769,

five voted for Wilkes and not a single one for Luttrell. 5 Of four

London Aldermen voting in these elections, three voted for Proctor

or Cooke 6 and one for Glynn
;

7 one of the former, Sir Richard

Glynn, Bart., of Dowgate Ward, banker and president of the Society

for Equitable Assurance in Lives and Survivorship,8 also voted for

Luttrell in April 1769. Other bankers voting for Proctor in 1768

were Sir George Colebrooke, M.P., and Benjamin Hopkins Esq.,

the latter a director of the Bank of England. Proctor also received

the support of the chairman, vice-chairman and two directors of the

1 For Trueman, see also P. Mathias, ' The Brewing Industry, Temperance and

Politics ', The Historical Journal, i (1958), 106.
2 Middlesex R.O., Commission of the Peace no. 133 (Jan. 1769).
3 Proctor's supporters included the vicars of Chelsea, Ealing, Edmonton, Fulham,

Hackney, Hayes, Heston, Islington, Ruislip, Tottenham, Twickenham and St. Martin

in the Fields; the rectors of Finchley, Hanworth, Harlington, Shepperton, Stratford,

St. Anne Westminster, St. James Piccadilly, St. John Wapping, St. Paul Covent Garden
and St. Paul Shadwcll; and the curates of Hammersmith and Pinner: Poll Books;

Guildhall Lib., London Diocese. Episcopal Visitation Books (General Clergy), 3 May
1769, MS. 9537-42. There seems some doubt about the political allegiance of the

Rev. Richard Newbon, vicar of Enfield, whom the printed text {Middlesex Poll, December

1768, p. 32), here at variance with the transcript, shows as voting for Glynn against

Proctor in Dec. 1768.
4 They were George Lewis Carr (Aldersgate Ward) and George Bellas (Castle

Baynard), the latter a well-known City Wilkite.
5 Besides Carr and Bellas, they included Luke Young (Cordwainer), William Rogers

(Portsoken), and Lawrence Holker (Vintry).
6 Sir Robert Ladbroke (Bridge Without), Sir Richard Glynn, Bart. (Dowgate),

and Sir James Esdaile (Cripplegate).
7 William Bridgen Esq. (Farringdon Within), who also voted for Wilkes in the City

contest {The Poll of the Livery of London, 1768).
8 Court and City Register, 1769.
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East India Company * and of Benjamin Way, a director of the South

Sea Company; but Wilkes, also, counted among his supporters of

March 1768 a South Sea Company director—Abraham Hake, who
held a freehold in Spitalfields. Not surprisingly, too, Proctor

attracted the votes of a number of eminent lawyers and legal place-

men, among them Sir Thomas Sewell, Master of the Rolls, and four

Masters in Chancery. 2 Finally, both rural and urban gentry tended

to support Proctor and Luttrell rather than Wilkes and Glynn; of

eighty-four persons bearing the suffix of esquire ' among the voters

in forty-four parishes and Liberties, less than one quarter voted for

the radical candidates in these elections. 3

It is evident, then, that the great majority of office-holders,

clergy and the socially more substantial voters favoured the Court

candidates and showed a marked hostility to Wilkes and Serjeant

Glynn. Judging, however, by the latters' particular success in the

commercial ' out '-parishes, where warehouses, workshops and

business premises abounded, we should hardly expect the same to

be true of the bulk of the voters engaged in trade or manufacture.

The evidence on this point is distinctly slender, as neither Middlesex

Poll Books nor Land Tax registers give occupations : for these we
have to rely on the incomplete and inadequate lists of those quali-

fying for jury service in the Freeholders' Books, the Westminster

Poll Book for 1774, and the occasional entries of Middlesex electors

in the annual returns of London merchants.4 But, meagre as they

are, these sources give eloquent enough proof that these voters of
1
the middling sort ' tended to support the radical candidates. There

are, indeed, notable exceptions: brewers, distillers and maltsters,

for instance, voted more frequently (though by a narrow majority)

for Proctor; 5 more decisively Proctorite were the shopkeepers,

bakers, victuallers, publicans, farmers, craftsmen and undefined

1 These were Sir George Colebrookc (see infra, p. 16 and n. 59); Henry Crabb
Boulton, M.P. for Worcester; John Stephenson, M.P. for St. Michael (also a Luttrcll-

supportcr); and John Pardoc of Catharine Street (Court and City Register, 1769).
2 Edward Montague (Lincoln's Inn); John Eames, M.P. foi Newport, Hants

(Court of Chancery); Thomas Anguish and Thomas Cudden (Liberty of the Rolls)

{Poll Books).
3 See Freeholders' Book no. 12 (1767-71); Westminster Poll Book, 1774; and the

Land Tax registers, or Poor Rate Books, of forty-four selected parishes (see supra, p. 603,

n. 5, and infra, p. 612 and n. 2). Proctor also had the support of the majority of parish

officers owning Middlesex freeholds: of twenty-two churchwardens of eighteen parishes

(fifteen rural), thirteen voted for Proctor and nine for Wilkes; of ten parish clerks

(seven rural), six voted for Proctor and four for Wilkes: Guildhall Lib., London Diocese.

Episcopal Visitation Books (Churchwardens), 3 May 1769, MS. 9537-43.
4 Freeholders' Book no. 12 (1767-71); Westminster Poll Book, 1774; Baldwin's

Guide, 1770. In addition, I have consulted the Registers for Births, Burials and Mar-
riages of a number of parishes, but these have proved disappointing.

5 Brewers voting for Proctor-Luttreli were: Richard Hare d.imchousc), James
Keeling (Clerkenwcll), Samuel Whitcbrcad (St. Luke Old Street) and William Wilson
(St. George Middlesex); those voting for Wilkes-Glynn were: Thomas Allen (Wapping),
John Hill (Sunbury) and Sir Ben Trueman (Spitalfields).
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' yeomen ' of the rural parishes. 1 But the great majority of mer-

chants, tradesmen and manufacturers of every kind—particularly

those holding freeholds in the Middlesex ' out '-parishes—showed an

unmistakable preference for Wilkes and Glynn: thus, of 180 urban

voters engaged in such occupations, 130 gave their support to the

radical candidates; and, of these, no less than ninety-four were

among the wharfingers, lightermen, warehousemen, importers,

coal-merchants, shopkeepers and victuallers of Shadwell, Wapping,

St. George-in-the-East, Limehouse and St. Luke's, Old Street.

Despite the deficiencies of our sources, the general social pattern

of the voters, therefore, emerges fairly clearly. But can we carry

our analysis further and determine a pattern of voting according to

the size of property held ? To be more precise, were Wilkes's, or

Proctor's, supporters to be found among the substantial, the

' middling ', or the lesser freeholders or occupiers of lands, tene-

ments, houses or messuages in the county ? To attempt an answer,

we must refer to the Land Tax registers, where alone we may hope

to find the annual values of the properties held. In this case, a

substantial and representative sample has been selected by consulting

the Land Tax assessments made in seventeen ' out '-parishes and

Liberties, in twenty-two of the largest rural parishes and in five of

the parishes of the city of Westminster: a sum of parishes that,

between them, account for the freeholds of a little over 2,000 of the

3,500 electors voting in the elections of 176 8-9. 2 Owing, however,

to both errors of transcription and difficulties of identification,

particularly in those cases (and they are the most numerous) in

which no clear distinction is made between freeholder and occupier,

it has not been possible to locate more than one half of these free-

holds—that is, a little over 1,000, or the equivalent of some 30

1 Of rural tradesmen and craftsmen 2 in 3 (44 out of 64 in 44 parishes) voted for

Proctor-Luttrell. Their supporters included also 6 farmers out of 10 and 1 1
' yeoman '

out of 16.

2 The selected parishes are as follows (numbers of voters in brackets) : Middlesex

' out '-parishes: St. James Clerkenwell (112), St. Luke Old Street (159), St. Mary Islington

(35), Liberties of Wellclose and Old Artillery Ground (7), St. Andrew Holborn and

St. George the Martyr (105), St. Giles in the Fields (76), St. Anne Limehouse (100),

St. Botolph Aldgate (15), St. Dunstan Stepney (12), Christchurch Spitalfields (35),

St. George Middlesex and St. Paul Shadwell (99), St. John Hackney (26), St.

John Wapping (120), St. Mary Whitechapel (41), Mile End (16), Liberty of E. Smith-

field (62), Liberty of Tower and Minories (31); Westminster: St. George Hanover

Square (33), St. John the Evangelist (17), St. Margaret (109), St. Martin in the Fields

(71), St. Paul Covent Garden (34); Rural parishes: Edmonton (45), Enfield (97)

S. Mimms (21), Tottenham (42), Harefield (16), Harlington (16), Hayes (28), Hillingdon

(37), Norwood (7), Ruislip (11), Southall (hamlet of Hayes) (16), Uxbridge (62), Heston

(23), Isleworth (47), Twickenham (27); Brentford (75), Finchley (29); Shepperton

(24), Staines (65), Stanwell (34), Sunbury (45), Teddington (8).

In a few cases, Poor Rate Books have been consulted to check or to supplement the

information provided by the Land Tax assessments; only in the case of the following

parishes have Poor Rate Books been used in the place of Land Tax assessments :
St.

Andrew Holborn, St. George Hanover Square, St. Giles in the Fields. (For sources,

see supra p. 602, n. 5.)
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per cent, of the total number of voters. Even now, a further serious

problem arises : lack of detail in the entries and confusion between

freeholder and tenant often make it difficult to determine with

precision the value of the properties of each freeholder, particularly

when these are occupied by a number of tenants of which only one

may have been listed in the Poll Books. 1 The figures that follow

cannot, therefore, claim to be exact in every detail; but, even so,

the margin of error is not sufficiently great to rob them of all worth

and the pattern that emerges is substantially valid. What we have

attempted, in the first place, is to determine the annual value of the

properties both owned and occupied by the freeholders that have

been located: this will give us a more useful picture of the voters'

degree of substance than if we limit our attention to the value of the

freehold alone which, in some cases, represents only a fraction of the

total values of the properties occupied. If we now divide the voters

according to their electoral allegiance—that is, according as to

whether their votes have been cast predominantly for Proctor/Cooke/

Luttrell or for Wilkes/Glynn 2—we find that, on balance, the more

substantial owners and occupiers of property tended to vote Proctor

rather than Wilkes and that those owning or occupying property

of a lesser value tended to vote Wilkes rather than Proctor. This

trend is fairly constant, whether we take the parishes in turn or

group them, as before, in the three main areas of residence; but the

figures will show that, in this case, the pattern, though constant,

is by no means as sharply defined as before.

Thus, in the five selected parishes of Westminster, there were

138 ' Wilkite ' and 109 ' Proctorite ' voters. The total annual

value of properties owned or occupied, as far as can be told from

somewhat imperfect sources,3 was £2,260 in the case of the 109
' Proctorites ' and £1,924 in the case of the 138 ' Wilkites '. In

four parishes out of five, the average annual value of property held

1 The majority of Land Tax registers in Westminster and the ' out '-parishes, like

the Poor Rate Books in the case of all parishes, list occupiers alone. Where the free-

hold is not occupied by the freeholder himself, these also appear in the Poll Books; but

as the freeholder votes only in respect of one freehold at a time (though he may own
several), we may miss certain of his properties in the registers from ignorance of the

names of their occupiers. This is the most common danger—though it does not arise

in the case of a number of rural parishes and a few ' out '-parishes (e.g. W apping), where

owners and occupiers are both distinctly and separately listed. Again, there are

occasions (though these are less frequent) where the freeholder's property is dispersed

over two or more parishes, thus making detection both difficult and laborious.

2 A ' Proctorite ', in this sense, is one who votes f< it a ' iourt candidate only in one or

more of these elections, or who votes more frequently fot a Court candidate than for

Wilkes or Glynn. Similarly, a 'Wilkite' is one who either votes consistently for

Wilkes and Glynn, or who votes more frequently for one or other of them than for

Proctor, Cooke or Luttrell. This, of course, leaves a fair number of ' neutral ' voters

of whom no account is taken in our calculations.

'Westminster Lib., Poor Rate (1768) C311 and 343, E 447-7, F 6016-19, '' K2
>

Middlesex R.O., L.T.A. (1767) nos. 752-60, 761, 762-3, 764 (for parishes sec supra,

p. 602, n. 5).
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by the ' Proctorites ' was distinctly—though not overwhelmingly

—

higher than that held by the ' Wilkites '; and the average annual

value of property held by the ' Proctorites ' in all five parishes was a

little over £38, compared with £2 5 in the case of Wilkes's supporters.

In the seventeen selected ' out '-parishes and Liberties the pattern

is remarkably similar. In this case, the ' Proctorites ' numbered

296 and the ' Wilkites ' 664. The total (annual) value of properties

held was £5,167 and £7,196 respectively The average value of the
' Wilkites' ' property exceeded that of the ' Proctorites ' in only three

parishes and equalled it in one other. Taking the parishes as a

whole, the average annual value of properties held was £34 in the

case of Proctor's and a little over £23 in the case of Wilkes's sup-

porters. 1 Finally, in the twenty-two selected rural parishes, there

were 329 ' Proctorites ' and 369 ' Wilkites ', the total annual value

of whose properties amounted to £12,123 in the first case and to

£7,199 in the latter. In five parishes only did the average value of
' Wilkite ' properties exceed that of the ' Proctorite '. The average

annual value of properties held in all twenty-two parishes was

£53 10s. in the case of ' Proctorites ' and £36 in the case of ' Wil-

kites '. 2

The trends and conclusions emerging from these figures will

be confirmed if we now classify the supporters of the rival groups

of candidates according to the annual value of their properties.

Table II

Voters of 1768-9 classified according to annual value ofproperties

Annual value ' Proctorite ' voters ' Wilkite ' voters

Number c
Y voters Number c

t
7 voters

substantial

:

£100 and over 53 7-2 26 2-3

£50--£99 100 137 7° 5-9

£40--£49 23 13-1 18 i-6

' middling

'

: £3°--£39 33 4'5 39 3'3

£20--£^9 67 9-1 81 6-9

£10--£i9 90 12-3 198 16-9

lesser: Under £10 368 50-1 739 63-1

Totals 734 ioo-o 1,171 ioo-o

1 Guildhall Lib., L.T. duplicates (1768), MSS. 6004/38, 6005/15, 6006/51, 6007/11,

6008/28, 6009/35, 6011/34, 6012/49-50, 6013/34, 6014/54, 6015/34, 6016/57-8; Middle-

sex R.O., L.T.A. (1767), nos. 1635, 3421, 2366, 2015 ; Holborn Lib., Poor Rate (1768)

for St. Andrew Holborn, Saffron Hill, St. Giles in the Fields.
2 Middlesex R.O., L.T.A. (1767) nos. 18, 65, 68, 114, 118, 236, 505, 554, 649, 701,

903, 980-1, 1520, 1559, 1597, 1815-16, 6581, 6631, 6681, 6728, 6779 (for parishes, see

supra, p. 602, n. 5).
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From the accompanying table it will be seen that a fairly large maj-

ority of the more substantial voters—here taken to be those whose
properties are valued at £50 or above—were supporters of Proctor

or Luttrell : of seventy-nine electors owning or occupying properties

of an annual value of £ 100 and above fifty-three voted for Proctor

or Luttrell and twenty-six for Wilkes or Glynn, and of 170 whose
properties were valued at £50—£99, 100 voted for Proctor or

Luttrell and seventy for Wilkes or Glynn. Between them, these

two groups of substantial voters accounted for 20.9 per cent, of
' Proctorite ' supporters and for only 8.2 of ' Wilkites '. If we now
turn to the ' middling ' group—here assumed to be those the annual

value of whose properties range between £10 and £49—we find

that the ' Wilkites ' begin to catch up in the lower ranges and that,

taking this group of voters as a whole, they are, in proportion to the

votes cast, almost equally divided between Proctor's and Wilkes's

supporters: 29 per cent, of ' Proctorite ' voters and 28.7 per cent, of
' Wilkite ' voters are drawn from these ' middling ' freeholders.

At the bottom of the scale, however, among the lesser freeholders

—

those whose properties are assessed for Land Tax at less than £10

—

the ' Wilkite ' tendency is clearly pronounced : while Proctor and

Luttrell draw 50.1 per cent, of their votes from this section, they

account for no less than 63.1 per cent, of the total radical vote.

Moreover, the ' Wilkite ' vote from this group alone is actually

higher than the ' Proctorite ' vote as a whole. These facts illustrate

both the strength of Wilkes's appeal for the smaller property-

owners of the county and the decisive part that these lesser free-

holders played in determining the outcome of the Middlesex

elections.

But it would be a mistake to imagine that the more prosperous

freeholders of the county, though showing an unmistakable pre-

ference for Proctor, were as solidly hostile to Wilkes as the pen-

sioners, placemen and clergy, from whom he could count on only

the most exceptional support. Among the most substantial of all

the substantial freeholders appearing in our sample as voting for one

or other of the two groups of candidates were two of Wilkes's most

devoted supporters of this period: John Sawbridge, M.P. for

Hythe, sheriff for London and Middlesex, occupier of a house in

New Burlington Street at an annual rent of £90 and owner of land

in Edmonton and Tottenham valued at £11 and £480 respectively; 1

and James Townshend, M.P. for West Looe, owner of property in

Norfolk and of Bruce Castle, Tottenham, the latter assessed for

Land Tax at a higher value (£806) than any other property in res-

pect of which a vote was cast in our selected parishes. 2 Other

1 Westminster Lib., St. James's, Westminster, Watch Rate, 1769, D 595, p. 27;

Middlesex R.O., L.T.A. (1767), nos. 18 (Edmonton), 188 (Tottenham).
2 Other property in Tottenham was assessed at £55 p. a. and in Edmonton at £26

p. a.: Middlesex R.O., ubi supra; Guildhall Lib., Noble Coll., C 78 (Wilkes).
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substantial, though less eminent, Wilkite supporters included two
brewers of St. John, Wapping—Thomas Allen of Messrs. Allen

and Ambrose and John Curteis of John and Samuel Curteis, whose

properties had an annual value of £206 and £121 respectively; 1

Hugh Hunston, coal-merchant and wharfinger of Burr Street; 2

Allen Spenceley of Spenceley & Co., warehousemen of Alderman-

bury, whose freehold in Islington was assessed at a value of £162

per annum;3 James Minestone, shipbuilder, and David Trinder,

timber-merchant, both owners of numerous tenements and ware-

houses in St. Paul's, Shadwell;4 and Sir Ben Trueman, brewer of

Spitalfields, whose extensive properties in Brick Lane were assessed

at a combined annual value of £358. 5 Moreover, among Proctor's

own more substantial supporters of March or December 1768 were

some who were by no means consistent upholders of the Administra-

tion. There was, for example, Sir George Colebrooke, M.P. for

Arundel, banker and East India Company vice-chairman, whose

manor at Stepney was assessed for land tax at £200 per annum, and

who, having voted for Proctor and Cooke in the general election,

abstained from voting at the two subsequent elections, voted with

the minority in the parliamentary division of 15 April 1769 (and

again on 25 January 1770) and was one often gentlemen instructed

by the Surrey freeholders the following June to present their

petition of protest to the king.6 There was, also, George Byng,

M.P. for Wigan, whose estates—including Wrotham Park—in the

parish of South Mimms were assessed at £475, who voted for

Proctor against Glynn in December but supported Wilkes against

Luttrell in April, and became, like Colebrooke, a vigorous upholder

of Wilkes's claim to retain his seat in Middlesex. 7 Such men should,

of course, not be mistaken for ' Wilkites '—their aversion to Luttrell

did not convert them into more than occasional supporters of

Wilkes—but cases like these, added to those already cited, serve to

emphasize the point that Wilkes did not lack the sympathy of some

and the active support of others among the wealthier owners of

property in both rural and urban parishes.

The support, or even benevolent neutrality, of such men could

not but be of advantage to the radical candidates in the parishes

1 Guildhall Lib., L.T. (1768) for St. John Wapping, MS. 6013/34, pp. 2, 20 (Lower

Town), 21-2 (Upper Town).
2 Valued at £116: ibid. MS. 6011/34, p. 74.
3 Middlesex R.O., L.T.A. (1767) for St. Mary Islington, no. 2015.
4 Valued at £236 and £132 respectively (Guildhall Lib., L.T. (1768) for St. Paul

Shadwell, MS. 6009/35 (numerous entries)).

5 Guildhall Lib., L.T. (1768) for Christchurch Spitalfields, MS. 6008/28, pp. 150,

157, 163.
6 Guildhall Lib., L.T. (1768) for St. Dunstan Stepney, MS. 6014/54, p. 1; Baldwin's

Guide, 1770; Oxford Magazine, May 1769, p. 183; The Political Register, v (1769), 50-2,

vi (1770). "3-
7 Middlesex R.O., L.T.A. (1767) for S. Mimms, no. 118, pp. 1, 6, 8; Oxford Magazine,

ubi supra; The Political Register, vi (1770), 113.
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where they held properties and carried influence; but, of course, it

was an almost negligible factor in the county as a whole when set

against the solid and consistent weight of support that Proctor, and
even Luttrcll, enjoyed among men of wealth and, even more, among
men of social substance and authority. Wilkes and Glynn, as we
have seen, could, on the other hand, count on the solid backing of the
' middling ' type of tradesman, merchant and manufacturer in the

Middlesex ' out '-parishes, where the political influence of justice,

squire and parson must long since have been in full eclipse. In

addition, they could rely, in the county as a whole, to a considerably

greater extent than their opponents, on the backing of the lesser

freeholders, who (according to our calculations) outnumbered all

other groups of voters. 1 In modern terms, this would seem in

itself to be th e guarantee of a candidate's electoral success, but this

was by no means the case in the eighteenth century; and when we
consider the overwhelming weight thrown into the electoral scales

on behalf of the Court candidates in almost every rural parish by

justices, substantial landowners, gentry and ministers of religion

—

all potent forces for guiding and influencing opinion—it is all the

more remarkable that Wilkes and Serjeant Glynn should have carried

the day in all three elections. Indeed, in so far as the present paper

may claim to contribute anything new to the study of Wilkes and the

early radical movement, it is that it underlines both the particular

nature of Wilkes's supporters and opponents and the exceptional

vigour and political independence of the Middlesex freeholders.

University of Adelaide George Rude

1 According to our sample, they accounted for 58 per cent, of all voters.
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Bribery and Disfranchisement :

Wallingford Elections, 1820-1832

LORD John Russell's parliamentary campaign for political

reform, carried on between 1819 and 1830, was focused on the

issue of disfranchisement for bribery. There were good reasons

for this. Not only was there widespread opposition in the house of

commons to the principle of general reform, but Russell's own
party was deeply divided on the question. Grey himself was

convinced of the necessity for a thoroughgoing measure, but

realized that to adopt it as a ' bond ofparty ' would split his following,

offend the king, and do nothing to attract any considerable public

support. It might also be a hindrance to the acceptance of office

by the whigs, if such a possibility were to arise. 1 Neither the

House nor the Opposition party leaders, therefore, gave much
encouragement to radical schemes such as that of Lambton, intro-

duced in April 1821, for triennial parliaments, the enfranchisement

of copyholders, leaseholders and householders, and equal electoral

districts. 2 Russell's proposals, brought forward three weeks

later, were conceived and presented in more empirical terms, and

met with a more favourable reception. Echoing Pitt's abortive

resolutions of 1783,
3 he suggested that reform should be achieved

gradually, not by altering the basis of the representative system, but

by purifying it. Deficiencies in the existing machinery for the

detection of bribery should be repaired, and procedure laid down for

the punishment of gross and widespread corruption in a constituency

by partial or complete disfranchisement. Seats so vacated might

be redistributed to the newly-populated manufacturing districts.4

There were precedents for such action in the cases ofNew Shoreham

1 See Grey's letters to Lambton, 3 January 1820 (S. J. Reid, Life and Letters of the

first Earl of Durham (1906), i. 129-30) and to Lord Holland, 6 December 1820 (G. M.
Trevelyan, Lord Grey of the Reform Bill (1929), pp. 372-3). Russell wrote in his Recol-

lections and Suggestions (1875), p. 41, that he was told by Tierney, the party leader in the

Commons, ' that the notes to members usually sent out when a party motion was in

contemplation could not be allowed to me on the question of reform '.

2 Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, N.S. v. 359-453.
3 Debrett's Parliamentary Register, ix. 689-96.
4 Parliamentary Debates, N.S. v. 604-26. The motion was lost by 155 votes to 124,

but when in the next session (25 April 1822) Russell went on to include a proposal for

the partial disfranchisement of 100 small boroughs the adverse majority was increased

to 105 (269-164): ibid. vii. 51—141.
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(1771),
1 Cricklade (1782), and Aylesbury (1804), constituencies

punished by the enlargement of the borough into the neighbouring

Hundreds and the admission of the 40s. freeholders into the fran-

chise, and that of Grampound, where total disfranchisement was

imposed in 1821. Though the Lords rejected the proposal to give

Grampound's seats to a manufacturing town, it was hoped to es-

tablish such a precedent in future cases. Both in his general pro-

posals and in the debates on corruption in particular constituencies

between 1819 and 1830, Russell and his colleagues sought to es-

tablish two principles : that a measure of disfranchisement should be

the penalty for flagrant and endemic bribery, and that the franchises

of wholly corrupt boroughs should be transferred to the manu-
facturing towns.

The detection and punishment of such bribery was made difficult

by two main deficiencies in the laws. In the first place, allegations

of corruption must be made within fourteen days of the return, after

which time no petition could be received. Secondly, it must be

proved that there was a direct contract or understanding between

elector and candidate previous to the poll that money would be paid.

As Mr. Denman, counsel for the burgesses of East Retford against

the bill for their disfranchisement, explained:

It was the doctrine of the law of elections, as expounded by the

first authorities, that the distribution of money, after elections, was
considered but as presents, unless a prior compact, of certain ser-

vices to be performed between the parties giving and accepting

money, be proved. 2

Thus, candidates, agents and canvassers were careful never to give

a direct promise of reward, but made use of the well-understood

assurance that ' all is right ', or ' all shall be as usual \ 3 Then,

the statutory fortnight having elapsed, ' presents ' of money would
mysteriously drop through the windows and letterboxes of voters'

houses, the envelopes addressed in unfamiliar hands and delivered

by unseen persons.4 The difficulty of connecting this event with

1 The New Shoreham Bill (11 Geo. Ill, c. 55) received the royal assent on 8 May
1771, not in 1770, the date given in E. and A. G. Porritt, The L'nreformed House of

Commons (1909), i. 16.

2 The Mirror of Parliament, 1828, i. 578. William Hodson, a voter at East Retford,

told the House: ' There was a custom of paying the burgesses. It was not for their

votes: it was a present ' {ibid. p. 506).
3 Electors were equally discreet. At Pcnryn the usual answer to solicitations was

' You may have me it you like ', or ' Speak to my wife, she manages such things for me ':

Parliamentary Debates, N.S. xvii. 917-21.

'Edward Brown, Town Clerk of Retford, admitted to the I louse that he had
received payment after the elections of 1818 and 1820: ' About six weeks after the two
members were returned . . . two letters, without signature, were put into my window.
Each letter contained £20. I do not know from whom they came. ... I should

conceive the money was left in consequence of the election.' Mirror of Parliament,

1828, i. 505.
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the preceding election often prevented the punishment of notorious

venality.

In March 1826 Russell introduced into the Commons his Bribery

at Elections Bill. This proposed to extend to six years the time

during which complaints might be received, and to allow investiga-

tions to be directed, not as at present merely into the activities of a

particular candidate, but into the state of the borough itself. Should

evidence of general corruption be found the constituency was to be

partially or completely disfranchised, as the House should determine. 1

The Commons passed the bill, but the prorogation was too near at

hand to allow it to go through the Lords, and on the last day of the

session Russell substituted three resolutions referring to the forth-

coming general election. The House agreed that petitions might

be presented within eighteen months of the elections, and that a

select committee should be set up to report on them. 2 When,

however, these resolutions were introduced in the new Parliament,

they had to be withdrawn in face of the argument that the existing

law provided an adequate remedy by enquiry at the bar of the House.3

Nor was this failure to establish a general procedure for the detection

and punishment of bribery redeemed by any significant success in the

cases of Penryn and East Retford, where the reports of the Grenville

committees appointed to consider petitions against the returns led

to the introduction of bills of disfranchisement. It was proposed

to transfer their representation to Manchester and to Birmingham

respectively, but ultimately the Penryn bill was lost in the Lords

and East Retford was merely enlarged into the surrounding Hundred

of Bassetlaw. On the question of the enfranchisement of the new
towns, which Russell later described as ' the whole principle at issue

between the government and the reformers ',4 the campaign was

fruitless.

Even on these limited issues Russell could not speak for a

united opposition. There was reluctance, not so much on the part

of the aristocratic leaders of the party, as on that of the more radical

reformers themselves. The great whig borough owners were

slowly becoming reconciled to reform, but were more ready to

accept the disfranchisement of ' rotten ' boroughs than to support

an attack on the nomination system. 5 Burdett put the contrary view ;

1 Parliamentary Debates, N.S. xiv. 1003-6.
2 Ibid. xv. 1 40 1-3.
3 The expenses of such an enquiry, which might be great, must, however, be borne

by the plaintiff. Under Russell's scheme the enquiry would be carried on at the public

charge, a step objected to by Peel on the ground that it would lead to the frivolous

harassing of members for eighteen months after ever)- election: ibid. xvi. 107-8.

4 'Recollections and Suggestions, pp. 39-40.
5 Lord Milton, Earl Fitzwilliam's son, wrote to Sir George Cayley on 1 1 March 1821

:

' I am disposed to think that the evil originates in the numerous small boroughs,

which from their nature, are liable cither to be corrupted, or to be drawn within the

influence of government. . . . My opinion [is] that the . . . safest and most practicable

plan, would be, 1 st, to extend the right ofelection to a given number ofthose communities
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he objected to the punishment of the poor man who accepted £20 for

his vote (whose destination could concern him little in the days

before electors were presented with a choice between contrasted

views of social organization and policy), while the borough patron,

selling seats in the House for £4,000 or £5,000, went scot free. 1

This argument was popular with the many professed reformers

whose methods of entry to the House would not bear close examina-

tion; Colonel William Lewis Hughes, 2 for example, member for

W'allingford from 1802 to 1831, declared in a speech to his constit-

uents after the poll of 1826:

I have . . . voted for every measure that had for its object the

revival, or extension of the elective franchise throughout the country.

I have always felt convinced of the necessity for general Parlia-

mentary reform, but I have never been friendly to that species of

reform which would have borne on the poor elector only while it

left the borough proprietor in the undisturbed possession of his

property. On this principle I refrained from voting for the dis-

franchising of Grampound—because I would not consent to dis-

franchise that borough, while so many equally corrupt were to be

left untouched . . . and which had for a series of years been held as

property by individual patrons. . . . While this practice prevails

I cannot bring myself to vote for a resolution which (however well

intended) would have the effect of throwing a stronger fence round
boroughs the property of individuals, and thus throw additional

power and influence into the hands of the oligarchy. 3

Hughes's relations with his constituents added a piquancy to

these remarks which was not lost upon his opponents in the town.

Wallingford was a ' scot and lot ' borough of some 250 electors,

amongst whom corruption had been rife for many years.4 At the

end of the eighteenth century the representation was controlled

by the 'nabob' Sir Francis Sykes, but on his death in 1804 the

which have either lost, or never enjoyed the elective franchise. . . . 2nd, to remove the

obstacles which as the law now stands render the conviction of corrupt boroughs so

difficult as to be almost impossible—leaving it to Parliament to determine in each par-

ticular case whether the convicted borough should be regulated or disfranchised.'

(Fitzwilliam MSS., Northamptonshire Record Office.)
1 Speech on the Pcnryn election, 8 March 1819: Parliamentary Debates, xxxix. 916.
- \\ . L. Hughes (1767-18 5 2), created Baron Dinorbcn 183 1.

3 The Trial and Conviction of Wallingford Wbiggism, and Political Hypocrisy, containing a

brief history of the 'Miller oj'Wallingford'', by ' Spectator ' (w'allingford 1826)—a copy in

the Wallingford Borough Records (Berkshire Record Office).
1 The statement by T. H. B. Oldfield {Representative History ofGreat Britain andIreland

1816, iii. 41) that the electorate numbered 140, must be rejected as inaccurate for this

period. (The same number is given in his earlier History of the Boroughs, 1792, i. 17-18).

193 electors voted in 1820, and a petition from certain electors in 1827 estimated the

total at about 250. In 1832 the borough contained 260 voters qualified under either

the £10 householder franchise or the old ' scot and lot ' qualification. Oldfield is

similarly at fault in describing the customary payment to be 40 guineas. The local

opponents of corruption, who were hardly likely to underestimate it, put the price of a

vote at £zo.
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borough became ' independent '—that is, open to the highest

bidder. The price of a vote was stabilized at £20, a reward tradi-

tionally distributed by a figure known as ' The Miller ofWallingford '.

In 1822 the office was filled by William Gill, a shoemaker, who, two
years after the general election, walked round the town, enveloped

to the chin in a leathern apron, and placed a bag of sovereigns inside

the door (left open for the purpose) of every elector who had sup-

ported Colonel Hughes.

Wallingford was not, however, so thoroughly corrupt as East

Retford, where the Grenville committee reported in 1826 that they

had been able to find only six out of 104 resident voters who had

not accepted the customary bribe. At Wallingford the greater

number of the more respectable citizens, including the whole of

the borough corporation, was untainted, and in this circumstance

lies the clue to the local politics of the period from 1820 to 1832. x

Before 1820, the representation of the borough was divided

between whig and tory, Hughes's colleague being Ebenezer Fuller

Maitland, of Shinfield Park, Reading. 2 In 1820, however, the

whigs, with the enthusiastic approval of the lower order of the

voters, attempted to seize both seats. A deputation was sent to

London to wait upon George Tierney, the whig leader in the house

of commons, to express their willingness ' to support any candidate

he might recommend, and the only qualification, political or moral,

which was required of him, was a healthy determination to oppose

the corporation and the rest of the independent gentlemen of the

town \ 3 Tierney put forward his own nephew, Colonel George

James Robarts,4 who was thereupon returned, though ' Spectator
'

asserts that two thirds of the voters who supported him ' were

actually ignorant of his name '.

But, to the chagrin of many of his supporters, Robarts adhered to

the uncorrupt principles which he had professed. This was a great

disappointment. In 1826, his agents advised that he must not enter

the town alone, but that he must join forces with his colleague, and

let it be understood that on this occasion ' all should be right '.

Accordingly, on 27 March the two members paraded through the

streets of Wallingford in the same carriage, and Robarts allowed

1 The following study of Wallingford politics is based on material in the Berkshire

Record Office—the Wallingford Borough records (collections of posters, handbills, a

poll list, and ' Spectator's ' pamphlet) and the literary papers of J. K. Hedges, the his-

torian of Wallingford.
2 E. F. Maitland (1780-1858), a director of the South Sea Company, M. P. Lostwithiel

1807-12, Wallingford 1812-20, Chippenham 1826-30.
3 ' Spectator ', op. at.
4 G. J. Robarts (e. 1782-1829), son of Abraham Robarts (1745-1816), M.P. Wor-

cester 1796-1816, by his wife Sabine, sister of George Tierney; M.P. Wallingford

1820-December 1826. In 1820 he became the third member of his family to sit in the

House at the same time, his brothers A. W. and W. T. Robarts being elected for Maid-

stone and for St. Albans respectively. W. T. Robarts died later in 1820.
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himself to be introduced to his constituents and accompanied on his

canvass by the Miller—which seems to have produced the desired

effect on the poor voters.

Meanwhile the local tories, members of the ' True Blue Club ',

had been active. Shortly before the 1820 election an Association

had been formed by eighty-one untainted electors, in order to rescue

the independence of the borough and to remove the blot upon its

political reputation. 1 The nucleus of the Association was the

borough corporation; their nominee, Maitland, who declared his

support for its declaration, but was beaten. Now they began to

look for another candidate, and at the beginning of March 1826, it

was announced that Sir Henry Willoughby 2 was to stand on the

'independent' interest. He canvassed the voters on the 15th,

but though first in the field, he met with little response. Hughes
and Robarts sent word of their intentions at the same time, and

Willoughby withdrew on the 21st, ' under the impression that I

cannot succeed on those independent principles, on which alone I

have sought your support'.

On the following day the Associators announced the candidature

of William Manning,3 M.P. for Lymington and a director of the

Bank of England. He withdrew, however, on 5 April without

making a canvass and transferred his resources to Penryn, where he

preferred to work rather than to oppose the machinery of corruption.

His activities there are an ironic comment on the quality of the

champions whom the advocates of electoral purity were prepared to

put forward. It was not until 21 May that the third tory election

address appeared. This was from John Dodson,4 a London lawyer,

member for Rye from 1819 to 1823. He professed his principles

to be hostility to the Catholic claims and a determination to be

independent of party
—

' Although generally friendly to the measures

of the present administration, I am, by no means, bigotted as to

a set ofmen.' But it would be ingenuous to suppose that the electors

of Wallingford were influenced by religious or constitutional

principles rather than by their own immediate economic needs. It

was the issue of ' bribery versus independence ' that dominated the

election.

1 The Association's declaration, asserting that its signatories would use their utmost

endeavours to maintain the purity of election in the borough, and signed by the whole
corporation and sixty-one other inhabitants of the town, is printed in the Reading

Mercury, 6 and 13 March 1820.
2 Sir Henry Willoughby, 3rd bart. (1796-1865), of Baldon, near Wallingford;

M.P. Yarmouth (I.O.W.) 183 1-2, Ncwcastlc-under-Lymc 1832-4, Evesham 1847-65.
3 W. Manning (i 763—183 5) of Coombe Bank, Kent, M.P. Plympton 1794-6,

Lymington 1796-1806, 1818-20, 1821-6, Evesham 1806-18, Penryn 1826-30. His
son-in-law, J. L. Anderdon, was the unsuccessful candidate at Penryn in 18 18.

4 John Dodson, D.C.L. (1780-1858), Advocate to the Admiralty Court 1829,

Advocate General 1834, when he was knighted, Master of the Faculties 1841, Vicar-

General to the Lord Primate 1849, Privy Counsellor 1852, Judge of the Prerogative

Court of Canterbury and Dean of the Arches Court 1852-7: Diet. Nat. Biog.
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The ' Blues ' concentrated their attack on Robarts, who was the

veteran of only one election and who had not yet ' sent round the

Miller '. Doubts were cast upon the likelihood of payment and

warnings issued of the consequences promised by Russell's resolu-

tions should he stoop to bribery; a handbill of 29 May (three days

after Russell's resolutions had been introduced into the house of

commons) declared that it was now

out of the power of any man to give a single farthing to any elector,

either before, or at any time after the election, without subjecting him-

self and the receivers to an exceedingly heavy penalty of FINE and

IMPRISONMENT. A mere general accusation from any individual,

will justify a Committee of the House to take the matter into their

own hands, and institute the strictest enquiry.

This was a distortion of the truth, but it is interesting to find tory

election propaganda quoting whig resolutions against reforming

opponents. In his speech at the nomination meeting, on 12 June,

Dodson further pledged himself, if returned, not only to support

Russell's proposals but even to bring in a bill in conformity with

their spirit.

Such a programme had little attraction for the mass of Walling-

ford's voters. The poll was kept open only until 3 p.m. on the

second day; Hughes polled 151 votes, Robarts 125, Dodson 80, 1

a result which marked a decline in the volume of tory support since

1820, despite Dodson's vigorous campaign. 2
' Spectator' reports

that several of the voters who dared to take the bribery oath had

previously declared that they were ' quite sure of having THE
MONEY ', and that one elector, about to vote for Hughes and

Robarts, had brazenly assured the assembled company ' that he

would vote for any man who would give him A. POUND MORE!'
Dodson's petition against the return had to be abandoned, however,

owing to lack of evidence, and a petition from the unbribed electors

in March 1827 3 was also abortive. The security of the two whig

members for Wallingford was clearly dependent upon the House's

refusal to agree to the proposals of their party colleagues.

Yet it would be wrong to assume that the motive behind the

campaign to eradicate the shameful system of corruption in the

borough was merely a desire to restore the purity of elections. The
tories of Wallingford were actuated by far more than a feeling of

1 Dodson's 80 votes included 52 plumpers, and among his supporters was every

member of the Corporation who was able to vote. Hughes and Robarts, however,

had only 5
plumpers between them, a sure indication of a union of interests. For an

analysis of the poll, see infra, p. 627. For a fuller account of the election see my article

' The Miller of Wallingford ', in the Occasional Bulletin of the Berkshire Committee of the

National Register of Archives, No. 2, October 1953.
2 In 1820 Hughes had 143 votes, Robarts 103, and the tory candidate, Maitland,

92. Thus the two whig candidates had gained a total of 30 votes, and the tory had lost

12, since 1820.
3 Journals of the House of Commons, Lxxxji. 334,
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moral revulsion; they hoped to use the disclosures of whig depravity

at Wallingford, and the parliamentary campaign of Russell and

Althorp, in order to capture the representation of the borough for

themselves. Their opponents were fully aware of this, as their

election propaganda shows. A whig handbill of 1 826 deplored that

the ' Independents ', ' under the mantle of purity and independence,

should presume to shield the most diabolical and hypocritical acts,

that ever could be propagated in any of the most notorious sinks of

iniquitv and disgrace '. The true purpose of the Association, and of

the Corporation which had promoted it, was not to purify the

electoral reputation of the borough, but ' to ROB THE POOR '

—

not merely to secure the parliamentary enactment of regulations

against the bribery of the existing electorate, but to exclude the

greater part of the whig electors altogether from the franchise, thus

giving the corporation and their friends and relations control of

the representation, and diverting the profits of electioneering into

more respectable pockets. The tory support of Russell's programme

was thus designed to blacken the political reputation of Wallingford,

and to persuade the Commons that the borough should be visited

with the same inquiry and punishment as that inflicted or proposed

in the cases of Shoreham, Cricklade, Aylesbury, Grampound,

Penryn and East Retford. The aim of the corporation was not,

of course, to secure the total disfranchisement of the borough, and

the transfer of its franchise to a manufacturing town; they hoped to

persuade the House to extend the constituency to include the neigh-

bouring Hundred, and to admit to the franchise the freeholders

resident therein, people ' of a condition in life to place them above

the temptation of the usual bribe ',* and whose political sympathies

were likely to be tory rather than whig. They relied not only upon

the willingness of almost all members of the Commons to investigate

cases of gross corruption, but also upon the reluctance of the majority

to disfranchise corrupt boroughs so completely as Russell wished.

It was generally agreed that total disfranchisement should be

contemplated only when the electors of a particular borough were

almost entirely corrupt. This was the argument of moderate

reformers as well as of tory diehards : the campaign for the total

forfeiture of East Retford's franchise was founded upon the argu-

ment that not only the lower orders of the electorate, but even the

Mayor, Corporation and Town officials participated in the corrupt

system, and that, as Charles Tennyson, 2 presenting the special

report of the Grenville committee on East Retford pointed out,

' with respect to the idea of opening the borough to the adjoining

hundreds, the ground usually laid for that; namely, that a large

1 Undated draft of a proposed petition, probably e. 1831 (Hedges MSS.)-
2 Charles Tennyson (later Tennyson DT.yncourt) (1784-1861), M.P. Grimsby

1818-26, Bletchingley 1826-31, Stamford 1831-2, Lambeth 1832-52. He took charge

of the East Retford Disfranchisement Bill, 1826-9.
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proportion of the electors were not corrupt, did not exist in this

case
' x—only six of the resident freemen having been cleared of

suspicion. George Bankes, on 24 March 1828, stated: 'He
considered the plan for throwing the franchise of a delinquent

borough upon the hundreds was not so much with a view to protect

the agricultural interest, as to preserve a due proportion between

delinquency and punishment, by preserving the privileges of those

voters who had not forfeited their franchise by corruption ', 2

while Peel himself ' confessed that . . . when he heard it stated,

that the bribery was confined to the lower class of the people, . . .

he had some doubts of the propriety of depriving the upper classes

who remained free from corruption, of the right which they enjoyed,

and rather contemplated the propriety of adopting some measure

to alter the nature of the franchise, than the infliction of any punish-

ment which might amount to a total or partial forfeiture of the right

of election \ 3

The Blues of Wallingford had therefore a positive end in view in

fighting the contest of 1826. They sought to establish not only the

corruption of the lower orders, but also the existence of a substantial

minority of electors, of a superior station in life, who did not par-

ticipate in the system of bribery and to whom, therefore, the franchise

ought to be limited. This point was driven home in a series of

petitions prepared between 1825 and 183 1 for presentation to the

house of commons. The petition of 19 March 1827 4 set forth that

the privileges of the franchise ' are exclusively monopolised and

debased by persons the far greater number of whom are in the situa-

tion of day labourers or inferior tradesmen or mechanics, and who in

giving their votes are known to be influenced only by the expectation

of reward ', while the ' property, respectability and integrity of the

town ' were excluded from the just exercise of their proper influence.

In 183 1 a draft petition stated ' that the respectable and independent

inhabitants thus virtually deprived of their elective franchise, have

repeatedly but in vain endeavoured ... to eradicate the venality

complained of, and to introduce a state of political purity which

would give to rank, integrity and property a legitimate share of

power in the return of its members ', but that ' such glaring abuses

will still continue in defiance of existing laws against bribery and

corruption, unless a new constituency be admitted within the said

Borough from the neighbouring villages of a condition in life to place

them above the temptation of the usual bribe, and sufficient in

numbers to neutralize the effects of any party determined to per-

petuate the unconstitutional system '. It requested that the House

1 Parliamentary Debates, N.S. xvii. 121 1.

2 Ibid, xviii. 1324.
3 Ibid. 1276.

4 Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxii. 334; drafts in Hedges A1SS. A petition in

support of Russell's agitation for the amendment of the bribery laws was presented in_

April 1826; Journals, lxxxi. 291.
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would ' by extending the elective franchise of the Borough either

to the Hundred of Moreton, in which it is situated, and of which it is

a part, or to some other sufficiently extensive district, emancipate

the honourable and unbribed electors from their present state of

political degradation \3

The suggestion that corruption was confined to the lower orders

of the town is confirmed by an examination of the polling lists of

1820 and 1826. 2 In 1820 Maitland had received 46 'plumpers'.

Of these, the hard core of tory electors, 2 5 were listed as gentlemen,

town officials or members of the corporation, 2 were dissenting

ministers, and a further 8 professional or businessmen. 7 were

tradespeople, and the remaining 4 craftsmen—a blacksmith, a

cooper, a gla2ier and a watchmaker. Of Maitland's remaining 46

supporters, 2—a gentleman and a surgeon—also voted for Robarts,

and 44 were faithful to the old members, Maitland and Hughes.

Of these 44, 15 were gentlemen, members of the corporation or

professional or businessmen, 10 tradespeople and 19 skilled workers

or labourers. Robarts received only two plumpers—a gentleman

and a grocer—and Hughes none. Of the 99 who voted for Hughes
and Robarts, all but 7 were of an inferior station in life—3 1 were

tradespeople and 61 craftsmen or other workers, including 10 barge-

men, 7 labourers,
5

gardeners, 2 chaise drivers and a brewer's

servant. 3 In 1826, too, the tory poll included a proportionately

greater number of the superior classes than the whig : 1 7 of Dodson's

80 supporters were gentlemen or members of the corporation, 20

professional or businessmen, 22 tradespeople, 19 craftsmen, and 2

brewer's servants.

There was, however, no response from the house of commons,
and no change in the system of election at Wallingford until the

Reform Act. In December 1826 Robarts resigned his seat owing

1 Hedges MSS. The draft is endorsed ' not made use of; perhaps the publication

of Schedule B of the Reform Bill had already made it unnecessary.
2 Wallingford Borough Records. There is no complete poll for 1826, but ' Spec-

tator ' prints a list of Dodson's supporters.
3 The following table presents a complete picture of the 1820 poll (figures in brackets

are plumpers)

:

Maitland Robarts Hughes

I. Gentlemen, Corporation, &c. 33 (2 5) 2(1) 7(o)

2. Farmers, professional and businessmen 19 (10) 8(0) i5(o)

3- Tradespeople, shopkeepers 17 (7) 32(0 41 (0)

4- Skilled craftsmen 15 (4) 30(0) 41 (0)

5- Unskilled workers, labourers, &c. 8 (0) 3i(o) 39 (°)

Total 92 (46) 103 (2) 143 (o)

70 voters had signed the Association's declaration. Of these, 45 gave plumpers
to Maitland and 20 voted for Maitland and Hughes.
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to illness and was replaced by Robert Knight, 1 ironically enough
Dodson's successor at Rye in 1823. He assured the electors:

' I have always had the satisfaction of voting on the same side with

your highly and justly valued representative Colonel Hughes, and

I am proud to say, that I appear before you as his friend, and with

his best wishes for my success.' The hint was taken, and Dodson
did not contest the seat. The corporation put forward a new
champion in John Bayley, of Upper Harley Street, who also pro-

fessed himself ' a man of no party, but a firm supporter of the British

Constitution in Church and State '. 2 He was defeated by 117 votes

to 84. At the next general election, in 1830, Bayley made only a

token resistance; he declared ' that it was not his intention to

prolong the business further than to give the opportunity of polling

a few of his respectable friends present who were desirous of

recording their votes, which being done, Mr. Knight brought

forward a sufficient number of his friends to give him a majority.

The numbers were then declared for Colonel Hughes 47—for Mr.

Knight 3
1—and for Mr. Bayley 22 \ 3 If the object of the ' Blues

'

was to secure evidence for a petition against the return, that again

was not forthcoming, and Bayley was now replaced by a more
promising tory candidate. This was William Seymour Blackstone,4

a grandson of the great Sir William, whose residence at Castle

Priory, Wallingford, gave him a strong influence in the town.

Even he, however, could muster only 54 votes at the election of

1 83 1, while Hughes polled 196 and Knight 152.

By this time, the ultimate fate of Wallingford as a constituency

was known. The borough had been placed in Schedule B of the

Reform Bill and was to lose one member; the boundaries of the

constituency were to be extended into the neighbouring rural

district. The programme of the ' Blues ' was to be achieved, not

by their own efforts, but by a government whose supporters stood

to lose their political control as a result.

The Miller's activities were not yet ended, however. In Sep-

tember 1 83 1 Hughes was rewarded for his twenty-nine years'

support of the whigs and his constant control of the borough with a

peerage in the Coronation honours list. At the by-election the

1 Robert Knight (1768-1855), of Barrels, Warwickshire, M.P. Wootton Basset

1806-7, 1811-12, Rye 1823-6, Wallingford 1826-32.
2 Account of the election, Reading Mercury, 18 December 1826.

3 Ibid. 2 August 1830.
4 Blackstone (1809-81) was Member for Wallingford 1832-52. His motto in 1832

was ' Moderate Reform ', but he later proved to be a staunch tory and a leading

protectionist: see N. Gash, Politics in the Age of Peel (1953), pp. 279-81, where he is

described as ' a typical example of the ultra-tory country member '. Professor Gash

points out that it was Blackstone's personal influence in the town rather than his

politics that secured to him his long control of the representation, but as the present

study shows, he was also indebted to the existence of a strongly organized party within

the borough.
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whig candidate, Thomas Charles Leigh, 1 declared himself at first

doubtful of his success, expecting to find ill-feeling against his party.

In fact he was elected by 119 votes to 68. Blackstone's petition

against the return alleged that blackmail had been used to coerce the

electors : payments were still outstanding on account of the elections

in 1830 and 183 1, and the corrupt voters had been told ' that these

payments being made good depended upon their voting for the

candidate [Leigh] so recommended . . . and many such voters

were also prevented [from] voting for the petitioner by apprehen-

sions of the loss of such payments if they voted for the petitioner \ 2

Nevertheless, this election marked the end of the Miller's

predominance. Not only was the new constitution of the borough

about to throw control into other hands, but he was being goaded

into political suicide. Soon after the general election of 1826

a rival emerged to share the profit of his occupation, and tried

to discredit him by making charges as to the misappropriation of

funds and the charging of undue expenses at the cost of the voters.

In the end Gill appeared before a magistrate in October 1832 and

swore a statement revealing in detail the extent of his activities.

The affidavit was published,3 and was generally considered a satis-

factory vindication of the Miller's personal character, but it spelt

the end of his activities. The Reform Bill was already law, and in

the new order there was no place for him.

The election of the first reformed parliament was nowhere

anticipated with such excitement as at Wallingford. The Berkshire

Chronicle of 1 5 December reported that ' no event that has before

occurred in this town has ever excited such an intense interest among
its inhabitants and the neighbourhood for many miles round the

scene ofaction '. Blackstone's procession to the nomination meeting

on 10 December was a quarter of a mile long; he was escorted by a

train of private carriages, several coaches and four, a hundred

gentlemen on horseback, ' a powerful band of music, a profusion

of garlands, and banners flying '. He was elected with a majority

of thirty-seven over his whig opponent, Charles Eyston 4—

a

majority secured by the support of the district voters and the £10
householders in the borough. The old ' scot and lot ' electors, who
were to keep their franchise for their lifetimes but were not qualified

1 Formerly, and later, Hanbury-Tracy (1801-63), 2n<l Baron Sudeley (1858), M.P.
Wallingford 183 1-2.

2 Journals of the House of Commons, lxxxvi. 894 (6 October 1831). The petition was
abandoned in January 1832.

3 No surviving copy of this pamphlet has been found, but there is a reference to its

publication in the Berkshire Chronicle, zj October 1832. J. K. Hedges, History of

Wallingford (1881), ii. 204 gives the story in detail.

4 Eyston (1790-1857) was, like his rival, a local gentleman, but he had only recently

begun to take a part in county affairs, for he was a Roman Catholic. There is no evi-

dence that he employed any corrupt methods—indeed, he went out of his way in his

election address to condemn them as heartily as did Blackstone.
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under the new regulations, remained strongly whig, but a majority

of more than two to one in the rural district was enough to tip the

balance in Blackstone's favour, 1 and that supremacy was confirmed

as the old franchises disappeared. Blackstone's ascendancy was

maintained until his retirement in 1852, and Wallingford became as

safe a tory seat as it had been whig.

Here, as elsewhere, however, the Reform Act did not inaugurate

an age of electoral purity. As late as 21 January 1882 the Reading

Mercury, reviewing Hedges 's History of Wallingford and referring to

the story of the Miller, remarked that ' recent events have shown that

the disease [of corruption] in a milder form is even now not un-

known ', while Blackstone's successor in 1852 asserted that he had

had to contend against ' bribery, intimidation, and every species of

undue influence \ 2
If, therefore, both the parliamentary activities

of Lord John Russell and the indignant zeal of the True Blues of

Wallingford had their reward in the end, neither can be said to have

achieved its immediate and ostensible purpose.

University of Reading E. Anthony Smith

1 A poll list of 1832 (Wallingford Borough Records) gives the following figures:

Borough Blackstone Eyston Neutral

£10 qualification and members of the

corporation

' Scot and lot ' qualification

Borough votes

District votes

202 165 46

2 Poster, ibid. Evidence of bribery and corruption was discovered by parliamentary

enquiry into the 1880 election at Wallingford.

58 30 12

5
2 94 14

no 124 26

92 4i 20
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Salisbury'*s African Policy and the

Heligoland Offer of 1890

IN her Life of Salisbury, Lady Gwendolen Cecil confessed herself

puzzled by her father's sudden change of policy in the early

summer of 1890. 1 In April Salisbury had been apparently still

convinced that arbitration was the only satisfactory way of ending

the many Anglo-German disputes in Africa. 2 A month later he

abandoned the idea of arbitration, and proposed to Germany a

comprehensive bargain which included the offer to cede Heligoland.

'Rarely,' she wrote, ' can a political enterprise of equal importance

have left behind so few traces of the process of its incubation.' 3

Historians have generally associated this ' fundamental change

in his conception of the problem ' 4 with Salisbury's need to prevent

German expansion towards Uganda and the headwaters of the Nile. 5

This interpretation is based on strong circumstantial evidence. The
German insistence that a coastal protectorate in Africa implied a

right to its hinterland lent a sinister appearance to their aggrandise-

ment on the Witu coast at the end of 1889, and this was followed in

the spring of 1890 by Karl Peters's treaty with Uganda and news of

Emin Pasha's projected expedition to the same region. It would be

reasonable to expect Salisbury's policy to have been influenced by

these developments. To him the Nile valley was ' sacrosanct ',6

yet parliament's reluctance to finance British expansion confined

his policy to one of keeping other Powers out until such time as a

1 Lady G. Cecil, Life of Robert, Marquis of Salisbury, iv. 281-2.
2 Ibid. p. 281. Salisbury complained that Sir William Mackinnon, Chairman of the

Imperial British East Africa Company (I.B.E.A.C.), had ' no energy for anything except

quarrelling with the Germans. With such a man, the only chance is settling everything

by arbitration—and for that I am pushing as hard as I can.'
3 Ibid. p. 282.

* Ibid. p. 281.
5 E.g. W. L. Langer, The Diplomacy of Imperialism (New York, 2nd cdn., 19 > 1),

p. 119; R. I. Lovell, The Struggle for South Africa i8/;-i8pp (New York, 1934), pp.
264-6; R. C. K. Ensor, England 1870-1914 (1936), pp. 193-4; A. J. P. Taylor, The
Struggle for Mastery in Europe 1848-1918 (1954), p. 329 n.; The Cambridge History of the

British Empire, iii (1959), 265-9. Lady G. Cecil's own opinion was that Salisbury,

after convalescing from 'flu, must have re-examined with a fresh mind the whole
African situation; he concluded it was urgently necessary both to end the old friction

over Zanzibar and to prevent the threatened growth of friction over Uganda. Cecil,

iv. 282-9.
8 Cecil, iv. 280.
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British occupation was practicable. The Heligoland offer becomes
intelligible as a means of protecting Britain's strategic interests in a

vital area and, incidentally, of securing a favourable settlement of

other African questions.

Yet the theory carries implications which are difficult to accept.

The very importance of Uganda and the Nile valley made them an
unlikely source of Anglo-German conflict. Germany's African

policy was governed in the last resort by the situation in Europe and
by Britain's naval superiority. Her concern over security in Europe
was obviously far greater than her desire for aggrandisement over-

seas, and as long as British co-operation with the Triple Alliance

Powers was thought to be worth having it was clearly inexpedient

to throw down a serious challenge to British imperial interests.

It was between 1887 and 1890, the period of Bismarck's alliance offer

and of the Heligoland Agreement itself, that that co-operation and
Germany's desire for it were most strongly manifested. The
Boulangist episode, continued tension between France and Italy, and
signs that France and Russia were drawing closer together rendered

inappropriate any major dispute with Britain, while the new strength

of Britain's position in Egypt, the absence of Anglo-Russian tension,

and Salisbury's careful handling of African questions had deprived

Bismarck of most of his openings for blackmail. 1 But had the

European situation favoured overseas adventure on a large-scale,

as it had done in 1884-5, Germany would still have been chary of

threatening any territory which Britain regarded as of vital interest

to her. With all its shortcomings, the British navy was strong

enough to seem the final argument in overseas disputes, while the

programme set in motion by the Naval Defence Act of March 1889

would restore it to ' a completely commanding position '. 2 Salis-

bury's handling of the major African issues became noticeably more
confident and outspoken once it had been passed. Even in 1884-5

Bismarck had confined his new imperialism to areas where the British

Government could not reasonably resent it. Germany now had a

large colonial empire which was indefensible in the event of a

conflict with Britain, and it could not therefore be extended to

regions where a serious clash with British interests was likely.

Uganda was undoubtedly one such region. 3 It is improbable that

Germany would at this time risk a breach with Britain for the sake

of a claim which was of no vital importance to Germany and to

which in the last resort she could give no effective backing.

1 Cecil, iv. 100, 102; Sir R. Coupland, The Exploitation of East Africa i8j6-i8po

( I 939). P- 484; M. E. Townsend, The Rise and Fall of Germany's Colonial Empire (New
York, 1930), pp. 1 14-15; the Earl of Cromer, Modern Egypt, ii. (1908), 380-1.

2 Letters ofQueen Victoria, 3rd ser., i. 456; A. J. Marder, British Naval Policy 1 880-190j
(New York, 1940), pp. 143, 161.

3 British interests in Uganda constituted an ' issue upon which Lord Salisbury had
made up his mind not to give way '. Cecil, iv. 289.
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There are two more positive grounds for discarding the theory.

In the first place, there is direct evidence that Uganda was not res-

ponsible for the change in Salisbury's policy, and, secondly, a closer

examination of his approach to the questions involved will show
that the change itself was more apparent than real.

Between 1888 and 1890 three kinds of dispute disturbed Anglo-

German relations in Africa. There was dispute as to the destiny of

the important inland regions around Lakes Victoria, Tanganyika

and Nyasa; secondly, there were minor boundary disputes and the

local quarrels between British and German trading companies;

thirdly, there was controversy as to the future of the sultanate of

Zanzibar.

The first, the question as to which Power should eventually

dominate the Lakes region, became a live issue in June 1889 when
Bismarck tried to restrict the area in which Rhodes could operate

his new British South Africa Company. Bismarck had made loose

agreements with Britain and Portugal which left the extent of the

German hinterlands in East and South West Africa open to generous

interpretation. By the Anglo-German Agreement of 29 October-

1 November 1886 x two spheres ofinfluence were marked out between

the Tana and Rovuma rivers. The line dividing the spheres was

drawn to the eastern shore of Lake Victoria at i° S., but no line

separating the spheres west of the Lake was specified. In July

1887, however, Salisbury agreed to a request from Bismarck that

he should ' discourage British annexations in the rear of the German
sphere of influence, on the understanding that the German Govern-

ment will equally discourage German annexations in the rear of

the British sphere \ 2 Meanwhile, by an agreement with Portugal

in December 1886, Germany had recognized the former's right ' to

those territories which lie between the Portuguese possessions of

Angola and Mozambique \ 3 This suggested that, although Ger-

many had no ambition to link her territories in the east with those

in the south-west, she wished to provide herself with a neighbour of

secondary stature, while the imprecise terms of the agreement

would allow her to expand south of Lake Tanganyika as well as

north and west of Lake Ngami as far as her conscience allowed.

The weaknesses of Bismarck's arrangement were that Salisbury

was not bound by the Portuguese treaty, while Germany's initial

setbacks in Africa 4 meant that Britain rather than Germany was

left free to exploit the loose wording of the hinterland agreement.

German capitalists had proved reluctant to invest in territories

1 Sir E. Hertslet, The Map of Africa by Treaty (1909), iii, no. 264, pp. 882-6.

-Hertslet, iii, no. 267, pp. 888-90. This was the much discussed 'hinterland

agreement '.

3 Hertslet, ii, no. 216, pp. 703-5.
'

I or an analysis of the reasons for Germany's relative failure as a colonial Power,

see Townsend, op. cit. pp. 125-54.
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which had not yet proved their value. The German South West

African Company had failed dismally, and in the spring of 1 889 would

readily have been sacrificed for Heligoland. 1 Salisbury, however,

did not covet South West Africa, and in July 1889 the Company,

with Bismarck's approval, opened negotiations with a British syn-

dicate for the transfer of almost all the territory under its control. 2

In East Africa two companies had been set up to develop German
interests. The smaller of these, the Witu Company, which since

1887 had been operating on the coast north of the British sphere of

influence, was also in serious financial straits, and during 1889

spasmodic moves were made to sell the concern to I.B.E.A.C.3

But Germany's main hopes in Africa centred on the coastal

strip leased by the sultan of Zanzibar, and especially on its vast

hinterland stretching towards the great African lakes and the Congo
State. When the German East African Company took over the

administration from the sultan in August 1888 it was met with

organized revolt by the natives. 4 The main rebel forces were not

defeated until June 1889, and, despite great effort and expenditure

during the next year, native resistance in the interior and the conse-

quent disruption of trade continued.5 Nevertheless, given time

the sphere could be pacified and extended, and then secure prospects

would attract investment. Germany's obvious policy was to cut

her losses in South West Africa and Witu, and concentrate on the

development of the Zanzibar concession. Rhodes's new Company
upset this policy. As the Germans struggled to establish themselves

on the coast they saw their potential hinterland in the Lakes region

dwindling before new and spectacular British claims north of the

Zambesi. Unless some limit could be set to the British advance,

confidence at home in Germany's African prospects might fade

altogether.

In August 1888, Bismarck learned how extensive was the area

south of the Zambesi which Britain regarded as within her sphere of

1 Die Grosse Politik, iv, nos. 946-9.
2 Agreement was reached with the German Company in Sept. 1889, but Bismarck

now hesitated to sanction it, presumably because of the territory's bargaining value in

the settlement he was seeking. Consent was finally refused in March 1890. Beauclerk

to Salisbury, 2 Aug. 1889, Africa 114 conf.
; 9 Aug. 1889, Africa 116 very conf. ; 14

Sept. 1889, Africa 128 conf.; Malet to Salisbury, 30 Nov. 1889, Africa 170 conf.,

11 Dec. 1889, Africa 179 secret, F.O. 244/455; Malet to Salisbury, 1 March 1890;

Africa 16 conf., F.O. 84/2031.
3 Witu was a tiny ' sultanate ' excluded from the Zanzibar dominions by the 1886

delimitation. It was taken under German protection in 1888. P. L. McDermott,
British East Africa or I.B.E.A. (1893), pp. 44, 73 ; Coupland, op. cit. p. 475 ; minute by

Anderson on Euan Smith to Salisbury, 13 Jan. 1889, no. 21 secret, F.O. 84/1975;

Salisbury to Hatzfeldt, 27 Aug. 1889, F.O. 84/1961; F.O. to Mackinnon, 2 Sept. 1889,

conf. (copy), F.O. 244/459; minute by Anderson on Portal to Salisbury, 10 Oct. 1889,

tel. 25, F.O. 84/1984; I.B.E.A.C. to F.O., 6 Nov. 1889 (copy), F.O. 244/460.
4 A. and P. lvi (1889) C5822 contains Euan Smith's reports on the rising.

6 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 24 March 1890, No. 122 conf., F.O. 84/2060,
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influence; he made pointed enquiries on the basis of the German-

Portuguese Agreement. Salisbury was vaguely reassuring as to

German interests, but made it clear that since Britain was not a

party to the Agreement 1 she would extend her influence regardless

of its arrangements. 2

The implications of this were realized in the following year.

On 25 June 1889, Hatzfeldt brought up with Salisbury the subject

of Rhodes's new Company, whose projected field of operations was

reported to stretch beyond the Zambesi as far north as Lake

Tanganyika. 3 Hatzfeldt contended that the ' hinterland principle
'

should be applied to that territory south of Lake Tanganyika which

lay between the Congo State and the northern part of Lake Nyasa.

He claimed it was the natural hinterland to the German East African

sphere for whose economic development it was of great importance.

The German Government, His Excellency added, for their part

adhere to their promise not to acquire for Germany any territory

between the frontier of the Congo State and the British sphere of

influence in East Africa, and have expressly adhered on the occasion

of the project being formed for a German expedition to relieve

Emin Pasha, that Uganda, Wadelai and other places to the east and

north of Lake Victoria Nyanza are outside the region of German
colonization. They count, he said, upon similarly fair conduct on

the part of Her Majesty's Government.4

Salisbury merely promised to keep the German Government

informed of future developments, 5 and his reply was no more

reassuring when Hatzfeldt raised the matter again on 18 July. He
dwelt on the difficulty of defining a hinterland, and the only general

principle he would concede was that communication between the

German sphere and the Congo State should not be cut off.
6 Since

this could be ensured by access to some point on the eastern shore

of Lake Tanganyika and did not involve control of the lands to the

south or north of the Lake, Salisbury was scarcely acknowledging

even the letter of the 1887 Agreement. At the beginning of August

1889 Salisbury, ' for the sake of avoiding misapprehension ', stated

the British attitude in uncompromising terms. He began by in-

terpreting British commitments under the ' hinterland agreement '.

1 Britain had protested against the Portuguese claims. Hertslet, ii. no. 216, pp.

705-6. A Portuguese map, showing their claims, is reproduced there facing p. 706.
2 A. and P. (1890) li, C5918, no. 146; Scott to Salisbury, 22 Aug. 1888, Africa 54

conf., F.O. 244/443; Salisbury to Scott, 17 Sept. 1888, Africa 174, F.O. 84/1891;

Salisbury to Malet, 19 Nov. 1888, Africa 251, F.O. 84/1891; Cecil, iv. 241.
3 Salisbury, however, recommended the Company to confine its initial operations

south of the Zambesi. Cecil, iv. 244. For a discussion of the Charter and its place in

British policy, see Lovell, Struggle for South Africa, pp. 154-8.
4 Salisbury to Malet, 25 June 1889, Africa 266, F.O. 84/1954. Cf. Townsend,

op. cit. p. 158. The expedition was that led by Peters.

s Salisbury to Malet, 26 June 1889, Africa 267, F.O. 84/1954.
6 Salisbury to Beauclerk, 19 July 1889, Africa 287, F.O. 84/1954.
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Assurances had been given in July 1887 to allay German fears that

Britain was about to encroach on territories to the east of Lake
Tanganyika and of Lake Nyasa and referred to those territories

alone. Not only did they afford Germany access to the Congo State,

but they were geographically a natural extension of the German
sphere; the lands lying south of Lake Tanganyika and west of

Lake Nyasa were not.

Salisbury justified Britain's claim to the area on two grounds.

In the first place, the British south of the Zambesi and in the Nyasa

region must have direct access to Lake Tanganyika and districts

to the north. Secondly, there were the long established British

settlements in the region, while the Stephenson Road linking Lakes

Tanganyika and Nyasa was traced and opened by British enterprise;

' it is not possible ', he concluded, ' for Her Majesty's Government

to abandon the rights that they have so acquired or to recognise

over the territory in which they have so settled the sovereignty of

any Power.' 1

The second class of disputes required a quite different approach.

Over an issue so important to Britain as the exclusion of other

Powers from Nyasaland—or, indeed, from Uganda and the Nile

valley—Salisbury could take this uncompromising line and know
that it would not be seriously challenged. 2 But there were areas

in which the rights and interests of other Powers were as manifest

as those of Britain, and in these areas Salisbury often adopted an

almost neutral attitude to British claims. There was no point in

antagonizing Germany by indiscriminate use of his ultimate super-

iority in such disputes. If the British Government put itself in

the wrong over a comparatively minor issue in Africa, British

public opinion would not be sympathetic, and Bismarck would be

quick to exploit his superior moral position for diplomatic gain.

Salisbury was acutely conscious of what had happened in 1884-5.

An incident in the summer of 1888 brings this out clearly.

1 Salisbury to Beauclerk, 6 Aug. 1889, Africa 301, F.O. 84/1954. Hatzfeldt's note

of 1 9 Aug. elaborated the German argument. It claimed that the hinterland agreement

implied the Congo State to be the western limit of the German sphere as far north as

the 1st parallel of south latitude and as far south as a line continued from the Rovuma
river. Hatzfeldt to Salisbury, 19 Aug. 1889, F.O. 84/1961. L. von Caprivi in Die

Ostafrikanische Frage und der Helgoland-Sansibar-Vertrag (Berlin, 1934), pp. 25-6, states

that Salisbury acknowledged these claims in return for German recognition of British

rights in Uganda, thus renouncing the ' all-red route '. This is clearly not the case;

Salisbury did not budge from his earlier pronouncements and ignored the German

hint about Uganda. On the other hand, it is true that he specifically renounced an
' all-red route ' by admitting Germany's right to the territory east of Tanganyika; he

reserved the right to claim access to both the northern and southern ends of the lake.

2 When it was rumoured that Germany was negotiating with Portugal about

Nyasaland, Salisbury warned Berlin of Britain's attitude and that Portuguese interference

in the region might compel H.M.G. ' to occupy as a material guarantee some one of the

possessions of Portugal in the Atlantic Ocean or in India '. Salisbury to Malet, 23 Dec.

1888, Africa 307, F.O. 84/1896.
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The British and German Governments had agreed that commis-
sioners should be appointed to determine on the spot the disputed

boundaries of Walfisch Bay in South West Africa. 1 The Cape
Government, however, refused to choose a commissioner, declared

they had already proved their case to their own satisfaction, and
remained adamant despite Salisbury's threat to recognize the German
claim as established by default. The German Government told

Salisbury that boundary beacons erected by the Cape authorities

on German claimed territory would be cut down, and the prospect

of a minor border clash loomed up. 2 Knutsford, the colonial

secretary, agreed that the Cape ministers were taking up an untenable

position, but he thought the matter insufficiently urgent to preclude

corresponding by post, which would enable them to state their

reasons in full. 3 This unfortunate echo of the Angra Pequena
affair provoked from Salisbury an irate rejoinder for Knutsford's

private consideration:

in the present condition of things it would be very inconvenient to

expose this country to treatment at the hands of the German
Government similar to that which the obstinate impracticability of the

Cape Government exposed us in the matter of Angra Pequena four

years ago; that to resent such an affront would lead to a recasting

of European relations which would be embarrassing and disad-

vantageous; that I should be very sorry to have to advise submitting

to it, and that at the present juncture the action of the German
Government cannot be calculated with any confidence. 4

Salisbury was always suspicious of Bismarck's intentions, on this

occasion unduly so, 5 and he did not intend to give Bismarck any

chance of an easy diplomatic triumph. The three West African

disputes—over the conduct of the Royal Niger Company,6 the

1 Malet to Salisbury, 6 Jan. 1888, Africa 1, F.O. 84/1892. Capt. Dyer, R.N., who
claimed the Walfisch Bay area for Britain in 1878, had used the phrase ' including the

plateau ' in denning its southern limits. There turned out to be no recognizable

plateau in the vicinity.

1 Malet to Salisbury, 23 June 1888, Africa 37, very conf, encl. mem. by Scott on a

conversation with Dr. Krauel. F.O. 84/1892.
3 Knutsford to Salisbury, 11 July 1888, F.O. 84/1924.
4 Salisbury to Knutsford, 13 July 1888, conf. and immediate, F.O. 84/1924. Cf.

Salisbury's attitude over the Samoan negotiations in 1886, which 'proceeded with

comparatively little friction because Lord Salisbury refused to treat the matter as one of

primary importance to Great Britain '. He told Currie it was necessary to sit on the

colonial office. ' We shall get into a new Angra Pequena trouble if we do not look out.

That is to say, we shall force him (Bismarck) into a menacing position upon a matter

upon which we arc not prepared to resist him to the end and the result will be a dis-

creditable " skedaddle ".' Cecil, iv. 36.

6 Bismarck expressed sympathy with Salisbury's embarrassment and confidence in

his intentions. Scott to Salisbury, 21 July 1888, Africa 45, F.O. 84/1892.
8 The Company was accused of levying excessive duties and imposing unjustified

regulations. Conf. prints in F.O. 84/1890 give details of the complaints.
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boundaries between the Gold Coast and Togoland, 1 and the bound-

aries between the Niger territory and Kamerun, 2—were handled

with elaborate caution to avoid serious bickering. In East Africa,

which Germany regarded more highly and where rivalry between

the British and German companies was intense, there was far more
cause for nervousness. Salisbury's solution for most of the local

disputes which arose was arbitration by neutral jurists, a policy

provoking strong resentment among supporters of I.B.E.A.C.3

The destiny of the island of Lamu, off the coast of Witu, was, on

Salisbury's initiative, decided by arbitration in August 1889,4 and

the remaining disputes between the companies were consigned to

arbitration at the end of the year. 5 The Germans had little en-

thusiasm for the expedient, but could scarcely decline it.

As long as he could take a firm stand on major issues and dispose

of the lesser ones by arbitration, Salisbury could watch Anglo-

German competition with some complacence. The danger of a

serious collision was remote, and there was no advantage for

Britain in a general settlement. British adventurers in Africa were

more numerous and had stronger financial backing, and would

eventually take the lion's share. 6 But neither policy could be

effectively applied to the third source of tension, Zanzibar itself.

Although British influence was traditionally supreme at the court of

the Sultan, Germany had as strong a trading interest in Zanzibar

as did Britain

;

7 the coastal strip leased to the German company

remained under the sovereignty of the sultan, and gave Germany a

direct interest in the extent and use of his authority; while she had

acceded to the Anglo-French Declaration of 10 March 1862 guaran-

teeing the sultan's independence.8 Bismarck could and did demand

1 It became doubtful whether the kingdom of Krepi, included in the British sphere

by the Scott-Krauel recommendations of Jan. 1888, was as extensive as the British

claimed or whether it even still existed. See Malet to Salisbury, 19 Jan. 1888, Africa 6,

F.O. 84/1892; Hatzfeldt to Salisbury, 9 Aug. 1889, F.O. 84/1961; Malet to Salisbury,

25 May 1889, Africa 97; Salisbury to Malet, 16 July 1889, Africa 281, F.O. 84/1954.
2 The boundary was meant to follow to its course the river which ran into the Rio

del Rey estuary until it was discovered that no river did run into the estuary. See

Leyden to Salisbury, 2 Oct. 1888, F.O. 84/1894; Salisbury to Malet, 2 Nov. 1888,

Africa 226, F.O. 84/1891.
3 McDermott, British Exist Africa, p. 90.
4 In Jan. 1889, Germany demanded that the sultan withdraw his offer to grant Lamu

to I.B.E.A.C, claiming that his predecessor had promised it to the Witu Company.

Salisbury ordered the Company to suspend its negotiations, and Bismarck accepted

Salisbury's arbitration proposal. The arbitrator, Baron de Lambermont, upheld the

sultan's right to grant Lamu to I.B.E.A.C. Euan Smith to Salisbury, 10 Jan. 1889,

tel. 9, secret, F.O. 84/1894; Salisbury to Euan Smith, 16 Jan. 1889, tel. 9, F.O. 84/1983

;

Hatzfeldt to Salisbury, 18 Mar. 1889, F.O. 84/1960; Vivian to Salisbury, 17 Aug. 1889,

Africa 73, F.O. 84/1946.
6 Salisbury to Hatzfeldt, 21 Dec. 1889, conf., F.O. 84/1961.
6 Cecil, iv. 228-9.
7 Townsend, op. cit. p. 46; Cecil, iv. 232.
8 Hertslet, ii. no. 222, p. 718 gives the text of the Declaration. Germany acceded by

the Anglo-German Agreement of 29 Oct.-i Nov. 1886. Ibid, iii, no. 264, pp. 882-6.
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an equal voice with Salisbury in the affairs of Zanzibar whenever
European interests were threatened by events there, and he made
no secret of his desire to replace the sultan's authority by Anglo-
German control. Salisbury preferred the existing arrangement

whereby the sultan looked exclusively to Britain for advice and

support while remaining nominally independent. After the death of

Sultan Seyyid Barghash in March 1888, political instability in

Zanzibar gave Bismarck the chance to urge joint intervention;

Salisbury was determined to avoid this, yet feared that unilateral

action by Bismarck in defence of German interests might be the

alternative. The Egyptian episode of 1882 was uncomfortably

instructive.1

In May 1888, when Italy attempted to coerce the sultan into

ceding Kismayu, 2 Britain and Germany forced her to climb down.3

The German attitude to the sultan quickly changed when revolt

broke out in their sphere, and their suspicion of his complicity

led Salisbury to fear that Italo-German action against Zanzibar

might replace Anglo-German action in defending it.
4 He dis-

couraged an offer by the sultan, alarmed by the turn of events, to

grant I.B.E.A.C. a concession for farming the Zanzibar-Pemba

customs administration, although, as Euan Smith, the British agent

and consul general, pointed out, this ' would render British interests

paramount in Zanzibar'. 5 When, in October 1888, Bismarck in-

vited Britain to take part in a blockade of the coast and islands to

prevent arms being shipped to the rebels, he was forced to accept.

He believed it would weaken the sultan's prestige, and he disliked

sharing in German unpopularity, but a blockade with a strong

British squadron taking part would be the lesser risk.6 Even so,

new international complications could arise; Salisbury told the

1
Cf. Cecil, iv. 235.

2 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 23 May 1888, tel. 33; 3 June 1888, tel. 39; 5 June 1888,

tel. 40; 6 June 1888, tel. 41, F.O. 84/1913.
3 Salisbury to Kennedy, 4 June 1888, Africa tel. 5; Kennedy to Salisbury, 8 June

1888, Africa 11, F.O. 84/1896.
4 Germany and Italy ' may declare the Sultan is not behaving honestly and may try

to turn upon him; and though I have told both Governments that we cannot allow

the island of Zanzibar to be attacked, I am very anxious to avoid any collision with

them '. Salisbury to Euan Smith, 18 Oct. 1888, tel. 55, secret, F.O. 84/1912.
5 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 16 Sept. 1888, tel. 86, secret, F.O. 84/1913; Salisbury to

Euan Smith, 19 Sept. 1888, tel. 41; 24 Sept. 1888, tel. 44, F.O. 84/1912. Salisbury's

misgivings proved well founded when in Jan. 1889 Bismarck indicated Germany's

hostility to such an arrangement, rumours of which had reached Berlin. He ignored

Bismarck's suggestion that the customs might instead be jointly farmed by the British

and German companies. He again opposed a British lease when the proposal was

renewed in Oct. 1889. Salisbury to Euan Smith, 16 Jan. 1889, tel. 10, F.O. 84/1983;

mem. by Euan Smith on conversation with Salisbury, 24 Oct. 1889, Salisbury Papers,

Zanzibar 1888-9 (private), no. 72, bound volume. I am indebted to the present Marquis

of Salisbury for permission to quote from the Salisbury Papers.
6 Salisbury to Euan Smith, 11 Oct. 1888, tel. 48, conf.; 15 Oct. 1888, tel. 53, F.O.

84/1912; Cecil, iv. 234-6; Letters ofQueen Victoria, 3rd ser., i. 444, 460; Salisbury to

Malet, 5 Nov. 1888, Africa 232, F.O. 84/1891.
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admiralty to ensure the greatest discretion in dealing with French

ships, as he suspected Bismarck of trying to cause trouble between

Britain and France. 1

Salisbury's immediate fears were not reali2ed, and the blockade

proceeded without serious incident, but in December 1888 the sultan

himself placed his kingdom in jeopardy. Seyyid Khalifa fell under

the influence of two anti-European advisers. He ceased, moreover,

to consult the Arab leaders, declared he would govern by the Koran
alone, and announced a programme of daily and barbaric execu-

tions. 2 Salisbury was once more in a dilemma; public opinion

would demand his intervention to stop the bloodshed,3 but this

would play into Bismarck's hands. Bismarck, indeed, proved

reluctant to join in putting pressure on the sultan. It was now he

who stressed the importance of maintaining the sultan's authority,

and he urged that humanitarian considerations should not override

serious political issues. But he was willing ' to substitute the

authority of Germany and England for the rule of the sultan, whose
barbarous acts would in that case furnish a valid reason for doing

so '.4 Germany had no quarrel with a sultan who might end Britain's

political influence in Zanzibar, unless a really sweeping change in

power was envisaged with Germany as an equal partner in the spoils.

A few days later Herbert Bismarck hinted that ' the sultan ought to

be, if not set aside, at least reduced to the impotence of the Bey of

Tunis \ 5

Euan Smith persuaded the sultan to stop the executions, but,

otherwise, Khalifa continued to alienate his Arab subjects, and the

danger of revolution grew as dissident elements sought intervention

by the sultan of Muscat. In February, Khalifa went into seclusion

as he had done before the December outburst, and the Arab leaders

decided to depose him in favour of his brother Seyyid Ali. They
told Euan Smith, and asked for British support.6 Salisbury and

Bismarck had already agreed that if the sultan renewed his obnoxious

practices and had to be removed, Seyyid Ali should succeed him,7

but Salisbury was too suspicious of Bismarck to encourage a local

1 Salisbury to Euan Smith, 17 Nov. 1888, tel. 75, most secret, F.O. 84/1912; F.O.
to admiralty, 19 Nov. 1888, secret and immediate, F.O. 244/446 (copy). Cf. Salisbury's

remark to Portal of 25 Nov. 1888 :
' The whole question of Zanzibar is both difficult and

dangerous, for we are perforce partners with the Germans whose political morality

diverges from ours on many points.' Cecil, iv. 247.
2 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 18 Dec. 1888, tel. 203, secret, F.O. 84/1913.
3
Cf. minutes by Pauncefote on Euan Smith's telegrams of 18 and 20 Dec. 1888,

F.O. 84/1913.
4 Malet to Salisbury, 23 Dec. 1888, Africa 146, secret, F.O. 244/443.
5 Malet to Salisbury, 29 Dec. 1888, Africa 152, secret, F.O. 244/443.
6 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 22 Dec. 1888, tel. 211, F.O. 84/1913; Euan Smith to

Pauncefote, 15 Jan. 1889, private; to Salisbury, 26 Jan. 1889.no. 38, conf., F.O. 84/1975

;

Euan Smith to Salisbury, 6 Feb. 1889, tel. 52; 14 Feb. 1889, tel., most secret, F.O.

84/1984.
7 Salisbury to Malet, 1 Jan. 1889, Africa 15, most secret, F.O. 84/1953.
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coup d'etat even if it had this very end in view. While Euan Smith

favoured the plan because he feared the sultan's actions would lead

to German intervention, Salisbury believed that any violent political

change in Zanzibar would have the same effect. He warned the

Arab leaders that if they proceeded with their plan the result might
well be a joint protectorate or Anglo-German partition. 1

The projected revolution fell through because Seyyid Ali refused

to co-operate,2 and tension was eased by the deportation of one of the

favourites, Peera Devji.3 But the situation remained inflammable,

especially as Euan Smith had compromised himself by allowing his

personal support for the conspirators to become obvious. The sultan

was antagonized, and turned increasingly to the French and American
representatives, while there was a danger that the pro-British atti-

tude of the conspirators would alarm Germany as to Britain's

intentions. 4

The courses open to Salisbury were limited. He could not

abandon Zanzibar to Germany, 5 and he set his face against the kind

of joint control which had proved so unsatisfactory in Egypt and
Samoa. 6 The alternatives were to buy Germany off and establish

sole British control, or to leave things as they were and deal with

each crisis as it arose. There is in July 1889 a reference by Euan
Smith to a ' comprehensive scheme of policy regarding the Kingdom
of Zanzibar such as has been under the consideration of Your Lord-

ship '. 7 He does not indicate what it was, but when he met Herbert

Bismarck in the same month he hinted that the mainland territory

of Zanzibar should be released from ' the hampering, useless

deadweight of the nominal sovereignty of the sultan '. 8 One of the

main reasons for German intervention in the affairs of Zanzibar

would be eliminated if their lease of the coast was transformed into

outright ownership, and it is probable that Salisbury was thinking

along these lines. 9 For the time being the suggestion was allowed

to drop. One reason was that in August the sultan was finally

1 Salisbury to Euan Smith, 15 Feb. 1889, tcl. 39, secret, F.O. 84/1983.
2 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 20 Feb. 1889, tcl., secret, F.O. 84/1984.
3 Peera Devji was a British Indian, and an order in council was passed enabling

Euan Smith to deport him. Salisbury to Euan Smith, 18 Feb. 1889, tcl. 42, secret,

F.O. 84/1983; Hawcs to Salisbury, 9 Apr. 1889, tel. 135, F.O. 84/1984.
4 Portal to Salisbury, 13 June 1889, tel. 178, secret, F.O. 84/1984; 2 July 1889,

Salisbury Papers, Zanzibar 1888-9 (private), no. 42, bound volume. Portal, who from

Apr. to Dec. 1889 took Euan Smith's place while the latter was on sick leave in Europe,

was more sympathetic to the sultan and did not favour his removal.
5 ' We have left Prince Bismarck a free hand in Samoa (and a pretty mess he has made

of it!) but we cannot do so in Zanzibar. The English and Indian interests are both too

strong.' Cecil, iv. 234-5.

•Cecil, iv. 127-8, 287-8.
7 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 25 July 1889, from Kissingen, recorder of tcl., F.O.

84/1979.
8 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 19 July 1889, private, from Berlin, F.O. 84/1979.
* Cf. Salisbury's speech in the Lords' debate on the Heligoland Agreement, 10 July

1890, Hansard, 3rd ser., vol. 347.
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persuaded to get rid of his remaining adviser, Bakashumar, 1 and the

political tension in the island died down. The other reason was that

concern at this time over the British South Africa Company led

Bismarck to seek a general settlement of African disputes, and he

intended that Zanzibar should form part of the bargain.

The Company's plans for expansion north of the Zambesi and

Salisbury's firm backing of them had placed the German Govern-

ment in an awkward position. Sir Thomas Sanderson noticed that

they were * very fidgety about the South Africa Company. Leyden

lets it appear by little questions he asks and then half withdraws '. 2

Conscious that Salisbury held the stronger cards, Bismarck tried to

modify the British attitude by indirect methods. In July, Herbert

Bismarck had spoken of selling out in Witu if arbitration gave Lamu
to the British. 3 The Lamu verdict went against Germany, but

instead of abandoning Witu the German Government advanced

fresh claims to the area. They revived a claim to the nearby islands

of Manda and Patta,4 and on 22 October 1889 they declared a

protectorate over the coastal territories between Witu and the

River Juba. 5

This was not accompanied by any direct overture—indeed

Hatzfeldt insisted that the new strong line in Africa was simply

to satisfy some of Bismarck's supporters in view of the approaching

elections 6—but hints as to the desirability of a bargain were osten-

tatiously dropped. In August, Leyden had insisted to Currie that

even if I.B.E.A.C. bought out the Witu Company, Germany had

sovereign rights in Witu which the British Government would have

to purchase with equivalent territory elsewhere. 7 On 2 November,

Hatzfeldt spoke at great length to Euan Smith on African questions.

He expressed his ' personal opinion ' with frequent references to

notes, and was anxious that Euan Smith should pass it on to

Salisbury. Hatzfeldt made the same point as Leyden, but with

regard to the new protectorate as well to Witu. If Salisbury

wanted the Germans to retire altogether from their territories north

of the Tana, why did he not make a proposition ? The German
Government had a great deal of chauvinism to take into account,

and they could not give way without compensation. He went on to

1 Portal to Salisbury, 26 Aug. 1889, tel. 226, F.O. 84/1984.
2 Minute by Sanderson on Euan Smith to Salisbury, 3 Nov. 1889, F.O. 84/1981.

Leyden was first secretary at the German embassy in London, 1S88-90.
3 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 19 July 1889, private, from Berlin, F.O. 84/1979.
4 Portal to Salisbury, 10 Oct. 1889, tel. 250, F.O. 84/1984. The 1886 Commission

had not expressly recognized the two islands as being part of the sultan's dominions,

and the Germans had made a claim to them which had never been formally withdrawn.

See minute by Anderson to Portal's tel.

5 Salisbury to Malet, 21 Oct. 1889, Africa 400a, F.O. 84/1955; Le Poer Trench to

Salisbury, 24 Oct. 1889, Africa 150, F.O. 244/455.
6 Salisbury to Malet, 21 Oct. 1889, Africa 400b, secret, F.O. 84/1955.
7 Currie to Salisbury, 30 Aug. 1889, F.O. 84/1955. Currie became permanent

under-secretary at the F.O. in April 1889.
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suggest that commissioners appointed by the two Governments
should discuss all these minor difficulties with a view to removing

them by mutual concession.

Hatzfeldt also stressed the need for an understanding about

Zanzibar. It was essential for the protection of German interests

that the customs administration should be placed under efficient

and responsible European control. But just as Britain would object

to its being farmed out to a German concern, so Germany would
object to British control; a modus vivendi must be found, perhaps by

each Power taking over in turn for a period of years. Euan Smith

reminded him that the customs administration was the main symbol

of the sultan's power and almost the sole source of his revenue, and

that interference would finally destroy his prestige and authority.

Hatzfeldt replied that in a conflict between barbarism and civiliza-

tion, barbarism had to yield. His personal opinion was that partition

was the inevitable end for Zanzibar.

The other major issue which Hatzfeldt raised was the new South

Africa Company, which had exposed Bismarck to very damaging

criticism.

It was the vagueness of the limits assigned in the charter to the

operations of the Company which was so especially alarming to the

German Government. It seemed as if it was the intention of the

British Government to build up a wall right in front of German
enterprise in Central Africa, so that it could go neither hither nor

thither. . . . Both Governments had to lay their account with a

great mass of chauvinist opinion. The only way they could do this

successfully was by coming to a complete understanding one with the

other. Minor difficulties, he again repeated, should be settled by

commissioners appointed for that purpose. Graver questions would,

of course, have to be the subject of negotiations between the two
Governments. The question of the South African charter was one

that was regarded as very important by the German Government.1

Salisbury was thus discreetly informed of Bismarck's wishes.

Bismarck could not effectively demand that Salisbury modify the

new charter, and he had nothing adequate to offer in return except

perhaps the abandonment of Zanzibar to Britain. German influence

in Zanzibar was a long term diplomatic asset which he intended to

keep, 2 but German rights in Witu could be effortlessly enlarged and

lightly bartered away. Britain could then expand freely north of

the Tana, and in return would allow Germany a reasonable hinterland

in the region of Lakes Tanganyika and Nyasa. Germany and

Britain could share the power over Zanzibar which would spring

from control of the customs administration.

1 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 3 Nov. 1889, cncl. conf. mem. of his conversation at the

German embassy in London on 2 Nov. 1889, F.O. 84/1981.
2 M. Busch, Bismarck, Some Secret Pages of bis History, (1899), p. 533; Townscnd, op.

cit. p. 164.
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Salisbury ignored the invitation and did not change his policy.

No immediate renewal of the trouble in Zanzibar seemed likely, and
he was quite indifferent to the German claims north of the British

sphere. Germany had too little to offer to make a genuine bargain

possible, and as long as Zanzibar remained quiet all important

British interests were protected by his existing policy. He saw no
reason to make British plans in the Lakes region a subject for bar-

gaining, and arbitration remained the safest method for less essential

matters. He underlined his attitude by the note he sent to Hatzfeldt

on 21 December 1889.

In this note Salisbury suggested four East African disputes which
might be submitted to arbitration. Two of them—the legality of

duties imposed by the sultan ofWitu, and the point on the coast mark-

ing the boundary between the British and German spheres—were of

little significance. Another was the ownership of Manda and Patta,

which was currently the cause of great friction between the British

and German companies. But the most interesting point for arbi-

tration was ' whether any of the treaties recently concluded by the

British East Africa Company in the interior between the Tana and

Juba Rivers infringe on the well attested rights of the sultan of Witu
or any other native chiefor chiefs under the protection of Germany *.1

These treaties dated from the previous summer,2 and would
prevent the new German protectorate from being extended to the

interior in the general direction of Uganda and the Nile. It was
never easy to be sure just which tribes owed allegiance to a ruler like

the sultan of Witu, and it was very uncertain whether arbitration

would confirm the treaties. Yet Salisbury not only volunteered to

submit them to this test, but he declined to challenge the new German
protectorate, although both Currie and Sir Percy Anderson, head of

the African department at the Foreign Office, insisted that it was
based on treaties of dubious validity. He struck out the section of

the F.O. draft which put the German claim among the points suit-

able for arbitration, and when in January 1890 fresh evidence arrived

for questioning it he brushed it aside and wrote:

I confess, the proposed course seems to me unreasonable—not

unlike that with which we reproach the Portuguese. The BA.C.
never cared about this barren bit of coast until they found the

Germans were after it—and now they propose that we should have a

diplomatic fight with the Germans on the ground that the Germans

got hold of the wrong savage. . . .
3

1 Salisbury to Hatzfeldt, 21 Dec. 1889, conf., F.O. 84/1961.
2 Sandys to Portal, 21 July 1889, F.O. 244/459 (coPY); Salisbury to Hatzfeldt,

12 Nov. 1889, F.O. 84/1961.
3 Minute by Anderson on Hatzfeldt to Salisbury', 16 Dec. 1889; marginal comment

by Salisbury to draft of 21 Dec. note, F.O. 84/1961 ; minutes by Anderson, Currie and

Salisbury on Euan Smith's nos. 400, 417, and 423 (all reed. 20 Jan. 1890), F.O. 84/1987.
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The Germans, then, were welcome to their Tana-Juba protec-

torate, and if arbitration left them free to take its hinterland and the

neighbouring islands Salisbury would not be disturbed. 1 His only

other proposal was a verbal offer to discuss the exact delimitation of

the British and German hinterlands in the Lakes region. He was

willing to define the British claims and to attempt to reconcile them

with the German claims, but it was apparent that they were to be

decided on their merits, and not linked to concessions elsewhere or

watered down in the interests of a general settlement. The
December note was not, as Currie pointed out, ' a bill of fare that

will be tempting to the Germans \ 2 Neither was it one they could

reasonably reject, and Bismarck, in agreeing to arbitration, suggested

adding three other minor disputes to the list.
3 It was arranged that

Anderson and Dr. Krauel, head of the colonial department at the

German Foreign Office, should meet to ' arrive at a clear under-

standing both as to the mode of procedure and as to the points

to be adjudicated upon '. They were also to see if some agreement

could be reached on ' the practical application of the Hinterland

Agreement of 1887', and on 'the settlement of the British and

German spheres of influence in the unoccupied territory to the east

of the 20th degree of east longitude and north of the 22nd parallel

of south latitude ', and on other disputes not suitable for arbitration.4

At the beginning of 1890 Salisbury was clearly indifferent to the

prospect of German aggrandizement north of the Tana. Did the

subsequent rumours of German designs on Uganda compel him to

take it seriously and incline him to fall in with Bismarck's wishes ?

The suggestion of such designs certainly came as a surprise to the

Foreign Office since Bismarck had so explicitly renounced any

claim to the area. In March 1 890, Emin Pasha, who was in Zanzibar

after his rescue by Stanley and whose services were sought by both

Companies, 5 told Euan Smith that the Germans wished him to lead

an expedition to secure Uganda. Euan Smith thought the Pasha's

1 Official indifference to the Manda-Patta dispute is illustrated by reaction to the

German view that the islands were of no value to l.B.E.A.C. (Mulct to Salisbury,

26 Feb. 1890, Africa 15, conf.). Anderson commented: ' There is a good deal in the

German contention. I find that Portal agrees with the view I have always held, that

the only use of the islands to the British Co. is to worry the Germans.' Currie added:
' May not the same be said of Lamu? ' F.O. 84/2031.

- Minute by Currie, 18 Dec. 1889, F.O. 84/1961.
3 Caprivi, op. cit. p. 31 ; Salisbury to Malct, 4 Feb. 1890, Africa 30a, F.O. 244/470,

describes Salisbury's conversation with Hatzfcldt on 3 Feb., and is accompanied by a

copy of the German mem. on arbitration dated Jan. 1890. The other three points on

which Bismarck proposed arbitration were the Walfisch Bay dispute, the complaints

against the Royal Niger Co., and the claims of the German Emin Pasha Committee for

compensation on account of the Royal Navy's seizure of their vessel ' Neera '.

4 Salisbury to Malct, 30 Apr. 1890, Africa 129^.0.84/2030. These were Anderson's

instructions on the eve of the Berlin talks. Zanzibar is nol mentioned, and the separa-

tion of the hinterland question from the East coast disputes is clearly marked.
5 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 13/14 Mar. 1890, tel. 64, secret, F.O. 84/2069; 14 Mar.

1890, no. 113, secret; 18 Mar. 1890, no. 114, secret, F.O. 84/2060.
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story should be taken seriously and that I.B.E.A.C. should take

immediate action to counteract the threat.

Reaction in London was more sceptical. Anderson observed

that the story tallied with recent German press reports, but, he added

:

as Uganda has always been admittedly in our hinterland it will be

a very serious matter if the Germans propose to treat the Victoria

Nyanza as an open lake and ignore hinterland altogether. Should

Sir E. Malet make enquiry ?

Salisbury replied:

Of course we should be released from all hinterland engagements

altogether.

Until we have more definite information I think Malet should

not interfere. Col. Euan Smith's belief as to German projects is

very liberal. 1

The remark that Britain would be ' released from all hinterland

engagements ' if Germany attempted to secure Uganda is especially

revealing. Salisbury regarded the hinterland agreement as limiting

rather than protecting British claims in the Lakes region, and could

not believe that the Germans would deliberately violate the agree-

ment and expose themselves to the dangers of an unrestricted

scramble for territory. Soon after, Euan Smith vindicated this

view by the news that the expedition had been forbidden by the

German Government. 2 British confidence was again expressed at

the end of March when Euan Smith recommended that a consul

should be appointed for Uganda. Salisbury rejected the idea, and

Anderson commented :
' Practically, it seems impossible that either

Germany or France can, under present circumstances, undertake

a protectorate of Uganda.' 3

But Euan Smith startled the Foreign Office by telegraphing on 1

April that Emin had finally entered the German service and was lead-

ing an expedition to Uganda. Anderson was indignant at this

' distinct breach of faith. . . . Nothing can satisfy us but the

absolute stoppage of such an expedition.' Currie, on the other

hand, was apprehensive of the complications which would ensue

if Germany did not recognize Uganda as being within the British

1 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 13/14 Mar. 1890, tel. 63, secret, with minutes by Anderson
and Salisbury, F.O. 84/2069.

2 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 18 Mar. 1890, tel. 67, F.O. 84/2069; 18 Mar. 1890, no.

114, secret, F.O. 84/2060.
3 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 31 Mar. 1890, tel. 87, with minutes by Anderson, Currie

and Salisbury, F.O. 84/2069. Anderson observed that the Company got its charter

on the understanding that its main aim was ' to push up to Uganda'. ' A consul in

Uganda would be supposed to have the British Government behind him. The Com-
pany would put him in front and throw all responsibility, through him on the Govern-
ment.' A British protectorate was equally impracticable.
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sphere and, if Emin reached it first. 1 This time Salisbury agreed

that Malet should raise the matter in Berlin. 2 In fact, Malet was
forestalled by official German assurances that Emin's expedition

would not encroach at all on the British hinterland ; it would be strictly

confined to restoring order in the German sphere. 3 On 24 April

Euan Smith's extender arrived to reveal the misleading nature of his

telegram. Emin's secret instructions ' enjoined him above all

things to reach the lake (i.e. Victoria) before the English, and to

anticipate them in making treaties wherever he could in all countries

lying between Kavirondo and Uganda, following the east, west and
south banks of the lake '. 4 In other words, the expedition was
designed to forestall British encroachments on the ill-defined German
hinterland, not to seize that of the British.

The Germans had good cause to be worried in this respect.

When they captured Bushiri, leader of the rebellion against them,

they found on him letters addressed to Stanley which his followers

had intercepted. They were from Mackinnon and his agent

Nicol, and made it clear that I.B.E.A.C. aimed to secure by treaties

the territory between Lakes Victoria and Tanganyika in order to

link up with Rhodes's new company: the matter was represented as

urgent in view of possible agreement between the two governments

to share this zone. 5 Reports of British treaties in the Lakes region

were current at this time, and appear to have alarmed the German
Government lest its hand should seem to have been forced on the

eve of negotiations.

At the beginning of May, Marschall complained that while

German activities in Africa were subject to government control, the

British Company did as it pleased regardless of international conse-

quences. Its agent Jackson's reported treaty with Uganda should

be disavowed by Salisbury; he himself could give Malet ' there and

1 If the hinterland agreement meant anything, Uganda north of i° S. was clearly

in the British sphere; but so was Germany equally clearly entitled to land access to the

Congo State. Considering Salisbury's cavalier treatment of the agreement in the latter

respect he could hardly have complained about such an expedition. He obviously

did not rely on strict observation of the spirit of the agreement to protect British in-

terests.

2 Euan Smith to Salisbury, i Apr. 1890, tel. 89, secret, with minutes by Anderson,

Currie and Salisbury, F.O. 84/2069.
3 Malet to Salisbury, 4 Apr. 1890, Africa 30, very conf., F.O. 84/2031; minute by

Currie, 7 Apr. 1890, recording conversation with Matzfeldt, F.O. 84/2067; 12 Apr. 1890,

F.O. 84/2069.
4 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 3 Apr. 1890, (reed. 24 Apr.), no. 140, secret, F.O. 84/

2060.
5 There were four letters, written between Apr. and Nov. 1889. Hatzfeldt showed

them to Salisbury on 7 Feb. 1890, and gave him copies to be found in F.O. 84/2036.

Salisbury blamed them, along with l.B.E.A.C's premature occupation of Manda and
Patta, for the ill-feeling which had crept into Anglo-German relations over Africa,

and thought they explained the Emin expedition. Salisbury to Malet, 6 May 1890,

Africa 139, F.O. 84/2036; Salisbury to Euan Smith, 18 Feb. 1890, tel. 14, F.O. 84/2067.

Cf. Mackenzie's letters to Lugard of Mar. 1890, in M. Pcrham, Lugard, the Years of

Adventure, (1956), pp. 179-80.
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then the positive assurance that any action in the same line which

might have been taken by Dr. Peters would be considered as null

and void by the German Government >
.
1 Malet pointed out that

Uganda was, after all, in the British hinterland, but Marschall insisted

that all the territory west of Lake Victoria was a matter for negotia-

tion. 2 On 5 May Hatzfeldt took up the attack in London. Salis-

bury denied that he had agreed to maintain the status quo in Africa

while the negotiations were proceeding, although he would avoid

anything which might prejudge the issue. He did not believe that

any such treaties had been concluded; in any case, as far as he

could see Uganda was in the British hinterland.3 Hatzfeldt, dis-

satisfied with the results of the interview, wrote to Salisbury later

the same day. He reiterated the dangers of unrestricted treaty-

making during the negotiations, but he also made it clear that

Germany's protests about Uganda did not denote ambition :

Enfin permettez-moi de remarquer que le sens de ma proposition

confidentielle n'etait pas de desapprouver Taction contre Uganda. II

suffirait, je crois, que Sir Edward Malet puisse dire que la prise de

possession d' Uganda, rtetantpas encore approuvl par le gouvernement

anglais n'existe pas encore en droit pour le gouvernement anglais

et que par consequent elle ne doit porter aucun prejudice aux negotiations

de 'Berlin. Vous voudrez bien observer que cela est entierement

different.4

In other words, the German Government was quite willing to

see Uganda assigned to Britain as a result of the Berlin negotiations;

Salisbury was requested meanwhile not to insist publicly on British

claims lest the new German Government should lose face at the very

beginning of the post-Bismarckian era. 5 That this was the German

attitude was confirmed when Anderson began discussions in Berlin

1 Malet to Salisbury, 3 May 1890, tel. 11 Africa, F.O. 84/2035. Marschall ' spoke

quite pathetically of the loyalty which the German Government had always shown

towards us and of the stringent orders which he had sent to Wissmann '. Malet to

Salisbury, 3 May 1890, Malet Papers, F.O. 343/11. It is generally assumed that the

Peters treaty made Uganda a German protectorate, which was ' transferred ' to Britain

by the Heligoland Agreement. In fact, Peters found Mwanga, under the influence of

the Catholic mission, determined ' to submit to no government's protection '. He had

to be content with a treaty of friendship throwing open Uganda ' to the subjects of the

German Emperor as to all other Europeans', and guaranteeing freedom to trade and

settle. Peters only claimed to have prevented a British monopoly. C. Peters, New
Light on Dark Africa (1891), pp. 389-95. Jackson similarly found it ' was impossible

to conclude a formal treaty '. Sir F. Jackson, Early Days in Bast Africa (1930), p. 260.

2 Malet to Salisbury, 3 May 1890, Africa 44, F.O. 84/2031; Salisbury to Malet,

4 May 1890, tel. 25, F.O. 84/2034.
3 Hatzfeldt to Salisbury, 4 May 1890; Salisbury to Hatzfeldt, 5 May 1890, F.O.

84/2037; Salisbury to Malet, 5 May 1890, Africa 140, F.O. 84/2030.
4 Hatzfeldt to Salisbury, 5 May 1890, conf., F.O. 84/2037. Hatzfeldt's italics.

5
Cf. Malet to Salisbury, 19 Apr. 1890, Salisbury Papers, Germany 1890-2 (private),

no. 30, bound volume; a definite settlement ' would be a feather in the cap of the new
Government, while failure would be ascribed to the absence of the master directing

mind of Prince Bismarck '.
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with Krauel.1 Anderson pointed out that Germany had renounced

Uganda as an area for German colonization; that its limits were not

defined and that while the British considered it to extend along the

whole western shore of Lake Victoria, he realized this was open to

dispute. He suggested, therefore, that it should be taken as settled

that Uganda at least as far south as one degree south was in the British

sphere of operations, and after lengthy arguments Krauel agreed

to this. Anderson reported to Salisbury on 9 May that the Uganda
question was virtually settled, but he stressed the danger of irritating

German public opinion by any more reports of British treaty-

making; any ' premature exultation at having forestalled the Ger-

mans' would embarrass the German Government and disturb the

course of the negotiations. Otherwise I.B.E.A.C. could now
establish itself in Uganda at its leisure. 2

In view of all this it seems reasonable to assume that Salisbury's

comprehensive programme presented to Hatzfeldt on 13 May had

nothing to do with the protection of British interests in Uganda

and the Upper Nile. It was German interests and German prestige

which were threatened if no settlement were reached,3 and the

German Government had not tried to conceal this. News of the

famous Peters treaty, which Germany had disowned in advance, did

not reach Zanzibar until 28 May,4 and its only effect was to make the

ministers in Berlin all the more anxious for a quick settlement. 5

Before seeking another explanation of the Heligoland offer,

it is worth considering how far the programme of 13 May did

involve a change in British policy. The first series of talks between

Anderson and Krauel had taken place between 3 and 9 May, and

had considerably clarified the position. Uganda had been recog-

nized as being within the British sphere, the Niger and ' Neera '

disputes had been cleared up, and Anderson reported a fair prospect

1 Discussions began as soon as Anderson arrived on 3 May, though their initial

exchanges seem to have been largely taken up with the Brussels Conference. Malct to

Salisbury, 2 May 1890, Africa 40; 3 May 1890, Africa 47, encl. Anderson's no. 1 of

3 May; 9 May 1890, Africa 51, encl. Anderson's no. 2 of 7 May; 9 May 1890, Africa

52, encl. Anderson's no. 3 of 7 May, F.O. 94/2031.
2 Malct to Salisbury, 9 May 1890, Africa 53, encl. Anderson's no. 4 of 9 May,

F.O. 84/2031. It had already been decided, at Malct's suggestion, to suppress for the

time being news of Stanley's treaties west of Lake Victoria. Malet to Salisbury, 5 May
1890, tel. 13 Africa, with minute by Salisbury, F.O. 84/2035. A report of them did

appear in the heeds Mercury. Mackinnon denied responsibility. Mackinnon to Salis-

bury, 9 May 1890, Salisbury Papers, unbound.
3 The defensive attitude of Germany is characterized by Hatzfeldt's remark, on the

eve of negotiations, that the next task would be ' to settle privately on what principles

and how far the British negotiator can agree to our expansion in the direction of the

Lakes '. Die Grosse Politik, viii, no. 1675 (transl. from E. Dugdale, German Diplomatic

Documents, 1871-1914 (1928-31), ii. 32.)
4 Euan Smith to Salisbury, 29 May 1890, tel. 156, F.O. 84/2069. Both the F.O.

and Euan Smith were sceptical about the report.

6 Die Grosse Politik, viii. no. 1683; Malet to Salisbury, 31 May 1890, Africa 68,

F.O. 84/2031.
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of settlement by direct negotiation of all save two issues. These

were the Walfisch Bay dispute, on which arbitration seemed inevit-

able, and the ' hinterland question ', on which complete deadlock

had been reached. 1 Britain claimed the Stephenson Road territory

between Lakes Tanganyika and Nyasa, and in the north, although

Anderson believed the one degree south line gave I.B.E.A.C. all it

could reasonably demand, he claimed the whole of the west of Lake

Victoria ' in order to have something in hand '. Germany claimed

the one degree south line and insisted on at least a partition of the

Stephenson Road territory.

On this last point Salisbury preferred to drop the hinterland

negotiations rather than give way. He told Anderson that British

settlements in the Stephenson Road area must not be sacrificed, that

the German admission about Uganda was ' the very least that the

hinterland doctrine would carry with it ' and could not be regarded

as a concession, and that Stanley had made treaties south of the one

degree line. He suggested that ' it would be better to put aside the

hinterland negotiations for the present and to do what was the

original object of your mission, namely to settle terms of arbitration

as to east coast and west coast questions '. 2

This was how matters stood when discussions were postponed

until 14 May to allow Krauel to attend to his Reichstag duties.

On the day before they were resumed, Salisbury outlined to

Hatzfeldt proposals for a complete settlement. The territory

north and south of Lake Tanganyika was to be shared, though

apparently in such a way as to give Britain access to the Lake at both

ends; Germany, presumably in return for this ' concession ' was to

abandon to Britain Witu, her Tana-Juba protectorate, and her claims

to Manda and Patta; she was to gain permanent possession of the

coastal strip leased by the sultan ; and Britain would cede Heligoland in

return forGerman recognition ofa British protectorate over Zanzibar. 3

The most remarkable feature of these proposals is that, taken as

a whole, they did not constitute a bargain in any real sense. Heligo-

land was offered specifically in exchange for Zanzibar, and this was

the only proposal involving mutual concession. Germany was to

gain outright possession of a coastal strip which was not Salisbury's

to give, and she would obtain a slight modification of Britain's

1 Malet to Salisbury, 9 May 1890, tel. 14 Africa; tel. 16 Africa; 10 May 1890, tel. 17

Africa, all giving reports by Anderson; 9 May 1890, Africa 54, encl. Anderson's no. 5

of 9 May; 10 May 1890, Africa 56, encl. Anderson's no. 6 of 10 May, F.O. 84/2031.

Cf. Die Grosse Politik, viii, no. 1676m
2 Salisbury to Malet, (for Anderson), 9 May 1890, tel. 27, F.O. 84/2034. Stanley's

treaties actually extended no more than twenty or thirty miles south of this line; Malet

to Salisbury, 9 May 1890, Africa 53, encl. Anderson's no. 4, F.O. 84/2031 ; 10 May 1890,

tel. 17 Africa, transmitting report by Anderson, F.O. 84/2035; Salisbury to Malet,

14 June 1890, Africa 223, F.O. 84/2030. Sir F. Winton of I.B.E.A.C. assured Salisbury

that the i° S. line would meet all the Co.'s claims. Salisbury to Malet, 28 May 1890,

Africa 208a, F.O. 84/2030.
3 Die Grosse Politik, viii, no. 1676.
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1

hinterland claims. Those claims remained so extreme as to make
nonsense of the hinterland agreement of 1887, and Salisbury de-

manded in addition the island and coastal territories north of the

Tana which he had previously been willing to leave to Germany.

This was, of course, the maximum British programme, and from

subsequent negotiations it is apparent that Salisbury was exaggera-

ting British demands north of Lake Tanganyika and of the Tana so

that he could demand acknowledgment of Britain's right to all the

territory between the Stephenson Road and the Congo State to the

west, which Germany had resisted more strongly than anything

else. He made no serious attempt to secure the ' all-red route ',

merely using the threat of it as a bargaining factor. The upshot of

the negotiations was that Britain agreed to accept the one degree

south line as limiting her claims north of Lake Tanganyika, and

Germany abandoned her claim to share the Stephenson Road
territory. The Tana-Juba area, in which neither government

seems to have been much interested, went to Britain, all the other

disputes, except that involving Walfisch Bay, were amicably settled

without arbitration, and the Heligoland-Zanzibar suggestion was

adopted. 1

It seems fair, therefore, to describe Salisbury's change of policy

as more apparent than real. He simply demanded the immediate

and simultaneous realization of all the main British claims, but he

linked this demand with the Heligoland- Zanzibar offer. This was

an extension of his policy, and it was probably the product of two

factors, one recurring, the other new. First, the Zanzibar difficulty

remained unsolved, and threatened to become more serious. In

February 1890, Euan Smith began to send home alarming reports

about German influence in Zanzibar. 2 He described the unusually

1 The effect on German policy of the Heligoland offer is well known from published

German documents, viz- Die Grosse Politik, viii. nos. 1677-1688. Salisbury's own
version of the London talks is less fully documented: Salisbury to Malet, 21 May 1890,

Africa 186a; 28 May 1890, Africa 208a, F.O. 84/2030. Anderson and Malet reported

fully on the exchanges in Berlin: Malet to Salisbury, 15 May 1890, Africa 61, cncl.

Anderson's no. 7 of 14 May; Africa 62, encl. Anderson's no. 8 of 15 May; 17 May 1890,

Africa 63, encl. Anderson's no. 9 of 16 May; Africa 64, encl. Anderson's no. 10 of 16

May; 31 May 1890, Africa 68, F.O. 84/2031 ; 17 May 1890, tel. 20 Africa
; 5 June 1890,

tel. 21 Africa, conf., F.O. 84/2035; 18 June 1890, Africa 72, encl. Anderson's no. 11

of 17 June, F.O. 84/2032.

Of works dealing with the Heligoland Agreement, L. von Caprivi, op. cit. supplies

the fullest treatment and uses a number of unpublished German colonial office docu-

ments; M. von Hagen, Geschicbte und Bedeutung des Helgolandvertrages (Berlin 1916)

discusses primarily the treaty's value for Germany; and M. Sell, Das Deutsch-Engliscbe

Abkomen von iSpo (Berlin 1926) analyses German press reaction to the Agreement.

Good recent accounts are to be found in L. W. Hollingsworth, Zanzibar under the Foreign

Office, iSpo-ipij (195 3), pp. 37-5 1 ; T. A. Bayer, England und der Neue Kurs, iSpo-iSp;

(Tubingen 1955), pp. 8-1 1, both using unpublished British F. O. material; and A. L.

Kennedy, Salisbury (1953), pp. 215-21.
2 Euan Smith to Salisbury, n Feb. 1890 (reed. 10 Mar.), no. 53, F.O. 84/2059; 4

Mar. 1890 (reed. 24 Mar.), no. 100; 4 Apr 1890 (reed. 24 Apr.), no. 146, conf., F.O.

84/2060; Hollingsworth, op. cit. p. 43.
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large amount of capital now at the disposal of the German Company,
and the effect on the inhabitants of the very high prices that German
government and company officials paid for labour and commodities;

there were now six times as many Germans resident on the island

as all other Europeans, and German influence over the British

Indians themselves was rapidly growing at the expense of both the

British and the sultan. 1 Euan Smith hinted darkly that the German
Government was planning to establish control in the island;

Salisbury found such a conclusion ' childish '. The development

had a different significance. As German commercial interests

in Zanzibar grew rapidly, the political interest of the German
Government must necessarily keep pace. It would become
increasingly difficult to resist German proposals concerning

Zanzibar, while Germany could demand an increasingly high price

for abandoning it. The Zanzibar problem had embarrassed the

British Government in the past ; in the future it would probably do

so more often and more seriously. Salisbury's old dilemma as to

whether to buy off the Germans or to deal with each crisis as it

arose remained. To make Zanzibar a British protectorate was the

ideal solution. To offer Heligoland in exchange was an obvious

enough move in view of the expressed German willingness to

obtain the North Sea base by concession in Africa.

It was unlikely, however, that Salisbury would suggest such an

exchange while Bismarck was in office. Bismarck had shown
himself aware of the advantages to be won from a stake in Zanzibar,

and lukewarm in his desire for Heligoland. Salisbury could not

have expected to gain Zanzibar from Bismarck without making
substantial concessions elsewhere. But the second development,

Bismarck's dismissal in March 1890, made the exchange a possible

one. It was reasonable to assume that the new and inexperienced

government in Berlin would set more value on the prestige to be

won by securing Heligoland, and that for fear of losing the chance

it might be rushed into acknowledging the extensive British claims

to which the exchange offer had been linked. This, at any rate, was

what happened, and it is at least probable that Salisbury intended

it should happen.

It is difficult, therefore, to agree with Lady Cecil that Salisbury's

proposals of 13 May were due to a fundamental change in his

conception of the problem. His policy in these years was consistent

and logical. He was confident that the British would be generally

successful in the competition for African trade and territory.

1 Portal had expressed the opinion that as long as the British Indians both dominated

Zanzibar trade and remained thoroughly loyal to Britain, the latter's preponderance was
assured. Portal to Salisbury, 26 Dec. 1889, Salisbury Papers, Zanzibar 1888-9 (private),

no. 8o, bound volume. According to Euan Smith's private tel. of 1 Apr. 1890, many
of the leading British Indian subjects were now actively helping the Germans. Salis-

bury Papers, Zanzibar 1890-2 (private), no. 9, bound volume.
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Diplomatic intervention to ensure such success was limited to

warning off other Powers from areas like Nyasaland or the Upper

Nile, regarded as vital to British interests. This was Salisbury's

general strategy with regard to the partition of Africa, and Britain's

ultimate superiority made it easy of execution. At the tactical level

he found it necessary to be cautious when dealing with Bismarck,

who had been prone to exploit difficulties too slight to justify an

international quarrel. When this seemed possible Salisbury, with

an air of detachment infuriating to the interested parties, proposed

arbitration. Similarly, he eluded Bismarck's attempts to lure him

into an equitable settlement of African disputes, which could only

benefit Germany as the weaker contestant.

The only awkward problem he faced was that of Zanzibar. He
could prevent the island being directly attacked, but the situation

there presented endless opportunity for Germany—or, indeed,

Italy and France—to embarrass Britain in her role as the sultan's

traditional defender. No obvious solution presented itself until

Bismarck's fall in March 1890 enabled Salisbury, experimentally at

least, to abandon his tactical caution and to seek formal acknow-

ledgment by Germany of practically all British interests in Africa in

return for the tempting bait of Heligoland. He could otherwise

return to arbitration for the matters which really had to be settled,

leaving undecided the destiny of both Zanzibar and the great inland

regions. The bait proved so tempting, especially to the emperor,

that the German Government soon came to regard East African

interests merely as matters for concession, 1 and but for Hatzfeldt's

cool handling of the negotiations in London might have signed

away more than Salisbury expected to get. Whether Salisbury

himself signed away more than he realized is another question.

University of Glasgoiv D. R. Gillard

1 Die Grosse Politik, viii, no. 1681; Bayer, op. cit. pp. 9-10.
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Notes and Documents

King Stephen and the Earl of Chester revised

How often did Ranulf Earl of Chester change sides during the

civil war of Stephen's reign? J. H. Round claimed that it was

seven times, which may be listed as follows :
x

(i) The revolt against Stephen in 1140, which culminated in the

battle of Lincoln (2 Feb. 1141).

(2) Reconciliation with Stephen in 1142.

(3) Revolt against Stephen later in 1 142—or ' armed neutrality '.

(4) Reconciliation with Stephen early in 1146.

(5) Revolt against Stephen late in 1146, because Stephen had

arrested him and forced him to surrender his castles.

(6) Reconciliation with Stephen in 1149.

(7) Revolt against Stephen in 1
1 5 3

.

For the first, fourth and fifth items on this list there was unequivocal

evidence from contemporary chronicles, but all the other items were

the result of elaborate arguments from the evidence of three charters.

It is time that these arguments were reviewed.

The review is most conveniently started with the sixth item, the

alleged revolt of 1149, because Dr. A. L. Poole has already demon-

strated that in this case the newly discovered portion of the Gesta

Stephani is wholly destructive of Round's view. 2 Round's argument

had been based on an undated charter of King Stephen which made
lavish grants to Earl Ranulf. 3 Assuming that no such grant could

have been made except as the price of a change of sides, he looked

for an occasion on which Ranulf's support could have been bought,

and he picked on the year 1149 because in that year the northern

expedition of Duke Henry and David King of the Scots failed

because (as John of Hexham put it) ' Earl Ranulf did none of the

things he had promised ' {nichil eorum quae condixeratprosecutus).* He
took these words to imply that Ranulf had changed sides; but the

new evidence of the Gesta Stephani shows that he did not.

1 ' King Stephen and the Earl of Chester ', ante, x (1895), 87-91. Cf. his article on

Randulf in Diet. Nat. Biog. xvi. 729-31.
2 Gesta Stephani, ed. K. R. Potter (London, 1955), pp. xvi-xxii.
3 Text printed in Foster, Registrum Antiquissimum, i. 287, W. Farrer, Lancashire

Pipe Rolls and Early Charters (1902), pp. 367-8.
4 John of Hexham in Symeon oj Durham (R.S.), ii. 323.
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It is not necessary to repeat the detailed arguments of Dr. Poole,

but it must be stressed that once Ranulf 's alleged change of sides in

1 149 has been disproved, there is no evidence to suggest that Ranulf

was ever on Stephen's side after his arrest in 1 146. How then can it

be held that Ranulf ' changed over ' to the Angevins in 1
1 5 3 ? The

only evidence that Round could produce was a charter in favour of

Earl Ranulf which was given by Duke Henry at Devizes, apparently

early in 1153.
1 This time it is not the date but the interpretation

of the charter which is in question. It is a grant to Ranulf of his in-

heritance inNormandy and England together with several other lands,

most ofwhich Ranulf had already acquired, but some of which he was

allowed (in certain circumstances) to acquire in the future. Round
once again assumed that no ruler could possibly have made so large a

grant except as a bribe to change sides, and he therefore assumed that

in 1
1 5 3 Ranulf did change sides ; it fitted neatly with what he thought

had happened in 1149. But in fact the charter need not imply a

change of sides on Ranulf's part; it need not be anything more

than the price of more active and whole-hearted military support.

We know that at some date during the period 1149-53 Ranulf had

tried to limit the scope of the civil war in the North Midlands by

making a treaty with Robert Earl of Leicester. 2
It had provided,

amongst other things, that ' if it shall be necessary for the earl of

Chester to go upon the earl of Leicester with his liege lord he may
not bring with him more than twenty knights ', and it is perhaps

because of this that the Gesta Stephani records no fighting in the

North Midlands in 11 50, 1151 or 115 2. In 11 53, after the grant of

Duke Henry's charter, the position changes, and we read about

Ranulf's ' intestine hatred and unrelenting strife against all the

King's (Stephen's) men '. 3

If we now turn to the second and third items on Round's list,

the alleged changes of side in 1142, we will find a rather similar

situation. The two changes were inferred from a single undated

charter which was given by King Stephen at Stamford. It was a

grant in favour of William de Roumare earl of Lincoln (Ranulf's

half-brother), which must certainly belong to a period when Ranulf

was supporting King Stephen since he was the first of its witnesses.

But what was its date? Round claimed that it belonged to 1142,

and did so not only because he thought that the witness-list suggested

it, but also because he thought (at one time) that the Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle demanded it.
4 He was referring to its statement that the

1 Text printed in Rymcr's Eoedera (1704), i. 12, Ormerod's Cheshire (1882), i. 23, W.
Farrcr, Lancashire Pipe Rolls and Early Charters (1902), pp. 370-1, G. E. Cokaync,

Complete Peerage, new cdn. (1916), iv Appendices 163-4.
2 Text in F. M. Stenton, The lirst Century of English Feudalism (1932), pp. 285-8 and

249-55-
3 Gesta Stephani, ed. Potter, p. 156.
4

J.
H. Round, Geoffrey de Mandeville (1892), p. 159.
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king and Earl Ranulf were ' reconciled at Stamford, and swore

oaths and plighted their troth that neither of them should deceive

the other ',x but he was mistaken in thinking that it either stated or

implied any particular date for the incident. When he discovered

that both Howlett and Miss Norgate had thought it referred to 1 146,

he withdrew this part of his argument completely.

The chronology at the close of the Peterborough chronicle, he wrote,

is unfortunately so confused that one cannot positively say to what

date it assigns the Stamford meeting, which it places just after

Stephen's release (1141) and before his seizure of Randulf (1146)

but also before the siege of Oxford. All I contend is that my charter,

from the names of its witnesses, certainly seems to belong to the

beginning of 1142. 2

Do the names of the witnesses bear out his claim ? They cer-

tainly belong to a period between 1139 and 1146, because Gilbert

Clare is styled earl of Hertford (a title bestowed on him after 1
1 3 8),

and he and his uncle Gilbert earl of Pembroke (d. 1148) were in

revolt against Stephen from 1147 onwards. 3 One would therefore,

in the normal course of events, have assigned the charter to one

of the years in that period when Earl Ranulf was known to have been

on Stephen's side— 1 139, part of 1 140, or 1 146. But Round did not

consider these possibilities. He plumped instead for 1142 on the

ground that the witnesses suggested ' a close connection in date
'

with a charter granted by Stephen to Geoffrey de Mandeville at

Canterbury at Christmas 1141. But here we must beg to differ.

There are six witnesses (not seven as he stated) common to the two

charters, but one of them, William Martel, is so frequent a witness as

to be valueless for dating purposes; and if we print the two lists in

parallel columns, which Round did not do, the coincidence between

them is hardly remarkable:

Canterbury Charter. Stamford Charter.

Christmas 1141.

(Geoffrey de Mandeville. 143-4) (ibid. 159)

Queen Matilda Earl Rannulf (of Chester)

Henry Bishop of Winchester *Earl Gilbert of Pembroke
William Earl Warenne *Earl Gilbert of Hertford

*Earl Gilbert of Pembroke *Earl Simon

*Earl Gilbert of Hertford

.

Earl Roger of Warwick
William Earl of Aumale *Earl Robert de Ferrers

*Earl Simon *W(illiam) Martel

1 C. Plummer and J. Earle, Two Saxon Chronicles Parallel (1892), p. 267, and G.

Garmonsway, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (1953), p. 267. The chronicle gives no dates

between 11 40 and 1154 and makes no attempt to preserve the chronological order of

events. It should be noted that in the manuscript it is all in one paragraph from the

annal for 1140 to the end.
2 Ante, x, 89.
3 Gtsta Stephani, ed. Potter, p. 133.
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Canterbury Charter. Stamford Charter.

Christmas 1141.

{Geoffrey de Mandeville. 143-4) {ibid. 159)

Earl William of Sussex *Bald(win) fitz Gilbert

Earl Alan W(alter) fitz Gilbert

*Earl Robert de Ferrers Richard de Camville

William of Ypres Richard fitz Urse
*William Martel Eustace fitz John
*Baldwin fitz Gilbert Ralph de Haia

Robert de Vere H(ugh) Wake
Pharamus (of Boulogne) W(illiam) de Coleville

Richard de Lucy

Turgis of Avranches

Adam de Belnai

Twelve of the eighteen witnesses at Canterbury do not witness at

Stamford, and nine of the fifteen Stamford witnesses do not occur at

Canterbury. The truth of the matter is that the Canterbury witnesses

are just a good representative list of Stephen's supporters who could

easily turn up in other charters, even when there was no ' close

connection in date ' ; seven of them, for example, occur in a charter

of Easter 1
1 3 6.

1 What is far more remarkable than the coincidences

between the two lists, is the fact, duly noted by Round, that the

Stamford charter was something of a family affair, being a grant in

favour of Ranulf 's half-brother, witnessed by Ranulf, four of Ranulf 's

relatives and four of Ranulf 's tenants. 2 It does not suggest the

composition of a typical Christmas court, which the Canterbury

charter does, but seems to be an entirely different kettle of fish.

It could easily belong to either 1140 or 1146, when Stephen was
bidding for Ranulf 's support. But Round dated it 1 142 and argued

from it that Ranulf must have been on Stephen's side in that year.

From chronicle sources we know that Ranulf was supporting

the empress in 1141, 1143, and 1144.3 In order to maintain that in

1 142 Ranulf was on Stephen's side, Round was therefore forced to

postulate that Ranulf changed sides twice in a year, once to Stephen

and once back again. One might have thought that such astounding

conduct would at least have been mentioned by a chronicler, but we
find no word of it; William of Malmesbury whose Historia Novella

continues to December 1142 is silent, so is John of Hexham, so is

Henry of Huntingdon, and so is the Gesta Stephani. The Gesta

Stephani indeed gives a distinct impression that Ranulf had not been

1 Geoffrey de Mandeville, pp. 262-3.
2 The relatives were Gilbert earl of Pembroke, Gilbert earl of Hertford, Baldwin

fitz Gilbert and Walter fitz Gilbert; the tenants Eustace fitz John, Ralph de Hay,

Hugh Wake and William de Coleville.
3 For 1141 (after the battle of Lincoln), John of Hexham, p. 310 and William of

Malmesbury's Historia Novella (cd. K. R. Potter, 1955), p. 59. For 1143, John of

Hexham, p. 315. For 1144, Gesta Stephani (cd. Potter), p. ill, Henry of Huntingdon,

(R.S.), p. 277.
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reconciled to Stephen at any time between 1141 and 1146. When
describing the reconciliation of 1146, it says that Ranulf

supplex et mansuetus regem adiuit, crudelitatisque et perfidiae, quam
in eum egerat cum et manus in Lincolnensi captione in regem et

dominum extendit, . . . tandem poenitens.1

In 1 146, that is to say, Ranulf was begging pardon for his conduct at

the battle of Lincoln (1141). Why was this necessary if he had

already been restored to favour ? And if he had committed treason

a second time, in or after 1142, why did he not need forgiveness

for that ?

Finally we may wonder how or when Ranulf is supposed to have

rejoined the empress. Round, in an attempt to get the best of both

worlds, wrote:

—

My view is that during the period since the beginning of 1142

[until 1 146] the earl had occupied a position of armed neutrality,

not siding with either party, and with no wish to oppose the King

so long as he was left in possession of Lincoln and of the other

portions of the crown demesne of which he had obtained possession. 2

But this, as we have already seen, was not the view of the chronicles

which portray him as actively belligerent; and Round's wording

leaves one with the suspicion that he was uncomfortably aware of

the fact that in 11 44 Ranulf had been besieged in Lincoln by King

Stephen himself. 3

If we reject Round's hypotheses about 1142, 1149 and 11 53, we
are left with the chronicle evidence that Ranulf revolted against

Stephen (though with some hesitation) in 1140, and except for the

temporary reconciliation of 1146, remained in revolt till his death

in 1 153. He was not so much a professional turncoat, as a rather

unsteady, or hesitant, supporter of the empress. His conduct seems

to have been governed by two natural but incompatible considera-

tions, one of which inclined him to the empress and the other to

King Stephen. On the one hand, since his wife was the daughter

of Robert earl of Gloucester, the first of the empress's supporters,

his natural loyalty lay with her. On the other hand his territorial

ambitions made him the natural enemy of King David I of Scotland

who was the empress's uncle and, after Robert of Gloucester, her

most valued supporter.

The reason for Ranulf 's hostility to King David is well-known.4

Before his accession to the earldom of Chester in 11 20, Ranulf 's

father had held the honour of Carlisle. Henry 1 had deprived him

of it, perhaps (though this is no more than surmise) as the price of

1 Gesta Stephani (ed. Potter), pp. 12 1-2. 2 Ante, x, 89.
3 Henry of Huntingdon (R.S.), p- 277.
4 See H. A. Cronne, ' Ranulf de Gernons, Earl of Chester 1129-53 \ Trans. Roy.

Hist. Soc, 4th ser., xx (1937), 103-34. I should add that I am personally indebted to

Professor Cronne for much help and friendly criticism.
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being recognized as heir to the earldom. Ranulf still wanted it

back and probably regarded it as rightfully 'his '. He did not

hesitate to show his anger when, in February 1136, Stephen granted

the honour to King David's son as the price of Scots neutrality.

But if Ranulf could not have Carlisle, he was still interested in

extending his power towards it, and therefore wished to acquire

the honour of Lancaster, which consisted of Lancashire north of

the Ribble. This, as it happened, formed part of Stephen's lands

even before he became king, and so it was his to bestow on Earl

Ranulf if he so wished. But it was also claimed by King David I as

part of the old earldom of Northumbria, and it was a foregone

conclusion that the empress would maintain his claim. It followed,

therefore, that if Ranulf followed his natural loyalty and adhered

to the empress, he would lose all hope not only of the honour of

Carlisle but also of the honour of Lancaster. If, on the other hand,

he sacrificed his natural loyalty and supported Stephen he might,

when David abandoned his neutrality, get both.

In these circumstances it is hardly surprising that Ranulf hesitated

about his initial revolt in 1140. He started, apparently, by seizing

Lincoln castle, in consequence of which Stephen hurried north. 1

This was before Christmas, and we are told both that Stephen made

peace with Ranulf again and that he heaped honours on him. 2 It is

to this occasion that we would refer the charter which Round wrongly

ascribed to 1 149; it gave to Ranulf, amongst other things, the castle

and city of Lincoln and the honour of Lancaster (totam terram Rogeri

Pictauis a Nortbamptona usque in Scotiam excepta terra Rogeri de Monte

Begonis in Linco/nsbira).3 Then Stephen, thinking he had lulled

Ranulf into security suddenly marched on him which, as William

of Malmesbury put it, ' to many people seemed wicked \ 4 Ranulf,

taken by surprise, enlisted the support of his father-in-law, Robert,

earl of Gloucester, and defeated and captured Stephen at the battle

of Lincoln (2 Feb. 1141). He was now necessarily a supporter of

the empress. But so alas! was King David I who, abandoning all

pretence of neutrality, came to spend the summer at the empress's

court and obtained possession of the honour of Lancaster. 5 This

must have been a bitter pill for Ranulf, and it is not surprising

to find that he would have returned to Stephen's side if he could

have persuaded the king's supporters to receive him. 6 As it was, he

had to support the empress and it was not till 1 146 that he made his

1 This is the sequence of events established by Cronne, op. cit.

2 Gesta Stephani (cd. Potter), p. 73, William of Malmesbury, Historic Novella (ed.

Potter), p. 46.
3 See note 3, p. 654 above.
4

1 listeria Novella (ed. Potter), p. 47.
5 His possession of the honour at this date was proved by J. Tait in Medieval

Manchester and the beginning of Lancashire (1904), pp. 165-9 ancl by G. W. S. Barrow,
1 King David I and the Honour of Lancaster ', ante, lxix (1955), 85-9.

8 John of Hexham in Symeon of Durham (R.S.), ii. 310.
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peace with the king; and even then the reconciliation was not lasting

because the king's supporters, still unwilling to believe that Ranulf

could be genuinely on their side, persuaded the king to arrest him.

He was forced to surrender his castles in order to regain his liberty,

and then enraged (as we would suppose) at the king's second act of

perfidy, burst into revolt, and never attempted to make peace with

Stephen again. In spite of the fact that her uncle David held the

honours of both Carlisle and Lancaster, he had to support the

empress. If at times his support was little more than nominal,

or if his hand ' as we read of Ishmael, was against every man, and

every man's hand against him ',x it was hardly a matter for wonder.

For no matter who won the civil war, Ranulf was bound to lose.

This reconstruction of the events may be less dramatic than that

proposed by J. H. Round, but it is in accordance with the evidence

of both charters and chronicles. Had the final chapters of the

Gesta Stephani been discovered before Round wrote, he would
never have made the mistakes which he did. Now that we have

this fuller evidence before us, we need no longer believe that Stephen

and Matilda were so gullible as to let Ranulf change sides seven times

in fourteen years.

Merton College, Oxford R. H. C. Davis

Constitutions of the Cardinal-legate Peter Capocci,

July 1249

On 7 April 1249 Innocent IV named Peter Capocci, cardinal-

deacon of the title of St. George ad Velum Aureum, as legate in the

duchy of Spoleto, the March of Ancona, the Tuscan Patrimony and

the Campagna-Marittima, and as rector of all these papal provinces. 2

The intention was that Capocci should exploit the papacy's im-

proving position in central Italy to mount a direct military assault

on Frederick II's kingdom of Sicily.

The early phase of Capocci's legation is illustrated by the

document from the Archivio Comunale, Bevagna (province of

Perugia) which is printed below. This records eight ' constitutions
'

promulgated by the cardinal in a parliament held at Fano on 7 July

1 Gesta Stephani (ed. Potter), p. 156.
2 Les Registres d Innocent IV (ed. E. Berger), nn. 4688-4728. There are accounts of

the early part of Cardinal Peter's legation in F. Reh, Kardinal Peter Capocci, pp. 85-110,

and F. Tenckhoff, Der Kampf der Hohenstaufen um die Mark Ancona und das Her^pgtum

Spoleto, pp. 53-64.
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1249. The document is an incomplete copy 1 in a thirteenth-

century hand of the acta of this parliament. It was seen in the

archive of the Franciscans at Bevagna by a seventeenth-century

historian of Perugia, who printed a list of witnesses and summarized
the contents as ' many good orders to keep people devoted to the

ecclesiastical party', and probably by an eighteenth-century historian

in the same place. 2 It is not known when it was transferred to

the Archivio Comunale. The mention of its contents by Felice

Ciatti, the seventeenth-century Franciscan, has never been noted by

historians of the parliaments and legislation of the Papal State. 3

Although it did not evade the cardinal's biographer,4 the true nature

of its contents has not been known, and it therefore seems worth
while to publish the text.

The parliament was one of the first to be held in the Papal

State and the constitutions were issued twenty-three years before

those hitherto believed to be the earliest surviving for this State. 5

The constitutions being fragmentary and their phrasing somewhat
obscure, a summary of their contents may be useful. The first

(surviving) clause orders perpetual deprivation from ecclesiastical

office and benefices for clergy continuing to adhere to Frederick

ll's party and deprives of their property, privileges and feudal

tenures all laymen doing the same. 6 Clause two ordains for castra

(towns not the seats of bishops) the same penalties as those pre-

scribed for cities in a missing clause. The third paragraph

promulgates ecclesiastical penalties against those having com-

munication with the anti-papal ' rebels ' and exposes their property

to capture by other towns and individuals. The rebels are deprived

1 That these constitutions are incomplete is shown by the reference in the first clause

to aprima constitutio : this and another reference in clause 2 show that a constitutio lacking

here dealt with ' rebel ' cities. There are other references to the missing clauses: in

clauses 1 (' praescriptum terminum ' and ' termino praelibato '), 3
(' terminum praeli-

batum ') and 4 (' praedictum tcmpus ' and ' termino pracdicto '). It is possible that

the same parchment originally contained this and perhaps other clauses : in its present

condition the writing begins very close to the top of the sheet. The failure of the

copyist to decipher the name of the bishop of Cagli suggests that the copy was not made
at Fano at the time of the parliament.

2 F. Ciatti, Delle memorie annali et istoriche delle cose di Perugia (1638), ii. 343 ; F. Alberti,

Notice antiche e moderne riguardanti Bevagna citta dell' Umbria (? 1791), pt. ii. 154 (where the

' altro Breve esistente nell' Archivio dei PP. Minori Convcntuali de Bevagna ' is

probably the same parchment).
3 E.g. G. Ermini, I Parlamenti dello Stato delta Cbiesa (1930) and P. Sella ' Costituzioni

dcllo stato della Chiesa ', Archivio Storico Italiano, s. vii, viii (1927).
4 Reh, Kard. P. Capocci, pp. 92-3.
5 For the history of these parliaments see Ermini's work cited above. The con-

stitutions hitherto believed to be the earliest surviving are those promulgated at

Macerata on the 24 May, June, or July 1272. They are printed by Sella (who described

them as ' le piu antiche a noi rimaste ') in Kivista di Storia del Diritlo Italiano, ii (1929),

297-305.
6 Some of the clauses concerning disobedient subjects resemble earlier papal

measures, e.g. Innocent IV's letter of October 1246 ordering nobles and clergy in the

March adhering to Frederick II and Ezzclino to be deprived of their fiefs and benefices

(Les Regis/res d'Innocent IV, n. 2195 : and cf. n. 2669, a similar letter of May 1247).
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by the next clause of any property they hold of the Church, this

being revoked to ecclesiastical possession. The following two

clauses refer to the army being recruited by Cardinal Capocci for

the invasion of the Regno. Fines are prescribed for communes
and knights failing to report on the day for which they have been

summoned, and for deserters and those stealing or damaging

army property. There is a return to general matters in the last

two measures, one of which confiscates the property of men ' treat-

ing ' with the rebels and orders them to be tried in lay courts,

while the other threatens punishment for any papal subjects who do

not keep the peace.

The list of witnesses helps to establish which towns had re-

turned to papal obedience by July 1249. Ancona had not been

imperialist and Fano had been papalist at least since 1246. Iesi,

Cagli and Fermo all submitted in the course of 1 248, while of the

other towns represented, Pesaro and Senigallia were to be members

of the pro-papal alliance of 1250. The presence of their officials

or bishop suggests that they too had abandoned Frederick by the

summer of 1249.
1 Since the podesta of Urbino, as well as Count

Taddeo of Montefeltro, attended the parliament, it is evident

that this town also had gone over to the papacy, though it was

outside the alliance of 1250. 2

Despite these measures, Cardinal Capocci had not succeeded in

organizing an invasion of the Regno by the time of Frederick Il's

death almost eighteen months later. Nor is there any indication

that these constitutions were absorbed into the subsequent legisla-

tion of the Papal State, and their lack of influence is easily explained

both by their ad hoc nature and their apparent disappearance except

in one obscure and incomplete copy. How the Franciscans of

Bevagna came to have a copy is a mystery, for Bevagna was in the

duchy of Spoleto and those recorded as present at the Fano parlia-

ment were without exception subjects of the neighbouring province,

the March of Ancona. The most likely guess is that this pro-papal

town received a copy ' for information ', possibly with the additional

motive of stimulating recruitment for the invasion force.3

London School of Economics D. P. Waley

1 Bohmer-Ficker-Winkelmann, Regesta Imperii, nn. 7721, 13666, 13685: Quellen und

Forschungen aus Italienischen Arcbiven, xxxii. 78 and A. Vernarecci, Fossombrone dai tempi

antichissimi ai nostri, i. 245-6. The apparent absence of Senigallia's podestd makes that

town's adherence to the papal side less certain.
2 Count Taddeo had been imperialist in the summer of 1247 (on his policy at this

period see Maria Rossi, / Montefeltro nel periodo feudale del/a loro Signoria, pp. 16-17:

the suggestion that the count's reconciliation with the papacy dates from before

December 125 1 is confirmed by his presence at the Fano parliament).
3 Bevagna was the recipient of many privileges from Innocent IV in 1248-9 (Les

Registres d 'Innocent IV, nn. 4243, 4533-7). Ciatti (Joe. cit.) has it that representatives of

Perugia and ' many other cities ' were present, but since his knowledge of the parliament

seems to be based solely on this document, which makes no mention of other communes,
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Bevagna, Archivio Comunale, Pergamene, n. 4.
1

1. Clerici religiosi et seculares qui cum rebellibus Ecclesie

commorantur, nisi eos ad mandata infra praescriptum terminum
redire contigit, relictis locis molestis, nostris se conspectibus

representent. Alioquin eos ab ecclesiastico officio et beneficio

non redituros ad illud perpetuo segregamus. Milites et barones et

cuiusdam conditionis homines nobiles vel ignobiles private fortune

hinc ad praedictum terminum nisi redeant ad Sanctam Romanam
Ecclesiam matrem suam perpetua committeantur infamia, eorum
bona catholicis diripientibus pateant, post non vero occupata de

voluntate in fiscum ab ecclesie officialibus vendicanda. Omni
privilegio honoris iurisdictionis vel iurisdictionarum vel legiti-

mationis vel cuiuscumque gratie sacrum reperiantur habere oracu-

lum spolientur. Eorum homines fideles sive vassalli sint liberi et

soluti cum feudis omnibus detentis ab ipsis. Si tamen ipsi ad

fidelitatem Ecclesie venerint termino praelibato ac 2
. . . nichil-

ominus patiantur penas quas prima constitutio promulgavit.

2. Castra quoque in rebellione manentia eisdem penis subiicimus

quibus civitates. Suos etiam castellanos sicut de dempnatis civibus

duximus sententialiter condempnamus.

3. Presenti decreto sancimus quod nulla civitas communantia
privataque persona audeat participare rebellibus suprascriptis et

sequacibus suis nee ab eis nuntios vel litteras recipere audeat, vel

transmittere ad eosdem. Alioquin tanquam proditionis et infideli-

tatis auspicium prout delicti exigent qualitas, punimus et ex nunc
excommunicamus eosdem, terram subiicientes ecclesiastico inter-

dicto. Quaecumque civitas castrum privitave persona castrum

aliquod de rebellibus sua poterit prudentia occupare capere et

habere illud perpetuo iurisdictioni ac potestati duximus conccden-

dum. Quod de illis dicimus qui non sponte redierint sive fuerint

violenter invasi. . . .
2 Si vero plures castrum aliquod communiter

possident et ipsorum aliquis vel aliqua illud rebellibus illis sub-

riperet infra terminum praelibatum et auferret ac rediret ad mandata

ecclesie atque nostra, illud perpetuo concedimus auferenti, ita quod
alii qui rebelles existerent, nullum possint in ipso decetero ius vel

dominium vendicare.

4. Insuper comites barones milites nobiles ac ignobiles plebeiani

[sic] et alios quocunque vocabulo censeantur nisi infra praedictum

this remark looks like a guess, perhaps intended to explain the presence of a copy of

these constitutions at Bevagna. The presence of the document in the Franciscan house

may be due to the not infrequent practice of communes giving custody of their archives

to the mendicant orders (see H. E. Bell in Studies presented to Sir Hilary Jenkinson, p. 2).
1
1 have supplied the numeration for the eight separate clauses. I was enabled to

visit the archive at Bevagna through a grant from the Central Research Fund of the

University of London.
2 The copyist has apparently omitted several words at these points.
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tempus redeant ad praecepta et mandata Sancte Romane Ecclesie

atque nostra privamus perpetuo omnibus feudis iuribus possessioni-

bus ac beneficiis quicumque et qualitercumque ab ecclesiis obtinentur,

sive iure feodii sive locationis seu libellario iure vel alio quocunque

modo, ea ad ecclesiarum potestatem et dominium revocantes, et

episcopis ac omnibus ecclesiarum praelatis districte praecipimus

ut ea omnia ad manus eorum recipiant a termino praedicto in

antea ecclesiarum demaniis seu aliis prout eis expedire videbitur

concedenda.

5. Quotienscumque sacrum exercitum erimus dante domino

vocati x ad loca designata, civitas que die praefixa non fuerit, pro

die qualibet qua distulit ducentarum librarum banno subiicimus,

castrum vero c, miles vero L., alias prout nobis visum fuerit

puniendos.

6. Populares seu plebei desertores sacri exercitus sine nostris vel

capitaneorum nostrorum litteris recedentibus [sic] ab hominibus

[word erased] qui eorum equos arma vel vestes diripuerint vel ilia

vendicent vel sine licentia accipiant, non amplius reddituri, ipsosque

xxv libris militem et peditem condempnamus, deficiente vero pecunia

personaliter puniantur.

7. Si quis inveniatur fuerit tractare cum rebellibus habuisse 2 in

favorem rebellium et devotorum Ecclesie detrimentum, sua bona

omnia publicamus, ipsumque saeculari iustitie trahi praecipimus

iudicandum.

8. Cunctos fideles ecclesie inter se praecipimus pacem vel

treguam firmiter observare. Alioquin nostro arbitrio puniantur.

Lecte fuerunt et publicate constitutiones predicte de mandato

dicti domini P[etri] Cardinalis in ecclesia episcopatus Fanensis

anno domini mccxlviiii indictione vii tempore domini Innocentii

pape iiii anno vii mense iulii die septimo intrante, praesentibus

dominis Phfylippo] Firmanense, Jacobo Senogalliense, Johanne

Anconitano, Aiuto Fanense Forosimfronense, Hungato Pen-

saurense et . . . [sic] Callense episcopis, Hyveruldo (?) potestate

Anconae, Guillielmo Rangon' potestate Esii Monticuli Montis

Milonis et Tollentini, domino Tadeo comite Montis Feretri et

Urbini, Marchesano potestate Fan', Jacobino de Prendeparte

potestate Pensaur', Alberto Staffulin' potestate Urbin' et aliis

pluribus.

1 Sic: but the sense seems to require ' vocaverimus '.

2 Sic: for ' tractavisse '.
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Reviews of Book.

The Origins of Russia. By George Vernadsky. (Oxford: Clarendon

Press, 1959. 35s.)

In recent years, Professor Vernadsky has contributed, in addition to

numerous learned articles, three monumental volumes to the study of
ancient and medieval Russian history: Ancient Russia (1943); Kievan

Russia (1948); and The Mongols in Russia (1953). In these works he
traced the history of the people who inhabited Russia from 500 B.C. to the

middle of the fifteenth century. The publication of a fourth volume, on
Muscovite Russia, should not be long delayed. There are few scholars

in the West today as well equipped as Vernadsky to undertake such a

massive work of synthesis, but inevitably a number of the theories that

he has put forward have been strongly criticized or rejected by others.

In The Origins of Russia, he returns once more to the most controversial

of the periods with which he has dealt ; the period that ended with the

official conversion of Russia to Christianity at the end of the tenth century.

But if those who are familiar with the earlier volumes look in the present

work for a reply to the more serious criticisms, they will be disappointed.

Vernadsky has indeed modified some of his previous views, but he con-

tinues to stand firmly by the basic theses propounded in Ancient Russia and
Kievan Russia, adducing some fresh material and new arguments and
hypotheses to support them, but generally paying little attention to his

critics.

The most important changes are to be found at the beginning. In

Ancient Russia, for lack of positive evidence, Vernadsky was content to

leave open the question of the original habitat of the Slavs. He merely

expressed the opinion that the ancestral groups of the Slav tribes had
settled in the area bounded by the Vistula and the Carpathians in the west
and the Don in the east at least as early as 500 B.C. Now, however, he is

prepared to go farther. In doing so, he takes issue with the majority of

the specialists on the subject, who, while disagreeing about the exact

location of the original habitat of the Slavs, are at least at one in considering

that it was in Europe, to the north of the Carpathians and somewhere
between the Don and the Elbe. He suggests that ' the proto-Slavs, or

in any case a branch of them, originated in Central Asia '

(p. 4). They
migrated westwards in two waves. Some tribes had reached the area of

present-day Ukraine by about 550 B.C.; others followed the Roxolani

and the Alans to the Don region and the Pontic steppes in the first century

a.d. Vernadsky finds general support for his suggestion in the affinity of

the culture of the early Slavs with that of the Indo-Aryan, Alanic and
Turkish peoples; a thesis that is later developed in a new and very
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valuable chapter on the religious foundations of the old Russian culture.

Here he emphasizes the importance of sun-worship in the religious beliefs

of the early Slavs. For more concrete evidence, he points to certain

similarities between the military organization of the early Slavs and that

of the steppe nomads, although he is bound to admit that the former

fought on foot, while the latter were always mounted. For example, he

thinks it particularly significant that the Old Russian word raf', which

means both ' army ' and ' war ', corresponds to the Tokharian word for

' army ' (ratak), since the armies of the two peoples can only have met in

Central Asia (p. 6). He is also of the opinion that the name of the

Georgian town Tiflis (Tbilisi) derives from the Slavonic word tepyli,

* warm ', and was so named because of its warm springs; and that Gordi,

the name of an old castle in Mingrelia, and Gordion, in ancient Phrygia,

are both derivatives of the Slavonic word grad. This is sufficient to lead

him to the conclusion ' that a Slavic group moved, around 800 B.C., from
the North Caucasian plains, through the mountain passes of Daryal

(Dar-yal " the Gate of the Al ", i.e. Alans) and stopped in Mingrelia,

building a castle (Gordi) there . . . later on, the same group, or a branch

of it, moved to Phrygia and built another town of the same name
(Gordion) '

(p. 7). It is on these and other, similar hypotheses that he

bases his theory; and if they are not accepted, then the rest of the first

chapter, an extremely interesting study of the nomadic way of life, must

be considered largely irrelevant.

In dealing with the later period, Vernadsky recounts the story of the

successive invasions of southern Russia by the nomadic hordes from Asia

in much less detail than in Ancient Russia, and the main threads are there-

fore easier to follow. But there are few material changes in his narrative.

His views on the relationship between the Rus' and the Roxolani, which

have not been shaken by the criticisms levelled against them, are sufficiently

well known to need no repetition. It should, however, be noted that

he offers a new and more convincing explanation of the name Antes, by

which the Eastern Slavs were known to writers of the sixth century. He
now contends that the name derives from the Alanic aendae, ' outside ',

and that the Antes were the outer or border tribes of the Alans who had

subjugated a number of Slav tribes.1

The key to Vernadsky's interpretation of early Kievan history in his

belief that the Rus' were a symbiosis of Slavs and Norsemen, and that a

Russian Khaganate, based on Tmutarakan, was in existence in the ninth

century. This belief is the corner-stone of many of the solutions that he

offers to the controversial problems of the period; such as the Russian

raids on Constantinople in the ninth and tenth centuries; the spread of

Christianity in Russia before the conversion of Vladimir I ; and the status

of the Russian Church before 1037. It is impossible to deal adequately

with the problem of Tmutarakan here, but it must be said that Vernadsky's

persuasive and ingenious arguments cannot compensate for the lack of

any positive evidence of a Russian base in this area before the tenth cen-

tury. Moreover, it is disconcerting to find on more than one occasion

1 See also G. Vernadsky, ' A Note on the Name " Antes" ', Journal of the American

Oriental Society, lxxiii (1953), 192; idem, 'The Origin of the Name Rus', Siidost-Fors-

chungen, xv (1956), 171.
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that the tentative hypothesis on one page has become a little later, and

without further discussion, an established fact. For example, in com-
menting on the name Malorosa, which is included among the names of

Bosporan towns in Ravennas Anonymus' geographic manual of the

seventh century, Vernadsky writes (p. 79): 'In my opinion the name
should be explained as Mal-Ros, the " Swamp of the Ros " {mal means
" bog ", " swamp " in Ossetic). The Kuban River delta might have

been meant'. On page 195, in seeking to prove that the Russian

Khaganate had its centre in Tmutarakan, he states categorically: ' It will

be recalled . . . that in the seventh century Tmutarakan was known as

" the Bog of the Ros ".'

It is a pity that Vernadsky's preoccupation with Tmutarakan has

distracted his attention from the part played by Bulgaria in the develop-

ment of Russia. Russia inherited the literary fruits of the Golden Age
of Bulgarian culture (893-927), thus securing a ready-made key to the

treasure house of Byzantine culture. Her cultural debt to Bulgaria,

proclaimed by every page of early Russian literature, is well known; but

western historians have largely ignored the question of how and when it

was contracted—the question of Russo-Bulgarian relations before 988.

Vernadsky himself makes some interesting observations on this subject

in the course of his analysis of Oleg's attack on Constantinople. The case

he makes out for accepting 904, and not 907, as the date of the attack is

not entirely convincing; but he is undoubtedly right in assuming that the

attack was launched, if not with the active co-operation of Simeon of

Bulgaria, then at least with his approval and consent. But Vernadsky

does not pursue this line of enquiry, although further evidence of close

contacts between Bulgaria and Russia may be found in the accounts in

Russian and Byzantine sources of the campaigns against Byzantium of 941
and 944, and also of the Danubian campaigns of Svyatoslav. In addition,

recent archeological research in Rumania has confirmed that a flourishing

commerce was carried on between the two countries in the tenth century. 1

All this indicates that there is perhaps more to be learnt about the origins

of Russia on the Balkan peninsula than on the shores of the Sea of Azov.
Whether or not The Origins of Russia converts any of Vernadsky's

critics to his conception of early Russian history, it will be valued for its

learning, comprehensiveness and lucidity. It is an absorbing re-statement

and amplification of his views that will undoubtedly stimulate a renewed
study of the many vexed problems of the period.

School of Slavonic and A. D. Stokes

E. European Studies, London

Die Bauern in der Rus von den aeltesten Zeiten bis t(um 17. Jahrhundert. Vol. i.

By B. D. Grekov. (Berlin: Academie-Verlag, 1958. 30 DM.)

This is a translation of the first volume of the two-volume work by the

eminent Russian medievalist first published in 1946 and awarded the

1
1. Barnca, ' Elemcntc dc cultura materiala vcchc ruscasca si oricntala in asczarea

feudala (sccolcle X-XII) dcla Dinogctia ', Studii si referate privind istoria Romaniei

(Bucharest, 1954), pp. 195-228; idem, ' Byzancc, Kiev ct l'Oricnt sur lc Bas-Danubc
du Xe au Xlle Siccle ', Nouvelles Etudes d'Uistoire (Bucharest, 1955), pp. 169-80.
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Stalin Prize. The translator and editors have taken great care to tender

faithfully not only the thoughts but also the ' word structure ' of Grekov's

work and where this has not been possible they have given Russian terms

in transliteration. An explanation of the transliterated terminology will

appear in the index to the second volume which will include the biblio-

graphy and a list of abbreviations. For easy reference and comparison

the page numeration of the original is indicated in brackets, and it bears

witness to the closeness of the translation to the original that the latter

is only some six pages ahead of the German edition. The book is attract-

ively produced and bound.

Though products of Grekov's prodigious output have been available

in Western European languages, mainly translated in the U.S.S.R. itself,

they have been only small samples of his historical scholarship. There-

fore the Academy of Sciences of the German Democratic Republic

deserves thanks for making Grekov's major work accessible to the

historian who has no knowledge of the Russian language.

In the work under review Grekovhad set himself the task of describing

the life of the peasant population of Russia ' from the earliest times until

the middle of the seventeenth century '. He had brought to his task

an immense erudition, expert philological knowledge, a mastery of the

legal documents of the period in various languages and of the newest

discoveries of Soviet archaeology. For the Russian specialist his work

is a virtual mine of not easily available information on the period. The

value of Grekov's work lies for him in the incidental sidelights and detail

as well as in the exposition of the views of other historians and legal

experts whom he quotes either in support of his thesis or for polemical

purposes. It seems, however, to this reviewer at least, that Grekov had

singularly failed in the task which he had set himself. Nowhere does

he even allow a glimpse at the life of the peasant population of Russia.

The peasants are alluded to dimly as objects of exploitation gradually

losing all vestige of independence, occasionally breaking out in revolt

but never as human beings living their varied lives throughout the

centuries of upheavals and calamities, which saw the transformation of the

small peasant propriator into a serf. The nature of the evidence con-

sisting mainly of legal documents accounts partly for this shortcoming

but one has a feeling that Grekov was more concerned with proving

that certain economic and social phenomena which existed in contem-

porary Europe were also a feature of early Russian society than with the

life of the peasants as such.

In parts one and two of the volume, dealing respectively with the

pre-Kiev and the Kiev period, roughly from the sixth to the twelfth

centuries, Grekov covers ground familiar to the Russian student from

his Kiev Russia. His main thesis is that ' feudal relations ' and ' feudal

ownership ' had developed among the Eastern Slavs between the sixth

and the eighth centuries and that a manorial economy based on a

primitive labour rent had been in existence since the ninth century and

was firmly established and well organized by the eleventh century.

Grekov's concept of feudalism is that of Marx as interpreted by Stalin.

But even in the terms of his definition he had not proved his thesis. He
had convincingly shown that the communal system of the Eastern Slavs
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was breaking up long before the formation of the Kiev State in the late

ninth century and that the society which was emerging was not based on
slave labour as some historians had maintained. But neither was this a

feudal society as large scale landed property, worked by peasants on various

levels of economic dependence approaching serf status, which in the terms

of Grekov's definition personify feudalism, had been of no significance

prior to the eleventh century. Grekov succeeds in proving his thesis by
dating back social phenomena on the assumption that those which had

been in evidence, say in the eleventh century, must have had a long history

behind them.

In part three of the volume under review Grekov covers the period

from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century. He discusses the evolution

of the manorial economy and of serfdom in Galich-Volynya which

came under direct Polish rule, that of the Novgorod and Pskov city-

republics and finally that of north-eastern Russia, the cradle of the later

Muscovy. This is by far the most interesting part of Grekov's book and

is also the most balanced and scholarly though Polish scholars would find

some of his views with reference to Galich-Volynya unacceptable.

Everywhere there was an intensification of the manorial economy and

increased exploitation of the peasant who was gradually deprived of

freedom of movement. This process was most rapid in the provinces

under Polish rule, which explains why peasants from those areas fled to

Muscovy, only to be forced some fifty years later to accept the very

conditions which they had tried to escape.

Though not always quite convincing Grekov has nevertheless suc-

ceeded in showing a continuous process of social evolution not only

over the centuries but also geographically in the individual parts of the

former Kiev State which fell apart under the impact of the Tatar in-

vasion in the thirteenth century. While most pre-Soviet historians tended

to look upon serfdom as a product of government legislation prompted

by political and financial considerations, Grekov sees in the imposition

of serfdom by legislation the culmination of a long drawn out process of

economic evolution with its roots in pre-Kiev society.

School of Slavonic and E. European Studies, London

Olga Crisp

Historia Polskl (2nd edition) under the general editorship of T.

Manteuffel: vol. i (do roku 1764) pt. i (do poiowy xv w.); pt. ii

(od poiowy xv w.); pt. iii (Chronology, bibliography, indexes,

Genealogical Tables, Maps), edited by Henryk £owmianski;
vol. ii (1764— 1 865); pt. (1764-1795); pt. ii (1795—183 1), edited by

Stefan Kieniewicz and Witold Kula (Warsaw: Paristwowe

Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1958.)

The aim of this new history of Poland, designed eventually to cover

Polish history up to 1939 in four volumes, is stated in the preface to the

first volume :
' Historia Polskl, the first volume of which we offer to the

public in its final form, is a synthesis designed for the needs of the educated

reader who is interested in our nation's past. It may be useful to the
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specialist, but above all it has to satisfy the needs of a wide circle of readers,

especially students, teachers and lovers of history.' There is no doubt
that the editors have been very successful in their task of finding a means of

satisfying both the general public and the undergraduate, though the

specialist may be less content with a work which does not give references

to sources. Synthetic works of multiple authorship, as British historians

often have occasion to regret, frequently reveal many shortcomings, but

in Historia Poiski continuity of concept and treatment has been achieved

by the widest possible discussion among historians in Poland, which has

been assisted by the existence of the Instytut Historyczny in Warsaw, an

offshoot of the Polish Academy of Sciences, of which the general editor

of this work, Tadeusz Manteuffel, is director. The original plan of this

history was announced in 1953 (see Kwartalnik Historyczny, lx (1953), no.

4). A general discussion on the first edition of volume i was held in

Warsaw in January 1956 (see ibid. Ixiii (1956), no. 3) and in Sulejowek

in May 1957 on volume ii (see ibid, lxiv (1957), nos. 4-5). Many persons

who took part in these discussions had previously attended meetings of

local historical groups. Foreign scholars likewise offered their advice.

The second edition of these two volumes, when it is completed by the

section covering the period of 1831-64, which is not yet available for

review, will represent a remarkable collective effort. It is unlikely that

any significant error of fact or quotation has escaped notice. The general

utility of this work is undeniable. The bibliography to the first volume
has the merit of indicating not only relevant monographs, but also articles

printed in learned periodicals. The folder of maps which accompanies

the bibliography is excellent. Historia Poiski is a much more suitable

instrument for the historian than the heavy and glossy pre-war Po/ska,

jej d\ieje i kultura or works like Konopczynski's rather arid D^ieje Poiski

Nowo^jtnej, which covered the epoch of 1 5 06-179 5 . Great credit is due to

Professor Manteuffel and his principal collaborators, Henryk feowmianski,

Stefan Kieniewicz and Witold Kula, for the high standard which they

have set.

The western European reader will be more concerned with the inter-

pretation and treatment which the modern generation of historians in

Poland now give their national history than with questions of factual

accuracy. Historical studies in Poland have not flourished in the same

sedate academic climate as our own. In the past historical interpretations

have been coloured by attitudes determined by current political problems

and conditions, as indeed we are warned in the historiographical chapters,

which appear early in each of these volumes. Historians living under the

pressure of events sought lessons for the present from the experience of

the past, with the result that many works contained elements of the

political tract. Though the individual contributors to Historia Poiski have

tried to make their chapters straightforward, authoritative and definitive,

there is a marked difference in tone between this history and a privately

produced history of England. It would be difficult to imagine an English

historian referring to Canute or William of Normandy as ' aggressors ',

but it is understandable that historians, who themselves have lived under

German occupation, should so think of the German marcher lords who
made incursions into Slavonic territory. Indeed, the first solid European
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literary evidence for Poland's existence is an account of Mieszko Fs
victory over the count Wichman in 967. The authors of Historia Polski

throughout show a strong sympathy for those monarchs and statesmen

who upheld the integrity of the Polish state and are inclined to condemn
those elements within the country which weakened the state power or

who sapped the vitality of Polish society by the oppression of the common
people. The result is a combination of determined patriotism and modern
dialectical materialism.

The first volume, apart from a discussion of Poland's pre-history,

which is necessarily vague, deals with three main periods: the Early

Feudal Period (c. 500-1 150), the Period of the Rent Economy (1 150-1450)

and the Period of Demesnes and Labour Services (1450-1750). The
second volume, when it is completed, will cover two main periods : The
Age of Enlightenment—The Struggle for the Reform and Maintenance

of an Independent State (1764-95) and The Period of the Abolition of the

Feudal System and the Struggles for National Independence (1795-1864).

It is immediately apparent that a literal translation for the term ' feudalism
'

is totally inadequate to convey what the authors have in mind, because the

feudum was a rarity in historic Poland. The first act of homage is that of

the Polish prince, Bolesiaw the Brave, in 1013 to the Emperor Henry II

for lands held from the Empire. In other words, this act related to a

system prevailing in Germany rather than in Poland. What the authors

principally understand by the term ' feudalism ' is the state of relations

existing between the nobles and their inferiors. Michat Scianiecki, for

example, writes (i, pt. i, p. 178): 'The reduction of the population

to dependence was above all expressed in the shaping of a feudal

relationship to land. The feudal lord held the land as his own property,

leaving to the subject the use of it, either in perpetual hereditary right or

for a term of years.' Feudalism therefore means the exploitation of the

population by the noble order. The relationship of the nobles to the

crown is something altogether different. From the eleventh century

powerful personages sought and obtained immunities from taxation.

The process of parcelization in the twelfth century, by which Poland was

divided among the Piast princes, meant that the regional ruler was often

very little more powerful than his leading nobles. He was often in fact,

as well as in noble aspiration, primus inter pares. The type of feudalism

which existed in Poland, if it existed at all, was perhaps nearer to the

system described in England as ' bastard feudalism ', the feudalism of

connection and maintenance. It was surely the absence of formal

feudal obligations which from the beginning placed such great bargaining

power in the hands of the Polish nobles and eventually brought about

collapse in the crisis of the seventeenth century. The terminology em-

ployed by the authors in fact makes no difference to the main thesis. The
fundamental weakness of Polish society was the result of an ever widening

gulf between the noble order and the mass of the people, the reasons for

which the authors are at pains to explain in special chapters on the

economic and social state of the country in particular epochs. There is

perhaps an over-emphasis upon economic factors, but the determination to

integrate economic and political history is most welcome.

One weakness of Historia Polski is inevitable. Theie are periods in
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which the internal history of Poland blends with international history.

This is most evident in the second half of the seventeenth century and

during the crises of the eighteenth. A full understanding of the problem

often requires that it should be considered in international, rather than in

national terms. This is probably an unfair criticism, because the editors

have obviously attempted to be brief. One cannot avoid preferring

works like the magnificent Ocherki istorii S.S.S.R.—Period feodali^ma,

Rossiya v pervoi chetverti xviii v.—Preobra^ovanija Petra I (edited by B. B.

Kafenhauz and N. I. Pavlenko, Moscow, 1954), but that work is con-

ceived on an altogether different scale from Historia Polski. Neverthe-

less, it is to be regretted that certain events are treated so summarily.

In volume i, for example, the all-important truce of Andrusovo is thrust

into the text with very little discussion, but the relief of Vienna in 1683,

which Professor Piwarski admits had very small significance for Poland,

receives a detailed description. In the second volume, likewise, the

destruction of the Permanent Council in 1789-90 and the Prussian alliance

of 1790 surely required more discussion than they get. This brevity is in

marked contrast with the space allotted to pictures of uniforms, weapons

and generals, the battles of Ractawice and Maciejowice, the Duchy of

Warsaw's military organization, and the campaigns of 1807, 1809 and

1 83 1 . No one will deny the importance of military history, but there is so

much emphasis upon it to the exclusion of real thought about major

political events, that it might be thought that the editors are interested in

war as an end in itself rather than as a continuation of political policy.

It is to be wondered why after so much discussion this amount of space

should have been devoted to war. In fact, the reader is encouraged to

examine the results of the historians' deliberations by comparing the

first and the second editions. The result is occasionally surprising.

In the first edition (ii. 231-2) the young Warsaw historian, fcepkowski,

wrote: '.
. . The insurrection of 1 830-1 saved revolutionary-bourgeois

France and Belgium from the intervention of feudal Russia . . .
' but in

the second edition (ii, pt. ii, p. 488) this is toned down to read

'
. . . The insurrection shielded the west from the armed intervention of

Tsardom . . . '. Quite apart from the fact that the sources can hardly

be twisted to prove that Nicholas I was intent upon taking more than

precautionary measures in the event of a French invasion of Germany,

the effect of the modification is somewhat spoilt by the remark :
' At the

time when the Tsarist armies were engaged in war with the insurgents, in

England and France the bourgeoisie strengthened their position, while

Belgium was organized as an independent state.' The implication is

almost, among other things, that Britain owes the Reform Act of 1 8 3 2 to

the Polish insurrection. The impression is obtained from time to time

that Polish historians devote far too much attention to their own national

history to the detriment of their understanding of general European

problems. Gryzelda Missalowa's account of the Polish question before

the Congress of Vienna is an unfortunate example of this, but the treaty

of 181 5 has always been notoriously a blind spot in Polish historiography.

Where this history sticks to questions of Polish history it forms an excel-

lent handbook and may be recommended without reservation. Historia

Polski, together with Historia Panstwa i Prawa Polski (Warsaw, 1957),
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will offer an excellent introduction to the problems of Polish history.

The reader may in parts find himself in profound disagreement with the

opinions of the authors, but individual blemishes should not be allowed

to detract from the general merits of the whole. It is to be hoped that

succeeding volumes will maintain the high standards displayed in the

volumes which have so far appeared.

Queen Mary College, London R. F. Leslie

The Complete Peerage. By G. E. C. Revised and much enlarged.

Edited by G. H. White with the assistance of R. S. Lea. Vol. xii,

pt. ii: Tracton to Zouche. (London: The St. Catherine Press,

J 959)

The first part of the twelfth and last volume of The Complete Peerage was

described in this Review in 1954 {ante, lxix, 641). This second part may
be introduced by an entry (no. 315) in the second edition of Gross's

Sources and Literature of English History from the earliest times to about

148j (191 5):
' Qockayne], G. E. Complete Peerage of England,

Scotland, Ireland, Great Britain and United Kingdom, extant, extinct or

dormant. 8 volumes. London, 1 887-1 898 : new edition, revised and much
enlarged [to be in 12 volumes] by Vicary Gibbs, 1910 etc' And a note is

appended to this entry: ' The most comprehensive work of this kind in

the English language.' Vicary Gibbs edited the first four volumes of

the new edition. Later editors have found pleasure in quoting his notes

here and there in succeeding volumes. There are quite a number of

notes followed by the initial V.G. in volume xii, part ii. One of them

(p. 419) is a concise and learned paragraph on the right of the earl of

Shrewsbury to unite this dignity with the earldom of Waterford in the

kingdom of Ireland; the dispute over the creation of 1446 was finally

settled in 1832 in favour of the claimant. Before he withdrew from the

editorship Gibbs had long enjoyed the companionship and help of his

successor, Herbert Arthur Doubleday (1 867-1 941), who, indeed, had

been one of the founders in 1893 of the publishing house of Constable

and later, in 1908, founded the St. Catherine Press. Just as he had edited

the Victoria History of the Counties ofEngland while he was one of the part-

ners of the publishing house of Constable, so, as Vicary Gibb's publisher,

he took an active part in editing the new G.E.C., and in due course became

editor with Lord Howard de Walden as his colleague. The courage

and pertinacity of Doubleday saved this remarkable enterprise from ruin

until its finances were placed on a sure foundation; and it is equally

important to remember that Doubleday's scholarship and good sense

did as much as anything else to maintain and increase the reputation of

The Complete Peerage as a massive and reliable work of learning. And
here we come to the third editor, Mr. G. H. White, for White's co-operation

with Doubleday was even more fruitful than the co-operation between

Doubleday and Vicary Gibbs, and, as he would be the first to agree, gave

him confidence to go on to the end. 1 The congratulations of the trustees

1 On this and what follows sec the slender volume, Herbert Arthur Doubleday

(1867-1941), printed and published by William Clowes and Sons, Limited, London and

Beccles (1942), especially the contributions of Evcleigh Nash, G. Proby, G. H. White

and Cuthbert Wilkinson.
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in the preface to this last volume and Mr. White's own tribute to his

fellow-workers and to Sir Charles Clay and other helpers show that his

confidence has been fully justified.

It is worth while to linger on the peculiar significance of Doubleday's

work and of his co-operation with Mr. White, for both his own interests

and his friendship with White helped to bring about a close connection

between The Complete Peerage and the more scholarly attention paid to

peerage claims by the House of Lords between 191 1 and 1926, when the

Report of the Select Committee on Peerages in Abeyance was published;

they also gave impetus to the closer relations between genealogists and

historians, made apparent by the publications and other activities of the

Public Record Office and by the work of historical scholars. As we may

learn from the recollections of Mr. Granville Proby x Doubleday's

concern to end the abuses which had prevailed in the hearing of petitions

for the termination of abeyances several hundred years old was an im-

portant factor in these developments: it is on record in Appendix H
in volume iv (19 16) of The Complete Peerage, ' Earldoms and Baronies in

History and in Law and the Doctrine of Abeyance '. And Mr. White

reminds us that Doubleday's skill in unravelling the tangled skeins of an

apparently hopeless muddle was shown when he tackled the Mar case:

a case of which the late Horace Round remarked that it recalled ' Lord

Palmerston's dictum on the Schleswig-Holstein question, that only one

man really understood it, and that he went mad '. 2

Mr. White, after the publication of the tenth volume of The Complete

Peerage, sent me an interesting memorandum entitled ' Questions on

which the Editors of the Complete Peerage have felt bound to differ from

the conclusions of G. E. C. in the first edition '. These matters are

discussed in the following appendices to the tenth volume, B (the earldom

of Carrick), D (the earldom of Ormond), E (the restoration of the earldom

of Oxford in 1393), H and L (on the order of succession to the earldom

of Pembroke) and also in the text of the volume (the later earldom of

Oxford and Mortimer and the new arrangement of the earls of Richmond).

Some of this revision was due to Doubleday, some to White, but in

every case their discussions had led to complete agreement.

The second part of volume xii contains the articles from Tracton to

Zouche, and twelve appendices, followed by a list of the appendices

contained in volumes i to xii, part i. Of the twelve appendices in this

last volume, A (on the Norman earls of Warwick) was contributed by the

late L. C. Loyd, B (on the origin of Eustace Fitzjohn, the ancestor by his

first wife of the second line of Vescy) was contributed by Sir Charles

Clay, H (on the alleged attainder of the duke of Berwick upon T vecd

in 1695) was contributed by Anthony R. Wagner, Richmond Herald.

J (on the Princes in the Tower) and K (on problems of the Bayeux

Tapestry) are the work of G. H. White, and four others are by the assistant

editor, R. S. Lea. The late F. S. Shenton contributed Appendix F on

peers and sons of peers who have won the Victoria Cross. These appen-

dices give a good idea of the learned help which the editors of the

Complete Peerage have received throughout its fifty years progress.

It remains to call attention to a few characteristic points of interest

1 Op. cit., pp. 19-21.
2 Op. cit., p. 29.
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in this last volume. The earldom of Tyrconnel in various families seems

to have become extinct four times between 1603 and 1853. The history

of the earldom of Tyrone (pp. 129-47 and Appendix C) is even more
complicated. Such long and complicated successions, especially when
held by one or more related families, have sometimes to be enlightened

by a genealogical table : the barony of Vaux of Harrowden (Co. North-

ampton), 1523 to the present day, which possibly followed two earlier

centuries of tenants and knights of the same family, is a good example

(pp. 216-30, table on p. 228). Another table is given (p. 514) in the

course of the story of the succession to the barony of Wentworth (pp.

497-5 16). Much of the peerage law of succession is brought to light in

this story, as it is also during the long history, in several families, of the

earldom of Warwick (pp. 357-419; for the creation of November 1759
in favour of Francis (Greville) Earl Brooke of Warwick Castle, see under

Brooke). This is one of the most informing articles in the volume.

Other long and complicated successions are unravelled in the article

(pp. 654-82) on Willougby or Willougby de Eresby, with a ' tabular

pedigree showing the relationship of the four branches of the family of

Willoughby, on whom (13 13, 1491, 1547 and 1762) peerages were con-

ferred '
(p. 672), and in the succeeding articles (pp. 683-717) on

Willougby de Broke and Willougby of Parham. The interplay be-

tween the barony of Willougby and the title of duke (1690), and now earl

of Ancaster (1892) and the 'disastrous decision' of 1781 which split,

the office of Lord Great Chamberlain (pp. 679-8 2 passim) require careful

attention. Other examples might be given of the learning which prevails

throughout this volume, but I must be satisfied by a reference to the

history of the Breton family of Zouche (11 5
3-1 299), the true origin of

which was first deduced apparently by R. E. Chester Waters, whose letter

to G. E. C. on the subject is printed in the first edition of this work (see

pp. 930-36, especially 930, note a, in this volume), and to the long accounts

of the families and baronies of Zouche of Haryngworth (Co. Northants)

and Zouche of Richard's Castle or of Mortimer or of Ashby (pp. 937-61)
with a tabular pedigree of the former from the end of the sixteenth

century to 1807 (p. 953).

Editorial scepticism about the strict, though fanciful, principles of

British peerage law has fortunately not prevented the inclusion, in virtue

of this law, of much good history. Thus we have a full account of the

Ughtred family of Scarborough from 1253 to J 6oi (pp. 157-66), although

its claim to a barony appears to rest on writs summoning Thomas
Ughtred (1 292-1 365) to parliament between 1344 and 1364. The article

ends impatiently; ' on the death of Dorothy Ughtred (1601 ?) the peerage

supposed to have been created by the writ of 1344, according to modern
doctrine, would have passed to the grandson and heir, Marmaduke
Constable . . . who was aged 8 at his father's death. ... It seems

needless, however, to pursue the further descent of this imaginary Barony.'

Again, we are told that the first Lord Wentworth, created a peer in 1 529,

though whether by writ or patent or even par parole is unknown, was
' of course quite unconscious ', as were his predecessors and successors,

of his dignity ' according to modern doctrine ', as Lord le Despenser of

Nettlestead, Suffolk. He was de jure sixth lord, and the dignity has
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descended de jure with the barony of Wentworth until the present day

(p. 497, note b, and the entry in vol. iv, sub Despenser created by writ

1387). Or, again, the reader is invited to consider the complications

which might arise if the marquess of Abergavenny were to seek for the

revision of the attainder which extinguished the earldom ofWestmoreland
in 1 571 (pp. 559, 565 and noted.). But the best illustration in this volume
of the difference between law and history is Mr. R. S. Lea's Appendix D
on the creation by patent in 1543-4 of the barony of Wharton for Sir

Thomas Wharton, the victor of Solway Moss, with remainder to heirs

male of the body, on its historical extinction on the death, without such
heirs, of the sixth baron, the duke of Wharton, in 173 1, and on the

determination in 191 5 of its alleged abeyance in 173 1, on the grounds that

the original creation had been made by a writ of summons. It was this

kind of thing which produced the pungent comments of Round and the

protests of Doubleday. A useful note (p. 23 8) at the end of the article on
Vavasour explains the present condition of the law of peerage and of the

words dormant, extinct and in abeyance. A good historical article on
the family of Wake (pp. 295-305) illustrates the working of the law in

the case of a barony which, according to modern doctrine, dated from

1295, was attached to an earldom, and after the earldom became ex-

tinct in 1408 fell into abeyance between the last earl's six sisters or their

representatives.

To conclude, and rather at random, a few isolated notes may be set

out to give some idea of the more casual riches of this book. The fourth

earl of Ulster, William de Burgh, was murdered on 6 June 1333, aged
twenty, at Le Ford, now Belfast—a murder, says a note (p. 179) 'which

may fairly be said to mark the close of an epoch—that of 160 years of

Norman rule in Ireland '. The challenge that the marriage of William
de Muntchesny was invalid ' apparently on the ground that it took place

at the church door '

(p. 255, note g) raised an interesting point of law
and might have had serious effects upon the succession to the lands of

Hugh de Vere, though not to the first and last supposed barony of Vere

(1299 to 1 3
1
9 ?) . Sir Horace Vere, first and last Baron Vere of Tilbury

(1625-35) and his brother Francis deserve to be remembered as great

Englishmen, if the eulogies of Sir C. R. Markham and others are to be

trusted (p. 259, note ). On page 367, note d, a confusion between Mauduit
(maleductus—the dunce), Mauconduit, and Maudit (maledictus—the

accursed) is exposed in connection with the succession of the eighth earl

of Warwick in 1262-3, the ^rst °f the ancient family of Malduith or

Mauduit (of Hartley Mauduitt in Hampshire) to succeed to this earldom.

Much is said in the Complete Peerage about the claims, rights and successions

of women, and it is worth while to note that the first holder of the earldom

of Winchilsea was a woman, so created on 12 July 1628 (p. 775): so began
the long succession to this earldom of the family of Finch or Finch-Hatton,

which still flourishes (pp. 775-91). The barony of Wrothesley dates

only from 1838, but the present lord ' is 23rd in descent from Simon, who
was enfeoffed in the manor of Wrothesley (Co. Stafford) circa 11 64, from
which period the manor has descended in a direct line from father to son

in every generation '
(p. 869, note a). In striking contrast to this article

is the single entry about Walter de Wigton, of the ancient Cumberland
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family of Wigton and Melmerby, who owes his admission to this volume
because he was summoned to attend the assembly at Shrewsbury in 1283

(pp. 872-3). Finally, four prominent men with the same name, William

le Zouche, who lived in the first half of the fourteenth century, are dis-

tinguished from each other on page 939, note 1.
' Their names ', we

are told, ' are often lumped together in indexes; indeed, a note in the

Record edition of Parliamentary Writs (ii. 1647) baldly states that "the
appropriation of these entries to Zouche of Haringworth or Zouche of

Ashby, etc. or otherwise must be left to the discretion of the reader " '.

Some years ago, at the instance of Lord Nuffield, volume xiii was
prepared, in anticipation of the conclusion of The Complete Peerage, to

deal with recent creations. If financial resources permit, the Trustees
' propose to print a final and comparatively slender volume as Volume
XIV, giving a list of all peerages created since 1938. . . . This volume
would include the corrigenda and certain addenda which have accumulated

since Volume I was published in 1910 '. In the meantime we renew our

congratulations to Mr. White, Dr. I. J. Sanders and Mr. R. S. Lea and their

helpers on the completion of a great historical achievement.

Oxford F. M. Powicke

Le Jubile de Saint Thomas Becket. By Raymonde Foreville. (Biblio-

theque generale de PEcole pratique des Hautes-Etudes; Paris,

S.E.U.P.E.N., 1958.)

Mlle. Foreville has now for twenty years or more devoted herself to

the ecclesiastical history of England in the reign of Henry II, and in

particular to the career of Archbishop Thomas Becket. In the present

work she is concerned with what in lives of the saints is termed gloria

posthuma, and specifically with the celebrations which attended the transla-

tion of the body of the saint to its permanent shrine at Canterbury in

1220, and the recurring observance of a ' jubilee ' at intervals of fifty

years until the Reformation. She has given us a study dense in matter

and full of details valuable to the historian of Canterbury and of English

ecclesiastical history, which also illuminates a little-known chapter in the

history of indulgences.

The translation, long delayed by the political and religious situation in

England, took place significantly on 7 July 1220, fifty years after the

martyrdom. It was organized by Archbishop Langton, theologian,

biblical scholar and ex-curialist, who preached on the occasion (Migne,

P.L. cxc. 407 ff.) and composed the office, of which fragments remain in

the Canterbury ' Burnt Breviary ' which was the archetype of the offices

in the Breviary of Salisbury (ed. Procter and Wordsworth) and other

cathedrals, and there is evidence that he obtained some kind of quite

special indulgence from Honorius III, though whether a bull was issued,

or the indulgence accorded viva voce, remains uncertain. The twelfth

century had seen a great popular and canonistic development in the

doctrine and practice of indulgences, largely owing to the ' plenary '
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remission issued to crusaders which, by reason of the spiritual joy

(jubilus, jubilaeus) attendant upon it, became ultimately known as a

' jubilee ' or ' season of joy '. The desire of the faithful for such in-

dulgences appears in the institution of the Porziuncola pardon (regarding

which a similar uncertainty ofdocuments exists), and early in the thirteenth

century the papacy found it desirable to restrict the granting of large or

unspecified indulgences by bishops, and to discontinue previous papal

grants of such kinds outside Rome. The Canterbury tradition remained,

however, though little is known of what happened in 1270 and 1320;

Mile. Foreville considers that two versions of the story existed, which

ultimately merged: the one asserting an altogether extraordinary in-

dulgence granted in perpetuity by Honorius III, the other of a plenary

indulgence attached from time to time to a recurrent jubilee at fifty-year

intervals. Unfortunately for the monks, they were unable to produce

any certainly genuine papal documents in support of their claims. In

1420 a jubilee was solemnly proclaimed, but as the reigning pope Martin V
had refused a new grant, it was based upon the alleged grant of Honorius

III, and a tract for the times, setting out the doctrine of indulgences in

general and the history of the jubilee in particular, was composed at

Christ Church in 1421.

This tract, which Mile. Foreville prints with full and valuable

notation (pp. 115-60) and which she attributes to Richard Godmersham,
sometime warden of Canterbury College and later penitentiary at

Christ Church, is the chief authority for the earlier history of the

jubilee. Meanwhile the Curia reacted strongly against the flood of

indulgences issued to churches outside Rome during the Great Schism,

and though this severity was later relaxed, there was considerable appre-

hension at Canterbury as the next year of jubilee approached. In 1469

William Selling and Reginald Goldstone were sent out to Rome, with the

support of Archbishop Bourchier, and after negotiation secured a bull

giving a plenary indulgence on the feasts of the Assumption and Nativity

of the Blessed Virgin and the feast of St. Michael. This curious indult,

in Mile. Foreville's opinion, may represent a kind of bridge between the

two feasts of St. Thomas (July and December) for which the pope may
have given an indulgence viva voce while refusing the request for a year of

jubilee. A cloud also covers the events of 1520, though here again there

is evidence that some sort of jubilee was kept.

This book, with its prolific annotation, its piecesJusfijicafives, its illus-

trations and its fund of Canterbury lore to which Dr. W. G. Urry and

others have contributed, is more important than its title-page might

suggest and should find a place in all collections of books on English

medieval church history. As to details, we may note (p. 4, n. 1) Innocent

III referring to his pilgrimage to Canterbury as a student; the Augustinian

friar Thomas Tynwith preaching at the jubilee of 1420 with an eye on

Lollard heresy (pp. 17-18) and the judgment that the Roman jubilee of

1300 was the first official promulgation of a plenary indulgence for all

comers. The note 6 on page 39, in which Prior Chillenden is said to

have introduced ' le premier style flamboyant ' in England is both verbally

and historically questionable.

Peterbouse, Cambridge M. D. Knowles
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Early Franciscan Government. By Rosalind B. Brooke. (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1959. 40s.)

The text of this book might well have been brother Giles's greeting to

blessed John of Parma on his election as Minister General in 1247, ' Well
and opportunely have you come but you have come late '. The dilemma
which faced the Franciscans once the order became popular and spread

beyond Italy and which was eventually to lead to conflict and schism was
how to reconcile its founder's ideal of living the gospel and edifying one's

fellow Christian by word and example with an organization necessary to

control some thousands of friars of very different temperaments and
capacities scattered throughout Christendom and including missionaries

in Syria and elsewhere. Moreover, the need of the Church in the thirteenth

century was for a band of devoted and highly intelligent men to combat
heresy and give the Christian laity the religious formation they required,

in short for an order like the Dominicans, but unfortunately for the

future history of the Friars Minor many learned and excellent men with a

capacity for leadership were attracted to the Franciscan order. Thus,

in the words of the author of this book, the Franciscans at the time of the

death of their founder ' had to decide whether they were to be a light

revealing the gospel truth, or were they to be as water which cleanses but

at the cost of its own purity '
(p. 123). The choice was not made easier

by the divergence of views which had already shown itself during St.

Francis's lifetime, and by his own temperament, which was that of a poet

and not an organizer, and by the illness which caused him to live in

semi-retirement during the last years of his life. By 1260, the end of the

period covered by this book, the Friar Minor had become ' a large

efficient and powerful organization composed predominantly of clerks and

learned men '
(p. 4). A history of this development written objectively

without bias and emotionalism and with a sense of historical perspective

has long been desirable and this has now been supplied.

The first part of the book is devoted mainly to the subject of brother

Elias, whom the author makes no attempt to whitewash, beyond pointing

out that his memory has been blackened by the Spirituals owing to his

disgrace and apostasy and that many of the stories they give are without

historical foundation and have been too readily accepted by Sabatier and

Lempp. On the other hand she accepts as substantially correct the

accounts of his generalship and the circumstances which brought about

his downfall in 1239 given by Jordan of Giano and Eccleston, both of

whom were in a position to know the facts, the first as one of the leaders

of the revolt, and the second as a member of the English province to

which Haymo of Faversham, the chief architect of his deposition, had

originally belonged. Until his election in 1232 as the candidate of the lay

element in the order and as the result of a reaction against the clerical and

official one represented by the former general John Parcnti Elias was

admired and respected even by people like St. Clare as ' the man St.

Francis knew and loved ' depicted in I Celano. A layman himself but

one who recognized the need of learning and was a persona grata with

Gregory IX who also venerated St. Francis's memory, he seemed at the

time of his election to be the man most capable of reconciling the divergent
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tendencies in the order. According to Mrs. Brooke his contribution to

future developments was the negative one of a missed opportunity.

The deterioration in his character when in office, in particular his lux-

urious and wordly life, his arrogance and rather childish and wayward
autocracy rightly antagonized the provincial ministers, who were generally

members of the clerical party and their successful revolt gave them the

chance of reorganizing the order in accordance with their own ideal.

The effects of the triumph of the clerical party are the theme of the

second part of the book. Their aim was naturally to prevent a recurrence

of the situation which had caused the crisis of 1239, and Salimbene men-
tions the innumerable statutes enacted by the Chapter General held that

year. These and the modification made in 1242 no longer survive

because at the Chapter of Narbonne in 1260 it was determined that a

revised version of the constitutions should be drawn up after which all

earlier ones were to be destroyed. Mrs. Brooke has therefore had to

reconstruct them from the evidence of contemporary chronicles and

interpretations of the rule such as the Expositio Qtmtuor Magistrorum and

the Expositio of Hugh Digne, and the papal bulls of the period. The
relations between the heads of the two great mendicant orders were close

in the mid-thirteenth century and the influence of the Dominican con-

stitution is reflected in the attempt made in 1239 to subject the ministers

to capitular control and make every office elective. In 1242 the experi-

ment of a chapter of diffinitors was abandoned and the ministers re-

covered a certain measure of initiative. The real triumph of the learned

and clerical element was in the exclusion of the lay friars from any share

in the government of the order, and its position was consolidated by the

decree limiting admission except in particular circumstances to ' clerks

already competently instructed in grammar and logic '. The description

of the constitutional changes is enlivened by excellent portraits of the

contemporary ministers general, Albert of Pisa, Haymo of Faversham, and

John of Parma. Except for the short generalship of Crescentius of Iesi

(1244-7) there was on the whole a continuity of policy which was not

broken by the enforced resignation of John of Parma in 1257, for in

spite of his love of poverty and his Joachism he was ' an academic ' who
put down the ' singularities ' of the Zealots with the same energy as he

resisted any modification in the rule of poverty not necessitated by the

pastoral work of the order.

The author admits with regret that the survival of the original ideal

was an impossibility, and that its abandonment was due to circumstances

as much as to the policy of any particular group. Her scholarly account

of the first critical stage in the history of the Franciscans is enlivened by a

quiet humour, ofwhich her comment on the scene at Fonte Colombo when
Elias and the ministers protested against the over-strictness of the rule

St. Francis was composing is a good instance. ' St. Francis when he

heard it invoked the Deity, and Christ answered audibly that the Rule

was His, and He wished it kept to the letter and without gloss. There-

upon the saint cried out in triumph and more amenable than the witches

in Macbeth offered to play the record again.' (pp. 88-9). A long-playing

record which continued the story to include the so-called Bonaventuran

compromise which Olivi and the more moderate Spirituals would have
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accepted and the reasons for its failure would have made this excellent

book even more valuable.

University of Hull Decima L. Douie

The Victoria History of the Counties of England : A History of the County of
Cambridge and the Isle of Ely. Vol. iii: The City and University of
Cambridge. Edited by J. P. C. Roach. (London: O.U.P. for

Institute of Historical Research, 1959. 7 guineas.)

Five years after the publication of the Victoria County History volume on
the University of Oxford the counterpart for Cambridge arrives to

complete a handsome pair of reference works. The universities are

treated according to the same scale and pattern, but the Cambridge book
is augmented by a 150-page account of the city of Cambridge, mostly

written by Professor Helen Cam. The essay on the University of

Cambridge is by the editor of the volume, Dr. J. P. C. Roach. The
collegiate bodies, twenty-one to Oxford's thirty-two at the times of

writing, are treated by various hands. There are a few subsidiary articles

by others, of which that on the University Archives by Mr. Christopher

Elrington may be singled out as a model of concise yet interesting

composition.

The old banality about the home of lost causes seems never to have

stimulated the converse speculation that Cambridge has ridden high on
victorious epochs. To an Oxford age ending in the taint of Lollardy

succeeded the first great age of Cambridge spiritual and intellectual life,

that Cantabrigia mutata, detesting the ' chill subtleties which make more
for disputation than for piety '. Begun, perhaps, in Byngham's statutes

for God's House which ordered the study of the poets and orators of

antiquity, the creative spirit moved through to the Cambridge of Erasmus,

Fisher, Bilney, Latimer and the rest; thence, as the appeal to experience,

to Milton's attack on fruitless and joyless studies, and his call for history,

geography, politics, the physical and biological sciences. In the mid-

nineteenth century, when a new Oxford taint, that of Tractarianism,

offended Evangelical nostrils, young men from such households tended

to opt for the Cambridge where great changes were again in the making.

Thence the university passed into the age of ' quiet good sense ', the

new triposes, the dissolution of religious orthodoxy, the extension of

university education.

Without tying ages of creative change dogmatically to those of price-

revolution, it may likewise be remarked how the city flourished and grew
in the later twelfth and earlier thirteenth centuries, during what Lord
Beveridge described as ' one of the most violent price-revolutions in

English historyr
, comparable in speed with that of the sixteenth century ';

and again in the sixteenth and the later nineteenth centuries it is noticeable

how the university generated new life and attracted many of what the

author calls, almost as a term of art, ' the best men '.

It is easier to suggest such broad developments in a review than to

pursue them in detail in a work like the Victoria County History which
requires of its authors attention to a fairly set pattern of topics. This
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compartmentalism is somewhat felt in the portion on the city, with its

sections on Medieval History, Modern History, Constitutional History,

Economic History, and so on. It must have been exceedingly difficult

to decide how to arrange the material between the divisions, and inevitably

the reader is puzzled to find that ' Economic History ' chiefly considers

commodities, while the good accounts of Roger of Harlestone, that

fourteenth-century nouveau riche, and the Revolt of 1 3 8 1 take their place

in ' Medieval History ', divorced again from the discussions of the Tirma

Burgi and the later medieval town oligarchy, which are included with other

matters under ' Constitutional History '. Nevertheless, this careful

chapter on the city gives an excellent account of the growth of borough

liberties (first granted by writ, not charter) through to the administration

of modern times, noting the modelling of the Cambridge charter of 1268

on the Oxford one of 125 5, and the influence of the customs of Norwich.

The city of Cambridge had its own history of conflict with the university,

which became acute in the later fourteenth century and long and fierce

under Elizabeth I, reopening in the nineteenth century ' with all the

hostility and resentment that obsolete privilege and injured amour propre

can arouse '.

The editor has imposed a more unitary chronological pattern upon

his account of the university. Were it not for the friars and the modern

scholars who have studied them, the few pages between the legends of

origin and the fifteenth century would be slight indeed. This must be

largely blamed, it seems, on such as that old woman who in 1381 tossed

the parchment ashes to the winds crying ' Away with the learning of the

clerks '. Had the publication of this volume by some chance been

delayed, the author might have had the benefit of using the thirteenth-

century Cambridge statutes recently discovered in Rome and soon to be

printed. But the narrative swells out in its passage through the Age of

Newton and Bentley to the Age of Reform and the Modern University.

The most recent period necessarily becomes more annalistic in character,

though two major developments emerge clearly: the great growth of

the graduate population, and the fading distinction between rich and poor

undergraduates.

The section on the colleges was written over a long period by different

people with differing materials and capacities, and is not surprisingly

uneven. But the editors have worked skilfully in bringing these articles

into order, and the section as a whole is doubly welcome : for providing

a compendious account of individual foundations in place of RashdalPs

series of tiny notices ; and for giving a sharper insight into Cambridge,

and indeed national, controversies than could in so ' strict constructionist

'

a university be afforded by a university history alone. Readers of Dr.

Porter's book on Tudor Cambridge, for example, will appreciate the

special importance of such societies as St. John's, Christ's and Emmanuel

in the ebb and flow of English opinion. For the colleges themselves

were the scenes of leading opinions' interplay and change, not mere

microcosms of some larger life. It would not be invidious to single out

Mr. Miller's piece on St. John's for the sense of momentum and humanity

it brings to the standard-pattern article.

Many of the illustrations have an occasional character, like snapshots

in a family album: the May Races in 1871, undergraduates at cricket on
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Parker's Piece in 1842, a vicious Rowlandson scene of the University

Library in 1800. But it would be an austere student who could derive no

interest from the Newnham group (1874) juxtaposed with a shot of the

first night in hall at New Hall, on 6 October 1954.

When the history of the university has been read and amplified by

some of the excellent college histories, a certain dominant impression is

left. It is of a continuing society which commands admiration not

unmixed with nostalgia. Such a society is difficult to describe without

the appearance of mere sentiment for past modes of life, or useless defiance

towards new times and different people. Perhaps long residence fashioned

it, or celibacy, or endowed access to leisure, or even smallness. But time

and again the history of a Cambridge epoch is that of a circle of neighbours

to whom questions of study and university affairs and the pursuit of

ultimate truths were matters of daily and equal debate. Great men
attracted others—Fisher, Simeon, Rutherford—but the society, like all

real centres of learning, whether at the Academy or Chartres or Cambridge,

and even when torn by dissension, was essentially a familiar one, greatly

removed from the cold and fleeting converse of certain modern institutions

with their lay managers and their vast hierarchies of ' staff ', employed to

teach. Dr. Roach writes that ' a university flourishes because of the

springs of life within itself, and not because of paper constitutions imposed

upon it by outside authority '. But a residual doubt is left whether this

is the whole truth.

Bedford College, London F. R. H. Du Boulay

Select Cases in the Court of King's Bench under Edward III. Edited by

G. O. Sayles. Vol. v. (Selden Society Publications lxxvi, London;

Quaritch, for the Society, 1958. £1 13s. 6d.)

It is gratifying to have this volume so soon after its predecessor, which

covered the reign of Edward II, and was published in 1957. This

instalment takes the selections down to the year 1340. Developments

in jurisdiction and in record-keeping having been dealt with in the

previous volume, the introduction concerns itself with matters of

wider chronological range, some of which have been held in storage,

as it were, since 1272. The most important of these concern the legal

representatives of the Crown, i.e. the king's attorneys and king's Ser-

jeants. It is hardly possible to exaggerate the amount of myth and error

which has prevailed in this region of legal antiquities. The lists of names

in Dugdale's Origines Juridiciales have misled generations of biographers

down to the compilers of the Dictionary of National Biography, and modern

works on the Serjeants have rashly read back the conditions of their own
day to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. In consequence we know
hardly anything about the identity of a group of men which was indis-

pensable to the working of the courts, and which included the majority

of the future occupants of the bench. In providing lists of the king's

attorneys and king's Serjeants which are firmly based on the Liberate

Rolls, Dr. Sayles has gathered the material for a chapter of that little
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Handbook of Legal Chronology which will one day be compiled, and which

will depend so substantially on his own researches. Pages xxix-li of

the introduction comment on his statistics, and assemble all the facts that

we are likely to know for a long time about the work of the attorneys

and serjeants (whether the king's or not). It is not his fault if there are

still some impenetrable problems left behind. So complicated and elusive

a story cannot be summarized here, but we may note that Dr. Sayles

finds the origin of the king's serjeants-at-law in the Planfa deQuo Warranto

which began under Edward I and demanded ' skilled and practised hands '

to conduct the royal cases in the eyres. Because of this ad hoc origin it

was not until 13 15 that the serjeantcy was a permanent salaried office

in the central courts of law. 1 The study of the king's legal representa-

tives leads naturally to an important discussion of the misnamed ' con-

trolment rolls ' which from 3 Edward III provide us with specimens of

the working memoranda of the king's attorney, and are even today not

to be despised as a short cut to the finding of cases in the labyrinth of the

king's bench plea rolls. Another section of the introduction is con-

cerned with the shadowy officials of the king's bench: the clerks (a

score or so of them at any one time during this period, many with years

of experience in office) the marshal, the criers, the keeper of the writs and

rolls. It is clear that some of these posts were much sought after, and

the singular fact emerges that the right of appointing the chief crier

rested at one stage with a woman who had obtained it from Edward II

as recompense for surrendering her claims on the royal debts due to her

late husband. It is easy to see that in such circumstances the adminis-

tration of the court's affairs might be both corrupt and inefficient. It

is hardly surprising that in 1342 ninety-one persons were found to have

escaped from the marshalsea prison. And in a number of places Dr.

Sayles stresses the opportunities which the officials had to make personal

profits from their office.

Legal and constitutional historians will find an important contribution

to the thorny problem of the growth of Equity in the final section of the

introduction, in which Dr. Sayles argues that ' what have been accepted

as the distinguishing features of chancery jurisdiction in Equity are all

to be found in the practice of the courts of common law '. The many
examples which he cites, mainly from unpublished documents, give great

force to his argument, and whatever may be thought of the question

at issue, there is no doubt that he is right in urging that the early history

of Equity must be sought in legal records, and moreover in the records of

every one of the royal courts. This is a big task, but surely the prescription

is the obvious one if we are to hope for any progress in this obscure field.

Attention should be drawn to the thirty-seven pages of illustrative

documents which precede the cases, drawn from the Ancient Petitions

and Correspondence, as well as from legal records. As was the case

with Dr. Sayles's volumes on Edward I, they form a subsidiary collection

of importance to everyone who works on this period. May one suggest

1 Dr. Sayles boldly dismisses the famous writ ordering William de Herle to take up

the status of a serjeant in 13 15 as an invention of Coke, and he will earn the gratitude

thereby of all those who have found the subject difficult enough without having to

reckon with that strange document! Surely there can be little doubt that he is right.
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to the authorities of the Public Record Office that it would be a service

to all students of the early fourteenth century if references to this Appendix
could be placed in the card index of published records as soon as possible ?

On the cases themselves we have not space to comment, except to draw
attention to the new information about the alleged treasonable negotia-

tions between archbishop Melton and the earl of Mar in 1329 (pp. 43 ff.).

But there are many which have more than a narrowly legal interest.

If Dr. Sayles had had no cause to think of the printer's bill he could have

had much to say about them. As it is, the reader must pursue his special

interests for himself; but the Index Kerum will signpost the way for him
uncommonly well.

University of Glasgow E. L. G. Stokes

Philanthropy in England 1480-1 660. By W. K. Jordan. (London:

Allen & Unwin, 1950. 42s.)

The social ethos of post-Reformation society, and especially the mercan-

tile part of it, has been much discussed in the last forty years. Few
archetypes are so well established in the popular imagination as the

Puritan merchant seeking proof of God's favour in worldly success, and

enabled by an ingenious casuistry to turn a deaf ear to the voice of social

conscience. Yet the orthodoxy has been built on dubious evidence,

much of it literary or second-hand. Professor Jordan has turned the

pyramid of judgment round. It now stands, not on its point, but on a

massive base of witness, meticulously assembled and analysed. The
effect may without exaggeration be called revolutionary, even though,

like most revolutions, this one has been anticipated, more or less intu-

itively, by other scholars.

In order to trace the origins and determine the character of the

philanthropic urge in his period, Dr. Jordan has noted every recorded

gift or bequest made to charities in a group of ten counties. These

contained about one-third of the population and about half the disposable

wealth of the kingdom. His main finding is that the medieval system

of alms administered by the monks (' casual and ineffective in its inci-

dence ') was replaced by a positive attack on the central problem of

poverty, and that this attack was led and inspired by the merchants and

the middling gentry. Their private initiative represented the main

constructive social effort of the times, to which government legislation

merely gave supplementary support.

Few will differ from the contention that the problem of poverty was

the central social question of the day. Its origins, in an age virtually

innocent of statistical knowledge, must remain to a large extent conjec-

tural. Dr. Jordan does not entirely jettison older explanations of the

trouble—the caprice of new commercial methods, for example. But he

lays most emphasis on the general increase of population—a 40 per cent,

rise between 1500 and 1600, followed by a 30 per cent, rise from 1600

to 1640. ' The simple fact is that there was a substantial labour surplus,

both rural and urban, during almost the whole of our period '
(p. 63).
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His conclusion that the urban problem was the more grievous may be

correct, though it appears to rest on the assumption that ' industry ' was

an urban activity, which as yet was far from true.

The new benefactors were urged on by ' the great and angry

preachers ' of the early Reformation. Men like Thomas Starkey, Henry

Brinkelow, Thomas Becon and many others had much to do with a new
vision of the social and economic order, arguing that ignorance, papistry

and poverty were linked evils. From the mid-sixteenth century to the

Civil War, Protestant theorists hammered home the doctrine that there

was no inherent virtue in poverty. It was, on the contrary, an evil to be

fought and extirpated. As Professor Jordan points out, they were less

troubled than one might expect by the possible conflict with Calvinist

orthodoxy in the matter of good works. While we have had enough

uncharitable interpretations of the Puritan attitude, it may be thought

that Dr. Jordan hardly deals adequately with the non-idealistic motives

behind merchant charity. It does no discredit to the donors to admit

that their motives, like most human motives, were mixed. Equating

their own welfare with that of the nation, they saw that the betterment of

the poor might contribute to both. Hence an important chapter in the

history of what has been called ' mercantilist ' thought, in which many
elements other than piety and idealism were mingled.

The confluence of social need and Christian conscience produced a

steady growth of secularized charity. From about 1550' the care of

the poor became the central social preoccupation' (p. 255). Some
35,000 donors contributed in the whole period some -£3 million

for charitable purposes. The process was not evenly distributed in

time or place. The curve of giving rises most spectacularly between

1600 and 1640, and Yorkshire, Middlesex, and Kent gave on a more

generous scale than the rest. Nearly two-thirds of the total came from

benefactors in London and Bristol, underlining the predominantly

mercantile origins of these charities. Table X (p. 384) shows that the

merchants' gifts (roughly £1.4 millions) were about eight times those of

the gentry and more than ten times those of the nobility. It was the

merchants and greater gentry who adjusted their giving most swiftly to

the social needs of the age and gave a lead towards extra-parochial charities.

Social rehabilitation—apprenticeships and positive training in useful

skills—were a growing theme after about 1590. Nor did the charitable

urge slacken under the Commonwealth and Protectorate.

Apart from minor accidents (Mr. Turnbull's studies of Haitlib are

apparently overlooked, p. 213, n. 2, and the loss of export markets in

1620 seems to be exaggerated, p. 69)—Dr. Jordan handles his formidable

materials with a sure touch. There will, inevitably, be controversy over

one decision made by him. He has not adjusted his data for price changes

and he explains that, given the difficulties of establishing a price index

valid over a long period of social change and widely differing local con-

ditions, he does not believe such adjustment to be profitable or feasible.

One sympathizes with his suspicion of the ' hypnotic effects ' of the

apparatus of the price historians. But need the baby be thrown out so

brutally with the bath water? Would not the prices of those com-

modities used in poor relief in a specific area, e.g. bread, fuel, cloth in
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London—yield some useful, if limited, impressions of the real aggregate

of giving ? There remains, of course, a strong support for Dr. Jordan's

decision in a quite different consideration which he does not mention.

A general price index, even if it were feasible, would not help to establish

the degree of sacrifice imposed upon donors of different classes and occupa-

tions by their charitable donations. The steepest rise in donations came
at a time when the price rise was levelling off, and some prices were
falling. But what was happening to profits? When assessing the

significance of this peak-period of charity, it is worth remembering that

it included at least three major depressions in trade. Is it, then, reasonable

to assume that in some cases larger gifts came out of smaller profits ?

A study so thorough and meticulous inevitably tempts the reader

into the paths of Oliver Twist. The donors, says Dr. Jordan, were a

small class. How small? And how many merchants were there by
comparison with, say, the upper and lower gentry ? What, in fact, was
the per capita figure of giving ? Perhaps this will be touched on in a

later volume. Another point, this time of emphasis, should be men-
tioned. Dr. Jordan has, unquestionably, redressed an historical injustice

in the matter of mercantile charity. But the merchants benefit in some
degree at the expense of the nobility and gentry. May this not cloak

another injustice? The possession of land, manorial rights and an

assured, traditional place in the social hierarchy conferred opportunities

for informal and unrecorded charity by the lord and his lady not open to

the merchant. They are, naturally, not susceptible to measurement;

but should they not be allowed for if we are to compare the philanthropy

of class and class ?

There remains, as the reviewer pointed out last year in another place,

one important and comprehensive source of evidence on charitable

trusts which has never been systematically analysed: the parish returns

required under Gilbert's Act of 1782, which record all charities for this,

as well as earlier and later periods, and for the whole of England and Wales

.

In general, the reviewer believes that an extended analysis of the returns

would confirm Dr. Jordan's conclusions. Certainly a preliminary sur-

vey does so. It would also serve as a valuable additional check, revealing,

incidentally, more areas of special interest (like Suffolk) which are not

included in Dr. Jordan's study.

Although its base is statistical, this is a book rich in feeling and

imagination. If, in its enthusiasm, it is occasionally repetitive, it is a

fault easy to excuse in a study that corrects so many fallacies and rewrites

so much social history. Yet it is not polemical or controversial. The
author's method is not to joust, but to record what he has found and

interpret it as far as he can. There are few corners of the English scene

which his work will not illuminate.

Jesus College, Cambridge Charles Wilson

Propaganda e Pensiero Politico in Francia durante le Guerre di Keligione, i

(ijjp-ij/2). By Vittorio de Caprariis. (Naples: Edizioni

Scientifiche Italiane, 1959.)

Ten years ago, the author explains in his Preface, he embarked on a study

of the thought of Jean Bodin, but he soon came to realize that it could
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not be understood apart from the ' grande dibattito culturale ' which was

going on in France in Bodin's time. So he was led on to the study of

Bodin's contemporaries and predecessors, both catholic and protestant:

the development by Loys Le Roy and du Haillan of Seyssel's constitu-

tional theories, Charondas le Caron's thesis that the French was a mixed

monarchy, the anti-romanist propaganda (in a legal as well as the religious

sense) of Hotman, and the attempted revival by Pasquier of supposedly

ancient national traditions. The volume before us, which covers the

period from the accession of Francis II to the Massacre of St. Bartholomew,

includes a study of Bodin's early work, the Methodus adfacilem historiarum

cognitionem, but his more famous Six livres de la Kepublique still remains to

be dealt with in a future volume. So indeed do the most generally known
works of the other political writers on both sides in the religious wars

;

but the themes they developed were clearly anticipated in the polemical

literature of this preceding period.

This first volume is divided into three parts. In the first, which covers

the period down to the conference at Bayonne, the author discusses the

origins of Huguenot political thought, including the teaching of Calvin

himself, the publications connected with the meetings of the Estates at

Orleans and Pontoise and the colloquy at Poissy, and the projects and

actions of the Guises and the queen-mother, as well as the propaganda

put out by or on behalf of the Parlement of Paris. This part concludes

with a chapter on theories of toleration, in the development of which

stress is laid on the influence of Castellio. In the second part comes an

interesting discussion of the chancellor l'Hopital, who, the author insists,

did not really believe in a philosophy of toleration, but was driven, when
he came to see that religious unity was impossible, to advocate a tolerant

policy as the only feasible solution to what he regarded as a political

problem. This part (which concludes with the chapter on Bodin's

Methodus) also deals with some of Hotman's early works, including his

Antitribonian and commentary on the Twelve Tables, and leads on to a

discussion of various other works on the early laws and institutions of

France, and the theories of limited monarchy and the hopes of consti-

tutional reform which were built on these somewhat imaginary historical

foundations.

When we come to part three, the uneasy settlement at Amboise was

threatening to break down. The Huguenots' fears of the queen-mother's

intentions and of Spanish designs, reinforced by the news of events in

Flanders, led to the conspiracy at Meaux and the second civil war, and

to a renewed output of propaganda to justify these proceedings. Ulti-

mately the peace of St. Germain, after the third war, saw the Huguenots'

position considerably strengthened, and there ensued the short period,

until the Massacre, of Coligny's ascendancy at court, and hopes of a re-

orientation of French foreign policy in the protestant interest. Corres-

ponding with this apparent improvement in their fortunes, Huguenot

political theory became less purely defensive and more radical and aggress-

ive, while on the catholic side the Politiques came into greater prominence.

In his last chapter, entitled ' LTllusione e la Strage ', Signor de Caprariis

does not reopen the already sufficiently discussed question whether St.

Bartholomew was ' premeditated ' ; he is concerned rather with a more
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general discussion of its underlying causes and its effects. Moral aspects

apart, its political consequences were undoubtedly disastrous, as it only

intensified suspicions and animosities, and helped to postpone for many
years the achievement of peace and unity.

This book is neither a narrative history of events nor a purely abstract

analysis of the contents of a series of pamphlets and manifestoes. One of

its chief merits comes from the author's perception of the close relation-

ship between political writings and the circumstances that evoked them,

and he not only thus brings out the significance of many comparatively

little known writers and their works, but also, particularly in his footnotes,

deals shrewdly and exhaustively with a number of critical and contro-

versial questions concerning their provenance and interpretation. Much
of the ground traversed is already well-trodden, but the author is familiar

with the extensive historical and critical literature on the period, he has

carried out his work with great thoroughness and detail, and the result

is a substantial contribution to historical learning, which students will

find especially valuable for its comments and summings-up. It is also,

on the whole, commendably free from misprints.

Oriel College, Oxford J. W. Gough

A History of Magic and Experimental Science. By Lynn Thorndike.

Vols, vii and viii. The Seventeenth Century. (New York: Columbia

University Press; London: O.U.P., 1958. £4 each.)

In volumes vii and viii Mr. Lynn Thorndike completes that History of

Magic and Experimental Science the first volume of which appeared in 1923.

He had taken Pliny as his virtual starting-point, and this final instalment

carries the story down to the end of the seventeenth century. A work

of this kind marks a new stage in the history of a branch of scholarship,

not summarizing previous developments, but beginning afresh, with a

new realization of what is required to secure authenticity. The author

has dug out a colossal number (but still not the whole number—rather

what he would regard as a representative selection) of the manuscripts and

books which had been forgotten or unread for centuries. He has given

some indication (though, necessarily, a very limited summary) of their

contents, so that now we can gain some idea of the range and character

of what, at a certain level, are the fundamental sources. The result is,

from one point of view, a vast compendium of the whole region where

magic and science may be said to over-lap—an initial survey of the entire

field, and a guide to the literature, which no succeeding research-student

can afford to neglect.

The labour behind Mr. Thorndike's History goes back to the academic

year 1902-3. It was a time when the unearthing of countless minor

authors had just begun to alter the general lines of the history of science

—

a history hitherto assembled too definitely around the achievements of a

few giants. For this entire branch of study it was like the coming of the

telescope—the revelation of a whole skyful of stars which had been too

small or too distant to be visible to the naked eye. At precisely the same

VOL. LXXV NO. CCXCVII XX
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period, students were coming to realize that it was important not merely

to extract famous ideas from famous works— ' modern ' ideas from

Galileo, for example—but to recover, particularly from more ordinary

writers, the prejudices, preoccupations and moods of whole societies and

periods. The analytical historian certainly fulfils an important task when

he abstracts from the seventeenth century, and examines with a micro-

scope, just those things which provide us with lines of development leading

to Newton and the ' Scientific Revolution '. But when all this is combined

with volumes vii and viii of Thorndike its significance is doubled, and

the significance of Thorndike is doubled, too. Great discoveries must be

regarded as battles taking place only at certain points on the frontier of

the intellectual world at a given period. We must recapture this whole

intellectual world if we are to understand why, at the period in question,

these particular points on the frontier became areas of such great com-

motion.

At the beginning of the present century, Professor John Harvey

Robinson turned the attention of the young Thorndike to the history of

magic; and the latter set out ' to treat of the history of magic and experi-

mental science and their relations to Christian thought during the first

thirteen centuries of our era '.

My idea is that magic and experimental science have been connected in their

development; that magicians were perhaps the first to experiment; and that the

history of both magic and experimental science can be better understood by studying

them together.

Mr. Thorndike is not concerned with sorcery, or the warfare against

sorcery, but with all kinds of superstition and prejudice, and even with the

influence of religious preoccupations. Some of the things which he is

interested to report in his latest volumes are really examples of a readiness

to accept data now known to be inaccurate, or a readiness to be satisfied

with reports of experiments that had in fact been bungled. The things

he reproduces are often mistaken correlations between data; or they

are attempts at hypothesis made at a time when men for the most part

did not realize that anything more than plausible hypothesis was attainable

in the explanation of nature—did not realize the type of certainty which

it was possible to achieve. If he is interested in the giants—the men like

Galileo and Newton—it is not for the purpose of expounding their

achievements, but in order to reveal that mental background which, even

in their case, still held so much that now seems superstition and prejudice.

He gives us in these volumes, therefore, neither a history of magic nor a

history of science, but rather a panoramic survey of what an enemy would

call ' bad science ' in the seventeenth century.

The faults of the work are the almost inevitable concomitant of its

virtues. The chapters are merely cumulative and encyclopaedic; and,

though we are provided with interesting (and sometimes most significant)

illustrative detail from recondite texts, the separate authors are not treated

to an over-all analysis, nor are they organically related to the time, and to

the problems of the time. The handling of great men, like Boyle and

Newton, is inadequate because the whole of their work is not put together

and expounded as an intellectual system. Mr. Thorndike concentrates
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on the authentic texts, but perhaps he sometimes deals rather perfunc-

torily with the scholarship previously devoted to the successive writers

whom he summarizes. He does not quite recover for us what might be

called the rationale of this ' bad science ' which a Kepler, a Harvey and a

Boyle might pursue, though occasionally he provides most illuminating

flashes on this subject. In the 1958 volume of his (p. 53), Robert Mul-
thauf tells us how in 1642 Joachim Jungius explained what had hitherto

seemed to be ' the manifest transmutation of iron into copper '. Jungius

had suggested that blue vitriol was a combination of copper with ' spirit

of sulphur ', but this latter, when in contact with iron, preferred to join

with the iron, thereby releasing copper, where to all appearances no
copper had existed before. Christopher Glaser pursued a line of argu-

ment very similar to this in his Traite de la Chymie (1686). These are the

significant beginnings of mineralogical chemistry, and Jungius represents
' a step in the development of chemical theory comparable to that of

Agricola with respect to physical theory '. Yet I can find no mention of

Jungius in Thorndike, and the remarks on Glaser in volume viii do not

tell us of his place in this story. We need Multhauf to complement
Thorndike, therefore, though in this case we particularly need Thorndike

to complement Multhauf who tells us that the path opened by Jungius

and Glaser was not ' systematically pursued ' until the nineteenth century.

Thorndike is important because he carries us back to the stage where

nobody—not even Kepler himself—knew which of Kepler's many
hypotheses would ultimately stand out as important achievements in the

history of science. He is invaluable because he depicts so much of that

whole world of thought in which the seventeenth-century ' scientist

'

had to conduct his work. But his book does not describe or explain the

dynamic aspect of history. It does not quite enable us to see how good
science actually emerges out of bad science, or how such a thing as a
' Scientific Revolution ' occurred. Moreover, the work was planned

before the world had come to realize the contribution which technology

had to make to the history of science. More of the history of the

experimental method was taking place outside the range of these

volumes than the author could have envisaged when he planned his

book.

At one level Mr. Thorndike discloses a superstitious world where
ants are supposed to know the future and the swallows are said to spend

the winter under the ice along the shores of the Baltic. Men hunt for

correlations and find them in the form of sympathies : the herb lunaria,

which extracts nails from the hooves of horses, apparently has the form of

a magnet. That monstrous foetuses are created by the influence of the

mother's imagination seems to be ' an ideefixe in the seventeenth century '.

But Bacon is following Pliny when he says that those who want rich soils

will find them at the end of the rainbow. Even Boyle held that stains

made by grape-juice on cloth can easily be removed at the season when the

grapes mature, but not so easily at other times. There was no lack ofdesire

for knowledge of the facts. The Royal Society asked a correspondent

in the East Indies to tell them whether diamonds grew again after they

had been dug, and whether there was a tree whose falling leaves turned

into butterflies.
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Men who knew at least that there weie correlations to be discovered,

and who rightly sensed mysterious powers in the universe, were under

severe limitations when they sought to criticize either evidence or hypo-

theses. Bodin declared with justice in 1596 that if Copernicus was right

' all the foundations of physics must crumble ', and Tycho Brahe, earlier

still, had made the same point; but in the seventeenth century even this

was to prove an insufficient reason for rejecting a theory. Some branches

of what we today would call ' science ' still depended on mere reporting,

and the world was imperfectly equipped for the checking of the accuracy

of the reports. Even the people who tried to be discriminating often

appear to us to have been capricious in the points at which they chose to

apply a critical test. Simon Pauli condemned as superstitious the policy

of planting sprouting herbs on St. John's Eve; but to turn a dapple-grey

horse black he would feed it in spring ' a handful or two of oak galls

mixed with its oats '. Christopher Merret wrote a long tirade against

medical quacks and pseudo-alchemists, but thought that the Royal

Medical College of London possessed ' a most elegant unicorn '. A
number of scholars—including Kepler and Bacon—while holding that

astrology needed to be expurgated, thought that the total abandonment

of it would amount to flying in the face of the evidence. Kepler in 1619

declared that for twenty years he had been observing the relationship

between the weather and the planetary aspects. Wilhelm Lauremberg

thought that to deny the virtues of the eagle-stone was to go contrary to

' experience '. Boyle said that reckless fables about gems were under-

mining people's belief in the effectuality of precious stones. Werner
Roliinck in 1670 provided a curious example of the critical endeavour.

He urged the importance of knowing the virtues of herbs; for without

this knowledge one could not tell whether to believe the witches who
claimed to have worked their marvels naturally, that is to say, without

making a compact with demons.

Mr. Thorndike makes it clear that the present-day historian must be

critical even when he is confronted with experimentation in the seventeenth

century. Mersenne claimed to have disproved the acceleration of falling

bodies experimentally; and, concerning his controversy over this and

other matters with Jean Rey, we are reminded that ' persons with the best

of intentions might arrive at diametrically opposite conclusions as a

consequence of performing identical experiments '. And it is not easy

for the outsider to judge between them since ' either or both ofthem might

be right in one of his conclusions but wrong in another '.

We must not therefore be too critical of their contemporaries who were slow

to accept experimentation which seemed to them contrary both to authorities and

to reason (vii. 430-1).

Mr. Thorndike notes elsewhere:

As we look back upon the views of [William] Harvey and [Gui] Patin, the one an

experimenter and a discoverer, the other a dogmatic conservative, we find that the

conservative is the less animistic, astrological and magical of the two (vii. 543).

Trust in experience and in the experimental method worked both ways

with Boyle, we are told, leading him to correct conclusions in certain

cases but carrying him away from the truth in other cases. Galileo may
have been successful with ' thought-experiments ' (which Mr. Thorndike
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does not mention but which have received new and interesting illustration

in Isis, xlix. 162); but chemical authors in the seventeenth century pro-

mulgated errors through the publication of experiments they had never

performed for themselves. Experimentation in this period was still

often a ' fad ' and an ' entertainment ', and the experimenters were not

always enquiring after ' the immutable laws of nature '; they had a mania
for monstrosities and abnormalities. In 1674 we find (viii. 221)

Malebranche enumerating his criticisms of current practice, and com-
plaining ' that the opinions of those who spent their time in experi-

mentation were accepted too readily '.

In this curious twilight world, even the disciples of the more ' modern'
thought could show a tendency to what we today would call superstition.

Those who followed the new corpuscular theory would ' divine ' the

connection between cause and effect—they had ' their own way of pulling

rabbits out of hats '. It was easy to say that ' the corpuscles of acids

must be shaped like needles pointed at both ends, while alkalis consisted

of hollow cylinders in which the needles may lodge'. In 1677 John
Ludwig Hannemann produced a Curious Scrutiny of the black colour of

the descendants of Ham, according to the principles of the corpuscular

philosophy. If shellfish fatten at the full moon, if the sheep shuns the

wolf that it has never seen before, if the seven planets are connected with

the seven metals, and even if the eye ' shuns an ugly thing ', this is be-

cause of corpuscles so configured that they enter only certain types of

pore. If Boyle feels a ' notable commotion in [his] blood ' when he

sees a spider (though no spider ever injured him and he does not mind the

sight of venomous animals) this, too, is due to the fact that the pores of

his body exactly fit the effluvia of the spider. Harvey could not discover

the circulation of the blood without having superstitions about the

supremacy of circular motion in the cosmos, as well as about the blood

as the seat of the soul. He exaggerated the importance of the blood in his

later work on the generation of animals. And the contemporaries of

Grew and Malpighi in the sixteen-seventies were only too obsessed with

the idea of discovering ' a circulation of sap in plants and trees analogous

to that of the blood in the bodies of animals '. Mr. Thorndike (following

Lord Keynes perhaps too closely or too exclusively on this point) depicts

a Newton who is ' the last of the magicians '.

In this world, historians can disengage the processes of a ' Scientific

Revolution ' which it is not Mr. Thorndike's purpose to depict. But his

delineation of such a world throws significant new light on the transition

that was taking place.

Peterhouse, Cambridge Herbert Butterfield

The Eighteenth-Century Commonn'ealthman. Studies in the Transmission, Develop-

ment and Circumstances oj English Tiberal Thought from the Restoration

of Charles II until the War with the Thirteen Colonies. By Caroline

Robbins. (Harvard University Press. London: O.U.P., 1959.

80s.)

There has been a tendency in recent years to dismiss the whigs of the

eighteenth century as ' oligarchs ' with no distinguishable political
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principles, arid to reduce its party politics to nothing but the competition

of rival groups for place and power. Up to a point, of course, there is

some truth in this. Whigs were not democrats or egalitarians, and never

had been such. As Professor Robbins points out, ' by " people " most

seventeenth-century Republicans had meant people of some state and

consequence in the community. Cobblers, tinkers, or fishermen were

not people but scum to whigs like James Tyrrell—who used the term—to

Locke, Withers, and Trenchard '
(p. 16). Moreover, although Moles-

worth declared that ' a True Whig is not afraid of the name of a Common-
wealthsman, because so many foolish People, who know not what it

means, run it down ', most eighteenth-century whigs emphatically dis-

claimed any connection with the Levellers of the Puritan Revolution.

It would be a mistake, however, to suppose that the political ideas in

which the seventeenth century had been so fertile were entirely dormant

or repudiated during the greater part of the following century, until in

George Ill's reign the Wilkes case and the American question once more

provided live issues on which people took sides. The theme of this

book is that there was a body of political ideas, including a mixed or

balanced government, separation of powers and rotation of office, reform

of the franchise, a claim for certain political and economic rights for the

individual, freedom and equality for dissenters, opposition to a clerical

monopoly of education, and so on, which were continually cherished and

propagated by those who called themselves ' real ' whigs. The source

of these ideas was a ' canon ' of the works of seventeenth-century writers

such as Milton, Harrington, Neville, Marvell, Sidney, Locke, and others,

many of which were often reprinted. In Hanoverian parliaments, it is

true, they made little stir, but Miss Robbins has compiled a mass of

evidence to demonstrate the perpetuation in various other spheres of

these ' real Whig ' ideas. One of the most notable of these spheres was

in Ireland, to which Miss Robbins devotes a chapter, and she discusses,

besides the well-known Molyneux, Swift, and Berkeley, a number of less

celebrated writers, who kept Irish aspirations alive during the years

before Grattan and Flood. In Scotland also not everybody, apart from

the Jacobites, was contented with the consequences of the Union, and a

writer like Francis Hutcheson, teacher of Adam Smith and ' amongst

those men whose influence in eighteenth-century Scotland was greatest

'

(p. 185), is an interesting example of the links between that country and

Ireland. In England itself, the survival of ' real Whig ' ideas owed much
to the academies as well as to the pulpits and writings of the noncon-

formists; and even in the established church there were enough inno-

vators and reformers—more noticeable at Cambridge than at Oxford

—

to lead Miss Robbins to declare that ' there can be no question that the

clergy of the eighteenth century contributed more to the development

of the radical tradition than the lawyers and constitutional writers
'

(p. 295).

A few minor errors may be noticed. Coldstream is a town, not a

river; the river is the Tweed (p. 24). An ambitious cleric would no

doubt have preferred Gloucester to ' exile ' in an Irish bishopric, but

as a stepping-stone, for it was by no means a ' rich English see '
(p. 297).

In one or two places a negative seems to have slipped in or been omitted
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by accident, and ' Catholics who would adjure any acknowledgment of

papal claims to interfere in domestic politics '
(p. 151) may be a misprint;

but the same can hardly be said of ' satisfaction with the best of all con-

stitutions mitigated against any vigorous propagation of reforms '
(p. 277).

Relying on Fox Bourne's Life of Locke, Miss Robbins remarks (p. 62)

that ' very little remains to trace his day to day reaction and activities

in politics ' after the Revolution, but Mr. Maurice Cranston's more
recent biography has done something to fill this gap. I wish too that in

her title she had spelt Commonwealthsman as it was spelt at the time of

which she is writing; she has an s to spare in what she refers to as the

Public Records Office. But I certainly do not wish to end on this

carping note. Miss Robbins is impressively learned in the literature of

her subject, and it is impossible in a review to indicate more than a minute

fraction of the great mass of books that she has digested, summarized and

commented on in the development of her theme. She sets before us an

extremely interesting and instructive array of men (and a few women
too, e.g. Mrs. Barbauld and Mrs. Catharine Macaulay) who used their

brains and advocated a variety of progressive ideas in an age much of

which is popularly supposed to have been static and lethargic. Moles-

worth, Toland, Moyle, Trenchard, Isaac Watts, and Philip Doddridge

—

these are only a random selection from the host of writers whose work
she discusses, many of them relatively minor figures no doubt, but the

essential background against which the major figures must be seen for

their position and influence to be fully and properly understood. Miss

Robbins, rightly I think, sees the ultimate fulfilment of their ideas in the

American revolution rather than in the rise of the nineteenth-century

English radicals, whose utilitarianism and belief in parliamentary sover-

eignty owed its inspiration to different sources.

Oriel College, Oxford J. W. Gough

From Sheldon to Seeker: Aspects of "English Church History, 1660-1768.

By Norman Sykes. (London: C.U.P. 1959. 35s.)

The history of the English Church in the later seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries has attracted a number of writers during the last thirty years

and a considerable change has come about both in the method of approach

and in the conclusions reached. Historians of the last century were too

much inclined to judge eighteenth-century churchmen by nineteenth-

century standards, to condemn them as worldly, lazy and corrupt, and to

contrast them unfavourably with their Caroline predecessors. Modern

historians, while not seeking to deny or gloss over their shortcomings,

have shown a sharper awareness of the difficulties which faced the eight-

eenth-century clergy and a greater appreciation of their good qualities.

No one has done more to bring about this change of attitude than the

Dean of Winchester, and his biographies of Edmund Gibson and William

Wake, and his Church and State in England in the Eighteenth Century are

likely to remain the standard authorities on the eighteenth-century church.
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His 1958 Ford Lectures—which he describes as his 'swan-song as an

academic teacher ', though it is to be hoped they will not be his swan-song

as an ecclesiastical historian—span the whole field of his work to date.

To some extent they draw together his conclusions and present in a form

more readily digested by students matter dealt with at greater length

elsewhere; but they do much more than this. The outstanding events

of an important period of English ecclesiastical history are examined

afresh: the church settlements of the Restoration and Revolution,

Comprehension and Toleration, and the acceptance by the Church in the

Hanoverian period of its position of subordination to the State. It

might be thought that nothing new could be said about these subjects,

even by a scholar deeply learned in the period, but Dr. Sykes has abund-

antly demonstrated that this is not so.

The main theme of the lectures is the close connection between the

defects of the Hanoverian church and two events closely related to each

other: the failure in 1660 and again in 1689 to bring about essential

reforms in the ecclesiastical constitution; and the eclipse of Convocation.

Both these disasters for the Church were due as much to political cir-

cumstances as to a lack of awareness among leading churchmen of the

need of reform and cf the value of a sitting Convocation. The Convoca-

tion of 1 66 1 discussed a number of proposals for reform of the ecclesiasti-

cal courts, and there was widespread agreement on the necessity for these

reforms. No concrete results had, however, emerged by 1664, when the

agreement between Archbishop Sheldon and Clarendon that the clergy

should give up their right to tax themselves in Convocation had the

unintended result of ending sitting Convocations for the next twenty-five

years. The Revolution presented an opportunity to remedy the extreme

conservatism of the church settlement of 1 660, but this was not taken, with

consequences disastrous for the Church. A comprehensive plan of

reform drawn up by Archbishop Sancroft in 1688 was brought to nought

by the political events of 1689 and the secession of the Non-jurors,

headed by Sancroft himself. The failure of the Convocation of 1690

to revise the Canons meant that the Church faced a new situation

under the Toleration Act which the Canons of 1603 had not been designed

to meet; while a further unfortunate result was the disappointment of

the king and a return to the policy of no sitting Convocations till 1697.

The controversies in Convocation during the years 1697-1714 were as

much political as theological and had the effect of dividing the two houses

and bringing Convocation into disrepute. Lack of continuous support

from the Crown (for political reasons) made it impossible for Archbishop

Tenison to adopt a firm line against the pretensions of Atterbury and the

lower house and he was therefore driven to adopt the delaying tactics of

prorogation. This had disastrous results in that when peace between the

two houses was restored in the last years of Anne's reign, Convocation

had insufficient time allowed it before the queen's death to set about the

task of reform. Proposals for reform by Archbishop Wake were frus-

trated partly by his loss of influence with the government as a result of his

attitude over the repeal of the Occasional Conformity and Schism Acts,

and partly by the decision of the government, against his advice, once

more to end sitting Convocations, after the attack by the lower house upon
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Hoadly in 171 7. The gap left by Convocation was filled by parliament

and the Church became a department of the State, and therefore inevitably

part of the patronage system which was the basis of eighteenth-century

politics.

In his final lecture Dr. Sykes, making use for the first time of copies in

Archbishop Seeker's hand from Gibson's papers, among the Seeker

manuscripts at Lambeth Palace, deals at some length with Gibson's

proposed reforms. These were of a far-reaching kind, anticipating in

some respects those effected in the early nineteenth century. He pro-

posed a reorganization of the boundaries of certain dioceses, in order to

increase the efficiency of supervision by the bishop. The scheme would
have resulted in the creation of new bishoprics at Southwell, Brecknock
and Eton, and the extinction of those of Rochester, Bristol and Gloucester,

whose cathedrals were to be converted into collegiate churches and the
' incomes of those bishoprics applied to the new ones '. To end the

scandal of frequent translations from one diocese to another, due to the

great inequality in their value, Gibson proposed the ' paying £1,500 a year

from Durham and as much from Winchester to smaller bishoprics and
annexing four prebends of Westminster to four middling ones '. No
bishop was ' to be translated in less than seven years and then but once '.

Regulations were also proposed that would have required archdeacons to

reside in their archdeaconries for the greater part of the year and to visit

parochially at regular intervals. Others sought to limit pluralism and to

institute reform of the ecclesiastical courts. These proposals failed to

materialize because of the strong anti-clericalism of the house of commons,
which made it, in Gibson's view, unwise to allow anything concerning the

Church or clergy to come into parliament, ' lest some peevish or spiteful

motion of one kind or another should be grafted on to it '
; and this

policy otQuieta non movenda, unwillingly adopted by Gibson, was followed

by his successors.

Thus the Church of England in the years covered by these lectures

' witnessed a century of kaleidoscopic changes in the constitutional,

political and religious condition of the nation, whilst remaining itself

unchanged in respect of its Canons, Liturgy and judicial administration

and yet forfeiting the services of Convocation '. It is interesting to

speculate whether the Church's response to the challenges of Methodism
and of the industrial revolution would have been more effective had this

not been so. Dr. Sykes stresses the absence of any ' corporate or

articulate policy' towards the Methodists; and, while he suspends

judgment on the question whether some such corporate policy might
have been formulated if Convocation had not been suspended, he em-
phasizes that the suspension of Convocation opened the way to increasing

domination of the Church by parliament, and that it was the Methodists'

freedom from parliamentary control which enabled them to meet the

needs of a shifting population by building meeting-houses in the new
industrial towns. He has placed all students of ecclesiastical history

still further in his debt by this stimulating and thought-provoking

book.

University of Birmingham Mary Ransome
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Het Grote Werk. By J. G. Stork-Penning. (Historische studies

uitgegeven vanwege het Instituut voor Geschiedenis der Rijksuni-

versiteit te Utrecht, xii. Groningen: J. B. Wolters, 1958.)

Much has been written about the diplomatic history of the war of the

Spanish succession. Even though many of the works concerning that

theme are not wholly free from traces of bias, either in favour of a nation,

a dynasty, or an individual, it might be thought that nearly everything

worth saying had been said and that an intelligent reader who compared
the various relevant books and articles would have little difficulty in

satisfying such curiosity as he was likely to have. To think that, however,

would be to indulge in wishful thinking. Though to speak of a definitive

history as a possibility is to profess a faith too simple for most of us,

it is not too much to express a desire for one that considers together

certain questions that cry aloud for an answer. It is by so doing that our

understanding of the tangled diplomacy of the period is likely to be

advanced rather than by a search for new material merely because it is new.

But it should be added that to have said this before the appearance of

Mrs. Stork-Penning's book would have been unfair. The Dutch, for

whatever reason, have until recent years tended to neglect the history of

their own country in the early eighteenth century. What they did not

do was done only to a very limited extent by others. It was high time

that the Dutch should explore their own archives and make public their

interpretation of events. That they are now doing so is due in no small

degree to the stimulus of Professor Geyl. Both Dr. Veenendaal, to whom
we owe a study of the condominium in the Netherlands,1 and Mrs.

Stork-Penning are his disciples.

What Mrs. Stork-Penning offers is a detailed survey of the many peace

negotiations in the period 1705-10. All were abortive and the story of

their course can be reconstructed with tolerable accuracy from what was

in print before she wrote. What she has found in the various Dutch

archives in which she has worked does not reveal any startling new facts

about the actual negotiations. It is, moreover, doubtful whether her

work would have gained much had she extended her investigations to

British and French archives. Her concern, however, was not so much
to discover new facts as to explain the policy of the Dutch Republic.

Her desire to do so leads her to tell at length much that could have been

told more briefly and in the process to multiply quotations in order to

buttress her opinions. But, if her book is scarcely lively reading, it

remains important, though perhaps not altogether for what she would

consider its primary conclusion. In the first place, she does help her

readers to understand something that has hitherto been fairly obscure

—

the way in which Dutch foreign policy was actually conducted during the

period. In spite of the appallingly cumbersome nature of the Dutch

constitution, which seemed to make any real foreign policy impossible

to carry out, conventions were developed that enabled the apparently

impossible to happen. The relations of Holland with the other provinces

and of Heinsius with the notables in the various provinces, and particu-

larly with those of Amsterdam, are fascinating to observe. All this is

1 Noticed ante, lxiii, 408-9.
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most welcome; so, too, is Mrs. Stork-Penning's appreciation of the

character of Heinsius. On the other hand, her detailed apology for

Dutch policy will not convince all her readers. It is very true that the

Dutch wanted a durable alliance with Britain, whatever else they wanted

as well; they wanted it because they thought it was a guarantee of their

security ; it might, indeed, be said that they were as loth to risk a breach

with Britain as any British government would now be loth to risk a breach

with the U.S.A. All the same, though speculation about what might

have happened but did not is futile, it is hard to resist the impression that

the Dutch leaders showed a lack of drive in 1709-10. Perhaps they also

showed a lack of perspicacity, though their allies were then no more
far-seeing. Mrs. Stork-Penning doubts Louis's sincerity during the

negotiations, just as did his enemies at the time. Here is a problem that

needs reconsideration within a wider context than that within which she

has set it. Firstly, it is fair to enquire not merely what were Louis's

intentions, but also what in the then state of their knowledge it was

reasonable for his enemies to believe. Curiously enough, though Mrs.

Stork-Penning makes out a case for her view, she ignores some interesting

evidence that appears to support it. Secondly, some general enquiry into

the nature of Louis's principles should assist the solution of the particular

problem she discusses. For instance, a little more attention to Louis's

attitude towards the Pretender might have convinced her that Louis

genuinely believed in the divine right of kings. The existence of such a

belief would explain much that he did and did not do. But about this

point no more can be said here.

What can, and should, be said is that certain other matters seem to

merit a fuller treatment than they get. More could have been said to

advantage about the Dutch views on Ostend and Dunkirk and about the

Dutch attitude to a guarantee of the Protestant Succession. Moreover,

Mrs. Stork-Penning does not try as hard as she should to understand the

British point of view, while she almost ignores that of the Habsburgs.

However, these criticisms, to which the reviewer must add his regret

at the inadequacies of the bibliography and at the deplorable absence of

an index, do not make him any less ready to say that Mrs. Stork-Penning

has written a book from which much can be learnt.

University College, London Mark A. Thomson

Ueconomie britannique et le blocus continental, z vols., by Francois Crouzet.

(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1958. 1700, 1800 frs.)

The period of the Continental System was one of the most critical in the

early history of Britain as a great manufacturing country. Just when the

industrial revolution was getting under weigh the economy was subject

to the strain of over twenty years of war. It is surprising that English

historians have made relatively few contributions to the study of the

effects upon this country of economic warfare as practised by the French

during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. Certain aspects of the

problem have been investigated—by Holland Rose, W. P. Galpin,

G. W. Daniels and R. G. Hawtry for example—but no English scholar
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has made a comprehensive survey of the way in which the Continental

System affected Britain's industry, commerce and agriculture. It has

been left to foreign historians to fill the gap. For many years Heckscher's

well known survey has held the field as the best account of the effects of
the Continental System upon the countries of Europe. Now M.
Crouzet has written what will doubtless be accepted as the standard work
on the fortunes of our economy in the days when Napoleon tried to cut

Britain off from all commercial contacts with the European mainland.

M. Crouzet has made a meticulously thorough examination of the

relevant manuscript and printed materials. The qualities which charac-

terise French historical scholarship—minute research, clear exposition,

strict impartiality and penetrating judgment—are all to be found in

M. Crouzet's study.

M. Crouzet begins by describing the British economy on the eve of

the Continental System. He shows that modern industries were confined

to a few regions such as Lancashire, the West Riding and the Black

Country and that numerous branches of manufacture had as yet hardly

been affected by the industrial revolution. He examines the strength

and the weakness of the economy in the light of the threat from France.

He shows that there were some ' protected ' sectors of the economy
which were not likely to be harmed by the Continental System but that

there were also ' vulnerable ' sectors of the economy which were liable to

suffer because either their raw materials or their markets were under

French control. M. Crouzet shows that even before 1806 British

traders had gained experience in circumventing Napoleon's plans to

bring British overseas trade to a standstill. Thus when the French

blockaded the mouths of the Elbe and the Weser from the middle of 1803

until October 1805 British exports to Germany were diverted to Emden
and Tonningen.

Space does not permit of an analysis of M. Crouzet's very detailed

account of the British economy during the seven years that the Con-

tinental System was in force. His final comments are of the greatest

interest. M. Crouzet warns his readers against accepting certain facile

generalizations. He points out for example that historians who have

argued that Napoleon's policy failed because English goods were

smuggled into the mainland of Europe on a large scale have failed to

realize that between July 1807 and July 1808 and again from the spring of

1 8 10 to the failure of the Moscow campaign the Continental System was

rigorously enforced, smuggling was reduced to an absolute minimum and

British industry and trade suffered severely. M. Crouzet argues that

Napoleon's mistake lay in failing to maintain the Continental System

rigorously for a sufficient length of time to ensure success. Above all

Napoleon's blunders in Spain and Russia made it impossible for him to

maintain economic pressure upon Great Britain. Moreover so many of

those responsible for the day to day enforcement of the blockade

—

customs officials, consuls and army officers—were slack and corrupt

while most of the satellite states failed to give Napoleon's economic

policy their wholehearted support. M. Crouzet also pays tribute to the

adaptability and the enterprise shown by British business men in

meeting and overcoming the threat of the Continental System. English
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exporters seized promptly upon every possible opportunity—in Buenos
Ayres in 1806, in Brazil in 1808 and in the Baltic in 18 10—to open up
new markets which would replace those closed to English goods as a

result of the Continental System. M. Crouzet also draws attention to the

fact that during the period of the Continental System investment in

Britain was to some extent diverted from manufacturing industry to

agriculture, transport, building and commerce. He concludes that the

blockade temporarily slowed down the rate of industrial expansion in

Britain and also seriously aggravated the social problems raised as a

result of industrialization. M. Crouzet's work will be indispensable

to all students of the economic history of the nineteenth century.

University of Manchester W. O. Henderson

Economic Elements in the Pax Britannica. By Albert H. Imlah. (Harvard

University Press. (London: O.U.P., 1959. 48s.)

This volume is a collection of previously published articles which brings

to a wider public in convenient form the fruits of many laborious years.

Naturally it bears the defects of its species: there are tedious repetitions

(e.g. pp. 73, 114, 132, 169) and the material in some chapters does not sit

happily adjacent to that in others. The title itself invites misapprehension,

for the essence of the book is confined to a detailed statistical investigation

into the ' external accounts ' of the United Kingdom during the nineteenth

century (annual values current in foreign trade, earnings from financial

and business services, shipping, capital movements and other items.

The construction of these annual series for Britain's balance of payments

position and her terms of trade during the period of the transition to free

trade—the most comprehensive and thoroughgoing of the several attempts

extant—is Professor Imlah's major service to British economic history.

The conclusions to be drawn from the figures are of marked significance

for the general history of the century, although to reach them the reader

has to battle his way through formidable thickets of statistical analysis

which lie behind the construction of every table and chart in the book.

All these methodological difficulties are discussed at length, as they have

to be. However, had the sections on political and economic narrative

(chaps, i, v, vi) been brought together with a summary of the conclusions

of the other, the problems of the construction of the tables (chaps, ii-iv

and the Appendix) might have been made into a separate technical half

of the book. Had this been done the shock to the non-specialist reader

would have been lessened.

Many persons (including Bismark and Halevy) drew their conclusions

about the developing pattern of British foreign trade in the first half of

the nineteenth century from the ' official values ' (the only contemporary

record of imports)—despite warnings from such famous commentators

as G. R. Porter in The Progress of the Nation. These show a mounting

export suiplus as the new machines and factories poured forth the pro-

duce of the industrial revolution. From this cumulative balance ac-

cruing from our commodity trade, the legend continues, came the vast
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capital invested abroad during the century. Free trade policies were thus

launched in the eighteen-forties upon a favourable foundation built up

under the old protectionist system newly charged with the momentum of

industrialization. Such comfortable conclusions do not survive Mr.

Imlah's statistics. The official values, being based upon the unchanging

valuation of goods at antiquated prices, bore no relation to the structure

of values current in the nineteenth century. The terms of trade series

show how much export prices had been driven down in relation to im-

port prices, the fruits of industrial productivity being lower prices as well

as a massive increase in quantities. Hence, in reality, free trade legislation

occurred after a generation of stagnation in export values and our business

accounts were balanced and a surplus created for investment abroad not

from commodity trade, in which deficits grew larger, but from the mount-

ing gain in 'invisible ' items. One qualification should be made to this pic-

ture. Exports are valued at the point ofdespatch in the figures (according to

convention) and imports at the point of arrival; that is to say that exports

are valued without the costs of commercial handling and transportation

associated with getting them to market, but imports are valued with these

costs. There is thus a heavy bias in the formation of the series against a

favourable balance on visible trade. The gains to this country from

shipping costs and commerical servicing of trade, although in a sense

part and parcel of the commodity trade, appear as invisible items. This is,

of course, of such significance because a very high proportion of both our

exports and our imports were carried in British ships and were traded,

financed, and insured from this country rather than by the other partner

of the transaction. Given these figures, the fact that British shipping

derived so much benefit from the Navigation Code is given heightened

significance. Some of the items in the accounts may need to be re-cast

as research goes on (receipts from shipping and insurance are examples)

and others will always have to be crude estimates (for example, totals

listed for smuggling, tourists, funds taken by emigrants).

There is no need to question the author's main thesis that the pro-

tectionist system aggravated problems of employment and food sup-

ply, intensifying domestic distress and social unrest in each successive

business depression. And, clearly, free trade legislation gave immense

impetus to international trade. World trade grew to four times what it

was in the thirty years after 1 840, whereas it had not doubled between 1 800

and 1840. British exports almost tripled in the same period, whereas

they were only 1 5
per cent, higher by value in 1 840 than in 1 8 1 5 . The

period after 1875 saw even greater strides. Another thesis is that the

level of exports was dependent upon imports to a great degree. As the

major trading nation in the mid-century, British exports, our imports and

our willingness to lend abroad were closely linked. Open access to

Britain for the foodstuffs and raw materials of primary producing econ-

omies, plus the export of capital, created the sterling credits available for

buying British exports. Lower food prices gave immense resilience to

home demand by releasing purchasing power for other things. But

when it comes to the point it is very difficult to disentangle the effects of

free-trade legislation from the complex of non-fiscal developments

which were changing the trading relations of the nations so profoundly
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in the same period. A book which ostensibly singles out the fiscal

initiative which affected the total position, of necessity does not give much
attention to the other factors. Yet Mr. Imlah becomes a little anxious

himself on occasion for his argument that free trade legislation was the

key that undid the lock. He reminds readers that import values dominated

exports before the move to free trade, that free trade legislation did not

reverse the cumulative deficit in commodity trade, that we assumed the

position of a permanent ' rentier ' in the world after 1875 (save from 1906-

13) when our accounts were only balanced by income from foreign

investment, and that food prices did not fall much for a generation after

the eighteen-forties. At the onset of Mr. Imlah's period there was a

relatively small innate capacity for our trading partners to absorb the

flood of textiles or to develop their own economies. There was inade-

quate transport to bring the resultant flood of primary produce to this

country—whatever the fiscal system. It took time, capital, railway

building abroad, efficient steam-powered iron shipping, mechanized

grain-harvesting and a host of other innovations to alter the context upon

which free trade legislation had its influence. These are other economic

elements in the Pax Britannica which no-one is better qualified than Mr.

Imlah to explain. In this distinguished volume he has constructed the

statistical framework and analysed the fiscal changes which enhanced the

capacity of the world economy to respond to the opportunities opening to

it.

Queens' College, Cambridge Peter Mathias

The Economic Blockade. By W. N. Medlicott. 2 vols. (History of

the Second World War: Civil Series.) (London: H.M.S.O. and

Longmans, Green and Co., 1952, 1959. 35s., 50s.)

In the last pages of his The Real War (1930), Captain Liddell Hart sought

a date' decisive for the outcome '
(p. 502). He chose 2 August 191 4, when

the British fleet was mobilized. ' For the Navy was the instrument of

the blockade, and as the fog of war disperses in the clearer light of these

post-war years that blockade is seen ... to be more and more clearly

the decisive agency in the struggle '

(pp. 502-3). That verdict, not

untypical of informed thought at the time, was given at much the same

distance from the events as separates Professor W. N. Medlicott's summing
up of The Economic Blockade, in the second and final volume of his official

history, from those of the second World War. He has not been able to

return so confident an answer for the European part of the conflict. In

the first World War, Germany never disposed of the bulk of European

resources in the way that she did for much of the second ; and while her

war-making capacity was subject in the latter instance both to new and to

more highly-developed threats, their effects were mitigated (and might

have been more so, given better planning and management) by her more
direct control of the wider economy her arms had brought her, and by

technological improvements before and during those years. The
enfeeblement of the German capacity for war was thus at least as difficult
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between 1939 and 1944 as it had been from 19 14 to 191 8, and in many
ways more so. Japan, on the other hand, was wide open to such pressure.

Always dependent on oversea supplies, she had been rash enough to

challenge the one power which, by maritime tradition, strategic interest,

and industrial strength, was capable of strangling the islands' economic

life within a few years. Her vulnerability, indeed, was such that there is

little to be said about the means of blockade itself once war had begun.

The submarine and the aircraft then accounted for her economic decline

:

there was no need for the Allies to develop the less direct methods which

they had begun to apply in the last uneasy months of peace in the Far

East, and which Germany's position forced them to refine progressively

in the European war.

That position, and its consequences for his subject, are well summed
up by Dr. Medlicott at the end of his massive study.

The truth of the matter is that all these forms of international pressure depend for

their importance on the peculiar circumstances of the blockaded power. Many
may be so situated that the complicated machinery of the blockade need not be

applied at all: this was the case with Japan, an island power able to draw very little

help from adjacent neutrals. . . . On the other hand a strong and self-sufficient

land-power, such as the United States or Soviet Union, would be too little depend-

ent on overseas supplies to be vulnerable. The great interest in blockade during

the last forty or more years has been due to the peculiar circumstances of Germany
as an aggressor power, able to develop sufficient military might to call forth the

utmost exertions from her opponents, sufficiently powerful to maintain a strong

war economy for a prolonged period without substantial reinforcement from

overseas, but sufficiently dependent on foreign sources of supply to be vulnerable

in time to a slow process of economic strangulation by her enemies. Essential also

to this development of blockade is the character of the adjacent neutral screen:

it must be of a medium strength and of sufficient resolution and political objectivity

to hold a genuine balance between the two sides (ii. 661).

This passage show the limits which the author has set to his work. As
he is careful to stress, he is not writing a history of economic warfare,

but rather of one great aspect of it. We must take into account the

achievements of Allied production (' counter-production ', as Dr.

Medlicott calls it in this context), and await the official history of strategic

bombing, before making an appraisal of the larger theme. This pattern

is explained by that of the Civil Series of the United Kingdom Official

Histories and its relation to the Military Series, and by the fact that Dr.

Medlicott is writing the history of a department as well as of a subject. It

may be justified on the ground that so wide and variegated a sector of

economic warfare demands its own detailed treatment; and, possibly

fortuitously, by the fact that blockade and bombing were largely distin-

guishable in their operation. Thus Dr. Medlicott's two volumes are of

virtually equal length, although the first covers the period from September

1939 to June 1941 (and omits much of the story in the Far East after the

summer of 1940) and the second the much longer, and in most other

respects fuller, period from July 1941 (earlier for the Far East) to August

1945. The official history of the bombing campaigns will surely show
very different proportions.

The amount of space devoted to the earlier years arises from the fact

that the blockade, so far as the British were concerned, took shape then,

and attracted its greatest share of attention. It was then that much of the
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groundwork was laid—the system, inherited from the earlier war, of
control points for goods in transit, ' navicerts ' and similar measures,
agreements (however limited or partial) with neutrals, and interruption

of enemy exports, later supplemented by the developing system of con-

trol at source ; the whole handled by the Ministry of Economic Warfare,

in growing association with the United States government from the

summer of 194 1. It was then, too, that the results were accorded high
strategic priority—particularly when operations on the continent were
perforce replaced by the ' indirect strategy ' of 1940-2. The later years

saw much elaboration and refinement, as machinery improved and
conditions changed. They saw control in transit largely replaced by the

development of control at source, perhaps the Allies' most notable

achievement in the field of economic warfare. They also saw much
resistance and adjustment on the part of the British to American concep-

tions of blockade which in places cut across their own. But they did

not witness any obvious direct effects upon Germany, until such time as

those can be attributed equally plausibly to other causes ; and the shifting

strategic pattern relegated blockade to a lower priority (in Britain at least

—

the case seems to have been somewhat different in the United States)

in the very period when its efficiency increased. The history of the

weapon in the second World War was in fact governed by a paradox.

As Dr. Medlicott shows clearly, its success depended largely on other

weapons whose existence would have diminished the need for its own.
As it was, the prominence accorded it in the earlier years of the war arose

at least in part from their absence; and the exaggerated estimates of the

probable effects—fed by assessments of the results in the first World War,
and a somewhat misleading concentration in the middle thirties on
temporary features of the German economy—proved disappointing in

conditions in which, we can see in retrospect, they could scarcely hope to

be realized. 'When the system at last began to show recognizable results,

it was in the context of other operations whose priorities were by then

higher than its own.

This is not to say that there were not distinguishable effects. The
Ministry of Economic Warfare's defence of its activities in 1942 (ii. 632-3)
and the author's judgment (p. 659) are required reading for those who
hold that the complications and embarrassments of blockade were dis-

proportionate to the results. Nor, in making an assessment, can we
ignore the less direct, problematic influences on the enemy. It is not
difficult to show the relative failure of blockade in strangling the Germans'
economy before 1944: it is less easy to decide how far it contributed to

the shortcomings and distortions, strategic as well as economic, involved

in their relative success. Dr. Medlicott has some interesting things to

say on the peacetime connection between ' Lebensraum ' and the legacy

of 1914-18, and on the place of economic fears in the persistent plans for

a short war (still affecting the Germans' production programmes in 1942)
and the decision to attack Russia. Evaluation of such factors is far from
simple. The punitive effect of one economy upon another is notoriously

difficult to estimate—it has indeed seldom been attempted in detail for

earlier British wars—and the difficulties are not lessened when the treat-

ment concentrates on one group of measures. Dr. Medlicott's restrained
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and balanced summing up, within the limits of his brief, follows naturally

from his perspicacious account of an extensive and sometimes complex

theme. The whole is indispensable to all concerned in the study of

strategy and diplomacy no less than of economic techniques from 1939 to

1945.

London John Ehrman

The Dictionary of Welsh Biography down to 1940. (London: Distributed

by Blackwell for Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion, 1959.

6 guineas.)

The English edition of Y Bywgraffiadur Cymreig, which was first published

in Welsh in 1953, now provides a much wider circle of scholars with an

invaluable work of reference. Obviously it is one of the cultural des-

cendants of the Dictionary of National Biography; yet a comparison between

the two works reveals important differences springing from the con-

trasting aims of their promoters. Mr. George Smith wanted a Dictionary

which would provide for the general public readable biographies of a

fairly extended length, averaging about 1,000 words. The Dictionary of

Welsh Biography is intended as ' a biographical reference-book for students

of the history of Wales' (p. xv) and its articles average only 330 words.

In length and in treatment most, though not all, of its articles fall some-

where between the compression of Who's Who and the expansiveness of

the Diet. Nat. Biog., with a distinct bias towards the latter. Their tone

can be fairly inferred from a remark in the biography of Iolo Morganwg

:

' the most strange thing about him was his complex mind—but it would

be out of place to discuss that subject here '
(p. 1034). Such austere

economy has enabled the editors to pack into a single volume a vast

number of articles (3,500) and persons (5,000). Consequently the scope

of The Dictionary of Welsh Biography extends much further down the scale

of eminence than does its forbear's, though the preference of the earlier

work for theological writers is paralleled by the Welsh volume's pre-

dilection for dissenting preachers. The Welsh Dictionary deals, obviously

enough, with persons of local or regional, rather than national, significance

;

and it thus contains, albeit in skeletal form, the cultural and social history

of a people.

This is its greatest strength. The Dictionary Committee of the

Society of Cymmrodorion rejected the suggestion that the articles be

confined to ' really eminent persons ', and insisted on ' a work illustrating

all aspects of the history ofWales '
(p. ix). For this decision they deserve

the praise and gratitude of historians; biographies of the great alone

could never have made up so important and indispensable a volume as

this. Furthermore, in following this policy, the editors decided against a

flat uniformity of treatment. Recognizing that recent research in Welsh

history has proceeded much further in some fields than in others, they

allowed some of their contributors the freedom to include unpublished

results at some length. Consequently the heroic figures of Welsh his-

tory—Llywelyn ap Gruffydd, iiywelyn ap Iorwerth, and Owain Glyn
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Dwr—get about 1,000 words each, while lesser men, like Sir John Owen,
the royalist general, John Jones, the regicide, and Lewis Morris, the poet

and scholar, get distinctly more. This policy has great advantages,

since it brings us, apart from those articles mentioned, an entertaining and
lucid account of Gildas, a valuable history of the Somerset family, and
the stories of Rowland Laugharne, Philip Jones, and many others. It is

possible that in years to come the Dictionary may, as a result, seem un-

balanced; but for the present the gain is clear. Among the most useful

features of the volume are its family histories. These provide a social

and political picture of the region which personal biographies alone

could not. Some of the family articles are extremely important, es-

pecially that on the Griffith family of Penrhyn (p. 1123), which shows
with great clarity how a modern landed estate was built up during the

later Middle Ages. Although some of these articles, such as that on the

Maurice family of Clenennau (p. 621), are too much like compressed

genealogies, they do, taken together, provide a striking commentary upon
Welsh history. With some exceptions, the families which became
prominent during the Middle Ages were mostly English or Norman

—

Braose, Clare, Turberville, and others; and the rising families of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were mostly English—Bacon,

Crawshay, Bailey, Guest. In between these foreign invasions there was
a Welsh resurgence, for most of the landed dynasties founded in the

Tudor and Stuart epochs could and did trace their ancestries back to the

ancient tribes of Wales. Yet these were the families which turned aside

from the Welsh tradition and robbed Welsh culture of its natural leader-

ship.

Any work of this kind can be easily criticized for its choice of subjects;

but there is much less to be complained of here than in most such volumes.

The editors decided to include not only Welshmen but also persons who
influenced Welsh history. This second category obviously gave them
the greatest difficulties. For instance, Prince Louis-Lucien Bonaparte

does not really seem an obvious candidate for inclusion. More important,

however, are the omissions; and since we are promised supplementary

volumes, it is worth indicating some of the gaps that might be filled.

There is no article on Edward I, who finally conquered Wales and would
therefore seem at least as important in its history as Telford. From none

of the articles, except possibly that on the Herberts of Montgomery

(p. 347), can one discern the moving spirits behind the Act of Union:

some analysis of Thomas Cromwell's Welsh policy might be provided.

Some important families are also missing: the Despensers, who held

large estates in South Wales; the Staffords, dukes of Buckingham and

lords of Brecknock; and at a lower social level, the Jeffreys of Brecon,

an important family of Welsh descent. A few minor slips have been

noticed. The fourth Sir Richard Bulkeley died well before 1645, for

his alleged murderers were on trial, after long delays, by 1634 (p. 57). I

do not know of any evidence that Walter Devereux, first earl of Essex,

was a member of the council in the marches (p. 168). Robert Dudley,

earl of Leicester, was uncle to the wife of the second, not the first, earl

of Pembroke (p. 348). It is impossible to be certain that Sir John Perrot

seduced the daughter of Sir Christopher Hatton, since there is no evidence,
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beyond the story of this seduction, that Hatton, a bachelor, ever had a

daughter (p. 748). Elis Prys died on 8 October 1594 (p. 806); this

is recorded in Robert Parry's diary, which, pace the statement on

page 739, has been published—in Archaologia Cambrensis for 191 5.

Richard Pryse of Gogerddan represented Cardiganshire in six, not three,

parliaments (p. 808). Sir Henry Sidney became president of Wales in

1560, not in 1559 (p. 911) Sir Richard Trevor was not dismissed from

his deputy-lieutenancy in 1601 (p. 981), for his commission automatically

lapsed on the death of the lord-lieutenant, the earl of Pembroke. As
students use the Dictionary and as research on Welsh history progresses,

there will inevitably be corrections and modifications It is no criticism

of the volume to say so. Therefore it is to be hoped that the Cymmrod-
orion Society will do what is already done for the Dictionary of National

Biography, by publishing such corrections, as they are made, in a learned

journal, so that card-indexes can be formed in the appropriate centres of

research. In this way the value of the work will be maintained at its

present very high level.

University of Manchester Penry Williams

The Annual Register of World Events. A Review of the Year 19;8. Edited

by Ivison Macadam. (London : Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd.,

1959. £6 6s.)

The appearance of the 200th volume of the Annual Register (for the year

1958) gives historians a welcome opportunity to pay tribute to a most

useful guide which, like other reference works, is too often taken for

granted. For the student of recent history it is an indispensable com-

panion—indeed often the only chart he has to give him his bearings.

For the historian of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it is a

contemporary witness, whose value is emphasized in Professor Asa

Briggs's admirable twelve-page survey of the two centuries of the

Register's existence which introduces this volume.

How little it has changed in this time ! Not from a dull conservatism,

but because it was so well fashioned at the start. The first issue contained

a comprehensive history of the war ' united in one connected narrative
'

and not confined to the year 1758 which was under review. For many

years, in fact till 1863, the body of the Register was the 'History of

Europe ', though latterly this was divided into chapters on England and

others on the various countries of Europe, the United States, and else-

where. ' We have made an article of State Papers ', declares the first

preface ; and the publication of official documents has continued in the

Register down to the present. The ' chronicle of events ' still appears,

as it did in 1758, though it no longer contains accounts of a suicide at

Tower Wharf and of four dealers being fined for selling bohea tea

coloured as green tea, as it did then, nor the lengthy and dramatic reports

of trials which occupied much of the chronicle in the 75th year (1833).

The poetry, character sketches and miscellaneous essays of 1758 have

disappeared, as have the ' Extraordinary Adventures ' (one of them was
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an account of the Black Hole of Calcutta by a survivor). But the ' State

of the National Debt ' anticipates the many financial and other tables

of the nineteenth-century Registers and today's excellent section on ' United

Kingdom Finance, Trade and Industry '. And we may perhaps see in

the ' Useful Projects ' of the 1782 Register and the long lists of patents in

the nineteenth-century issues a herald of today's section on Science.

The useful obituary section was well established by the 75 th issue. The
present-day chapters on the arts and literature (rather a mish-mash, it

must be said) have, by contrast, an uncertain pedigree ; for although

reviews of books were printed in the early years and a section on the Arts

appears in the 75 th issue, the arts and literature had disappeared in the

100th issue, reappearing in 1863.

The present volume is well up to standard. The first part, on the

United Kingdom, is an urbane and wide-ranging review by D. C.

Somervell, lightened by his characteristic sallies of wit and boisterous

Toryism. ' A.I.D.', the cancelled festival of ballet and music at Coventry

Cathedral, the economics of fun fairs are duly noted. The lack of in-

cidents when the Rent Act went into effect is likened to Sherlock Holmes's

dog that did not bark. This personal flavour is thoroughly in the tradi-

tion of the Annual Register ; for the first issue, in recording the events

preceding the change of government in 1757 declared : 'this conflict

between an old established interest, and the torrent of popularity, con-

tinued for a long time, and the nation was almost ruined by it ' ; and it

blessed the formation of the Newcastle-Pitt government by saying :

' it was the best measure, because it was an healing measure ; and it was

little less than impossible for any particular party to carry on public

business on its single bottom '. The flavour is that of The Times, indepen-

dent but conservative, comprehensive if a little ponderous in surveying

the year's events in the Commonwealth countries, the international

organizations, the Americas, Europe and Asia, but with cheerfulness

breaking in over home affairs. The recipe is good, though one would

like to see it varied, some day, by using The Guardian for the stock rather

than The Times. Long may the Register flourish, whatever the formula.

University College of North Wales C. L. Mowat
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Short Notices

Ever since the days of General Pitt-Rivers, the ' father ' of modern
archaeology, it has become almost traditional for service officers to

embrace this new discipline on their retirement. M. Erwan Marec, the

author of Monuments Chretiens d'Hippone, Ville Episcopale de Saint Augustin

(Paris: Arts et Metiers Graphiques, 1958), is a distinguished member of

this fraternity, since he served with the French Navy before undertaking

the directorship of excavations at Hippo. The site presented very con-

siderable difficulties for the excavator, since it was not, like so many others

in North Africa, abandoned in the face of the Vandal invasion at the

beginning of the fifth century. Moreover, it was later re-occupied by the

Byzantines, with the inevitable result that it paid heavily for its survival

in the loss, by actual destruction or the inept re-use of building-material,

of many of its finer monuments. M. Marec has, however, put Early

Christian archaeology in his debt by rescuing and recording what does

remain of a singularly interesting area of the ancient city. This is the

so-called insula chretienne, where the character of a whole quarter, which in

pagan times had been residential and industrial, was transformed by the

early establishment there of a centre of Christian worship and the gradual

expansion of religious life in the area. Dominating the insula is the

fourth century basilical church, which appears to have superceded an

earlier Christian meeting place, possibly, but not certainly, a house-church.

Its earliest mosaics are, in fact, iconographically neutral. Those of the

basilica, however, are recognizably Christian, with the cross, in varying

forms, the predominant motive. During the fifth century, a large number
of interments were made inside the church, and these continued well into

the Byzantine reoccupation. The old mosaics were lifted from the floors

to allow the burials, and new ones then substituted, a curious procedure

exactly paralleled in the newly excavated basilica at Knossos in Crete.

Some of the mosaics at Hippo are of considerable quality, though many
are badly damaged. Fortunately, M. Marec is a skilful draftsman, and his

illustrations both in black and white and in colour are quite sufficient to

give an excellent idea of the originals. While the basilica was the most

important building in the insula, it was surrounded by a large complex of

more or less dependent structures, of which a baptistery and a trefoil

hall are of special interest. Outside the insula, the extraordinary broken-

backed five-aisled basilica is described, and the book closes with a com-

mentary on the ancient sources for our knowledge of the monuments of

Hippo, and their possible application to those excavated. Small finds are

listed in a very brief Appendix, and a very fine end-map shows that M.
Marec's discoveries were by no means limited to the Christian period.

Only a carping critic would complain of the wealth of detailed description

lavished on sometimes undistinguished architecture and mosaics; but
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the book is certainly the poorer for its lack of an adequate catalogue of

small finds. Photographs of excavations are notoriously treacherous, but

some of these {e.g. on p. 175) suggest that they might have been the better

for more careful preparation.

University of Edinburgh Michael Gough

The most recent three volumes of the publications of the English

Place-Name Society—vols, xxvii, xxviii and xxix of the whole series—are

devoted to The Place-Names of Derbyshire (Cambridge : University Press,

1959. 35s. each). Following in his work the familiar pattern of former
E.P.N. S. publications, the author, Dr. Kenneth Cameron, has been the

first contributor to the series to benefit from Professor A. H. Smith's

English Place-Name Elements which immediately preceded the volumes under

review. This means that he has been able to cut down etymological

discussions of the various elements occurring in Derbyshire place-names

to a minimum, and that he has had the further advantage of being able to

refer to the Anglian forms of Old English etyma rather than to the West
Saxon ones. Although it is not immediately apparent that there has been

a saving of space because of this arrangement, it is nevertheless obvious

that anybody using these volumes from a purely lexicographical point of

view will have to have the Elements at his elbow if he wants to exploit

fully the Derbyshire etymological references. As usual, however,

place-names—although first and foremost words and therefore to be

committed to the special care and study of the trained linguists—do not

only answer questions of the linguistically minded enquirer but offer a

good deal of information to the geographer and the historian, and it is in

the very lucidly written extensive Introduction that the latter will find his

material ably summarized. Here are a few points of particular interest

to the historian on which research into Derbyshire place-names is able

to throw some light : (a) the combined evidence of the presence of Celtic

names denoting not only large rivers but also smaller water-courses,

woods, and hills, and of ' the complete absence of English names of an

archaic type ' favours the conclusion that the Anglo-Saxon settlement of

the county must have taken place about and after the middle of the sixth

century; (b) two examples of Eccles point, in K. H. Jackson's words, to

' the existence of some sort of British population-centre with organised

Christian worship '; (c) names like le Strete 141 5, Stretclose 161 1, Streets-

gate, 1649, &c, help to retrace the routes of the old Roman roads; (d)

hybrid Anglo-Scandinavian names like Kedleston, Ravenstone, &c, can be

suggested to be ' names of English settlements taken over by Scandin-

avians ' and similarly, (e) personal names of post-Conquest date in England,

occurring in village names have probably in many cases replaced earlier

first elements;
(J)

' Place-name evidence shows that the areas of greatest

Scandinavian settlement were in Scarsdale, and Repton and Gresley

hundreds '; (g) apart from mainly Danish settlers, Norwegians must have

been present in Derbyshire, some of them undoubtedly of Irish-Norwegian

descent (cf Ireton, containing Old Norse Iri). It is especially pleasing to

see that the author, in his Introduction, does look across the Derbyshire
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border into other counties, notably Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire,

Cheshire, Lancashire, and south-west Yorkshire, not only for comparative

material but also in order to demonstrate how the distribution of certain

name elements and types of names does not stop at the county boundary

but links up with larger clusters beyond it. The county may be the most

suitable and the most manageable unit for the publication of the material

collected by the E.P.N. S. ; it is not the most advantageous when it comes

to questions of research into the geographical distribution and the his-

torical stratification of regional toponymy. This inherent difficulty

diminishes to a certain extent the value of the otherwise excellently

drawn and very instructive distribution maps which have been added to

the third volume. On them, the county of Derbyshire looks too much

like an island, isolated, cut-off, unrelated to its surroundings, when in

reality it is part of a living greater geographical whole, open to influence

from many directions, toponymically related to neighbouring counties

and often only understandable, from a linguistic and historical point of

view, when seen in this relationship. However, even this slight criticism

cannot take away from the fact that Dr. Cameron's study must be con-

sidered to be one of the best published by the E.P.N. S. so far.

University of Edinburgh W. F. H. Nicolaisen

It was chance misfortune that brought the Merovingian bishop

Arculph to the British Isles about the year 683. Arculph had been

travelling for the previous three years in both Moslem and Byzantine

territory in the near east, and was returning to his native Neustria (?)

when he was shipwrecked somewhere on the western shores of Britain.

Eventually, he arrived at Iona, and there narrated his experiences to

Abbot Adamnan, which the latter embodied in three books De Locis

Sanctis. A full, critical edition and translation of this work has been

prepared by Denis Meehan, as vol. iii in the series Scriptores Latini

Hiberniae, published by the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies (Dublin,

1958). The De Locis Sanctis continues the series of travelogues of the

Holy Land begun in the fourth century by the writer of the Itinerarium

Burdigaknse and the Peregrinatio Sanctae Etberiae. Arculph includes

Bethlehem, Capernaum, Jericho, Tyre, Damascus and Alexandria as well

as Jerusalem in his itinerary, and returns via Constantinople. Apart

from detailed descriptions of the numerous churches he visited, particu-

larly the Holy Sepulchre, he provides a first-hand account of life in terri-

tories which had now been under Moslem rule for nearly fifty years. He
leaves the impression that Palestine and Syria were prosperous and still

almost entirely Christian. The rhythm of church life had not been

disturbed. Monasteries, churches and shrines flourished everywhere.

Except as an umpire between the conflicting claims of Jews and Christians

in Jerusalem over the ownership of the shroud which covered the Lord's

head in the tomb, the Caliph Mu'awiya and his officials hardly figure.

In Damascus, we are told, they had actually built a church ! On the other

hand, Adamnan's works show something of the connections which

existed between Celtic and Continental Christianity. The library at
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Iona contained, beside the Vulgate, the commentaries of Jerome and

works of Sulpicius Severus, Iuvencus and pseudo-Hegesippus, that is, a

fair sample of late fourth century Latin patristic writings. The editing

and translation have been carefully done and an excellent introduction is

provided. Perhaps the editor could have compared more closely the

account of places visited by Etheria in the late fourth century with that

given by Arculph three centuries later. Occasionally, too, an admitted

unfamiliarity with the detailed history of the Late Roman Empire is

evident. The work, however, is as valuable as it is unpretentious, and
the editor has put the historian of the early middle ages deeply in his debt.

Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge W. H. C. Frend

In recent years there has been a flood of books giving or purporting

to give the ordinary reader the facts he needs in order to understand what
is happening in the Middle East. There have been books about Islam,

about oil, about nationalism and the Great Powers, but there has scarcely

been one which has tried to give a connected account of Middle Eastern

history since the rise of Islam. Brockelmann's book on the Islamic

peoples and Hitti's on the Arabs are fuller and more reliable on the Middle

Ages than the modern era, while those of Bernard Lewis and George
Kirk are only outlines of a complex theme. Sydney Nettleton Fisher's

The Middle East—A History (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959.

$8.95) fills part but not all of the gap. It is a full-scale history of the

Arabs, Turks and Persians from the rise of Islam until today, with special

emphasis on the last two centuries—almost 400 out of the 650 pages

deal with the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The information is

copious, and there is a full bibliography. A work of this scope can

scarcely be expected to be completely accurate; most of Mr. Fisher's

facts and dates are correct, but here and there the need to deal rapidly

with all aspects of a large subject has led him into a deceptive precision or a

meaningless vagueness. Writing of the evolution of Egypt under

Ismail, for example, he states that there were four parties:

a weak reactionary party led by Riaz Pasha; a vigorous Islamic modernist party

developed by Muhammad Abdu; a Constitutional party of wealthy Europeanized

Egyptian landowners organized by Sharif Pasha ; and an army group composed
of pure Egyptians in the lower officer echelons and inspired by Colonel Arabi

(p. 289).

A writer who had gone deeply into the sources would hesitate to give

these first undisciplined movements of Egyptian opinion the name of
' parties ', to call Riaz a reactionary without qualification, to assert that

the reactionaries were weak or the Islamic modernists vigorous, or to

call the Egyptian landowners of that period ' Europeanized '. At the

other extreme, it is hard to assign a precise meaning to such a statement

as the following:

By 1914 the efficiency of British officials in Egypt could be legitimately questioned,

and certainly what skills they possessed had long ago become fully dissapatcd

{sic) by the fact that they were not Egyptians (p. 292).

Mr. Fisher states that his book is intended for the ' beginning college

student ' as well as the general reader, and certainly it could be very
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useful in the hands of a skilled teacher who could interpret the facts,

show which of them are important and why, and guide the student

through the literature mentioned in the footnotes. The general reader

who had to teach himself, however, might find it less useful, because of

the almost total absence of interpretation. Mr. Fisher arranges his facts

in a clear and logical way, and it is very easy to find any fact one is looking

for; but he arranges them, so to speak, on the same level, without

giving any of them more prominence than others. All his facts are equal,

all are given the same amount of attention ; there is almost no indication

that some are more important than others. For example, the Lebanese

civil war of i860, one of the decisive events of the century, slips by in

half a sentence, and only a vigilant and informed reader would notice it

at all. In the same way, flat little epithets are attached to most of the

400 items in the bibliography : they are ' interesting ',
' important ', ' fair ',

' biassed ', and so on, but there is no way of knowing which are really

important. The general reader who wishes to grasp the whole movement
of Middle Eastern history will still have to go to Bernard Lewis's brilliant

and beautifully proportioned sketch.

St. Antony's College, Oxford A. H. Hourani

E. I. J. Rosenthal gives his book 'Political Thought in Medieval Islam

(Cambridge: University Press, 1958. 35s.) the sub-title 'An Introduc-

tory Outline '. For an introduction, one would have perhaps welcomed

a presentation which did not go immediately in medias res, but which

put the subject into perspective by drawing a picture of the ideas inherent

in the Islamic concept of the community and in the actual systems of

government, with which the explicit theory could then have been con-

trasted. In the first part of the book, the author deals with the political

theory expressed by theologians from the eleventh century onwards:

they follow the theoretical demands of Islamic law, and only rarely make
timid attempts to harmonize them with political realities. This is

followed by the political ideals embodied in some ' mirrors for princes ',

which represent a more realistic trend, and with the political thought of

Ibn Khaldun. The second part deals with the speculations of the Islamic

* philosophers ' in the technical sense of the word, i.e. the professional

expounders of Greek thought, which they, however, endeavoured to

adapt to Islam, each in his own way. Their political philosophy was

even less related to political realities than that of the theologians, and

their influence seems to have been nil. Their political thought, while of

importance to the historian of philosophy, is therefore hardly of interest

to the general historian, although he will need some knowledge of the

theological ideas—and of those laid down by the bureaucrats in the

' mirrors for princes '—if he wishes to understand the course of Islamic

history. Although a more rounded and more sharply formulated account

would have been desirable for such a reader, nevertheless he will find in

this book a guide which is on the whole reliable. As for the specialist,

he will find little that is new in the first part, while he might well

find the analysis somewhat lacking in depth in the second part, on the

philosophers.

All Souls College, Oxford S. M. Stern
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Comprehensive accounts of the distinctive scripts of medieval chan-

ceries are always welcome, particularly when they are as thorough and

critical as Father Paul Rabikauskas's Die romische Kitriale in der papstlichen

Kan^lei (Rome: Pontificia Universita Gregoriana, 1958; Miscellanea

Historiae Pontificiae, vol. xx). The history of Curial—a stylized version

of the ordinary cursive script (' ecriture commune ') of late Antiquity

and the early Middle Ages—in the papal writing-office between the late

eighth and the early twelfth centuries (by which date it had been competing

with a new minuscule script for more than a century) was outlined by

Paul Kehr in masterly fashion in Die altesten Papsturkimden Spaniens; and

its pre-history or origins (in a period for which there are no extant

' originals ' of papal documents) was considered at some length by

Luigi Schiaparelli. Father Rabikauskas both amplifies and corrects the

work of his predecessors. New light has been thrown on the early

history of the script by Professor Bischoff's discovery of a fragmentary

eighth-century example in St. Gall cod. 1394, which is here subjected to a

searching analysis; and the author's account of its later history is based on

a detailed re-examination of all surviving ' originals ' (conveniently

listed in an appendix) and those claimed to be such. Yet it falls short of

being a definitive account of Papal Curial, for two reasons in particular.

The first is the character of the illustration, which is limited to thirty-six

sets of crude tracings without clear indication ofductus or stroke-thickness.

Certainly reproductions of many of the documents discussed do exist in

well-known collections of facsimiles, but how many libraries have them

in any number ? and to make sense of sections that compare, for example,

' die Ligatur se und die Formen von /j, d, e ' without adequate illustration

(in this particular case and in others like it the documents in question are

not represented at all among the text-figures) is well-nigh impossible.

The second criticism, which is perhaps the more serious, is that the author

never decides whether he is writing the history of a script or the history

of the papal writing-office in the ninth, tenth and eleventh centuries;

and even if one does not wholly accept the claims of the so-called ' French

school ' for a recognition of palaeography (the development of particular

scripts) as an entirely autonomous discipline, the distinction in this case

is both a valid and a necessary one. The historical sections (a substantial

part of the book) are useful summaries of the development of papal

Chancer)' organization in the light of modern scholarship ; but at a number

of points they help to obscure rather than to clarify the history of the

script. This is particularly so as regards its last phase, beginning shortly

after the middle of the eleventh century. The use of Curial at this time

by notaries who seem originally to have learnt minuscule (accompanied,

except in the case of the first writer to make the change, by a changed way

of cutting the pen—a point which the author does not pursue) is probably

the result of conscious archaizing and not the continuation of a living

tradition. The script which they and their successors used has its own
history and its own rules. Moreover, it is at least possible that the

notarius Rainerius (II) who (alone) wrote in Curial in the period 1073

to 1080 but who first appears in 1067 writing minuscule learnt his later

script not from his immediate predecessors in the Chancery but from

Roman city notaries, from which however (on historical grounds)
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Father Rabikauskas would dissociate him. It is doubtful if the history

of Curial at this time or in the later tenth century can be studied in isolation

from the non-papal documents written by papal scribes or the documents

in a similar script written by notaries not in the Chancery. It is clear

from incidental remarks in his book and in particular from two long foot-

notes that Father Rabikauskas is both aware of this and has already

collected material for a study of individual scribes who used this script in

private as well as in papal documents. When he publishes his results it

may well be found that the definitive history of Curial has been written.

University of Edinburgh D. A. Bullough

The first edition of Gyula Moravcsik, By^antinoturcica I: Die byt^an-

tinischen QueHen der Geschichte der Tiirkvolker; II: Sprachreste der Tiirkvolker

in den by^antinischen Quellen, published in Budapest, 1942-3, soon received

its well deserved praise as a work of austere scholarship and of funda-

mental importance for a wide range ofhistorical and philological disciplines.

An indispensable handbook for the By2antinist and the Turcologist, it

has to be consulted also by the historian of the Near and Middle East, of

East and South-East Europe, of the migration period—in short, by

everyone whose subject is somehow connected with ' Turcic ' peoples.

As such are regarded (vol. i, p. xxv) all those peoples who either spoke

or speak a Turcic language, or whose language shows in certain periods a

distinct Turcic impact, and also those who are linguistically related with

the Turcic peoples. It will be universally welcomed that the By^antino-

turcica, which soon became out of print, are now available again in a new
edition, improved, enlarged and brought up to date by the indefatigable

author (Berlin : Akademie Verlag, 1958. 77 and 68 DM.) The arrange-

ment has remained unchanged. The nucleus of the work is, in vol. ii,

the Ononastikon which contains the Turcic names of peoples and tribes,

personal names and toponyms, and also appellativa, gleaned from the

Byzantine sources. It is preceded by a most instructive introduction,

setting forth how these words came to the Byzantines, explaining the pho-

netic and morphological adaptations they underwent when incorporated

into Greek, and finally discussing the paleographic particularities of the

texts in which they have been handed down to us. Vol. i is also intended

to be introductory to the Onomastikon but constitutes in fact a handbook

in its own right. It contains firstly, brief historical sketches of the history

of Byzantion and of the various Turcic peoples, each accompanied by

an abundant bibliography, and secondly, the much larger and much more
important part entitled Quellen which deals with the sources used for the

Onomastikon. As the sources examined are so numerous and are treated

so thoroughly, this section goes far beyond its immediate purpose of

supporting the Onomastikon—in fact, it can be regarded as replacing

large portions of Krumbacher's Geschichte der by^antinischen Literatur, now
more than sixty years old. It is no diminution of due praise to state that

the work—how could it be otherwise?—is still not complete. For

example, even from the well-sifted Pachymeres could have been drawn

(i. 64 Bonn) the obviously Turkish T^amantouroi — Cemendiir (cf. Arch.
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d'hist. du droit oriental, iii. 418 n. 1 where also a Pers.-Turk. origin is claimed

for the famous name of Laskaris). The bibliography, on the other hand,

is definitely overambitious and one cannot help regretting that its excessive

proportions have deprived the work of the fine balance it possessed in its

first edition. Far too many of the articles listed are almost, or totally,

irrelevant, not to mention those which it would have been better to pass

over in silence. As a good number of them are written in unfamiliar

languages and difficult to come by, much useless trouble is bound to be

caused by such entries. Finally—but this regards the specialists on whose
findings the author had to rely—a very large number of the etymologies

and identifications given in the Onomastikon are mere guesswork and

often shockingly unfortunate, against which the user must be strongly

warned. The turcologists, however, should take this as a challenge.

Now furnished with every piece of information obtainable from the

Byzantine side, they should settle to systematic work. This surely would

be the most appropriate tribute to this admirable work.

School of Oriental and African Studies, London Paul Wittek

From 1731 to 1954 the Court of the Earl Marshal languished in disuse,

and it probably owes to this circumstance its survival as the only civil

law court in the country. When it was revived, Mr. G. D. Squibb, Q.C.,

since deservedly created Norfolk Herald Extraordinary, played a prom-

inent and learned part in the proceedings : now in his The High Court of

Chivalry, a Study of the Civil Law in England (Oxford : Clarendon Press,

1959. 42s.) he has given us an admirable account of this institution and

of its history. Almost all references in textbooks to the curia militaris

(the adjective, as Mr. Squibb demonstrates, is better rendered by ' of

chivalry ' than by ' martial ' or ' military ') will need revision in the light

of the author's careful and diligent researches; and a wider range of

scholars than might be suggested by the title will find matter of interest

within his pages. The origin of the court is demonstrated (contrary to

the views of one earlier writer) with all probability to a period shortly

after Crecy; Holdsworth is shown to be wrong in giving the court

jurisdiction over military discipline; Round's theory, in a well-known

essay, that it concerned itself with peerage cases is firmly demolished;

the frequent contention that the court could not operate without the

presence of the Constable, advanced both by seventeenth-century litigants

and twentieth-century legal historians, is shown to be groundless. In

producing his conclusions the author has had the advantage of using the

records bearing on this subject and preserved in the College of Arms,

documents whose very existence is denied in some accounts of the court

and whose importance was first recognized by Dr. A. R. Wagner, Rich-

mond Herald, who contributes a preface to this volume. A representative

selection of these sources is printed among the twenty-seven appendices

and there is an excellent bibliography. Unluckily these archives are

complete only for a limited part of the history of the court, mainly in

the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Here the jurisdiction

of the court was mainly concerned with arms and gentility (can a soap-

boiler be a gentleman ?), details of which will interest both the historian
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and the connoisseur of abuse, but it could extend at divers dates to such

unlikely cases as treason outside the realm (163 1) or debt (1386); none

the less, most of the actions were concerned with scandalous words
likely to give rise to a duel. Norfolk Herald is to be congratulated on a

thorough and distinguished piece of work, which adds a new section to

both social and legal history, and which he has set out with great clarity

and judicious restraint. The historian totally ignorant of legal termin-

ology might be well advised to read chapter xiii on the procedure of the

court before tackling the body of the work. The book is admirably

produced, though in a footnote on page 225 ' pubic ' might more properly

be ' public '.

Trinity College, Oxford Michael Maclagan

The Hussite Movement in Bohemia by Josef Macek (Prague: Orbis,

1958. 7.20 kcs.)is something of a new enterprise in historical publication.

It is an important chapter in the history of a foreign country, published

in remarkably good English (the translators are Dr. Vilem Fried and Mr.

Ian Milner), written by a leading native expert on the subject, and not

only on sale here but distributed gratis to many colleges and schools in

this country and presumably in other English-speaking countries. There

is no need to stress the importance of the theme or the distinction of the

author, for Dr. Macek is director of the Historical Institute of the

Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences and by his two masterly volumes on

Tabor has already established himself as one of the two most eminent of

living Hussite scholars. The publication and distribution of the book in

this way is clearly inspired by two sentiments: an evident and justified

pride that the great events here recorded were the achievement of the

Czech people, and a devout desire that we should all realize that the

Hussite movement was the first and one of the most important manifesta-

tions of the class war in modern times. Dr. Macek, as a good Marxist,

naturally emphasizes this aspect of the movement. What interests him is

not so much the remarkable fact that Hussite Bohemia was the first of the

national states of Christendom to be supreme and independent in matters

spiritual as well as temporal and was able to maintain its ecclesiastical

independence for two hundred years, but that in the Bohemia of the first

half of the fifteenth century can be observed with unusual clarity the clash

of the rival interests of the rural and urban poor, the artisans, the civic

patricians, the gentry and the magnates (here inappropriately called

' the barons '). This preoccupation with the social character of the move-
ment sometimes betrays Dr. Macek into such preposterous statements

as :
' Even in the last moments of his life Hus emphasized his resolution

to die for the ideas which were to lead the people " out of sin ", i.e. rid

them of oppressive abuses.' But he does not make the mistake of ig-

noring the essentially religious character of Hussitism and he recognizes

that it was not the ' poor ' chiliasts, Picaids and Adamites whom Zizka

slaughtered, but Zizka himself at the head of the gentry, yeomen and

burghers who ' kept in mind the interests of the whole revolutionary
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movement '. On the whole, despite the many doubtful statements in its

first fifty pages, we should welcome this book. The text is supplemented

by a few extracts from contemporary documents, not very well chosen,

some interesting photographs of engravings and illustrated manuscripts,

a brief but well chosen bibliography and two maps.

School of Slavonic and E. European Studies, London R. R. Betts

W. Jappe Alberts edits for the ' Fontes Minores Medii Aevii ' Consue-

tudines Fratrum VitaeCommunis (Groningen: J. B. Wolters, 1959. 3.25 f.).

The two short treatises come from manuscripts in the royal library at the

Hague and emanate from the circle of the devotio moderna which produced
the Imitation oj Christ, probably the most popular of the medieval spiritual

classics. They describe the liturgical time-table of one of the houses of

the brethren of the Common Life, and the public and private devotions

of the inmates, including those during mass, and also give instructions as

to their thoughts during mealtimes and when copying manuscripts, their

conversation amongst themselves or with guests and their attitude

towards the superior. The religious atmosphere is that of the Imitation.

There are some excellent directions to ease the strain of community
life :

' Let us carefully avoid all undisciplined behaviour, such as speaking

loudly, running or giggling, or walking noisily, or banging doors.'

The library rules are also admirable :
' No one shall keep a book for more

than two days except for purposes of study, or take or lend a book outside

the house without the superior's permission, except the librarian '
(p. 11).

As in the Imitation the references are generally to standard spiritual

writers such as St. Augustine, St. Gregory and St. Bernard, but ' the sayings

of John Gerson '
(p. 19) and ' the words of the lord Florentius of holy

memory ' (Radewijn) (p. 25) are also mentioned as if they would be well

known to the reader of the treatise. The somewhat inadequate intro-

duction promises a future study of the provenance of the two treatises

and their relation to other writings connected with the devotio moderna.

University of Hull Decima L. Douie

The second volume of the Comptes du Domaine de la Ville de Paris,

14JJ-1489 (Historie Generale de Paris, Paris, 1958) is edited with an

Introduction by M. Jacques Monicat. In his Introduction, the editor

tells the sad story of the archives of the city of Paris and of these accounts

in particular, and adds a list of the city archives kept in the Archives

Nationales and at the Bibliothequc Nationale. He also reprints a

seventeenth-century inventory of the accounts of the city demesne.

Only one original has survived, those published here being taken from

copies made in the eighteenth century by Antoine Moriau, procureur of the

king and of the city, whose career M. Monicat describes. In his Intro-

duction, M. Monicat docs not discuss the historical importance of the

accounts. That was done in a succinct but valuable preface to the first

volume of the accounts by the late G. Dupont-Ferricr, published in 1948.
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As he emphasized, the profits of the city demesne could only have

contributed a small proportion of the total city budget, the rest being

made up from aids and similar sources. Even so, references to rents from

houses (though stereotyped) give important topographical information,

to money spent on repairs and pavage yield interesting local economic

information, and to licence fees for compagnies francaises are of wider

significance. These last were paid so that merchants from outside Paris

could enter into partnership with those enjoying the privileges of the

hanse of the marchands de Veau, and so engage in commerce down the

Seine beyond Paris. Some 130 of these partnerships are listed in the

account for 1457-8 and give a vivid impression of the geographical range

of merchants who needed to use these Parisian trading privileges.

University ofBirmingham R. H. Hilton

In Un Umanista Vene^iano, Papa Paolo II, published under the auspices

of the Fondazione Giorgio Cini (Venice, 1958. 1300 lire), Professor

Roberto Weiss has chosen a provocative title, for Paul IPs reputation

as a humanist has been clouded by the reports ofhumanists he had offended

and by his own strenuous warnings against the study of ' senseless

histories and poems which are full of heresies and blasphemies '. In the

four studies that make up this short volume, Dr. Weiss examines Paul's

attitude to humanist studies, and comes to the general conclusion that

though he patronized scholars, collected books, and read classical

literature (in latin) fairly widely, his was ' un umanesimo a base estetico-

antiquaria '
(p. 30). His interest in archaeology lead him to do more than

any other quattrocento pope to preserve the ancient monuments of Rome,

he was an avid collector of bronzes and ivories (the dittico qniriniano

is the subject of a brief Appendix) and of gems and cameos—it was in

exchange for a cameo that he offered to build a bridge for the inhabitants

of Tolosa. His habit of poring over his collection at night was twisted

by Platina into a vision of a miser gloating over his treasure, and a

considerable part of the first, and most general, essay is devoted to

explaining how the pope came to get so bad a press from contemporary

Roman men of letters. He had brought with him from Venice some-

thing of the ascetic, puritan vein which ran through classical studies

there, and while relishing a knowledge of ancient history and language,

was suspicious of the uses such knowledge might be put to by the notably

undevout poetasters of the Academy. He antagonized many local

humanists when his suppression of the College of Abbreviators robbed

them of employment, and it was the connection of the Academy with the

plot against his life in 1468 which produced the outburst quoted above

—

a temporary outburst, as Dr. Weiss suggests, and, in the subsequent

essays, establishes. The second is devoted to the pope's lavish use of

Latin inscriptions, both on portable objects and on buildings; the third

to his medals: a collector of antique coins and contemporary medals,

he had more struck than any other pontiff of the quattrocento, the seven of

Sixtus IV comparing meagerly with Paul's thirty. The last essay,

' Paolo II e l'uso delle medaglie murali nel Rinascimento ', discusses the
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fashion for placing commemorative medals in the foundations and walls

of palaces and fortresses, distinguishing the need for personal glory

which prompted it during the quattrocento from the magical purpose of

the middle ages and the largely conventional practice of the later Renais-

sance. In this respect, too, Paul was in the van of fashion, outdoing

alike other quattrocento popes and secular princes, like Sigismondo

Malatesta, and drawing on himself accusations of pagan superstition and

an unspiritual thirst for fame. From these erudite and graceful essays

Paul II ' emerge come protettore di letterati, bibliofilo, lettore di autori

antichi e cultore di studi storici, restauratore di antichi monumenti
romani, appasionato di archeologia e di numismatica classica. Non
c'e davvero male per un nemico dell' " umanesimo " '

(p. 32).

Jesus College, Oxford J. R. Hale

The long awaited second edition of Conyers Read's Bibliography of

British History: Tudor Period (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959. 63s.) is

an improvement on its excellent predecessor, especially in size. Half as

big again—over 2200 more titles and 150 more pages—it reflects not only

the activities of Tudor historians between 1932 and 1956 but also the

editor's attention to what critics of the first edition had to say. Reason-

ably enough, the book is not intended to be exhaustive, but a cursory

reading suggests that almost nothing of value has escaped Dr. Read and

his team of advisers who share with him the credit for the soundness

of this larger version. Some things were overlooked—Mrs. Joan
Simon's exposure of A. F. Leach's unscholarly methods (British Journal

of Educational Studies, 1955) should certainly be here, and H. S. Darby's

Hugh Latimer is a better biography than some of those listed—but in

content this is a really thorough and workmanlike bibliography. The
arrangement has remained virtually unchanged, the section on Wales

alone being reshuffled a trifle; Dr. Read's hidden preference for Scotland

over England still appears charmingly in the special sections devoted to

such chestnuts as the Casket Letters or the Gowrie Conspiracy, a loving

treatment not accorded even to the Armada episode. Errors seem to be

few, though not perhaps quite few enough. The present reviewer,

neither surprised nor concerned at the sort of doubtful comment on his

work which he expects both from Dr. Read and from the place whence
this volume issues, would yet wish that one of his articles (1536) had not

been ascribed to the wrong journal; 1 566a must remain one of Professor

Thome's lost works, for it appears only in the index; the descriptions of

524 (Ogle) and 1364 (Dudley's Tree of Commonwealth) do not suggest

sufficient acquaintance with these books, and the placing of 1149

(Richardson on the surveyor of the prerogative) under ' Crown ' rather

than ' Finance ' calls up similar doubts. Why is Miss Skeel on the Council

in the Marches (6300) separated by over 5,000 entries from Miss Skeel

on the Council in the West and Miss Reid on the Council in the North

(1170-1)? No doubt such things are in part inevitable and in part

matters of opinion. It is more serious that even a very quick run-

through finds far too many errors in the index. Edmund Dudley be-

comes the author of Miss Brodie's article on himself; the leader of the

VOL. LXXV—NO, CCXCVII ZZ,
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Dudley conspiracy under Mary is wrongly identified with the duke of

Northumberland; the late Professor Merriman makes an unexplained

appearance in No. 261; Professor F. J. Fisher is shown as writing what

he edited and editing what he wrote. If nothing in this world can be

expected to be perfect, the index to a bibliography must come so near to

perfection that it can see the whites of its eyes. There has been some
long-range sniping here. Lastly, a word on a subject also remarked on

by Professor J. B. Black when he reviewed the first edition in these

columns. Dr. Read likes to add comments and judgments to many of

his entries. Such as are positive and explanatory justify their place even

if one cannot always agree with them (is Scofield's thin account of Star

Chamber still to be called standard ? why are we not told that Maitland

on common and civil law has been heavily attacked by Holdsworth?

why is Philip Hughes's only partially relevant little history praised while

his great three-volume work is noted without comment?). However,

what possible point can there be in those bare ' valuables ', ' scholarlies ',

or ' usefuls ' scattered through these pages like hundreds-and-thousands

or O.B.E.s ? After a bit one comes to think that a book is described

as valuable if the editor had his doubts but wished to be kind, and as

scholarly if he found it rather hard to read; but it would be unwise to

regard this rule as established.

Clare College, Cambridge G. R. Elton

Since the time of Ehrenberg and Strieder, we have had a large number

of excellent studies of the Fugger and their role in the economic and

political life of the sixteenth century. We know much less about their

home town of Augsburg. In his Conrad Peutinger, Beitrage \u einer

politischen Biograpbie (Augsburg: Die Brigg, 1958), Dr. H. Lut2 has done

much to fill this gap. Peutinger has been known as the spokesman and

defender of the great Augsburg mercantile companies against the bitter

attacks by the German diets on their monopolistic practices. He has

been presented as a champion of modern ideas of economic liberalism, 1 or,

conversely, as simply a clever lawyer defending his clients but still

completely within the tradition of scholastic economic ideas. 2 Neither

view does justice to Peutinger. As secretary of Augsburg (Stadtschreiber)

for nearly forty years, his principal aim was to defend the interests of the

city and that meant the rich patrician class to whom he was related by

marriage. As a German humanist, imbued with the ideas of German
nationalism and the Erasmian ideas of a universal monarchy, he upheld

imperial authority in Germany. The two aims could well be combined.

Peutinger served both his city and the emperors Maximilian I and Charles

V. Augsburg was defending itself against the growing power and jeal-

ousy of the German territorial princes. The emperor was its natural

ally and the extent of the Habsburg monarchy gave to the Augsburg

merchants and bankers golden opportunities for profitable investment,

1

J. Strieder, Article Peutinger in Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences.

2 R. de Roover, ' Monopoly Theory prior to Adam Smith ', Quarterly Journal of

Economics, lxv, 504-6.
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from Hungary to Spain and the Indies. Peutinger defended them on the

basis of a humanistic theory of bonum commune and of the emperor's

authority as its interpreter and defender. Naturally, for Peutinger the

bonum commune coincided with the profits of Augsburg and the merchant

companies; which was certainly not the same thing as the defence of

economic individualism, nor a scholastic view of a transcendental morality

as the norm for economic action. While Peutinger's career and views

are central to Dr. Lutz's theme, his book is concerned with the much
larger problem of the position of the medieval German city state in a

world which was becoming increasingly hostile to its economic and

political independence. If the emperor was the last protector of the

cities against the princes, their relations with him were uneasy, for their

interests did not always coincide. This became tragically clear when the

democratic elements in the Augsburg city government forced the town
onto the protestant side. Peutinger, a convinced catholic, saw the danger

and warned against the coming catastrophe. He was disregarded and, in

1534, he resigned. He lived long enough to witness the capitulation of

his beloved city to the emperor to whom he had tried so hard to reconcile

it. Dr. Lutz has not attempted to write a full biography of Peutinger

nor a history of Augsburg. He takes for granted knowledge of the

previous literature on the subject, especially on the Fugger. Such an

approach does not always make for easy reading; but it has allowed the

author to concentrate on his own chosen problems and to give us a

deeper understanding of some of the most important aspects of the history

of Germany during the Reformation. His excellent book did not deserve

the handicap of having its footnotes printed at the end and in a form in

which they are particularly difficult to identify.

University oj Manchester H. G. Koenigsberger

George Cavendish finished his biography of Wolsey about 1558, but

the first printed text was the garbled one which came in 1641 from the press

of William Sheares. Recent editions are based, often inaccurately, upon
the volumes published in 1825 and 1827 by S. W. Singer, who took his

text from the autograph manuscript (Brit. Mus. MS., Egerton 2402)

but misread numerous passages and could not, of course, supply the

critical apparatus possible to modern scholarship. Dr. Richard S.

Sylvester has now produced an authoritative edition, The Life and Death

of Cardinal Wolsey, Early English Text Society, vol. 243 (London: O.U.P.

for the Society, 1959. 35s.) which deserves the gratitude of Tudor
specialists. His introduction provides a full account of Cavendish and

his family, together with a clear examination of the errors which, writing

so long after the events, Cavendish inevitably perpetrated. In addition,

Dr. Sylvester shows that his author's otherwise attractive loyalty caused

him to omit or to deny facts which seemed derogatory to the cardinal's

reputation, and while he wrote partly to correct the hostilities of Edward
Hall, he nevertheless refreshed his memory in Hall's pages to the extent

of retaining some close verbal parallels. While Pollard justifiably called

the Life a ' classic example of history as it appears to a gentleman-usher ',
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it would hence seem a somewhat less naive production than we have

hitherto in general assumed. Dr. Sylvester's introduction and historical

notes make full use of Pollard's work; they are useful and pertinent

though the statement (p. 235) that Thomas Cromwell was collector of

revenues for the York diocese as early as 15 14 is presumably based upon
misunderstanding of a statement in the Diet. Nat. Biog. This being so,

it is a pity it should be used to attack Cromwell. Again, the strictures

upon Cromwell's entry into Parliament (p. 236) are based on an uncritical

acceptance of Merriman, to the neglect of the ' right ' passage in Dr.

Elton's Tudor Revolution in Government. Needless to remark, the text

itself is accorded the full treatment of the Society. Even the commonest
contractions are unexpanded; the original punctuation is relentlessly

preserved; every petty mis-spelling and cancellation is recorded in the

footnotes. If an edition which is not only accurate but also readable

could now be produced, the fruits of Dr. Sylvester's very considerable

labours could be far more widely shared. There are always newcomers
to Tudor studies; they should all read—and enjoy—George Cavendish.

University of Hull A. G. Dickens

Ignorance of the state and development of provincial towns is a

serious gap in Tudor and Stuart history. Exeter is a fortunate exception

now that the works of Dr. Hoskins and Dr. W. B. Stephens have been

well complemented by Dr. Wallace T. MacCaffrey's Exeter, 1;40-1 640:

The Growth of an English County Town (Harvard University Press; London:

O.U.P., 1958. 45s.) Unfortunately while it is clear that Dr. Stephens

had read Dr. MacCaffrey's thesis, it is not so clear that Dr. MacCaffrey has

read Dr. Stephens's, though he acknowledges his assistance he misspells

his name. Dr. MacCaffrey's approach is commendably ambitious and

originated in a concern ' with the structure of English society as a whole '.

He has avoided narrative history and provides chapters analysing the

community's relation to politics, finance, trade, social problems, religion

and royal government. These are clearly presented, well written and full

of interest. Especially noteworthy are the accounts of charitable en-

dowments, attitudes to ecclesiastical problems and the origins and fate

of the ruling families. But the method does produce some disadvantages.

A minor one is that we have to wait till the last chapter for the analysis

of the wealth and social structure of the community whose behaviour

we have been studying. More serious is a tendency to assume uniformity

of economic circumstances and social relationships throughout the period.

The analysis concentrates on what made for stability rather than on what

was to lead to change. This is particularly marked in the very per-

functory treatment of the guilds. Instances of their control by the city

under Elizabeth are given. We are then told ' There were certainly

signs of strain in the seventeenth century . . . ', but we are not told what

these were or what their significance might be. Indeed most topics are

more sketchily treated as we approach the reign of Charles I, so that it

might perhaps have been better to take 1625 as the terminal date. Some
interesting examples of friction between the citizens and local gentry
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are given, but unfortunately nothing is said about the part played by the

local gentry in the town's social life or how many had town houses. Dr.

MacCaffrey's conclusions seem to imply a debatable view of English

rural society, when he describes it as aristocratic, hierarchical and static

and contrasts it with that of Exeter ' based on quite another set of values

in which status was not measured by birth but by commercial success '.

This seems to oversimplify rural society by mistaking some of its aspira-

tions and idealizations for the reality. Nonetheless the contrast and
friction between town and country is a vital topic and Dr. MacCaffrey

has made a most useful contribution to our understanding of the realities

of urban society. All in all this is a noteworthy book and substantially

increases our already heavy debt to the best American scholarship for

a greater knowledge and understanding of this period of English history.

Trinity College, Oxford J. P. Cooper

The French Religious Wars in English Political Thought by J. H. M. Salmon
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959. 25s.) is a survey of both English and
Scottish political thought in the seventeenth century from the one

standpoint of the French religious wars. The author has undertaken to

trace the extent to which those wars were familiar to English contro-

versialists, and to determine the nature of their influence on English

political thinking. It is to be expected that what scholars such as Figgis

and Gooch had indicated to be probable should now be set out in great

detail. Such single-mindedness of purpose enables Mr. Salmon to pick

his way swiftly and deftly through the complicated patterns of English

seventeenth-century political thought, following the trails of contract and

sovereignty, which begin with the civil war and pass away early in the

next century. The last half of his book is concerned with this review.

The first half is introductory in one way or another: the familiarity of

Elizabethans with French culture and politics, the intellectual inter-

mediaries between English and French theorists, including Althusius

and Grotius, the unsuitability of French example and principles for

English minds until the outbreak of civil war. It was party pamphleteers

of adaptable, but not original, minds that France attracted. The Inde-

pendents and sectarian radicals were indifferent; Hobbes had only a

superficial resemblance to Bodin; Harrington showed limited use of

French thought; Milton is but briefly mentioned; Locke was aware of

French argument without much indebtedness to it. Mr. Salmon searches

thoroughly for references to French authors, French politics and the

French themes of contract and sovereignty which the clash of Huguenots
and Catholics had made the property of European thinkers. His incisive

summaries and cumulative evidence are balanced by the skilful presenta-

tion of his introductory chapters. He has many telling points, and it is

interesting to see his evaluation of Mackenzie's Jus Regium. It is not part

of Mr. Salmon's purpose to pursue the interaction of French elements

and other elements influencing the development of English political

thought. What remains as the significant conclusion, however, is the

freedom of the greater minds in English controversy from the appeal to
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French precedents. Mr. Salmon's exposition is clear, forceful and illum-

inating.

University 0} 'Edinburgh Douglas Nobbs

Maps are an important and much neglected part of the local his-

torian's sources and technique. It is often, however, a wearisome bus-

iness to track down all the local maps, even of a county. The Printed

Maps of Warwickshire ijj6-1900 (Warwick : County Council in collabora-

tion with the University of Birmingham, 1959. 30s.) will therefore

serve well a great number of local historians and geographers. It is

essentially a catalogue of all the county maps from Saxton onwards (down

to 1900), with all the necessary detail for each to enable one to estimate

its usefulness and accuracy, prepared by Mr. P. D. A. Harvey, a former

assistant archivist at the Warwick County Record Office. The value and

interest of the volume are greatly enhanced by Dr. Harry Thorpe's

excellent Introduction, which might well serve as a model of its kind.

In this he selects for discussion those maps which have made a distinctive

contribution to the cartography of Warwickshire, but his pages are of

much wider interest than one county. They should be read by all those

who are interested in the development of English map-making and

topography, informed as they are by a lively sense of the changing land-

scape behind the symbols of the maps, and of the historical factors at

work behind that again. The whole book, which includes twelve plates

of maps, is beautifully produced.

All Souls College, Oxford W. G. Hoskins

In 1874, Charles Yriarte in his La Vie d'un Patricien de Venise (Marc'

Antonio Barbaro) showed how rich was the material in the archives of

Venice for a picture of patrician life in the sixteenth century, and this is

demonstrated still more strikingly by Dr. Gaetano Cozzi's 17 Doge Nicold

Contarini, BJcerche sul patri-^iato Vene^iano agli ini^i del seicento, in the series

Civilitd Vene^iana promoted by the Fondazione Cini (Venice-Rome,

1958. 4800 lire). Contarini's dogeship was short (January 1630 to

April 1 631) and tragic: it contained a minor but humiliating military

defeat and the devastating outbreak of plague which is commemorated
by S. Maria della Salute. The account of his dogeship, however, is

hardly more than a mourning band set at the end of a book devoted to

describing the mood, political, economic and religious, of the Venetian

patriciate during the period which will always be identified with the name
of Fra Paolo Sarpi. The career of Contarini himself is fully described,

but at moments of crisis—when the tension grew between rich patricians

and poor ones, between the Ten and the Zonta on the one hand and the

Great Council on the other, between the protagonists of freer trade and a

more agressive foreign policy and those who preferred protection and

neutrality—the scope of the work is widened to a discussion of these

struggles, from a shrewd anatomy in the first chapter of the vecchi versus
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giovani split to ' II movimento di Renier Zeno ', the title of the penultimate

one. Contarini's brisk ascent of the ladder of government offices is

traced (finance, public works, provincial administration) until with his

entry into the Collegio and, in 1605, the Consiglio, he took his place at the

centre of policy-making at the most crucial moment in Venice's fortunes

for nearly a century. His hatred of Spain and of Habsburg-Papal

pretensions in Italy made him a firm supporter of Sarpi, though even

Sarpi could not support his determination to find quarrel in a straw if

Spain might be wounded thereby. Contarini's intransigence was the

dark side of his character and sprang from impatience with an environ-

ment in which his clear-cut ideals found little response. He wanted a

church that was autonomous, but linked closely to the state, austere and
stripped of superstitious external observances, ' una chiesa di huomini
dotti, et pii, e niente interessati nelle cose humane ' (Historie Venetiane,

quoted p. 219). In constitutional matters he wanted a complete devotion

to the state, a readiness to accept the burden of public service and an

avoidance of debilitating faction. He wanted to counter Spain by
friendly relations with France and Savoy, he was a warm defender of

Holland and was ' apertamente filoinglese '. In his Historie Venetiane

written in the fifteen-twenties and covering the years 15 97-1 604, he used

England as a flail for cringing Venetian backs, comparing the ' heroici

concetti ' of Elizabeth with the present state of James's rule, all too like

that in his own country, where ' tutta s'andava accomodando alii studii

della pace et all ' otio, honestando tutto con li nomi speciosi della

giustitia e della tranquillita ' (quoted p. 208). Dr. Cozzi does full justice

to this work, which was too revelatory of state secrets to be published,

and prints some lengthy extracts in an Appendix. His admirable

book, firmly based on diplomatic records in England and France as well

as on Venetian state and family archives, is rounded off with an excellent

index which refers to all authors cited in footnotes.

Jesus College, Oxford J. R. Hale

Jehan Bourdon held many posts in the small French colony of New
France, and as Surveyor General he showed considerable skill in setting

out plans of future buildings and descriptions of existing structures.

But though the reproductions of his plans are careful and attractive they

do little to clarify the details of the French settlements. This the McGill

University Library has recognized; indeed one of the reasons for pub-

lishing these reproductions, The Bourdon Plans of 1631-1642 for the Trench

Settlements on the St. 'Lawrence (Montreal : McGill University Library, 1959.

£4 10s.) is that as many scholars as possible may assess the testimony

of Bourdon and his plans. The chief difficulty is that in the two most

important plans, that of Quebec in 1635 and that of Montreal in 1642, it is

impossible to tell what is 'description ' of existing buildings and what

is ' plan ' of projected works. The ' Description du fort de Quebec,

1635 ' ought to set out the fort as it was in the last year of Champlain's

rule, and there is nothing in the ' description ' itself which is inherently

improbable. But the presumably contemporary ' Description de la
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plateforme et magasin de Quebec ' will not fit in with the comprehensive

plan, and it ought to be an equally authentic description of actual build-

ings. Similarly it is impossible to tell which of the two plans of Montreal

in 1642 (the year of its foundation) is factual; they are not reconcilable,

and neither of them reflects the strong influence of the Sulpicians in

founding the town. Both are predominantly plans for military forti-

fications, and neither fits La Hontan's description of the town in 1684

—

' This little Town lies all open without any Fortification either of Stone

or Wood '. With so much reason to doubt whether the plans are his-

torical evidence or exercises in draughtsmanship, it must also be open to

doubt whether their reproduction without commentary, criticism, or

even suggestion of any kind is going to be helpful to those who wish to

establish the realities of the early French settlements.

St. Catharine's College, Cambridge E. E. Rich

The main object of The Baxter Treatises: a Catalogue of the Richard

Baxter Papers (other than the Tetters) in Dr. Williams's Library, compiled by

Roger Thomas (London: Dr. Williams's Trust, 1959. 5s.), is to re-

arrange and abbreviate the entries in the existing manuscript catalogue

of the collection so as to provide a more helpful guide to the mass of

valuable material involved. It goes far, if not the whole way, towards

producing order out of a chaos which has baffled generations of re-

searchers, and affords also a key to the microfilm (as yet incomplete) which

has been made from the volumes of manuscript.

Helensburgh Andrew Browning

English seamen of the past were not so inarticulate as is often supposed.

They wrote a good deal, and a fair proportion of what they wrote has

got into print; but they usually wrote in prose; a long narrative poem,
such as The Straights Voyage or St. Davids Poem, by John Baltharpe, is a

striking exception; what is more, that poem was published, obviously

at the author's behest, in 1671. What sort of circulation it had at the

time we do not know, but it was not reprinted until Professor J. S.

Bromley edited it for the Luttrell Society (Oxford: Blackwell, 1959).

It was high time that this be done. Though Baltharpe has often been

used by naval historians, who have formed a good opinion of his accuracy,

access to a copy of his work has been highly difficult. Wing, indeed,

could record only three copies; Mr. Bromley supplements the entry in

Wing by telling us that only two sales are mentioned in Book-Prices

Current between 1887 and 1956. Moreover, the case for a new edition

was strengthened by the undoubted fact that Baltharpe needed editing

if he were to be readily understandable. Not everybody is familiar with

seventeenth-century naval terms ; comparatively few people know enough
about the Barbary corsairs to have the background knowledge necessary

to read Baltharpe. Add to these facts the further fact that the first

edition of The Straights Voyage is full of misprints, and it becomes easy to
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see why the Luttrell Society, at the instigation of Dr. E. S. de Beer,

sponsored a reprint. They were certainly lucky in their choice of an

editor. Mr. Bromley's introduction is first-rate; if he cannot tell us all

that we want to know, he has told us a great deal, and it is certainly not his

fault that information about Baltharpe himself is deplorably scanty. But,

with the aid of Mr. Bromley's introduction and glossary, it is now possible

to make easy and profitable use of Baltharpe's poem. It should appeal,

of course, to those interested in the navy, particularly if they want to

study the point of view of the lower deck. That those interested in the

problems presented to European states by the corsairs will also consult

Baltharpe it should hardly be necessary to say. But it is worth adding

that, while Baltharpe's poem—one has to use that word for want of a

better—has no literary value, it should be read by those interested in

social history. It must have been aimed at some public. What sort of

a public was that? Here is a question that would repay investigation.

As yet we know very little about the tastes of various sections of the

reading public. Mr. Bromley's edition of Baltharpe deserves to be

widely known.

University College, London Mark A. Thomson

Any foreigner who attempts to study the structure of eighteenth-

century French public finance from the original sources usually finds

himself in difficulties, not only owing to the inherent complexities of the

subject, but also through unfamiliarity with the peculiar administrative

procedures of the ancien regime and ignorance of the exact meanings of

many technical expressions which are not invariably explained by the

familiar works of reference, such as Marion's Dictionnaire. Dr. G. T.

Matthews's The Royal General Farms in Eighteenth-century France (Columbia
University Press. London: O.U P , 1958. 45 s.) will prove of invaluable

assistance in this respect for it provides, what has hitherto been lacking,

an admirably clear, concise and scholarly account of the way the main
indirect taxes were assessed and collected, the bureaucratic structure and
procedures of the Company of General Farmers, and the financial relations

between the latter and the central government. Several problems, the

solution of which has hitherto eluded the general historian, are here

elucidated. The most important of these is the reason why the central

government, instead ofadministering the royal salt and tobacco monopolies
and the indirect taxes itself by means of regies, always preferred to make
periodical leases of the apparatus and rights of collection to groups of

financiers collectively known as the General Farmers. From the intro-

duction of this work it appears that the fundamental reason for this was
that the Company of General Farmers not only provided an efficient means
of tax anticipation and an economical method of defraying governmental
administrative costs in the localities, but, above all, that it was able to

supply the royal treasury with a ' steady stream of long and short-term

credits '. After the collapse of Law's System French distrust of pro-

jected central banking institutions was deep-rooted, and yet historians

have not always appreciated the extent to which the Company of General
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Farmers, by functioning as ' a rudimentary state bank ', provided a practi-

cal alternative. The author explains how these credit facilities were
provided through the issue of assignations and billets des fermes—credit

instruments which could not have been exploited by the agents of a

government regie. Though the General Farms, which had been estab-

lished by Colbert in 1681, were managed by a government regie between

1709 and 1 7 14, for the rest of the eighteenth century down to their final

cancellation in 1791, they were leased out to the Company of General

Farmers. Part two of the book devotes separate chapters to the main
fiscal components of the General Farms—the salt and tobacco monopolies,

the internal customs duties, the excises and registry taxes. Part three,

concerned with the administrative bureaucracy of the Company, will

strike most historians as perhaps the most interesting and valuable section

of what is, on all counts, a real contribution to our detailed knowledge

of the fiscal system of the ancien regime. Nevertheless the book is not

without its blemishes. The proof-correction falls below the usual

scholarly standards, the assumption that the manuscript sources have been

destroyed is incorrect, and something should surely have been said about

the reasons for the failure to reform the system of internal customs

barriers.

University of Manchester A. Goodwin

In Acts of Parliament concerning Wales, 1714-1901 (Cardiff: University

of Wales Press, 1959. 35s.) Mr. T. I. Jeffreys Jones has assembled the

long titles of all private and public Acts relating to Wales in the Hano-
verian and Victorian periods. His introduction gives a lucid account of

the confused and ambiguous distinctions between the various categories

of parliamentary enactment. In the body of the volume he has solved

very well the difficult problem of classification and is to be congratulated

on a scheme which leaves only seven items for the miscellaneous section.

His publishers have ensured that the text is excellently disposed and

printed. The work will, of course, be indispensable to local historians.

Also, since the long titles usually give a good indication of the contents

of the acts, it will depict for general historians the spread, in a single

region, of developments in agriculture, industry, communications, local

government and so on. It is perhaps well to remember that the acts

often did no more than authorize developments. Thus they reflect

hopes, not achievements; and the projected railway lines between

Devynock and Llandovery, Crickhowell and Brecon, Jordanston and

St. David's are no longer even hopes.

University of Manchester Penry Williams

The contents of volume v of the Calendar of Buckinghamshire Quarter

Sessions Records, edited by W. le Hardy (Aylesbury: the County Hall,

1958. £3 3s.), present the familiar fragmentary picture of events in a

rural county as they came under the view, judicial or administrative, of
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the Justices of the Peace in Quarter Sessions: petty misdemeanours,

quarrels between neighbours, rating matters, the supervision of alehouses

and highways, the appointment and supervision of officials, the execution

of the poor laws and the laws relating to religious conformity. Often the

fragmentary picture is tantalizing. For example, one would like to

know more of the circumstances of the quarrel involving threats of

shooting that was taken into the King's Bench only to be referred back for

settlement out of court, or of the sporting career of the high constable

whose excuse for his absence from sessions was an engagement to ride

for a plate at Rugby (should it be Saltby ?) race-course in Leicestershire.

The controversy about the erection of a new County Hall and gaol at

Aylesbury, already lively, occupied the court throughout the years

covered by this volume and was to continue for a few years longer.

There is something familiar in the appeal of the party of taste to Sir

John Vanburgh and the objections to his suggestions put forward by the

parry ofeconomy. Time was found to make orders to reform the slackness

of local officials in the administration of the vagrancy laws and the laws

relating to the licensing of common drovers and other common dealers:

and to prevent clerks of justices from depriving the clerk of the peace

of his fees by their failure to certify to quarter sessions licences granted to

and recognizances entered by alehouse-keepers and victuallers before

justices out of sessions. The register of gamekeepers for these years is

given in an appendix. Volume vi of the Calendar, published in 1953,

consists of alphabetical lists of landholders in the county who took the

oaths of allegiance, supremacy and abjuration or made the affirmation

permitted to Quakers in 1723 and 1724, and of Roman Catholics who
registered their estates from 171 7 to 1748. Details of the estates are

calendared but field-names are omitted. The oath rolls and registers are

said to be more complete than those of any other county and to provide a

directory of the county for 1723. The editorial introductions are super-

ficial and contribute little to an understanding of the administrative

background of the records, while a separate and fuller subject index

would have made volume v more useful. The County Council deserves

thanks and congratulations for the publication of material throwing much
light on aspects of the life of the county left in obscurity by the county

histories. The high cost of printing and the decay of the private library

have made it necessary to publish the Calendar in duplicated typescript,

a solution of the problem that troubles all record publishing bodies

agreeable neither to them nor to the users of their publications.

Public Record Office H. C. Johnson

English historians have fought shy of the period between the death of

Aurangzeb in 1707 and the third battle of Panipat in 1761. This may be

put down to the fact that few English writers have possessed the necessary

linguistic equipment which would have enabled them to study at first

hand the available manuscripts in Persian, Marathi, Urdu, and Hindi.

This is unfortunate as a knowledge of the factors underlying the decline

of the Mughal empire is indispensable for any true understanding of the
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work of Clive and Warren Hasting. The anarchy accompanying the

decay of Mughal power was intensified by invasions and plundering

incursions from the trans-Indus regions roughly corresponding to modern
Persia and Afghanistan. The invasions of Nadir Shah of Persia and

Ahmad Shah Durrani of Afghanistan were not so much a cause of the

decline of the empire as symptomatic of a decline that had already taken

place. Apart from the fact that he was the founder of modern Afghan-
istan the importance of Ahmad Shah's career, so far as India is concerned,

is that his victory over the Marathas at Panipat in 176 1 granted the English

East India Company the respite needed for the consolidation of their

recent conquests in Bengal. The main facts relating to the career of

Ahmad Shah, the hated Abdali raider of the Indian chronicler, have been

faithfully recorded by Dr. Ganda Singh in his Ahmad Shah Durrani

(London: Asia Publishing House, 1959. 41s.). He is to be congratu-

lated on a strictly impartial treatment of a controversial subject, a remark-

able feat when it is remembered that Dr. Singh is a member of the Sikh

community of the Panjab, the hereditary enemies of the Afghans. The
chief contemporary manuscripts in Persian and Marathi and all other

available sources have been utilized by the author in his extremely detailed

biography. In fact the book is far too detailed and could with advantage

be boiled down to about a half of its length. The historical value of the

narrative is often marred by the inclusion of unimportant anecdotes so

dear to the oriental annalist. The curious reader will undoubtedly

agree that the details connected with the death of Munir-ul-mulk (pp.

136-7) are unnecessary. Dr. Singh's book has many merits but it will

not appeal to the university student in this country.

Balliol College, Oxford C. Collin Davies

The Journals of the House of Representatives of Massachusetts, vol. xxxiii,

part 1 (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society, 1959. $7.50) is a

photographic reproduction from the original records ofMay to November
1756. It is a story of a province at war: with claims from soldiers for

hardship or loss, arguments over the bounties due for Indian captives

and scalps, complaints from and concern over the ' neutral French '

(the refugees from Acadia). The name that occurs most frequently in

these pages is a soldier too, for Governor Shirley was in 1756 Commander-
in-Chief of British forces in North America. The journals, with their

eighteenth-century print so carefully preserved, are a vivid reminder of

the extent to which the Bay province was disturbed by the great war for

the empire.

University of Glasgow Esmond Wright

Dr. Lucy S. Sutherland's The City of London and the Opposition to

Government, IJ68-IJ44. (London: Ahtlone Press, 1959. 5s.) gives a

brief, but lucid and scholarly, survey of the first phase of the Radical

movement, which sprang up in London and Middlesex in the seventeen-

sixties and found later and more developed expression in the movement
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of the County Associations of the seventeen-eighties and Hardy's

Corresponding Society during the Revolutionary Wars. The peculiar

features of this earlier phase were that it was largely confined to the

metropolis and that it was still searching for some central agitational issue.

Whereas the Yorkshire Associates were solely concerned with parlia-

mentary reform and Hardy's ' correspondents ' were moved by the new
ideas of ' popular sovereignty ' and the ' Rights of Man ', the London
Radicals of 1768-74 were drawn together by opposition to Government
on a variety of issues. Dr. Sutherland distinguishes clearly between three

main trends : the movement that gathered around the person of John
Wilkes; the quite distinct and separate movement for shorter Parlia-

ments and more equal representation of which the central figure was
William Bcckford, Lord Mayor of London; and the more complex
petition movement of 1769-70, ostensibly launched in protest against

Luttrell's adoption as M.P. for Middlesex in the place of Wilkes, but

embracing other grievances besides, including the demand for parlia-

mentary reform. The author sees the origins of this diverse movement
in the City agitation of 1756 which carried Pitt to office; but she shrewdly

observes that the term ' Radical ' could only be applied at this later stage,

' when the City began to some extent to dissociate itself from the politics

of Opposition as well as those of Government '. One might quarrel with

Dr. Sutherland on two points. Her contention that Wilkes's support
' depended largely on the liverymen of the numerous lesser companies,

for which the livery fines were lower '
(p. 17) does not seem to be borne

out by available evidence. More stress might perhaps be placed, also,

on the complexity of the motives underlying the petitions of 1769 and on

the important part played in the campaign by Burke and Rockingham.

University of Adelaide George Rude

While searching in the National Archives in Washington for research

material, Dr. Martin L. Brown, Jr. discovered a large collection of

correspondence between Frederick the Great and his ambassadors in

London and Paris bearing on American independence in the peace

negotiations of 1782-3. It had been sent from Berlin in 1881 at American

request, with a view to being published during the celebration of the

centennial of Yorktown; but no use was made of these four hundred

pages of correspondence. Dr. Brown has now translated and published a

selection of them, with the title American Independence through Prussian

Eyes (Duke University Press. London: Cambridge University Press,

1959. 37s. 6d.). He rightly points out that while American, British,

French, Spanish and Dutch material on the peace negotiations has been

thoroughly studied, the viewpoint of this ' powerful neutral ' has been

neglected. In this sense this book is a valuable supplement to the

Po/itische Correspondent of Frederick, which comes down only to 30 March

1782. But Frederick's interest was conspicuously that of a neutral.

He was hardly at all aroused by the prospects of a new republic, though

much interested in the idea of being invited to act as mediator. He
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appears as a rather benevolent European statesman, more concerned over

the future of Gibraltar than of North America, and seeing the struggle

there as part of a European contest. His interest was not only remote but

unbelligerent; his concern was with peace and future commerce; and his

neutrality has even a certain mild partiality towards his old ally Britain.

University of Glasgow Esmond Wright

Enough volumes in the series English Historical Documents, under the

general editorship of Professor Douglas, have now appeared for most

persons that are interested to have made up their minds on the merits

of the project. The outstanding feature of volume xi (1783-1832),

edited by A. Aspinall and E. Anthony Smith (London: Eyre & Spot-

tiswoode, 1959. 95s.), is the wealth of extracts from unprinted sources

which in some respects makes the book not merely an illustration but a

positive contribution to the history of the period. Most of these manu-

script sources are to be found in the constitutional sections (Crown,

Cabinet, parliament, and the electoral system) which cover one-third of the

total; and it is here that the main strength of the collection resides. The

other sections, less original but for the most part sound and useful, deal

briefly with the administration of justice and local government, at

greater length with the empire, and very fully with economic develop-

ments, social and religious life, and wars and foreign policy. Besides

the usual comprehensive and valuable bibliographies there is a long and

carefully balanced survey of the main aspects of the period, including

among others the still controversial question of the role and meaning of

' party ' in politics. As one might expect from an historian so deeply

versed as Professor Aspinall in the political sources of the early nine-

teenth century, the tone is sympathetic to what might be called the execu-

tive point of view; this at least is a welcome change from most text-

books on the subject. Perhaps one might wish occasionally for greater

definition in some of the conclusions, and not everyone will agree with

the passing dictum that ' no one would have raised an eyebrow ' had

William IV dismissed Wellington on his accession in 1830; but these

are minor points. A more general criticism is that it is not always clear

to the reader whether the editors wished to supply a basic record of what

actually happened or envisaged their task as illustrating the growth of

ideas and movements. Though, for example, the factory acts of 1802

and 1 8 19, or in another sphere the Catholic Emancipation Act of 1829,

are duly printed, they have omitted from their appropriate sections the

two corn laws of 1815 and 1828, the currency act of 1819, all Peel's

1822-30 legal reforms, and the metropolitan police act of 1829. Never-

theless, if most students of the period will be able to observe the absence

of documents they would themselves have inserted, they will also learn

a great deal that they did not know before. As a work of reference, an

informed review of present knowledge, a guide to study, and a stimulus to

thought, this volume will stand for a long time on its own merits.

University of St. Andrews Norman Gash
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Professor Marcus Cunliffe contributes to the Chicago History of

American Civilization The Nation Takes Shape, i/Sp-i 837 (Chicago Univer-

sity Press. London: Cambridge University Press, 1959. 26s.) which picks

up the story where Professor Edmund Morgan left off and carries it forward

over the next half century with the daring brevity required of contributors

to this series. Required brevity has its advantages: the author has

carte blanche to cut difficult corners and concentrate on his own chosen

themes. Mr. Cunliffe's themes are primarily national, and he gives due

attention to the practical development of the institutions of federal

government, to the settlement of the west, the conduct of foreign policy,

the growth of commerce; but beyond all this, he is interested—and he

will interest his readers—in the fundamental problem of the American

nation : how it acquired an identity in this formative period. This leads

him to a discussion of the American national character, a difficult theme

which he handles skilfully, not by attempting a description of types so

much as by explaining the environment, the variety of ties, ambitions,

interests, and material conditions to which American institutions, and

Americans as individuals, were subject as they grew up. The mobility

—

the ' perpetual mild discontent ' as he aptly says—of American society,

is contrasted with the conservatism of ideas; the variety of programmes,

with the comparative lack of deeply divisive social principles. And the

growth of nationalism is contrasted, in a perceptive chapter, with the

overlapping development of Southern sectionalism, in which connection

Mr. Cunliffe draws a distinction between the earlier phases of separatism,

as in the southwest and in New England, and the later, and different,

sectionalism of the South. This point is missed by writers who try to

explain southern sectionalism as merely a further manifestation of the

earlier spirit of disunity. No fresh reader is likely to leave this book

with an over-simplified view of the issues ; indeed, one has occasionally

the impression of hearing a highly intelligent discussion by someone

who is still at work thinking them out for himself. The price for Mr.

Cunliffe's choice of topics—the corners cut—include virtual omission of

state histories, and skimpy treatment of the development of political

parties. The latter problem, though duly mentioned, is not adequately

drawn into his account either of the Federalist or of the Jacksonian periods.

Moreover Mr. Cunliffe seems to prefer to confine economic questions to

their designated chapter, with the result that, though the ' Monster Bank '

plays its full part, he misses some of the wider banking and business

aspects of the Jacksonian era. His knowledge of American literature

is brought usefully into the service of historical understanding, and he has

a keen eye for significant illustrative fact, for example that by 1837 the

steamboat tonnage on western waters was equal to that of all the steam-

ships in the British merchant navy. The gerrymander, however, was not

really a new invention by the time it earned its name under Elbridge

Gerry in 181 2. And of the numerous southern anti-slavery societies

(for which 1840 seems a late date: 1831 would probably be closer) the

great majority were actually in border states. The book is a pleasure to

read, and those who use it as an introduction will enjoy their American

history from the beginning.

University College, London ]• R- Pole
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Hard on the heels of Albert Soboul's Sans-culottes parisiens en Van III

comes a study by a Norwegian author of the nine months following

Robespierre's fall in Thermidor and leading to the final defeat of the

Parisian sans-culottes as a political force in the mass outbreaks of Germinal

and Prairial (March and May 1795) : L,a defaite des sans-culottes. Mouvement

populaire et reaction bourgeoise en Van III. By Kare D. Tonnesson, (Oslo,

Presses Universitaires; Paris, Librairie, R. Clavreuil. 1959). The theme
is not new. Previous studies include A. Mathiez's La reaction thermidorienne

(1929), G. Lefebvre's Les thermidori'ens (1937) and E. Tarle's Jerminal i

prerial (Moscow, 195 1). Dr. Tonnesson frankly acknowledges his debt

to these and more recent authors, but his work is original in that, for the

first time, the story of the opposition to the Thermidorian Convention is

unfolded in detail and all the elements coming together in the outbreaks

of the spring of 1795 are examined with meticulous care and with scrupu-

lous attention to the documentary evidence. After preliminary chapters

on the social structure of the Paris Sections, the organization of the food

supply to the capital and of the machinery of government—in which the

author contests the common view that the highly centralized apparatus

of the Jacobin Government was largely dismantled by its successors'

—

Dr. Tonnesson proceeds to analyse the nature of the opposition during

the autumn months of 1794. He distinguishes clearly between two rival

centres contesting for the support of the Paris Sections—the ' neo-

Hebertists ' and the Jacobins. The former, based on the Museum
Section and the Electoral Club, were mainly concerned to ' liberalize

'

the regime by implementing the democratic Constitution of 1793 ; while

the latter were demanding a return to the draconian policies and methods of

the ' Year II '. In the Convention, too, there remained a small group of

deputies of the former ' Mountain '. But this political opposition was
remarkably ineffective and, after the closure of both Jacobin and Electoral

Clubs in October-November, the ' moderates ' were able with compara-

tive ease to purge the Sectional committees and assemblies of militants and

socially ' undesirable ' elements. While Babeuf's Tribun and the ' patriots
'

in the Gravilliers Section were not silenced until February, Dr. Tonnesson
subscribes to the generally held view that it was the protracted food crisis

and the Convention's economic policy, far more than the agitation of the

political opposition, that stirred the Parisian sans-culottes into open rebellion

in Germinal and Prairial. Yet the slogans of the opposition groups were
here much in evidence; and the author stresses the importance for the

former of the clandestine poster Peup/e, reveille-toi and for the latter of the

pamphlet Insurrection du peup/e.

In his account and explanation of the events of 1-4 Prairial and of the

subsequent repression, Dr. Tonesson does not alter substantially the

picture presented by recent writers; but he draws on a great deal of new
material and is able to correct some old errors (including some perpe-

trated by the present reviewer). It is possible that an even fuller picture

might have emerged if he had followed M. Soboul in wading methodically

through each one of the 347 boxes of police reports in the redoubtable
' serie alphabetique ' of the F7 series of the Archives Nationales. Yet
this might have added little and its omission does not detract materially

from the value of a solid and scholarly work, that will henceforth be
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essential reading for all serious students of this ' twilight ' period of

Revolutionary history.

University of Adelaide George Rude
1

If Lord Durham's short but momentous political career was under-

valued in the nineteenth century, the balance has been amply redressed in

this. Stuart Reid's detailed two-volume life appeared in 1906 and was
followed by Professor New's authoritative study in 1929. Yet there is a

modest niche alongside them for Mr. Leonard Cooper's new book
Radical Jack (London: Cresset Press, 1959. 35s.). Neither in substance

nor in scholarship does it compare with the earlier biographies. There

are no source-references and only a sketchy index; the text contains some
curious misspellings and wrong dates; and the author is content with a

conception of unrelieved ' Tory repression ' in the period before 1830.

But by concentrating on the more personal evidence in the mass of

Lambton MSS. he has been able to enrich an otherwise brief and con-

ventional narrative with details of Durham's private life and personal

characteristics, ranging from his batting-average for July-August 18 12

to his enlightened treatment of his coal-miners. If only a supplement,

it is in places a useful supplement to the standard lives.

University of St. Andrews Norman Gash

According to the publisher's blurb Professor Amry Vandenbosch's

Dutch Foreign Policy since 181j, a study in small power politics (The Hague,

Martinus Nijhoff, 1959. 25.5 g.), gives a complete picture of Dutch
foreign policy since 181 5 and thereby an example of the problems and

functions of a small power in a world increasingly dominated by big

powers. Such a book would be well worth writing, for the transforma-

tion of Dutch foreign policy during the last hundred years or so, from
neutralism to involvement, affords a fascinating theme. It would require

on the part of the author, however, a thorough knowledge not only of

Dutch diplomacy in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, on which

much remains to be done, but of the wider Dutch scene, and of the

policies of the major world powers from which Dutch statesmen invariably

took their cue. Judging from his bibliography, Dr. Vandenbosch is

familiar with the relevant Dutch literature, although there are one or two
important omissions, such as Professor J. C. Boogman's Nederland en de

DuitseBond, iSij-iSji (2 vol., Groningen, 1955). However, little of this

knowledge is conveyed to the printed page in a coherent form, and only

the most perfunctory attempt is made to relate it to the changing pattern

of international relations. What is given, indeed, is little more than a

collection of essays on various aspects of Dutch foreign policy from 181

5

to the end of World War II, but largely relating to the period after 1900.

Even as a collection of essays, however, they are disappointing. A
certain amount of useful factual information is given, but no topic is

treated fully, and this includes chapter vi in which the author claims to

VOL. LXXV—NO. CCXCVII AAA
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have discussed fully in nineteen pages the repercussions of the Boer War
on the Dutch people and on the policy of the Netherlands Government.

Moreover, little attempt has been made to arrange topics in any purposeful

order, with the result that there is a good deal of to-ing and fro-ing, a

certain amount of overlapping, and in one instance an almost exact

repetition of words for the space of a paragraph (cf. pp. 71 and 156-7).

In short, Dr. Vandenbosch has done little more than draw attention to a

worthwhile subject and to assemble a useful bibliography.

Birkbeck College, London G. C. Gibbs

The Correspondant, started as a weekly in 1829, was an important

vehicle of French Liberal Catholic opinion during much of the succeeding

half century and by 1870, as a fortnightly review, had attained a circulation

of over 6,000. In her The Correspondant and the Founding of the French

Third Republic (Washington, D.C. : The Catholic University of America

Press, 1959. $2.50) Sister M. Caroline Ann Gimpl has made a careful

and useful survey of the attitude of the review towards the main consti-

tutional and other problems confronting France between 1871 and 1875.

She does not attempt to claim too much for her subject, for she concludes

that the political ideas expressed during these years by the Correspondant

were not notable for originality and that the review suffered from a lack

of forceful leadership. Moreover, she admits the understandable diffi-

culty of making an accurate appraisal of the influence of the Correspondant

upon the formation of the Third Republic. The press is a hard study

full of arcana not easily revealed, as we are forcibly reminded when she

writes (p. 222): ' Though apparently the review was still directed by a

council of editors, just who were the members of that council or who was
chiefly responsible for the publication, especially after . . . 1872, remains

uncertain.' This is not the least interesting of the problems which Sister

Gimpl has been unable to solve.

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge J. P. T. Bury

Cent ans d'histoire nationale en Belgique by Fernand Vercauteren (Bruxelles

:

La renaissance du livre, 1959) confines itself to the labours of scholars

on their own country. The Liege professor, himself a leading medi-

evalist, explains how the revolution of 1830 which created a sovereign

state generated an eager interest in the past of a country exceptionally

rich in hitherto unexplored and uncatalogued archives. ' Never ',

declared Baron de Gerlache to his fellow members of the Academie

Royale de Belgique in 1836, ' has the need to gain a thorough knowledge

of our national history been more imperiously felt than since the estab-

lishment of our independence. Everyone engaged in political affairs

who desires or does not desire the consolidation of our Belgium seeks

from the past lessons, arms and predictions '. The task of investigation

and publication of sources was energetically carried out under the direction

of Gachard, director of the National Archives, aided by a band of zealous
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workers in the archives of the ancient cities which had won renown in

commerce and culture. They had to learn their trade by trial and error,

for no masters of Ouellenkritik such as Ranke and his pupils were available.

Racial, linguistic and religious differences in the new state also needed

time to diminish or to be overcome. Scott's novels had stimulated and

often actually created interest in the institutions and social life of Europe,

and a subsidy was granted to the Bollandist Acta Sanctorum, though only a

fraction of that voluminous publication related to Belgium. The earliest

fruits of the new age of research were summarized for the general reader

by Gerlache, Juste, Kervyn de Lettenhove and other popularizers;

but a comprehensive survey and interpretation of the whole record had

to await Pirenne, the only Belgian writer on Belgian history to attain

European stature.

Chaljont St. Peter, Bucks G. P. Gooch

Over a third of Ouestioni di Storia del Socialismo (Turin: Einaudi,

1958. 3500 1.) by Leo Valiani is an essay on books published between

1937 and 1957 on the history of Italian socialism. The rest comprises

an historical essay on the period between the first and the second Inter-

national and nineteen reviews or short essays. All have been printed

before. The first essay is an invaluable tool, ranging further than its

title implies. The others serve as elaborations of observations made in

the course of it. The theme which can thus be followed through the

book is that of the definition of socialism as socialists marked themselves

off, in the course of time, from followers of other movements of protest

and reconstruction. Definition begins when they can be distinguished

from Jacobins and, therefore, with the books which defend or attack the

inclusion of the Jacobins among the forerunners of socialism. Although

the Italian followers of Buonarroti called themselves, after 1830, socialists,

the tendency of the writers whom Signor Valiani next discusses is to

discriminate between socialism and the international political conspiracy

of Buonarroti's conception. Essays reviewing volume one of G. D. H.

Cole, History oj Socialist Thought, L. De Rosa, Storia del Cartismo and books

by A. Saitta and A. Galante Garrone on Buonarroti give extra substance

to this distinction. The discussion moves on to the revolutions of 1 848-9

and the further definition which socialism received when socialists could

be distinguished from political democrats. Books on Carlo Cattaneo

and Carlo Pisacane as well as Proudhon are among the very large number

discussed in the text or listed in the notes. A separate essay reviews

M. Dessal's study of Charles Delescluze. The books next considered

deal with the debate about the legitimacy of the war of 1859, with argu-

ments about the struggle between Cavourian liberals and the Garibaldian

left and with the political and social radicalism of the Sicilian and Nea-

politan peasants. Books which discuss the workers' mutual assurance

societies are used to carry forward an earlier distinction between Mazzin-

ianism and socialism—a subject which ends in a consideration of studies

of the break between Mazzini and Bakunin and of Carlo Cafiero. Many

books, including several on Andrea Costa, offer a basis for the discussion
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of the relationship between socialism and anarchism. The historical

essay on the period 1867-89 and reviews of A. Sergent et C. Harmel,

Histoire de VAnarchie and J. Maitron's books fit in as elaborations. Books

on Antonio Labriola and Filippo Turati enable the author to show how
socialism, as he understands it, received fresh definition when revolutionary

socialism with its Marxist base, was distinguishable from Turati's parlia-

mentary party. Finally, books about the period 1900-21 give opportunity

to discuss, among many others, Antonio Gramsci, Piero Gobetti and

Carlo Rosselli and the ' liberalizing ' of revolutionary socialism. Last

but one of the short pieces is an essay on Carlo Rosselli and the book ends

with an appreciation of the historian Adolfo Omodeo.

Somerville College, Oxford Agatha Ramm

Walter Bagehot, by Norman St. John-Stevas (London: Eyre &
Spottiswood, 1959. 36s.) is subtitled 'a study of his life and thought

together with a selection from his political writings '. The ' study
'

is in fact an introductory essay, and nearly half of it is concerned with

Bagehot's view of the English constitution and those changes which

have occurred in it since he wrote. This is a well-digested and useful

compendium. In one place the author seems to contradict himself,

for on page 61, he says that Bagehot ' would have been content to see

England a republic ', and on the next page, that ' Bagehot was no re-

publican '. The essays are intelligently selected. On the other hand, it

is not easy to see what purpose this publication is intended to serve.

Any serious student of nineteenth century politics must surely possess

a copy of The English Constitution, which is out of print, it is true, but

second-hand copies are procurable, and this work constitutes nearly

two-thirds of the Bagehot material reprinted in this volume. A cheap

reprint of this work would be far more useful for undergraduates and

others unwilling to pay the high price demanded for this book. The
paper-back is surely the best medium nowadays for this sort of project.

Clare College, Cambridge Duncan Forbes

The reputation of William L. Marcy has suffered from his famous

defence of the spoils system ending with the dictum, ' To the victor

belong the spoils of the enemy '. Unjustly, as Ivor Debenham Spencer

shows in what is, surprisingly enough, the first full-length biography of

Marcy, The Victor and the Spoils (Providence, R. I.: Brown University

Press, 1959. $8) for Marcy in office, both as governor of New York and

as a secretary in the cabinet proved himself notably reasonable and just

in his appointments. Marcy, as his contemporaries recognized, was a

politician of unusual ability; and the interest of his biography arises

mainly from two facts, that he remained unmoved by any of the reformist

or other passions of his time, but that, on the other hand, he was always

a dedicated member of the Democratic party. This study reveals in

some detail the increasing strain on the genuine party man in the genera-

tion before the Civil War. Mr. Spencer, whose criticisms are made with
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fairness and detachment, holds that Marcy's greatest mistake was his

decision to remain in Pierce's cabinet despite his disapproval of the

Nebraska bill. He maintains with reason that Marcy would have made a

better president than either Pierce or Buchanan; and believes that had he

been president he would have resisted the bill. This is only superficially

inconsistent, since, as president, Marcy might have been able to stop

the bill without splitting the party. As secretary of state he stayed at his

post to avert that split—to no effect, of course. Marcy himself was one
of those who believed that slavery would never spread into the territories.

His course as secretary of state is fully and ably documented, with partic-

ular advantage for the study of the treaty with Elgin, from which Marcy
emerges with far more credit than he is usually accorded. This section

amounts to a definite addition to the history of foreign policy. The
author is much less comfortable when following Marcy through the

vicissitudes of New York politics. The reader who is not familiar with

the factions of the New York Democracy will have to look them up else-

where if he wants to understand them. The author does not make clear

Marcy's reasons for association with the Softs, nor what was involved in

the division of the Hunkers between Softs and Hards. The style through-

out is pedestrian, and square brackets, sometimes enclosing nothing

more weighty than an additional comma, make pedantically frequent

appearances in the quotations.

University College, London J. R. Pole

Mr. James Duffy's study of Portuguese Africa (Harvard University

Press. London: O.U.P., 1959. 38s.) is most welcome. There has

hitherto been no satisfactory outline in English of the history of this

strangely tenacious empire, and visitors' accounts have always tended to

be partisan; hence in discussions about these territories ignorance is

frequently tempered only by prejudice. So far as Angola and Mozambique
are concerned, the gap is now very capably filled by this survey. It is

based principally upon existing secondary studies, mostly in Portuguese,

reinforced by use of official publications, travel books, polemical works,

and personal observation. Inevitably and properly such a survey raises

more problems than it settles. When Mr. Duffy discusses modern
Portuguese imperial doctrines or policies, both generally and in relation

to such contentious problems as the use of forced or contract labour, he

cannot hope or wish to avoid controversy; neither the scholarship with

which he supports his arguments, nor even his verdict that ' In Africa,

Portugal's record as a colonizing force is in fact not much worse than that

of other European nations ' will commend his conclusions to apostles of

the Portuguese 'imperial idea'. In discussing earlier periods too Mr.

Duffy necessarily touches many questions which his evidence hardly

permits him to answer. Much more will, for instance, be written about

the internal organization of the Angolan slave-trade, and its connection

with those ' little wars ', which are repeatedly mentioned as explanations of

events rather than as events themselves requiring explanation. When
such investigations are made, Mr. Duffy's book will be an invaluable
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starting-point. It might, however, by a little extra trouble, have been

made an even better one. The maps might have identified more of the

places mentioned in the earlier chapters {e.g. ' the Ambaca fortress . . .

up the Lucala river '); more useful still in such a pioneer work would

have been a critical bibliography. Failing that, the notes might in places

have identified Mr. Duffy's authorities rather more fully; and they might

certainly have been put in their proper place.

University of Aberdeen J. D. Hargreaves

Freda Wolfson's delightful little Pageant of Ghana (London: O.U.P.,

1958. 30s.) is a courageous book, new, refreshing, and light relief after

the heavy-weights to which the specialist is accustomed in the history of

Ghana or the Gold Coast. She has skilfully assembled a charming

collection of extracts from original records. Mostly drawn from the

writings of traders and travellers, they are designed to illuminate the

history of the Gold Coast from its discovery in 1471 to the modern
achievement of Ghanaian independence. According to the preface, the

aim was ' to present a comprehensive and coherent picture of the people,

their country, their history, institutions and beliefs, as they appeared to

observers '. The breadth and variety of the choice is reflected in the

printing of short extracts from Ruy de Pina's chronicle, Pieter de Marees,

the Dutchman, whose Description (1602), as the editor rightly asserts,

remains our earliest ' full-scale work about the Gold Coast ', John Barbot,

the Frenchman who trafficked on the coast of ' Golden Guinea ' in the

late seventeenth century, and extracts of our own time from two such

distinguished and divergent founding fathers of Ghana as Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah and Professor Busia. There are gaps in the sequence of evi-

dence which in the present state of studies perhaps cannot be easily closed

:

for example, we jump in three huge strides from Pacheco Pereira (c. 1505)

to the Towerson voyage of 1 5 5 5-6, on to Marees in 1602 and then, more

stretched than ever, straight to Barbot in 1680. More records in more

accessible form from the Dutch sources of the seventeenth century are

an urgent need. In this respect, the book, if it was intended for the

specialist, represents no advance. And what of the early missionaries?

But the narratives drawn from more recent sources, mainly English, are

well chosen; the picture of society on the West Coast after 1840 is well

done. Some of the illustrations and reproductions are also both attractive

and informative. Moreover, Dr. Wolfson's brief introduction is ade-

quate. As a whole she faced a baffling task, for the materials, at least for

the last hundred years, are copious ; and she comes out of it well. She

is to be congratulated on a popular collection of extracts likely to be of

value, particularly for the layman.

University College of N. Staffs. J. W. Blake

Over the past ten years there has been a remarkable outburst of

criticism in Holland of the work of Robert Fruin which has substantially

modified the dominant view of Fruin as a strictly objective, scrupulously
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impartial historian. The most recent contribution to the discussion,

Dr. J. W. Smit, Fruin en de Partijen Tijdens de Republiek (Historische

Studies uitgegeven vanwege het Instituut voor Geschiedenis der

Rijksuniversiteitte Utrecht, xiv. Groningen, J. B. Wolters, 1958.

1 2. 5 o f.), continues the attack and is concerned principally with the question

of how far and in what ways Fruin's conception of the Revolt and the

Republic, as evidenced by his various studies on these matters, was
influenced or limited by his political views. Two introductory chapters

describe Fruin's intellectual horizons and the development of party

attitudes in Dutch historiography up to Fruin. The rest of the book is

given over to a rigorous examination of Fruin's writings on the Republic.

Dr. Smit shows that a clear political conception lay at the heart of Fruin's

work on the Republic. An attachment to the House of Orange was
present from the beginning, but developed into a passion which led him
increasingly, and by 1865 wholeheartedly, to judge the past according to

the degree to which it measured up to those political ideals which he most
desired to advance in nineteenth-century Holland, namely a constitutional

monarchy in which the monarchical element was strongly emphasized.

This growing Orangism—Dr. Smit clearly regards it as a rake's progress

—

coloured all Fruin's work on the Republic, but appeared most clearly

and to worst effect in his writings on the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, where, allied to a temperamental hostility to the spiritual

milieu of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century regent class, it made him
palpably unfair. Dr. Smit makes his point, with a sweep that is rare in a

first book, but he makes too much of it. Few historians, great or small,

would emerge unscathed from the sort of treatment Dr. Smit has meted

out to Fruin, and, if it is true that Fruin was partial, it is also true that he

was no more partial than his contemporaries in Holland, or indeed,

elsewhere in Europe, and that he possessed a degree of technical accuracy

and breadth of imagination which placed him far above most of them.

As Dr. Smit admits, no historian can hope to escape from the limits of

his own convictions and this is true of Dr. Smit himself, who at times

shows as much contempt for the nineteenth century ' with its drawing-

room morality '—whatever that may mean—as he rebukes Fruin for

having shown towards the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. An
example of this is his impatient dismissal of Fruin's concern and sorrow at

William Ill's part in the battle of Saint-Denis as yet another proof of

Fruin's inability to move outside ' the narrow limits of Victorian

morality ', for, according to Dr. Smit, to admit that William III willingly

and knowingly sacrificed the lives of his men in an unnecessary battle in

no way detracts from his ' true greatness '. Obviously much depends on

what is meant by greatness, but to condemn William for his conduct in

the affair need have nothing to do with ' Victorian morality '. Dr. Smit

likes his history full-blooded as well as cold-blooded and this leads him

occasionally into oversimplification and inconsistency. On the Fruin-

Nuyens-Brouwcrs controversy of the eighteen-sixties, foi example, he-

remarks that the conditions of the time made discussion between catholics

and liberals on the nature of the Revolt impossible, and then condemns

Fruin for not having taken up an unambiguously anti-catholic position

in a controversy which he has just admitted to be profitless. It is surely
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arguable that by concentrating on a detailed criticism of catholic work

Fruin was performing a useful service in establishing canons of technical

accuracy of which amateur historians like Nuyens needed to be reminded,

and that by deliberately avoiding a head-on clash over fundamentals he

was hoping to create an atmosphere in which catholic historians might be

ready to break completely new ground and write that history of the

catholic community in the Netherlands to which he properly attached so

much importance. Nor is Dr. Smit free from the sin of anachronism

which he so deplores in Fruin, for to criticize Fruin for writing political

and constitutional history and for not anticipating present-day fashions

in historiography is plainly silly, and not even completely accurate in the

light of the fact that Fruin's ' Tien Jaren ' was acknowledged at the time

as a new departure in this respect. Such examples as these, of hyper-

criticism and a rather pugnacious dogmatism, clearly detract from the

genuine merit of Dr. Smit's book.

Birkbeck College, London G. C. Gibbs

In A Frontier State at War: Kansas i86i-i86j (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell

University Press. For the American Historical Association. London:

O.U.P., 1958. 36s.) Mr. Albert Castel has a sordid story to relate. He
tells it clearly, carefully, and dispassionately. It is a record of the

criminal and corrupt exploitation of a national crisis for purposes of

private gain, of robbery, arson and murder in the name of a war upon

treason in the western counties of Missouri, that did immense damage to

the union cause and provoked equally lawless reprisals. Save for a

couple of federal generals, Ewing and Schofield, no one, not even Lincoln

himself, emerges with credit; and a large part of the cast are plain scoun-

drels. In these circumstances Mr. Castel has had to cut his way through a

thicket of pettifogging quarrels, corruption and political intrigue, in

which no man's word can be trusted. This has imposed upon him the

arduous task of sifting much unreliable evidence about obscure and

unsavory controversies, unscrupulously and intemperately conducted.

He has discharged it with conspicuous ability, and produced a brief and

lucid account that it would be hard to better. All that needs to be added

is that, before the record of Kansas during the war is written off as wholly

discreditable, it should be remembered that it has been no part of Mr.

Castel's plan to deal with the service of Kansans in the union armies

at the front.

London H. Hale Bellot

RJsorgimento e Capitalismo, by Rosario Romeo (Bari: Laterza, 1959.

1400 1.) consists of two long essays which previously appeared in Nord

e Sud. The first, ' La Storiografia Politica Marxista nel Secondo Dopo-
guerra ' was published in that journal in August, 1956, and the second,

' Problemi dello Sviluppo Capitalistico in Italia dal 1861 al 1887' in

July 1958. Signor Romeo takes as the central theme of both essays a
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consideration of Antonio Gramsci's thesis of the Kisorgimento as an ag-

rarian revolution manque: Gramsci believed that the tragedy of modern
Italian history lay in the refusal of the urban middle classes to identify

their interests with those of the peasants, and to use mass rural risings

against the old autocracies. In his first essay Signor Romeo shows that

most Italian socialist writings on the Kisorgimento in the post-war period

have been based on this thesis. The most interesting section of the

essay is that which deals with the thesis itself, where Signor Romeo is

fair, if unsympathetic, in his argument, and does not underestimate the

power of Gramsci's thought. The second essay claims to be a more
detailed consideration of Gramsci's thesis in the light of an objective

examination of the development of Italian capitalism from 1 861 to 1887.

Here Signor Romeo is less satisfying. The essay is sound enough as an

outline economic history, but it adds little to the argument contained in

the first essay. It shows, with much statistical data, that industrial

development in Italy after 1880 was based on the capital accumulated

from agricultural production since i860. The process would have been

upset if the peasants had consumed more and raised their standard of

living, and if they had seized political power in i860 they would not have

tolerated the low and static standard of living which was forced upon them
for the next twenty years. After 1880, when large industries began to

appear in Italy, the low standard of living of the rural masses proved a

drawback to the industrialists themselves because it deprived them of

what would otherwise have been a large domestic market. It would take

a great deal of subtle argument to use these facts as a further illustration

of the weakness of Gramsci's thesis, yet Signor Romeo ends his historical

survey abruptly, almost as if he has forgotten his declared object in

starting it. He concludes, a little lamely, by saying that future policy

with regard to the peasants, and especially the terrible problem of the

South, will not depend upon any historical reconstruction, but only on
the political convictions and traditions of those formulating policy. He
should perhaps have realized that an evaluation of Gramsci's theory also

depends, in the last resort, on one's political convictions. In fairness to

Signor Romeo it must be added that he disclaims any attempt to say the

last word: his great achievement is to have reopened the debate on that

remarkable man, Antonio Gramsci.

London School of Economics H. Hearder

Two recent Finnish publications permit German-reading historians

to participate in conclusions reached by the means of summaries. The
fifty-sixth yearbook of the series, Historiallinen Arkisto Toimittanut Suomen

Historiallinen Seura (Helsinki, 1958), contains eight long articles, three

of which are of general interest. Professor Lolo Krusius-Ahrenberg

discusses (in Swedish, summary pp. 254-55) &e origin of the April

manifesto by which Tsar Nicholas II and his advisers hoped to satisfy

Finnish agitation by allowing, not that calling of the Diet which was

desired, but an elected committee of forty-eight members representing

the four Estates to advise and help him as ruler of Finland; Toivo
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Nordberg (in Finnish, summary pp. 314-15) carries this theme further

by his study of the reaction in Finland to this manifesto and the eventual

compromise on both sides which permitted the committee to meet and

work on the understanding that the Diet should be allowed to meet in

the near future: in 1863 the Finnish Estates met after an interval of half

a century. Tuomo Polvinen's article (in Finnish, summary pp. 220-1)

covers an incident in Finnish-Russian relations in the early years of the

twentieth century, when Russian fear of a possible German (or German-
Swedish) attack on St. Petersburg via Finnish soil led to a demand for

the strategic junction of the Finnish and Russian railway-systems (hitherto

separate) in the so-called Neva ' bridge ', a project for which the Finns

were asked to provide 2 J million rubels, one-fourth of the total cost.

Finnish public opinion was against this outlay when the project in 1905

was put before their parliament, but Russian military measures, including

plans for the bombardment of Helsinki, persuaded the Finnish Senate

and parliament to vote the money in 1908. Veikko Piirainen's important

study of nineteenth-century social welfare work in Finland, Kylankierrolta

Kunnalliskikotiin (published as vol. xlix in Historialiisia Tutkimuksia,

Helsinki: 1958), has a German summary, pp. 453-6, which with admirable

clarity analyses the measures taken throughout the century to help the

rural proletariat of Finland. The main developments surveyed are the

help given by each parish to its own poor and needy within the framework
of their own homes in the first half of the century; the transition to

official, centrally administered, help in workhouses of various types with

their attendant advantages (such as improved treatment for the mentally

and chronically ill) and disadvantages (such as harsh treatment of children,

unenlightened from the twentieth century point of view, and social

stigma which made the poor prefer emigration to the ' poorhouse ')

in the second half of the century; the effect of better opportunities for

the rural proletariat by the growth of industries in Finland and the

changing climate of opinion, with its greater sympathy for the poor, are

touched upon at the end of the study.

London School of Economics Ragnhild Hatton

Professor Gordon A. Craig has used the invitation to deliver the

Albert Shaw lectures at Johns Hopkins as an opportunity to put down his

reflections on the different diplomatic style of the men who have con-

ducted German foreign policy from Bismarck's day to the present.

Like many books which began as lectures, From Bismarck to Adenauer,

Aspects of German statecraft. (Johns Hopkins Press. London: O.U.P.,

1958. 36s.) is written in an easy and engaging manner. The least

interesting of the five lectures are the first and the last: it is not easy to

say much that is new and arresting about Bismarck or to pass judgment

yet on Adenauer's foreign policy. The best of Dr. Craig's sketches are

those which deal with Biilow and Kiderlen-Waechter before 19 14,

Rathenau, Stresemann and Bruening after the War. It is a pleasure to

see the ease with which the lecturer handles his material in so small a

compass, and the lucidity with which he sets out his views. A fifth
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lecture on German ambassadors and their problems completes the series.

It is well worth reading, but prompts the question why it was put in to

take the place which ought to have been filled by Hitler. German foreign

policy from 1933 to 1940 is, no doubt, open to every form of moral
censure, but as a virtuoso performance it has rarely been surpassed and
ought surely to have been included.

St. Catherine's Society, Oxford Alan Bullock

There is a shortage of reliable yet compact studies of the American
Labour Movement. The four volume survey by John R. Commons and
his associates (stopping in 1932) is a little dated and a little too detailed.

The only book covering the whole field is Foster R. Dulles's very sound
volume entitled Labor in America (New York, Crowell, 1949). Pro-

fessor Joseph G. Rayback has tried to meet this need with A History of
American Labor (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1959. 42s.).

Such a work should tackle the major problems of why forms of labour

organization arose in America, their objectives and achievements, and
should convey some impression of the place of these organizations in the

general life and history of the country. The dangers are that, with so

many societies and unions affected by the laws of many states covering

most of a continent, the book becomes a catalogue of facts with little

interpretation and the curious but trivial may get as much space as more
important developments. Mr. Rayback has not avoided all these diffi-

culties. His frequent use of such sentences as ' the strike had convinced

labour that government was hostile to its aims '
(p. 136) or ' labour was

on the threshold of another period of progress '
(p. 142) suggest a degree

of unity and of self-consciousness at times when labour organizations

were diverse and covered only a tiny minority of the wage-earners. The
factual accounts of the various unions, strikes, and labour laws are

interspersed with merely the briefest connecting links which do not fully

explain changes in the types of activity. After describing the origin of

the Greenback Labour Movement, Mr. Rayback says ' the new party-

was an immediate success '
(p. 138). But on the same page its disinte-

gration is outlined and he concludes that ' the alliance had been unstable

from the beginning '. Later there is a passage on the agrarian tendencies

of the Knights of Labour in the late eighteen-eighties followed by an

account of the Farmers' Alliances. ' The next step was inevitable . . .

'

(p. 179)—the formation (by these two agencies?) of the Populist Party

—

but again the reader is puzzled because the attitude of the Knights was
' strangely equivocal ' and they declined while the Populists gained

strength. One or two of these connecting links throw out new sugges-

tions, as when Mr. Rayback remarks that the Knights of Labour were
' essentially more realistic than the trade unionists in their attitude toward

the nation's industrial structure ' as they ' recognised that the factory

system had come to stay '
(p. 175). In view of the Knights' emphasis

on co-operative production in small units, their hostility to industrial

organization and their ultimate collapse, this view is the reverse of the

usual interpretation and it would have been interesting to have had a fuller
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discussion of the point. The main difficulty which keeps recurring is that

in covering the whole history of American labour, the legislation on

labour conditions, and including some treatment of industrial change,

the Progressive, Farmers' and Socialist movements, the book tries to do

too much. It would have been better to have concentrated on a full

discussion of the major developments, with footnotes (which are totally

omitted, presumably for lack of space) to take the student to particular

studies and original sources.

University of Edinburgh John P. Mackintosh

Foreign policy is often considered as a rather abstract affair, apparently

thought out by the Foreign Secretary at his desk each morning, with

perhaps the aid of a few leader-writers as the agents of public opinion.

Not the least of the merits of Dr. Rose L. Greaves's Persia and the Defence

of India (University of London: Athlone Press, 1959. 42s.) is that it

should help to destroy such illusions. The Russian advance into Central

Asia presented problems both military and diplomatic, and the security

of India was a vital, often paramount British interest. The India Office,

the War Office and the Government of India, each with conflicting internal

opinions, were all involved. Consequently, although the Foreign Office

claimed the ultimate right of decision (and the book is subtitled ' A study

in the foreign policy of the third Marquis of Salisbury '), the formulation

of policy was a very complicated process, of which Dr. Greaves provides

an excellent analysis, securely based on a mass of British official and private

documents. The particular difficulties presented by Persia, a weak and

ill-governed area which caused concern long before the exploitation of

oil, are also very well described. If the later chapters are less compelling

it is mainly because, as not seldom in this type of history, nothing decisive

happened. Despite the many warnings of imminent collapse, Persia

contrived to survive in much the same way as Turkey and Morocco were

to do for many years. The story is interesting enough to provoke

questions. Did the authorities at St. Petersburg, similarly subject to the

pressure of ' eager military spirits ' with their equivalent of the ' K.C.B.

mania ', act under the same fear of British designs ? Would the conquest

of India, even if possible, have been a ' death-blow to our prosperity,

prestige and power ', or did all concerned merely reflect their monarch's

naive interest in the ' safety and honour of her vast Empire ' ? The author

is a little indulgent towards the military view, with its fantastic over-

estimate of Russian strength, somewhat impractical schemes for decisive

battles in Asia and Holstein-like illusions that Germany might help

Britain against Russia. Here perhaps she partially reflects the views of

Salisbury himself who, able though he was, appears more apprehensive

than his strictures on strategists and too ardent map-readers might lead

one to expect. In a rather meandering conclusion moreover Salisbury's

efficiency is too directly contrasted with the record of the 1892 Liberal

Government: Salisbury could not give Persia a guarantee or adequate

financial aid any more than Rosebery, and the latter on occasions did

override the India Office, whereas Salisbury tended to negotiate with other
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departments as independent powers. Nor would everyone who has

encountered Sir Robert Morier or Sir Henry Drummond Wolff in other

capacities rate them so highly. The maps also, although based on con-

temporary official ones, have their limitations. The book, however,
remains a valuable and well-written study of one of the numerous complex
issues which confronted Britain in the late nineteenth century.

University of Glasgow F. V. Parsons

Italian historians have been paying a lot of attention in recent years

to the origins and development of Christian Democracy in Italy. Edith

Pratt Howard's // Partito Popolare Italiano (Florence: La Nuova Italia,

1957) is an important addition to this literature. It is a pity that it has

apparently been unable to find a publisher in its original English, for

English works on Italian Catholicism and Christian Democracy, and

indeed on European Christian Democracy in general, are still all too few.

The first fifth of Miss Howard's book provides an excellent summary of

the Italian Catholic social movement up to 191 8, when Benedict XV
removed the ban on a Catholic party which had lasted for fifty years.

The remainder of the book deals in detail with the record of the Popular

party, the precursor of the present Christian Democratic party, between

its foundation in 191 8 and its dissolution by Mussolini in 1926. The
author did much of her research under the guidance of the late Professor

Salvemini, and her book belongs to what might be called the Salvemini

school of forthright, scholarly anti-clericalism. Her analysis of the

relations between the Popular party and the Vatican (about which there is

still a lot that we do not know) shows that her sympathies lie with the

party, which Pius XI sacrificed in order to improve the Church's standing

with Fascism. She stresses both the inherent disunity of the party, with

its conservative and radical wings, and the remarkable success of its

founder and masterful secretary, Don Luigi Sturzo, in keeping it together

through years of exceptional turbulence and strain. The chief limitation

of the book is its concentration on the parliamentary history of the party.

It deals with this very well, however, and presents a clear account of the

party's constitutional, social, educational and agrarian programme.

The last is particularly well handled, against the background of the

complex social structure and agricultural diversity of the Italian country-

side. What is now needed is a study of the party's organization, personnel

and ' grassroots ' activity—subjects on which little has been published

even in Italy.

Oriel College, Oxford Christopher Seton-Watson

The value of Raymond A. Lindgren's book, Norway-Sweden, Union,

Disunion and Scandinavian Integration (A Publication of the Center for

Research on World Political Institutions, Princeton University Press,

Princeton, New Jersey, 1959), is seriously diminished by the framework

within which he has presented his subject. Even if the strange inter-

pretation of the word ' integration ' of the author and the Centre that has

sponsored his study is admitted (pp. 4-5, 'By integration we mean the
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attainment, within a territory, of a " sense of community " and of in-

stitutions and practices strong enough and widespread enough to as-

sure, for a " long " time, dependable expectations of " peaceful change "

among its population ') it is difficult to visuali2e present-day Norway-

Sweden as one territory with common institutions; and the central

argument (see the diagram, p. 6) that Norway-Sweden is a Non-Amalga-

mated Pluralistic Security-Community strikes the present reviewer as

nonsensical. Whatever integration has taken place in the cultural, social

and even possibly in some aspects of the economic lives of these two

nations, where questions of security, i.e. of foreign policy, are concerned,

the two countries cannot possibly be regarded as one community. In yet

another way does the chosen framework handicap the author. The

feeling of common interests which undeniably exists in Scandinavia is

the result, not of the ' Disunion ', but of centuries of co-existence after

many more centuries of strife and, more specifically, of the Pan-Scan-

dinavian movement of the nineteenth century, its failures as well as its

successes. As a study of Norwegian-Swedish relations in their Scan-

dinavian aspect the present book is badly balanced since hardly any atten-

tion is given to Denmark, whose fate is so intimately linked with the

Scandinavian movement in the nineteenth century, nor to Finland, equally

essential for the twentieth-century concept and problems of the Scan-

dinavian countries. However, if Professor Lindgren's book is taken out

of its framework and regarded as a straightforward history of the

Norwegian-Swedish Union and the dissolution of that Union, it has a

good deal to offer the reader. The author has a thorough knowledge of

the Norwegian and Swedish literature of his subject, the only serious gap

being Professor J. Seip's important monograph on the Stang-Broch

controversy, Et regime foran undergangen, Oslo, 1945, which seems to have

escaped his notice. For the main section of his study, covering the years

1902 to 1908 (pp. 78 to 234), Mr. Lindgrenhas also made good use of the

published and unpublished memoirs of the period, of the newspaper press

and of official documents from the Norwegian and Swedish public record

offices (though the author's translation of Riksarkiv, ' the Archives of the

Realm ', as Royal Archives is neither accurate nor likely to be acceptable

to historians of either of the two countries in question). This section is the

most valuable of the book; by its concentration on domestic issues in the

two countries and on relations between them in the years preceding the dis-

solution ofthe Union, the English reader is given the necessary background

to the European perspectives of Professor Folke Lindberg's book,

Scandinavia in Great Power Politics, 190J-190S, Stockholm 1958. The

author strives hard and on the whole successfully to be fair to both sides

in the different points of dispute during the Union, if at times his own
attitude appears confused, e.g. when he (pp. 46-7) stresses that Norway

was dealt with generously by Sweden in respect of her interests abroad,

while on page 48 taking the opposite view, arguing that Sweden dis-

played little concern for the interests and desires of Norway. His grasp

of the attitudes to the Union of the various political parties in Norway

is very good, though his sarcasm on page 82 at the expense of the

Norwegian Venstre (Left) and their demand for a separate Norwegian

consular representation fails to illuminate that particular problem.

London School of Economics Ragnhild Hatton
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Some five years ago the Royal Historical Commission of the

Netherlands agreed to a scheme for the publishing of the basic documents

of Dutch foreign policy in the years 1848 to 1919. The whole was
divided into three periods, and responsibility for the third of these,

covering the years 1899 to 1919, was assigned to Dr. C. Smit. The
first fruits of Dr. Smit's labours have now appeared in the shape of an

immensely fat volume of 800 odd pages, devoted to the years 1903 to

1907, which will form volume two in his section: Bescheiden Betreffende

de Buitenlandse Politiek van Nederland 1 848-1919 Derde Periode, 1899-1919,

Tweede Deel, 1 903-1 907. R.G.P. Grote Serie, 102, 's Gravenhage:

Martinus Nijhoff, 1958. Volume one of this section, it appears, is also

completed, since many detailed references are made to it, and was clearly

intended to have appeared first, but for unexplained reasons its publication

has been delayed. The mateiials in the present volume have been drawn
from a variety of sources, but principally from the ministry of foreign

affairs, a number of other government departments, and the private

collections of several leading ministers. Many topics are touched upon,

but the documents deal mainly with Dutch efforts to conclude arbitration

treaties with other European and extra-European powers, the maintenance

of Dutch neutrality during the Russo-Japanese war, the Dutch attitude

to the Moroccan crisis, preparations for the second Hague Peace Confer-

ence, in which a good deal of the correspondence is in French, and, at

inordinate length, Dutch relations with Venezuela. So far as can be

ascertained without a specialist's knowledge of the period, for there is no

introduction worth speaking of, and very little annotation, the documents

do not add much, except material of a confirmatory and illustrative

character, to the general picture of European relations during the period

1903 to 1907. Even on specifically Dutch foreign policy nothing of

dramatic importance seems to have been uncovered and, for all its vast

size, Dr. Smit's volume is ironically reticent on just those controversial

matters, such as van Lynden's dismissal in 1905 and the queen's warning of

threats to the Dutch state in 1904, to which it might have been expected to

provide answers. However, much new and welcome detail is given,

which underlines at many points the difficulties of neutrality for a small

power in a world increasingly dominated by large powers, for it was one

thing to proclaim that the Netherlands desired to be on good terms with

all powers, but bound closely to none, and quite another to maintain

such a policy in the face of the determination of the great powers to regard

those who were not for them as being against them. The Russo-Japanese

war, which put the Dutch on the rack as never before, is only the most

dramatic example of the agonies of non- attachment; to a greater or lesser

extent such problems were always present, sometimes indeed, as in the

question of the headship of the inspectorate of Morocco, achieving

their clearest expression in matters in which the Dutch confessed to no

interest one way or the other. [Sec pp. 689, 738-40]. In respeel to the

over-all problems of Dutch foreign policy reference must be made to a

most effective defence of neutrality, making clear its rigours, by the queen

in April 1905 (pp. 465-7), which surely deserved some comment from the

editor. Of the arrangement of the volume all that need be said is that the

documents are arranged in strict chronological order, but that the
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inconveniences which sometimes spring from this are somewhat mitigated

by a subject index.

Birkbeck College, London G. C. Gibbs

When so much is written on the great powers and their policies, it is

salutary to be reminded of the problems of a small country in a dangerous

situation. Robert Devleeshouwer's Les Beiges et le Danger de Guerre,

1910-1914 (Louvain: Editions Nauwelaerts, 1958. 160 fr. b.) is the first

study published under the auspices of the Centre Interuniversitaire d'Histoire

Contemporaine, and gives good cause to look forward to its successors.

It deals with a wider field than the dates indicate. The first part sketches

the background of Belgium's diplomatic and military position, and public

opinion about it, before 1910. The second discusses events between

1910 and 191 3 which affected this situation, notably the Agadir crisis

and the Belgian conscription law of 191 3. The last and longest section

examines the attitude of the Belgian government and public opinion in

the crisis of 19 14. M. Devleeshouwer uses no new diplomatic sources,

and the outlines of his story are familiar to readers of Pirenne and

Albertini. But he adds much significant detail from the Belgian press,

parliamentary debates, and memoirs, and this, together with his dis-

passionate but decided opinions, gives interest and value to the book.

There are long accounts of the great debate on military preparedness, of

the army laws of 1909 and 191 3, and of the state of the Belgian army before

1 9 14. In the author's view, Belgian military weakness tempted Germany
to risk an invasion, just as the pro-German inclinations of the Belgian

governments encouraged German hopes that invasion would not be

resisted. Another point of particular interest is the illustration of the

difficulties of a state whose neutrality is imposed and guaranteed by

treaties with neighbouring great powers. Neither France nor Germany
was accustomed to think in terms of perpetual neutrality, and each dis-

trusted Belgium and suspected her of leaning towards the other. This

imposed constant caution on the Belgian government, which shrank

from any ' un-neutral act ', so that as late as 2 August 1914 the Petit Bleu

was seized for publishing an article judged to be dangerously anti-German.

The author also draws attention to other threads running through his

narrative. He discusses the implications of neutrality for military plan-

ning; he comments on the constitutional position of the king in relation

to the army; he is alive to the parallels between 1914 and 1940; he touches

again on the attitude of the Socialists to war. Sometimes this makes the

book rather disjointed, but the juxtaposition of these different aspects

brings out the complexity of what may often seem to have been a simple

situation. The bibliography includes a useful list of the Belgian news-

papers of the period with their party affiliations. The index deals only

with persons and consists of undifferentiated page numbers. There is a

misprint on page 68, where 1910 should read 1900.

University of Liverpool P. M. H. Bell

The blockade in the first World War was mainly a British weapon, and

subsequent misunderstandings about it have been due in part to injudicious
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official secrecy. The Allied Blockade of Germany 1914-1916 (Ann Arbor:

University of Michigan Press, 1957. S6.50), by Professor Marion C.

Siney, deserves praise on two grounds: it is an American work which

nevertheless keeps British administrative necessities always in sight, and it

adds substantially to our knowledge as a result of the author's patience in

digging out much of the basic material. Three British official histories

of the blockade were written indeed between 1920 and 1937, but the

Foreign Office still considers it unwise to make them available to the

public and fondly believes that they are not. As it happens one, by

H. W. C. Davis, has been available for many years in the British Museum,
and the most important, a massive work by Commander A. C. Bell

printed in 1937, was published in a pirated translation in Essen in 1943

under the title, Die englische Hungarblockade. Moreover, Bell allowed Dr.

Siney to read portions of his book in 1936, and subsequently she found

varied material in the French Musee de la Guerre and in the archives of

Scandinavian and American business firms, including some of the

Chicago meat packers. With this new material comes a fresh approach.

The neutrals who disliked the blockade as an interference with profitable

wartime trade naturally contested its legality, taking the unratified

Declaration of London of 1909 as a statement of what ' enlightened

jurists ' considered the law to be, and this debate on legality has hitherto

been the main concern of books on the subject. Dr. Siney's is the first

serious examination of British practices as instruments of economic

warfare. The story is well worth telling. Reacting to problems as

they arose, the Foreign Office (and later its protege, the Ministry of

Blockade) showed its ingenuity in devising restraints on the imports of

the ' adjacent ' neutrals which induced them to enter into voluntary

agreements for the control of their own exports to Germany. In the

process most of the economic warfare devices such as blacklisting,

bunker control, forcible rationing, navicerting, and enemy export control

were developed, to be re-applied in the second World War without

substantial addition except in the cases of insurance control and pre-

emption. The weightiest parts of the book deal with the trade negotia-

tions with the northern neutrals, the first important agreement being that

of 29 December 19 14 with the Netherlands Oversea Trust, a body of

Dutch shipowners and importers who guaranteed that goods consigned

to them and passing freely through the British controls should not be

exported. These chapters are an important contribution to the diplo-

matic history of the war. Dr. Siney does not deal with the parallel

Swiss negotiations, nor does she discuss at any length the effect of the

blockade on Germany. These topics may be reserved for a later volume.

This is altogether a useful book, which covers much new ground and is to

be commended both for its judicious handling of some controversial

issues and considerable literary skill in making complicated trade negotia-

tions intelligible without undue simplification.

London School of Economics W. N. Mkdlicott

In 1959 the University of Geneva celebrated its fourth centenary.

Its history up to 1914 had been the subject of officially sponsored works

VOL. LXXV—NO. CCXCVII BBB
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which are now appropriately supplemented by two handsome volumes

(Geneva: Georg & Cie., Librairie de l'Universite, 1958, 1959) covering

he years 1914-56. The first of these, L'Universite de 191 4 a 19j6 is by

Paul-E. Martin and consists of a broad review of university development.

The second, Annexes: historique des facultes et des institutes, 1914-19 j6, is

by a variety of scholars. Together these books constitute a valuable con-

tribution to the history of higher education at a time ofrapid development.

T.

With verve and skill Barbara Tuchmann in The Zimmermann Telegram

(London: Constable, 1959. 18s.) tells the incredible story of a classic

blunder in the conduct of foreign policy. Alfred Zimmermann, German

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, seeking to embarrass the United

States should she enter the first World War on the allied side, endeavoured

to forge an alliance with Mexico. If Mexico concurred, Germany

would be ready to assist her in regaining her lost territories in Texas,

Arizona and New Mexico. In the fateful telegram, dated 16 January 191 7,

which informed Bernstorff, the German Ambassador in Washington, of the

decision to resume unrestricted submarine warfare, he was also instructed

to pass on to the German Minister in Mexico this extraordinary offer.

Zimmermann had even us^d a telegraphic line made available to Germany

by Wilson to further the President's peace efforts. In London, at the

legendary headquarters of Admiral Hall's counter-intelligence staff, the

telegram was intercepted and the code cracked. The contents gave

Balfour another weapon to bring the United States over to the allied side

at a critical stage of the war. Unrestricted submarine warfare and the

menace of a victorious Germany to the safety of the continental republic

forced Wilson into the war yet as Miss Tuchmann convincingly asserts

:

' The brick that did it, to the people whether or not to the President, was

the Zimmermann Telegram '. She tells us nothing really new about the

tortuous path of American and German policy, but she has a good eye for

interesting detail and with deft touches brings to life the people involved.

Her account will revive the drooping spirits of those less hardy students,

overwhelmed by the chore of reading learned monographs. To have pre-

sented an historical episode as something real and thrilling is no mean

achievement and excuses the book's occasional lapses into journalese.

Nor is the tale without its moral. A secret service that loses its secrets

ceases to be of service.

University oj Nottingham J. A. S. Grenville

It is always a pity when an important and original work of historical

research may miss its audience through a bad choice of title. Mr. Oliver

H. Radkey's The Agrarian Foes 0} Bolshevism (Columbia University Press.

London: O.U.P., 1958. 68/s.) is in fact a detailed and absorbing account,

based upon more than twenty year's study of the scattered original

sources and upon many interviews with the survivors of the period, of
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the fortunes of the Russian Social Revolutionary party between the two
Russian Revolutions of 191 7. And, as Mr. Radkey himself shows, it

was not thought by the party leaders that the real victors would turn out

to be the Bolsheviks whose strength they consistently underestimated,

but rather the reactionaries, which helps to explain the S.R.'s acceptance

of Menshevik leadership, and of the Cadet alliance, two of the points

for which Mr. Radkey most strongly attacks them. For the forty years

and more that have elapsed since, these events have not diminished their

actuality for Mr. Radkey, who does not seek merely to chronicle but also

to explain, and whose way of explaining the debacle of what was at the

beginning of the period the country's majority party is to blame the leaders

for having been unwilling either to solve the agrarian problem, or more
important still, to take Russia out of the war. In the course of Mr.
Radkey's study hardly any prominent politician in Russia comes out well;

and if any are exonerated it is only because Mr. Radkey's primary ob-

session is with the guilt of the Western Allies. The trouble is that Mr.

Radkey's deep learning on his own subject is not matched by any tenable

general picture of the international scene in 191 7; and some of his

judgments upon what Russia could have done to accelerate a peace are

consequently very far-fetched. On the other hand, it is very refreshing

to find an historian of the Russian Revolution who can see through the

artificiality of the Marxist-Populist antithesis to the real differences of

passion and temperament that decided who went with whom in the final

struggle. The book is a major contribution not only to modern Russian

history, but to the pathology of Revolution.

All Souls College, Oxford Max Beloff

In The Seat of Pilate: An Account of the Palestine Mandate (London

:

Cresset Press, 1959. 30s.) John Marlowe, the pseudonymous author of

the most useful single account of Anglo-Egyptian relations during the

last hundred and fifty years, turns his attention, his clear mind and his

widely sympathetic understanding to the tangled and unhappy story of

the British Mandate for Palestine. The theme of his book is that the

settlement in the Levant which followed the end of the first World War,

namely the award to Britain and France of the Mandates for Palestine

and Transjordan, and Syria and the Lebanon, respectively, along with the

less restricted and even less practicable allotment of western Asia to the

Greeks, constituted an attempt on the part of western Europe to re-

integrate the Levant into the civilization of the Mediterranean. This

attempt at reverting to the age of Rome was bound to fail if only because

there was from the outset more than one imperial power involved and, as

the theatrical and envious Mussolini was shortly to show, still others

resentful at their seeming exclusion. But the seeds of self-determination

whose planting was perhaps President Wilson's principal international

achievement, were I and flourish as Kemal Ataturk quickly showed.

Despite the anachronistic and unrepresentative presence of Lord Curzon

at the Foreign Office, the British were far from imperially-minded at this

time and their principal fault in Palestine, as ' Mr. Marlowe ' shows, was
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not so much an excess of realism over idealism as the reverse. They
embraced with the Mandate two incompatible idealisms, although Lord
Balfour, at any rate, paid scant regard to the principle of self-determination.
' In Palestine ', he wrote, ' we do not propose even to go through the

form of consulting the wishes of the present inhabitants. . .
.' Zionism,

he added, was of ' far greater import than the desires and prejudices of the

seven hundred thousand Arabs who now inhabit that ancient land. . .
.'

Arabs everywhere were quick to sense and resent this and Balfour him-

self, to the ill-concealed amusement of many of those French officials

whose own unpopularity so recently led them to bombard the city, was

almost lynched in Damascus. When the excesses of Hitler's Germany set

Zionism at full steam ahead, there could be no question of anything but a

fatal clash. It was a clash fought, in the nature of things, without rules

and in the face of the growing ineffectiveness of the British referee and

his whistle. This analogy is not a frivolous one. It is the author's

contention, and he sustains it well, that the British in Palestine, adminis-

trators and soldiers too, tried for the most part to play fair, although their

situation was an inherently impossible one precisely because the statesmen

who accepted—and refused to define the purposes of—the Mandate, had

failed to do just that. This is a fair-minded and lucid account of the

story of Mandatory Palestine, written especially from the point of view

of those who ' being neither Arabs nor Jews, were caught up in a strange

quarrel and (many of them) killed doing their duty in a foreign land '.

Pembroke College, Oxford H. S. Deighton

An octogenarian historian, but still happily active, Dr. G. P. Gooch in

Under Six Reigns (London: Longmans. 1958. 25s.) looks back 'with

deep satisfaction ' at the progress of academic studies in his lifetime.

' We survey the evolution of mankind with wider knowledge, clearer

vision and cooler heads than in the far off days of my apprenticeship.'

To those who contemplate the acidities of some recent historical contro-

versies this may well seem a generous tribute. But this is a very tolerant

book, written without passion but with no surrender of the liberal creed

with which he first identified himself in his Cambridge days. It is the

story of an historian's rendezvous with history, and of the men and events

that shaped his outlook and largely determined his field of work. To his

fellow historians the earlier chapters, with their personal recollections of

Treitschke, Harnack, Gierke, and Paulsen, of Lavisse, Maspero, and

Sorel, and of the Cambridge group in England, may be of special interest.

He was not, he tells us, Acton's pupil, favourite or otherwise, but later he

met and enjoyed the ' friendship and encouragement ' of the Regius

Professor for five years. But finding himself a man of ' cooler blood '

than Acton he was soon feeling his way towards a more charitable

brand of liberalism, and perhaps the main purpose of the book is the

vindication of these tolerant liberal standards, and their place in the

writing of history. After 1914 Dr. Gooch's story for some thirty years

is that of his contacts with the international (and particularly the German)

scene and the vast development of diplomatic studies and documentary

publication in which he was the foremost figure in this country. In
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close sympathy with the U.D.C. in their distrust of secret diplomacy he

laboured for many years as a writer and editor of documents to further

understanding through knowledge, a process which had its genuine

successes in the nineteen-twenties, when with a little imagination one

could persuade oneself that one's former opponents were very decent

people if one could only see their point of view. After 1933 there was a

new barbarity in Europe which did not become less alarming with greater

knowledge. Dr. Gooch knew the German scene too well to have any

illusions about the Nazi domestic tyranny, but the hope that the hardening

of international tensions would somehow find a solvent in the reasonable

talk of peace societies, Chatham House discussions, and international

historical conferences lingered on; a futile but not ignoble aspiration.

At the outbreak of war in 1939 he took leave of Bismarckian and post-

Bismarckian studies; but only to turn to other fields, where his vast

knowledge and amazing literary fertility have produced a whole series of

new books. This long story, told with such serenity and authority,

is indispensable reading for all students of international history.

London School of Economics W. N. Medlicott

The famous German historian, Friedrich Meinecke, who died in 1954,

was obsessed throughout his career by the problem of power. Born into

Bismarck's Prussia, convinced of the rightness of Bismarck's work, and
' intensely German ' in thought and outlook, Meinecke rejected

Burckhardt's famous statement that ' power is intrinsically evil '. On
the other hand, his sympathy with the values of the Prussian reformers

meant that he could not accept power as such. ' A loyal Prussian ', he

had both to defend Prussian and German policy and somehow to make
them ethical. Hence his life, as Richard W. Sterling writes in his able

and interesting analysis of Meinecke's political ideas, Ethics in a World of

Power (London: O.U.P. for Princeton University Press, 1959. 36s.),

was ' a quest for an ethical system which did not do violence to the world

of reality '. The great virtue of Mr. Sterling's book is that, although a

professed admirer of Meinecke, he does not gloss over ' the incon-

sistencies and contradictions which his thought displayed '. For anyone

bred in western European traditions, there is, indeed, something pro-

foundly unsatisfactory about Meinecke's thought and a disquieting

casuistry about many of his arguments. The cult which has surrounded

his name since 1945 seems to exaggerate his intellectual powers.

Meinecke was a trimmer, a born squarer of circles. Two words dominate

Mr. Sterling's study: 'reconcile' and 'legitimation'. There were no

irreconcilables which Meinecke was not prepared to reconcile: subjective

and objective, unity and diversity, the powerful state and the free

individual, egotistic forces and ideals of humanity, nationalism and

cosmopolitanism, politics and ethics, power and morality. But his

essential purpose was the ' legitimation ' of power (which meant, in

effect, of Prussian power) by giving ' the power factor an essential role

in the process of moral expression '. ' State egotism ' was ' the only

healthy basis for a great state '; but ' the state ego must fulfil ' a ' moral
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purpose '. What happened, however, if it obstinately refused ? This was

Meinecke's human problem, from the moment when ' awkward displays

of Wilhelmenian power politics ' shook his faith in the virtues of

nationalism; and it says much for his character that, thenceforward to the

end of his life, he spent his time trying to adjust his thought to his

experience of what German nationalism was in practice. On the intel-

lectual plane, however, the picture that is left is of an honest but bewil-

dered man, desperately trying to adapt his theories to events and never

quite catching up on them. Meinecke's contribution to political thinking

was singularly negative; and his contribution to history was so tied up

with the assumptions of German national liberalism that it has already-

lost much of its cogency. On the other hand, his life and writings provide

important insights into the political and intellectual climate of the

Germany which came into existence in 1871 and expired in 1945; and

anyone interested in that phase of recent history will find in Mr. Sterling's

book a wealth of material, intelligently processed, for an illuminating

case-study.

London School of Economics G. Barraclough

Stalin's Failure in China, by Conrad Brandt (Harvard University Press.

London: O.U.P., 1958. 25s.) is a valuable addition to the literature on

the first phase of the Communist revolution in China. Mr. Brandt has

utilized both Western and Chinese sources, including Trotsky's letters

and memoranda in the Houghton Library of Harvard University. He
also had the advantage of personal conversations with Chang Kuo-t'ao, a

former Chinese Communist leader, now in exile in Hongkong. The
genesis of Stalin's failure lay in his ignorance of the situation in China.

He thought that he was following Lenin's policy when he insisted that the

Chinese Communists should co-operate with the Kuomintang, and should

not establish Soviets of their own. He failed until too late to realize that,

for all its defects and internal frictions, the Kuomintang was an organized

party with military backing which was in a better position to utilize their

temporary allies and to discard them when they became dangerous than

were the Communists. When this became patent, Trotsky, as part of his

feud with Stalin, professed to have seen this from the first and always to

have opposed the Kuomintang-Communist alliance, but in fact this was

not so. Even had a different policy been adopted, failure would probably

have ensued, because the Chinese Communists did not then have sufficient

popular backing or armed force. As Mr. Brandt remarks, but for the

Japanese onslaught upon China, they possibly never would have had.

Even after 1945 Stalin himself thought little of their chances and even

advised them—as the Americans were doing—to come to terms with

Chiang Kai-shek.

University of Bristol F. C. Jones

Ernst L. Presseisen's Germany and Japan, A. Study in Totalitarian

Diplomacy, 1933-1941 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1958. 28.5 g.),
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is a sound study of an important relationship. Mr. Presseisen's sources

are reliable, and although he may know the German language better than

the Japanese this is in fact less of a disadvantage than might appear at first

sight. For the voluminous material gathered together for the Inter-

national Military Tribunal for the Far East includes a great many
Japanese documents, relevant to Mr. Presseisen's study, all of which were
translated into English. The Japanese, of course, derived little if any

profit from their alliance with Nazi Germany. This fully confirmed the

misgivings expressed by Viscount Ishii, who demurred, as a Privy

Councillor, to the ratification of the Tripartite Pact. Adapting the well-

known Bismarckian analogy of the ' horse and rider ', Ishii pointed out,

very truly, that the classic German interpretation of an alliance was that

one party should be the ' horse ' and the other the ' donkey ', that to be

the ' horse ' was Germany's invariable role. But Mr. Piesseisen reminds

us that the whole purpose of the Tripartite Pact of September 1940, was
political rather than military. In military terms the Pact had little value

or meaning. Later events were to make this very evident. When the

alliance was concluded it seemed almost obvious that Great Britain was
facing imminent defeat; and the Pact, especially if it could be extended

to include the Soviet Union as a fourth partner, was a useful preliminary

agreement in preparation for the carving up of a bankrupt British Empire.

Mr. Presseisen writes (p. 280): ' The fall of 1940 really amounted to a

climax in the German-Japanese entente. The later disappointments are

largely to be attributed to the fact that the war was not over but had only

just begun.' It cannot be denied that if the European War had finished

by the end of 1940 the Japanese would have been in a strong position,

not only militarily but also, thanks to the Pact, diplomatically, to take

over all British, Dutch, and French colonial territories east of Ceylon. The
author confirms what is already known about the irritation felt by Germany
at Japan's dilatoriness in the negotiations for a full alliance in 1939, a

dilatoriness due to a severe division of opinion within the Japanese

government. It is no wonder that in Berlin it was considered that the

Japanese were maddeningly slow and tortuous in their diplomacy by

comparison with the ' dynamism ' of the Fascist powers.

St. Antony's College, Oxford Richard Storry
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